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In 1969, they produced 12,456 units with a retail
value of almost $780,000,000. Commercial helicopter production grew from 266 units in 1960 to 550
units in 1969 of much higher performance capability.
• In military aviation, 2 new high-perfom1ance
air superiority fighters were contracted for and competitive designs were being prepared for an advanced bomber system.
• In space exploration, development of a sp~ce
shuttle, a fully recoverable aircraft-t~pe v~h1_cle
capable of orbital flight, was awarded h1gh pnonty.
The shuttle is basic to the goal of low-cost, largescale space missions.
• Finally, sales of non-aerospace p~~d~cts and
services-activities by the industry utihzmg aerospace technology in such areas as I?ollution cont::ol,
marine sciences, urban transportation, and medical
applications-increased in 1969, even while sales in
most of the other major categories of effort showed
a slight decline.
.
In summary, the aerospace industry matured . m
many areas and, as it did so, engendered an mcrease in public demand and expectation co_r~e
sponding to the industry's d emonstrated capab1hlj'
for even greater problem-solving perfom1ance m
the decade of the seventies.
The industry continues to move further int~ the
forefront of creative responsiveness to _natwnal
needs over and above its responsibilities m _sp.ace
exploration, national defense, and civil . av~atwn.
Aerospace companies have already made s1gmfic~nt
efforts in socioeconomic areas , backing them w1th
their financial and technical resources.
As we look to the future it seems ce rtain that the
seventies will see the indu~try increasingly i~wolved
in solving a wide variety of pressing domestic problems.

In 1969 the accelerating momentum which was
the hallmark of the aerospace industry during the
decade of the sixties was solidly underscored by
landing astronauts on the moon and retunling them
to earth-unquestionably man's greatest technological and managerial feat.
vVhen astronaut Neil A. Armstrong stepped from
the Lunar Module Eagle and became the first man
to set foot on the moon, a bold national commitment
was fulfilled. Four months later, Apollo 12 duplicated this incredible achievement.
These 2 1969 lunar missions fittingly capped a
decade of constantly rising technical and managerial
capabilities. Less dramatic but equally significant
evidence of these increased capabilities was also
demonstrated during the year. For example:
• The cumulative effect of the large-scale introduction of turbine-powered transports into the
world's airline fleets produced astonishing statistics
on the use of air transportation. U.S. scheduled airlines alone, which in 1959 carried 56,000,000 passengers and flew 847,000,000 cargo ton-miles, carried 162,000,000 passengers and flew 4.4 billion
cargo ton-miles in the final year of the 1960s.
• At the same time, at year-end industry was on
the threshold of d elivering to the world's air carriers the first models of the wide-bodied, high-capacity transports, representing the third generation
of turbine-powered commercial airliners. Such aircraft promise to add a further dramatic stimulus to
air transportation growth.
• The supersonic transport (SST), the next major
step in commercial air transportation, moved several
significant steps from the mock-up stage toward the
world's runways.
• General aviation demonstrated a period of solid
growth. In 1959, U.S. manufacturers produce d 7,689
general aircraft with a retail value of $170,000,000.

v

1969
Aerospace
Events

The highlights of the
aerospace year, including
major developments
involving aerospace
people and equipment
and the aircraft,
missiles, launch vehicles,
spacecraft, engines,
and systems which
passed notable
milestones in 1969.

MEN ON THE MOON
aerospace indushy, the year's Apollo feats represented a magnificent effort of program management
and hardware fabrication. They also brought to the
whole world a new capability for exploring and
understanding the awesome workings of the universe. The lunar landings w ere, to use the words of
the man who first set foot on the moon, a "giant
leap for mankind."

The greatest technological undertaking in history
culminated in 1969 with the first landings of men
on the moon. The United States fulfilled its memorable "within the decade" commitment, made by
President John F. Kennedy in_ 1961, with the flight
of Apollo 11 just 98 months after the go-ahead was
signaled. Only 4 months later, another Apollo team
made a second lunar landing. For NASA and the
1
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APOLLO
Th e lunar landings w ere preced ed b) 2oth r Apollo
mi ss ions in 1969, th e first of which was la un ch ed on
F ebru ary 28. Apollo 9 was crew d by commander
James A. IcDivitt, Command . ifodul e pilot Da\ id R.
Scott, and Lunar ifodule pilot Russ ell Schweickart,
shown in Photo 1 during th e first Apollo space
\:valk. Apollo 9 was the final qualification test of
the Lunar Module , which was thorou g hly checked
out in a 10-day ea rth-orbital flight. Apollo 10,
launched May 18 a nd manned by Thomas P . Stafford, Eugene A. C eman, and John W. Yow1g, was
an 8-day dress reh earsal for th e first landing; it was
a lunar mission in which Stafford and C eman descended in th e Lunar Module to within 9.4 miles
of the moon's surface. Man's first visit to th e moon
b egan on July 16 with the launch from Cape Kenn edy of Apollo 11, boosted by the Saturn V vehicle
(Photo 2). Aboard w ere spacecraft commander Neil
Armstrong, Command Module pilot Michael Collins, and Lunar Module pilot Edwin Aldrin (left to
right in Photo 3). \Vhile Collins orbited, Armstrong
and Aldrin d escended in the Lunar Module and
touched down on the moon on July 20. Armstrong
took man's first steps on the moon 109 hours 24 minutes after launch; Aldrin followed 18 minutes later.
Among their first acts was the planting of the American flag on the moon (Photo 4). Later, they de-
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plo · d a numbe r of sci ntilic experiments (Photo 5)
and left th moon. Following a 60-hour r turn
Bight Apollo 11 splash d down in the Pacific and
the astron auts wer pi ck d up b th r co 1) carri r
S H omet. Apollo L ' as launched o em b r 14, arrying ommand r Chari Comad Command fodul pilot H.ichard F. Gordon, an d Lunar
:rviodul p il ot . lan L. B a.n (left t ri h t in Photo 6).
Conrad and B an spent almo t hour waJhn cr th
moons surfac on _ emb r 19 and bla ted off on
Novem ber 20. (In Photo 7 a1·ti ·t cone p tion shows
Gordon man euvering th Command an d S rvice
Iodul es to a dockincr with th r tumincr L unar
Modu! , visible through th \ indo'' .) l Iajor contractors for Apollo includ The Boeincr Compan ,
Satum \ integration and consb·uction of basic stage ;
North Am erican Roch.v 11 Corporation , second
stage; 1 fcDonn ell D oucrlas Corporation, thiJ·d stage;
In t rnational Business Machines Corporation, Insb·um ent Uni t; North American Rockwell (Rocke tdyne), propulsion, all Sa h1n1 V stag s; orth American Rockwell (Space Division) , Conunand and
Ser vice Modules; Grumman Aero p ace Corporation,
Lunar Module; Aeroj et-G en eraJ Corporation, Service Module propulsion system; T RV\ Inc., Lunar
Module descent engine; Rocketd ·ne and Bell Aerospace, Lunar Module ascent engine.

3
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SPACE STATION/SHUTILE
NASA's advanced mission effort in 1969 focus ed on
a space station and its associated logisti cs shuttle,
both to b e ope rational in th e la tte r half of th e d ecade . NASA's basic concept envisions a 12-man station, capable of growth to accommodate 50, \;<.rith a
life time of at least 10 years. In 1969, NASA awarded
d esign and planning studies to McDonn ell Douglas
Corporation and North Ame rican Rocb;vell Corporation. Photo 1 shows on e McDonn ell Dou glas
concept of the 12-man station, with a resupply vehicle docked at one end while another m aneuvers
into docking position. The basic pial-form would b e
the nucleus for later growth to the 50-man station
(Photo 2). A North American version of th e basic
station is shown in Photo 3. The vehicle at lower
left is an experiment module placed in similar orbit.
In left background, a logistics shuttle approaches.

4

lVIARINER 1\'I AR

69

Marin r 6 (F b.ruary 24) and
l arch 27)
la uJlch d on i ars A b
r a ching
tb vicinit of th plan t on Jul 31 and u<Tust 5,
as
re p ti ·el . From approach points a clo
2 000 mil , th 2 spacecraft s nt back data on th
h mical campo ition of t he 1arti a:n atmosph r
and su rfac , tog th r wi th n arl 200 hi h -r olut:ion
ph otos. J t Propulsion Laborato
wa p rim
contra tor.

l\1ARINER lVIARS '7 1
In h ardware status w ere 2 advanced 1 1arin rs designed to orbit lVIars at 1,500 miles for as long as
90 days. They will b e launch ed in earl sp ring of
1971 and go into Mars orbit in the fall. Prime contractor is Jet Propulsion L a b ora tory.

VIKING
NASA assigned Martin Marietta Corporation as
prime contractor for Project Viking, in which 2
spacecraft will b e launched on a Mars life quest
in 1975. The complete spacecraft will include both
orbiters and landers. Jet Propulsion L aboratory was
teamed with Martin Marietta. In photo, the 1,100pound landin g capsule, which will carry about 70
pounds of experiments and life-detection equipment.

5
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ESSA 9
NASA launched , for th e Environm ental Sci ence
Services Administration, th e ESSA 9 w a th e r sat !lite on F e bruary 26. It was a rc pl acc m nt in th
U.S. sa tellite ri c h ·ark for ESSA 7, no longe r functioning. HCA built th e spacecraft.

NIMBUS 3
Nimbus 3, launched April 14, marked a milestone
in m e tsat technology by taking th e first "vertical
soundings," readings of atmospheric conditions
fro:n the ground up. T11e Nimbus spacecraft are
bmlt by G eneral Electric Company.

TIROS M
The latest in RCA's series of Tiros weather satellites, Tiros M, was being readied _at year-end for
early 1970 launch. In addition to 1ts normal cameras, Tiros M carries infrared radiometers for nighttime cloud coverage and secondary sensors for vertical soundings. Tiros M is the forerunner of an
advanced series of metsats, space buses that can
carry a variety of sensors.

6

INTELSAT 3
Communications Satelli te C orporation launched 2
addition al In telsat 3 cornsats, brin ging to 4 th e n umb er in service. Intelsat 3 F-3 was launched F eb rua ry 5 an d F-4 was orbited May 21. A tb:iJ:cl sat ellite,
d esigna ted F -5, fa iled to ach ie\ e orbit aft r a Jul
25 launch and C om sat sch eduled a replacement
la un ch for early 1970. T RVV I nc. b uilds th e In telsat 3s.

TACSAT
L aun ch ed F ebruary 9 into synchronous orbit was
the largest communications satellite ever orbited,
the Air Force's T ACSA T , built b y Hughes Aircraft
Company . ' iVeighing 1,600 pounds, T:'-CSAT ~s designed for m essag e r elay b etween sta tions e qmpped
w ith very small antennas.

INTELSAT 4·
In fabrication sta tus vvas Intelsat 4, b eing built by
Hughes Aircraft Company for Commtmica tions Satellite Cor poration. The world's largest commercial
comsat, In tel sat 4 w ill b e l 7Vz feet h igh an d almost
8 fe et in diam eter and w ill h ave a capacity 25 tim es
tha t of any in -service comsat. It is slated for 1971
laun ch .

DEFENSE SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM PHASE II
The Air Force contracted with TR\V Inc. for development of a new series of comsats for Phase II of
the Defense Satellite Communications System. The
sa tellites will be synchronous-orbiting and they will
eventua lly replace the 26 comsats in the Initial Defens e Satellite Communications System. They will
make possible large volume communications between small transportable terminals.

7
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ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORIES
5 AND 6

ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL
OBSERVATORY 6

NASA launched 2 more Orbiting Solar Observatories in its continuing study of solar phenomena
and radiation. OSO 5 was successfully orbited on
January 22; OSO 6 went into space on August 9.
The OSOs were built by Ball Brothers Research
Corporation.

The last of the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
spacecraft, . OGO 6, was successfully launched
June 5 .. Bml~ b~ TRW Inc., it carried 25 experim ents mveshgatmg earth-sun relationship.

EXPLORER 41

Intended primarily as an experiment in the effects
of long-term weightlessness, Biosatellite 3, launched
June 28, was only partially successful. Its encapsulated monkey subject, recovered by midair snatch,
died after only 9 days in orbit. However, the basic
spacecraft remained in orbit for 38 days and provided long-duration data on such functions as fuel
cell power, attitude control, telemetry, and tracking.

BIOSATELLITE 3

On June 21, NASA launched Explorer 41, also
known as Interplanetary Monitoring Platform G.
The satellite, built by Goddard Space Flight Center,
carried 12 experiments to study particles and fields
near earth and as far out as 100,000 miles.

General Electric was prime contractor.
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APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
SATELLITES
On wru t 12
ASA launched th Huuhes-built
pplications T cb.nolog) Sat llit 5 last of a £.rstu neration s r:i
of spac craft d sign d t o t st adquipm ent for applica tion s sat llit s. At
ar- nd
·A . was pr ·parin u to
I ct a contra tor for d v lopm · nt of 2 ad anc d m mb rs of
th famjl
AT S-F and -G . In photo, a
. SA
m od I of tb p lann d n -w sa t Uit · th ba ic spac craft in for row1d is d, a1·fed b tb 30-footdi am ter parabolic an te1m a fo lded during launch
and deplo · d in space .

EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY
SATELLITE
In design competition stah1s at ear-end was the
E arth Resources T echnology Satellit , forerunner
of a lat e-1970s operational system for monitorina
earth's resources. The ERTS pro Qlam includes 2
satellites carryu1g sensor and data collection experiments. First launch was planned for 1972. In photo
General E lectric's design.
'

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Continuing its program of international space cooperation, NASA provided launch and advisory
services for a number of foreign p rojects during
1969. Among them w ere I SIS l (photo) , a Canadian
ionosphere sounding satellite, launched January 30;
ESRO lB, a polar ionosphere investigator, launched
October 1 for the E uropean Space Research Organization; Azur l , Germany's first satellite, launched
November 7 to study radiation belts; and Skynet A,
a com sat project of the British Ministry of Defense,
launched November 21.

9

LAUNCH VEHICLES

TITAN III
On May 23, the Air Force launched the fin al Titan
IIIC in the research and development phase of the
program, sending 5 satellites into various orbits.
With the flight, The Aerospace Corporation concluded its technical direction activities. Martin
Marietta Corporation continued to build operational Titan Ills in 4 versions.

SATURN V
The world's most powerful launch vehicle, Saturn
V, performed flawlessly on 4 Apollo missions in
1969 for a total record of 7 successes in 7 flights.
Major contractors include Boeing, North American
Rockwell, McDonnell Douglas, and International
Business Machines Corporation.

ATLAS/CENTAUR
Scoring its eighth and ninth straight successes,
Atlas/Centaur launched 2 Mariners toward Mars
on February 24 and March 27. Later in the year,
it lofted ATS 5 into. ~r?it. The launch vehicle is
built by Convair DivisiOn of General Dynamics
Corporation.

10
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DELTA

UPER SIX

KANGAROO
Unit d T ecbnoloay Center wa d eloping a new
type of so un d.in a ro cket, Ka naa1·oo capable of
r aching altitudes of over 400,000 f et. It is intended to serve piimaiil as a "spac scout," t o b e
sen t aloft prior to mann ed spa craft law1ches and
reentri s to scout the spacecraft s t1·aj -ctory for possib le radiation and other h azards. It will also b e
used as a m t orological rock t and exp lorer of the
radiation b elts .

BURNER IIA
The Boeing Company initiated development of
Burner IIA, an advanced version of the Air Force's
s?lid-fuel upper stage. Burner IIA is a 2-stage verSIOn capable of orbiting a greater variety of payloads into more precise trajectories.

11

POSEIDON
Poseidon , th e a 's n ew est sub-laun h d b alli ti
missil , cl eared a noth r test hurd! on D cemb -r
17 wh en it was succe sfu ll s -a- la un ch d for th
SS Obfirst time. Th e missil was fir cl from th
servation Island towa rd a targ t l 000 mil ·s d own
the East rn T est Hang . B ing
nsid r d for h a rdware d ve lopm nt a t ear-end was a Po iclon follow-on known te ntati vely as th UL I ( nd rs a
Long-Range Missile System ). Lockh eed r lissil es &
Space Company is Poseidon prime contrac tor.

AEGIS (No Photo)
TI1e Navy signaled go-ah ead on a major new missile
system called Aegis and awarded RCA a n engineering d evelopment contract. Aegis, also known as the
Advanced Surface Missile System, is to b e a fl eet
d efensive system against aircraft and missile attack
in the mid-1970s and b eyond . The missile component of the system will b e a modified version of the
Standard missile, built by G en eral Dynamics Corporation. The total system will include , in addition
to the missile, an advanced scanning radar, missileguiding illuminator radars, a computer, an d a versatile launcher capable of firing either air d efense
or antisubmarine missiles.

SAFEGUARD
Sprint and Spartan (photo), the low-altitude and
long-range interceptors, respectively, o~ the ~rmy's
Safeguard missile defense system, contmued m advanced test status during 1969, and the antiballistic
missile program moved into a new developmental
stage. The Advanced Research Projects Agency of
the Department of Defense awarded McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company, Spartan producer,
a contract to develop and test a new ABM configuration called Upstage. McDonnell Douglas and
Martin Marietta-Orlando (Sprint manufacturer)
serve as principal subcontractors to Western Electric Company, Safeguard prime contractor, and
Bell Telephone Laboratories, responsible for syst em design and development.
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MISSILES
SRAM
Th Air Force's SRA.M (Short-Range Attack Missil ) b ing de · lop d b · The Boeing Company,
enter d flight-test status and se eral successful powr d launch s ,., ere conducted. SRAM is an air-toground \\ eapon '"'ith nuclear capability planned
ford -plo m nt on lat model B-52s an d on FB-111
bomb rs.

ZAP (No Photo)
T est firings from a Navy A-4 aircraft of the Z..A.P
flak-suppression missile got under way in November. ZAP (Zero Antiaircraft Potential) is a nonnuclear rocket fired from undenving pods. Martin
.M arietta-Orlando, Thiokol, and A vco team to produce the missile.

SAM-D
The first "launch environmental" t ests of SAM-D
the Army's multiple-launch air defense system fo;
field use, were conducted at Martin MariettaOrlando late ·in the year. Full-scale, £lightweight
missile models were fired from test canisters similar
to those to be employed in the operational system.
First 2 tests of the "bazooka-launch" technique were
successful. Martin Marietta builds the missile and
canister as principal subcontractor to Raytheon
Company.

13
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MINUTEMAN
The Air Force's Minuteman III 3-stage solid-fueled
ICBM continued in flight-test status. The third version of the ICBM has a new reentry system and a
third-stage engine of increased diameter to provide
greater flexibility in delivering heavier payloads
than Minuteman I and II. Late in 1969, the USAF
initiated a study of the feasibility of developing a
mobile version of Minuteman. The Boeing Company is Minuteman prime contractor.

PERSHING I-A
LANCE
The Army's Lance mobile surface-to-surface missile
moved closer to production with successful completion of temperature-extreme environmental tests
and first firings of the extended-range version of the
system. Lance is b eing developed by LTV Aerospace Corporation.

In the latter part of the year, the Army started converting some of its Pershing missile units to the
new Pershing 1-A system. The n ew system features
major improvements in ground-support equipment,
among them wheeled (instead of tracked) vehicles
for transporting Bring units and a fast-reacting
erector-launcher. Martin Marietta-Orlando is prime
contractor for Pershing 1-A.

MISSILES

MAVERICK
Tb Air Force's Maverick, a Hughes Aircraft-built
T ·-guid d air-to-grom1d missile, began unguid~d
Bight tes ts in Septemb r and first guided tests m
D cemb r. . 1averick ,,m b e carried b ·sAF F-4s,
F-llls a11d A-7Ds.

CONDOR
D evelopm nt of the Navy's Condor missile progr ssed during the year with several unpowered
flights and a series of grom1d tests of the w eapon's
solid rocket motor. Built by Columbus Division of
North American Rockwell, Condor is a TV-guided
missile designed to give Navy attack aircraft standoff capability.

HARPOON (No Photo)
At year-end, the Navy was preparing to initiate
development of a new anti-shipping missile called
Harpoon. The weapon would be built in 2 versions, one for air-launch and the other for firincrb
from surface vessels.

PHOENIX
A highlight of the Phoenix air-to-air missile development program came in March when, for the first
time, 2 missiles simultaneously launched from a
single aircraft scored direct hits on 2 different airborne targets. The firing was a test of the multiplelaunch capability of the AvVG-9 missile control syste~. P_hoen.ix and AWG-9, both built by Hughes
Au·craft, will be used on the Navy's F-14 fighter.

15
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GUNRUNNER
A new low-cost aerial targe t system, developed b y
Atlantic Research Corpora tion for both Army and
Navy use, is Gunrunner, built by a unique molded
foam fabrication process. Gunrunn er was in Hight
status in 1969, b eing used primarily for tra ining
Army troops in th e use of the Hed eye missile .

FIREBEE II
Naval Air Systems Command awarded a production
contract to Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical for the
Firebee II 1,000-mile-per-hour jet target drone. At
year-end, Firebee II was undergoing Navy mission
evaluation flights prior to fleet deployment, slated
for early 1971.

LOCAT
Aeronutronic Division of Philco-Ford Corporation
received an order from the Army for a test and
e valuation quantity of its LOCA T (Low-Cost Aerial
T arge t). Made of plastic and rolled paper tubing,
LOCA T is a ballistic a erial target system used by
the Army to train missile crews in defense against
low-altitude aircraft.
16
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McDONNELL DOUGLAS DC-10
The McDo nn ell Douglas D C -10, another of the
"w ide-body" advanced-technolocry jetlin rs, moved
into h~rdware status in 1969. F irst manufachning
operations b egan Januar · 9 and initial assembly
operation s started June 23 at the company's Santa
Monica facility. The upper and lower h alves of
the first DC-10 produ ction nose s ction w er e joined
October 17 at Santa i\llonica and the unit was
tran sferred to the Long B ach plant, \1\' h ere final
assembly vvas under wa y at year-end.

LOCKHEED L-1011
At Lockheed's Burbank and Palmdale facilities,
major assembly work b egan on the third of the
"wide-bodies ," the L-1011 TriStar. By year-end, all
major fabrication work was in production. Schedules called for first m a tin g of fus elage sections in
January 1970, ~omplete .fuselage mating in February, and first fhght late m 1970.

17

BOEING SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
In September, President Nixon recommended government funding of 2 prototypes of the Boeingdesigned U.S. supersonic transport. Work started
on long-lead-time equipment, on tooling, and on
engineering mock-ups, including a metal mock-up
of the entire fuselage and one wing. Target date for
SST commercial service is 1978.

USAF B-1 (No Photo)
The long-projected Advanced Manned Stra tegic
Aircraft, newly d esignated B-1, w ent into d esign
competition status in 1969. D esign guidelines called
for a Mach 2.5 nuclear bomber capable of B-52
range and weighing less than 450,000 pounds. Competitors included Boeing, North American Rockwell, and General Dynamics. Selection of a contractor for hardware development was expected
before July 1, 1970.

LOCKHEED C-5 GALAXY

SWEARINGEN METRO

During the year, Lockheed-Georgia Compan_y
amassed over 1 700 test hours on 9 C-5 Galaxy Au
Force jet tran~ports, the largest aircraft in the
world. First delivery t0 the USA~ was made_ D ecember 17 in formal ceremomes at Manetta,
Georgia.

The Swearingen SA-226TC Metro, a cooperative
venture of Swearingen Aircraft and Fairchild Hiller
Corporation, made its initial Right on August 26.
The Metro is a 22-place turboprop commuter airliner. Certification and first deliveries were expected
early in 1970.

AIRCRAFT

CE

-A CITATIO

Th
ssna Cita tion a 6- or ~- pl a fanj t-powered
co rp orat a ircraft m d its :f irst fuubt on S ptemb r 1-. Initia l d ·liv Ii
w r
b cluJ d fo r ]ate
1 9~1. C sna announ d that th
Citation is tb
£r t of n w famil of bu in ss j t .

BEECH KING AIR 100
New fl agship of the Be chcra.ft corporat e aircraft
Beet is ~h~ King Ai; ·. 100, ~trodt~c d in May. Beech
was bwldmg the Kmg Air 100 m a ariety of configurations, including a 15-place commuter version.
It is p owered by twin hubines and is pressmized.

McDONNELL DOUGLAS MODEL 188
McDonnell Douglas and American Airlines teamed
to conduct a 3-month evaluation of the operating
characteristics of STOL aircraft in intennetropolitan service, using the Model 188 STOL, for which
McDonnell Douglas has a licensing agreement with
Breguet Aviation of F rance. In photo, Model 188,
which can land in less than 400 feet, prepares to
touch down at Meigs Field on the lakefront in
downtown Chicago.
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McDONNELL DOUGLAS F-15
A competition for th e Air Fore 's hi r.rh st priori ty
development prog ram \vas r soh cd D c mb r 23
with an awa rd to IcDonn II Douglas C01poration
for th e F-15 air superiority fi ghter p lanned as th
U.S. fighter mainstay until the mid-19 Os. D -sign d
for both air-to-a ir and air-to-ground ca p ab iiit th
F-15 will be a single-plac , fix d-wing Mach 2-plus
twin-turbofan aircraft in th e 40 000-pound class; it
will carry a mix of medium- and short-range missiles together with an internal rapid-firin g g un.
Long-range plans envision as many as 700 airplan es .
lnitja] contract called for engin ering and fablication of 20 developmental-tes t aircraft at a cost of
$1.146 billion.

GRUMMAN F-14·
In January, Gmmman Aerospace Corporation was
awarded the development and production contract
for the Navy's F-14 a ir superiority fighter, a 2-placc
tandem aircraft featuring a variable-geometry wing
and powered by twin turbofans. Initi al con tract
authori zed 6 prototypes and targe ted first flight for
early 1971.

GENERAL DYNAMICS FB-111A
Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics made
first delivery of the FB-111A Air Force bomber to
Strategic Air Command on October 8. The variablewing bomber has the same fuselage as the F-111
fighter but a wingspan 7 feet longer. Initial SAC
employment was to be for training flight crews at
Carswell AFB, T exas .
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LOCKHEED P-3C ORION
Lockh d-Californ ia Compan road initial delivri s of th P-3C Orion to th Ka
in
pt mb r.
An ad anc d
r ·ion of th patrol craft that has
b een in Navy s rvic sin e 1962, the P-3C is
equipped "' ith the computerized _'\..- E ' antisubmarine detection s; stem. Th program called for
about 100 P-3Cs .

LOCKHEED S-3A
In August, the Navy awaTded a conb·act for development and production of a n ew antisubmarine
patrol aircraft, the S-3A, which will have a computer-controlled avionics package, an extension of
that in the P-3C . The contract was awarded to a
3-company team ; Lockheed-California , prime conb·actor, will be assisted by Vought Aeronautics and
Sperry Rand.

GRUMMAN E-2B HAWKEYE
The Grumman E-2B, a new, computer-equipped
version of the 10-year-old Navy Hawkeye earlywarning aircraft, made its first flight on F ebruary 20.
Grumman initiated development of a more advanced model, the E-2C, with improved avionic
systems.
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LOCKHEED Y0-3A
Lockh eed Mis siles & Spa ce Compa ny unveiled its
Y0-3A quie t obsen a tion aircraft, d eve lop ed for th
Ann~ A via tim~ S) s tems Comm a nd. Po\\ creel b) a
6-cy lmdcr eng m c turning a 6-bla clecl prop ell er, Y03A is a 2-place craft adapted from a Schweizer sa ilplan e; it is capabl e of re maining aloft for long durations with little power expenditure. It was in limited
production.

McDONNELL DOUGLAS A-4-M
McDonnell Douglas initiated development of still
another model of the ageless A-4 Skyhawk attack
bomber. The n ew version is the A-4M, featuring a
higher-thmst engine and increased firepower. For
Marine Corps use , it was slated for service inh·oduction in 1971.

McDONNELL DOUGLAS TA-4J
In June, McDonnell Douglas delivered the first 7
TA-4J Skyhawks to the Navy. The TA-4J is an advanced jet trainer version of the Skyhawk series.

NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL T-2C
In January, Columbus Division of Nort? A~erican
Rockwell incorporated into its produ~twn lme the
T -2C, an improved and more economical model of
the basic trainer used by the Navy and the Marine
Corps.
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SIKOR KY SKYCRANE
b cam - the
commercial

SIKORSKY

CH~53D /G

On Sept mb r 25, Sikorsk d li · r d 2 CH-53D/ G
tra.nsport b licopters to th F d raJ R public of
German i. Th y w ere the first of 135 to b e built for
Germany in a co-p rodu ction prorrram involving Sikorsky and Germ an indusb·y .

BELL AH-IJ SEACOBRA

..

"'

Bell Helicopt~r' s AH -1 J SeaCo~ra sta~ted its flighttest program m October. A twm-engme ersion of
the HueyCobra, the high-speed ,;~,,eapons platform
was being produced for the Marin e C orps.

KAMAN HH-2C
Kaman Corporation made first deliveries to the
Navy of the HH-2C mmed search and rescue helicopter. The HH-2C is equipped with a chinmounted minigun turret and waist-mounted machine guns.
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HUGHES 500

NASA HYPER 3

Hughes Tool Company's Aircraft Division initiated
deliveries of its commercial Model 500 h elicopter in
May and by year-end the 500, a derivative of the
Army OH-6A, was serving in 14 countrie s. The division was also producing the 500M, an international
military version.

A n ew lifting-body research cra ft, Hype r 3, made its
first glide flight on D e cember 12. H elicopte r-dropp ed
from 10,000 feet, the craft was unmann e d and
guide d to a landing by remote control. H y p er 3 was
d eveloped in-house by NASA's Flight R esearch
C ente r.

BELL OH-58 KIOWA
~ell Helicopter's OH-58A Kiowa joined the Army
mve~tory in May in a light observation role and
was mtroduced to Vietnam action in the fa11. BeJI
had Army orders for 1,200 OH-58s and th e total was
expected to reach 2,200.

MARTIN MARIETTA X-24A PILOT
A hybrid aircraft/spacecraft, the X-24A PILOT
lifting-body research craft entere d flight-test status
in 1969; first glide flight was on May 5. Built by
Martin Marietta-Baltimore , th e rocke t-powered
X-24A is d esigned to explore lifting-body characteristics at velocities from Mach 2 down to landing
speed.
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APOLLO ENGINES
Five types of rocket engines provided propulsion
fo r the various phases of the historic 1969 Apollo
moon missions. Launch of the Saturn VI Apollo
stack from earth w as the assiQTUilent of the F-1
(Photo 1), the world's most povv~rfu1 rocket engine ,
built b y ocketdyne Division of Torth American
Rockwell Corporation; 5 F-1s in the b asic staae of
Saturn V p rovided 7,600,000 pounds of la~mch
thrust. The J-2 engine (Photo 2), also built by Rocketdyne, powered the upper stages of the launch
vehicle; 5 J-2s , developing over 1,100,000 pounds
of thrust, provided second stage p ropulsion, and a
single J-2 in the third stage sent the moonbound
Apollos into hmar trajectory. En route course corr ections and th e maneuvers that sent Apollo into
and out of lunar orbit w ere handled by AerojetG eneral's Service Propulsion System (Photo 3), a
20,500-pound-thrust rocket engine. Astronaut descent to the moon in the Lunar Module was accomplished by m eans of the Lun ar Module Descent
Engine (Photo 4_); built
TRW Inc. , the throttleable rocket provided van able thrust as needed, with
power output ranging from 1,000 to 10,000 pounds.
For escape from the moon and rendezvous with the
waiting Command/ Service Modules, astronauts
used the 3,500-pound-thrust Lunar Module Ascent
Engine (Photo 5), built by Ro~ketdyne. Also vital
to mission successes were the attitude control thrusters of all 3 spacecraft modules; ·Marquardt built the
100-pound-thrust units for the Service Module and
the Lunar Module, and Rocketdyne provided the
93-pound-thrust systems for the Command Module.

?Y
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PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT JT9D
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft b egan d eliveries of production models of the JT9D engine, power plant
for the Boeing 747, in April. The JT9D, a 43,500pound-thrust smokeless turbofan, was certificated
for commercial operation in May.

GENERAL ELECTRIC TF34·
G en era l Electric Company's TF34 high byp ass turb ofa n , selected by the N avy to p ower the new
L ockheed S-3A a ntisubmarin e warfa re a ircraft,
e ntered test sta tus in April.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT JT8D
Pratt . & Whitney Aircraft developed a smokereducmg combustion chamber for the JT8D, power
P!a~t for several jetliners, and participated with 8
auhnes and the F ederal Aviation Administration in
an evaluation program which started in August. In
pho~o of 2 ~oeing 727 takeoffs, the lower plan e is
eqmpped With the redesigned chambers.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT TF30
The world's first afterburning turbofan, the TF30,
was selected as the power plant for the Navy's
Grumman F-14A fighter. Built by Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, the TF30 is in the 20,000-pound-thrust
class.
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GE ERAL ELECTRIC GEI2

GENER..I\.L ELECTRIC GEI / 10
G en eral Ele ctric s tarte ~ t stina an augm nt d turbofan d emonstrator d s1gnated GEl / 10. The engin e
provides the technological basis forth GE-proposed
power plants f?r. the U SAF F -15 and the Navy
F-14B air supenonty fighters.

ALLISON TF4l
Allison Division of G eneral Motors Corporation
mad e first deliveries to the Navy of the TF41-A-2,
the 15,000-pound-thrust turb ofan that powers the
A-7E carrier-based attack aircraft. Also in produc\ tion was the TF41-A- l, rated at 14,250 pounds
thrust, power p lant for the Air Force's A-7D.

ALLISON XJ99 (No Photo)
The XJ99 advanced lift-jet successfully completed
its first test runs during 1969. The engine is being
jointly d eveloped by Allison and the Aero Engine
Division of Rolls-Royce.
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AVCO LYCOMING T53, T55
Avco Lycoming Division of Avco Corporation completed Federal Aviation Administration qualification
tests on its new T53-19A helicopter engine. The division's research and development activities focus ed
on an advanced model of the T55 series aimed at
a USAF requirement for a new close-support aircraft.

GARRETT-AIRESEARCH ATF 3
Garre tt-AiResearch (Los Angeles) introduced th e
A TF 3, a 4,050-pound-thrust advanced-technology
fanj e t for corporate aircraft. A prototype engin e
attained full thrust in ground tes ts and th e company
was readying the A TF 3 for Right testing, scheduled
to get unde r way early in 1970.

CONTINENTAL J69

CURTISS-WRIGHT RC2-60

Teledyne Continental Aviation and Engineering
successfully completed the flight-test program of its
YJ69-T-406 engine, power plant for the supersonic
Firebee II drone. The company received production
orders for the -406 and for other J69 models used to
power subsonic drones.

Curtiss-Wright's RC2-60 rotating combustion engine flew for the first time late in 1969. The t~st
engine was installed in the Lockheed Q-Star qmet
observation aircraft.
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UNITED TECHNOLOGY 120-INCH
MOTOR

SRAJ.11 lVIOTOR
Shown h re in ground run at Lockheed Propulsion
Compan 's Potrero, California, test facility, the
Lockheed-built solid-propellant pulse motor for the
Boeing SRA. r 1 (Short-Range Attack Missile) completed its preflight readiness program and successfully powered the initial flights of the new missile.

United T chnology Center ground-t st d the mo t
p owerful fu ghtweight, se crm nt d solid-prop llant
motor ever fir -d, a 101-foot-tall sy st m assembled
from 7 40-ton 120-in ch-diamet r s gments. The
motor, a 7-segmen t version of th e 5-s -gm nt rock ts
that power the lift-off stag of the Titan IIIC, d e ·eloped 1,400,000 pounds thrust.

MAVERICK, SAM-D MOTORS
(No Photo)
On September 19, the Thiokol solid motor in the
USAF's Maverick air-to-grotmd missile made its air
d ebut on the first unguided flight of Maverick. Thiokol's SAM-D m.otor was grmmd-tested and also used
in "launch environmental" tests of fughtweight
models. The company's H untsville D ivision produces both Maverick and SAM-D m otors.

AEROJET~GENERAL/WESTll:NGHOUSE

NERVA
A major milestone _in space nuclear propulsion was
passed in 1969 With the completion of testing of
the XE, an experimental nuclear rocket and forerum1er of NERV A, a 75,000-pound-thrust flightrated engine b eing developed by NASA and the
Atomic Energy Commission. The XE, which accomplished 28 test runs from March through August,
was built by Aerojet-General and Westinghouse
Electric, the same team responsible for NERV A.
First static tests of NERVA (photo )-almost 4 test
hours-\-vere conducted in 1969.
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SYSTEMS

The term "systems" covers the wide range of equipment built by the ae1·osp ace indttstry oth er th an
primary products such as aircraft, missiles, and spacect·aft. The systems shown h et·e m·e random selectio11
representative of the extt·emely broad indust1·y product line.

BENDIX ALSEP/GENERAL ELECTRIC
SNAP-27
Be ndix/ A e rospace Syste ms d evelope d th e A pollo
Lunar Surfa ce E xp erim ents P ackage (ALSEP), first
array of which w a s se t up on th e moon b y th e
Apol.lo 12 lunar explore rs. ALSEP, to b e d eploy d
on Apollos 13 through 15, con sists of 2 seismic exp eriments to study "moonqua kes,'' a h ea t-Bow experiment to m easure th e moon's the rmal properties,
a magne tom ete r to m e asure magne tic fi elds, a lun ar
atmosphere d e te ctor, and 3 experiments to study the
properties of charge d particles n ear the lun a r surface. The instruments are powe re d, for a t least a
year, by the Gene ral Ele ctric SNAP-27 (fore ground
in photo), a plutonium-fueled , radioisotope tl1ermoelectric generator.
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WESTINGHOUSE CAMERAS
Westinghouse Electric developed the 2 cameras that
allowed home viewers to follow the historic A polio
11 flight. At left is the black and white camera used
by astronauts Armstrong and Aldrin to televise their
activities on the moon. The color camera (right) was
used in the Command Module for progress reports
en route to and from the moon.

MARTIN MARIETTA DRILL
For Apollo 13 and later missions, Martin Marietta
developed a lunar drill to obtain subsurface cores
and to emplace heat-flow probes which relay soil
thermal data to earth.
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RYAN LANDING RADAR

AEROJET-GENERAL SNAP-8
Aerojet-General conducte d the first full-system test
of the SNAP-S nuclear power source, the most powerful in d evelopment. D esigne d as a power plant for
moon or space stations and a varie ty of other applications, SNAP-S can produce 35 kilowatts of ele ctrical power.

RCA BACKPACK RADIO
RCA d eveloped th e Extravehicular Backpack Radio
which permitted astronauts of Apollos 11 and 12 to
converse with each other and to maintain contact
with earth stations and the orbiting Command
Module.

Teledyne Ryan's Electronic and Space Systems division d eveloped the landing radar that guided the
Lunar Module to moon landings on Apollos 11 and
12. The radar was first space-tested on Apollo 9 and
first checked out in the lunar environment on
Apollo 10.

HUGHES LASER RANGE FINDER
A laser range finder that beams a high-powered
laser pulse to the moon was developed by Hughes
Aircraft. A portion of the pulse is retumed to earth
by a reflector left on the moon by Apollo 11 astronauts; scientists can compute earth-moon distance
with great accuracy by measuring the round-trip
travel time of the pulse.

SYSTEMS

BELL AEROSPACE LANDING AID

HONEYWELL WARNING SYSTEM

In July, the USS Sat·atoga b ecam e the first Navy
carrier with a fully operational and completely a utomatic aircraft landing capability wh en th e B ell
Aerospace AN/SPN-42 all-weather carrier landing
system was d e clared r eady for r egular service. In
foreground is the AN/SPN-42 radar dish.

Honeywe ll's Aerospace Division d eveloped a collision avoidance system for u sc in h e lico pte rs and
fixed-wing aircraft. A pilot is warned b y a cockpit
flashing light and an audio signal in his h eadse t
wh en another airplane equ ippe d with th e system
come s within a programm e d distance . The Army is
using th e system in its TH-13T tra inin g h e li copte rs .
In photo, TH-13T pane l display.

NORTHROP NAVIGATION SET
Northrop C01poration produced the AN/ ARN-(~9)
Omega navigation set, a d e velopmental and se rvice
test mode l, under contract to Naval Air Systems
Command. H eart of the system is a compact airborne digital computer (photo) whic~1 has th e ~om
putational capacity of some room-sized machmes .

ITT GILFILLAN RADAR
ITT Gilfillan, Inc., built for the Marin e Corps the
AN/TPS:-32 long-range tactical surveillance radar.
The system, which can handle a large numbe r of
targe ts simult~neously. and provide range, azimuth,
and altitude mformahon on them, offers 3-dimensional accuracy and ext ensive coverage in a transportable package .
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RCA GROUND TERMINALS

SPERRY RAND/UNIVAC COl\1PUTER

In exp erimental use w ere small, portable ground
te rminals that p ermit a soldie r in the field to maintain contact via sa tellite with command h eadquarters. The RCA-built terminals w e re b eing evaluated
in tests with th e TACSAT 1 tactical communications
satellite .

For the Na vy's n ew P-3C Orion, Sperry Rand / U nivac p rovided the CP-901/ ASQ-114 microelectronic
avionics computer, the primary data processor for
the antisubmarine warfare aircraft.

ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL CAPSULE
GOODYEAR SHELTER
Under U SAF contract, G oodyear Aer osp a ce Corporation d eveloped the "bare b ase sh elter ," designed
~o en able the Air Force to establish air bases rapIdly where only minimal fa cilities exist. The personn el sh elter is air~transp orted in a p ackage only 13
feet long and 3 fee t thick; it unfold s like an accol<!l
dian into a building 39 feet lon g, 13 feet w ide, and
8 feet high .

North American Roclnvell's Atomics International
Division developed a radioisotope capsule (cutaway
shown) to furnish heat energy for electric power
systems in space stations, lunar bases, undersea
laboratories, and remote land areas. The capsule is
only 7 inches long and weighs 5 pounds.

SYSTEMS

LOCKHEED RECORDERS
GARRETT-AIRESEARCH POWER UNIT

The spectacular photographs of Mars taken by Mariners 6 and 7 were stored and played back to earth
by single-reel tape recorders developed by Lockheed Electronics Company. Each spacecraft carried
2 recorders, a digital and an analog system, to increase quality and quantity of data.

The latest development in large ail·borne auxiliary
power units and th e largest. of its kind is the GTCP
660, produced by Garre tt-AIResearch (Arizona). The
660 develops 300 shaft horsepower, 825 pounds of
bleed air per minute , or combinations of both at
the same time.

GENERAL LABORATORY IGNITER
KOLLSMAN ALERT DEVICES

General Laboratory Associates produced the ignition unit that kicked the S-IVB stage into action
and sent the Apollo 10, 11, an~ ~2 spacecraft into
lunar trajectory. The same umt IS used to ignite
the 5 J-2 engines in the second stage of the Saturn
V moonbooster.

In photo is one of a family of altitude-alert devices
develope_d by Koll~man Instrument Corporation.
The devices alert pilots by both sight and sound
that they are approaching preselected altitudes in
sufficient time to level off the plane.
'
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SINGER-GENERAL PRECISION
ORDEAL

HONEYWELL SUN SENSOR

For both the Command and Lunar Modules of the
Apollo spacecraft, Kearfott Division of Sin~er
Gen eral Precision provided the ORDEAL (Orb1tal
Rate Drive Electronics for Apollo) system , essentially a small computer with panel insh"limentation
that establishes the d esired pitch attitude for spacecraft docking.

Honeywell Radiation C enter d e loped a fin e sun
sensor, p art of the pointing and control system of
the Apollo T elescope Mount, which is a modified
Apollo to b e used as a space astronomical observatory. The electrooptical insh·ument provides exceptionally precise a ttitude information for p ointin a
0
telescopes.

HUGHES DATA SYSTEM

TRW PUMP

Installed on th~ Navy cruiser USS Long Beach w as
the Naval Tactical Data System. In photo, the display subsystem of the NTDS, built by Hugh es Aircraft, uses input from Hughes-built Scanfar d
c
ra ar
computers to enab1e th e L ong Beach to dete t
track automatically h undreds of t argets at th c and
.
e same
tune.

TRW's Equipment Group developed a main-engine
fuel pump capable of delivering the flows and pressures required by the world's largest gas turbine engines. The single-stage pump operates at 6,000 revolutions p er minute, and its gears and b earings make
use of a new d evelopment in surface coatings for
extreme durability and long service life.
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BELL AEROSPACE FLYING BELT
An advancem ent of earlier rocke t-p owered fl ying
b elts, a jet-pow ered b ackpack mobility sys tem m ad e
its first flight in April. The individu al lift sys tem,
b eing d eveloped for the Army by Bell Aerosp ace
Company Division of Textron In c., is p ow er ed by
the world's smallest turb ofan e ngine.

GOODYEAR RECOVERY DEVICE
In d evelopm ent for the U SAF by Goodyear Aerospa ce was the Pilot Airborne Hecovery D evice
(PARD) , which p ermits ejected pilots to rem ain
aloft by hot-air balloon over enemy territory until
rescue plan es can r etrieve them in midair (photo).
A ballute (balloon/parachute) attached to th e top
of th e chute, inflated from a tank of propan e gas
strapped to the pilot's back, offers 30 minutes' hovering time out of range of enemy small arms fire .

SPERRY RAND/UNIVAC PROCESSOR
An important step toward computerized control of
air traffi c w ent into operation a t Kennedy International Airport, N ew York, in the Common IFR
Room. Composite pich1re illustrates the n ew unifi ed display of instrument traffi.c, in which 2 Sperry
Rand/ Univa c 1219 computers (m backg round) proces.s radar si gnals and provide a continuous picture
of each aircraft's identity and position.
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AlA LEADERSHIP
I n November, Karl G. Harr, Jr. (top), was reelected
p resident of Aerospace Industries Association. Harvey Gaylord (lower left), executive vice president of
Textron Inc., was elected chairman of the AlA
b oard for 1970. H e succeeded James R. Kerr (lower
right), president and chief operating officer of Avco
Corporation. Editor's Note: Mr. Gaylord resigned
as chairman of the board on March 1, 1970. The current vice chaim1an, Roger Lewis, president, General
Dynamics Corpora tion, served as acting chairman
pending the election of Mr. Gaylord's successor.
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WORLD RECORDS
The National Aeronautic Association, which represents the United States in the Federation Acronautiquc lnternationale, sanctions, certifies, and registers all record attempts within the United States in order that they may
be recognized by other nations. NAA's Contest Board compiled this list of records completed during 1969 by
U.S. participants.

CLASS

DATE

AIRCRAFT

PILOT

RECORD DESCRIPTION

RECORD

ABSOLUTE WORLD RECORDS
MANNED SPACECRAFT
World

3/3-13/69

Apollo 9

Russell Schweickart

Duration of stay outside
spacecraft

47 minutes,
1 second

World

7/16-24/69

Apollo 11

Neil Armstrong

Duration of stay outside
spacecraft

2 hours,
31 minutes,
40 seconds

World

11/19-20/69

Apollo 12

Charles Conrad

Duration of stay outside
spacecraft

7 hours,
38 minutes,
7 seconds

WORLD CLASS RECORDS
MANNED SPACECRAFT
K-2

3/3-13/69

Apollo 9

James McDivitt
David Scott
Russell Schweickart

Duration in group flight

26 hours,
32 minutes,
59 seconds

K-2

3/3-13/69

Apollo 9

James McDivitt
David Scott
Russell Schweickart

Greatest mass of spacecraft
in group flight

62,675 pounds

K-2

3/3-13/69

Apollo 9

James McDivitt
David Scott
Russell Schweickart

Duration in group flight
with spacecraft linked

21 hours,
36 minutes,
31 seconds

K-2

3/3-13/69

Apollo 9

James McDivitt
David Scott
Russell Schweickart

Distance in group fligHt
with spacecraft linked

325,318 miles

K-2

3/3-13/69

Apollo 9

James McDivitt
David Scott
Russell Schweickart

Greatest mass of spacecraft
while linked

62,675 pounds

K-3

5/18-26/69

Apollo 10

Thomas P. Stafford
John W. Young
Eugene A. Cernan

Duration of lunar mission

192 hours,
3 minutes,
23 seconds

K-3

5/18-26/69

Apollo 10

Thomas P. Stafford
John W. Young
Eugene A. Cernan

Duration in lunar orbit

61 hours,
34 minutes,
39 seconds

K-3*

5/18-26/69

Apollo 10

Thomas P. Stafford
John W. Young
Eugene A. Cernan

Greatest mass lifted
into lunar orbit

62,429 pounds

K-3

7/16-24/69

Apollo 11

Michael Collins

Duration in lunar orbit

59 hours,
27 minutes,
50 seconds

K-3

7/16-24/69

Apollo 11

Neil Armstrong
Edwin E. Aldrin

Duration of stay on
lunar surface

21 hours,
36 minutes,
21 seconds

K-3

7/16-24/69

Apollo 11

Edwin E. Aldrin

Duration of stay on lunar
surface inside spacecraft

19 hours,
49 minutes,
28 seconds

K-3

7/16-24/69

Apollo 11

Neil Armstrong

Duration of stay on lunar
surface outside spacecraft

2 hours,
31 minutes,
40 seconds

K-3

7/16-24/69

Apollo 11

Neil Armstrong
Edwin E. Aldrin

Greatest mass landed on moon

16,153 pounds

K-3

7/16-24/69

Apollo 11

Neil Armstrong
Edwin E. Aldrin

Greatest mass lifted into lunar
orbit from lunar surface

5,928.6 pounds

K-3*

7/16-24/69

Apollo 11

Neil Armstrong
Edwin E. Aldrin

Greatest mass lifted from
lunar surface

10,776.6 pounds

K-3t

11/14-24/69

Apollo 12

Charles Conrad
Richard Gordon
Alan Bean

Duration of lunar mission

244 hours,
36 minutes,
23 seconds

K-3t

11/14-24/69

Apollo 12

Richard Gordon

Duration in lunar orbit

88 hours,
56 minutes,
1 second

*Tentative

tFinal certification pending
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AIRCRAFT

PILOT

RECORD DESCRIPTION

RECORD

K-3t

11/14-24/69

Apollo 12

Charles Conrad
Alan Bean

Duration of stay on
lunar surface

31 hours,
31 minutes,
9 seconds

K-3t

11/14-24/69

Apollo 12

Alan Bean

Duration of stay on lunar
surface inside spacecraft

25 hours,
6 minutes,
22 seconds

K-3t

11/14-24/69

Apollo 12

Charles Conrad

Duration of stay on lunar
surface outside spacecraft

7 hours,
38 minutes,
7 seconds

CLASS

PISTON-ENGINE AIRPLANES
Class C-1 (unrestricted weight)
C-1

8/16/69

Grumman F-8F-2

Darryl Greenamyer

Speed over 3-kilometer course

482.462 mph

C-1

11/7-10/69

Bede BD-2

James R. Bede

Distance in closed circuit

8,974 miles

Class C-1.b (1,1 02-2,204 pounds)

.1

C-l.b

3/30/69

Waco Meteor

Barry Schiff

Speed in 100-kilometer
closed circuit

229.55 mph

C-1.b

3/25/69

Waco Meteor

Harold Fishman

Speed in 1,000-kilometer
closed circuit

200.4 mph

Alvin Marks

Speed around the world

73.45 mph

James R. Bede

Distance in closed circuit

8,974 miles

Lieutenant Colonel
R. W. Lewis, USMC

Distance in straight line

2,539.78 miles

185.32 mph

Class C-1.c (2,204-3,858 pounds)
C-l.c

4/3-16/69

Cessna 210

Class C-1.d (3,858-6,614 pounds)
C-1.d

11/7-10/69

Bede BD-2

TURBOPROP AIRPLANES
Class C-1.f (13,227-17,636 pounds)
C-1.f

6/1/69

North American
Rockwell OV-lOA

SPEED OVER RECOGNIZED COURSES
Class C-1.c (2,204-3,858 pounds)
C-1.c

4/3/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Sacramento/Wichita

C-l.c

4/3-4/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Sacramento/Hamilton, Bermuda

98.06 mph

C-1.c

4/3-5/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Sacramento/Santa Maria

87.89 mph

C-l.c

4/3-6/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Sacramento/Madrid

79.2 mph

C-l.c

4/3-7/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Sacramento/Athens

69.31 mph
61.61 mph

C-l.c

4/3-8/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Sacramento/Teheran

C-l.c

4/3-9/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Sacramento/Karachi

57.6 mph

C-1.c

4/9-16/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Karachi/Sacramento

44.63 mph

4/10-16/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks .

New Delhi/Sacramento

45.93 mph
55.44 mph
71.73 mph

C-l.c
C-1.c

4/10-16/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Bangkok/Sacramento

C-l.c

4/12-16/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Manila/Sacramento

C-1.c

4/11-16/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Singapore/Sacramento

70.26 mph

C-l.c

4/13-16/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Agana, Guam/Sacramento

77.96 mph

C-l.c

4/14-16/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Wake Island/Sacramento

81.19 mph

C-1.c

4/16/69

Cessna 210

Alvin Marks

Honolulu/Sacramento

187.39 mph

C-l.c

5/2/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Baton Rouge/Hamilton, Bermuda

161.61 mph

C-1.C

5/2-5/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Baton Rouge/Santa Maria

43.46 mph

C-l.c

5/2-6/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Baton Rouge/Madrid

45.79 mph

C-l.c

5/2-7/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Baton Rouge/Athens

37.04 mph

C-l.c

5/2-10/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Baton Rouge/Teheran

36.73 mph

5/2-12/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Baton Rouge/Karachi

34.77 mph

C-l.c

5/2-12/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Baton Rouge/New Delhi

33.67 mph

C-l.c

5/2-15/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Baton Rouge/Bangkok

29.19 mph

5/16-25/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Bangkok/Baton Rouge

43.34 mph

C-l.c

C-l.c

tFinal certification pending
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RECORDS
CLASS

DATE

AIRCRAFT

PILOT

RECORD DESCRIPTION

RECORD

C-l.c

5/17-25/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Manila/Baton Rouge

45.57 mph

C-l.c

5/18-25/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Agana, Guam/Baton Rouge

44.93 mph

C-l.c

5/23-25/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Honolulu/Baton Rouge

82.54 mph

C-l.c

6/19-25/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

Wake Island/Baton Rouge

42.11 mph

C-l.c

6/25/69

Beechcraft Bonanza

Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.

San Francisco/Baton Rouge

152.52 mph

C-l.ct

10/28-29/69

Cessna P206

Geraldine Mock

Tarawa/Guadalcanal

155.75 mph
144.36 mph

C-l.ct

10/29-30/69

Cessna P206

Geraldine Mock

Guadalcanai/Rabaul

C-l.c

5/3-5/69

Cessna 210

Samuel Marshall, Jr.

Dallas/Gander

62.61 mph

C-l.c

5/6-8/69

Cessna 210

Samuel Marshall, Jr.

Gander/Dallas

56.22 mph

153.28 mph

Class C-1.d (3,858-6,614 pounds)
C-l.dt

10/20/69

Cessna P206

Geraldine Mock

Oakland/Honolulu

C-l.dt

10/26/69

Cessna P206

Geraldine Mock

Honolulu/Tarawa

141.71 mph

C-l.d

5/30/69

Piper Twin Comanche

Jeremie J. Kaelin

Louisville/Gander

121.65 mph

C-l.d

6/1/69

Piper Twin Comanche

Jeremie J. Kaelin

St. Johns/Santa Maria

173.86 moh

C-l.d

6/1-2/69

Piper Twin Comanche

Jeremie J. Kaelin

St. Johns/Zurich

114.62 mph

C-l.d

6/1-2/69

Piper Twin Coma.1che

Jeremie J. Kaelin

Santa Maria/Zurich

139.54 mph

C-l.d

6/13/69

Piper Twin Comanche

Jeremie J. Kaelin

Zurich/Athens

166.12 mph

Leonard M. Greene

Seattle/Pittsburgh

257.98 mph

Class C-1.e (6,614-13,227 pounds)
C-l.e

2/3/69

Beechcratt King Air

Feminine Records
Femininet

10/20/69

Cessna P206

Geraldine Mock

Oakland/Honolulu

153.28 mph

Femininet

10/20-30/69

Cessna P206

Geraldine Mock

Oakland/Rabaul

24.26 mph

Femininet

10/26/69

Cessna P206

Geraldine Mock

Honolulu/Tarawa

141.71 mph

Femininet

10/28-29/69

Cessna P206

Geraldine Mock

Tarawa/Guadalcanal

155.75 mph

Femininet

10/29-30/69

Cessna P206

Geraldine Mock

Guadalcanai/Rabaul

144.36 mph

HOT AIR BALLOONS
AX-3 (400-600 cubic meters)
AX-3t

9/18/69

Semco Balloon

George A. Stokes

Duration

51 minutes

AX-3t

9/18/69

Semco Balloon

George A. Stokes

Distance

9.6 miles

SAILPLANES
Class D-1 (single-place)
D-1
D-1

8/8/69'
8/22/69

SISU lA

Alvin H. Parker

Distance to a goal

573.27 miles

Schleicher AS-W12

Wallace Scott

Distance to a goal

605.23 miles

Schweizer 2-32

Ross Briegleb

Speed·over 100-kilometer
triangular course

69.16 mph

Class D-2 (multi-place)
D-2

7/31/69

U.S. NATIONAL RECORDS
COMMERCIAL AIRLINES
Commercial

10/1/69

Douglas DC-8-63

Captain T. Outland,
Delta Air Lines

Speed on commercial air
route, Miami/Houston

477.82 mph

Commercial

10/6/69

Boeing 727-100

Captain Clark Willard,
Northeast Airlines

Speed on commercial air
route, Miami/Los Angeles

525.96 mph

tFinal certification pending
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AWARDS

WRIGHT BROTHERS lVIElVIORIAL
TROPHY
The \ right Brothers Memorial Trophy v ·as av ·aTded
to \iVilliam M. Allen, chaliman, The Boeing Comp any, for "significant public service in the d e ·elopm nt of commercial a.i.Tliners, civil and military alicraft and for outstanding lead ership and foresight."
Trophy presentation was made D ecember 17 at the
v\ right ~vlemorial Dinner in \ iVashington , D.C. In
photo, left to right, Howard Maginniss, dinner chairman ; Clifton F. von Kann, president, Aero Club of
\i\ ashington, sponsor of the vVright 1 Iemorial Dinn er; \ ice Pr sident Spiro T. Agnew; trophy recipient Allen; and Frederick B. Lee, president of the
1 • ational Aeronautic Association, which administers
the trophy.

COLLIER TROPHY
The Robert J. Collier Trophy, also administer ed by
the National Aeronautic Association, went to the
first men to orbit the moon, the crew of Apollo 8
(the trophy was awarded for the mos t significant
achievem ent in aeronautics or astronautics during
the preceding calendar year, 1968). Presentation
was made at a lun cheon in \iVashington on May 7 ·
by NASA Administrator Thomas 0 . P aine . In photo
are the recipients, left to right, Apollo 8 command er
Frank Borman, C ommand Module pilot James A.
Lovell, Jr ., and Lunar Module pilot ·william A.
Anders.
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BREWER TROPIIY
J oseph T. G eutin g , Jr. (l ef t), pres id_ n~ of th C? nera l Aviation Ma nufactu rers Assoc~atiOn r ce1ved
th e Frank G . Brewer T rophy for ou ts tan din 7 con tribution s to a erospace du catio n. T he troph · '' as
presented by A. P a ul Va ne , vjce president of
th e Na ti o n a l Ae r o n a uti c Assoc ia tion , tr o ph a dministe rin g orga niza tion.

HARMON TROPHIES
The 1969 Harmon International Aviation Trophies,
awarded for outstanding feats of piloting skill during the preceding calendar year (1968), went to the
Apollo 8 crew and to an Air Force test pilot.
James A. Lovell, Jr., William A. Anders, and Frank
Borman (left to right in photo) won the Astronaut's
Trophy for their D ecember 21-27, 1968, lunar orbit
mission. The Aviator's... Trophy was awarded to
Major Jerauld R. G entry, USAF, for his work as
test pilot of the NASA HL-10 lifting-body research
craft during 1968.
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AL.t\A AWARDS
Tv\ o leading aircraft engine d evelopers shared the
Godda rd A' ard of the Am erican Instih1te of Aeronautics and . stronautics. The award, m ad e for separa t contributions, went je intly to P en · ' . Pra tt,
ice presid nt, United Aircraft Corporation (left in
pho to) an d Dr. Stanl e G . Hooker, t echnical director, Bristol Engine Division of Rolls-Royce (at podium). AI A's Hill Transportation Award was pres n ted to G eorge Low, NASA, for his leadership
rol in tb Apollo program. Other AIAA award
,, inn rs: Edgar C. Lineberry, Jr., Lawrence Sperry
Award ; Gifford Bull, D eFlorez Training Award ;
Otto E. Bartoe, Jr. , Spacecraft D esign Award; Dr.
Eberha.rdt Recbtin, Aerospace Communications
Award ; Prof ssor R en e H. Miller, Sylvanus Albert
Reed Av. a rd; Dr. Robert Fletcher, Rob ert M. Losey
Award ; Dr. Charles P. Sonett, Space Science Award;
H a rold Kaufman, ' iVyld Propulsion Award; Dr. Holt
Ashle ·, Structures Award; ' 'Villiam G. Park, Octave
Chanute Award; and the Apollo 7 crew-vValter M .
Schirra, Donn F. Eisele, and R. 'i'\7alter Cunningh am-the Haley Astronautics Award.

AMERICAN HELICOPTER SOCIETY
AWARDS
The Dr. Alexander Klemin Award, high est honor of
the American Helicopter Society, went to Gen era l
William B. Bunker, U SA, then D eputy Commanding G en eral, U .S. Army Materiel Comm and, "for
foresight in establishing standards of performance
an d utility for Army helicopters and for ceaseless
insistence upon excellence in all phases of helicopter d evelopment." In photo, AHS av.rards chairman
Robert A. Wagner (right) p resents th e award to
General Bunker, who died less than 3 weeks after
the presentation. Other AHS awar ds presented at
th e May 16 AHS Honors Night Dinner in ' iVashington, D .C.: Paul E. Hau eter Memodal Award, to
Peter G. Kappus, G eneral Electric C ompany; F rederick L . Feinberg Award, to Ronald L. D iggins,
Petroleum Helicopters, Inc.; Grover E. Bell Award,
to Sikorsky Aircraft; Captain vVilliam J. Kossler
Award, to the petroleum industry for exploiting the
helicopter's unique capabilities.
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AFA AWARDS
Th e A ir Fo rce Associa ti on's hi gh . t awa rd th e
H. H . A rn o ld Tro phy h o no rin g th Ac ros p a c i'vfa n
of th e Yea r (pr se nted in 1969 fo r prccc din (T yea r
accomplishm e nts) , w e nt to th e Ap o llo 8 c re w (in
Pho to 1, F ra nk Borm a n a t p odium , J a m ·s A. Lo v II
Jr. , a nd vVillia m A. And e rs to th e right; prese nta ti on
m a d e by form e r A F A preside nt R obe rt ' '' . Sm a rt,
n ext to Borm a n on th e left ). In P h o to 2 C a ptaiJl
Albe rt P. Kaise r , U SA F , re ceives th e D a vid C.
Schillin g Trophy fo r Fli g ht from Sm a rt; Ka iser w as
cited for "sup e rb a irman ship in th e a e ri a l recovery
of cap sules e je c ted from sa tellite sys te m s." Th Gill
Robb VVil son Trophy w as prese nte d b y AF A board
chairm a n Jess L a rson to th e form e r e xec uti ve dire ctor of th e N ation a l Ae ron a utics and Spa ce C oun cil ,
Dr. Edwa rd \ tVelsh; L a rs on a nd vVclsh a re le ft a nd
right a t podium in Ph o to 3. Th e assoc ia tion's Th eodore von Karman Troph y w e nt to Li e ute n a nt C olo n el Harry F. Ri zzo, USAF, o f th e Air F o rce \iVca pons Laboratory, for his work in dire ctin g research
on nuclear w ea pons effects. i\ti a jor G en e ra l Fre de rick E. Morris USAF won th e Thomas P. G e rrity
Trophy for Sys,te ms a~d Logistics.
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AAAA AWARDS
The Army Aviation Association of Am rica pre se nte d its Army A viator of th e Year a ward to I 1ajor
Pau·ick H. Brady, USA. In Photo 1 Brady is presente d th e award b y Thaddeus R. B eal, U nd r Se cre tary of the Army. Named Aviation Soldie r of th e
Year was Sergeant First Class William R. Baum,
who is shown in P hoto 2 receiving th e award from
Anny Secretary Stanley R. Resor. The J am es H.
McClellan Aviation Safety Award w ent to Colonel
Russell P. Bonasso. In Photo 3, award pre sentation
is made by Howard E. Haugerud, p resident of the
McClellan Fotmdation. In another p resentation at
th e lith Annual AAAA H onors Lun cheon, held
October 17 in Washington, D. C. , th e Outst anding
Aviation Unit Award went to the 25th Aviation Battalion, 25th Infantry D ivision in Vietnam.
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Westinghouse is helping man
go up, down, all around.
We're developing systems
for all environments.

Aerospace
First nuclear rocket reactor for space,
world's first space radar for rendezvous missions, military airborne radar,
electronic countermeasures and
weapons-delivery systems, miniaturized TV cameras for aerospace use,
electrical systems for today's most
advanced aircraft.

Underseas
Nuclear reactors and missile-launching equipment for Polaris submarines;
turbines, generators and advanced
torpedo systems for our fleet; sonar
that makes detailed pictures of the
ocean bottom; Deepstar submersibles
for manned exploration to 20,000 feet;
and new diving systems for extending
man's depth and time under water.

Surface
Long-range ground-based radar, a
worldwide survivable communications
system, shipborne communication
systems, air traffic control systems,
most advanced mobile 3-D radar
systems.

You can be sure ••. if it's Westinghouse

J-0242 6

@

Philco-Ford Corporation
Aeronutronic Division
Newport Beac h , California

The Better Idea People

Industry

Aerospace industry sales of $28.3 billion in 1969
were the second highest in the industry's history
despite the anticipated decline of 4.1 percent from
the record $29.5 billion achieved in 1968, Karl G.
Harr, Jr., president of Aerospace Industries Association, reported.
All areas· of aerospace endeavor leveled off from
the record activity in 1968 with the exception of an
increase in non-aerospace sales by aerospace companies.
Commercial aerospace sales, principally jet transports, amounted to $6.8 billion in 1969, as compared
with $6.43 billion in 1968. The trend was expected
to be temporary; it was the result of phasing out
one series of transport models while production of
the new wide-bodied jet transports was just getting
under way. Other areas of commercial aerospace
sal~s-executive and utility fixed-wing aircraft and
hehcopters-showed sales increases.
Dollar value of utility and executive aircraft
shipped increased from $421,000,000 in 1968 to $478,000,000 in 1969, although units delivered declined
from 13,698 in 1968 to 12,948 in 1969. The increase
in dollar value was due to the production of a

greater number of twin-engine planes and other
larger utility and executive aircraft.
Civilian helicopter production increased from 522units to 550 units between 1968 and 1969, and dollar
value of this production rose from $?7,000,000 t~
$66,000,000. Civil helicopters were bemg. used J?nmarily for business purposes although II~creasmg
numbers were being used for traffic and cnme control and as air ambulances.
Other major sales highlights between 1968 and
1969 included• Sales by the aerospace industry to the D epartment of Defense of $16.2 billion in 1969, as compared with $16.6 billion in 1968.
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Sales of non-aerospace products and services were
expected to increase substantially between 1968 and
1969, from $2.567 billion to $2.88 billion. These sales
represented work by aerospace firms utilizing aerospace technology in such areas as marine sciences,
water d esalination, crime control, urban transportation, and pollution control.
At the end of the third quarter of 1969, total aerospace backlog was approximately $28.8 billion, as
compared with $31.5 billion in the same quarter of
1968. The backlog of transport aircraft declined
from $10.1 billion to $9 billion between June 30,
1968, and June 30, 1969. However, in the same
period the backlog of foreign orders for commercial
transports rose from $2.8 billion to $2.9 billion.
Aerospace shipments abroad continued to increase, as they have since 1964. Between 1968 and
1969, they rose from $2.994 billion to $3.296 billion,
or 10.1 percent. Principally responsible for the increase were military shipments, which rose from
$820,000,000 to $1.293 billion, up almost 58 p ercent.
The major portion of the increase was for fighterbombers.
Civilian exports d eclined slightly from records set

" Military aircraft sales of $10 billion in 1969, as
compared with $10.7 billion in 1968.
" Missile sales of $5.034 b illion in 1969, as compared with $4.719 b illion in 1968, an increase of
6.7 p ercent.
• A drop in space sales to $4.499 billion in 1969
from $5.108 billion in 1968, a result of the approaching completion of the h ardware phase of the Apollo
program as w ell as of the cancellation of the Manned
Orbiting Laboratory.
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INDUSTRY
in 1968. These shipments fell from $2.174 billion to
$2.003 billion, or 7.9 percent.
The aerospace industry remained the nation's
largest manufach1ring employer with over 1,300,000
workers, although employment declined from l,430,000 to 1,311,000 between December 1968 and
December 1969. Declining aerospace program levels for aircraft, missiles, and space caused lower
levels of employment. However, employment still
remained higher than for any previous year with
the exception of 1967 and 1968.
Production workers in the industry dropped in
the peri?d from 774,~00 to 665,000, or 14 percent.
The ma1or drop was m work on aircraft programs.
In 1969, production workers made up 50 percent of
total employment; scientists and engineers, about
16 percent; technicians, 6 percent. The remainder
were in white collar categories. It was anticipated
that aerospace employment would further decline
by 2 percent between 1969 and 1970, from 1,311,000
to 1,285,000 workers.
Profits in the aerospace industry were expected
!o decline ~rom 3:2 percent in 1968 to 2.8 percent
m 1969. This dechne resulted from rising financing,
labor, and material costs which in tum adversely
affected the levels of net income. Declining sales
levels were also a factor.
Approximately 3 percent of total annual sales was
being invested by aerospace firms for the expansion,
replacement, and modernization of plant and equip~ent, and between 1968 and 1969 company expendItures on plant and equipment were expected to
rise by 12.3 percent, from $730,000,000 to $820,000,000. Between 1969 and 1970, these expenditures
were expected to level off at $820,000,000.
Between 1968 and 1969, average weekly hours in
the aerospace. industry declined slightly, from 41.8
to 41.7. O~ertime d~opped substantially, from 3.6 to
2.7 hours m the penod, coinciding with a decline in
total employment.
Between 1968 and 1969, average production
worker weekly earnings in the aerospace industry
rose from $153.53 to $HH.l8. The industry payroll
rose from $13.7 billion to $14 billion.
Looking. a~ead, AlA predicted 1970 industry sales
of .$27.! billion, a decline of $600,000,000 resulting
pnmanly from a lower sales level for military aircraft.
Commer~ial aerospace sales were expected to increase du~u:~g the 1969-70 period from $5.8 billion
to $6.1 ~Ilhon, or 5.2 percent. This would result
from an mcrease in the dollar value of civil transports from $2.895 billion to $3.162 billion, or 9.2
~ercent? due larg~ly to deliveries of the first production ~~Its of a Wtde-bodied jet transport model.
Utihty and executive aircraft production was expected to increase from 12 948 units in 1969 to
13,781 in 1970. The dollar ~alue of these aircraft
will cl.imb from $478,000,000 to $532,000,000.
Hehcopter production was expected to decrease

from 5.50 units to .500 units, with a corresponding
lower dollar value of $61,000.000 in HJ70.
Department of D(•fc·nse sales wen· estimated at
$1.5.4 billion in 1970, with the decrease due primarily to lower aircraft sales; missile and military
space programs were <'X]WCled to r<"main approximately the same between 1969 and 1970.
!\'on-aerospace sales were expected to increase
slightly owr 1969 lcvl'ls, to $2.9 billion.

ABEX

COHPORATIO~

In 1969, the Abex commercial airlines S<'I-vovalvc
was specified sole source for all flight controls on
the McDonnell Douglas DC-10, the Lockheed L1011, and the Boeing 747. \Vith over 25,000,000
airline miles on its record, the jet-pipe servovalvc
demonstrated an amazingly low removal rate. The
Aerospace Division facility in Los Angeles also ha_d
its engine-driven hydraulic pumps and hydraulic
transfer packages specified on the Gmmman F-14,
the DC-10, and the 747, plus main landing gear
steering controls for the latter.
Aerospace equipment participated in the Apollo
11 flight and was serving on about a dozen of the
deep-submergence sea vessels which are. exploring
down instead of up. Contracts were received from
the Navy for development of a 10,000-pound-persquare-inch pump and from Boeing for develoJ?ment of an engine-drive pump for the supersomc
transport. The plant continued to ship equipment
for the 727, 737, F-Ill, A-6A, CH-53A, C-5A, and
a number of other significant programs of both
commercial and military nature.
.
.
The Canadian facility continued to sh1p m~m
landing gear for the Boeing 737 and was preparmg
to make shipment of the first nose gear for the
McDonnell Douglas DC-10.- Additional. contracts
were received for the General Dynamics F-111
wing-sweep actuation systems, the Boeing-~ertol
CH-47 landing gear, and the Fokker F-28 pnmary
and secondary flight controls. The plant also produced landing gear for the de Havilland DHC-4
Caribou and DH-5 Buffalo the Northrop F-5, the
Canadair CF-5 and the LTV A-7D. Production
facilities were 'consolidated in the new plant in
Montreal; at year-end, that facility encompassed the
largest profiling capacity under one roof anywhere
in Canada.
The Aerospace plant in Wiesbaden,. West Germany, continued to ship rotating eqmpment and
servovalves for the Concorde SST, the Jet Falcon,
various SAAB programs, the Fokker F -28, and
Agusta-Bell helicopters. Follow-on orders were received for Fiat G9l Y production ships. The plant
also received orders to supply pumps and flapdrive motors for the VFW 614 and tailplane actuator motors for the Japanese CX aircraft. Among
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the n w r programs w er th e BAC-311, the Sud
Ahbus A-300, the MRCA-75 th D assault transport, and t:h Bo lkO\ BO 105 b licopt r. Th plant
a dd d to its con b·act o erbaul work for hydraulic
pumps and compon n ts us d on · ATO fight rs and
comm rcia l aircraft.

check-out, as well as power for ground-support
stands for jet aircraft check-out.
The Friction Products Group of Abex, a major
m anufacturer of friction (braking) materials for aircraft, was selected as supplier of brake materials
for the L earjet, the LTV A-7D, the Beech craft 99,
the 1 litsubishi MU-2, the McDonnell Douglas DC10, and the Grumman F-14.
At the Abex Research C enter in Mahwah, development continued on large superalloy castings
for gas turbine rotors. These castings are vacuum
melted and cast utilizing special ceramic molding
techniques.
Hefractory and intermetallic type coatings were
b eing evaluated as possible aircraft braking materials. Extensive dynamometer testing preceded the
initial tests on aircraft, which were in progress at
yea r- end.

AERODEX, INC.
Aerodex, Inc., continued to lead in the field of
repair and overhaul of reciprocating and jet engines
and components for U.S. government agencies. The
company v.ras awarded Air Force contracts for the
overhaul of T56 and H4360 engines. Aerodex has
overhauled the H4360 engine and component requirem ents continuously since 1959. Since 1965,
when the Air Force initially placed T56 engine overhaul requirem ents with commercial sources, the
company has been awarded that job. Commercial
jet engine overhaul and sales processed through the
n ew Aerodex jet facility also included the Allison
501 series and the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT8D.
Contracts signed with Alaska Airlines and Frontier Airlines for overhaul of the Allison 501-D turboprop engines will produce an estimated $4,500,000
in annual revenue. Other 501-D overhaul contracts
were pending at year-end. The company purchased
and overhauled spare 501-D engines in addition to
processing engines for airline customers. An inventory of 501-D spares is maintained and parts are airlifted to customers on an on-call, exchange basis.
Aerodex continued to process JT8D jet engines
and engine sections for various airlines. The company is qualified for performing the extensive type
of parts rework, materials engineering, and engine
testing required in JT8D overhaul. The volume of
other jet engine parts overhaul was increased. For
example, the processing of JT3D and JT4 jet engine transition ducts advanced to assembly line
fashion and the volume on the overhaul of the No.
4 b earing housings on the JT8D engine achieved a
level of approximately 50 per month.
In other areas of the company's business, the materials engineering facilities, installed principally to
process engine parts during manufacture or overhaul, resulted in new industrial customers. The

This 4 -spindle 7J rofiler is part of Abex C orporation's M ontreal
plant, C anada's largest pro filing fa c ilit y .

The D enison Division of Abex continued to b e
involved in many p h ases of ground-support activities, in space as w ell a s in military and comm ercial
aviation. D enison hydraulic power units activate
highly sophisticated flight simulators such as the
Boeing 727 commercial flight simulator and the
F-lll flight and mission simulator.
D enison furnish ed hydraulic p ower for the elaborate static testing faciliti es for the gian t C-5. T est
stands, such as those for the Navy F-8 Crusader
fighter, utilize Denison fluid power components.
The Apollo missions owe a measure of their success to ground-support equipment that u tilizes Denison fluid power components and sys tems . For example, the 5,5~0,0?0-pound . cr~wler transporter is
steered and m amtamed level w1th Denison h ydraulics. D enison pumps also supply p ow er to operate
service anns and work enclosures on th e mobile
launcher and service structures, to a ctuate erectors
raising rocket~ into firing position.' and . to a ctuate
engine gimbalmg system s and engme valves b efore
launch.
Large Denison piston pumps supply fu el under
pressure to vehicles at launch until the on-board
system reaches 90 percent thrust. These pumps also
supply fuel for static firing and quality control
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as large volumes of castings n·quirin!-!: the mating of
cp~artz and ceramic con·s. E\·alnation programs
were compll"led on 2 large turbine blades of a landbased gas turbine cngiJH", and the company was
tooled by a larg<• manufacturer for fabrication of the
blades. 11ws<· bnckds run np to approximately 24
inch<'s in length and are ,·acunm-cast. Capability
was deV<·lopcd in fePder housings and large volumes
of the housings \\"<•n· produced for one of the prime
armam<'nt mannfactun•rs in tlw UniL<·d States.
The Landing G<•ar Overhaul Division continued
to expand its capabilities and customers during the
year. Compll'le assemblies and/or shipsds undergo
disassembly, complete dimensional inspection. and
overhaul and/or replacement as twcessary. At yearend, total-in-house capability. production facilities,
and technical data pc1mitted accommodation of
most aircraft utilized by the airline industry. Customers included many foreign operators as well as
approximately 80 percent of the domestic airlines.
Acrodcx increased its laboratory capability. Development, research, and analysis capabilities include many varied chemical and metallurgical processes and procedures and the preparation and .t~st
of various alloys and diffusion coatings. The fac1hty
was expanded into such additional areas as agriculture (leaf, plant, and fertilizer analysis), industrial
hygiene, pollution (fluid and air), environmental
tests, transportation (fuels, lubricants, and mbber),
investigatory procedures into reasons for failures,
and repair procedures.

same furnaces used to heat-treat and braze parts at
2,400 degrees Fahrenheit began to process surgical
instruments and many other commercial items for
manufacturers.
The company received a contract to serve as a jet
aircraft engine service center for the AiResearch
Manufacturing Company of Arizona, a subsidiary of
The Garrett Corporation. AiResearch is a major
supplier of airframe parts, gas turbine auxiliary
power units, and flight control and other systems for
the forthcoming "giant jet" engine programs such
as the Boeing 747 and the McDonnell Douglas DC10. AiResearch customers are principally commuter
airline, business aircraft, and helicopter operators.
The engine involved is the Garrett TPE 331 Century
series turboprop, which powers such aircraft as the
Turbo Commander, the Mooney-Mitsubishi MU-2F,
the Pilatus Turbo Porter, the Swearingen Merlin
liB, the Volpar Turboliner, the Carstcdt Jetliner,
and the Short Brothers & Harland Skyvan.
To further expand the efficiency and capabilities
of the company, complex and sophisticated equipment was added to the inventory, including items
such as Brown & Sharp numerical controlled comparator, DeVlieg numerical controlled Type K jig
mill, Wideman numerical controlled punch press,
Olivetti 12 station numerical controlled equipment,
LaPointe "90" broach, 30-horsepower Gisholt balancer, Keco electrochemical machining, Verson 500ton press brake, and Arrow Profiler 3D milling machine.
In a far-reaching and scope-broadening activity,
Aerodex instituted at its subsidiary API Corporation
newer and bolder approaches to its widely accepted
capability in metals and alloys treatment, processing, and manufacture. In addition to existing heattreat equipment, the company installed a verticalloading vacuum furnace and a shaker hearth furnace with a continuous and automatic hardening,
wash, and draw system and a capacity of 500
pounds per hour of light, section through hardening
types of material. Also installed was a deep-freeze
unit with minus 180 degrees Fahrenheit capability.
In 1969, substantial advances were made in the
state of the art for manufacturing and repair processes involving electron-beam welding, plasma
spraying, and investment castings. Techniques and
processes were developed and utilized for repairing
honeycomb structures, jet engine compressor blades,
and a large variety of turbine engine and airframe
parts. Fabrications included 5,000 first-, second-,
and third-stage turbine vane weldments for the
TF39 engine and several hubs, frames, chambers,
and struts for advanced developmental turbine engines, using casting and electron-beam welding
techniques to an unprecedented extent.
The company continued its development and
manufacturing activities at its Casting Facility, ACI,
and demonstrated its unusual capability to produce
large castings involving very complex coring as well

AEROJET-GENERAL CORPORATION
Aerojet-General Corporation in 1969 played a key
role in landing men on the moon and began preparation for f~ture manned space flights with de:e~
opment of h1ghly advanced rocket engines and Initial work on a laser communication system.
Aerojet's Service Propulsion System (SPS) rocket
engine, the main spacecraft engine, provided the
power for the astronauts to attain lunar orbit, and
ther;'- fired again as the only means of propu!sion
avmlable to escape lunar orbit and begin the JOUrney home.
Looking to the future, Aerojet conducted highly
successful tests of its NERVA nuclear rocket engine
and de~igned a novel concept for a space shuttle
propulsiOn system.
Aerojet, a subsidiary of The General Tire & Rubber Company, also contributed to many other aerospa~e pro~r~I_Us during the year through its 9 operatmg d~v~s~ons: Liquid Rocket Division, Solid
Rocket DIVISIOn,
and
Nucle ar n·IVISIOn,
. . all of Sac.
.
rament?, Cahforrna; Industrial Systems Division,
Fredenck,
Maryland·
. .
.
' Env·Ironmenta1 Sy stems DiEffect Ships
vision, Space Division and S f
. . .
II f
'
ur ace
D IVISion,
a o El Monte , C a l"f
.
.
1 orn1a, Electronics
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niques led to the selection of Aerojet to produce
titanium propellant tanks for the descent engine of
the Apollo Lunar Module. Aerojet continued to
make the tanks for the ascent stage engine.
The company also received numerous contracts to
produce metal components for nuclear reactors.
Aerospace technology played a major role in
Aerojet's engineering and design of a 100-ton surface-effect ship which rides at high speeds over
water on a cushion of air. This vehicle, being designed under contract to a joint office of the Navy
and the ~Iaritime Administration, utilizes many
techniques from aircraft and spacecraft. Because of
their high speed (80 'knots or higher), such vehi<:les
could revolutionize naval strategy and worldwide
shipping practices.
The SES design by Aerojet uses aircraft-type ~n
aines to provide the lift and to power the watel')ets
~:hich provide both propulsion and .steering by
drm\ina
o water in the front of the vehicle and expelling it out behind.
.
. . .
Principal work of the Electromcs DIVISIOn was o~
a classified unmanned satellite program for the Arr
Force. Many advanced concepts in a number of
fields were required for work on this program. The
Air Force also awarded Aerojet a contract for development of a space program data reduction center, with initial funding of $5,700,000.
Aerojet was selected late in the year for devel.opnwnt of an advanced optical satellite commumcations e::\:periment. It will be the first ~ig~t Amplification by Stimulated Emission of RadiatiOn (~ASER)
communication system to be used on a satellite. ~e
use of lasers appeared a promising way to obt~
efficient communications over extremely long distances. Laser communications capability could
make live TV color coverage possible for a mam~ed
landing on :Mars. Lasers provide an extremely \-VIde
band communications function, and would be able
to transmit hundreds of TV channels around the
world, a great increase over present microwave
capabilities.
The infrared experiment will be aboard NASA's
·Applications Technology Satellite F (ATS-F), scheduled for launch into a synchronous orbit in 1972.
Successful full-system operation of a single set of
components for extensive breadboard testing was
achieved for the first time in the SNAP-8 nuclearelectric power conversion program. Designed to
convert nuclear reactor energy into 35 kilowatts of
electrical power, SNAP-8-the largest space power
generator system in development-has many potential applications including large orbiting space stations, lunar exploration, direct television broadcast
satellites, manned planetary missions, and power for
life-support and communication systems.
Aerojet was selected to fabricate and help launch
2 spacecraft designed to test the balance mechanism
of the inner car during periods of weightlessness
and repeated acceleration.

DiYi!'>ion. Azusa. California; and Ordnance Division. Fullerton, California, \\ith other facilities at
DO\nw\· and Chino. California.
On :\polio. Acrojet's SPS engine. a restartable system generating 20.500 pounds of thn1st, was called
on for multiple firings in each flight. All principal
firings cam<' wh<'n the spacecraft was behind the
moon and out of communication with the earth; the
hums were made to slow the vehicle to gain an
orbit around th<' moon. to circularize that orbit. and
to ''come honlt'.'' There is no backup system for this
engine, and it must work in order to insure success
of the mission. Aerojet produces the engine for
NASA under subcontract to North American Rockwell's Space Di\'ision.
Other rocket systems provided during the year
included liquid-fuel engines for the Air Force Titan
III. the second stage for NASA's Delta, second and
third stages for the Air Force ~Iinuteman III ICB~'l,
kick motors for the lntelsat .3 communications satellites. and numerous other small rocket motors.
both solid and liquid propellant systems.
.
NERVA. the nation's only nuclear rocket engine
under development, achieved a major milestone in
1969 with the first full-duration. nozzle-down static
firings of the complete system. There were 28 engine start-ups in the March-August period, operating for a cumulative test time of 3 hours 48 minutes.
Peak thrust achieved was 55.000 pounds, proving
the concept of the engine and paving the way for
development of a flight engine with 75,000 pounds
of thrust. NERVA was mentioned prominently in
th~ Space .Flight Task Force Report to President
N1xon as v1tal to the future of manned space flight.
A space shuttle system was also mentioned prominently in that report, and Aerojet offered its design
of an engine to power those vehicles. The reusable
engine would operate on high-energy liquid hydrogen/liquid oxyge~ propellants and could be easily
maintained. Aero1et has had long experience in the
use of liquid hydrogen as a rocket engine propellant.
Aerojet recorded significant progress in 1969 in
developm<=:nt of controllable solid-propellant rocket
motors, offering a flexibility of design not available
in the past. Thrust variability is achieved through
changing, on command, the position of a pintle in
the area of the nozzle .throat.. Aero jet completed a
number of programs With vanabl('-thmst and stopstart solid motors which are applicable for space
vehicle control systems, post-boost propulsion systems, and tactical weapons systems.
In a continuation of NASA's program to demonstrate the advantages inherent in the application of
very large solid-propellant rocket motors for space
launch vehicles, Acrojet was called upon for additional development work for motors 260 inches in
diameter. Aerojet test-fired 3 motors with diameters
of 260 inches in earlier years.
Development of modem manufacturing tech53
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Teclmirjucs in the mass production of tubular n·versc osmosis units led to the development of AHOS
(Aerojd Reverse Osmosis System). Requirements
for the purification of water from tens of gall?.ns to
millions can be met through "building blocks consisting of bundles of nwmhrane-lined tubes.
New methods to impron· mat<'rials handling were
also dev<'lopcd and install<·d hy Aerojd. Facilities
indud<'d those for Unit<·d Air Lin<·s, Union Carbid<',
the U.S. Post Office Dq1artnwnt. and many department ston·s. Computerized equipm<'nt provides economical, effectin~ handling and distribution systems.

The company was commended by Naval Ordnance Systems Command for "superior program
management and dedication" which resulted in the
delivery of Mark 56 antisubmarine warfare mines
ahead of schedule.
Aerojet was also concerned with helping solve
some of the down-to-earth environmental problems
facing the nation. The applications of microwave
technology were expanded under a NASA contract
to develop an airborne radiometry system applicable to earth resources programs. The system will be
utilized to gather important data for scientific studies related to geology, oceanology, hydrology, agriculture, and forestry.
A developmental medical analyzer, designed to
rapidly identify the presence of invading bacteria
in humans, was completed and field tests were begun. Initially, the instrument was being used in the
identification of streptococcus, a major cause of
rheumatic heart disease. Future tests will be directed at the identification of a number of other
major disease-causing bacteria, such as staphylococcus, tuberculosis, gonorrhea, and salmonella. Production and sales of the SeroMatic System, an automated diagnostic instrument used in the detection
of syphilis, increased during the year.
Sim One, the computer-controlled medical manikin used in the training of doctors, was being modified to provide additional training capabilities for
nurses, interns, medical students, and hospital ward
attendants. A contract was received to outfit Sim
One with a ?ew ~ight arm and a special-purpose
computer ':hich will ~I.low new training techniques
coupled with portability. The modified arm has
id~nti_fiable "~uscle," "nerves," "bone," and "pulse"
With illtemal illstrumentation to identify and meas~re the quantity of 3 different simulated drug injections. It will be possible to withdraw "blood" by
venous puncture.
Work also progressed on an atomic power source
for artificial hearts and on an artificial kidney machine.
A modem liquefied natural gas facility went onstre~m near Lowell, Massachusetts, to provide more
efficient. ~se .of natural gas as an energy source.
r;e facihty liquefies and stores gas during periods
o low us~ge. ( gas in its liquid form takes less
space th~?" ill Its natural state by a ratio of 1 to 600)
The facihty then reconverts the liquid t
d.
't ·
·
o gas an
l
r~ eases I ill times of heavy demand. The use of
hquefied natural ~as also permits transportation of
the gas to areas With no existing pipelines.
Waste management was another area of A
. t
interest. A dual version of the A y AC (A
ero1e
.
u~ma~d
V acuum C o 11 echon)
system-hand!'mg b oth trash
.
d
I
an men-was completed on sched 1 f
h M
. L h K'
u e or t e artm ut er IX:g Memorial Hospital in Los An eles
A trash-handlmg AVAC system was being desf ned
fyor ka 3,000-apartment housing complex in tew
or .

AERONCA, INC.
The high point of the year for ~crm~ca. Inc.shared with the many other organizat.IOI_lS mvolvedwas the extraordinarily successful miSSIOn of Apollo
11 and man's first steps on the surface of the moon.
The technology which Aeronca contributed, brazed
stainless steel honeycomb panels which make up the
outer structure of the Command :Module, led the
company into several new areas of honeycomb
structures application.
During the year, Aeronca joined a team. of 8
major Boeing subcontractors for the constructiOn of
2 U.S. supersonic transport pr~totyres .. The company's extensive work in devel?pmg titam~Im honeycomb sandwich structures will be apphed to .the
wing trailing edge flaps and flaperons (a combmation of flap and aileron). There are a total of 8 flap
and flaperon assemblies per airplane; the largest IS
approximately 20 feet long and 9 feet wide. The
trailing edges of these assemblies will consist. of
full-depth brazed titanium honeycomb sa~d';{Ich
wedges. Outer skin panels of the flaps ax:
aperons will be of titanium honeycomb s~ndwi.ch supported by electron-beam-welded titamum nbs and
spars.
Other brazed honeycomb sandwich stru~ures
produced by Aeronca in 1969 included the
rust
reverser exhaust plug assemblies for the 74~ e~
gines. Well over half the area of these assembhes Is
of brazed Inconel honeycomb material. Of add~d
significance to the thrust reverser plug program. m
1969 was the incorporation of sound-suppressiOn
brazed honeycomb panels. These panels mco~o
rate a perforated outer skin for sound abs~rpt~on
and are probably the first production .apphcahon
of brazed honeycomb sound-suppressi~n pa~els.
Aeronea developed a wide range of . hghtwe~ght
sound-suppression honeycomb panels m a vanety
of materials for application in both hot and cold
areas of jet engines and engine nacelles.
In a new entry, the company competed successfull~ for the design and production of complete
engme power plant pods, including thrust reversers
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and associated svstems. for the Garrctt-AiResearch
ATF 3 turbofan 'engine. ATF 3 engines were slated
initiallv for the North American Rod..-well Series
60 Sabreliner; they will extend the aircraft's range
to continental.
:--1amed executive director of Aeronea's power
plant programs was Robert E. Johnson, long associated with Curtiss-\Vright Corporation and a wellknown authority in aircraft propulsion systems with
wide experience in design. installation, and Hight
testing of aircraft power plants. Another well-known
designer of aircraft power plant installations. Carl
A. \Veise, was named technical clirt>ctor of Aeronca's
engine power plant programs. He has over 30 years·
experience in power plant installation projects. At
McDonnell Douglas. he was design manager of
power plants for all versions of the DC-7. DC-7C,
and DC-8 and was closely associated with many
other DC series power plant installations, including
the DC-9 and DC-10.
Over s<·veral years. Aeronca acquired the personnel and facilities required for the highly specialized
technologies involved in jet engine power pod development and production. In this activity, the company is able to utilize its high-temperature materials technology, fabrication, and forming techniques
for high-strength, lightweight stmch1res.
The jet engine field applied another Aeronca
honeycomb structure during the year. Circular seals
made of an outer ring with honeycomb brazed to
the inner dia~eter \Vere ordered by General Electric Company s Large Engine Division for use in
the CF6 jet engines which will power the l\1cDonnell Douglas DC-10 jetliner. The seals were the development of a joi~t-venture company, AeroncaBurnlcy, Inc. Jet engme seals of this type were also
being produced by Burnley Engineering Products
Ltd. for Rolls-Royce engines.
In more conventional aircraft stntctures, Aeronca
continued to be deeply involved in the latest programs, including the Lockheed L-1011 TriStar. For
this aircraft, the company was producing all wing
flaps and wing vanes (16 per shipset) under a
contract from Avco's Aerostmchtres Division. Fabrication of these assemblies involves aluminum, titanium, and bonded components. Forgings and extmsions are used extensively, and surfaces require
compound contours held to extremely tight tolerances. Tooling for the leading edge wing slats on
the McDonnell Douglas DC--10 was also in process.
Volume production continued at Aeronca on flap
track fairings, wing tips, and inspar wing ribs for
the Boeing 747. The fairings and wing tips utilize
the company's extensive bonded fiber glass facilities
in Middletown, Ohio; the wing ribs, produced in
Torrance, California, utilize exclusive stretch forming equipment and a special fabrication building.
Cargo containers, specially shaped to fit the contour of the aft end of cargo aircraft, were in production for American Airlines' jet cargo fleet.

Aerospace programs continued to account for approximately two-thirds of Aeronca's sales and practicallv none of it was related to the Vietnam conflict. The other third of the company's business came
from sales of its Environmental Control Group. A
supplier of highly engineered environmental ~ntrol
systems in this country for commercial and mdustrial buildings, the group was successfully ro~ding
out its product offering to supply a much higher
percentage of the ele~1ent~ i~ the total system .. Expansion of the groups activl~' abroad was ~e~g?t
ened by acquisition of 'the L1ght Products DlVlSIOn
of Britain's diversified Powell-Duffryn Ltd. Already a
licensee for production and .distribution of. Aeronca's
environmental control eqmpment, the L1ght Products Division also held manufacturing licenses from
\V. \V. Sly :Manufacturing Compan~ of Clevela~d
and was marketing Carrier Corporation products m
the United Kingdom, sold under the Carlyle brand
name. Aeronca International Ltd. was formed to
handle the activities of this group as well as the operations of Aeronca-\Vinslow Filters Ltd., a wholly
owned subsidiary of Aeronca which was al~o acquired from Powell-Duffryn Ltd. Aeronca-\Vmslow
Filters Ltd. is a manufacturer of industrial filters
and of filters for tmck and marine engines.
Operations of Aeronca in the 9-month period
ended September 30, 1969, resulted in a 70 percent
rise in net earnings over the comparable period a
year earlier. Net earnings increased to a record
$954,396, equal to 78 cents per average common
share, from $528,984, or 47 cents per share, in the
1968 9-month period before utilization of a federal
tax loss carry-forward of $592,000, or 53 cents a
share, in that 1968 period. Net sales for the 9-month
period increased to a record high of $36,651,205,
from $36,114,281 in the corresponding 1968 period.

THE AEROSPACE CORPORATION
On May 23, 1969, a Titan IIIC, generating over
2,000,000 pounds of thmst, lifted from the launch
pad at Cape Kennedy. Following a highly complex
flight plan, 5 satellites were placed in selected orbits
ranging from near-earth orbit out to 60,000 miles.
For the Air Force, for The Aerospace Corporation
which provides it with technical management assistance, and for the aerospace industry, it was the culmination of research and development for the Titan
III family of space boosters which had its beginnings almost 9 years before.
In all respects, the program had been successful.
The flight-test achievements had been met. The billion-dollar cost of the program was gratifyingly
close to budget, and the launch vehicle system produced had proved serviceable for fuhtre operations.
The Titan III concept and The Aerospace Corporation began together. Many of the tasks Aerospace
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<'IJ(rinecrin!!/technical dir('ction for thl· :\ch·anccd
Ballistic H~:cntry S\'Skrns Program. contributing to
the technologies at{d d<'signs f~>r Sl'\'t'ral new highly
survivable ground-based missih- syst<-ms.
Dev<·lopnwnt and plan11ing at :\l'rospace co\·<·n·cl
a wide SJWCt rum of act i\'it ics. from ddailcd tcclu~ol
ogi<·s to the broadest of systems and stratcgtcs.
Anah·s<·s and studies i11 such fi<·lds as accuracy and
sur\'(vahility itnprm·l'nwnts for airborne missile suhsyst<-ms kd to technology cl<•\'clopnwnt programs.
Crmmd syst<-m emphasis was placed on. gro~md
motions which might lw <'Xpcri<·nc.Tcl hy stlos Ill a
nuckar attack on silo closun· problems, and on
communications. For satellites, <·mphasis was on advanced space guidance. on low-thrust propulsion. 0~1
instrumentation, on tlwrmal controL and on n·hahilily.
.
.
Orbital systems planning included. naYigation
satellites and data relay satellites. Stuch(:s on space
escape and rescue techniques for high-altih1d.e s1~aCl'
stations and on meteorological satellite apphcatwns
were carried out.
The corporation also mack·. inputs .to the President's Space Task Group, particularly m the area of
a Space Transportation System (ST?)· A. 7.-vohu~w
report was prepared to document th~s activity, wtth
6 additional volumes concemed With technology.
These STS studies were evolving into a joint NASA/
Air Force program.
Working with Jet Propulsion Labo.ratory, the c?rporation participated in a lu~ar ~rav1ty study .'~Inch
assisted in identifying gravttatwnal anoma~ICS on
the moon. Research was performed on matenals for
a proposed defense system, under contract to the
Army Watertown Arsenal. Tw? .small contracts from
NASA utilized infrared televiSion systems to measure aircraft exhaust plumes and aircraft surface
temperatures.
.
The U.S. Department of Health, Educ~tion, ~nd
Welfare granted a contract to study a bwmediCal
communications network Among other types. of
links considered for this purpose were comr.n~.miCa
tion satellites which could broadcast televiSion to
hospitals and medical centers fo~ reception with
small antennas. This directly applied corp?rate experience in military commu~ic~tion satellites t? a
problem of civilian commumcatwns and education.
The corporation continued to expend a large percentage of its earnings on research programs: !fiese
included research on the chemical composition of
smog, based on reaction theories develope~ for
studying combustion in rocket motors; analysis. on
alleviation of sonic booms by injection o~ heat I~to
the airstream; a civilian aviation satellite service
study; analysis of urban transportation problems and
ev~luation of certain design concepts;. developm~nt
?f mtcractive computer console techmques; preh~
mary design of a millimeter wave telescope With
large aperture; millimeter wave measurements of
cosmic temperatures; and a study to define the next-

undertakes have been characterized by the work the
nonprofit organization has performed on the Titan
III booster system: what is called general systems
engineering and technical direction. This work is
technical management on systems, first to identify
potential advances and then to achieve them as
needed, effectively, expeditiously, and economically.
As systems engineer, the corporation provides the
cement that binds all elements of a system together
into an optimum whole. The corporation must possess the highest scientific and technical competence
across the full spectrum of disciplines; it must be
objective and impartial.
In addition to Titan III work, systems engineering continued on 2 other space boosters. One, Standard Launch Vehicle II, is an adaptation of the Thor
missile. By year-end, there had been llO consecutive successful Thor launches in support of Air
Force programs. The other, Standard Launch Vehicle III, is based on the Atlas missile. In 1969, 7
launches were made, all successful. Forty-six consecutive successes had been experienced since 1966.
The family of military communication satellite
programs constituted a major part of the systems
engineering tasks for Aerospace. These programs
evolved from communication satellite activity which
the corporation has been carrying out since its
founding. At the end of June 1969, 26 defense comsats were scattered in random orbits at an altitude
of 18,200 nautical miles. Development of a secondgeneration system, 4 satellites at synchronous orbits,
progressed through the preliminary design review.
Another ?efens~ communicatio~ satellite program,
for the. Umted Kmgdom, was b~mg carried out by
the Umted Sta.tes. As a resul~ of mternational agreements, the Umted States designed a stationary communication satellite with a telemetry tracking and
command station at Oakhurst, England. The station
was turned over to the Royal Air Force. Aerospace
participated in the pr~gram fro!ll the beginning, in
1966, and was responsible for technical direction of
the program.
A program to provide NATO with a military communication satellite, similar in design to the United
Kingdom satellite, was well under way. Fabrication
began on the first flight-model spacecraft for the
NATO program. Aerospace supports the U.S. Air
Force in its technical interfaces with NATO particularly with the Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers, Europe.
The latest tactical communication satellite
TACSAT-1, is a triservice activity permitting use of
satellite communications by aircraft, ships, submarines, and lan·d· vehicl~s. It was orbited in February
1969. In a.dd1ho.n to. 1ts usual systems engineering
and techmcal d1rect10n roles, Aerospace participation included coordination of earlier experiments
and technical assistance to the contractor in diverse
fields.
The corporation also continued general systems
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much
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llison started deli veries of th e 15,000-pound-thrust TF41A - engin e, shot ·n here b eing fitt ed ·in to the engine co mpa·rtm ent of th e Navy A -7E light attack airc-raft.

ALLISON DIVISION
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

T esting and evaluation of several other T56/
Model 501 engine applications continued, including
a unique ground application of the Model 501
' hich will be the first use of an aircraft-type turbine in the fight against air pollution. The engine
will power a special generator set designed to purify
the air released from the San Diego, California,
sewage plant. Scheduled for installation early in
1970, the generator set will bun1 odorous gases
given off during the processing of sewage and w ill
neutralize the odor. And, by burning the gases as
fuel, it will generate power for the San Diego Gas
and Elecb·ic Company network.
Allison's T63/Model 250 series engines gained increased visibility and popularity in the helicopter
and light £xed-wing aircraft markets during the
year. In March, the F ed eral Aviation Administration
awarded Allison a Type Certificate for the 317horsepower Model 250-B15 turboprop for light
fixed-wing planes.
In May, the first T63-powered OH-58A light ob. rvation helicopter was d elivered to the Army. The
helicopter, which uses the T63-A-700 turboshaft engine, is the first of 2,200 OH-58As to enter the Am1y
inventory. The new model, named Kiowa, is the
Army version of the commercial Bell JetRanger. The
Army /Hughes OH-6A light observation helicopter
also uses the Allison T63 engine.
Commercial versions of the T63 were in full-scale
production for the Bell JetRanger, the Agusta-Bell
JetRanger, the Fairchild Hiller FH-1100, and the
Hughes 500 h elicopters. The Model 250-Bl5 hlrboprop version of the engine, soon to be in production,
is essentially a Model 250 huboshaft with a propeller reduction gearbox attached.

For th e Allison Division of General Motors 1969
was a year of achi - ement and progr ss in several
d iffer -nt a reas of aero pac activit .
Sales of small tu rboshaft ncrin s continued to
in -rease in proportion to a rapidly gro\~ ing d -maud
for light h elicopters. A small turboprop \Vas to
nter production in 1970. Official qualification t sts
w er completed on a nev.r hubofan engine. An a dan ced gas generator demonstrator n crine comple ted a series of highly successful test ~·uns. Significant progress vlas made in high-temperah1re
studies aimed at d evelopin g more efficient gas
turbine engines using less fuel than pr sent power
plants.
Allison also had a role in the historic manned
landing on the moon. High-strength titanium t nks
developed and manufactured by Allison carried the
propellant for th e Apollo 11 S rvice Module an d
Lunar Module. One or both typ es of Allison tanks
w ere aboard each Apollo flight.
continued to
Allison's turbofan engine procrram
.
b
expand with delivery of the fi rst TF41 -A-2 encrines
fo r the Navy A-7E carrier-based light attacl~ aircraft. The N avy version of the TF41 produ ces 15,000
pounds of thrust. The TF41-A-1 engine, rated at
14,250 pounds thrust, went in to production at Allison in 1968; it powers the Air Force A-7D attack
bomber.
Production of Allison T56 series turboprop engines continued for the Lockheed C-130 Hercules,
used b y the Air Force, the Navy, the Coast Guard,
and the Marine Corps; for th e Navy/ Lockheed P-3
Orion antisubmarine warfare plane; and for the
Grumman carrier-based E-2A Hawkeye reconnaissance plane.
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ph·tion of Llw initial eonlrad for 60 C:-5 win~s :\\·co
was hnildiug for Loekh<'<'d nudn a S5S.OOO.OOO C'Olltra<:t that star!l'd in I~JGG. :\l'<:ordin~ to tlu· sC'h<'dlllt'.
tht' final wing. tlw ll;)th. was t~> lw shipJwd to
Lockht•('(l's plant in .\laridta. Ct·orgia. by Llw t'lld
of I ~J72.
In HJG9, :\\-co n·ct•in·d a follow-on contrad, \'alncd at $1·1.·100.000. from ( :n111tlllall :\t'rospacl' (:orporation to build 3f> additional wing ;~ss<'Jilhlit·s for
tlw Gnlfstr<'am II t'Xt'l'lltin· jd aircraft. ami orch·rs
of S·I,OOO.OOO from lkll llt·licopll'r Company to ('Olltimw fabricating tail-boom Sl'dio11s for tlw llu<'y
lwlicopt<·r. By yt·ar-t'JH.l. An·o had produced.and
shiptwd to lkll's Fort \Vorth plant mon· than 6.000
helicoplt•r ass<·mhlit·s sinet· work h('gan on the I hu·y
program in HJG·L Dt·lin·ri<'s includ<·d h;u~d\\'an: for
both tlw military and tlw comnwJ-cial \'<•rsJons ol the
H 1wv s<·ri<"S.
Tl;c. division comnwm·<·d its I 7th consecutive yc•ar
of producing tail ass<·mhlies for all military and
comnwrcial v<·rsions of th<' Lockhec·d C-130 I lc-rcules
cargo and troop transport. :.\lore ~han 1.100 complc·tcd c·mpc•nnagcs had been dehn·red to Locklwed's plant in Maric·tta.
The division contintJ('(l fabricating outer cases for
the cxt<·mlc•d-range Lance· ballistic m~s:ilc> under
contract to the Army. and tlwnnal-conchtwnmg panels used on the Apollo Lunar :.\lodule.
All the metal office furniture sold by Globe-\Vernicke (over 6,000 items), with the single exception
of desk chairs, has been produced at A vco ~era
structures since 1964. The company was cxecutmg a
5-year production contract awarded by Globe-"Vernicke in 1967.
The division's role in the supersonic transport program was redefined during the year when a bid
from The Boeing Company to build a? approximately 4.5-foot-long section of the planes fuselage
was accepted. Up to the time the tra.nsport was redesigned to a fixed-wing configur~tiOn, A_vco had
been selected to build the center wmg section.
Some 500 employees were scheduled to be added
by the end of 1969, bringing the total plant work
force up to 4,300.

The Model 250 engines were attracting wide attention from commercial charter and air taxi operators, law enforcement agencies, municipalities, and
business finns interested in turbine-powered helicopters and light planes. As the :\lode! 250 compiled more and m~rc flight _hours, its perf~rmance
and reliability contmued to 1mprove. Effective July
1, 1969, Allison increased its warranty coverage on
the engine from 500 hours or 6 months to 7.50 hours
or 9 months.
While pursuing vigorous product improvem<•nt
programs directed toward broadening application
of its current engines, Allison continued development of new power plants for future military and
commercial aviation rec1uirements. The XJ99 advanced lift-jet, being developed jointly by the Aero
Engine Division of Rolls-Royce and Allison, successfully completed its first test runs at Derby and
Indianapolis. In addition, Allison had under study
a more efficient jet engine for combat aircraft of the
1980s. This new concept is the basis of an aircraft
application study which focuses on turbine engines
with high operating temperatures. Allison also completed the initial test run of its GMA 100 gas generator approximately 2 months ahead of schedule.
The GMA 100 is an advanced-technology demonstrator which will provide the basic building blocks
for new generations of turbine engines.

AVCO CORPORATION
AVCO AEROSTRUCTURES DIVISION

After 18 months of preparation that included
construction of 500,000 square feet of facilities and
installation of some $4.5,000,000 worth of equipment,
tooling, and fixtures, Avco began hardware production of wings for the Lockheed-California TriStar
jetliner in mid-October. The order for 350 sets of
wings for the 350-passenger L-1011 was received
April 1968. The wing sets Avco was building for
the wide-cabin intermediate-range jet span 155 feet,
with a fabrication area of approximately 3,500 square
feet.
Avco subcontracted 3 L-1011 wing orders during
the year. These contracts, for subassembly work,
went to Aeronca, to CCI-Marquardt, and to Short
Brothers & Harland Ltd. of Northern Ireland. The
3 orders totaled $59,000,000. In addition to assembling the entire L-1011 wing, Avco was fabricating
the complete wing box assembly and the fixed leading and trailing edges. The first wing was to be delivered to Lockheed's L-1011 assembly plant in
Palmdale, California, in the first quarter of 1970.
In February, the division received orders from
Lockheed-Georgia for 57 additional wings for the
C-5 transport. This follow-on order, valued at $38,000,000, called for deliveries of the 57 wings to begin in the fourth quarter of 1970, following com-

AVCO APPLIED TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

In 1969, Avco Space Systems Divisio~ ?~anged its
name to Avco Applied Technolo~ ~~~lston to _reflect more appropriately the dtvtston s techmcal
strengths and business lines.
During the year, the division continued to find a
broad range of applications for its strong technology
in support of ICBM and Apollo reentry syste~s. In
the area of thermal protection, a goal established
over 10 years earlier was realized when the Avcodeveloped heat shield for the Apollo Command
Module protected the 3-man Apollo 11 crew as the
spacecraft reentered the earth's atmosphere at 5,000
degrees Fahrenheit. Extensions of the Apollo heat
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shil·ld work led in 1969 to contracts to protect fins
of the :'\ <n-~··s high-speed Zero Antiaircraft Potential
t,Z:\P) missik.
\Inch of --~'"~~·s 1969 work in heat shielding was
related to chns10n-developed 3-dimensional materials. The materials, which arc reinforced in 3 clin•ctions. possess si~nificant nwchanical and thenn::1.l
characteristics not obtainable in normal rt:•inforced
plastic matl:rials. The diYision is continually updatmg production methods and den· loping new militan•
and c'"Omnwrcial applications for tlw 1'naterials.
·
A\·co/.-\TD. one of :2 producers of boron filament
in the L'nitecl States, continued production of hiCThstrength boron fibers for the Air Force and was in tl1c
process of completing a multimillion-dollar boron
pro_duction facility. Output _from this new plant.
wlm.:h was to he opl·ratmg m tlw fall of 1970, is
cxpect('d to be used on aircraft such as thE' F-1-! and
F-V5 and on future commercial aircraft. Aircraft
manufacturers have indicated that future military
and commercial aircraft will usc boron-reinforce~l
plastic and metal structures and that such units will
provide weight savings of 20 to 50 percent. In addition, the Air Force approY_ecl production components
made from boron composites to be flown on the F --t
the C-5, and the F-1ll.
·
In 1,969. the division \Yas awardl'd a contract by
NASA s ~~:ws Hl~search Center to cYaluate and apply to mihtai)' aircraft seYeral ablative foam composites for containing or preventinCT on-board fires.
ln addition to military fire problems~thc division was
surveying ancl.investigating civilian and space fire
hazards. A umque fire simulator which will make
possible evaluation of many fire-resistant materials
was developed.
Pro~luction of lightweight. optically transparent
ceramic and composite armor systems under Air
Force contracts and company-funded research continued at the division. The Avco-developed armor
systems are designed for protection of personnel and
of vcl~iclcs such as riverine cmft, helicopters, and
aircraft against a variety of ballistic threats.
The di\:ision' s auxiliary propulsion equipment,
called lh.'SlStojet, WaS orJeralinCT SUCCessfully in Orbit
b
aboarcl NASA's Applications Technology Satellite
(ATS-5), laundwd in August 1969. \iVeighing only 6
pounds, the A vco-designed and -developed Hesistojcts an' n'<JUirecl for the accurate positioning and
orbital control of communications and reconnaissance satellites.
The division operated 2 sterilization units at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and was under contract
with NASA's Langley Research Center to design
and build the Model Assembly Sterilizer for Testing
(J\1IAST). The facility, which can be rolled to the
foot: of a launch pad for on-the-spot spacecraft
sterilization, is a trailerized prototype facility for the
terminal sterilization of the planned Mars 1973
probe.
Avco/ ATD's uni<Iuc acrothermal simulation facili-

ties continued in use for production monitoring tests
on the Apollo Command J\lodule and for evaluation
of various thermal protection materials for military
and space vehicles.
Because of Avco's interest in space age materials
and subsystems, the company continued the investiCTation of conditions encountered by vehicles reet~tering the earth's atmosphere from outer space.
High-intensity infrared metal vapor lamps were deyeJoped and produced by Avco for application to
protectiw systems for airc.ra~t and nav~l. vessels
against attackincr enemy miSSiles. In addition, the
diYision carried ~ut tests on erosion resistance of a
variety of ad\"anced aerospace materials in its unique
Rain ~ind Dust Erosion Facility. The facility pem1its
firing of heat shield material pellets at 15,000 miles
per hom throuCTh dust and rain fields to simulate
passage througl~ the earth's a~OSJ?here. Av_co/ATD
\\"as also designing and fabncatmg special hardware for the 10-megawatt arc at NASA's ~lanned
Spacecraft Center.
AYCO ELECTRONICS DIVISION

The Electronics Division continued its leadership
in development and production o~ high-frequency
communication systems and eqmpment for both
ground and airborne communicatio~1s.
Production at the Evendale, Ohw, headquarters
site durinCT the year continued on 2 systems for the
F-IllA: the AN/ ARC-123 radio system and the AN/
AAR-3-! countetmcasures receiving system. Avco's
AT-440 HF transceiver for the C-5 Galaxy continued in production. The year saw increased output of the AN/TLQ-17 electronic .counte~easures
equipment which entered production l~t~. m 1968.
Other classified ECM work based on diVISIOn technological advances was begun in 1969.
Government- and company-funded research into
infrared detectors and systems was carried on for
potential programs involving all military services
and selected high-level civilian applications. Testing
of new systems in combat environments increased
during the year.
At Evendale, the division remained heavily involved in space electronics, radar, and antenna research and development.
The division's Huntsville Operation continued its
2-year-old growth in information systems design and
fabrication with several contracts under $500,000
as well as a $1,000,000 contract to produce a highspeed data acquisition system for use in structural
testing of the Navy F-14A fighter. In its first year of
operation, Avec/Huntsville won a contract to produce and design the world's largest combined computer-controlled structural loading and data acquisition system for structural load testing of the Air
Force C-5.
In 1969, Avco/Huntsville introduced, in the data
systems area, new models of signal conditioning
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front-end amplifiers, new models of servo controllers,
a new cross-bar scanner, and a number of new logic
cards.
For the second straight year, the division's Tulsa
Operation increased its share of the shock-test
equipment field, from approximately 35 percent in
1968 to 55 percent in 1969. A new product in the
shock-test field, the SM-1000, was placed on the
market.
Avco/Tulsa operated one of the nation's 3 mass
spectrometer laboratories certified by the Atomic
Energy Commission. The laboratory offered complete isotopic analysis of gases and solids by electronic bombardment. The Tulsa facility was also
designing and building mass spectrometers to special order.
In a major entry into the consumer market, Avco/
Tulsa began production and nationwide sales of allfiber-glass luxury travel trailers and of a motor
home.
The division's Field Engineering Department
expanded its domestic and foreign operations in
aviation support, depot maintenance, and technical
services.
The division was also active in producing clec~ronic teaching equipment under contract to a leader
m the electronic teaching aids industry.
Foreign sales of equipment and licensing of technology produced and developed at A vco Electronics
Division played an increasing part in the division's
business volume.
F. C. Shadley became vice president and general
manager of the division on March 1, 1969.

The lahoratorv was also in\·e~tigating for tlw .-\rn1~·
the prac:ticalit); of ti·ausfonning dwmical t"IH·rg~·
into laser energy for military and spa~·t· applications. The division was studving ekctncally excited !Tas lasers, which mav he ;.mong tht' most t'ffi(")
.
I
ci<·nt uwthods of achi(•,·iug
.. v<•J"\' hig 1 average-power
outputs.
.
The intra-aortic balloon pump was des1!-,:1l'd to
give imnwdiate aid to !wart victims by rcducmg t_lw
heart's work load. The laboratory worked \nth
:\'lassachusetts General llospital in this program.
Blood flow and clotting studies cont!nu~d for the
National Institutes of Health, the A1r I· orce, ami
NASA.
The laboratory continued its effort ~o dcv(•lop
large comm('rc:ial magnetohydrodynmmc (:\11-ID)
power g<•Jwration systems and :\IHD plants to meet
<•mergcncy demands for peak pow('r and to pr('vent power blackouts ..MHD powe~ gen('rators produce Plcctric powc•r by forcing iomzed gas throug~1
a magnetic field. The Air Force a~v::u·?cd th~~ division a contmct to study the practicality of lightweight .MHD generators for specialized usc aboard
aircraft.
Research in reentry physics for the D~partment
of Defense continued its important role_ m _1969 at
Avco Everett. Programs involved .momtormg an_d
studying vehicle performance dunng atmosphene
reentry. Information gained in these programs was
being used in developing new recnt:r tech~ology ..
Research in superconducting cmls contmued m
1969. The Air Force awarded the laboratory a contract to study the feasibility of using sup~rcondu:t
ing coils in inductive energy storage umts for mrborne systems which require high ~ncrgy b~rsts
for brief time periods. Compact_ stze an~ hght
weight make superconducting cotls. a_tt_rachve
this application. For the Navy, the dtvtston studted
the use of superconducting generators for propulsion and of superconducting m?tors to meet the
service power requirements of shtps.
NASA extended its contract for study of a plasma
:adiation shiel~ to protect future astr?1_1auts against
mterplanetary radiation storms. Addttional ~ed~ral
funds were received to enable laboratory sctenhsts
to continue work on the heavy ion plasma accelerator, which will be used to study the nuclear structure of heavy atoms.

.

AVCO EVERETT RESEARCH LABORATORY

!or

A vco Everett Research Laboratory in 1969 continued its research and development of high-power
gas lasers. The Model C950 pulsed gas laser, operatable on either nitrogen ( 3371 A) or neon ( 5401 A),
was being marketed for research and commercial
uses.
For the National Air Pollution Control Administration, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, the laboratory staff was using the C950
laser to study air pollutant characteristics. Included
were field experiments which used laser light to
analyze, from a remote location, pollutants in smokestack exhaust. The studies were expected to lead
to the development of a remote monitoring system
for field use by air pollution control agencies.
A major achievement in 1969 was the division's
success in using the C950 laser to stimulate lasing
action in a variety of dyes. This accomplishment
made possible the design of a laser tunable to any
visible wavelength; wide application was expected
in such fields as oceanography, upper-atmosphere
studies, and analytical chemistry. Other applications
~or the C950 include data processing, micromachinmg, photochemistry, and high-speed photography.

AVCO LYCOMING DIVISION (STRATFORD)

A vco Lycoming Division, Stratford, co~tinued in
1969 as one of the world's leading supphers of gas
turbine engines for helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft; at the same time, it began to find more and
more applications in the non-aircraft fields.
D~ring the year, Avco Lycoming industrial and
manne gas turbine engines were selected for use by
the Federal German Railway System for booster
locomotive operation; by Euclid, Inc., for powering
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'Williamsport, Pennsyh·ania, plant of AYco Lycoming. However, unit sales of engines for multi-engine
airplanes. as well as export sales, showed increases
over 1968.
SeYeral new engine models were introduced in
1969, including a 6-cylinder, geared, turbocharged
model developing 450 horsepower, '"ith provision
for cabin pressurization and cabin cooling, for use
in corporate-type airplanes. A second acrobatic engine. a 4-cylinder, 160-horsepower model, was also
introduced: a 200-horsepower acrobatic engine had
been introduced the previous year. Turbocharging
was added to more engine models as the demand
for altitude operation continued to increase in the
general aviation field.
Increased recommended time between overhauls
-in some cases as much as 50 percent-was offered
during the year for most engine models, resulting in
significantly lower maintenance for airplane owners.
A continuing development program included refinements to existing engine models and a new
series of reciprocating engines in the lower horsepowers, '"ith the objective of reducing weight and
costs.

a ne,_v 105-ton off-highway ore hauler: by Pan
Anwncan Petroleum Corporation for offshore oil
Well operations in Cook Inlet, Alaska; bv the Navv
for tlw prime propulsion of a second tyt)e of patrol
bo_at: and by .r\<>rojt>t-General Corporation for the
pnme propulsion of a new Surface-Effect Ship
(SES) being developed for the Joint Surface Effect
Ships Program Office (JSESPO).
Also during the course of the year, industrial and
marine engines preYiously selected were installed
and began suCCI'ssful operation in Enuland in the
Vosper VT-1 hovercraft, and in Canad~. bv \Yinnip<•g Gas Company, in a turbocompresso~ s;·stem for
the manufacture of synthetic natural gas.
To support this expanded effort on a worldwide
basis, Avco Lycoming executed agreements with
Gas Turbine Power. Inc., of Houston. Texas for the
distribution and service of gas turbine p<~ckages,
and with Amalgamated PowE'r Engineering Ltd. of
Bedford. England, for the distribution and SE'rvice
of the complete line of Avco Lycoming engines. A
license agreement with Kloeckner-Humboldt-Deutz
(KHD) of Cologne, Federal Republic of Germany,
which had covered only military requirements in
Germany, was extended to incorporate commercial
activities.
A vco Lycoming continued its aircraft activities
and in 1969 shipped its 15,000th engine; shipments
included tlw higher-rated. 3,750-shaft-horsepower
T55-L-ll engine for the advanced Boeing Chinook
helicopter. The division also completed FAA qualification tests on its new 1,800-shaft-horsepower
T53-19A helicopter engine.
Research and development activities were centered on a higher-rated version of the T55 series,
a 4,370-horsepower model aimed at the Air Force
requirement for a new close-support aircraft.
Development of a new advanced-technology engine with a scalable rating of between 4,000 and
10.000 horsepowPr continued, and a 5,000-horsepower demonstrator engine was nm on the test
stand. This new design incorporates major technological advances to provide improved survivability,
a 25 percent improvement in specific fuel consumption over earlier models, and a power-to-weight
ratio approaching 9 to 1.
Several other aircraft engine development programs were in process including turbofan versions
of the T53 and T55 series of engines and preliminary development of ne\\-' BOO-horsepower and
2,000-horsepower models.
Avco Lycoming's tank engine efforts continued
under a new contract aimed at qualifying the engine for the Army's Main Battle Tank, the MBT-70.

AVCO ORDNANCE DIVISION

The bulk of the Ordnance Division's business continued to be the manufacture of bomb and rocket
fuzes, bomb parts, mortar shells, and other nonnuclear munitions. Arming and fuzing for the Navy
Polaris missile and for the Air Force Minuteman
continued to be an important division activity.
A major contract was obtained for the production of a second-generation submunition. The production line for this item will be highly automated
for a monthly production in excess of 1,000,000
items. In addition, the automated production line
for M33 grenades was reactivated and modernized
to double previous production capacity and reduce
unit costs by 25 percent.
To accommodate changing market trends, the
Ordnance Division was examining areas for product line expansion, including commercial products.
Nev;r engineering programs evolved in the areas
of incendiary fragmentation bomblets, armor-piercing projectiles, and land mines.
Another major program was the division's AVROC
(Avco Rocket), which spans the full range of fuzed,
htbe-fired ammunition and special applications. In
the field of small rocket-propelled, extended-range
munitions, the division continued to develop the 40millimeter AVROC round for the M79 grenade
launcher as well as a comparable ronnd to fit the
M75 and M129 automatic grenade launchers used
so effectively by helicopter gunships in Vietnam.
Major research and development effort included
miniaturization of components, circuitry for ICBM
fuzes, and investigation of fluidic systems for ordnance devices. Other programs included develop-

AVCO LYCOMING DIVISION (WILLIAMSPORT)

Unit sales of aircraft reciprocating engines for
fixed-wing and helicopter aircraft for the general
aviation market declined somewhat in 1969 at the
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wNe achien•d in tlw high-power laser market in
conjunction with Avco En·rdt Hesl'arch Laboratorv.
Avco Systems Division's nonth•fcnse business activities focused on innovative applications of its
technology and s:vstems manag<·nwnt skills: l'l1\'ironmental systems for transporting people and
cargo, for reducing pollution in waterways. and for
urban planning; systems for mail processing in post
offices; and municipal information syst<•ms.

ment on retarded bomb fuzes, low drag sensors,
point-detonating mortar fuzes, digital command and
control systems, 40-millimeter magnum cartridges,
fragmenting bombs, and a fragmentation wrap for
500-pound bombs.
Facility improvements at the Ordnance Division
in 1969 included the initial preparation of a new
test site and the acquisition of advanced testing
equipment and modernized manufacturing equipment. The division planned an investment in excess
of $1,000,000 in 1970 for facility and equipment
modernization.
A Department of Defense Achievement Award
was received in 1969 (the division was one of 10
defense contractors cited) for having made the
largest single cost reduction of all companies in the
area of specification and design change of a defense product.

BEECH AIHCHAFT COHPOHATIO.l\'
In HJ69, Beech Aircraft Corporation, for the
fourth successive vear. set a record in fiscal year
sales. Total sales 'for -the year amounted to OV<'r
$186,000,000, which included over $143,000,000 for
commercial products, also a record. In .international
markets, Beechcraft sales also estabhshcd a new
high, totaling $29,107,715 for the fiscal year. Export
sales were bolstered by fleet sales of 10 Becchcraft
Super 18s to Japanese buyers, of. 9 Beechcraft Bonanza E33s to Miyazaki Aeronautxcs College, Japan,
and of 11 Beechcraft Queen Air 70s to Soci<~tc de
Travail Aerien, Algeria.
.
Sales leader in the 1969 Bccchcraft commercial
fleet was the hirboprop, pressurized Beechcraft
King Air 90 series. vVith total deliveries at 478, the
King Air 90 series accounted for nearly 22.1 percent
of all turbine-powered aircraft and 58.2 percent of
all turboprops in its class delivered for corporate
usc.
Highlight of the year was Federal .Avi~tion Administration certification and first dehvenes of the
new Beechcraft King Air 100, a faster and. larg~r
version of the King Air 1390. The 10-place Kmg Air
100 provides approximately 20 percci~t. more usable
cabin, with spacious seating for ad~htxon.al passengers and twice the baggage space; It crmses at 287
miles an hour.
A $6,000,000 award by the Naval Air Syste~s
Command continued production of the supersomc
rocket-powered AQM-37 A target missile through
July 1971 and brought revenue fro~1 the pro_gram
since 1959 to over $70,000,000 and umt production to
almost 2,500. An additional 20 units of the Stiletto, a
modified version of the AQM-37A, were ordered by
the Defense Ministry of the United Kingdom.
Under a $6,000,000 award by Bell Helicopter
Company, production of panels for the Army UH-1
Huey helicopter continued. Awards to Beech Aircraft for the UH-1, including spares, totaled over
$30,000,000.
Under contracts totaling over $75,000,000, production continued on airframes for the Bell JetRanger series helicopter. The 5-year contracts include about 4,000 airframes for the commercial
206A JetRangcr, the Army's light observation heli-

AVCO SYSTEMS DIVISION

Avco Systems Division, formerly Avco Missile
experienced a number of changes
m 196?, reflecting a. broader charter of operations,
entry mto new busmess areas, and its new name.
Avco Missile Systems Division had been involved
primarily in strategic missile reentry systems and
penetration aids for strategic and tactical weapons
s:yst~ms. Avco. Systems Division possesses capabilities m the design, development, and fabrication not
only .of missile .sys~ems but also of space systems,
and m. the application of the division's expertise to
emergmg areas outside the missile and space fields.
New systems activities, aimed at diversification
of cu~t~~er~, technologies, and products, included
the dlVlSlOn s role as prime contractor in building
a magneti~ storm spacecraft system for the Air
Force; design and development of prototype hardware, using fluidics technology, under contracts for
the U.S. Post Office Department; and entry into the
laser systems business.
Avco Systems Division continued its role as a
vital industrial resource in meeting the nation's defense. needs ~hr~ugh expansion of the technologies
associated With Its efforts in ICBM reentry systems
and through receipt of new contracts, including
s~pport to the Safeguard system, development of
flight tests of advanced penetration aids, and a reentry antenna test program.
. I?. the nation's space exploration program, the
~VISI?n was awarded a prime contract by the Air
d or~e s Cambridge Research Laboratories for the
esign, fabrication, integration, test, and launch
~~P.P?rt of the Magnetic Storm Satellite (MSS). The
IVISion also received 3 study contracts from NASA
related to. the D e1ta-c1ass Venus probe miSSion.
. .
~sta~hshment of a fully staffed and integrated
pro es~10nal organization to focus attention on the
P1
otendtial applications of laser systems was comP etc during the Y"a
. 'fi cant a d vances
" r, an d sigm
~ystems Divisi~n,
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Lunar _tfodule's 3,500-pound-thrust ascent engine,
us d to propel the astronauts from the lunar surface.
As th e ascent engine boosts the Lunar Module into
lunar orbit for rendezvous with the orbiting Apollo
Command Module, the astronauts rely on experince gained from another Bell trainer, the Lunar
Modul R ndezvous Simulator. Housed at NASA's
fanned Spacecraft Center, the system electronicall generates all the out-the-\vindow visual sensations of an actual linl'LIP in lunar orbit.
Bell's General-Purpose Structural Analyses Comp ut r Program-one of the fev. in the world capable
of such large-scale computations-scrutinizes the
structural integrity of the Apollo/Satmn V third
taa sim ultan eously tracing and defining the thermal and mechanical stresses at some 5,000 key
p oints th.rouahout the intricate fram ework of this
portion of the vehicle.

continuina its
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impl m entation of a Smface-Effect Ship (SES) prog ram , and b y th e first maru1 d fre fliaht of a unigu
backpack , je t-pow ered individual mobility system.
The yea r a lso marke d significant d v lopments on a
numbe r of othe r technological fronts includina aircraft la nding, fire-conh·ol, and commtmicatio; system s; vertical/short take off and lan ding (V/ STOL)
r esearch; and advanced m anufactming.
The historic Apollo l l mission represented a major test for all 5 asp e cts of Bell's $100,000,000 role
in the nation's lunar landing program. The company's equipment and technology were proved in a
variety of Apollo assignments extending from lift-off
to splashdown.
I n addition to th e Lunar L anding Training Vehicle (LL TV) an d th e Lunar Module (L M) ascent
engine , Bell's Apollo contribution included a family
of zero-gravity positive expulsion propellant and
water tanks , a series of computer sbTICtural analyses, and th e Lunru· Module Rendezvous Simulator.
Prior to th eir missions, the astronaut comman ders
of both Apollo ll and Apollo 12 practiced the final
400 feet of an actual moon landing during a series
of LL TV training flights at Ellington Air Force
Base, Houston, T exas. The wingless t rainer is a
highly instrumente d free-flying platform tha t simulates the control characteristics of th e LM; astronauts practice the intricacies of a manual hmar
landing with the LLTV. Astronaut Neil Armstrong's
success in overriding the Lunar Module guidance
computer and averting the boulder-strewn crater
encountered during Apollo l l was attributed in p art
to his training on the Lunar Landing Training Vehicle .
Bell e ngineers designed and h elped develop the

In a dust-free clean room, Bell Aemspa.ce technicians check
an inner bladder of an Apollo positive expulsion propellant
tank . Bell provides 31 such tanks for each Apollo spacecraft.

Bell positive expulsion tank technology, which
raised the total time of operation in space to over
22,000 hours in 1969, provided fuel and oxidizer to
the Command, Service, and Lunar Modules as well
as to the Saturn S-IVB's auxiliary propulsion system
dtiring all 4 1969 Apollo missions. Similar tanks also
furnished water for the Lunar Module's environmental control system. A total of 31 Bell tanks go
aloft with each Apollo.
In addition to Apollo, Bell tankage serviced the
Mercury space capsule, the Gemini/ Agena target
vehicles, the Surveyor spacecraft series, the Applications Technology Satellite, and the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory. Upcoming applications include the S-IVB Orbital \iVorkshop program.
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getwratl· and maintain tlw air <"llshion hc·neath
the craft with tlw propulsion pro,·idnl by a pair
of supe•rca,·itating propelle·r s~·stt·ms-onc· located
astt·rn 1·ach of the craft's :2 solid side• hulls. Pown
is pro,·ided by marine gas tJJrhiuc cngi1ws.
By mid-Septe·mlwr, tlw company n·adwd a major
SES program milestonc..__compldion of the· JSESPO
design engine·ering inspe·etion. It included a detaile·d n•view of tlw l<'chJJical progress in design
dc•velopnwnt and inspection of tlw full-scale mockup of the craft's cabin and ercw quartns. Participants im:ludcd senior JSESPO officials and selcctc•d
rqln·se·ntative·s from tlw Dc·partmcnt of. Dc•fense,
tlw Dcpartnwnt of Comnwrce. and other mtercstl'd
govc•rnment agcncic•s. Completion of the inspection
sC't the stage for the final produc::lion design of tlw
test craft.
To accommodate its SES test craft program, lkll
established a special engine•ering team and a _n_<'W
division at NASA's 1\lichoud Assembly Factltty,
New Orleans, Louisiana. The site was selected because of its year-round accessibility to the Gulf of
Mexico and Lake Pontchartrain for testing purposes.
\Villiam M. Smith, formerly the company's chid
scientist and presidential assistant, was named vice
president-New Orleans operation in _January. Heporting directly to him is Owen Q. Ntchaus, executive director of the SES program. By year-end, the
new division was employing approximately 140 persons.
On February 19, during operations on ~ce-bound
Lake Erie in conjunction with ~ Cana.dtan w~tcr
pollution study a Bell SK-5 mr-cusluon vclucle
logged the IO,OOOth hour of ope:a.tion f?r this family of 8-ton, high-speed craft. Imtmtcd m .1964, the
company's SK-5 log includes the operation of 10
SK-5 craft, 6 of them deployed with the U.S. Army
and Navy in Vietnam.
By midyear, the 3 Navy craft had. completed
their second and final Vietnam evaluatiOn deployment progra~. They r~turned to the _United States,
where they were subsequently dchvered to the
Coast Guard for use and evaluation. The Army
ACVs during 1969 continue~ operation in the Mekong River Delta region of VIetnam, ~here b:y yearend they had increased their operatiOnal time to
over 3,000 hours.
On July 25, a Bell SK-5 completed a 31-day operational evaluation program with the Coast Guard at
St. Petersburg, Florida. The test marked the first use
of an ACV by the Coast Guard. During. the test
period, the ACV performed a series of typiCal day/
night all-weather missions on Tampa ~ay ~nd al~ng
the Florida coast in the Gulf of Mexico, mcluding
quick response to and towing of ve~sels in. dis~ress,
long-range search operations, servicmg navigational
aids, lighthouse supply, and support of water pollution control programs. The month-long SK-5 Lake
Erie water pollution operation was designed to _establish the feasibility of using ACVs for transportmg

On February 28, Bell marked the lOth anniversary of the first space flight of its famed Agena
rocket engine. Since putting its first payload in orbit
in 1959, the Agena participated in more than 2.50
Air Force and NASA launches and played a major
role in establishing orbital maneuvering control and
other space exploration techniques.
In early 1969, Bell accelerated a pair of programs
aimed at improving astronaut mobility-the Lunar
Flying Vehicle and the Space Maneuvering Unit.
Both were being conducted under contracts from
NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center.
The company's one-man Lunar Flying Vehicle
prel_iminar~ design study is aimed at optimizing
vehiCle destgn and developing system specifications.
Included is the task of developing a preliminary
plan. ou~lining the steps for development, test, and
fab~ca~wn of the vehicle, as well as a program for
qualifymg the system for lunar operation.
The Space Maneuvering Unit effort includes the
development of a demonstration model of a simple,
c~Id-gas-powered system with which the company
":II~ explo~e the feasibility of such devices for proVldl~!?i a h1gh degree of extravehicular activity with
a rnimmum of astronaut physical effort. In addition
to the demonstration model system itself, Bell was
construct~ng a special low-friction air bearing floor
upon which the unit will float during performance
testing in all 6 degrees of freedom.
In 1969, Bell began quantity production of the
Post Boost Propulsion System (PBPS) for the Advanced Minuteman intercontinental ballistic missile·
the c~mpany is developing the system for the Ai;
Forces Space and Missile Systems Organization.
The Bell PBPS performed perfectly on all Minuterna~ research and development launches conducted
dunng the year from both the Air Force's Eastern
Test Range at Cape Kennedy and its Western Test
Range_ at Va~denberg Air Force Base, California.
A pioneer m Air-Cushion Vehicle (ACV) design,
~evelopment, and production in the United States
smce 1960, Bell in 1969 embarked on a major rogram ~o determine the feasibility of building ~nd
opfferatm~ large, high-speed transoceanic surfaceh.
e ect sh1p transports that would ride on a
of air.
cus IOn

B~ll's SES program was initiated in January follo':mg selection by the U.S. Joint Surface Effect
Ships Program Office {JSESPO) to implement a 100ton SES
. . test
. craft program. The initial M an"time
Admmistration
contract covered detailed
.
·
d ·
k
engmeermg estgn wor . The 100-ton SES test c ft .
.
h
. JSE
,
ra IS a
maJOr p ase m
SPO s long-range effort t
·me th e f easi·b·1·
f
o examI tty o multithousand-ton SES t
.
ransports capa bl e of reachmg speeds of 80 or more
knos.
t
Detailed studies ~uring the year resulted in a Bell
tes.t craft configuration ~easur~ng approximately 72
feet Ion~ and 33 feet Wide. It IS being desi ned for
speeds m excess of 80 knots. Three lift-fangsystems
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scit>ntists and their ('quipment across ice-covered
lakes to wat<·r-sampling stations. an activitv no\\·
possible only durin~ tht' ic<·-free months of the year.
Durin?; the year. the company initiat<.>d a series of
studies of the oil-rich :'\orth Slope an·a of Alaska:
the studi~s were designed to establish the applicabilitv of air-cushion n·hicles to the t•nvironment of
thl · ar~·a and to the needs of the oil comp::mies.
Concurrent with its AC\' programs. Bell was dc\·eloping an aircraft landing gear which employs
the same air-(.·ushion principle. Designated the AirCushion Landing System CACLSL it'" made possible
the first takeoff and landing on water b\· an aircraft
('mploying an air cushion. The first O\;erwater test
was conducted on Lake Eric ncar Buffalo. :\ew
York, 011 September 11. The ACLS-equippeci LA-!
test-bed aircraft successfully completed its takeoff
and landing in choppy water conditions and in
winds of 20 mil<·s p<·r hour.
Earlier in the year, the ACLS completed a series
of overland terrain taxiing tests, successfullv demonstrating its ability to taxi O\'er a varietv ·of surfaces including mud. plowed ground, ditches. and
tree stumps. The system also landed on a bulldozed,
makl'shift airstrip: the_ smootluwss of the strip was
comparable to that of a rough dirt road, but the
tl·xture was inadl•quate for conventional wheeled
vehicles.
Partially sponsored by tlw Air Force's Flight
Dynamics Laboratory. \Vright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio. Bl'll's ACLS program continued to document tlw conc<•pt's potential for larcrer militarv
. I transport aircraft.
.
b
'
an<I comnwrcw
Another Bell-devdoped aeronautical innovation.
a backpack, jet-powered individual mobility system.
achie\·<·d its first manned free flight on April 7,
1969. Designated the Jet Flying Belt, the system
l'Stahlislwd the feasibility of such a compact. lightweight propulsion system for propelling man in
controlled free Hight over significant distances for
a variety of missions.
Sponsored by a conh·act awarded by the: Defense
Department's Advanced Research Projects Agency
and administered bv the Armv's Aviation Svstems
Command, the feasibility model Jet Belt d~velop
mcnt program during 1969 included a series of
tethered and manned free flights which verified the
system's performance during such maneuvers as
vertical takeoff and landing, transition to and from
horizontal flight, coordinated turns, and precise
hovering. The tcst flights were conducted at speeds
up to 30 miles per hour and at altitudes up to 45
feet. As Jct Bdt development continues, Bell engineers anticipate ranges in eXCl'SS of 20 mik•s and
speeds of 100 miles per hour.
Pilot self-rescue was another subject of Bell advanced technology during 1969; the company was
selected by the Air Force's Flight Dynamics Laboratory to build and flight-test an experimental system designed to explore the feasibility of utilizing

a jet-powered parawing to help pilots maneuver
ejection seats away from hostile territory.
Developed in conjunction with the Air Force's
Integrated Air Crew Escape/Rescue Capabilities
(AERCAB) program, Bell's system was to consist of
a rigidizcd V-type parawing coupled to an ejection
seat housing a T65 Continental htrbojet engine.
Scheduled for initiation in 1970, all flight tests were
to be manned and remote controlled. The feasibility ,
model, with its parawing predeployed, was to be
taken aloft by helicopter for a series of powered and
unpowered drops to e\'aluate glide as well as controlled and powered free flight characteristics.
In the field of avionics, long a specialty at Bell,
a number of major developments occurred. One of
the more significant took place at midyear ·when
the Navy placed the Bell AN/SPN-42 All-\Veather
Carrier Landing System (A \VCLS) on operational
status aboard the USS Saratoga. This made the
Saratoga the world's first carrier with a fully automatic operational touchdown landing system.
Prior to becoming operational aboard the Saratoga, the A\VCLS had been used by the Navy for
some 18 months for modified automatic landings in
which the pilot assumed control of his aircraft a
half-mile from the carrier. In the fully automatic
mode. the system handles the complete operationfrom radar acquisition 7 miles from the ship to
touchdown, clay or night. By the end of 1971, the
Na\'y planned to have fully operational AWCLS
units aboard 12 carriers.
The Bell X-22A triservice V/STOL research aircraft is a marriage of flight systems and avionic
capabilities. On May 19, the program reached a
milestone when the aircraft was formally delivered
to the U.S. govemment, marking the completion of
the military evaluation phase of a flight-test and
demonstration program which began in 1966 and
included 220 flights and over 110 hours of operation.
H.emaining at the Bell main plant, the X-22A has
since completed a NASA and military pilot training
program and a pilot evaluation program for NASA
air tem1inal approach studies. At year-end, the aircraft was being prepared for additional evaluation
of basic V/STOL handling qualities.
The only dual-tandem, ducted-propeller aircraft
of its type in the world, the X-22A during 1969 increased its lifetime total of takeoffs to 454, vertical
landings to 475, short takeoffs to 273, short landings
to 252, and inflight transitions to 254.
For NASA's Electronics Research Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Bell initiated a program involving the integration, installation, and flight qualification of an experimental computer-aided avionic
system for usc in evaluating all-weather Hight control, guidance, and navigational concepts for VI
STOL aircraft. The objective is to integrate the
navigation, guidance, and flight control functions,
using an inertial sensing unit and standard navigational aids with a digital computation and data
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processing subsystem. The experimental system will
be installed in a CH-46C helicopter which NASA
will use as an airborne simulator for analyzing and
establishing the technical and economic feasibility
of various V/STOL navigational and control concepts.
Under a contract sponsored jointly by the Air
Force Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, and the Army Satellite Communications
Agency, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, Bell began
deve!op~ent of a new above-rotor helicopter commumcations antenna subsystem for use in conjunction with a Tactical Communications Satellite
(TACCOMSAT) network. The demonstration model
o~ the sup~rhigh-frequency unit was to be ready for
flight testmg aboard a Bell UH-1F helicopter in
1970.
In early 1969, a Stabilized Optical Sight (SOS) system, developed by Bell for the Army's new helicopter Multiweapon Fire-Control System (MWFCS),
successfully completed its acceptance flight-test
pr~gram. The Army's Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pennsyl~~nia, subsequently formally accepted
~e gy~o-stabihzed system as qualified for integration with the overall MWFCS. In addition to the
SOS, Bell was responsible for integrating MWFCS
co~ponents and designing their installation aboard
theu Bell UH-1B test-bed. Later in the year, Bell
began SOS and design installation work on a similar
fire-control system for the Bell AH-1G HueyCobra
gunship.
~rior to the SOS, Bell had developed an XM-58
;elicopter-mounted fire-control sighting system. In
ebruary,. the company completed its first overseas
sale of this system. The units included in the initial
sale were delivered to Giovanni Agusta Costruzioni
Aeronau~iche S.p.A. of Gallarate, Italy. Agusta, a
Bell ~ehcopter Company licensee, installed the systems I~ Italian Navy Bell UH-1B helicopters for
ope~ational evaluation. Follow-on orders for the
Italian Navy and Air Force ,were contingent upon
the results of the preliminary evaluations.
The company's Arizona Operation at Tucson was
a~arted a one-year, $3,170,000 contract continuation Y the Army's Electronic Proving Ground at
~ort Hu~chuca, Arizona. The award covered operation, mamtenance, and future development of the
Army Electr~magnetic Environmental Test Facility,
a 4-part
1 · testmg .complex
. . devoted to the pre d'ICti on,
ana ysis,. and elimr~l.ation of radio frequency interference m electromc communications systems.
The area of advanced manufacturing technolo
at Bell w~s highlighted in 1969 by significant dev~
opments m the company's composite materials program. In July, one new contract and an extension to
another
Bell a role in the Defense D epart ' 2earned
1
ment s
argest graphite composite materials ro~rams and b~oug~t to $2,400,000 the compa~y's
mvolvement m this area of advanced compo 't
. 1
h 1
SI e
matena s tee no ogy.

Under its JH'W contract. Bell lt'anwd with ::\orthrop Corporation in an eHort aimed at fabricating
flightworthy primary structural components for the
F-5 su1wrsonic fighkr aircraft from g_raphite cor~1posite materials. Responsible for destgn. analys1s,
fabrication, and test. Bell engiw·ers will concentrate
on the aircraft's vertical and horizontal stahiliz<·rs.
considered the most complex of tlw 5 structural
components scl<•cted for this rcs<•arch program.
Bell's second major graphit<' composite program
was under the direction of the Defense Department's Advanced Hesearch Projects Agency. Incorporating the development of analytical methods as
well as component design and test. the program was
aimed at speeding the applicatio~l _of advan.ced composite materials to operatiOnal mthtary vd.ucles. T~w
contract extension brought the company s total mvolvement on this program to over $1,000,000.
In addition to its main plant near Niagara Falls,
New York, and its New Orleans and Arizona operations, Bell maintained an avionics instntmcnts laboratory in Cleveland, Ohio, and a sales/marketing
operation in Canada-Bell Aeros~stcms-Canada, a
division of Textron Canada Ltd., m Toronto. Company field offices arc located in 'rVashington, D.C.;
Dayton, Ohio; Huntsville, Alabama; Eatontow1~,
New Jersey; Houston, Texas; and Los Angeles, California. During 1969, Bell Aerosystems Company
employment averaged 6,250.

BELL HELICOPTER COMPANY
A TEXTRON COMPANY

Textron's Bell Helicopter Company, concluding
the sixties as one of the world's foremost producers
of rotary-wing aircraft, heade? into. the s:venties
with substantial orders for twm-engme helicopters
that presaged continued leadership in the industry.
During the latter part of the year, Bell passed the
13,000 mark in helicopter producti_on for military
and commercial customers. These aucraft were being utilized on every continent in a steadily growing
number of applications.
.
.
Sharing the 1969 spotlight With the emergmg
twins were Army acceptance and deployment of
the OH-58A Kiowa light observation hel~cop_ter to
Southeast Asia and to Europe; an unoffici~l title of
"World's Fastest Rotorcraft" for Bell's high-speed
compound research helicopter, which reached 316
miles per hour in level flight; and 4 contracts from
U.S. government agencies for adv_anced proprotor
technology programs involving 2 d1fferent Bell concepts.
The nation's first commercial twin-engine me~lium-size helicopter, the Twin Two-Tw~l~e, began
Its test-flight program in the spring; additional preproduction aircraft joined it in the summer and fall .
Federal Aviation Administration certification was
66
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316 miles per hour in level flight, was recorded by
Bell's high-performance compound h elicopter, ~ e
Model 533, a research vehjcle with a past datmg
back to 1956. The 3-Hmes-modified YH-40 attained
this speed in a configuration that inclu?~d- a standard production UH-1H 2-bladed semmgtd rotor
hub, with low-twist, thin-tipped blad es. It was powered by a Lycoming 1,400-shaft-horsepower engine
and 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 3,300-pound-static. thrust engines mounted on stub wings. The Model
533 later was equipped with a n ew 4-bladed flexbeam rotor system for another phase of its flight
testing.
These flight tests were part of a continuing B el~/
Army Aviation Laboratories program, b egun m
1959, to determine the potential for and gather
basic data on pure, winged, and full compound
h elicopters in high-speed range. Through this and
the company's independent research programs,
much has been learned about rotor control at high
speed, slowed-rotor operations in the compound
mode, drag reduction, and use of wings on rotorcraft.
In October, the Army Aviation Systems Command awarded Bell a contract to act as technical
adviser for AVSCOM's Automatic Inspection Diagnostic and Prognostic System (AIDAPS) test-bed
program. Purpose of the program is to demonstrate
the capability of off-the-shelf diagnostic hardware
to detect malfunctions; identify faulty components;
and, to a limited d e gree, provide malfunction or
failure prediction. AVSCOM will test the systems
on UH-1D helicopters after preliminary testing in
test cells.
Bell will provide a data package which will identify helicopter components that warrant monitoring
and the physical parameters of these components
that will indicate malfunctions, and will establish
maintenance requirements for these problems.
Equally important, but less publicized because
of their classified nature, were company- and government-funded research a:nd d evelopment projects
ranging from product improvement to concept studies in anticipation of VTOL requirements a score
or more years in the future.
On the production scene, in addition to the
Kiowas and the HueyCobras for the Army and the
Marine Corps, Bell manufactured 9 other models
for military and commercial customers.
The Army continued to receive 15-place UH-1H
Huey tactical transports and OH-13S 3-place observation h elicopters in quantity.
N avy deliveries during the year included the TH1L and UH-1L, 2 variants of the Marine Corps
UH-1E but with more powerful T53-L-13 engines.
The Navy selected the TH-1L as its advanced
rotary-wing trainer and the UH-1L as a utility helicopter . Another version, d esignated HH-lK, was
ordered for sea-air rescu e missions. It was to be
d elivered in 1970.
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Bt~ll President E. J. Ducavet said the new complex would co~sist of an instruction building with
classrooms, a hbrary, an audiovisual system, delivery offices. and a customer lounge, plus 2 hangars.
On<: ~1~ngar is for teaching complete overhaul capabihhl'S and the other will house delivery aircraft.
Ample ramp and landing space will be available
for Hight operations. The complex allows consolidation of the training program, formerly housed in
plants at Saginaw and Grand Prairie. as well as
expansion of new aircraft delivery operations,
Ducayet noted.
Empl?yme~t in 1969 averaged approximately
11.000, mcludmg the work force at Amarillo, where
Bell has a facility to overhaul and modify airframes
of battle-damaged helicopters from Vietnam as well
as other aircraft.

programs enable the radar to detect and track more
than 1,000 different objects in space.
Over a period of 13 years, the division developed
a unique capability in the digital communications
field. Among the many specialized equipments offered are such items as digital terminal equipments,
power supplies, interface modification equipments,
and custom items to meet special needs of customers.
The division's microelectronics capabilities grew
during 1969. The facilities are vertically integrated,
providing the division with the capability to design,
develop, and produce in quantity, microelectronic
circuits for application in the division's products
and as outside sales items.
l\lost notable among recent developments in this
area was a temperahtre-control microcircuit which
will hold the temperature of an electronic circuit
constant in environments ranging from minus 60
degrees to plus 212 degrees Fahrenheit. The temperature of the circuit within that range will remain
within a few degrees of plus 250 degrees. The
microcircuit was still in the experimental and development stages, but it was being used by the
military in equipment which requires very stable
frequency or voltage control.
The division developed a frequency synthesizer
to cover the range of 162 MHz to 174 MHz. It was
designed primarily for application in military tactical radio sets where low power consumption is
required. The unit employs a single crystal as a
frequency reference. Locl'ing the output frequency
oscillator to a desired channel is accomplished
through the use of digital microcircuit techniques.
With medium-scale integration techniques, the unit,
exclusive of the selector switch, occupies a volume
of I cubic inch. These design feahtres make the
synthesizer especially applicable to personal portable receiver-transmitter designs.
The division was engaged in a NASA-supported
program for the calibration of airborne antennas.
The antennas are used by NASA for calibrating
space tracking radar sites throughout the world.
The division developed a unique approach to the
problem of calibrating airborne antennas which
makes possible accurate calibration of the antennas
while the aircraft is in flight. This approach is
more accurate than other methods since distortions
caused by the aircraft fuselage and other antennas
can be taken into consideration.
To meet the demands of tomorrow's sophisticated
radar and communication systems, the division was
conducting an extensive research and development
program. Major areas of divisional concentration
included microwave developments adaptable to
phase_d-arra~ r_adars, patter~- a~1d signal-recognizing
m?chn~es, _dtgttal co~mumcations techniques, and
mtcroctrcmtry matenals processes and circuitry development.
The Communications Division has developed elec-

THE BENDIX CORPORATION
COJ\'IMUNICATIONS DIVISION

In 1969, as in previous years. the Communications Division, a prime government contractor. was
engaged primarily in the development and production of communication and radar equipment. Recognizing the demands for advanced communication
and radar systems to meet fuhtre needs, the division
was conducting research and development programs designed to keep it abreast of the latest stateof-the-art techniques in the general field of electronics.
Production of the AN I APX-12 IFF transponder
continued; the work being done represented the
largest single contract for IFF transponders ever let
by the U.S. government. The contract marked the
first time that a major electronic subsystem of such
complexity had been procured on a triservice basis.
A universal transponder, the AN/APX-72 is installed
aboard lightweight aircraft, helicopters, jet aircraft.
and Navy ships. The transponder performs the dual
functions of enhancing air traffic control operations
and providing friend-or-foe identification capabilities. Plans called for the units to be installed in most
new aircraft configurations and for retrofitting existing aircraft ''vith the transponder. Universal application of this transponder is part of a government
program to develop a completely integrated and
standardized air traffic control system. Advantages
gained from such a program will aid in the solving
of technical and logistical problems for the military.
The AN /FPS-85 Space Detecting and Tracking
(SPADA T) radar, completed in fiscal 1968, was the
first operational ground-based phased-array radar
in the country. Designed and built by Bendix for
the Air Force, the system is completely computer
controlled. During 1969, Bendix engineers, systems
analysts, and programmers worked on a number of
different contracts in support of the system. These
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tronically steerable antenna beam radars since 1958.
Much of this effort culminated in the delivery of
the AN/FPS-85 radar to the Air Force. From this
store of knowledge, the next-generation phasedarray antenna techniques were being developed.
Objective for the new antenna systems is to provide
fast-scan and multiple-scan capability in a lightweight mobile configuration.
In the field of communications, next-generation
systems, it was recognized, wiii be primarily in a
digital format. The division, therefore, was exploring the areas of frequency synthesizers, digital fllters, and spread spectrum. The advantages to military usage of digital communication systems include
a high degree of reliability and maintainability,
greater security, multichannel capability, frequency
agility, and greater adaptability to microcircuitry
' commonality.
A third general area of product development at
the Communications Division was in adaptive
pattern- and signal-recognizing systems. Such machines, which augment or replace human judgment
in the control loop, are adaptable for use in unmanned signal-processing systems. Primary development of the judgment machine at this time is in
the area of adaptive matched filters to accommodate a desired signal. Optical filter techniques, as
well as electronic techniques, were being developed
for pattern recognition. The optical filter techniques
centered on the use of holography to process multiple signals simultaneously. The holographic technique was visualized as a powerful instrument in
the future because of its parallel readout capability,
efficiency, low power drain, and ability to be confined in a small space.

turbofan transport built hy the I\:ihon :\ircraft _:\lanufacturing Company, Ltd., of Japan. Donwst•cally,
Cessna Aircraft Company placed orders for the
FGS-70 for installation on the m.,,. Citation .'500
series aircraft. The Cessna Citation. which made its
first flight on September 15, 196H, is a 6- to S-plat·<·
fanjet-powered aircraft designed for the l'Xecutin·
aircraft market.
Also included in its new product activities was
the award the division received to produee a flight
management system, consisting of aut_omati~ flight
control and central air data systems, fhght displays,
and an interfacing unit, for the 1\:avy's carrier-basl'd
S-3A antisub patrol plane. This -!50-knot. 2-engine
jet aircraft will replace tlw piston-powered S-2
Tracker in service.
Significant in the field of digital c?t~putation was
a new airborne general-purpose d•g•tal c~Jinputer
offered during the year to satisfy the reqmr~ments
of various avionic applications such as gmdance,
control, and navigation. Designated ~he Bc1_1dix
BDX-800, it was being applied to such .mstal~ahons
as a jet engine control system, an inertial gmdance
system, and a digital air data progr~m.
. .
Extending its line of support eqmpmcnt, the division offered 2 new test sets during the year. The
Bendix Series 50 automatic module tester rapidly
and automatically bench-tests to a faulty p~rt, m:llfunctioning electronic modules. The Bendix Sc~It'S
100 automatic component tester tests and fault Isolates malfunctioning electronic components of complex avionic systems. Tape-programmed for automatic operations, both testers arc controlled by ~
Bendix BDX-6200 digital computer for mathematical and logic computations.
.
A new head-up display system des1gne~ . ~nd
manufactured by the Navigation & ~ontrol.DIVISIOn
during 1969 enables a properly eqmpped aircraft to
make aerial recoveries of parachute-suspende.d objects. Designed originally as .a R.ight da~a d1sp~ay
for commercial aircraft apphcatwns, this versi.on
was developed under an Air Force contract. ~1th
it a flight crew can track a beacon on a fallmg
object, determine the rate of descent, and maneuver
the aircraft to the exact location where recovery can
be made. The original system was specifie.d for ~se
on C-130 aircraft assigned the task of makmg aenal
recovery of space payloads returning t.o earth.
Follow-on contracts from both foreign and domestic customers played a large part in th~ .division's product activities during the yea~. A?ditional
quantities of the Bendix PB-20 automatic flight control system were ordered by the British Aircraft
Corporation for installation on its BAC One-Eleven
short-haul commercial transport aircraft. The U.S.
Navy also contracted for additional PB-20 systems
for installation on the P-3C antisubmarine patrol
aircraft and the A-4 attack aircraft.
Also received from the Navy were follow-on contracts for weapons release systems. For application

NAVIGATION & CONTROL DIVISION

In 1969, The Bendix Aerospace-Electronics Company's Navigation & Control Division continued its
role as a major supplier of avionics to the aerospace
industry. Its activities were highlighted by the introduction of new flight guidance systems for aircraft
increased activities in the' production of guidanc~
equipment for missiles, and continuing involvement
in the advancement of space exploration.
The Bendix FGS-70 flight guidance system developed for application to a wide range of sub~onic
aircraft, was .officially i?t~~duced in 1969. Designed
to offer maxnnum flex1bihty for multi-optional installations, the FGS-70 can be supplied in a number
of configurations including autopilot, autopilot director, or the flight director itself. A common computer provides guidance signals for both autopilot
and flight director fu~ctions. At the operator's option, the system ?an m~lude a flare computer for
complete automatic landmg capabilities.
Orders for these systems were received for installation on the West German VFW-614 twin-jet
passenger-cargo transport and on the XC-I twin70
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on tlw :'\a\Y A-4 and _-\-7 attack aircraft. the svstem
permits th(; pilot to program the automatic r~leasc
of ston·s from the weapons stations in whatever
quantity. mode, and drop interval he desires.
The Air Fore<' issued follO\\·-on contracts for air
data computer units for the F-Ill fighter aircraft.
The computer conw·rts information on the physical
properties of the air through which a plane is flying
into data for op(•ration of such subsystems as autopilots, flight instruments, and navigation systems.
In the area of navigation equipment, the division
supplied the !\av~· with Type ASN-46A deadreckoning navigation computer svstems. Scheduled
for installation on Navv Phantoni aircraft. this svs~em continuously com1;utes. transmits. and displays
mformation needed by the pilot for the navigation
of his aircraft.
The Navigation & Control Dh·ision \vas awarded
Air Force contracts for stability augmentation systems to be operated on B-52 bombers. The svstem extends the life of the aircraft lw
reducin<Y
'
b
structural bending and is the first system application to provide fatigue alle,·iation on production
aircraft.
Lockheed-Georgia Compan~· placed orders with
the division for additional quantities of vertical
scale indicators ancl flight director components for
installation on the C-5 Galaxy aircraft, operated by
the Air Force.
The division's comm(•rcial aircraft activities were
also accelerated by contracts from various airlines
that had ordered ·Boeing 747 aircraft. Orders included such equipment as air data computers, Mach
trim couplers. and autothrottle and yaw damper
systems. Instrumentation included radio distance
digital magnetic indicators. flight director indicators, and engine vertical scale indicators.
In the field of automatic check-out equipment.
the division received a contract for a Bendix Model
200 computer-controllcd automatic test station from
Alitalia. Capable of checking out avionic equipment
operated h~' this airline, the Model :?.00 will also
meet the additional tt'st n.'fJnircments of avionic
('(Iuipnwnt on upcoming aircraft. Continental Airlines and Trans vVorld Airlines have already ordered the Model 200 computer-controller as an inh'gral part of tlwir maintenance program.
In its helicopter-related activities. the division
was awarded contracts by Boeing's Vcrtol Division
for throttle actuators and achHltor test equipment
for the CH-47. During the year, the Navigation &
Control Division designed a power-remaining system applicable to helicopters. This system furnishes
the pilot necessary information concerning the load
his vehicle can carry. Included in the data are his
margin of safety in lifting the load and his aircraft's
ability tu transport the load for the distance of his
assignC'd mission. The system includes the necessary
sensing units, computer interface, and pilot display
instruments.

:\Jan's landing on the moon was a fitting clima..x
to many years of successful space efforts at Navigation & Control. The division continued as a part of
the Sa tum/ Apollo lunar landings and had a major study and production role in the Apollo Applications Program (AAP). In the area of missiles, the
division remained a major supplier of inertial guidance equipment for such programs as the Navy's
Poseidon, the Anny's Pershing, and the Air Force's
:\Hnuteman.
For ::\TASA's Apollo program. the Navigation &
Control Division provided the ST-124 inertial guidance platfom1 '"hich supplies the attitude and acceleration data necessary to keep the launch vehicle
on course. In addition, the division provided the
Apollo Lunar :\Iodule with 2 important units, the
range rate indicator and the descent engine throttle
actuator. The indicator shows moonbound pilots the
distance from and rate of descent to the moon. On
the return trip, it shows the distance from and rate
of approach to the Command Module. The throttle
actuator helps provide the Lunar \Iodule \\ith the
proper rate of descent for a soft landing on the
moon's sm·face.
Under the technical direction of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the division was
awarded a contract to build and test inertial referl'nce integrating gyros. These were intended for use
in the inertial guidance systems of the Apollo Command Module and Lunar :\1Iodule. In addition, a
program was developed with the \Iassachusetts Institute of Technology and NASA to improve the life
and performance of this gyro's spin-axis bearing.
FollO\Y-on contracts were received from :Martin
i\Iarietta Corporation. with which the division was
teamed as principal subcontractor, for continuing
efforts on NASA's Apollo Applications Program.
Under this program, NASA scheduled a 1972
manned flight of the Apollo Telescope Mount
(ATM) for a 56-day study of the sun. The Navigation & Control Division's responsibilities include the
complex pointing control system, the controls and
displays from which the astronauts will conduct
solar experiments, and work on analysis of crew
stations and operational communications.
Also as part of the Apollo Applications Program,
NASA contracts were received for the constniCtion
of control moment gyros and star trackers. The
A TM will employ 3 Bendix control moment gyros
to stabilize the entire AAP cluster, consisting of the
ATM, the Apollo Command and Service Modules,
the Multiple Docking Adapter, and the Saturn SIVB \Vorkshop. The Bendix star tracker will give
the angular position information needed for attih1de
reference calculations.
In 1969, the Navy placed additional orders for 2
vital units used in the inertial guidance system of
the submarine-launched Poseidon missile. One unit
the Inertial Reference Integrating Gyroscope, is ~
precise licluicl-floatcd gyroscope that forms the basis
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service activities were mm·ed from Seattle to Tukwiht. Located in the corporation's newly completed
vVest Coast Aerospac,· S11pport Division h11ilding.
the Navigation & Control Division's :tctivity occllpics over 3,000 square fed of workmg spa<:l'. l~1
addition to a salc·s office·. this ar<'a houses repa1r
facilities capable of pc·rforming overhaul. maintenance•, and modification.

of the missile's inertial guidance system. The second
unit, the Permanent Magnet Pulsed Integrating
Pendulum, is an acceleration-sensing device that
helps determine the missile's flight position.
The division moved into its 12th year of production under the Army's Pershing missile program.
Contracts were received for the missile's highly successful inertial guidance system as well as for a new
digital computer to replace the missile's current
Bendix-produced analog computer. The digital computer is smaller and more accurate and performs
more f~nctions than the analog computer.
Dunng the year, the division received follow-on
contracts from The Boeing Company for command
signal decoders for Minuteman's electronic launch
system. The decoders form part of a security network that prevents the missile's unauthorized firing.
The Navigation & Control Division was contracted by the Air Force to provide recorder data
p~ckages that record a missile's reentry vehicle
flight pattern and are recoverable after impact.
These packages are used on a range of missiles including Minuteman I and II and Titan III.
Under a special Air Force detailed study contract,
the division initiated a program to evaluate nondestructive screening techniques to assure the nuclear hardness of semiconductor parts of advanced
missile guid~nc~ sys~ems. The scr.eening techniques
under exammation mcluded vanous combinations
of electrical, thermal, and infrared measurements.
Also in the missile field was an Air Force contract for the versatile AN/GSM-133 general-purpose
programmer comparator to check out the SRAM
~hort-range attack missile. Testing complexes-desIgnated Service Star-to check out the MR-12/MKllD reentry vehicles for the Minuteman were ordered by the Air Force.
number of significant changes in divisional facihhes were made during the year. The division's
support equipment activities were centralized in a
ne~l~ refurbished 60,000-square-foot area of a
bmldmg formerly occupied by the Bendix Foundric~ J?~vision. The move not only centralized these
~chv1hes for more efficient operation but also elimm~t.ed the need. for. the leased facilities formerly
utihzed. Centralization of the division's extensive
and compl:x electronic manufacturing facilities was
made possible by the addition of a 1,500-square-foot
area to the division's Plant No. 3.
T_wo new West Coast facilities were occupied
dunng the year, providing increased capabilities for
support of the · division's products. A 15,580 _square _
f00 t b m·1d·mg m
Lakewood , Cal1'fom1·a , was 1ease d
'd
to .Provi e office and laboratory space for personnel
assigned to support
.
d the division's DC- 10 program.
P ersonneI ass1gne
to this facility had
d t
_
. 'l'ty f
h
pro uc re
spons11)I 1
or. t . e DC-10 fl1'ght gu1'dance sys t em
and other avwmc equipment under subcontract
from Mc~onncll Douglas Corporation. In the state
of Washmgton, the division's Northwest sales and

AEIWSI'ACE SYSTE:\IS DI\'ISIO.i'."

Two lunar s11ccesses highlighl<'d the year for the
Aerospace Systems Divisi(m. The Early Apoll? Scientific Experiments Package (EASEP) wa~ l.nnlt .for
the National Aeronautics and Space Admm1strat10n
and was succcssfuily deployed on the moon during
the historic Apoilo 11 lunar landing. Th~·~ Apollo
Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP) was
successfnily deployed hy the. A poll~ 12 astrona.uts.
EASEP utilized the passive seismometer ,md
electronics which had been designed originaiiy for
ALSEP. Solar panels powered the unit during the
lunar day and radioactive heaters helped the package survive the cold lunar night. The EASEP Laser
Hanging H.etro-Heflector. be:ame a target for earthbased lasers to help scwntists measure the earthmoon distance to within 6 inches.
.
EASEP achieved 100 percent mission success m
s )ite of the 10 percent degradation in thermal cont~ol caused by damage from the ascent blast of the
Lunar Module.
A new ALSEP was being built for NASA to replace the unit modified for EASEP. In all, 4 ALSEP
experiment arrays were scheduled for lunar depl?yment. A passive seismometer like the one earned
on EASEP was to be included on each ALSEP: a
Lunar Atmosphere Detector was also ~o ~e ~arne~
on each ALSEP. An ALSEP active se1sm1c mvestigation will use controlled explosions to study lunar
structure to a depth of 500 feet. A magnet~meter
will sense lunar magnetic fields. A heat-~ow ~~stru
ment will be placed in 2 10-foot holes dnl~ed m the
moon to investigate lunar thermal p:operbes. Three
instruments-the solar wind, lunar wnosphere, and
charged particle-will investigate the nature of
charged particles near the lunar surface.
The ALSEP deployed on Apollo 12 included the
passive seismometer, solar wind,. magnetometer,
lunar atmosphere, and ionosphere mstruments.
Lunar scientific activity was not limited to ~~~EP
and ALSEP at the Aerospace Systems Dtvision;
both manned and unmanned lunar vehicles. were
studied extensively during the year. The destgn of
a 4-wheeled Lunar Roving Vehicle for NASA paralleled a study of a 6-wheeled convertible (mann~d/
unmanned) lunar vehicle. The unmanned vehicle
will use automatic hazard sensors and live TV to
enable it to cross the rugged lunar terrain while
being controlled from the earth.
The year was especially active for the Earth Re-
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our s D partm nt form d in 1969. This departm •n t '' <a b u ild m
·
a 24-chaUJ1 l multi p ctral scan1
1? a n~ r . und data pro sincr unit for SA. The
sc~ nn er Wi ll b • c rri d in an airplan initia.ll and
will coli ct d ata fr rn the ulb·aviol t to the far inim
r coil ct d b a rota tincr
fra r d. It fo us
n:irr~r an d t 1- pic optic thl'ou h crratincrs whk h
1 tn bu t
th ima c to d t tor for tb
·arious
sp - ct:r~ . Th cr~o Lmd data station "ill p roc ss the
? u tpu t of th au born - s ann r to s l ct p arts of the
1macr r
f ·p cial int r t to ci nti.fic in
ti ga tor .
Th da ta I r c sincr will p rodu
black-an d-\'1 bite
or color r productions of th imacret as ' ll as
c omput~r print- outs of proc s d infonnation .
B ndLx th nn al ma pp r produ ction b cran duri11cr
the
ar and a ne\\ , modulariz d version of th~
m app r ' as introdu c d . This n " m od 1 bas interchan creabl d te tor units to p rmi t tb mapper to
collect data from the ultraviolet to the far infrar d.
~omput r prog ram s to d fin q uickl th areas of
mterest ( tarcrets) with the err at st accmac w r
b in g d v loped in anoth ~ s ction of the E a1·th
ResoL~·c s D p artment. !mag r coli ct d usin cr the
B nd.ix. 9-chaonel scanner and the thermal mapper
:vas b emg processed to detect preselected aTea of
mter est.
Als? \Vithin the E arth Resources D epaTbn nt,
Bendix w as d evelopin g a d vice to monitor ozone
and other. au· pollutants. A digital infrared tel specb·ometer IS used with an active infraTed souTce to
provide information on air pollution over a range of
about 1.5 miles.
The Aerospace Systems Division vvas also involved in insb·umentation scheduled to go to Mars
in 1975 aboard the Vil'ing spacecraft. Study contracts for a life-detection u1sh·ument and a pyrolysismass spectrometer instntment were awarded to
Bendix by NASA. The life-detection instnunent will
sample Martian soil for evidence of growth and
m etabolism. The pyrolysis-mass sp ecb·ometer will
investigate the gases given off by samples of Martian soil which have b een heated to very high temp eratuTe .
The Transportation Systems D epartment continued to investigate the transportation design for Columbia, Maryland. Various typ es of vehicles to
move p eople with optimum convenience and minimal cost were b eing examined. Computer-dispatched, d emand-activated vehicles appeared to b e
an immediate possibility.

generators dming the year. This system signals the
fli ght engineer when a main bearing shows signs of
failure and also signals auxiliary bearings to take
over the generator load. Generators can be operated
Lmenergized on the auxiliary bearings without hazard tmtil the main bearing is replaced.
The division continued to supply electric systems
for such general aviation applications as the Gulftream II the JetStar, and the Learjet; and for such
military applications as the F-4 Phantoms, the P-3
Orions, and the CH-53 and UH-1 helicopters.

Bend-i:'l: Electric Power D·iv-is-ion's test system for checking
electric systems ttsed in 7 different aircraft includes this t est
console. Th e open drawer contains a program recorder which
prints O!lt test characteristics.

In October 1969, the division shipped to Rome,
Italy, a versatile test system designed to check out
constant-speed drives and generators used in 7 different commercial aircraft. The test system will be
used to check electric generating equipment installed in commercial jets operated by the 4 foreign
airlines-Air France, Sabena, Lufthansa, and Alitalia-wbich fmm the Atlas Consortium. The test
system will be installed in a new facility at the
Home airport and will be operated by Alitalia personnel. As part of Atlas, Alitalia will have cognizance and responsibility for overhauling and checking the electric systems of all 4 airlines. Electric
systems installed in the DC-8s, DC-9s, and 747s used
by the Atlas group will be checked by the test
system.
In May 1969, the division's new lightw·eight integrated-drive generator was chosen for the Navy/
Grumman F-14A. Rated at 60/75 KVA, the generator is the lightest aircraft generator for its output.
Capable of 90 KV A output in emergencies, the unit
'~reighs only 46 pounds and has the highest specific

ELECTRIC POWER DIVISION

The Electric Power Division began production in
1969 of electric power systems for the Boeing 747
superj et. The electric systems, consistin g of brushless generators, solid-state control components, and
static inverters, carry a rating of 360,000 watts.
An· important safety feature-an auxiliary bearing and sensing system-was designed into the 747
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output of any 400-Hz genera tor now available. Oil
is used to cool the gen erator. Th e oil p asses throu gh
h elical passages around th e gene rator, throu g h th e
generator shaft, and th en back again to th e constant-speed drive. H ea t produced by th e generato r
is picked up by the oil (throu gh conduction) and
carried away. An important feature of the g "n era tor
d esign is that, in addition to b eing oil cooled by
conduction, the genera tor sta tor windings ge t an
oil-mist spray which keeps them extra cool. Thi s
oil-mist spray cooling technique, d eveloped by
Electric Power Division , is a n important adva nce
i~ the state of the art of oil-cooled gen era tors. For
high-performance aircraft, th e oil-spray feature
keeps gen erators operating at p eak effici ncy and
reliability, and provides protection to all p a rts of
th e generator in the event of a fault.
Continuing its cost-reduction program to increase
production efficiency and pass the savings on to
customers, Electric Power Division installed a numb er of modem production machines during the
ye_a~. Among these was a solid-state, tape-controlled
m~lli_ng machine which p erforms myriad milling and
dnllmg operations at close tolerances automatically.
For some jobs, this modem machine cut labor costs
in half.
Also put into operation during the year was a
pro_grammed printed-circuit-board assembly unit
which sreeds up electronic assembly of PC boa rds.
The umt sends a light b eam to indica te proper
p~acement of components and automatically opens
bms holding the correct parts.
The total number of employees at the Electric
Power Division was 1,000, and 25 p ercent of that
numb~r were engaged in engineering and other
techmcal assignments.

av igation & ontrol Divi ion , d mon tr. t d th
mi cro ·1 ctroni erw inc c ntr I s · ·t m for Pr. tt
vVhitn ' V ircraft O il th e Adva nce d \[ a nn ·d tr. t g ic Aircraft (B-lA ) d ·mo nstrator ng in e .
P lans \\ Cr co rnpl ·t ·d fo r a d a pting LilT nt fu
co ntrol s ste ms for th e Pratt · \\ hitn y Air r. ft
TI•.30 ·ng in to th e rcq uir ·mcnt · f th F-1-4
cra ft.
F u I control s ste ms c ntinu d to pia) a n impo rtan t pa rt in th e \\'Ork of th ' E n rg~: ont r I
Di vision. E ng in e tcs tin rr o f th e ma in fu I
sys tem was b e ing d c n ·lo pcd for th e Ge ne ra l
tric GE 12 cn rr in c. Th e T63 en rin c fu ·I on trol ) stems co ntinu e d to expand into c mm crcia l h cli ptcr appli cat ion , in addi ti o n to th e B II OH -5 A a nd
prospects fo r control sys te ms bu sin ess for thi s ng in looked bri ght.
Durin g th e yea r, a man u a l co ntrol sys te m fo r th
TF41 eng in e was put into produ ction and F ed ral
Aviation Adm inistration certifica tion of the fuel
control system for th e AiH. esca rch TPE 331 e1winc
vvas n car. This ''vas expec te d to in crease th e division's genera l av iati on busin ess , consistin g of a nucleus of fuel injec tor system s for reciproca tin g engin es used on li ght a ircraft.
INSTfWt-.'1£ T S & UFE

U PPORT DIVI SION

The yea r 1969 saw considerable a dvancem ent a t
In strum ents & Life Support Division on n ew techniques for m easu rin g fluid quantity an_d flow , includin g a m eans of m easuring th e quantity of fluids
contain ed in random-shaped tanks, such as aircraft external fu el tanks, or that a re subjected
to a w eightless space environment. The te chnique,
calle d RF mass gauging, involves exposure of the
fluid to ultrahigh-frequency electromagnetic energy. Th e amount of en ergy absorbed by the fluid
is a function of the quantity of fluid remaining in
the tank.
The division was active on 3 research and d evelopment contracts for RF gauging s~stems. One
called for d esign, fabrication, and test~ng_ of a system to m easure the mass quantity of hqmd oxygen
as w ell as a variety of ratios of liquid nitrogen to
oxygen in a Dewar with a capacity of approximately
8 cubic feet. A second NASA contract called for a
breadboard of a system capable of measur~g various cryogens plus room-temperature. flmds contained in random-shaped tanks. The thud contr~ct,
let by the Air Force, was for developme~t, fabncation, and testing of an external tank gaugmg system
for th e F -4 aircraft.
The oth er key program concerning_ fluid measuremen t w as the development of a time-bas~ fl?wm etering system which provides a true-~~ss mdiCa:,
tion of jet engine fuel flow. The term time base
d enotes the system's indep enden ce of th: _ constantspeed req uirem en t of urrent no t bt -.d n vNl, true{fl2J. f,'f:: flowm eters. T h e typical system mcludes flow

ENERGY CONTROLS DIVISION

Th~ Energy Controls Division of The Bendix Corporatwn set a brisk sales pace by growing more
than 10 perc~nt in fiscal 1969. One of the major
c?ntracts received during the year was for the de~Ign,hde~elo~ment, a;od production of landing gears
or t e avy s new au superiority fighter, the F-14A.
In the co~mercial fi eld, the division was awarded
a production contract for carbon h eat sink brakes
on the long-range Boeing 747B aircraft.
. The di~ision increased h elicopter tie-bar applicaho~s _dunng the year by furnishing 3 prototype
umts m England. Continued research and d evelopm ent expanded the utilization of tie bars.
. Sev~ral ot_her key projects were close to comple~wn , mcludmg _a hydromechanical control system
or Pr~tt & Whitney Aircraft for use on the mod~J
JTF_-22 dem~nstrator en gine for the F-14B/F
. .
engm e. The mlet guide
-15
actua tion w ere includ d vane and the nozzle area
overall control b eing Jev:f comdplete systems in the
ope .
The E n ergy Cont 1 D · · ·
ro s I VISIOn, working · i t t lc e
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rate and total-fuel-consunwd indicators. transmitter.
awl signal conditioning equipment.
In th<' area of C.TYO!_!t·nic "<lS stor,.lat• and control
s~·..,h-ms. tiH· di,·isic)n 'contii~~Icd to I~· actin·h- eng.1g1·d in programs to ach-anct· the state of th~· art.
I 11 fin.1l st<~g<·s ~f compldion was a capsule-shaped
system "·h1ch wtll ston· approximatcl\' 3:2 cubic feet
ol cryogl'nic fluid for O\'t•r 6 months.· On the drawing hoards were cr~·ogcnic gas storage sntems that
will maintain cryog<·ns for wdl on·~ a ~·car.
In l_ifc-support c<p_Iipnwnt. Sl·n·ral nc~,. products
were mtroduccd durmg the \Tar. One was the first
flight crew oxyg<'n breathing Tl'!.....ll.dator that can he
complctdy tested without ·n·mo\'al from the aircraft. Interchangeable with all panel-mounted rerrulators in us<· by the C.S ..\ir Force and lw m;~w
foreign go\'crnments. tht· n·gulator promisee! to rt:ducc ~)I'C\Tntin· maintcnancP costs significantly.
The Au· Force !'stimatcd that it would san• m·~·r
81.000.000 annually hy transitioning to rerrulators
with the in-aircraft test feature. _-\nothcr n~w lifesupport product was a backpack. a modification of
<_llH' d<'signcd to cmn-ert liquid air to breathinrr air
f~r 1wrsonud engaged in loading highly taxi~ t'ngnw propellants aboard spacecraft. Produced for
applications such as fire fighting and mine rescue.
the backpack contains 4 times more air and is several pounds lighter than the standard compressedgas system.
Several flight instruments produced bv the divi~ion ':·<'n' used aboard the ~·car's Apollo flights,
mcludmg the successful Apollo 11 and 12 lunar
landing missions. In the Command ~Iodulc \\'('l'l' a
longitudinal ~1ccekronwtcr. which displays fore and
aft acceleratiOn _force~ during all mission phases,
and a barometnc alhmetn, which indicates the
prop<T altitude for parachute deployment during
manual rc·entry into the earth's atmosphere. Used
ab~ar? tl_lC Lunar ~fodule was the thrust-to-weight
~aho mchca,tor. This instrument, simply by mcasurmg lunar g s. reveals the rate at which the descent
engint• slows the spacecraft as the moon's surface
is approached.

THE BOEI:.\'G

CO:\IPA~Y

On Fehmary 9, 1969, the first Boeing 747 superjet made its initial flight from Paine Field ncar
Everett. \Vashington. The highly successful first
flight highlighted a year in which The Boeing Company eonsolidatecl commercial efforts and moved
more deeply into government programs.
tTnfilled orders at September 30. 1969, were
8.5.301.000,000, including S-1.7-13.000.000 for commercial aircraft. $29-1,000,000 for militarv aircraft,
and 826-1.000.000 applicable to missile Zmd space
programs.
.
Bv mid-)Jovember, the company had dehvered
L8o'O commercial jetliners from a total of 2.090 ordered bv the world's leading airlines. The deliverv
schedul:· of 707 and 727 jet airliners reflected th~
previously projected reductions. with four~h-quarter
projections indicating an even lower dehvery rate
for these :2 models. The fourth quarter, however,
saw initial deliveries of 7-17 superjets. \Yith 5 of the
aircraft going to Pan American \Vorld Ainvays and
Trans \Vorlcl Airlines by year-end.
The first flight of the 747 mark~d the start of over
10 months of concentrated test flights by 5 production airplanes. By Nowmber 1, the 5-I?lane fle~t had
amassed a total of over 1.000 hours m the mr and
had completed much of the certification work: Th_e
No 4 aircraft made an appearance at the Pans Air
Sh~w. departing Seattle for th_e nonstop flight with
less than 20 hours of flight tmw 7on ~he log. The
entire tour. including a stop at \\ ashmgton, D.C ..
on the return trip, was COI~1pletcly t~·o~1ble fre.e and
was overwhelmingly received. Ind1\'ldual mrcraft
had flown as fast as Mach .997 and had become airborne at speeds as lo'v as 102 knots. They had flown
as high as 45,000 fe~t and had takei~ off at, a gr?ss
weight 4 tons heavier than the we1ght for wlnch
they were to be certifie~. B:r the end o.f the· third
quarter, the 747 produc~wn hne was rollmg out one
aircraft every 4% workmg days.
In September, President Richard M. Nixon
strongly recommen~ed governmei~t funding of. 2
prototype supersomc transport mrcraft. In midNovember, the U.S. House of Representatives approved the initial financing of the prog~am on .a
schedule that could have the first SST m the au
late in 1972. Initial governmental approval started
activity in behalf of some long-lead-time items of
equipment and a readiness for the initial parts tooling for fabrication of the airframe. Work was also
started on engineering mock-ups, including a metal
mock-up of the entire fuselage and one wing of the
SST. The Boeing supers~nic tra~sport prototypes
will lead to a new generation of aulmcrs capable of
speeds of 1,800 miles an hour with a passenger capacity of up to 300. It was planned that the first
commercial versions would be in service in 1978.
\iVhile the 747 and SST programs captured the
public attention for much of the year, The Boeing

11ENDTX FIELD ENGINEERING CORPORATION

. Bendix Field Engineering Corporation, a subsidwry of The Bendix C01voration, continued during
1969 to provide integrated field engineering and
management s<-rviccs to the U.S. and foreign govcmments and to industry. Services provided incl_udccl operation, maintenance. and logistics plannmg; systems engineering: documentation; training;
~lata acquisition and presentation; radio frequency
mtcrfercncc/ e lectromagnctic compatibility measurements and analysis; depot repair and modifications;
and electromechanical disciplines associated with
space exploration, ocean environments, air and
water pollution, air traffic control, and biomedicine.
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ment of th e i'v1ilita ry Airplan S) stems Di vi io n a nd
the restructuring of th e various di isi ned units into
compreh ensiv gro ups. In April Bo ein g Pres ident
T. A. Wilson \ as d es igna ted chi ef ex cutive offi r
of th e company. William M. Allen , form e r pres id nt
and chi ef ex cutive officer, wa · to con tinu e as h a irman of th e board of directors an d of th e n ewl
form ed financ e committee.
Employment leve ls at Boeing d l.in ed som e\\ h a t
during th e yea r, reducing th e pay roll to ap proximately 115,000 by the nd of the third quart r. A
continuing slig ht d clin e was proj ec ted , th ough successful bidding on som e government proje cts could
change th e trend .

Company continued to devote a large share of its
corporate energy to existing military programs. Deliveries of CH-47 Chinook and CH-46 Sea Knight
helicopters reached a total of nearly 1,200 by midNovember. The Vertol Division, located near Philadelphia, also received a follow-on order for 48 of
the new CH-46F Sea Knight helicopters, to be delivered in 1970. The Minuteman III intercontinental
missile, a larger and more advanced version, went
into the test program during the year. A second
missile, SRAM (Short-Range Attack Missile), entered the test phase with several powered launches
successfully achieved. SRAM is a supersonic air-toground weapon with nuclear capabilities, planned
for deployment on late-model B-52 bombers and on
FB-111 fighter-bombers.
A second generation of one of the nation's most
successful space booster upper stages was under development during the year. Burner IIA, a 2-stage
verswn of. the compact Burner II, will help place a
larger vanety of payloads into more precise earth
orbit. The Boeing contract called for the manufacture an_d delivery of 6 Burner liAs and one groundtest umt.
An object of competition during the year 1969
was AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System). The Boeing design is an 8-engine 707-320
intercontinental aircraft with a 30-foot-diameter radome mounted above the fuselage. The large surveillance radar unit would be backed by on-board
computers, displays, communications, and other
electronic gear to serve as a flying command post for
tactical and air defense forces.
The company also mounted a maximum effort in
1969 aimed at gaining a contract for the contemplated Air Force B-1A advanced bomber, a replacement for the veteran B-52. Following issuance of
the request for proposal and completion of a design
competition, airframe and engine contractors were
to be selected to start full-scale development work.
Late in October, The Hoeing Company was
awarded a contract by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration for the design and fabrication of 4 Lunar Rover vehicles. The 400-pound
self-propelled units will give lunar astronauts
greater surface mobility. They will carry up to 970
pounds of equipment, be driven by battery-powered
electric motors, and have a cumulative range of 75
miles.
The space highlights of the year were, quite naturally, centered on the tremendously successful
Apollo 11 and 12 missions. The Boeing Company,
in addition to fabricating the first stage of the
Apollo V booster, is responsible for systems engin eering and integration of the entire launch vehicle
as w ell as for ground support and testing. In May,
Boeing was assigned the responsibility for technical
integration and evaluation for the entire Apollo/
Saturn moon program.
Corporate changes in 1969 included the establish-

THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION
AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION
A n ew 20,000-square-foot addition was mac~ e _to
Amphenol Conn ector Division's Space ~nd _MISSil_e
Systems operation in Chatsworth, Cahfor~a, pnmarily for the manufacture of cabl e assemblies used
in the Minuteman guidance and co~1trol sy~t:m.
Also a manufacturer of advanced-design umbilteal
and interstage conne ctors, Amph cnol received major contracts from th e Army for compon ents . of
TOW, a tube -launched, optically tracked, Wireguide d missil e; from the Army for SAM-D surfaceto-air missile connectors; and from the Navy for Sea
Sparrow, a surface-to-air missile , and for the Poseidon fleet ballistic missile.
In addition to working on military programs,
Space and Missile Systems produced_ fu el gauge
interconnection assemblies for the Boemg 707, 720,
727, 737, and 747 commercial jet aircraft. The
thousands of assemblies supplied by year-end had
amassed over 80,000,000 flying hours.

Amphenol was pmdttcing this cable assembly for the Navy's
Sea Sparrow missile .
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ters of 4, are used on the Apollo Service and Lunar
\Iodules for precise directional thmst to control the
spacecraft in roll, pitch, and yaw attitudes.
During the year, General Applied Science Laboratories at \Vestbury, New York, a company subsidiary, completed and put into operation a unique
facility designed to accurately simulate the sonic
boom effects generated by supersonic aircraft. Contracts to use the facility were received from NASA
and the Federal Aviation Administration. In addition, several contracts relating to high-speed ground
transportation were received by GASL from the
Federal Railwav Administration.
At the end n'f fiscal year 1969, CCI Corporation
reported a 36 percent increase in earnings on
slightly lower sales. Consolidated sales were $104,000.000 and net earnings were $3,700,000, or 89
cents per share, as compared with 1968 sales of
$11:2.000,000 and earnings of $2,700,000, or 66 cents
per share. Corporate-wide employment at year-end
was approximately 3,000 employees.
At year-end. CCI felt that it was successfully
achieving its objective of establishing a favorable
balance between its commercial and government
business content.

CCI CORPORATIO:\
The aerospace acti\·ities of CCI Corporation of
Tulsa. Oklahoma. are represented hy The ~Iar
CJUardt Company operations at Van Nuvs. California. and Ogden, Vtah; ~lurdock ~lachin~ and Engitwering Company at In·ing. Texas: and Controlled
Products and Electronics. Inc .. at Huntinoton Park
~alifornia. Since the merger of CCI and :\iarquardt
n~ _1?68. CCI Corporation has broadened its capabtltttes and products to S(•n·c a din~rsity of industries. These include large aerostmcture assembly
work for commercial aircraft: proprietary ordnance
syst<.·ms; aircraft controls and accessories: railroad
and airline transportation controls and communication equipment: carriers for the constmction. mining, and materials-handling industries: marine navisvstems: biomedical svstems·
gation and dockinrr
'-"
..
'
and management information services.
. In the aerospace field. CCI Corporation, through
Its Aerospace ~.fanufacturing Group. was awarded
2 major programs totaling $63.000,000 for the manufacture and assembly of engine pylons and leading
edge wing slats for the Lockheed L-1011 TriStar
program. The 3 plant operations of the Aerospace
Manufacturing Group-Murdock. 1\~larquardt at
Ogden, and Controlled Products-were participating in the production of these major assemblies.
Under contract to Lockheed. CCI was to build 350
shit~scts of the wing engine pylons which support
2 of the 3 Rolls-Hoyce 40,000-pound-thmst engines.
Under contract to Avco. CCI was to produce 350
shipsets of the leading edge slats. or 14 slats per
aircraft, for the L-1011 wing. The company expanded its facilities and was engaged in an extensive tooling program to accommodate the new large
commercial aerostructures production and assembly
activities.
The Marquardt division at Ogden expanded its
commercial aircraft activity and was to provide airdriven generators for the McDonnell Douglas DC10 commercial jetliner. The unit serves as an emergency electric power source for the trijet.
In September 1969, as a result of an extensive
joint proposal effort between Marquardt at Van
Nuys and the AiResearch Division of The Garrett
Corporation, the AiResearch/Marquardt team was
selected by Gnunman Aerospace Corporation to
build the F-14A air superiority fighter's air inlet
control system. Of the $14,000,000 contract, over
$7,000,000 was allocated to Marquardt to build the
inlet control's servo cylinders.
The epochal mission of Apollo 11 represented the
continued flawless peiformance of Marquardt attitude control thrusters on the Apollo spacecraft and
the operation of its 208th Apollo rocket engine. For
all the Apollo missions through Apollo 11, the Marquardt engines accumulated an estimated one-third
of a million separate firings. Thirty-two of the 100pound-thrust bipropcllant engines, mounted in clus-

.

CESSNA AIRCRA.FT COl\IPANY
In fiscal 1969, for the eighth consecutive year,
Cessna Aircraft Company set a new high for total
consolidated sales. Cessna maintained its No. I
position among general aviation manufacturers, delivering a total of 6,074 aircraft during the company's fiscal year, which ended September 30. The
company has led the industry in unit deliveries
every year since 1956. Total consolidated sales exceeded $283,000,000, an increase of $19,000,000, or
approximately 5 percent, over fiscal year 1968.
For the first time in the company's history, multiengine aircraft contributed more to Cessna's total
dollar volume than did single-engine airplanes. This
reflected a growing acceptance of business use of
private aircraft from business and industry.
Acceptance of Cessna twins was paced by the
company's 400 series aircraft, especially the pressurized Model 421, top-selling pressurized twin on
the market. A total of 143 Model 421s were delivered during the fiscal year.
The popularity of Cessna airplanes appeared due
in large measure to the wide variety of products
offered to business and private aircraft buyers.
Cessna was offering 35 models in its 1970 product
line-26 single-engine and 9 twin-engine aircraft.
As recently as 1960, the company's product line consisted of 10 single-engine airplanes and only one
twin-engine aircraft.
Cessna was marketing aircraft in 4 broad categories: learn-to-fly aircraft, used for flight instmc77
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tion and for low-cost p ersonal or business owne rship; m edium- and high-performance single-engine
models ; utility aircraft, used for spe cial transportation and cargo n eeds; and multi-engine mode ls,
us ed primarily for busin ess travel.
A fifth market category, business je ts, came a ste p
closer for C essna on September 15, with a successful
first flight of th e company's n ew fanj e t-powe re d
Citation business je t. Th e first fLight cam e on exactly the day predicted over a y ear earlie r whe n
th e aircraft was still on the drawing boards.
At year-end, the 6- or 7-place Citation was w e ll
into its flight-test program with d e velopment completely on schedule. C essna a nticipate d that first
custom er d eliveries would b e made in late 1971 instead of the previously announced targe t date of
early 1972.
The company announce d that the Citation will
b e only the first of a family of business je ts which
C essna will offer in the future. C essna established a
Commercial Je t Marketing Division, headed by
Vice President James B. Taylor.
The price of $590,000 for a basic standard airplane, announced in 1968, h eld firm. In addition,
the Citation was to b e offere d as a comple te busin ess jet. package f~r ~695,000. This price includes
f~ctory-n~s~alled avwmcs and interior, ground and
flight trammg, and one year of compute rize d maintenance service . The Citation was to be marketed
on a direct company-to-customer basis .
. Among b en efits of this. comple te package are a
smgle warranty for th e auplane and all its equipm er:t, a carefully engineere d system that matches
eqmpme~t. performanc~ to t? e airplane, simplified
crew trammg, and no mcurnng of interest and insurance charges while an airplane is in a conversion
center.

composed of. u ga r produ c rs a nd th ~1 xica n u ve rnm e nt.
A Cessn a Turbo -Sys te m C nturio n pil o t d b Dr.
Ah in M arks Sac ra m e nto
a lifo mi a , se t a wo rld 's
sp eed record fo r ro und-th e -wo rld Hi g ht in a u nc ra l a via ti on a irpl a n . Dr. . 'larks s t 15 p oin t- to point s p , d reco rds in additi o n t th ro un d- th w o rld m a rk. Th e Centuri o n too k th e '' o rld a lt itud
rccord-43 ,699 fee t - fo r sin g ! -c n u in n onj e t a irplanes.

A la te-year addition to th e 1970 C essna lin e was the 150
A erobat, acrobatic version of th e p opular C essna 150 train e r.

During the y ear, C essna participate d in a n a tionwide "Discove r Flying" campaign, d esigned to create a greater awa r e n ess of the vital role of g e n e ral
aviation in daily Ame rican life . Th e c~mpaign
r eache d its p eak in Jun e , with good success m m ee ting th e obje ctive of increasing th e interest in gene ral aviation.
Success was also re corde d in th e company's 1969
Air Age Education programs. A 500 p ercent incre ase in activity at the high school le vel and a 400
p ercent increase at the college level were measured
by the company since starting th e programs 2 ye~rs
earlie r. Prior to the C essna program, the re was VIrtually no industry support available f.or elem~ntary
e ducators who wante d to set up umts on mr age
e ducation . By y ear-end, more than 10,000 kits of
teaching material deve loped by Ce~sna had been
circulate d to the e ducation commumty.
N ear the end of the y ear, C esst~a announced i~
troduction of a n ew a c robatic ve rsiOn of the worlds
most popular flight traine r, the C essna 150. The 150
Ae robat joine d 3 other C essna 150s, th e standard,
th e traine r, and the commute r.
C essna's military sales showed an incre ase over
the previous y ear. Sales to th e U.S. and overseas
gove rnments totaled ove r $74,000,000, up from
$73,000,000 in 1968.
Contracts r e ceived during the y e ar for th ~ continuing production of twin-j e t A-37 attack au·craft

~~cause of the aircraft's operational versatility,
~bility to operate at a wider range of altitudes and
stage lengths, short-field capabilities, and relatively
low cost, C essna expected to sell the Citation to
~an~ customers who have not yet considered utilizmg Jet s. The com~any anticipated marketing at
le ast 1,000 of the aucraft during the first 10 years.
Further .growth of C essna occurre d in 1969 with
th e formation of C essna International Finance Corporation. The n ew firm , a C essna wholly owned
subsidiary, w.as se t up to assist re tail purchase rs outside the Umte d States and Can a d a m
. fi nancmg
.
business and I)leasure aircraft CIFC 1
·d
.
I~
I
·
a so provi es
an exten sive who. es~ e fi.nan cing program for C essn a's worldwide distn.bubon system.
Severa l d elive ry miles ton es w ere reache d in 1969
includin g the d e live ry of C essna's 3,000th Model
310, to Holiday. I~n of America, Inc. The Holiday
Inn C essna 310 JOm e d a fleet of 10 aircraft.
Another miles tone was th e d elivery of C essna's
250th Model 421 , just 20 months after the airplane
was introduced. It was sold to the Union Nacionale
d e Productores d e A z ucart, S.A. , an organization
78
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and twin-l'ngitu· 0-2 forward air controller aircraft.
<·omhinnl with T-37 jet trainer orders on hand.
maintaitwd d<'liv<·~· rat<'s of 20 pl'r month each for
tht· jets and tlw 0-2s.
\ Yorldwidt · faeiliti<·s of the company and its affiliates at year-l·nd <'O\'<•rt>d over 3,800.000 square feet.
:\fo~t n·l·t·nt addition. completed in late 1969, was a
81.600.000 Engint>t'ring lkscarch and Development
C:clltt'r at tlw Conmwrcial Aircraft :\lanufacturing
Di,·ision ill \Yit'hita. Kansas.
Ct•ssna has :2 aircraft manufacturing dh;sions and
·J markdin~ divisions in \\'ichita. In addition. the
company was producing fluid power products at its
IndustJ·ial Products Di,·ision in Hutchinson. Kansas. and at Cl'ssna Industrial Products Ltd. in Scotland. Aircraft Hadio Coq>Oration. Boonton. New
Jcrsc\·. and :\ lcCaule\· Division. Davton, Ohio. were
iwodtl(:ing aircraft l:lcctronics and accessories for
tlw company and for other manufacturers. Two
financial subsidiaries. Cessna Finance Corporation
and Cessna International Finance Corporation,
W<'r<' financing aircraft throughout tlw world, both
whol<>sale and rdail.
An affiliate company. Reims Aviation in Rcims,
l<"'ranc<'. was manufacturing 5 Cessna airplanes for
overseas markets. These aircraft were the Models
Fl50. lkims Aerohat 150, Fl72, Reims Rocket. and
H<>ims Sk\'lnastl'r.
Cessna· was also operating an assembly plant for
its ::'vlodd I50 at Strother Field, Kansas. southeast
of \Vichita.
At y<>ar-t>nd. employment at Cessna worldwide
was approximate!;' 13,000.

American Rockwell Jet Commander, the Gates
Learjet Corporation Learjet, the French-built Dassault Fan Jet Falcon, and the German-produced
Hamburger HFB-320 Hansa jet, all employing General Electric engines.
Increased use of gas turbine engines for industrial and marine applications resulted in the use of
Chandler Evans pumps on the Pratt & \Vhitney
Aircraft FT3, FT4, and FTI2 engines found in electric generating plants and, at sea, providing propulsion for Coast Guard ships.
Production of the :\IC series fuel controls continued for the Continental J69 engine powering the
Air Force, Army, and Navy Ryan Firebee drones.
Newer models of the control were produced for the
supersonic Firebee II.
A substantial commitment in the field of airframe
and engine controls and accessories resulted in significant new applications for Chandler Evans products in hydraulic, pneumatic, and fuel systems. Airframe components were produced for the Lockheed
C-5, the Boeing 747, and the !\lcDonnell Douglas
DC-9. In addition, Chandler Evans engine de-icing
hot air valves, bleed control valves, surge detectors,
and pressurizing and dump valves were in use on
the Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft-powered 747 and
F-Ill, and on the Hughes OH-6A and Bell OH-58A
light observation helicopters which use the Allison
T63 engine.
The greater part of Chandler Evans' work in the
missile control field was of a classified nature. Quantity shipments of gas-actuated flight control systems
for the Hughes TO\V antitank missiles were made
during I969.
Among long-range projects under way was the
development of main fuel pumps for the General
Electric GE4 engine to be used on the Boeing
supersonic transport and for the General Electric
CF6 engine which powers the McDonnell Douglas
DC-IO trijet.
Of major significance was the hybrid control for
the ST9 engine being developed by Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft. This concept is an extension of several
years of research and development carried on by
Chandler Evans in hybrid electronic configurations.
New research and development programs were
initiated for advanced vehicular turbine controls, a
control/pump for a General Electric 15,000-kilowatt
power plant, and fuel ~umps .for the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JFT22 engme bemg developed for the
F-I5 and the F-14.
The Chandler Evans West Hartford, Connecticut,
facilities consisted of a modern unilevel plant occupying over 335,000 square feet. In 1969, additional
manufacturing facilities consisting of 17,000 square
feet were acquired in Clare, Michigan. At year-end,
the company employed more than 2,400 persons
and had field offices in Los Angeles, California;
Seattle, Washington; Dayton, Ohio; and Munich,
Germany.

CHANDLER EVANS CO~TROL SYSTEMS
DIVISION OF (:OLT INDUSTRIES
Throughout I969, Chandler Evans maintained its
high volume production of gas turbine controls for
the Lvcomin<T T53 cngit1l', which powers the Bell
Iroqu~is and tlucyCobra helicopters and the Grumman Mohawk observation aircraft. At the same
time, the division provided the Army with a 48hour delivery of zero-time units on receipt of controls returnc.d for overhaul.
Production of controls, pumps, aud other accessories for all major engine manufacturers placed
Chandler Evans products on virtually all American
military and commercial aircraft as well as on numerous international commercial airliners. Positive
displacement fuel pumps were produced for the
Pratt & \iVhitney Aircraft cn~inc-cquippcd. Lockheed SH-7I, General Dynamics F-IllA, Sikorsky
CH-54A Skycrane, LTV A-7A Corsair II, Lockheed
C-I4IA StarLifter, and Boeing KC-I35A Stratatanker and Boeing B-52, as well as the McDonnell
Douglas DC-8 and Boeing 707. Chandler Evans
pumps were also produced for usc on the North
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which is machi1wd hy tlw modern, heavy-duty,
multispindlc profile milling machiiH'S at Zarkin's
new 100,000-square-foot headquarters at Smithtown, Nt•w York.
\Vork continued in support of the I....ocklwed C-5
Galaxy. Tlw C-5 flew in April, equipped with landing gear components produc<·d by Curtiss-\Vright
at the \Vood-Hidg<• Facility, the Calthn·Jl Facility,
and the Zarkin \lachi1H' Company and Comet Tool
and Die Company suhsidiaril·s. Engine components
for the C-5 wen· being produced at tlw BuHalo Facility and wing panels were shot-peened by \letal
Improvenwnt Company, a Curtiss-\Vright su bsidiary.
Two Curtiss-\Vright su hsidiaries received contracts from McDonn<•ll Douglas Corporation for
work on the intercontiiwntal Super DC-8-63 and
on the DC-10 trijet. Zarkin lVlachinc Company was
to manufacture the main landing gear cylinder for
the DC-8-63. The part, made of one of the strongest
of steels, is the major structural member of the l:mding gear system and is superimposed over the p1ston
assembly. Metal Improvement Company was shotpeen forming the wing panels on the DC-10. The
contract, representing the largest. such order received by Metal Improvement, w1ll he performed
over a 5-year period.
. .
Caldwell received a contract for torque hm1tcrs
for the leading edge slat actuation system being
supplied by Sundstrand Aviation for the Lockheed
L-1011 TriStar jetliner.
.
Metal Improvement and the Comet. Tool and Dw
Company, another subsidiary, contnbuted to the
successful moon landings of Apollo ~1 and Apoll?
12. Comet precision-machined 11 different aluminum structural components of the Lu.nar Module
descent stage under contract to the pnme contractor, Grumman Aerospace Corporation: Metal Improvement shot-peened the socket fittings for the
leg attachments of the module. Both Comet and
MIC performed similar work for the Apollo 10 and
Apollo 9 space missions.
.
Curtiss-Wright increased its holdmg of common
stock of Dorr-Oliver, Incorporated, Stamford, ~on
necticut, to approximately 55 per~ent. Dorr-011\~er
was producing a variety of industnal process ~qmp
ment and systems including filters, centnfuges,
thickeners, clarifiers, screens, pumps, theri?al reactors, dryers, and air cargo handling eqmpm~nt.
It was also engaged in engineerin_g an~ consulting
services in such areas as ultrafiltratiOn, au and water
pollution, chemical fertilizers, and w~ste disposal.
The East Paterson Facility received prototype
development and production quantity con.tracts for
design and fabrication of Syste~ Man~tenance
Trainers (SMT) by the Naval Trainmg DeviCe Ce~
ter. The SMTs will be utilized at the Naval Air
Technical Training Center, Memphis, Tennessee, to
train advanced Navy and Marine Corps electronic
technicians in the operation and mamtenance of

CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION
Curtiss-Wright Corporation is a first-tier supplier
of a wide variety of aerospace components. Corporate headquarters are in the Wood-Ridge (New
Jersey) Facility, at One Passaic Street. Other facilities are located in Caldwell, Hackensack, East Paterson, Carlstadt, and Jersey City, New Jersey; Buffalo, Smithtown, Farmingdale, Long Island City,
Hempstead, and Riverhead, New York; Cleveland,
Ohio; Los Angeles and Vernon, California; St.
Louis, Missouri; Addison, IJiinois· Windsor Connecticut; and Toronto, Canada.
'
'
Curtiss-Wright received significant new business
in 1969 from prime airframe and engine manufacturers involved in the design and manufacture of
new-generation jet aircraft.
The Aerospace Group of Curtiss-Wright played
an important part in the success of the maiden flight
in February of the Boeing 747, the world's largest
commercial jetliner. Curtiss-Wright was producing
landing gear components, titanium extrusions, and
rotary actuators for the 747. Wood-Ridge production consisted of shipsets, each comprising 8 main
axles and one nose axle; one nose steering collar
assembly; and 8 tow fitting assemblies, used for
handling the aircraft on the ground.
Zarkin Machine Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of Curtiss-Wright, was producing 4 jury strut
assemblies for bo.th the wing and the body landing
gear, and 2 trunmon fork assemblies, used to pin the
landing gear onto the wing structure.
Zarkin, of Long Island City, New York, was also
producing 4 side body and wing strut assemblies
which, when actuated, lower and retract the gears:
and also serve as the structural member which takes
a high percentage of side loading during takeoff and
landing. Prime contractor for these components was
Cleveland Pneumatic, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Pneumo Dynamics Corporation, prime contractor
for the 747 landing system.
The Buffalo Facility was extruding titanium angles, used to fabricate the landing gear beam assembly, and was also extruding 20-foot-long upper and
lower gear support beams which are part of the
wing structure of the 747. At the Caldwell Facility,
rotary actuators that move the jetliner's leading
edge flaps were being produced. There are approximately 40 actuators used per aircraft.
In June, Curtiss-Wright received a substantial
contract to produce a new main landing gear beam
assembly for the Boeing 747B. Work was being performed by Zarkin. Deliveries were to begin in 1970
for installation on the first of the B models of the
747.
This new assembly was to be the largest machined one-piece titanium structure ever installed
on an aircraft. The unique capabilities of Zarkin
Machine Company made possible the new configuration of this assembly in high-strength titanium,
80
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UHF direction finding systems, airbome search radar svskms, and IFF • identification) svstems. The
traim:rs will be US('d fo; demonstrati~n and practice
in conjunction with classroom lectures and laboratorv work.
General Electric Company awarded Curtiss\\'right a contract for nuclcar components, supplementing earlier nuclear work being performed
by Curtiss-\Vright for General Electric. All work
w~ts .to bl• ~one at a Curtiss-\Vright facility at
\\ allmgton, :\ew Jersey. formerly used for the manufacture of rocket cases for the Titan III. The \Valli~Won plant was renovated and l'Xpanded. An addthonal 40,000 square feet of floor spaet.' was added
and nPw machine tools were installed or on order.
East Paterson was producing the Tactical Imagery Interpretation Facilitv (TIIF) under contract
to the Aim~· Electronics Co.mm:md in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. TIIF consists of a mobile. self-supporting unit which provides viewing. comparison.
interpretation. and distance measuring of aerial
photographic. infrared, and radar images to furnish tactical information to military intelligence
teams.
Wood-Ridge received an add-on order for 400
carrier assemblies from Avco Lycoming Division
for the T!'53-L-13 gas turbine cngine which powers the Bcll UH-IH helicopter. The carrier assemblies serve as a planetary gear carrier for the engine's main rt'duction transmission svstcm. The new
add-on ordt'r brought the total number of carrier
assemblies produced by Curtiss-\Vright for Avco Lycoming to more than 3,000 since 1967.
Three major contracts highlighted activities of
the Curtiss-Wright overhaul deparhnent at \VoodRidge. The Navy's Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia, m.varded a contract for conversion kits for J65
engines which power the Martin B-57 and the Republic F-84 and RF-84. \IVood-Ridge also received
Air Force contracts to overhaul J57 series engines
~nd components and to manufacture spare parts
for other Air Force engines.
Curtiss-Wright exhibited its products. capabilities, and skills at the U.S. Pavilion of the 1969 Paris
Air Show. The theme of the Curtiss-\Vright display
was "Process Technology," examples of which included electrical discharge machining (EDM), electrochemical machining (ECM), shot-pt'ening, peenforming, profile milling, and samples of forgings
and extmsions produced by the company.
A remanufactured Curtiss-\Vright J65 aircraft engine was being marketed by \Vood-Hidge as a gas
generator for industrial application in the 5,000- to
10,000-horsepower range.
Late in 1969, the Curtiss-Wright HC2-60 rotating
combustion engine flew in an aircraft for the first
time. It flew in the Q-Star "quiet" reconnaissancetype' light airplane, an experimental test vehicle developed by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
of Sunnyvale, California. The Hight of the Q-Star

marked the first time in aerospace history that a
liquid-cooled engine installation proved to have a
higher power-to-weight ratio than its air-cooled
equivalent.
Curtiss-\\'right exercised options to purchase 600
acres in Manatee County, Florida, for a land development project in which the company will invest
about $5,000,000. Curtiss-\Vright planned a marineoriented community developed by private individuals and builders at a cost of about $50,000,000
upon completion. The company started land fill and
other major constntction.
~·Ictal Improvement Company annormced acquisition and expansion moves designed to better serve
its customers by extension of shot-peening and
peen-forming sales and service to new areas. MIC
opened a new 40,000-square-foot facility in Toronto,
Canada, and a 20,000-square-foot facility in Farmingdale, Long Island, and acquired Bemco Controlled Peening Specialties, Inc., of California and
Apex Hard Chrome Company of Cleveland. An
additional peening facility, at Blue Ash, Ohio, was
added to serve Cincinnati and the tristate area of
Ohio, Kentud.")', and Indiana.

FAIRCHILD HILLER CORPORATION
Fairchild Hiller's 1969 advanced design effort was
focused on 2 contracts, a definition phase award on
the F-15, a supersonic air superiority fighter for the
Air Force, and a contract to design Applications
Technology Satellites (ATS) F and G for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
At the same time, the company was rebounding
financially. In 1968, because of the cancellation
of a major program, Fairchild Hiller suffered a
$20,000,000 loss. Other programs remained vibrant,
however, and as 1969 came to a close, Fairchild
Hiller appeared almost certain of achieving its earnings and sales goals for the year. Moreover, 1970
looked still brighter.
Fairchild Hiller began 1969 with a backlog of
$330,000,000. By October I, with sales for the 9
months at some $225,000,000, the backlog had
grown to $370,000,000. Management reported to
stockholders at that time that it was preparing the
1970 budget to reflect a 5 percent increase in sales
and a significant increase in pre-tax earnings over
its 1969 figures.
During the year, the company received contracts
worth approximately $90,000,000 for design, fabrication, and production work on the new Navy F-14
fighter aircraft being built by Gmmman Aerospace
Corporation. Three Fairchild Hiller divisions were
participating in the F-14 program. Republic Aviation Division was to build aft fuselage sections, the
Aircraft Division was to produce fin and mdder
sh·uctures, and the Space and Electronics Systems
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mad(• its first flight in August. Designed ami manufactured h~· Sw<·aringcn Aircraft of San :\ntonio,
Texas. the \ktro is marketed to airlines lw Fairchild Aircraft \larkding Company. This 20-i)asscngcr, .300-mile-an-hour turboprop airliner oHcrs to
the air commul<'r, for the first time. all of the comforts and fl·atures of large luxury jetliners. Although
initial deliveries were not schedull·d until carlv
HJ70. sales \\'('J'<' brisk. \larkd studies showed th{s
segment of the air tran·ling public to he the fastest
growing of all.
Two other, smaller aircraft the STOL Porter and
the FH-1100 helicopter. also gained popularity. The
Porter is one of the most unusual aircraft in the
world. Powered hy a turbine engine. this 8-placc
utility aircraft cruises at 150 knots hut can travel
as sl(nvly as 4.'5 knots without stalling. :vhat ma~l:s
Porter unique are its takeoff and lamlmg capahi~I
ties: it can take off with a full 2,000-pound load m
less than 300 feet and land in 1.50. Unlike a helicopter the Porter can also land on a hillside (pro\·iding,
of 'course, the grade is not too steep). Because it
needs no prepared landing strip, tl.w Porter h~s been
found extremely useful in such diverse !ocahons as
the jungles of Central and South Amcnca and the
Alaskan North Slope. At each of these areas, petroleum companies usc the Porter to transport. executives and technicians as well as to haul cqmpment,
tools, and food to and from isolated, inaccessible
sites.
Fairchild Hiller's FH-1100, like the Porter, is a
turbine-driven machine servicing remote desert and
arctic outposts. In 1969, it received widest attention
as an air ambulance. With a toughness proved by
200-hour-a-month service in northem Alaska, this
helicopter was being purchased in increasi.ng numbers. State and local govemment agencies w~re
using the FI-1-1100 as an air ambulance _for carrymg
litter patients plus attendant and pilot. Nassau
County, New York, police used the FH-1100 on
numerous occasions in crime control work as well.
The FI-I-1100 is a 5-placc craft that cruises at
12.5 miles an hour and has exceptional high-altitude
capabilities. Like the Porter, the. FH-1100 is used
frequently as a utility and executive. transport. .
Fairchild Hiller had a hand in shll other maJOr
aircraft programs in 1969. The co.mpany's .Aircraft
Service Division worked closely with the Air Force
in transforming the FH-built C-119 Flying. Boxcar
into a formidable gunship. The reconfigurahon program, according to the Air Force, was on~ of the
quickest in Air Force history. These gunships ':"ere
flying fire-suppression missions in Southeast Asm at
year-end.
Modification of the FH-produced C-123 cargo
transport from a 2- to a 4-engine aircraft was completed during the year by the Aircraft Division at
Hagerstown, Maryland. Jet engines give the large
craft STOL capabilities. The C-123 was being used
extensively in Southeast Asia.

Division was to design and manufacture the coded
integrated armament control system. Fairchild Hiller
assisted Grumman in its successful efforts to win the
production phase of the F-14 competition.
While the Aircraft, Republic Aviation, and Space
and Electronics Systems divisions were the only
Fairchild Hiller units involved in the F-14 program,
all of the company's divisions and operating subsidiaries were playing significant roles in the company's many other activities.
The Aircraft and Hepublic Aviation divisions
were teamed up in 2 other large-scale programs:
production of assemblies for Boeing's 747 superjet
and supersonic transport.
The 747 was in production and the wing control
surfaces manufactured by Fairchild Hiller divisions
were being produced at the maximum rate by yearend. A third Fairchild division, Stratos, was manufacturing bleed air h1rbine drives for the jetliner.
~he company's contracts with Boeing covered 20
mrplanes and were expected to add substantially to
Fairchild Hiller's income.
As one of 8 major subcontractors associated with
Boeing in the design and manufacture of the SST,
Fairchild Hiller was to work on the entire empennage section when production begins. By late 1969,
President Nixon had authorized the building of 2
prototypes and funding was awaiting Congressional
approval. Boeing predicted a market of approximately 500 SSTs.
C~m~any effo~s on the 747 and the SST, plus
studies m propulsiOn, metallurgy, and design, placed
Fai:chi~d Hiller well along the road toward hypersome aircraft, a development viewed by many experts as almost certain during the 1980s. As with
other facets of aerospace such as VTOL and STOL
flight, air commuter service , air ambulance service ,
~anned and unmanned spacecraft, and electronic
m~orm~tion collection and management, Fairchild
Hiller mtended to be a leader in the industry.
But Fairchild Hiller was not neglecting current
work. The company had most of its 12,000-plus
employees busy turning .out products and services
needed by a variety of customers.
The F-28 was flying, and sales for the F-27 and
FH-227 continued. Fairchild Hiller sold some 200
F-27s and FH-227s to regional airlines and corporations in the Western Hemisphere, and Fokker Aircraft Factories, designer of the F-27, sold 300 in its
market area-making these turboprop transports 2
of the most popular in aircraft history. At least one
of these airplanes was in the air every minute of
every day somewhere around the world. As the F -27
~nd FH-227 started to phase out, replaced in many
msta~ces by the slightly larger, 500-mile-an-hour
pure-Jet F-28, Fairchild Hiller was preparing to give
the~ new life as quick-change cargo aircraft by installmg large 6-foot-wide cargo doors.
Another transport that appeared to have a great
future was the Fairchild/Swearingen Metro, which
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The .-\in:raft DiYision. builder of the F-27. the
FII-227, thl' Port<-r. tlw FH-1100. the C-119. and the
C-1~3. was working on an additional responsibility:
bonded asst·mhlil'S for the F-Ill fighter.
In 1969. Hqmhlic. the· company's division famed
for building the Thunder series of military fighter
plan(·s, produced its 3,000th tail asscmblv for the
\lcDonndl Douglas F-4 trisen·icc fightt.>r 'program.
An addition to that contract brought the number of
such asscmhlics to 3.500. Titanium accounts for half
the weight of these 2.000-pound assemblies. Fairchild Hiller has long been a pioneer in the fabrication of titanium, and the firm's histon· of inno\·ation
in working with this space age mctai has made the
compan\· one of the industn·'s leaders.
Hqml>lie continued to up.date its F-105 Thunderchief fighter-bomber. workhorse of the Vietnam air
war. Among the more notable additions keeping the
F'-10.5 tops as a fighter-bomber is the all-weather
bombing system known as T-Stick II. The system
':'as ii~sta~~t·d in the F-~05 during the year as ~ondi
tions m \ 1eh1am pc!mittcd.
Fairchild Hiller's Space and Electronics Systems
J?ivision designed the fi1m's version of the Applications Technology Satellites (F and G) for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. As a
prime contractor. the division has been successful.
\lost notable of its space programs were 3 Pegasus
satellites: designed for an l8-1~10nth life, these satellites were still in orbit over 3 years after launch.
In 196~), the Space and Electronics Systems Division pushed forward on several fronts. Its simple
and compact stores management system was being
manufactured for the F-IlL and a related system.
the coded integrated armament control system, was
selected for tlw I\avy F-14 fighter aircraft.
Other products finding increasing favor during the
year wen• the division's airborne data annotation
system. film processing and enlarging equipment,
code matrix readers. and unusual film incinerator
and silver recovery . unit. This unique incinerator
destroys large amounts of film (the destmction of
cl:~~sificd film has been a growing problem with the
1111htary and intelligence services), and recovers hundreds of dollars worth of silver from the film daily.
The Space and Electronics Systems Division continued to produce radar and m;·tcorological systems
and \vas gennally looked upon as the world's leader
in tubular extendible elements. Administrative. research, and development facilities for tlw division
are locatt·d at Germantown, Maryland (site of the
company's corporate headquarters); the manufacturing plant is at \Vinston-Salem, North Carolina.
At ~'lanhattan Beach. California, Stratos-\Vcstern
introduced a new type of mobile beverage cart to
airlines and won contracts to manufacture galley
modules for the new generation of wide-bodied jetliners. The division earlier had concentrated its resources on the manufacture of flare and sonobuoy
launch systems, underwater sound source dispensers,

cryogenic valves, and other spacecraft systems. The
new product lines brought with them a substantial
expansion in facilities.
Other Stratos Group divisions, at Bay Shore, Long
Island. New York, and \Vinston-Salem, North Carolina. continued to manufacture products which won
wide acceptance. At Bay Shore, the company was
producing a large family of ground air-conditioning
units for aircraft and other uses, environmental control systems, vapor cycle cooling systems, energy
convC'rsion systems, and temperah1re control systems. as well as turbine drives similar to those used
on the 747.
At \Vinston-Salem, the Industrial Products Division was finding a growing demand for its pneumatic pressure regulators, pneumatic relays, pneumatic control accessories, chain and gear-driven
transmissions, and related products. These components were in use on industrial machinery in paper
making. petroleum, food processing, and printing.
The Technical Services Division continued to offer
technical and management capabilities in all aerospace technologies for on-site, off-site, and field support efforts. Technical Services Division was involvC'd in the development of specialty products
such as materials-handling equipment and oceanographic instrumentation. Several of its 1969 contracts
were aimed at streamlining the postal service and
speeding the physical handling of mail.
Bums Aero Scat Company in Burbank, California,
prepared for the production of seats for the Boeing
747 and for the new wide-bodied advanced-technology trijets, the ~IcDonnell Douglas DC-10 and the
Lockheed L-IOII TriStar. Bums continued to lead
the world's commercial aircraft seat industry by
manufacturing one-third of all commercial jetliner
seats.
S. J. Industries was established originally to fulfill
the unusual requirement of mounting solar cells on
spacecraft panels, but it moved in an entirely different direction when it sought to diversify. SJI entered
the beverage machinery industry by manufacturing
bottle and can warmers, flow-control tables, and uncasing tables. In 1969, that phase of SJI's business
grew considerably and contributed substantially to
its revenues.
The year 1969 was a significant one for Fairchild
Hiller. In traditional and new product lines, the
company reached new highs and new markets, spelling continued leadership and success.

THE GARRETT CORPORATION
Greater acceptance of its traditional products and
deeper penetration into new market areas in 1969
further established The Garrett Corporation's position as one of the world's leading producers of
sophisticated aerospace equipment.
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vdopnwnt of the new A TF' 3 ach-anc:ed-tcdmolog~·
fanjet engi1w c.ksign(•d to pro,·ide busin(•ss jets with
nonstop transcontinental range. First aircraft to
utilize the 4,0.50-pound-thrust ATF 3 was to lw thl'
North Anwrican Hoc:kw(•ll Sl'rit·s 60 Sahrl'li1wr. In
Sept<'mh(•r, it was annotJilc(•d that the IIFB Ilansa
Fan Jet would also ))(' powen·d hy the ATF 3.
l\lilestmws reached during tlH' year included attainnwnt of full thrust by an (•arly prototypt• engine.
completion of a 155,000-square-foot dl'velopment
and production facility, and construction of 6 test
cells in Torrance, Califomia. It was planned to fly
the <'ngine in the spring of H)70 in a special Sah_reliner test-bed, with ct•rtification and production
scheduled for HJ7l.
In addition to accelerated development of the
turbofan aircraft engin<', AiH.esearch Los Angeles
continued work in otlwr propulsion methods. Under
contract to the U.S. Department of Transportation's
Office of High Sp<-•ed Ground Transportation, the
division designed and fabricated <~ radically n:w
electric propulsion device, the Lmear Induction
Motor (LUvl). The LIM is expected to he capable
of propelling ground transportatio~ vehicles at
speeds up to 2.50 miles per hour. First low-speed
tests of the LIM in a specially constmcted test vehicle were begun by AiH.esearch before year-end.
High-speed tests were to be conducted by the Department of Transportation.
.
In other ground transportation syst~ms, initi~l
tests began on a dual-mode, gas turbmc-clcc~nc
propulsion system for rail ~ars. ~ -~cmonstrahon
program to prove the systems feasibility was to be
conducted by The Budd Company and the Long
Island H.ailroad. The system can operate ~n electricity from a third rail or can _generate Its own
electrical power via the gas turbmes where trackside power is not available. .
.
Much higher on the propulsiOn scale, A1Research,
under NASA contract, continued development of a
hypersonic research ramjet engine. This engine, capable of operating between Mach 3 and Mach 8
( 2,000 to 5,000 miles per ~ou~), ~ill provide advanced technology for application m future hypersonic transports, missiles, and spac~craft. .
.
The nation's space program provided ma1o: mi~e
stones for AiResearch. When Apollo 11 made Its historic journey to the moon, ~n AiRese.arch envir?nmental control system provided the life-supporting
atmosphere for the astronauts. In every ?.S.
manned flight, from Mercury to the moon,. AI~e
search life-support systems have p~ayed this vital
role. The system not only supplies oxygen for
breathing but also provides hot and ~old_ water,
heating, air conditioning, cabin pr~ssur!zation and
ventilation, and atmospheric punfic_ation. Ap_ollo
ll's perfect performance further te~tified to AIResearch's leadership in spacecraft hfe-support systems.
Development for future space missions continued

Particularly noteworthy were Garrett's achievements in aircraft propulsion engines. By year-end,
6 separate engines, including turbofan, turboprop,
and turboshaft propulsion units, were either in production or in advanced stages of development. This
relatively new field (Garrett's first turboprop was
test flown in 1964) represented a significant portion
of the company's sales and backlog. By October
1969, Garrett had orders and options for 3,500 propul~ion_ engines fo~ helicor;ters and aircraft, a figure
mdiCahve of the mdustry s widespread acceptance
of the company's advanced turbine engine technology.
At year-end, total sales and production backlog
for th~ corporation reached a record high. Employment m Garrett's 8 divisions and 5 subsidiaries stabilized at about 13,000, a decrease of less than 4
percent from 1968. Garrett's relative stability in the
mdustry was attributable primarily to its broad
product diversity. More than 4,000 different products for commercial, industrial, and military customers constituted Garrett's 1969 product list.
General aviation, another relatively new field for
Garr~tt, also contributed substantial1y to the company s overall progress. Propulsion engines, environmental controls, auxiliary power units, turbochargers, and other equipment produced by Garrett
found. excellent_ reception by business and private aircraft builders and represented a prominent
source of growth and future income for the company.
Garrett also made substantial inroads in non~erosp~ce fields. ~igh-speed ground transportation,
mdustnal gas turbmes, heat-transfer equipment, recuperators, and microelectronics were a few of the
areas in which Garrett was actively applying its
aerospace knowledge.
A small but valuable contributor to Garrett's
product capabilities was added early in 1969 with
the purchase of ~ero Technical Corporation, Fort
Lauderdale, Flonda. This new Garrett subsidiary,
renamed Aero Hydraulics, Inc., manufactures hydrau!ic -pumps, motors, and dampers for aerospace
applications.
_An~ther new Garrett subsidiary, Garrett MicroCircmts Corporation, began operation late in the
year: Temporarily quartered in Escondido, Califorr:n_a: the finn was to begin construction of new
facihhes near San Diego in early 1970. GMCC will
man~fac~re microelectronic components for commercial, mdustrial, and aerospace applications.
GARRETT-AIRESEARCH LOS ANGELES

In a year characterized by many notable achievements, som~ of the most significant for AiResearch
Manufactunng Division of Los Angeles Garrett's
larges t d'IVISion,
· ·
'
were the strides made in propulsion
systems.
Major progress was made by the &vision in de84
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in AiR arch laboratories throughout the year.
Und r ontract t ~1 D onn ll Douglas a reg n ra bl carbon dioxid remo ·al s t m ' as und rgoing
quali.fi ation t ting. This uni t i th k
1 m nt in
s con.d - n ration pac li_f · - upport s st ms. It vvill
xt nd EC capabiliti . ' ' lJ b ond 14-da mision ·. Prim 1 _.~ application
th
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ad anc d . uit d si o d to giv a tron uts 2T at r
mob ili on th lw1 aT ·u_rfa . n xt o d-dura tion
ptimi z d p ortabl lif -supp r t s ·s t
(back-pack
"'as also und r d
lopm nt b th di · ion .
Mi litar and comm rciaJ aircxaft build r an d th
airlin
' ·er major u tom r- fo r ·R s arch in
1969. Fou r maj r ontracts for th
a'
n "
F-14 m ultimi s ion Bah t r w r award d t AiR s a r h b Grumman , prim contractor. Th
st ms
AiRes arch ' ill build in lud th
n ironm ntal
control r frig ration s st m c ntral ai r data computing s st m aix inJ-t con trol s st m nd liquid coolin g sys t m. All "' i1l be adva.nc d d si!!lls. For xampl , th central air data omputina s st m will b
th first militar) air d a ta s ·stem incorpora ting allsolid-sta te circuitr and a fully digital omputational t chniq u . Th air inlet contTol will also us
solid-sta te elech·onics.
For McD onnell Douglas AiRes arch ' 'vas dev loping the complete integra t d pneuma tic s st m for
the D C-10 trijet. The sys tem includes air onditioning and pressurization, tempera ture control, auxiliary power unit, wing anti-icing, and main engine
starters . To facilita te system testing, one of the most
exten sive aircraft environmental test fa ciliti s ever
built au gmented AiResearch's labora tories in Torrance, California .
While d evelopment con tinued on new systems
during the year, AiH.esearch was producing environm ental systems for the McDonnell D ouglas DC-9,
the Boeing 707, 720, 727, and 737, the Grumman
G ulfstr a m II, and numerous other airlin rs and
business aircraft. Production for military aircraft
included the Lockheed C-5 and C-141, th McDonnell Douglas F-4 series, the Northxop F-5, th General D ynamics F-l ll, and the LTV A-7.
In its electronic systems activities, AiR search
achieved a notable breakthrough in _969 \•vith the
d evelopment of a solid-state ressure sensor, the
key item in its digital a.ir data computer. The solidstate system affords a higher d egree of accuracy
and reliability than previous analog systems yet is
smaller and lighter. First system was to b e delivered
in 1970 for the Grumman F-l4A.
Electronic fu el controls were being developed for
several turbine engine applications including auxiliary power units and primary propulsion engines.
The AiResearch ATF 3 was one application for the
advanced, solid-state controls.

Late ill 1969, Garrett-AiResea·rch Los Angeles b egan qualifi cation test.ing of th e air-conditioning system fo ·r the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 (2 of 3 refrig eration u nits are shown
in simulated bay).

Aircraft Integrated Data Sys tems (AIDS), another
electronics product, w ere in production. AIDS automatically monitor selected engine and aircraft
systems p erformance in flight and record the data
for ground computer analysis. American Airlines,
Alitalia, and CP Air use versions of the system.
During the year, Alitalia announced that it would
incorporate an expanded AiResearch AIDS on its
Boeing 747 aircraft.
Also being p erfected was an electronic multiplexing system for the new breed of jetliners. The system combines passenger entertainment and service
into a single wiring network, reducing weight by
hundreds of pounds and providing increased reliability at considerably less cost.
Other notable highlights for AiResearch in 1969
included introduction of a new heavy-duty industrial gas turbine generator designed specifically for
the petroleum industry, flight tests of a cryogenic
cargo refrigeration system, development of an onboard personnel and service elevator for the Boeing
747, and d elivery of an uninterruptible power system for a F ederal Aviation Administration air route
traffic control center.
GARRETT-AIRESEARCH PHOENIX

Garrett's AiResearch Manufacturing Company,
Phoenix, continued to expand traditional product
lines and add new ones during 1969.
The company's position as a major supplier of
prime propulsion turbine engines was finnly established by continued growth of its TPE 331 turbo-
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on-hoard auxiliary power units, and mobile electric
gerwrator sets. The <·xtensin· product line includes
manv variations of the basic engirH' frame sizl'S
ranging from 60 to on·r 1.000 hor~<·pO\\"<•r.
Pneumatic actuation syst<'rns prodnc<'d by :\iHescarch Phoe·nix continuC"d to find application on tlw
world's Il<'\\·esl aircraft. TIH· Bo .. ing 7-l7, the ~lc
Domwll Douglas DC:-10, and tlw LockiH·<'d I.-1011
utilize AiHC"sc·arch prwnmatie actuation systems in
n·vcrsing tlw thrust of th<'ir giant <·ngirws. The m·w
Ailksearch sysl<'ms feature a lightweight postivediSJllacC"nwnt air motor of hi<rh
dlidl·ncv
and a new
/'">
•
concC"pt of high-sp<•('(l drin• through lightweight
flexible· shafts. AiHesc·arch prwumatie systems also
power tlw leading edg<' wing flaps on the Boeing
747 and drive the electrically synchronized pneumatic-mechanical kneeling system of the giant Locklwe·d C-5. Tlw C-5's syst<·m permits the fully loaded
769,000-pound aircraft to krwel to propl~· cargohandling he·ight. \Vithin 2 minutes. the C-u can he
raised or lowered 39 inches.
In the field of secondary power systems, the Air
Fore<' announced procurement of the newly developed AiHc•sean:h JFS ~00 s<·ri<~" jet ~uel starters
for the A-7D light attack mrcraft. l.".ssentially a small
gas turbine• engine which requin:s only_ 1.5 pints of
the aircraft's fuel to start the marn enguw. the new
start(•r weighs only 7.5 pounds. It motn~ts di~·ectly on
the aircraft's main engine and pn>vides mdcpendence from ground-support sta~·t equipme~1t. The Air
Force was consid<·ring its usc· rn future aircraft and
retrofit on the F-101, the F-4, and the F-1ll.
During the year, AiHescarch-d_cvelopcd adv~nced
power systems for space applicatiOns were. subjected
to extensive test and evaluation by NASA s :Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, and NASA's Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. At Houston, a 3-kwc
closed Brayton cycle demonstrator unit, the first
closed Brayton cycle prototype for space po_wer to
be operated, logged over 140 hours of operatiOn. !ts
primary electrical system is designed to operate w1th
any of several heat sources-isotope, reactor, or solar
receiver-at turbine inlet temperatures of 1,200 to
1,400 degrees Fahrenheit. At Lewis, an AiResearch
Phoenix-designed and -developed Brayton ~urbo
alternator compressor operating on ga_s lubncatcd
bearings completed 1,000 hours of testm~.
In a related development, Nort!l Amencan Roc~
well's Space Division selected AtResearch Phoemx
to assist in its definition study of a NASA space station planned for operation in the mid-1970s. AiResearch's contribution deals with electrical power system requirements for a 12-man earth orbital space
station, as well as for a .SO-man modular space base
that can be assembled in low earth orbit in the late
1970 to 1980 time period. The AiHesearch study is
based on extensive turbomachinery technology aln•ady developed by the company in the design ~f
closed Brayton cycle power conversion systems utilizing radioisotope and reactor heat sources.

prop propulsion engine line and Federal Aviation
Administration certification of its new TPE 331-3
series engine rated at 840 shaft horsepower. Increase in time between overhauls for the TPE 331-1
and -2 series from 1,500 to 2,000 hours was effected.
The TPE 331 series engines were being offered in a
range of horsepower options from 575 to 840.
While the turboprop aircraft engine was finding
. broad application in the small business/commercial
airplane market, AiRescarch Phoenix announced its
further penetration of the small ('nginc market with
a new-technology, geared front-fan turbofan engine,
the TFE 731, rated at 3,406 pounds of thrust and
weighing only 600 pounds. With a low specific fuel
consumption of .49, the Garrett-AiRescarch TFE
731 turbofan engine will provide, for the first time,
nonstop transcontinental range to business jets in
the 12,500- to 15,000-pound weight class. Scheduled
for certification in August 1971, the new 731 turbofan engine will power the Learjet Model 25 and
Swearingen SA-28T business jets.
In the helicopter engine market, Garrctt-AiRcsearch followed its earlier lead in 1968 when it introduced the 240-shaft-horscpower TSE 36-1 turboshaft engine for light helicopter applications, by
announcing its new lightweight (174 pounds) 474shaft-horsepower TSE 2.31 engine. The TSE 231 will
power the new 6,000-pound Gates Twinjet helicopter, an 8- to 12-place VTOL aircraft with a cruise
speed of 180 miles per hour and a range of over
400 miles. Initial orders and options for the TSE 231
engine amounted to more than 1,000. Gates Learjet
Corporation anticipated an industry market for up
to 5,000 corporate helicopters by 1980.
~n~ther Gar~ett-AiResearch turbine engine apphca~IO~ for hehcopters was announced by Aviation
Specialties, Mesa, Arizona, which placed an initial
order for 100 TSE 331 series turboshaft engines for
use ~n its S-.5.ST Sikorsky helicopter conversion to
turbme power. The S-.55T will usc the 840-shafthorscpowcr 331 engine (flat.rated to 700 shaft horsepower) for a weight saving of approximately 900
pounds over the piston version. The S-.55 turbine
conversion was expected to find ready application
am~ng utility, military, and agricultural users in the
Umted States, South America, Canada, and Europe.
In t_raditional gas turbinP products, AiResearch
Phocmx maintained its posture as a world leader in
0~-boar~ auxiliary power unit (APU) installations
With umts on the Boeing 747 and the McDonnell
Douglas DC-10 jet transports.
. These engines produce shaft power or compressedair energy, or combinations of varying amounts of
each. The shaft power is used to drive generators,
alt<·:nators, pumps, compressors, and other driven
C'fJt~tpmcnt. The pneumatic energy is used in a
~a~wty or: ~_tpplica~i?ns. for aircraft jet engine starting
syst~ms, ,ur-condihomng systems, and anti-ice and
heatm~ ~ystems. Typical applications include airline
and mthtary transport aircraft ground-support and
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development of combination evacuation slide/life
rafts. The division was an active participant in programs sponsored by manufach1rers and airline representatives in the drafting of regulations pertaining
to this equipment.
A totally new family of inflatable escape slides
for DC-8 and 707 aircraft was introduced by Air
Cmisers in 1969 as a direct result of the company's
efforts to reflect improved design features and
lighter-weight materials in major product lines.

DI\"ISIO~

At Air Cruisers Division. 1969 was hicrhlighted
by _the completion of a plant expansion.::.pr~gram
":I~ 1~h dou hied the company-owned operating faeditH'S at the Bdmar. ~c·w Jersey, site. The new
plant houses manufacturing facilities. administratin· offices. an expanded <'nginecring department.
and a consolidated materials laboratory.
Dming the year, the largest single production
contract for dual-wall inflatable shelters was compl_etecl for ~h~· Army ~ledical Services. An outgrowth
oi the act1nty was th<' adaptation of this type of
~lwltcr for Philco-Fon~ Corporation as primary housmg for that company s tactical air communications
CTillt•r. Development of the communications Cl·nter's
shelt(•r complt•x was completed in July 1969.
In the first 6 months of 1969. Air Cmiscrs Di,·isi?n compl~·-tcd den·lopmcnt of inflatable escape
shcks and htc rafts for the Lockheed C-5 militarv
transport aircraft. Qualification testing of this cquipnwnt was succcssfullv conducted and all items went
into production on schedule.
Backlog of commercial business as of September
1969 was 34 percent above the same date in 1968.
This pt•rct·ntagl' of gro,Yth was attributable to the
increase of activity within the airline and airframe
industry serviced bv the Air Cruisers Division.
Apt~lication of_ it1flatables technology was broadened m 1969 With the den·lopment of an undergrount~ <·.mplact•nwnt form for the Atomic Energy
Commission. The dt•Yiec employs a dual-wall stmcture which provides a flexible fmm for construction of concrete-walled chambers at exh·eme depths
beneath the surface of the earth.
In support of this and other potential business not
related to normal aerospace activities, a separate
engineering group was formed in 1969 to provide
technical support for Air Cruisers· ground structures. Business potentials being explored by the
newly formed group included inflatable shelters of a
varic~y of sizes and applications for both military
a_n~ mdustrial users. In addition, development activity was progressing on inflatable devices to be
used in the containment of oil spillage from offshore drilling operations.
The sale of inflatable helicopter floats increased
Air Cruisers' total backlog in this major product line
hy ~0 percent over 1968. This growth was due primanly to broader use of existing designs and to the
development of emergency equipment for a number of new models. Forecasts into 1970 appeared
optimistic as a result of several proposals in evaluation for new helicopters being developed in the export market.
Air Cruisers continued to maintain a position as
a prin~ary competitor in the field of survival equipment for new aircraft under construction. Companysponsored developments of new lightweight life
rafts and life preservers were running parallel to the

GARRETT-AIRESE:\RCH AVIATION

G:urett-AiResearch Aviation Division attained
new heicrhts in sales in 1969 with continually exo
'
paneling facilities and support services. Both the
Los Angeles and Long Island centers set record
Gulfstrcam II, DH-125, Falcon, and JetStar interior
and avionics completions. Groundbreaking began
during the year in Houston, Texas, for a third complete service facility.
\Vith ~lerlin sales double those of the previous
year, 2 sales offices-at Atlanta and Cincinnatiwere added, a :Merlin spare parts center was opened
in San Antonio, and a ~ferlin service facility was
opened at the \Villiam P. Hobby Airp~rt in J:Iouston.
DH-125 sales were also at an all-time high and
Gulfstream II sales continued at a rapid pace.
AiResearch Aviation moved its Airline Products
facility into a 100,000-square-foot building in 1969.
The Airline Products group will concentrate on airline interiors and components such as the 747 upper
lounges for Pan American.
In addition to the 2 facilities on the East and
\Vest coasts and the Houston facility building program, 4 additional completion/service facilities were
planned at strategic loc~ti~ns across the country for
a new AiResearch AviatiOn support program of
national scope.
GARRETT-AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

\Vith the steady growth of general aviation and
an increasing demand for lighter, more powerful
reciprocating aircraft engine_s, AiR~s.earch Industrial
Division in 1969 furthered Its position as the leading producer of exhaust-driven turboch~rger systems. Though still a small segment of Its overall
turbocharger production, aircraft turbocharger systems made significant gains during the year.
Product advances, coupled with improved production methods, were instmmental in keeping
costs at a minimum and the division a step ahead
of competition.
An example of product improvement was AiResearch's drive to reduce the size, weight, and complexity of its turbocharger system. A significant step
toward this goal was the development and extensive
testing of a nevv waste-gate valve integrated into
the turbocharger turbine housing. The new waste87
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gate and turbocharger combination was under flight
and durability testing on a number of aircraft engines.
A second innovation introduced by AiResearch
was a pressure relief valve mounted in the turbocharger outlet, obviating the possibility of overboosting the engine under all operating conditions. All
1969 Cessna aircraft with h1rbocharged engines incorporated the new safety feature.

The Garrett Corporation's Airsupply Division.
lwadquartercd in Santa ~loni<:a, California, continued to furnish salt•s l'ngincering and distribution
services on a nationwide basis for suppliers of aircraft and acrospact· t•quipnwnt. The division had
more than 20 salt·s offices locatl'd strategically in the
major aerospace market areas in the United States.
Airsupply International, with lwadquartcr_s in
Plainview, New York, and Airsupply International
Gmhi-1, headquartered in ~lunich, \Vest Gcnnany.
subsidiary companies, were providing sales cov~r
age throughout western Europe. Among_ the I?nncipals of these companies were Garn•tt-A1r CmiSl'rs
and Garrett ~lanufach1ring Limited.

GARRETT INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY DIVISION

Garrett Industrial Supply Division, which has
served industries in southern California and Arizona
for over 30 years, reached an all-time high in sales
in 1969. Expansion of its facilities, services, and
stocked items continued throughout the year in
order to meet the growing needs of old and new
customers.
A new facility to serve the eastern states was
opened June 2 in Fort Washington, Pennsylvania.
Garrett Industrial Supply planned further expansion
at locations in other parts of the United States.
New highs for the year were experienced by
both the southern California and the Arizona locations. Significant gains in a new machine tool department contributed to the overall record. To
augment sales, a complete display and demonstration area was established in both locations.
Garrett stocked more than 100 famous brands of
industrial tools and supplies ranging from tools,
power transmission equipment, grinding wheels,
and machine tools to office furnishings.

GATES LEARJET CORPORATION
H.ecord sales volume, a corporate name change,
a significant merger, and continued expansiot! ~~d
strengthening of product lines keyno~ed actlvitiCs
in 1969 for the Gates Lcarjet Corporat10n, formerly
Lear Jet Industries, Inc.
In the fiscal year ended April 30? 1969, the con~
pany reported combined sales of Its corp?rate ~I
visions and subsidiaries of $58,016,000, highest m
its history and a 67 percent increase over the pr~vi
ous year. Net earnings were $2,024,000, followmg
losses in fiscal 1967 and 1968.
At the company's annual meeting, held December 2, shareholders approved 2 recommendations
by corporate directors. The firm's name was ch~ngt;d
to identify the corporation more cle~rly With Its
principal product, the Gates Learjet mrc~aft. Also,
shareholders approved an agreement with Gates
Aviation Corporation shareholders for the exchan~e
of Gates Learjet Corporation stock for _Gates Avtation stock. Gates Aviation had acted smce 1967 as
the distributor for Learjet executive aircraft throughout the United States and Canada and also operated
3 fixed-base facilities. Gates Aviation is a subsidiary
of Gates Learjet Corporation.
.
William P. Lear, Sr., company fo~nder, resign~d
as chairman of the firm's board of duectors early m
1969, citing pressing commitments of his Reno,
Nevada-based interests. Concurrently, he announced
sale of all his remaining financial interests in the
company to The Gates Rubber Company, which at
year-end owned slightly more than 60 percent of the
firm's common stock. Company-wide employment
exceeded 2,600 at year-end, an appreciable increase
over 1968.

GARRETT MANUFACTURING LIMITED

Garrett Manufacturing Limited, Rexdale, Ontario,
the Canadian subsidiary of Garrett, experienced
continued growth in 1969. Sales and backlog increased, as did employment, which exceeded 700
during the year.
Traditional product lines continued to make up
the bulk of deliveries, with environmental temperature control systems and digital and cam-driven
programmable pneumatic signal generators representing the largest volume.
In 1969. a distributor/dealer network was set up
throughout the United States, Canada, and Europe
for the sale of downed aircraft locator emergency
beacons and other equipment for use in the general
aviation field.
Garrett Marine, a division of GML, continued to
expand, with contracts from the U.S. Navy for a
prototype self-propelled vehicle and study contracts
from the German Navy for a similar device.
Diversification of product line activity continued,
not only in development and manufacturing but
also in the overhaul area. During the year, support
activity was engendered with all major Canadian
airlines.

AIRCRAFT DIVISION

Gates Learjet in 1969 lengthened its worldwide
lead in delivery of corporate jet aircraft, in which it
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plus ere\\ of 2, the L earjet 24C will be certificated
under F AR-25 A iT Transport Category regulations.
Its base price will b e $627,900. Serving as top of the
Gates L arj t lin , the L earjet 25C \ ·ill carry a fully
quipped price of about $950,000. Offering a Los
Angel s to \iVasbingto:n, D.C., nonstop range, the
n w aiTcraft's most unique feature will b e its passenger cabin in " hich the standard seating configuration can b converted in :flight into a comfortable
sle ping compartment.
The pr sent L earje t 24B and L earjet 25 will remain in continuous production after mid-1970, \vith
irnprov ments, as the L earje t 24D and L earjet 25B,
resp ctivel) .
Also in September, Gates L earje t Corporation uneiled the Gates Twinjet h elicopter, the ' vorld's first
h' in-turbine-powered rotorcraft designed specifically for corporate transportation. The new helicopt r, sch dul d to make its first flight in 1971, with
initial d eli eries b eginning late in 1972, is d esigned
to serve as a stablemate to the growing fleet of business jets entering service in the 1970s.
Carrying 8 passengers in plush, spacious comfort,
plus a 2-man crew, the Gates Twinjet executive
model will cruise at 180 miles p er hour for r anges
of over 400 miles with an exceptional level of
safety. It will be powered b y 2 Garrett-AiResearch
TSE 23l-P2400 turboshaft engines, rated at 474 shaft
horsepower each for takeoff and d esigned speci£cally for the new h elicopter. Price of the Gates Twinjet executive model v,rill b e approximately $450,000.
In addition to the primary market of corporate operators, Gates Learjet predicted high utilization by
utility, air taxi, ambulance, police/fire protection,
military, and government organizations.
In gearing for expanding production at its Wichita,
Kansas, Aircraft Division facilities, the company
completed 2 plant additions in 1969, bringing its
total plant area to about 450,000 square feet.

Gates L ear;et C otpo ration'
ircr f t: Division. in r ased produ ction of L e01'iets at \'V.ichita by 50 7Jercent i n 1969, to 6
units a mo nth.

Four n ev,r aircraft-3 fix ed-\ ing aircraft and a
h elicopter-were announced or unveil d dming the
year.
In June, at th e Pa1is Air Show, plans for an advan ced model of the 10-place L eaTjet 25, to be
powered by 2 ne'"' Garre tt-AiResearch TFE 731-2
turb?fan je t _e ngines, w -re announced. The highly
effict ent engm e, ·when combined with significant
aerodynamic and other engin erin g refin ements,
w ill boost the L arjet 25's rancre by some 75 p ercent, to approximately 3,000 miles plus 45-minute
fu el reserve. D elivery of production engines, which
were b eing d esigned ·specifically for th e Learjet 25,
\Vas to b egin late in 1971 with completed aircraft
going to custom ers in 1972.
In September, at the National Business Aircraft
Association aruma! meeting in \iVashington, D.C.,
company officials announced 2 new Gates Learjets
to b e available for mid-1970 d eliveries, bringing to 4
the number of bu siness jet models offered by Gates
L earjet Corporation.
The new Learjet 24C is the world's first· business
jet compe titive with leading turboprop executive
aircraft in initial purchase price, operating costs,
and takeoff/landing distance requirements-yet
offering true jet p erformance including speeds in
e xcess of 500 miles per hour. Seating 6 passengers,

JET ELECTRONICS & TECHNOLOGY, INC.

Sales of Jet Electronics & Teclmology during fiscal 1969 were double those of the previous year.
This was due in part to increased production rates
of Learjet 24 and L earjet 25 aircraft, for which
J.E.T. was supplying autopilots, gyroscopes, solidstate inverters, and other electronic components.
The volume rise ' 'vas the result also of substantially
increased military requirem ents for attitude gyro
indicators and rate gyroscopes produced by J.E :T.,
as well as of component sales recorded to many new
commercial customers for use with their products
d esianed for high-performance aircraft.
Inb January 1969, J.E.T. occupied a n ew 57,000square-foot building adjacent to Kent County Airport, Grand Rapids, Michigan. The facility was d esigned specifically to m eet increasing requirem ents
of manufacturing and d evelopmental activities at
J.E.T. Included is a 4,000-square-foot clean room
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essential to production of precision electromechanical instruments.
Also during the year, J.E.T. established a nationwide commercial sales organization to furtlwr penetrate the fast-growing general aviation market and
by year-end had appointed 15 established avionics
installation and sales firms to market J.E.T. products
domestically.
Moving into production status in 1969 were a new
3-inch gyro indicator and a flight control system
servo actuator. Marketing potential was significant.

Undl'r its n<·w opt•rating status. the Lear Jet Static
Power ])j,·ision, fornwrh· tlw Hes<•an:h and Developnwnt Laboratory, ;Lt Santa Ana, California,
continued to provide :2 important functions in HJ69:
charting and resl'arching IW\\' product areas to contrilmt<• to company growth, and working closdy
with each Call's L<·arjd activity on impron·nwnts
to l'Xisling products.
In the IH'\\' product an·a. important progress was
made in ckn·lopnwnt and marketing of Lear Jd
static pow<·I· conversion syst<·ms for ground and airborne use. These systems, based on advanced propri<'lary technolog):. with patents pendi~1g. convert
incoming AC electrical power of varymg voltage
and frequency to unvarying high-quality power of
any desired freqm•ncy, voltag~'. a_nd l?ower ~e~el.
They aw useful in ground apphc;~t~ons 111 proVld_mg
unfailing electrical powc·r to cntic;al commtm~ca
tions and comput<•r loads, and in ;urborne applications as static inn·rters and variable-speed, constantfrecluency (VSCF) AC generating _systems.
Lear Jet ground power convcrs101~ system~ were
delivered to the Naval Observatory m \-Vashmgton,
D.C., and to Langley and Vandenberg Air Force
bases. Other units were in various phases of production. All types and models of Lear Jet syst~ms supply power to critical loads where power fmlures or
even slight int<'rruptions cannot be tolerated.
A Lear Jet 60-KVA airborne VSCF system completed full-scale tests for a major airframe manufacturer with favorable results. Also, a second-generation system for flight-test evaluation was produ:ed
under an Air Force contract. These systems offer Improved reliability and performance _over the hydra~t
lic constant-speed drives now umversally us.e? m
the electrical power generating systems of m1htary
and airline jet aircraft.
.
Development work for other Lear Jet operat.IOns
included an improved, lower-cost tape cart~1~ge
and tape drive motor for Lear Jet. St<:reo, prov1dmg
basic technology for a new static mverter to be
manufactured by J.E.T., and fun~~mental devel?pment work for the Aircraft DivisiOn on electncal
systems for the 1970s.

LEAR JET STEREO, INC.

In 1969, the Lear Jet Stereo Division became a
wholly owned subsidiary of Gates Learjet Corporation, with a new name, Lear Jet Stereo, Inc.
In June, Lear Jet Stereo introduced its new product line for 1970: 20 different automotive, home,
and portable units, an addition of 6 products over
1968 and the broadest line in the Lear Jet Stereo 8
field. The new automotive line has both standard
and deluxe models, with the deluxe model featuring
a new direct-drive motor with a completely new
case and electronics. The new product line also
offers significant recording features in both home
and auto units.
During the year, company-owned master warranty
stations were established across the nation, including 3 already in operation-in New York City,
Detroit, and San Francisco. The San Francisco facility also serves as reception center and quality
check station for all imported player units.
In conjunction with stereo import programs, a
company office was established and staffed in Tokyo
to handle projects pertaining to Japanese-purchased
compone~t~ .. Pl~ns were also revealed to expand
stereo fac1hhes mto the Tucson, Arizona, area.
AV~CO,

INC.

The first year of Gates Learjet' s ownership of
A vsco, Inc., was highly successful. Avsco sales more
than doub~ed over the previous year, with commensurate mcreases in profits.
Already one of the largest injection molding facilities in the l!nited States, Avsco completed a $2,250,000 expansiOn program in facilities and equipment
in 1969. The expansion program, geared to increased demand for Avsco's wide variety of plastic
products and Lear Jet Stereo 8 tape cartridges, incre~~e_d floor space at Excelsior Springs, Missouri,
fac1hhes by more than one-third, to 134,000 square
feet. The number of presses, used to insure highestquality automatic precision in component production, increased from 39 to 69 units.
Another important element accomplished in 1969
was total integration of Lear Jet Stereo 8 cartridge
activities with the A vsco operation, including physical relocation of key personnel to Excelsior Springs.

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
General Dynamics maintained its pro~~nence in
the aerospace industry during 1969. M1htary and
space work accounted for approximately 85 percent
of over $2 billion in sales recorded by the corporation.
The corporation's research and production activities spanned a variety of aircraft, missile, ~lectronics,
and space exploration programs that mvolved 6
major operating units.
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C(·1wral D\·namics had .5 versions of the versatile
F-lll in production during 1969. B\· \'ear-end. more
than ~00 of tlw \ ariablc-;weep-wing <lirplanes had
been built for thl' C.S. :\ir Fore<.' and the Roval
Australian :\ir Force. The F-Ill passed 50,000 flying hours in :'\m·l·mher.
First tkli\·Pdes of :2 new F-Ill versions were
made in Octolwr: the Stratecric Air Command accepl<·d the FB-I 11:\ strategi~ bomber at Carswell
Air Force Base. Texas, and the Tactical Air Command accel1kd the F-lllE fi<rhter-bombcor
at Can;;:.
non ~Air Force Bas<o. i\ew \texico. The last group
of 1·-llL\ fighter-bombers was deliwrcd to :'\ellis
Air Force Base, :'\evada. during the year. and production startt•d on the F-lllD fighter-bomber. A
new n·rsion. the F'-lllF. entered~development in
HJ69. The F-111 F is similar to the F-lllD. but it
features simpln and less costh· avionics. The Air
Force announced that dcplo~:ment of F-Ills to
Europe was scheduled late in the spring of 1970.
In spact·. the Atlas and Atlas/Centaur boosters
produced by General Dynamics for the Air Force
and NAS:\ continued to launch major missions. induding the \larincr 6 and 7 spacecraft.
A 8:2.5 ..581,000 con tract was received from NASA
in late Octobt'r to design and build the first of a
new series of impron·d 'centaur upper stagl' rocket
V<'hicles. The improved n·rsion of Centaur primarily involves ckn·lopments in the fields that have
occurrt'd since Centaur was first designed. In addition to lwing updated and simplified. the vehicle
will lw designed fo:· compatibility with the Titan
III booster. Earlier in the vear. Atlas/Centaur was
selected as the booster for Intels:1t 4 communication satellites. Through mid-October, Atlas had
been successful on 96 of 99 missions. including 47
c.;onsecntive succt•ssful launches. The Centaur second stage was successful on ll of 12 operational
missions.
A leading producer of tactical guided missiles for
over a decade, General Dynamics led one of 3 industry teams that submitted proposals in 1969 for the
Navy's Advanced Surhcc \lissilc System (ASi\IS).
Otht·r 11<''V guided missile concepts entered clL·vdopmcn t and .3 missile systems continued in production. The latter group included Standard for the
Navy, Standard ARJ\1 for the Navv and the Air
Forn', and Rccleyc for the Army a;1d the Marine
Corps.
Thr<'e aircraft programs were under way at the
corporation's Canadair suhsidiarv in 1969. Three
CL-84-1 V/STOL aircraft were in production for
the Canadian armed forces. A flight-test program
to determine operational potential and capabilities
of this type of tilt-wing aircraft was scheduled to
h<"gin in early 1970. By the end of October, 40 of
220 CF-.5 and NF-5 tactical/support fighter aircraft
on order had been delivered to the Canadian armed
forces and the Royal Netherlands Air Force. Production also continued on the water-bomber ver-

sion of the CL-:215 amphibious aircraft. This aircraft entered operational service in 1969, fighting
fires in France, Spain, and British Columbia.
Also entering production in 1969 was the AN/
USD-501 airborne surveillance system, a drone system designed to provide tactical intelligence in the
forward battle areas. Confonnance trials were concluded during tlw year by members of the armed
forees of Canada, Britain, and the Federal Republic
of GermanY.
The coriJoration was inYolvecl in a number of
aerospace electronics programs in 1969. General
Dynamics \Yas prime contractor for the Apollo instmmentation ships which played an important
part in the tracking. communication, and command
network that supported the successful moon landing
mission. Other programs ranged from new aerospace ground equipment and radar systems for aircraft to sonobum· receivers and a deep-sea laboratory for testing sonar systems.
FORT WORTH DIVISION

F-Ill variable-sweep-wing aircraft production in
various versions had passed well beyond the 2.00th
article bv year's end at the Fort \~7 orth division of
General Dynamics. General Dynamics is prime contractor for the F-Ill family of aircraft.
In 1969. F-lllA tactical fighter-bomber production for the Tactical Air Command was completed
and production of the next TAC fighter-bomber
model. the F-lllE, began-and was still under way
at vear-end.
Deployment to Europe was clue in 1970. The U.S.
Air Force's 20th Tactical Fighter \Ving announced
in September that it was transferring to RAF Upper
Heyford, Oxfordshire, and would convert 2 squadrons to F-Ills by late spring.
The first FB-lllA bomber went into the Strategic
Air Command inventory in ceremonies at Carswell
Air Force Base, Texas, on October 8, 1969. Air
Force announcements of the event included the fact
that the FB-lllA was the first new bomber to go
into SAC in nearly 10 years. On August 1, 1960,
another General Dynamics-built bomber, the B-58
Hustler, entered SAC.
In the ceremony, General Bruce K. Holloway,
SAC commander in chief, accepted the first FBlllA from Major General Lee V. Gossick, Aeronautical Systems Division comman~er. The FB-~llA
delivered was the 3,369th strategiC bomber bmlt at
the Fort \Vorth plant. Others were B-24s, B-32s,
B-36s, and B-58s.
The FB-ll1A was to be used first at Carswell
Air Force Base to train flight crews. During the
1970 spring and summer, the bombers were to become operational at Pease Air Force Base, New
Hampshire, and Plattsburg Air Force Base, New

York.
Even as the FB-lllA delivery ceremony was
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miles from tlw planet. :'\lariner 7 f!t'w by :\Iars on a
similar mission August 5. Also in August, an :\tlas/
Centaur booster successfully injectt-d Applications
Technology SatC'Ilite .5 (ATS-5) into a near-perfect
transfer orbit with an apog<'e of 22,700 miles.
Through mid-October, tlw Atlas rt'liability record
as a space boosl<'r was ~)6 succeSS<'S out of 99 missions. with 47 consecutin· sncc<·ssfnl launches. The
Centaur second stag<· had 11 succ<·sses in 12 op<·rational missions.
Hecycled Stratt•gic Air Command Atlas missiles
were used as boosters to launch several A(h·anced
Ballistic Heentry Systems (ABHES). On a 20-missile
av<'ragc, n·cyclcd Atlas reliability was 85 percent.
In Octoh<'r 1969, a $14,303,150 contract for the
manufacture of 6 Atlas space launch vehicles for
NASA and the conversion of one Air Force launch
vehicle was awarded Convair by the Air Force Space
and Missile Systems Organization ( SA:t\·ISO). The
contract called for Convair to fabricate, assemble,
test, inspect, and deliver the NASA ~tandard
Launch Vehicles 3C (SLV-3C) and the Air Force
Atlas ( SLV-3) in the period 1970-71. The 6 new vehicles were slated to become the first stages for Atlas/
Centaurs 22 (AC-22) through AC-27. Planned mission assignments were: AC-22, Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-C); AC-23 and AC-24, 1971
Mariner Mars orbiters; AC-25 and AC-26, 2 Intelsat
4 communications satellites; AC-27, Pioneer F on
a Jupiter flyby mission.
. .
.
Earlier in the year, the Commumcat10ns Satclhte
Corporation selected Atlas/Centaur as the booster
for the launch of Intelsat 4 communications satellites.
Atlas/Centaur boosters were chosen to launch
West Germany's Project Helios solar probe satellites
in 1974 and 1975. Project Heliosis a joint venture of
the United States and West Germany to study the
sun.
An incentive fee of $500,000 was awarded Convair
by SAMSO for achieving 100 percent flight reliability in 22 consecutive Atlas space launches. The
fee was a feature of an incentive contract awarded
Convair in 1965 for production and launch of the
Atlas SLV -3.
The 22 Atlas missions began in December 1966
with an A TS launch and ended in August 1969 with
another ATS mission. Other missions included Precision Recovery Including Maneuvering Entry
(PRIME), Air Force Agena, Lunar Orbiter, Mariner
Venus flyby, Mariner Mars flybys, Surveyor lunar
soft landing, and Orbiting Astronomical Observa-

taking place at Carswell Air Force Base, General
Dynamics engineers across the field were preparing for the company's entry in the contract competition for the next strategic bomber, the B-1A, or
Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft (AMSA). A
request for proposals from the Air Force was received in November.
The FB-111A bombers for SAC have a wingspan
7 feet longer than that of the tactical fighter-bomber
version,. a heavier landing gear, different avionics,
and different (more powerful) engines. To SAC,
t~e FB-111A offers greater speed, better penetration of defenses because of advanced avionics and
a.utomatic terr~in-following radar, higher navigation and bombmg accuracies, and easier maintainability than the B-52 it will supplement. The FB111A is capable of employing both nuclear and conventional weapons, including SRAM (Short-Range
Attack Missile).
Along with strategic bombers, F-lllE tactical
fighter-bombers were also on the Fort Worth division assembly lines as 1969 neared an end. The
~-111E is much like the earlier F-IllA models, but
It incorporates an air inlet that improves operation
at high speeds and altitudes and during flight
maneuvers, and blow-in doors that improve maintainability and reliability.
The F-lllE, as does the F-IllA, uses TF30-P-3
turbofan jet engines. These Pratt & Whitney Airc~aft ~urbojets f~at.ure variable afterburning; preVIous Jets were hmited to all-on afterburning.
The F-lllE went first to Cannon Air Force Base
New Mexico, the second base to activate F-Ill
units. The first was Nellis Air Force Base Nevada
':hich was still flying the F-IllA at yea;-end. Ar~
nval of the first F-lllEs at Cannon Air Force Base
was celebrated in ceremonies both at the base and
in nearby Clovis, New Mexico, on October 11.
Following the F-lllE on the production line at
General Dynamics was the F-lllD. It uses TF30P-9 engines which provide increased thrust in
military power and in afterburner, as do the -P-7 engines on the FB-lll.A. Principal distinguishing featur~ of ~e F-lllD IS the advanced avionic system,
~hiC~ mcl~des. attack radar, integrated displays,
mertial navigation set, Doppler radar, and a computer complex.
Newest model in the F-111 family is the F-111F.
The F model is similar to the D model but incorporates simpler and less costly avionics.
CONYAIR DIVISION

~~

In 1969, Convair's Atlas booster and Atlas/
Centaur combination continued to launch major
NASA and Air Force missions. Early in the year,
Atlas/Centaur boosters successfully launched for
NASA the Mariner 6 and 7 spacecraft. Mariner 6
completed its 156-day earth-to-Mars journey on
July 31, when it reached a point in space only 2,000

.

The Convair division continued to be a maJOr
producer of F-111 components for the Fort Worth
division of General Dynamics.
Convair was also producing aerospace mechanical and electronic ground equipment (AGE) for the
F-111. The mechanical AGE ranges from specially
designed drills and reamers to hoisting slings ca-
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CANADAIR DIVISION

Three CL-84-l V/STOL aircraft were ordered
by the Canadian armed forces follO\'Ving the successful flight testing of the CL-84 till-\'Ving prototyp e. These Canadair aircraft were given the
mi.litary d esignation CX-84. They will be used to
d term.ine the operational potential and capabilities
of hvin-engine, tilt-\'Ving V/STOL aircraft. The
e aluation program was to begin ·with flight testing
arl · in 1970.
The CL-84-1 (CX-84) is powered by 2 T53 turboprop engines, each producing 1,500 shaft horsepo" er. A later model of the airplane was being
studied; it \vould use an uprated version of the T53
ngine in the 1,800-shaft-horsepower class, enabling
th CL-84 to lift over 2 tons in the VTOL mode.
For STOL operation, the payload could be incr as d to 3 tons and only 140 feet of ground roll
\~auld b required. This model would have a cruise
sp ed of 325 miles per hour and a dash speed of
375 miles per hour.
The CL-84 is suitable for utility transport, close
air support, helicopter escort, and hover rescue
roles. In the latter role, the aircraft could fly 275
miles at a speed of 325 miles per hour, hover for
40 minutes while rescuing 8 men, and return to its
base at the same speed. The reaction time from
takeoff to rescue is less than half that required by
in-s rvice helicopters.

forth Air Force
ar- nd, ~ 1 m-

P O:\l N. DfV I I

Si x n -w ta bcal QUid d-mis i.l
w r in d ev lopm nt and 3 missil
tinu cd in produ ction during 1969
division.
Among the new concepts in d e\ lopmen t '· er
H a rpoon , an air-to-surface rnissil , and Phalanx a
ra d a r g un control s st m both for the a · MANPADS (M an-Portable Air D f ns Sys t m) and
LOF AADS (Low-Altitude Fan\ ard Area ir Defense System) , both for the Arrn) ; and th ShortR an ge Missile for the Air Force.
M ean while, 3 missi.le systems contiuu d in produc tion: Standard for the Navy; Standard AR 1 for
the Navy and the Air Force; and Redey for the
Army and th e :tv larine Corps.
Standard produ ction involved 2 versions, for extended range and m edium range. A key fea ture of
the system is interchangeability of hardware between the 2 versions. The principal difference is in
the propulsion systems. The medium-range version
h as an integral dual-thrust rocket motor; the extended-ran ge version has a separable booster and
a sustainer rocket motor. Standard missiles will
eventually replace T errier and T artar missiles for
shipboard fleet air d efense.
The original version of Standard ARM was succeeded on the production line by a missile system
with improved guidance capabilities and more effective r esponse to countermeasures. The system consists of a m edium-range Standard missile modified
to be carried and launched from Navy A-6B and
Air Force F-l05F aircraft. Their mission is location
and d estruction of hostile ground-based radar installations.
The U.S . Army in Europe was equipped with the
shoulder-fired Red eye missile. The 4-foot-long, heatseeking missile is d esigned to protect infantrymen
from low-flying enemy aircraft. Redeye h·aining
programs w ere b eing conducted for the Marine
Corps at Twentynine Palms, California, and for the
Army at Fort Bliss, Texas.

General Dynamics' Canadair Limited introduced into operational service its CL-215 amphibious water-bombe-r. Canada·ir
was producin g 20 of the pla nes for the Province of Qu eb ec
and 10 for France.
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sion \\"as prinw contrador. S<·n·<·d as tlw midocean
<·ves, <'ars, and ,·oic<· of till' global tracking. comn;nnication. and command ud\\"ork. Till' di,·ision
IJrm·id<·d ]>rocrram mauacr<·nwlll to con\·crt 3 oil
tankers sp<·cifically for tlw mission and supplied 8
of tlH· 1:2 rnajor <·l<·c.·tronic systems on hoard.
Till' sd<·ntific packag<· ldt on till' moon \\"as provid<·d \\"ith <'CJ11ipnwut that n·duc.Td analog data to
digital for transmission to <'arth.
..
.
Also in till' Apollo ~lanul'd Spac<' l·lrght ="d\\"ork
were -!6 Electronics division S\'Slt'JJlS to process
data transmitted to earth frolll tiw spaceeraft.
For anotlwr spac:<' program. th<" Dd<"nse Satellite
Communications SvslC'm. tlw division \\"as prodding
l<'lenwtry and sigr;<d-procC'ssing equi1.mwnt.
Deliv<·ri<'S of a<·rospacc• ground cquipi~l<'~lt (AGE)
for tlw F-J 1 1 aircraft contilltH'<.l. Tlw hurldmg-hlock
configuration mak<"s this comput<"r-c:ontrolled. syst<·m adaptable for us<· with all ach·aHc:ed operational
aircraft planned through tlw late 1H70s.
.
Anotlwr te-st <·quipm<·nt d<·velop~nent was. m
SCATE ~lk V, which provid<"s a umque comhmation of stimulus, nwasurenwnt, and computer ll•ehniques. Using on-lin<· English language programming, SCATE ~lk V ddNmim:s,. analyzes, and
<·valuates operational c:haracterrshc:s from DC
through microwave.
.
.
The division's AN/ AHN-96 microdectromc
TACAN was flown extensively, and it passed environnwntal t<"st and ('Valuation. A 10-watt A\1 UHF
mobil<· transc:<"ivcr that can h<' mounted in all types
of v<"hicl<"s was dC'signed fo~· communication h~
tween the vehicles and aircraft on the ground or m
Hight.
Development work continued 01~ radar systems
including a forward-looking, low-al~1tudc radar that
looks down and ahead and at a Wide angle to left
and right, performing terr.ain ~voidance, terrain fol~
lowing, and ground mappmg si.rnultane~usl:'. A n~\\
radar altimeter so small that It can be he l.cl easily
in one hand was introduced for usc on helicopters,
V /STOLs and low-flying aircraft.
The di~ision's AN/ AH.R-72 miniature sonobuoy
receiver was designed for the Navy's A-NEW advanced ASW system, which integrates ASW sensors
with an airborne digital computer.
. .
The Electronics division was also bm~dmg the
world's first deep-sea laboratory for testmg sonar
systems. The Atlantic Undersea Test and Evalu?tion Center sonar range in the Grand Bahamas will
he the first research and development facility to
compare actual and predicted perfo.rmance~ of
sonar syst<.·ms in operational and .acoustical e~vi~·on
ments like those encountered durmg fleet ope1 ahons
at sea. The range comprises 4 major syste~ns: calibration array, acoustical and optical trackmg, data
acquisition, and data reduction.
A central element in this complex is UN~DART::Il,
the Universal Data Recording System mdependently developed by the Electronics division for

Production of 115 CF-5 tactical support/fightC'r
aircraft for the Canadian armed forces and of 105
NF-5s for the Royal Netherlands Air Fore<' was
well under way. By the end of October, a total of
40 aircraft had been ddivC'red to the 2 customns.
Production of these aircraft will continue into tlw
summer of 1971. The CF-.5 and the NF'-.5 are Canadian versions of the basic Northrop F-.5 fighter
aircraft.
Canadair was also manufacturing the rear fuselage section for all F-5s built by 1\orthrop Corporation in California.
Twenty CL-21.5 twin-engine amphibious aircraft
in a fire-fighting water-bomber configuration wc.·re
in production for the Province of Quebec in Canada
and 10 were in production for the Hepublic of
France. Four aircraft entered fire-fighting service
for the French Protection Civile Service in early
summer. In addition, 2 CL-21.5 aircraft performed
fire-fighting roles on a contract basis: one in Spain,
the other in British Columbia. The latter aircraft
dropped ovc.·r 300 tons of water on a fire in one day.
The CL-21.5 can load up to 6 tons of water in just
12 seconds through 2 hydraulically operated pickup
probes as it planes over a suitable body of water.
Members of the armed forces of Canada, Britain,
and the Federal Republic of Germany concluded
demonstration of conformance trials in 1969 of the
AN/USD-501 airborne surveillance system (started
by Canadair in 19.59 as the CL-89 drone). The test
firings were carried out at Canadian Armed Forces
Base, Shilo, Manitoba, by a trination group. The
cost of design, development, test, and evaluation
was sh~red by the 3 governments participating.
Production was under way at Canadair.
The AN /USD-501 is a reconnaissance drone system designed to provide tactical intelligence in the
forward battle areas. The drone design emphasizes
small size and high speed and uses a rocket motor
for initial boost and a turbojet engine for inflight
power. After launch, the drone accurately follows
a preselected course, takes photographs as it Hies
ov_er the target area, and then returns to a predetermmed recovery point, where it lands by parachute.
The 8.5-foot-long drone is reusable. The sensors are
2 70-m!llimeter cameras equipped for day and night
operation. Other types of sensors were being evaluated.
The AN/USD-501 system can be operated under
adverse battle conditions; because of its small size
~nd high speed, it has a particularly high probabilIty of surviving against a strong enemy air defense.

~......

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

.Electronics division programs and equipment contnbuted to the success of the Apollo mission to land
men on the moon and to obtain scientific information from the surface.
Apollo Instrumentation Ships, for which the clivi94
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ultr.ldensit~- di~ital data recording. It compresses
within a givt·n bandwidth twice the data that can
be rc·c·orckd ]l\- any otlll'r s\·stem. The svstem has
a 33,000-hit-pl.-r-track-inch c<tpacity.
.:'THO~IBEHC

stmments, liquid level measurement systems, fuel
cells, and electrical systems.
The department continued production of various
equipments for commercial and military aircraft, as
well as for certain space programs such as the Lunar
~·Iodule, Biosatellite, and SKAP-8.
Electrical systems were delivered for the C-5
Galaxy cargo aircraft, which made its first flight in
1968. The C-5 electrical system consists of 5 generating channels, is capable of producing 400 KVA, and
weighs approximately 400 pounds. This compares
with earlier systems weighing as much as 50 percent more per KVA.
The department introduced a new oil and fuel
quantity indicating system. GE developed a simple,
lightweight. highly reliable electric dipstick \vith appropriate readout that provides a direct measurement of the quantity of fluid contained in the tank
being measured.
Development work started on a self-contained
oxygen system for use on high-performance military
aircraft. Such a system will eliminate the need for
liquid oxygen facilities at remote bases. The key
element in the system is an oxygen concentrator that
will extract oxygen from jet engine compressor bleed
air and deliver pure oxygen to the pilot's face mask
on a continuous demand basis.
The department began work on the development
and manufach1re of the main electrical power generating system for the Boeing supersonic transport. Over a 10-year period, General Electric has
developed and tested a variable-speed, constantfrequency (VSCF) electrical system for aircraft application. The Boeing SST is the first aircraft to call
specifically for a VSCF system. The SST's electrical
facilities include a 4-generator 60-KVA variablespeed, constant-frequency electrical system.
The VSCF system approach has been recognized
by both military and commercial interests as an
ideal source of constant-frequency electrical power
for a wide variety of ground power requirements.
A number of applications were under consideration
or test at year-end.
A numbttr of 196.9 developments at the Aerospace
Electronics Department highlighted the division's
activity in the area of lightweight electronic systems and equipment which GE develops and manufactures for a wide variety of mission requirements
covering detection, guidance, and data processing.
Production of attack radar systems for the F-IllA
and of new AN I APQ-114 radar systems for the FBll1 fighter-bomber version continued. The AN/
APQ-113 and the AN/ APQ-114 were the latest production systems in a long line of radars developed
and manufactured by the division. Microelectronics
and solid-state circuihy were used extensively in the
new radar systems to meet stringent size, weight,
and reliability requirements.
Delivery of production quantities continued on
the guidance and control group for the Army's new

D.\T:\GR:\PHIX

St~omher~ DatagraphiX compl<'t<'d the first production_ order of airbonw display equipment for the
A-NE\\- P-3C s~·stem. The display is the link between man and the computer, which receiYes submarine intelligenCl' from acoustic st·nsors in the
water. Production was under wm· on the second
ordt>r. A 86.100.000 letter contract· was received for
the third.
. Stromlwrg DatagraphiX was also producing other
chspla~·s, such as thos<' used in the Pan American \Vorld Ain\·avs
rl'scrvation svstems.
Strombcrcr
•
•
b
Data~raphiX compuh·r output microfilming systems
wen· mstalll'd at an increasing rate in many indus·
trial and military facilities.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COl\IPANY
AEROSPACE GROUP

Aircraft Equipment Division
_I~ _1969 .. General Electric's Aircraft Equipment

Division, With headquarters in Utica, New York, increased its contribution to the defense and commercial aerospace markets. A leading worldwide supplier
of aerospace electrical and electronic equipment,
the division during the year made application of
such new technologies as fly-by-wire flight control,
lasers, low-light-level television, computed displays,
and solid-state rate sensors, opening new fields for
product d:velopment and growth.
Employmg more than 16,000 people, the division
in 1969 consisted of 4 product departments and an
advanced systems department: Aerospace Electrical
Equipment at Erie, Pennsylvania. Lynn, Massachusetts, Waynesboro, Virginia, and 'iVilmington, Massachusetts; Aerospace Electronics at Utica, New York;
Armament at Burlington, Vermont, and Springfield,
Massachusetts; Avionic Controls at Binghamton,
New York; and Advanced Systems and Planning at
Utica, New York.
The Advanced Systems and Planning Operation
saw its second full year of operation and markedly
strengthened the division's contribution to military
and commercial contracts for aerospace equipment.
The Aerospace Electrical Equipment Department
has product responsibility for the development, design, and production of instruments and electrical
equipment for aircraft and space applications. These
equipments include navigation systems, fuel management systems, engine condition monitoring in95
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pods, and modules for gunships: and, at tlw departnwnt's Springfield Operation, on :.\l-85 and :.\l-75
machine guns.
A major research and development effort was
continued on the concept of caselcss ammunition
and new weapons to utilize it. Other weapon research and development activities included nt'\\"
rapid-fire gun concepts, improved gun barrel technology, single-barrel vehicular cannons. machine
guns, antiaircraft vehicular systems, and fuzes ..
Within the Avionic Controls Department at Bmghamton, New York, were consolidated the division's
technologi<•s, capabilities, and facilities for the design, development, and production of commercial
and military avionic control systems.
.
The product scope of the department mcluded
flight controls, aircraft engine controls, w~·apon _delivery and control systems, displays and simulatiOn.
lead computing optical sight systems, control moment gyros and adaptive logic syst~·ms for. spacecraft attitude control and stabilizatiOn, sohd-state
rate sensors, laser systems, distributed logic microelectronic digital computers, and high-temperature
liquid metals research for flight cont~ol systems. .
In-house production programs durmg the year mcluded automatic flight control systems for the F-4
and the F-111· weapon control systems for the F-4,
the F-105, and the F-111; lead computing sights for
the Vulcan Air Defense System (VADS); control
moment gyros for spacecraft attitude stabilization;
and jet engine nozzle controls.
GE's automatic flight control s:rstem ~board the
F-111 variable-wing aircraft pro~Id.es tnp!c re~un
dancy with median selection maJonty logiC vot_mg.
In the event of a fault, this triplex system provides
a major improvement in reliability a~d fml-oper~
tional control after the first fault. MICroelectromc
integrated circuits (MIC) are used to help achieve
high reliability, low cost, and ease of mamtenan_ce.
The experience gained in the technology and design
of the F-111 automatic flight contra~ s:>:stem was
being applied to commercial supersomc aircraft.
An optical tracking system was developed to provide the gunner of the Army's Aerial. Fire S~tpport
System with a dynamically stabilized lme of_ s1ght to
insure accurate weapons delivery. It provi_des t~1e
gunner with a 360-degree zone of coverage m tram,
enabling him to continuously engage a~d fire upon
targets during flyby without the pilot bemg reqmred
to veer from course. Integrated elements ?f the system include a periscope sight, direct sight, las.er
range finder, missile guidance sensors, cont~ols, displays: a~d provisions for night vision ope~ahon.
A v1omc development activities of 1969 mcluded a
new long-life solid-state rate sensor, called VYRO;
an electronic attitude director indicator (EADI) to
replace conventional flight director instruments; advance? flight control and digital autoland work;
electnc propulsion and automatic throttle control
systems; and control moment gyroscopes and re-

Chaparral guided missile which will defend forward areas against attacking enemy aircraft. The
missile's sophisticated heat-seeking sensor automatically guides the missile after launch to the point
of interception. This equipment contains some of
the most advanced infrared techniques available for
production today.
Significant electronic warfare hardware of the
barrage and deception type continued to flow from
the division to the Air Force in 1969. Other highactivity programs were sateiiite command systems,
development work on the airborne early-warning
radar for the Navy's new E-2C aircraft, and significant production effort on the data processing system
for the Navy P-3C antisubmarine warfare aircraft.
In conjunction with GE's work on military applications of low-light-level television, the division
delivered 2 1,000-line resolution TV cameras for
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. Designated
UVR-700 focus projection and scanning vidicon
cameras, each weighs only slightly over 5 pounds
and is at least 30 percent smaller than any previous
miniature camera with equal high-resolution capability. Another low-light-level television system
moved from development and testing into production for use on the P-3C aircraft.
To continue to meet the demands of the Vietnam
conflict, full production was maintained at the Armament Department on the 20-millimeter Vulcan
cannon and the 7.62-millimeter Minigun, members
of the division's family of high-performance rapidfire aircraft and ground vehicle armament systems.
These Gatling-type weapons utilize a cluster of
rotating barrels to deliver as many as 6,000 shots per
minute.
The department also continued deliveries of the
20-millimeter Vulcan Air Defense System ( V ADS)
to the U.S. Army and the system underwent combat
test and evaluation in Vietnam. The V ADS fires up
to 3,000 shots per minute in its air defense role and
the same ground vehicle weapon system fires a
1,000-shot-per-minute rate· against ground targets.
The V ADS was being produced in 2 versions, selfpropelled and towed.
Development and production of the XM-197, a
lightweight 3-barrel version of the 6-barrel Vulcan
gun, was accomplished, and first application of the
system was made on the HueyCobra helicopter in a
new turret produced at the Burlington, Vermont,
facility. Arming of HueyCobras with 20-millimeter
Vulcan gun kits also began in 1969.
Development work started on the ammo-handling
system on the new F-14 fighter aircraft. Other development activity included a Vulcan gun system
for the Navy's shipboard air defense system. A feasibility model of an ammo-handling system for the
F-106 fighter aircraft was delivered for testing by
the Air Force.
Production continued on F-111, A-7D/E, F-4E,
and A-37 armament systems; on Vulpods, Minigun
96
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Some of the high points of the FB~I program at
GE during 1969 included the early shipment of the
first tactical ~lark 88 fire-control system to the N a")'
and the successful firing of 5 of tile first 6 Poseidon
pad launches at Cape Kennedy. The Dcparbnent of
Defense stated in its fluartcrlv contractor evaluation
report that GE performance in support of the Poseidon fire-control and support equipment programs
was ''excellent" for a long-term research and development contract.
Heaw ~lilitary Electronics Svstems, directed by
T. I. Pa~anelli. bIT~·neral mana<Tcr.'
was headquartered
~
in Svracusc. New York. It is the center of General
Electric's a~tivities in the undersea electronics and
surface-based electronics fields. In support of these
military products, the department \vas organized
into 3 an•as for program direction and control.
During 1969. Undersea Electronics Programs,
under the direction of H. T. Bn1ce, general manager,
continued to deliver the AN/SQS-26 CX sonar, the
world's largest surface-ship sonar, for installation
aboard Navy destroyers and destroyer escorts. It was
also planned for installation aboard fuh1re vessels of
the D~ and DXG class. Another product was the
AN/SQQ-1-! mine detecting/classifying sonar for
installation on oceangoing minesweepers. General
Electric's undersea research and development activities included the design and development of an advanced submarine sonar system as well as increased
activit'.' in advanced undersea surveillance systems.
Tlw' 1969 scope of activity for the second ar~a,
Major Hadar Electronics Programs, under ~e gmdance of D. S. Beilman, general manager, mcluded
continuation of the engineering design, development, and release for manufacture and testing, of
the Safeguard prototype Perimeter Acquisition Radar (PAR), to be installed as the initial tactical equipment at Grand Forks North Dakota, in the Phase
I program. A second i)roduction equipment was i?
the planning stage for installation at Malmstrom Air
Force Base. A major training equipment to support
PAR operation and maintenance was in the design
stage to support overall Safeguard deployment. PAR
is the long-range sensor which performs th~ functions of surveillance, detection, and tracking for
Safeguard.
A second major effort in this program area was
MF AR, the proposed multifunctional array radar
for the Navy's Advanced Surface Missile System
(ASMS). The system, an innovative 4-faced phasedarray radar for 360-degree surveillance coverage and
zenith tracking, will provide instantaneous .energy
management for optimum utilization in a \vide varil'ty of operational modes.
The third major program effort was the development of an ow'r-the-horizon radar technology
base and capability. Specific areas of competence
were system engineering, propagation, and highfrequency component development for very-longrange surveillance for fuh1re strategic defense.

latt'd <'OIIlpntt·rs for spal''' n·hiclt· stabilization and
attitudt· control.
:\ micnll'lcctronic di~it.tl <·nmputer for automatic
flight contml and antoland underwent flight te-st on
Bcwin~·s Dash ~0 aircraft. Suhs<'quently. a triplex
flight control s\ stem \\'<lS nwchanized for adv;mc<·d
digital ~H1tobn.d applications. Flight testing of the
\'YHO solid-state rate sensor continued at Boein"
"on a 707 aircraft.
:\major dt·\-clopnwnl mikstone was reached with
succ<'sshd testing of an dcctronic flv-1)\·-wire S\'Skm on a \'TOi, aircraft. This fligl-it Control s~·s
h'm eliminalt·s llltThanical linkages' to the aircraft's
control su rfact's.
A multi\n·apon fir<'-control system for application
to fulun·lwlicnptt-rs progressed with den•lopment of
microelectronic digital and ;malo(T computers. Etwin<'ering prototypt·~ were manuf:~turcd and t'CJll~)
nwnt ,,·as !wing t•valuatt-d and tested on the VH-1B
lwlicoptcr.
'
Electroni,·

~y:,;tt·m~

0

Division

Tlw Elt>c:tronic Systl'ms Di,·ision. hcadquartc>red
in SyraCIIS<'. ::\Tt·w York, continued to serve as GE's
compdenct' in land- and sea-based electronic svst<'ms and equipment. ESD at year-end had a total
employmC'nt in excess of 10.000 persons in 4 m;ljor
organizations: Ordnance Systems in Pittsfield. :\lassachusctls; and Heavy ~lilitary Electronic Systems.
tlw Electronics Lahoratorv. and the Advanced Svstcms and Hequirements Operation. all in Syracu.se,
New York.
Under the direction of Dr. H. H. Beaton, vice
pn·sidl·nt. the systems engineering capabilities were
significantly strengthened. The division's competence is in radar, sonar, weapon control, and associated electronic technologies in the land- and
sea-based electronic systems area.
The division continued its role as a major contributor to the Navv's Polaris and Posl'idon fleet ballistic
missile (FBM)" program, which included the development and production of the t-.Iark 3 guidance
system; the design, development, and production of
the ~fark 88 fire-control system; and the development and production of associated support equipment. In addition, the division's Ordnance Systems
expanded its scope of activity to encompass. many
areas of weapon control.
In October 1968, H. J. Kindl was appointed general manager of Weapon Control Programs at Ordnance Systems. Under Kindl's direction, Weapon
Control Programs continued its excellent support of
the FBl\1 program, performed comprehensive studies
for the Navy's Undersea Long-Range Missile System, and was doing research on advanced submarine and torpedo fire-control systems of the fuh1re.
WCP was also participating in the division's effort
to establish GE's role in the Advanced Attack Submarine Program.
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In 1969, Surface-Based Electronics Programs, with
P. J. Teich as general manager, produced additional
quantities of the Marine Corps' AN/TPQ-10 radar
course directing central and the Army's AN/MPQ-4
mortar locator for usc by ground forces in Southeast Asia. New programs being pursued in this
area included both the triscrvice lightweight 3D
radar, a mechanically rotating phased-array radar
for tactical air-lifted and/or ground operations, and
the target acquisition system radar for the Navy's
Improved Point Defense System. The operation and
maintenance of existing HMES-designed systems
throughout the world (in the United States, Europe,
Greenland, Alaska, and Southeast Asia), as well as
the installation and check-out of new and/or improved products, continued during 1969 to be a
major GE business activity.
In March 1969, an operational phased-array radar
system, a General Electric-owned test facility, went
on the air at Antenna Park, ncar Syracuse, New
york. The experience gained from this facility will
provide design credibility ~f phascd-arrar radar
techniques for power generation, beam-steenng control, and signal processing, as well as ECCM. Modular construction allows substitution of sections and/
or components of the radar for specific experiments,
or to meet the individual need of its users.
During the year, the Electronics Laboratory continued development work on the STD ( Semiconductor on Thermoplastic on Dielectric) process which
permits batch fabrication of circuit interconnections. Further development was continuing.
The Electronics Laboratory announced the development of a 2,048-line-p~r-frame, 30-!rame-persecond television camera with a bandwidth of 45
megahertz. The camera. e_mploys a focu~ projecti~n
and scanning (FPS) vidiCon tube whiCh permits
high-resolution performance in a camera tube of
small size, low voltage, and, low power consumption.
Engineering prototype of a high-reliability fluidfilm light valve television projector was delivered to
the Defense Communications Agency. Use of a
5 000-watt xenon arc lamp enables the device to
project a television image on a screen in dimensions
from 6 by 8 feet up to 24 by 32 feet; brightness of
3 000 lumens allows viewing of the 6- by-8-foot-size
picture in a normally lighted ro~m.
.
Encouraging results were ~ch~eved ~n the are.a of
rapidly detecting and identifymg m~croorgar;ns~s
by analyzing gaseous _by-products with ga~-hqmd
chromatography techmques. Further expenmentation was being done in this area.
Study of police management a:r;td personnel_ practices by E-Lab scientists led to Imple~entatwn ~f
the Crime Control Team concept expenmentally m
Syracuse, New York. R~sults ~ere enco,'ua.ging
enough that Syracuse Pohce Chief John 0 Connor
added a second team to his operation, and both
teams were under study as "operational research
laboratories" to test new methods of reducing crime.

Ht·-enta·y and Envii·nnnwntal Systt•ms Division

He-entry and Environmental Systems Division
(HESD), formed during 1969. became part of the
company's Aerospace Group. The division's hcadquart<-rs wen· at the He-t•Jitry and Endronmental
Systems Cc·nll'r in Philadelphia.
Six organizations within HI.::SD wen· developing
and producing the• division's hardware products and
conducting its research. Stratc·gic Systems Programs
carries out n•sc•arch and den·lopnwnt of H'l'ntry
systems for military and scientific experimental purpost's. Space He-entry Systems Programs is rcsponsihl<' for research and development and production of
svstems which n·enter the earth's atmosphere from
o'rbit and which enter the atmosphC'res of other
planets. Operational Systems Programs produces n•t•ntry systems for strategic missiles. Ocean Systems
Programs carries out development of syst(•ms for
ust• on or undc·r the sea, as well as associated technologies, for research, industrial, and military use.
Urban SystC'ms Programs carries out studies and development of systems aimed toward solution of
major social and urban problems. Research and
Engineering performs research under co~1tract in
such areas as structural and reentry matenals. electronics, aerodynamics, and the biosciences and provides research and engineering support for the other
product organizations.
These efforts included work on such strategic
systems as the Mark 12 reentry system for the Minuteman III intercontinental ballistic missile, on
reentry rc·search and test vehicles such as NASA's
Reentry F program, on scientific recoverable satellites such as Biosatellite, on lifting entry and planetary entry system programs, and on space transportation systems.
The division continued applying basic space systems and technologies to social and economic problems. Notable among such applications was the
organization's work in the field of housing research
and development. The organization investigated
new concepts of residential construction for the de~elopment of high-quality, lower-cost military famIl~ housing for the Department of Defense: Teamed
With the architectural firm of Hugh Gibbs and
Donald Gibbs, the division provided architectural
an? ma~ufacturing engineering services for. a 20.0umt proJe.ct at George Air Force Base, Cahfomia.
ConstructiOn will be included in a subsequent phase
of the project, and it was predicted that significant
cost savings would result when the mobile factory
con:ept begins producing prefabricated building
sections on the site.
In addition, many projects in the fields of health,
education, and air and water pollution were being
conducted.
Another major area of technology application was
in the field of oceanics. Project Bottom-fix is a Reentry Systems concept for a future manned deep
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lites; the SNAP-27 thermoelectric isotope power
source for the lunar experiment package; the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory stabilization and control svstem; the ~...Iariner '71 attitude and scan control s~tbsystem: and the color TV transmission system used on all Apollo recovery operations at sea.
The Space Division was one of the largest a~d
most diverse of the 20,000 separate contractors mvolved in the Apollo program. More ~an 6,000 ?eneral Electric employees in 26 locations provided
support ranging from check-out of the spacecr~t,
booster. and launch facilities to color TV transmission of the splashdown of Apollo.
Prelaunch check-out systems, built by the division's Apollo Systems Organization in Daytona
Beach. Florida. conducted thousands of tests on the
Apollo spacecraft and its Saturn launch vehicle, and
on the launch facilities themselves.
Fourteen Apollo Systems ACE (Acceptance
Check-out Equipment) stations tested the Apollo 11
·spacecraft from factory to launch ..Each 3-ro?m
ACE station comprises racks of eqmpment w!uch
conduct critical tests, acquire data, analyze findings,
and report on those findings. ~hey are capable of
checking all of the spacecraft .s more than 3,000
test points automatically, rece1vmg data at the rate
of 200.000 bits per second.
.
Similar GE Apollo Systems ~quipment mspect~ all
of the thousands of checkpomts o': Sa~m V.s 3
stages; conducts all switching operations .m the fmal
3 minutes of countdown; checks fueling of the
Saturn stages; and controls communications, te!emetry, water control, and launch complex operations.
Another division component, the Management
and Technical Services Department, .o~er~te~ and
maintained NASA's 25-square-mile Mtsstss~ppi Test
Facility {MTF) near Bay St. Louis. ServiCes provided NASA at MTF, proving ground for the first
and second stages of the Apollo/Saturn V space
vehicles, included range maintenance, systems modifications, central control, and the transport, stor~ge,
and transfer of cryogenic propellants and highpressure gases.
The department also operated high-pressure water
systems on the test stands, perfonned test and range
ciata acquisition and processing, a':d ~perated the
laboratories which provide electromcs, t~strumen~a
tion, materials, calibration, photographic, acoustic,
and video services.
The division's Space Systems Organization made
2 principal contributions to the ~polio program. A
color TV transmission system, bmlt and operated by
GE for Western Union International, Inc., provided
live color television coverage of all Apollo recoveries
via satellite from the recovery carrier. A radioisotope
thermoelectric power system, called SNAP-27, w~s
providing elechicity to power lunar surface expenments left on the moon by Apollo 12 astronauts.
Simultaneous transmission via satellite of color
television, newspaper copy, and radio commentary

ocean station. Tedmologv and s\·stem studies of
llotential militarY
. signifi~ance in l;iah-strenuth rnat<"rials and nuch·ar pO\n·r \\'CT<' being conducted.
:\. titanium-pyroceram model of th'e Bottom-fix
module tmdenn·nt preliminary pn.>ssur<.· tests in
1968 and additional ksts at the ::\an·'s Hesearch and
Den·lopnwnt Ct·nter were sclwdul(•d for 1969.
Another di\·ision oceanics program, Tektite I. was
~o.mpl('tt-d in !969. In that program. sponsored
)OIIItly by the ::\;n·y. the Department of the Interior.
.:'\ ASA. and General Electric. -1 marine scientists
lin·d at a watt·r dl·pth of 50 f~·et for 60 continuous
days. In and around an unden\·ater habitat designed
an_d <.:onstmeted by the division, the aquanautsctenttsts conducted exhaustive and comprehensive
marinl· geological and biological experiments. \Vhile
the -1-man crew conducted its underwater research
mission, it was observed continuouslv by ~avv and
NASA lwha\·ioral and biomedical tean;s. The objecti\.·t·s wne to id<'ntify man's psychological and
phys10lo_gical reactions to a long-term mission performed m the isolated, hostile environment common
to unders('a and space missions.
Other ocean systems programs conducted during
the yt·ar indmh·d Tektite II. expt•cted to be submergl·d in tlw Virgin Islands area early in 1970
and used by_ more than 50 scientists as an experin~cntal hasp for 7 months; a highly sophisticated rt>sptrator. prototypes of which w<.•re to bl.' delivered to
the Navy: and Sea Hobin, a buoy system being developed as part of a buov-satcllite communication
network.
·
~

~

~

Spal'e Division
General Electric's Space Division, established in
June 1969, was deeply involved "ith a wide variety
of )J'ASA and Air Force space programs in both the
manned and unmanned spacl.'craft areas.
More than 11,000 persons at 10 different locations throughout the country were employed by the
Space Division, headquartered at GE's Valley Forge
Space Center in Pennsylvania. Approximately 3,500
of them were engineers and scientists.
The division in 1969 consisted of 4 major operating components: Apollo Systems Organization, with
headquartns at Daytona Beach, Florida, and other
facilities at Cape Kennedy, Huntsville. Alabama,
and Houston, Texas; ~Janagement and Technical
Services Department at Bay St. Louis, Mississippi;
Space Systems Organization, with headquarters at
the Valley Forge Space Center and other facilities
at Evendale, Ohio, and Vallecitos, Sunnyvale, Vandenberg Air Force Base, and Los Angeles, California; and Space Sciences Laboratory at the Valley
Forge Space Center.
Typical of the division's involvement in both
mann('d and unmanned space programs were its
major contributions to Apollo, Saturn workshop, and
Saturn V te-st operations; the Nimbus weather sate!-
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of th lun ar day-night
cl ' \\ a a prim - con id ration in ch oos in g thi s t) p c of powe r suppl ·.
E l ctri c power is produ ced b app l ing a h at
source utilizing plutonium-2.3 to a th e rm op il composed of 1-· ad tcllurid th c nno ·ouplcs . Th e th rmocouplcs produce lectri cit)' \Vh ·n a tc mpe ratur ]iff rene is mainta in ed a -ross th ir le ng th. Becau ·
of its high strength and li ght '' e ig ht, b ry llium i
th e main structural m a t ·ri a l.
Th e Space Division was a lso workincr on advane d generations of RT~s capable of producing
100 to 1,000 watts of lectn ca l powe r for exte nd d
periods. Th ese g -ne ra tors can b e used to provid
power a nd h ea t for lon g-duration ea rth-orbital missions, for lun ar sh elters and bases, an d for int -rplanetary exploration where th e re is Uttl e or no sunlight for solar cell power. Nuclear powe r d evices for
manned and unm an ned explo rations of Mars w r
also being studied.
The Space Division , tea m ed w ith North Am eri can
Rockwell , was selected to perform ll-montl1 d es ign
and planning studies of a NASA manned space station that could reach flight status by the mid1970s. The 12-man earth-orbital space station will
b~ designed to ha ve an operational lif~ of 10 years
":1th resupply of equipment and supplies and rotation of crew. This was not the Space Division's first
entry into NASA's space station program. At Apollo
Systems, G. T. Smiley, ge neral manager, announced
a ? ew $10,750,000 study contract for supplying electncal equipment for the Apollo T elescope Mount
and launch check-out for the Saturn workshop and
Multiple Docking Adapter.
The NR/GE study work will also include tl1e concept~a~ d esign of a 50-man space base made up of
spec1ahzed modules assembled in low-earfu orbit in
t~~ late 1970s and the 1980s. The space base was enVISioned as a centralized facility in orbit, comparable to an earthborne scientific and technical research, development, and operations center.
In April 1969, NASA successfully launched Nimbus 3, which was assembled and tested by the
Space Division in only 9 months. The results of this
n~w. meteorological satellite were outstanding. Begmnmg about 6 weeks after the Nimbus 3 launch,
the U.S. Weather Bureau began using th~ data collected. from SIRS in a daily hemisphenc weather
analysis. The success of this venture led to the installation of a computer link between NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland,
and _the National Meteorological Center. This link
provides regular use of data in analyses of weather
conditions over the eastern Atlantic and most of the
Pacific Ocean from the surface to an altitude of
53,000 feet.
The SIRS soundings were part of fue 3 major
analyses of Northern Hemisphere weather being
prepared on a daily basis by fue computers at the
ESSA-Weather Bureau's National Meteorological
Center in Suitland, Maryland.

was accomplished for the first time from a ship at
sea during the Apollo ll recovery mission on the
USS Homet in July 1969. In less than half a second,
these 3 news m edia reach ed the United States from
the Hornet, a distance of some 4,500 miles, via the
Intelsat 3 satellite hovering 22,500 miles above the
Pacific Ocean. From the time the Homet left Pearl
Harbor on July 12, all n ewspaper stories were transmitted by the system via satellite back to the United
States. During the Apollo ll recovery operations,
the system was also utilized for color TV transmission and simultaneous transmission of radio commentary for Mutual Broadcasting System and the
Voice of America.
Since the system is portable, it makes possible the
transmission to the United States via satellite of a
wide range of media coverage of events taking place
in the remotest areas of the world. A key element
of the system is a unique 15-foot-diameter paraboloid antenna which folds like an umbrella for air
shipment.

A key element in the transmission of Apollo recovery TV
coverage was this paraboloid antenna, built by General
Electric's Space Division, which folds like an umbrella
for shipment.

SNAP-27, the division's radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG), provides a minimum of 63.5
watts of electrical power for over a year, operating
continuously throughout the lunar day and night.
It contains no moving parts and weighs 43 pounds,
or just slightly over 7 pounds under the moon's Yn
gravity conditions. The ability of the RTG to operate continuously during the temperature extremes
(minus 280 degrees to plus 170 degrees Fahrenheit)
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AIRCRAFT ENGINE GROUP

The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory was another success storv for the di\;sion. which developed the spacecr<tffs ultraprecise stabilization and
control svstem for :\'ASA. Launched in December
1968, tht; spacecraft operated successfully throughout 1969, sending back ultraviolet data about the
stars. Scientists collected twice as manv data in one
day as tlwy received in 15 years using sounding
rockets. They studied more than 50.000 stars during
1969.
The stabilization and control subsystem provides
a stable telescope platfonn that can be pointed accurately to any celestial target during sl·y mapping
and related work. In providing this stability and
high degree of pointing accuracy (1 minute of arc),
the subsystem stops the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory's initial tumbling rate (a maximum Ph degrees per second) and locks the spacecraft's sensing
devices on preselected stars and star patterns. The
course pointing potential for this mission is equivalent to selecting an eye of a person 500 feet away,
then holding steady for up to an hour for a detailed
study of its color and brightness.
In 1969, GE was awarded one of :! competitive
contracts to study spacecraft systems design and
ground data processing on the Earth Resources
Technology Satellite (EHTS) program. The contract
called for studies to show how the design of existing
spacecraft can be adapted with minimum modification to meet the ERTS requirements and to evaluate
orbital and ground-based data processing requirements for the ERTS.
Specific tasks in the study of ground systems included identification of the interrelationship between the spacecraft, the sensors, and the processing
of sensor outputs; approaches to the system; arrangements for processing earth resources data; and evaluation of proposed new data processing systems
which could be ready in time for the first launch.
In planetary missions, the dh;sion was working
with Jet Propulsion Laboratory on a scan and control system for Mariner '71. Other technology programs included thermoelectric outer planets spacecraft power conditioning equipment, roll-up solar
arrays, thermionic reactor spacecraft sh1dy, and
MHD spacecraft studies.
The division's Space Sciences Laboratory was
developing a lightweight optical system, SISYPHUS,
for the Pioneer F /G spacecraft and potentially for
use on the lunar surface. The device will be used to
determine location and velocity of meteoroids and
asteroids in the planning of interplanetary missions.
The division was also applying its space-gained
technology to such projects as the management of
the renovation of a jet engine test facility at WrightPatterson Air Force Center; VISTA programs; management support to Hancock County, Mississippi;
consulting services to Iowa Power and Light; atomic
reactor power plant simulators; and air pollution
sensing equipment.

The dramatic growth pattern of General Electric's
Aircraft Engine Group continued through 1969,
particularly in its commercial aircraft engine market. The Aircraft Engine Group in 1969 was one of
the company's 11 major operating organizations.
\Vithin the group were 5 divisions with clear separation between military and commercial business.
AEG was one of the company's largest groups, with
29,000 employees at 2 major plant locations, Evendale, Ohio, and Lynn, Massachusetts, and satellite
facilities at Hooksett, New Hampshire; Rutland and
Ludlow, Vermont; Albuquerque, New Mexico; and
Everett, Massachusetts. The group also had 4 service shops, located in Ontario, California; Seattle,
\Vashington; Arkansas City, Kansas; and Cincinnati,
Ohio-plus a flight test center at Edwards Air Force
Base, California, and outdoor engine testing facilities at Peebles, Ohio.
The year 1969 marked the continued success of
the commercial CF6 turbofan engine in the marketplace as well as in its testing program. Seven additional airlines selected GE-powered DC-10 trijets.
In addition to American Airlines' and United Air
Lines' decisions in 1968 to purchase DC-10 Series
10 aircraft was National Airlines' selection in 1969
of the Series 10, which uses CF6-6 h1rbofans producing 40,000 pounds of thrust. KLM, Swissair,
SAS and UTA of France chose the intercontinental
range DC-10 Series 30 trijets with CF6-50A engines
that produce 49,000 pounds of thrust. In the United
States Trans International Airlines and Overseas
Natim;al Airways also picked the DC-10 Series 30.
The CF6 testing program continued in high gear.
Early in the year, the engine was relea~ed fo~ production, and flight-test engines were bemg shipped
by the end of the year. The CF6 will enter airline
service in late 1971.
In another commercial area, development testing
of the GE4 supersonic transport engine continued
on schedule with a total of over 1,000 hours accumulated. Eight engines in 3 configurations. '."ere b~ilt
and tested. GE's new Altih1de Test Fac1hty, whiCh
simulates speeds up to Mach 3 and altitudes over
80,000 feet, was utilized extensively in the GE4 test
program.
Well over 1,000,000 hours of flight time had been
accumulated by GE's busine.ss jet. en~ines, w~ich
power approximately 600 busmess Jets m operation,
including the Learjet, the Commodore Jet, the Fan
Jet Falcon, and the Hansa 320.,
..
. ..
The Aircraft Engine Groups m1htary activities
were highlighted by the continued high production
rate of the J79 turbojet for the McDonnell Douglas
F-4 Phantom and the North American Rochvell RA5 Vigilante, and by the start of high-volume p~o
duction of the TF39 high bypass turbofan engme
for the world's largest aircraft, the C-5 Galaxy logistics transport. More than 170 production TF39 en101
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and best marinization materials of all production
marine gas turbines in its power class. The engine
was being offered as main propulsion for the :!'\avy's
new DD-963 destroyer project.
Other GE gas turbines in marine service included
the LM1.500 in the Nm-y's new aluminum-hulled PC
patrol gunboats for high-speed operation. and the
LMlOO for emergency power generation and takehome power aboard commercial cargo carriers and
Coast Guard l1amilto11-class cutters. L~UOO gas turbines were also powering air-cushion vehicles for
both the Army and the Navy.
LM1.500 industrial gas generators were in widespread usc for liquid and gas pipeline pumping. One
such unit went over 20,000 hours before overhaul.

gines were shipped in 1969; by the end of October
1969, TF39 engines had accumulated well over 4,000
hours of flight time in the C-5. The first C-5 was
scheduled to be accepted by the Military Airlift
Command in December 1969.
GE's TF34 high bypass turbofan for the Navy
S-3A antisubmarine warfare aircraft began its testing program in April1969 after winning the engine
competition in 1968.
During 1969, both the Navy's and the Air Force's
precision flight demonstration teams began flying
J79-powered McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantoms.
GE continued to mass-produce J85 turbojets for
the Northrop T-38 and F-5 aircraft, for the Cessna
A-37 attack aircraft, and for research vehicles. T58
and T6~ turboshaft engines also continued in high
production for a number of military and commercial
helicopters for use throughout the free world.
In research and development areas, the Aircraft
Engine Group continued to test a number of new
power plants. The GEl/10 demonstrator augmented
turbofan was tested both at the Evendale Plant and
at NASA's Lewis Lab in Cleveland. This engine
testing is part of GE's F100/F400 engine development program in the competition for the Navy's
F-14B and the Air Force's F-15 fighters. Over 370
hours were accumulated on the GEl/10 demonstrator.
Also continuing in test was the GE9 engine, proposed as the power plant for the B-1A bomber, the
advanced manned strategic aircraft (AMSA). This
engine is also an advanced augmented turbofan engine.
An Army contract with GE to demonstrate a
1,500-shaft-horsepower turboshaft engine continued
in 1969; in October, GE showed the GE12 engine
publicly for the first time. Development testing continued on this advanced-technology engine at the
Lynn, Massachusetts, plant.
GE was also developing an advanced version of
the J85, designated the -21. It produces 5,000
pounds of thrust, well above the 4,300 pounds of
thrust of the J85-15 turbojet. The J85-21 was flying
in a modified Northrop F-5 at Edwards Air Force
Base, California.
GE marine and industrial gas turbines included
the LMlOO, the LM350, the LM1500, and the
LM2500. These engines ranged in power from
1,000 to 25,000 horsepower. They were being used
as power plants for hydrofoils, air-cushion vehicles,
displacement marine vessels, electrical power generation, pipeline pumping, and locomotive boost
propulsion.
The newest entry in the Marine and Industrial
Department product line was the LM2500 gas turbine. Derived from the TF39 aircraft engine, it was
unveiled in 1968 at the 13th Annual ASME Gas Turbine Show in Washington, D.C. The LM2500, an
advanced-technology marine gas turbine in the
2.5,000-horsepower class, boasts the lowest fuel rate

B. F. GOODRICH
AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Clinton B. McKeown, fonnerly general manager
of B. F. Goodrich Aerospace and Defense Products,
a division of The B. F. Goodrich Company, was
named president of the division in 1969. ~kKeown
joined the company in 1937 and held vanous te~h
nical and managerial positions before tran.sfcrrmg
to BFG Aerospace and Defense Prod.ucts m 1952.
In 1969, B. F. Goodrich increased 1ts volume of
commercial aircraft tire sales over the previous year
by an estimated 10 percent. ~l?e c.omp~t?Y mai~l
tained its industry-leading positiOn m m1htary mrcraft tire sales.
Three aircraft tire service centers, located near
major airports in New York City, Kansas City, and
Los Angeles, came fully on-stream
1969: Each
center contains the latest in retreadmg eqmpment
and maintains substantial inventories of new and
retreaded aircraft tires. B. F. Goodrich is the only
producer of aircraft tires that owns and operates
its own coast-to-coast retreading facilities, enabling
it to provide fast, efficient service from initial production. and delivery through multiple retre~di~g.
Late m 1969, B. F. Goodrich made first dehvenes
of main landing gear wheels, brakes, and tires and
nose landing gear wheels and tires for the Lockheed
L-1011 TriStar passenger airliner. Working under a
$5,750,000 contract BFG was to supply 350 ships~ts. These are the flrst high-efficie?cY. graphite heat
smk brakes for a commercial application.
Main landing gear tires are 30-ply and measure
50 inches in diameter and 30 inches wide. Nose
~and~ng gear tires are 20-ply and m~asure 36 inches
m dmmeter and 11 inches wide. Tues were to be
manufactured in Akron and the wheels in Troy,
Ohio. The TriStar, which will carry from 250 to 345
passengers, was scheduled to be placed in use by
major airlines by late 1971.
Production of beryllium brakes for the Air Force
C-5 Galaxy, the first such brakes used on any pro-

fn
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duction aircraft. was proceeding on schedule at the
TrO\·
J)lant. Officials of Lockheed-Geor{!]a
Com.
0
pany. huildl·r of the C-5. reported that BFG-designcd and -manufactun·d beryllium brakes are an
important factor in the aircraft's short landing rolllittle more than 6 times its 0\nl length.
On an Air Force resupply mission. the Galaxy.
weighing 53:2.114 pounds, can conw to a dead stop
on a pa\'ed runway in just 1.700 fe<.·t, as compared
with the 8.000 to 9.000 feet required by jetliners
only half as large, according to Lockheed-Georgia.
Ben·llium disk brakes for the :24 main wheels of
the C~5 weigh much less than comparable steel disk
brakl's. thus shaving approximately 1,500 pounds off
the gross weight of tlw aircraft. B. F. Goodrich was
also supplying the aircraft builder with tires, load
rated at 40.000 pounds each.
For the world's largest commercial airliner, the
B?t:ing 7 47, BFC was producing tires and a system
of lightweight fabric escape slides capable of e\'acuating the plane's load of passengers in less than
90 seconds.
The company qualified tires for usc on the first
supersonic transport. clt•sianed for flight approaching 3 times tlw speed of so~md (:\lach ...:2.7). Tires for
the SST will withstand heat-soak temperatures of
200 degn•es Fahrenheit.
Other important products made by BFG Aerospace and Deh•nse Products durina i969 included
electrical and pneumatic de-icing S\~tcms. inflatable
seals, erosion shoes, rcinforcecl l;lastic stmctures.
pressure se~1ling zippers, flotation bags, and a rigid
structural foam materiaL called Rigicdl. for stmctural use in aircraft.

GOODYEAR AEROSPACE

for missiles, as well as precision aircraft navigation
and bombing; trainers and simulators to reproduce
complex tactical warfare equipment and operations;
and modular ground-support systems to provide instant forward area housing and work areas for military personnel.
By combining these and several other of GAC's
existing capabilities, the TSASS concept synergizes
the benefits of each contributing system. TSASS
shows promise of enabling tactical forces to operate
more effectively in the "now" environment of modem warfare.
Coherent, side-looking, high-resolution radar built
by Goodyear Aerospace has been operational for
vears with the U.S. Air Force. In 1969, the German
\Iinistry of Defense took its third step with a major
contract for radar units for the :McDonnell Douglas
RF-4E.
Goodyear Aerospace also is responsible for furnishing the Ground Environment System (GES) for
the German Air Force RF -4E program. The GES
consists of 2 subsystems: a modified photographic
processing and interpretation facility, and a data
link ground station.
.
Photoo-raphic processing systems for aenal reconnaissanc~ photography and radar imagery were also
being provided to the Air Force by Goodyear Aerospace. A $30,000,000, 4-year program covering 41
svstems for both black-and-white and color processii'1g was replaced in 1969 with a new yro~am to
process film from strike cameras of tactical aircraft.
An ultrafast computer developed by GAC was
adapted to the TSASS concept to speed real-time
decision making in electronic warfare ~n~ data base
management. The computer, a~ assocmtive processor, makes possible the exec;,utwn ?,f tho~,sa~ds of
computing operations, both se~rch and anthmetic." simultaneously. A conventional computer can
perfmm only one operation at .a time. ~he associative processor can be installed m both airborne and
ground-based systems and used to avert data jams
and to make quick reaction possible.
The associative processor was propose? for a
number of projects requiring real-time serviCe. One
proposal involved commercial air traffic contra!, and
the Federal Aviation Administration entered mto a
contract with GAC to study its potential in breaking
air traffic jams around the nation's jetports.
The first of 8 sophisticated trainers, t~ be used to
teach Navy pilots to handle the TA-4J Jet? was
livered to the Kingsville, Texas, Na~al Air S~~hon
in 1969. Four units were to be proVIded to Kmgsville and 4 to Chase Naval Air Station in Texas
under a contract with the Naval Training Device
Center, Orlando, Florida.
The Air Force took a giant leap toward global
mobility in 1969, with Goodye_ar Aerospace providing the "bare base" sh:lters for person?el sent to
advance areas. GAC bmlt 300 shelter umts that can
be air transported in units 8 feet high, 13 feet long,

CORPORATIO~

An integrated systems approach in tactical warfare to cope with current and projected limited-war
harassme~t was developed by Goodyear Aerospace
Corporation (GAC) in 1969. Combined with an
emerging concept of global mobility. it offered an
order-of-magnitude improvemmt for U.S. military
forces around the world.
The tactical warfare concept is Tactical Search
and Strike Supersystem (TSASS). It would combine
existing and projected tactical warfare systems capabilities so that enemy threats could be detected
early and quickly, and then efficiently countered
within curn~nt state-of-the-art tactical warfare systems.
TSASS ingredients include coherent side-looking
radar systems to allow all-weather, day/night aerial
surveillance of tactical targets; air-mobile modular
processing and support systems to provide on-site
processing and interpretation of aerial reconnaissance imagery; automatic-correlation guidance systems to provide highly accurate terminal guidance
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and 3 feet thick. On the ground, they unfold like
an accordion to provide instant housing 39 feet long,
13 feet wide, and 8 feet high. Tested at Operation
Coronet Bare at North Field, South Carolina, in
October, the units were expected to become standard Air Force hardware.
The lightweight airborne shelters were an outgrowth of GAC bonded structures capabilities,
which included producing more than 15,000 standard 463L cargo pallets for the Air Force in 1969.
GAC also entered the commercial cargo pallet business with an initial order from Pan American World
Airways.
Baggage/cargo containers for the big new jets
continued as a major product. After gaining the industry's initial order from Pan American in October
1968, GAC went on to win contracts for cargo/baggage units from United, BOAC, National, Northwest Orient, Aer Lingus, and Continental airlines.
Major production of Boeing 747 airframe components continued at GAC's Arizona Division at
Phoenix. Through 1969, the division supplied 57
center wing sections, 51 sets of landing wheel doors,
and 62 shipsets of passenger windows consisting of
182 double pane windows per shipset.
In Akron, Goodyear Aerospace's Wheel & Brake
Division was building the wheels, brakes, and antiskid system for the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 and
the antiskid device for the Lockheed L-1011.
Development work continued on advanced composites materials. GAC was named to build the
graphite/epoxy speed brake for the F-5 jet as one
of 5 subcontractors to Northrop. It also built a large
boron/epoxy gear housing for use on the engine of
a Navy helicopter. Under contract to General Electric and Lockheed, it built 3 plastics components for
the C-5 aircraft: an oil/air seal and fanjet outlet
guide vanes for the TF39 engines and a metal! grid
honeycomb antenna for VHF and FM communications.
A Phase II contr~ct was received from the Air
Force to continue development of the Pilot Airborne
Recovery Device (PARD). The system uses a hot-air
balloon, fueled with a propane burner, to keep pilots
who are shot down over enemy territory from drifting downward into the small-arms range. The
PARD system is capable of lifting the pilot to
higher altitudes and keeping him aloft for up to 30
minutes, giving friendly planes time to rescue him
through the air-snatch technique.
Work on the Subroc antisubmarine missile, under
way since 1958, continued, along with work on
other advanced undersea warfare systems. In addition, drawing on a heritage dating to 1918, Goodyear Aerospace finished construction of 3 lighterthan-air craft and associated advanced electronic
"skytacular" signs, for use by Goodyear in its nationwide promotion programs utilizing the Goodyearblimp.

In 1969. Gnmunan <'nl<'red its ·tOth vcar with continued growth. an incrcasl' in sales 'and t•amings.
and significant modernization of its facilitit•s in
preparation for new aircraft programs. Hesearch
and d<•velopnwnt continm•d to play an important
part in the corporatiou's growth, and Grumman continued work on several new aircraft.
At year-end, Grumman employed 32,000 p<•oplt•
in more than 30 plants. Production of the Gulfstream II corporate jet transport had lwcn completely transferred to the Savannah, Georgia, facility. Grumman's machine shop facilities at Glt•nann,
Maryland, and St<·rling, Virginia, were in full op~·ra
tion. The test facility at \:Vest Palm Beach, Flonda,
became the home base of the hydrofoil gunboat
Flagstaff and of the submersible Ben Frankli1.1; the
facility is Grumman's center for occanograpluc activities.
The corporation produced a variety of military
and commercial aircraft, the Apollo Lunar Module
flight and test spacecraft, and the second. of the
series of Orbiting Astronomical Observatones, and
it remained extremely active in ocean technology.
Ten model types of aircraft were in production and
in service in Southeast Asia.
One of the most important developments in 1969
was the contract award for the F-14A air superiority
fighter. The award was for 6 prototypes, with first
flight of the F-14A scheduled. for early 1971. F?llowon versions of the new vanable-geometry mrcraft
were already under study.
The A-6A Intruder, built for the Navy and the
Marine Corps, remained the mainstay of the allweather attack effort in Vietnam. With a load capacity of almost 18,000 pounds, the A-6A operates
from either advanced forward air bases or off the
attack aircraft carriers on station in the South China
Sea. Advanced versions of the A-6A-the A-6C and
the A-6E-were also undergoing development.
The EA-6A tactical countermeasures aircraft, in
service with the Marine Corps, continued in production. A 4-place version of this. aircraft, the. E~6B, was undergoing extensive flight and aviO~Ic
tests, paving the way for the Navy to expand Its
electronic warfare capability.
The TC-4C an A-6A bombardier/navigator
trainer based ~n the Gulfstream I, was in service
with the Navy and the Marine Corps. A contract
for 9 of these highly specialized aircraft was completed and all aircraft were delivered on schedule.
A follow-on version, a navigation and radar intercept officer trainer based on the Gulfstream II, was
being studied.
While the E-2A Hawkeye continued in active
service with Navy fleet units, Naval Air Systems
Command awarded Grumman a contract to initiate
development of a successor. Known as the E-2C,
this new version of the E-2A early-warning aircraft
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will f(·atun· greatly improved and more reliable
avionic s\·stt·ms. The aircraft. like the E-2A. will
carrY
. its ckkction anll'nna in ~l larue-diameter rotodonw atop its fuselage. The interim E-:m, outfitted
with a 11('W microminiaturized gent•ral-purpose comput('r. \\·as undergoing flight test.
Tlw :\mw's OY-1 ~lohawk battlefield surveillance
aircraft co1;tinued in production and a continuous
modification program paralleled the effort. \Vork
continued on the OY-1D. All3 wrsions of the OY-1
Wl're in sen·ice in Vietnam. Korea. and \Vt•st Germany as the "eves in the skv" of the Anm·.
\Vith dl'lin·;.it·s of 1-t S_-2 Tracker <mtisubmarine
aircraft to Australia. production of the S-2. which
had bt•t•n continuous since 1952, came to an end.
~lore than 1,500 of the aircraft had been delivered.
Proposals for a modification program were prepared.
The C-2:\ Greyhound carrier on-board drliverv
aircraft supported tlw ships of the Seventh Fleet
wi~h de~in·ries of vital supplies ranging from typewnter nhbons to jet engine's. St•veral of these aircraft were also assigned to units of the Si.xth Fleet
in Europe.
\ Vith 6 model types no longer in production
(E-2A Hawkt•ye, C-2A Greyhound. C-IA Trader,
E-1B Tracer, S-2 Tracker, HU-16 Albatross). the
company nevertlwkss had IO diffl'rent types of aircraft operating in I969 in Soutlwast Asia.
Production of aft fuselage sections for the Air
Force F-Ill aircraft series continued at the company's Garden City facton·. More than 300 had
been delivered by year-end:
With delivery of the 200th Gulfstrcam I aircraft,
the production line of this model was closed.
~lore than 60 turbofan-powered Gulfstream II
aircraft were delivered to customers. The aircraft
was being flown regularly on nonstop transoceanic
and transcontinental flights-the only jet-powered
corporate aircraft in its class to do so. Delivery rate
of the Gulfstrcam II was 3 aircraft per month.
The newly certificated Super Ag-Cat continued to
he a top seller in the agricultural crop-dusting market. More than 650 had been produced since I958.
The Apollo Lunar Module program was crowned
by success in 1969 when 4 American astronauts
landed on the moon.
The second Orbiting Astronomical Observatory,
OA0-2, completed a year in orbit; by year-end, its
life expectancy had exceeded the planned 30 days
by nearly one year.
In the Ocean Systems Department, the mesoscaph
Ben Franklin, built in cooperation with Dr. Jacques
Piccard, successfully completed its assigned Gulfstream drift mission from Florida to Nova Scotia.
The Navy hydrofoil PGH-1 Flagstaff was also
launched and christened. After undergoing preliminary tests, the hydrofoil gunboat was evaluated by
the Navy off the coast of California before being
shipped to Vietnam for combat evaluation.

Gmmman continued to work in the area of
advanced materials, with emphasis on improved
titanium manufacture and further development of
techniques involving the use of boron and graphite
filaments.

~

GYRODYNE COMPAl\'Y OF Al\IERICA, INC.
During 1969, Gyrodyne continued to produce
QH-50D pilotless helicopters and supporting DASH
equipment for the U.S. Navy and for the Japanese
~laritime Self-Defense Force. In addition, a limited
number of QH-50s, modified to perform surveillance, reconnaissance, and other tactical missions,
were produced for the Advanced Research Projects
Agency of the Department of Defense.
Multimission flight-test programs were conducted
to determine the drones' capabilities to perform
high-risk missions. Armed with a variety of weapons
such as miniQ'lms, rockets, grenade launchers, and
multibomb ra~ks, successful "attack" flight tests were
performed. The installation of sonobuoy racks and
other sensing devices was utilized to prove out the
drones' detection capabilities. Day and night television cameras, laser range finders, and covert illuminators were used to ascertain the feasibility of
utilizing the remotely controlled vehicle for target
detection, gunlaying, and enemy troop movements.
Further advances were made in utilizing seaground-air control stations to vector the drone in
its flight regimes and provide "hand-off" co?~ol
from one command station to another. The utilization of auxiliary fuel tanks provided the capability
to extend the QH-50's flight endurance from 1.5 to
6 hours, depending upon the payload trade-off between weapons and fuel supply.
.
The company continued to forge ahead m other
important areas. Gyrodyne Petroleum, Inc., a ~holly
owned subsidiary, reported that at year-end It held
interests in more than 380 producing gas and oil
wells. The subsidiary's most interesting program was
the Rulison Field Project whereby the Atomic
Energy Commission and private enterprises, on September 10, 1969, by means of an underground
nuclear explosion, created a deep chimney to economically release the vast reserves of _nah1~al gas
known to exist in this field. The explosiOn site was
to remain sealed until March 1970 to allow the heat
from the explosion to cool and much of the radioactivity to die, after which ~ime ~~rious tests of the
gas as to quantity and radiOactivity were to com~ence. Gyrodyne will realize 16 percent of the gas
production sales that result from the program.
Flowerfield Properties Inc., another wholly owned
subsidiary, had a participating interest in the development of a large citrus grove in Florida. Started
in 1966, there were more than 400,000 trees planted
by year-end 1969 and expansion was continuing.
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ce ived na ti onal r cogniti on a nd w as a\\ ard d h onors by th e Industri a l Resea rch E dito ri a l Ad i ory
Boa rd for its pioneerin g wo rk in th e fi eld o f compos ites, consider d by lea din g scie n tists and en o-ineers to b e one of th - 100 m os t use ful a nd im po rta nt indu stri al d evelopm ents o f th
ea r.
Sine - 1962, H a n cy Aluminum has b een d e\ elopin g fin e w ire a nd fil am ent re info rced m e ta l m a trix
compos ites unde r compan) a nd gove rnm ent au n
spon sorship. Th e company pi on c reel pr sslll-· -dif fu sion b ondin g processes fo r pro lu c in g th ese com p os ites in th e form of sh ee t, pl a te, a nd cla d w ir -.
Th e sh ee t a nd plate a re produ ced by hot pressin cr,
and the ' "ri re is produ ced by co-ex tru sion.

HARVEY ALUMINUM, INC.
In September 1969, J. Donald Rauth succeed ed
Lawrence A. Harvey as president and chief executive officer of Harvey Aluminum. A g radu ate of
Drexel Institute of T echnology, Philadelphia, P ennsylvania, Rauth was president for many years of
the 25,000-man Martin Marietta Aerospace Group.
Harvey Aluminum, a fully integrated aluminum
producer, is headquartered a t Torrance, California .
Other company operations are an aluminum reduction plant at The Dalles, Oregon ; extrusion facilities
at Adrian , Michigan; a sheet and plate rolling mill
at L ewisport, Kentucky; an alumina plant at St.
Croix, Virgin Islands; and A/S Alnor Aluminum,
Norway, owned by Harvey Aluminum in p artn ership with Norsk Hydro-Elektrisk Kvaelstofaktieselskab.
Company plans for a n ew reduction facility proceeded with the purchase of several thousand acres
of land n ear the John Day Dam, 25 miles southwest
of Goldendale, Washington. Financing for this n ew
facility was arranged . When the n ew smelter is finished in 1971, the company will have added 2 pot
lines with a rated annual capacity of 100,000 short
tons. The new addition will bring the company's
production of primary m e tal to 190,000 short tons
annually.
Harvey was supplying aluminum components for
the Boeing 707, 720, 727, 737, and 747; the McDonn ell Douglas DC-8, DC-9, and DC-10; and the
Lockheed C-5, C-130, C-141, and L-1011. The components included window fram e forgings, h eattreated sheet, wing spars, and a multitude of extrusions and forgings . Working closely with jet aircraft designers, Harvey metallurgists developed a
new temper for alloy 7075, designated 7075-T736,
which minimizes stress corrosion cracking problems
without d epreciating the metal's mechanical properties. This represented a breakthrough for users of
aluminum in the aerospace industry as it will allow
designers to use high strength levels while decreasing stress' corrosion considerably. The immediate
commercial r esult was high-volume production of
components made of 7075-T736 from the Forging
Division.
A related application of this research was made
in the Extrusion Division, where the alloy developed was d esignated 7075-T76. Early in the year,
the Extrusion Division started a production program using the alloy in extrusions for the L-1011.
Materials from this undertaking are superior in resistance to stress and exfoliation corrosion.

.../ /

Harv ey Aluminum, producer of aluminum-steel and aluminum-boron composites, was expanding for deve lopm e r~t. of
additional composite systems, particularly those con tamzng
beryllium wire, silicon carbide, and carbon filam ents.

Harvey Aluminum, one of the f~w American
producers of aluminum-steel composites, has. been
successful in producing higher-strength alummumboron composites than those produced by oth~r
researchers. Scale-up of filam en.tary ~etal ma.tnx
composites from laboratory specimen sizes to sizes
suitable for structural use is another first for the
company. As far back as 1964, the Engineerin~ La?oratories produced aluminum-st~el ~omposites m
thicknesses up to .75 inch a~d m SIZes up to 12
inches in width and 8 feet m length. With new
tooling, the size can be increased to 4 feet in width
and 10 feet in length.
.
The company was furnishing alummum-steel and
aluminum-boron composites to a numb~r o~ governm ent industrial and education orgamzahons, and
it wa~ expected 'that this interest would ,incre~s~ .as
the full potentials are assessed. Harvey s act_t:Ities
were b eing expanded for development of addtt~o~al
composite systems, particularly those contammg
beryllium wire, silicon carbide, and carbon filaments.
Harvey Research continue d its efforts in advancing the art of extruding. Developments in advanced

HARVEY ENGINEERING LABORATORIES

The Harvey Engineering Laboratories for Research and Development continued its excellent
performance in special research and in the developm ent of m etal matrix composites. The division re106
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tt'C·hni,[ut·s and methods attained unprecedented
accural·ies. finishes. and physical properties. The mutual ~upport <"xtendl'd lwtw<·<·n tlw company's produchou and research impacting departments made
manv inno,·ations possihll'. Particular :tdv:tntaaes of
imp•~ct extrusion introduced into production~l'llgi
neen·d itl'ms are improved nwtallurgical properties.
versatility of form. l'XC<·IIent finish. dimensional accuracy. intq~ral component constntction, helium
leak-proof structure. reducl'd cost, and reduced material supply.

Hercules was firming plans to construct a facility
for manufacttue of graphite fiber and to utilize this
fiber and others in the manufacture of broad goods,
tape. and prefom1s of all kinds.
Solid propulsion activities continued as the mainstay of the company's aerospace effort. Poseidon
propulsion advanced through the development
phase with a series of highly successful flights. Hercules is propulsion system manager for this 30-ton,
~URV-capable, .2-stage missile. First- and secondstage propulsion for the Sprint program continued
through qualification, also with a series of highly
successful Hight evaluations. The Upstage program
was initiated, with Hercules to qualify and deliver
a high-acceleration booster which will provide the
velocity increment necessary for performing experiments with the unpropelled second stage of this advanced interceptor. The Sparrow dual-propellant
motor for the AI~I-7F missile system moved into
the first stages of production at the recently erected
Hercopel composite propellant facility.
In 1969, Hercules worked closely with arms manufacturers in the development of guns capable of
firing caseless ammunition. Of particular interest
were the impressive strides made in the developm<:'nt, for an automatic aircraft weapon, of ammunition which weighs approximately 30 percent less
than conventional ammunition. To support the development of caseless, consumable case, and other
types of ammunition, a ballistic test facility was
erected at the company's Bacchus Works near Salt
Lake City. This facility will permit study, in a carefully controlled environment, of the i~ition, internal ballistics ' fliaht
ballistics, and termmal• charac0
teristics of a growing family of ordnance Items.
Application of aerospace technology ~o water ~u
rification and sewage treatment continued, with
marked attention to reclaiming natural resources
with new techniques for processing solid wastes.

TIT:\\'IDI Dl\'1:'10\'

D~tring HJ69, Harn·y maintained its position as a
leadmg supplier of titanium and titanium-base alloys and othl'r materials for the a<:'rospace industry.
Aerospace production programs such as the 747,
the L-101 I. the C-5. and the' DC-10 continu<:'d to be
substantial consumers of products from the Titanium Di\'ision. Howt·\·er. titanium and its v:trious
alloy~ wen• ~ml~ng tlwir way into many other indus_tnal app_hcattons because of thl'ir unique combination of hght weight. corrosion resistance. and
strength. Automohilt• racing dramatizes the values
of titanium to a wide variety of potential users. Dan
Gunwy uses a Harn·y titanium exhaust S\'Stem in
his Can-Am racer for· greater strength and reliability. Titanium has also been feah.tr~d in Formula I
and Indianapolis type cars with great success.
The !itanit~m Division installed equipment to
handle mcr<'asmg forge and extrusion billet requirements as wdl as a modem, dficient bar h.trner to
materially increase the capacity for rolled bar. A
new stocking warehouse program for titanium products was introduced in 1969 to service independent
distributors.
Harvey's close-tolerance titanium hex bar, introduced in 1968, was well recl'ived throughout the
aircr~ft industry and continued growth of this production was anticipated.

HONEYWELL INC.
Apollo was the story of 1969 for Honeywell~as
well as for the United States and for the world. The
Command Module stabilization and control system,
built by Honeywell as a major subcontractor ~o
North American Rochvell, performed flawlessly m
4 Apollo flights, 2 of which put men on the moon
and brought them back safely.
Honeywell hand controls, panel displays, and flag
indicators on the Gmmman-built Lunar Module also
worked perfectly. The precision pedormance of the
hand controls landed astronauts Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin safely away from a rock-strewn surface.
The firm also provided fuel probes for the Sahtm
S-IVB booster.
The reliability engineered into Apollo controls
was duplicated in the other major space success of

HERCULES INCORPORATED
. An int<'resting aspect of the aerospace year for
Hercules Incorporated was the company's rapid
growth in the field of advanced composite materials.
Boron fibers and graphite fibers in resin matrices,
which offer tremendous stiffness-per-pound advantages over metallic struch.m.'s, continued to win
acceptance in advanced engineering applications.
Three major development contracts for aircraft engine and aircraft structures were undertaken with
prime contractors in support of Air Force requirements. In addition, the company continued to manufacture broad goods utilizing graphite and boron
with a variety of resin systems to supply the highestquality materials in the marketplace. At year-end,
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avionic systems aboard the aircraft. The D:\DC was
the first digital unit of its kind to be selected for a
commercial transport aircraft.
Eastern Airlines meanwhile ordered retrofitting of
its fleet of 727s one of the largest. with HG 180 air
data computer~ and factory ii~stallation of tlw unit
on its new 727 -22.5s.
An altitud<·-alcrt indicator designed to meet new
Federal Aviation Administration requirements was
ordered by Boeing for factory installation on ~til
standard 727 and 737 aircraft. The contract also Illeluded supply of an electric altii.lleter more _ac~uratt'
than barometric units. The alhhide-alert mchcator
gives pilots both a visual and an audio s~gnal when
the aircraft approaches a preselected altitude level.
Military avionics capabilities _were recogni_zed
with significant contract awards 111 3 areas: flight
controls, collision avoidance, and all-weather landing systems.
.
.
.
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, as pnme airframe contractor for the Navy F-14, awarded Honeywell a contract for design and development of
the automatic flight control system (AFCS). Five
months later, the breadboard of the stabilization
augmentation system was delivered for the air superiority fighter. The total contract . could exceed
$30 ,000 '000 ' the division said. ProductiOn was scheduled for 1971.
A "first" was claimed with production orders from
the Army for a proximity wamin9 syst~~ (PWS) designed to warn helicopter pilots m tramm~ of nearby aircraft. The cooperative radar system IS the_ first
in the overall collision avoidance system classification to win a contract for production.
The STATE portable system for use i~ landing
combat aircraft in remote areas was tested m Southeast Asia under a Department of Defense contract
for evaluation. The all-weather system can be set up
in 5 minutes. STATE stands for Simplified Tactical
Approach and Terminal Equipment. The program
was shifted from Honeywell Radiation Ce?t~~ at
Lexington, Massachusetts, to Aerospace DIVISionMinneapolis for production.
.
. .
The Air Force expressed interest m flmd1c technology at Honeywell with the award of a $2,900,000
contract to a 3-company team for a hybrid ~rbojet
engine control system. Honeywell is responsible for
~uidic elements to be integrated with .hydromechanIcal and electronic controls under pnme contractor
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Controls were bei~g
sought for the advanced military and supersomc
transport engines expected in the 1970s.
Radar altimeter sales passed the $18,000,000 mark
with sale of the popular AN1APN 171 to Great
Britain for the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force;
Great Britain was the ninth country to order the
unit. A new, microminiature altimeter went into
production for a classified program to further expand Honeywell's role of leadership in production
of pulse radar systems.

the year, Mariners 6 and 7. Honeywell made sensors
and pointing instruments which aimed the platforms of scientific instruments and equipment at
Mars in the closest flyby yet.
The 3 Honeywell divisions in the Aerospace and
Defense Group with primary involvement in aerospace were Aerospace Division-Minneapolis, Aerospace Division-Florida (St. Petersburg), and Systems and Research Division. While each shared in
the Apollo successes, signillcant developments were
recorded by them individually in aerospace and
avionics programs as the company moved toward
new frontiers of the 1970s.
AEROSPACE DIVISION-MINNEAPOLIS

Latest concepts for space exploration of the 1970s
were expected to result in programs rivaling the
multibillion-dollar Apollo program.
Honeywell teamed with North American Rockwell on the space shuttle program with responsibility for stabilization/control and guidance/navigation systems. In addition, Honeywell teamed with
McDonnell Douglas on the space station program
with responsibility for the attitude reference and
control system. Both the space shuttle and the space
station were to be operational by the end of the
decade.
Major contract developments in space for 1969
included building a prototype for a new attitude
reference system, the Space Precision Attitude Reference System (SPARS). The division said the system would serve as a technological basis for many
of the nation's future space projects.
Definition and design of an active control system
for Advanced Technology Satellites F and G were
completed under a contract from Fairchild Hiller
Corporation, which contemplated the extension of
this effort early in 1970. The ATS will be used in a
direct-broadcast educational television experiment
in 1972 in which TV signals will be beamed directly
to 5,000 public television sets provided by the Indian government.
,
Nippon Electric Company of Japan and Honeywell Space Systems organization were under contract to supply space equipment and software to the
Japanese government. Japan had plans to launch
communications satellites beginning in 1971.
International orders increased sharply, with new
business awards in each of the divisional product
lines. Many of the new orders were obtained as a
direct result of expanding license activities with key
avionic companies in Europe and in Japan.
In commercial aircraft, the division won important contracts with McDonnell Douglas for equipment on the DC-10 performance and failure assessment monitor (PAFAM) for assessing overall performance of the automatic landing system, including
a multicolor CRT display and the digital air data
computer (DADC) to provide vital sensor data to 13
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Prngn·ss in development of laser gyroscopes contimtt·d with lloneyw<'ll putting on its shelf the
world's smallest. measuring 1.3 inches on each side
of th<' triangular lasC'r p<~th. Production contracts
\\'t•n· awarded hy \ fcDonnell Douglas for laser triad
rate gyros for the experimental llpstage missile
and by ::\aval \Veapons Center for minh~ture laser
gyroscopes, mt·asuring 2.6 incht'S on each side. for
inertial guidance of ach-anced tactical missiles. The
U pstagl' application is a first for use of basic angular
rate sensors on that type of missile.
AEIW~I':\CE

In the field of navigation aids, a lightweight :MiniLocator was under development to provide military
forward observers a precise means of locating their
own position and target locations by processing signals from one or more of the 4 Navy Navigation
Satellites in low-altitude earth orbit.
Continued development in digital computer technology saw the division offer, for the first time, a
complete spectrum of 6 computers for a wide range
of aerospace and military applications. They included the HDC-201, an 8-pound unit which was to
be flight-tested on the DC-10 in 1970; the HDC-401,
with extremely low power requirements for use on
navigation, attitude control, or deep-space missions;
the HDC-601, to be flight-tested in late 1970 \\ith
the GEANS aircraft navigator; and the 700 series
computer, a model of which was accepted for the
:Minuteman III guidance computer role.
Increased computer production required building
a 40,000-square-foot addition to one plant.
In related technology, the division announced it
was developing a unique Mini-Wire memory for the
aerospace and military computer market. The \vire,
only 2 mils in diameter and married to large scale
integrated circuit electronics, was expected to have
marked advantages over standard 20-mil core memory units. A production version of the memory was
expected to be completed in mid-1970.
During 1969, the division's 5-mil plated \vire was
successfully used in the memory of the Poseidon
missile guidance system.

DI\'ISIO:"\.FLORIDA

Devdopnwnts in Florida opt•rations. siQ11i6cant in
4 major areas, included a S-:10.~00,000 awa~d to qualify as a second source for the \linuteman III guidance system and the design of a new computer: the
industry's first production contract for a strapdown
inertial guidance and na\·igation (SIGN) system for
a space booster; technological and marketing progress for a family of digital computers and plated
\~·ire m~·mm:ies; and funding for continued production of m~·t"ttal components and low-cost gyroscopes.
The \lmuteman III award called for the dhision
to build a mtmber of guidance and control units for
extensive ground and flicrht testincr over a 31-month
period. The improved cgmputer, ~Honeywell Digital Computc•r (HDC) ~lodcl 701P, will contain a
plated win', nondcstructin_. readout memory desigm•d in the division's memory group.
The multimillion-dollar award placina the Honevwell H-448 strapdown system on the Agena rock~t
was only one of several important developments that
saw strapdown guidance come of age in 1969. Early
in the year, the division's H-429 SIGN system made
aerospace history at Holloman Air Force Base, New
Mexico, when it became the first such svstcm to successfully complete a flight-test progra~.
An engineering prototype of the unique strapdow~l navigator, the first inertial system-strapdown
or gtmbaled-to use lasers instead of conventional
gyros, was about to begin system tests at year-end.
In a related guidance development, the division
was awarded an Air Force contract for over $5 000000 for advanced electrostatic gyroscope (ESC) d~
velo11ment and 1970 fliaht
test of its Gimbaled
b
Electrostatic Aircraft Navigation System (GEANS).
The ultraprecise ESC system will include the division's newly developed HDC-601 computer with a
plated wire memory.
The division celebrated its lOth year on the Centaur guidance program, directed by NASA's Lewis
Research Center, with flawless performance as Atlas/
Centaur lifted Mariners 6 and 7 to historic flybys of
Mars, as well as with a successful guidance performance in the launch of ATS-5. NASA acceptance tests
were successfully completed on an improved Centaur Inertial Measurement Group, to replace the
earlier Centaur guidance system in 1972.

SYSTEMS AND RESEARCH DIVISION

Honeywell's advanced research and development
division made significant technical advance~ at its
centers in Minneapolis, :Minnesota, and Lexmgton,
Massachusetts.
Research scientists at the Systems and Research
Center in Minneapolis, studying military requirements for advanced computer technology, developed concepts for next-generation modular computer
systems and an associative communication multiplexer. Work in information processing resulted in
implementation. Advancement of laser technology
won national recognition with the IR-100 award.
Research centered on the characteristics of heliumneon laser gyros and carbon dioxide laser systems
for long-range space-oriented communications.
In the human factors area, a number of Department of Defense-funded programs analyzed the development of behavioral principl~s for lea~in.g, retention, and performance for posstble apphcahon to
design of training systems. Physiological and beha~
ioral shtdies were performed m order to better estimate pilot performance as a function of pilot work
load.
The Systems Engineering Depart~ent ?ontinued
significant growth with funded proJects .m rotarywing avionics (LAMPS and UTTAS), tactical recon109
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Avionics Laboratory to investigate the state of the
art in high-performance infrared ddedor arrays.
NASA's Electronics Hesearch Center accl'pted for
evaluation an oculoml'ter which could record eve
movements by astronauts in flight without encu;nbrances of dectrical conn<·ctions. Fine sun sensors
for the Apollo Telescope• ~lounl mission of the 1970s
were assembled for deli\"ery.

naissance (TACREACT), and battlefield command
and control sh1dies.
The Navy awarded a basic study contract for
the advanced Light Airborne Multipurpose System
(LAMPS) concept. The study was to determine mission and systems criteria applicable in the design
of an airborne system to operate off the decks of
destroyers.
Air Force studies on the Tactical Reaction Reconnaissance System (TACREACT) entered a new evaluation phase. The system uses a head-mounted helmet sight worn by pilots to gather data, process the
data through airborne and ground computers, and
enable immediate pinpoint location of what the
pilot is looking at while flying high-performance aircraft.
Work on battlefield studies included command
and control, all elements of tactical surveillance, target acquisition, border security, and base camp and
air base security. These funded programs were complemented by studies dealing with ground sensor
improvements for early warning, line detection, and
verification.
New developments in the department's airborne
fire-control program centered on improvements and
flight demonstrations for the helmet sight and a
new head-up display which is called the Hot Line
Gun Sight.
Electrooptics research at the Honeywell Radiation Center, a Systems and Research Division unit
at Lexington, Massachusetts, made significant gains
in aerospace and aviation in 1969.
Research and development of an advanced infrared mapping system led to a contract to build 2
engineering models of an infrared reconnaissance
set (AN/ AAD-5) for testing on the Air Force RF-4
high-performance aircraft. Flight tests were planned
for early 1970. Production potential was estimated
at over $40,000,000.
A Canopus star tracker and a planet sensor set
consisting of a far-encounter planet sensor and a
narrow-angle Mars gate were supplied for the successful flybys in July of Mariners 6 and 7. For the
1971 flights, in addition to the Canopus star tracker
HRC was to build the acquisition sun sensor, th~
cruise sun sensor, and the sun gate. These sun sensors provide the attitude control system with information to tum the spacecraft and its solar panels
toward the sun and to hold that position throughout
the mission.
For over a decade, Honeywell has been engaged
in research, design, and development of infrared
detectors. Since 1961, it has supplied individual production detectors for infrared line scan systems.
Having established unique capabilities in mercurycadmium-telluride detectors, HRC in 1969 was developing arrays of these detectors under government
sponsorship.
An infrared detector array study program encompassed a 12-month effort sponsored by the

HUGHES AIRCHAFT CO:\lPANY
For Hughes Aircraft Company, 1969 was highlighted by mankind's first giant step on the moon
and by the dramatic return of parts of Su~cyor 3.
On earth, work progressed on the worlds largest
commercial satellite, Intclsat 4, and on a new.
computerized air defense system for the NATO nations of Europe.
Apollo 11 and 12 astronauts were aided in their
moon landings by more than 86,000 photographs of
the lunar surface taken hy 5 successfully lau~1ched
unmanned Surveyors developed by Hughes Aircraft
Company.
Among the lunar experiments set up
Apollo 11
astronauts was a special reflector designed to receive giant "pancakes" of laser li_ght fired from a
Hughes-built r~ngc-finder ~ystem mst~ll~d ~n a 60inch telescope m the Catalma Moun~ams ncar Tu:son, Arizona. The range finder, bmlt. for the Air
Force Cambridge Research Labor~toncs, can I:ne~
sure the relative earth-to-moon distance to Withm
1.5 meters.
In another lunar project, an inorganic paint developed by Hughes scientists for the Surveyo~ spac~
craft was used to coat a special photographmg md
("gnomon") set up by the astronauts to measure the
spectral quality of color photos they ~ook of the
moon's surface. The paint is able to wtthstand the
moon's daylight tempcrah1rcs of up to 250 deg_rees
above zero Fahrenheit and is resistant to ultraviOlet
radiation in space.
.
. .
Hughes-built synchronous-orbit commumcations
satellites ringed the world during the Apollo lllunar
landing mission. Telecasts from the Apollo spacecraft and the moon were transmitted around the
world via Intelsat 2 over the Atlantic. ATS-1 and
ATS-3 (Applications Technology Satellites) provided
weather pictures of the launch and recovery areas
as well as voice and TV. ATS-1 provided th~ main
voice link between the USS I-I ornet in the Pacific reco~ery area and Washington. TACSAT-1 was the
pnmary UHF voice link between the Apollo crew
and aircraft, ship, and ground stations during recovery operations.
It was during the second moon walk that the dramatic visit to Surveyor 3 took place. The spacecraft,
launched in 1967 had landed about 150 feet down
the sloping wall ~f the crater, but astronauts had no

?Y
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trouhk r<"ac·hing it and removing parts for return to
earth.
Continuing its progress in satellite technology
since till' laum·h of tiny Syncom :2 in 1963, Hughes
was hu ilding -l I ntelsat -l communications satellites
with :25 tinws the capacity of any satellite now in
sl·n·ic'l'. Thl' 81:2.000.000 program. using 12 subcontractor co111panies in 10 foreign countries. is under
thl' dirl'ction of the Communications Satellit<.• Corporation as manager for the 69-nation International
Tt·h:communications Satellite Consortium.
About 100 engineers from 10 nations were working at a Huglws 'Aircraft site in El Segundo, California, on tlw program. The new satt•llites will be capabh· of carrying simultaneously nearly 6,000 :2-way
telephone calls or 1:2 color telc\;sion programs. or
various combinations of \'Oice and video transmissions.
A unique' feahuc of Intelsat -l is its ability to
focus power into :2 "spotlight" beams and to point
tlw beams at an\'
selected areas, thus r)rovidincr
a
•
b'
strongc·r signal and more channd capacity in areas
of }waviest communication traffic. For transatlantic
transmissions. for example, tlw beams could be
aimed at wcstt•m Europe and eastern United States
or they could link South Anwrica with Europe or
North America.
The first Intelsat 4 was scheduled to be launched
into synchronous orbit :2.2,300 miles above the earth
early in 1971.
Another major satellite program at Hucrhes came
to fruition il~ 1969 with tl~e la.unch of a gi~nt experimental tactical commumcahons satellite built for
the Deparhnent of Dt>fense under a $30,000.000
contract.
.
The 2-story-high, 1,600-pound spacecraft was
launched early in February into a synchronous orbit
.2.2.300 statute miles above tlw earth by the Air
Force aboard a Titan IIIC booste.r. It will be used by
the Army, the Navy, and the Atr Force to test the
feasibility of using synchronous satellites for tactical
communications with small mobile ground stations
aircraft, and ships at sea. The satellite carries a clus~
tcr of antennas whose P?werful signals can be picked
up by all types of tennmals, even those with antennas as small as 1 foot in diameter.
At the Hughes ground systems group in Fullerton, California, NADGECO Ltd. unveiled equipment that will be the heart of NATO's $300,000,000
computerized air defense system stretching from
Norway to Turkey. NADGECO Ltd. is the 6-nation
consortium constructing the system, called NADGE
(NATO Air Defense Ground Environment), to guard
free Europe from air attack with what has been described as the biggest project of fixed installations
within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The
Fullerton test center, where equipment was being
integrated, is operated by Hughes, the U.S. member
of the consortium.
NADGE will operate from approximately 80 sites

in West Germany, the Netherlands, France, Italy,
Belgium, Norway, Denmark, Greece, and Turkey. It
will pro,;de western Europe with an electronic
warning and weapons control system, including a
continental network of radar and air traffic sensors,
in the 1970s.
A major link of NADGE already was operational
in Belaium, the Federal Republic of Germany, and
the ~Mherlands, which banded together in 1957 as
an International Planning Group (lPG) to develop a
mutual air defense svstem. The 3-nation system,
built b\' Hughes, was turned over to the group early
in 1969, and was undergoing e::\:pansion for eventual
phasing into the NADGE program.
Overall, NADGE operates on computer technology <md is designed to detect hostile aircraft and
to give near-automatic commands t? ~ATO w~apon
installations, fighter planes, and miSsile battenes.
The vear also saw Japan's new computerized air
defense system, built by Hughes, go into full tactical
operation as scheduled. The system, called BADGE,
covers Japan and the surrounding Pacific area .with
an electronic network that detects, tracks, and Identifies airborne targets automatica~y, evaluates and
compiles incoming data, and proVId~s to-the-targ.et
control for Japan's modem fight~r-.mterceptor arrcraft and surface-to-air defense nusstles.
The milestone event climaxed over 9 years of
planning and work on . th~ project, during w~ich
time the system was bmlt m Japan and the Umted
States under contracts totaling $56,000,000. BADGE
is installed at sites extending from the northern tip
of Hokkaido to the southern end of Kyushu.
Hughes was also building and i?stalling an a?vanced air defense network for Switzerland and m
July shipped the last of the co~plex ~lectronic equi~
ment to that country for on-stte testmg. Called ProJect FLORIDA the Swiss system consists of new
long-range 3-dhnensional data radars; high-speed
general-purpose computers, the nerve c~nter of the
system; multipurpose consoles that dtsplay data
from radars and computers and enable o~e;ators to
enter new data into the system; and digital data
transceivers that allow the system to send and receive coded information rapidly.
In the field of radar, system tests began in the
summer on a ne''' advanced radar prototype, forerunner of what could be the world's most powerlul
radar for defense against missile atta~k in t~e 1970s
and beyond, at an isolated ~ountamtop site near
the company's Fullerton facihty. When the tra~s
mitter is completed, the prototype, a scale versiOn
of a proposed long-range systen~ called ADAR (Advanced Design Array Radar), w1ll be the most p~w
erful radar yet built by Hughes. Total system testing
was to continue until the end of 1969; final-phase
testing under Army scrutiny~demonstr~tin~. the
radar's overall concept, stabthty, and rehabihtywas scheduled to begin in January 1970 and continue through the year.
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installed aboard wa rships of those co untri
to
provide simultan eou s 3-dimcnsion al inform a ti onh eight, range, and b ea rincr-a bout a ir ta rg ts. D livery of th e units w as xpec ted to b comple ted b
the summer of 1970 under contrac ts exceedin g
$7,000,000.
In May, Hughes-Fullerton announce d that th
U.S. Navy \\ a s operating its first 3-dimension a l ra d a_r
abl e to d e tect and a utom a ti calJ track a la rge numb er of moving targe ts throu gh severe na tura l or
man-made clutter. The Hu gh es-built rad a r, A I
FPQ-12, is installed on the island of Ka ua i ~ H aw~ ii
where it is operating as part of th e N a vy s Ba rkincr
Sands Tactical Underwater Range, a 50-square-mil
antisubmarine warfare range used for all-weathe r
tactical exercises. The radar's clutter cancellation
ability is du e to special solid-state ci_rcuitry, ? eveloped in a Moving Targe t Indica tor (MTI) , whi ch
eliminates or filters out clutter radar returns comp e ting with the d esired targe ts.
.
The company's a erospace group: -~ulver City,
California, and its missile systems divisiOn , Canoga
Park, California, w ere d eeply immerse d in n ew and
continuing missile d evelopment.
.
The flight-test phase of a $95,000,000 A1~ For:e
contract to d evelop and produce th e ~ave~·Ick missile got under way in th e fall. ~ave nck IS a TVguided air-to-ground weapo~ d esigned to knock ~ut
enemy tanks, armored vehicles, and field fortifications. In operation, the pilot selects a targe ~ ~n ,a
television screen in the cockpit, locks the miSSiles
guidance system on it, and launche~ the mi~si~e.
The pilot then can leave the area while the mis.slle
continues to the target, guided by an electrooptical
TV homing device in its nose.
Ten TOW missiles, part of the first TOW production hardware delivered to the Army, were testfired in the summer at the Army Missile Command,
Redstone Arsenal Alabama. All struck a stationary
target with pinp~int accuracy, the A.rmy rev.ea~ed.
TOW project officials said the antit~nk rmss1les,
which were fired at targets over a m1le from the
launcher, passed their critical development . tests
with flying colors. TOW, a tube-launched, optic~lly
tracked, wire-guided missile, is capable of ~emg
fired from a ground emplacement or from hehcop~
ters and a variety of vehicles. It can knock out field
fortifications or destroy any known enemy armor.
In the Army's arsenal, TOW is expected to replace
a 106-millimeter recoilless rifle and Entac and SS-ll
missiles.
In March, for the first time in the history of air
':eapons development, 2 missiles launched from a
s1?gle airc.raft at virtually the same moment score?
hits o~ 2 a1~bome targets during a t.es~ on the Navy s
Phoemx m1ssile and its A WG-9 missile control system, which are being developed by Hugh~s.
The missile firing, held off the California coast at
the Naval Missile Center, Point Mugu, was a test
of the multiple-launch capability of the A WG-9

A Hughes Aircraft technician adjusts an antenna, one of several in the Ylo-scale prototype of ADAR, a new phasedarray radar and the most powerful yet built by Hughes, a
pioneer in the field.

In another major radar project, Hughes received
a Navy contract calling for an electronic face-lifting
to provide the nuclear-powered USS Long Beach
with a battle control capability unmatched in naval
history. The program is in line with plans to improve the electronic air defense powers of the Long
Beach, the world's most advanced missile cruiser.
The Long Beach and the carrier USS Enterprisewith air control radar systems developed and built
by Hughes-are the most sophisticated ships afloat.
During the Long Beach's 2 tours in Vietnam waters,
the ship's radar-computer system and displays
tracked and monitored, around-the-clock, all aircraft in a battle zone covering hundreds of square
miles of land and sea.
The ability of the Long Beach to accomplish its
highly sophisticated missions is based on Hughesdesigned Scanfar radars, combined with the Naval
Tactical Data System (NTDS), a high-speed computerized system of displaying and evaluating collected information. The electronic "eyes and ears"
of the system are the radars and radar-computers,
designated AN/SPS-32 and AN/SPS-33 by the
Navy. These are the world's first operational fixedarray radar equipments able to detect and automatically track hundreds of targets simultaneously.
Hughes-Fullerton was also building new radar
equipment for warships of 3 free world nations
under U.S. Navy contracts. Five complex radar-computer systems, designated AN/SPS-52, were destined for guided-missile destroyers of Spain; and
five planar, or billboard-shaped, radar antennas,
designated AN/SPA-72, were being built, 4 for
France and one for Japan. The equipment will be
ll2
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~-lore than 3.600 of the current 16,000-channel and
the original . 10,000-channel high-frequency, solidstate radios had been delivered to the Army under
previous contracts.
An interesting project of the company's aeronautical systems division was a night-vision system that
will o=ive a helicopter crew the ability to swoop
down° out of a black s1..1' and locate an enemy ill~
minated only by starlight. The system, called INFANT (Iroquois Night Fighter and Night Tracker),
was installed in a UH-1~1 Iroquois helicopter and
successfullv demonstrated during night operations
in the Caiifornia desert. It was developed under
direction of the Army Electronics Command's Night
Vision Laboratory, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and was
being installed in a number of helicopters.
In June, the company delivered to the Army 5
laser range-finder systems for use on the :M60A1E2
battle tank. The tank range finder consists of a mby
laser, telescope-like optics, and associated control
panels. The 5 units, described as the first completely
militarized laser put into production, were the first
of 419 laser rmwe-finder systems being built at the
company's El Se~ndo facility uncle: a contr_act with
the Army's Frankford Arsenal at Philadelphia.
Delivery was made during the year of the fir:t
mobile flight line tester for the vV~st German Air
Force. The unit, weighing approXImately 3 t~ns
fully equipped, is designed specifically for testi~g
the inertial navigation system of the F-~04? aircraft but can be adapted to test other avwmc systems.
Ammw the technical innovations of Hughes space
enuineer~ in 1969 was a "window shade" of solar
cells that will collect sunlight to power orbiting
satellites with electrical energy. The company was
fablicating the new solar power supply sy:tem for
the Aero Propulsion Laboratolies of the Air Force
under a $2,500,000 contract. The featherweight system of extendible solar cell sheers, which resemble
a window shade is known as LRSCA (Large Retractable Solar Cell Array).
.
A precision instrument designed and bmlt by the
Santa Barbara Research Center, a subsidiary of
Hughes, performed the key role of takin~ the temperature of Mars during a flyby of 2 Manner spacecraft in the summer. The instrument, a 2-channel
. ') b .
radiometer, measured temperature 111 --. asiC rang;es,
aiding scientists in their knowledge of the Martian
sm·face.
In October, the Santa Barbara facility announced
that it had developed an infrared ~ommuni~a.tor
that transmits and receives either vmce or digital
infmmation over a laser beam for distances up to
6 miles. The device was expected to find use i~ such
areas as ship-to-ship, ship-to-shore, a~d other mdustrial and military situations that reqmre secure communication.
At the company's Ncv.rport Beach division, ·w~rk
began on a new order for the passenger entertam-

svstem. which will enable one aircraft to defend
;;gaiust svn·ral attacking planes. The A\VG-9 system
and the Phoenix missile will be used in the :\avv's
new F-1-1:\ fighter.
·
Scn:ral nH~i1ths after the historic launch. Hughes
delin·red to the :'\avv the first Phoenix missile "svstem trainvr. a compt;terized simulator that will 'be
used to train missile control officers for the F-l4A.
The trainer can simulate a complete mission of the
Phoenix system, from targd acquisition to lock on
and missilt• launch.
In other missile development. Hughes was
awarded a $6.800,000 contract to produc;- guidance
electronic systems for the 1'\avy's new Poseidon missile, which is designed for launching from submerged uuclear submarines like the P~laris. Under
the contract, Hughes was cstablishinu a production
line for manufacture of the assemblies at its El
Segundo, Califomia. factory, where the company
\;·as to produc~· 1:2") syst~·ms. The company completed
$126,000.000 m I ohms program contracts over 7
years. building guidance systems. electronic assemblie~, submarine fire-control systems. and training
<'(JUipment.
At I-Iuglws-Fullcrton, the initial svstems checkout pha~e wa~ completed on a new 'type of Semiautomatic Fhght Operations Center (SAFOC).
which has the potential of regulating all Army air
traff-ic in a combat zone or elsewhere~ The nc\\; syst~m is clcsi~ll1cd to monitor automatically the position of all :.urcraft under its control. It will provide a
collision-avoidance capability, pinpoint the location
of distressed or clowned aircraft. identify friendly
aircraft, provide ground-to-ground coordination of
aircraft movement, and disseminat(' air-,vaminu
o information to pilots. The center is composed of data
processing equipment, displays, and communication
links.
Hughes was also developing a close air support
control system for forward-area applications; it
will en a blc pilots of tactical aircraft to perform
blind missions, using electronic ''eyes'' on the ground.
The new system, known as TASCS (Tactical Air
Support Control System), was being developed for
the Air Force. Initial tests were completed on the
first of 2 experimental systems.
T ASCS is designed to provide pilots of tactical
aircraft with navigation, guidance, and weapon release information for such missions as close air support, blind bombing of selected targets obscured
from the pilot's vision, delivery of troops and material to designated landing or drop zones, and air
reconnaissance.
Work was under way in Fullerton on a contract
calling for 1,036 Manpack radios for the Army Electronics Command. The radio's signals are propagated by both ground and sky waves. The radio,
designed to be carried easily by one man wearing
a standard Army shoulder harness, weighs only 24
pounds with a newly developed dry battery pack
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The \Iodd .SOO at vear-end could lH' found in 13
foreign countries: Ai·gcntina. Australia. Colombia,
the Unitt'd Kingdom. Italy. Japan. In·land, Switzl'rland, India, Taiwan. Korea. \Icxico. and the Philippines.
In addition to the \lucid 500 program. I Iuglws
maintained production during HJmJ of its \lode! :300
and OH-6A Cayuse helicopters as well as of milit<uy ordnance systems.
The company's aircraft unit is ow· of several semiautonomous divisions that make up Hughes Tool
Company, ,,·holly owned by Howard H. Hughl·s.
In HJ6!J, the division, a recognized leader in lwlicopter research and technology. maintained its l'lllployment lcvd of about .5,000 persons in the fi~·lds
of engineering, administration, and manufac:tunng.
The division occupied over 1,000,000 square feet of
structural facilities in California at sites in Culver
City, Los Angeles, and San Diego.
Hughes Tool Vice President Hca E. Hopper is
general manager and Vice President Thomas H.
Studpnagd is assistant general. manag~·r. H?lwrt A.
Wagner is director of aeronaut1cal engmcen.ng.
By year-end, more than 1,270 Cayuse hchcopkrs
had been built at Culver City for the Army. They
had logged over 500,000 combat flying hours since
first being deployed in Vietn:un in No_vcmber 1967.
Army contracts called for ultu~atc .delivery of 1,415
OH-6As. The Cayuse, used pnmanly as a low-level
scout ship, recorded an outstanding combat mission
availability rate and a maii~tenance n~te of l~ss th<:n
one hour to each hour of flight. The lightweight mrcraft was officially cited by Army ~vi~tors for its
superior crash survivability charactcnstic.s ...
The Model 500 helicopter offers as CIVIlian credentials the unequaled record of performance and
reliability achieved by its military counterpart, th.e
Cayuse. The 500 is certified at 2,550 pounds and IS
structurally similar to the OH-6A. It features a
unique A-frame construction, buil.t aroun.d the ship's
center of gravity, which combmes With ~nergy
absorbing crew compartment seats to pro~ICle t~e
ultimate in pilot-passenger safety .. The 500 IS av~Il
able at a base price of $95,00~ w1th a stancl.ard ~n
terior designed for utility misswns. A deluxe mtenor
is optional at extra cost to the purc~~ser.
.
Production of an international mihtmy versiOn of
the 500, designated 500M, also ~ontinue~ in 1969.
The ship, capable of being eqmppecl with armament, has been purchased by many. foreign countries.
The versatile Model 300 contmued to be produced during the year at the divisio~'s Rose Canyon
facility near San Diego. It was at tlus plant that the
company also produced 793 TH-55A helicopters for
use by the Army's primary trainer school at Fort
Wolters, Texas.
Another facility, at Palomar County Airport ~ear
San Diego, was maintained for production fhght
testing of all the company's military and commercial helicopters.

ment-service system for the DC-10 trijct. Hughes
was designing and building the system, which brings
microelectronic techniques developed for space
technology into the commercial aircraft field. The
entertainment-service system provides 16 channels
of high-fidelity music or inflight movie sound track
to passengers' earphones. It also controls passenger
reading lights and attendant call lights and chimes
at each seat.
A highlight of 1969 was the presentation to
Lawrence A. Hyland, Hughes vice president and
general manager, of the distinguished Order of the
Sacred Treasure, one of the highest honors the
emperor of Japan can bestow on an individual.
Hyland received the medal during special ceremonies in Tokyo. It cited him for his "contributions
to the Japanese electronics industry through the
peaceful use of spacecraft and for the Japanese Air
Defense System." The spacecraft alluded to in the
citation is Syncom 3, which was used to beam the
1964 Olympic Games from Tokyo to the United
States and other areas of the world. Japan's air
defe~se system, BADGE, was built by the company s Fullerton facility and put into tactical operation in 1969.
The year 1969 proved to be an expanding one for
Hughes, not only in contracts but in work force and
proposed new facilities. At Hughes-Fullerton, it was
annou~lCed ~hat 3 manufacturing buildings would
be bmlt ~unng the next year and a half, with basic
construction costs estimated at about $8,500,000.
Th~ new. buildings will enlarge the facility's present
engrn~enng park by some 500,000 square feet, nearly
?oubling Hughes-Fullerton's existing manufacturrng space. Plans called for the buildings to be completed and occupied by January 1971.
Overall employment at Hughes stood at over
30,000 as the year neared an end, an expansion of
some 5,000 engineers and support personnel since
the beginning of the year. The firm had 11 facilities:
Culver City, Fullerton, El Segundo, Canoga Park,
Los Angeles, Malibu, Santa Barbara, Torrance,
Oceanside, and Newport Beach, California; and Tucson, Arizona. The company's gross sales exceeded
$500,000,000 for the fourth consecutive year.

HUGHES TOOL COMPANY
AIRCRAFT DIVISION

Introduction and first deliveries of the new Hughes
Model 500 helicopter were among the most significant e~e?t~ of 1969 at Hughes Tool Company's aircraft divisiOn. The first 500s outfitted for executive
travel were delivered in May. Later in the year, production increased at the firm's main plant in Culver
City, California. The first U.S. executive to receive
a deluxe 500 helicopter was Barron Hilton, president of Hilton Hotel Corporation.
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Tht· Ltst TII-5.5:\ trainer was delivered to the
Anm· in \larch. lh- n·ar-end. the TI-I-55A fleet had
flow;t on ·r 1.000.<)06 training hours since tlu· first
ship was ddin·red in 196-l.
Thl' II ughl's 300. sistt'r ship to the TH-55:\, comhint'S low cost. smooth opt•ration. n.•duced maintenanct·. ease of flving. and mam•m·crabilitv in one
n·sponsin·. <.·omp:1ct .._pa<.·kag<·. It will continite to sell
for a 833.6:30 hase pric<'.
\ton· than 70 major l".S. cities W<.'rt.· serioush· consich·ring tlw lluglws around-the-dock law et1forcemt·~ll t·onc·t·pt that utilizes tlw \lodd 300 patrol
hdtcoptt·r. The company t•xpectt•d to boost productim~ ~>I tlw ~lode! 3~) ship to kt·ep in step with an
anhctpatl'd mcn·ase 111 demand. :\t vcar-t•nd. there
wt'n' tll'arly 1.000 \lode! 300 helicopters in use on
en·n· contirwnt in the world.
Oth<"r applications of the 300 include agriculture.
student flight training. mosquito abatemt>~t. rescue,
and rccn·ation.
In ~969: th<' company bared plans to compete for
tlw :\avys new Light Airborne \lultiple Package
System (LA\IPS) project hv offering a modified version of its OH-6:\ lwlicopt~·r. Tht"' L-\\IPS program
calls for_ dt'stroyer-hased helicopters to perfonn antisubmarnw warfare and other activities.
In. the arl'a of r~rdnance. Hughes continm•d productiOn for the Navv of its \lark 4 gun systems
using the :\lark 1 i 20-milliml'ter c~mnori. The
\~capon. slung beneath the fuselage of an attacking
atrcraft, can fire ·tOOO rounds a minute.
_ Th<~ company also maintained production of the
X:VI-2_iE1 annanwnt subsystem, a high-rate-of-fire
machmc gun that arms the Cayuse hl'licopter.
In advanced development stages for the Anuy
,,·ere 2 projects: a helicopter grenade launcher subsy~t~·m and a high-velocity, 350-shot-a-minute, 40millnneter self-powered grenade launcher.
A secm~d foreign firm, Nardi S. A. per Costruzioni
Aeronautlclw of ~lilan, Italv, was licensed in 1969
to manufactun• and market versions of the Model
.500 helicopters. Kawasaki Heavv Industries of Gifu,
Japan, was licensed in 1968. Under terms of the
Nardi agreement, the Italian firm was to sell the
ship in the European Economie Community (Common Market) and in some North African countries.
The Kawasaki pact authorizes the Japanese company to do the same in its area.

ville, Alabama, builds the Instrument Unit for the
Apollo program. The 3-foot-high, 21-foot-\\ide ring
is the guidance and control system for the Saturn V
launch vehicle, guiding the flight from lift-off until
the spacecraft is on the way from earth orbit to the
moon. Some 57 space age components, including an
IB\1 digital computer, provide precise control for
Saturn V.
IB\'1 computers at the :Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston constitute the Real-Time Computer
Complex. an installation that monitors the trajectory
of and interprets telemetry data from the spacecraft.
Five System/360 Model 75s were available to support flight controllers during lunar missions.
Similar IB\~1 computers were in use at NASA's
Goddard Space Fliaht Center to help control the
manned space flight network of world,vide communication svstems for space programs.
At the Ke~nedy Space Center launch site, IBM
specialists assisted in the electronic check-out of
Saturn V and in the operation of the launch support
complex.
.
Another Huntsville-developed system will soon be
helpina commuters in California's Bay Area travel
faster ~nd more efficiently. The San Francisco Bay
Area Hapid Transit District (BARTD) wa~ b~ilding
a 75-mile all-electric transit system that will mclude
an automatic fare collection system developed by
IB\·L The system includes a coin/bill~operated
ticket vending machine that issu~s magneticall~ encoded tickets, an add-fare machme that penmts a
ticket's value to be increased, and commuter passenger gates designed to accept the magnetic tickets
~nd deduct fares from the magnetically recorded
values.
Electronic monitoring equipment designed by
Imvl in Huntsville will be used by the Seaboard
Coast Line to help diagnose rep_air and maintena~ce
needs for locomotives. The eqmpment was to be mstalled on 20 locomotives to collect information on
96 operating functions and to rec?rd the information on maanetic tape. The tape IS removed from
the locomotive for analysis of maintenance requirements by an IBM 1800 data acquisition and control
system.
In 1969 IBM continued ·working on the Combat
Service S~pport System. CS3, as the system is
known, is an IBM System/360 Model 40 on wheels;
it moves when and where a field army moves. CS3
pools logistics and personnel records in a c~n
tral computer that supplies field command~rs With
instant information on their troops and supphes. The
systems are mounted in 5 35-foot van~ and 2 '12-ton
Arn1y tmcks. Six of the data processmg and communication systems were completed successfully
and were delivered to the Army.
Concerned with a broad scope of advanced technologies, IBM Owego was involved in avionic systems, computer development, radar/ECM, sonar,
lasers, solid-state displays, and other programs under

INTERNATIONAL BUSil\TESS l\IACHINES
CORPORATION
FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION

IB:M continued to contribute to the nation's space
and defense programs during 1969.
Work in support of NASA's Apollo program received major attention because of the successful
landings on the moon. The IBM facility in Hunts-
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Fernando, California; ITT Elcctro-Phvsics Laboratories, Hyattsville, :\larylancl: and ITI Space Communications, Hamsey, New Jersey.
The mission of the ITT Defense-Space Croup is
to aggressively pursue new markding opportunities
that arise as sweeping technological ach-ances an•
made in the aerospace and military fields.

study, development, and production contracts. The
facility boasts highly automated manufacturing and
modem testing and laboratory facilities, including a
simulation lab and an anechoic chamber for proving
out advanced avionics concepts.
IBM's System/4 Pi, a multipurpose aerospace
computer manufactured at Owego, comes in a variety of models and is suitable for land, air, and sea
applications. System/4 Pi was being used in the
F-Ill and A-7 aircraft for navigation and weapons
delivery. On the A-7 programs, in addition to providing a computer, IBM has avionic subsystem integration responsibility. The first navigation/weapons
delivery test sets for advanced models of the A-7
aircraft were turned over to LTV Aerospace Corporation, aircraft builder and prime contractor. A
major F-Ill program milestone was passed with delivery of the IOOth System/4 Pi CP-2 computer to
Autonetics. System/4 Pi models were also in use in
the A-6 and EA-6B aircraft and for such applications as target identification, reconnaissance/surveillance, and antisubmarine warfare.
The division made a major move into the field of
digital communications with the introduction of special devices to speed the transmission of errorless
digital data from computer to computer. Further
developments were under study for Project Mallard,
a mobile digital communication system intended for
field armies in the I970s.
IBM's Federal Systems Division, headquartered
in Gaithersburg, Maryland, concentrated on advanced technology and special systems for the
ground-based, airborne, and spacebome requirements of military, scientific, and civil government
agencies. The division employed at year-end 13,000
people and had 5 operating centers: the Electronics
Systems Center, Owego, New York; the Federal
Systems Center, Gaithersburg, Maryland, with operations at Houston, Texas; the Space Systems Center, Huntsville, Alabama, with operations at Cape
Kennedy, Florida; the Communications and Engineering Sciences Center, Gaithersburg, Maryland;
and the Center for Scientific Studies, Gaithersburg.

ITT Avionh·H Division
ITT Avionics Division extended the development
of electronic warfare and navigation systems significantly with major engineering and production advances during I969.
.
.
Well known for its continued engmcenng and
production of TACAN and othn point-sour~c navigation, hyperbolic navigation, and clcctromc ,~·ar
fare systems, the division announced the culmmation of 7 years of work on an all-I.ww advanced
integrated airborne TACAN transc~·Ive~·· The IH:w
airhome system utilizes solid-state circuitry and Circuit board pull-out cards to perform all-round
T ACAN functions with increased accuracy and
reliability while adding a complete set ?f. related
features such as data link, inverse mode, digital control and spoof detection.
I~ another TACAN development, ITT Avionics
bolstered its reputation in TA<?AN antennas by receiving a contract from the Air Force for a ne':ly
developed airport terminal high-hand antenna wluch
eliminates signal deflection from hangars and nmways.
.
In the field of electronic warfare, a new sahelstate microwave reconnaissance and electronic warfare receiver series was unveiled by the division in
I969. Engineering and production on h.ighly classified electronic warfare equipment contmued under
contract from all major branches of DoD.
Electronic defense systems under development
and in production include~ re~onnaissance, electronic countermeasures, duechon finders, radar
trainer systems, and sonar trainer devices.
Under contract to the Air Force for Loran-C/D
hyperbolic navigation systems, th~ division shipped
a system a day from its Nutley-Chfton, New Jersey,
complex during the latter part o~ 1969.
.
Omega global navigation receivers went m~o production during the year, and the first umt was
shipped to the Navy in mid-1969. . . . ,
Production facilities at the divisiOns complex
were being completely revamped. The division invested almost $I,OOO,OOO for modemiza~on of its
manufacturing plant and production eqmpment as
part of a new 5-year renovation program.

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
ITT DEFENSE.SPACE GROUP

ITT Defense-Space Group, headquartered in Nutley, New Jersey, includes ITT Avionics Division
and ITT Defense Communications Division, both
of N~tley; F~deral Electric Corporation, ITT Commercial Services, and ITT Arctic Services, Inc., all
of. ~~ramus, New Jersey; ITT Aerospace/Optical
DI~swn, San Fe:n~ndo, California, and Fort Wayne,
Indiana; ITT Gilfillan, Inc., Van Nuys, California;
ITT Electron Tube Division Easton Pennsylvania
'
'
R oanoke, Virginia, Fort Wayne,
Indiana,
and San'

ITT Defense Communications Division
ITT Defense Communications Division began
production of AN/GRC-I43 ~ropospheric scatter
radio sets. The radio equipment IS destmed for opera-
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tion around the world as tllC' communications backbmw of the :\ml\' _·\rca Communications SYstem.
Till' radio s~·stems arc designed to meet the Army's
multichannel tactical requirements and to offer a
wide range
of charactl'ristics and reliable operatincr
'
0
features not proYidcd by any other equipment now
available. Bl'ing produced under contract to Army
Eh-ctronics Command, the A:'\..'GHC-1-!3 sets \\ill
satisfy :\rn1~· requirements for multichannel tropospheric scatter comm\mications within a field army
without tlw ncccssit\· of installincr a larcre number of
0
int<'rmediall' rqwati·r stations. 0
ITT Defense Communications was also preparing for production of A:'\/GHC-144 line-of-sight
radio sds. !wing built under contract to :\rnn· Electrouics Command. The division began deli~·en' of
additional A:'\/TTC-2:2 tactical m~bile telephone
circuit-switching systems for usc b~· the Air ~ational
Guard.
Command. telemetry, and communication subsystems designed and manufactured bv the di\ision
orbited tlw ca_rth as the electronics p:1yload of the
Intclsat 3 scncs of global communications satellites.
A satellite communication earth station designed.
manufactured, installed. and rendered operational
by ITT Defense Communications for the IndonC'sian government began operation in Djatiluhur.
Indonesia. The station will provide Indonesia with
a communication gateway to the world via the Intelsat 3 satellite network' The tenninal is equipped
with a 90-foot-dianwter parabolic reflector antenna.
Other satellite communication earth stations built
by ITT Defense Communications were in operation
in Spain and in the Canary Islands. The Spanish
terminal, equipped with an 85-foot-diameter antenna, is located 40 miles north of Madrid. The
Canary Islands terminal, on Grand Canary Island,
is a duplex system equipped with twin 4:2-foot-diameter antennas. This station was used to relay spacecraft tracking network communications across the
Atlantic to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas.
The division provided full support of the U.S.
Department of State's Automated Tenninal Station, a message-switching communication center for
which ITT Defense Communications is prime contractor. Full support also was provided for the 465L
Strategic Air Command and Control System, headquartered in Omaha, Nebraska. ITT Defense Communications is prime contractor for this vital command and control center which features large color
displays of computer-generated decision-ai~ling information to SAC force commanders.
The IIT Defense Communications Division also
engaged in the development, design, and manufacture of antennas for military submarines and smface
vessels, for aircraft, and for satellite communication systems.

ITT Arctic Services, Inc.

The sun rarely sets on the projects of ITT Arctic
Sen·ices, Inc., one of ITT's newest corporate units.
\Vith management-type contracts for operation,
maintenance, and support of the Air Force's 4 largest communication and sunreillance systems in
the far north, ASI's domain extends throughout
Alaska in the 'White Alice Communications System;
stretches across the roof of the North American continent from Alaska's Cape Lisburne through Canada
to eastem Greenland in the Distant Early \Varning
{DE\V) System; and nms from Angmagssalik, Greenland. across Iceland to the United Kingdom in the
:\orth Atlantic Radio System (NABS). The 2 Ballistic _Missile Early-\Vmning System (BMEvVS) sites
-at Thule, Greenland, and Clear, Alaska-operated
for the Air Force by ASI are the largest radar installations in the world.
ASI was forn1ed by ITT in October 1969 to provide a sharper mission and customer focus for the
northern contracts formerly held by ITT's worldwide service associate, Federal Electric Corporation. Of its 2,500 employees, only 350 are at corporate headquarters in Paramus, New Jersey, making
it by far the largest industrial contractor in the
northern area it senres. Its contracts total almost
$180.000,000 through 1972.
\Vhite Alice is a network of nearly 100 communication sites in Alaska. The system provides the backbone of all long-distance telephone, telegraph, and
data communications in the entire state, serving
military, government, and civilian users. With an
undersea cable link to Seattle and a tie-in to the
national Canadian microwave system, it is Alaska's
communications lifeline to the «south 48."
The DE\V System has been managed and operated for the Air Force by ITT since becoming operational in 1956. Its 33 sites not only are a radar
fence protecting North America against aircraft
attack from the north but also form a toll-quality
communication system across 3,500 miles of the
world's most inhospitable terrain. Its radars also
provide position and weather information as well as
flight-following services to commercial and NORAD
flights crossing its identification zone.
The mission of BMEWS is to detect and provide
warning of missile attack from the Eurasian land
mass. Giant stationary antennas 400 feet wide and
165 feet tall send narrow fans of energy 3,000 miles
or more into space at 2 different angles. Four of
these at Thule and 3 at Clear pick up their first fix
as a missile passes through the lower fan. Seconds
later, as the missile passes through the upper fan, a
second radar fix is obtained. 'With this information,
high-speed computers almost instantaneously compute launch location, impact time, and impact area.
The sites also have huge 84-foot scanner-tracker
radars to provide additional coverage.
ASI performs 5 major logistics support functions
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advan c d space rendezvous S\ st m a va il al~ l c in ~h
world for us in futur
p ac mi ion!' 11''1\'0l v ma
rendezvous of la rge v hicl s and p ace tation . 1l1
cornpan · also r cci d a stud y ont r, ct to d _fin ~ a
las r haza rd d t cto r for us on th Lunar h vm
Vehi cles und er d -v Iopm nt.
Explora tor) d velopm nt continu d on both T
and RF missil se k rs of a d a n eel d es ig ns a nd on
both las r (optical ) and HF fuz s. Seve ra l ach an d
low-light-! v I t -I vision S) s tems '' e re proclu c cl f r
Navy use in reconnaissanc h lico ptc rs.
The division contin ued to produc h a nd-h eld and
vehicular-mounted night vision d ·vic s, ro ck ~ t and
w apons control syst ms for clos -support mrcr~ft
and helicopters, and precision v isua l displa y cqUlpment. An advanced rocket control a nd disp la system for Army h elicopter usc \vas placed in produ:tion. Sci ntific computer display S) stem s ': e re m
production and d eli veries w e re made dunn g the
year to the F cleral Aviation Administration.
El etro-Optical operations continued a n impr ssive record of successful a erospace d evelopm ents
throughout 1969, placing special emphasis on sp~ce 
borne opto-electronic cameras for m e teorolog1cal
and earth sciences programs , specialize d visual and
audio information systems for air traffic control and
data management ) ordnance and fuzinab IJroduets for
.
missilery, night vision and light amplification eqUipment and systems, and related componenh')' ·

at both Thule and Sondrestrom air bases in Greenland. Site II at Clear, Alaska, also supports the Air
Force's Spacetrack program by reporting position
and status of orbiting satellites and space vehicles
within its range. NARS provides an alternate communication system for U.S. military forc es in Europe
as well as a rearward route for a third BMEWS site,
operated by the RAF in the United Kingdom.
Recent mineral and petroleum discoveries in the
far north have focused worldwide attention on the
potential riches locked within the area's snow, ice,
and p ermafrost. In addition to meeting military and
defense requirements, ITT Arctic Services, Inc. , expected to provide a substantial share of the services
n eeded to develop these natural resources.
ITT Aerospace/Optical Division

Air traffic control, marine position fixing, night
vision, surveillance and information gathering, and
communications are the broad categories with which
the Aerospace/Optical Division was concerned during 1969. The division is headquartered at San Fernando, California, where its Aerospace Electronics
operations are located. Electro-Optical operations
are in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Aerospace Electronics laboratories continued development work in the areas of space rendezvous
and docking; missile guidance and fuzing; reconnaissance, surveillance, and detection; space guidance, navigation, and communications; position-location equipment; low-light-level television and
night vision binoculars; small satellites; and armament control systems.
Major advances were made in satellite navigation.
The division continued production of the Navy's
AN/SRN-9 satellite navigation receiving system
which, used with the U.S. Navy Navigation Satellite system (Transit), provid~s position lo~ati~n accuracies for ships to approximately .1 mile m all
.
types of weather and .on a wor~dwide basis.
A nonmilitary versiOn of this system was bemg
marketed to commercial shipping customers including oil exploration companie~, ~~odetic survey t~ams,
oceanographic research achv1hes, passenger lmers,
and merchant fleets. ITT satellite navigation systems are operating aboard the luxury liner Queen
Elizabeth 2 and the icebreaker/tanker SS Manhattan, which sailed the Northwest Passage in search
of more economical routes for transporting oil from
the North Slope of Alask~..
.
.
The division was providmg the tr.acking receivers
for use in Intelsat and NASA statwns around the
world.
Electrooptical work continued in the areas of
laser communications, laser rendezvous radar, star
trackers, high-resolution space cameras, infrared
technology, low-light-level television, and various
types of electrooptical tracking systems.
AOD developed what is b elieved to be the most

ITT Aerospace/Optical Division dev eloped the unique conical antenna, high atop the mast of the Queen Elizabeth 2,
which permits the liner to receive satellite signals for precise
position location data.
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:\:\S.\'s :\imhus 3 ,,·eather satellite, launched in
April HJ?~J. prm·icks pole-to-pole photographic CO\"t·ra~c· ot tht· l'arth with weatlwr and cloud co,·er
da t~t for md<'orolo!!ists. Tlw satellite is equipped
with d:tytin_w imagl' dissl·ctor and nighttime highr<'solutum mfrarcd space kll·vision cameras den·lopt'd In· ITT's scit·ntists and encrineers in Fort
\\"anw. ·
c
:\ir traffic controlkrs in the l'nited States were
t~tilizin~ m-w BHITE radar displays produced in
l·ort \\ aynt· for use ll\' the Ft•deral :\.Yiation Administr:ttion and h_y tl;<. military sen;ces. Signifi~·antly lll~pro,·cd ~mghtnt•ss and contrast was gained
111 tht·sc· JnfonnatJon displays, casih- vil'wed bv controlll'rs in till' v<·ry high and variahk light Ie\·ds of
aiq)ort control towers.
~
.Anotht·r major air traffic control development was
a ne\\" gl'nl'ration of ach-anced-design solid-state
radio rl'cl'in·rs and transmittt'rs for militarv aroundto-air commt111ications . .-\s a part of the Trf-;l·n·ice
Joint UI IF ~lodcrnization Program. the 3-unit rec<·in·r. transmittt:r. linear amplifier combination features modular construction with maximum commonality of parts and modules. ~lilitarv facilities in
the linitt·d States and \\'orldwidt• will"be receivinothis <'(luipnwnt. \\'hich is installed in remote-contr~l
si_tc: facilitit': _and is designed p:uticularly for conchtwns n·qumng collocation.
Else\\·lwre in space achien·mcnts. ITT Fort
\:'ayn<.'s imag<· dissector camera in :--rASA's ApplicatiOns Technology Satellite (ATS-3) completed its
second year of n·liable performance in November
1969. taking clear pictures of the "'estern Hcmisphcn· from the ATS synchronous orbit over 23,000
miles in space.
Nimbus 4, to be launched in 1970. was to contain a daytinw television camera along with a new
<'X_Periment, the Filter \Vedge Spcctro~nder. which
will measure the water vapor content of the earth's
atmosplwre. thus addinrr
one more dimension to
b
weather undnstanding. Additional earth environnwr:t sensor projects included a very-high-resolution
rachomcter and a very-high-resolution image dissector camera rwoo-rammcd
for future mcteorolorrib
b
cal experiments.
Electro-Optical operations also contributed to improved weather forecasting through installations of
radar telephone transmission sysll'ms developed for
tl~e ~.S. \Vcather Bureau to permit remote user
vt~wmg of weather radar data. The system gained
~ndc _acceptance as a significant advance in providmg VIsual availability of current weather data from
remote weather sites, greatly extending the usefulness of weather radar itself.
Other specialized audio and elcctrooptical produ.c~s. clc:eloped and produced in the division's facdittcs mcludcd a broad range of radio frequency
communication products for aerospace use, display
and data systems products, airborne night vision
·;;ystcms, and infrared illuminators.

Federal Electric Corporation

From its inception in 1952 as a 3-man outfit, ITT's
Federal Electric Corporation had grown by 1969
into a worlch\"ide organization with some 8,000 employees performing a diversity of communications,
instrumentation, reliability, air defense, command
and control. electronic warfare, strategic information, logistics. documentation, training, and systems
support services both at home and in more than
30 other countries around the globe.
In 1969, the year of Apollo, ITT's Federal Electric Corporation participated as a major service contractor in support of Apollo l l in 5 key areas. At
Kennedy Space Center, FEC supported NASA in
communications, computation and calibration, timing. telemetry, and environmental measurements.
At the i\Iarshall Space Flight Center, FEC, as prime
contractor for reliability support sen·ices, assisted
Apollo 11 by checking and testing and predicting
the reliable perfonnance of the giant Saturn V
launch ,·chicles; at the J\Ia1med Spacecraft Center,
ITT's service associate documented the center's
many research findings which sen'e as the basis
for the entire lunar landing program; as prime contractor at the Air Force's \Vestem Test Range, FEC
supported Apollo 11 by its work aboard the 4
ocean-going Apollo communications ships assigned
to the range; an FEC-implemented submarine cable
s~·stem in the Caribbean, extending from Cape Kennedy to Grand Turk Island, provided real-time data
on Apollo 11 during the immediate lift-off period.
At NASA's theater of launch operations, the Kennedy Space Center, Federal Electric is prime contractor for communications and instrumentation
support services. It conducts a beehive of activities
ranging from timing, tracking, and telemetry to environmental measurements, calibration, computer
programming, and data reduction. Prio~ to e~ch
launch, Federal Electric workers are busy mstallmg,
maintaining, and operating communication systems. FEC's communications and timing department is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the space center's operational television
setup, a space-center-wide closed-circuit system; of
its operational intercom system, which carries voi~e
and data transmissions throughout the center; of Its
central timing area, which provides split-second
timing references for the entire space center area;
and of its intercom and signal circuits ranging from
fin• alarms to press conference broadcasts.
In 1969, the communications and timing departnwnt of Federal Electric maintained the operational
intercommunications system (OIS), which ties together the basic parts of the huge Launch Complex
39. OIS "broadcasts" on a cable, in much the same
way as a radio transmitter broadcasts through. ~he
air. Use of a cable provides absolute depcndab1hty,
and the use of radio-frequency signals allows the
cable to carry many times the number of messages
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a normal telephone-type cable would handle. Some
60 closed-circuit television cameras are operated
and maintained about the launch pad by this department. They are remote-controlled as they turn,
focus, and peer intently at critical connectors,
valves, and other equipment.
FEC's measurements department at Kennedy
handled the maintenance of measurement standards, including temperature, voltage, mass weight,
and dimensions, to assure consistency in measurements throughout the space center. It also calibrated and maintained the 42,000 precision measurements instruments used at the center and made vital
measurements for NASA in such areas as weather
acoustics, vibration, pressures, and fuel-flow rates.'
At Kennedy Space Center, Federal Electric's telemetries department gathered and retransmitted
electronic data from the launch vehicle and displayed the data for engineering and management
use. In addition, the department tracked launch
vehicles within range of the space center and looked
for interference which could adversely affect electronics at the center. Other telemetry sections handled line-of-sight tracking assistance to NASA with
the operation of several Doppler velocity measurement units, and received real-time signals from the
launch vehicles and spacecraft and relayed the telemetered data to other NASA centers, to the realtime computer, and to the data display branch.
Federal Electric's computation department handled NASA's scientific computation chores having to
do with launch vehicle, spacecraft, and mission performance.
At Kennedy Space Center, Federal Electric's data
retransmission branch sent data to other NASA centers. It also maintained and operated the Apollo
launch data system, the Apollo mission simulator
data transmission system, the launch information
exchange facility system, and the meteorological
radar recording system which records radar weather
balloon data.
At the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston
ITT's service assoc_ia~e continued to serve as prim~
contractor for logistics and technical information
support services. The Federal Electric team at
Houston was performing such functions as technical
writing, editing, report preparation, test documentation~ data storage ~nd retrieval, microfilming,
graphic arts, warehousmg, and procuring supplies.
Materiel receiving, processing, shipping, and storage were managed by the FEC logistics support
department at Houston. This group also performed
for NASA such services as the maintenance of catalogs listing some 20,000 separate items and the operation of the Manned Spacecraft Center logistics
library.
Another FEC function at the Manned Spacecraft
Center involved translation of telemetered information and computer data on flight and ground tests
into maps, charts, pictures, or graphs for use by

astronauts in orbit as \\"l'll as hy scientists at the
centl'r. At Houston, FEC specialists handled t<-chnical documl'nlation in 2:2 different test categories
ranging from space l'nvironnwnt to simulation laboratories.
At Huntsville's :\larshall Space !-;-light Center,
ITT's Federal Eh·ctric Corporation continnl'd as
prime contractor for r<'liability support scn·icl'S C'~l\·
ering resl'arch and developnw1~t. advan:l'd s~udlt'S,
analysis. and documl'ntation. h·dt•ral l~l<'ctnc also
monitored othl'r NASA contractors to assul"l' the
highest levels of reliability in th<' m<_mufactnrl' and
assembly of the Saturn launch velncles and associated systl'mS.
.
At Marshall and at other contractor locat){ms,
Federal Electric cngim•t•rs and specialists performed reliability assessm£'nts on critical hardwarl',
systems, and stages of the giant Saturn launch
hiclc, id£'ntifying probl£'m areas and n·commt•ndmg
appropriate corrl'ctive action. Thl'~. also generate~\
the mathematical modeling capab1hty for NASA s
usc in evaluating the individual stage contractor's
reliability performance.
.
The Saturn Vs used through the Apollo 11 mission demonstrated a reliability of 99.9999-plus percent. Saturn V has 5,600,000 parts; if the aw•rage
automobile with 13,000 parts were to haw• the same
reliability, it would not experience its first defective
part for 100 years.
.
At the Air Force Flight Test Installation at Palmdale, California, ITT's Federal Electric Corporation,
through its subsidiary, IT! Tcch_nical Scr~i~es, Inc.,
continued to perform a wide vanety o~ SCI~~ces. .
At this famous "cradle of tomorrows m1htary mrcraft," ITT's service associate managed preventive
and corrective maintenance of all ground and airborne radio and telephone commu"?ication ~quip
mcnt; security patrols and the cleanmg, rcpm~·, and
maintenance of 17 miles of runways and taxiways,
23 miles of operational roads, and 1~ miles of s~cur
ity fences and gates; and ~he operatw_n and mamtenance of crash-rescue helicopter service. Other services ranged from fire protection and safety and
medical· first aid to the procurement of all needed
supplies and materials.
Another important assignment at Palmdal~ called
for the ITT service team to conduct a massiVe nmway modernization program that will enable the
installation to handle heavy jumbo jets and supersonic transport planes. To help determine precisely
how thick the new runway should be at any given
point, ITT engineers introduced a .revolutionary
new technique using computer analysis.
As prime contractor to the Air Force's Western
Test Range, ITT's Federal Electric Corporation performed a host of operational, maintenance, and
technical support services both ashore and afloat,
ranging from communications, tracking, instrumentation, and telemetry to data storage,. retrieval, and
reduction; logistics; timing; and quahty control.

:·e-
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Fl'ckral Elt·ctdc t·n~ill<'l'rs and technicians operated and maint,tiiwd instnmwntation facilities at
Yamlcn 1H'r!J; _·\ i r Foret· Bast· and Pillar Point. California. and ·in I Iawaii and tlw ~larshall Islands. FEC
spl'cialists also manned tlw radar. optical. telemetry,
and c·ommunication l'IJHipment aboard 9 oceangoing rangt• ships operatin~ in the Atlantic, Pacific.
and Indian ocl'ans. Thn·e of the larger :\pollo ships,
assignl'd to support thl' mannt'd lunar program, are
('quippt·d with ·1·15 tons of l'lcc·tronic gear each. enabling tlwm to pnl\'idt· not only radar. tdemt'try,
and conlmtmications hut also command control. satellitl' c·ommuni<:ations. timina. and computation
and data rt'du<:tion on all mi~ilt• and spaet· shots
launclwd from th(' \Vl'sll'm Tt·st Hantre.
.Anotllt'r FEC rangl' rt'sponsibility ~·as the maint<·nanct· ami opl'ration of a new automah.'d telemetry s\·stt·m, :\F\VTH-Y:\DE. which fom1s a \ital
cm;1m~mications link to support Apollo and other
space programs.
Bl'sic.ll's OJ1t·rating
and maintainintr
the \Vt.'stem
'
0
Test Hangt.'s lt·chnit:al facilities. ITT's Federal El£'ctric Corporation maintained at Yandenhcrtr Air
Foret• Base a ll'am of t•Jwim•t•rs
involved in v~rious
t'>
other Air F<?rcl' contracts ranging from the implementation of communication and switchintr
svstems
0
.·
to a div<·rsity of ground-support systems and the
operation of communication systems for the Air
Force's S11ace and ~lissile Svstcms
Ortranization.
•
b
This F'l'deral Electric Vamlt·nlwrg projects group
enginec•rcd, furnislwd, and installed communication
and electronic svstt•ms
for Vancknberrr's
test man.
0
agement center and implemented a new communication switching and dis11lav svstem for the range.
At Vandenberg, FEC engineers completed a contract to engine<.•r, furnish. instalL operate. and maintain a technical communication and electronic system for the Ballistic ~Hssile H.eentry System {BMRS)
launch facilitit•s at Vandenbertr.
emo The system
.
braces closed-circuit television. microwave. administrative telephones, direct lines, network~, public
address systems, and other communications required by the Air Force Systems Command's 659th
Aerospace Test vVing.
Under another contract. FEC's Vandenberg group
was expanding the area frequency monitoring capability at the Frequency Control and Analysis (FCA)
facility at Vandenberg. The monitoring capability
will be modernized to meet the increased work load
of the frequency spectrum as more sophisticated
electronic devices are adapted to missile and space
requirements.
Still another contract gave Federal Electric the
responsibility for the maintenance, operation, installation, and test evaluation of ground communication systems in support of space launch and related activities of the 659th Aerospace Test Wing.
Anothc•r FEC implementation achievement was
.the engineering, design, supply, installation, and activation of a 72-channcl tropospheric scatter com..

'

munication svstcm between Berlin and Breitsol.
Linking U.S .•'im1ed forces in 'Vest Berlin with other
military centers in \Vest Gennany, the new system
can provide for further extensions to connect it
with other U.S. military communication systems in
Europe.
In the Federal Republic of Germany, the U.S.
:\nny Communications System Agency entrusted
Federal Electric with the responsibility for the engineering design, installation, operation, and maintcnanct• of the European 'Videband Communications Svstem.
Fed~ral Electric also implemented a new segment
of the NATO Signal Communications System which
became part of the U.S. Army's European Tropospheric Scatt<.'r System (ET-A). The new segment,
bypassing France, became necessary when NATO
relocated its headquarters from France to Belgi~m.
liT's Federal Electric Corporation, systems I~
plementation contractor for the European :Mediterranean Tropo Scatter Communications ~ystem
(Project 486L), continued its interest in this vast
system which extends from Spain across the Balearic Islands. Sardinia, Italy, Greece, and Crete to
Turkev. The U.S. Air Force Communications Service gave IITs service associate the responsibility
for traininrr Air Force technicians to operate and
maintain the sophisticated electronic equipment ?f
this network, which Federal Electric completed 111
1966.
ITT Electron Tube DiYision

ITT Electron Tube Division, operating from 1~
cations in Easton, Pennsylvania, Fort Wayne, In~l
ana, San Fernando, California, and Roanoke, VIrginia. is responsible for all of ITT's speci~l-purpose
vacuum activities. At its headquarters 111 Easton,
the division performs research, development, a.nd
volume production of communicati~ns, ~ndustr~al,
and microwave tubes for commerc1al, 111dustnal,
and military markets.
In 1969, under a contract with the Army Electronics Command, the research and development
group at Easton developed a new microwave traveling wave tube that allows U.S. missile systems to ~e
battle-strike ready with only 2 seconds of catho e
warm-up time. The new tube is regarded as a technological breakthrough since other fast w~rm:up
tubes require at least 15 seconds before dehve?~g
full output power. Tests and check-out rel?ea~~b1hty
show no sacrifice or deterioration of rehab1hty or
life in tubes made with these cathodes.
The year wih1essed the division's entry il~to the
xmon lamp field with its 1-, 2-, and 20:kilowatt
short-arc high-intensity xenon product hne. Th<=:
spectral output of these lamps is close .to that of
natural daylight and includes a substantial content
of infrared and ultraviolet energy. These feah1res
are extremely important in military night illumina-

<;;
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lation. Another model pro,·ic1cs an optical readout
of the factor of correlation. In bringing out this
tube, the Tube and Sensor Laboratories made possible a whole new generation of ('quipnwnts for
pattern recognition. including fing(·rprint identification and Yoice matching (n·rifying credit cards 0\Tr
the telephone by analyzing an applicant's voicv).
The year 1969 saw the introduction of the :2-color
CH.T by the Tube and S(•nsor Laboratories. This
tube, \~·hich can he substituted for monochrome
CH.Ts with little or no circuit moclification. can display data in 2 separate points of the color spectrum
ranging as far apart as yellow and green. The IWW
CRT was designed and produced for applications
in medical electronics, airborne cockpit displays, air
traffic control consoles, and alphanumeric displays
of all kinds.
The research and experimental center was also at
work improving the technology of multiplier phototubes for star tracking and laser detection; vacuum
photodiodcs for scintillation detL•ction high-speed
switching; electron multipliers for singlc-partick
counting radiation detection; vacuum monochromators; and demountable vacuum systems.

tion applications, but commercial usage is forecast
in theater projection systems (replacing the carbon
arc), stadium lighting, and large area city-street
illumination.
The Easton plant possesses excellent capabilities
for the development and production of a full line
of high-vacuum power tubes-water-, air-, or vaporcooled diodes, triodes, and tetrodes. These power
tubes have a variety of applications in commercial
broadcast transmitters, military communications
transmitters, industrial oscillators for induction and
dielectric heating, linear accelerators, radar modulators, Loran navigation equipment, and vibration
equipment for environmental testing.
Typical of ITT's response to customer needs was
the development in 1969 of Type F1091 superpower
triode. Tests of the first F1091 prototype at the
High Voltage Laboratory of Rome Air Development Center proved that the tube is capable of delivering 40 megawatts of peak power at 1 percent
duty. During these tests, the tube also operated at
plate voltages of 65,000 volts and at pulse widths of
1,000 microseconds. Another power tube development involved the engineering of the 1086V highpower hard tube modulator which possesses outstanding high voltage hold-off characteristics and
secondary grid emission suppression. This tube has
excellent applicability in new-generation accelerators requiring high power input as well as pulse
coding and shaping capabilities.
ITT Electron Tube Division continued to maintain a prime research and experimental center, the
Tube and Sensor Laboratories, in Fort Wayne. The
major activity was the design and pilot production
of a long line of electrooptical devices with applications in direct-view storage display; image dissection, intensification, and conversion; and image correlation (pattern recognition). Image converters and
intensifiers were being used in high-speed and lowlight photography, for pulsed light systems, for infrared viewing and surveillance, and for ultraviolet
detection.
The Tube and Sensor Laboratories were active in
many areas of the electrooptical design field. This
facility created the Vidissector and Uvissector
(image dissector tubes), which surpass all other
camera tubes in resolution capability, linearity, and
response speed. These 2 families of magnetically
focused and deflected tubes provide a wide spectral
response ranging from the ultraviolet to the near
infrared. In addition to their high resolution, they
offer features such as non-storage, variable raster
size fast tum-on no thermionic cathode, wide dyna~ic range, and simplicity and reliability of operation.
Introduced in 1969 was the correlation tube,
called the See-Saw® because it compares what it
sees with what it saw (a programmed input, for instance) and delivers an electrical signal whose amplitude is a function of the existing degree of corre-

ITT Gilfillan, Inc.
Heceipt of a multimillion-dollar contract to produce long-range tactical surveillance radar systems
for the Marine Corps was a major 1969 highlight at
ITT Gilfillan, Inc. The ITT subsidiary received the
order in April from the Naval Electronic Systems
Con~mand, Marine Corps and Amphibious Elcctromcs Division.
Termed AN/TPS-32, the radar provides a unique
combination of 3-dimcnsional accuracy, extensive
coverage, high data rate, electronic counter-countermeasures capability, and overall reliability in a
transportable tactical system. It can handle a large
number of aircraft targets almost simultaneously
and give accurate information on their locations in
range, azimuth, and altitude.
In the air traffic control radar field, Gilfillan completed and shipped an order for 12 AN/FPN-52
precision approach radar systems during the year.
The radars were ordered for naval air stations under a multimillion-dollar contract from the Air
~orce, which handled procurement and administration for the Naval Electronics Systems Command
under an interservice arrangement. The FPN-52
tfpe .system, a precision approach radar which asSists m landing aircraft under adverse weather conditions, has been in usc throughout the world since
1952.
In July, Gilfillan received a $1,500,000 contract
from the Army Electronics Command to produce
28 AN/TPN-18 radars. The TPN-18 is a lightweight,
tactical, ground-controlled approach radar which
provides landing capability for fixed-wi~~ aircraft
and for helicopters in all weather conditions. The
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(VDIG) for the new Navy F-14 aircraft. In addition. there was limited production of other ne\V
integrated display systems for use in both military
and civilian light aircraft. Considerable research
and development work was being accomplished at
the Palo Alto plant and it was expected to advance
the state of the art significantly in the area of airborne TV displays.
The Embe Gear Plant at Glendale, California,
acquired in 1966, continued the manufach1re of precision gears and electromechanical systems for the
aerospace industry. The Embe Gear Plant was also
im·olved in various production programs related to
the fabrication and assembly of anti-intrusion detection devices for the Army.
In Phoenix. Arizona, the company was designing
and m~mufacturing military electronics support
equipment. Kaiser CATV Division, also located at
Phoenix, was producing CATV equipment for s~le
in the United States and was installing the eqwpment under turnkey construction type cont:act~.
Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation IS a
wholly owned subsidiary of Kaiser Industries Corporation.

system pro,·idt•s sun·dllance infonnation for air
traffic eontrol and obtains and displays precision
height. rangt·. azimuth. and elevation data for purposes of controlling the aircraft along the correct
glidt· path and azimuth approach course line.
Gilfillan continued production of the :\:\/SPS-.JS
long-range shipboard radar systems for the :\m-y:
7 syst<·ms wpn· produLTd during the year. :\ major
n·st·arch and dt·,·elopnwnt effort to develop advanct·d modt·ls of tht· radar was also continued. The
radar prm·idvs improved range 1wrfonnance for targt't dt'signation to the Terril'r. Tartar. and Talos
missile s\·stems.
Throu-ghout
1969, Cilfillan was encracred
in dt>..__
oO
veloping a quick-reacting omnidirectional mortarlocating radar for the :\nny. Tenned :\S/TPQ-:28,
it usc·s computers for almost instant data on target
fixes. Svsh'm tests of an ach·anced feasibilitv/dcwlopnwnt modt•l were being conducted at Ymi1~1 Proving Ground, Arizona.
Best known as tlw builder of more than 90 percent of the free world's military ground-controlled
approach ~·adar. Gilfillan also has been a primary
supplier ol sen·ral other types of military radar for
years. The company _was engaged in 3 principal
product areas: air defense radar, air traffic control
radar. and combat surveillance radar.
~

KAl\IAN CORPORATION
Kaman Corporation restruch1red its diversified
business into independent market-ori~nted operations. including the establishment of Kaman ~~ro
space Corporation as a wholly owned sut;>stdtary
with headquarters in Bloomfield, Connecticut, to
carry on Kaman's helicopter, airframe componen~,
bearing, and automation businesses. Kaman . Sciences Corporation carried on the Kaman busmess
in nuclear and weapons research, oceanograp~y,
systems analysis, and other advanced te~hn~logtes.
AirKaman. Inc., the company's participation m ge~
eral aviation, operated bases at Hartford, Conne.chcut, Omaha, Nebraska, and Jacksonville, Flonda.
Corporation sales for the year were projected to be
close to $75,000,000.

KAISER AEROSPACE & ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
The business of Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics
Corporation during 1969 continued to include the
production of solid-fuel rocket motor nozzles, machined aircraft structural components, and aircraft
precision gears and gear assemblies: the design and
production of airborne Kaiser Flite-Path® navigational aids; and the manufacture and installation of
community antenna television (CATV) equipment.
The corporation had a backlog of orders totaling
$35,539,647 as of September 30, 1969, as compared
with $32,477,000 on September 30, 1968; the volume
of sales in 1969 was about the same as in 1968.
At San Leandro, California, Kaiser was operating
one of the most modern numericallv controlled machining facilities in the United St~1tes, performing
work on the F-1ll program and the Boeing commercial 727 and 707 aircraft. The San Leandro Plant,
winner of the Air Force Zero Defects Achievement
Award, was also one of the nation's leading producers of nozzles for major missile programs such
as Poseidon, Polaris, Minuteman, and SRAM.
At Palo Alto, California, manufacture of the
Kaiser Flite-Path system and the associated Kaiser
Hadar Data Converter for use by the Navy in
the Grumman A-6A aircraft continued. vVork was
started on a major contract for the design and
production of the vertical display adapter group

KAMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION

New helicopter designs for the 1970s were ~e
major activity of 1969, marking a turnaround pomt
for Kaman's rotary-wing programs.
..
Among the designs developed for _nuht~ry and
commercial uses was the K-700 medmm-stze synchroptcr incorporating the contrarot~ting, in~~r
mcshing rotor svstcm that charactenzed emher
Kamtm'"service h~'licoptcrs such as the HH-43B/F,
HH-43A HOK HUK and HTK. The K-700, with
a cr. ross 'weight' of ll '000 IJatmds, is a larger an d
b
'
faster,
streamlined and
twin-engine outgrow th o f
the Air Force HH-43B/F. Designed as a modern
military rescue hclicoptcr, the K-700 will be mar123
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keted for commercial applications also, the company announced.
For the Navy LAMPS program, Kaman proposed
a twofold approach involving the company's UH-2C
Seasprite and a lighter helicopter, SeaLite, which is
based on the UH-2 flight dynamics system. For the
heavier role, the UH-2 type helicopter is named
SeaLamp. SeaLite would ful£11 the LAMPS mission
on existing destroyers until the Navy takes delivery
of new and larger destroyers, at which time either
the UH-2C SeaLamp would take over the LAMPS
mission or the SeaLite would be continued as the
sole LAMPS aircraft. By offering commonality of
dynamic systems between SeaLamp and SeaLite,
development costs of the LAMPS systems using the
Kaman approach would be considerably less than
other alternatives.
In gunships, Kaman established 2 programs in
1969: the K-800, a high-speed compound helicopter
with stub wings and a pusher propeller, and the
K-850, a tandem-seat lightweight gunship.
In addition, deliveries were started on the Navy
HH-2C gunship for search and rescue missions. The
HH-2C has chin- and waist-mounted machine guns
and extensive armor protection. The Navy will deploy the HH-2C from destroyer decks for search
and rescue missions in Southeast Asia.
The HH-43F Huskie, which has borne the brunt
of air rescue missions in Southeast Asia, continued
in limited production.
The UH-2C, twin-engine version of the original
single-engine Seasprite, continued to be delivered to
the Navy in ever larger numbers. Kaman also received several contracts for overhaul and repair of
UH-2A/B/C models.
Rescue systems, a Kaman specialty, moved forward on 3 fronts other than helicopters. A multipetal bonnet for the company's Sweet Chariot rescue seat was ordered into production by the Air
Force, adding another dimension of safety and .reliability to the highly successful for.est-penetra~ng
rescue system. A mechanical foam Fire-SuppressiOn
Kit with a capacity of 1,300 gallons of faa~. was
developed and introduced in 1969 fo~ use at mihtary
installations and by civilian flre-fight~ng forces. P.roduction of the proven 850-gallon Fue-Suppresswn
Kit for rescue helicopters continued.
Under Navy cognizance, Kaman was selected. as
a prime contractor to develop a P.rototype. flymg
rescue seat for pilots ejecting from disabled aucraft.
Called SAVER (Stowable Aircrew Vehicle Escape
Rotoseat), the flying seat is basically a gyroplane
with stowable and telescoping rotor blades. The system would enable disabled pilots to avoid detection
by the enemy by flying away from the crash scene.
Using the HH-43 Huskie, Kaman conducte~ P.rograms to reduce noise levels under Army AVlahon
Material Laboratories' Quiet Helicopter Program.
As a production aircraft, the HH -43 is the quietest
helicopter in the world, and Kaman will signifi-

cantly r<'ducc the lcvl'ls furthl'r und('r :\nny din·ction.
In oth<'r research ar<'as. work eontinucd on J...:.aman's Controllabl(' T,,·ist Hotor and in the examination of the efFects of Ill'\\' ma krials on rotor- blade
dynamics. Other research contracts were n·ceived
for further work on \'ihration isolation, misalignment couplings. and drones.
Kaman's din·rsified subcontracting program was
strengthened si<rnificantlv
in 1969 hv a contract
b
.
from Grumman Aerospace Corporation to product•
slats, flaps, and spoilers for tht' Nav~· F-1-! fightt-r.
Kaman continued to deliver flaps. spoilers, and
thrust n·\·ersers for the C-5. under contract to Lockheed and General Electric; components for the
OV-1 and A-6, under contract to Grumman; and
components for the DC-8, under contract to ~Ic
Donnell Douglas.
Plant expansion inc:ludecl a new 60.000-squarcfoot manufacturing facility in Bloomfield, Connecticut, for C-5 subcontracting programs, a new machine shop in Moosup, Connecticut, and a new office and manufacturing building in Bloomfidd to
house all Kaman Aerospace Corporation accounting
and purchasing functions plus Kaman Automation,
a division of Kaman Aerospace engaged in the design and sale of automatic machinery.
Kaman Aerospace's other division, KAcarh Products, expanded its line of bearings for helicopters
and fixed-wing aircraft. KAcarb bearings, f<'aturing
a ceramic-coated titanium ball running in a carbon
race, are used in UH-1, UH-2, AH-1, HH-43, and
AB 204 helicopters and arc being evaluated for several fixed-wing applications. They feature long life,
resistance to corrosion, and self-lubrication.
As part of the company's increased efforts in the
helicopter market, significant management realignments were accomplished under Jack G. Anderson,
president of Kaman Aerospace, and personnel increases were noted in sales and engineering.
~

KAMAN SCIENCES CORPORATION

Kaman Sciences Corporation, encompassing Kaman's 4 science and technology businesses, is headquartered at Colorado Springs, Colorado, with offlees in Tucson, Arizona; Burlington, Massachusetts;
Bethesda, Maryland; and San Marino, California.
Kaman Nuclear continued to concentrate on work
for the Department of Defense in theoretical studies and laboratory experiments concerning nuclear
weapons, weapons vulnerability and reliability, antennas, and fallout. The company also pursued further development of its unique ceramic material,
K-ramic, and new applications for its line of highly
sensitive pressure transducers and activation analysis systems.
Other sections of Kaman Sciences worked in
oceanography, advance aerodynamics research, systems analysis, and communications reliability.
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alert him if he flies the aircraft beyond the assigned
level.
The company manufactured altitude reporting
equipment for the commercial airlines and developed the Alti-Coder altimeter, which combines altihldc indication, an output for automatic altitude
reporting, and a signal source for altitude alerting
de\ices. The new altimeter marked the first usage
of a brushless encoder in an altimeter. The Federal
Aviation Administration proposed that automatic altitude reporting become mandatory for all aircraft
operating aboYe 10,000 feet in controlled airspace
after January L 1973.
The new test equipment included a pressure
transfer standard. air data calibrator, TTU-205 test
set, altitude encoder tester, programmable pre~s~re
generator, and programmable high-power resistive
load.
Some of the new test sets, such as the air data
calibrator and the pressure transfer standard, contain Kollsman's new resonant frequency transducer, a solid-state, high-accuracy transducer. ~ests
showed the transducer to be insensitive to inclined
attitudes including rotation, shock, vibration, and
acceleration.
Kollsman spent 3 years in research and development to produce the transducer and was a?I~. to
incorporate it in products with military and CIVIlian
application.
The licensing agreement with Plessey Company
concems Plessey's PV740 aircraft integrated ~ata
system, which meets proposed federal regul~~~ns
ordering expanded flight data recording capabilities
in commercial airplanes. The PV740 also ~ecords
other flight and engine performance info~ation for
detailed analysis of the operation of the a1rcra~t:
Kollsman developed late in 1969 a new preclSlon
corrected-altitude system for the executive jet fiel~.
Called Karen, the system combines correc~ed ~lti
hide, altitude reporting, and altitu~e ale~~ng m.:
dual-channel instmment system w1th digital. eli play. The system supplies corrections for al~1tude
scale error, altitude reporting code, and the aucraft
static system.
Kollsman's Apollo optical equipment was used 0 ~
all the U.S. manned space flights in 1969. The Optical Unit Assembly, a combination sextant-telescope,
was used in navigation of the Apollo 9, 10,
and 12 Command Modules. The Alignment OptH:\
Telescope, built by Kollsman to update the Inertia
Measurement Unit of the Lunar Modules, was used
on the surface of the moon before the lift-off of the
Apollo ll and 12 Lunar Modules.
Kollsman star trackers were employed in. ~e
spacecraft attih1de control system of. the Orbitmg
Astronomical Observatory (OAO), whiCh concluded
a year of continuous operation on December 7,
1969. The star trackers are also employed in the
Goddard Experiment Package, a Kollsman-built 38ineh reflecting telescope and spcch·ometer. The tele-

:\irKaman, Inc .. Kaman Corporation's subsidiary
in g('JH·ral a\·iation. operates from 3 bases-in the
:'\ortlwast. thl' South. and th(' :\lidwest-rcndering
a 11ational scrvi<.'l' to business and personal flying.
Tlw origi11al :\irKaman at Bradlc\· Intemational
Airport.' st-rving llartford and Si1ringfield, AirKaman of Omaha at Eppley Field (this AirKaman
facility also s('r\"('S the industrial airport of :\Iillard,
:'\l·braska). and tlw recently opened :\irKaman of
Jacksonvilll· at Jacksom·ille's ncw lntl'mational Airfor oencral
lJort l)rm·ide saks. service, and storaoe
0
a\·iat ion.
The scope of .-\irKaman services includes flight
school, charter, fuel, maintenance. m·crhaul. N:\ VC0:\1. and Beech and Cessna sales. :\t Bradlev,
AirKaman is a franchised dcalc>r in Beechcraft. has
a jd mainknan<.T center. and operates a jet charter
scn·icl'. :\t Omaha, :\irKaman is a franchised Beechcraft distributor con·ring -! states of the :\lidwest.
AirKaman's Ill'\:· ge~wraf aviation passenger tenninal at Jacksom·dle 1s a dramatic fulfillment of the
company's promise to gin• gl'Ill'ral a\·iation passc>ngers s<·rvice equal or superior to that available on
the sched ull'd airlines.
~

KOLLS:\IAN INSTRU:\IENT CORPORATION
Kollsman Instrument Corporation continued in
1969 as the major supplier of air data instnnnentation to the commercial airlines and the military
services. Tiw year ':as marked also by rapid development of a growmg line of test equipment for
both avionic and industrial usage. Kollsman and
t~e _Rad~o Systems Division of Plessey Company
Lnmted Implemented a. licensing agreement to market, produce, and service one of the British company's aircraft intc>gratecl data svstems in the United
States. Kollsman expanded opei·ations at its Seattle,
Washington, facility in line with the agreement. The
company found increasing application in military
and other nonspace markets for its optical capabilities while still working in the Apollo :mel Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory programs.
Kollsman continued to supply more than 60 different aircraft instmments to !vlcDonnell Douglas
Corporation under a $4.000,000 contract. The instruments are for the DC-8 and DC-9 jet transports.
Kollsman received the first orders for its new
Altitude Alert Device from 4 major airlines: TWA,
Delta, Eastern, and NationaL The device, required
equipment on all commercial U.S.-registered jet !lircraft by Febmary 28, 1971, provides the pilot with
audio and visual signals as his plane approaches or
departs from a preselected altih1de. TI1e signals are
presented in sufficient time to permit the pilot to
level off the plane at the assigned altitude or to

·lli
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scope unit was delivered to the Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, in 1969 and
may be launched in another OAO in 1970.
Another major highlight of 1969 in the optical
field was the first operational use of Kollsman's
AN/USQ-28 Photo Mapping and Geodetic Survey
System. The Air Force's Aerospace Cartographic
and Geodetic Service deployed 2 RC-135A jets and
personnel to Brazil in September to begin a 5-year
mission to photograph the entire nation with the
AN/USQ-28 system.
The heart of the 34-unit system is Kollsman's
Geocon IV lens, the world's most accurate aerial
lens and the first to be fully corrected for color
photography. Kollsman supplied technical assistance and field support for the system in both the
United States and Brazil.

major N ew York bank to call up comput r-stor d
economic data for presentation on la rge scr en s as
4-color charts. Another ariation of th s ste m \\ as
installed in November 1969 at th . a y's Barking
Sands Unden\ a ter Range at Ka uai , Ha\\ a ii , and '' as
expected to b e operational b th e end of th e ea r.
The system can display th constantly changing
trajectories of ehicles and w ea pons en gaa -d in
antisubmarin e warfare ex rcises. The displa is in
5 different colors over varied r Fe ren ce charts and
background maps.
Kollsman added to its exper i nee in th e biom e d~cal_ fi eld in 1969, b eginning d e ve lopme nt of a
gravity-mdep end nt infusion d evice for th Air
Force School of Aerospac - M dicin e at Brooks Air
Force Base, San Antonio, T exas. Th e d evice is a
pressurized fl exible plastic container d esigned for
use ~mder battlefi eld conditions to supply wound d
servicemen with n eed ed infusions of blood plas ma
glucose, or other solutions. The device ~loes no~
have to b e h eld or placed above the wounded man.

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
. During fiscal 1969, Lear Siegler, Inc., continu e d
Its pattern of orderly growth by achieving re cord
sales, earnings, and ea rnings p e r share. Total sale s
for the fiscal year ending Jun e 30 vvere $586,900,000,
up 13 p ercent over th e restated figures for the preVIOus year. Increases of 16 p ercent in earnings and
15 per~ent in ~arnings p er share were reported over
the pnor years p erformance. The first-quarter repor~ for the 3 months ending September 30, 1969,
mdicated _a continuing trend.
Approximately $370,000,000, or 63 percent, of
LSI s total sales in fiscal 1969 w ere to various segment~ of ~h e growing transportation industry. Commercial aulines, military and g eneral aviation aircraft, helicopters, automobiles, trucks , buses, trains,
submarines, spacecraft, and virtually every other
mea~s. of travel relied to a significant degree on
precision instruments and equipment produced by
LSI.
Long a leader in military and aerospace avionics
and ground-based equipment, LSI's penetration of
the commercial aviation marke t continued through
t~e. ~ear with a variety of new products from its
divisiOns associated with the overall aerospace industry.

Kollsman star trackers, 6 of which help position the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory, demonstrated their reliability by
completing a year of operation aboard OA0-2:· In photo, one
of the trackers is checked out under clean-room conditions.

Kollsman's capabilities were applied in the areas
of night-vision equipment and stabilized sights. Deliveries were made in 1969 of a tank periscope housing assembly, an optical alignment periscope for
Polaris submarines, and a fire-control telescope for
Marine howitzers; and production continued on
naval range finders and a weapon sight for an antitank missile.
During the year, the Army began field tests of
initial quantities of the Kollsman NODLR (Night
Observation D evice, Long Range), which permits
infantrymen to detect targets through smoke or haze
and in total darkness.
Kollsman's D elphic II data display system, originally d eveloped for use by the Air Force in radar
tracking operations in Alaska, was ordered by a

LSI

AVIONICS GROUP

Astek Division

Headquartered at Armonk, N ew York, the Astek
Division of LSI is a leading manufacturer of pressure-sensing and servoed aircraft instruments used
for altitude , airspeed, and cabin-pressure control
systems. In 1969, the division's products w ere used
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on 6-t of tlw wmld's airlin<·s: thi.' di,·ision supplied
approximakly 90 p<·n:l'nt of thl' domestic and 85
pvrccnt of the world market for on'rspeed limit
sensors.
In addition to producing on·rspt·t·d limit sensors
and digital altimekrs for tht' Bol'ing 7-!i. Astck Di,·ision n·c<'i\'t·d an award for a n~·wly d<·,·doprd
electronic clock and fault isolation panel for another
of tlw JW\\'-1-!<'JH'ration jet transports. the :\lcDonnell
Dou~las DC-10.
C~li<-d till' :\irhonw Digital Time SYstt'm. the
JH'\\' clock. which pro\'iclt-s ~~ Ill'\\' and h<:ttcr means
of tinwk<'<"ping for airlint• pilots. is accurate to one
s<:cond. in ~00_ hours. In addition to pro,;ding the
pdot w1tl~ a l11ghly accurate digital display of time,
elapsed tune. and chronometer functions. the clock
g<"JH'ratcs time signals for use in on-board airborne
int<"grakd data s\'Stems. flicrht recorders and Yoice
n·c<;rders.
·
'"'
'
:\dd<'d to :\stck's line of primarY flight instmnwnts in HJ69 was a complete line o(altit~dcrs with
s<"lf-c~HJtain.cd e~1coders for automatic reporting of
tlH' ;u~craft s altitude to ground stations. Such digit~ll altmw~er-encoder.s proYide the pilot with a contmuous cl1splay of pressure altitude as well as digitized altitude re])Orlincr code
..
'"'
.
Although th~, division's major manufacturing programs were chrected toward the commercial and
general aviat!<m markets, military npplications incluclccl such 1tem.s as tlw c·ommand ~lach airspeed
indicator for the Nav~· A-7 light attack aircraft.

automatic coupled approaches under Category II
weather conditions.
Continuing its leadership in the development of
automatic flight controls for vertical takeoff and
landing (YTOL) aircraft. the Astronics Division de,·eloped a flight path guidance system that will
automatically fly the aircraft down a preselected
flight path or profile to a precise landing point. The
program was part of an Air Force study of lowvisibility \ "TOL operations. An integral unit of the
S\'Stem
is the fliaht l)ath anale COI111mter developed
.
by the diYision. Providing the pilot with instantaneous flight path angle, vertical velocity, and angleof-attack infom1ation. the instrument will be of
\'alue to pilots of conventional aircraft as well as
VTOL craft.
~Iajor continuing production programs at the division included dual flight control systems for the
A- i Corsair II light attack aircraft and flight control
systems for the BQ~I-34 Firebee target drone.
~

~

Instrument Division

LSI's contributions to the historic conquest of the
moon included 17 instmments manufactured by the
Grand Hapids, :Michigan-based Instmment Division
of Lear Siegler, Inc. Aboard each Apollo Command
.\Iodule arc 2 LSI guidance and navigation co.mpnter displays and a Delta velocity display which
infonns the astronauts of changes in desired speed
along the flight path. Fourteen instmments. aboard
the Lunar Module provide critical information durincr the descent to the moon and the takeoff. These
in~tmments include attih1de director indicators,
which provide the astronauts with indications ,of the
spacecraft's attitude in relation to the ~oon s surface. and instruments used during the cntical Lunar
~dodule/Command Module docking.
During the year, the Instnunent Division delivered an experimental cockpit instrument panel
which could have significant impact on futur~ pa~el
requirements of both military and commer:Ial aircraft. Delivered to the Air Force for installatiOn and
evaluation aboard a T-39 trainer, the panel uses a
unique all-electroluminescent lighting ap:proach designed to provide an even distribution of ms~rument
panel light. Utilization of the electrolummesc~nt
lighting techniques will, in addition to reducmg
licrht hot sr)ots , eliminate color shifts that result from
changes in lighting intensity.
. ..
Included in the major programs of the divisiOn
were the production of attitude reference an~ bombing systems for the F-4 aircraft; attitude headm~ and
refermce systems for the CH-53 and CH-46 helicopters; and displays, gyros, and gyro. sys~ems for a
wide range of military and commercial aircr_a~t.. ,
A 1969 addition to the aircraft using the divisiOns
products was the S-3A antisubmarine aircraft. The
division was providing the S-3A with attitude hea?ing reference systems and the interface for 1ts

Astronics Division
Contit~uin.g its leadership in the field of aircraft
automatic fhght control systems. LSI's Astronics Division enhanced its position in 1969 through sirrnificant technical developments and its sel~ctio~ for
important programs.
Lo_catcd a~ljac~nt to Santa ~Ionica Airport, Santa
Momca, ~ahfonua, the division w~1s developing advanced flight control systems for commercial ns well
as military aircraft. Two major systems development programs of the division, for the Lockheed
TriStar multirangc trijct transport and the Navy
P-3C long-range patrol aircraft. continued dming
the year. In addition, the division started a 2-phase
study program for NASA's Electronic Research
~enter to demonstrate improved all-weather landmg system performance through the use of inertial
navigation system inputs. Following an analytical
study to determine relative performance improvements provided by such a system, it \vas planned
to utilize a Federal Aviation Administration Convair
880 equipped with an LSI all-weather landing system to demonstrate the concept.
The division was also selected to provide an improved autopilot automatic approach coupler for a
special squadron of Air Force C-135 aircraft. The
new coupler will improve performance and allow

~
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Tlw largt•st value engineering award t'Vn given
by the Army Aviation Systems Command was received by the LSI Power Equipm<·nt Division in
1969. The award was LSI's share of the s;n-ings rl'alizt•d by tlw Anny through us<· of til<' division's brushless generators on the CII-47 Chinook helicopter.
The new ge1wrators provid1•d not only a reduction
in unit price hut also substantial savings in maintenance and spare parts costs.

inertial navigation system. The attitude heading reference system, consisting of a gyro and computerconverter, is the backup for the carrier-aligned inertial navigation system. The inertial navigation
interface system consists of a converter and navigation controller with interface for components of the
navigation system and the craft's central computer.
LSI POWER EQUIPMENT GHOUP

Power Equipment Division
Romcc Division

In the field of electric generating equipment, the
LSI Power Equipment Division achieved substantial
advances during the year, accounting for over half
of the DC generating systems market for commercial and military aircraft applications. The division,
located in Maple Heights, Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland, also recorded significant progress in other
markets which it serves. For example, during the
year, the Power Equipment Division's development
of motors for deep-submergence vehicles gained
rapid recognition. These motors, through proprietary design characteristics, provide high performance with long life under the severe environment of
aqua-space.
Contracts were received for these oil-filled DC
motors, which are virtually insensitive to pressure
and are to be used in the propulsion systems of 2
deep-submergence vehicles.
Contracts for electromechanical devices, another
important area of the Power Equipment Division's
activities, were received for Lockheed TriStar and
McDonnell Douglas DC-10 applications. Four different applications on the DC-10 will use 15 actuators manufactured by Lear Siegler. One of the 2
applications for the TriStar is the cargo-door actuation system, consisting of a power unit, 2 torque
tubes, and 2 outboard gearboxes.
Divisional development programs directed toward
lighter-weight, longer-life aircraft electric power
generating systems resulted in technical breakthroughs in both AC and DC generator systems. A
new generation of AC generators combined with a
constant-speed drive and known as an integrated
drive (IDG) package makes an approximately 50
percent weight reduction possible. The division will
build this type of electric generating system, including 90-KVA generators, generator control units, and
bus bar protection panel current transformers and
circuit breakers, for the new Lockheed TriStar. Electricity produced by such a system could supply the
requirements of 120 average homes.
Another major LSI breakthrough, the development of a brushless DC starter-generator, was
achieved during the year. Working in cooperation
with RCA under an Air Force-funded program, the
division developed power switches which perform
the function of brushes and commutators used in
conventional DC starter-generators, offering longer
life and reduced maintenance for the unit.

One of the leading manufacturers of aerospace
hydraulic and pneumatic systems. the Honwc Di\'ision of LSI produces more lube pumps for jt>t t•ngines and more fuel boost pumps for helicopters than
all other manufacturers combined. The division, located in Elyria, Ohio, also produc<·s a wide range
of fluid-handling systems and related equipment for
the aerospace ami aviation industries.
Contributing to the success of the Apollo program,
the division provided test point couplings for the
Apollo and environmental control valves for the
Lunar Module from the start of the respective programs. The self-scaling, quick-disconnect couplings
arc used in the pressurization of fuel tanks for checkout and operation of the Luuar Module.
During the year, Homec developed a system, with
the U.S. Department of Ht•alth, Education, and
Welfare, for the dissemination of Dichlorvos chemical in aircraft on international Hights. The chemical
disinfects the aircraft interior and thereby assists in
preventing the spread of disease. The World Health
Organization is adopting the LSI system for all new
airliners to be used on international flights.
In addition to the division's products for the aerospace, defense, and general aviation markets, Romcc
was developing and manufacturing fluid-handling
components for such new commercial aircraft as the
Boeing 747 and supersonic transport, the Lockheed
TriStar, and the McDonnell Douglas DC-10.
Transport Dynamics Division

A leader in the field of self-lubricated and metalto-metal spherical, journal, and rod end bearings,
Transport Dynamics manufach1res bearings formajor commercial and military aircraft as well as for
missile and space programs. Primary applications
for the division's bearings are related to landing
gear, hydraulic actuators, thrust reversers, valves,
manual flight controls, and other high-load, lowspeed bearing surfaces.
During the year, Transport Dynamics supplied
various types of bearings for a wide variety of applications including Boeing 707, 720, 727, 737, and
747 transports and CH-46 and CH-47 assault transport helicopters; McDonnell Douglas DC-8s, DC-9s,
and DC-lOs; and Lockheed TriStar commercial
transports and C-141 and C-5 military transports.
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and the :'\a,·y for telemetry equipment, closed-circuit tclc,·ision. artillery fuzes and booster assemblies. and optical proximity fuzes.
An interesting non-aerospace application of the
di\·ision's high-precision spacebome television camera was recorded during the year. Incorporated into
an optical system of Kollmorgen Corporation, the
LSI camera is used on a Sciaky electron-beam welding machine which is so large that it must be aimed
bv the tcledsion camera.

:'Y:--TE.\1:' .\:\1> :'EH\"lt:E::' CHOrt'

C:iutrou Divi,.ion

LSI"s Cimron Di,·ision. a pacesetter for sophistipnTision instnmwnts. introduced an cntirelv
IH'\\. lirw of diaital multinwtcrs in 1H69. Included i~1
th·· lint· is th~ San Die~o-hased division's \[odd
.'3<J():3 word gcrll'rator. \L\rking a significant first in
tlw irrdustr~:- tlu· rww unit features push-button pro~rarnmin~ lor tht' di11ital data simulators used for
timing or:· controlling ~equential tests on systl'ms or
corn porll'n ts.
Tht· di,·ision impron:d its position in the circuit
hoard manufacturing equipment market with its
l )atcntcd llnlro-ScttH'l'"<'l' solder-len·lirw machine.
:\chit·,·ing approximatl'ly SO percent of the market.
till' automatic maehirw h·n·ls solder and rinsL'S and
drit·s printed circuit boards up to 2 feet square at
a ralt> of ~J fed per minute.
Cirnron also mad<· a strong inroad into tlw fastdt·\·l'loping fil'ld of automati~dwck-out s~·stems for
aircraft. In addition to rcceiving a contract for tlw
den·lopnwnt of a new gerwrati'On of digital multinwt<·rs for tlw \\•rsatile _-\,·ionic Shop Test (VAST)
program. tlw division was providing these meters for
tht• Bendix 200 svstem
and as analocT
to diaital
con•
.:>
b
vntl'rs for svskms used on the F-Ill, EA-6:\. and
F-10-l aircraft.

<"<tkd
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Hokanson Division
\Vhilc established as a leader in ground-support
air-conditioning equipment for commercial ;;md military aircraft, missiles, and spacecraft, the Hokanson
Di\"ision also established itself in the aircraft galley
and interior furnishings field.
DurincT
the year ' the division received a contract
b
from United Air Lines for the design and manufacture of the cTallev units for the upper lounge of the
Boeing 7-17.0 ln ~1 continuing program, the division
was manufacturincT cTallevs and interior equipment
b b
for the Air Force C-9A aeromedical transport.
ThroucTh its basic product line of mobile groundsupport ~ir-conditioning systems, the Hokanson
vision was supplying equipment for 53 o~ t~1e \\~or~d s
leading airlines. In addition, it was pr?v1di~1g similar
units for militarv aircraft. Included m tins type of
equipment \ver; ground-support ~~~1its tha~ provide
both electrical pO\\"CI" and conditiOned arr to the
electronics bavs of aircraft during ground check-out.
During the. year, the division provided unusual
support to a major aircraft development progr.am.
To combat the desert's summer heat dunng fhght
tests of the Boeing 747 at Edwards Air Force Bas~,
California, 2 LSI H-65 mobile truck-mounted arr
conditioners were used to maintain cabin comfort.
Combined capacity of the 2 units w~s 12.0 tons of
refrigeration with a delivered fresh-arr flow of over
600 pounds per minute.

~
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Ccnn ponent Servic·c·s Division
LSI's Components Sen·iccs Di,·ision. headquartered in Harrisburg. Pennsyh-ania. also has facilities
at Oklahoma City for instrument and equipment
repair and overhaul services on a wide variety of
airborne and ground-based systems and components.
As one of the largest operations in tlw counhy engaged primarily in repair, overhauL and associated
services, the division's activities range from servicing of automatic flight control syskms to small parts
fabrication.
Although a service organization. the LSI division
did develol)
a l)ortable air data g<'ncrator dcsianed
•
b
for testing aircraft static and pilot pressure systems
and related instruments. Developed to support the
division ·s altimeter exchange program, the unit meets
or exceeds Federal Aviation Administration requirements.
~

Management Services Division
The types of management and technical services
offered by the Oklahoma City-based :Manage~ent
Services Division of LSI were increased substantially
during the year by the addition of ?ver 210,000
square feet of hangar facilities at ~~Iobile, Alabama.
Located at the former Brooklcy Air Force Base, the
division's new facility, consisting of 2 hangars and a
smaller utility building, will be used for fixed-base
aircraft maintenance and modification operations
and for light manufacturing support prow:am_s. Initial work at the facility involved rehabilitatiOn of
Navy S-2 twin-engine antisubmar!ne airc.n~ft.
.
Since 1961, LSI has been a maJOr participant m
military programs for aircraft and aerospace systems
maintenance. In 1969, the division was carrying out
its third successive 3-year contract with the Air

Electronic Instrumentation Division
Through the development of a new common
connector bussing technique which reduces present
time-consuming electronic wiring practices, the Electronic Instrumentation Division added electronic
components to its product line, which includes data
acquisition and communication systems and ordnance devices.
During the year, the division carried on continuing programs with NASA, the Army, the Air Force,
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The widc-hodi(•d trijct is designed for the world's
hialwst-density tran·l markets in the clecadt· of the
w7os and b(·~rond. It will carrv from :2.'50 to 3·15
passengers an·d can usc intcnn;·cliatc-size :1irports.
Its 3 Rolls-Hovc(' HB.211 engines. emhodymg a 3shaft principk:. make impron·d usc o.f. fuel. reducing smoke and noise annoyance. Pn>\'ISions fo.r \)asscnger comfort outdatc pn·,·ious concepts of a1rhncr
luxury.
Late in H.l69. Lockheed announced a proposed
long-range L-1011 TriStar comnH'ITia: j~·tliner <-:apahlc of scn·ing 95 percent of the worlds mtcmatiOn<~l
route requirements. The new nH·mbcr of the TnStar family retains the basic configuration hut will
have more powerful Holls-Hoycc engines, a larger
wing, and a fuselage -!0 inches longer. Its range with
260 passengers and 10,000 pounds of cargo will approach 6,0()0 miles.
In August, the Navy awarded a contract for its
new S-3A carrier-based antisubmarine patrol plane
to Lockhc(•d in a teaming arrangement with LTV
Aerospace Corporation and Sperry Hand Corporation. The compact aircraft will enter service in the
1970s, using an advanced computer-controlled avionic package, an extension of the sophisticated system developed by the Navy for Lockheed's landbased P-3C Orion.
S-3A crews, by using a computn for tactical calculations and routine functions, will be able to make
correct antisubmarine warfare decisions at least 10
times more effectively. The S-3A and the P-3C will
supplement each other and, together, will provide
improved ocean surveillance all over the world. The
initial contract, which will provide $461,000,000 over
a 5-year period, was for production of 6 planes, with
an option to the Navy to procure 193 production
models.
The eighth, and final, C-5 Galaxy logistics transport in the test series completed its first flight in
November 1969 and began testing of its paradrop,
ground-loading, and delivery systems. Four squadrons of the giant 728,000-pound aircraft were being
built for the Military Airlift Command.
The test fleet by the end of October had made
almost 300 flights, accumulating over 1,000 hours of
flying time and compiling an impressive list of
achievements. These included taking on 100,000
pounds of fuel in day and night refueling tests, operating at temperatures ranging from 125 degrees
above to 65 degrees below zero, and taking off with
an unofficial world record maximum gross weight
of 798,200 pounds, 35 tons greater than in standard
military operations.
Delivery to the Navy of operational P-3C Orion
antisubmarine patrol planes took place on schedule
in September. The computer-based A-NEW submarine detection system carried by the new, advanced Orions enables retrieval, transmission, and
display of tactical data with unequaled speed and
accuracy. About 100 P-3Cs were to be built under

Force for on-site service at some 25 air bases. This
type of field-team aircraft and avionic service capability was also being utilized by t~e U.S. A~my f?r
aircraft maintenance and operations services m
Southeast Asia and in the United States.
Early in 1969, the Management Services Division
completed prototype engineering, kit manufactu:e,
flight check-out, technical data packa~e, and mstallation of AIMS and Loran systems m an F-101
fighter/reconnaissance aircraft. This installation was
a first for the Air Force, and similar systems will be
required for all military, civilian, and commercial aircraft in the future. AIMS is an acronym for Air traffic control radar beacon system, Identification friend
or foe, Military equipment, Systems. By means of
ground interrogation of airborne equipment, AIMS
provides air traffic controllers with a fast, automatic
means of determining an aircraft's position, identity,
and, for the first time, altitude without pilot contact.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation in 1969 passed significant development and production milestones in
its new advanced-technology L-1011 TriStar jetliner,
which marked the company's return to the front
ranks of U.S. passenger airplane manufacturers.
Lockheed also won the Navy's important S-3A carrier-based antisubmarine patrol plane competition,
recorded major progress in several other government
programs, and expanded a number of lines of commercial business.
The company began 1969 with a firm backlog of
$4.8 billion. Nearing year-end, it had an all-timehigh backlog of $.5.2 billion, of which 50 percent
was in commercial orders, chiefly for the L-1011.
Major technical achievements included step-bystep testing of 8 giant C-5 Galaxy heavy logistics
transports, the world's largest airplanes; a series of
land-based launches of the Poseidon submarine missile; and delivery of operational P-3C Orions, most
advanced version of the Navy's land-based antisubmarine patrol plane.
Lockheed's overall areas of interest included-in
addition to its traditional market in air vehicles and
support-missile and propulsion systems; space systems and orbital vehicles; electronics ranging from
communications to radar, control computers, and information systems; housing and construction; ground
vehicles; shipbuilding; and overseas operations and
investments.
Major assembly work on the L-1011 TriStar
started in Burbank and at the new TriStar assembly
plant in nearby Palmdale, California, and all major
fabrication work was in production. Schedules called
for mating of major fuselage sections in January
1970, with complete fuselage mating the following
month and first flight late in the year.
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Island. Poseidon has double the payload and accuracv of the Polaris A3. which it \\ill succeed as the
~ a~·v's fleet ballistic n~issile. Launch-tube modification·started during the year on the first of 31 nuclea_:
submarines due to carry Poseidon. As many as o
boats will be conwrted yearly until all are deployed
in the mid-1970s. \Vork cm;tinued on modification
kits for a fourth Polaris version and on updating of
Polaris missiles. including repair, modification, and
inYentory management.
In August, United Kingdom crews successfully
launched a Polaris demonstration and shakedown
operations and test vehicle from the submarine Hi\·IS

the initial program; delin·ry rates reached 3 per
month in HJ69. First assit.,rnnwnts were for the Atlantic fleet and assignnwn'ts wen: to be made to the
Pacific fled in the J~id-19-:-0s.
Lo<ristics transport actiYities included continued
prodt~·tion of the C-130 I Iercules and of its comnwrcial dt·ri\·atin-, the Locklwcd 100, at a rate of
..t per month. The :\ir Force ordered 15 HC-130~s,
Yalued at $33.000.000, for the :\crospace Hcscue and
Hecon·rY St'IYict•. and the v(rovernnwnt of Iran si~cd
0
a s~-:-.600.000 contract for 10 C-130Es. Lockheed at
\"<•ar-t·nd had dt·lin·rcd nearh- 1.100 commercial and
militan· I lt'rcules in about .!o n·rsions. TheY were
scn·in~ the :\ir Force. tht• ~a,·v, the Coast Guard
and tl;c gon·rnments of 17 foreign nations.
.
Tlw numlwr of commercial Hercules car(ro craft
in o1wration was raised to ~9 when the Fl~'incr
\V
•"
C>
Airwa\·s 1mrchased 3 Dash ~0 models with carrro
C>
holds 100 mcht•s longer than the standard Lockheed
100. Flying \V in turn leased the planes for oil exploration work in the :\Iaska :'\orth Slope area.
Late in the year. Lockheed announced a Dash 30
version of the I lercules which will increase the carrro
compartment hy 10-1 cubic fed. to a total of 6.000
cu hie feet. The new \·ersion was scheduled to enter
service. following Federal Aviation Administration
certification. in November 1970; it was to replace
the Dash 20 on the production line.
Also in th~, field of air cargo. the fully automated
and nwchamzed Lockheed 500 cargo-loadinrr simulator attra~tcd wide attention among airline~, shippt·rs, and airport operators. The system demonstrates
th~· rapid loading capa~ilities being developed for
tl11s proposed commercral cargo derivative of the
C-.5 Galaxy. The Lockheed 500 could be the first
civilian cargo aircraft to bring airfreiaht costs down
into competition with surface transp~t.
The L-500 would_carry a ~60-ton load at jet speeds
over a range. of 2.o50 nautical miles. It would use
most world mrports that handle cxistina 1·ets A .
·I 1 I
.
eo
• s ,1n
automo b 1 c 1m1 cr, rt would ha\'e a capacity for 58
luxury models, 62 standard-size models, or well over
100 small foreign imports.
The rvlilitary Airlift Command in 1969 cont·
d
·1·
.
f
Inue
.
maxrmum uti rzatron o. its fleet of 14 squadrons of
Lockheed C-141 Star~rftns; the fleet has a capacity
of 595,000,000 ton-nn_les per month. April marked
the 25,000th C-141 flight to transit Elmendorf Air
Force Base, Alaska, in the 6,000-mile route from the
U.S. East Coast to Southeast Asia. Each aircraft
carries an. average of 50,000 pounds of equipment
and supphcs.
Th~ Pol~ris/Poscidon program, one of the free
worlds maJOr global deterrents and the largest wo~ra~ eve!· n:wnaged by Lockheed, highlighted actvihcs m missiles and propulsion with the firing of the
12th Poseidon _test vehicle from a launch pad at
Cape Kennedy m November. Scheduled before yearend was another, land-based firing and the first firing
from the Navy s surface ship, USS Observation
~
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Lockheed's launch escape rocket motors, fortunately not needed, sen·ed in the historic flights of
:\.pollos 9. 10. 11, and 12. The Lockheed. mo~ors
would loft the spacecraft away from danger m e\>ent
of a booster malfunction during lift-off. Lockheed
recein_,d a subcontract early in the year for 9 mo~e
sets of launch escape motors for use on later Apo 0
flights.
.
.
Another propulsion milestone was achwved Ill successful inflicrht firincrs of the Lockheed-powered
o
o
k · ·1 SRA\1
solid-propellant short-range attac mrssr e: d h" ·h'
under development for the Air ~orce. A tlur Ig light in this field was Lockheed s announcement. of
it~ tribrid rocket motor. capable of very high specific
imr1ulse.
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nism. In the spring of 1970, an ~gena was o aunc
another Nimbus weather satellite.
. .
.
In other space activities, Lockh:ed JOmed 111 a
teaming arrangement with The Boemg Company 1to
compete for a NASA award for study of a reusab e,
chemically fueled spacecraft that would fly betwe~n
earth and low-earth orbit. The sp~c.e_ shuttle will
consist of a large vehicle to provi:Ie m~ttal boo~t and
of a smaller craft that will contmue mto orbit and
perform space missions. Each ve!1icle, af~er com~let
ing its task, will fly back to an arrplane-hkc landmg.
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With Boeing providing principal effort for the boost
vehicle and main engine integration, Lockheed will
lead the study effort on the orbital vehicle and integrated electronics. Tasks will be shared in systems
engineering, systems test, and mission operations.
Electronics, a major Lockheed activity, showed
significant growth in 1969. The new low-cost multiapplications computer (MAC 16), introduced late in
1968, found wide acceptance in a range of industrial
uses, with orders exceeding $1,000,000 for the first
9 months. In computer storage systems and components, weekly production of ferrite cores reached a
record 20,000,000 units and work was advancing on
Lockheed's plated wire memory systems.
On their journeys to Mars, NASA's Mariner 6,
launched in February, and Mariner 7, launched in
March, carried a Lockheed analog and digital tape
recorder system. Lockheed's Model 417 portable
tape recorder continued to win industrial applications, and production of Lockheed's fully automated
oil computer registers remained at a high rate.
Development continued in advanced data recording systems for airlines and military fleets and sales
of Lockheed Models 109-C and 109-D flight recorders, introduced as the industry's first recorders 11
years before, passed the 1,900 mark.
Lockheed maintained its 10-year leadership in
gunfire control systems and at year-end anticipated
a Navy award for production of its Mk 86 system,
designed for the Navy. The Mk 86 is the most advanced naval gunfire control system in existence. The
expected production award was to be the largest of
its kind in Lockheed electronics activities. For the
Army, Lockheed manufactured a forward area antiaircraft radar, an integral part of the Vulcan air defense system.
At year-end, Lockheed was preparing to mark a
milestone in its leading position in undersea systems
with launch of the first of 2 deep-submergence
rescue vehicles (DSRV) being manufactured for the
Navy. The craft are designed to rescue,crews of disabled submarines from depths as great as 5,000 feet
and to be transportable by the Air Force in Lockheed C-141 jet transports. When commissioned, the
DSRV and its associated system will be able to start
rescue operations almost anywhere in the world
within 24 hours. After being flown to a port near an
accident, the DSRV will be carried piggyback on
another submarine to the precise site at sea, where
it will dive to the disabled sub, attach to its hatch,
and take crewmen aboard, 24 at a time.
The Deep Quest research submarine, funded and
built by Lockheed, won national notice early in the
year when it successfully recovered, after other att~mpts failed, the flight recorders of 2 passenger airhners that went down in the ocean several miles off
the southern California coast.
Studies progressed in another important undersea
system program placed with Lockheed by the Navy,
the deep submergence search vehicle (DSSV), which

is to he capable of descending 20.000 feet to locahand recover small objects. DSSV will he able to submerge with a 4-man crew for up to -10 hours.
Lockheed during 1969 maintained its position as
a leading aircraft mainh·nance and modification
company, performing reworks on C-130s. C-121s.
C-135s, and other types of aircraft for special military missions; providing worldwide support of Air
Force, Army. Navv. and NASA aircraft at domestic
and oversc~s base:<;; and completing over 8.000 ontime turnaround service deliveries of comnwrcial
airliners at its Kennedy International Airport maintenance facility.
Lockheed continued as maintenance manager of
the U.S. Air Force/German Air Force F-104 advanced fighter pilot training program at Luh' Air
Force Base, marking its 100,000th flight hour and
graduating its 360th student on or ahead of sclwdule.
Significant progress was made in low-cost housing. At year-end, more than 1,200 houses. apartments, and schools utilizing Lockheed's patented
Panel Lock housing systems had been built, were
under construction or were on order in the United
States and abroad.'
Highlighting Lockheed activity in land vehicles
was the roll-out at midyear of the first of 3 Army
test versions of Lockheed's Twister, followed a few
months later by the other 2. All 3 began Army
shakedown tests and evaluations for military applications. Like the original Twister, the Anny versions
have 2 bodies joined by a pivotal yoke that allows
them to flex freely. Each body has 4 wheels powered by an engine in that body, providing the complete vehicle with 8-wheel drive and enabling it to
maintain ground contact at all times. The vehicle's
suspension and articulation improve traction for
high-speed operation and protect the driver and the
crew from the severe jolts of a cross-country run.
Another Lockheed land vehicle, the go-anywhere
TerraStar amphibian, successfully passed rigorous
Army tests. Lockheed built an auxiliary locomotion
system for the Army's 105-millimeter howitzer using
the TerraStar concept. The company also designed
a civilian production model of TerraStar to meet the
needs of mineral exploration and other firms for a
sturdy vehicle that operates equally well on hard
surfaces, mud, or swamplands and in open water.
Lockheed's JetStar, first of the corporate, or business, jets and still the only one with 4 engines,
marked a milestone during the year when 9 of the
planes passed the 5,000-hour mark of inflight service each. Eight of the 9 were in ~ir Force use, bearing the C-140 designation. The mnth was the Lockheed-owned corporate JetStar, based_ in t?~ ~id
west, which had the highest commercml uhhzation.
Six of the C-140s were assigned to the Military Airlift Command and were based at Andrews Air Force
Base, Washington, D.C., where they provided priority transportation for Presidential cabinet and
staff members and other top government officials.
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:\I ore than 137 JdStars

landing platform clocks being built passed its sea
trials; a third was to be delivered by year-end.
One of the largest projects undertaken by Lockheed since it entered the heavy construction field
in 1959 was the $19,300,000 award in :March from
southern California's Metropolitan \Vater District.
The work consists of a tunnel over 5 miles long, one
of the final links in an extensive system to bring
water from northern to southern California. In
April. Lockheed "·on a $6,000,000 award for constmction of a dam in southwest \Vashington. Lockheed also completed in 1969, 4 months ahead of
schedule, its part in the Belden power project for
the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, driving 2 15foot concrete-lined finished tunnels for a total length
of 6.5 miles at the Feather River in northern California.
Although the Army terminated its letter contract
for production of the AH-56A Cheyenne helicopter
in 1969. Lockheed continued work under a research a·nd development contract to verify the rigidrotor compound helicopter concept, prove the value
of the Cheyenne's advanced fire-control and armament system, and establish specifications for a production version.
.\ typical acth·ity of Lockheed's group of international companies was the licensing of a Japanese
manufacturer to build 46 Lockheed P-2J Neptunes
for the Japan Air Defense; the first aircraft was delivered late in the year. \Vork continued on an extensive aircraft maintenance program for the Royal
Saudi Arabian Air Force. Also in 1969, Lockheed
pro\'ided aerospace research laboratori~s for ~he
combined military services of the Repubhc of Chi~a
(Taiwan). Other investments included electromcs
assembly operations in Hong Kong and manufacture of arc-weldinrr equipment in Mexico, a finance
company in Austr~lia, a tin mine in Bolivia, and. a
manufacturer of aircraft, ships, and motorcycles 111
Italy. Lockheed maintained customer serviCe and
mm:keting representatives worldwide.
. .
In August. Lockheed established a subsidmry,
Lockheed Offshore Petroleum Services, Ltd., 111
Vancom'('r, British Columbia, to provide services
to the world's offshore oil industry. \Vork began on
a prototype system off the southern California coa~t
that will be evaluated for capability to ptm~p ml
from water depths as great as 1,200 f~e~; late 111 the
year, several oil companies agreed to J0111 ~o'?~eed
in sharing costs of the tests. Economic feasibility of
earlier methods is limited to about 400-foot depths.
The Lockheed system is designed to make accessible
vast new undersea oil reserves.
Management changes announced late in the year
included the retirement of L. Eugene Root, who was
succeeded as group vice president and president of
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company by Stan W.
Burriss. Executive Vice President :M. Carl Haddon,
retiring in January 1970, was to be succeeded by
William B. Hieke. Year-end employment was 99,200.

\H'r<' in sen·ice, including 2
us('d by a major airlim· for inflight training of pilots
of largl' pass('ngl'r transports. fredng tlw airliners
for n .,.( ·uut · sen·icc.
Locklwl'd madl' significant progrt'SS in its information systt:ms work in 3 areas of specialization:
S\'Stl'ms for hospital records. aids for educational
s~·stt-ms, ami aid to state and local go\'emments. A
l5-hour courst· for junior and senior high school
studl'nts. giYing thl' students facts on dmgs and
tiH'm in roles as decision makt.•rs in a simulllacincr
t'>
latt'd narcotics crisis, \\'On widespread use. The curriculum packagl' includes a 3-hour color mo,·ie-animation sl'gml'nt produced for Lockht.·ed by a major
motion pi<:tu re studio. \\'ork was complett>d under
sen·r;tl contracts calling for installation of systems
for hospita I husinl'ss officl's. culminating in ,;. compktt' syst<·m that: for the first time. links business
data with data ior the doctor. nurse, pham1acy.
dietary sp<·c::ialist. and patient. This system, in El
Camino Hospital on thl' San Francisco peninsula,
was to he fully op<·rationalt.•arly in 1970. Otlwr work
included cost-sa\'ings studies for sen•ral state and
local governml'nts.
Lockheed rdeasl'd details late in the \'ear of a
cpiid obsl'r\"ation airplanl'. tlw Y0-3A. cleveloped
for the Armv :\\'iation s,·stems Command. It is an
outgro\\·th of the sill'nt-fl~·ing Q-Star, which was designed, built, and testl'd by Lockhet•d bdorc receiving thl' Army award. Tlw Y0-3.\ is powered by a 6cylinder engine turning a 6-bladcd wooden propeller. A large plastic canopy gin·s the 2-man crew excellent visibility. Adapted from the Schweizer SGS
2-32 sailplane, the 30-foot-long craft has an unusually wide wingspread of 57 f<·et and requires relatively little power to stay aloft on flights of long
duration.
In the field of information storage and retrieval,
the European Space R<•s<•arch Organization, a 10nation technical body based in Paris, started use of
a Lockheed-cl<-vdoped system using computer terminals for scientific searches through 500.000 tedmical references. Lockheed developed the system for
NASA and 1969 marked the start of its usc by 7
ceuters of the U.S. space agency. A total of 40 to 50
terminals eventually will link most of the major
space facilities around the nation to the computer
file, which includes research findings from a great
variety of fields that bear on man's exploration of
space. Design of the system was based on Dialog,
an information retrieval computer language originated by Lockheed.
Locklw<•cl's Seattle shipyard operations in 1969
included delivery to the Navy of the 300-ton Plainvietc research hydrofoil, built of aluminum and largest vessel of its type, and several conventional ship
completions and overhauls. The DE-1057 Rathbume,
first of 5 destroyer escorts of this class being built
for the Navy, was launclwd in .May. Keel for the
second VPssd was laid in January. The second of 7
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carrying virtually en·r;· air-to-ground \\"t'apon in the
Air Forcc/:1\avv arsenal. In addition. the :\-7 can
ch•fcnd itself ,,:ith air-to-air missii<'S and rapid-fire
cannon. The :\-7D and A-IE incorporate such acl,·ancecl avionics as the head-up displa~·- computerized \H'apon delivery and navigation systems. and
forward-looking radar.
Accuracy in weapons dcli\·ny with the :\-7 has
been unparalleled. Vought expected to build some
1,600 A-7s before the program is completed.
Vought was officially notified by the Swiss government that tiH· A-7 light attack aircraft \vas selected as one of :2 finalists in a competition to choose
a new aircraft for the s,,·iss armed forces. The final
winner was to be announced in HJ70 with delin·ry
to begin in 197.3. The program was expected to reach
$300,000,000.
Vought Aeronautics continued to rcn~anu~acturc
395 of its famed F-8 Crusadn fighter senes <llrcraft.
modernizing the B, C, D, and E aircraft as well as
the RF-8A.
Heh1rning to the Grand Prairie. Texas. plant for
remanufacture in 1969 was RF-SA No. 1-!4608. a
photographic model flown. in HJ~7 by then ~Iarine
Major John H. Glenn, Jr., m scttmg sc\-cral n·c~rds
for supersonic flight from Los Angeles to New\ ork.
The famous Crusader emerged as a new RF-8G and
returned to the fleet.
The Vought F-8 Crusader remained the fastest
single-engine Navy fighter in the wo:·lcl :mel continued making a mark for itself as a ·~vhG killer. The
F-8 retained its record, with more than half the
Navy victories over MiGs in the Vietnam war. C?rusader operational commitments extended well mto
the 1970s.
Vought also received a contract from the French
Navy for 10 new wing struch1res to extend the service life of F -8E ( FN) Crusaders built for France in
1964-65.
As a subcontractor to The Boeing Company,
Vought Aeronautics was building the empennage
and aft body section for the 747 transpor_t. ~nder a
similar arrangement, Vought began fabncatmg the
horizontal stabilizers for the McDonnell Douglas
DC-10. Vought also will build the aft body section
for the Boeing SST.
.
.
The team of Vought and Lockhecd-Cahforma was
named winner August 1 in a competition to build
the S-3A (formerly VSX) antisubmarine warfare aircraft for the Navy. Under the research and development contract, Lockheed will be prime contractor
on the program and Vought will be responsible for
the aircraft's carrier suitability.
Vought expected to build the wings, engine mount
pods, aft fuselage system, landing gear, tail assemblies, and all control surfaces. The contract gave the
Navy the option to procure 193 production models
of the S-3A.
In July 1969, Vought Aeronautics entered into an
agreement with Sud-Aviation of Paris to market and

LTV AEROSPACE CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF LING-TEl\ICO-VOUGHT, INC.

LTV Aerospace Corporation, one of the nation's
largest producers of aviation and space hardware
and systems, began a reorganization and announced
creation of 3 publicly held subsidiary businesses in
late 1969.
The company also continued its move into diversified fields, ranging from its nationally known aircraft/missile capability to adult education and
training programs, commercial utility vehicles, cducati~nal television, publishing, recreational area operation, and other programs still under development.
The corporation, its operations reaching throughout most of the world, is headquartered in the LTV
Tower in downtown Dallas, Texas. President and
chief executive officer is Paul Thayer.
Under the reorganization plan announced in September and effected in December, Vought Aeronautics Corporation was formed from the Vought
Aeronautics Division, becoming the largest subsidiary of LTV Aerospace. (Vought Helicopter Incorporated, formation of which was announced in 1969,
was to operate as a wholly owned subsidiary of
Vought Aeronautics Corporation.) Vought Aeronautics traces its history back 52 years through its predecessor company, Chance Vought Aircraft.
Synetics Incorporated was formed from existing
elements of LTV Aerospace having common business interests: Missiles and Space Division; the division's newly created Kinetics International Division at Tyler, Texas; and Kentron Hawaii, Ltd., a
wholly owned subsidiary.
LTV Education Systems, Inc., continued as a
wholly owned subsidiary of LTV Aerospace, as it
had been since it entered business in January 1969.
Additionally, LTV Aerospace Corporation entered
into an agreement to purchase the Mt. Werner ski
area at Steamboat Springs, Colorado, and announced
plans to develop it into a leading year-round recreational area. The facility, located 160 miles northwest
of Denver, will be operated as a division of LTV
Aerospace.
The Vought Aeronautics A-7 Corsair II series of
aircraft continued to prove its battleworthiness with
the Navy in Vietnam during 1969, and later versions
rolling from the assembly lines went into service
with the Navy and the Air Force.
The first Air Force A-7D tactical fighter, a follow-on version of the A-7A and A-7B with a higherthrust Allison/Rolls-Royce TF41 engine and a highly
advanced avionic system, was delivered to the Tactical Air Command September 1. Production of the
A-7B aircraft for the Navy was completed.
An even newer version in the series, the A-7E,
was delivered to the Navy in 1969 and it successfully completed carrier-suitability trials in October
aboard the USS Independence.
Each version of the Vought A-7 is capable of
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st-r\·ict· thl' :\loudtt' IL th(' .-\loul'ttc III, and the
semirigid-rotor S:\-3-ll helicopter through a new
suhsidiar~·. \'ought Ilelicopter Incorporated.
Tlw :\loudtt' I I is a 5-pbce, turbine-powered
helicopkr capable of carrying loads up to 1,700
pounds and of operating abon' 1-!.000 feet. The
7-plact·. tmhint'-pO\\·ered .-\lotadtc III helicopter,
capahh· of lifting useful loads of over 2.000 pounds,
flit·s at spl'l'ds in t'Xcess of 130 miles an hour. It can
hon·r ahon· :20.000 fed. Thl' Ill'\\' S:\-341 features a
semirigid main rotor and ductecl fan in lieu of a tail
rotor. It carril's a usl'ful load of O\'C'r 1.100 pounds
and flit·s at spt·t·cls abon· 160 miles an hour.
\'ought I klicoptl'r Incorporated immediately began assl'mhl~· operations. with major components
being flo,,·n in from France. _-\t year-end, Vought's
Aloudtt· lwlicopll'rs \\'l'rt' being: demonstrated to
commercial n1wrators in ::\orth :\merica, including
Canada and Alaska.
In otlwr an·as, Vought Aeronautics participated
with Cen('ral Electric in the de,·elopmcnt of a
trackt·d air-cushion research vehicle for the U.S. Dcpartnwnt of Transportation. The vehicle was bt'ing
desi•'JH'cl
to tran·l on a thin cushion of air along a
C>
guidt·\\·ay at speeds up to 300 miles an hour in hightraffic-densil\· areas between cities.
Syndics fncorporatccl, under the reorganization
plan. was furnished a scope of activities cxtcnding
from on tcr space to the ocean depths.
Tlw :\I issiks and Space Division is composed of
an ultramodern million-plus-square-foot manufacturing, laboratory. and headquarters complex at
Dallas and a :2,000,000-square-foot ~[ichigan Facility near Detroit.
In the space field. the division's 4-stage, solid-propellant Scout continued a successful string of
launches for NASA, for agencies of the Deparhnent
of Defense, and for a numlwr of forcit,'ll nations.
bringing to 67 the numlwr of missions in the vehicle's
10-year history.
Included in the year's activities were the launchings of the third satellite for the 10-mcmber European Space H.esearch Organization and of Germany's first satellitc, Azur. Continuing a pcrfonnance growth program which enabled Scout to triple
its payload capability in the decade of the sixties,
the division had under development a larger Algol
III first stage designed to increase the vehicle's payload capability by another 30 to 40 percent. In addition, a standard fifth stage was developed to make
possib lc highly elliptical deep-space orbits and to
extend the Scout's probe capabilities to the sun.
In the Apollo program, a unique company-developed space radiator system, which provides the
proper temperature for the astronauts and their
equipment inside the Command 'Module, operated
Hawlessly in the lunar missions, as it had in every
flight since it was introduced on Apollo 7.
Man got his first closeup look at the moon's harsh
surfac(~ through the division's Lunar Extravehicular

Visor Assembly helmet which provided optical protection and helped maintain thermal balance inside
the space suit. The company's Space Environment
Simulator provided thermal analyses and other data
on the Apollo suit and the portable protective lifesupport system and contributed toward design of
longcr-duration surface systems of the future.
The lunar missions also made use of manned
lunar landing and rehtrn shtdies conducted by the
company at the outset of the Apollo program, and
the astronauts drew on mission planning and training experiences in the division's :\Janned Aerospace
Flight Simulator. The company also conducted
spacecraft thermal analyses for all A polio missions
using company-developed computer routines and
real-time monitoring by company personnel.
In missile activities, the division's Michigan Facilitv took the Armv's Lance surface-to-surface missile. a step nearer ilroduction with successful tempera hue-extreme environmental tests and successful
firings of extended-range versions of the system.
The highly mobile general-support weapon is t?e
first Army missile to use prepackaged storab_le hquid propellants and a simplified inertial gmdance
and control system. It will pe1mit the Army to direct
accurate fire at long distances on such targets as
enemy troop concentrations, supply depots, and
transportation routes, quickly and accurately. Advanced testing was under way at vVhite Sands ~Iis
silc Range.
The :\lissiles and Space Division was also actively
t•ngaaed in the fields of advanced defense systems,
b
d
dnctcd rockets and ramjet systems, optical an
other guidance systems, radar technology, and other
advanced programs.
In the new products field, the divi~ion. develop_ed
the unique OH.BIS III traffic-momtonng d~v1ce
which can detect illegal speeds automatiCally
around the clock. It records, in a single photograph,
citation-type evidence such as the vehicle involved,
license plate and driver, location, time and ~ate,
posted speed, and vehicle speed. It ignores vehicles
within legal limits. The unit is designed in both permanently installed and mobile models. It can ~lso
he used for traffic evaluation and highway plannmg,
marketing and recreation area surveys, border patrol surveillance, stolen car detection, and numerous
other applications.
. ..
Continuing its expansion program, the diVIsi_o~
added 186,000 square feet to its headquarters _f~cih
tics dedicated in 1968. Included were an additional
shipping dock area. expanded paint facilities, and
enlargement of the manufacturing warehouse .area.
Kinetics International Division was established
during the year, following a company decision to
begin production of the KID multipm~pose tract?rtransportcr surface vehicle and establishment of a
100,000-square-foot production site at Tyler, T~'xas.
The small, 8-whceletlutility vehicle was cxtensnrcly
tested and demonstrated in Southeast Asia. There

~
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signer and manufacturer of educational <>lectronics
enclosur<>s. school stuck cubicles. and relatl'd sluclc·nt furniture. Guild s~·lls its products throughout
the United Stales and in 63 foreign countries.
LTV Aerospac<> lwgan discussions in August for
the possible sale of its inll'resl in Computer Technology, Inc. The discussions were still continuing
in November.

its unique ability to cross extremely rugged terrain,
to plow muddy rice paddies too soft even for water
buffalo, and to swim canals and water barriers
earned high praise from government officials, agriculture experts, and businessmen and resulted in
sufficient orders to warrant production. A troopsupport model called the MACV (Yiultipurpose Airmobile Combat-support Vehicle) also was available
to the military.
In addition to fulfilling overseas commitments,
Kinetics planned to market the vehicle in the
United States to industries operating in remote
areas, to government agencies, and to farmers and
sportsmen. The first pilot production model was
~cheduled to roll off the automated production line
m December. The Tyler facility also will serve as
headcJtiarters for the development of other surface
vehicles.
Kentron Hawaii, Ltd., continued to provide extensive services to U.S. government agencies and
commercial corporations throughout the Pacific and
Southeast Asia. The Honolulu-headquartered subsidiary maintained its position as the predominant
technical contractor in the Pacific for support of
national ranges. It also was a leading contractor in
1969 in the fields of telecommunications, logistics
and base-support programs, engineering and technical support, electronic test equipment, calibration
and repair, depot level maintenance, computer data
services, analysis and management processing, technical training programs, and oceanology projects.
The versatile service organization continued its
growth pattern in 1969 with the acquisition of
American Asian International, Inc., a Saigon-based
company engaged in architecture, engineering projects, and skills training in South Vietnam.
At the beginning of the year, LTV Aerospace
formed a wholly owned subsidiary in a field far
removed from military contracting: education. LTV
Education Systems, Inc., entered business in January with a skills training an,d management development group and 3 commercial business colleges. By
the end of the year, several other acquisitions had
been completed and the college group had grown to
15 institutions in 3 southwestern states.
In September, Education Systems took a big step
along the road toward broad diversification by acquiring a publishing company, an education-oriented electronics company, and a firm which builds
student furniture.
The new publishing subsidiary issues a monthly
teen-age magazine, Metro Beat, in the Dallas and
Atlanta markets. Both are locally edited. The first
Dallas issue appeared in November.
Aboussie Electronics is experienced in the design,
insta1lation, and programming of classroom television systems. The acquisition marked LTV ESrs
entry into the field of programmed instruction and
educational technology.
Guild Industries, the third acquired firm, is de-

LTV ELECTROSYSTIDIS. INC.
A SlJB:-:ili>I:\1\Y OF LI:\C-TE\ICO-VOI:CIIT, 1::\C.

LTV Elcctrosystcms, Inc., made significant advances in electronic systems development throughout 1969, strengthened its management stn1cture
and realigned its operating units, and added facilities and capabilities.
Further advances were made at the i\Iemcor Division in developing lightweight, portable TACAN
transponder beacon systems. In production for the
Air Force was the AN/THN-26, about one-fifth the
size and weight of any previous system. It incorporates antennas, transponders, test-monitor-control,
and auxiliary equipment. Each module in the system weighs under 100 pounds and can be transported by a 2-man crew. Introduced and dcn~on
strated during the year was the A~/THN-22, hght
enough and small enough _to he earn~·~ by one ma1~.
Tested in conjunction w1th the BntJsh H.oyal A1r
Force the unit was demonstrated in the London
Daily' Mail Transatlantic Air Race.
.
Memcor Division continued production of the
AN/VRC-12 series of vehicle-mounted tactical
radios for the Army under a multiyear procurement
which reached a total of $97,100,000 during the
year. The AN/PRC-25 backpack radios were still in
production at year-end and ~ore than 83,000_ of the
lightweight modular FM radws had been delivered.
At the Garland Division, design and development
of a mechanized mail-handling system for the U.S.
Post Office Department promised maior advances
in speeding and simplifying the _handlmg and so:ting of mail. Utilizing some eqmpment already Illstalled at key post offices and adding othe~ equipment and special computer programs, machme sor~
ing of up to 50,000 letters an hour ~p~eared feasible. Work on the project was contmumg under a
$3,200,000 contract from the Post Office Department.
Garland Division began delivery of AN/UYA-7
digital communication systems under a $2,000,000
Air Force contract. Combining the proven advantages of digital transceiving equipment with
Electrosystcms-devcloped refinements-solid state
compactness, automation, case of operation, sophisticated package design-the system represents a
major advance in digital communications technology.
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pace throughout tlw )'l'ar at several facilities. A
multisensor test facility, completed at the Greenville Division, provided the capability for accurate
testing of a wide variety of st·nsors, antennas, and
communication and avionic svstcms. A 64.000squarc-foot engineering and adn{inistration building
and a 32,.500-squarc-foot addition to the main
hangar were also completed.
A -48,000-square-foot addition doubled the size
of the :\Iemcor Di,·ision's ::\Iontek Operation in Salt
Lake City. The ::\kmcor Division increased its capability for production of backpack and vehiclemounted tactical field radios with the completion
of a 20,000-square-foot manufacturing building in
Pt•ru. Indiana.
A 60,000-squarc-foot manufacturing and administration building was completed at the Arlington,
Tl•xas. plant. adding considerably to the capability
for production of automatic flight control systems
for both militarv and commercial aircraft and of
thrust vector cm{trols for the ::\•Iinuteman and Sprint
missiles.

Carl.111d ])i\ ision achit·,·ed a position of leadership in production of ~iant parabolic satdlite commullicalions antt-nna systt·ms. In tlw last quarter of
19m). ·I 100-foot-dianwtt·r dish antenna svstems were
in ,·arious stagt's of comph·tion in Al~1ska. Spain.
Guam. and I ran. Systems had hl'en <.'Ompleted in
Panama. l.<·hanon. Brazil. and Pl'ni.
~t·\\· tt-chnolog,· in tlw fidd of automatic Hight
controls lt-d to cft:n·lopuwnt of a fly-by-wire ac~a
tion s\'Stl'm. Elt'<:lro-R:\:\1. at Garland Division's
:\rlin!-£ton. Tt'xas. facility. lkpladng tlw manual and
nwchanical s\'Stt·ms for controlling an aircraft in
flic~ht with dir<'d <'h-drical linkage between tlw
pilot's controls and actt_tation dl·YiCl'S. the syst~m
providt's incrt'ast'd pcrlonnance lwtter handlmg
characlt ·ristics. and gn·ater safdv. Production contimu·d on automati~ controls for commercial airlint'rs. including "fed" systems for the Bot•ing 727.
737. and 7-17 and thl' Lockhel'd L-1011.
Gn·t·m·ille Division dcwloped and ddiwred to
:\":\SA a s\·stcm for tlw earth rl'sourccs sun·ey installed in· a C-130 transport. It included sensors
which scan the electromagnetic spectrum from
ultraviolet through infrared to superhigh frequenc~'·
The s\·stl'm also included dosl'd-circuit TV, radiation tlwrmonwlt'rs, and other t•quipnwnt linked to
rccordt•rs and data handling devicl'S and/or monitorincr stations within tlw aircraft. 'Vith such aircraft scientists can lwnefit mankind by discovering
mineral sources, cldt•cting crop disea!'cs. finding
fish, and checking on pollution.
The division dcmonsh·atcd its 6.5-kilowatt airborne zoom light at the Paris Air Show and at
various overseas points where simulated riots and
disasters illustrated the value of using a helicoptermounted light source. Airborne lightin~ systems
produced at the. division include~ a vanety of arrangenwnts of hght banks, varymg from the 6.5kilowatt to a single-lamp 70-kilowatt systC'm.
Greenville Division continued into the second
year the procurement on IRAN of _F/RF-101 aircraft at its Donaldson, South Carolma. plant and
began production operations at it~ R?swclL ::"Jew
Mexico, plant on portable commumcatwns shelters,
rework on B-52 bomber engine parts, and refitting
commercial airliners.
Realignment of operating units included the sale
of the Courter Operations (Boyne City. Michigan)
of Mcmcor Division and the Contincntal Electronics Manufacturing Company, located in Dallas.
Pickard & Burns Electronics Division at Waltham,
Massachusetts, was established as a division of LTV
Elcctrosystems. It had been operated previously as
part of Continental Electronics. LTV Elcctrosystems
also established a new division at Greenville, Texas,
separate from the existing operations there. This
division will specialize in heavy aircraft modification and maintenance for airlines and will be devoted exclusively to commercial operations.
Construction of new facilities continued at a swift
~

~

i\IARTIN :MARIETTA CORPORATION
BALTIMORE DIVISIO:."i

:\lartin J\'larietta's Baltimore Division is a major
aircraft modification and production center. Dur~ng
1969, the Production Center moved into productiOn
phases of the Navy's ZAP, a hypervelocity s?l~d.-fuel
rocket, and General Electric awarded the divisiOn a
contract to build thrust reversers for the CF6 turbofan engine. The center was also manufach1ring control surfaces for the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 and
was providing tooling and some components for the
Lockheed L-1011.
Several modification programs for both military
and civilian users were being carried out??' the Baltimore Division Modification Center. M1htary programs included work on the B-57 under the Tropic
Moon project and side stick control kits for the F104. Under contract to Texas Instruments, the center
was engaged in AvVADS (Adverse "'eather Aerial
Dclivc1y System).
.
The Air Transport Association's collision avo.Idance system test and evaluation program wa: bemg
conducted by the Modification Center. Du.nng the
year, 3 collision avoidance systems were mstalled
and tested for the association.
DENVER DIVISION

A major milestone for Martin Marietta in 1~69
was the selection of the Denver Division as pnme
contractor for the Viking project. Viking is the space
agency's unmanned exploration mission t~ land 2
scientific spacecraft on Mars in search of mfom1ation relevant to life on the planet. Viking could also
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provide clues to the creation and evolution of the
solar system.
The contract designated Martin i'>'larietta integrating contractor for the Viking project. It called
for the Denver Division to design, build, and test
the Viking landers and to develop, test, and integrate the life-seeking instruments and scientific experiments.
Two instrumented Viking spacecraft-each consisting of a lander and an orbiter-will begin a 200day, 280,000,000-mile journey to l'vlars in 1975. They
will be launched approximately 10 days apart by a
Titan III/Centaur space booster.
In addition to the most important objective of
seeking out evidence of biological activity on the
planet's surface, Viking will be er1uipped to determine the atmospheric structure and composition of
~1ars, to transmit pictures of the Martian surface,
and to determine surface composition.
Project management for Viking was assigned to
NASA's Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, under the overall direction of the Office of
Space Science and Applications at NASA headquarters. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, is responsible for the orbiter portion of the
Viking spacecraft system and for tracking and data
acr1uisition during the mission. The Titan III/Centaur launch vehicle to be used for Viking will he
managed by NASA's Lewis Research Center, Cleveland.
Another significant advancement made hy the
Denver Division in the planetary exploration field
was its selection by Jet Propulsion Laboratory to
build the propulsion subsystem for 2 Mariner spacecraft designed for a scientific mission around Mars
in 1971. The propulsion subsystem, unlike that flown
on any previous spacecraft in the continuing series
of Mariner planetary exploration missions, will have
a multiple-start capability. The subsystem includes
a liquid-fueled rocket engine which will provide the
thrust to make the necessary midcourse trajectory
corrections en route to Mars and to de-boost the
spacecraft into Martian orbit. Additionally, slight
changes in the orbits of the 2 spacecraft will occur
upon command from earth.
Launch period for the Mariners will open in May
1971, with arrival at the planet in November 1971.
The spacecraft will be in the 2,000-pound class, of
which some 900 pounds will be used for propellants.
The Mariners will conduct a scientific investigation
of Mars for about 90 days.
The new space support building, most recent element in the division's space complex, became fully
operational in October. The _6-story structure, ~ith a
capacity of 1,2.50 persons, w11l be the focal pomt for
the final assembly of the Viking capsule lander system. The first 2 floors of the SSB offer a total of
54,000 square feet of superclean assembly area, the
largest combined clean-room facility in the industry.
A portion of the dean-room area was being used to

ass<'mhlv thC' propulsion suhasS<'IIll>li<'s for th<' \Iars
'71 spac<'craft.
At mith·var.
on a solar simu,
' construction lw«an
h
lator to iw incorporated i11to a 31-foot-dianwtt-r
th('rmal ,·acuum chaml><'r at tlw di,·ision's spacl'
ct·nl<'r. .\lain compoiwllts of tlw solar simul_ator an·
a 2.'3-foot-dianwt<>r mirror and an arraY ol lD arc
lamps of 20,000 walls <'ach. The lamps ·are focusl'd
onto a sp<'cial optical transmission system which
h<'ams th(' r('fraclcd light onto a giant mirror in the
top of the larg<· space chamlH'r. Th<: IlJirror, in. tu_rn,
r('flects a 1H-foot-dianwter lwalll of solar racl!at10n
adjusted optically to simulat<· th(' solar intensity that
all v('hicl<'s will <·ncounl<'r in space.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration's decision in micl-HJ69 to change the Apollo
Applications Program (AAP) from a w~·t to a ~lry
configuration called for major changes m the diVIsion's role as payload integrating contractor. The
mov(' from a space-outfitted orbiting workshop configuration to a ground-outfitted configuration required relocation of 28 experiments in the launch
configuration and of the operating areas of 16 experiments.
A major milcston<' in the AAP <'ffort was a contract add-on from ;\larshall Spac<' Flight Center to
develop th(' .\'lultiple Docking Adapt<'r (?\IDA) flight
hardware for the orbiting workshop configuration.
The division will initially d('velop an ~IDA mockup locating various types of service <'quipmcntlifc-support, electrical, and hydraulic systc'ms-plus
various experim<'nts packages. The division w_ill also
be responsible for interface of the "tv1DA with the
Airlock Module and the Apollo Telescope :Mount
(ATM). The division was already under contract to
provide the controls and displays console which will
control the ATM. The console will be located in the
NIDA.
Primary objectives of the AAP arc a concentrated
study of the sun and the earth from earth orbit and
of man in zero gravity. The ATM will.accomplish
the solar study with a series of 8 cxp~'nmcnts; and
an experiment housed in the MDA will look at the
earth, utilizing a battery of 6 cameras to simultaneously photograph the earth in multi~pectral imagery. A total of approximately 50 expcnments must
be integrated into the AAP cluster.
Other advanced technological studies under way
at the Denver Division included:
• Development of a manned maneuvering unit to
provide both increased mobility for man in space
and a basis for development of more sophisticated
maneuvering units which might provide remote
maneuvering capability for free-flying experiments
modules functioning around a mother spacecraft.
• Preparation of an optical contamination experiment Hight hardware to investigate the phenomena
of surface contamination of optical surfaces exposed
in space. A variety of optical surfaces will be precisely calibrated as to optical properties before the
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o Investigations of the radiation environment affecting vehicles entering the planetary atmospheres
of earth. ~lars, Venus, and Jupiter.
o Development of a new attitude control system
designed to reduce costs, increase reliability, and reduce weight.
o DeYelopment of a white pigment that has stable
radiative properties in the ionizing and displacem<'nt-typc radiation environments of near-earth and
interplanetary space.
o De\·elopment of instrumentation to monitor the
deployment and measure the profile accuracy of an
orbiting low-frequency radio telescope (LOFT).
This project, targeted toward the mid-1970s, was
to result in a 1.500-meter radio telescope outside the
earth's radiation belt.
~lajor production base of the division continued
to be versions of the Titan III family of launch vehicles. Successful flight operations were conducted
at Cape Kennedy, Florida, and Vandenberg Air
Force Base, California, with launches of both the
Titan IIIC and the Titan IIIB.
Development and fabrication of Titan IIID progressed as scheduled. In addition, plans were made
to integrate the Titan IIID with the Centaur highenergy upper stage for planetary exploration missions. Launch stand modification and conversion
began at Cape Kennedy and at Vandenberg Air
Force Base to handle the Titan IIID/Centaur and
the Titan IIID, respcctiwly. At the same time, study
on a space shuttle system proceeded, resulting in a
proposed configuration and preliminary wind-tunnel tests of a scale model.

A:\P flight and rdurned to earth following the mission to aid i11 ddermination of the causes and possihh- sol11tions to tlw optical contamination problem.
o
Dt·n·lopnwnt of .-\polio Lunar Surface Drill
flight hardwarl' for a subsurface lunar gcothcm1al
expl"rinwnt to he flown on :\pollo 13. The lunar drill
is ttst·d to l"mplac<' :2 heat-flow probes in the moon to
transmit suhsurfact' soil thermal characteristics back
to t·arth. In addition. the drill is used to obtain a
cor(' of the subsurface lunar geolog\' to be rehtmcd
to l"arth for studY.
~
~·
o
Studies of ·the techniques and technology of
n·motc Sl'nsing equipment as applied to interpretation of both <'arth and planetary resources. To this
<'lld. the di\·ision in 1969 started work on a program
to idl'ntih· geological fcaturl's that are observable
from airh.or~H· s\·~tt-ms. Once an area is overflown
with sl'nsors. tht·· sam<' art'a is examined bv classical
g('ological n~dhods in orclt'r to zero out er~ors in the
sensing l"X plora lion.
The nwtt>oroicl petwtration detector de,·elopment
projl"ct. which began in 1967. was completed in
HJ69. Tlw work c<'ntl'recl on deh•rmininc.T the feasibility of attaching meteoroid cldectors .:-to the ext<'ri<;r of the Sat111:i1 S-IVB stage and on dl•vdoping
a radiation-resistant thermal-control coating material for spacecraft.
vVork undt·r this project included the design, clevelopnwnt, fabrication. and test of various types of
detectors which could lw used to proYide data about
th<' characteristics of the meteoroid etwironment
and nwlt'oroid pent'tration in spaCl'. The infonnation is critical to the design of deep space manned
and unmanned spacecraft.
The division's in\'olvement in planetary exploration was also concentrated on 2 othl'r fronts. One
was a study to determine the feasibility of exploring
Venus with an unmanned spacecraft designed to
eject small instrument probes to the surface. The 6month study focused on the number and types of
probes, the entry locations, and the capabilities and
technology development necessary for various enhy
systems best suited to achieve the scientific objectives of the 1979 Venus mission opportunity. The
second involved in-house studies to identify the
most promising unmanned missions to the ·outer
planets such as Jupiter and for the grand tour of
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Pluto.
Other advanced research and development and
space-related studies under way at Dem'l'r included:
• An automatic component test station program
to design a system for testing large scalt- array integrated circuits.
• A microfilm storage display system capable of
containing the equivalent of 3.000 pages of paper
documentation. The unit is an important clement
in on-board check-out systems for future spacecraft.
• In-tankage development studies of the storage
and transfer of li<Iuid methane for future spacecraft
and supersonic transport aircraft.

ORLANDO DIVISION

In 1969 ~~Iartin Marietta's Orlando Division continued wdrk on 4 major tactical missile systems: th,e
Army's Pershing, SAM-D, and Sprint and th~ Na:y s
Walleye. vVork was concluded on the Army s Shillelagh antitank missile.
During the year, the division received a _go-ahe~d
from the Army to build 30 additional subscnber umts
and one retransmission unit for tests of the RADA
tactical communication system. RADA is a mo?ile,
wireless digital communication syst~m ~hat pr?vides
secure division-level field commumcahons Without
central switchboards. The system was planned for
deployment in the 1973-74 time period.
The Orlando Division continued to supply system components and logistic field support for the
Navy's air-to-surface Bullpup missile system and for
the Army's BIHDiE elech·onic fire-control system ..
A 40-pouncl millimeter wave hardware expenment was completed and delivered to NASA for
launch aboard the ATS-5 satellite, in synchronous
orbit over the Pacific. The unit transmits and receives millimeter wave signals from ground stations
located throughout the United States and Canada.
The Orlando Division also continued its work for
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m aintenance cos ts, and in crca s d ra t of fi re r es ult
from th e improve ment prog ram. Oth e r m a jor P ershin g 1-A sys te m a d va n ces a rc a n e w p rogra mm er
test sta tion, a fas t-reac tin g erecto r-l a un ch er, and a
new b a ttery conh·o l center to serve as a uni t comm and post.
By yea r- end , som e P ershin g units h ad a lrea d\
been converted to th e new P 1-A syste m, r e pb c in u
th e ori g in a l P 1 ve rsion m o unte d on track-l a in g vehicles. Th e olde r \ ersio n ha d b een d e pl oyed in
Europ e sin ce 1964.
Annu a l practi ce test firi ngs from o ff-r a nge mi ssil e
sites in sou theaste rn U tah into \ 1Vhitc Sa nds :\fiss il e
R a nge, N ew Tv1exico , continu e d. Th ese exer cises a rc
d esig ned to m a inta in troop profi cien cy in h andlin g
th e 400-mil e-ra nge P ershin g miss ile .
D evelopm ent w ork on th e Sprint a ntimi ssilc mi ssile, on e of th e m ajor components of the Sa feg u a rd
ballistic missile d efense sys te m, continu e d unde r a
contract with Bell T ele phone L a bora tories. Flight
testing continued a t White Sands :t'v1issile R a nge ,
and la ter tests w ere sch eduled for Kwa ja le in Atoll
in the Pacific, wh ere Sprint will b e integ ra te d \-vith
other elem ents of the Sa fegu a rd sys tem.
Production continued on th e vValley e glide bomb
and on transmitting and launching eq uipment for
the Bullpup air-to-surface mi ssile . (Bullpup was operationa l with both N a vy and Air Force fight er a ircraft and with aircraft of th e NATO nations. The
Navy's W alleye, a highly a ccurate television-g uided
w eapon with no propulsion, was opera tional with
both Navy and Air Force fighter units.)
During the y ear, M a rtin Marie tta announced
plans to build a high-volume ele ctronics production
facility n ear Ocala, Florida. The plant was scheduled to be completed in early 1970.

NASA on the control signal processor, a critical
flight component used on the Apollo/Sa turn launch
vehicle, and on gyro processors for the Apollo T elescope Mount program.
Development work continued on lasers for tactical application: illuminators, seekers, and target designation and missile guidance systems. Som e of this
equipment was already undergoing extensive military fi eld test and evaluation; other systems were in
development. Major emphasis was directed toward
improving the effici ency, output, and adaptability of
lasers for field use; one program of particular importance was aimed at developing eye-safe lasers
for the military.
Another research program of considerable interest
involyed the application of "particle-reference" devices to inertial guidance equipment. These devices
use a dust-size glass particle suspended in an electrical field to provide inertial reference for n ew
types of accelerometers, gyroscopes, and gravity
meters.

MARTIN METALS

. Martin M etals produces investment castings and
Is engaged in the research, development, and production of high-temperature superalloys. These alloys,
many containing as many as 10 to 15 different elem ents, must withstand the 2,000 degree Fahrenheit
temperatures and highly corrosive environments and
pressures of advanced jet engines.
During 1969, MAR-M alloys were serving jet
power requirements in vehicular, marine, and indus.trial power plants throughout the world and were
being incorporated into experimental engines for
future power needs.
Martin Metals' vacuum-melted investment cast
turbine blades and vanes are in use in jet engines
such as Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's JT3D. P&WA's
JT9D engine has Martin Metals castings in the
blades of the second, third, fourth, and sixth stages.
Other engines containing Martin Metals parts included the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT12, J52,
JT8D, TF30, and FT4 and the General Electric
TF39.

Martin Marietta's Orlando Division was conducting a research program involving the application of "particle reference" devices to inertial guidance equipment. These devices
employ a tiny glass ball suspended in an electrical field to
provide inertial reference for new types of accelerometers,
gyroscopes, and gravity meters.

Improved ground-support equipment for the
Pershing system was in full production in 1969. Included in the Pershing 1-A system, as the program is
known, are several changes to the equipment used
in counting down and launching the missile. The
most visible change is the switch from tracked to
wheeled vehicles for transporting firing units. Increased mobility and reliability, less vibration, lower
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Durin~ H>69. much of the technical effort was
de,·otcd' to a Ductility Improvement Discon:-ry
(D.I.D.\. a nwthod wherebY the somewhat limited
ductilit~· of present-day suileralloys can be significant~\- increased with no loss in tensile and stress
ruptt;rc strength. The increasing demand for higherstn·n~th a lion has. on·r the Years. resulted in a compron;iSl' in ~luctility. \\'ith \lartin ~letals' D.I.D ..
turbine compmwnts of many alloys can be used for
a longer time hdore being retired for lack of ductilit\·.

H.I·::-'E.\B(:ll 1:\:'-TITl TE FOR :\D\":\:\CED

This group also conducted studies of unsteady
boundan' layer transition, local disturbances in viscous flm~· arid development of vorticity, launch vehicle structural stability (POGO), and radiative
heat transfer from dynamic gases.
The RIAS materials science group continued its
refractorv carbide studies. Titanium carbide and
vanadiu~1 carbide, and their alloys, were investigated in a combined theoretical and experimental
program that encompasses electron microscopy, mechanical behavior, bonding, and ordered stmch1ral
sh1dies. This program is intended to pro\ide stmctural materials with combined ductility and hightemperature strength surpassing any materials used
today. The group also continued its work dealing
with surface-sensitive environmental effects on material behavior of many stmcturally important
metals. such as titanium. aluminum, and ionic nonmetallic compounds. Tl;ese materials may become
emhrittled and fracture under relatively low stresses
in selected environments. Objectives included elucidation of the mechanism of this type of failure
(stn•ss corrosion), means for preventing embrittlemcnt. and effects on deformation properties.
Studies were begun on metal-matrix composite
materials. Factors basic to the behavior of fiberreinforced metals and to dispersion strengthening
with the very stable hard carbides were being investigated.
Under a NASA contract, the RIAS biosciences
group continued research on an extraterrestrial life
detection experiment. The technique rests on the
detection, by mass spectrometry, of the enzymecatalyzed exchange of oxygen-18 between water and
labeled oxyanions. This exchange appears to be
common to all forms of observed life.
The RIAS extraterrestrial experiment is heat
sterilizable and makes minimal assumptions about
the nutritional requirements of organisms that might
be found on other planets. In 1969, this work concentrated on simplifying the detection proce~ure,
incrcasinrr the number of applicable oxyamons,
and conthming laboratory sh1dies to verify the concept.
'Nark in photosynthesis-seekin~ a b~t~er understanding of the mechanism by wh1ch hvmg pl.ants
convert light energy to chemical encr~-prov1de?
considerable insight into the mcchamsms ~nd _kinetics of the processes involved in the phot~ox1dati?n
of H~O to produce 0:! evolution and reducm_g eqmvalcnts. The nature of the quantum processes mvolved
and the requirement of a manganese-containing catalyst were revealed.
.
Chemosynthesis research centered on the. cultiVation of a hydrogen-oxidizing microorgamsm and
studies of its potential contribution to a dosed ecological system, such as a manned spacecraft on an
extended voyage. Various energy sources were evaluated by the biosciences group and a system can
now be defined.

~Tl'DIE~

The Hescarch Institute for .-\d,·anced Sh1dies
(HI.-\S) near Baltimore City perfonm basic research
in solid-state physics. chemical physics, fluid sciences. structural mechanics. materials science, and bioscicnccs. Its work is funded bY ~Iartin \larietta
Corporation and by contracts ·with \·arious U.S.
govenmwnt agencies. including tlw Air Force. the
Army. the Na,·y. the Advanced Research Projects
Agency. the Atomic Energy Commission. the Departnwnt of the Intnior. and the ~ational Aeronautics
and Space Administration. The institute staff also
provides consultation sen·iccs to other di,·isions of
!\lartin ~larictta Corporation on contractual programs.
During 1969, HIAS had approximately 50 professional staff memlwrs; more than half of them held
doctorates. This stall' included scientists from manv
foreign countril'S as well as from the United Statt:S
and \Yas augmented by ,·isitors from universities and
other research centers who presented seminars or
participated in regular HIAS n'St'arch programs. Results of HIAS reSl'arch arc published in the leading
science journals and in symposia papers.
The physics groups carried out research on metastable compounds. radiation damage. space thermal
protcctin· coatings, and electronic band structures
and bonding in intcrmctallic compounds. H.esearch
into the physical mechanisms involved in the dccon111osition of high-enerrr)·
crvstals
surr•Tl'Sted
techb
..
b~
niques for modifying and controlling th~· decomposition rate of these compounds. some of which arc
used as explosives and solid rocket oxidizers in operational missile systems.
A Semiconductor Physics Departnwnt was formed
in 1969 and work was begun in the area of optically
active defects and dopants in wide band gap semiconductors, using methods of electron spin resonance and photoluminescence. These studies are
relevant to performance of both optically and electrically generated light signal systems.
The fluid sciences group continued its programs in
hypersonic blunt body aerodynamics, 3-dinwnsional
laminar boundary layers, and low-speed lifting aerodynamics. Emphasis in these external aerodynamics
programs was on those aspects peculiar to truly 3dimcnsional flow.
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for the program. Chips flying from an automatic
milling machine as it proc1·ssl'd an 800-p_ound
aluminum forging into a DC-10 windshield I raml'
signaled this production milestone at the Douglas
Aircraft Company's Torranct·. California, facility.
Initial assembly operations starl!-d on June :23 at
the !\lcDonnell Douglas facility in Santa :\lonica,
California, with the installation of a special goldplated fastl'Jwr as the first sli-p in assl'mbling a
cockpit window frame.
.
.
The upper and lower haln·s of the f1rst DC-H)
produc:timi nose section were joined October 17 at
Santa ~vlonica. with the unit scheduled for subsequent transfer to Douglas at Long Beach, whne
final assembly of the big jet was to be performed.
During the year, the pace of DC-10 development
accclnatccl at other McDonnell Douglas divisions
and at the facilities of the hundreds of experienced,
reliable subcontractors in the United States, Canada, and Europe.
In addition to the Douglas Aircraft Company at
Long Beach and Torrance and the McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company at Santa l\lonica,
McDonnell Douglas divisions with major roles in
the program were the McDonnell Aircraft Company, St. Louis, which designed and developed the
wing and was producing certain control surface
components, and the Douglas Aircraft Company of
Canada, Ltd., a McDonnell Douglas subsidiary in
Malton, Ontario, which was manufacturing the wing
structure.
Other significant events in the DC-10 l?rogram
during the year were the start ~f con~truc~wn of 3
facilities in Long Beach for usc 111 engmcermg, production, and flight training activities.
Work began in January on a 250,000-square-foot
engineering development center capa~le of accommodating 3 DC-lOs. The complex pr~~1des the :ompany with a single integrated fac1hty fo: fl1~ht,
structural, and systems test programs; engmeenng
development activities; and related technical research on large commercial aircraft. The structure is
300 feet long and 344 feet wide, with an attached
3-story laboratory and office building to house research and computer facilities.
Also under construction was a final assembly
building 510 feet long and 480 feet wide, with a
roof height of 94 feet. In the fin~l sta~es o~ p_roduction, 6 DC-lOs will be housed 111 this bmldmg. In
addition to assembly operations, the structure will
house a 4-story support area with space for stock
rooms offices and administrative activities. A 20,000-square-fo~t center will be located on one floor
for training airline personnel in the operation and
maintenance of DC-10 systems. Initial assembly, including the joining of the wings and fuselage and
the installation of major systems, will be performed
in existing facilities at Long Beach.
In October, ground was broken for a 21,000squarc-foot advanced flight training center which

McDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION
During 1969, McDonnell Douglas Corporation,
St. Louis, Missouri, worked on more than 20 separate product and service programs, each generating over $10,000,000 in sales. Six generated over
$100,000,000.
The DC-10 program moved ahead with the receipt of additional orders for this trijetliner and the
start of production and assembly. Orders and firm
options for the new wide-bodied jet transport
reached 201 with the announcement on October 14
that National Airlines had placed orders for 9, with
options for 8 more. National was the lOth airline to
select the DC-10.
Earlier in the year, Overseas National Airways
purchased 3 DC-lOF convertible passenger/cargo
versions, with options for 3 more. This first order
for the DC-10F was announced on June 17.
On June 7, 4 European carriers announced in
Paris their decision to order the DC-10. KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines, Scandinavian Airlines System, Swissair, and France's Union de Transports Aeriens
placed orders for 14 Series 30 intercontinental versions, with options for an additional 22.
Other DC-10 customers included American Airlines, orders for 25 and options for 25; United Air
Lines, 30 on order and 30 optioned; Northwest
Orient Airlines, 14 ordered and 14 optioned; and
Trans International Airlines, 2 on order and 2 on
option.
The DC-10, a multirange advanced-technology
jetliner designed to meet the expanding air transportation needs of the 1970s, was to be produced in
3 versions, each capable of accommodating up to
345 passengers.
The Series 10 is designed for service on domestic
routes of 300 to 3,500 statute miles. The Series 20
and Series 30 are extended-range models for interco~tinental ope~ations. Maximum gross takeoff
we1ght of the Senes 10, with full payload, is 410,000
pounds. For the Series 20 and Series 30 it is 530 000
pounds.
'
'
J?.ree high bypass ratio engines give the DC-10 a
crmsmg speed of over 600 miles per hour. The General Electric CF6-6 engine, rated at 40,000 pounds
of takeoff thrust, is the power plant for the Series
10. Power plant for the Series 20 is the Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft JT9D-17 engine, producing 49,800
p~unds of takeoff thrust. !he Series 30 is equipped
with the General Electnc CF6-50A engine generating 49,000 pounds of takeoff thrust.
'
Two of the engines are mounted conventionally
on pylons under the wing, and the third is installed
above the aft fuselage at the base of the vertical
stabilizer. The engines are approximately 8 feet
in diameter, nearly double the size of those on
earlier commercial jets.
The first DC-10 manufacturing operations began
on January 6, less than 9 months after the go-ahead
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Th j tiin r '' as delivered to Trans International
Airlin s just 9 da) s short of the lOth anniversary of
th F deral Aviation Administration's certi£cation
of th DC-8 for commercial operation on August 31,
1959. Another milestone in the company's commerial aircraft history occurred on 1 fay 27, when the
SOOth DC-9, a sleek Series 30 model, v.ras d elivered
to All ghen) AiTlines.
In militar aviation, the Douglas division of McD onnell Douglas delivered its first contingent of
TA-4J tJ·ain rs on June 6, turning over 7 of ti1e n ew,
2-p lac ad ·anc d jets to the Naval Air Advanced
Training Command. In September, Navy fught student inaugurated carrier qualifications with the
TA-4J aboard th USS Wasp in the Gulf of Mexico.
The T A-4J is ti1e newest trainer version in the
bantam,. eight Skyhawk family v,rhich, in the attack
bomber version, is being procured by the Navy
in th · imprO\ ement A-4M single-seat attack model
for us by the MaTine Corps . More than 2,300 Skyha' ks of all versions have been produced by the
company for carrier operations and for close air support missions. Sk) hawk d eliveries to the Navy during ti1 eaT also included versions for use by Israel
an d N w Zealand.
Production of the C-9A aeromedical airlift transport for ti1e Military Airlift Command of the Air
Force continued at Long Beach. By the end of the
third quarter, 8 of these "flying hospital wards" h~~
been delivered to transport sick or w~unded .I?~li
ta.ry personnel on flights between med1c~l fa:Ilities
in ti1 United States. D esignated the Nighh~1gale,
the C-9A is a military version of the DC-9 Sen es 30
and ,.viJl accommodate more than 40 ambulatory
patients, 30 to 40 litter patients, or a combination of
ambulatory and litter patients.
.
During 1969, the McDonnell Aircraft Company m
St. Louis continued to upgrade, produce, a~d deliver F-4 Phantoms and by year-end had dehvered
more than 3,600.
.
On March 27, 1969, the Air Force Aeronautical
Systems Division awarded McDonnell a contract to
build 50 boron epoxy rudders for the Phantom, ~he
largest quantity order ever issued for the production
of boron composite structures. This award r ecognized McDonnell's leadership in the d evelopment
of advanced structural materials required in the design of future fighter aircraft.
In July, McDonnell received a 3-year contract
from the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laborat~ry to
develop and test-By a flight control system d esigned
to b e more maneuverable and less vulnerable to
combat damage than present systems . Using an F-4
Phantom as a test vehicle, the company was to yvaluate fly-by-wir e control and integrated hydraulic
actuator devices at each control surface for greater
maneuverability and survivability in air-to-air c~m
bat. Electric signals, rather than rods or mechamcal
devices, relay the pilot's inputs to control surface
actuators.

tvlcDonn ell D o ug las Corporation marked a. milestone on.
Ma y 27 with d eli very of th e SOOth DC-9 . By year-end,
del iveries had topped th e 530 mark and t he company ha.d
orde rs for m ore than 600 of th e twi n-;ets.

The DC-9, ordered by 42 airlines in Emope, A ia,
Australia, South America, and North America, was
in produ ction in 3 versions: the Series 20, which
carries up to 90 passengers in a 104-foot-long fus elage, for flights from very short runwa) s; th Seri s
30, which carries 115 passengers in a 119-foot-long
fus elage ; and the Series 40, w hich accommodat ~s up
to 125 passengers in a 125-foot fus elage.
Three versions of the DC-8 Super Sixty series
w ere in production: the Super 61 transcontinental
jetliner, th e Super 62 ultralong-range transport, and
the Super 63 intercontinental model. The Super 61
and Super 63 carry up to 259 passengers in an allcoach configuration. Thirty-nine airlines had ordered
the DC-8 by year-end.
On August 22, the company delivered its 1,000th
commercial jet transport, a DC-8 Super 63F version.
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International use of the Phantom was extended
when, in December 1968, West Germany announced
that it would purchase 88 RF-4E reconnaissance
aircraft and the U.S. Department of State announced that Israel would purchase a quantity of
F-4Es. These purchases, like those of the United
Kingdom, Iran, and Japan, were made through arrangement with the U.S. government.
A ceremony turning over 6 F -4D tactical fighters
to the Republic of Korea Air Force was held on
August 25 at Seoul. These were the first of a squadron of 18 being provided by the United States under
the U.S. Military Assistance Program.
The year 1969 saw the Phantom establish another
record. In May, British Royal Navy F-4K Phantoms
broke the New York-to-London air speed record 3
times within a week in winning the London Daily
Mail Transatlantic Air Race. The fastest time, takeoff to touchdown, was 4 hours 46 minutes 57.6 seconds.
Also in 1969, the Phantom became the official aircraft of both of the world's 2 best-known flight demonstration teams, the U.S. Navy Blue Angels and the
U.S. Air Force Thunderbirds. This marked the first
time in the history of these precision flying units
that both flew the same type of aircraft at the same
time. It also represented their parallel transition to
Mach 2 aircraft. The Blue Angels made their debut
flying F-4Js at Yuma, Arizona, on March 15, and the
Thunderbirds, flying F-4Es, appeared before President Nixon on June 4 at the Air Force Academy in
Colorado.
McDonnell was active in other areas during the
year. In March, a special team o~ McDonnell and
American Airlines pilots and engmeers began a 3month STOL flight program using the Model 188
STOL transport, for which McDonnell holds a license agreement with Breguet Aviation of F~anc~.
On April 16, a 40-flight-hour test program, flymg m
and out of city-center-to-city-center type STOLports, was inaugurated to evaluate STOL aircraft
characteristics and 3 advanced navigational systems.
Much of the evalu~tion flying was done in the St.
Louis-Chicago area. This was the second Model 188
demonstration program with a major airline. Late in
1968, the company completed a joint project with
Eastern Airlines, in which a Model 188 operated
into New York, Washington, Boston, and Newark
on routes paralleling the air shuttles in the Northeast Corridor.
The No. 1 project for McDonnell Aircraft Company during the year, however, was the Air Force
F-1.5 tactical fighter contract. On December 31,
1968, McDonnell, which has been designing and
building twin-engine jet fighter aircraft longer than
any other company, was selected as a finalis: _for
the contract definition phase of the competition,
along with Fairchild Hiller C~rporation and North
American Rockwell CorporatiOn. Throughout the
year, top engineering, management, and production

personnel devoted their full time and c•Jwrgics to
this important task.
In the space fil'ld, the highlight of ~lcJ?onnell
Douglas activities during HJmJ was the maJor roll'
the organization played in the succl'ssful mann~·d
Apollo missions. ~lcDonnell Douglas Astronauhcs
Company produced the S-IVB stagt· of tlH· pmn·rful
Saturn rocket which propelled the Apollo 11 astronauts to their n·ndczvous with the moon and man's
first walk on the lunar surface and which operated
flawlessly on 3 other manned space missions in
1969.
As part of its work in the Apollo program. ~lc
Donnell Douglas shared in tlw lunar surface samples returned to earth by tlw Apollo 11 astronauts.
Scientists at thl' company's space and planetary
scienct•s laboratories in Santa ~tonica received about
1 ounce of assorted powder and rock chips for
analysis to determine the luminescence, microphysical, microchemical, and adlwsive characteristics of
the material. ~-lcDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company was one of the few industrial firms in the
nation to participate in the lunar sample analysis
program.
During the year, the company received space contracts from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for Saturn launch support services at
the John F. Kennedy Space Center, and for work on
the Saturn V workshop and its Airlock Module. One
award was to modify an S-IVB stage for use as a
workshop, sclwdulcd for launch into earth orbit in
1972 as part of the Apollo Applications Program.
Another was for continued development of the airlock which will serve as a passageway between
Apollo spacecraft and the workshop and as the
nerve center for all subsystem controls and monitoring. Airlock development was under way at company facilities in St. Louis.
A 3-man crew will inhabit the 10,000-cubic-foot
interior of the S-IVB liquid-hydrogen tank for a
scheduled 28 days during the first mission, and for
56 days during later missions. The S-IVB will be
fully outfitted on the ground and will be launched,
with an Apollo Telescope Mount attached, by a 2stage Saturn V. The purpose of the workshop program is to conduct biomedical, astronomical, and
other scientific programs.
During the year, the Astronautics Company delivered an 8-ton airlock to NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center for extensive ground testing there and
subsc(JUently at NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center
to qualify it for use on the workshop mission. Work
on modification of an S-IVB for usc as the first Saturn V workshop was under way at the company's
Space Systems Center in Huntington Beach, California.
Another major space project for NASA was a
study of a future manned space station which could
reach flight status in the mid-1970s. McDonnell
Douglas was one of 2 industrial firms selected to
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conduc-t the 11-month program definition studies.
Tlw ~larshall Space Flight C<.·nter directs the company's dlort in th<' preliminary design and planning
of a 12-man spac<' station which could be developed
by 1975 for earth-orbital purposes. The project includt•s tht· conceptual design of a 50-man space base
to be m.tdl· up of specializl'd modules assembled in
low-l'arth orbit in the late 1970s and earlv 1980s.
Yarious conct·pts of ach·anced space shuttle~, which
would lw capable of landing at precise locations and
of b<'ing reused. were to be evaluated to idcntifv the
most t•conomical means of supplying a large space

was to maintain the equipment, monitor its performance, and repair it if required. The goal of the experiment is to demonstrate the capability to operate the system with continuous regeneration of
water and oxygen, without resupply, using an advanced waste-management subsystem. The new experiment follows a successful company test in 1968,
during which 4 men spent 60 days in the simulator.
Other significant space research contracts awarded
to :\lcDonnell Douglas Astronautics in 1969 included a study, for NASA's :\'larshall Space Flight
Center, of design concepts and development requirements for a nuclear rocket stage which could
serve as an upper stage on a Saturn V launch vehicle. Two other firms received parallel awards.
KASA also awarded the Astronautics Company a
contract to study earth-orbital experiment requirements including manned space flight capabilities,
space medicine and biology, space astronomy, space
physics, communications and navigation, and earth
resources survev.
In the missile field, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company continued its work on the Spa~~n
long-range interceptor of the Safeguard ballistic
missile defense system. The company is a major subcontractor to Bell Telephone Laboratories and \Vestem Electric Company on this program: Work al~o
continued on the Project Upstage expenmental missile configuration under a contract awarded by the
Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defense to design, develop, and flight-test
the configuration.
Other missile and space programs inclu~ed research in solar physics, materials, reentry, biOtechnology, and electronics. One project was a study at
the company's Astropower Laboratories to determine whether computer technology can be ~sed to
detect the onset of an epileptic seizure. Thi~ work
was being done under contract from the Social and
Rehabilitation Service of the U.S. Department of
Health , Education and Welfare. Other areas
.. of Astropower research included pattern recogmtion, materials, and desalination of seawater.
At the company's Donald W. Dougla_s I:aboratories, scientists and engineers were continumg development of 2 tiny atomic batteries, the ISC?MITE
and the BETACEL; of miniature engines whiCh one
day may power heart-assist devices; and of heat
pipes for use in spacecraft cooling systems.
. ,
Major fields of research at the corporations
Douglas Advanced Research Laboratori.es inclu?e
mathematical sciences, environmental sciences, life
sciences, and materials sciences. During the year,
international symposia on acoustical holography,
lunar transients, and laser applications :.n the f?~O
sciences were held at the Huntington Beach facihty
of lVIcDonnell Douglas Corporation.
Throughout the year, the corporation's McDonnell Automation Company division continued to expand its activities. In Febmary, it expanded data

base.

Launch ,·chicle projects at ~lcDonnell Doughs
included tlw continuing production of the Thor and
Delta rockets for placing medium-weight satellites
in earth and solar orbits.
Used <'Xtensivelv bv the Air Foret.' and ~:\.SA for
12 years, Thor n:cor.ded in August 1969 its 300th
success as a space launch vehicle. Combined with a
variety of upper stages, Thor at year-end had placed
more U.S. satellites in orbit than all other boosters
combined.
Thors were the first stages of the vehicles which
orbited an advanced Nimbus weather satellite and
the OGO-F spacecraft from tlw \\~estern Test Range
during the year. Aboard OGO-F was a company experiment designed to identify. count, and determine
the energies of solar-charged particles emitted by
th(' sun during solar cosmic rav events. Thor was
also tlw booster stage of the Delta vehicles which
orbited 2 Orbiting Solar Observatories, ISIS-A, 2 Intelsat communications satellites, Explorer 41 (IMP7), BIOS 3, and the ESSA 9 weather satellite during 1969.
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company continued to produce the Long Tank Thor version at its
facility in Santa Monica for launch by the Air Force
from Vandenberg Air Force Base and by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration from
both the Eastern and \Vestern Test Ranges.
Upgrading of the Delta to increase its weight-toorbit capability continued during the year. The new
Delta Super Six launch vehicle, with 6 solidpropellant rockets clustered around the base of the
first stage instead of the customary 3, was announced.
The change adds 150,000 pounds of usable thmst to
the 330,000 pounds the vehicle generates during liftoff. With this added lift-off power, the Delta Super
Six is able to orbit more sophisticated applications
satellites that require more and heavier equipment
for such activities as earth resources scanning and
infrared weather survey photography.
In the area of space research, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company received a NASA contract
to conduct a 3-month test of a 4-man regenerative
life-support system in the company's space station
simulator at Huntington Beach in 1970. A crew of 4,
confined in the simulator for the 90-day periodmuch like astronauts in a space station in orbit-

)
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processing marketing services in its Denver regional
office area with the addition of a Control Data Corporation 6400 computer. This unit permits businesses to use their own small computers to communicate, via telephone lines, directly with the 6400.
In addition, the installation of a Conversational Inventory Management System in the company's Denver facilities makes it possible for large and small
businesses to obtain inventory information within
seconds by using a typewriter-like terminal in their
own offices.
In March, at the company's St. Louis facilities, the
most powerful computer available for commercial
data processing became operational when an IBM
System 360 Model 65175 ASP system began transmitting data relayed to it from more than 3 dozen
smaller computers and terminals located throughout the nation.
Other developments included entering, in July,
into a cooperative effort with Atomic Power Development Inc. of Detroit to develop and market a
wide range of nuclear fuel management computer
programs for the electric utility industry. These programs will provide long-range consulting and engineer training to utilities that use the company's
nuclear fuel management programs. In August, the
company entered the microfilm processing field with
a computerized microfilming service to help control
the paper explosion generated by high-speed computer printers. In September, under contract to thP.
Southern Pacific Company of San Francisco, the
company announced the development of a computer
system for use by the nation's railroads. This system
will permit rapid route selection and clearance of
unusually large or heavy loads.
During 1969, the corporation continued to develop
its EROS collision avoidance system. On May 14,
the first of 3 EROS II test units was made available
to the Air Transport Association for a Right e~alua
tion program. EROS II is the second generation of
the system that has been. operational on more than
14,000 F-4 Phantom test flights in the St. Louis area
since October 1965. EROS II, which was designed
to perform to specifications established by the Air
Transport Association, was publicly demonstrated
at Glenn L. Martin Airport, Baltimore, Maryland,
on September 23 as part of a test program that began in June.
Finally, in 1969, as part of the JOBS program of
the National Alliance of Businessmen, the corporation conducted for the second successive summer,
'
a 10-week summer
training employment progra~
for needy high school students in the St. Lams
area. James S. McDonnell, chairman and chief executive officer, is a member of NAB's National Executive Board and chairman of the 10-state Region VII,
dedicated to finding permanent jobs for the hardcore unemployed. In both St. Louis and Los Angeles,
the corporation was working actively to aid the disadvantaged.

i\IENASCO i\IANUFACTURING

CO:'\IPA~Y

Menasco observed its 3.5th anniversary of incorporation in 1969. Originally a manufacturer of aircraft engines, the company began production of
aircraft landing gear in 19--10 aud iu 1969 landing
gear was Menasco's major product. During the year.
.Menasco retained its position as the largest volunw
producer of landing gear in thL' United States.
Menasco's experience and t•xpertisc in shock mitigation were recognized in 1969 in the award of 4 research and development contracts for military shock
isolation. These were outgrowths of work previously
done in designing and producing shock isolators for
Polaris missiles and for l\linuteman missile sites.
Two other spin-offs of :\lcnasco's basic technology, for the transportation industry, reached final
development in 1969. A railroad draft gear was accepted for production and sale by the Association
of American Railroads and an automotive bumper
shock mount system was successfully introduced.
Menasco invested a record $4,003,000 in new
plant and equipment for its 2 producing divisions,
in Burbank, California and Fort \Vorth, Texas. This
completed a 4-ycar c~pital expansion program to
provide the capability to design and produce any
size or type of landing gear or shock isolator currently planned or projected.
Early in 1969, Menasco's $87,500,000 contract
with Lockheed for design and production of L-1011
T1."iStar main and nose landing gear was augmented
With a contract for installation of wheels, brakes,
and retraction actuators, giving Menasco system responsibility for the L-1011 landing gear, which is
being produced by the Texas Division.
Menasco was selected by Grumman Aerospace
Corporation to produce main and nose landing gear
for t~1e Gulfstream II jet transport, increasing Menasco s share of the corporate jet market.
Successful completion of a 14-month production
program was realized when, early in 1969, the California Division made first delivery of bogie beams
for the Lockheed C-5 jet transport ahead of schedule. This was followed by award of a $14,000,000
follow-on contract for 69 additional shipsets of
bogie beams, the major components of the landing
gear for the giant plane.
In March, Menasco contracted with Electro Hydraulics Ltd. of Warrington, England, to produce
hydraulic components for the L-1011 landing gear.
~n August, Menasco purchased a 49 percent interest
m Jarry Precision Ltd. of Montreal, Canada, a manufacturer of numerical, hydraulic, and tracermatic
controlled machine tools· aircraft and automotive
stampings; and aircraft c~mponents.
. During 1969, Menasco participated in the followmg programs: the Bell UH-1B helicopter; the Boeing B-52, 707, 720, 727, and 737 aircraft and CH-46A
helicopter; the General Dynamics F-111A, FB-111,
F-102, F-106, and B-58; the Grumman Gulfstream
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tems Group, headquartered in El Segundo, California, and the Commercial Products Group, based in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
The 29th largest industrial corporation in the
United States, NR in 1969 was engaged worldwide
in 20 related engineering and manufacruring businesses. It had major strengths in research and development, aerospace and commercial products, and
systems engineering, and a growing position in a
number of the emerging industries. (Except for general aviation aircraft, all items covered here are products or programs of the Aerospace & Systems Group.)
In :\by, the board of directors created the new
position of executive vice president and elected
Robert Anderson to fill it. He had 20 years' experience with Chrysler Corporation, where his last
position was vice president of product planning and
development. Robert C. Wilson succeeded Anderson as vice president of the corporation and \?.resident of NR's Commercial Products Group. 'Wilson
had been a vice president of General Electric Company, where he had served since 1941 in ~ngineer
ing, manufacturing, and marketing operations.
The board of directors also created a new corporate officer position: vice president, international.
Elected to this post was A. B. Kight, ~vho jo~ed the
corporation in March as vice president, mternational, for the Commercial Products Group. He
previously was a vice president of Borg-Wamer
Corporation, where he had been in charge of international operations.
\Vithin the Aerospace & Systems Group, the Rocketdyne and Atomics International divisions were
brought within a new organization, the Power Systems Divisions. Named to head the Power Systems
Divisions was Jay D. Wethe, group vice presid~nt of
the Aerospace & Systems Group. Wethe p;ev10usly
was president of The Marquardt CorporatiOn..
In the Commercial Products Group, the Aero
Commander and Remmert Wemer divisions were
brought within the General Aviation Divisions, a
newly created operating unit. President of the. General Aviation Divisions is Richard N. Robmson,
president of Aero Commander, wh~c? _he ~11 continue to head. Remmert Werner DIVISIOn will continue to be directed by Frank P. Fleming, president.
This new division represents a c?ncerted effort _to
broaden services to the fast-growmg general aviation market and to marshal resources in that field
under one efficient and flexible organization. The
unification is expected to result in improved service
to both present and future customers.
.
Since the early 1960s, NR ha~ been servmg as
the principal contractor for NASA s Apollo progr~m.
The Space Division was responsible for the design
and consh·uction of the Apollo Command and Service Modules. In addition, the Space Division continued its work on the second stage (S-11) of the
Saturn V launch vehicle. The Rocketdyne Division
was responsible for the engines of all 3 Saturn V

II; tht LT\" :\-7:\ and F-8l': the Lockheed L-1011
TriStar. C:-5. C:-130. C-1·ll. P-3, and JctStar: and the
:\lcDomwll Douglas DC-9 and F-4K.
Tlw backlog ;;f orders for landinu gear and related <ll·rospa'Ce components was Sl43.000,000 at
the dose of the first <1uarter of the 19/0 fiscal year
(Sepl<"mhl'r 30).
Financial rl'sults for the fiscal year ending June
30. 1969. ma(h• the n·ar the second most successful
in. :\lt·nasco"s histo~·. Shipments were 84~.8~5,125,
earnings were 82.656.&!8. or $1.60 p!?r shari? on average shares outstanding, and corporate assets were
831,333.000.
Presidt·nt Gerald J. Lynch activated an Automotive Products Di\·ision in August and appointed Vice
President Arthur C. Haines, fom1er Ford :\lotor
Company executive. as general m:mager. Vice President John J. Paige, formerly corporate dirt•ctor of
manufach1ring. was appointed to succeed Haines as
general manager of tlw California Di\;sion and Vice
Presidt•nt Jay K. Palmer, formerly corporate director
of sales. was named assistant bueneral manaaer.
George II. \Vhitney, partnl'r in the law firm Gibson. Dunn, and Crutcher, and Cvril C. ~igg. director of Sunshine Biscuits, Inc., we're electecl"directors
of :\·ll'nasco, succeeding I-krbert F. Sturdy. deceased, and Thomas J. Bannan. who had resigned.
Helations with organized labor in both ~lenasco
plants remained excellent. In September, the Texas
Division signed a contract with members of the Intcmational Association of ~vlachinists and ANospace
\Vork<'rs which will continue to September 1972.
~

NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
CORPORATION
Editor's Note: ~'hile the organizational terminology herein is accurate for calendar year 1969, the
AEROSPACE YEAR BooK was infom1ed early in 1970
of a change in the North American Rockwell corporate structure. The Aerospace & Systems Group
was eliminated and the 5 divisions formerly within
the group report directly to the corporate executive
vice president, effective January 1970.
North American Rockwell (NR) in 1969 was a
major participant in man's greatest scientific achievement in history-putting a man on the moon. The
famous spacecraft Columbia was an NR product.
In addition to building the Apollo Command and
Service Modules, the company manufachnecl the
massive second stage and the engines that powered
all stages of the huge Sahun V launch vehicle. NR
also built the ascent engine that lifted the Lunar
Module from the moon's surface to begin the astronauts' return to earth.
The corporation consists of the Aerospace & Sys147
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The next big sp ace effort followin g Apollo, wa
expected to b e th establishm ent, in th e midd l
1970s, of a la rge earth -orbitin g spac station . .\.
rela ted pl ann ed effort will be th e d e\ clopm cnt of a
reusable shuttl e vehicl e to carry men and q ui pmcnt
into space.
Durin ocr 1969 , the Soace
Di vision stabli sh ed 2 o rJ:
ga ni za ti ons to prep a re for th ese n ew procrrams. Both
organizations w e re staffed by key managem ent a nd
en gineerin g p ersonn el from th e Apolio an d S-II prog rams. The organization h ea d ed b y Robe rt Greer
form er man ager of the S-II program , was ass ign ed
th e 11-month NASA space sta ti on study. The shuttl
effort, involvin g several NASA and Air Force study
contrac ts, was b ein g p erform ed by a D C \\ organization establish ed a t th e Down ey Facility. This e ffort
was b e ing m a naged by D ale Mye rs, form er m anager of the Apollo Comm an d and Serv ice lvlodul s
program.
Anoth er sp ace contract of importance was the 12month progra m to d esign , construct, and check out
a Flying Luna r Excursion Experimental Platform
(FLEEP). The initial vehicle under contract was to
b e used as a resea rch and simulation d evice.
In ocean systems, the Beaver IV d eep submersible
workboat completed its sea trials and was outfitted
for m a ting with a sea-floor sateliite station. The
Beaver was th e first American submarin e to b e full y
certified by th e American Bureau ~f Shippinl?.
A 200-ton prototype undersea Oil produchon station was to b e completed early in 1970 and immediately undergo a dry land check-out and test.
As the nation's principal d esigner and builder of
large liquid rocke t engines, the company h,as supplied propulsion for several of the nations large
ballistic missiles and for more than 900 U.S. military and civilian space launches. In the first 9
months of 1969, company-produced engines w ere
used in 27 successful space vehicle launches.
Generating 1,522,000 pounds of thrust, the F-1 is
the most powerful liquid-prop ell~nt rocket engine
in the fre e world. It is clustered m a group of 5 to
provide 7,610,000 pounds of thrust, or 160,000,000
horsepower, for the first stage of the Saturn V
launch vehicle. The F-1 was in regular production
for the Apollo/Saturn V pi·ogram.
With the initial Saturn V boost already provided
by the F-1s in the first stage, the second stage is
powered by 5 J -2 engines and the third stage by a
single J-2. Generating up to 230,000 pounds of
thrust each, they achieve high efficie~cy by using
liquid hydrogen as fuel. The J -2 engmes, the nation's largest operational liquid hydrogen engines,
were also in production.
Eight H-1 engines, generating 200,000 pounds of
thrust each, provided the first-stage power for the
Apollo/Saturn IB flights.
During the year, the company's plant at McGregor, T exas, d elivered solid-propellant rocket motors under accelerated schedules for the Sparrow,

stages, plus a number of smaller rocket engines used
in the Apollo spacecraft. The Tulsa Division \vas responsible for the Adapter, the section of the spacecraft which houses the Lunar Module.
In 1969, the Apollo program conducted 4 successful manned space flights, 3 of them to the moon.
Apollo 9, in March 1969, tested the Command Module Gumdrop and the Lunar Module Spider in a
241-hour earth-orbit mission. The Apollo 10 mission ,
in May, with astronauts Stafford, Young, and Cernan, included a descent to within 50,000 feet of the
moon's surface. The Apollo 11 mission, which culminated in the landing of the first men on the moon,
on July 20, 1969, was viewed firsthand by millions
of persons throughout the world. The second lunar
landing flight was Apollo 12 in November. On that
mission, astronauts Conrad and Bean landed near
Surveyor 3 on the Sea of Storms and recovered some
Surveyor components while astronaut Gordon remained in lunar orbit aboard the spacecraft Yankee
Clipper.

North American Rockwell contributed to the success of the
Apollo program in li number of areas. The company's Space
Division built the Command/S ervice Module spacecraft
Columbia (shown), which flew on the first lunar landing
mission, and the S-Il second stage of the Saturn V launch
vehicle . Rocketdyne Division provided propulsion systems
for all 3 stages of Saturn V, and Tulsa Division was responsible fo r the Lunar Module Adapter.

Four Apollo Command and Service Modules were
being modified for the Apollo Applications Program
(AAP) flights, which w ere scheduled to begin in
March 1972, and 5 spacecraft were being modified
for the ALEM (Apollo Lunar Exploration Missions).
AAP calls for 28-day missions of an orbiting workshop and ALEM involves more d etailed, scientific
studies of the moon.
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Phot·nix. and Shrike missiles. and provided oas oenerators for the :'\an·'s Tartar and Terrier 0mis~iles
and tht· .-\nm·'s Shilielaoh missile.
Hocketdyn~· was resp~nsible for the Apollo Lunar
\loduh.· ascent t·nginl' which boosts astronauts off
tht· moo11 and hack to the orbiting Apollo Command
\lodule during the lunar landing missions.
The division's jet engine components operation
made delin·rit•s on afterburners for aircraft jet engines during the n·ar.
At tht· L'Os Atigeles Division. fliohts of both the
2,000-mile-an-hour XB-70 exp(•rim~ntal air vehicle
and the hypPrsonic X-15 rockt.•t research aircraft
were completed under flight research programs administered bv ::\'ASA.
'"'
Util_iz_ing the facilities of its expanded Structural
\lachmmg Center. the division carried out a wide
range of subcontracts. \\1ork included winos
eo for the
Bell HueyCobra helicopter. horizontal stabilizers for
the \lcDonnell Douglas DC-9 commercial transport. and tooling for such aircraft as the Boeing 747
jumbo jet transport.
A _new additim: to the center's equipment was a
Froncp Sphcronull, the largest piece of metalworking equipment en'r purchasC'd by the di\.ision. Shipment of _the numt:rically controllC'd VC'rtical turning
and bormg maclune from Germany began late in
1969. The 5-axis machine weighs over 200 tons and
is able to turn, bore, mill, and drill large complex
components up to 43 feet in diameter. It can handle
jobs weighing up to 70 tons.
Two significant research contracts awarded the
division durin~ the year were to develop and produce for the Au· Force boron epoxv win a skin which
will be tested on an F-100 Super 'sabre~ and to design and fabricate for NASA a new type of airfoil,
the supercritical wing, to be mounted on a modified
version of the F -8 Crusader.
The durable F-100 SurJer Sabre fiohter-bomber
0
'
rolled out by the Los Anoeles Division in 1953 was
.
.
I
o
'
rf
pc ormmg vita service for the United States in
Southeast Asia. The company produced a wide
range of F-100 modification kits for the Air Force
under a program for further extending the service
life of this nation's first operational supersonic airplane.
Production of the Sabreliner business jet in the
10-passenger Series 60 model continued during the
year. Announcement was made that the aircraft
would have nonstop transcontinental range \vith the
installation in future aircraft of the new ATF 3 bypass engine being developed by The Garrett Corporation. The engine, in the 4,000-pound-thrust class,
was to be designed for retrofit to all Series 60 airplanes.
Sabreliners passed a total of 1,500,000 flight hours
as the more than 325 planes operated by the Air
Force, the Navy, and civilian organizations continued in operation.
A new use for the versatile airplane was an-

nounced in October when a modified Sabreliner was
delivered to the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR). NCAR was to use the airplane
for investigation into jet stream dynamics and turbulence, upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
air movements, cloud physics, and atmospheric electricity. \·Iodification included installation of a long
nose boom with special sampling probes, a sonde
and chaff pod under the fuselage, a large nose
radome, and special fuselage doors and punting
points for research equipment.
Six Series 40 Sabreliners were delivered to the
FAA under a lease agreement. Five of them were
in service as airway checkers and one was being
used as a pilot trainer.
During 1969, the Columbus Division produced 3
different types of aircraft under Navy contracts.
The division completed delivery of the 271 OV10A Bronco light armed reconnaissance aircraft
under the Department of Defense contract administered by the Navy. An order for 18 of the aircraft
was received from the Republic of West Germany,
which intended to utilize the multirnission airplane
in a target-tow configuration.
.
Aircraft already delivered were seemg combat
service in South Vietnam with units of the Air Force,
the Marine Corps, and the Navy. During its first year
in Southeast Asia the versatile aircraft amassed
over 52,000 flight hours and compiled an enviable
record for dependability, survivability, and efficiency while fulfilling such varied roles as .armed
reconnaissance, forward air control, and helicopter
escort.
The OV-10 also attracted considerable interest
among other foreign nations, including Japan and
Australia.
Production of the RA-5C Vigilante tactical reconnaissance aircraft continued for the Navy. Those in
production feature improved sens~r system~ ~nd ':Prated General Electric J79 jet engmes proVIdmg Improved performance to reconnaissance squadrons
deployed aboard all attack car~ers of the ~avy.
The last T-2B Buckeye twin-Jet Navy tramer was
delivered to the Naval Air Training Command and
delivery of the T-2C version of the dependable
trainer was begun. The T-2C featu~es General Electric J85 jet engines which offer a shght performance
improvement. However, availabili~ and economy
were the primary reasons for changmg power plants.
Columbus Division also delivered the 321st, and
last, T-28D modification. The program of modification and rehabilitation of the venerable T-2SA trainers to the D configuration had been conducted for
over 7 years.
,
Development continued on t?~ Navr s Condor
missile. Condor features a television gmdance system that will provide Navy attack aircr?ft with a
standoff capability. Several unpower~d flights. were
conducted during the year, along with a senes of
successful ground test firings of a solid rocket motor

~
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developed with company funds at NR's McGregor,
Texas, facility.
Tulsa Division continued production of the Saturn S-II second stage flight hardware, Apollo spacecraft Lunar Module Adapters, primary stmctures
for the Apollo Service Module, and instrument
units.
The division has program management for the
Air Force's WS-131B Hound Dog weapon system
and was managing a fleet IRAN program to insure
the reliability of the system.
The Tulsa Division was a major subcontractor on
The Boeing Company's 747 superjet, producing the
l~wer ~enter, fuselage section, a keystone in the
giant aucraft s structure, and the fixed wing leading
edges.
The Tulsa Division offered the largest, most complete composite bonding installation within the
company, specializing in honeycomb and metal-tome~~l. bonding. The division's plastic and bonding
facilities can fa.bricate the largest composite structures that the mdustry might require in the foreseea?le future. Huge bonding ovens and autoclaves
provide a total square foot bonding volume unsurpassed in industry.
Testing of the S8DR, prototype nuclear reactor
d~v~l?ped by the company's Atomics International
DIVISIOn, demonstrated the suitability of the SNAP
(Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power) compact reactor concept for both space and terrestrial environ~ents. Such reactors can provide a reliable, longhfe source of power for earth satellite communicati?n and ??servation systems, manned space vehiCles, orbiting space stations, and manned bases on
the moon or Mars, and for such terrestrial uses as
hardened missile bases and undersea bases. The
S8DR is designed to produce 600 thermal kilowatts
and to operate for 10,000 hours in a space vacuum.
The progr~m was being conducted by AI for the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
The ~ation's most complete aerospace electronics
center m one geographic location is in Anaheim
~alifornia, where the co~pany's Autonetics Divi~
sion complex covers 267 acres. Here, more than
3,000,000 square feet of facilities are devoted to research, ~esign, development, test, and fabrication of
electromc products.
In 1969, A~tonetics began production on the Minuteman III ~n~~rcontinental ballistic missile program. !he division was associate prime contractor
for Mmuteman III guidance and control equipment an_?. responsible for 99 percent of the missile's
electromcs.
The nation's most advanced all-digital com ute _
controlled avionic
,P new
r
. systems for the AI·r Forces
FB-111A strategic bomber were flight-tested and
F-111D advanced tactical fighter-bomber p;eproduction systems were delivered.
. A vio~1ic systems ~or 75 FB-111As were in production. First production models of the aircraft were

delivered to the Strategic Air Commaud in Sept('mber 1969. F-111D system development tests and production continued for 96 aircraft. Both vnsions use
microelectronic circuitry to impron· performance
while reducing size and weight and increasing reliability.
Modification continued on Ship's Inertial Navigation Systems (SINS), which were guiding tlw l'.S.
nuclear-powered submarin(' fleet armed with Polaris
and Pos(•idon ballistic missil('s. SII\'S continually update the su hmarine's exac:t position; the extreme
navigation accuracy of SINS ('nables a. submarine to
launch its missiles while submerged. :Nearly all U.S.
and British submarines armed with Polaris missiles
arc equipped with Autonetics' SINS. The new Poseidon missile and modified SINS will be aboard 31 of
the 41 vessels in the nuclear fleet.
Maintenance and repair of inertial navigators continued for the Hound Dog air-to-surface nuclear
missile carried by the B-52 strategic bomber.
Autonetics, the world's largest producer of military airborne digital computers, has produced more
than 4,000 airborne computers. In production in
1969 were the ~Iinutcman III computer and a navigation computer for the F-1ll program. Aircraft
and launch computers for the Short-Range Attack
Missile (SRAM) and the Condor missile were under
development and test.
Along with the F-1llD attack radar, Autonetics
was producing the radar-equipped navigation system for the Navy RA-5C Vigilante tactical reconnaissance aircraft manufactured by the Columbus
Division. Columbus also was working on associated
carrier-based intelligence systems for usc with the
RA-5C.
Autonetics was updating the series of radars for
the NATO F-104 aircraft and the U.S. Air Force
F-105 aircraft. Additionally, prototypes of an improved radar for the Italian Air Force F-104 aircraft
were built. Research on advanced radars such as
electronic phased-array models was continuing.
The division began production of advanced metal
oxide semiconductors/large-scale integrated (MOS/
LSI) circuits in 1969 for use in the Hayakawa Electric Company's new 3-pound desk-top calculator.
The contract for these devices was the largest order
for MOS/LSI in the history of the industry. Autonetics was also manufacturing and delivering MOS/
LSI devices for use in the entertainment and passenger service multiplexing syst~ms installed in the
Boeing 747 and was manufacturmg other advanced
circuitry for the commercial market.
The division developed MOS and silicon-onsapphire circuits for applications in such growing
fields as computers, calculators, and the conversion,
processing, and transmission of digital data. Other
applications include MOS/LSI circuit use in electronic musical instruments .
Advanced research and development of microelectronic circuitry and materials for microwave
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which complet d funded studies for analysis and
pr liminary design for a new close-support aircraft
known as the A-X, needed to provide support for
troops in the battlefield.
Taking ad antage of the considerable experience
aained in th successful T-38 jet trainer program,
orthrop "as conducting a long-term study of U.S.
Air Force pilot training requirements for the 197590 tim p rio d. Eleven hundred Northrop T -38s had
aon into s r ice by year-end to train U .S. and German Air Force pilots.
Northrop was in its third year of participation in
the Boeing 747 program and in 1969 delivered the
q ui al nt of 35 shipsets of the 150-foot-long pasng r s ction. Seventy-one shipsets were scheduled
ford livery in 1970. Northrop was working under a
contract in excess of $500,000,000 covering the first
~01 aircraft.

NORTHROP CORPORATION
Growth in aircraft, communications, and electronics paced Northrop Corporation to another year of
record sales, eamings, and backlog in fiscal year
1969. During the decade of the sixties, Northrop
sales more than doubled and earnings nearly b·ipled.
Equally significant was growth in the numbers of
customers and markets. Some 45 percent of the
company's sales in fiscal 1969 were to purchasers
other than the U.S. military services.
Military aircraft continued to b e an important influence on Northrop's plans for futu re growth. An
improved version of the F -5 tactical fighter, incorporating increased thrust engines and aerodynamic
and avionics changes, was proposed. The F-5 continued to be the most widely deployed supersonic
aircraft in the free world and more than 1,000 were
under contract at year-end. Of this number, 290
w ere licensed for production outside the United
States.
Northrop joined North American Rockwell in bidding on the F-15 high-performance fighter planned
for the Air Force. The company also was one of 4

Northrop Corporation was conducting advanced research
toward dev elopment of production techniques for the application of boron and graphite composites to future aircraft.
In photo, technician unrolls a sheet of boron composite
material.

Communications interests included radio, television, telephone, and telegraph, whether by satellite, cable, microwave, or troposcatter systems. In
1969, a Northrop subsidiary, Page Communications
Engineers, Inc., completed new earth stations for
satellite communications in Iran and Lebanon. In
Greece, Page was designing and installing a complete nationwide television and radio broadcasting
system which will link Greece to most westem Euro151
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pean capitals. Another subsidiary, The Hallicrafters
Company, introduced several new models of transceivers, including a single sideband communication
system for use in the United States and abroad.
Electronics, like aircraft, is an area in which
Northrop has established itself not only as a producer of major subsystems but also as a prime system contractor. Navigation programs in 1969 included both shipboard and airborne receivers for
the Navy Omega system, a network of very-lowfrequency transmitters which eventually will provide the first worldwide all-weather system. Northrop
continued to produce the versatile inertial-Doppler
navigation system for the Air Force/Lockheed C-5.
Northrop continued to be one of the leading suppliers ~f military special-purpose computers, concentratmg on a growing requirement for computers
that can operate reliably in difficult environments.
In _addition to computers for its own navigation and
gmdance systems, Northrop was providing digital
computers for the C-5 malfunction detection system.
Northrop was selected in 1969 to develop a system to _be used by all U.S. military services for rapid
collection and transmission of air reconnaissance informati~n .. Called the Joint Services Inflight Data
TransmiSSIOn System (JIFDATS), the program is
managed for the Department of Defense by the
Navy. Sensors-such as cameras, infrared, and radar
-installed in reconnaissance aircraft will collect
data for electronic transmission to surface terminals
:Vhere the data will be displayed as a photo-type
Image.
The co~p~ny was combining its computer technol~gy With Its extensive activity in automatic test
eqmpment (ATE). Northrop ATE is in use aboard
U.S .. nuclear sub_marines and destroyer escorts to
momtor the readmess of Polaris and Poseidon missiles and ~l~ctronic systems. By adding a specialpurpose digital computer, advanced ATE will be
a~le to monitor up to 50 different ship's systems contmuously.
Another kind of·monitoring equipment was being
produced by Northrop for use on aircraft. Flight
~afety systems which provide recorded voice warnmg messages to pilots about aircraft malfunctions
were b~ing used by U.S. Army helicopters and German Au F_orce _F-104G Starfighters, among others.
Some verswns mclude maintenance and crash recorders.
Th~ Hallicraf~~rs Company, one of the leading
sup~hers of mihtary electronic countermeasures
eqmpment, won a number of significant contracts in
1969. The Northrop subsidiary developed an infrared cou?-termeasures system which led to the first
productiOn contract ever awarded in this area by
the U.S. government. One of the new countermeasures programs uses an advanced cross field amplifier tube developed by Warnecke Electron Tube
Inc., a Northrop affiliate.
s,
In an example of the technological strengths that

can be woven from Northrop's 3 primary areas of
interest-aircraft. communications, and dectronics
-the company was pursuing worldwide requirements for modern aviation ground systems. In Iran,
Northrop brought together multinational industrial
organizations to bid on an integrated air traffic control system and was investigating the need for a
new international airport in Teheran. In 1969. the
company was named systems manager for the planning and construction of a new jet-age airport in
Puerto Hico. Extensive air transportation studies on
requirements from 1970 to the twenty-first century
were conducted under contract by Northrop in a
number of countries, including Chile, Peru, Ethiopia, and Indonesia.
Northrop's contributions to Apollo ll's lunar mission reflected an uncommon diversity of technologies throughout the company. The company probably is best known for its development of the Apollo
parachute landing system which worked flawlessly
on all manned missions. Also important to Apollo
are a company-developed gyroscopic package in the
Saturn V booster; electronic sensors in the launch
escape system; the large-screen real-time display
system used by mission control at Cape Kennedy to
monitor launch progress; UHF communications
equipment linking Cape Kennedy to downrange
tracking stations; inertial navigation systems and
marine star tracking equipment aboard Apollo range
ships; a biomedical recording unit used aboard the
recovery ship II omet to measure the physiological
effects of the mission on the Apollo ll crew; and the
Lunar Receiving Laborat01y at Houston's Manned
Spacecraft Center, designed and operated by a
joint-venture company f01med by Northrop and
Brown & Root, Inc.

PAC GROUP
During 1969, a new name was introduced to identify the 4 aviation-related subsidiaries of Purex Corporation, Ltd. Pacific Airmotive Corporation, Airwork Corporation, Aircraft Turbine Service, Inc.,
and R. J. Enstrom Corporation were operated as the
PAC Group from Pacific Airmotive headquarters in
Burbank, California. The year was one of expansion and growth for each of the group's divisions
as they continued to play their vital roles in supporting and supplying the airline and general aviation
industries.
The Pacific Airmotive Engine Division in Burbank
broadened and strengthened its airline jet engine
maintenance programs and, by the end of the year,
had complete capabilities in repair, process, and test
of a wide spectrum of jet engines extending from the
PT6 turboprop to the giant JT9D, which powers the Boeing 747 and some versions of the McDonnell Douglas DC-10.
152
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li.n s, for JT8D support; and a number of commuter
airlin es, for PT6 support. Long-term engi.ne service
contra cts also " ere signed or extended ·w ith H awaiian Airun s and Alaska Airlines (JT8D ), " i th Wardai.r Can ada (JT3 and JT8), and '' ith Dow Chemical
for its industr ial GG4 engine.
Th PAC Group's Ainvork Service Division in
Milh iJle continu ed to b e the only U.S . overhaul
ag nc authorized by the manufacturers to overhaul ve1 major turbine engine in operation on
business and commuter aixcraft. In 1969, the eli ision r ceived authori zation from Rolls-Royce to
O\ rb au1 the Turbomeca AZ14/16, power plant for
th H and] y Page J tstream.
In F bm ai'), the division added a JT12 fi eld
main tenance and troubleshooting school to its series
of turbine engiJ)e classes offered to chief m echanics
an d main tenance supervisors. A torquemeter test
kit for th Beech King Air was d eveloped and mark t db the eli\ ision. An employee, Allen W eisbein ,
' ·on th e State of Ne'"' Jersey Award in the FAA's
Sixth Annual Aviation Mech anic Safety Aw ard Program for his development of a simple computer tha t
soh es a complex D art engine adjusb11ent problem.
A program '" as launched to establish select fixedbase operators throughout the United States as Air" ork authorized tuxbine engine service centers to
enable aircraft operators away from their home
bases to utili ze the services of well-equipped and
experienced engine m aintenance organizations.
The Airwork turbine engine control program was
developed for commuter air carriers. The program,
a complete PT6 enaine support p ackage, includes
a monitoring syste~ using the movem ent of easily
plotted engine p arameters to provide advance \Va.~
ing of potential malfunctions. The program was mi. tiated with Altair Airlines in October.
A new hangar was opened on Millville Airport to
provide fly-in engine support services. Emergency
enaine
rental and exchancre
requirem ents w ere met
b
b
for customers by air delivery, b eginning in late 1969.
In July, the Aircraft & Engineering Division on
Hollywood-Burbank Airport d elivered the 170th
Convair 580, completing the conversion program
under its contract to the Allison Division of General
Motors Corporation.
The division's aircraft sales activities for the Fan
Jet Falcon, the Handley Page Jetstrea~, the Lear~ et,
the DC-6B and the Tradewind contmued durmg
the year. Another major element of the divisim?'s
business, post-factmy completion of corr~orate aircraft, increased substantially in 1969. Aircraft receiving post-factory installations included the
Boeing 737, the DC-9, the Gulfstream II, the Fokker
F-28, the Falcon, and the Handley Page 137. The latter received certification and initial d eliveries w ere
made to corporate oper~tors. Strong emphasis was
placed on service work for airline and corporate
customers which operate 707, 727, and 737 aircraft,
in addition to smaller jet and reciprocating aircraft.

PA C .roup's Pacific Airmotive En oine Div· ion omplt d
and p re/ in to opera tion a new te t cell capable of accommodat in a eng ines up to 100,000 pound tllmst .

Com p letion of a ne\\ $2,000 000 b io-- oaiJJ t st
· ar for th
cell represented a hi ghl.i crht of tl1
di vis io n. It w as th e first te~ t cell c pabl of a omm od a tin g th e JT9D to b e completed and in op ration , o th er th a n the m anuiacturer's. It wa l io-n d
to h andle existin g je ts, th e RB .2ll ngi.oe in supp o rt of the L-1011 fli ght-tes t program and oth r
eng in es w ith as hi gh as 100,000 pound thTust.
The fir st phase of the di vision's major facilities
exp an_sion prog ra m was complet d in 1969 "' ith a
res ultm g 25 p ercent in crease in shop aT a. Nfajor
m achin e tool acq uisitions complet ~ d dming th y ax
include d 2 E verite electrolytic grinders and a solidsta te C harmilles electron disch arge m achin . Total
refurbi shment of plating fa ciliti s and rem ganization ?f. pla~1t layout and shop flow continued th productivity Improvem ent plan initiated several years
a go. The phase-out of piston engine maintenanc at
th e Burbank fa cility was completed d ming 1969 to
p ermit full concentration on airlin j t engine prog rams at that location.
The division continued its computerized parts
monitoring and engine records programs which,
together with inflight monitoring, constituted
the P A TCO (Pacific Airmotive Turbine Control)
program. With this program, PAC est ablished technical support for propulsion sys tems reliability programs approved by the F ederal Aviation Administra.tion during 196_9 for Flying Tiger Line, Ai r W est,
W1en Consolidated Airlines, and Purdue Airlines,
and by the Canadian D eparhnent of Transportation
for Wardair Canada.
PAC's advances in faciliti es expansion and technical support capabilities in 1969 resulted in the
signing of n ew exclusive engine service contracts.
Ame rican Airlines contracted with the division for
JT9D engine maintenance on its fleet of 747s; Flying Tiger Line, for JT3D-7 engine support; Air
W est, Wien Consolidated Airlines, and Purdue Air153
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supersonic commercial aircraft, was installed at the
division's Long Island plant.
.
New licensing arrangements wt·n· complded With
Pan American Business Jds and A\·ions ~larccl Dassault for on·rhaul of equipment on hoard the Fan
Jd Falcon. including units m<liHif<~cturcd hy_ Zcni_th,
Lc Bozcc et Cautier. and Bronzna. In conJunction
with tlw Falcon on·rhaul program, technical services
and support of the ~lic:roturbo gas turbine auxiliary
power unit were t•xpanded.

The R. J. Enstrom Corporation continued to expand manufacturing capabilities to provide for the
production of 100 helicopters per year by the end
of 1969. The piston-powered F -28A helicopter proved
highly successful in government agency applications
and was used by the New Jersey State Police, the
City of Pasadena Police Department, and the Illinois and Michigan conservation departments.
The first demonstrator model of the new turbineengine T-28 helicopter was completed in November,
with introduction scheduled for January 1970 at the
Helicopter Association of America convention in Las
Vegas. Enstrom ordered the Garrett-AiResearch
TSE 36-1 turbine engine to power this new machine, which was to be available in May 1970.
The year 1969 marked the first full calendar year
in which the Aviation Products Divisions of Airwork
and Pacific Airmotive operated as one organization.
The division supported all major airlines in the
United States, most foreign carriers, and the general
aviation industry from 17 stocking warehouses in
key domestic centers, plus international branches in
Paris and Hong Kong.
The number of manufacturers represented by the
division, a distributor of major aviation product
lines, increased to more than 150 companies. The
Chicago branches of Airwork and Pacific Airmotive
were merged into a single operation with warehouse
and offices at Elk Grove Village, Illinois.
With wide customer acceptance of the 400 series,
Cessna multi-engine aircraft sales established a new
record in 1969 for the Light Aircraft Distributors
Division. Sales were primarily in the corporate operator field, with the pressurized 421A model the
top seller in the series.
Introduction of the new Cessna Acrobat 150 generated increased interest in the learn-to-fly models
as Cessna Aircraft Company, through its distributor
organizations, offered a complete acrobatic training
curriculum to dealers.
In 1969 assistance from aircraft manufacturers
and distributors stimulated another giant leap forward for Air Age Education programs in high
schools and colleges. Donations of 2 new Cessna 150
commuters were again made by the Light Aircraft
Distributors Division to a high school and a junior
college as an award for outstanding progress in aviation education.
The year was one of rapid expansion for the Aircraft Turbine Service Division, the overhaul and repair facility for auxiliary power unit gas turbine
engines and related components. The operations of
its associate company, Jet Turbine Service of Farmingdale, New York, were absorbed, sales increased
approximately 30 percent over the previous year,
and a program to increase the division's facilities
and capabilities was initiated.
A new pneumatic air supply system, designed to
increase production and accommodate future projects in support of the new wide-bodied jets and

PHILCO-FORD CORPOHATION
AEHO:\UTIW:\IC I>IVISIO:\

The year 1969 was one of sign!fic;mt accomplisl~
mcnt for Philco-Ford Corporations Aeronutromc
Division of Newport Beach, California.
.
In an era of reduced government fundmg, the
division continued to garner its share of contract
awards and maintain a substantial backlog of military business in its major program ar~·as of tactical
missile systems, air defense systems, airborne weapon systems and stabilized fire-control sy~tems, propulsion products, high-strengtl~ pr~techw· armor,
radar, and reconnaissance and mtelhgcncc systems.
Largest single contract awarded il; 19~9 was
for continued production of the Army~ Slnllelagh
guided missile·, the highest production volume
guided missile ever produced in U.S. history. It is
a fully guided tactical antitank missi!e system designed and developed by Aeronutromc under contract to the Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. In production since 19?6, Shillelagh
has been operational since 196!. Dun~1~ 1969, the
missile system was deployed with additional Anny
units in the United States and overseas.
Production on the Shillelagh continued at the
Army Missile Plant operated by Acronutronic at
Lawndale, California. The division was also producing the tank-mounted guidance and control
equipment at the Lawndale plant.
As an extension of its tactical weapon systems development work, Aeronutronic continued to carry
out studies and developments of sight-line stabilization equipment and its integration into advanced
new military systems, to increase the combat effectiveness of high-speed aircraft.
. .
Second largest funding to Aeronutromc m 1969
wa~ on the Chaparral air defense system, ~ne of 2
maJor systems selected by the Army to provide field
commanders with low-altitude air defense as part
of newly organized air defense battalions. Representing the fourth-buy production award on the
system, the contract called for continued production
of guided missile fire units and weapon system test
equipment. Chaparral is an infrared heat-seeking
missile-firing system mounted on an XM-730 tracked
vehicle to meet Army requirements for a forward
1.54
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a_rca air cld<'nse system. The Chaparral system conSISts of launch and control assemblv vehicle and
.'
'
missiles.
During 1969. Chaparral completed a highly sucC<'ssful test and evaluation proaram at the .-\rmv's
Tropical Test Center in Pana~1a. and the Aniw
annot!nced the suceessful ksting of the system undl'r sunulated nudear blast conditions in Canada.
In the lattl'r program. carried out at Suffield. AlIJ<'rta. Canada, the Chaparral whicle was lo~ated
less than :2.000 fl•et from "around zero"' durina the
.
.
o
o
mass!\'('
exp Ioswn
o f 1,000,000
pounds of TNT.
Chaparral was still in a "go" firing condition following the massin· blast.
Contracts for lesser amounts for en<Tineerina services and continued research on the Cl1aparral system wen• also awarded to Aeronutronic in 1969.
At midyear. the division received a contract to
dl•sign and build a Chaparral gunner simulator/
eval~ator to train. "_missilcers" and improve their
dncH·ncy. Tlw trammg units were to be delivered
in 1970.
. Aeronutronic :ontinued production in 1969 of the
X~U40 automatic weapon for defense use on helicopters. During the year, the X;\1140 automatic cannon c~te~ed the Engineering Test/Service Test
phase m Its advanced development cycle. The test
program spanned approximately 6 months and included the firing of about 60.000 rounds of 30millimeter ammunition. Test-b~d for the Xl\H40
during the extensive test program was an XM30
armament subsystem mounted on a UH-1C helicopter, with 2 automatic guns mom1ted in .2 remotely located, power-operated turrets.
Acronu tronic was also under contract to both the
Air Force and the Army for the development of ad;anced caseless ammunition weapon systems. Durmg 1969, Aeronutronic was one of .2 contractors
competing under contract for the advanced automatic caseless ammunition cannon for the F-15 aircraft. Acronutronic's entry, called HIPAC. will be
ca_rable of firing 6,000 25-millimeter rounds per
mmute.
A side-looking airborne radar deshmed and built
by Ae~onutr~nic was used by the Coast Guard in
a specml proJect carried out during the year in the
Northwest Passage in connection with the SS Manhattan ice-breaking tanker. The side-looking radar,
aboard a Coast Guard aircraft which flew with the
~anhattan, was used for mapping ice and for testmg ~he radar's potential as a valuable operational
toolm Arctic shipping.
The NASA Earth Resources Program was using
an Aeronutronic DPD-2 radar aboard P-3V and C130 aircraft which were being flown worldwide to
gather geological data, with excellent results.
Aeronutronic, the developer and producer of the
ground-to-air Chaparral air defense system, entered
t~1e field of highly maneuverable short-range missiles for air defense and air-to-air combat. Philco-

Ford was prime contractor to the Air Force on the
Ani-9E guided missile program. This is an advanced version of the Ani-9B (Sidewinder 1A), resulting from a modification to the missile's infrared
guidance and control unit. The AIM-9E provides
improwments in air-to-air missile capability against
highly maneuvering targets. The modified guidance
and control unit was in volume production and
Aeronutronic expected to be in production of an improved version of the AIM-9E in 1970.
In the missile controls field, Aeronutronic continued its established position as a developer and supplier of high-quality, high-performance hot-gas control subsystems for Army, Air Force, and Navy
guided missiles. The hot-gas jet reaction control
Yalves are used for roll control and additional control functions during missile Hight. Additional follow-on production contracts for these control valves
were awarded to the division in 1969.
In the fall of 1969, Aeronutronic was one of 2 contractors selected by the Army Missile Command for
test and evaluation of the revolutionary low-cost
Ballistic Aerial Target System (BATS). The Aeronutronic version was designated LOCAT, a trademark
of Philco-Ford Corporation. Under the terms of the
contract, Aeronutronic was to build 40 LOCAT
(Low-Cost Aerial Target) missiles to be flown and
tested by the Army. The contract included an option
for production of large quantities of the aerial
targets. The e:\-pendable 15-foot-long, 200-pound
LOCAT target was developed by Aeronutronic to
train air defense gun and guided missile crews
against low-altitude enemy aircraft.
Aeronutronic continued production on a lightweight, highly effective, dual-property steel armor
which provides excellent multiple-hit protection ~or
helicopters and small boats. The Aeronutromcdeveloped armor plate is an adaptation of a patented
Ford Motor Company process for producing ultrahigh-strength steel. The steel, designated by the
trademark AUSFORM, is used on helicopters, fixedwing aircraft, small boats, and other vehicles. for
which minimum weight and thickness are requrred
for maximum ballistic protection against armorpiercing and ball-type projectiles. . . .
.
Aeronutronic was also involved m stgntficant mfluence fuze business. During 1969, first-phase production contracts were awarded Aeronutronic on
the Navy's Standard ARM fuze and on the Air
Force's general-purpose bomb fuze. Both programs
have significant production potential.
To provide a base of advanced te~hnology for
present business areas and current proJec~s, and. to
develop new business areas, Aeronutromc continued to maintain an extensive applied research laboratory at its Newport Beach, Californi~, headquarters site. The laboratory was conducting a broad
program of diversified research in the fields of
physics, chemistry and the biosciences, and materials and processes. Projects included research on
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HO countri<'s. The fast-growing forvign 1narkds rvpn•sentnl almost :!.5 p<'·rcenl of Pipt·r's total dollar
\·o)unH·.
An ass<·mhly program was <·st_ahlislH·d in Bogota
hv tlw Colombian gon·rnnwnt lor assvmhl~· of th<'
P;tWJH'<' a<rricullura'l plant·. :'-.lanufactured at Lock
Haven. p,~vnees wen· being delin·n·d in kit form
and ass<·mhled hv Colombian labor. Similar delivery and assembly. work was hving 1wrfornwd on Pip<·r Clwrokees.
.
.
.
Gc•ocrraphic.:allv speakmg, P1p<·r .:\JJTraftlw('anw a
part of tlw mai) of P<"n.nsy!'·a~lia: _l~ip<·r, Pennsyl_vania, officially marks Pip<'r s lacditws and a U.S.
post office in an area formerly known as Quehanna.
1H miles northeast of Clearfi<·ld, Pvnnsylvania. The
name was appro\"<·d by tlw U.S. Dvparlmcnt of the
Interior's Board on Ceographic Nam<'s. Tlw facilities include 2 factories and the post office.
As part of PipN's role in the natiom,:i~le "Discover Flving" campaign, a $200,000 adverl1smg campaign w~ts l~wnclwd in 400 newspapers in_the ~lnited
States and Canada during ~lay. Over 1 ,:JOO luws of
advertising W<'l"<' placed in local 1wwspapers in virtually every Piper dealer's area. ~)iper F_lite Cenh'rs
also were brought into the campaign, which fpatured
an introductory $88 Flying Start Course consisting
of ground indoctrination and 4 flight lessons.
Employment at Piper's 4 pl_ant sites remained
constant for much of the year w1th 556 employed at
the Piper, Pennsylvania, plm~t; 2,200 at Lock H~w·I~;
102 at Renovo, Pennsylvama; and 1,568 at Pqwr s
Clwrokec plant and Hesearch and Develol?nwnt Center at Vero Beach, Florida-for a total of 4,426.
In March, 88-ycar-old William T. Piper, Sr.,
founder of the corporation, announced his retirement as chairman of the board of directors. He was
named honorary chairman of the board and director emeritus of the company.

nondestmctive testing of metals, including comnwrcial aircraft components to insure passenger safety,
and on water desalination and purification.
At year-end, Aeronutronic employment was approximately 4,000.

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Demand for Piper's 2 heavy twins-the 6-place
Aztec and the 6- to 9-place Navajo-increased during 1969. The 2 models were being used in ever-increasing numbers around the world for all types of
business flying, corporate aircraft fleets, airline and
commuter services, cargo hauling, and mail delivery.
Nine Navajos were purchased hy Aeronavcs dt•
Mexico, an airline based in Mexico City. This represented a record sale of that model to one concern.
A mass delivery of 5 Navajos was made to the Argentine Army, the largest single delivery of that
model.
In the single-engine category, Piper's Cherokee
Arrow, first introduced in 1967, continued to be the
fastest-selling single-engine retractable-gear aircraft
on t~e market. The Arrow:s unique fail-safe gear extensiOn system has estabhshed a precedent in general aviation safety.
The largest delivery of single-engine aircraft, 20
Cherokee 140Bs, was made to the Oxford Air Training School, Oxford, England, the largest school of
its kind in Europe. The University of Iliinois also
purchased 10 Cherokee 140s for its flight training
program. The Airline Training Center of Pacific
Southwest Airlines, San Diego, California, continued to be one of the largest users of Piper products,
training airline pilots with 13 Aztecs and 21 Cherokee Arrows, along with Boeing 727 jets.
October marked the end of the first year of Piper's
Flite Center program, an entirely new concept designed to stand~rdize flight training and to develop
new pilots. The program reduced by almost 13 hours
the time needed for the average student to gain his
private pilot license.
During the summer of 1969, Piper initiated a computer service that allows a customer or plane owner
to estimate business, commuter, or corporate aircraft
operating costs, using individual data which he himself supplies. The direct-line telephone-computer
service accomplishes in minutes what previously
took days.
Early in the year, Piper introduced the single-engine Comanche 260C with tiger shark nose cowling.
The new, longer cowling design increased performance and minimized engine sound. In October and
November, the 1970 Cherokee line was introduced
at Vero Beach, Florida.
The Piper product line was being sold and serviced domestically by 410 dealers, and international
markets were being covered by 140 other dealers in

PNEUMO DYNAMICS CORPORATION
In April1969, Pneuma Dynam.ics suff:rcd a grievous loss in the untimely death of Its president, Sam S.
Mullin who had served as president and chief executive dfficer of Pneuma Dynamics and its predecessor company for over 23 ye~rs. He was principally
responsible for the substantial growth an_d _expansion of Pneuma during the decade o~ the SIXties.
To succeed him as chief executive officer, the
board of directors elected his close and long-time
business associate Gerard A. Fulham, who was
named to the new position of ch.airman ?f the board.
Fulham was formerly senior vice pre~Ident. Other
top-level changes included the promotion o~ Executive Vice President John J. Brogan to president, of
Senior Vice President James A. Wood to executive
vice president, of Vice President Robert A. Hoagland to senior vice president, and of Secretary Rob156
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CLEVEL :\ \"0 PNE - ~IATI

I n 1969 C lcn ?land Pn um a tic ( P )
craft landin g gea r subsidi a r ' r ord
le el f sales in its 75- ea r hi tor and it 4u ·ears
in th e landin a gea r b-usin ess. Thi \va it se ond
su ccess ive ) ea r of record-breakin a sal . \ltl1ou ah
CP co n~inu c d durin a ~l:e) ca r to b a m ajor uppli r
of landm.g gea r. for. military a ircraft tJ1 pr pond ran ee of Its deli e n es w as for comm rcial ai r raft
a ttributa bl e principa lly to th e impact of th Bo ina
0
747 landing gea r prog ram .
In Se ptember Executive ice Pr sid nt Robert
H . \Vchrcnbcrg was nam ed aene ral m an aa r of
Cleveland Pne umatic. H e continu d to b clir ctl ,
responsibl e for CP's multimillion-d ollaT 747 landing
gea r pr?fV~ m ,_ but additionall) he as umed ov -rall
r cspon sibdity for all other m·eas of Cle' eland Pn um a tic's operations.
. ~n 1969.' C~eveland Pneumati c complet -d tl1 e fac dl~Y . activation of its n ew 'big gea r" complex.
This $20,000,000 expansion of production engineerin.g, and test facilities, b egun in Februar 1967, constitute d th e largest single expansion of capacit) by
th e landing gear industry since ·world vVar II,
and increased Cleveland Pn euma tic's fl oor space by
50 p ercent.
iVIodernization emphasis at CP at year-end was
b ein g concentrated on th e m ain plant. An individu a l machine tool utili za tion study was undertaken,
w ith attendant relocation s for more effi cient operation. R e trofit was accomplished on profile millina
m achines to allow num erical-control operation. I~
addition, CP modernized control systems on multiax is e quipment, retrofitted a large fl ash butt welder
to an electronic feedback control and modified its
m a in plant heat-treat facility with the installation
and controls of both exoth ermic and endothermic
gas generators.
Extensive manufacturing d evelopment studies
w ere undertaken in th e fields of electrochem milling, tre panning, cold-work machining, and cuttingtool geometry applications.
During 1969, d elivery of gears to all customers
was brought to a completely on-schedule basis.

Pneuma Dynamics Corporation's Cleveland Pnewnatic completed work on its $20,000,000 "big gear" complex. One of
nwny new fa cilities ·is this drop test tower b eing ·used fo·r
check-out of Boeing 747 wing gears.

Production on the commercial side of Cleveland
Pneumatic's aircraft business included landing
gears and components for the McDonnell Douglas
DC-8 and DC-9 and for the Boeing 707 transport
(all versions), 737, and 747. D elivery of commercial
gears or spares continued for the Convair 880 and
990, for tl1e Grumman Gulfstream II, and for United
Air Lines' Sud-Aviation Caravelle :Beet.
In the area of military aircraft, Cleveland Pneumatic supplied landing gears or components for the
Boeing KC-135, B-52, and CH-46A; the Grumman
A-6A EA-6B and TC-4C· the Fairchild Hiller C123; the Ka1-dan HH-43B ~nd HU-2K-1; the Lockheed C-41; the LTV F-8D and F-8E; the McDonnell
Douglas C-124 C-133 F-4 and RB-66; and the
North America~1 Rock~vell F-100, OV-10A, T-2C,
and T-2J.
NATIONAL WATER LIFT

In 1969, National \iVater Lift ( NWL) , adjusting to
a lO\ver volume of business occasioned by the d earth
of ne'vv military aircraft programs, consolidated. its
Grand Hapids, Michigan, and Palm B.ea~h, Flond~,
operations into the Kalamazoo, :tvhch1gan: ma_m
plant. Another facility, at El Segundo,_ C~hforn.Ia,
maintained production on space apphcatwns, mcluding components for the highly successful Apollo
program . NvVL was producing 35 valves and controls for the Apollo Command and Service Modules.
Production of aircraft primary :Bight contxols and
components for the Boeing 727, 737, and 747 and
157
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\Vorking closely with the RCA Da\'id Sarnoff Rt'search Centc·r, these activities perfonn tasks for various DEP divisions and, in highly selected areas, engage in technic1ucs eontracts for the go\'t'nmwnt.
These areas of contact help assure an awareness of
the latest results from basic research. a realistic understanding of the govenmwnt's JH'<'cls, and cflecti\'e
communications with Defense Electronic Products
divisions.
Advanced Technology Lahoratoril·s. Camden.
New Jersey, and Burlington . .\lassachusdts. is a
techni<jUt'S and new systems oriented group with
the function of pursuing applied research and advanced engineering in an•as of futun· systems interest to the government. ATL's acti\'ities typically
cover a large number of technical disciplines and
require a mixture of physicists, electrical and mechanical engineers, and comput<'r specialists.
Advanced Technology Lahoratoril•s' efforts an'
very creative and necessitate continuous contact
with military technical customers, the DEP products
groups, and the RCA Laboratories.
Programs include development of LSI/hybrid
e<juipment technology, design automation for complex digital equipment, use of lasers in tactical
and high-density n•cording applications, pattem
recognition using paralll'l organized computers for
such applications as speech recognition and radar
data classification, solid-state microwave techniques
(therms management and cooling techniques), and
sophisticated electromechanical and clcctrooptical
systems for a variety of applications.
ATL developed under a NASA contract a pulsed
optical radar that can track and measure range to a
cooperative target. The unit can locate and track its
target at a range to 700 meters with a range accuracy of plus or minus 1 meter and a position accuracy of plus or minus .04 degree azimuth or elevation. The laser unit was developed to automatically
and continuously monitor the position of an astronaut as he moves about the lunar surface. The system will also keep a TV camera trained on the astronaut as he explores the moon.
An optical radar was ideal for this task since it
did not require the large, complex antenna system
and target reflector required by conventional RF
radars. The gallium-arsenide injection laser, together with a small retroreflector target and a silicon photodiode receiver, provided a compact, mgged tracking and ranging system with high accuracy and low power consumption (approximately 7
watts).
ATL was also developing a Vuilleumier-cycle refrigerator to handle a heat load of 5 watts at a temperature of approximately 77 degrees Kelvin with a
thermal power input of less than 250 watts. During 1969, the Thermodynamics Group analytically
showed the thermodynamic soundness of Vuilleumier-cycle refrigeration, developed optimizing procedures for VM system design, and demonstrated

the McDonnell Douglas DC-9 continued, as did production of flight controls for the Lockheed C-130
Hercules, the McDonnell Douglas F-4, and various
other aircraft. Initial deliveries of the inboard and
outboard aileron and rudder servo systems for the
Lockheed TriStar were made during the year. Also,
design of series input servo actuators and spoiler
actuators for the Navy's new F-14A was initiated.
In the field of ASW aircraft, NWL was proposing
on the primary flight controls for the Lockheed S3A and was working closely with potential contractors on the F-15 fighter competition.
Aircraft engine controls production continued at
NWL and high-temperature engine components
were being supplied for various models of General
Electric's J79, ]85/15, TF39, and CF6 and for Pratt
&. Whitney Aircraft's TF30. Advanced design of
htgh-temperature titanium actuators continued for
General Electric's SST engine.
The year 1969 also marked delivery of the first
preproduction units on the complete flight control
package for Hughes Aircraft's Maverick missile.
Advanced ordnance suspension systems development and production for tracked vehicles contributed to the division's diversification during the year.
Research and development of htrret stabilization
systems. and fire-control systems added to NWL's
expandmg technical know-how in overall advanced
ordnance vehicles of the future.

RCA
DEFENSE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

RCA in 1969 retained its position as one of the
la~ger ~nd more broadly based enterprises devoted
pnmanly to e!ectronic science and technology. The
company contmued to pioneer in many areas of electr?mcs,. c?mm.unications, and space sciences, from
miCrommtatunzed electronic components to large
space surveillance systems. The Defense Electronic
Products (DEP) organization of RCA consisted in
196~ of~ semiautonomous operating divisions; staff
engmeermg, personnel, manufacturing marketing
and financ e groups; an d a staff planning
'
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ance to microelectronics programs undertaken by
each division of DEP. In 1969, D efense Microelectronics continued to specialize in the design and d e·elopment of critical high-performance circuits and
circuit and sensor arrays required to integrate RCA's
k electronic equipments. This work included thick
and thin film hybrids; IC, MSI, and LSI monolithic
arra) s including PtviOS, CMOS , and bipolar devices;
and elech·ooptic sensors and microwave microelectronics.
Plans and Systems Development

ncn

-

Plans and Systems Development (PSD), Moorestown, New Jersey, is the DEP staff organization responsible for the overall DEP planning and the development of system concepts responsive to govemm nt needs. PSD comprises 3 activities: Plans, Syst ms D evelopment, and Systems Methodology and
Support.
_ Iajor systems programs ·worked on by PSD in
1969 included infantry combat electronic systems;
integrated communication, navigation, and identi£cation; satellite navigation and traffic control; electronic catmtermeasure techniques for satellite survi\ ability; and classified satellite systems. In addition, systems fommlations and analyses were performed in ground tactical systems, satellite systems,
sub-HF systems, communication/ navigation systems, and early-waming systems.
The Plans activity establishes overall DEP objectives, leads and coordinates planning efforts of the 5
DEP divisions, integrates divisional plans into a
total DEP plan, and determines compatibility of this
total plan with the plans of DoD, NASA, and other
government agencies. Upon identification of the
areas of major change or growth resulting fro~ new
operational concepts and emerging technologws, the
areas offering greatest potential are selected. A ne:v
business development plan for each area selected IS
then prepared. Areas within the specialization of
specific divisions are assigned to those division~.
Areas which require advanced systems ski~ls or
are of multidivisional systems interest are assi~ned
to the System D evelopment activity, where highly
qualified scientists and engineers develop the ne:v
programs. These senior personnel concentrate their
efforts in the fields of operations research, operations analysis, and concept development in systems
areas of major interest to DEP. They develop t~e
system concepts, lead DEP multidivisional efforts m
major programs, and provide a cadre of trained personnel for divisional support in systems development.
The Systems Methodology and Support acti~ity
provides the following service to all DEP orgamzations: system simulation and evaluation, human fa ctors and information systems engineering, and program management coordination including management and data processing services.

•

RCA's D efense Elect ronic Products d evelop d under . ASA
contract a laser trackin g and mnging unit capable of continuously monitoring th e position of an ast:ronau.t as he
moves about th e lunar su.rfa e.

C entral Engineerina Camden New Jersey is
b'
'
'
responsible for applying the capabilities of new
tec!mology to manufacturing processes to produce
r~hable d efense and aerospace systems. Its objectives are to contribute to reduced cost and improved
p erformance by promoting a more common usage
of known materials, parts, design techniqu es, and
processes; to provide specialty skills and costly
facilities which are uneconomical to duplicate in
each DEP division; to develop new or improved
techniques and processes for current and future
manufacturing needs; and to provide critical standards technique consulting services to all DEP divisions.
The Defense Microelectronics activity, Camden
and Somerville, New Jersey, was established to pioneer microelectronics development within RCA Defense Ele ctronic Products. In addition, the activity
both participates in and provides technical guid159
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Aerospace Systems Division

for the Army on using a laser in a hdicoptt'r for
obstacle detection. The Integratt·cl Ohst·JYation Device, produced for the Army. incorporates an :\SDdesigncd laser range finder with night-\·ision viewing devices.
Othcr division activities includl'd participation in
an Army flight-test program inn>lving a laser used
as a weapons guidance device, delin·ry to the :\ir
Force of laser rang<· finders and communicators.
and systems studies of large integrated laser electrooptic systems.
The division performed a las<·r design conn·pt
study for the Navy in ,,·hich a high-energy, shortpulse laser system employing frustrall'cl total internal reflection isolators was inn·stigatcd. The study
resulted in a high-power missile-tracking laser system. Under contract to the Naval Air Development
Ct•nter, ASD developed a blue-green laser transceiver unit for undt·rwatl'r use.
TV devices being produced by ASD included
low-light-level camera systems utilizing almost all
classes of low-light-level image tubes, among them
I-SEC FV isocon image orthicon, and silicon intensifi~r tulK's. A ~mic1ue pulse gating circuit permits operating these cameras in combination with
pulsed illuminators. In addition, ASD was developing for the Air Force a high-resolution camera system which uses a return beam vidicon as the image
pickup tube. Further, the division was conducting
system analysis involving utilization of tlwse devices in many different military applications.
ASD was performing additional development work
for the Air Force on the AN/FSH.-2 optical surveillance tracking system to further refine this satellite
detection system, part of the SPADATS system.
ASD was engaged in developing for the Air Force
and the Army devices and systems employing miniature mosaics of infrared sensitive cells with as
many as 128 rows of 128 cells each. Applications include mortar flash detection and aircraft tail warning systems.
The division completed development of a highly
sophisticated general-purpose aerospace computer,
VIC (Variable Instruction Computer). This computer was incorporated into the Post-Attack Command and Control/ Airborne Data Automation
(PACCS/ ADA) system which was being flown by
the Strategic Air Command to demonstrate the
feasibility of automating the present airborne command post functions now performed manually by
the EC-135C "Looking-Glass" aircraft. The entire
system was integrated by ASD and delivered to
the Air Force.
In addition, a study was completed for the Air
Force Electronic Systems Division which defines
the system configuration for an advanced airborne
command post for the future. A sophisticated airborne multiprocessor system, the Model 215 computer, was designed and will be built at ASD for
application to this and similar systems.

The Aerospace Systems Division, Burlington, i\hssachusetts, provides specialized electronic systems
and subsystems for manned space flight, military/
aerospace computing systems, automated test equipment, command and control systems, and tactical
products employing data processing, electrooptics,
and radar.
In 1969, ASD was under contract to the Army for
several automated test equipment (ATE) programs.
The Land Combat Support System (LCSS) includes
all studies, investigations, design engineering, fabri.cation, and productio~ of test equipment to provide complete field mamtenanee capability for the
TOW, Lance: and Shillelagh missile systems. Depot
Installed Mamtenance Automatic Test Equipment
(DIMATE), developed for the Army Electronics
Command, has proved the capability of automated
test systems to troubleshoot complete assemblies of
Army electronic systems in only 25 percent of the
time required by conventional test systems.
ASD built for the Air Force the AN/TSW-7 air
traffic control towers, which are air transportable
and completely equipped with all necessary communications for use at tactical airfields. The AN 1
TSW-7 has 3 controller's positions. It can he unloaded from an Air Force transport at a forward
airfield, set up on integral jacks, and in full operation shortly after arrival.
ASD was also active in developing process control systems. One of these, Automatic Process Test
Equipment, was delivered to the Electronic Components Division of RCA and at year-end was in
operation testing color television picture tubes. This
type of equipment was being considered for use in
manufacturing plants by large companies such as
Lockheed and Martin Marietta.
The AN/ APN-155 low-level altimeter, developed
by ASD under contract for McDonnell Douglas
Corporation and qualified for use in ~he F-4 highperformance jet airc;raft, has been a. highly succ.essful solid-state equipment since bemg placed mto
production in 1956. Its excellent a~c.eptance _has resulted in follow-on orders for additional umts.
A second-generation altimeter, the AN/ A~N-194,
was designed and tested at ASD. Featurmg hybrid integrated circuitry and a solid-st~te C-band
transmitter, the receiver/transmitter weighs only 4
pounds, approximately 30 percent of the A.PN-15.5.
ASD was heavily involved in electroopbcal systems research, development, and production. ~his
included laser designators, range finders, ~nd Illuminators; low-light-level TV; high-resolution TV;
special applications of image devices to point source
detection; and combinations of these systems.
ASD was awarded several contracts by the Army
for design, fabrication, and testing of laser range
finders for man-portable use and for tank and other
vehicle applications. Also, a study was completed
160
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ln th1· ar<'a of elcTtronic warfare and advanced
mu!tihHH:tion radar s\·stcms. :\SD was <.•naacr<.•d under :\ir Fore(· :\\·ioni~s Lahoraton· contn~t~. i1~ exploiting n·c·,·nt tl'c·hnological ach·,1nces in integrated
microc-in·uits b~· appl~·ing tlH·m to t}w design of an
('ll·ctronic· warfan· system and to thl· d<.·,·dopnwnt
of hardware. :\SD delin·red a Tarcrt>t I-Iomina and
~\"aruin~ Systt-~n (Til:\ \\'S) to the X<l\'y to pr~\·ide
mtt>grall·cl s<.·J~smg. control. and display of elL•ctronic
warfan· funcl1ons on hoard advanced ::\'a\'Y aircraft.
.ASD was den·loping SP\·c·ral classifi<·d Xan· and
Air Fl?rce .(·lectronic '~·arf:tn• systems and compon<·nts Ior ;urhonw applications. In general. these in,·oln·d th<' l'Xploitation of very rec~·nt technolo{!ical
ach-ances and the definition of future n•search in
this an·a. :\ pulse-Doppler miniatun· radar for dcteetion of missih·s was being built at .-\SD under an
Air Force contract. This will prm·ick missile attack
waming on board aircraft. .-\ hicrh-power jammer
utilizing the latt·st ad\'anc('s in tl~· state of the art:
was also !wing de\'l'loped for airhonw application~
under contract to the Air Force.
~SD was also a m:ljor. dP\'dopcr of electronic
gmdance and communication systt>ms for the Lunar
~Jodu)p (L~I) under contract to Gnnnman Aerospace Corporation. Tlw HCA n'nd<:·zvous radar/
transpm~clPr ~::st<.·m provid~·s moon-landing astronauts \nth cnhcal rang<.>, dm·ction. and vdocitv of
the Lunar ~Iodull' n·latin• to the Command/Ser\·ice
Mo~luks to enabl.c tlw Lunar 1\Iodule to find the
has1c, spac~·craft m lunar orbit after leavinrr the
moons surlace. The Lunar ~Iodul(>'s landing ~adar
givl'S continuous nwasurenwnts of altitude <~nd velocity relativ<.• to the lunar surfac~.:' during the final
c:
P hasps of dcscc•nt and landinrr
b'
ASD also built the L~J Attitude Translation and
Control Assembly (ATCA) and the Descent Encrine
~OI~trol Assembly (?EC~). ATCA provides 0 the
tunmg. and sequencmg signals for firing the jets
for attitude and translation control, as well as the
a~ttomatic trim signals for the gimbaled descent engme. DECA controls the Lunar ~Jodule's descent
engine throughout the power descent to the moon
turning the engine on and off and controllina th~
0
intensity and direction of its thrust.
In addition to the actual Lunar 'Module hardware, A~D developed a large complex of groundtest eqmpmcnt to support developnwnt of the Li\1
electronic and communication systems.
Astro-Electronics Division

The Astra-Electronics Division Princeton New
'
Jersey, is known also as the RCA ' Space Center.
It
has. an unexcel~ed reputation for design and fabrication of long-hfe unmanned spacecraft and spacecraft systems. This division is a leader in the development of operational and scientific satellites and
of lunar and interplanetary space systems and subsystems.
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Spacecraft built by AED include Tiros (Television Infrared Obsenration Satellites) weather satellites, the SERT (Space Electric Rocket Test) space
platform, ESSA operational weather satellites, Rehn- communications satellites, and Navy Navigation
Satellites, as well as many classified spacecraft.
~ineteen Tiros satellites and Tiros Operational
Svstem (TOS) satellites were designed and built by
RCA from 1960 through 1969. Ten Tiros satellites
were built for NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center.
Nine ESSA operational weather satellites, built
b,· AED for XASA and the Environmental Science
S~n·ices Administration, were successfully placed in
orbit from 1966 throuah 1969. The ESSA 1 and 2
weather satellites were0 the world's first global operational satellite svstem. The ESSA 1 satellite carried
~ .5-inch vidicon'cameras. Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) cameras aboard ESSA 2, as well as
ESS.A 3, 5. 7, and 9, are equipped with RCA Advanced Vidicon Cameras (A VCS). Except for ESSA
3. retired. pictures from these spacecraft are sent
to comm;~nd and data acquisition stations in the
United States for use in global weather forecasts.
AED was under contract to NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center to desi~ and develop the next
rreneration of weather satellites, known as the Impron·d Tiros Operational Satellite System (ITOS).
The first spacecraft, Tiros M, was scheduled for
1969 launch.
The division also supplied major subsystems ~or
the Nimbus weather satellites. This program, With
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center acting . as
manager and prime contract_?r, is concerned With
experimental weather sensonng and meas~rement
svstems. AED has been responsible for a maJO~ ~art
df Nimbus program hardware, providing teleVI~IOn,
power and data storage subsystems, and VIdeo
ground station equipment.
.
.
AED was building the Navy Navigation Satellites,
first developed by the Applied Physics Laboratory
of Johns Hopkins Unive~sity. The.first launch of an
RCA-produced NavigatiOn Satelhte was March 1,
1968.
AED also made contributions to the Apollo program. A miniah1re, lightweight t~l~visio~ camera
built by AED provided live teleVIsiOn piChires _?f
the astronauts during the Apollo 7 and 8 space missions. The 4.5-pound camera was. the first s~ace
qualified camera to make extensive. use of mtegrated circuits. The division also bmlt several TV
scan-converters for use with Apollo cameras and
performed studies and subsystem testing for RCA's
portion of the Lunar Module.
. . .
Development and study activities of the diVISion
during 1969 covered a wide variety of spacecraft
and spacecraft systems. These included u~1manned
earth resources satellites, data relay satellites, lowaltitude satellites, galactic Jupiter ~)I:obe, broadc~st
satellites, ultrahigh-resolution televisiOn sensors, m-
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DCSD's Camden manufacturing plant has scn·ral
unique production facilities for space age electronics. Among the most important is the DCSD \\'hitc
Hoom, utilized for the production of ultrarcliablc
electronic equipment for such programs as \linuteman. The facility consists of a 20,000-squan·-fool
area in which temperature and humidity arc rigidly
controlled and dust content is maintained at an <'Xtr<'nwly low level.
DCSD is responsible for mmwrous large-scale
military programs inYoh-ing div<·rse skills and capabilities. ~lanagemcnt compd<·nc<' has been proYcd
both in planning and scheduling and in the judicious combination of engineering and specialized
facilities to produce, implement, and maintain fully
integrated communication systems. A salient example of production competence was the delivery of
more than 3,000 racks of equipment for the \Iinnteman Sensitive Command Network and Support Information Network. This prime equipment and associated spares were delivered on or ahead of
schedule.
In 1969, the division had programs for the design.
development, and production of communications
for numerous government applications including
communications techniques investigation and conceptual studies. This large and diversified area encompassed the development and production of
communications transmission and terminal equipment, plus systems for submarine, shipboard, manpack, vehicular, £xed-plant, aircraft, missile, spaceground, and space vehicle applications.
DCSD projects in the field of tactical military
communications included AN/PRC-25 and AN/
PRC-77 FM manpack walkie-talkie radio sets, AN/
ARC-144 ultrareliablc UHF radio sets for aircraft,
ANI ARC-142 high-frequency and AN/ ARC-143
ultrahigh-frequency transceivers for antisubmarine
warfare aircraft, AN/TRC-97 tactical communications equipment, and AN/UCC-5 multiplex carrier
equipment.
Digital communications and switching systems
were also an important part of the DCSD product
line. Four major programs under development or in
production at year-end were the s.hips Interior ~o.m
munications System (ICS), the Mmuteman Sensitive
Command Network (SCN), the Autodin System Improvement Program (ASIP), and the Integrated Circuit/Message Switch (ICMS).
Major space communication programs in which
the division participated included the development of tactical satellite communications terminals,
Apollo Command Module VHF communications,
the communication subsystem for the Apollo Lunar
Module and the Extravehicular Communications
System (EVCS) which permits astronauts to explore
the lunar surface while maintaining communications
with each other and with mission controllers on
earth.
Wide-band recording equipment produced by the

frared sensors, line scan sensors, dielectric tape
cameras, advanced data storage and processing systems for spacecraft, spacecraft stabilization systems,
spacecraft antennas, solar and other power supplies,
and system requirements for future space missions.
Collection and processing of scientific data from
spacecraft continued to be an important activity
at AED. Specialized ground stations and groundstation equipment were designed and built for earth
orbit and lunar space missions. In addition, new
techniques in ground data handling were under investigation to meet the requirements for earth resources observation missions. Among these was the
u.se of lasers for reproducing electronic images denved from sensors working in the visible and nearIR portions of the spectmm on high-definition fi1m.
A laser beam image reproducer and soft copy displ~y were built in support of the ground-station rcqmrements.
F?r the future, AED was directing increased attentiOn to developing those spacecraft and space
systems which return practical benefits to the world.
Continued development and improvement in earthorbiting satellites were planned with new technology that will lead to greater scientific knowledge of
the earth, the planets, and the stars. In this regard,
AE.D was teamed with the Martin Marietta Corporation on the NASA Viking program for the unmanned Mars landing mission.
. AED also was active in oceanography. The divisiOn developed a Station-Keeping and Mobile Platform (SKAMP) which is an automated unmanned
sailing cra~t c~pable of performing a number of important sCientific data gathering tasks. The secondgeneration SKAMP prototype was scheduled to undergo open ocean testing in late 1969.
Defense Communications Systems Division

Principal facilities of the Defense Communications Systems Division (DCSD) are in Camden, New
Jersey. To~al ~esources include a complete engineermg orgamzatwn capable of effective project management as . well. as comprehensive systems and
product engmeermg through all phases of design,
development, and manufacture.
. DCSD ~ead.quarters in Camden, employing engmeers, ~ci.enhs~s, technicians, and manufacturing
an~ admm1strahve personnel, is a fully integrated
design, develoRment, a?d fabrication facility devoted to handlmg a Wide variety of defense and
space :lectronics work. Specialized engineering laborat~nes and areas of technical competence are
apphed to aerospace and tactical communications
trunking and switching systems, recording equip~
ment, command and control communications advanced communications technology, and com~uni
cations systems. A fully equipped hybrid microelectronics laboratory is centrally located to support
the engineering groups in advanced product design.
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for space missions to use integrated circuits was installed on the Air Force's Eastern Test Range by
~I&SRD. It consists of 4 ground stations-at Antigua. :\scension, and Grand Bahama islan?s and
Pretoria. South Africa-and a control station on
Cape Kennedy. Also deployed are shipborne stations
which enable flicrht scientists to select and call up
various telcmetn~ data from space vehicles while the
vehicles are in H.icrht down the Eastern Test Range.
\I&SRD dcn•loped the first tni~Y lightweight
hand-held radar for use by combat mfantrymen to
detect movincr tarcrets and direct small-arms fire in
b
b
·
It weig
. h s as
all weather and
visibility
con d'Itions.
little as 2 pounds in its lightest version and can detect man-sized tarcrets at ranges up to 1,500 meters,
dcfininrr ranae \vithin a few meters and angle withe>
b
•
.
d . 1
in a few degrees. A commumcatwn mo e 1s a_so
provided. enabling 2 units to s:t up a sec~re voice
link. The RCA hand-held tactical radar IS an allsolid-state svstem using tlw latest in integrated circuits and miniature electronics.
. .
Followinrr a far-reaching evaluation of existing
.
c-for Navv
•
· d e fensc, RCA was chosen
cqmpnwnt
mr
bv the Navy to pt;rfonn studies for an Advanced
S~Irfacc ~Iis.sile Svstem (ASMS). As head
a team
which comprises ·Bendix, R~ytheon, and Gibbs and
Cox, HCA developed a design of a system for fleet
air defense in the 1970s.
.
;\l&SHD developed an erectable antenna to boost, If
·
T\T , an
. d tel"m"tl"'
beamed
ncccssarv. VOIC<'.
'- '- J sianals
e>lw astro{lauts from the moon's surface to. earth. The
•
. pack-e d as a cy1·m der . only 39 ,mches
antl'nna
IS
, loncr
b
and 10 inches in diameter, but It can
erected on
the lunar surface into a 10-foot parabolic antenna. Its
con tours ~l n , ,,,I.tlli.Il tJ1e verv
-; fine tolerances needed
to direct a beam of energy efficiently from the moon

di,·ision incorporates the latest in recorder technolog;· and induclt-s equipment such as the PT-501
S<'rit·s of Yicko recorders as WC'Il as continuous ,-ideo
recordvrs.
The di,·ision has considerable experience in major
commtmication s\·stems. inYolving stuch-. s\·nthesis.
dt·sign. d<'n·lopn.wnt, productior;: and· op~·rational
SUJ)port. Cnder studY
. at •vcar-end were an interrratb
ed commtmications control S\"Stem that will simplify op<'ration of airborne radios. and \lallard S\'Stem studies for creating ach-anced communications
for field military units of the mid- and late 1970s.
:\li~silt>

& Surfact• Radar Division

From 19.57. "·h<'n the first precision monopulse
tracking radar. the X:'\-1. was installed at Patrick
:\ir Force Basc. until year-end 1969. the \lissile &
SUifacc Hadar Di,·ision, \loorcst0\n1. :'\ew Jt•rscv,
had designed and produced a famih· of 71 radars of
ever-increasing sophistication and capabilitv. Thev
arc instalh·d at locations around tlw globe, both 0 ; 1
land ami on ships at sea.
Tl_w standard HC_:\ FPS-16 <~nd its transportable
versiOn. the \1 PS-:2."J, arc precision C-band instrumentation radars standardizcd for the Air Force.
the Army, the Navy. and NASA. Both an· idcalh:
suited for assuring rangt• safety and for trackin~
rockct_s, n~issilcs. nose cones. boosters. tankage as~
S('mhll('s, mstnmwnt packages, dchris, t•arth-orbitinrr
satellites, and space vehicles.
cThe FPQ-6 instrunwntation radar and its air-transportahlc·. vcr_sion, the TPS?-18, represent a major for"·arc~ stnck m the detectiOn, acquisition. and prc·cisc
contmuous nwasurcnwnt of the position of missiles
and space vchiclt•s in Hight.
M&SHD developed a high-performance tactical
ra_dar, the UPS-1, for use by the \Iarine Corps, the
~1r For~e, the ~nny._ and the Navy. It is packaged in
hghtweight nmts. smtable for transportation and 0 )e:ation in the assault phase of amphibious oper~
twns.
Another advanced tactical control system under
development at M&SRD was the TPQ-27. which will
direct tactical aircraft to targets with high precision
by usc of ground-based precision tracking radar
command control systems, and data links, ''
Under the Apollo Reentry Ships Program, :~vi&SRD
~cvelopcd tl.ll' ~rst precision tracking radar to usc
mtcgrated circmts for all essential electronic functions. Known as CAPRI, this instrument has the
general capability of the FPS-16 radar except that
the user has a number of options in the pedestal and
ant~·nn<l subsystems. The 1:esultant savings in space,
weight, and power make It easily adaptable for installation on board ship, in a trailer, or in small onestory buildings.
The division was designing and developing advanced over-the-horizon radars for the anned forces.
The first major real-time ground-support system

o!

?c

to the earth.
b'l' ·
· h' h
One of ~I&SRD's newest capa 1 Ities IS . Ig volume production of precision comple~ multt!ayer
printed circuits. A comp.I~tely _me~hamzed pnnted
circuit manufacturing facility with _5,000 square feet
and employing 125 production personnel began opnations in early 1968. It pro~uce_s some o~ the most
complex precision pri~1ted c1rcmts-rangmg up to
22 layers in constructiOn-for some of the largest
electronics firms in the world.
Electromagnetic ancl Aviation Systems Division

The Electromagnetic and Aviation Systems Division has 3 facilities: Huntsville, Alabama; West Los
Angeles, California; and Van Nuys, California, headquarters for the division.
.
.
The Huntsville facility IS concerned With field
service and depot support, primarily for the Saturn
ground computer check-out system.
.
The Aviation Equipment Department, located m
West Los Angeles, designs and builds commercial
and general aviation airborne weather radar systems,... distance measuring cquipments, transponders,
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fo rm a ti on Processin g a nd Interpre ta ti on (TI PI ) el i pl ays, and Airborn e D a ta Autom atio n (AD A).
R CA a nd EA SD for se ve ra l yea rs h ave b e n a
m a jor suppli r of av ia ti on eq uip m ent p rodu cts to
comm e rc ia l a irlin es and to ge ne ra l av ia ti o n. Am on g
the eq uipm e nts th a t th e di vision m a rk e ts a rc eli tan ce-meas urin g cq uipm ents, w ea th e r ra d a rs I FF
transpond ers, nav iga ti on equipm e n t, tra ffi c directi on
and control eq uipm ent, a nd a irbo rn e di spl ay / m emory sys tems. Th e di vision ente red the milita ry m arke t w ith th e intenti on of combinin g its expe ri en ce in
commer cia l av ia ti on sys tem s with its milita ry technologica l ca pa biliti es. In 1969, th e division '' as
aw a rd e d a ma jo r contrac t from th e Arm y fo r av ioni c
sign a l conditionin g equipm ent of th e ty p e u se d fo r
a ircra ft integ ra ted d a ta system s.

and navigation/ communication systems. A large p ercentage of w eather radars in use by commercial airlines, as w ell as general aviation radars, are built
by the Aviation Equipment D epartment.
The Van Nuys facility designs and builds electronic warfare systems; ordnance systems; military
and commercial display/memory sys tems, or intelligence data systems; and military aviation products
and systems, a counterpart of the commercial work
in the Aviation Equipment D ep artment. The Van
Nuys facility has b een a leader in the d evelopment
and manufacture of special-purpose computers, random access memory systems, display systems, electronic warfare equipment, and secure communication systems since 1960 .
. I~ electronic :var~are, the division was making a
s1gmficant contnbutwn to the nation's d efense effort
including t~c~niques and equipments for d eceiving
and neutrahzmg electromagnetic threats. The Electronic Warfare group, a major developer and supplier of countermeasure equipments to the D epartment of Defense, at year-end was engaged in
engineering and manufacturing programs for electronic warfare components and complete systems.
EASD was designing, developing, and manufacturing ordnance products, especially fuzing assemblies for mortars, rockets, and bombs. An extensive
independent research and d evelopment program
was conducted on radio proximity and optical fuzing techniques.
The division was producing Mark 25 monitor assemblies and Mark 26 safing d evices under contract
to the Navy. In addition, it was under contract to
Harry Diamond Laboratories to d esign and d evelop
the XM.588 near-surface burst fuze.
The division's major developments in military information systems were card and drum random access mass memories, video data display systems, and
the Saturn ground computer system.
The division developed 2 generations of card
memories, the Model 3488 and the Spectra 70/568.
These mass memorie;:; are among the largest and
most economical on the market, in terms of cost per
bit. In progress w ere the design and development of
third-generation random access memories which will
provide faster time and greater capacity at lower
cost per bit.
The random access drum m emory systems broke
the bit-per-volume barrier in drum memories. This
drum memory, a development of the division's independent research and development program, was
being produced for use in the Tactical Fire Direction System (TACFIRE) program. Another drum
memory system was being produced for commercial
data processing applications .
. The division developed and manufactured several
different types of commercial and military display
systems, including the Spectra 70/752 video data
terminal, the 701750 modular video data system,
check-out and launch control displays, Tactical In-

ROHR CORPORATION
In 1969, Rohr Corpora tion continu ed its m om entum a s a primary suppli er of jet e n g in e p od s w ith
d elivery of more th an 2,100 a ircraft powe r pl ant
systems .
The company took an important step fonva rd
early in the yea r wh en it jo in ed with Grumma n
Aerospa ce Corporation a s an associate contra ctor on
the F-14 supersonic air supe riority fi ghter aircra ft .
The F-14 will g ive Rohr a major position in the
fighter power plant bu siness for the first time . As
an associate contractor, Rohr will build th e 14-footlong engine inle t ducts and will d esign and build
the a ft nacelle structures, which m easure 16 feet
long.
Good progress was made in m eeting the power
plant schedule for the McDonn ell Douglas DC-10,
a 3-engine jetliner that will enter airline service in
1971. The first shipset of production engine pods
was to b e delivere d to McDonnell Douglas early in
1970.

Rohr Corporation d elivered more than 2,100 power plant
pods during 1969. In photo, a night test of a ;et engin e .
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During 1969. the Boeing 1-fl program at Rohr
mon·d from the dt·\Tlopnwnt stage into full production. Hohr was building the aircraft's powl'r plant
ass('mhlil's and pylons. The company was also supplying th<' <'nginl' pods and pylons for LockheC'd's
C-.'S Ga Jax,·.
Hohr al~o planned to continue de,·elopment work
on po\\'<"r plant assemblies for the ~ stqx'rsonic
transport prototypes.
A JH'\\' Hohr-d<'signed thrust revcrsC'r for the
Bot'ing 737 (\\·in-jet ,~·as developed during the yt>ar.
Tlw target-type high-performance thmst reverser,
which slops the aircraft :23 percent faster th<m the
original unit. \\'as !wing retrofitted on 737s in

a 65-foot yacht, and 85-foot warping tugs, were
either completed or under construction.
Rohr's research and engineering programs produced several significant breakthroughs in materials
and thennal technology. A new Rohr proprietary
bonding process, called liquid interface diffusion, or
LID, may open the way to more efficient processing of lightweight titanium structures. Research on
jet engine sound suppression resulted in the development of sound-suppressing panels which are
stmctural parts of the aircraft's engine nacelle. During the year, the Federal Aviation Administration
awarded Rohr a contract to study and evaluate several possible methods to suppress jet engine sound on commercial aircraft. The one-year study will provide the FAA with technical and economic data
which will be used to set acceptable levels of jet
engine sound.
The company's Space Products Division continued to build motor cases, insulation, and nozzle assemblies for Titan III rocket boosters, with delivery
to begin in 1970.
Plant facilities were expanded by over .266,000
square feet, bringing the total factory and office
area at all Rohr locations to over 3,000,000 square
feet. During the next year, facilities were to be expanded by over 230,000 square feet.
The favorable trend at Rohr toward greater manpower efficiency continued as employment fell from
12,308 to 11,.206, while corporate sales advanced to
a new high of $266,000,000. New labo~ agreeme?ts
at all 4 company facilities were negotiated durmg
1969.

S('J'\'iCl'.

Dming 1969, Hnhr \\'as participating in 17 aircraft programs \\'ith 8 airframe and engine builders.
Dl'lin·rit•s continued for mam·
. successful and lonrr:;,
nn 111 in Q: l)ro!!rams such as the ~I cDonnell Dou•Tbs
L't
stretched DC-8 and DC-9: the Boeinrr 701 and 7:21·
the Lockheed P-3 Orion. C-130 Ht·r~ules. and Jet~
Star business jet: the Grumman Gulfstream II: and
lh<" North American Hock\\'ell Sabreliner.
In a major move designed to strenrrthC'n and rC'shapt· th<' company's p~rticipation i1~ non-aircraft
markl'ls. Hohr announced in i\lav the fmmation of
an Industrial Systems Group. Alf opC'rations invoking antennas, automon' systt•ms, mass rapid transit
vehicles, and marine products were brought together
in thl' Ill'\\' organization.
Undl'r a $66.700,000 contract with the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District. Rohr was to
dl'sign and build 2.50 mass rapid transit cars on'r a
3-year pc>riod. The first BAHT car was to be delivered in mid-1970.
Rohr entered the automated materials-handling
market with the establishment of an Automove Systems Division. The action is the result of the company's very favorable expcricnct· with its automovc
storage facility which has been in operation at
Rohr's Chula Vista, California, plant since 1967.
Automove is an automated system of material hanclling, storage, and control of parts and tools. It is
controlled by a real-time peripheral computer which
is interfaced with a larger computer. Shortly after
the formation of tlw new materials-handling division, Hohr received a contract to build a svstem
at Norfolk, Virginia, which will usc 3 comimtercontrollcd stacker cranes to move stock in and out
of 6,240 storage locations.
The company's antenna business continued at a
healthy pace with the delivery of 300 microwave
antennas which are used in telephone-television
transmissions. A communications satellite antenna
with a 100-foot reflector dish was erected in :Moroeeo, and a similar structure was under construction for installation in Greece.
The company's marine products business was expanding at a promising rate. During the year, 23
major marine products, including 40-foot workboats,
~-,
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SINGER-GENERAL PRECISION, INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF THE SINGER COMPANY

\<\Then General Precision Equipment Corporation
merged with The Singer Company, ~ ~~w su'l;sidiary was fom1ed to include Kearfott DivisiOn, Librascope Division, Link Division, and Tele-~ignal C?rporation. In the latter part of 1968, consistent With
the Singer philosophy of establishing group functions, each serving in general a commo~1. marketplace, the divisions of Singer-General Preci~lOn, Inc.,
were assigned as follows: Kearfott and .Librascope
were combined with The Strong Electnc Corporation and General Precision Systems, Ltd., London
(GPE subsidiaries) and 2 elements of The Singer
Company, HRB Singer, Inc., State College, Pennsylvania, and the Instrument Division, Bridgeport,
Connecticut, to form the Defense and Space Systems Group. Link Division was combined with
Graflex and oth('r GPE subsidiaries to fonn the
Education and Training Products Group, and TcleSignal was assigned to the Office Equipment .Group.
Other group organizations within Singer mclude
North Atlantic Consumer Products Group, Home
165
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Furnishings Group, Industrial Products Group, International Group, and Metering and Controls
Group.
Primary emphasis in this description is given to
the Defense and Space Systems divisions, Kearfott,
Librascope, Instrumentation, 1-IRB Singer, Strong,
and General Precision Systems, Ltd.; to Link Division; and to Tele-Signal Corporation.
As a member of the $1.7 billion Singer family,
the company in 1969 was a major producer of electronic, electromechanical, optical, and other precision-made products for the military services, the
government, and industry. The company has won
worldwide recognition for a~hicvcments in Doppler,
stellar, and inertial navigation and guidance; analog
and digital computation; simulation and training;
weapons control; and analog and digital communications. Its product line in 1969 ranged from large
ground-based computerized systems and simulators
and airborne digital computers to tiny gyroscopes
and instruments used in interplanetary space vehicles. Virtually every major aircraft, missile, space
vehicle, and antisubmarine warfare vessel in operation or under development was using a Singer product. The company's products and services were being made available in international markets through
direct sales from the United States, joint operations
with affiliated companies, and licensing of major
overseas companies to produce and market the
products. This flexible operation allows the company to support the U.S. government's overseas
sales program.

having tlw inherent modular accommodation and
crrowth cal)ahility
for the airborne na\·igation.
flrcb
•
'
control. and weapon delinTy n'<juin-ments of the

1mos.

In HJ69 . .Kearfott Di\·ision was shipping production quantities of its advanced microdectronic analog-digital <.:om·c·rters and its control and display
p<~ncl~ for the advanced avionic system hc·ing integrated by 1\'orth American Hockwell's Autonl'lics
bi,·ision for the FB-111 strategi<.: bomlwr. Other n·rsions of the <.:ontrol and display panels and of the
analog-digital con\·c·rters were dc•li\'(·rcd to the Autonc·tics Di\·ision for incorporation into the advanced avionic system for the F-111D tactical
fighter-bomber. By the end of ] 969, 1-.::earfott \\'as
scheduled to produce similar eqnipnwnt for USl'
aboard the F-11] F vnsion.
Other con\'(·rsion equipment produced by Kearfott \\'as being shipped to IID.,I Fedc·ral Systems Division to lw integrated with the IIHvl -l Pi <.:omputer
into the avionic svstl'm for the A-7D/E.
The flights of the Apollo spacecraft in 1968 and
1969, including the moon landing missions, featured
a variety of Kearfott-produced cc1uipnwnt, such as
an orbital rate drive electronics assembly used to
convert the Apollo's inertial altitude references into
real earth and real moon coordinates for the astronauts' attitude indicators. This device is unique in
that the front panel uses lunar white electrolumincsccnce for illuminating the characters of the controls on the display control panel. Two othl-r electroluminescent displays were aboard, one to indicate
helium temperature and pressure, and one to indicate propellant quantity aboard.
.
Significant advances continued m the field of
advanced electronic detection equipment. The
Kearfott guidance system for SRAM successfully
achieved its first major milestone when it guided
the missile during the first powered flights of
SRAM. The missile, released from a B-521-1 over
the White Sands Missile Range, successfully passed
all test objectives on 2 consecutive flights, one in
July and the other in October 1969.
The main plants of Kcarfott Division are located
in New Jersey; other facilities arc in New York,
Ohio, North Carolina, and California.

DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP

Kearfott Division
Several major equipment contracts for navigation,
guidance, and airborne data processing that were
received during the 2-year period ending in 1968
reached major milestones in 1969 when, having completed their development and preproduction phases,
they became full production items. Among these
items were Doppler-jnertial systems for the Navy
P-3C aircraft and the Navy/ Air Force A-7D/E.
Other applications for Kearfott's inertial equipment under contract were for the SRAM missile and
the F-105 T-Stick II program. An inertial measurement unit for Collins Radio Company, to be used
in commercial and business aviation, was also under
contract. The first commercial aircraft application
was the Lockheed L-1011 TriStar; selection of the
Collins INS-60 system for this application was announced by Lockheed-California Company in 1969.
Doppler systems were also being produced by Kearfott for the FB-111 strategic bomber and the C-5
Galaxy transport.
Concurrent with the activities in the navigation
system fi~l~, Kearfott instituted a program of ad~an?ed digital computer developments with the obJective of establishing a family of digital machines

Lihrascope Division

Librascope is composed of the Systems Division
and Products Division. For over 20 years, Librascope has been a leading designer and supplier of
shipborne antisubmarine warfare weapon control
systems for the Navy. Deliveries were made during
the year on the Subroc (submarine-borne rocket)
weapon control system and the Mk 48 torpedo
weapon control system, and development continued
for the production of improvements to the ASW
weapon control system for the SSN and FBM submarines. In addition, Librascope was supplying the
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The Products Division announced a new smallsize and lo" ·-price d commercial 500,000-bit elisememory system in 1969. Known as th e Model Ll078-4, it is an extension of the present Model L508
which was d esigned for militmy application. The
Model L107-8-4 provides inexpensive, high-performance storage for a wide varie ty of commercial data
proc ssing r quirem ents. Typical applications are
for small computers and calculators, automatic test
and check-out systems, process controllers, and
buff r or display S) stems, and as an extension of
cor m -mOiy .
In coop ration '" ith anoth er systems manufacturer, Librascope made shipments of its L516 t 1 militarized disc-memory system. The m emory systems
ar an int gral pmt of naval shipboard information
c nt rs .
In the aTea of control and conversion devices, Librascope d eveloped and ·was in production on the
fil'St comple tely fi eld-serviceable contact shaft encoders on the market. The encoders are readily and
easily sen ,icecl for e:xi:encled life without removal
from th e equipm ent in w hich they are installed.
These single-stage encoders are available with 8, 9,
or 10 bits of absolute binary resolution and with
1,000 counts of 8421 BCD code p er tum of shaft.
The encoders feature nonambiguous output without the n eed for external circuitry.
Located in Glendale, California, Librascope employed at year- end approximately 1,400 people and
occupied n early 385,000 square feet of plant area.

avy ,,·ith d a ta ua th e ,·in g vs t m d i21l d for vario 1 mi ion . m e of th m cla i.6 d .
I n a n t ic ipa ti on of Na
and hip
t m r quir m cnt L ibras ope expand d it a p biliti in und erw a te r aco u ti a nd a ciati
· nal proc sing
to pr Yid - im pr vcm cnt to ex:i ti.n u onar
t ms.
I n th und e rw a t r a c u ti < r a add.iti na.l ord r
c ivcd for di g ital o anocrrapbi dat a
' t m s. Th
,. t m p ro 'd from
a 1 1i itio n
ab rd a hi p, xtr m I accura t <m el rapi d
of th e ccan' en ·ironm nta l p a.ra.m t r : t 1p rah u - d pth , . ound \ clocity salinity cun n t \ locity n d dire cti on .
A irb rn c o pti ca l
st ms
a ddition a l contTac ts and d
n
siuht syste m for th Arm y' light ob rva tioo h l.ico pte r progra m .
Th - Libra cop L-193 h ad-up disr la · a n o -d
cockr it dis pl ay sys tem th a t con tin uo I
p os s fli g ht info rm a tion and comman d in b ri abt
olor aga in st th e b ackoTouod sk
n h r a pilot
v. as in sta lle d in a je t a ircraft b t h F
ra.l AYiation Admini stra tion and a major a irlin . Oth r major
carrie rs shO\\ e el a d ecided int r - t in th displa .
A 1969 Libras cope d e\ elopment in airborn optics w as th e L-2C displ ay, a h ea d-ur displa)
st m
u se d by pilo ts to control th eir aircr aft's glid anal durin g a la ndin g approach. The L-2C eli pla enables a pilot to land precisely on a s I ct d touch down point of th e runw ay, "' ith n o O\ er h otiug or
under sh ootin g la ndin g problem s.
Librascope's Big-Screen Vie'"' r, de ·elop d for
th e D cp a rb11 ent of Defense, is a night \ i wing d vice d es ign e d to provide vision under amb i nt lighting clown to starlight conditions. Custom r ace ptance w as excell ent ; follow-on orcl rs '' er r eceived.
The Lase rchrom e display system is a n '' concept
for th e display of dynamic information in a realtim e large -screen format. The d evice op erates as a
selecti ve access display, capable of int rfacing with
both digital and analog data systems. It can formulate a varie ty of alphanumeri c symbol a well as
ve ctors a nd tracers b y utilizing a built-in ch aracter
g en e rator. The system provides a convenient highp e rformance display for infom1a tion su ch as alph anume ric data, strip chart recordin g, or X-Y plotting
in a large -screen format.
Systems Division was also producing other sophisticate d optical syste ms and instrumentation such as
pilot sights for je t aircraft, photonavigational viewfind e rs for r e connaissance aircraft, large-screen military inte lligence display system s, and automatic 70millime te r copy camera systems.
Products Division was d esigning and manufacturing various-size disc-memory systems for military,
industrial, a e rospace , and other computer manufacture rs; and e ncoders, integrators, How computers,
m echanical computing components, and other products for computing, data processing, and communication systems.
1

The Strong Electric Corporation

The StTong operation, located in Toledo, Ohio,
continued to specialize in the d esign and manufacture of light source equipment for the entertainment
and graphic arts industries, solar radiation simulators for enviTonmental testing of space vehicles,
and arc imaging furnaces for research at high temperattues.

l-Ii.g h-intensity lights produ ced by Th e Sin ger Company's
Strong Electric di vision illum:ina.te Launch C omplex 39 as
Apollo .Z1 rmdet·goes prelaun ch ch eck- out.
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Gctwral Precision Systt•ms~ Ltd.

Strong was also involved in the production of
equipment for the Department of Defense. Among
the military products produced during the year were
airborne carbon-arc searchlight systems for usc by
naval patrol aircraft for antisubmarine warfare and
30-inch-diameter searchlight systems, featuring a
20-kilowatt xenon light source, for use by the night
vision section of the Army for battlefield illumination. These lights could also be modified, with infrared filters, for anti-infiltration operations.
A major application for the xenon searchlight systems was the battery of .50 searchlights, using the
20-kilowatt xenon source, which provided ground
illumination for fueling, final check-out, and launching of all Apollo flights starting with the Apollo 9
launch. These high-intensity light sources provided
adequate lighting for the color photographic documentation of the entire launch proceedings at
Launch Complex 39, Kennedy Space Center.

General Precision Svstems, Ltd .. located in London, England, was in~'oh-ed primarily with studies
and developm('nt of software n·lating to problems
of traffic control above. on. and around major international airports. The division recently completed a (ktailed study of _tlw l~m~g Kong Airport
complex and was engaged 111 a sumlar study of tlw
ivlontrcal, Canada, airport.
EIHJCATIO:\ :\:'\1> TH:\1:'\1:'\<; l'HOIH'CT:-' (;){<H:l'

Link Division

At the Link Division, the 196H c•mphasis was on
continued simulation of military aircraft. commercial aircraft, and space missions. and on the <'<Iually
important automobile driver simulat?rs. Tlwse sy~
tems duplicate on the ground, and m a safe <'nVlronment, the events that occur in actual flight or
on the road.
Link's famous "Blue Box" of \Vorld vVar II has
been succeeded by highly sophisticated digital computerized simulators for the Apollo lunar missions
and for the new high-speed military and commercial jet aircraft. During the year, Link produced a
substantial number of simulators including those for
the DC-9, the 707, the 727, the 747, the strl'tchcd
DC-8 and other aircraft. New orders wnc received
from 'commercial airlines for additional simulators
for these aircraft and for the L-1011 jet transport.
A new visual system for flight simulator training
in day and night takeoffs and land~ngs in all types
of weather was also developed. Tlus system, called
VAMP (Variable Anamorphic Motion Picture), utilizes a 70-millimetcr color movie of perfect aircraft
landings. Through the usc of a unique optical system and a computer-drive servo system, VAMP
faithfully presents the out-the-win?ow s~ene ~s
viewed by the pilot as he ma~cs h1s l.andmg.' H1s
variances from a perfect landmg arc 1mmedmtcly
evident as the picture changes perspective relative
to his position. Picture quality is maintained at all
altitudes and the film itself can be treated to add
fog of varying densities to simulate various weather
conditions. The VAMP system was purchased by
several commercial airlines and was used with a
weapon systems trainer that Link built for the military.
The company also pro~uced a. ~ubsta~tial nu~
ber of simulators for vanous m1htary aucraft mcluding the F-4, the F-111, the P-3, and the A-7.
The company's contribution to the general aviation field included the development of the Link
GAT-1, the first in a series of low-cost general aviation trainers. The GAT-1 trainer was designed
specifically for use by fixed-base operators, high
schools, and colleges. GAT -2, the second in the
series, was in production. GAT-2 is designed for
use in multi-engine pilot training.

HRB Singer, Inc.

HRB Singer, Inc., located in State College, Pennsylvania, with additional facilities in Reston, Virginia, and Rome, New York, was engaged primarily
in studies and development of hardware for reconnaissance, surveillance, and intelligence.
Primary emphasis of the division in 1969 was on
the evolutio~ of. generatio~ techniques and equipment operatmg m all portions of the spectrum including the visible, infrared, and electromagnetic
portions.
Instrumentation Division

With headquarters in Bridgeport, Connecticut,
and plants in New Jersey and California, the Instrumentation Division continued as one of the recognized leaders in the design and production of precise electrical and electronic measurement, test, and
laboratory standards instrumentation.
During the yeaT, the division acquired Alfred
Electronics, Inc., of Palo Alto, California. With this
acquisition, it became a leading supplier of advanced swept microwave instrumentation and components.
The Bridgeport operation introduced the first
solid-state wide-band signal generator available to
the industry. This instrument has the capability of
computer interface and features wide-band capability.
The division's Gertch operation in Los Angeles,
California, developed a series of solid-state analogto-digital conversion instruments with unmatched
characteristics, and its Ballantine operation in Boonton, New Jersey, developed a new wide-band digital measuring system for applications requiring
measurement of voltages over a wide frequency
range and where digital interface is considered
mandatory.
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:\" :\S.-\"s astronauts took their first "flight" to the
moon Ion~ hl'fore thl'ir actual blast-off from Cape
Kennech-. The Command and Lunar ~lodule mission si1imlators permitted them to take the trip
safeh-. and with remarkable realism. manv timeswith;mt <'n·r l(•a\·in<r th<' <rround. .
·
Tlw :\ch·anced Products Operations developed a
growing busint•ss in infonnation storagt· and retri<•\·al · deYic:l'S and was sur)I)h·ina
high-accuracv
.
""'
"
precision nwasurcnwnt equipml•nt used in mapping
op{'rations and in determining missile flight characteristics. Othcr :\ch·anced Pr~ducts t·qui'pm(•nt was
used by :\" :\S:\ to produce lunar and ~Iars photographs and hy tlw U.S. \Yeather Bureau to reproduel' data acquired by spacecraft for meteorological ohseJTation.
Link Ordnanct• attained new promin('nce in the
fields of s~·stl'ms analysis and explosin· systems and
in the production of sophisticated cl('ctroordnancc
components. A number of components were employed in tlw Satum and in the Apollo Lunar ~lod
ul<· and Command/Service ~lodules; they were but
a few of the manv
Link svstems
used throuahout
..
.
b
the ordnance. missile, and aerospace industries.
Link Information Sciences, a computer applications organization. was providing an array of software sc·n·ices to the militarv Sl'rvices and otlwr
government agencies as wl'll. as to education institutions, industrit•s. and businesst•s. The new division
was offering skills required for t•ffective problem
solution in areas concerning svstems research and
devC'lopment. matlwmatical\m~1lysis. computer systems and applications programming, and facility
managenwnt.
The Link Commercial Products Operations was
selling and servicing the new Link driving simulator, widt>lv usNl in the Allstate Good Driver Trainer
Program. 'It was also producing other educational
products such as the computer-oriented electronic
learning systems. Link's Transportation Products
Operation was producing a complete line of traffic control devices.
~

The expanded Data Systems Division, headquartered in a separate facility on Long Island, provides
a total system management for major communications programs. Services offered by this division include planning and erection of plant facilities as
well as design, manufacture, installation, personnel
training. and in-the-field maintenance and service.
Tele-Signal was founded in 1957 to produce fully
transistorized solid-state voice frequency telecommunication and data systems and modular equipment for use by common carriers, the military services, private communication systems, and public
utilities for transmission over wire lines, radio, and
satellite relay media.
Products that Tele-Signal produced in 1969 for
its domestic and international markets included
modular transmission apparatus and systems that
provide for many simultaneous telephone, telegraph. and/or data information signals over single
transmission circuits; speech privacy systems; .encoding and decoding systems for remote selecti?n,
monitoring, alarm reporting, control, and metenng
-used by public utilities distributing water, gas,
petroleum, and power as well as by sewage treatment plants; timing recovery systems; signal conclitioning apparatus; and specialized test and measuring equipment.
.
During the year, Tele-Signal entered the satel~te
market by providing switching and signaling eqmpment to operate with the Intelsat 4 satellite.
.
At year-end, Tele-Signal had more than 650 engineering, production, and administrative personnel.
It occupied over 100,000 square feet in several
plants located in the heart of Long Island, close to
the source of ample production personnel and materials and to rapid transportation facilities.

~
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EQUIP~IENT

SOLAR DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER COl\IPANY
The 1969 year was marked for the Solar Division
of International Harvester Company by the ?evelopment of a new approach in diffusion bondmg of
titanium, a broadening of component work on the
new generation of passenger jet airc~aft, and continued production of advanced mat~r~a~s and components for space vehicles. The dtVISt?n saw. an
ever-increasing utilization of its gas h1rbme engmes
in industrial applications around the worl? and. a
continuation and potential extension of their u~e m
auxiliary power units for helicopters and busm~ss
jets. Solar introduced a new industrial gas hubme
in 1969 to complement its range of engines. In _the
government area, a Solar-developed g~s turbm~
powcred generator system completed ngorous An
Force qualification testing.
Solar developed a n~w approach to di~usion
bonding of titanium, referred to as Contmuous

CROUP

Tele-Signal Corporation

Telt•-Signal is an engineering-oriented, highly
skilled electronics devl'lopment and manufacturing
firm. Its capabilities include applications, original
design, development and production engineering,
and practical design for prototype and long-run,
larg(·-quantity production of both component units
and complde systems for all phasl'S of voice frequency telecommunications transmission including
telephone; telegraph; data transmission; timing
recovery; data modems; and remote supervisory
control, monitoring, and telemetering. Tele-Signal
serves worldwide markets, either through companyownPd and -staffed offices or through cngincering
sales representatives.
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Seam Diffusion Bonding. The process moved from
the research laboratory and at year- end was in
operation as a production process.
Simple airfram e ilight h ardware was fabrica ted ,
and evaluation of the process continued w ith a erospace prime manufa cturers for more complex stru ctures. Research continued on th e process to a pply
it to other m aterials. Program s w ere proposed to
the governm ent to scale up the process and obtain
additional d esign data.
Added to the continuing requirem ents for Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft TF30, J52, JT4, and JT3 components w ere substantial orders for JT9 felt m e tal
seals.
General Electric Comp~ny placed orders for m ajor SST engine (GE4) components and TF34 d etails. N ew fabrication and processing techniques
w ere developed in order to supply the la rge , complicated thrust reverse fram e for the SST engin e .
Continued requirem ents for the McDonnell Douglas F-4 slotted leading edge and th e boundary layer
control ducting made th at contract one of the longest-running production efforts in the history of the
company.

Alvvays a lead er in th e fa bri ca ti on of diffi cul t
ma teri a ls, Sola r extended th e li st to inclu d e prod uction of b e ry llium com p onents for usc in p re cision
mirrors, sola r a rra) s, and sa tellit<.: stru ctures.
Sol a r h as b een for m a ny yea rs a lea d e r in th
m anufac ture of industri al b ellow s and cxpa n ion
joints. In 1969, it introdu c d a new lin e of hin r.r a nd g imbal exp a nsion joints to prov ide for both
an g ula rity and offse t in hi gh-press ure pip elin e linkage \vith out end-thru st.
D eli veri es of th e 100-horse powcr Titan seri es
ra di a l-fl ow gas turbin e continu ed a t a hi gh ra te durin g the yea r for a ppli cati on in a uxili a ry p O\\ e r units
in va riou s milita ry transport h eli co pters: th e N a
CH-46 a nd C H-53, th e Army C H-47 and CH-54,
and the Air Force HH-53.
Pre production tests w ere sati sfa ctorily comple ted
and th e m a nufacture of produ ction articles started
on the 30- and GO-kilowa tt, 400- cycl e, pre cise-power
gas turbin e gen era tor se ts to b e u sed in the Air
Force 407L ta ctical communica tion sys tem. Titan
seri es en g in es serve as the prime movers .
A n ew bleed -air version of th e Titan turbine
n eared th e end of its d evelopment and test phase
and was to go into early prototy p e production for
install a tion and continuing d evelopment testing in
auxiliary power units in a seri es of business jets and
sm aller airlin ers.
Twelve ?50-kilowa tt gen erator se ts, powered by
the Sa turn 1,100-horse power gas turbine , w ere d elivere d for installation in an Air Force facility in
California. This was the largest singl e installation
of Saturn engine-powere d gen erator sets; the sets
constitute a portion of the facility's total en ergy
system.
Solar gas turbines found increasing industrial
applications in 1969. They w ere driving nah1ral gas
compressor sets, continuous-duty and standby generators, liquid pumps, and a variety of h e avy-duty
industrial equipment, as well as propelling highspeed boats and off-highway hauling trucks. The
growing offshore petroleum activity and new oil
discoveries in Alaska were especially bountiful
areas.
A new industrial engine-the 3,000-horsepower
Centaur gas turbine-was introduced in 1969 and
at year-end was in service in the field, complementing Solar's range of engines which stretch from
3,000 down to 25 horsepower.

A Solar t echnician sprays coating on a beryllium container
for th e SNAP-27 n u clear auxiliary power system first used on
Apollo 12 . Solar manufactttres the containers at San Diego.

In Solar Research Laboratories, work continued
in the fields of composite materials, high-temperature sensors, titanium joining and forming methods,
and high-temperature plastics; and in fundamental
investigations into the mechanisms of particle erosion and hot corrosion of materials in a gas turbine
environment.
Solar continued its contribution to NASA's Apollo
program, providing the Saturn V launch vehicle
ducting for fu el, pressurization, and hydraulic systems; bimetallic joints for engine controls· and
coolant manifolds. For the Lunar and Co~mand
M odules, it provides main communication antenna
structures.

SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
SPERRY FLIGHT SYSTEMS DIVISION

Research, development, and production in the
fields of flight instrument systems, compass systems,
attitude reference systems, and automatic flight
control systems continued as the prime activity of
Sperry Flight Systems Division.
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SPERRY GYROSCOPE DIVISION

.-\mong accomplishments by Sperry in 1969 was
S('ll'ct ion of the dh·ision to produce the automatic
flight control system for the Boeing supersonic
transport. This will be the first commercial flight
control s~·stcm to use digital gl'ncral-purpose computers.
Sperry was also selected to produce tlw standard
na,·igation instnmwnts and air data instnnnents.
plus a munlwr of specialized electronic systems, for
the \fcDomwll Douglas DC-10 and tlw Lockheed
L-1011. :\ir data instmml'nts and some of the additional t•lcctronic systems on these aircraft represented nt·,,· fields of activitv
for Sl)('rrY.
Analocrb
•
.
air data instmments werl' to bl' produced for the
L-1011, and di!:!;ilal air data instnmwnts for the
DC-10. Sperry ~~;as also to produce wrtical gyros
and directional gyrocompass systems for both aircraft and a special compass coupler usable with
inntial na\·igation systems for the DC-10.
For the L-1011, Sperry was to produce air data
computers. For the DC-10. the di,·ision was to produce the antothrottle and speed command system,
the ele,·ator load feel and flap limiter system. and
a new type of enginc-thmst indicator and its associated computer.
Sp('JT~·'s integrated autopilot and flight director
svstem on the Boeing 7 47 successfnllv underwent
flight tests, leading'-' to extensiw ai~linc service
scheduled for 1970. During the year, additional airlines ordned Sperry flight instruments for use on
their 7-l7s.
In 1969. Sperry introduced a totally new instrument s\·stem for commuter airlines and business aircraft. The system, called STARS tSperry ThreeAxis Hefen·ncc System), is a 3-axis attihtdc and
heading reference system with flight director and
outputs for autopilot opnation.
Sperry-designed equipment gained increasing acceptance in the growing Japanese aircraft industry
during the year, with 2 of the industry's latt·st aircraft, the YS-11 turboprop airliner and the new
CX military jet transport. scheduled to use Sperrydesigned flight directors, compass systems. and
flight instruments. The equipment was to be produced under license by To1..)'0 Keiki Seizosho
(TKS).
Sperry's double-redundant 3-axis stability augmentation system used in the Air Force X-~4A
lifting-body research vehicle nnderwent successful
flight test at Edwards Air Force Base.
Category II certification was obtained in 1969 for
the Grumman Gulfstrcam II corporate jet transport,
equipped with Sperry flight instruments and compass systems as well as with the Sperry autopilot
which is standard on the aircraft. Sperry's autothrottle \Vas also certified for this aircraft and the
division was selected to supply autopilots, plus
advanced air data computer systems and highaccuracy compass systems, for the next year's production run of the aircraft.

During 1969, Sperry Rand's Sperry Gyroscope
Division delivered to the Navv 3 moclemizecl Terrier missile fire-control svsterr;s and the first of 4
pilot production systems ·for an advanced surfaceship sonar. Progress continued in research and development in the fields of sonar, AS'V systems, shipboard and space inertial navigation systems, radar
techniques, and electrooptical technology. Moclemization of the first transportable Loran-D radio navigation transmitter complex for tactical deployment
was completed.
At year-end, 20 DLG-class Navy frigates were
programmed for outfitting with the improved Mark
76 Terrier fire-control system being modemizecl by
Sperry. Three of the systems were delivered ~ncl
7 others were undercroina
moclemization. The .Imo
b
proved system has increased performance, serviceability. and reliability and is able to accommodate
tlw new Standard missile.
\Vork continued on fixed-site and mobile electronically scanned radar systems which employ a
computer to control the radar beam from a fixed
antenna. Earlier work on this new breed of radar
was embodied in Sperry Gyroscope's f-!APDAR
(Hard Point Dt'monstration Array Radar), m operation at 'Vhite Sands ~fissile Range, New ·Mexico.
During the year, additional funding was received
for development of an experimental phased-array
antenna which was expected to aiel in the development of new phased-array tracking radar systems ..
For fuhtre shipboard radar needs, Sperry engineering teams were at work in advanced technologies including sophisticated transmitter wave forms,
digital signal processing techniques, and antenna
systems.
In the field of antisubmarine warfare, Sperry delivered the first of 4 pilot production syste~s for _an
advanced surface-ship sonar. The system, m whiCh
extensive use of microcircuits was made, was expected to advance the Navy's antisubmarine warf~re
capability significantly. The first system was bemg
installed aboard a Navy destroyer for at-sea evaluation in 1970.
During the year, Sperry was awar~ed a contract
to define a new submarine sonar smt for nuclearpowered attack submarines. Other study contracts
were received for sonar exploratory and ~clvance~
development. The company also was fundmg ad~l
tional research in the related fields of sonar eqmpment, fire control, countermeasures, and overall antisubmarine warfare systems.
A contract was awarded to Sperry in 1969 for _15
Ship's Inertial Navigation Systems (SINS) ~o be mstalled on the SSN 637-class attack submarmes and
the attack carrier (CVA) ships. This equipme:1t is
used for precision navigation aboard both veh1des.
In addition, Spcrry received a contract to clevel?p
the carrier segments of the Carrier Aircraft Inertial
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around-time standards nl·cessary for maximum aircraft utilization.
~Iajor new efforts includ<'d th<' den·lopnwnt of
4 building blocks-C-hand and X-band frequency
synthesizers, tlw frequ<'m-)' tinw ii~t<'n:ai ~lll'.ll'r, <~nd
an interface test fixtu re-I or tlw ::'\an· s \ AST ( \ ersalill· A viouics SYsl<'m T<'sll'r) progr;tm.
For the A-7 p;.ogram, the division den·loped and
lwgan delin'I)' of a 11<'W t<'st sd to ~wrf.orm end-toend analysis of tlw Doppler mtvigahc.mal radar.
Through tlw use of a porta hie an<'chmc cham her
contoured to the aircraft skin. nwasurenwnts are
made on the ant<'nna and radonw, as well as on the
system. Significantly, this is the first custom flightline tester designed with microwan· integrated circuits which reduce size and weight, improYe reliability, and simplify logistics.
Production of card, module-, and component tesh'rs
for the Navy's SINS program and dl•velopment of
general-purpose digital testers circuit cards represented a major step toward the improvement of
maintenance programming. This type of check-~ut
ec1uipment was expected to become even more significant as primc> er1uipments hl:come more c?mplex
and arc further miniaturized with LSI techmc1m·s.
Several standard radar test sets, including the
AN/UPM-6, the AN/UPM-14, and the AN/UP~,l-29,
were also being produced by Sperry Microwave.

Navigation System (CAINS). This system provides
the basic inertial reference by remote control for
aligning carrier aircraft ( S-3A) prior to launching.
The division received authorization for study
programs for improving the performance of shipboard inertial navigation systems. With companysponsored funding, an Advanced Automatic Inertial
Navigation System that is expected to replace the
existing SINS product line was under Jevclopment. The Marine Aided Inertial Navigation System
(MAINS) was being developed for general shipboard navigation requirements. This system should
meet the requirements for the majority of hull types
for the decade of the 1970s.
Sperry's Attitude Reference Unit (ARU) for the
Spartan antimissile missile had an exceptionally
good record during Spartan missile evaluation flight
testing.
Sperry's Pulse Integrated Pendulous Accelerometer (PIPA) had outstanding success during the
Apollo missions performed in 1969.
Sperry began modernization of the transportable
Loran-D transmitter complex for tactical and operational evaluation purposes. At Eglin Air Force Base
in 1968, this complex successfully demonstrated, for
the first time, the tactical advantages of a mobile
Loran-D chain in the field. Development of LAWDS
(Loran-Inertial Aided Weapon Delivery System) for
jet fighter aircraft continued during 1969 in order to
satisfy the growing Air Force need for an all-weather
attack capability. The Sperry Loran Manpack completed successful testing by the U.S. Navy in the
United States and Vietnam.
Electro-Optics engineers at Sperry Gyroscope Division were continuing development of products
based on advanced electrooptical technology. Improved high power density, gallium arsenide laser
diode arrays were placed on the market. Sperry applied these components to both beacons and optical
radars, including a tactical cloud-base height measurement device. The ring laser gyroscope, pioneered
by Sperry, was being incorporated in a strapdown 3axis inertial measurement unit suitable for aircraft,
tactical missile, and space use. This development
promised dramatic improvements in life ~nd reliability relative to comparable platforms usmg conventional gyroscopes. Sperry laser technology resulted in a self-contained alignment laser designed
for field use. Infrared detection and tracking sensors
were receiving increased emphasis for flas_h !~cation,
measurement, and homing guidance apphcahons.

SPEHH. Y SYSTE~lS l\lANAGE:\lENT J>lVISION

The mission of the Sperry Systems :Management
Division, as the name implies, is the design, development, and integration of complex systems, from design conception through manufacture, delivery, and
long-term support. The division's 1969 activities encompassed submarine systems, deep ocean systems,
avionics, surface-ship systems, and civil and industrial systems.
SSMD marked a major milestone in integrated
avionics technology with delivery o~ the prototyp_e
of ILAAS, an advanced weapon dehvery and navigation system for attack aircraft, to the Naval Air
Systems Command. The system, which was in flight
test at year-end, can deliver all types of air-toground ordnance with pinpoint accuracy while providing the pilot complete flexibility in maneuvering
and evasive tactics.
As navigation subsystem manager, the division
continued to supply technical support to the Navy's
Polaris and Poseidon fleet ballistic missile programs.
The technical concepts for achieving the greatly increased accuracy of the Poseidon navigation subsystem were verified at sea. In addition, the first pilot
production equipments of this navigation subsystem, including the Univac-manufactured CP-890/
UYK computer and CB-2342/UYK converter, were
delivered ahead of target schedule.
Activity in ocean systems and marine sciences was
broadened. Although interested primarily in inte-

SPERRY MJCROW AVE ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Major aerospace production at the Sperry Microwave Electronics Division in 1969 continued to include semiautomatic check-out equipment for flightline and depot maintenance programs of A-7, F-111,
B-52, and B-58 aircraft radars. The equipments are
designed to meet the maintainability and tum172
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be used in a complete reservation service for all
elements of the travel industry including agents,
hotels, and car rental firms.
In defense-oriented activity, the Federal Systems
Division was supplying the airborne computers and
programs for the S-3A carrier-based antisubmarine
warfare twin-fanjet aircraft vlhich \•vill replace the
S-2. The computers were being d eveloped for Lockhe d-California Company, prime contractor. They
accept and process data from airborne sensors and
display the data on video screens for viewing by
m mbers of the 4-man crew.
The division v. as also producing microelectronic
computers for the Navy's land-based antisubmarine
aircraft, the P-3C, under a $13,600,000 contract, and
it received a $16,700,000 contract to design and deelop weapons system computers for the Minuteman integrated command and control system.
The Army's Safeguard System Evaluation Agency
(SAFSEA) announced it was using a UNIVAC 1108
computer complex at White Sands to evaluate critical aspects of the ballistic missile defense system.
The l108 complex uses Univac's EXEC 8 software.

for d

UNIVAC DIVISION

Sperry Rand Corporation's Univac Division continued to expand during 1969 and a significant portion of the expansion was in aerospace-related activity.
Univac's F ed eral Systems Division, St. Paul, Nlinn esota , was avvarded $50,000,000 in F ederal Aviation Administration contracts for Automated Radar
T e rminal Systems (ARTS-III ), which are to be installed at 62 high-density terminal areas \•vithin the
next 4 years. The systems will display aircraft id ntity and altitude and other pertinent flight information, adjacent to the existing position display on
flight conh·oller consoles.
Airline reservation systems continued to be a prime
a rea for Univac Data Processing Division business.
Scandinavian Airlines System announced installation of a third $2,500,000 UNIVAC 494 system at its
computer center in Copenhagen. Otlier airlines
using or installing UNIVAC computers included
BEA, Northwest, Air Canada, Iberia, Air France,
Eastern, and United.
In related activity, Telemax Corporation was replacing 2 UNIVAC 492 computers at its Fairfield,
Connecticut, plant with 2 UNIVAC 494s which ·will

S7J erry Rand's Univac D-ivision d el-ivered a UNIVAC 1557 I
1558 Graphic Display Subsystem to the Army's Safeguard
System Evaluation Agency (SAFSEA). Tied into a UNIVAC
1108 computer, the subsystem is used to display ·i nformation
needed ·in evaluating critical aspects of the Safeguard ballistic m ·issile defense system .

In space activity, NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center accepted a $12,000,000 UNIVAC ll08 multiprocessing computer system, which integrates operations of the entire center. Called "the most complex
third-generation computing system in existence,"
the system includes 3 l108 processors and about 80
input-output terminals in laboratories and management offices. During Apollo launches, the ll08 co~
plex converts data from the Sahun rocket into .e~1gl
neering formats which are displayed on t elevisionlike screens at the center. UNIVAC 1230 computers
are the chief data processors at each tracking sta173
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tion in NASA's global communication network supporting Apollo missions. UNIVAC 494s at Goddard
Space Flight Center and at the Manned Spacecraft
Center route a continuous torrent of information to
and from the astronauts.
The Air Force Global Weather Central, Offutt Air
Force Base, Nebraska, accepted a system composed
of 4 1108s for processing weather data from thousands of reporting stations throughout the world.
The computers assist Air Force weathermen in preparing forecasts for virtua1ly any spot on the globe.
Univac's commercial activity expanded at even a
faster pace. Orders and installations included a wide
variety of fields, from corporate management information systems to stock quotation systems; hospital
records; crime information networks linking local
offices with central computers; and school grading,
scheduling, and inventory systems. Expansion overseas was particularly dynamic.
During 1969, Univac announced its new 1106
computer, an extension to the 1100 series. Also unveiled were 2 new additions to the 9000 series, the
UNIVAC 9200-II and UNIVAC 9300-II, both offering increased capability over earlier models.
The Federal Systems Division announced plans
for a 350,000-square-foot manufacturing and engineering facility in Egan Township, Minnesota, with
construction to begin in the spring of 1970.
At Univac World Headquarters in Blue Be11, outside of Philadelphia, 5 new buildings were leased
during 1969. Called the "campus complex," they
total about 100,000 square feet of space. The Data
Processing Division leased an additional 143,000
square feet of space in Roseville, Minnesota. Univac's employment reached about 35,000, including
production activity in the former Sperry-Utah facilities in Salt Lake City; in Bristol, Tennessee; in
Utica, New York; and in Roseville.

ing the year in tlw small turbine engine market with
the Vickers fuel pump. A nPw type of nose wh<'l'l
sh•(•ring syst<'m for the Be<'chcraft mJ commuter aircraft was succPssfully tested toward the <'nd of the
year.

SUNDSTH.AND AEH.OSPACE <;ROUP
SUNDSTH.AND CORPOHATION

The Sundstrand Aerospace Group continued in
1969 as an internationally prominent supplier of components and systems for aerospace, undersea, and
terrestrial applications. Sundstrand Aviation, Sundstrand Datanetics, Inc., United Control Corporation, and Howard Foundry Company form the Sunclstrand Aerospace Group of Sundstrand Corporation.
Bruce F. Olson continul'(l his duties as chairman
of the hoard of the Sundstrand Corporation, as did
Louis I-1. Schuette as vice chairman of the board
and James W. Ethington as president. Evans \V.
Erickson remained as vice president of the Sundstrand Aerospace Group. Frank R. Cordon was appointed vice president and general manager of Sundstrand Aviation. Cordon, formerly vice president of
marketing, was a 12-year veteran with Sundstrand.
SUNDSTRAND AVIATION DIVISION

Sundstrand Aviation Division, headquartered in
Rockford, Illinois, expanded its position as a leading supplier of aerospace components and systems
with important additions to its product line in 1969.
While the constant-speed drive (CSD) remained the
primary product, Sundstrand Aviation was also
manufacturing accessory drive systems, controlled
speed motors, auxiliary power systems, and aircraft
actuation systems. In addition, the Sundstrand A viation product line included missile power units, underwater propulsion and power systems, and electrical power generating systems for space application.
The Sundstrand constant-speed drive converts the
variable shaft speed of the aircraft's jet engine into a
constant output speed to drive the aircraft's AC generators. Sundstrand has produced more than 65,000
constant-speed drives with an accumulated flight
time of over 125,000,000 hours.
The Sundstrand integrated drive generator (IDG)
is the latest state-of-the-art CSD advancement. The
IDG combines a customer-proven axial gear differential ( AGD) CSD with an advanced-design oil
spray cooled generator. A major difference between
the IDG and the conventional CSD/generator combination is a unique interface design which permits
the IDG drive to circulate oil through the generator
section.
Major new contracts for the year included the
IDG and the controlled speed motor (CSM) for the
F-14 and the leading edge slat actuation system for

VICKERS DIVISION

During 1969, Sperry Rand Corporation's Vickers
Division continued ·in high production a nu~ber of
aerospace programs. In the military area, whiCh was
highly volatile because of uncertainty as to the degree of continuing effort in Vietnam, major production continued for the McDonnell Douglas F -4
fighter and for a variety of helicopters. Another continuing program was Vickers turret drives for combat v~hicles. Phasing into production w~re po~er
supphes and hot-gas relief valves associated With
the directional control system of the first 2 stages of
the new strategic missile, Minuteman III.
Commercial interest centered on the new largecapacity jet transports, for which Vickers had extensive contracts. Production of hydraulics for the
Boeing 747 began in 1969, followed by units for the
Lockheed L-1011, which utilizes Vickers hydraulics exclusively, and for the McDonnell Douglas
DC-10. The division won a number of contracts dur174
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Gulfstream II. The 747 will use the United Control
stall warning computer, stateroom temperature control system, and truck steering unit. The stall warning and prevention computer constantly monitors
the attitude of the aircraft, wams the pilot of an impending stall, and, if desired, prevents the stall. The
United Control stateroom temperah1re control system automatically maintains the desired temperahire in the stateroom area. The United Control
truck steering unit electrically positions the landing
gear body trucks when the nose gear is turned during taxiing.
United Control products selected for the L-1011
include a variety of thermal switches, an angle of
attack sensor, and servoed accelerometers for use
in the automatic flight control system. The thermal
switches monitor and control temperatures in a
\'ariety of aircraft systems.
The DC-10 will use a United Control angle of
attack sensor and a windshield temperature control
system. The angle of attack sensor provides angle
of attack inputs to such flight control avionics as
stall warning computers, go-around computers, speed
command inputs, cockpit angle of attack displays,
and autothrottle computers.
United Control was selected to design and develop the approach power compensation system for
the Navy/Grumman F-14A. The system includes
the electronic computer, achmtors, and servoed accelerometers and provides fly-by-wire throttle control to power-assist the pilot's manual and aut~matic
throttle control for cruise, approach, and landmg.
Grumman selected the United Control windshield
temperahue control system for the Gulfstream II.
In addition to new contracts, United Control received several major follow-on orders, including ~e
major subsystems of the C-141 all-weather landing
system. United Control subsystems included the
rotation/ go-around computers, autothrottle systems,
test programmer, and logic computers and acc~ler
ometers. The all-weather landing system provides
the C-141 with Category II landing capability.

the L-1011. The Sundstrand IDG will supply the
primary :\C electrical power for the F-1·!. and the
Sumlstrand controlled speed motor of the halfhead d{'sign will be used in the emergency electrical
Sundstrand was selected as sYsocrcneratint!:
. . ., sYstem.
,;
tems manager for both electrical systems on board
the F-1-!. The Sundstrand leading edge slat actuation system joined the prc,·iously selected Sundstrand IDC on board the L-1011. The leading edge
slat actuation system proYides aerodynamic configuration control of the aircraft. allo,,;ng the L-1011
to take off and land on shorter nmways ....and at lower
speeds. Sundstrancl was selected s~·stem manager
for this actuation svstcm.
Sundstrand was ~lcti\·c in manv fields other than
aircraft systems during 1969. Sti"ndstrand Aviation
was s<.·n·ing as system manager of tlw complete propulsion system for an ach·anccd antisubmarine warfare torpedo. Im·olvemcnt included tankage. the
fuel clcliveJT svstcm. the reco\·cn· svstem. and subsystems for' cdoling. lubrication," an·d hydraulic actuations. System and component testing was conducted in Sunclstrand A\·iation's Turbine Svstems
Research Laboratory. a 20.000-square-foot complex
equipped for the research. development. and production testing of advanced hot-gas turbomachinery
systems.
Sundstrand Aviation was also producing missile
pawn units (:\IPU) for an advanced-design fleet
ballistic missile. MPUs arc hot-gas turbine-powered
units which provide either hydraulic power for thmst
vector control or electrical power for on-board electrical systems, or a combination of both.
Continuing programs of research and development were conducted on other products, including
a hydraulic steer system for military v:hicles a_nd
organic Hankine cycle systems. Orgamc Ranl..1ne
cycle systems arc gas turbine driven power conversion units. The turbine is powered by a heat vaporized organic working fluid in a c~osed loop. The systems can function unattended m remote areas for
long periods of time. Sundstrand Aviat!on was also
developing an on-site, natural gas h1eled, total
energy version of the system for the American Gas
Association.
~

SUNDSTRAND DATANETICS, INC.

Sundstrand Datanetics, Inc., formerly the Recorder Group of United Control Corporati?n, continued as a recognized leader in t~e ~esign and
manufacture of flight data and cockpit vmce recorders, airborne audio entertainment and announcement
systems, automatic terminal announcement systems,
and magnetic recording head assemblies.
Datanetics equipment was chosen by many of the
world's major airlines during 1969. Airborne entertainment systems were selected by Trans World,
United Pan American Alitalia ' Northwest, Western,
.
National, Japan, China, Braniff, and Lufth~ns~ airlines. Specialized applications included Air F orcc
One and the Playboy DC-9.
Datanctics automatic terminal announcing sys-

UNITED CONTROL CORPORATION

United Control Corporation, Hedmond, \iVashington, a subsidiary of the Sundstrand Corporation,
continued to specialize in the design and manufacture of electronic equipment for aerospace applications. Products in 1969 included aircraft stall
warning computers, electronically servoed angle of
attack sensors, windshield temperature controllers,
and thermal switches.
United Control products were selected for several
major aircraft programs during 1969, including the
Boeing 747, the McDonnell Douglas DC-10, the
Lockheed L-1011, and the Grumman F-14A and

)
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flying hours had he<'n logged in the trainl'r without
a single fatality attributed to engine failure. :\n outstanding accomplishm<'nt for the year HJ69 was the
accumulation by the JmJ-T-:2.5 turhojd engine of
over I 000 000 flvin(r hours in the USAF :\ir Train'
'
"'
b
ing Command. The T-37 was also st·n·ing as the
primary flight train<'r for Brazil. Pei:u: and otl.wr
South American countril'S. where ad(btiOnal (•ngmc
flight time was logged.
Continental A\·iation and Enginening was continuing the desian and clt·vclopnwnt of an advanced
. I~'orce. I n
turbine engine ngas generator for t I1c Air
addition, goals were established for a companyfinanced turbine engine program, and components
were being prepared for testing.
. .
A significant milestone was reached m Sq)temlwr
1969 '~'hen the Toledo, Ohio, facility surpassed the
9,000 turbine engine mark since production began
in 1D.54.
The table that follows specifics the thrust rangt'
and fuel consumption of engines in production at
year-end 1969.

terns were selected for the BOAC terminal at John
F. Kennedy International Airport in New York and
for the Alitalia terminal at Fumicino Airport in
Rome. These systems provide automatic, multilingual announcements.
Datanetics :Bight data recorders provide indestructible digital and analog recording of :Bight information. Airlines selecting Datanctics flight data
recorders during 1969 included Austrian, Lufthansa,
Alitalia, American, Braniff, Iberian, CIA Mexicana,
Icelandic, Japan, Southern Airways, Britannia, and
Aer Turas.
Digital flight data recorders were selected by McDonnell Douglas Corporation, American Airlines,
and United Air Lines.
The Federal Aviation Administration selected Datanetics cockpit voice recorders and flight data recorders.
HOWARD FOUNDRY COMPANY

Howard Foundry, located in Chicago, Illinois,
continued to produce metal castings of ductile and
gray irons, manufactured by a variety of casting
methods and used by the aerospace, heavy equipment, and ordnance industries.

Military
Designation

Hated
Thrust (Pounds)

Specific
Fuel Consnmption
(Pounds/pound thrust/
hour)

J6D-T-25
J6D-T-29
JG9-T-41A
YJ69-T-406
JlOO-CA-100

1,02.5
1,700
1,920
1,920
2,700

1.14
1.10
1.10
1.11
1.10

:\I ax i 11111111

TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL AVIATION
AND ENGINEERING

Manufacture of turbine engine spare parts was
continued at the Neosho, J\lissouri, facility along
with additional turbine engine overhaul contracts
on the J69 engine series and MA-lA stmt:r ca~ts.
In 1969, Continental Aviation and Engmcenng
became a Teledyne company, devoted exclusively
to the design, development, and manufachue of
turbine engine power.

Government contracts for production of Continental Aviation and Engineering J69 and JIOO series
of turbojet engines and spare parts, for related overhaul and retrofit, and for component improvement
programs accounted for the major portion of new
business received during 1969.
Production orders were increased for J69-T-29,
J69-T-41A, YJ69-T-406, and JIOO-CA-100 turbojet
engines powering Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical triservice subsonic and supersonic Firebee jet targets.
These engines range in power from 1,700 to 2,700
pounds thrust. While flrone engines are ~ormally
military qualified for 18 hours of operation, the
time between overhauls of the JlOO-CA-100 was increased to 90 hours.
The 1,920-pound-thrust YJ69-T-406 turbojet, developed for supersonic application in the Navy
BQM-34E and the Air Force BQM-34F drones,
successfully completed its flight-test program. The
BQM-.34E drone demonstrated 1.1 Mach number
at sea level and 1.5 Mach number at 60,000 feet.
Also included were orders for the 1,025-poundthrust J69-T-25 turbojet, powering Cessna's T-37
twin-jet military trainer aircraft. Described as the
lowest cost jet aircraft in the Air Force inventory
from the standpoint of both initial cost and operating expense, the T-37 boasted an almost unheard
of mission reliability of 98 percent. Over 7,000,000

TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL
MOTORS
Demand for Continental aircraft engines and
spare parts increased in 1969 with ~ontinental Motors again supplying a large portion of the. t~tal
number of engines delivered to the general av1atwn
industry.
.
.
Continental's major customers m the general aviation field were Cessna Aircraft Company and Beech
Aircraft Corporation. Contine1_1tal Motors was also
powering models of aircraft bmlt b< num~rous other
companies throughout the worl? mcludmg B~agle
Aircraft Ltd., Boelkow EntwiCklungen, BnttenNorman Ltd., Reims Aviation, and Sud-Aviation.
These aircraft covered a wide range of uses, from
single-seat agricultural models to aircraf~ used for
commuter airlines, personal transportation, cargo
176
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transport. corporate and private traveL and similar
acti\·iti1·s.
Tlw dl'mand for Continental"s 375-horsepower
gear('d tmhocharged GTSI0-.5:20-D mgine. utilized
in Cl'ssna 's pn·ssurized ~ lodcl -1:21 introduced in
HJ67. and for the company's 300-horsC'power TSI05:20-E. installl'd in Cessna's ~lodd 401 and ~Iodel
-!0:2 airc:raft. was significant. Also noteworthv was
the d1·mand during l969 for Continental's 10:520-C
<'nginl' that pow~·rs the twitH'ngine Beechcraft
Baron.
Continental-pmn·red Cessna and BeC'ch general
aviation typ<· aircraft continued to serve American
arnwd fnrcl'S for forward air control missions, pilot
training programs. aerial supply. photoreconnaissance. and other purposes. Typical were the military Vl'rsions of the Cessna SupC'r Sl..-ymaster, desifT11ated bv the military as the 0-:2 series and the
~
"'
'
T--tl s1•ries. basicallv Cessna's ~lode! 17:2.
Continental ~lotors' Z<'ro-time remanufactured
aircraft l'ngine program. under which owners of
Continl'ntal-powered aircraft can exchange their
original enginl' for a like model factory-remanufachircd power plant that has been restored to new engine standards. also made a significant contribution
to total business volume. \Vork conducted under this
remanufactured engine program was accomplished
at Continental's ~lobik Alabama. facility.
Conti1wntal ~[otors' successful licensing agreenwnt with Holls-Hoyce of Crewe, England, was in
its ninth vear. Under this arrangement, Rolls-Royce
manufactures and sells certain ~Continental airci·aft
engines used by airplane producers in Europ(' and
elsewhere in the Eastern Hemisphere.
Continental's extensive aircraft engine design and
development program continued during the year.
One particularly significant new program was expected to provide aircraft engines fcah1ring a substantial improvement in weight-to-horsepower ratio.
Rolls-Royce, in conjunction with Continental. introduced a IH'W Halls-Royce/Continental engine,
the 0-2-tO. Based on tlw 0-200 engine design. the
0-240 provides 30 percmt more horst•power with
only a 12 percent increase in weight.

tion of Ryan by Teledyne, Inc., in January. Robert
C. Jackson, formerly president of Ryan Aeronautical Company, became chairman of the board and
chief executive officer. Succeeding Jackson as president was Frank Card Jameson, formerly executive
vice president. L. ~L Limbach became executive
vice president. T. Claude Ryan, founder of the Ryan
organization in 1922, and chief executive since incorporation of the company in 1931, continued to
maintain his office at company headquarters and
continued in an active role in the firm's aerospace
affairs as a director.
Hyan was awarded a $12,500,000 Navy contract to
produce the advanced Firebee II (BQ~I-34E). The
fixed-price letter contract has a ceiling of $25,000,000. Ryan developed and flight-tested the highperformance Firebee II under contract to the Naval
Air Systems Command. The new target was undergoing Navy mission evaluation flights at the Naval
Missile Center, Point Mugu, California, prior to fleet
deployment. Initial deliveries of Firebee II were
scheduled for early 1971. The 1,000-mile-per-hour
pilotless drones will fly operational target missions
for both surface-to-air and air-to-air missile firings.
Firebee II is capable of flying at Mach 1.1 at sea
level, ~lach 1.8 at 45,000 feet, and Mach 1.5 at
60,000 feet. It is desiQ'lled to meet increased military
requirements for high-performance aerial targets.
Firebee II is an advanced version of Ryan's veteran
BQi\1-34A subsonic Firebee I, of which more than
4,000 have been delivered to the Army, the Navy,
and the Air Force.
For the Surveyor program, Ryan developed a new
radar technology. Ryan radars helped soft-land 5
of the survivable robot spacecraft on the moon. .
In 1969, improved, man-rated Ryan radars, bmlt
under subcontract to RCA, were helping Apollo
astronauts make safe controlled descents to the lunar surface in the fi;st manned landings. The systems measure altih1de and velocity as the spacecraft
descend, feeding these measurements into guidance
computers which automatically control the descent
engines.
Ryan's moon landing radar performed soon~r than
expected in guiding Apollo 11 astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin in their descent to the Sea
of Tranquillity in the Eagle Lunar Module, July 20,
1969. Scheduled to acquire return signals from the
moon at 39,500 feet, the sensitive system locked on
at an altitude of 44,000 feet instead, giving the astronauts' guidance computers an important update ?n
the Eagle's altitude and rate of descent. Velocity
signal acquisition came at an altitude of 28,000 feet,
a mark also about 5,000 feet higher than pl~nned.
Radar analysts said this demonstrated !~e. high reflectivity of the moon's seas and the sensitiVIty of the
radar's receivers.
When Armstrong determined that l~is automatic
descent path would carry Eagle into a football~field
sizc crater, he took manual control to fly over It but

TELEDYNE RYAN AERONAUTICAL
Editor's Note: At year-end 1969, Ryan Aeronautical
Company became Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical.

Product highlights of the year 1969 for H.yan Acronautical Company wen• the first production order
for the Ryan Firebee II supersonic a('rial jet target;
the first manned landings on the moon, with assists
by H.yan landing radar; and award of the Doppler
radar system for the Navy S-3A ASvV patrol aircraft.
Major business event of the year was the acquisi-
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of remote-controlled ae ri al ta rge ts was set at Tyndall. Three subsoni c F irebcc soa red into th e air at
one-hour interva ls on the 38th Oi ght for c;1 ch , brea king th e former record of 37 Hi ghts by a je t dw n
target.
The many mi ssions flow n by th ese 3 ta rge ts represented a big dollar saving, acco rdin g to th e Air
Force. The 3 drones had Hawn a total of ll-1 mi ssions, representing a cos t of a pprox ima tely $300 p r
flight.
F as t and elusive, Ryan F ircb ces h ave been us d
at T yndall since 1958 as prime ta rgets for Ae rosp ace
D efense Command and T actica l Air Comm and
fighter-interceptor pilots. Th e ta rge ts fl y a t ove r 600
miles per hour a t 50,000 fee t a nd provide an evaluation both of th e effici ency of a ir-to-air mi ss iles and
of a pilot's firing skill. Fireb ecs a rc augm ented with
various systems which prevent direct hits by h ea tseeking and rad ar-controlled missiles . In stea d , electronic and mechanical d evices record nea r-miss distances. Recovery is commanded a utoma ti cally wh en
a hit occurs in flight. A self-contained p a ra chute system lowers the targe t to recovery a reas on w a ter
or land.
Meanwhile, at the world's la rges t Army Air D efense C enter, Fort Bliss, T exas, Ryan Fireb ee aerial
jet targets flew more than 6,000 banner tow presentations in a p eriod of 14 months in support of an accelerated antiaircraft automatic w eapons training
program .
Operating at the Army's Dona Ana Range n earby
in New Mexico, Fireb ees made more than 500 target flights in 4 months. The variable-speed remotecontrol targe t averages 14 presentations p er flight. A
:naximum of 18 presentations per flight is reached
m many instances. Flying at speeds ranging from
300 to approximately 500 knots, the Firebees present a 2-foot by 12-foot banner tow target to the
Aimy's powerful3,000 round-per-minute Vulcan 20millimeter guns.
Hundreds of Army antiaircraft trainees have b een
processed through the Dona Ana Facility since the
advent of the Firebee as a low-altitude high-speed
t~reat target. Reusability of the target is the key to
highly economical training at Dona Ana. Firebees
have flown an average of 58 flights between losses,
reducing the cost per presentation to a low of less
than $700. Mission reliability reached 93.96 percent
during the 14-month period.
The Army's hard-hitting Chaparral missile, introduced into the operational inventory in 1969, also
was busy tangling with the versatile Ryan Firebee/
T?wbee aerial target system. Unmanned subsonic
Fir~bees, trailing the infrared Towhee targets from
their wing tips, made multiple presentations for the
heat-seeking Chaparral missiles at McGregor Range,
New Mexico, part of the Army Air D efense Center.
Since the beginning of the Ryan target operation
at the range in 1964, 633 flights had been made by
the Fireb ee for a total of 1,294 Firebee/Towbee

still relied on the Ryan radar for indications of forward speed, altitude, and rate of d escent. .
The role of the landing radar had been mcreased
for Apollo 11. First guidance update had_ b een r~ 
vised from 25,000 feet to 39,500, and veloctty acqlllsition had been revised from 18,500 feet to 23,200.
This enlarged role came about b e c~us e the syste~
p erformed b eyond expectations dunng Apollo 10m
May 1969, when the Snoopy Lunar Module swept
past the moon. The radar first acquired at 82,800
feet and m easured the low point of the pass at
47,000 feet.

Under subcontract to RCA, T eledyne Ryan Aeronautical
produced landing radars for the Apollo Lunar Module.

Radar ground-velocity sensing equipment for the
new Navy/Lockheed S-3A will be produced by
Ryan Electronic and Space Systems under ~ cor:tract announced in October by Lockheed-Cahfomm
Company. The contract calls for design, development, qualification, and production. Ryan's radar is
a m_odi~cation of the Ryan AN/ APN-193 Doppl~r
navigatiOn set. Improvements include automatic
land-sea. bias, a microwave stripline receiver,_ m~c.ro
electromc packaging, and a 1,000-hour rehabihty.
The S-3A GVS radar will also feature a solid-state
transmi_tter and a planar-array antenna that mounts
flush With the contour of the aircraft fuselage.
. Ryan also provides Firebee target service op~ra
tions for the armed forces at bases in the Umted
States and overseas. Contract extensions of these
services for 1969-70 amounted to over $6,500,000.
In September, a n ew Hight record in survivability
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presentations by year-end 1969. A cumulative mission n·liability over the 5-year period reached an
all-tim~· high of 93.76 percent.
.:\t :\lcCregor, Fircbec target operations were supporting Hawk missile battery annual sen·ice practices. indoctrination and training firings of the
should<'r-operatcd Hedeyc lwat-se~king ~issile, and
:\ike missile firings.
.:\]so continuing during 1969 was the admnced
flight testing at :\;AS:\'s '".·\mes Resl'arch Ct'nter of
the Hvan-built XY-5B fan-in-wing Yertifan aircraft.
The :\Y-513 was dclin·red to ::\ASA in mid-1968 following a BLOOO.OOO n·novation and modification program. Hyan originally den'lopcd the :\.\'-5A for the
Arnn·.
Pr~>duction continuccl on the lh-an A::\ 1:\PX-18:2
Dopph'r radar set and supporting test equipment.
This hi bah-accuracv
hover-control radar was beina
•
e
installt·d in the ~a\T/Sikorskv SH-3D AS\V helicopters. TIH' radar C'ontrols tl;e automatic descent
and hover maJH'Un'r required in AS\V operations
while the helicopter makes soundings with its acoustical sonar device.
Under a new contract with Hughes Aircraft Company. ground-support cquipmet~·t for the Navy's
Phoenix missile will include portions desirrned and
built by Hyan Electronic and Spac<.' Systc~1s. Ryan
will furnish ground-support equipment items and
supporting software for use in Phasc III development of the Phol'nix. The contract calls for the design, product development, fabrication, assembly,
acceptance testing, and delivery of 3 equipnwnt
groups of development model equipment.
Hyan also delivered 3 infrared wave-height sensors to the Naval Oceanographic Office for use in
a development effort in automated sea state prediction in the South China Sea. The sea state prediction model is part of the environmental fort'casting
program under joint development by the Navy
Weather Hesearch Facility and the Naval Oceanographic Office.
The sensor transmits and receives infrared radiation to produce an accurate profile of ocean surface
movement. With ship motion compensation, wave
heights and wave distribution can be charted from
the measurements. Advance waming of storm fronts
can also be determined.
The first all-solid-state electronically steered
phased-array antenna system was delivered by Ryan
in May 1969 to NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas. The 16-module arrav is called the
Ryan Combined Acquisition and T~·acking Radar
(CAT radar). -It is an antenna prototype of a radar
sensor applicable to space rendezvous and docking
maneuvers. Ryan microwave engineers believed the
CAT radar to be the first all-solid-state phased-array
antenna system delivered to a government agency.
Other phased-array designs either use traveling
wave tubes, and are not all-solid-state, or are still
under development.

The small, 1- by 1- by 3-inch modules permit confom1al "wraparound" mounting of the antenna on a
satellite or spacecraft. It features a Ryan-patented
technique using step-recovery diodes to shift the
phase of the microwave beam, steering it rapidly
over a 120-degree field of view (plus or minus 60
degrees in both azimuth and elevation). The CAT
is a "non-cooperative" radar, acquiring and trackina
without need of a cooperating transponder on th~
target vehicle. In addition to rendezvous, it could
assist in tracking space debris.
In a related area, a test model of an advanced
missile-seeking radar was being designed and built
by Ryan under a developmental contract awarded
by the Naval Ordnance Systems Command. The
radar will be an improvement in electronically
steered missile-seeker antennas. Small antenna modules will be mounted conformally on the nose cone
of a slender prototype missile. The test model \\ill
be solid-state, semiactive.
In another application of Ryan's remote-control
technology, the company developed a unique system for remote-control operation of minesweeping
jeeps. During 1969, an initial number of these vehicles received combat environment evaluation. Results were promising.
Ryan's AN/ ASN-95 automatic homing and guidance set also received combat zone evaluation, with
an Army/ Air Force parawing delivery system. Good
results were achieved in these tests also.
Ryan completed manufacture of 29 titaniumaluminum alloy descent engine chambers for use in
Apollo Lunar Module vehicles, under contract to
the Systems Group of TRvV Inc. The chamb~rs were
produced in follow-on orders that began m early
1965 and brought to 101 the total number of units
delivered.
Ryan's early experimentation with titanium began
in 1951· it has since been directed toward metal
compon~nt stmctures demanding light weight and
possessing characteristics to withstand extreme elevated temperatures. Ryan became one of ~e first
companies in the United States to form thts metal
successfully by the drop-hammer process. The company subsequently produced exhaus_t s:rstem shrouds
for helicopters and became the nations largest producer of finished titanium engine pods and pylons
for DC-8 aircraft.

THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Presentation of the coveted Department of Defense Craftsmanship Award to Thiokol's Huntsville
Division "in recognition of sustained excell~~1c~ of
performance and outstanding improvements lu~h
lighted a year of advances in rocket prop~tlsiOn
technology. Thiokol was the third c~ntract01: m tl~e
nation to receive the award, the lughcst giVen m
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DoD's Zero Defects program. The award is based
on outstanding performance in establishing, d eveloping, and sustaining a quality program over a
long period. To qualify, a contractor must first have
received the Participation Award, which the Huntsville Division earned in 1967, and the Achievement
Award, which was attained in 1968.
Thiokol's Zero Defects program, which operates
under the name "Quality Thinking," was established
in 1962 and has continued on a concentrated basis
since that time. The Huntsville Division d evelops
and produces solid-propellant motors for th e military services, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and other government agencies as
well as for indushial contractors.
The Wasatch Division received 2 contracts from
the Air Force to produce Bomarc motors, reviving
an active program of several years ago. Work
involves loading the motors with solid propellant.
Bomarc is a supersonic, ground-to-air interceptor
missile providing air defense for the United States
and Canada.
The Huntsville Division's solid-propellant Maverick motor pelformed successfully in its first Bight
test, on September 19. The first air-launched test of
the air-to-ground vehicle was conducted at the Air
Force Flight Test Center, Edwards Air Force Base,
California. Launched from an F-4 Phantom II, the
test was unguided, but the model possessed the
aerodynamic and mass characteristics of the ultimate operational missile. The operational version
will be guided by television and is designed to
attack small, hard tactical targe ts such as tanks and
sealed fortifications. The Maverick missile is under
development for the Air Force by Hughes Aircraft
Company.
Thiokol rang up several milestones in motor performance during 1969. The SOOth Right of a Huntsville Division-produced Castor I helped launch an
Athena vehicle from Green River, Utah, on September 9. In addition to Athena, Castor I has powered
Little Joe, Scout, Blue Scout, Jr., and others. Castor
IV, the newest ~nd largest member of the Castor
motor family, successfully passed static tests during
preproduction qualification at Thiokol's Huntsville
Division.
Four Aerospace Group general managers were
named vice presidents by Thiokol's board of directors. All of the new officers are general managers of
major company divisions and are continuing in
t~ose capacities. They are John H. Goodloe, HuntsVIlle Division general manager; H. Griffith Jones,
general manager of the Elkton Division, Elkton,
Maryland; Ray A. McElvogue, general manager of
the Longhorn Division, Marshall, Texas; and James
M. Stone, general manager of the Wasatch Division,
Brigham City, Utah.
The year marked Thiokol Chemical Corporation's
28t~ year of progress in rocket propulsion and associated technologies.

Th e aerospa ce activities of TIWV In c. co ntinued
to grow dra ma ti cally durin g th e yea r. In space
TR\iV launched 10 spa cecra ft durin g 1969, 5 o f th e m
in a period of 15 d ays. Three of th e spacec ra ft , Pioneer E , TETR-3, and Intelsat 3 ( F-5 ) , did not
achie ve proper orbit because of malfun c tion s of
th eir launch vehicl es.
The first 2 Intelsat 3 laun ch es of th e ) ea r ( F-3
and F-4) compl e ted th e first g lobal communi cation s
satellite system for public u sc . Th e sixth la un ch in
th e seri es (F-6) placed a second satellite ove r th
Atlantic to accommodate th e greate r communi cations traffic th e re . Two more Intclsat 3s w e re
ordered by th e Communications Satellite Corporation.
A single launch on May 23 placed 2 Vela nucl ear
test d e tection satellites and th e OV5-5 piggyback research satellite in orbit. This was th e fifth Vela
launch and th e 28th TRvV-built piggy back satellite
d elivered to th e launch pad.
The sixth, and final, Orbiting G eophysical Obse rvatory ( OGO) was launched on Jw1e 5. OGOs have
re turned more sci e ntific data from space than any
other spacecraft. TRW proposed an adaptation of
OGO for NASA's Earth Resources T echnology Satellite program , and, late in th e year, th e company received a contract from th e Air Force to d esign and
d evelop 6 satellites for Phase II of th e D efense
Satellite Communications Syste m. Th ese synchronous-orbit communications satellites vvill provide
the D epartment of Defe nse with ve rsatil e , worldwide communications.

T echnicians of TRW Inc. check over a unit of the company's
hydrazine propulsion system, which performed :flawlessly on
the 196.9 Mms flights of Mariners 6 and 7.
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received during the quarter ending August 1969, the
Electronics Systems Division continued to develop
experimental avionic hardware for use with proposed navigational satellites. A new worldwide navigational satellite system was envisioned to meet
commercial requirements for an air traffic control
system and military requirements for tactical navigation. TR\V was actively developing hardware
which will be employed by virtually all military
aircraft, commercial aircraft, and naval vessels following development of such a system. The large
market generated by these users presents an important potential growth area for the TR\-V Systems
Group.
Successfullv demonstratinu its ability to function
•
0
di
as an "understudy" during routine operating con ·tions, TR\V's AGS, or Abort Guidance System, operated as a navigational reference during the Apollo
11 and 12 missions to provide astronauts with a new
level of confidence in all of the navigation systems
aboard the Lunar Module. The AGS is the bacll!p
guidance system which parallels the primary guidance system aboard the Lunar :Module and permits
astronauts to take over control for a safe return to
the Command Module.
Other electronic participation in the Apollo program included the addition of special circuitry to
pennit color TV operations from the Lunar Module
and on the moon's surface. The subsystem, located
at the ~Manned Spacecraft Center, eliminate~ vo~ce
and telemetry information from the composite signal returned to earth from the Lunar Module and
allows the use of a faster scanning system to transmit color signals.
Another unique contribution to the safety of the
Apollo program was the Lear processor. This contribution of combined electronic circuitry and advanced computer techniques gives ~stronauts the
opporhmity to deteimine reliably whiCh of the systems-Primary Guidance Navigation and Control
System, Abort Guidance System, or Manned Sp~ce
Flight Network-is supplying the most accurate mformation during descent and ascent.
The Systems Group's Microelectronics Center developed many products and processes required for
the group's highly advanced programs. ?ne of the
major TRW microelectronic efforts was m devel~p
ing large-scale integration (LSI) processes whiCh
permit the economical fabrication of very comple.x
circuits on single semiconductor subs.trates. This
technique bypasses the dicing, packag!ng,_ and reconnecting of integrated circuits, a maJOr Improv~
ment which saves time and money and adds rehability to the finished product. TR~1V's Metal.Oxide
Silicon (MOS) LSI techniques Will result m the
.
. an are,a ....<?
packing of more than 1,000 transistors
m
inch square.
.
High-speed digital equipment developed With
company funds by TRW's Microelectro~1ics Center
will make possible a communications lmk capable

:\s thC' major U.S. subcontractor for Canada's Telsat domestic communications satellite, TR\V will
han· responsibilities for the stmctun.·, positioning
and orientation. attitude controL apogee motor, solar
arra~·, and tlwnnal design of the RCA Ltd. spacecraft.
Late in the year, ::\AS:\ entered into negotiations
with TH\\. for the constmction of Pioneer F and G
spacecraft. which will conduct the first explorations
of Jupiter.
TH\V's actiYitit•s in a(h·anced propulsion systems
for space continued to result in new technological
achicn·nwnts. The Lunar \lodulc descent engine.
the first throtth·able rocket motor de,·eloped. was
successfully test-flown on -! Apollo missions, and its
performance on :\pollos 11 and 1:2 permitted man's
first landings on the lunar surface. A TR\V-built
hydrazinc propulsion system was employed for midcourse mancun·rs of \lariners 6 and I en route to
\Iars. and the Big Ben low-cost engine concept originally den·lopcd with company research and developnwnt funds. was demonstrated at Edwards Air
Force Base and was under Air Force contract.
TH\V penetrated a new and promising nuclear
technology frontier by winning a contract to design
and den·lop a radioisotope them1oelectric generator (HTG) for Atomic Energy Commission use on
the ::\aV\·'s advanced Transit ::\:nigation Satellite.
A joint venture, entered into with Commonwealth
Oil He~ninp; Company. W<~s ~n interesting example
of a spm-ofE from the nations space program. The
HYSTL Development Company will produce the
HYSTL resins which were inYcnted bv TR\V for
use in ablative rocket thrust chambers.'They show
promise for a wide variety of commercial applications as a high-performance thennosctting plastic
resin. In addition, TR\V placed on the market a
polyimide laminating varnish evolved from propulsion-related research in new polymer systems.
During the year, TRW's Systems Group moved a
major portion of its electronic systems personnel
into one of the most up-to-date and efficient facilities in the United States specifically designed for
research. development, test, manufacturc, and integration of electronic hardware.
The design of the facility evolved after a year
of planning which included review and analysis
of all major facilities of this type in the United
States. Situated in the new 500,000-squarc-foot complex are scientists, engineers, technicians, and supporting personnel working in the areas of microelectronics, communications, data systems, countermeasures, ground systems, and electronic hardware
manufacture. A unique feature of the complex
is the close integration of supporting functions with
their respective engineering, test, and production
centers. This co-location is making a material contribution to improved program costs, schedules, and
technical dfcctivcncss.
Umler additional NASA and Air Force funding
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during 1969, with contracts in the areas of highspeed ground transportation, urban _traffic contro!,
urban planning, air and water pollution. and nwthcal systems.
Tlw newly established Canadian Systems/Tin\'
Ltd. in Toronto, Canada, was at work on a contract to plan th~ development of a 3,000-acre parcel of government-owned land west of Toronto, in
one of the fastest-growing regions of Canada. The
TH\V effort was part of an 800-squan·-mile planning program undertaken hy the federal and n_mnicipal governments in the an•a. TH\V was us_mg
its Civil Systems resources to manage the project
for the Ontario Housing Corporation, mnwr of the
parcel. Similar master planning activities were being performed for the city of Fresno and for the
Southern California Association of Governments.
The Civil Systems Center at THW had U.S. Department of Transportation contracts to study highspeed ground transportation systems for acccss to
the new Miami International Airport. \Vork was
also being done for the Dade County Port Authority on improved bus systems at the :Miami ahvort
and for the Tampa Bay Hcgional Planning Council
on improved transportation systems for Tampa's
regional planning effort. Other contracts at TRvV
included high-speed ground transportation studies
for the Northeast Corridor and for access to J olm F.
Kennedy International Airport in New York.
In urban traffic control, TRW was planning a
demonstration system to control traffic at about 100
intersections in Los Angeles County, using sensors
and computers to monitor and regulate automobile
traffic. This work was similar to the assistance TRW
was providing the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads in
developing a pilot traffic control system in Washington, D.C.
A contract was awarded for the functional integration of a new Walter Reed General Hospital,
using advanced concepts, developed by TRW for
the Army Surgeon General's ?ffice, for !1ospital c~m
munications, special-care umts, matcnals handlmg,
automatic data processing, and educational systems.
The work will assure that the hospital will not be
outgrown by advancing states o.f the medical a~ts
and that information systems will keep pace W1th
projected hospital growth.
.
.
In other civil areas, TRW was workmg on Improved health and safety and increased produ~tion
in coal mines, development of an expanded national
air pollution control program, and disposal of solid
wastes. The company received a contract from the
Coordinating Research Counc~l to c~nduct a p~o
gram covering effectiveness of mspection and mamtenance procedures for minimizing exhaust emissions in automobiles.
TRW maintained steady production schedules of
parts for aircraft and related industries. At the same
time, development work was under way on components for engines of the 1970s. Volume produc-

of transmitting digital signals with the high quality
of TV signals. The center was also perfecting highspeed analog-to-digital converters with a capacity
ranging from 100 to 600 megabits, far in excess of
speeds offered by any other equipment. Applications are extremely broad in infrared, video, radar,
and similar high-frequency analog sources.
Microelectronics technology developed by Systems Group scientists and engineers helped perfect
the supervisory control system of International Controls Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of
TRW's Mission Manufacturing Company. ICC's
unit permits the operation of an oil field, gas field,
or pipeline from considerable distances; the electronic portion of the command and control system,
which permits the operator to turn up or off or otherwise regulate production, involves a digital computer with TRW-designed and manufactured microelectronic circuitry.
Another example of TRW's ability to use technology generated in one part of the company for the
benefit of another, involves the digital hardware
equipment of Credit Data Corporation, in which
TRW has a major investment. Microminiaturized
equipment for CDC's Credit Card Rejector system,
which electronically converts a credit card identification number to a central computer over television
lines, was one of the products developed by TRW's
Electronic Data Systems Laboratory.
On January 1, 1969, TRW formed a new division,
the Software and Information Systems Division, reflecting TRW's increased role and interest in the
comp~ter software industry. ~e ~ivision, headquartered m Redondo Beach, Cahfornm, has major operations in Houston and in Washington, D.C. It employs 1,700 persons; more than 1,000 of that number
are systems analysts, engineers, and programmers.
Its dollar volume of work placed it among the top
5 computer organizations in the United States.
The new division was formed through the consolidation of TRW's Analytical Research Operations
and Software and Computi1;1g Center, formerly part
of Systems Laboratories, a division that was subsequently dissolved.
The division's contractual work in space and defense systems included mission trajectory support to
NASA for the Apollo program and guidance and
control support to the Air Force for the Advanced
Ballistic Reentry Systems program.
The division was providing generalized management information systems to the commercial software market. Its software services included mathematical modeling, simulation, interactive graphics
data processing, systems analysis, and development
of advanced applications software. Its multimilliondollar inventory of more than 20 modem computers
included the CDC 6000 series, the IBM 360, and the
UNIVAC 1108.
TRW's Civil Systems Center deepened its commitment to the solution of urgent civil problems
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units scheduled for 1970. These systems continued
to perform well during in-water tests.
. In ~etallur~cal resear?h, the. company achieved
directional gram growth m castings. The improved
thermal and structural characteristics of such castings were expected to permit upgradinrr of jet engine performance. TRW researchers contlnued work
under an Air Force contract to develop supersize superalloy in":estment castings containing both heavy
and ultrathm walls to replace weldments in nextgeneration jet engines. The goal is to produce castings up to 4 feet in diameter with walls as thin as
.04 inch for stationary engine parts. The parts could
include compressor housings, diffuser cases, and turbine hubs. Such castings would weigh up to 350
pounds after gates and risers are removed. Tolerances will be close enough that machining will be
required only where surfaces mate.
Intensive study continued on the application of
high-integrity investment castings in industrial gas
turbines. Experimental vane segments for the vVestinghouse \V-251 turbine engine were produced.
Other possibilities included castings for heavy-duty
(more than 1,000 horsepower) turbine applications,
aircraft engine conversions to stationary power plants,
and turbines for truck and off-the-road equipment.

tion of precision-forged fan blades was under way
for the Pratt & \\ l1itney Aircraft JT9D engine for
the Boeing 7 ..r;- jetliner. \\'hile the 747 \\ill provide
substantial onkrs over several vears. it was expected that advances in forge c~1pability resulting
from this program would be applicable to other
superjets.
The company recein·d its first follow-on order to
supply 3 stages of turbine blades and vanes for the
Holls-Hoyce HB.:211 engine being built for the Lockheed L-1011. Demand for this type aircraft was expected to total 1,000. TH\V also won contracts to
produce components for General Electric's TF34
turbofan engine, which will power the YFX antisubmarilw aircraft, and for CE's CF6, which \\ill
drive the :\lcDonnell Douglas DC-10.
Volume production on the giant fan blade, turbine blaclt•s. and nozzle guide vanes began in 1969
and was expected to continue to build up in 1970
and 1971. In addition. development orders wen:- received for the CF6-50, a growth version of the CF6
for usc on long-range DC-10 aircraft. Fan blades,
compressor rotor bladt•s. turbine nozzle guide vanes.
and turbine blades continued in production on GE's
TF39 for the C-5 transport.
TR\V was also pt•netrating the fast-growing general aviation market, with contracts covering parts
for Garrett-AiRcsearch's ATF 3 and TFE 731 engines and United Aircr~ft ~f Canada'~ JTF 15
engine for usc on small JCt aucraft servmg feeder
airlines and corporations. Examples of aircraft using
these new-generation engines arc North American
Hockwell's new Sabreliner, Cates Learjet's Learjet
2.5, and Cessna's Citation.
Turbine parts for the demonstration power plants
in contention for the Air Force B-1A bomber design
were shipped in 1969.
Two major aircraft, the C-5 Gala:x:y and the 747.
were using TH\V pumps. After shipping 16 preproduction main engine fuel pump units for the JT9D,
TRW received a sizable production order. The first
747s in the air carried these pumps. The C-5, which
began flight testing in 1968, carries 12 TRW dualelement booster pumps in its wings and fuselage.
Production began on coated aitfoils for use in the
newer jet engines which must withstand increasingly higher temperature environments. The TR\V
coating substantially reduces blade corrosion and
oxidation. The company was developing sophisticated manufacturing methods for the fabrication of
both plastic and metal composite jet engine blades
and vanes for 2 major engine companies. Prototype
quantities of these blades and vanes provide TRW
with the opportunity to implement process development techniques which could result in cost reductions and improved product reliability.
The company received its fifth fiscal year contract
award for production of propulsion systems for the
Navy's advanced MK 46 torpedo. This award is a
multiyear contract, with delivery of the first year's

TWIN INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
DIVISION OF WHEELABRATOR CORPORATION

Twin Industries' continuing modernization and
expansion program had an effect on 1969 performance: more effective utilization of manpower was
possible as a result of the installation of new equipment and improved methods.
In June 1969, 3-year contracts were successfully
negotiated with the representative unions without a
work stoppage, thereby enabling production to remain at a constant level throughout the year.
Late in the year, Twin Industries acquired. govemment-owned machinery and equipment '\Vl.th a
replacement value of over $2,000,000. The comp~ny
further increased chemical milling and bondmg
capabilities as well as substantially improving the
mate1ial-handling system, and office and. ~~nufac
turing areas were improved through acqms1t1on and
rearrangement.
At year-end, a total of 1,800 KC-135 and Boeing
707 empennage units had been manufactured. a?-?
delivered to the customer. This program was mltlated in 1956 and has continued uninterrupted. Work
also continued on the F-111 and on the Grumman
Gulfstream II executive aircraft.
Contracts under which deliveries were made included elechic equipment consoles for the Ray.theon
Company and 747 window panels and F-5 umts for
Northrop. Other manufacturing efforts included
leading edge units and splitters for the Lockheed
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C-5 Galaxy and floor panels and ceiling panels, built
on a direct contract with The Boeing Company, for
the 747. Work also continued on strategic spare
units for the leading and trailing edges of the
Lockheed C-141 and on assemblies for the LTV F-8
Crusader.
J. Douglas Fast was named general manager during the last quarter of the year. Armed with an
excellent backlog record and a high level of employment, the company looked forward to perpetuating
a tradition of airframe manufacturing excellence.

propulsion for the upper stage of each of the
Atlas/Centaur launch vehicles that sent the \larincrs on their wav.
\Vhile flight r~·mained United\ primary area of
interest, inventive application of its flight-related
skills continued to foster diversification into nonaeronautical fil'lds. Such projects included gas turbine engines hanwssecl for tasks on l~mcl an~l sea.
composite materials of high strength m relation to
weight, clinical apparatus brought for.th tl:rough a
blend of nwdicim• and aerospace engmeenng. and
fuel cells to provide electrical power for undersea
and commercial usc.
United Aircraft was carrying out product design,
development, and manufacture thro.ugh 6 di,·ision~.
Because each has its own product luws and techmcal interest, detailed activities of the corporation for
1969 arc reported separately in the following columns under the names of each. The divisions arc
Pratt & \VhitJwy Aircraft. gas turbine engines for
aeronautical, marine, and industrial applications,
rocket engines. and fuel ct'll power plants; H.amilton
Standard, jet aircraft controls, space and life support systems, biomedical cqui~)ment, propellers, electronics; Sikorsky Aircraft, helicopters, surface transportation systems; Norden, airborne radar and avionic equipment; United Tcchn.ology Cente1> rocket
propulsion, fluid-conveyance p1pe; Electromc Components, microelectronic products.

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
United Aircraft Corporation maintained its position of leadership in 1969 as a designer and manufacturer of aerospace products and took a pivotal
part in man's landing on the moon.
The company's product line embraced jet aircraft
and rocket engines, helicopters, space systems, jet
aircraft controls, propellers, airborne radar, electronic devices, and others.
~nited'~ JT9J? turbofan, an. advanced-technology
engme bmlt by Its Pratt & Whitney Aircraft division,
powered the new Boeing 747 superjet on its maiden
flight early in the year and through a rigorous flighttest program.
The 747 was flying with environmental controls
made by Hamilton Standard division to keep atmospheric conditions within the cabin at safe and comfortable levels for those aboard.
Sikorsky Aircraft division made the first commercial delivery-for service on Alaska's oil-rich North
Slope-of its S-64 Skycrane®, a heavy-lift helicopter
capable of transporting a variety of bulky loads externally.
In space, United Aircraft recorded real achievements during 1969. It took particular pride in the
contributions of 3 of its divisions to the Apollo 11
lunar landing mission. '
Throughout the flight, Powercel® units, or fuel
cells, made by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft generated
all the electrical power required to run equipment
aboard the Apollo Command Module. While astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin were in
the Lunar Module, they were kept alive by an environmental control system designed and built by
Hamilton Standard. That division also provided the
portable life-support systems, worn as backpa~ks,
on which the 2 astronauts depended for their lifesustaining needs as they walked on the surface of
the moon. At the end of the mission, the 3 Apollo 11
astronauts were picked up after splashdown by a
helicopter built by Sikorsky Aircraft division.
United also had a role in the year's 2 Mariner
missions, in which the spacecraft flew by Mars,
sending back 200 pictures of the "red planet." Two
Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft RLlO rockets provided

PJ{ATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIHCHAFT COHPOHATION

In September 1969, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft commercial gas turbine engines passed the 100,000,000hour mark of accumulated flight time. At that time,
engines were in usc or on order by 130 airlines
throughout the world.
The year 1969 also saw the beginning of fullscale production of the 43,500-pot~nd-thrust JT~D
turbofan, power plant for the Boemg ~47 supe.~jet
and the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 Scncs 20 tn1et.
The JT9D was certificated by the Federal Aviation
Administration in May to enter commercial service.
By the end of October, more than 1,200 JT9Ds had
been ordered. Production engine deliveries from
P&WA's new, large engine assembly plant in Middletown, Connecticut, began in April. By mid-October, 73 production engines had bee~ shipp~d.
Prior to commencement of productiOn engme deliveries, P&WA had shipped 24 prototype engines.
In addition, 12 JT9Ds were in use in the engine development program conducted in P&WA's East
Hartford facilities and utilizing a leased Air Force
B-.52 which began operating as a flying test-bed in
June 1968. By mid-October, the engine development
program had accumulated in excess of 6,400 hours,
including 220 hours in 57 flights of the B-52. The
Boeing 747 flight-test program began in February,
following roll-out of the aircraft in Dccem.ber 1968.
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by LTV Aerospace Corporation. Another version of
the TF30, the TF306 developed by SNEC:\-IA of
France, is used in 2 versions-the IIIG and the F2
-of the single-engine Dassault ~lirage aircraft.
Other major military gas turbine engines include
the TF33 turbofan (up to 21,000 pounds of thrust)
for the Lockheed C-141A StarLifter, the Boeing
B-52H, and \'ersions of the Boeing C-135; the J52
turbojet (up to 9,300 pounds of thrust) for the McDonnell Douglas A-4 S1..J'hawk and the Grumman
A-6 Intmder; the J57 turbojet (up to 18,500 pounds
of thmst) for the Douglas A-3 S1..·ywarrior, the LTV
Aerospace F-8 Cmsader, the North American Rockwell F-100 Super Sabre, the ~IcDonnell Douglas
F-101 Voodoo the General Dvnamics/Convair F102 Delta Dagger, and version; of the Boeing B-52
Stratofortress; and the J75 turbojet (up to 26,500
pounds of thmst) for the Republic Aviation F-105
Thunderchief, the General Dynamics/Convair F106 Delta Dart, and the Lockheed U-2.
The J58 turbojet, which is in the 30,000-poundthmst class, is the power plant for the onl.>: ?perational aircraft in the world capable of crulSlng at
Mach 3. The twin-engine Air Force SR-71 reconnaissance and YF-12A interceptor aircraft, both desimed and built by Lockheed, have accumulated
m~ny hundreds of hours at Mach 3, flying at altitudes above 80,000 feet. The YF-12A set 9 world
speed records.
.
.
The Air Force was operating 3 special verswns
of the Boeing 707: the VC-137A, powered by 4 JT3s,
and the VC-137B and C, powered by 4 JT3r;>s.
These aircraft are Presidential transports, designated Air Force One when the President is aboard.
Significant progress was achieved ~t P&WA d~r
ing the year in advancing weight-sa':ng composite
materials technology for aircraft engmes. In J anuary, the division successfully operated a J!8D turbofan engine utilizing a first-stage fan eqmpped entirely with boron-aluminum composite blades. They
represented a 40 percent weight sav~ng over conventional titanium blades and reqmred no partspan shrouds for stiffening. In June, P&WA receiv~d
the largest aero propulsion hardware contract mvolving advanced composite materials ever awarded
by the Air Force Materials Laboratory. Under the
$4,700,000 contract, made in conjunction wit~ the
Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory a~ Wn!?htPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio, P&WA will des1~,
fabricate, and test 2 stages of fan blades, a fan d1~c,
and an intermediate case for an advanced composite
engine. Composite matedals used in the program will
include boron-aluminium, boron polymer, graphite polymer, and other matedals. .
.
.
The division was also conductmg an mtenslVe
program to investigate possible uses of composite
materials in high bypass ratio engines such as the
JT9D. Included in this program are cases, fan blades
and vanes, and other components.
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's Florida Research

In flights of tlw 7-47, the JT9D showcd significant
improvement in the len·l and quality of cnginc noise
on·r the largest earlier commercial engines, despite
being mon· than twice as powerful. These flights
also demonstrated that the JT9D does not emit
visible smoke during takeoff, in flight, or while
landing. lmpron·d fuel consumption of more than
20 perc<'nt over earlier engines is another significant fl'atme of the JT9D.
During 1969, the 5,000th JTSD engine was deliven·d. This widely used 14.000- to 15.000-poundthmst turbofan powers the Boeing 72.7 and 737, the
:\IcDonnell Douglas DC-9, and the Sud-A\iation
Super Caran·lle. It was also selected to power the
Dassault :\lercure transport. An aftcrbuming version is used in the Swedish Air Fore<.> :\laeh 2.5
\'iggen fighter. In anotlwr military application, the
JTSD will power tlw 1\ihon :\eroplanc :\lanufacturing Company of Japan XC-IA transport.
The Federal Aviation Administration-approved
service evaluation program for the JTSD reduced
smoke com bust ion chamber developed by P&\VA
had accumulat(•cl over 90.000 hours bv mid-October.
Tlw high time set of ch;mbcrs hacl.becn nm over
3,000 hours. The program, in which 5 U.S. and 3
European airlines participated, began in August
1968. The new combustion chamber. which markedly reduces smoke from the JT8D, .perfom1ed excellently with no adverse effects on engine operation
or fuel consumption. In October. P&\VA was studying plans to put the combustion chambers into ftill
production.
The JT3D turbofan, with up to 19.000 pounds of
thrust, continued to perform satisfactorily as the
power plant for most Boeing 707 and 720 and McDonnell Douglas DC-8 series aircraft. In March, a
milestone in civil aviation was marked with the shipment of a JT3D that was the l2,000th commercial
jet engine delivered by Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft.
The P&WA 3,300-pound-thmst JT12 turbofan
continued to perform satisfactorily on the 4-engine
Lockheed J etStar and the twin-engine North American Rockwell Sabreliner. A free-turbine version,
the JFTD12, is the power plant for the Sikorsky S-64
Skycrane helicopter. The engine saw widespread
use in military service and expanded use in commercial heavy-lift helicopters in 1969. The most advanced version of the JFTD12 engine is capable of
developing up to 4,800 shaft horsepower.
In the military field, the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30, the world's first aftcrbuming turbofan,
which is in the 20,000-pound-thmst class, was selected to power the Navy/Gmmman F-14A fighter.
The engine is also the power plant for the Air Force
F-111. Both planes are swing-wing twin-jets with
supersonic capability. By mid-October, the engine
had accumulated over 45,000 hours in nearly 20,000
F-lll flights.
A non-afterburning TF30 powers the Navy A-7A
Corsair II subsonic multipurpose attack plane built
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formed in 1959. The engines utilized arc the CG3.
GG4, and GG12-moclified wrsions of the JT3. JT -!,
and JT12 aircraft engines-which den·lop bcl\n•cn
3,.300 and 18,.500 pounds of thrust. \Vhcn connected
to a free turbine manufactured by Pratt & \Vhitney
Aircraft, the units arc d<·signatt'cl FT3, FT -!, and
FT12 gas turbines. The most widely used \'ersion is
the FT4, capable of generating up to 30.000 shaft
horsepower.
.
Among major installations ordered clmmg 1969
was a 15-unit industrial gas turbine system using
GG4s and FT-!s as prime mon:rs for oil field pressurization and processing ancl for el<·drical pow('r
rer1uirements of an oil field operation deep in the
Sahara Desert. Another foreign order for equipment received from :\-Icxico, called for a 15,000kilo\~att Mobile Power Pac electric station.
New major marine installations included an order for FT4s to power 4 30,000-ton-displacemcnt
general cargo ships undn construction in \Vest
Germany; these ships arc the first of their kind to
usc gas turbine engines for primary propulsion.
Also, the U.S. Coast Guard ordered 2 more II a miltonclass high-endurance oceangoing cutters equipped
with Pratt & vVhitney Aircraft marine gas turbines
for speeds above 20 knots, bringing the total to 11,
including 9 in Coast Guard service. A U.S. Maritime
Administration 100-ton air-cushion surface ship, to
be built by Bell Aerospace, will be capable of 90knot speeds and will be powered by 3 FT12s capable of developing 4,.500 shaft horsepower each. The
roll-on, roll-off cargo ship Admiral 'Villiam F. Callaglwn completed over 200,000 miles at sea in service between the U.S. East Coast and Europe. The
vessel has cruise speed capability in excess of 25
knots. Other marine applications include boost
power for 2 Royal Danish Navy frigates, 4 Royal
Canadian Navy destroyers, and a hydrofoil ship.
By the end of October, more than 120 Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft-powered gas turbin~ installations,
capable of producing over 4,000,000 kilowatts, were
in service with electric utilities. In the natural gas
transmission field, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft gas rurbincs had accumulated about 1,000,000 in-service
hours as prime movers for pipelines.
.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was conductmg one of
the nation's largest fuel cell research and development programs. Three 2.2-kilowatt Powerccl 3A-2s
operated successfully in the Apollo ~oon landing
program, providing the on-board electncal needs of
the Command and Service Modules. With the completion of the Apollo 11 mission, these Powercels
had accumulated over 3,000 hours of operation.
In mid-October, a marine Powcrcel, operating independently in 50 feet of water on the. ocean floor
off the Florida coast, successfully provided all the
electrical power needs of a 4-man undersea habitat.
It was the first time a fuel cell had been used for
commercial work under the sea. In another marine
fuel cell program, P&WA was awarded a contract

and Development Center near West Palm Beach,
development of a high-performance h1rbofan engine for the proposed Air Force F-15 and Navy
F-14B fighters entered the test phase. The Air Force
engine, designated the FlOO, and the Navy version,
the F401, have the same basic core, but arc being
individually tailored to meet different mission requirements of the 2 services. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's F-15/F-14B engines utilize advanced concepts from the ATEGG, AMSA, and lift/ cruise
programs, as well as the division's experience with
other augmented turbofan engines and the !\Iach 3plus ]58 turbojet. F100/F401 performance details
arc classified.
The Florida facility continued to develop a powerful new reusable rocket engine under contract
with the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory.
Using liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen propellants, the XLR129 will produce up to 250,000
pounds of thrust. The engine achieves its tremendous power through a high-pressure technique, and
it has a 2-position nozzle that will enable it to perform well on both near-earth and deep-space missions. Tests of a full-scale thrust chamber proved
the XLR129's staged combustion design in which
hydrogen fuel is ignited in a prcburner chamber before it passes into the main combustion chamber.
Thrust of the XLR129 can be varied over a wide
range.
Work also continued in Florida on an advancedtechnolo~y turbo.shaft e.ngine, the 1,.500-horsepower
ST9. This ?cw lightweight engine was being built
and tested m ~ ~emonstrat?r program sponsored by
t~c Army .A VI.ahon. Matcncl Laboratories for possib~e applicatiOns m V /ST?L aircraft, including
helicopters. The ST9 offers Improved performance
over earlie~ rurboshaft ~ngines and has a simple,
rugged design that permits rapid diagnostic inspection, easy replacement of components, and a minimum number of special maintenance tools. Three
standard tools, a screwdriver and 2 wrenches, arc
required for field maintenance.
Product improvement continued at Florida on the
J.58 afterburning rurbojet engine.
The Florida center also supported launch activities in connection with the 15,000-pound-thrust
liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen RL10 rocket engine.
Twin RL10 engines power the upper stage of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Atlas/Centaur space launch vehicle. In 1969, this
versatile high-energy booster launched 2 Mariner
spacecraft to the planet Mars and placed an Applications Technology Satellite in orbit around the
earth. By year-end 1969, 72 RL10 engines had flown
in the U.S. space program without a single failure.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's participation in the
expanding market for non-aviation uses of gas turbine engines continued to grow significantly during
1969. This market is handled by Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft's Turbo-Power and Marine Department,
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also worked closely with all 3 engine makers in the
development of new controls for advanced-technology engines. These advanced controls, lighter and
~o~e refined in their control characteristics, employ
digttal electronics as well as hydromechanical methods for fu el-metering tasks.
A contract was received from Boeing to develop
and supply pressure ratio sensors for the air inlets
of the supersonic transport. Production of air inlet
control systems for the General Dynamics F-111
continued. Grumman selected Hamilton Standard
to supply wing-sweep ach1ator systems for the Navy
F-14 carrier-based fighter.

5

DfVI ION OF

HAi\ IILTON - T . NO .RO
iJTEO AIR CHAFT
RP RATION

Flawless p erform ance of the portab1 lif - upport
sys tems astronauts Neil A. Armsh·ong and Eel ·in E.
Aldrin , Jr. , wore durin g their 2-hour ~xtra · hicular
ac tivity on th e lunar surface Jul ~0 biahliohted
activiti es a t H amilton Standard in 1969, the division's 50th anniversary year.
Th backpack w as one of 9 cliff -r nt pi c s of
e quipm ent Hamilton Standard de' elop d for m an's
first moon landing. Other major equipm nt systems
include d the strapdown inerti al m easmin a Ul1it for
the Lunar Module's (L :tvi ) abort guid an~e system
and th e environmental control system for th LM.
Division-built equipment '-'Vas us d also on the
Apollo 9, 10, and 12 missions .
The year saw the United Aircraft division broaden
its life-support capabilities for space stations. A contract was re ceived from NASA to develop and build
a prototype system d esigned to support a multiman
crew on a resupply basis. McDonnell Douglas and
North American Rockwell selected the division to
d efine life-support requirem ents for the space station studies conducted for NASA.
D evelopment of advanced propellers increased
markedly as Hamilton Standard b egan work on a
26-foot demonstration propeller for V/ STOL tiltwing transports under an Air Force contract. The
propeller will have lightweight blades and a cyclicpitch mechanism designed to give pilots direct attitude control of the aircraft during vertical flight
and transition to forward flight. H amilton Standard
also b e gan building advanced propellers, 23 feet in
diameter, for the West German VC-400 tilt-wing
aircraft. In the meantime, propellers w ere in quantity production for such turboprops as the Lockheed
C-130 cargo carrier and the P-3 antisubmarine patrol plane.
Production of fuel controls continued for a variety of General Electric, Lycoming, and Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft jet engines. Hamilton Standard

A Hamilton Standard techn-ician puts an
fila·m ent f1'0m a product-ion nm through a
filmn ent, the 1'einfo-rcem ent element in new
tu-res, has an ultimate tensile strength of
per square inch.

ultrathin boron
tensile test. The
composite struc400,000 pounds

The division produced a variety of equipment for
the Boeing 747 jetliner, which made its first flight
early in the year. Manufachued were environmental
control systems as '"'ell as engine fuel controls,
starters, and engine pressure ratio transmitters. Development progressed on the integrated pneum~tic
system being supplied for the Lockheed L-1011 Jetliner. This system consists of the environmental controls, auxiliary power unit, and engine starters.
Cessna Aircraft selected Hamilton Standard to supply air-conditioning systems for its new twin-turbofan Citation business jet.
In electronics, 3 computerized airborne integrated
data systems were delivered for flight evaluation by
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Two S-65A-2 helicopters were accepted hy the
\Vest German government in Hl69 as military transports. They represented the first of a 13.5-helicopter
order to he built under a U.S.-Cerman co-production program. S-65C-2 helicopters were orckn·d hy
the Austrian government as search and rescm• vehicles.
The S-64 flying crane helicopter was presented in
a growth version. CH-.54Bs, improved modt•ls of the
Army CH-.54A, were delivered for tlw first time in
1969. The CH-5413 can lift and carry 12.5-ton payloads, as compared with 10 tons for the Cll-54:\.
S-61 models, in a number of configurations, were
delivered to military stations in the United States
and abroad. The SH-3D. a growth version of the
SH-3A, was delivered to the Navy as an antisubmarine warfare helicopter and search and rescue
vehicle. The SH-3D was used dramatically to pick
up American astronauts at tlw end of tlw Apollo
10 and 11 moon shots. Air Force I-IH-3E helicopters
were used at Cape Kennedy at all Apollo launchings. The Coast Guard's HH-3F, an S-61 model with
highly sophisticated navigational and rescue equipment, flew its first missions from a number of Coast
Guard bases. SH-3Ds were produced by Sikorsky
for the Brazilian Navy, by vVestland Aircraft Company (a Sikorsky licensee) for the British Navy, and
by Gruppo Fratclli Agusta (another licensee) for
the Italian Navy.
Commercially, Sikorsky's S-64E Skycranc was
used for the first time, carrying oil rig parts and
supplies over the tundra of Alaska's North Slope.
S-64Es were used in a number of construction, petroleum, and utility projects. S-61N and S-61L helicopters, improved over earlier S-61 models, were
delivered to operators such as Greenlandair in
Greenland, Elivic in Italy, Helikopter Service in
Norway, KLM Noordzee Hclikoptcrs in Holland,
Brunei Shell in Brunei, Okanagan Helicopters in
Canada, and Los Angeles Airways in the United
States.
Research went far beyond flight simulator and
computers. The S-61F, an experimental compound,
was flown in a dozen variations. Boron-fiber glass
tail rotor blades were tested on a company S-61R
helicopter. An SH-3A helicopter was fitt~d with. a
6-bladed main rotor and a 10-bladed tml rotor m
an experiment aimed at reducing noise levels. Sikorsky's advancing blade concept (ABC), with twin
rotor systems on a common axis, was fabricated
and readied for wind-tunnel tests.
Engineering study included a number of projects.
The S-65-200 and S-65-300 compounds reached final
design stages. The S-65-200 is a 3-engin~, 86-p~~sen
ger commercial vehicle; the S-65-300 Is a m1htary
carrier. The S-64B, a flying crane with an 18-ton
load capacity, reached the prcp.roduct~on stage, a~d
studies continued on heavy-hft hehcopters with
even greater lifting ability. The S-64F, an improved
S-64E, was readied for production.

KLM-Royal Dutch Airlines, Scandinavian Airlines
System, Swissair, and Union de Transports Aeriens.
The new system employs a digital computer to
analyze and selectively record flight data for monitoring and maintaining aircraft systems. A contract
was received from Trans World Airlines to produce
pressure ratio limit computers for its Boeing 747s.
Production of electron-beam welders continued for
mass production, aerospace, and nuclear fuel companies. Engineering work concentrated on bringing
forth new high-speed equipment for welding tubing
and gas transmission pipelines.
Numerous orders for boron fi1ament, Borsic®aluminum tape, and related products were received
from many companies working on the development
and application of composite structures to airframe
and jet engine components. By year-end, production capacity of high-strength, lightweight filaments
reached 10,000 pounds per annum.
In the biomedical field, multichannel and singlechannel patient-monitoring systems were sold to
scores of hospitals and medical centers. An advanced Telamedic II® system, which transmits and
records electrocardiogram data by telephone, was
introduced. Research work continued in circulatory
assist and artificial heart programs funded by the
National Heart Institute.
Airport runway lights, jet engine diagnostic test
systems, and computerized test equipment were
produced for ground-support applications. In newer
product areas, Hamilton Standard continued development work on advanced guidance and control
systems and on digital data equipment.
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

Sikorsky Aircraft continued in 1969 to produce
large and medium helicopters for military and commercial use through its air transportation systems
section. Research centered on advanced vertical
takeoff and landin'g (VTOL) aircraft.
Progress was reported in development of the
TurboTrain and of a turbine-powered gunboat by
Sikorsky's surface transportation systems section.
TurboTrains offered regular passenger service between Montreal and Toronto and between Boston
and New York. The gunboat began Navy tests.
Sikorsky's S-65, S-64, and S-61 helicopters were
improved by more powerful engines and other physical changes that bettered speed, hot weather, altitude, and lifting performances. Engineering studies
covered a wide range of VTOL aircraft, augmented
in some cases by flight tests.
The S-65, newest and largest of Sikorsky's production helicopters, continued to demonstrate its
versatility. The CH-.53D, the Marine Corps version,
and the CH-.53C and HH-53C, Air Force configurations, were delivered for the first time as improved
models of the CH-53A and HH-53B.
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The conc<'pt of a tdescopina rotor blade was devisl'd for possible use on a nu~ber of different aircraft. :\"ew materials. such as boron and beryllium,
were tested for weight-saving and strength-giving
characteristics. Safety, speed. manem·erability, maintenance. strength, noise, lift-all were considered in
the drin· for impron·nwnt.
Studies (•xtended bevond the aircraft themselws.
Sikorsky engiJwers mai)ped traffic routes and terminals for future interdtv air sen·ice. Their forecasts
indicated the need for more. larger. and faster
VTOL aircraft in the 1970s and 1980s. Sikorsk-v was
pn·paring to nwd that need.
•

year's end, Norden was developing a similar system for use in the Air Force/Sikorsk--y HH-53 rescue
helicopter.
D_evelopment progressed on new cock-pit display
eqmpment designed especially for commercial aircraft. Norden's electronic attitude director indicator
(E:I\.DI) was successfully flight-tested in a Boeing
~ymg test-bed during the year, and was also tested
m a ).kDonnell Douglas Corporation DC-10 simulator, as _part of a continuing program to achieve
the ma~amum configuration for airline use. The
EADI integrates in one cockpit display all critical
command and performance infom1ation. By mode
switching, different combinations of instrument
readings can be obtained for various phases of
flight.

:\"ORDE:\"
D!\"ISIO:\" OF t;:\"ITED AIRCR:\FT CORPOR.\TIOX

l':orden registered gains during 1969 in its principal areas of interest in the a\·ionics field.
Production continucd throughout the year on
search and track radar svstems for the ::\ avy /Grumman A-6A Intruder atta~k aircraft. which for years
has performed all-w(•ather mission~ in the Far ·East.
Late in the year, Norden was awarded a contract
from Grumman Aerospace Corporation to develop
a new radar svstem for the A-6E, an advanced
A-6 aircraft. TI1e new radars will replace the A-6A
radars and will provide a grPat increase in reliability without eliminating any of the performance features of tlw A-6A radars. Eventually. the new A-6E
radars \\·ill be retrofitted to all fleet-operational
A-6A aircraft.
Deliveries of multimocle radar systems were made
to Lockheed-Georgia Company for installation on
the Air Force C-5 transport. Flight testing of the
radar system was made in both C-141 and C-5 aircraft. The Norden radar provides more capability
than any other operating airbome radar system,
enabling the C-5 to achieve accurate landings or
airdrops, day or night, in adverse weather, without
any help from ground aids.
In the cockpit display field, Norden began deliveries of integrated display systems to the Autonetics Division of North American Rock'"\vell Corporation, for installation in the Air Force/General Dynamics F-IUD fighter-bomber. Flight testing of the
system advanced during the year. The IDS provides, on cathode ray tube and head-up displays,
all vital navigation, mapping, and target information, permitting precision all-weather operation of
the high-performance F-ll1D.
During the year, the Navy completed testing of
the integrated helicopter avionic system for which
Norden provided radar and cockpit displays. The
testing was carried out with the !HAS system installed in a Marine Corps/Sikorsky CH-53A helicopter. The system, designed for both helicopter
and vertical takeoff and landing aircraft, enables
precise self-controlled navigation and ~t~tomatic
terrain following under all weather conditions. At

Ui'UTED TECHNOLOGY CENTER
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

Cm!1pletion of the flight-test program of the
worlds largest operational solid-propellant rockets
with a perfect record and the ground testing of a
newer and more powerful version of these motors
highlighted a year of aerospace progress at United
Technology Center.
Produced by UTC at its California rocket production center, the massive, segmented, 120-inchdiameter solid rockets operated flawlessly as the
lift-off stage of the Air Force Titan IIIC space vehicle during all 13 test launches. Assembled in a
5-segment version for the Titan IIIC's booster system and used in pairs, the rockets are fired simultaneously to give the vehicle a total lift-off thrust
of approximately 2,500,000 pounds.
The final launch in the test program, co~duct~d
at Cape Kennedy in May, boosted 5 satelhtes,. mcluding 2 Vela nuclear detection spacecraft, mto
their orbits. Earlier, in February, the 12th launch of
the Titan IIIC carried the military's largest communications satellite into orbit. During the entire
test-flight program, which began in 1965, the solid
boosters successfully launched more than 50 satellites.
A 7-segment motor was statically test-fired in
April at UTC. Producing a record 1,400,000 pounds
of thrust, the test was the first for the powerfu~ new
rocket which had been planned for use in patrs as
the lift-off stage of the Titan IIIM launch system,
a program canceled by DoD. However, several
more test firings will be carried out by UTC to
flight-qualify certain new components _and subassemblies as improvements for the T1tan IIIC
launch stage.
UTC's FW-4 solid-propellant upper-stage rocket,
first flown in 1965, had by year-end placed .42 satellites in precise orbits; 5 flights were made m 1969
aboard the Air Force's Atlas F booster rocket and
NASA's Delta and Scout launch vehicles.
Under contract to NASA, UTC began a program
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and motor cases that could be used for tactical
weapons.
UTC was conducting a program to evaluate several low-cost nozzle insulation materials capable of
withstanding the high temperatures encountered
in rocket exhausts and the erosin• effects of highly
reactive fluids used in steering systems for large
solid-propellant rockets. The program was one of
several sponsored by NASA to evaluate inexpensive
steering systems for very large solid rockets being
considered for a variety of launch applications.
A simple, inexpensive device to prevent engine
flameout in tactical rockets from liquid fuel or oxidizer starvation was successfully demonstrated for
the Naval Air Svstems Command. Tlw device. a
lightweight alum"inum-spun cylinder for liquids, is
forced to collapse in a controlled manner so as to
mechanically expel its contents and literally force
them into a rocket's combustion chamber, thereby
maintaining the flow of propellant.
A one-of-a-kind, miniature ballistic test-firing
range, capable of accelerating and measuring the
supersonic velocities of particles 100 times smaller
than a grain of sand, was developed for work bC'ing
carried out for the Army's Research Office. Data
obtained from repeated firings were enabling UTC
propulsion experts to study performance losses
caused by particles produced during combustion of
metalized solid propellant and expelled through the
nozzles of rockets.
A program to explore the production of sound
from fire was being carried out for the Air Force
Office of Scientific Hcsearch by UTC. The contract
was awarded following the company's discovery
that flames could accept electrical impulses and reproduce them as audible sounds with the clarity of
a high-fidelity loudspeaker. The technique may
prove useful as a means of introducing sound into
the combustion chambers of rockets to assess combustion stability or as a device to take sound recordings of combustion itself.
Completion of a multimillion-dollar complex to
manufacture metal products ranging in size from
small machined parts to large rocket motor cases
was announced in Febmary. The new plant has a
variety of metal forming and machining equipment
for manufacturing as well as a facility to do chemical milling work.
UTC continued to manufacture and sell a wide
variety of its Techite® pipe for fluid-conveyance
systems. Techitc is a by-product of UTC's work in
the research and development of glass fiber rocket
motor cases. In August, the company announced
that Materiais de Construcao M.D.R. Company of
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, had been licensed to manufacture and market Tcchite in that country. Licenses
were also granted to Johns-Manville Corporation
for the United States and Canada and HoC'ganaes
Company for Sweden and other Scandinavian
countries.

to design, fabricate, and test-fire a high-performance hybrid rocket engine specifically suited for
upper-stage applications. Possible uses include uprating of the Delta and Atlas/Centaur launch vehicles. Under another contract with NASA, UTC
continued its design support work for advanced hybrid rocket propulsion systems for a family of highenergy upper-stage rockets for future unmanned
space missions.
UTC was awarded a contract from Beech Aircraft Corporation to static test the first full-scale
hybrid rocket engine for the operational Sandpiper
target missile. Under the program, UTC was conducting several firings of the hybrid engine to evaluate its performance and measure its infrared emission.
The company started development of a more
powerful solid-propellant first stage for NASA's
Scout space launch vehicle. Under a contract
awarded to UTC by LTV Aerospace Corporation's
Missiles and Space Division, prime vehicle contractor for Scout, both development and qualification
static firings will be carried out during the 18-month
program. Thirty feet tall and 45 inches in diameter,
the new UTC rocket motor, called Algol III, will
permit an increase of 40 to 45 percent in Scout's
payload weight.
A unique missile to loft meteorological dataseeking instruments into the atmosphere to gather
information about weather and climatic conditions
was being developed by UTC for the Navy's Pacific
Missile Range. The 10-foot-long missile carries its
payload in an aerodynamycally designe? dart nested
in an internally stored msulated camster, a technique which gives the vehicle its name, Kangaroo.
Launched from a simple rail launcher, Kangaroo
will utilize a solid-propellant motor for initial boost
and a novel gas pressure device to propel the dart
from inside the missile to unusually high altitudes.
A program to demonstrate germ-free solid-pro~el
lant rocket propulsion systems for planeta~y landmg
vehicles was being carried out for NASA s Langley
Research Center. UTC will build and static test-fire
several subscale flight-configuration sol~d-propellant
rockets after subjecting them to a ngorous h.eat
sterilization program that will me~t N.ASA reqmrements for space vehicle decontammahon. The contract was awarded to UTC after the successful completion of a 3-year company-funded research program to demonstrate an advanced propellant that
would provide the required physical and ballistic
properties necessary for heat sterilization.
A twofold program to establish new metal manufacturing processes for rocket hardware components of tactical weapons was being carried out for
the Army Missile Command. The first step, successfully completed, demonstrated that shear spinning of advanced steel alloys can produce a rocket
casing of light weight and high strength. The second
step involves a casting process to fabricate nozzles
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Thl' Electronic Components Di,·ision completed
its sl'cond year of operation as l"nitcd Aircraft's
microdl'dronics center. Tlw division's line of discrdt• semiconductor de,·ices. ln-hrid microcircuits.
and inte•rrakd circuits incn.·as<.:cl its concentratio~
on thl' co~nmunications and control field.
Discrete semiconductor achi<.·n·ments were highli!!:hted by the introduction of hermetically scaled.
high-frcquency, high-power transistors for service
in- st·,·<·n· cm·ironnwnts. The di,·ision <.'xpanded its
position as a prime supplier of transistor chips to
the <.·omputcr industry and to othet semiconductor
and hvbrid circuit manufacturers. The standard discrdl' ·de\"icc line was expanded to nwet new applications in mobih· and fixcd-hase communication
s~·stt-ms and equipment as well as in high-fn'<Iuency/
high-power aerospace communication, guidance and
control. and tclcnwtrv svstems.
Custom-designed i1ybrid microcircuits for similar
applications included microminiature voltage controlled oscillators, low-lewl differential amplifiers.
video amplifiers. digital interfacc circuits, and functional blocks. Production of medium scale integration (:\lSI) components utilizing thc multilayer
technique was expanded. :\ISis in production included as manv
as 30 multifunction inteO'ratcd
cir,
b
cuits on a 1-inch-squan• substrat<.•. These components
were in use in digital Pnghw indicator and fuel
control svstems. The division continued with the
productiO'n of single-layer. multilayer, and stacked
hvbrid microcircuit components for a numbcr of
~ilitary and aerospace applications.
The division's integrated circuit product line 'vas
expanded with the introduction of scwral new devices. A second family of transistor/transistor/logic
(TTL) integratcd circuits was placed in production during thc year. These devices perform the
complex gate and memory functions in high-speed
commercial and military computers. A high-power
voltage logic integrated circuit was introduced for
use in commercial aircraft control systems. The
28-volt devices are designed to perform electronic
reasoning to insure safe operation of the aircraft.
Typical functions include control sequencing, control monitoring, situation monitoring, warning control, indication control, and system controL Customdesigned monolithic intcgratcd circuits were developed and produced by the division for several
applications.
UNITED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH LABOHATOHlES

United Aircraft Rcsearch Laboratories contributed advances in such diverse technologies as propulsion, lasers, metallurgy, and electronics during
1969 in its role as United Aircraft's central research
organization.
Basic and applied research programs to broaden

United Aircraft's technical base and to explore areas
of potential products for the corporation continued
to be of prime importance to the research laboratories.
In United Aircraft's traditional area of interest,
Right propulsion, the laboratories' scientists and engineers began advanced development of a lowvolume ramjet propulsion system for missile applications. Activities included the refinement of an
existing ramjet engine design and the testing of
components.
Other propulsion activitics included programs on
hydrocarbon-fueled supersonic combustion ramjets
for both cruise vehicle and missile applications, on
advanced gas turbine cngines. and on determining
the feasibility of a gaseous core nuclear rocket engine concept for future space flight.
United Aircraft Rcsearch Laboratories reported
scveral significant events in laser research during
1969, including advances in the generation and detection of high-power, ultrashort laser pulses applicable to such fields as radar and ranging, communications, controlled thermonuclear studies, optical
information processing, and high-speed photography.
In the field of advanced materials, researchers
worked to produce new composite reinforcement
filaments with improved properties and high temperaturc stability. Studies included continued evaluation of Borsic-aluminum interaction, investigation
of low-cost substrates for boron filament production,
studies of graphite yam and monofilament production techniques, and an extensive program to develop advanced fibers such as alumina and silicon
carbide.
The laboratories continued a comprehensive research and development program in ~evelop~ent
of high-temperature alloys for gas turbi~e. ap~hca
tions, using a patented process of umd1~ect10nal
solidification of eutectic alloys. Other shtdies were
carried out using metal matrix composites. fabricated from such reinforcements as Bors1c and
sapphire fibers in aluminum, titanium, and other
metals.
The laboratories also provided such technical support to the United Aircraft divisions as a ce_n~al
computer laboratory with 3 UNIV~~. 11?8 d1g~tal
computers, and engineering test fac1ht1es mcludmg
several wind tunnels.
In a move reflecting the corporation's gr?wing
interest in systems engineering and analysis: r~
searchers worked on a shtdy of mineral deposits m
Long Island Sound for the state of Connecticut and
undertook an air pollution control .shtdy for the
U.S. Department of Health, EducatiOn, and Welfare.
In other programs, the lab.oratories .continued
work in fluid mechanics, physical chemts~y, lowtemperature physics, solid-state electromcs, and
plasma physics.
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air-conditionina
of zirconium alloy
b industrY.
;'
.. tubing
for nuclear power plants, of copper and copperzinc alloy tubing for plumbing and healing applications, of nickel-copper alloy tubing for desalination plants, and of titanium alloy and commercial
grades of zirconium tubing for the chemical industry.
Toward th<· end of ] ~)69. UOP was nearing the
completion of a \Iaterials Science Laboratory designed to establish the company as a leading center
for in-depth studies of ceramics. polymers. ruhhcr,
reinforced plastics. and olhn materials. Significant
growth was also recorded by di\'isions of the company which arc engaged in air and water managenwnt, metal fabrication, chemicals. plant construction, and ground transportation cc1uipnwnt.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS COMPANY

o.....J

Universal Oil Products Company marked 1969
with vigorous expansion in a broad range of industries. In the airline and aerospace fields, the company's growth was highlighted by enlargement of
the Aerotherm and REF Dynamics division plants,
introduction of a new generation of inflight and
ground-support service equipment for tomorrow's
larger and faster aircraft, and continuing acceptance
by the industry of seats by Aerothcrm and food service equipment by REF Dynamics and its :Mace
unit.
UOP continued as a leader in the development of
processes for the manufacture of high-octane gasoline and high-quality jet fuel meeting military specifications. Among these processes are Platforming,
Fluid Catalytic Cracking, Isomax, I-IF Alkylation,
Unifining, and Mcrox. Other processes developed in
UOP's Des Plaines, Illinois, research laboratories arc
used to produce components for the manufacture of
plastics and synthetic rubbers with aircraft and
aerospace applications.
Early in 1969, the UOP Process Division advanced its position of leadership in the petroleum
refining and petrochemical industries with the introduction of Parcx, a continuous process for extracting pure para-xylene, and Olex, a specific
adsorption process for the recovery of normal olcfins
and mixtures with normal paraffins.
Indicative of UOP's growing international activity was the agreement announced in September
whereby Nikki- Universal Co., Ltd., assumes the
process licensing activities in the Far East for UOP
and Japan Gasoline Company. Nikki is a jointventure company of UOP and Japan Gasoline.
UOP's global expansion was also enhanced by the
consolidation within the UOP Fragrances Division
of flavor and fragrances units operating in 11 countries; by the purchase of Escncias, Fragrancias y
Productos Aromaticos, S.A., a Mexican maker of
aroma chemicals and perfume compounds; by the
purchase of Bisterfeld & Stolting, a well-established
West German manufacturer of industrial laminated
sheets, rods, and tubing; and by the acquisition of
a contract for the evaluation of nickel deposits on
the Philippine island of Palawan by UOP's subsidiary Calumet & Hecla Corporation.
. .
Other UOP developments included the acqmsition of Ehrhart & Associates, Inc., a well-regarded
West Coast engineering and construction fir:n active
in the design and construc:tion of chemical and
petrochemical process units; the start ?f constn~c
tion on a copper-clad laminates plant m Franklm,
Indiana, by the company's Norpl<'X Division; and
the initiation of the third phase of <'quipment and
plant expansion at Wolverine Tube Division plants
in Decatur, Alabama, and Detroit, Michigan. Wolverine is one of the world's leading producers of
copper and brass tubing for the refrigeration and

UOI' AEI\OTHEI\:\1
AND ltEF DYNA\IICS IJIVISIO~S

UOP's activities in the aerospace industry
achieved significant prominence in the creation of
all-time-high backlogs for the UOP Aerotherm and
REF Dynamics divisions.
In J<'cbruary, contracts were signed in a gold-pen
ceremony with United Air Lines whereby UOP
would supply Aerotherm first-dass and tourist seats
for United's fleets of Boeing 747 and ~IcDonnell
Douglas DC-10 aircraft. This represented the largest
single seating award in the history of commercial
aviation. Initial orders amounted to $11,300,000
with options estimated at $7,800,000.
Northwest Orient Airlines also announced selection of Aerotherm first-class and tourist scats and
of HEF Dynamics complete inflight feeding systems
equipment for its fleet of DC-10 aircraft. Aerotherm
seats had previously been selected for Northwest's
747s.
Over $2 200 000 in contracts was awarded to
REF Dyna~1ic~ by McDonnell Douglas Corporation
for the upper-deck forward service centers, aft
coffee bars, and aft stowage units for DC-10 aircraft.
REF also received substantial contracts to provide
inflight food service equipment for the Boeing 747
fleets of Aer Lingus and Japan Air Lines. The Boeing Company placed orders with REF to design
and manufacture coffee brewers, refrigerators, and
freezers for the 747s. Other significant orders received in 1969 included contracts to REF Dynamics
to supply Boeing 707 baggage units for Pan American, to modify Boeing 727 galleys for Braniff, and to
build movie screens for the Boeing 747 for the InFlight Motion Picture Company.
Additional follow-on orders to REF from Grumman Aerospace Corporation for pylons and platforms continued; in 1969, REF shipped the 1,500th
A-6A pylon to Grumman.
Other Aerothcrm Division contracts received
were from Air Canada for first-class scats for its
Boeing 747s and from Philippine Air Lines, which
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for com~ercial ai~lines. Of significant importance
was the mtroduchon of a new self-skinnina foam
process, the result of developments betwe~n the
Aero.theim and REF Dy~amics divisions. First production products of this new achievement were
used on Pan American's Boeing 747 tourist passenger scats.

stamlardizcd its BAC One-Ele\·cn and DC-S-63
f!t·c.:ts "·ith Zephyr II seats. Follow-on orders were
ren·in·d from British Aircraft Corporation for BAC
Onc-Ekn·n and YC-10 crew s<.·ats. In 1969. the first
sds of Pan Anwric:an's Boeing 7-l7 seats were ddh·l'red. and troop seats and crZ-w galleys for the C-5
wen· dc.·liwn·d to LO<:kheed-Ceorgia Company.
Facilitv
exrlansions were hiahliahtcd
bv.. tlw con.
b
strm:tion of a Ill'\\. plant for HEF D\"11amics in :\lel\·illc. Long Island. HEF's new plan·t will consist of
120.000 square ft•d of floor space. It consolidates
the HEF production faciliti<.·s from 4 separall' locations undc.•r one roof. An additional 4-l,OOO-squarefoot addition to the Acrotlwrm plant in Bantam.
Comwcticut. was opt•ned in earh· :\larch.
In January. headquartC'rs of the UOP Transportation Equipment Group were mo\·ed to E\·anston. Illinois. whet:e E. C. ~\"alt<.•r assumed leadership of the
group as vice pn•stdent and gem•ral manager. The
Transportation Equipment Group consist~ of the
UOP Aerotherm Division at Bantam. manufacturers
of comnwrcial and military aircraft pass('nger scats,
crew scats,.loung<.•s. aerostn:tchcrs and cargo pallets.
and contamers: tlw UOP Bostrom Division. :\lilwaukce and Cudahy, \Visconsin. manufacturers of
tmck. trac~or. aut~motiw-, and heavy-duty ground
tr~~n.sr?ortatiOn cq~upnwnt s<.·ati~1g: tlw UOP Amalga
DivisiOn, :\Ienommee Falls. \Vtsconsin. creators and
fabricators of fil~nwnt-wom~d fiber glass tubular
products; the HEF Dynamtcs Division. :\lineola.
~cw Yor~, and the division's ~lace unit, Jacksonvtlk, Flonda. manufacturers of infliaht food snvice
equipment including galleys, auxilbnr units. bars.
carts, ovens, brewers, refrigerators, 'and freezers,
and of ground-support test stands and airframe assem~lies. The Transportation Equipment Group
als~ .n~clu~lcs the UOP Bostrom U.K. manufacturing
facilities m Northampton, England. and Bostrom
S.A. in N"cvillcs, Belgium.
Several staff assignments were announced durinG
the year in addition to Mr. vValter's appointment a~
general manager of the Transportation Equipment
Group. Among the changes were the appointment
o.f .~ani.el S. Karp to head up UOP aerospace activities m Europe and the consolidation of marketing for the Acrotherm and REF Dynamics divisions
un~er James H. Funderburk, vice i)residcnt of marke~mg. A~ Aerotl~cim, Norman D. Foiling "·as apP?mted v.Ice president-engineering and ~L J. Dodd
"_lC·e· president-research. In addition, aerospace activities were expanded with the creation of the UOP
Transportation Equipment S.A. in Nevillcs, Belgium, ~here Aerothcrm and REF Dynamics prodnets will be manufactured for United Kingdom and
European markets. It was expected that the facilities would he in operation by early 1970.
New products introduced in 1969 included a new
line of REF serving carts, called Skycarts, representing an increased emphasis on the Mace unit's capability in providing a broad range of galley inserts
~

l10P 1;'\STRD:\IE:\TS DIVISION

The UOP Instmments Division continued crrowth
in the nuclear instmments department whcr~ large
contracts were received from General Electric's Apparatus Operation for nuclear plant instrumentation
for nuclear-powered destroyers.
The Instmments Division's aerospace department
experienced growth specifically in subsystems-type
work. A newly developed oil-quantity measuring
system for DC-8 aircraft successfully completed a
1,-lOO-hour flight test and production was started on
a 25 shipset requirement. A similar system was being supplied as a fuel-quantity measuring device.
This system accurately detects total parameters and
displays the reading.
.
Additional developments m a hydraulic leak detection svstem expanded the division's capabilities
in the a~ea of sophisticated equipment. Development of a new oxygen regulator and refill valve for
the DC-10 and completion of the development of
a Navy fire rescue oxygen system opcne~ !1~w areas
of involvement for the Instnnnents DivisiOn. The
oxygen regulator and refill valve were being supplied to :McDonnell Douglas, and the fire rescue
oxve1cn
svstem
was under test and evaluation with
• b
.
the Navy.
New and repeat orders from McDonnell Douglas, National vVater Lift, Boeing, Bell Helicopter,
Ling-Temco-Vought, and \Vestinghm.~s~. contributed to a solid rate of growth for the diVISIOn.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
WESTINGHOUSE DEFENSE AND SPACE CENTER

One of the outstanding Westinghouse systems
achievements in 1969 was development of the television camera used to take the first pictures of man
on the moon. Developed by the aerospace division
of Westinghouse Defense and Space Center for
NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, ~he
camera was first used on Apollo 9. Later, dunng
the A1)ollo 11 mission it sent back to home televi'
'
sion viewers and scientists
visual coverage of mans
first step on the moon.
A subsequent outgrowth in Apollo camera systems was a second vVestinghouse-built lunar TV, a
color camera for use on Apollos 10 and ll. The color
camera was carried in the Apollo Command Module to televise astronaut activity en route to and
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usc of molecular electronics, grcat<·r mean time lwtwccn failures resulted, maximizing aircraft availability and cost efrcclivencss.
Other den·lopnwnts in airborn<' and space electronics were gravity-gradient booms for sat<-Jlitl's. a
lunar surface drill. airborn<· early-warning and control radar, and side-looking radar reconnaissance
equipment for Army and geological surn•ys.

from moon orbit. The much smaller, black and
white camera was used to televise the moment astronaut Neil Armstrong first set foot on the moon
and the subsequent activities that Armstrong and
astronaut Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr., undertook on the
lunar surface.
Westinghouse also built the tiny companion TV
monitor that allowed astronauts to sec the exact
scene that the color camera sent back to earth.
In military sensor technology, a milestone in advanced electrooptical systems was rt•achcd with successful flight of the B-57G aircraft. This was the
first time that low-light-level TV, FLIR (ForwardLooking Infrared), moving target indication radar,
and a laser ranger had been integrated with a digital
computer for precision system performance. It was
also the first time the Air Force had ever let a significant contract to an avionics company for complete
modification for airborne weapons systems. Development of a B-52 electrovisual system using a lowlight-level TV camera was initiated in 1969 by
Westinghouse for the Air Force.
Man-portable lasers, rangers, and illuminators
were developed and deployed with improved performance. Typical designs called for lightweight,
compact, rugged equipment for use by mobile
forces. These high-performance lasers were for
ground and air application to provide continuous
illumination and ranging for targeting purposes.
Westinghouse continued to rush production of
operational airborne radar for the military. The
ANI APQ-120 was built to equip the Air Force F-4E
aircraft. The Navy F-4J was supplied with the
pulse-Doppler AN I AWG-10 radar. Both radars
were capable of controlling and operating with the
Sparrow missile.
An advanced version of the digital AN/ AWG-10
radar fire-control equipment was being flight-tested
in preparation for use in Navy aircraft.
From 1960 through 1969, Westinghouse supplied
more than 3,800 radar syst~ms which were deployed
and tested in combat. At year-end, the company was
developing an F-15 fighter feasibility radar for the
Air Force.
As a prime contractor to the Air Force for airborne electronic countermeasures, Westinghouse
deve~oped and produced an external equipment
multipurpose airborne pod, a truly universal design
adaptable to most aircraft and missions. It is a basic
pa?ka.ge available for carrying a wide variety of
av10mc and physical countermeasures.
Based on Westinghouse pioneering in molecular
inte.grated c!rcuits, countermeasure systems were
available With broa~er .performance capabilities
than ever before. A cucmt that 5 years earlier cons~ste~ of 2,100 discret~ co~ponents was in production m a molecular cucmt assembly occupying 15
cubic inches. Size and weight were reduced so that
internal or pod configurations can be achieved with
minimum airframe modification. Through extensive

ASTIW:\t:C :LE:\H/l.l:\DEHSL\S 111\'ISIO:\S

Following a 1968 reorganization, the Astronuch·ar
Laboratory and tlw Underseas Division operated in
196D under a single management headed by Dr.
\·V. E. Johnson, vice president and formerly general
manager of the Astronuclcar Laboratory.
The Underseas Division in 1969 consisted of 3
main components:
• The Ocean Hcsearch and Engineering Center
near Annapolis, :\laryland, which continued activities in ocean research, life-support systems, dt•sign
and operation of unders(•a research subnwrsibles,
sonar, and advanced studit•s in the recovery of
ocean resources.
• Sanford l\'larine Services, Inc., a wholly owned
suhsidimy, l\lorgan City, Louisiana, which continued to provide diving, salvage, and other services
to the marine, petroleum, and construction industries and to a variety of other custonwrs.
• The missile launching and handling department, responsible for developing and providing
launching capability for the Navy's fleet ballistic
missiles, Polaris and Poseidon.
By year-end, the highly successful submersible
Deepstar-4000 had made more than 500 dives. Ncaring completion was a new submersible, Decpstar2000, similar in general design to the Deepstar-4000.
To be used in research and as a test-bed for prototype instrumentation, the craft is 20 feet long and
7 feet wide and is capable of carrying 2 scientists
and a pilot to depths of at least 2,000 feet. It can
operate for as long as 8 hours at a maximum cruising speed of 3 knots. Assigned to the company's
Ocean Research Laboratory at San Diego, California, Deepstar-2000 was to be ready for operations
in early 1970.
The Underseas Division was also working on a
20,000-foot-depth submersible, the deepest-diving
privately owned submersible. The vehicle, capable
of reaching 98 percent of the world's ocean floor,
will be the third member of the Westinghouse
Deepstar family.
"We expect to complete the Deepstar-20,000 by
late 1970," Dr. G. F. Mechlin, Underseas Division
general manager, said. "There is an obvious need
to explore and work at great depths in the ocean.
We've been planning a 20,000-foot submersible for
a long time. For several reasons, we feel that we
can now go ahead with the project. Our development programs in hull materials, flotation materials,
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and hum·ant structural materials are quite f~r along.
Also. th~· markd for de•·p-di,·ing submcrst_hle s:.r,·ices seems to he den· loping:· The submerstble "tll
be able to transport 3 men and instnnncnts or
equipment to a depth of :20.000 feet for 16 hours of
\\~~-

.

The \Vl·stinghouse Ocean Research and Engtnecrin~ Center formed an ocean sciences group
that c~neentrates the center's oceanographic capabilities. The 11<'\\' group was to further develop tl~e
center's relationships with industrial oceanograplnc
laboratories. education institutions, and govemment
a"l·m:ies, and undertake research and shtdies for
a~d with those organizations.
Formed as part of the center's engineering dcpartnwnt, the new group was involn:-cl with work
in ocean physics. electrochemistry. physical chemistrY. underwater acoustic and sound propagation
ancl measurement, fluid dynamics, undenvater
energy transmission, mathc~1atical analysis, and
analytical simulation of ocean properties and panunetcrs.
A new \Vestinghouse sonar and manipulator system was tested in a special testing pool at the Ocean
H.csearch and Engineering Center. The 15-foot-decp
pool in the new laboratory is used in research on
a wide variety of undersea equipment. TI1e sonar
was the \Vestinghouse ocean-bottom scanning sonar
used to produce photo-like images of the ocean
bottom _at any depth. It is towed by a surface ship
so that It tnn-cls at a preset depth above the ocean
floor. In this way, it is able to survey larcre areas of
the bottom relatively fast. \Vestingl~ouseb sonar systems similar to this unit have been used to locate
the wreckage of an airliner in Lake ~lichicran to
b
'
survey the wreckage of an offshore oil platform
downed by a hurricane, to locate the fault scarp
of an earthquake off the coast of Alaska, and to
per~orm in other _underwater search and survey
proJects. The mampulator system was to be used
aboard the DSRV submersible.
A _new barge was serving the offshore oil industry m the Gulf of Mexico. Called Rancrer it is
a pil?eline <~nd derrick barge for use in hryh;g and
rcpa~r _of pipe,_ salvage, constmction, and all kinds
of d1Vmg service. It w~1s built and was being operated by Sanford Manne Services Inc. Because of
its size and capability, the Ranerer' can be used for
smaller jobs at less cost than m~st available barges.
It has a 50-ton diesel crane.
Astronuclear operations in 1969 were highlighted
by _successful completion of the testing of an expenmental nuclear rocket engine, called XE, at the
Nuclear Rocket Development Station, Jackass Flats,
Nevada. Completion of the test series was a major
step in the joint AEC/NASA program to develop a
nuclear rockc't. Tests of the XE engine began in
March and continued through August.
During this period, 28 engine start-ups were sue-
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RYAN AERONAUTICAL

Ryan's reach
is landing radars for Surveyor and Apollo
. .. Doppler Navigation fo r ASW a ircraft
a nd helicopters . .. Over two decades wit h
m ore than 15.000 Firebee unmanned
ae ri a l targe t flights for th e Air Force ,
Navy a nd Army. In the future , Ryan's
Reach is the la ndin g radar for the Viking
Mars la nd e r ; the Doppler navigation for
th e Lockheed / N avy S-3A; and th e supersonic Firebee II , the target for tomorrow
-here today . Ryan's Reach exte nd s beyond t o d ay's aerospace technology in
unmanned a ircraf t, in e lec tro nics, in m a nufacturing . For m o re in format ion, write:
Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical, 270 I Harbor Drive, San Diego, California 92112.

a co•nprellensive, n1otlern 01
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of all facets of
111otlern control theory .
including unique 111aterial on:
• learning control
• atlatttive contr~l
• sensitivity analysis

Volume 1:
ElEMENTS OF MODERN CONTROl THEORY .
begins with elements of linear feedback systems, traces
through sensitivity analysis, stochastic effects, optimal
and adaptive control and completes recent developments
in learning theory.

Volume 2: ANAlYSIS AND DESIGN OF
SPACE VEHIClE FliGHT CONTROl SYSTEMS
is concerned with the design of automatic flight control
systems, discusses problems of dynamics, structural elasticity, sensor and actuator characteristics (especially
gyros) and launch trajectories.
Each volume 900 pages
February 1970
Vol. 1 $29.95
Vol. 2 $29.95

SPARTAN BOOKS
A SUBSIDIARY OF PUBLISHERS CO., INC.
432 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10016
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Governrnent
Research and
Development

precludes even a catalog listing h erein, but this section contains the highlights of 1969 in those agencies
primarily concerned with aerospace research and
development, or with non-aerospace programs in
which aerospace firm s w ere participa ting. Additional detail on unclassified projects m ay b e found
in the individual company resumes in the Aerospace
Industry Section and in the R eference Section.

During the fiscal year 1970, ending June 30, 1970,
governm ent funding of all typ es of research and development \vas expected to run slightly over $15 billion, a ? ecline .from. the previous year's level. By far
the maJOr portion of the ftmdin g was to be allocated
to aerospace programs, although a direct dollar
breakdown w as not available. The enormous range
of government research and development programs
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in a series of nuclea r excava ti on exp e ri m en ts in su p port of th e Atla ntic-Pacific Interoceani c Ca nal Study
Commissio n's program , w as condu cted a t th e AEC's
N evada test site . The 35-kilo ton explosion excava t d
a cra ter in h a rd rock, abo ut 852 fee t in di a me ter and
208 feet d eep. The explosive was empla ced a t a
d e pth of 355 fee t b elow th e surface of th e gr o~md.
Schooner provide d inform a tion on c ra terin g eff ects
from an explos ion a t a y ield ra te on an order of
magnitude g rea ter th an previou s _ experiments in
hard rock a nd d emon stra ted the e ff ects of a g rea ter
moisture content in the rock on cra ter p a ram e ters.
The second in a seri es of joint gove rnm ent/indu stry experiments to study th e technical and economi c
feas ibility of u sin g contain ed unde rg round n u clear
explosions to enh a n ce the recovery of n a tural gas
w a s w ell under w ay a t the end o f 1969. Th e nuclear
d e ton a tion portion of Proj ec t Ruli son w a s c?nducted on Se ptember 10 a t a site ab out 40 miles
northeas t of Grand Junction, Colora do. Rulison is a
joint e ffort of the AEC, the D e p a rtment of the Interior, Austral Oil Company, Inc., of Houston, and
CER G eonuclear Corpora tion of Las Vega s, N evada, a cting as program m an ager.
The 40-kiloton nuclear explosion took place 8,442
feet b elow the surface of the ground.

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
Overall uses of nuclear energy, such as extensive
applications of radioisotopes and radiation and continued work in the field of p eaceful nuclear explosives, made further advances in 1969.
But the year was p erhaps most historic for the
uses of nuclear power in space . Experiments left on
the moon by Apollo 12 astron auts w ere povvered
solely by nuclear power, the Apollo l l crew left a
radioisotopic heater on the moon, and outstanding
progress was made in nuclear rocket propulsion.
While the Atomic Energy Commission took a first
positive step toward the development of a fa st
breeder reactor, new orders for nuclear power plants
by utilities showed a marked downswing during the
year.
Apollo 11 astronauts placed an AEC-developed
r~dioisotope h eater on the moon. The isotopic d eVIce, fueled by plutonium-238, was built into the
seismometer which sent lunar seismic readings back
to earthbound scientists. The heater system, consisting of 2 canisters containing a total of about 2.4
ounces of radioactive plutonium-238 dioxide, kept
the electronic instrumentation above minus 65 d egrees Fahrenheit. Lower temperatures would damage the recorder. Lunar night readings drop as low
as minus 250 degrees Fahrenheit.
Plutonium was also the power source for the surgically implantable cardiac pacemaker under development. Three successful implants were performed
on dogs at the National Heart Institute, National
Institutes of Health. Clinical studies w ere to follow
extensive laboratory and animal test programs.
Studies were under way to prepare isotopic heat
sources that would result in the minimum radiation
dose to a patient.
Several isotopic projects were under way in the
environmental and pollution control field. Isotopic
tracers and related t echniques were being used to
detect and m easure pollutants. AEC's Brookhaven
National Laboratory was using analysis of variations
of sulfur-32/s~l~ur-34 ratios in stack gas to study the
source, quantities, and meteorological distribution
of sulfur dioxide emitted to the atmosphere from
plants burning fossil fuel.
·
Washington State University developed a technique for attaching an iridium salt to wood fibers to
study stream pollution problems in the pulp and
paper industry. Waste discharged from plants is
sampled and analyzed by neutron activation analysis
to determine sources of pollution from paper plants.
Nuclear activation analysis of characteristic trace
elem ents in oil slicks was being evaluated as an aid
in apprehension and conviction of shippers who
pollute waterways with oil discharges. Radiation
treatment of sewage was under joint study with the
F ederal Water Pollution Control Administration as
a means of enhancing sludge settling rates.
On D ecember 8, 1968, Project Schooner, the third

The Atomic Energy Commission's Project Rulison 40-kiloton
nuclear device is lowered into its 8,442-foot-deep emplacem ent hole near Grand ]unction, Colorado. The Septemb er
10 detonation was the second in a series of government!
industry experiments to study the feasibility of recovering
natural gas by m eans of controlled underground nuclear
explosions.
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. -\t ycar-c~ul._ the projl'ct participants were plan~lm~ to bqpn m th_e spring of 1970 reentry drilling

The Atomic Energy Commission supported 4 research projects in the massive Barbados Oceanographic and :\•Ieteorological E>.:periment (BOMEX)
which took place during 1969. BOMEX was an
interagency effort to study the interaction between
sea and air which helps to create large-scale
weather patterns. AEC projects were conducted by
Battelle Northwest, Argonne National Laboratory,
Stanford Research Institute, and Lamont Geological
Laboratory of Columbia University.
The Battelle Northwest project was concerned
with studying the transfer of particles from the
stratosphere to the ocean, called the air-to-sea exchange, and the subsequent mixing of the material
in the ocean. The Lamont project, on the other
hand, was concerned with the movement of material
from the ocean depths upward and into the air.
The Argonne National Laboratory measured atmospheric behavior at the ocean surface using highly
sophisticated Argonne-developed instruments to record wind velocity, small rapid air fluctuations, and
temperature. The Stanford Research Institute used
a laser-radar device, called LIDAR, to examine the
distribution of the minute particles which make up
haze and fog. Data from the AEC projects will be
incorporated in the BO:MEX results and will also
help the AEC to more surely and accurately predict
the deposition and mixing of radioactive particles
over the ocean under a variety of weather conditions.
A major step toward the development of a fast
breeder nuclear power plant-one that provides
heat for the generation of electricity and at the
same time produces more fuel than it uses-was
taken when an invitation was issued by the AEC
to industry for proposals to conduct the first phase:
definition of the technical and economic risks of the
total project and determination as to whether there
are bases for a cooperative arrangement for construction and operation of a plant. Proposals from
Atomics International, General Electric, and Westinghouse were being reviewed at year's end.
While the government was progressing on the
development of nuclear p~,~~r, industry was recording a different record. Uhhties that had bee? considering nuclear power plants were reh1rnmg to
coal- or oil-fired plants because nuclear plants were
taking too long to build. N~tclear plant orders,
which reached a peak of 31 m 1967, dropped to
17 in 1968 and to 6 as of mid-November 1969. Several reasons accounted for the downswing. The
major reactor builders found the:>: could not meet
promised deliv~ry dates; . they did not have t~e
necessary capacity and skilled labor. The boom m
the construction industry delayed constmction of
non-nuclear components. Increased capital costs of
skilled labor and equipment meant higher interest
charges and, in some cases, eliminated the financial
advantage from the lower operating costs of nuclear
plants.

mto tlw chtmn(·y of broken rock believed formed by
tlw (•xplosion so that tlwy could obtain samples of
the gas and start production testing. The gas samples were to he analyzed to ddenninl:' the quality
of the g~~s from a radioactivity standpoint. On October 1. ~t was announced that continuous post-shot
obsen·attons made at the surface of the Hulison emp~acenwnt hole indicated that the nuclear explosion
dtd release natural gas from the tight :\Iesa Verde
formation.
..
Production t<.·sting of the Project Gasbug~y emp_Jac('tnl·nt hole \n·ll c·ontinued during 1969. Project
G:tsbuggy, the first joint l'xperiment to·stud,· nuclear
stunulation of tight gas-bearing rock fonnations. is
a jc!int effort of the AEC. the Department of the Intt>nor, and El Paso Natural Gas Companv. The nuclear detonation, invoh·ing a :20-kiloton. e~1Jlosive,
was conducted on December 10. 1967. at a site near
Farmington. ::\'ew :\lexico. As of October 6 1969
cumulative production of gas from the empla~emc•nt
h~lc well was 255,000,000 cubic feet. This compared
With 80.000,000 cubic feet of gas produced from a
nearby con_ventional well over a 10-year period.
The Umted Stat<.•s and Russia met in Vienna
April 14-16 for tl•chnical discussions on peaceful
USl'S of nuclear explosions. The U.S. delegation was
headed b_y AEC Commissioner Gerald F. Tape,
later prestdent of Associated Universities. Inc. For
!he first time, the Soviet Union stated publicly that
It ha~ a peac<.•ful nudear t'xplosives program and
that It would be prepared to supply services as
part of its obligation undl'r Article V of the NonProliferation Treatv. Both deleaations aQTeed that
"'
.,
b
t;t
· · . underground nuclear explosions ma~r be successfttlly used in the not so far off future to stimulate
oil and gas production and to create underground
cavi~ies ..." and that " ... it may also be technically
feasible to use them in earth-moving work for the
construction of water reservoirs in ;uid areas, to dig
ca~1~ls. and f.n removing the upper layer in surface
mnung, etc. The 2 parties also aureed that additional talks in the future would be ~tseful.
Legislation \vas introduced in Congress in January ":hich would amend the Atomic Energy Act to
permit the Atomic Energy Commission to enter into
c?ntracts to provide peaceful nuclear explosion serVIce~ for commercial purposes. Under existing authonty, the commission is limited to providing a
nuclear explosion service for research and development, including demonstration projects that further
A_EC programmatic interests. The legislation recogmzes industrial interest in the progress made to date
in developing peaceful applications of nuclear explosions, and it takes into account Article V of
the Non-Proliferation Treaty which provides that a
commercial nuclear explosion service may be provided to non-nuclear weapon states party to the
treaty.
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satility and depth capability. The 140-foot NR-1 has
a crew of 5 and 2 scientists. It is able to mo\"e at
maximum speed for periods of time limited only by
the amount of food and other supplies it carries. It
will perform detailed studies and mapping of the
ocean bottom, temperature, and currents for military, commercial, and scientific uses.
l3y year-end, Congress had authorizedllO nuclearpowered submarines, including the l\H-1, and 9
nudear-powcrecl surface ships. Of these, 87 submarines and 4 surface ships had been placed in
operation. They had steamed over 14,.530,000 miles
without ever having to abort a mission because of
reactor plant failure.
The year was a historic one for nuclear power in
space. The experiments left by the Apollo 12 astronauts on the moon as part of the second lunar landing were being powered solely by nuclear power.
The power source, a radioisotopic thermoelectric
generator fueled with plutonium-238, represents the
first usc of nuclear electric power on the moon. The
generator has no moving parts and will provide 63
watts of power for at least a year.
Earlier in the year, a radioisotopic heater, part of a
passive seismometer experiment package, was placed
on the moon by the Apollo 11 astronauts. The heater
keeps the seismometer from freezing during the lunar night.
April saw the first civilian usc of atomic energy in
space with the launch of NASA's Nimbus 3 weather
satellite, which carries 2 nuclear generators as supplcmcntaiy power to solar cells. This combined
power was resulting in the acquisition of data of
such significance that it \Vas characterized as "unprecedented" by the scientific community.
A radioisotope generator was making history by
beginning its ninth year in orbit on a navigational satellite. The grapefruit-size atomic battery,
launched in 1961, had operated 3 years beyond its
5-year design life by year-end 1969. Developed by
the AEC, the 2.7-watt generator was supplementing
power from solar cells on the oldest operating navigational satellite.
Another source of space power-a compact nuclear reactor with potential uses on a moon base and
in orbiting space stations-began operating at design power in a land-based test at an AEC labo_ratmy ncar Los Angeles. The reactor was producmg
600 thermal kilowatts at 1,300 degrees Fahrenheit.
It was being considered for space miss~ons because
of its potentially high reliability, small size, an? long
life (2 to 5 years) without need for refuelmg or
maintenance.
Outstanding progress was noted in the development of a nuclear rocket. Testing of an experimental
nuclear rocket engine at the Nucle~r Rocket Development Station, Nevada, began m March and
continued through August. During this period, 28
engine start-ups were successfully completed for a
cumulative time of 3 hours 48 minutes.

Concern over the safety of nuclear power plants
was expressed by segments of the public interested
in protecting the environment and waterways from
pollution, in the aesthetics of the surroundings of
proposed plant sites, and in eliminating dangers
of radioactive discharges from plants. In the face of
mounting opposition, the AEC continued to emphasize that in its reviews of a proposed nuclear power
plant it considers the health and safety of the public
paramount and only after it assures itself that the
plant can be built and operated safely will it grant
the necessary permits.
During the year, utilities placed orders for 6
plants with a total capacity of about 6,000,000 kilowatts. As of the end of the year, there were 15
operable nuclear power plants, 49 being built, 31
planned for which reactors had been ordered, and
9 planned for which reactors had not been ordered,
representing a total of 80,500,000 kilowatts. Applications for construction permits were pending for
24 plants. During the year, the AEC granted 7 construction permits and 3 operating licenses.
A preliminary feasibility study by the Department
of the Interior, the AEC, and the state of Utah concluded that the Great Salt Lake Basin offers a
unique opportunity for the simultaneous production of desalted water, power, and steam to help
ful£ll the future demands of cities and industry in
the Great Salt Lake area. As a result of the study,
Utah will consider desalting as a potential source
of a future water supply.
Another desalting study, by the United States,
Mexico, and the International Atomic Energy
Agency, indicated that large dual-purpose nuclear
electric power and desalting plants are a promising
means for producing large quantities of fresh water
and power to meet the growing requirements of
arid areas in the southwestern region of the United
States and the northwestern region of Mexico.
During the spring and summer, the AEC implanted 3 compact 10-watt nuclear power generators in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of San Clemente_ Island for iong-term testing. The successful
opera~wn of the generators should help fill a critical
n:ed m ?cean exploration. They are designed to proVIde unmterrupted electrical power for 5 years or
lon~er. In many re_mote locations where frequent
mamtenan~e, ~efuelmg, or battery recharging or replacement 1s d1fficult or expensive, compact radioisotope. power sources promise operational and economic advan~ages over conventional power sources.
The worlds first nuclear-powered deep submergence research and ocean engineering vehicle was
launched early in the year at Groton, Connecticut.
The submarine, designated NR-1, was developed
jointly by the Navy and the AEC. The increased
endurance made possible by nuclear power, and the
technology gained by its development, will provide
the basis for development of future nuclear-powered
oceanographic research vehicles of still greater ver202
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On December L 1968, ground was broken for the
fir~tyet:man~·n~ building at the Atomic Energy Commtsston s ::\ahonal Accelerator Laboratory near
Chicago. \Vhen completed. the laboratory ·will be
the home of the ~\:odd's highest-energy proton accelerator. The factltty will cost approximately $2.50.000,000 p_lus outlays for experimental equipment;
the 200-bdlion electron volt (Bev} accelerator was
scheduled to produce its first particle beam in 1972.
Tl~e first of the laboratory's permanent buildings
will house a linear accelerator, or Linac. which will
serve as part of the 200-Bev accelerator. The Linac
w~ll serve to give the protons a boost in energy that
will take them to 200.000,000 electron volt~: onethousandth of their ultimate energy in the N ...\L accelerator svstem.
·
The po;itin· discovery of 2 isotopes of element
104 was reported on April 15 bv scientists in the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory- at Berkeley, opera~cd ~or the Atomic Energy Commission by the
Umvcrs1ty of California. The 2 isotopes are 10-!-2.57
and 104-259. The scientists believed, too, that they
had discovered 104-258: thev indicated. however.
that the evidence was less "certain. At the same
time, Berkeley researchers said that after repeated
attempts they had been unable to observe the isotope 104-260, tlw discovery of which was reported
by a group of Russian scientists in 1964. The Lawrence Hadiation Laboratorv discoveries were made
by bombarding a targvt in' the heavv ion linear accelnator (HILAC).
·
On Oct?bcr 13. the first successful operation of
the worlds largest bubble chamber was recorded
a_t the Atomic Energy Commission's Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago. The bubble chamber c?ntains 6,400 gallons of liquid hydrogen. Since
cosmiC ray particles are much too small and travel
too fast to he observed directly. the tiny lines of
bubbles resulting from the passage of cosmic ray
particles through the liquid hydrogen are photographed. These lines of bubbles (called "tracks")
are studied to determine the properties of the highenergy particles. The 12-foot bubble chamber project was begun some 5 years earlier. at a time when
the largest bubble chamber in operation had a
length of 80 inches and a volume of about 1 cubic
yard. The new Argonne vessel is 12 feet in diameter
and 7 feet tall with a volume of about 26 cubic
yards.
Earlier in the year, the world's largest supcrconducting magnet-to be operated in conjunction with
the 12-foot bubble chamber--was completed and
successfully tested at Argonne. FollmYing the January tests, it was announced that the magnet was
expe<:ted to operate at about one-tenth the cost of
an equivalent conventional magnet.
On October 2, 1969, the Atomic Energy Commission safely conducted an underground nuclear ca!ibration test of about 1 megaton in yield at Amchitka
Island, Alaska. Data from the test were being ana-

lyzed at year-end and no determination had been
made regarding further testing on the island. As of
November 26, 1969, the AEC had announced 22
underground nuclear weapons-related tests during
the year at the Nevada test site.
President Nixon appointed 2 new members to the
Atomic Energy Commission in 1969. He named Dr.
Theos J. Thompson to fill out the unexpired term of
Dr. Gerald F. Tape; Dr. Thompson had been professor of nuclear engineering and director of the
:\Iassachusetts Institute of Technology Nuclear Reactor Facility since 1958. His nomination was confirmed on June 12. The President also named Dr.
Clarence E. Larson, whose nomination was approved by the Senate on August 8. At the time of his
appointment, Dr. Larson was president of the Nuclear Division, Union Carbide Corporation, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee.
At year-end, the AEC commissioners and the expiration dates of their terms were as follows: Dr.
Glenn T. Seaborg, chairman, June 30, 1970; Theos
J. Thompson, June 30, 1971; vVilfrid E. Johnson,
June 30, 1972; James T. Ramey, June 30, 1973; and
Clarence E. Larson, June 30, 1974.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
At year-end, differing Senate and House versions
of the defense appropriations bill were still being
resolved in conference, but it appeared that Department of Defense funding (new obligational
authority) for research, development, test, and evaluation for the £seal year 1970 would be pegged
near $7.3 billion. The Senate version of the bill
called for $7.38 billion, the House version for $7.197
billion. Even the larger figure would represent a
substantial drop from the $7.6 billion for fiscal
year 1969.
As in previous years, the Air Force was to get the
largest share of research and development funds,
about $3 billion (Senate $3.06 billion, House $3.057
billion). The Navy's allocation was $2.193 billion in
the Senate, $2.04 billion in the House. The Army
share was $1.6 billion in the Senate, $1.57 billion
in the House.
Also included in the DoD budget was an allocation of slightly ]ess than $500,000,000 for programs
of the Advanced Research Projects Agency. Primary aerospace project in this category was Defender, a broad program of research and exploratory development in the field of ballistic missile
defense, penetration aids, and defense against
satellites.
Highlights of the major Department of Defense
research and development programs under way during calendar year 1969 arc contained in the following resumes for the Air Force, the Army, and the
Navy.
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instituted or expanded, including S~IAP (Systems
.Management Analysis Project) and C/SCSC (Cost
Schedule Control Systems Criteria). S~IAP is an
effort to improve and condense the printed directives guiding Air Force Systems. Program _Offic~s
(SPO). C/SCSC is a plan to aducve cohesn·c A1_r
Force/contractor management control systems, utilizing a single integrated internal cost. and s_chedule
control system for the contractor whiCh will serve
his management needs and those of the govemm~nt.
In April, General Electric He-entry Systems of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, be:ame the. first aerospace
contractor to reach operatiOnal achievement of C/

AIR FORCE

Research and development programs of the Air
Force Systems Command in 1969 were directed toward a proper balance between providing "fixes"
for the limited war requirements of operational commanders in Southeast Asia, development and acquisition of the next generation of weapons and systems,
and pushing the state of the art for the advancement of technology in the future.
This encompassed scientific and technical work
in many areas, from microcircuitry to missiles and
bombers, from advanced fiber composite materials
to air superiority fighters, from computers to command and control networks, from space foods to
space satellites.
To create these new systems, weapons, and items
of aerospace equipment at acceptable costs, in the
face of heavy schedules and in the environment of
rapidly changing technology, General James Ferguson, AFSC commander, at Andrews AFB, Maryland,
directed the activities of divisions, centers, ranges,
and laboratories at 300 installations around the
globe.
AFSC's estimated budget for fiscal year 1970 was
$7.78 billion, which represented 29.4 percent of the
total budget for the Air Force. Funds managed by
the command totaled $15.9 billion, and the command's facilities were valued at about $2.5 billion.
AFSC supervised about 1,300 projects and tasks,
more than half of which were for limited war.
Two new management organizations were activated at the Aeronautical Systems Division at WrightPatterson AFB, Ohio, during the year. One, the Directorate of Precision Weapon Delivery, nicknamed
the "Hit the Target" office, was designed to conceive
and analyze new approaches to providing techniques, equipment, subsystems, and weapons "to hit
and destroy tactical targets 24 hours a day under
all environmental conditions."
The other was the Air Mobility Division, which
must grapple with the fact that the Air Force might
not always be able to rely on prepared and equipped
overseas bases in fulfilling its responsibilities. To
accomplish this mission, the division was expanding
on the "bare-base" concept, under which USAF
combat forces would be able to fly anywhere in
the world to sites that might have no facilities other
than a runway, parking space, and a water supply;
set up essential equipment; and be ready to conduct
combat operations within hours.
In July, General Ferguson announced several
changes in the program management of the F-15
air superiority fighter. The system program director
at Wright-Patterson AFB will report directly to the
AFSC commander, and the F-15 program monitoring responsibility was transferred from the Pentagon
to AFSC headquarters under an assistant to the
commander for F-15.
Several management improvement programs were

sese.

.Many of the advanced systems and end products
under development in Systems Command laboratories or in production during 1~69 woul~ have been
regarded as little more than scwncc fictiOn fantasy
only a few years earlier.
.
.
Air-cushion landing gears were bemg fhght-tested
over macadam, concrete, tall grass, snow, waterfilled ditches, and wet sand.
A 12-pound manpack transceiver for ground-toair voice communications was developed to replace
a 41-pound set.
.
.
In rapid response to a Southe~st Asm reqmrement
for an "instant" helicopter landmg zone, AFSC developed "Combat Trap" procedures that arc used to
blast out suitable areas with 10,000- and 15,000pound bombs.
A new television camera tube was developed for
use in low-light-level operations _whi~h will al!ow
pinpoint target acquisition, identification, trackmg,
and weapons delivery.
By using conventional aircraft control surfaces
and appropriate feedback signals, a syste~. ca~led
LAMS (Load Alleviation and Mode Stabthzahon)
demonstrated the capability of flight _control technology to alleviate gust and mane~venng loads a~d
to damp structural oscillations. This system may mcrease the fatigue life of B-52s and similar aircraft
from 70 to 100 percent.
.
For maximum assistance to the B-1 aircraft progra:n, formerly known as Adv~nce~ Manned S_trategiC Aircraft (AMSA), AFSC s Air Force Fhght
Dynamics Laboratory surveyed all of its p:ograms
to determine which could be applicable. Thuty-two
efforts were identified as sources of technology dir~ctly applicable to the planned configu;ation o~ the
aircraft. Thirty of these efforts were 'bought by
~he B-~ Systems Engineering Office to the extent of
mcludmg descriptions of each in an addendum to
the statement of work.
The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory developed a series of nondecision job performance aids
for electronics technicians, allowing high school students to resolve troubleshooting problems and make
detailed repairs to complicated electronic gear after
only 12 hours of training.
Tests of an airborne audiovisual recording system
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tl~a~ sh~uld i~pro,·e pilot training procedures by
gtnng tmmccltatc pcrfonnance evaluations were
under way. TV recording and playback techniques
are used.
A rar)idlv
der)lovable
liahtweiaht
antenna mast
•
-'
0
0
was developed for use in Southeast Asia. The 100foot, 166-pound mast can be erected by 5 men in
·
less than -:1.5 minutes. without tools.
. An improved reinforcing fiber produced for use
~n stm~tt~ral plastic composites is 50 percent higher
111 elasttctty and 35 percent higher in tensile strength
than commercially available graphite fiber.
A number of aircrcw rescue and recovery projects
were under way. One involved a \'-type parawing,
self-rescue model which may enable a cre\\man of
a disabled aircraft to usc his ~·jection scat to fly away
from enemy territory.
A_notht~r idt? wm{ld assure a pilot that he will not
colhdc wtth lus scat during ejection from an aircraft.
A lifeline. a 50-foot nylon cord, is attached to the
cockpit floor and to the bottom of the seat. \Vhen
the cre:vman ejects, the tethered seat is pulled away
from hun when the line reaches its 50-foot limit.
An electronic helicopter-to-ground locating system, capable of finding and rescuing downed crewmen by day or night in all kinds of weather, was
successfully demonstrated. Signals transmitted by
a p~ckct-size radio, carried by all aircrewmen, are
recetved through a series of antennas mounted ben_cath a rescue helicopter. The new system can position the helicopter directly over the man to be
rescued .. even when he is hidden by dense foliage.
Clothmg that will not burn or melt in air at high
temperatures w~s developed from a new polymeric
fiber, polybenztmidazole, which can be knit or
woven into fabrics, webbings, tapes. ribbon, or sewing thread.
A new jet engine that is half the length and onefi~th tl~e volume of similar preYiously developed eng111es 111 the same thmst class was under development.
A low-cost asbestos fiber suitable for usc in composi~cs w:ls :Icveloped which may prove valuable for
use. 111 missiles and other applications. Boron comp~sttes were also being used in landing gear assemblies at considerable weight savings.
Since laboratory efforts are the key to future
capabilities, AFSC was conducting research in supersonic and hypersonic speed regimes. It was seek~ng bc~tcr _high-temperature, high-strength materials;
111veshgatmg new aircraft structures and aerodynamic shapes; improving control systems and making
p~opulsion systems more efficient; and improving
mrcraft survivability and weapon accuracy. Space,
computers, high-lift devices, microelectronics, laser
technology, exotic materials and composites, component reliability, human performance factors-all
were receiving the attention of Systems Command
scientists and administrators.
Apollo crews, using Saturn launch vehicles, were

supported by facilities at the Air Force Eastern Test
Range, Patrick AFB, Florida, and both the Eastern
Test Range and the \Vestern Test Range provided
communications, weather information, and a complete complement of instmmentation ships on station in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. An Air Force
C-135 aircraft equipped with the Airborne Liahtweight Optical Tracking System (ALOTS) £l~ed
the launches of Apollos 9 through 11 plus the
splashdown of Apollo 11. Several EC-135N aircraft,
the Apollo Range Instmmented Aircraft (ARIA),
were deployed from Patrick AFB to provide S-hand
tracking, voice relay, and both S-hand and UHF
telemetry for Apollo missions.
The experimental satellite, TACSAT 1, largest and
heaviest communications satellite launched in the
free world, was boosted into a synchronous equatorial orbit by the Air Force's Titan IIIC space
booster at the Eastern Test Range in Febmary.
The giant satellite was designed to provide the nation's armed forces with a capability to communicate on a worldwide basis with ships, aircraft, and
foot soldiers using receiving antennas varyincr in
0
size down to 1 foot in diameter.
The final launch in the Titan IIIC research and
development program was accomplished on May
23 with the orbiting of 2 improved Vela satellites
at the Eastern Test Range. These satellites, the fifth
pair launched by the Air Force, were designed to
monitor nuclear detonations as much as 100,000,000
miles or more into outer space, at the same time
scanning through earth's atmosphere for similar activity. Additionally, the Velas provide detection of
solar flares and other similar hazards that could
affect manned space programs.
Use of the high-speed track at the Air Force
~,fissile Development Center (AF.MDC) was made
to test such missiles as SRAM, Standard ARM, and
Maverick. Flight tests, impact tests, and guidance
system tests were also made or planned.
In its continuing investigations of biological responses to aerospace environments, the USAF School
of Aerospace Medicine made studies of the course
of experimental influenza in mice at different altitudes and with varying degrees of oxygen. The
studies showed that subnormal oxygen levels seemed
to increase resistance to influenza, while increased
susceptibility was demonstrated under 99 percent
oxygen conditions.
The School of Aerospace Medicine conducted 2
experiments for NASA to determine the ultraviolet
protection afforded the eyes by the Apollo helmet
and visor system. As a result of tests using primates,
th(' school determined that an extravehicular activity mission requiring an astronaut to face the sun
would exceed the threshold limitation for photokeratitis in 78 minutes. Hence, the school recommended that these missions be limited to a maximum
of 60 minutes, leaving an 18-minute safety margin.
The fifth C-5 Galaxy off the assembly line of
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and enabling the paramedic to p erform em ergency
first aid or to defend himself. The microphone and
antenna are sewn into a special m esh cap that fits
under the helmet worn by pararescuem en.
The first improved Back-Up Interceptor Control
(BUIC III) facility was turned over to the Aerospace D efense Command at For~ Fisher, North
Carolina. The high-speed computenzed con:rol center will furnish air defense commanders with realtime information on any airborne threat to North
America.

Lockheed-Georgia Company at Marietta, Georgia,
went to the Armament Development and Test Center's (ADTC) climatic hangar at Eglin AFB, Florida,
for I4 weeks of environmental testing at temperatures ranging from minus 65 degrees to plus I25
degrees Fahrenheit, in the world's largest environmental chamber. This was the first portion of a I3month all-weather testing program. The second
Galaxy made the first cross-country flight for any
C-5 in May, when it was flown to the Air Force
Flight Test Center at Edwards AFB, California, for
6 months of combined Category I and Category II
testing. On June I5, it set a world record when it
became airborne at a total gross weight of 762,000
pounds.
ADTC received its first F-IllA in April for an extensive weapons carriage and clearance test program called Seek Eagle. The tests proved that the
aircraft is capable of carrying a variety of weapons
and weapon configurations. The various combinations will be used by the Tactical Air Command's
growing fleet of F-Ills.
The only remaining XB-70 aircraft made its last
flight February 4 from Edwards AFB to WrightPatter~on AFB, Ohio, where it was on display at
the Air Force Museum . Likewise, the No. I X-I5
research airplane, first flown June 8, I959, was airlifted on May 9 to the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D.C., where it was being displayed
with other historic aircraft.
On May 5, the X-24 lifting-body research vehicle
made its first free flight, over the desert at Edwards
AFB, after being dropped from its B-52 mother ship,
the same B-52 that air-launched the X-I5 on its
test flights. The X-24 is a flatiron-shaped vehicle
with angled vertical fins on each side and one on
the center line.
Among tests under way in the wind tunnels at
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tennessee, was a program to determine the feasibility of
reducing the severity of sonic booms generated by
high-performance aircraft, without degrading aircraft performance. In another program, hundreds
of tests were made on separation of stores from
tactical aircraft to help insure th~t the stores will
follow the proper trajectory and not collide with
the parent aircraft following release. Stores include
bombs, missiles, fuel tanks, gun pods, and flare pods.
The newest Air Force solar observatory began
operating in January at Ramey AFB, Puerto Rico,
following installation and testing by the Electronic
Systems Division. The telescope system permits
simultaneous observation, remote television monitoring, and photographic recording by an electrically programmed camera, aiding in the prediction
of effects of major solar events.
A hands-off radio was developed for use by paramedics, who often operate in the noisy environment
of helicopters. It uses bone conduction to pick up
and emit sound, leaving the paramedic's hands free

At Arnold Engin eering Development Cent~r: ~he Air For~e's
Systems Command was studying the feaszbzltty of reduczng
sonic boom severity without losing aircraft performance .

Several air traffic control systems were under development or testing. One involved a prototype tactical air control tower capable of con:erti~g an
unattended airstrip into a high-capacity airfie.ld
within one hour. It can be transported by cargo ~IT
craft, ship, truck, or helicopter. Another, P~o1ect
Seek Dawn was installed in Southeast Asia to
monitor and' direct tactical air operations in combat,
using high-speed computers to pro~ess flight plans
and to check aircraft by radar trac~mg.
The first automatic telephone switch of the 490L
Overseas Autovon system was turned over to the
Air Training Command at Sheppard AFB: Texas,
in March. When completed, the sys~em Will au~~
mate existing manual facilities and lmk 2,000 military bases throughout the world.
.
A modem communications network m Japan, the
Kanto Plain Communications System installed for
the use of U.S. military forces in the Tok_Yo ar~a,
was dedicated. It is designed to interface With existing military communications systems such as Autovon and Autodin.
Compass Link, a revolutionary system for relaying high-quality photographs by satellite from operational areas to Washington, D.C., was disclosed in
June. The system's equipment converts aerial photographs into electronic signals at a ground terminal
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in Southeas t Asia. They ar s nt to a satellite whicl1
r c i\ es a nd retransmits th e data to another ground
t rmi.nal in \ ashing ton.
Future asb·onauts ma · b able to talk their \· ay
from on spacecraft to another if ex·periments whicl1
v. e re b eing condu cted b AFSC scientists are succ ssfu l. Th ey wer worJ...ing on a oice-actuated
control s ·stem for as b·onaut man u · ring units. It
\.vas hoped th at tJ1 e macl1in \\auld r pond to 14
vo ice comm ands-words su h as stop, back, right,
ope n, or dO\\ n-fre ing th e . stronaut' hands for
otJ1er work.
The 2 la rgest X-ra macl1in s
r built w r
d edica ted at th e Air Fore Sp cial
apons Center, Kirtland AFB, 1-e\. M x:ico, on January _8.
Th y were b eing used to shrd the ffects of gamma
radiation produced by nucl ar xplosions on el ctronic equipment.
In November, USAF H eadquart rs pr seuted th
Space and Missile Sys tems Organization (SAMSO)
Los Angeles AFS, California, tJ1 e Outstanding 1anagement Improvement Prograrn Awa.r d for "an
outstanding cost reduction program." The unit had
a validated savings of over $68,000,000.

antiballistic missile (ABM), the concept was reoriented to defense of the nation's retaliatory capability, the silo-based ICB:rvls, and a number of
improvements were achieved. The ABM system, originally called Sentinel, was renamed Safeguard. Like
its predecessor, Safeguard includes 2 missile systems, a long-range weapon (Spartan, built by Westem Electric Company in association with Bell
Telephone Laboratories and McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company) and a lower-altitude, highacceleration interceptor (Sprint, Western Electric/
Bell/Martin Marietta); a battery of sophisticated
radars; and a system of ground computers to perfonn tl1e myriad calculations necessary for tracking
and interception.
In line with a Presidential requirement to incorporate the latest state-of-the-art in1provements into
the Safeguard system as d eployment decisions are
made, based on threat expansion, major advanced
d elopments were achieved in interceptor and
rad ar designs.
An improved third stage for the Spartan interceptor provides higher p erformance at loncrer ranaes
b
b
w1"th greater accmacy, permitting multimission
capability to maintain tempo on the evolving threat.
A flight program was to be performed to demonsb·ate greatly improved axial and lateral maneuver
capa?ility under precise laser gyro control, utilizing
a umque aerodynamic lifting body which achieves
control forces without the typical control vanes or
wings. The aim of this project is to provide an evo~utionary successor to the endo-atmospheric Sprint
mterceptor.

ARMY

During 1969, the Army continued its reseaTch and
d evelopment effort on the Lockheed AH-56A w apons h elicopter. A production contract announced
earlier was canceled, but the weapons helicopter
remained the Army's highest priority aircraft sys~em
and the Army intended to procm e the AH-o6A
when technical difficulties are solved.
In other research and development on aircraft,
the Army initiated preliminary efforts on development of the H eavy Lift H elicopter (HLH); the
Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (U~TAS ),
destined to replace the workhorse Huey he~copter
in logistics operations; and the Manned Aen al Vehicle for Surveillance (MAVS ), slated as eventual
replacem ent for the veteran Grumman OV-1 Mohawk. On these programs, the ATmy was stressing
increased maintainability and reliability, reduced
vulnerability, and improved crashworthin ss, in addition to mission performance.
In a major propulsion research program, the 1,500shaft-horsepower demonstrator gas hrrbine engine
project was experiencing singular success. Test . engines were demonstrating markedly reduced we1ght
and substantially improved specific fuel consumption.
During 1969. the Army was developing its se~ond
"quiet aircraft." After highly successful h·ials of the
Lockheed QT-2 in Vieh1am, the quiet aircraft program was continuing with Hight tests of Lockh eed's Y0-3A.
In the major area of missile development, the

Although an earlier-announced production progmm was canceled, the Army continued its research and developm ent
effort on the Lockh eed AH-56A and the w eapons hel·icopter
remained the se·1·vice' s highest prio1·-ity aircraft system.

Two new multifrequency research radars, Altair
and Alcor, were put into operation at Kwaj alein to
perform th e necessary discrimination and radar research to develop advanced capabilities for the
Safeguard radars. These radars include the capabil-
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tion, and technical support of air weapon systems,
the Naval Air Systems Command was maintaining
during 1969 a worldwide organization supporting
the activities of more than 130,000 persons engaged
in air systems work. The command was supporting
research laboratories at various locations in the
United States. Additionally, it was performing maintenance, overhaul, and rework on air weapon systems at 7 major aviation rework facilities.
To meet the challenge of the 1970s, the Naval Air
Systems Command embarked in 1969 on 2 vital aircraft programs destined to give the Navy a new
dimension in air superiority. Prime contractors were
selected to begin development of a new supersonic
fighter and of an antisubmarine warf:ue aircr~1ft.
Both aircraft were scheduled for fleet mtroduchon
in 1973.
Grumman Aerospace Corporation was selected to
develop and produce the F-14, which will replace
the F-4 Phantom II. Known previously as the VFX,
the F-14 will be a variable-sweep-wing aircraft with
a tandem seating arrangement and will offer an appreciable increase in performance over the F-4. !~e
twin-tailed F-14 will have an all-weather capability
for delivery of the Phoenix, Sparrow, and Sidewinder missiles using the AN/ AWG-9 weapons control system. It will also have an air-to-ground attack
capability and a modern air-to-air high-performance
gun. First flight of the F-14 was planned for early
1971.
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation was picked to
begin work on the Navy's n~west .antisubmarine
warfare aircraft, the S-3A, whiCh will replace the
S-2 Tracker, a twin reciprocating engine plane
which has been in service for over 15 years. The
new aircraft will be powered by 2 high bypass turbofan engines and will be capable of speeds ~nd
ranges twice that of the S-2. These tur~ofan engmes
will operate at a specific fuel consumption rate 25 to
30 percent below that of op.erational tur~ojet ~n
gines. The savings in SFC will corr~spondmg!y mcrease on-station time and allow a higher maximum
speed capability in comparison to present ASW
aircraft.
The use of an advanced avionic system, designed
around a general-purpose digital co~put~r~ will
substantially increase the 4-man ~rew s abihty ~o
perform its mission. The co~putenzed system will
be able to analyze underwater sounds and other
sources of tactical information and present data on
television-like displays for interpretation by the
operators. Additionally, automation of routine aircrew functions will give the crew more time to analyze the sensor data, enabling it to make more effective tactical decisions. Like the F-14, first flight of
the S-3A was expected to be in 1971.
The F-14 and the S-3A will eventually join forces
with another new weapon system, which entered
the fleet in 1969. The P-3C Orion, the Navy's newest land-based antisubmarine weapon system, pro-

ity for real-time threat and penetration aid complex
discrimination diagnostics using flexible waveforms
with extremely wide bandwidth. Associated with
the radar system was a program of flight testing of
ICBM target and reentry research vehicles. In this
program, a standard ICBM booster was being
used to place multiple targets in position to simulate many possible threat combinations, including
various-shaped reentry vehicles, some with extensive on-board research instrumentation.
In other missile research and development programs, work continued on the SAM-D (Surface-toAir Missile Development). SAM-D will be an air
defense system for use in both battlefield and continental defense against high-performance aircraft
and short-range missiles.
Support equipment for the Lance missile, a
surface-to-surface weapon designed to provide
weater fire support to Army field divisions, went
I~to production while the missile system itself continu~d in engineering development. Test firings
contin~ed at White Sands Missile Range.
.Testmg of the Chaparral, a Navy-developed Sidewmder 1C modified for surface-to-air use was essentially completed. First tactical units ~ntered the
Army's inventory early in 1969.
The 20-millimeter Vulcan self-propelled and
towed air defense gun, developed as a companion
to Chaparral, also completed its major test program and entered the active inventory.
The portable Forward Area Alerting Radar
(FAAR), designed to provide early warning to
Chaparral, Vulcan, and Redeye teams, continued
to undergo test and evaluation.

NAVY
In the past 50 years, the rapid growth of aerosp~ce technology has assisted the Navy in the acquiSition of an air arm long enough and strong enough
t~ reach ne~rly any .part of the globe by way of the
highly ~obile ca~ner strike forces. Building such
n~val air power IS the responsibility of the Naval
Au Systems Cornman~. The command manages the
development, production, and technical support of
all Navy .and Marine Corps air weapon systems and
has full life-cycle responsibility for every air weapon
system the Navy dev.el?.ps and uses. The full impact
?f t~Ie concept of this c~adle-to-grave" responsibilIty IS apparent at the trme for delivery of an air
~capon system to the fleet. Delivery of the operational system to· the fleet, however, is a milestone
o~ .progress in the command's life-cycle responsibility rathe~ than an end. It. ~~rks the beginning of
fleet techmcal support activities provided by the
command throughout the entire history of its use
in the Navy.
To accomplish the task of development, produc208
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of the fi.rst prototype was scheduled for April 1971
with production delivery commencing in October
1972. Service acceptance trials will begin in M.arch
1973.
Throughout the year, North American Rod. .well
Corporation's OV-lOA Bronco was proving its versatility as a lightweight armed reconnaissance aircraft
'dille operating under the austere combat conditions of Southeast Asia. Numerous research and cleelopment tasks were initiated and were in various
stages of completion to ilnprove existing ai.rcraft
s. st ms, to develop new associated weaponry, and
to more full) evaluate and extend the p erformance
capabilities of the Bronco.

vidcs th fl e t '' ith a s arch and d tection capability n ve r before a a ilabl in irbome antisubmarine
warfa re. Th e ne' aircraft i th product of a multimillion-dollar r - a rch a nd d v lopment program
w hi ch h ad its b gi1mings in 1960. Tb P-3C ush ers
in a n ew ra in anb ubm a r.ine warh.r techniqu s
a nd qu ipm nt \\hi ch will pro ·c1 tb
a ' ' ith
an ad' anced '~ eapon . · t m to mor ff ctiv 1 d t ct, classih localize an d a ttack unci r a tara ts
through th e use of a utomatic data pro ssing quipm nt.
FiTSt d eliveri es of th e P-3C Orion took plac in
Ma ·and Jun e 1969. Thi anti ubma.ril1 patrol plan
gives th e Navy outstandi ng pot ntial. eaTl veT thing in the modernized Orion operat s in conjunction \\ ith th e ASQ-114, a miniaturiz d digital
computer. The computer tak s ov r routin communica tion functions, ass ists th navigator b maintaining continuous d ead r ckoning position and pro ides
steerin g information to th e pilot. Th comput r r ceives inputs from all ASW sensor stor s th e
d a ta, a nd feed s them to the tactical displa s as
n eed ed. It even tes ts itself and mak s diagnostic
an alyses wh enever failu.res occu.r.
The first fl eet P-3C v1 as accepted b Patrol Squadron 30, the Atlantic Fleet replacem nt trainil1g
squadron, ill June. VP-30 vvill use this airplane, and
others like it, for transition training of m n from
other squadrons scheduled to receive the P-3C. Th
n ew Orion commenced service acceptan ce trials by
the Board of Insp ection an d Smvey at the Na\ al
Air Station, Pa tuxent River, Maryland in earl October.
Naval Air Systems Command was continuing
its program to modify the E-2A H awkey eru·lywaming aircraft. Under a 1968 conb·act with Grumman Aerospace Corporation, all E-2As were to b e
provided with an improved general-pmpose Litton
computer. The improved system will provide greater
tactical fl exibility through its incr ased memory capacity, programmable microminiaturiz d construction, and increased maintainability and reliability.
Formerly known as the Mod AX, the modified aiJ·craft will be designated E-2B. First prototype was
d elivered to Naval Missile Center, Point Mugu,
California, in June 1969 for operational de lopm ent. First fleet delivery was sch eduled for January 1970.
The follow-on to the E-2B airborne early-warnil1g/
command and control vehicle is th e E-2C, under
development at year-end. The tactical necessity for
a d etection-reporting system with near-land /over~
land capability resulted in development of th e APS111 radar. The new radar, successfully demonstrated
in micl-1967, greatly improves the oper:1tional capability of the Airborne Tactical Data Syst m over
earlier "blue-water" lil11itations. The E-2C makes extensive use of micromini aturization and state-of-theart improvements whi ch will improve reliability and
maintainability of the weapons system. Flight test

Th e North American Rockwell OV -10 Bronco was the
subfect of several Navy research and development projects
aimed at increasing the Bronco's performance or at developm ent of new systems and weaponry.

A contract was awarded North American Rockwell Corporation for the development of a retrolauncher and 106-millimeter recoilless rifle system
which will increase the target marking and illummation capability of the Bronco while adding considerable offensive power. Ground tests were under
way at Naval W eapons Facility, China Lake, California, on this project, and combined efforts were
b eing made by NWF and Weapons Service T est at
~atuxei~t River for the d e~elopm ent and testing of a
lightweight gun pod to mcrease the integral firepower of the OV-lOA. A smoke screen capability
was developed and was under evaluation, and tests
were simultaneously progressing at Patuxent River
to insure OV-10A compatibility with the use of
MK-12 smoke tanks.
A contilming program at Patuxent River, b eing
carried out to evaluate the technical aspects of
Bronco performance, included a hot-clay / highaltitude performance study, a spin characteristic
project, a rough terrain capability study, a STOL
performan ce study, carrier suitability tests aboard
LPH-4 type ships, and the development of a clamaged aircraft h elolift doctrine.
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A comparative study for the development of a
water-injection system versus an increased shaft
horsepower engine for the Bronco was under way.
The purchase by the Federal Republic of Germany
of 18 OV-10B aircraft, and interest shown by other
foreign countries in acquiring the Bronco, were indicative of the high esteem that this aircraft has
earned.
In April 1969, the first of new production RA-5C
aircraft were delivered. These aircraft incorporated
J79-GE-10 engines, a widened inlet duct, and leading edge wing root fillet. The changes greatly improved the handling characteristics of the aircraft
in landing and takeoff configurations. Carrier suitability tests were conducted by NATC Pah1xent
River in July aboard the USS Independence and no
difficulties were encountered.
A major avionics modification was made to the
EA~3~. which greatly expanded the capability and
fleXIbility of this aircraft. The EA-3B is a passive
electromc countermeasure version of the A-3B twinengine sweptwing bomber which first entered active
service in 1956. Except for 4 A-3B aircraft all basic
bomber aircraft had been converted t~ KA-3B
tanker or EKA-3B tanker/ECM aircraft. Other version~ in active service incl~d~d the RA-3B photo
versiOn and the TA-3B trammg version used for
training bombardier /navigators.
During 1969, a contract was awarded to McDonnell Douglas Corporation for production of a new
Skyhawk, the A-4M. This model was scheduled for
delivery to the fleet in early 1971; it offered significant improvement over earlier versions. New features include a larger-thrust engine, self-contained
starter, drag chute, increased ammunition capacity,
and larger canopy.
Production also commenced on the TA-4J trainer
model, which was delivered to the Naval Air Advanced Training Command in June 1969. This Skyhawk trainer will replace the aging TF-9 Cougars
and will become the first operational jet that student
naval aviators fly.
Development of the A-6A continued during 1969.
A proposed advanced version of this all-weather
attack airplane features a 'solid-state microcircuit
core memory computer and a simultaneous multimode high-resolution radar system. Development of
a video recorder system for A-6 radar and sensor
imagery recording commenced in 1969.
The EA-6B tactical jamming system completed a
highly successful year of development, with 4 preproduction aircraft delivered by the end of 1969.
Fleet suitability trials were scheduled to begin at
mid-1970. A derivative of the A-6A, the EA-6B is a
4-place all-weather twin-turbojet electronic warfare
aircraft designed for carrier and advance-base operation. Featuring a highly advanced electronic
system, the EA-6B will be capable of tactical electronic surveillance and countermeasures in support
of fleet strike aircraft. The heart of the weapons

system is a central data processing computer which
will assist the crew in dealing effectively with dense
electronic environments.
First fleet delivery of the A-7E took place in July
1969. Improvements of the A-7E over th_e A~ 7 A and
A-7B include more advanced radar, navigatiOn, and
weapons systems. The aircraft is equipped with an
Allison TF41-A-2 engine and a General Electric
M61A1 "Gatling gun."
In 1967, a requirement was issued for a heavylift crane helicopter. In 1969, the Naval Air Systems
Command responded to the requirement with a
plan for an 18-ton crane. The crane h~licopter w~ll
be utilized by the Navy and the :Manne Corps 111
ship and shore operations to _retrieve dud aircra~t,
move large logistic loads, and 111crease general logistic mobility. The crane will be fleet-available 2 to 3
years from program approval and will be _deployable by C-5, ship-compatible, an~ self-r_etnevabl_e.
The crane will give the naval serviCe an 111crease 111
vertical lift capability from 8 tons to 18 tons and
will give the logistic mobility requi:ed to support
the operating forces in a 1970-80 env1~onment.
A prototype of the AH-1J was unvetle~ at the Bell
Helicopter plant, Fort Worth, Texas, 111 ~ctobe:.
The AH-1J is a tandem 2-seated armed tactical helicopter procured for ~he Marine Corps. The AH-1J
is powered by a tw111-turboshaft R400-CP-400 engine capable of 1,800 shaft horsel?ow~: flat rated
to 1,100 shaft horsepower with avatlabtl~ty of 1_,2~0
shaft horsepower for takeoff and S-m111ute hm1t.
The AH-1J has 2-bladed main and tail rotors and
fixed skid landing gear. A s!gnifica~t firepow~r cap~
bility is achieved by the 111stallatwn of a ~0-m_Ilh
meter cannon swivel chin turret. The cannon 1s a
3-barrel modified lightweight M-61 ma~ufach1red
by General Electric Company. Gross wetght of the
AH-1J is 10,000 pounds; empty weight is 6,442
pounds. A total of 49 AH-1Js had been ordered by
year-end with production delivery scheduled for
June 197,0. BIS trials (Board of Inspection and Survey) were scheduled for June-August 1970.
In 1968, the Navy approved a program to modify
a number of UH-2C Seasprites to the armed search
and rescue configuration (HH~2C). The _Pu~pose was
to provide a combat SAR helicopter w1th 111creased
survivability over the UH-2A being flown from d~
stroyers in the Tonkin Gulf. Changes to the ba~IC
UH-2C include armor plate, a TAT-102 turret With
a single 7.62-millimeter minigun, dual wheels, an
uprated transmission, and a fourth tail rotor blade.
The airframe contractor, Kaman Corporation, completed development testing on the HH-2C in May
1969. Navy evaluation took place at the contractor's plant in Bloomfield, Connecticut, in June, and
service acceptance tests began at the Naval Air
Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland, in September 1969. Fleet delivery was expected in early 1970.
The Naval Air Systems Command approved action
in 1968 to convert 12 SH-3A helicopters to a combat
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S.-\H confi~oration. This configuration includes renul\·al of the sonar equipment with associated wiring and IJro\·idcs for incorrJoration of lirrhtweirrht
D
b
armor. dual Emerson TAT-102C turret svstcm with
the Gl'ncral Electric 1.62-millimetcr miniguns, deckedge inflight refueling capability. extemal fuel tanks.
improved self-scaling internal fuel cells. increased
capacity fuel dump system. cargo deck with additional troop seating. T58-GE-SF engines, and other
minor structural and electrical modifications. The
model designation of HH-3A was approved for this
configuration. A contract with Sikorskv Aircraft Division of l 1 nitcd .-\ircraft Corporatiml. Bridgeport.
Connl'cticut. provided for a prototype installation
and 11 additional kits for installation during progressive aircraft rework at the l\aval Air Repair Facilitv, Quonset Point. Rhode Island. Contractor tests
of tfw prototype aircraft and installation were completed in October 1969 and the aircraft were readied
for transfer to tlw Naval Air Test Center. Patm;ent
River, ~IaryJand, for instrumentation and !\avv evaluation. Th(: 1\avy evaluation was to be co{npleted
by May I. 1970. with first fleet deliveries scheduled
for July 1970.
The Bell X-22A. a dual-tandem tilting duct research V/STOL aircraft, completed its contractor
flight demonstration program in April 1969 with
an MPE (i\Iilitary Preliminary Evaluation) of the
3-~node VSS (Variable Stability System). The Naval
Au Systems
Command was scekinrrb interest from
•
the Air Force, NASA, Army, and FAA for a jointly
fundedlong-tcnn research IJrorrram
usinrr
the X-2.2.A
b
b
VSS capability to explore stabilitv and control requirements for a wide range of \r/STOL aircraft;
to determine flying quality criteria, displays, and
control systems for V/STOL: and to culminate in
realistic military I agency detail specifications for
future V/STOL type aircraft.
In February, a requirement for the LAMPS (Light
Airbomc Multipurpose System) was issued. The
Naval Air Systems Command, with assists from the
Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, the
Naval Avionics Facility, Indianapolis. and industry,
published a proposed technical approach in September and this was forwarded to the Chief of Naval
Operations in November. A specific operational requirement was due early in 1970.
Concurrently with the concept formulation efforts,
a test-bed feasibility program was being conducted
at the Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville,
under Naval Air Systems Command management.
This program was utilizing a Kaman NUH-2C as a
test-bed aircraft and existing avionic equipments to
probe the feasibility of a sophisticated system for
operation from ocean escorts and destroyers.
The primary armament of Naval Air Systems
Command's new aircraft, the F-14, will be the Sparrow III air-to-air missile. The newest member of
the Sparrow family is the AIM-7F, a solid-state
successor to its vacuum tube predecessors. The ad-

vanced Sparrow has materially increased operational capabilities in range, altitude, and maximum
launch velocity. l\Iost significant, however, is the
quantum jump the missile promises in overall reliability. Plans called for utilization of the missile
in an AUR (All Up Round) configuration which will
delete the rec1uirement for organizational and intermediate-level on-board maintenance. Fleet delivery
of the Sparro\\· AIM-7F was scheduled for early
1971.
The first units of the Sidewinder AIM-9G \vere
delivered to the fleet in early 1969. In the Ani9G, the Sidewinder Expanded Acquisition Mode
(SEAM) modification is used in conjunction with
the aircraft SEAl\1 equipment as an aid in detecting the presence of, acquiring, and tracking infrared targets. The SEAl\1 system provides headsla\ing of the AIM-9G missile to airbome intercept
radars. The AIM-9G is configured to be interchangeable with the AUv1-9D in aircraft loading so that
both missiles can be used aboard aircraft not
equipped with SEAM.
Testing of prototype Sidewinder AIM-9H air-toair guided missiles was completed in 1969. The
AIM-9H incorporates a solid-state electronics section and SEAM in the guidance control unit instead
of the conventional electronics section of the AIM9D/G. Pilot production was scheduled to begin in
November 1970. The solid-state version was expected to increase tracking rate, reliability, and
producibility of the missile and should decrease the
cost.
The Phoenix missile firing program continued in
1969. From the inception of the firing program in
1966 to November 1969, 18 of the 24 missile launches
were successful (passing less than 25 feet from the
target). Completion of the Phoenix research and
development phase was expected by mid-January
1970.
Standard ARM missiles continued in production
during 1969 with both the Navy and the Air Force
continuing their test programs with Standard ARM
qualified aircraft. Research and development work
continued.
A specific operational requirement was issued for
the development of an antiship weapon called
Harpoon. Plans were formulated for the conduct of
a fonnal contract definition effort on this system.
Condor, an electrooptically guided air-to-surface
weapon, was successfully tested in an unpowered
configuration. Steps were taken by the development
contractor, North American Hockwell Corporation,
to terminate efforts to develop a prepackaged liquidpropellant motor for the missile and to initiate
development of a solid-propellant motor instead.
Development effort on the new motor proceeded
satisfactorily.
Early in 1969, the technical and operational
evaluation of the MQM-74A target was successfully
completed at the Pacific Missile Range, Point Mugu,
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California. Designed and developed for the Naval
Air Systems Command by Northrop-Ventura, the
MQM-74A is a midwing jet-powered vehicle required to provide an improved performance replacement for the MQM-36A in Navy and Marine
anti-air weapons training missions.
First operational capability for training use was
established at the Marine range at Twentynine
Palms, California, in February 1969. Operations from
ground launch sites on San Clemente Island, California, and Dam Neck, Virginia, commenced in the
summer of 1969 in support of fleet training. Future
MQM-74A employment includes ship-based launching for operations at sea.
A program to develop automatic formation drone
control capability for such targets as the BQM-34A
and the QT-33A was being pursued by the Naval
Air Systems Command. This system, which is required for certain essential weapon evaluation tests,
was being developed by Control Data Corporation.
The design contract was the culmination of development work which had been carried on for
several years at the Naval Weapons Center, China
Lake. Employing equipment from these early development efforts, the Naval Weapons Center successfully demonstrated in May 1969 closed-loop,
fully automatic control of 2 targets (QF-9J master
and BQM-34A slave) in formation on 3 test runs
of approximately 2 minutes each.
During 1969, under Project TRIM, the Navy suc?essfully demonstrated the feasibility of incorporat~g electrooptical sensors into a high-performance
aircraft for detecting non-radar significant targets
at night. This effort was completed by Grumman
Aerosl?ace .corporation in January 1969 after an
e.xtensive flight-test program. The test program utih~ed a nonstandard, nondeployable A-6A aircraft
With ele~troopti?al sensors installed in outer wing
pods, flymg agamst both real-world and calibrated
test targets.
. Based on the results of ,the A-6 TRIM feasibilIty program, a concurrent development/production
contract .was e~ecute~ with Grumman Aerospace
Corporation to mstall/mtegrate this class of electroop~cal sensors into 12 new production A-6As, redesignated A-6Cs. The first flight of the prototy e
A-6C was completed in late August 1969 wlih
scheduled delivery of the first 2 A-6Cs to th~ Nav
in November 1969 for Navy technical and oper!tional evaluation. ~e '!_'RIM program represented
the first Navy apphcahon of this class of night
sensors to high-performance attack aircraft.
A calibrated electrooptical test range was completed at the Naval Air Test Center in June 1969
using Naval Air Systems Command Project TRIM
funding. The test range is located at the Naval
Electronics Systems T~st and Evaluation Facility
(NESTEF), Webster Field, Maryland, and consists
of a newly constructed TV-IR resolution target and
4 standard military 3-bar photographic resolution

targets. This target complex is the first fully instrumented test range designed specifically for quantitative flight test/evaluation of electrooptical sensors.
In September 1969, Westinghouse Aerospace Division was awarded a contract to modify a govcmment-fumished NP-2H aircraft to adapt it for usc
as a multisensor/weapons system test vehicle in
support of Project TRIM development efforts. The
NP-2H airframe will provide a nose fairing in which
various elcctrooptical sensors may be mounted for
a side-by-side comparison of performance, with interchangeable windows to permit the testing of
both visible and infrared type sensors. The multisensor test vehicle was scheduled for completion
during the summer of 1970.
In order to enhance the performance of lowlight-level television systems under extremely low
light levels (10- 4 foot candles or less), the Navy's
TRIM program was investigating the use of a
covert pulsed laser illumination system using gallium arsenide diodes. Using a pulsed illuminator
system, it is possible to augment the n~tural sc~nc
illumination and to range gate the receiver to vww
a volume of space around the target, rather than
the entire atmosphere, thus eliminating illuminator
backscattering and scattering effects due to fog or
smoke between the target and the receiver. During
the fall of 1969, RCA was awarded a contract to
provide a covert target illuminator, to be delivered
for test in the TRIM multisensor test vehicle during
the summer of 1970.
Under Project TRIM funding and direction, a
Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) image enhancement unit was built at Naval Weapons Center
(NWC), China Lake, to assess ~he feasi~ility of
applying signal processing techmq~es to Improve
the quality of the IR imagery obtamed .f~om conventional FLIR systems. The most .P!o~ISing technique considered involved th.e utilizatiOn ?f ~he
second spatial derivative. Th~s secon.d denvahve
image is added to the normal Image video and .has
the effect of enhancing the edges of the vanous
objects within the field of view. This image en~ance
ment unit was incorporated by Hughe.s . ~1rcraft
Company into the TRIM AD FLIR feasibility system under a contract from Naval Air Systems Command in March 1969 and the modified system was
delivered to NWC, China Lake, in August 1969 for
subsequent evaluation. The enhanced FLIR unit
was to be flight-tested using a high-performa~ce
aircraft such as an A-6 and was to be flown agamst
both calibrated target ranges and representative
real-world targets early in 1970. Th~ res.u.lts of t?e
flight tests will determine the apphcabilt~ of mcorporating this image enhancement techmque to
existing and future triservice FLIR systems.
The Naval Air Systems Command completed
flight test and evaluation of the HAS (Hover Augmentation System) in an RH-3A and a Marine CH46A helicopter. The HAS system, developed by the
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Sperry Flight Systems Division. enhances the hovering capability of a helicopter with operational improvement dming typical hovering tasks such as
sonar dips in an AS\Y mission, ground and sea resc~IC of troops, and handling various sling loads. Siginmficant reduction of pilot effort with 0areatlv
d positioning accuracy highlighted the . final
c~casc
fhght-tcst report from the Naval Air Test Center.
Patuxent Rin'r, ~Iaryland. HAS system concepts
may have particular application for helicopter
St'arch and rescue missions and will be reflected
in the automatic stabilization specifications where
applicable.
The Naval Air Systems Command completed
exploratory tests of a rotarv hvdraulic aircraftarresting system that shows 'considerable promise
for replacing the .Mark 7 :\Jod 3 linear hvdraulic
system in fuhtrc aircraft carriers. The proposed system consists of 2 rotary turbine enemv absorption
units coupled to contoured dmms (programmed
dmms) for arresting cable storage. The dmm contours tend to maintain rotor revolutions per minute
during the period of aircraft deceleration. thereby
maintaining the level of energy absorption.
The Naval Air Systems Command. in recognizing
the need for improved flight control system designs
for fuhtre advanced aircraft, requested competitive
proposals for research and development of a concept in which aircraft control is accomplished with
no external moving surfaces (NE~·IS). Honeywell
Inc. was selected to perform the design and development work on the NEMS.
. The year saw advances along a number of fronts
m the Naval Air Systems Command materials program. Illustrative of these was the development of
a new high-strength aluminum heavy forging and
plate alloy, designated NAVAIR-3, under contract
with Aluminum Company of America. This new
alloy has improved combined strength and stress
corrosion resistance over any other aluminum alloy
available. In addition, it has much lower quench
sensitivity during heat treatment than 7075 aluminum alloy and therefore can be heat treated in
larger sections without loss of strength.
During the year, the Naval Air Systems Command completed a field evaluation of barrier film
coated bearings on selected short-lived aircraft avionics units. The barrier coating technique uses the
application of a nonwetting, thin chemical coating
to the exterior ball bearing surfaces to prevent lubricant loss by spreading. In the evaluation of 6
different types of items previously characterized by
high failure rates, no unit malfunctioned as a result
of bearing or lubricant failure. Twofold to fourfold
increases in service life had been achieved at the
time the tests were discontinued. In addition to
increased reliability, the technique offers significant
potential for cost savings.
Major developments occurred during 1969 in the
AWCLS (All-Weather Carrier Landing System). At

the Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, a new
APC (Approach Power Compensator) was developed for the F -4J. This new APC is good for both
manual and A\VCLS (fully automatic) landings,
whereas the previous system was unsatisfactory for
both. A significant item in 1969 was the certification
of USS Saratoga for the fully automatic A\VCLS
landings.
A radar augmentor was also developed, a Kato X-band cross-band airborne radar augmentor
for the AN/SPN-42 (landing control center for
AWCLS). This development was necessary to
provide point source tracking and 4-nautical-mile
tracking in 10 millimeters of rain per hour. Range
in rain has been one of the big problems in providing an all-weather landing capability.
Investigations were conducted into the feasibility
of going to a phased-array antenna for the AN/
SPN-42. This would increase the traffic-handling
capability from 2 airplanes to 4 simultaneously and
would also provide for viewing other traffic in the
area at the same time.
In October 1969, the Naval Air Systems Command awarded a contract to Northrop Corporation
for the engineering development of the Joint Services Infl.ight Data Transmission System (JIFDATS).
The development and subsequent procurement of
JIFDA TS was being managed by the JIFDATS
project manager within the Naval Air Systems Command. The system was being developed to provide
the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the Marine
Corps with the capability of transmitting tactical
reconnaissance and surveillance data from airborne
sensors to surface terminals "vith minimum time
lapse, thus providing current tactical intelligence.
In a long-range effort to halt the proliferation of
special-purpose avionic test equipment, the Naval
Air Systems Command was introducing the generalpurpose VAST (Versatile Avionic Shop Test) system to the fleet. The VAST program objectives are
to replace the varieties of unique special support
equipment with a cost effective and technically superior standard test system. Primary advantages will
be reductions in avionic shop space requirements,
in numbers of highly skilled avionics technicians
through simplification of best techniques, and in
avionic htrnaround time.
In support of this program, the Naval Air Systems Command had under limited production procurement 2 generations of VAST systems. The VAST
system designated AN/USM-335(V) was to be installed in short airfield tactical support vans to support Marine Corps helicopters. This system was to
test the self-contained navigation system portion of
the Integrated Helicopter Avionics System (IHAS)
program. The AN/USM-335(V) system can be expaneled to support the automatic flight control system and the short range station keeping portions
of the IHAS program. Test and evaluation of this
VAST system was to commence early in 1970.
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The AN/USM-247 VAST is a second-generation
development incorporating state-of-the-art improvements and utilization of microelectronic components.
It was to be installed in attack and antisubmarine
warfare aircraft carriers and selected shore stations
for avionic testing at the intermediate or depot
maintenance levels.
Plans called for AN/USM-247 VAST support of
the A-7E, E-2C, F-14A, and S-3A aircraft. As other
avionic equipment or weapon systems are introduced, test stations will be configured to meet the
new testing requirements.
In ~969, the Navy made significant progress in
applymg space technology to aircraft communications and navigation and to space science. Communication from aircraft to other elements of the
fleet and to shore activities by means of communication satellites was accomplished. Considerable
effort was being applied to user equipment which
will give this capability to naval aircraft including
small strike aircraft. Similar efforts were being made
t~ develop user equipment which will give naval
aircra~t the capability to use the Navy Navigation
Satellite system. Initial efforts were concentrated on
using the received signals to update aircraft inertial
systems. Longer-range efforts were concerned primarily with direct aircraft navigation by satellite
based on a new ranging concept.
Solar radiation monitoring of the sun by satellite
c_ontinued to be performed by the Solrad 9 satellite l~un:hed on March 5, 1968, with the objective
of scientific observation of the sun as a key to understanding the su.n-induced natural phenomena in the
near-:arth enVIronment. In addition to its normal
functions, the Solrad 9 satellite was used to support
0e manned lunar flights of the Apollo 8 and 10 misSIOns and the manned lunar landing flights of Apollos
ll and 12. T?e satellite was a key element in the
system esta?hshed to provide warning of radiation
hazard.s whiCh might affect the Apollo astronauts.
Eqmpment for the reception of cloud cover ictures from weather satellites and cloud cover pic~res
and other meteor~logical data fron:t the Advanced
Te~h~ology s.a.telhtes ~as developed by the Naval
Avwmcs ~acihty, Indianapolis. Design was based
on a previOus model developed by the Naval Electronics Lab.oratory, San Diego. Evaluation was conducted dunng the fall of .1968. The evaluation was
successful and the eqmpment, designated AN 1
SM9-6(V), wa.s a:cepted for service use. Several
earners operatmg m Southeast Asia were provid d
with the equipment in 1969.
e
Research and technology programs of the Naval
Air Systems Command gained considerable momentum under a new organization introduced in 1966. In
that year, responsibility for the planning and management of research and technology effort was assigned to a separate operating group under an
assistant chief for research and technology.
A far-reaching program of advanced concepts

studies and advanced development projects was
under way to provide a basis for the planning and
development of future systems. \Vork continued on
projects leading to advanced aircraft systems for
attack, anti-air, command/control, antisubmarine
warfare, amphibious support, and operational support applications. Studies and advanced development projects were conducted on air-to-air and airto-surface missile concepts employing propulsion
and guidance concepts exploiting the latest advances in technology. To provide a tool for the development and test of advanced concepts for aviation
systems aboard ship, plans were developed for use
of a decommissioned 40,000-ton aircraft carrier as a
test-bed.
Research, cxploratmy development, and advanced
development programs designed to provide a sound
integrated technological base for future system and
subsystem development were conducted during the
year.
Interim results of a research program on mercury
cadmium telluride infrared detectors showed promise. This research is based on the use of a novel
epitaxial deposition techniq~e whi<:h is designe·d· to
prevent a buildup of contammants 111 the depos~t~on
chamber. While the new detectors arc compehhvc
with similar detectors in sensitivity, they have a
response time of less th.an 50 nanosecond~. ~his response time is substantially bet~er than s~milar developmental type mcrcur~ cadmmm tellun?e .detectors and represents a maJOr step forward m Its use
for detecting laser signals.
Newly developed laser holographic techniques
will allow the development of a greatly improved
method of storing, retrieving, and assembling navigational maps for aircraft. It is anticiJ?ate~ that this
system will effect a. t:em;ndous savmg ~n stora~e
space and time in ongmatmg and assemblmg a mission map. A contract was executed for the initiation
of development of a horizontal display system using
the laser holographic technique.
In an effort to counter the stress corrosion problems inherent in high-strength aluminum alloys used
in naval aircraft, a research and development program in materials developed a series of heat ~reat
ments which render the most common alummum
alloy (7075) essentially immu.ne to st~·ess corrosion;
organic coatings capable of withstandmg the att~cks
of synthetic fluids which have damaged previous
coatings; insulation practices f?r troubles_ome st.eel
fasteners; and inspection techmques for d1scovenng
hidden corrosion cracks.
Until recently, there was a serious deficiency,
from a design standpoint, in operat~onal cn':'ironmental data for helicopters. A specially designed
flight-load recorder was developed and installed in
combat helicopters and, as a result, service conditions under extremes of operational severity were
being recorded. Th~s effort . affor~s .struc:tural designers an opportumty to gam an ms1ght mto com214
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hat J~C'ed~ for structural safety and reliability. A
w:trnmg mstrument for pilots was being developed
w1th the objective of preventing the onset of rotor
blade stall and associated highest load occurrences.
Design of inlets. flap junctions. etc., for modem
aircraft and missiles results in mam· cases in highhcurvccl surfaces. In order to obtain 'a design for effi-'
cient airflow, it is nccessarv to understand the effect
of such large longitudinal" surface curvature on the
beha_vior ~f a thick turbulent boundary layer. By
~tar~mg \nth the equations of motion and proceedmg m a systC'matic manner, Naval Ordnance Laboratory sciC'ntists deriwd the compressible turbulent
boundary layC'r equations for flow over curved surfaces, equat~ons not previously available. By use of
thC'se equations, an analytical investigation of the
effect of longitudinal surface curvature on the behavior of an incompressible turbulent boundary
layer in an adverse pressure gradient large enough
to produce separation was made.
To preclude premature, expensive, and timeconsuming jet engine removals for inspection purposes, . a sonic approach to component malftmction
det~chon was investigated and deemed feasible. A
some analyzer to identify and locate engine component degradation or failure was developed and
adapted for analysis of 2 engines. This instmment,
capable
of "listenina"
to more than 150 discrete
.
b
movmg parts within the engine, operating at idle
s1~~ed, was expected to permit complete engine condxtion analysis within a period of 15 minutes.
~he. development of solid-state electric power
swxtchmg and control devices, such as silicon controlled rectifiers, power transistors, and diodes, comb~ned with the development of multiplexing techmques, provides the basis for the complete redesign
of future aircraft electric systems. Exploratory development work effort completed during the year
proved the feasibility of obtaining an advanced
electrical system which will offer attractive operational advantages.
The ability of a pilot to obtain the highest level
of performance from his aircraft under day/night
low-visibility conditions is directly affected by the
cockpit instrumentation provided to him. The Integrated Modular Instrumentation System was being considered as a development of new display
technologies, to obtain the required instmmentation. This system is built around 5 primary displays:
~he head-up display for optical projection of flight
mformation to correlate with real-world cues, the
electronic vertical display for multisensor display
requirements, the engine management display to
allow engine/fuel control through a management by
exception routine, a horizontal moving map display
for tactical/navigation requirements, and a waming
panel display. The development of these displays
will use laser holographic techniques, light emitting diode solid-state displays, wide-angle optics,
digital infonnation processing, and microelectronics.

The feasibility of using electronic speech synthesis for oral readout of digital discretes was investigated under a contract. Laboratory feasibility
models were constructed to evaluate voice quality.
A flight-test model was being built for installation
in the F-4 aircraft for tests to be conducted at the
Naval Air Test Center.
Efforts were being directed toward eventual introduction of standard-size modular containers (similar to those in regular commercial shipping service)
aboard Navy attack carriers. The use of such containers on attack carriers would reduce chronic
impediments of limited space, reduce facility access,
reduce fire threat through encapsulation and isolation of the majority of aviation support facilities,
and reduce proliferation of support equipment. The
modular units would be positioned around hangar
bay areas in spaces constructed for them. The units
would be air-transportable by fixed- or rotary-wing
aircraft and could be exchanged rapidly in response
to operational need.
An automatic catapulting capability was also
under development with the objective of reducing
the catapult crew on the carrier by as much as
75 percent. Contributing to the projected capability was the ongoing development of an automatic
aircraft weighing station and of an automatic aircraft positioner to direct the aircraft to the hookup
position by means of guide tracks in the deck.
A "programmed drum" energy absorber, under
development for carrier aircraft recovery systems,
offers significant advantages over the present hydraulic arresting engines. The primary advantage is a
reduction of almost 50 percent in weight (40,000
pounds as opposed to 78,000 pounds for the MK7
arresting engine). In addition, a 25 percent reduction in gallery deck space requirements appeared
feasible.
The foregoing are only examples of the many research and technology efforts pursued in 1969. Other
advanced, including radically new, concepts were
under investigation or development in areas such
as air-launched ordnance, missile propulsion, missile
guidance and control, command and control, antisubmarine surveillance, and astronautics.

FEDERAL AVIATION ADl\IINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Automation of the air traffic control system received continued emphasis in research and development programs conducted by the Federal Aviation
Administration of the Department of Transportation
in 1969.
During the same time period, the agency also
continued research and development efforts to bring
about in-service improvements in the system, and
long-range planning studies to develop the evolu215
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tionary changes in the system needed to accommodate projected increases in air traffic. Estimates indicated that air traffic would double by 1980 and
increase fivefold by 1995.
FAA research and development programs are
managed by the agency's Systems Research and Development Service (SRDS), Aircraft Development
Service, Office of Aviation Medicine, Office of Noise
Abatement, and Office of Supersonic Transport Development. The agency's 2 principal research and
development centers are the National Aviation Facilities and Experimental Center (NAFEC) near Atlantic City, New Jersey, and the Civil Aeromedical
Institute in Oklahoma City. Since industry conducts
a large part of the FAA-sponsored research and development on a contract basis, the agency holds
annual "Report to Industry" meetings to inform the
aviation community of the status of projects.
. The Report to Industry meeting held in June 1969
mcluded an evaluation of STOL aircraft, runway
traction, propulsion, flight handling qualities of aircraft, V~R-IFR experimental training program, ice
preventwn and removal from light aircraft, en route
and terminal automation, all-weather landing system.s, aviation visibility measurements, application
of time order technology to the future national airspace system, and noise and sonic boom research
programs .
. F~A's program for automating air traffic control
m airport terminal areas progressed in 1969 with the
award of a contract to Univac for the manufacture
and installation of the Advanced Radar Terminal
System (ARTS III) at 64 locations. One of the units
was to be installed at the FAA Aeronautical Center
in Oklahoma City for training purposes and another
at NAFEC for future system development and test
purposes. The remaining 62 units were to be installed at the nation's busiest airports.
~e a~dition of the ARTS III components to
existing airport surveillance radars and beacon interr~gato~ eq~ipment will permit the display of such
VItal fl~ght mformation as aircraft identity and altitude. dJrectly on the face of the radar scopes used
by air tra~c controllers. This information will be
presented m the form of an alphanumeric (lettersnumber~) data tag which will be attached to and
move With the appropriate aircraft target or bli
on the radar scope.
'
p,
.The A~TS III system is a modular system and
Will permit the agen.c~ to add more sophisticated
level~ of data or activity as required at a specific
term mal. FAA contracted for the development of
_
expansion modules to increase radar tracking
· ··
b 1.l.Ity, an d f or d ata acqmsihon,
processing, andcapa
dispia~ systems. Other add-ons planned for the ARTS
mcluded processed weather outlines and metermg, scquencmg, and spacing to achieve maximum
utility of available runway space and airspace.
To accom~odate low-activity airports, the agency
was evaluatmg a programmable ARTS II system

which uses some of the basic ARTS III components
but docs not supply the same level of automation.
Another terminal system, called Direct Altitude
and Identity Hcadout (DAIH), designed for use at
towers serving low-density terminals and at military
radar approach control facilities (HAPCONs), also
was evaluated by the agency. This system provides
controllers with aircraft identity and altitude from
compatible airborne equipment. DoD issued a request for proposals for the purchase of 300 such
systems for use at military facilities.
Work continued toward the achievement of improved airport surveillance radar (ASH). A number
of projects were under way to increase the efficiency
of radar receiving equipment, including the development of an improved radar performance monitor. In addition, FAA completed initial evaluations
of the log-FTC-antilog receiver device to improve
ASH target reception in rain clutter.
A new airport surveillance radar, the ASR-7, was
under contract. The FAA contracted with Texas
Instruments for 13 advanced S-band solid-state terminal radars. The new equipment is designed to
overcome the problems of instability, inflexibility,
drift, and poor reliability associated with previous
ASH models. The result is a system which should
provide a high degree of performance with a high
"on-the-air" time record. First delivery was scheduled for December 1969.
Another innovation was an improved radar presentation for air traffic controllers in the tower cab.
Known as BHITE (Bright Hadar Indicator-Tower
Equipment), it consists of a sr_nall, high-resolut~o~
plan position indicator (PPI) viewed by a TV vidicon camera. The output of the camera is displayed
on a high brightness TV display at the controller's
position. Eighty-eight installations. ~ad equipme_nt
installed in the tower, and an additional 144 umts
will be placed in FAA and Department of Defense
facilities in the future.
In the area of air-to-ground voice communication the FAA was working on a backup system that
wou'ld effectively prevent any catastrophic outages
in the future. The system will use available audio
channels over FAA's HML (radar microwave link)
network to provide backup air-ground communications capability for the RCAG (re~ote co~trol airground communications) frequencies servmg each
Air Houte Traffic Control Center.
For long-range communications in remote areas
or for oceanic air traffic control, the FAA was actively exploring the possibility of using geostationary satellltes. The agency was working closely with
NASA and other government agencies as well as
with industry in this matter.
Extensive research and development work was
conducted on navigation and landing aids. Areas
of consideration included self-contained navigation
units, precision VOH, instrument landing systems
(ILSs) and automatic landing systems, ILS for STOL

!II
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aircraft, high-altitude navaid performance, and ILS
localizer pcrforn1ancc analysis and low-cost scanning beam system.
One of the most promising techniques under
study for future air traffic control involved the application of time-ordered technolo!!v. or T/F as
it is more commonly known. T/Fbis based on a
m<'lhod of establishing and maintaining precisely
synchronized time and frequency references between aircraft and ground stations. This technique
has d<·finitc promise for meeting the requirements
for 1980 and beyond.
In the area of aircraft safetv. the FAA continued
its resea~ch and development programs in hazardous
combustible characteristics of cabin interior materials, runway friction and grooving. natural lightning, aircraft fuels, jet aircraft air pollution, cargo
fires. fire extinguishing methods, explosive detective
devices, airline hijacking problems, ice prevention
a~1d removal for light aircraft. pilot training deVIces, wake htrbulcncc, and flight characteristics
for improved stability and control of modem highperformance light aircraft when operated under
mstrumcnt conditions by an average pilot.
Hcscarch in the area of aviation medicine was
related primarily to the human factor and its effect
on safety both in air traffic control and in the operation of aircraft. The auency also announced a joint
shtdy with the Depattmcnt of Health. Education,
and vVclfare to measure the amounts of tobacco
smoke contaminants in air transport.
In noise research, the agency continued its studies
of the sonic boom and aircraft noise. Granted authority by Congress to set aircraft and sonic boom certification standards, the agency also issued the first
aircraft noise rule setting noise standards for aircraft
type certification. In addition, a special agency/industry STOL task force was appointed to study standards for STOL transport noise certification. Other
noise rules were to be forthcoming in 1970.
The FAA's supersonic transport development program was given the go-ahead by President Nixon on
September 23, 1969. In making the announcement.
President Nixon said, "And the decision is that now
~e go forward and the first prototype will be flown
m 1972 and that the United States will continue to
lead the world in air transport." The FAA supersonic transport program would permit the development of 2 prototypes and 100 hours of flight testing.
The Boeing Company was to build the airframe;
General Electric Company, the engines.
In addition to these major research and development programs, the FAA publisheu 14 advisory
memoranda and handbooks for the guidance of
FAA and industry personnel. It also issued national
aeronautical standards for STOLports, tall tower
lights, air traffic control radar beacon system characteristics, and multitransmissometer requirements
for Category II and Category III instrument nmways, plus 4 notices of proposed rule making.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS
AND SPACE ADl\IINISTRATION
In 1969, with the Apollo 11 flight, NASA reached
the goal set for the manned space flight program
in 1961 by President Kennedy-landing men on the
moon and returning them safely to earth. On July
20, Neil Armstrong stepped from the Lunar Module
onto the surface of the moon, and 18 minutes later
Edwin Aldrin followed him. On July 24, the Apollo
11 crew returned to earth, splashing down in the
Pacific Ocean about 950 miles southwest of Honolulu. The second moon landing took place in the
November flight of Apollo 12. Earlier manned
missions in March and May, Apollos 9 and 10, provided essential operational experience and confidence.
Apollo 9, the second manned Apollo mission using the Saturn V vehicle, was launched on March
3, 1969, to evaluate performance of the complete
Apollo system. The crew consisted of astronauts
James A. McDivitt, commander, David R. Scott,
Command Module pilot, and Russell L. Schweickart, Lunar Module pilot. The Lunar Module was
flown manned for the first time, moved over 100
miles from the Command/Service }.t!odules, maneuvered in space, and rejoined the Command/
Service Modules after 6 hours of separation. All
launch vehicle and spacecraft systems functioned
satisfactorily through the mission which ended on
March 13 with splashdown in the Atlantic.
Apollo 10 was launched May 18 on a lunar orbit
mission. Thomas P. Stafford, commander, Eugene
A. Cernan, Lunar Module pilot, and John vV.
Young, Command Module pilot, were the crew.
Once in lunar orbit, the Lunar Module, with
Stafford and Cernan aboard, separated from the
Command and Service Modules; the 2 craft flew
in formation and then the Lunar Module descended
to within 50,000 feet of the lunar surface. After an
independent flight of 8 hours, the Lunar Module
rejoined the Command and Service Modules, the
crew returned to the Command Module, and the
Lunar Module was cast loose. The return to earth
was precisely as programmed and splashdown took
place in the mid-Pacific on May 26.
The historic Apollo 11 flight, with astronauts Neil
A. Arn1strong, commander, Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr.,
Lunar Module pilot, and Michael Collins, Command Module pilot, as crew, was launched from
Cape Kennedy on July 16. An estimated 1,000,000
eyewitnesses and a worldwide television audience
watched the spacecraft leave the earth. On July 20,
the Lunar Module, with Annsh·ong and Aldrin
aboard, separated from the Command Module and
landed on the moon. Armstrong radioed mission
control, "The Eagle has landed." The astronauts
remained at Tranquillity Base for about 21 hours,
carrying on extravehicular activities for some 90
minutes, then lifted off the lunar surface and re-
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joined the Command Module. Splashdown was in
the Pacific Ocean on July 24.
While on the moon, Armstrong and Aldrin unveiled the plaque on the Lunar Module. This plaque
bore the inscription, "Here men from the planet
earth first set foot upon the moon, July 1969, A.D.
We came in peace for all mankind." Signatures of
the astronauts and of President Nixon were on it.
The astronauts also erected an American flag, coll~cted core samples, and picked up 54 pounds of
discretely selected rocks and soil. In addition, they
placed a seismic detector, a laser ranging retro reflector, and a solar wind composition experiment
to remain on the moon.
Apollo 12, the second lunar landing mission, was
launched on November 14, and the Lunar Module
landed on the moon about 600 feet from Surveyor
3, as planned, on the 19th. Surveyor 3 had landed
on the moon in 1967, over 2 years before the Apollo
12 mission; the Lunar Module landed nearby so
the astronauts could photograph and study the
Surveyor and bring back components for analysis.
Flight crew members were commander Charles
Conrad, Jr., Command Module pilot Richard F.
Gordon, Jr., and Lunar Module pilot Alan L. Bean.
Mter a 4%-hour period of rest and preparation,
astronauts Conrad and Bean left the Lunar Module
took a contingency sample of lunar soil, and de~
played the S-hand antenna for voice communication
durin~ EVA, a solar wind experiment, and an
Amencan flag. The Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package ( ALSEP) was set out about 600
feet from the Lunar Module. This first period of
extravehicular activity lasted about 4 hours.
The second extravehicular activity also took
place on November 19 and lasted for 3 hours 49
minutes. The astronauts went to the ALSEP deployment site, to several craters, and to the Surveyor 3; they took photographs, gathered a variety
of s~mples, and retrieved parts from the Surveyor.
L1ft-off from the moon' and docking with the
Command and Service Modules took place on November
b TV 20
. · The d ock"mg sequence was clearly seen
VIewers on earth. Splashdown occurred on
NY
ovember 24
.
. in the p ac1"fic ab out 4 m1les
from the
recovery ship.
The
h Apollo
. APPlica t"Ions p rogram concentrated
o_n t e ?r~ntal Workshop-defining the confi urahon; mission planning; and design and dev~lo ment of the modified Command and S .P
M d 1 th
·
erviCe
. o u es, e Airlock Module, the Multiple Dock~~g Adapte~, the Apollo Telescope Mount and th
flight expenments.
'
e
N~SA's space station activities were focused on
defimng the uses and the intrinsic nature f
manned e~rth-orbital research facility and ce~tai~
space stah_on general characteristics. The conce t
to be studied for operation in the mid-70s is a 1~
man station, capable of growth to accommodate
about 50 men and of lasting for at least 10 years. It

would be an orbiting research and development
facility and an operations and maintenance center
for unmanned satellites.
NASA's Space Shuttle Task Group determined
that an economical shuttle should have reusable
elements and require minimum ground-support operations and minimum refurbishment between missions. It should also have airline-type operations
with comparable passenger safety and shirt-sleeve
environment, be able to operate with a 2-man flight
crew (one in an emergency), and have the capability to be self-sustaining for about 7 days.
In the space sciences and applications area,
NASA continued to use a number of unmanned
spacecraft. For planetary exploration, ?vfariners 6
(February 24) and 7 (March 27) were launched
on Mars flyby missions, encountering the planet on
July 31 and August 5, respectively. The 2 spacecraft
sent back a very large number of measurements of
the chemical composition of the Martian atmosphere and surface, temperature data for the surface
and atmosphere, and nearly 200 high-quality TV
pictures of the surface.
Numerous craters up to 300 miles in diameter
were observed, and 3 types of terrain-cratered,
featureless, and chaotic-were seen.
Further investigation of Mars was planned for
1975, when 2 instrumented spacecraft in the Viking
project will be launched. Each spacecraft will be
made up of a soft-lander like Surveyor and of an
orbiter. Before the landers are released, the orbiters
will photograph the Martian surface. and. carry out
other experiments to help select landmg sites. Then
the landers will set down on the surface to take
closeup pictures and to search for organic compounds and living organisms.
To explore the region beyond Mars, N~SA will
fly the Pioneer F and G spa~ecraft. They wil! report
on the interplanetary medmm, the astermd ~elt,
and the environment and atmosphere of Jupiter.
During 1969, NASA selected the spacecraft contractor and the experiments and planned the
launches for 1972 and 1973.
Pioneers 6 through 9-launched into solar orbits
between 1965 and 1968-were still transmitting
data on the interplanetary medium an~ on ~olar
activity, and their influence on the earths environment.
Three orbiting observatory satellites were
launched during 1969: OSO 5, January 22; OSO 6,
August 9; and OGO 6, June 5. OS? 5, in a _nearly
circular orbit 350 miles high, earned expenments
to monitor solar hydrogen, deuterium, gamma rays,
X-rays, and ultraviolet radiations, and to observe
the zodiacal light. OSO 6, resembling OSO 5, was
designed to better scan the solar disk from a similar
orbit. It can accurately aim at any of 16,384 points
in a grid over the solar disk. Aboard OGO 6 (which
was sent into low earth orbit, 250 to 675 miles)
were 25 experiments to investigate geophysical and
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In conjunction with its communications satellite
activities, XASA was involved in 3 significant
planned or proposed user e>.:periments. First, the
agency was cooperating with the governor of Alaska
to work out a system, using Applications Technology Satellite 1, to transmit instructional and other
public television programs from Fairbanks to 3 relatively heavily populated areas. Through this effort,
educational radio programs will also be transmitted
to many more remote areas. Second, through an
agreement with India, NASA planned to participate
in an experiment involving use of one of its satellites to broadcast instructional television programs
throughout the country. Such broadcasts would be
particularly useful in connection with India's agriculture and population control efforts. And third,
under an agreement with the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, NASA began participating in an
e>.:periment involving noncommercial television programs. On a pilot basis, programs provided by the
corporation at NASA's Rosman ground station will
be relayed for 3 hours each evening from Sunday
through Thursday to the 1\-lojave, California,
ground station via the ATS 1 or ATS 3 satellite.
The pilot program was scheduled for early 1970.
Applications Technology Satellite 5, launched
August 12, failed to stabilize properly, but a large
number of its experin1ents returned useful data.
Earlier launched ATS satellites ( 1 and 3) continued
to provide experimental services. A meteorological
satellite, Nimbus 3, was placed in a polar orbit on

solar-terrestrial phenomena; the data from these
experiments will increase understanding of the
earth-sun relationship.
On June 2L ?\ASA launched another Interplanetary ~Ionitoring Platform (niP-G), Explorer 4L
which caiTied 12 experiments to study particles and
fields ncar the earth and out to 100,000 miles in
space.
Launches for outside organizations included ISIS
l, a Canadian/ American spacecraft carrying 10 experiments to study ionospheric physics, on January
30; ESRO 1B for the European Space Research Organization, on October 1; and the first cooperative
satellite with "'est Germany, Azur, on November
7. A communications satellite, Sl·ynet-A, was
launched on November 21 for the British Ministrv
of Defense.
·
A primate was orbited for 8% days aboard Biosatellite 3 (June 28-July 7) and recovered. The
most important result of the flight (about 200 miles
above the earth) was the direct measurement of an
increase in venous blood pressure due to weightlessness, caused by blood pooling in the central part
of the body. Preliminary findings attributed the
physiological deterioration of the monkey, which
died after landing, mainly to the effects of weightlessness.
Three Intelsat 3 commercial communications satellites were launched in 1969, 2 successfully. Each
has 1,200 2-way voice channels and is capable of
operating for 5 years.

:MAJOR NASA LAUNCHES 1969
Results
Date

Name

1/22
1/30
0 2/5
2/24
0 2/26
3/3
3/27
4/14
5/18
0 5/21
6/5
6/21
6/28
7116
0 7/25
8/9
8/12
8/27
0 10/1
0 11/7
11!14
0 ll/2l

OS05
ISIS 1
Intelsat 3 (F -3)
Mariner 6
ESSA9
Apollo 9
Mariner 7
Nimbus 3
Apollo 10
Intelsat 3 (F-4)
OG06
Explorer 41
Biosatellite 3 ·
Apollo 11
lntelsat 3 (F -5)
OS06
ATS5
Pioneer 5
ESRO 1-B
GRS 1
Apollo 12
Skynet

0

Launch Vehicle
Delta
Delta
Delta
Atlas/Centaur
Delta
Saturn V
Atlas/Centaur
Thor/Agena
Saturn V
Delta
Thor/Agena
Delta
Delta
Saturn V
Delta
Delta
Atlas/Centaur
Delta
Scout
Scout
Saturn V
Delta

Launch Site

Mission

Vehicle

Mission

KSC
WTR
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
WTR
KSC
KSC
WTR
WTR
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
WTR
WTR
KSC
KSC

Solar observation
Ionosphere sounding
Communications
Mars flyby
\V"eather
LM check-out
~:Iars flyby
Weather research and development
LM lunar orbit
Communications
Geophysical studies
Interplanetary studies
Biological studies
First manned lunar landing
Communications
Solar physics
Communications and technology
Solar studies
Polar ionosphere
Energetic particles
Manned lunar e:~oploration
Communications

Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Failure
Success
Success
Failure
Success
Success
Success
Success

Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Unrated
Success
Failure
Success
Unrated
Failure
Success
Success
Success
Success

Non-NASA Mission
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April 14. It sent back excellent quality cloud cover
photographs and the first quantitative measurements of vertical temperatures, atmospheric vapor
content, and wind speeds.
NASA launched ESSA 9, a Tiros operational
weather satellite, for the Environmental Science
Services Administration ( ESSA) on February 26.
It replaced ESSA 8, which had experienced camera
and recorder failures, in providing global cloud
cover data.
NASA also continued to carry on a wide variety
of research and development activities. Work
rang_ed from_ laser research to studies of group dyn~miCs and mcluded investigations of sonic boom,
a~craft op~rating problems, air safety, V/STOL
aircraft, n01se alleviation bioinstrumentation water
recl~mation, effects of 'noise on people, ' lifting
bodies, space suits, solar cells, electric propulsion,
and chemical propulsion.
In work on the laser, an all-chemical laser was
dev~loped in which continuous operation is
achieved by mixing commercially available bottled
ga~es. The device is compact and simple and requrres no electrical power source. Sonic boom
studies produced data indicating that substantial
boom reductions are feasible; acoustical and sociome?"ic surveys provided information on the psychologi:al an~ physiological effects of noise on people.
Engme n01se reductions of 10 to 15 decibels were
found to be feasible, and in the quiet engine program, a contractor was selected to develop technology fo~ ~oise reduction by quieting the noise
sou~ces WI~hm an engine through basic changes in
engme design.
In aeronautics, wind tunnel research on advanced
ai~c.raft ~o~gurations indicated that the supercnhcal anf01l could increase speed about 20 percent (to 660 miles per hour) without penalties in
rang~ or payload. The same technology may be
applicable to supersonic aircraft. Preparations were
bemg made for full-scale flight tests.
. ~ork moved forward on NASA's' V/STOL tranSI~on research tunnel at Langley Research Center,
WI~ ?Perations scheduled to begin early in 1970.
This IS ~he first new wind tunnel constructed by
NA~A smce the agency was established in 1958
Designed specifically to test V/STOL models, th~
tunn_el has slott~d removable walls which make it
possible to obtam accurate data on high-lift models
a_t very low speeds. Flight research on the o eratwnal problems of VTOL aircraft str essed th e PIowspec d d escent and landing phases und . t
fl"Igh t con d"Ihons.
·
The obJ"ective of th"er ms rument
.
Is program 1s
h
to assess t e amount of control pow
d
.
t b"I"
.
er an autorna h c s a . I Izahon
needed to minimiz e t"Ime, f ue1
.1
t
consump Ion, _PI ot work load, and airspace in instrument Iandmgs.
. NASA investigators developed an electrooptical
mstr~ment to me_asure the oxygen in the blood and
a sp~rometer whwh measures respiratory gas flow
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in such a way that it can be automatically recorded
and computer-analyzed. Both instruments are potentially useful in laboratories and hospitals. Another device with utility outside the space program
is a reverse osmosis water reclamation unit. The
unit uses glass membranes which do not clog or
deteriorate, as do organic membranes; the glass is
also chemically inert and resistant to corrosion, and
it can be heat sterilized.
During the year, NASA made important progress
in avionics-related aeronautical research and development. Programs relating directly to NASA's
electronics research in air traffic controL collision
avoidance, navigational and communications satellites for aviation, and support technologies were
carried on chiefly at the Electronics Research Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
For air traffic control, NASA established programs to develop more precise and reliable
on-board navigation systems. Those under development will serve the needs of conventional jet
transports, V/STOL aircraft, and general aviation
aircraft. Devices being researched included onboard digital computers to generate displays for the
crew; a fully automatic guidance, navigation, and
flight control system with manual override for
V/STOL; and an airspeed sensor for VTOL applications that will be accurate at low speeds. A prototype sensor with no moving parts was tested in a
low-speed airstream and a conventional wind
tunnel with good results.
Collision avoidance effort included research on
a pilot warning indicator device and on an electromechanical head-up attitude indicator. The former
uses a high-intensity xenon light, whose flash the
pilot can see, and a simultaneously emitted pulse of
infrared radiation, which can be detected by a
silicon detector mounted in the aircraft. Cost
studies indicated that the unit would be reasonably
priced for general aviation use.
The attitude indicator places a rod between the
pilot and windshield. The rod maintains alignment
with the horizon and, because of its location, moves
the pilot's eyes to the outside so that the pilot can
be more alert to collision hazards. Pilots have
shown a preference for the indicator over the instrument panel artificial horizon when the natural
horizon is obscured.
The work on satellites serving aviation reached
the hardware stage with the testing of an L-band
receiver. The tests sought data on background
noise, multipath measurements, and ranging accuracy, and used a high-altitude aircraft to simulate
a spacecraft. When ATS-F is launched in 1972, it
will be used for these tests.
Supporting technologies related to aeronautical
electronics included fly-by-wire systems, detection
of clear air turbulence, and biotechnology.
The fly-by-wire systems replace mechanical control systems and have high potential for use in
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large aircraft like the wide-bodied jetliners and the
supersonic transport. The electricaL or Ay-by-\\ire.
systems eliminate the heaviness and high friction
forces of the mechanical svstems. but their reliability remains a matter of concern. ::\:\SA research
was therefore concentrated on achic,in<T hi<Th re. IJI.1.1tv ancl improved technology in bAy-by-wire
.:;,
I ra
S\"Stems .
. Two approaches were used in the work on clear
air turbulence. Langley Hesearch Center tested
laser technology to detect turbulence. and the
Electronics Research Center did complementary
work on sensing ahnospheric temperature fluctuations with a millimeter microwave radiometer.
Biotechnology activity focused on methods of
monitoring pilot, crew, ·and ground controller perfonnancc and the man-machine interface dming
stress. Tests were conducted on a remote oculometer-an clectrooptical instrument which measures
eye-pointing direction, pupil position. pupil diameter, and blink occurrence-which was expected to
contribute to several research areas, including
Hight safety.
Propulsion research efforts extended knowledge
of chemical, electric, and nuclear sources. Spa~e
storable liquid propellant combinations were investigated, a tripropellant thrust chamber was testfired, and a high-energy (solid) restartable motor
weighing over 3,000 pounds was manufactured.

Electric systems powered by solar arrays completed
the ground systems demonstration, and the SERT
2 (Space Electric Rocket Test) orbital Hight was
rescheduled to 1970. The NERVA (Nuclear Engine
for Rocket Vehicle Application) program, a joint
::\ASA/AEC effort, was concerned with systems
analysis of Hight engine design requirements and
''ith planning the facilities for engine development
tests. During 1969, the technology investigation
phase of this program culminated in the completion
of tests on a ground-experimental nuclear rocket
engine in the desert at Jackass Flats, .1\evada. Based
on this technology, development of the NERV A
engine began.
The 3 basic tracking and data networksManned Space Flight, Deep Space, and Satellitehandled a substantial work load during the year.
The accurate communications support provided for
the flights of Apollos 9 through 12 enabled millions
of persons to follow these Bights and to witness
man's first step on the moon's surface during Apollo
11. The networks also supported the highly successful ~'lariner 6 and 7 missions to Mars, the 4
Pioneer missions, and the OSO, ATS, and Biosatellite Bights.
In June, after the Biosatellite Hight, the station at
Lima, Peru, was deactivated, and follo\ving the
launch of ATS 5, the transportable station at Toowoomba, Australia, was closed.
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~ are Inany things

to Inany people.
Say you want to build the world's
largest jetliner. Then we can help you
get it off the ground with engines that
deliver up to 45,000 lbs. of thrust.
Or maybe you need a heavy lift helicopter. Then we have the Skycrane. It
lifts 10 tons.
Or if you're looking for the newest
in radar. Rocket boosters. Life support
systems. Marine and industrial gas turbines. Telemetry. Or high-speed rail
transportation. United Aircraft is all
those things, too.
But depending on who you are,
you'll think of us as Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft. Hamilton Standard. Sikorsky
Aircraft. Norden.
United Technology
..
Center. Or Electronic~ I
Components.
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Boeing 7 47 superjet, the world's large st
c ommerci a l jetline r, is now in service,
ushering in o n entirely new era of spac iousness a nd c omfo rt in a ir travel.

fl awless moon missions, Boeing Lunar Orb i ter photog rap he d all potential Apollo
land ing sites and 99% of the moon's
surface.

other upp e r stages. It's applicable to almost all USAF launch vehicles, also scientific ex;Jeriments, weather, nav igatio n or
communications satellites.

Twin turbine Bo ei ng hel icopters, bu il t by
Vert ol Di isio n, ore dep loyed to V ie tnam.
They se r ve with U.S. Army, N a vy, M or ine
Corps .

NASA's Apol lo / Saturn 5 moon roc ket,
largest, most powerfu l in wo rld, launches
Ameri cans on spe ctacularly successful
voyages to the moon. Boe ing builds the
fi rst -stage booster, in tegrates Saturn 5
w i h Apollo command, ser vi ce and lunar
modul es, and perfo rms systems engineering, launch and integ ration support for
ASA on enti re Saturn 5 sys tem .

Minuteman is U.S. Air Force's quick- firing,
solid-fuel ICBM. Boeing is weapon system
integrator, responsible for assembly, test,
and launch control as well as ground
support systems .

727-200, lo ng -b ody ve rsi on of standard
727, world's most popular jet, seats up to
189 fo r ma ximum profit on high -d ensiiy
c ommu te r r outes.
NASA's Boeing -built Lunar Or b i ter was
the first U.S. spacec ra ft to o rb it the moon
and photog ra ph for side of moon. In fiv e

Burner II, USAF's new Bo ei ng-built upper
stage vehicl e, is small e r, less costly than

Advanced Boeing 737, a v ailable next
year, will be even more versatile than
the outstanding current models. Advanced 737s w i ll fly farther, carry more
payload and operate from airports now
inaccessible to jet transports.

747. world"s larges c commercial jec

NASA ·s Boeing-builc Lunar Orbiter

Boeing helicopcer

727-200 trije c airliner

Advanced 737

NASA ·s Apollo/Saturn 5 moon rockec

Civil
Aviation
THE AIRLINES

sum would go for flight equipment and the rest
for associated ground equipment.
.
The era of the introduction of the first-generation
jets-the McDonnell Douglas DC-8 and th~ ~oei~g
707, for example-is past its Reak. The au~mes m
1969 were in a transitional penod charactenzed by
the addition to their fleets of "stretched" versions of
first-generation jets and by the advent of ~edium
and short-haul equipment such as the Boemg 727
and 737 and the McDonnell Douglas DC-9.
In 1970 the airlines enter the era of the superjets,
often refe~red to as "wide-bodied" jets. The first to
enter service is the Boeing 747. It is approximately
230 feet long, about the length of a football field,
and from the ground measures upwar? _some 60
feet, about the height of a 6-story bmldmg. The
747 will fly around 625 miles per hour, somewhat
faster than the 707 and the DC-8, and will have a
nonstop range of over 4,000 miles, or the distance
from Washington, D.C., to Moscow. Its 185- by 20-

At the dawn of the civil jet age-little more than
a decade ago-the scheduled airlines made a $2.5
billion decision. That decision represented an investment of 2% times the industry's net worth. It
also represented the public's response to a new kind
of transport-transport by jet aircraft.
Since the advent of the jet, passenger traffic has
increased by about 200 percent, from some 56,000,000 passengers in 1959 to approximately 162,000,000
at the end of 1969. The number of airline passengers
was expected to double by 1975 and to triple by
1980. Cargo traffic (mail, express, and freight),
which accounted for about 4.7 billion cargo tonmiles in 1969-up 545 percent over 1959-was expected to increase at a greater rate. To meet this
demand, the airlines estimated that they would
spend $12.5 billion on new eg,u ipment during the
1970-74 p eriod alone. About $10.3 billion of this
224

foot cabin is capable of
.
passengers, althou h
ca~~mg as many as 490
are planum
· g . 'tigll most aulmes ordering the 747
.
f or
about 360 a lUI a y ca sea tin g confi guration
cupying th p fis~etnglers, with around 15 p ercent oce Is -c ass section
7
wi~~to~~ d~ll b e followed. in 1971-72 by other
McD~nn Ill Jets-the Lockheed L-1011 and the
craft wh~ l1 ?uglas DC-10. These 3-engine air. IC dWill carry from 250 to 300 passen gers,
are d' esigne
.
to 0 pera· t e over s 10rt- and medmm1
range routes. More than 150 of th ese "au
. b uses"
w ere on order as of June 1 , 1969 .
The early seventies will also see the first of
:~ . supersonic transports, th e 1,400-mile-an-hour
. nhsh/French Concorde, entering service. Then,
m the late seventies, the U.S. SST, with a passenger cap~city of some 300 and a speed of about
1,850 r~ules p er hour, is expected to be operative.
The Jet age r~volution, still in progress, does not
end With the aucraft. For airline operations and

maintenance people, the aircraft is just the beginning. Improvements are b eing made continuously in
devices on the aircraft and in the aircraft's operating environment to make air transportation safer,
more dependable, and more efficient.
The most impressive airborne equipment changes
have been made in the cockpit. Take navigation,
for example. The earliest transatlantic jets had to
rely on radio signals from shore-?ased transmitting
stations, supplemented by occasiOnal resort to the
age-old seagoing practice of celestial navigation.
Today's overocean jets use self-contained Doppler
navigation, a device that bounces electronic waves
off the surface of the earth or ocean and measures
speed by the frequency shift in the reflected signal.
Soon to b e a vail able is an even b etter device, the
inertial navigator, which is in effect a very precise
gyroscope. This device will free the pilot of d ependence on the number, location, and communicability
of ground stations.
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When the early jets went into service, they were
equipped with a device that could reply to interrogation by the Federal Aviation Administration's
ground radar, thus reinforcing the identification of
a given plane on the radar scope used by air traffic
controllers. Although, through a system of codes,
such functions as climbing or descending could be
registered, the altitude at which a plane was flying
could not.
On jets entering service, this radar beacon equipment has been further developed to permit a plane
to report automatically its altitude as well as its
identity. Together, altitude and identity are displayed~ name-tag form beside the blip representmg ~e arrcraft on the controller's radar scope. The
new jets come equipped with this capacity, and aircr~ft already in the fleet are being retrofitted with
umts to upgrade their beacon capabilities. It was
expected that over 70 percent of the airline fleet
would. ?ave both altitude- and identity-reporting
capability by 1971 and that virtually the entire fleet
':ould have identity-reporting capability by that
time.
Initiative taken by the airlines to improve the
safety and reliability of their operations is nowhere
better illustrated than in their pilot training pro~rams. At the heart of these programs is the flight
Slffiulator, which is becoming to an increasing degree .a .valuable tool in training pilots in the charactenstics of new aircraft.
Flight simulators have the cockpit, the instruments, and the controls of a real airplane, with computers that simulate the operations, noises, and reSI_Jonses of a real airplane. Because simulators proVIde safer and more effective training, the airlines
an~ ~e ~A~ are working to accomplish more pilot
trammg m Slffiulators, less in aircraft. This trend is
being accelerated by the use of visual attachments
~at allow the pilot to see a dynamic display of the
a.Irport and the runway through the window of his
Simulator cockpit. Simulators with visual capacity
can be used for training in· takeoffs and landings in?luding normal, emergency, and low-visibility l~nd
mgs.
10 scheduled airlines had $83 300OOA~ mid-1969,
· 52 fl"Igh t simulators
·
'
'
Th0 mve st ed m
for pilot training.
ey planned to acquire 20 more simulators by
Jafn$u5ary 1972, representing an additional investment
0
3,900,000.
Thffe growing public demand for air travel has had
an e ect not only on th k" d f .
b . b
e m o aucraft the airlines
~re u~mg ut also on techniques for handling the
I~creasmg number of airline passengers. Reservations
must be made' tickets must b e Issue
.
d an d
b
aggage. m~st be controlled in ever-growin 'numbers-with jet .age speed and precision.
example, each Boemg 747 generates about 600 b
.
II
ags
t.
~very Ime It pu s up to a gate. By way of attack~ng the baggage problem, the industry was workmg toward an automated baggage delivery system

Fo!
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which promises to deliver a passenger's bag to him
anY'vhere in the terminal area in less than 3 minutes
after the bag is removed from the aircraft.
The reservations problem was being confronted
squarely by the airlines through the investment of
hundreds of millions of dollars in new computerized
reservations systems.
Another development which holds great promise
is the automation of ticketing. Tomorrow's airline
passenger will not have to stand in line at the airport waiting for his ticket. All he will have to do,
once his reservation is made, is insert his Air Travel
Card into an automatic ticketing machine and press
a few buttons to indicate flight number and class of
service; the ticket will then drop into his hands.
Prototype models of these machines were being
developed in 1969 by several airlines and were to
be in limited use in some major airport cities before
the end of the year.
The new equipment the airlines are introducing
into their fleets is a dynamic force in the creation
of new jobs. For the past decade, airline "hires"
have averaged about 25,000 a year. In 1969, employment in the industry came to about 325,000
men and women, representing a gain of nearly 10
percent over the previous year and an increase of
over 100 percent in a decade.
Looking down the road to the SST, and depending upon the number of SSTs built, $20 billion to
$50 billion of economic growth will result over the
next 5 to 10 years. To build these new aircraft, 250,000 new jobs will be created. And one of the most
important economic facts about the SST investment
is that the new jobs will be created just as soon as
the prototype development program begins.
Of the 250,000 new jobs, there will be 50,000 for
prime contractors and 100,000 for s.u?contractors.
These 150,000 jobs will create an additional 100,000
jobs in nonmanufacturing in~ustries such ~s wholesale and retail trade; professiOnal and busmess services; finance, insurance, and real estate; transportation; communication and other public utilities;
and agriculture.
.
.
The 250,000 new jobs, with an estimated payroll
of $2.5 billion, were estimated to represent one of
every 50 new civilian jobs created
!975. Few
programs can claim so great a contnbuhon to employment.
Moreover, this employment will have a broad geographical spread. As in the case of other large
technically intensive programs, e.g., Saturn/Apollo,
Minuteman, and the Boeing 747, manpower will be
drawn from almost every segment of industry in
almost all of the 50 states. Thus the SST will be
a truly national product.
As indicated, the airlines are making a tremendous investment in tomorrow's air transport system.
Crucial to the success of this system in serving the
public is recognition by the federal government of
its responsibility to keep pace with the airlines'
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stantially. In 1969, for the first time, 2 DC-8s were
used exclusively for charter operations and were
kept in full-time operation. The airline planned to
increase its charter fleet to 4 DC-Ss for 1970 and
reported that they were almost fully booked. One
aircraft was to be kept busy flying charter operations to Japan for Expo 70.
Expansion of cargo-handling facilities continued
with the opening of highly automated new facilities
at 'Vinnipeg and London. ~·~ean~e, the airline :vas
continuing installation of Its htghly computenzed
new reservations system, the Reservec II.
The airline was making plans for the introduction
of the Boeing 747 and the .Lockheed L-~~1.1 to its
fleet. An expansion of mamtenance facilities w~s
under way at major cities across the system. Arr
Canada planned to add 3 747s to .its fl;et in early
1971 and the first 6 of 10 L-10lls m 1912. In addition, the airline held delivery positions for 4 Concorde and 6 Boeing supersonic transp~rts. . .
Air Canada was looking for expansiOn of 1ts mternational route struchtre. The first step was to be
taken in :May 1970 with the introd~ction of service
to Prarrue. :tvleanwhile, the Canadian government
was dt~e to enter bilateral negotiations \~th a number of major countries, including the Umted ~t~tes,
and the airline was hopeful that these neg~tia~ons
would result in a number of major new destinations.

multimillion-dollar investment by helping to provide the necessary airport and air traffic control
facilities \ital to the continued growth of air transportation. In this way, the remarkable progress
made by the air transport industry during the first
decade of the jet age will be continued into the
second.

AIR CANADA
The year 1968 was the most successful in Air
Canada's 31-ycar history. The company eamed a
record $8,200,000 net income, up 131 percent over
the $3,500,000 eamed in 1967. Retum on inwstmcnt
for the year was 6.3 percent, as compared with 5.2
percent the year before.
However, the pichue for 1969 was not as bright.
Year-end figures were affected by a 28-day shutdown of operations in April and Mav, the result of
strike action on the part of the International Association of :tvlachinists and Aerospace 'Vorkers.
In addition to losing traffic and revenue durinrr
the shutdown period, the company was unable t~
regain the impressive growth rate recorded durinrr
the early months of the year. Because of the occu~
renee of ~e strike at a time when many Canadians
were making plans for overseas vacation traveL and
because of the impact of rapid growth in the- nonschedule? charter market, Atlantic passenger traffic
was particularly discouraging, and it appeared the
1968 level would not be reached.
During the first 9 months of 1969, the airline
carried 4,820,057 passengers, slightly below the
4,862,878 .flo~ during the same period the year
before. AI:£reight continued its impressive growth
rate. Despite the strike, the airline carried 103,465,588 pounds of airfreight during the first 8 months
of the year, as compared with 94,181,142 pounds
during the first 8 months of 1968.
In 1969, Air Canada accepted delivery of 2 DC9-32s and of 5 long-bodied DC-8-63s, and it expected to add 3 more DC-9s and 8 more DC-8-63s
by May 1970. These deliveries will increase the
Canadian carrier's total jet fleet to 76 aircraft: 36
DC-9-32s and 40 DC-8s including 20 of the longbodied versions.
During the year, the airline continued to retire
its Vickers Viscounts and Vanguards. At year-end,
13 Vanguards and 25 Viscounts remained in service
as compared with 18 Vanguards and 33 Viscount~
at the end of 1968.
Air Canada introduced service between TorontoMontreal and Brussels, increased frequencies on
transatlantic and Caribbean services and added
'
more nonstop services to its domestic schedule.
Unduplicated route miles increased to over 90,000,
from 79,000 a year earlier.
The airline also increased its charter business sub-

AIR WEST
Air ·west was bom out of 3 of the oldest regional
West
.
. the Unt'ted States · In mid-1968, Air
earners
m
.
became the product of the merger of Pacific: ~onanza, and West Coast airlines. The new auhne
was able to serve more cities in the. West than all
other airlines serving the area combmed.
I 1969 Air West operated a fleet of 15 MeDonne linD oug'1 as DC -9-30s, 4 DC-9-10s, 32 Fairchild
.
Hiller F -27 twin-engine turb~props, and 4 Piper
. MiniLiners. The airlines system at year-end
N ava1o
.1 . 8
totaled 10,800 unduplicated route mi es ~ westem
states, Canada, and Mexico. In all, 77 mrpo~s serving more than 150 cities were on the A1r West
system.
th b
.
Air West boasted one of e est on-time performance records in the airline industry. Through
the first 9 months of 1969, the line's systen~ average
for on-time departures was 77 percent. Six of the
last 7 months averaged above 80 perce~t in on-time
performance (the airline industry considers 70 percent on-time perfonnance very good).
Headquarters for the nation's newest major airline was at San Francisco Intemational Airport;
maintenance and training facilities were at Phoenix,
Arizona.
The Air West family at year-end numbered 3,800.
During the year, Air West carried just over 3,000,227
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000 passengers between points in the West and
operated close to 600 flights daily.
In 1969, the Civil Aeronautics Board authorized
Hughes Tool Company to acquire Air W est. Consummation of the sale was expected in the first half
of 1970.

was replacing its amphibious a ircraft with Conva i1·
240s. During th e year, 2 Tv,rin Otter carriers w ere
also added to th e fl eet serving southeast Alaska.
Alaska Airlines prides itself on offerin g not only
th e most modern fl eet to Alaska but also th e most
uniqu e service. Passengers are treated to a tru e
Alaskana flavor from th e tim e th ey check in for th e ir
flight to their arrival at th eir d es tination. In 1969,
the airline introduced a n ew asp ect to this inflight
service-first class . Using elega nt, full-siz e china,
crystal, and silverware, th e passengers enjoy dining
with an international flair. More of th e Alaskana
flavor was added as a result of naming Alaska Airlines' first-clas s service "Golden Samova r" and mingling into th e service th e traditions of clays when
Alaska was possessed by Russia.
Continuing its offering to tourists of other services in support of its transportation functions,
Alaska Airlines expanded its interest in r esort and
hotel faciliti es and its tour program. The biggest
boost in hotel and resort faciliti es for both Alaska
and Alaska Airlines was comple tion of the Alyeska
Nugget Inn. The hotel changed th e status of
Alyeska, locate d 40 miles outside of Anchorage,
from a ski area to Alaska's largest ski resort.
Alaska Airlines filed for a route from Nome to
Irkutsk, on Lake Baikal in Siberia, and for a route
b etween Nome and Provodenia, located on Chukatka Peninsula in Siberia. Flights to Nome would
originate in Seattle, and also operate via Anchorage .
Looking ahead to 1970, Alaska Airlines planned
to continue using its ability to market and promote
the areas it serves. The airline was also to seek other
avenues of growth. The growth in the resort, hotel,
and tour industry was indicative of this approach.
Development of new routes is also a vitally important area. At year-end, Alaska Airlines had 3 petitions before the Civil Aeronautics Board, one asking for rights to fly Seattle-Twin Cities-Milwaukee
routes, one seeking routes to California, and one
requesting routes connecting Seattle and Portland
with Phoenix.

ALASKA AIRLINES
For Alaska Airlines, which in 1969 shattered all
previous records by carrying more than 420,000
passengers almost 300,000,000 revenue passengermiles, earning the airline the No. 1 position in th e
Alaska travel market, the prospect for future years
looked outstanding.
The record compiled in 1969 was the result not
- only of a larger portion of the Alaska travel market
but also of an increase in the size of the market.
Unprecedented numbers of people were taking advantage of the 30,000 miles of Alaska coast, the
innumerable streams and rivers, the lush valley of
southern Alaska, and the tundra of the Arctic. Also,
Alaskans themselves were traveling more frequently.
To accommodate the increased demand for air transportation, Alaska Airlines increased its aircraft fleet
and its ground service facilities, inaugurated firstclass service, augmented its tour program, revised
its schedules, and added 3 new regional sales offices.

ALLEGHENY AIRLINES
During the last half of 1968 and all of 1969, Allegheny Airlines was concerned primarily with consolidation and reorganization of the new air system
created through its merger with the former Lake
C entral Airlines on July 1, 1968.
Priority was given to connecting the major points
of both systems. Tossing off the image of a "feeder,"
or multistop, carrier, Allegheny pressed to improve
local service and, at the same time, compete for
longer routes. By the end of 1969, Allegheny was
either the leading carrier or a very strong contender
in many major markets formerly considered suitable
for only a trunk carrier.

Alaska Airlines added another Boeing 727 to its fleet and
increased Seattle-Alaska freqt~e nc ies to 5 fl·ights a day.

Alaska Airlines was providing direct jet service
from Seattle to more Alaska cities than all other
carriers combined. It added another Boeing 727 to
its fleet in order to increase the number of flights
b etween Seattle and the major cities of Alaska to
5 per day during the summer of 1969.
As southeast Alaska communities such as Petersburg and Wrangell added hard-surface runways in
addition to water-landing fa cilities, Alaska Airlines
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Alle uh eny continued its program of seeking exp anded authoril:) in 1969. Campi m nting n \\ marke t: it enter d in th e latter half of 1968, All gheny
sta rt ,d C hicago-Pittsburuh s n ic i.n 1969 with 7
non sto p round-trip fanj -t fli ghts dail - and n arly
daub! d th e number of dail non tops on its ne ·ly
a 1uired Piltsburuh-N '' Yo rk rout . In D c mber,
All uh cnv b ega n nonstop s r ic b l\\ n Indiana polis and I ·e, ·York.
Other Allegh en petitions for rout
elopm nt p ndinu b efore th Ci' il A ronauti s Board
included reques ts to s n
Mi.nn apolis/ St. PaulBaltimore, Phil ad -lphia; Atlanta-Ci.n i.nnati D etroit· Clevela nd- .-ash ille, T oronto· · orfolk-Balti.m ore, Ne'' York \i\ ashin gton-Buffalo Alban ,. and
Pittsburgh-Montreal.

ties expansion program which was to continue over
a 4-year period and evenh1ally involve 23 of the
76 stations Allegheny serves. Two of the biggest
projects " ere planned for Boston's Logan International Airport: a 10-gate extension of the new South
Terminal building and a revoluti.onarily designed
maintenance hangar. Major e::srpansions were also
planned for Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis,
and Dayton.
Accompanying the fleet and facilities modernizations ''vas a new look in inflight fashion. Spring/summer and fall/winter ensembles emphasizing style
and practicality were introduced in 1969.
The consolidation phase of Allegheny's developm nt was to continue past 1969. L eslie 0. Barnes,
president of Allegheny Airlines, b elieved it might
take until 1973 to realize fully the benefits of the
merger, but it appeared that 1969 would be looked
upon as tl1e critical year when Allegheny met the
test.

AMERICAN AIRLINES
American Airlines became an intercontinental
carrier in 1969 with the award of a route to Hawaii,
American Samoa, Fiji, New Zealand, and Australia.
American was autl1orized to serve these destinations
from Boston, St. Louis, New York, Chicago, Washington, and Dallas. President Nixon made his decision in July in the Transpacilic Case and s e rvice
on the route was e xpecte d to b e gin early in 1970.
Altl1ough confined until 1970 to the United States,

Allegh eny Airlin es introduced n ew host ss fashions, such as
th ese fal l!wi.n ter ensembles.

Canada, and Mexico, American has b een active in
international markets for years. In 1969, the airline
again sent marketing teams to major aTeas of the
world, including Europe and the South Pacific.
American also won new rights in the Gulf StatesMidwest Case tl1at enabled it to begin nonstop service beh;veen such points as D etroit-San Antonio,
Chicago-San Antonio, Dallas-Detroit, and HoustonSt. Louis. A new Houston-San Francisco nonstop
route was received in the Southern Tier Case.
President George A. Spater was elected to the additional responsibility of chairman of the board in
1969. Marion Sadler, who had served American as
president until his retirement in 1968 for reasons of
health, returned to full-tim e duty and was elected
vice chairman.
American launched 1969 with a new concept in
service for air travelers, one that it termed the industry's "finest transcontinental service package."
Called "Americana," it drew its inspiration from the
nation's rich history. "Americana" was introduced
between New York and San Francisco and New
York and Los Angeles routes and then quickly extended to other transcontinental routes. Late in the
year, th e service bowed on semitranscontinental
flights.

Allegh eny's program to modernize its fleet gained
momentum during 1969. By November 1, the carrier had standardized its aircraft inventory on 2
typ es, th e DC-9-31 fanj et (23 aircraft) and the Convair 580 huboprop (42 aiTcraft), as compared with
4 types operating in D ecember 1968. The F-27Js
were retired in June and th e Nord lis in September.
Meanwhile, n ew DC-9s were being delivered at an
average rate of one a month, p roviding a substantial net increase in capacity.
Another emphasized and highly successful program was the Allegheny Commuter, which was
introduced in 1969 into 3 more cities: DuBois, Pennsylvania, Mansfield, Ohio, and Elkins, W est Virginia. Alleglwny Commuters, a t year-end operating
in 7 localities, are independently owned ail' transport operations that are tailored to the specific
needs of intermediate-size cities and are closely
affiliated with Allegheny Airlines. Utilizing 15passenger Beechcraft 99 Airliners, tlwy offer regular
Allegh eny services and operate without government
subsidy.
In 1969, Allegheny launched a $20,000,000 facili229
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American's stewardesses began wearing a new
wardrobe with accents drawn from significant periods of American history, such as an innkeeper's
weskit of Colonial days and buckled shoes from days
of the Pilgrims.
The start of 1969 also marked an immensely important milestone-the lOth anniversary of American's introduction of the first jet service across the
nation. The inaugural transcontinental flight took

jets, the center maintains th e airplanes of more than
10 international airlines. The Tulsa expansion was
to provide capability for servicing larger je ts a rriving in th e 1970s, th e 747s and the DC-lOs.
As it awaited these large je ts, American disposed
of the last of its Convair 990s and phased out its
turboprop Electras, leaving the airline with a fl eet
of 247 jet airplanes late in the year.

off from Los Angeles on January 25, 1959, racing to
New York in 4 hours 3 minutes to slash 3 hours off
the piston airplane record. The flight returned to
Los Angeles that evening.
To poin~ up again its role as an airline for sportsmen, American staged the third annual Astrojet Golf
Classic at La Costa Country Club near San Diego.
Professional baseball and football stars teamed in
the $30,000 best-ball test, with Los Angeles Dodgers
outfielder Willie Davis and Green Bay Packers guard
Jerry Kramer emerging as champions.
A strike by the Transport Workers Union halted
American's operations for 3 weeks during the early

part of the year. Throughout the strike, maintenance
supervisors kept the fleet in top shape and the jets
were ready to go when service resumed on March
20.
American was the first airline in the world to
achieve operational approval for an automatic inertial navigation system. In 1969, AA asked the Federal Aviation Administration to designate a specific
are~ navigation route from Chicago to New York.
This would allow eastbound jets to fly away from
the conv_entional airways. The system, proved out
by Amencan on more than 700 flights , allows a pilot
to use an airborne computer to travel cross-country
o~ any desired course instead of using the present
a_Irways made up of signals from ground radio stations.
As progr~ss was being made in this field, American was spe~d~g up work on the largest airline
personnel trammg center in the world. Located on
an 80-acre campus between Dallas and Fort Worth
Texas, the complex was to include American's ex~
pa?ded Stewardess College and a new Academy of
Fhght for pilots.
The Stewardess College, first of its kind added
~ new buildings as part of a multimillio~-dollar
Improvement program. The structures included a 3story d~rmitory unit; a one-story building with large
conv~r?-ble classrooms complete with closed-circuit
televiSlOn,. responder
training units , a n d 5 air
..
eraft ca b m stmu1ators· and a 2 sto d" .
k" h
d ffi
'
- ry mmg room
Itc en, an o ce building. D edication of the en~
larg_ed c?llege_ was scheduled for March 1970 in
conAJtunc~dwn w1thA that of the Flight Academy.
n:1 year, merican announced a $40,000,000
expanswn program for its maintenance and en in~ering center at Tulsa, Oklahoma. The additio~s
will boost the value of the facility to over $100 _
000,000. In addition to caring for American's Astr~-

American Airlines' fleet of the 1970s was to inclt~de the
Boeing 707 (foreground), the McDonnell Douglas DC-10
(center), and the Boeing 747 (rear). At the end of 1969,
American was operating 247 planes.

American continued to expand its hotel activities
through its wholly owned ~ubs~diaries Sky C~efs
and Flagship Hotels. Flagship will supply t~chmcal
and management assistance to a corporation that
will operate the Fiesta Pal~c~, a hand~ome. 700room addition to Mexico City s expandmg hst of
luxury hotels. It was schedulc:;d to open in the spr~ng
of 1970. Flagship Hotels and the same corporatwn
will be associated in th e operation of another facility, the Condesa Del Mar in Acapulco. It will open
in the spring of 1971.
.
American and the Dillingham Corporation of
Hawaii formed a partnership to manage and operate the Ala Moana Hotel in Honolulu. Flagship
Hotels was to be operating manager of the 1,268room unit which will open in the summer of 1970.
The $36,600,000 Ala Moana will be a major addition
to tourist and convention facilities in Hawaii. It will
be close to Ala Moana Park, to the beach, and
to Ala Moana C enter, the world's largest shopping
complex.
230
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Sky Chefs and Flagship Hotels will also operate
the dining rooms, the hotel, and the convention facilities aboard the ocean liner Queen :O.lary, which
was being refurbished before being anchored in the
harbor of Long Beach, California. Thl' Queen :O.lary
was sclwduled to opl'n in 1970 as a major tourist and
convention attraction in Long Beach.
American's Astrojets began appearing in broad
red, white, and blue striping late in the year, with
a distinctive new corporate symbol on the jet tails.
The markings an· part of a total new look for the
1970s that will extend to ticket offices and other
facilities. The colorful new design was the first sia1::1
nificant change in the thin red lightning stripe and
the AA symbol that have been identified with the
compan/s airplmws since American Airlines was incorporated 35 years ago. The final design was
adopted only after a year-long marketing test sought
reaction from the public, customers. and employees.
Another service innovation at American was "Picnic in the SJ...")'," a unique snack service on some
medium-haul segments. A cheese or meat sandwich,
fresh fruit, and a bottle of wine. served in indhidual baskets, were the main ingr~diPnts.
In October, American observed the 25th anniversary of its introduction of the first scheduled
domestic airfreight service. A twin-engine DC-3
made that first flight with a load of war supplies,
clothing, shoes, cosmetics, and fresh flowers-6.000
pounds of freight, about all the airplane could lift.
Amer.ican's jet freighters of 1969, Boeing 707s, wen•
carrymg 90,000 pounds each and crossing the continent in less than 6 hours. In 1945, the first full
year of scheduled cargo operations, American hauled
2,000,000 ton-miles of freight, as compared with a
1968 total of 527,000,000 ton-miles.
In 1968, American carried 19,136,000 passengers.
Net earnings for the year were $35,456.000. Revenues totaled $957,198,000. For the first 9 months of
1969, American reported net earnings of $25.479,000,
or $1.26 a share against $1.78 a share during the
same period of 1968. American's 21-day strike adversely affected earnings. Revenues for the first
9 months were $748,947,000, as compared to $719,666,000 for the comparable period of 1968. Revenue
passenger-miles for the first 10 months of 1969 were
13,361,000,000, and commercial freight volume in
the first 10 months was 425,926,000 ton-miles.

and performance unexcelled in the supplemental
industry.
During the year, AFA's activities culminated in a
well-defined program that insured continued growth
and development for the future. In 1969, AFA
greatly increased its fleet with the addition of 2
.250-seat McDonnell Douglas DC-8-63 convertible
aircraft. They joined aircraft including 2 Boeing
727-100C convertible fanjets which seat 125 and a
fleet of 5 89-passenger Lockheed Electras.
The new aircraft raised the airline's charter capacity by 80 percent and permitted nonstop flight
service on routes such as New York to Rome or
Chicago to Hawaii. They also significantly expanded
AFA's role in all 50 states, the Caribbean, Canada,
:\Jexico, Europe, Africa, and Asia. Two new stretched
DC-8s were scheduled for delivery to the AFA fleet
in April and May 1970.
In 1969, AFA implemented a new marketing plan,
which features 1,054 jet departures to Europe, the
Caribbean, 1\'lexico, and the United States. It was
one of the most extensive and intricately planned
programs ever designed over a year's period of time.
The total program involved affinity charter operations combined with inclusive tour charter packages
from eastern and midwestern cities to the destination points mentioned. On a destination basis, AFA
was to operate 261 flights to Europe, 156 flights to
Mexico, 309 to the Bahamas, 98 to the Caribbean,
and 230 to Las Vegas. W'eekly Hight frequencies
were to vary seasonally throughout the year, with
the major concentration to E~uope being in the summer months and the highest frequencies to the Caribbean and to Las Vegas in the winter months.
Unique in the airline's marketing plan were the
programmed affinity charters which are available on
over half of the flights. American Flyers Airline is
the first, and only, supplemental carrier to provide
this service, which operates from New York to Las
Vegas, Puerto Rico, and the Bahamas and from
Chicago and Detroit to Las Vegas and the Bahamas.
The Civil Aeronautics Board in January 1969
granted multiple-load charter authority to the supplementals. With the increased seating capacity of
the DC-8s, AFA was able to take full advantage of
this ·mling by carrying the many charter-worthy
groups and organizations that simply cannot fill
250 or even 150 seats. The supplemental took the
leading steps in this vast market area and planned
to continue to stmcture its merchandising programs
along this line. An intensive advertising campaign
was initiated to familiarize both the consumer and
the trade press with the advantages of this unique
program.
In 1969, AFA was most instrumental in developing the inclusive tour charter market to Mexico.
Fifty-two flights, one per week, made round trips
to Mexico. AFA was actively pursuing additional
programs into other lTC areas such as southern
Spain and Morocco.

AMERICAN FLYERS AIRLINE
For American Flyers Airline, the sixties were a
period of immense change and revitalization. In just
a few short years, every aspect of the supplemental's
operations-from equipment to staff, to maintenance, to ownership, to management-was reexamined and modernized. The result in 1969 was a leading professional carrier able to offer quality service
231
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In April 1969, the company moved its headquarters from Ardmore, Oklahoma, to the Olmsted State
Airport near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Here the airline's executive offices, operating facilities, and maintenance crews are domiciled. The maintenance crew
at year-end consisted of more than llO experts.
American Flyers took pride in being the first supplemental carrier to provide its own maintenance
and in being granted a permanent Federal Aviation
Administration Repair Station Certificate. The massive hangar at Olmsted permits 2 DC-8s to be serviced ~ndoors, significantly improving maintenance
downtime.
The year 1969 saw another "first" for American
Flyers when the airline became the first, and only,
supplemental to provide its own meals for flights.
It :vas accomplished through Nairobi Air Service,
whiCh has catering facilities at Olmsted. Meals are
transported in refrigerated trucks to a number of
~FA. departure points. AF A helped establish NAS
m 0Is co~ntry as a means of providing consistent
quahty of mflight meal service.
Under the direction of its parent company, Pittsbur~h Coke a_nd Chemical, and the leadership of
~resident Lucian Hunt, AFA multiplied its executive and sales staff. Regional sales offices were increased to include new facilities in Amsterdam. In
addition, the 1969 list of regional sales offices included New York, Detroit, Los Angeles, Chicago,
London, and Frankfurt. To staff these offices Hunt
brou~ht in a team of dynamic young profes;ionals,
all WI~h several years of airline experience. In 1969,
AF A mcreased the U.S. eastern regional sales staff
sixfold.
T~e total number of passengers flown by the
earner. to. all .50 states and more than 30 foreign
countnes mcreased in 1969. In 1967 the figure was
21.5,483; in 1968, over 265,000. The' final count for
1969 was expected to tally over 300,000.
. A survey showed that the average age of AF A
Hight crews was 42 and that the pilots had an average of 22 years of Hying experience had flown over
2,000,000 miles, and had ~2,800 hou~s of flying time.
Stewardesses doubled in number from 70 in 1968
to 142 in 1969.
'

America. New York, Washington, D.C., New Orleans, Los Angeles, and San Francisco \\'ere added
to Miami and Houston as BI's gateway cities to
Latin America; at year-end, the airline was offering
74 flights weekly between the United States and 9
countries in South America.
In June, Braniff began nonstop service between
Houston and the Pacific Northwest and daily
through-plane service from Portland and Seattle/
Tacoma to South America, via Houston.
In July, Braniff inaugurated service into Detroit,
with daily nonstops from both Dallas/Fort \Vorth
and Kansas City, and one-stop service from Houston.
In August, service over a long-awaited route between the mainland and Hawaii was begun with
daily service between Atlanta and Dallas/Fort
Worth to Honolulu. In September, the frequency
was increased between the mainland and Hawaii.
In October, BI's service was increased again, and
the airline was providing a total of 48 flights weekly
between the islands and the mainland, including
daily nonstop service from Atlanta, twice-daily nonstops from Dallas/Fort Worth, 3 nonstops weekly
from Houston, 2 daily flights from Miami/Fort
Lauderdale, and daily service from both New Orleans and Tampa/St. Petersburg/Clearwater.
Braniff's colorful jets began operating over new
Southern Tier routes in October and were providing multiple daily flights between Dallas/Fort Worth
and Miami/Fort Lauderdale, via New Orleans and
Tampa, with nonstop service in all 4 markets
daily.
Braniff, the U.S. airline on-time leader for 1968,
continued to lead the industry in this important reliability yardstick during 1969 and retained its No.
1 position through the first 9 months of 1969 ..
At the same time, Braniff moved to make Its services even more comfortable and attractive to the
public by phasing out of service its last 8 propellerdriven aircraft, the turboprop Lockheed Electra lis,
and replacing them with pure-jet airliners on all
routes.
Braniff took a giant step forward i~ pa~senger
convenience during 1969 when the aulme s new
$12,000,000 IBM computerized reservations system
went on-stream. Called "The Cowboy," the system is
the most modern and versatile in the airline industry
and provides the fastest, most accurate system of
passenger and cargo reservations possible. .
As a result of the new services, new eqmpment,
and continued operational reliability, Braniff's rev~
nuc passenger-miles flown rose by 9.5 per~ent m
the first 3 quarters of 1969 as compared With the
same period in 1968.
.
..
The airline took delivery of 10 Boemg 727 triJCts
and of 2 McDonnell Douglas ultralong-range DC-8
Super 62s during 1969. It had 3 stretched Boeing
727-200 jets on order for delivery in the second
quarter of 1970. For the future, BI had on order 2
Boeing 747s for delivery in the first quarter of 1971

BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL
The year 1969 was characterized by
.
Braniff International, expansion th t expanhsion .at
. "'. fl , ·
a saw t e airI me
s eet mcreased to 75 J·ets with th
1
Ph ase-o~ t of a 11 prope II er-driven aircraft.e comp etc
T~lC biggest ~ews in 1969, however, was the extcnswn of Bramff routes into 7 new us · ·
· . Cihes:
. l-Ido
.
Ianta, Detr01t,
Honolulu Los A
1
sAt.
d
'
'
nge es, an
F
ranc.:Isc.:o, an Tamp~/St. Petersburg/Clearwater.
In Febru~ry,. Bramff began operating over new
route authonty from 7 U.S. gateway cities into South
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. Portland, D enver, Chicago, Kansas City, Phoenix,
and Los Angeles/ Ontario/ Long Beach. With the receipt of the awaTd, Continental announced that it
wo~ld introduce an $85 economy fare between the
mainland and Hawaii, effective Monday throucrh
TI1msday. Other carriers followed suit and the n~v
low rate went into effect in early September.

a nd 3 Con cord e a nd 2 Boeing sup ersonic transports
ord er d for d eli v r in th mid- an d late 1970s.
L a te in 1969, Braniff with its South American
pa rtn ers, opened th e T ambo d Oro restauran t and
m a rk tp lace, called "th e world's most b eautiful
resta urant " in Lima, P n1 and a sp ctacular country clu b, th e Granja Azul I nn just outside Lima,
a nd a t · m·-end was p r paring fo r th opening in
ea rl 1970 of th e luxurious Santa Maria B ach Club,
al o n ear Lima. Other South American proj cts were
under constTu cti on for arl op nina to insme that
South America "ill indeed be th e n x:t place to b ecom e a must for U.S. travelers.
Lookin g to th e fu ture, Braniff applied to the Civil
Aerona uti cs Board for au thority to ext nd its rout s
from th e Southwest and th e Rock · Mountains into
Can ad a and Alaska and from Chicaao to Alaska via
C an a da .

CARIDAIR
For Caribair, 1969 vvas a ear of route awaTds,
equipm ent transition , and new route inauguTal services combined with some developmental and
grow th difficulties not uncommon in th in dushy .
On April 1, C aribair inaugurated nonstop service
from San Ju an to Amba and Cmacao. On May 1,
C a ribaiT reach ed th e U.S. mainland for th e first
tim e b y inauguratin g sch eduled service into Miami
from H a iti and San Ju an .
In O ctober, C arib air received final authority from
the Jamaican government to serve Kings ton and
Montego Bay from Miami and San Juan.
Caribair fil ed a petition with th e Civil Aeron autics Board in October to temporarily suspend service into d estinations whi ch could not accommodate
jet aircraft . Upon approval by th e board, th e comp any standardized its operatina0 fl eet with 3 DC-9
Series 30 aircraft.
Cariba ir's management instih1ted as part of its
fleet standardization program "Operation Bootstrap,"
th e name chosen for the pro gramm d revitalization
and streamlining of the airline. The 1969-70 winter
season found C aribair with a vas t and new route
n etwork and a fully integrated jet fleet schedule.

Continental Airlin es w as allocating an average of 6 of its
13 Boeing 707-320Cs to Military Airlift Command contract
flights.

Continental's all-fanjet fleet remained at 56 during 1969, but its 3 Boeing 747 superjets were to
arrive in the spring of 1970 (with a fourth due in
1971), and its 3 Concorde supersonic transports were
scheduled for delivery in 1972. The company also
h eld delivery positions on 3 Boeing SSTs, with
probable delivery in 1978.
Continental's short-range DC-9C passenger-cargo
convertible fleet totaled 19; the medium- and longrange fl eet stood at 36, with 13 Boeing intercontinental 320Cs, 14 727-200s, one 727-100, and 8 720Bs.
Continental was the first, and only, airline to
offer 5-abreast seating on all of its aircraft, a unique
passenger service feature. The 1969 passenger was
b eing offered a choice of 3 classes of service (economy b eing about 15 percent less expensive than
coach class). The spacious 5-abreast seating was
being provided for both economy- and coach-class
passengers in a single cabin, allowing the line
a flexibility of seat allocation b etween coach and
economy class on each flight segment.
Continental's SONIC 360, the world's first thirdgeneration real-time passenger-name ~-ecord reservations system, offered the fin est and fastest reservations service available. Based on IBM's PARS system, the Continental complex includes a uniqu e seat
reservation capability that enables the agent to display the aircraft seating plan on SONIC's TV-like
screens for seat selection. Reservations offices in
Hawaii, Los An geles, D enver, Houston, and Chicago
have instant access to the vast storage of the 2 IBM

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
In 1969, Continental Airlines increased its unduplicated route mileage from 9,008 to 14,729 by winning routes b etween 7 mainland cities and Hawaii,
b etween Los Angeles and Dallas, between Chicago
and Albuquerqu e, and between Albuquerque and
San Francisco.
The mainland-Hawaii award permitted Continental to link Honolulu and Hilo with Seattle/Tacoma,
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System 360 computers that are the heart of the
SONIC complex, located in the line's general office
building in Los Angeles. Immediate confirmation of
reservations is possible because of the system's instantaneous reaction to all demands.
During 1969, Continental continued as a contractor with the government for Military Airlift Command flights. An average of 6 Boeing 320Cs were
allocated to this service, mostly originating flights
in California for destinations in Southeast Asia.
Continental's air service in the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands continued to fly a route network
of 6,377 miles to, from, and within Micronesia. The
twice-weekly Micronesia service from Saipan through
Guam, Truk, Ponape, Kwajalein, and Majuro to
Honol_ulu and down to Palau forged a completely
new bnk between the Trust Territory islands and
the outside world.
During the first 9 months of 1969, net earnings
after taxes were $1,568,000, or 14 cents per share.
For the same period of the previous year, earnings
a~ounted to $1,721,000, or 17 cents per share. Operatmg revenues were $70,258,000, as compared with
$155,400,000 for the first 3 quarters of 1968.

CP AIR
Increased frequencies, rising revenues and traffic,
new operations facilities, plans for fleet expansion,
and a new department-all contributed toward
making 1969 a year of change and expansion for
CP Air.
One of th~ most significant changes in CP Air's
1969 operations occurred on its transcontinental
service, which was expanded to 5 return flights a
day, from 2, between Vancouver and Montreal. As
a result of ~s improved situation, Ottawa was
brought on-line for the first time nonstop service
was m
· t ro d uce d between Vancouver
'
and Toronto
and between Calgary arrd Toronto, and both EdmConton and Calgary were provided with daily crossanada service.
CPA"' f
F
. n s requency between Vancouver and San
rancisco was doubled to 2 daily return flights.
Charters
. 1969 ,
and
a 240 reappeared on the CPA"If scene m
-seat DC-8-63 was devoted entirely to this
progCram.dlt operated out of both eastern and westem ana a.
Corresponding with th"
.
,
IS expansiOn, the airline s
t
.
. ranspordtahon revenue for the first half of the year
mcrease 31 pe
t
to $63 200 000 lceh over ~e same period in 1968,
rose 22 p' er . : t pe same hme, operating expenses
cen · assenger revenue which ac
counted for about four-fifths of the total moved
ahead by 27 percent, to $52,000,000.
'
John C. Gilmer, CP Air's president, said that because of expanded passenger and h t
'
.
c ar er operations, year-end results would probably be favorable.
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Though CP Air was caught in a spiral of rapidly rising costs, along with all airlines, Gilmer felt the
long-term outlook was reassuring.
Despite a low 1968 net income of $2,300,000, operating revenue passed the $100,000,000 mark ($106,700,000) and the number of passengers totaled over
1,000,000 (1,036,000), both milestones for CP Air.
In order to improve the profit picture, CP Air hoped
to expand service on many of its more lucrative
routes and to acquire certain new destinations.
Further improvements in transcontinental service
were expected in the spring of 1970, when CP Air
was to take possession of 2 Boeing 727 aircraft. With
delivery of the 727s, the airline planned to add 2
more return flights each day.
CP Air's ambitions in the realm of international
and overseas routes were formally outlined to the
government during the year. As a result of air. bilateral negotiations between Canada and the Umted
States, CP Air hoped to be designated the Canadian carrier between Vancouver-San Francisco-Los
Angeles, Vancouver-Chicago-New York, TorontoSan Francisco, and Toronto-Chicago.
Immediate worldwide route ambitions were centered on the Middle East, the People's Republic of
China, and Yugoslavia. Extensions into these areas
depended largely upon the results of diplomatic
negotiations with the countries involved.
Playing a major role in the airline's plans for the
future was the construction of a $24,000,000 maintenance overhaul, and training base at Vancouver
Airport.' This Operations Centre, largest of its kind
in Canada became functional at the end of the
year; it is dapable of servicing any aircraft flying or
on the drawing boards. It was expected to meet CP
Air's requirements for the next 20 years.. .
Both wide-bodied jets and SSTs fit easily mto the
hangar area of this new facility. CP A_ir held delivery positions on 3 Boeing_ super~omc transports,
which are to enter commercial use m the late 1970s,
but no decision was made regarding the selection
of a wide-body. Information on the Boeing 747,
the McDonnell Douglas DC-10, and the Lockheed
L-1011 and the routes over which they would fly
was fed into the company's computer to obtain a
week-by-week summary of projecte~ revenue. From
these studies CP Air was confident It would choose
the aircraft ~ost suitable for its particular requirements. It appeared that the 747 woul~ ,be too large
for the relatively low loads on CP Airs long ~ns,
but no definite decision was to be made until all
the facts and figures were compiled. .
With the introduction of wide-bodies and SSTs
in the seventies, the airline industry enters a period
of even keener competition than that expenenced
during the sixties. Since all airlines will be flying
relatively the same aircraft, the only area for effective competition is in customer service. With this in
mind, CP Air set up a new customer service department directed by a vice president, G. E. Manning.
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Two standard DC-8s, needed to cover requirements for new route awards, were purchased from
Pan American World Airways. This was in addition
to 5 purchased from Pan American in 1968 for the
operation of interchange flights to Europe. The fifth
anniversary of that service was observed in May.
At year-end, Delta operated a jet :Beet of 16 Convair 880s, 28 standard DC-8s, 13 Super DC-8s, 15
DC-9s (including one which was purchased in July
1969 upon expiration of a short-term lease), and 53
Super DC-9s, plus 3 L-100-20 all-cargo turboprops.
Three Convair 440s remained in service for those
cities where expansion of airport facilities to accommodate DC-9 service bad not been completed.
On order were 5 additional Super DC-9s, 5 747s,
and 24 L-10lls, representing a capital outlay of
$475,000,000. Financing was to be provided from
internally generated funds and proceeds from the
company's 1967 bank credit agreement, which was
amended in 1969 to increase the total amount available from $175,000,000 to $220,000,000.
Delta's :Beet by the end of 1975 was to consist of
159 jets, representing a total cost of over $1 billion.
Fiscal year-end, in June 1969, registered new
highs of $516,100,000 operating revenues, 8.25 billion revenue passenger-miles, and 178,600,000 cargo
ton-miles. Net earnings of $39,200,000, or $2.05 per
share, were 8 percent above fiscal 1968 despite the
full in1pact of the 10 percent surtax and the accelerated inroads of inflation on operating expenses.
Delta carried 12,107,061 revenue passengers on its
domestic and international routes during fiscal 1969.
This total, too, was a record, and represented a gain
of 17 percent over the 10,368,831 passengers carried
during fiscal 1968.
·
An expansion of DC-9 schedules during the year
brought the first jet service of any kind to Paducah,
Kentucky, and Alexandria, Louisiana, and the first
Delta jet service to Springfield, Missouri, and Hot
Springs, Arkansas.
Two new cities were added to Delta's system in
1969 and received initial DC-9 service: Nashville,
Tennessee, on August 1, and Phoenix, Arizona, on
October 1. The Nashville award was the result of a
Civil Aeronautics Board decision in the Gulf StatesMidwest Service Case granting Delta an alternative
Chicago-New Orleans route via Nashville or Birmingham and terminating the company's Hot
Springs authority. Chicago-Nashville and ChicagoBirmingham services were inaugurated August 1;
Nashville-New Orleans services were inaugurated
September 8. Following a favorable decision in the
Service to Phoenix Case, Delta inaugurated 4 daily
jet flights to Phoenix from the South and Southeast.
In other route awards, D elta received new nonstop authority between San Francisco/ Oakland and
Miami/Fort Lauderdale and b etween Houston and
Miami, and turnaround authority b etween Dallas/
Fort \Vorth and Los Angeles and b etween D allas/
Fort Worth and San Francisco. D elta also started

CP A ir opened a new $24,000,000 Operations Cenrre fo r
maintenance, overhaul, and training at ·an o1wer Airport.

For the first time in the company's history, all area
of operations involving customer contact came within the bounds of a single department. Eff cts of this
changeover w ill b e felt gradually as the nevv division systematically d evelops improved standards and
procedures for th e various areas of customer service.
. The year also provided CP Air vvith an opporhimty_ to pause and reflect upon some of its p ast
achievements. Both the South Pacific sen ice to Sydney and the North Pacific route to Tokyo an d Hong
Kong celebrated 20th anniversaries.
By the end of 1969, CP Air had become Canada's
fi_rst all-jet airline and was approaching the revolutionary seventies with both caution and ambitious
plans for the future.

DELTA AIR LINES
Anniversaries, operating achievements, route
expansion, and an accelerated building program
marked 1969 as a significant and profitable year
for D elta Air Lines.
The Atlanta-based carrier in June completed 40
:years of scheduled passenger service, which began
m 1929 with 3 single-engine Travelaires over 393
route miles and in 1969 extended over a 20,539mile system serving the financial and industrial cent~r_s of the East and the 1\llidwest, the major growth
Cities of the South and the Southv.rest, th e dynamic
West Coast, and the vacation areas of Florida and
the Caribbean.
Delta pioneered jet service in September 1959
and was the only airline to introduce 3 jetliners to
commercial aviation: the DC-8, the Convair 880,
and the DC-9.
During 1969, D elta accepted deliveries of 6 Super
D~-~s, 15 Super DC-9s, and 2 standard DC-8s, permittmg an expansion of over 30 percent in jet capacity and the virtual elimination of piston services.
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operations into New York's LaGuardia Airport in
1969.
Other regulatory matters were pending at yearend. In the North Carolina Points Service Investigation, the CAB examiner recommended that Delta be
awarded unrestricted authority between New York
and Charlotte and a new segment on its route between Chicago and Miami/Fort Lauderdale via the
intermediate points Raleigh/Durham, Greensboro/
High Point/ Winston-Salem, and Charlotte. In the
Omaha/Des Moines Case, the examiner recommended grant to Delta of Omaha-Kansas City,
Omaha-Twin Cities, and Omaha-St. Louis authority.
In the Kansas City-Atlanta Nonstop Investigation,
~elta _
was the first to utilize a new expedited CAB
procedure, seeking authority to operate nonstop in
the Kansas City-Atlanta market, where Delta carries
the bulk of the traffic. ·
Delta was also seeking nonstop St. Louis-Minneapolis/St. Paul authority; a route between Minneapolis/St. Paul and Milwaukee in the North, and
southeastern points; and nonstop authority between
Augusta, Columbia, and the Northeast.

to purchase VAMP, considered the world's most
sophisticated audiovisual flight simulation system,
and will operate one DC-8, one L-1011, and 2 DC-9
simulators. VAMP was designed to add a highfidelity visual dimension to simulator training; it is
the first visual system to optically alter motion picture film so that actual landing and takeoff scenes
are realistically changed according to the pilot's manipulation of the controls.
Delta's new Ground Training Center ' 'vas completed in 1969 at the Atlanta Airport and an average
of 350 students daily was entering its doors to leam
new technologies of the airline industry. The facility contains over 55,000 square feet of classrooms,
faculty offices, and stewardess trainees' donnitory
rooms.
In September, D elta announced that it would
more than double its existing 752,000-square-foot
main aircraft overhaul base located on the Atlanta
Airport. The base will be increased by 780,000
square feet to include new hangars, engine test facilities, maintenance and service shops, offices, ramps,
and parking areas. It will be the largest facility of
its type in the South.
.
Other facilities, concluded or under way, mcluded a new ticketing facility at Love Field in
Dallas, a second-level concourse in Jackson, and
new reservations offices in Jacksonville and Jackson,
plus expanded airport projects ~t Atlanta, <?hicago,
Cincinnati, Detroit, Kansas C1ty, Memphis, New
Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, and Tampa.
In February, Delta introduced a n ew standard of
excellence in meal service. On a wide range of jet
flights, Royal Service meals are ser.v ed at .the P.assengers' seats from carts, on gleam111g ~h1te ch111a
designed especially for Delta. The se~viCe f.eatures
epicurean entrees preceded by cocktail service and
hot hors d'oeuvres.
Delta stewardesses were given a new look with
striking ensembles create? exclusively for Delta. by
Harry Gilbert of Lady Simps~n.
dress des1~n,
retained year-round, is a clas:IC pr111~ess style With
jeweled neckline and comes 111 a vanety of colors:
red or black for winter; blue, green, or yellow for
summer. Airport ticket counters .and do'":nto':n airline offices also claimed the fashwn spothght 111 late
1969 as the distaff side of Delta's ticket agent corps
donned smart new uniforms in red or blue, also designed by Gilbert in the basic princess st;rle.
,
Greater emphasis was placed on D eltas Women s
Services activities during the year. The program,
established in 1957 as a consulting service for
women's clubs and organizations, makes it.s impact
through fashion shows, packing d emonstrations, and
slide presentations.
A pioneer in the package vacation program, Delta
continued to offer quality Dream Vacations and to
publish comprehensive vacation guide booklets, as
well as brochures listing specific fares and other
package details.

T?e

Delta Air Lines became the first airline to order and use the
Link VAMP (Visual Anamorphic Motion Picture) system in
its DC-9 simulator, here being flown by Captain Charles
Green, system manager-flight training.

Keeping pace with the jet aircraft acquisition program and route expansion was Delta's continuing
modernization program for ground facilities. Early
in 1969, plans were announced for the construction
of 4 new buildings adjacent to Delta's computer
center at the Greenbriar complex. Incorporating a
total of 112,538 square feet, the buildings will house
Delta's new flight simulator operations, communications and flight control, simulator support and flight
training, and the Atlanta Reservations Center.
Already in service in the new buildings was the
first of 4 new Visual Anamorphic Motion Picture
(VAMP) systems developed by the Link Division
of The Singer Company. D elta was the first airline
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In ~on·mber 1969, Delta cosponsored the first
annual Heritage Golf Classic at Sea Pines Plantation, I-1 ilton Head Island, South Carolina. The Heritage. a -l-day. 72-hole toumament at stroke play for
a SlOO.OOO purse, at_tracted top-ranking professional
golfers from the Umted StatC's and a number of professional golfers from foreign nations.
Dt•lta employees at year-end numbered almost
20,000. with total salaries and related employee
benefit costs totaling O\"('r 8200,000.000.
Consistent with Delta's commitment to developnwnt and promotion from within the company. 5
new officers were named in October. They were H. T.
Fincher, vice president-technical operations: Hollis Harris, assi.stant vice president-facilities: George
E. Shedd, assistant vicC' prC'sidcnt-public relations:
Sidney F. Davis, assistant secretarv and assistant to
gl'nc'!"~tl counsel; and Ike Lasseter, assistant secretary.
Seven assistant vice prC'sidcnts were promoted to
viet• presidents: H. \V. Allen. administration: W. A.
~tchison, computer services: T. P. BalL flight operations: S. D. Dement, marketing administration;
~I. 0. Calloway, comptroller: E. L. Hanmer. stations;
and C. P. Knecht. sales. The action was taken to
furtlwr broaden Delta's manacremcnt base for the
.
l
~
mcreascc scope of company activities.

DC-8-61, DC-8-63, and Boeing 727-200 series, and
with better utilization of other types of jets acquired
earlier, Eastern was providing revenue plane miles
and available seat miles over 20 percent above the
capacity flown the previous year. The number of
individual passengers carried, however, was only
about 4 percent above the 1968 level, while the
revenue passenger-miles produced rose 10.5 percent, reflecting at least Eastern's success in stretching the average passenger haul to about 640 miles.
Passenger load factors, on the other hand, dropped
to a 51.5 percent average for the 12 months.
By the end of December, Eastern had flown over
13.3. billion revenue passenger-miles and had carried
more than 21,390,000 passengers.
Showing surprising strength, in spite of intensive
competition both in the air and on the ground, was
Eastern's no-reservations Air-Shuttle, operating in
the high-density Northeast Corridor between Boston-New York/Newark-\Vashington. This unique
commuter service, faced for the first time with a
new rival in the form of modem, high-speed trains
offering airplane-type amenities, managed to continue its growth and by year-end had carried more
than 3,183,000 passengers.
Air cargo, the fastest-growing segment of air transportation, showed appreciable gains on Eastern,
with revenue ton-miles up some 26 percent as the
year was ended. Airfreight, with gains of 30 percent, led air express and mail as Eastern's principal
load producer in this field.
At the end of the fourth quarter, Eastern showed
an earnings deficit of $2,323,000, or 27 cents per
share. Preliminary figures indicated that a net profit
of $3,800,000 had been made during the month of
December. However, a general fare increase, benefiting all the scheduled airlines, took effect on October 1 and, as expected, brought in substantially
increased revenues during the final quarter of the
year. The Civil Aeronautics Board, in granting the
increase, estimated that Eastern would realize a
5.49 percent increase in future passenger revenues.
Although there were significant gains in revenue
passenger-miles, air cargo revenues, and overall operating revenues during July and August, the September results were disappointing. Both business
and pleasure travel were affected by a general slowing down of passenger traffic activity during this
historically weak month in the air transport industry.
In the process of modernizing its fleet during
1969, Eastern phased out its twin-engine propellerdriven Convair 440s and all of its turboprop Electras except those assigned specifically to the AirShuttle as backup to provide extra sections to the
primary DC-9-30 jets. It also returned 6 of its original Boeing 720 4-cngine jets to the manufacturer
as part payment for an equal number of the more
economical Boeing 727-200s.
During the year, Eastern acquired 11 Boeing 727-

EASTERN AIRLINES
The year 1969 was the year in which Easton
Airlines. reached California ~md reaffirmed its ricrht
~
to call Itself a "transcontinental" carrier. But it was
the year also in which its ambitions and hopes to
serve Hawaii and the South Pacific were thwarted
by the Civil Aeronautics Board and bv the decisions
of 2 Presidents of the United States.'
Enabled on September 23 to increase its unduplicatcd route mileage by 10 percent with the award
of Atlanta-Los Angeles and Atlanta-Dallas/Fort
\Vorth routes in the Southem Tier Case. Eastern
\~as also able during 1969 to expand in other directions. In the spring, it inaugurated new scrvices between !\Jiami and both St. Thomas and St. Croix in
the Virgin Islands and started new nonstop flights
between both Chicago and Detroit to Bermuda. In
the fall, it added nonstop Chicago to New Orleans
~ervice to its domestic operations. And at year-end,
It further expanded its growing list of Caribbean
destinations to include Montcgo Bay and Kingston,
Jamaica, via direct Hights from Newark, Philadelphia, and Friendship Airport serving \Vashington/
Baltimore.
As year-end approached, Eastern was in process
of trimming its operations to meet an anticipated
cautious atmosphere in the national economy and a
resultant slackening in rate of growth in air travel.
\tVith the advent of larger aircraft of the 200-seat
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200s, valued at $66,000,000, under a 15-year lease
with Armco/Boothe Corporation, a subsidiary of
Armco Steel Corporation. Additionally, it acquired
one leased DC-8-61, one leased and 5 purchased
DC-8-63s, and 5 leased DC-9-31s. Allowing for aircraft retired or returned to the manufacturers, Eastem ended the year with a fleet of 221 jets.
These and other aircraft to be acquired in 1970
and through the early 1970s were being financed
through a $244,000,000 program negotiated during
the year. In addition to the Armco/Boothe deal, it
included a $100,000,000 revolving credit with 38
banks headed by Chase Manhattan, and a 10-year
financing with Rolls-Royce for 90 percent of the cost
of tJle R:S.211 turbofan engines for Eastern's first 25
Lockheed L-1011 TriStar aircraft.
In support of improvements to its air fleet, Eastem placed in service during the year a $19,000,000
passenger facility at Boston's Logan International
Airport. Designed in distinctive modem style by
Minoru Yamasaki, of Troy, Michigan, in collaboration with the Boston architectural firm of Desmond
& Lord, the terminal incorporates 3 levels of parking space to accommodate 1,000 automobiles, telescopic loading bridges, and systems of baggage conveyors to make travel easier than ever before.

"Nightcap" flights for the b enefit of theatergo ers
and others who wished to travel the Boston-Nev,r
York-Washington routes after dep arture of the last
Air-Shuttle.
The Eastern Travel Club (ETC) continued to b e
an active p art of Eastern's marketing program
throughout 1969, with new resort faciliti es added
to a growing list in the Caribbean, Florida, M exico,
and even Europe. By D ecember, the m embership
had grown to 100,000. Several foreign-flag airlines
entered into agreem ents with Eastern during the
year to utilize ETC faciliti es in conjunction with
their "Visit U.S.A." programs.
A new look for various employees b ecame evident
throughout 1969 as, first, stewardesses, flight attendants, and ground hostesses, and later, ticket agents
and ramp service personnel were outfitted with
smart uniforms of varying hues.
In Eastern's top administrative ranks, a number
of important changes took place during the year.
Samuel L. Higginbottom was advanced to the new
post of executive vice president and 9eneral .manager, reporting directly to Eastern s president,
Floyd D. Hall. Charles J. Simons became senior
vice president, finance department; Thomas B. McFadden, senior vice president, marketing division;
Dwight D. Taylor, senior vice president, ~lanni_ng
and public affairs; W. Glen Harlan, . semor v~ce
president, legal affairs; and Ralph H. Skmne~, semor
vice president, industrial and personnel relations.

FLYING TIGER LINE
For the Flying Tiger Line, 1969 was a historic
year. The transpaci£c route, finally aJ?proved .by
President Nixon early in May, was put mto service
on August 12. Initial sche?uled serv~ce was a daily
military mail and cargo flight to Okmawa and Saigon followed by 6 flights daily to Tokyo, 3 a week
to Hong Kong 2 a week to Taipei, Taiwan, and
one a week to 'seoul, Korea. The number of flights
to those points was to be inc~e~se~ as volume increased. Thailand and the Philippmes were to be
added in the near future.
Domestically, the airline's system was expanded
to include Syracuse, joining upper-stat~ N~w York
with the domestic Tiger system, which mcludes
Boston, Hartford/Springfield, New Yor~, N~wark,
Buffalo, Philadelphia, Cleveland, De~rmt, Milwaukee, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco/Oakland,
Portland, and Seattle/Tacoma.
Hand in hand with the expansion of the airline's
wide-flung international route went the growth of
its fleet of aircraft. Tigers at year-end operated 17
DC-8-63Fs, costing some $12,000,000 each. Standardization of the fleet made for outstanding economy in maintenance and operation. The last CL-44
was retired from service in September.

In November, Eastern Airlines occy.pied its new, ultramodern
$19,000,000 passenger terminal at Boston's Logan International Airport.

Also placed in service during 1969 were Eastern's
new regional reservations offices at Woodbridge
Chicago, H~ust~n, Montreal, Seattle, and Tampa:
These are tied m electronically with a battery of
IBM 360 compu~ers at Miami to provide fast and
accurate reservatwns and flight information service.
In marke~g its pro,?uc~ .during the year, Eastem used as Its slogans Sm1ling Faces Going Places
-On E,~ster~" and, later, "Eastern-The Wings
of Man. It mtroduced many service innovations
~mong these were 42 "Eastern I" flights in exclu~
SIV~~ly. first-class. configuration b etween various city
pa1rs m DC-9 aucraft specially. ~tted out to provide
uncrowded comfort and amemhes. Also introduced
were early morning "Sunrise Express" flights between New York and Miami and late-evening
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A growing
trC'nd was makinO'
itself e\·ident in the
.
b
an•a of mamtcnance. Because of the outstandinaly
high qualifications of the Flying Tiger Line's maintenance facilities in Los :\ngelcs, a number of other
airlines fl·ring DC-8s were usin(l'
the Ti(l'ers'
Los An0
b
geles facilities and staff for routine maintenance.
\Vith the tremendous loads made possible by the
DC-8, the airline broke a number of weight records.
In the early part of the year, Tigers flew 112.000
pounds on a flight from Los Angeles to Chicago.
Trai~spacific record loads presaged the exciting
potential of that route. The airline flew a record milit~try c.argo load of some 99.12-! pounds from San
l•. rancisco
and Seattle to Okinawa and Saiaon.
break.
b
mg Its own previous record of 98,300 pounds on
an international flight.
Another historic milestone was reached in 1969.
Formed in 19-!5 as the nation's first all-cargo airline,
the company celebrated the 20th anniversary of its
first certificated flight for Route 100 in 1949: Route
100 generated $192,000 of rcwnue in its first month
of operation. This same route in 1969, with a few
variations, had monthly n•venues exceeding $1,800,000. The new transpacific service was expected to
double that figure when in full operation.
The Flying Tiger Line, a $200.000,000 company,
was approaching the $100,000,000 gross revenue
mark as the year ended.
~

oil headquarters and supply centers of Denver and
Dallas/Fort Worth. Feahued on the Petroleum
Club Service were special meals and liquid refreshments aimed to appeal particularly to the representatives of the oil and natural gas industries.
Later in the fall of 1969, as a result of a favorable
CAB decision in the Albuquerque Service Case,
Frontier was able to inaugurate another jet route
between Dallas/Fort ·worth and Las Vegas via Albuquerque. This twice-daily jet service was being
operated with 97-passenger Boeing 737 jets flying
both moming and evening services in each direction.
In June, Frontier began the acquisition of a new
fleet of twin-engine Boeing 737-200 jets. These aircraft provide both coach and deluxe coach accommodations with a seating capacity of 97 passengers.
The first 2 were acquired in June and by the end of
1969 Frontier was flying 8. Two additional 737s
were to be added in January 1970, giving the airline
a total of 10 737s plus 3 Boeing 727-200 tri-engine
aircraft which can accommodate up to 134 passengers. In addition, the carrier was operating a basic
fleet of turboprop Convair 580 aircraft, each seating
53 passengers.
Frontier Airlines began 1969 with a new president, E. Paul Burke. Burke came to Frontier with a
background of nearly 30 years in the airline industry, the bulk of which had been accumulated with
Trans World Airlines. In the first quarter of the
year, Burke, along with Frontier Airlines' board of
directors, met with stockholders of the company to
dedicate the carrier's new $10,000,000 operations
base at Stapleton Intemational Airfield. This is
Frontier's major overhaul base, the heart of its reservations system, and the facility which houses the
carrier's IBM 360-65 computer.
In the summer of 1969, Frontier undertook an extensive tour promotion of the 10 national parks and
major recreational areas located on the carrier's extensive 16-state system in the West. Frontier Airlines was the first carrier to introduce personally
escorted tours; the escorts were from the carrier's
sales and marketing department. These package
tours were geared to a full vacation in the national
parks of Yellowstone, Grand Teton, Glacier, and
\Vaterton.
In the fall, the carrier came up with a new approach to the hot and cool winter attractions on its
system. Package plans for winter vacationers desiring a wide assortment of skiing in the high country
of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, and New Mexico feahlre the best in nationally known ski areas such as
Aspen, Vail, Jackson Hole, Brighton, Park City, and
Taos. For vacationers more interested in a palm tree
background, the carrier came up with a 'bot spot"
winter promotion geared to the attractions to be
found in Phoenix, Tucson, Las Vegas, and south of
the border into Mexico.
Toward the end of the year, a joint promotion

1..

FRONTIER

AIRLI~'ES

Highlighting Frontier Airlines' 1969 activities
were extensive route awards from the Civil Aeronautics Board which expanded the carrier's services
between major hub markets in the Rocky Mountain
\i\1 est, the :Midwest, and the Southwest.
The first of these new services was the inaugurati?n in J unc of twice-daily nonstop round-trip serVIce between Dallas/Fort \Vorth and Denver with
continuing through jet service to and from Salt Lake
City. This award was the result of the final CAB decision in the Reopened Pacific Northwest-Southwest
Area Investigation.
In July, as a result of the CAB decision in the
Route 81 Case, Frontier was able to inaugurate a
new run with twin-engine Boeing 737 jets between
Dallas/Fort Worth and Kansas City, operated nonstop with continuing jet service to Omaha and Lincoln, Nebraska. On August 1, Frontier was given a
liberated operating authority between Denver and
Casper, Wyoming, plus Billings and Great Falls,
Montana. This was under a Subpart M proceeding,
making it possible for Frontier to open up an entirely new service which the carrier gave the title
of Petroleum Club. By a reworking of schedules, the
Petroleum Club Service was able to provide the oil
and natural gas producing areas of Montana and
Wyoming with twice-daily round-trip service to the
239
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In introducing je ts to the island of Molokai,
Hawaiian continued its practice of pioneering every advance in aviation te chnology and p assenger
service in th e Hawaiian Islands.
During 1969, the airline introduced cocktail service to the cabins of its DC-9s, an adde d touch of
service even though th e average flight segment was
little over 20 minutes. On th e ground, at _Hawaiian
Airlines' terminals, th e line's R edcoats w ere providing friendly touch es of additional service. The R e elcoats rove the terminals to b e of assistance wherever
they are nee ded.

was undertaken between Frontier and Ralph Williams Rent-A-Car of southern California. Frontier
Airlines' extensive reservations system was to be
geared to handle a string of rent-a-car agencies to
be opened by Ralph Williams throughout the West.
At the close of 1969, Frontier had been recommended by hearing examiners for new nonstop routes
between Denver and Omaha, Omaha-St. Louis,
and Omaha-Kansas City in the Omaha-Des Moines
Service Investigation. The carrier also was an active
participant in the Salt Lake City Service Case with
jet route applications between the Utah capital and
San Francisco.
Frontier closed the year 1969 with a 6.5 percent
increase in revenue passenger-miles, having flown
924,000,000 revenue passenger-miles during the year.
This increase was the result of an average longer
haul per passenger which showed a 10 percent gain
?ver 1968: with the average Frontier passenger flyrug ~92 miles per flight. Passengers originated by the
earner totaled 2,355,000, approximately 3 percent
under the 1968 showings. With the combination of
~ longer haul per passenger and only a 2 percent
m:rease in available seat miles, the carrier came up
With a load factor for the year of 45 percent. This
was a 2 percent gain over the passenger load factor
recorded in 1968.

HAW AllAN AIRLINES
Hawaiian Airlines marked its 40th birthday on
~ovembe~ 11, 1969. The airline started operations
m 1929 WI~? a br~ce of S-38 amphibians which plied
the Hawauan skies over warm tropical waters with
~lmost yacht-like elegance. The pleasures of polIs~ed. woods and of water landings have gone from
aviation, but the ever-beautiful scenery of the islands ~emains unchanged-and is dramatically more
~cc~ssibl~ by Douglas DC-9s. The Hawaiian Airnes fanjets sweep in for landings over the same
cane fields once rustled by' the low passage of the
boat-hulled Sikorskys.
During the year, Hawaiian Airlines experienced
~fg~;th pa~~em parallel to the striking expansion
J:a:vaua~ tourist ~dustry. In the summer of
1969
_ ' _ e mter-Island earner operated twice the 1'et
seat-mtles as · th
.
DC-9 fl
. m
e previous year, employing a
e_~ t mcreased from 4 to 8 aircraft.
Hawauan
was servmg
·
..
9 commumties
. .
on the 6
major Is1ands of th H
..
.
e awauan group. Jet operations
:e~et~:a~~~~ted to M~lokai in July 1969, bringing
_of stations receiving DC-9 service.
L ana1. an d t h eertiny
·
f
o Hana on Maui con.
d
t
b
t mue o e served airport
b Y H awauan
.. ,s fl.eet of Convair
640 turboprops. Hawaiian operated 5 f th
t1'le t ur b oprop C onvair Liners and o o . t e versad
11
C
.
.
..
ne Je -powere
a . -cargo
onvatr.
Hawanan
carr
"ed
a
·
1
_.
, .
.
. 1 . pproxtmate y
95 p e1cent of the mter-1sland aufre1ght.

Hawaiian Airlines introduced cocktail service in 1969 although the average flight segment was little over 20 minutes.

The hub station of the Hawaiian system, Honolulu International's Inter-Island Terminal, was given
a stem-to-stern rejuvenation that makes the superbungalow-style terminal easy and pleasant to use.
Twin air-conditioned holding lounges flank the central check-in facilities to minimize walking distance
and baggage-handling tim e. Special group che~k-in
facilities were incorporated into the new termmal,
which has 10 aircraft positions.
.
In Waikiki Hawaiian relocated one of the 2 ticket
offices to the 'street level of the new Surfrider Hotel
and added offices in the Reef and Hawaiian Village
hotels.
In the summer of 1969, Hawaiian applied a new
scheduling policy: 2 DC-9 fanj e ts were retained as
reserve unscheduled aircraft to handle the additional sections which are a characteristic of Hawaiian's operations. The extra jet fleet proved a
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successful way
of sen·incr
the "r)('akv"
traffic pattern
.
0
•
and supported Hawaiian's fine reliabilitv record.
Hawaiian's 1969 schedules inc:luded wider selection of reduced-fare Earlvbird momincr flicrhts
and <'Yening Starlighter fligh'ts. These scnices 0 are
money savers for visitors who are not able to usc
the common fare, the travel bargain for holders of
round-trip tickets from the mainland.
The enormous investment of the Hawaiian hoteliers in a diverse arrav of attractive accommodations opened tlw island; to the travdcr who wishes
to mon• around at will or has the fine inspiration
of a Hawaiian holidav just a few davs before the
tinw becomes availabie.
·
Hawaiian Airlines' mainland representation exp:u~ded to 13 cities. with district sales managers and
their staffs locah•cl in Los Angeles. San Francisco,
Chicago, and New York.
-

express have been accommodated through Anaheim
Heliport, which ranks as the world's busiest heliport.
Los Angeles Airways' system-wide traffic totals at
the end of its 22nd year of service stood at well
over 2,000,000 passengers flown and 90,000,000
pounds of mail and 42,000,000 pounds of eA-press
carried.

a

l\IODERN AIR TRANSPORT, INC.
The year 1969 marked another period of progress
for ~Jodem Air Transport, Inc. The company's operations expanded more than 25 percent, totaling
over 400,000,000 revenue passenger-miles and 340,000 passengers carried.
Operations in 1969 varied from the norn1al domestic charters for Gulf American Corporation,
Modern's parent company, and military CAM flights
throughout the United States to transatlantic and
intra-European operations.
The year was another one of "firsts" for Modern's
innovative marketing staff. Early in the year, Modem pioneered the first inclusive tour charters to
.Mexico. It was considered the top charter operator
from the United States to :Y!exico for both lTC and
affinity groups.
From its Berlin base, Modern carried more than
112,000 passengers to points in southern Europe
and the l'vlediterranean area. It inaugurated the first
winter inclusive tour program ever operated from
Berlin, placing its operations there on a year-round
basis. The company was also offering its own "Fly
Now-Pay Later" program to the citizens of Berlin
and expected a substantial increase in patronage
from this source.
During the summer, Modern operated its own
transatlantic program from Canada to various points
in Europe and established a permanent sales office
in Toronto.
Another of Modem's historic transpolar roundthe-world flights was contracted with Hemphill
Travel Agency, Los Angeles, for operation in 1970.
Several similar flights were under negotiation.
During early 1969, Modem modified all of its
Convair 990A aircraft from the existing 134 to 139
seating configuration to a standard 149 seats, providing a highly attractive, comfortable interior. The
company also completed certification of its integral
auxiliary power unit installation, making the Convair 990 the only self-sufficient 4-engine jet in operation.
The year was one of consolidation for the new
management group organized in 1967 and 1968 by
Morten S. Beyer, executive vice president. The sales
cleparhnent, under the direction of Ralph Sacks,
consolidated its hold in the Mexico and West Coast
charter market and contracted for a 1970 charter

LOS ANGELES AIRWAYS. INC.
. Beginning its 22nd year of scheduled operations
m southern California Los Anodes Airways continu~·d its expansion l;rogram designed to· extend
service to nunwrous additional points in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside San Bernardino and Venhua counties.
'
'
Early in the year, the Civil Aeronautics Board
amended. the company's certificate to permit it to
conduc~ Its sclwduled operations utilizing either
fixed-wmg or rot<uy-wing aircraft. In October, the
first 2 Series 300 Twin Otters the latest version of
the well-known de Havilland' STOL aircraft. were
a~ded. to Los Angeles Airways' fleet. Service to
Riverside, San Bernardino, and Oxnard/Ventura
with these aircraft was scheduled to begin before
the end of the year. The company also acquired a
new ~8-passenger Sikorsl..-y S-61L helicopter incorpora~mg the manufach.Ircr's latest design changes,
and mcreased service to existing heliports was being
planned.
Aside from its common carrier activities. Los Angeles Airways continued to work closely with airport, airline, and Federal Aviation Administration
o~cials in the development of fog dispersal techn~ques utilizing large transport helicopters. A sig~uficant breakthrough in this project occurred durmg the early morning hours of August 8, 1969, at
Los Angeles International Airport when Los Angeles Airways dispatched several of its multi-engine
all-weather-equipped S-61L helicopters up through
the fog and they cleared the runways sufficiently to
permit normal airline takeoff operations to resume.
On August 19, 1969, the staff at Los Angeles Airways' Anaheim/Disneyland Heliport welcomed the
1,000,000th passenger to be carried on the Anaheim
to Los Angeles segment of the system. In addition
to passengers, millions of pounds of airmail and air
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The new Chicago and Twin Cities routings were
to increase Mohawk's flight lines by a total of 25
percent, from 5,140 to 6,440 route miles. It was estimated that 200,000 passengers would usc the new
routes during the first year of service, contributing
nearly $9,000,000 in new revenue for the company.
Starting January 6, Mohawk planned to operate 3
round-trip jet flights daily to Minneapolis/St. Paul,
2 serving Hartford/Springfield-Rochester-BuffaloTwin Cities and one serving Hartford/SpringfieldSyracuse-Buffalo-Twin Cities.
Mohawk was to begin service to Chicago with
4 round-trip flights daily, 2 on each of these
routings: Albany-Binghamton-Elmira-Chicago and
Utica/Rome-Syracuse-Erie-Chicago.
While increasing its flight lines, Mohawk also
spent a good deal of 1969 strengthening its regional
operational base. The airline added nonst~p service between Albany-Buffalo, Syracuse-Washmgton,
Rochester-Washington, and Syracuse-Boston.
Mohawk was also a partner in a plan proposed to
the Civil Aeronautics Board which would allow the
first 3-way restructuring of regional air service in the
United States. Seven petitions were filed with the
CAB by Mohawk and Northeast Airlines which
would allow the transfer of various New England
routes to carriers more suitably equipped to serve
them. Under the plan, Northeast would continue to
serve key cities in the region with long-haul flights,
Mohawk would gain authority for medium-haul service previously operated by Northeast in New England and 3 commuter carriers would handle short
hop; formerly flown by Mohawk and Northeast in
the area.
In July Mohawk began offering the. only scheduled airline service into the new Sulhvan County
International Airport. With this service, Sullivan
County, heart of the Catskill resort area, is within
easy flying distance of nearly one-quarter of the
people in the United States.
.
In off-line cases, Mohawk sought approval m 1969
for service to Miami, Tampa/St. Petersburg, Atlanta Charlotte, Norfolk, Louisville, Nashville, St.
Loui~, Dallas, Birmingham, Cincinnati, and Indianapolis.
Early in 1969, Mohawk opened up its telephone
lines with a $4,000,000 reservation-comRuter s~stem
called DART (Direct Airline ReservatiOns Ticketing). The system was attuned to accept data on
5,000,000 passengers a year. Late in .1969, DART
was wed to Tele-Ticketing, a nationwide gadabout
whose reputation is well known by trave~in~ businessmen. The union of the 2 gave the aulme the
opportunity to render more service to its pas~engers
by sending tickets nationwide via an electromc communications network of ticketing devices. A single
call to Mohawk reservations can have a ticket the
same day in the hands of a businessman located
many miles from the nearest Mohawk facility.
In the realm of extra service to its passengers,

program over 3 times greater than the 1969 program. Sacks was assisted in his sales program by
3 veteran executives: AI Forsyth, AI Teweles, and
Ben Topfer. The Canadian sales program for 1970
was also expected to show a substantial increase
over the $1,000,000 volume recorded in 1969 under
the direction of Ted Sawicz.
Modem's Berlin base at Tegel Airport continued
to develop, and in 1969 the company was awarded
a contract by the Berlin Airport Authority to provide ground services for all airlines using Tegel Airport. Modem was providing complete technical servicing, catering, and passenger handling not only
for its own flights but also for other carriers operating into Tegel Airport.
In early 1969, Modem's parent company, Gulf
American Corporation, was purchased by GAC
Corporation of Allentown, Pennsylvania; Modem,
therefore, became a subsidiary of GAC Corporation.
~e take-over of Gulf American by GAC Corpora~on resulted in a sharp increase in Modem's operations on behalf of Gulf American and during 1969
more than 150,000 passengers were carried to Gulf
A~erican land development projects in Florida and
Anzona.
The company also continued to be the second
largest carrier of CAM business on domestic military flights, grossing almost $1,500,000 of revenue
and carrying nearly 30,000 military passengers.
In late 1969, Modem added the sixth Convair
990A to its fleet under a lease purchase deal with
Alaska Airlines. This aircraft was modified to the
1~9-passe~ger configuration at Modem's self-suffiCient mamtenance facility at Miami International
Airport.
In addition to performing its own maintenance,
Modem was handling the technical requirements of
V.
ang at M'1am1· as well as outside maintenance for
other operators as required.
At the end of 1969, Modem employed 250 persons, of whom 40 were located at the Berlin base
and the bulk of the remainder at Miami. The company employed 15 flight crews.
C ~~~em was an applicant for transatlantic and
Man. ean authority to supplement its domestic and
ti exiCan routes. The Civil Aeronautics Board iniated a transatlantic charter route proceedin and
was expected to deal with Modem's C 'bb g
an ean application soon.

MOHAWK AIRLINES
Mohawk Airlines ended 1969 with a d
d I
I h· d
eca e- ong
goa . a~ Ie~e :. extension of its service beyond the
earners h1stoncal confines of the No th
d
c anadba. hStart.mg
.
.
r east an
m early 1970, Mohawk was to
se~ve ot Chicago and Minneapolis/St. Paul, 2 ke
Y
Midwest areas.
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hawk One-Eleven fanjets and 17 FH-227 propjets.
Mohawk planned to acquire 80- to 100-passenger
jets in the early 1970s, 100- to !50-passenger aircraft
by tl1e mid-l970s, and possibly 200- to 250-passenger jets by the end of the decade.
Early in 1970, Mohawk, one of the world's largest
regional carriers and an international airline, was
serving 12 states, the District of Columbia, and 2
provinces in Canada, via 41 airports.

Moh a'' k inaugurat d in 1969 a Fly-Drive & Save
plan in con junction ' ith Budget Hent-A-Car. By
ca lli11g Moha\ ·k res · rvations pass ng rs are able to
r sen c ca rs a t r du ced rat s wi th lara savinas possibl e.
b
Savings on Moh a'' k wer still possibl in th reduced-fare specials:
ek nels Unlimit d, Cons cutive Executiv , and Long \
k nels nlimit d. In
1969, a fad d velorJ d amanao h:iob
.school an d colb
leg stud ents utili zing th se far s. Th obj ct was
to see "ho could fl · th e farth est fo r tb 1 ast mon y.
Th "inner a t yea r- end was a lad from 1 1ichigan
w ho m anaged to fl y ov r 20,000 mile fo r I ss than
$130.

NATIONAL AIRLINES
Highlight of National Airlines' 1969 year was the
carrier's emergence as the third U.S. transatlantic
airline. During the year, the airline was awarded
flying rights b etween Miami and London.
Under terms of the U.S./United Kingdom bilateral agreement, National was to inaugurate nonstop
service over the international route on January l,
1970. Its London route was to be served by intercontinental DC-8 jets configured to carry 129 passengers. The planes were to be equipped with inflight movies and stereo entertainment.
The carrier also inaugurated service between San
Francisco and Atlanta during the year. A result of
final awards in the Southern Tier Competitive Nonstop Investigation, the authority gave National its
first entry into the Georgia industrial hub.
In mid-October, National ordered 9 McDonnell
Douglas wide-bodied DC-lOs and optioned 8 more.
The trijets, which will eventually replace the carrier's complement of 15 DC-8s on domestic operations, were to be placed in service in November
1971. Delivery was to continue through December
1973. The new jets will be financed through internally generated funds, plus additional debt, with no
dilution of stockholders equity.
The DC-lOs will be maintained at National's home
base in Miami in a new $17,000,000 hangar complex,
which was under construction at year-end. The facility, part of a $34,600,000 base expansion, was specially designed to accommodate the DC-lOs and the
Boeing 747s.
Late in tl1e year, National opened a new $40,000,000 terminal at John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York. The facility was designed for
efficient passenger service. Departing and arriving
passengers are completely separated, moving in and
out of the ultramodern glass-and-concrete complex
with unprecedented ease and minimum delay.
National ended its fiscal year July 31 by posting
the third highest earnings record in its hist01y. Earnings were $18,900,000, or $2.25 a share, on record
operating revenues of $260,000,000. Record operating revenues were recorded despite a temporary
schedule reduction earlier in the year caused by an
illegal walkout of tl1e aixline's maintenance employees. Traffic for the fiscal year was up also. Na-

Mohaw k Airlin es put into sew ice a $4,000,000 computeri.zed
reservations system called DA RT (Di·rect Airline Reseroat·ions
Ticketing) and late r in the year m erged DART with the
natio n w ide system T ele-Ticketing.

Mohmvk's
cargo fio-ures
continued to soaT in 1969'
.
b
some times with increases of more than 30 percent
over cargo carried the previous y'ear. - "Btistlepak"
customers also continued to increase, primarily becaus_e of the Mohavvk guaranteed small package air
s~rviCe ~vh ereby for $10 a shipper gets to pick his
that his packaae
will be
fl1ght With tl1e knowledo-e
b
b
at tJ1e Mohawk ticket counter one-half hour after
th e flight arrives at its destination.
Mohawk took a step into tl1e recreation fi eld with
the start of construction of its new $1 800 000 Horizon Hotel, unveiled in Utica New Y~rk by Governor Nelson A. Hockefeller. The 100-roo~ luxury accommodation, which was to open May l, 1970, will
be the first in a chain of Horizon Hotels to be built
by Mohawk and the Hamada Overseas Corporation,
operating under their newly fom1ed subsidiary,
M~ROC Oneida, Inc. D esigned with an aviationonented motif, hotel features include a gourmet
~e staurant and cocktail lounge, banquet and meetmg rooms, sauna baths, and a pool area shaped like
a Mohawk jetliner, witl1 "runway type" lighting on
paths leading to the pool.
All of the piston aircraft were phased out of
scheduled service early in 1969 and Mohawk added
5 on-line jets, bringing the airline's fleet to 20 Mo243
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tional boarded 5,300,000 passengers, an increase of
11 percent over the previous year. Revenue passenger-miles rose 12 percent, to 4.3 billion. Capacity increased 24 percent, to 9.4 billion seat miles. Air
cargo for the year increased 27 percent.
For the first 4 months of the new fiscal year, National netted $2,600,000 on operating revenues of
$87,500,000. Gains in traffic were also posted for the
July-October period. The airline flew 1,800,000 passengers 1.4 billion revenue passenger-miles. Capacity increased to 3.4 billion available seat miles.
Financial results were encouraging enough for
National's board of directors to increase the quarterly dividend on common stock by 33% percent,
from 7Vz cents to 10 cents per share.

NEW YORK AIRWAYS
New York Airways comple ted its first yea r of
scheduled STOL operation in th e Metropolitan New
York area in November 1969.
Two STOL aircraft-h:vin-engine d e Havilland
Otters-with th eir higher speeds and greater operating effici ency, enabled N ew York Airways to accommodate th e increasing public d emand for its
connecting services. Plans calle d for th e operation
of 2 Twin Otter STOLs daily starting a t 7:00 a.m.
and continuing through 11:20 p.m. linking th e 3
major airports on a high-frequ ency shuttle basis.
In 1969, N ew York Airways shifted its operations
at LaGuardia and Kennedy airports to American
Airlines passenger terminals under a 10-year agreement between the 2 carriers.
In November 1969, the Civil Aeronautics Board
approved an agreement beh:veen New York Ain:vays
and Pan American World Airways whereby Pan
American would purchase 45 percent of New York
Airways' stock.
For the 12 months ended December 1, 1969, New
York Airways carried 265,461 revenue passengers.
Of these, 116,759 were carried by STOL aircraft.
Revenues for the 12-month period ending October
31, 1969, were $3,753,114.

NORTH CENTRAL AIRLINES
The conversion to a turbine-powered fleet, the
inauguration of major route awards, ~nd. the opening of a new headquarters complex highlighted the
activities of North Central Airlines during 1969, the
company's 22nd year of scheduled operations.
The airline's equipment transition pr.ogram, begun in April1967, was completed early m the year.
North Central at year-end operated an all turbinepowered fleet of 13 100-passenger DC~9. fanjets and
34 Convair 580 turboprops. Two additional DC-9s
were available for use.
Every day, these aircraft served som~ 90 cities in
12 states and Canada over an 8,200-mlle route system. For the first 10 months of 1969, "Northliners"
flew over 500,000,000 passenger-miles, an increase
of 19 percent as compared with the same period in
1968. More than 2,700,000 passengers were carried
on the airline's system, a gain of 9 -perce~t. Cargo,
including airfreight, express, and mall, registered. an
18 percent increase as almost 7,000,000 ton-miles
were flown through October.
Recapping the company's rapid passen~er grow~h,
North Central carried 11,398 travelers m 1948, Its
first year of operation. On June 17, 19.55, it became
the first regional airline to have earned 1,000,000.
Nine years later, in 1964, the company was recognized as the first regional to reach 10,000,000 passengers, and in July 1967, the 15,000,000 mark was

Late in the year, National Airlines opened its new $40,000,000 passenger terminal at New York's Kennedy International
Airport.

In mid-October, on the eve of the carrier's 35th
anniversary, National launched the most ambitious
advertising campaign in its history. Developed by
F .. William Free & Company, the $10,500,000 cam-paign encompassed. all major media, with the heavIest emphasis placed on 10-, 30-, and 60-second spot
TV commercials. "You're Gonna Have a Great
Flight!:' w~s the theme of the campaign.
Earlier m the year, the airline inaugurated the
~200,000 National Airlines' Open, richest golf event
m the So~th. It carried a top prize of $40,000; because of Its success, it will be an annual event. The
1970 golf classic was set for March 26-29 at the
Country Club of Miami.
National at year-end was serving 43 cities in 15
states and the District of Columbia. Its route structure str~tched from Miami up the East Coast through
the maJor northeastern cities to Providence and
across the Gulf Coast through New Orleans, Houston,
Las Vegas to Los Angeles , Sac n F ranCisco,
:
d Sand n·
an
an Ieg_o: The carrier was seeking authority to
fly to 13 additional U.S. cities, 10 more states, and
12 European countries.
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xc d d. In April 1969 just 21 months later, the
airline ca rried its 20,000 OOOth passenger.
Se' -raJ major route a' a.rds \\ ere grant d to North
Central in 1969 by th Civil A ronautics Board, includi11g nonstop s n ic in th important markets of
Minn apoHs/ St. Paul-Den er i\tfinn eapolis/ St. PaulChicago, and 1 Iih' auke --Cindnnati Da ton, and
Columbus. The ai.rline ''as also r conun nded for
nonstop rout s b twe n Minn apolis/ St. Paul, 1 HIwaukee, and Ne\\ York. lf o-rant d th T win CitiesNew York segment would b th lonaest e er
av. a rded to a regional airline.
North Central "as continuing its aagr ssi e route
de, elopment program ' ith applications filed for
20,000 additional route miJ s to s -rv 24 ne'i cities
in 9 states, the District of Columbia and Manitoba,
Canada. These routes would more than triple th
S) stem and extend the air lin north t Winnipeg;
south to Dallas/Fort vVorth, Houston San Antonio,
Atlanta , and Miami; and ast to Boston,
w York/
N ewark, PhiJadelphia, \iVashington/ Baltimor , and
several North Carolina cities.
To keep pace \:vith the continu d e1.'Pansion of the
company, North Central moved into its ne\ $15,000,00? general office and main operations base at
the Mmneapolis-St. Paul International Airport. The
h eadquarters combines all of th company's major
c?rporate and operational functions into one masSlY~ complex located on a landscaped 100-acre site
adJacent to the airport. More th an 1 200 of the airline's 3,100 employees were based there.
The main operations base includes 3 huge hanaar
bays which together are 2% times as long as a fo~t
?all fi eld and are capable of servicing 9 DC-9 fanjets at one time or 15 Convair 580 turboprops. Related shop areas are located behind the hanaar bays,
"l1 a Se}Jarate buildina for testina j'et and
c turboWlt
.
c
c
prop engmes. An adjoining 2-story building houses
the general office. In addition, North Central was
operati_ng an employee cafeteria and flight kitchen,
airline to cater its own
b ecommg the first reaional
0
aircraft.
Another highlight of the year was the announcem ent that the company planned to install an $8,000,000 passenger reservations and communications
system, known as ESCORT (Electronic System Combining Operations, Reservations, and Telecommunications). ESCORT was to be operational in March
197_0 and was d esigned to expedite passenger reservations and flight information inquiries. The electronic equipment was located in the airline's new
general office and was also to be used to produce
financial, maintenance, and inventory control information.
Facility improvement programs were in progress
at several major traffic points served by the airline.
In Milwaukee, a $2,500,000 boarding terminal, designed exclusively for North Central, was dedicated.
Eight new passenger gates, located in a circular
concourse, provide more effici ent ticket and bag-

gage service in the loading areas. At Minneapolis/
St. Paul, construction was completed on the company's second-level passenger gates. Green Bay also
had new boarding "jetways."
North Central entered its 23rd year of operation
with a turbine-powered fleet, increased service facilities, and the anticipation of new routes. The airline looked forward to realizing the rewards of its
extensive expansion program and 1970 promised to
be a year of further growth.

NORTHEAST AIRLINES
As 1969 ended, Northeast Airlines was seeking
government approval for a merger with Northwest
Orient Airlines.
The action came after a year during which Northeast began operating new routes to Bermuda; to
Chicago, Cleveland, and Detroit; and to Los Angeles. Despite the new routes, Northeast's financial
outlook remained bleak because of the continuing
slow gwwth in air passenger totals and because of
the nation's economic problems.
President James 0. Leet said he hoped the Civil
Aeronautics Board and other federal agencies would
complete action on the merger plan within the first
half of 1970. Meanwhile, he said, Northeast would
continue operations.

Northeast Airlines introduced the seat-and-a-half concept, in
which passengers on light-load flights may tum the middle
seat into a co·m bined table and armrest.

As evidence of its plans, the line in the fall of
1969 began extensive advertising of its new "seatand-a-half" concept. Provided on a nonguaranteed
basis on light-load flights, the new concept allows
passengers to turn the middle seat into a combined
table and armrest. The innovation forms the main
theme for 1970 advertising.
For Northeast, 1969's first major event came in
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mid-March when the line began service on its new
Boston-Bermuda nonstop route. In late April, Yellowbird jets began flying a second new route, linking northern New England cities such as Bangor,
Portland, and Manchester with Cleveland, Detroit,
and Chicago. And on October 1, Northeast began
flying jets between Los Angeles and Miami.
While new routes were being added, Northeast
was also adding to its facilities. A new reservations
center opened in the fall at Logan International
Airport in Boston using the line's new IBM Minuteman reservations system. The airline's pilot training
center was also moved into the same building.
New 727-200 jets were added and at year-end
Northeast's fleet included 13 Boeing 727-200s, 8
Boeing 727-100s, 14 McDonnell Douglas DC-9s, and
6 Fairchild Hiller FH-227 turboprops.
The Fairchild Hiller planes were used largely
within New England, where a preponderance of
short routes added to Northeast's worsening financial problems. These short routes compounded
proble~s c~used by a declining national economy,
mcreasmg mterest rates for purchase of new jets
and other equipment, and a slow increase in fares
as compared with a rapid increase in the cost of
fuel, labor, and other expenses.
In an effort to meet the problem, Northeast took
the lead in restructuring New England's internal air
service. The airline asked the Civil Aeronautics
Board for permission to tum over various routes
to other carriers. The net effect was to seek approval of a plan under which Northeast would
oper~te long-ha_ul flights, Mohawk would operate
medmm-haul flights, and Executive Airlines and
other commuter carriers would operate short-haul
New England flights.
The ext.ent of Northeast's problem was illustrated
by the third-quarter financial report. Northeast reported that for the first 9 months of 1969 the comp~ny realized a net loss of $8,700,000, as compared
With net earnings of $719,000 for the same period
a year earlier. Total operating revenues for the 9
mon.ths were $95,900,000, up ll.8 percent but operatmg expenses were $101,400,000, up 23.2 percent.

total number of the company's fanjet aircraft to
108 at year-end. Fifteen Boeing 747s were on order;
10 of them were to be delivered in 1970 and the
remaining 5 in 1971. Fourteen McDonnell Douglas
DC-10-20 long-range trijet transports were on order
for delivery in 1972-73. Northwest Orient had an
option for an additional 14 DC-10-20s for delivery
in 1973 and 1974. The airline had also reserved
delivery positions for 6 Boeing supersonic transports.
Principal 1969 route case decisions affecting
Northwest Orient were in the Transpacific Route
Investigation and the Twin Cities-California Service Investigation. Northwest Orient's transpacific
route was amended to authorize service over a new
Central Pacific segment extending between the coterminal points New York/Newark, Philadelphia,
Washington, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis/St. Paul, Seattle/Tacoma, Portland, San Francisco/Oakland/San Jose, and Los Angeles/Ontario/
Long Beach, the intermediate points Hilo and Honolulu, intermediate points in Okinawa, and beyond
Okinawa, intermediate points and a terminal point
in Japan; and by adding New York/Ne:vark, ~hila
delphia, Washington, Cleveland, DetrOit, Chicago,
Minneapolis/St. Paul, San Francisco/Oakland/San
Jose, and Los Angeles/Ontario/Long Beach as coterminal points with Seattle/Tacoma a.nd P~rtland
on its Great Circle segment to the Onent VIa Anchorage, Alaska.
As a result of the Twin Cities-California Service
Investigation, Northwest Orient's route was extended from the Twin Cities to Los Angeles and
to San Francisco/Oakland. These 2 cases provided
Northwest Orient with its first access to California.
Following the awards, new services were inaugurated. On August 1, 1969, the first sc?edu~ed Northwest Orient flight ever to serve California was operated over the San Francisco-Hawaii-Tokyo route.
On September 1, a new service, operating fro~
New York to Chicago and then nonstop to Hawau,
was inaugurated. On October.~' Nort?we~t Orient
began service over its Twin Cihes-Cahfornia routes
with 4 round trips per day in the Los Angeles market and 3 in the San Francisco market. Service over
the Los Angeles-Honolulu-Tokyo route was to begin
in late 1969.
Numerous service improvements over existing
routes were also provided. Three additiona~ transpacific round trips per wee~ w~re added m ~ay
1969, bringing Northwest Onent s total transpac~c
services to 35 passenger and 11 carg? round-tnp
flights per week. Through-plane serv1~e bet:veen
the Twin Cities and London via DetrOit was maugurated on June 1 upon receipt o~ CA.B approval
of the Northwest Orient-Pan Amencan mterchange
agreement. First nonstop service between Seattle
and Detroit was inaugurated on October 4 and service was inaugurated from Milwaukee to Miami on
Decemher 17.

NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES
During 1969 , Northwest Orient Airlines continued
to demonstrate the financial vi'tali'ty h' h h d
· 1 d
·
w IC
a seen
It ea all air carriers in net earnings in 1968. For
~he first 9 months, through September, total 0 eratmg revenues were $347,740,548, as com arel with
1968 revenues of $313 762 793 Net · p
f
'
, ··
Income a ter
taxes through September 1969 was $40 080 694 ff
slightly from the $40,237,567 for the ;am '
' ·0 d
in 1968.
e peno

Northwes~. Orient .added 19 new Boeing 727-200
stretched tn1ets to Its fleet in 1969, bringing the
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Northw st Orient was participating in a number
of oth er CAB proceedings:
• S rvic to Omah a and D es Moines Inves tigation. - · orth w st Orient was seeking new routes
from Om ah a an d D es Moin s to man) of the principal terminals on th e E as t and W est coasts, to the
T v\ in Cities, and to Kansas City.
• Service to Salt Lake Ci ty Inves tiga tion. The
a uthority b eing sought in this proc eding ,. as a
route from Salt Lake Ci ty to San Francisco, to
Washington/Baltimore, to New York and to Chicago and b e) on d.
• Pacific Northwest-California Im stigation. The
company vvas seeking extension of its route from
Seattle/Portland to San Francisco/ Oakland Los
Angeles, and San Diego. An examiner of the Civil
Aeronautics Board recommended that Northwest
Orient's route b e amended by adding a new seam ent b etween the terminal point S eatt.le/Tacom~,
th e intermediate points Portland and San Francisco/Oakland (to b e served through San Francisco
International Airport and Metropolitan Oakland International Airport), and th e terminal point Los
Angeles/Ontario (to be served throuah Los Anaeles
International Airport and Ontario InternationafAirport). The route would b e subject to a condition
requiring that all Pacific Northwest service between
the Pacific Northwest and th e San Francisco and
Los Angeles international airports be rendered on
a nonstop basis.
• _Tw~n Cities/Milwaukee Long-Haul Service Investigation. A~ong the issues \vas the possibility of
a route extensiOn from tl1e Twin Cities and Milwaukee to Boston, an extension earlier recommended by a CAB examiner.
A major expansion of Northwest Orient's main
base in _the Twin ~ities of Minneapolis/St. Paul was
begun m 1969 with completion set for 1970. This
was t_o include 2 hangars capable of housing the
747 aircraft, together with expansion of shop facilities. Cost estimate was $16,000,000. Also to be cons~cted at the main base was a Hight services facility and cargo services building at an estimated
$3,500,000.
In ~eattle, a new 747 hangar was under construct~on, to -~e. completed by Ap!il 1970. Cargoh~ndlin_g facilities were also being enlarged. New
~Ight kitchens were consh·ucted and were in operahan at Seattle International Airport and at Anchorage International Airport.
Other physical improvements included n ew reservations offices in Honolulu and Los Angeles· new
ticket offices in Honolulu, Cleveland, St. Peter~burg,
Atlanta, and Rochester, Minnesota; a new VIP
lounge at Cleveland Hopkins International Airport;
and new 747 second-level loading bridges at Anchorage and Minneapolis/St. Paul international airports.
Two rate increases were granted by the Civil
Aeronautics Board in 1969. The first, in February,

approximated a 3.5 percent increase for all carriers;
the second, approved by the CAB in September,
provided Northwest Orient with an increase of approximately 7.78 percent, which was above the industry average of 6.35 percent.
Northwest Orient filed new transpacific 14-21-day
excursion fares and bulk fares which became effective October 1. These new promotional fares were
expected to stimulate additional tourism to the Far
East.
Bulk unitization rates were also introduced across
the Pacific on October 1, providing substantial reductions to shippers who containerize their traffic.
A number of transpacific general commodity rates
were reduced. Some specific commodity rates were
reduced and certain new specific commodity rates
were added.
Early in 1969, Northwest Orient unveiled its new
corporate identity. Its hallmark was a new symbol,
a contemporary derivative of the well-established
red tail. The new look was being applied to everythina to which the public is exposed. New aircraft
deli~ered were in the new paint -design. City ticket
offices, boarding passes, flight bags, and even si~v_er
\vare use the new identity. Reasons for the decisiOn
to embark on a corporate i?entity _program w~re
essentially to achieve a consistency m presentation
to the public and to achieve a more contemporary
look.

In 1969, Northwest Orient unveil~d a new corporate symbol,
shown here on a Boemg 747 model.

A

uncement of agreement in principle to merge
Airlines was made in New York on
; vember 11 by Northwest Or~e~t President Do?ald w. Nyrop and Northeast Auhnes Board Chairman George B. Storer, Sr. Under terms of the agr~e
ment Northeast Airlines stockholders would receive
one ~hare of Northwest Orient stock for each 5
shares of Northeast held. The proposed merger was
subject to approval by the boards ?f directors of
Northeast Airlines and Northwest Onent, the stockholders of Northeast Airlines, and the Civil Aeronautics Board.

'tl~~ortheast
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OVERSEAS NATIONAL AIRWAYS

the keel at the Rotterdam Dockyard Company for
its 15,000-ton cruise ship. The vesse l, as ye t unnamed, will b e launched in January 1971 and will
go into service in th e Caribbean and the M editerranean in April of that y ear. With a service speed of
25 knots, she will b e th e fastest ship of h er class.
Although ONA planned to operate th e ship-and
a second one, if an option to build is exercised-independently of its other activities, th e company
hoped to link up charter flights with ship cruises.
Tha nks to a favorabl e ruling by th e Civil Aeronautics Board, ONA acquire d in 1969 Green e Line
Steamers, Inc., of Cincinnati, O\vner of th e last overnight riverboat in the United States, th e Delta
Queen. ONA and the Green e Line will continue to
operate the stem-wheeler b e tween Cincinnati and
New Orleans while building a n ew boat to succeed
her.
In a third area of diversification, ground was broken for the Sonesta Beach Hotel at Cable Beach,
Nassau. ONA Hotel Corporation has a 25 p ercent
interest in the 400-room luxury hotel, participating
in cooperation with the Hotel Corporation of America and Butlers Bank, Ltd.

A major increase in fleet and traffic, plus diversification into the cruise ship, riverboat, and hotel
businesses, marked the year at Overseas National
Airways.
ONA acquired 3 DC-9-33s and 3 DC-8-63s, to
bring its all-turbine fleet to 20 aircraft after one
DC-8-55 had been sold. The company's charter business grew correspondingly. During the first 10
months of 1969, ON A's blue-and-white jets flew 1,163
transatlantic crossings; 1,012 of these were commercial charters between the United States and Europe,
76 were commercial charters between Canada and
Europe, and 75 were military charters between the
United States and Europe.
Total revenues exceeded $50,000,000, as compared with $30,000,000 in 1968.

OZARK AIR LINES
For Ozark Air Lines, 1969 was a year of expansion. The company received the longest route award
ever made to a local service carrier, and another of
almost equal length. This made the system twothirds transcontinental as it extended to the East
Coast from the Rocky Mountains, and from border
state to border state traveling north and south.
At the same time, Ozark continued to set new
passenger records and imp~ove~ its all-turbine fleet
with the addition of more jet aucraft.
The Civil Aeronautics Board award authorized
Ozark service to New York and Washington, D.C.,
direct from several midwestern cities. Flights were
inaugurated to the East Coast in AJ?ril with nonstop
flights from Peoria a?d Champm~n/Urb~na and
direct flights from Swux Falls, Swux City, Des
Moines, Waterloo,. Cedar Rapids, and the Quad
Cities. Prior to this award, service from these cities
to the East was possible only by making connections
at busy terminal cities.
In August, Ozark added service. on its second
major n ew authority with nonstop flights to Dallas/
Fort Worth from both St. Louis and Tulsa.
In addition, during 1969 the company .received
approval from the CAB for a ro_ute realignment,
reducing its 18 segments to 3. This gave th~ company authority to fly nonstop between virtually
every noncompetitive pair of points on the system
and provided for one-stop authority between almost
all other cities. The award also gave Ozark authority to add n ew nonstop service between Milwaukee

As part of its diversification program, Overseas National
Airways acquired Greene L ine Steamers of Cincinnati, Ohio,
operator of the last overnight riverboat in the United States,
the Delta Queen. ONA was building a successor riverboat
and a 15,000-ton cruise ship, and was also moving into
hotel operation.

ONA continued its international Military Airlift
C?mmand flight.s, its domestic Logair flights for the
Au F,orce,. and Its ground handling of cargo for the
~ avy s Qmcktrans program. In addition, ONA began
m 1969 to fly Quicktrans cargo.
. O~A b~oadened its charter activity by flying the
first rnclus1ve tour charters to the Soviet Union from
New y~rk. The comr:>any also inaugurated a p~ttern
of afhmty charter flight s to Mallorca from various
point~ in the Unite? States for a major tour operator,
Amen can InternatiOnal Travel Service.
Looking to growing charter activity in the future,
O NA ordere~ from McDonnell Douglas Corporation
3 DC-10F aucraft for delivery in 1973 and 1974
with options on 3 more. ONA's order was the first
for the convertible passenger- cargo version of the
D C-10.
As its a ir operations grew , Overseas National laid
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and Omaha, D s Moi.n s and Kansas City, and
made p e rm ~m e nt Oza rk's tak -o r of Braniff service
in v\ ate rl oo an d Roch ster.
\nother route awa rd in Octob r add ed authority
to fl · nonstop from ~1fil wauk e to both Indianapolis
and Louisville.
During th e ear, Ozark appli d for a number of
new routes '' hi ch could add n w citi to the syst m .. In se era:l different cas s th company was
se km g auth onty to s r such n w citi s as Baltimore, Philadelphia , Cle, land Pittsbur<1b, an d Lincoln , and to operate be tween s
ral citi s alread ·
on th e system '' hich did not ba direct r ice.
From ~ tra ~c standpoint th compan · ' 'as fas t
a ~pro achmg Its s cond 2,000 000-pa s nO' r yea r,
With 1,942,911 travelers having u d th cani er
throu~h October. In 1968, th e first ~ 000,000-pass nger milestone '' as reached, onl · 3
ars aft r the
first 1,000,000-passenger year in 1965.
On th e way to this total Ozark set a 6-month
: ecord of 1,1_08,594 passengers through June. H elprng to establish ~h e record were th 211,939 passengers who fl ew With O zark in Jtme more th an in any
other month in th e airline's history. That monthly
record was surpassed quickly, hovv ver v.hen 220,191 p a_ssengers flew with Ozark in August.
Dunng the year, Ozark received 4 new DC-9 jets.
This made a total of 14 DC-9s and 21 FH-227B
turboprops in Ozark's fl eet, which is th e most modem in the industry. No plane was over 3% years
old and all but 3 ' 'v ere less than 3 years old.

telephone contact from dispatch to any pilot in any
aircraft anywhere on the system, on the ground or
in the air. The system ties the telephone into the
company's radio neh;vork for transfer of such information as the latest weather and flight advice.
In September, the company's well-known "GoGetter" theme became something else again around
Ozark Land as a new inflight magazine was put
aboard all aircraft for the first time. The Go-Getter
is published quarterly for seat-pocket distribution
and is edited for the pleasure of Ozark Air Lines'
passengers.
Looking toward the future, the company signed
an agreement for an all-new reservations system.
It provides for storage of complete passenger irlformation and automatic ticketing and keeps an inventory of available seats and sold seats. Every city on
Ozark's system was to have direct access to the new
reservations computer when it went into operation
in 1970.

PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
During 1969, its 42nd year, Pan Am received delivery of the first Boeing 747 delivered to an airline
and prepared its personnel and facilities for the aircraft's first flight, scheduled for early 1970.
Traffic and revenues for Pan Am during 1969
remained constant, while the airline suffered a net
loss for the first time since 1930.
In 1969, the company was burdened by labor
difficulties, the most serious a 4-day strike by the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters in August.
It was estimated that this walkout would cost the
company some $13,000,000.
The losses incurred during the year prompted the
board of directors to pass on the third- and fourthquarter dividend. Chairman Harold E. Gray said
the decision by the board was considered prudent
in light of the reduced earnings.
Late in 1969, Najeeb E. Halaby, president, was
named chief executive officer by the board of directors, succeeding Harold E. Gray, who remained
as chairman of the board of directors. Gray indicated he would retire from Pan Am in 1970. The
board also named Richard S. Mitchell senior vice
president and genera~ mana~er-transport services.
Mitchell had been VIce president, aerospace services division.
In an effort to improve profitability, the company
announced in October a reduction in schedules between the West Coast and Hawaii. The cutback
was necessitated by the increased number of carriers certified to operate these routes by the U.S.
government. Similarly, the company announced
schedule cutbacks between New York/Newark and
San Juan.
The company also filed with the Civil Aeronau-

O zark Air Lines added 4 McDonnell Douglas DC-9s in 1969,
bringing the fleet total to 14 DC-9s and 21 Fairchild Hiller
FH-227Bs.

In August, a regional concept of customer services management responsibility for the company's
e:e~-expanding system was · put into operation. It
d1v1ded the system into 3 regions, with a manager
for each.
At about the same time, the company added a
new communications system which allows direct
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tics Board for fill-up rights between New York and
California on its international flights.
Before year-end, Pan Am received the first Boeing
747 delivered to any airline. Pan Am was to have
747s in service by early 1970 and, barring further
delays, expected to have a fleet of 25 operating
during the 1970 peak summer season. The Boeing
747 was expected to have an immediate effect on
the company's profit situation.
Chairman Gray also noted that "merger within
the industry can and will do much to solve the
airlines' problems." He said that "in addition to
these benefits, domestic rights would strengthen
Pan Am's position, and we are prepared to investigate opportunities that may arise for either acquisition or merger."

On June 15, 1969, Saturn commenced operation
of an extensive series of inclusive tour charter (lTC)
flights for the Rogal-Colpitts Travel Corporation.
Through mid-August, the airline operated h:viceweekly round-trip flights from major East Coast
cities to the Hawaiian Islands via Las Vegas and
Oakland/San Francisco. The ITC program provided for weekly round-trip flights to these cities
through May 1971.
Saturn anticipated further expansion into the lTC
markets, both domestic and international. The international programs being developed included such
exciting destinations as England, Spain, and Africa.
During the year, a number of key executive appointments and promotions were made, including
the promotion of Howard K. Howard to the position
of vice president-marketing and planning. John F.
Riley, Jr., was appointed vice president, secretary,
and general counsel; Mac E. Driggs was appointed
vice president-sales; and F. Kelley Weiss joined
Saturn as vice president-operations.
In early 1969, Saturn received the Silver Medal
Award of the New York City United Services Organization for its outstanding performance in international airlift for the Military Airlift Command.
The airline also received the National Safety Council's Award of Merit for its fine safety record.
On January 28, 1969, Saturn Airways' common
stock and debentures were listed for the first time
on the American Stock Exchange, and on November 17, 1969, Saturn began its 25th year of air charter operations, serving military and commercial markets throughout the world.

SATURN AIRWAYS
For Saturn Airways, 1969 was a period of growth
and expansion in commercial charter operations.
Utilizing a fleet of DC-8 fanjets, the U.S. supplemental air carrier operated a record total of over
796,470,000 revenue passenger-miles during the first
9 months of 1969. Commercial revenues for the 9month period reached 51 percent of total operating
revenues, as compared with 30 percent in the same
period in 1968.
In April 1969, Saturn added a fourth DC-8 jet to
its expanding fleet of modem fanjet aircraft, which
included 2 252-passenger DC-8-61F stretched jets
a~d 2 180-passenger DC-8-50 serie~ jet.s. In keeping
With the company's fleet modernizatiOn program,
Saturn removed its DC-6A aircraft from service and
offered these piston-powered aircraft for lease or
sale. Further expansion of the airline's fleet was
planned and a number of aircraft purchase proposals were being evalua,ted.

SFO HELICOPTER AIRLINES
A new direct sales program, new leadership, and
the initiation of a streamlined schedule marked 1969
as a year of change and progress for SFO Helicopter
Airlines.
While hit by a sharp decline in passenger traffic
during the last quarter of 1969, reflecting a general
decline in air travel throughout the nation, SFO
Helicopter managed· to establish an incre~se in total
traffic over the previous year and to cla1m several
new records.
In August, an all-time high of 33,220 revenue passengers was carried by the airline, breaking the
previous record of 32,868 which had been set in
June 1969. In addition, SFO Helicopter carried more
passengers in July 1969 than in any other July in its
8-year history.
Much of 1969's success was attributable to a special direct sales and marketing program designed to
increase communication between SFO Helicopter
and airline reservations and sales personnel in metropolitan areas throughout the United States.
The purpose of the program was to acquaint the

Saturn Airways added a fourth McDonnell Douglas DC-8
and removed its DC-6A piston-powered aircraft from service.
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Two Hercules were put into operation in early
January, offering customers for the first time an
aircraft capable of carrying outsize cargo with payloads up to 48,000 pounds. The Hercules features
ease of ground handling, rear loading at ground
level or at truck-bed height into an unobstructed
?abin ~6 feet long, and the capability of operating
mto arrports that cannot accommodate most jetpowered equipment.

airline sal s personnel and travel agents with the
complex ground travel situation in the San Francisco Bay Area. Starting in . 'lay 1969, SFO sales
representa tives tra ·eled to aU major domestic mar~e ts to. e-xplain how the airlin , working in cooperation w1th th e m ajor dom estic carriers could h elp
e.ase th e ground travel problem and at the same
time save money for the traveler.
In addition to the sales procrram SFO H licopter
.
duce d a n ew schedule d esiQlled
b
'
mtro
to improve ser. b
b
viCe ~tw een th e Bay Area's major airports and surroundmg communities. One-crat
servic at TWA's
0
?a?. Franci~co Intern a tional Airport fa cilities \:vas
~1tiate d to Improve enplaning and deplaning at the
airport and d ecrease time on the ground.
In September 1969, it was announced that Joseph
A. Young would succeed I. F. Bagan as president
of SF~ H elicopter. Young, a veteran of some 35
years m the air transportation industry includincr 14
. 11 Saturn Airways said on 'takincr office:
b
years vnt
0
"SFO' s potential is limitless' in its opportunities to
serve th e community. The immediate job will be to
arply some n ew, sophisticated, and workable techmques t~ bring about a steady acceleration of the
company s already strona position amoncr0 the thirdstage carriers in the nati~n."
J?uring t:he year, SFO Helicopter assured full utilization of Its fleet of Sikorsh.)' S-61 and S-62 helicopters by completing leasina arrancrements
with 3
0
differ: nt fim1s which were to ~1se the equipment for
carrymg m en and supplies to offshore drilling operations off the coasts of Canada, Alaska, and Australia.
One of the highlights in 1969 for SFO H elicopter
was tJ:te announcement by the National Safety
Council that the airline had b een awarded the council's Certificate of Commendation. The award, the
third highest in the annual Aviation Safety Awards
pro~ram, is granted only to carriers that operate
dunng. the calendar year without a fatal accident
and With a rate for all accidents that is lower than
the average in its airline category for the preceding
3 years.
SFO Helicopter at year-end was operating a fleet
of 3 2.6-passenger Sikorsky S-61 h elicopters over a
102-mlle system within the San Francisco Bay Area.
The carrier services Marin County, Berkeley, ContJ·a
Costa County, San Francisco and Oakland international airports, Palo Alto, and San Jose vvith more
than 100 flights daily.

South ern Air Transport introduced into service the Lockheed-Georgia L-100-20 stretched Hercules transport, capable
of carrying outsize cargo and payloads up to 48,000 pounds.

Training of flight crews and maintenance personnel was accomplished at Marietta, Georgia, by
Lockheed-Georgia Company. Also providing training were Allison Division and Hamilton Standard.
A number of cargo, operations, and sales personnel
were trained in Miami with the assistance of Lockheed. Training consisted of techniques for loading
the Hercules and for ground handling.
The requirement for the Hercules came from
almost every continent in the world. Some of the
cargo handled included oil rigs to Africa, aircraft
parts to England, desalinization units to Antigua,
and helicopters to Australia. Space satellites, tractors, and canning machinery were also transported.
A good part of the domestic operation was the
movement of JT9D aircraft engines.
With the acquisition of the Hercules, the DC-7s
and C-46s were phased out of operation. Much of
Southern Air's Bahamas traffic had utilized the C-46s.
However, most customers were converted to the
larger and better-suited DC-4s. The DC-4 lends itself to palletized cargo, and greater utilization of
the aircraft was realized on the shorter Miami to
Bahamas traffic. Hotel supplies, foodstuffs, and live
pullets were the commodities most in demand for
the Bahamas. Livestock, dynamite, building materials, and nursery stock were shipped in large quantities throughout the Caribbean area .
Also operating from the Atlantic Division was one
DC-6 on military contract carrying military person-

SOUTHERN AIR TRANSPORT, INC.
The 22nd year of Southern Air's operation saw
the airline making progress by purchasing new
Lockheed L-100-20 stretched Hercules airfreighters
a.nd by moving into new facilities at Miami International Airport, Miami, Florida.
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nonstop authority in th e Dallas-Albuquerque m arket and a n ew nonstop segment behveen Albuquerque and Los Angeles.
On November 3, th e CAB granted T exas International unrestricted authority b etween Salt Lake
City, Houston, San Antonio, and New Orleans, thus
adding the ninth state to T exas Intern ation al's system. Salt Lake City and D enver were to b e coterminals. Service was to b egin in the ea rly part
of 1970.
T exas International's 2 largest stations, Dallas and
Houston ·were relocated into new facilities in 1969.
At Love' Field in Dallas, th e airline leased a large
terminal segment with 6 gate lounges, 2 je tway
boarding entrances, and expand ed office space.

nel and supplies from Patrick Air Force Base to
bases in the Bahamas and the Caribbean.
Southern Air's new building, located on an 8acre site, has 24,000 square feet on the first floor,
which houses executive, scheduling, maintenance,
and sales offices, and 3,600 square feet on the second floor, which houses the accounting department
and the radio shop. Cargo warehouse space in the
new facility was increased by 50 percent, allowing
cargo to be accumulated in planeload lots in specified areas of the warehouse. This system enables
faster and more efficient loading of the aircraft with
l~ss handling of freight. A new 45,000-pound outSide scale was installed for convenience in weighing
palletized, containerized, or outsize cargo b efore the
cargo enters the warehouse. Larger and betterequipped shops were provided in the new building.
Electric, hydraulic, radio, and sheet metal shops
were handling all required maintenance. An expanded supply room was able to handle inventory
more efficiently than before.
Earnings and revenue for 1969 showed an improvement over 1968 for the first 3 quarters. Cargo
poundage for the s3:me period increased more than
5 percent over 1968, and ton-miles increased 29
percent.

TEXAS INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES, INC.
At the. stroke of midnight March 31, 1969, TransTexas Airways disappeared and T exas International
Airlines, Inc., was born. The name change was felt
t~
more in keeping with the rapidly growing
airlme.
Texas International boarded 1,586,034 passengers
0rough September 1969, showing a 10.6 percent
mcrease over the same period in 1968. The airline's
cargo ton-mileage increased 13.1 percent over the
same period in 1968, to 3,598,938 and cargo pounds
transporte~ c~mbed to 32,486,223, reflecting a 10.8
percent gam m mail, freight, ,f,l.nd express.
The company reported a $439,000 operating loss
thro~gh September 1969, as compared with an operatmg profit of $999,000 in 1968. A net loss of
$2,734,000, as compared with $569,000 for 1968, was
reported.
The Houston-based regional service carrier at
year-end had a fleet of 25 Convair 600s and 15
DC-9s; 4 of the DC-9s were the stretched 99passenger Series 30 version.
Texas International added 3 new cities to its
rout~ map in 1969. On June 2, the airline began
service to D enver, Colorado, from 7 cities in Texas
and ~o~isiana pursu~~t to new authority granted
th e airline by the Civil Aeronautics Board in the
Reopened Pacific Northwest-Southwest Case.
In July, th e CAB issued a final decision in the
Service to Albuquerque Case. The airline received

Texas Intern ational's new Houston terminal design won top
recognition from an interior d esign trade magazine.

?e

The Houston move occurred the first part of June
with the opening of the city's new Intercontinental
Airport. Texas International's colors-purple, gray,
and white-already adopted for the fleet of planes,
were used as a basis for the color schemes; and the
soft rounded lines of the aircraft exteriors were
rep~ated in the interior termina! for~s of ticket-lift
desks, information pylons, the kws·k· 111 th.e .c~nter of
the flight station, and the low rml111g ~hV1d.111g the
individual departure lounges. Installations 111 New
Orleans and Dallas were similar.
Contract magazine, a national monthly publication in the interior design field, named Texas International and the airport architects, Goleman.& Rolfe
and G. Pierce, Goodwin & Flanagan, the w111ner of
the Airports Design Category of the Contract 1969
Awards Program for the Houston installation.
Color was the word in fashions for the women of
Texas International. In May, women ticket agents
and passenger service agents don~ed attr~ctive,
soft, feminine jumpers with jackets 111 fuchsia an~
purple. Hostesses joined the ~ell-dress~d women. s
world in November with the 111troduction of theu
n ew uniform a mix-and-match ensemble consisting
of a dress, a 'skirt and overblouse, and wide-legged
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carrier. In October, President 0. Roy Chalk announced plans for a comprehensive time-sharina
program for joint use of aircraft with other opera~
tors on a seasonal, monthly, weekly, or clay or night
basis.

pa nts plu a lon er pull jacke t. Carr ing out the T exas
Int rn a li onal color sch m tl1 hostess s " re in
gr ay, lech·ic purpl , an d £lamin a pink.
Project d pla ns for 1 9~ 0 includ d th 1 asing of
2 Beech craft 99A 15-passenger aircraft to t t tb
ma rk tab ilit) of th e aircraft on som of T xas lnt rn ational's shorter rout . Tb plan s '· re to b
d eli\ red in Janu a t) and in us b th first part
ofF bru a r).

TRANS CARIBBEAN

AIR~AYS

By th e spring of 1969 Trans Caribb an had implem ented all of th e new s r ices authoriz d b th
Civil Aeronautics Board's decision in the Caribb an
Basin Im estiga tion annotmced in No' mb r 1968.
Thi~ d ecision h ad the effect of tripling th e airlin 's
certificated route system and stablish cl Trans
Ca ribbean as the only carrier authorized to operat
direct service to Haiti from the northeastern part
of th e United Sta tes, to serve Aruba and Curacao
in the Netherlands Antilles from the northeastern
pa rt of th e United States, and to serve the Virgin
Islands of St. Thomas and St. Croix from mainland
terminals New York/Nevvark and ·washington, D.C.
As a result of this expansion, new offices were
opened in Port-au-Prince Curacao, St. Thomas, and
St. Croix and ~ch e clul e cl passenger service by midyear v.: a~ runnmg well ah ead of the previous y aL
The au-line also opened new sales outlets in New
York City.
In March, Trans Caribbean occupied ov r 120
fee~ of nev~ counter space at the Isla Verde Internatwnal Atrport of San Juan, doubling the size of
the previous facility. Shortly thereafter, as part of
the same improvement, a new Flying Island Club
Lounge was inaugtuated.
. In the continuing improvement and upgrading of
Its faciliti es, Trans Caribbean was gearing for occupation b efore year-end of the spacious new $40,000,~00 tetminal complex which it will share with National Airlines at John F. Kennedy International
Airport in New York.
On September 25, Trans Caribbean Airways announced the £ling with the Civil Aeronautics Board
of an agreement with American Airlines to provide
tl~1:ough-service flights from a number of mainland
~1hes to points served by Trans Calibbean Airways
m the Caribbean. Under the agr ement, throughservice flights will operate from San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Chicago, Cincinnati, and Boston.
In May and June 1969, the airline took delivery
on 2 new Boeing 727-200 aircraft, replacing smallercapacity aircraft which had been on lease. At yearend, in addition to the 727-200s, the airline's fleet
consisted of one 727-100C, 3 McDonnell Douglas
DC-8s, and 3 stretched DC-8s of tl1e -61 series.
One aircraft of the -55 series was on lease to another

Tra ns Caribb ean Airways was preparing for the anival of
its Boeing 747s, which it planned to pu.t into operation in
1970 on Us New York-San Juan service.

During tl1e first 10 months of 1969, Trans Caribbean carried over 1 billion revenue passenger-miles
in both commercial and Military Airlift Command
services, with the former registering a 16 percent
increase over 1968; military passenger volume was
only half as much as in the previous year. System
ca1·go volume for the same period was up a hefty
86 percent, accounting for 67,000,000 ton-miles in
the January-October period, as compared with 36,000,000 in 1968.
The airline expected to put Boeing 747 aircraft
in operation in the New York-San Juan service before tl1e end of 1970.
Revenues generated by the airline accounted for
about 85 percent of gross income. Other income was
received from activities conducted in the field of
communications tluough component companies,
which included EZ Diario/ La Prensa, the largest
Spanish language daily newspaper in the United
States; in Puerto Rico, Station WRSJ Radio San
Juan and WTSJ Channel 18, which offers English
language programming; D.C. Transit, one of the
largest and most modern rapid transit systems in
the country; and the Examiner, a Washington, D .C.,
weekly newspaper.

TRANS INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES
Trans International Airlines, the first all-jet supplemental air carrier, enjoyed another successful
year in 1969.
TIA, based in Oakland, California, took d elivery
of 2 McDonnell Douglas DC-8-63CF aircraft in
April and August 1969 and expected to take cleliv253
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mail ton-miles increased 15.3 percent (from 141,500,000 to 163,200,000), and express ton-miles increased 1 percent (from 15,800,000 to 16,000,000):
In addition to round-the-world and transpacific
service, TWA during the year inaugurated nonstop
flights between Washington, D.C., and. Europe and
direct flights between . Hartford/Spn.ngfield . and
Europe. Additional service on TWAs 111temational
routes included a second weekly flight between the
United States and East Africa.
On domestic routes, TWA in 1969 introduced
nonstop service between Ne.w York and Tulsa,
Chicago and Harrisburg, Chicago. a~d Hartford/
Springfield, Los Angeles a~d Wichita, an~ ~os
Angeles and Honolulu. T~As .increa~ed service mcluded a 26 percent jump 111 w111ter flights between
13 U.S. cities and Phoenix/Tucson, to 24 round
trips each day.
.
.
.
The airline took delivery of 28 Boe111g jets 111
1969, increasing its all-jet fleet to 224. ~WA ~ad
on order 47 subsonic jets through 1972, 111cludmg
15 Boeing 747s, 22 Lockheed L-1011 Tri~tars, 2
Boeing 707s, and 8 Boeing 727s. The earner al~o
was holding positions for 6 Concorde supersomc
transports and 12 Boeing SSTs. (TWA ?eld the first
delivery position on the U.S. supersomc transport.)
TWA in late 1969 was gearing up its worldwide
operations for the introduc.tion of tl~e 747 on transcontinental and transatlantic routes m early 1970. A
vast ground facility expansion program designed to
facilitate the new 747s and supersonic jets included
the completion early in t~e year of a~ addi~ion t?
the airline's engine plant 111 Kansas City, Missoun,
that more than doubled the building's capacity.
Late in the year, the first class of TWA host:s.ses
graduated from the carrier's new .Bre:ch Trammg
Academy in Kansas City. Mea?while,. m New Yor~,
TWA's superjet-generation Fhght Wm.g One .addition to its terminal at Kennedy InternatiOnal Airport
was nearing completion, with its opening set for the
end of February 1970.
At year-end, TWA was in the final stages of setting up its multiprocessing computer system at
Rockleigh, New Jersey, which will support the .airline's new centralized, fully automated reservations
service. The new system, which was to be operational in early 1970, will in?lude su~h features .as. a
systemwide flight informatiOn. serviCe and a he-m
with the Hilton Hotel reservations system.
On October 1 TWA announced the acceptance
of the airline industry's first Boeing 747 simulator
for pilot training. Earlier in the year,. the carrier
opened its Sales Training Center m midtown .N:w
York which features many of the advanced trammg
tech~iques used in pilot instruction.
.
lnflight innovations initiated by TWA durmg the
year included the purchase of microwave ovens for
preparing meals in seconds for individual t~stes and
the testing, on select rout~s, of a syster;,t which offe~s
a choice between 2 movies, one for general audi-

ery of 4 additional aircraft of the same type by
April1, 1970. At that time, TIA's all-fanjet fleet was
to consist of 7 DC-8-63CF aircraft, 3 DC-8-61CF
aircraft, and 2 Boeing 727-171 C aircraft. This fleet
will be larger than that of any other U.S. supplemental air carrier.
TIA also had on order 2 330-passenger McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 wide-bodied trijet aircraft
for delivery in April and May 1973 and had an
option for 2 additional DC-lOs for delivery in April
and May 1974.
In September 1969, TIA began installing the Litton inertial navigation system in its aircraft and
expected to be the first airline in the world to have
its international fleet so equipped.

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

Trans Wor~d ~irlines in 1969 began Hying around
the wor~d, With m.auguration of daily service across
the Pacific, and, m the same year, it became the
No. 1 carrier over the Atlantic.
Since first filing for a round-the-world route in
1944, TWA has steadily expanded its routes. On
Aprilll, 1969, the carrier was certificated to fly via
the . Pacific and on August 1 started daily transpacific and round-the-world flights each way.
In June, TWA became the No. 1 airline across
the Atlantic in terms of revenue passenger-miles
flown and in Oc~~ber it offered more cargo lift
from more U.S. cities across the Atlantic than any
other carrier.
The new transpacific route, via Hawaii Guam
Okinawa, and Taiwan, closed the Pacific 'gap be~
tween California and Hong Kong on TWA's worldwide system. The 4 Pacific points boosted to 67
the number of major centers in the United States
Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia served
by TWA, including 40 U.S. cities. It raised TWA's
unduplicated route miles by 17.5 percent, to 59,424
miles.
On the basis of figures for 10 months and estimates for November and December, the airline in
1969 offered the public 25.9 percent more available
seat miles than in 1968 (up from 28.1 billion in
1968 to 35.4 billion in 1969) and flew 11.3 percent
more passengers (from 13,600,000 in 1968 to 15 100 _
000 in 1969) ~n.d 1~.8 percent more passenger-~il~s
(from 15.2 bilhon m 1968 to 17.5 billion in 1969).
In the field of cargo service, TWA estimated it
increased its capacity 12.5 percent over 1968 (5.9
billion available in 1969, as compared with 5.2
billion in 1968) and flew 17.6 percent more cargo
ton-miles (606,500,000 in 1969, as compared with
515,800,000 in 1968).
Within the 3 categories of this cargo volume,
freight ton-miles in 1969 rose an estimated 19.2
percent over 1968 (from 358,400,000 to 427,300,000),
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ences" and the other for "mature audiences." The
airline's hostesses also donned their new summer
wardrobe in 1969. The outfits featured blu brown
and green. jackets with matching plaid s~ts. (Tb~
host sses. mtroduced their fall ensemble in 1968.)
TWA m 1969 \•vas recomm ended b · a Civil Aeronautics Board examiner to serve D s Moines and
Omaha from New York, Washington, Baltimore,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Chicaao in the
CAB's Service to Omaha and D es foin es°Case.

toured the Kennedy Space Center in 1969 under a
National Aeronautics and Space Administration program operated by TWA. More than 2,000,000 persons have taken the tour since 1964, when the airline started performing the base-support operations
at the space center.
The opening in 1969 of 5 new hotels-in Kuwait,
Mainz, Marbella, Addis Ababa, and Caracasbrought to 46 the number of Hilton Hotels in 29
countries, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands operated by Hilton International Company, a
wholly owned subsidiary of TWA since 1967. In
addition, the Nairobi Hilton started taking guests
late in the year, although the formal opening was
to be in early 1970. Eight more hotels were under
construction and 16 were in development.

UNITED AIR UNES
The most significant event for United Air Lines in
1969 involved a reorganization under which United
became a wholly owned subsidiary of UAL, Inc., a
holding company.
The reorganization plan, first announced in December 1968 and approved by stockholders 4 months
later, became effective August 1 when the tax-free
exchange of United Air Lines stock for UAL, Inc.,
stock was affirmed by the Internal Revenue Service.
The objective behind formation of the holding company was to develop a diversified enterprise that
would both complement and be complemented by
the air transport industry.
The airline operation continued under the subsidiary company, United Air Lines, Inc., with G. E.
Keck as president of both the holding company
and the subsidiary.
In September, in its first move, UAL, Inc., purchased a 39 percent interest in the planned $13,000,000 Hotel Stanford Court in San Francisco. The
400-room hotel was to be-rebuilt to provide luxurious accommodations, with occupancy scheduled by
early 1971.
Two decisions in 1969 by the Civil Aeronautics
Board enabled United to add to its existing route
structure and to increase its service to the Hawaiian
Islands. As a result of the authority granted in the
domestic phase of the Transpacific Route Investigation, United was authorized to operate nonstop between Honolulu and 11 mainland cities. The company began daily nonstop service from Chicago on
August 1, from San Diego on August 25, and from
New York City on October 1. The last segment is
the nation's longest domestic air route-4,979 miles.
Nonstop service from other cities was to be activated in the near future. Previously, United's service between Hawaii and all mainland interior
points required stops at Los Angeles or San Francisco.

TWA was gearing its worldwide operations and crews for
the introduction of the Boeing 747 on tra11Scontinental and
transatlantic routes in 1970.

On April24, Ernest R. Breech retired as chairman
and was named honorary chairman of the board at
the annual TWA shareholders meeting. He was succee~ed by ~harles C. Tillinghast, Jr., who had been
prestdent smce 1961; Tillinghast was elected chairman and chief executive officer . F. C. vViser, Jr.,
who had joined TWA in October 1968 as executive
vice president, was elected president and chief operating officer.
M.idway through the year, TWA expanded its diverstfication activities. The Special Services Department, which directed the airline's government contract projects, management of associated airlines,
and business development that included acquisitions
and mergers, was divided into 2 new departments.
The newly created Corporate D evelopment Department was made responsible for new acquisitions
and mergers; Special Services continued to direct
the operational activities.
Some 1,000,000 visitors were estimated to have
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The other major addition involved the granting
of nonstop jet service to Los Angeles from Memphis,
Birmingham, and Huntsville. This gave the Huntsville aerospace center its first direct service to the
West Coast.
The authority also enabled the company to offer
the first direct same-plane service between Greensboro and Raleigh/Durham, North Carolina, and
the West Coast, and additional same-plane service
between Norfolk and Newport News, Virginia, and
California.
United took delivery of 10 long-range McDonnell
Douglas DC-8-62s during 1969 and received the last
of 75 short-range Boeing 737s on order. The twinengine jet was introduced in 1968 and enabled the
compa?y to begin replacing all piston and turboprop aircraft.
J?eli;el} of the 737s and of the DC-8-62s brought
Urn ted s. jet fleet up to full strength until arrival of
the Boemg 747s beginning in mid-1970 and of the
McDonnell Douglas DC-lOs beginning in late 1971.
United had on order 18 747s and 30 DC-lOs.

agents with firsthand knO\vledge a bout specific resorts and vaca tion areas, represented th e most extensive familiarization program ever conducted by a ny
carrier serving Hawaii.
The company had more than 20 major construction projects eith er planned or under way and most
were to be completed by the end of 1970. The expansions resulted from forecasts of increased traffic
and from new aircraft deliveries. For th e most p a rt,
they involved new construction or improvem ents of
hangars and terminals at airports acros,s th e ?oun~:ry.
Included in projects at the company s engmeermg
and maintenance base in San Francisco were a nevv
$2,000,000 test cell, for operational testing of DC-10
and 747 engines, schedul ed for comple tion in early
1970, and expansion of an engine shop at a cost
of about $6,000,000. Also to b e built at th e San
Francisco base in 1970 were a 2-story maintenance
and office building at a cost of $4,000,000 and a 4story expansion of the shop and office building at a
cost of $9,000,000.
Estimates late in the year (including Military Airlift Command operations) indicated total revenue
passengers for 1969 of about 30,171,512, an increase
of 10.8 percent over 1968; 25,506,900,000 revenue
passenger-miles, for a gain of 15 p ercent; and a total
of 774,324,000 cargo ton-miles, for an increase of
15.7 percent.
By the end of the year, United's fleet included 59
standard DC-8s, 30 DC-8-61s, 10 DC-8-62s, 15 DCSF jet freighters, 86 Boeing 727s, 28 Boeing 727222s, 36 Boeing 727 QCs (quick change), 75 Boeing
737s, and 20 Caravelles.

UNIVERSAL AIRLINES

United Air Lines took delivery of 10 long-range McDonnell
Douglas DC-8-62s (shown) and received the last of 75 shortrange Boeing 737s on order.

Four major developments occurred at Unive~sal
Airlines in 1969: placement of ~n order for Boe1~g
747s creation of a new marketmg d epartment, maug~ration of service to Mexico, and phasing into an
all-turbine fleet.
Universal b ecame the second airline in the world
to order Boeing 747 convertible airplanes . These .aircraft can b e converted from passenger to fre1ght
configuration in 10 hours,, In passenger arrangement,
the 747 can accommodate 490 passengers at a speed
of 625 miles an hour. The extra-wide cabin and
double aisles afford a level of comfort and spaciousness unmatched in previous interior accommodations. Passengers can board through 10 doublewidth doors 5 on each side.
In freight configuration, the _747 is the fi.rst airplane capable of handling contamers 8 feet high and
8 feet wide, the dimensions of a standard truck
body. Fourteen such units, each 20 ~eet long, and. 2
units, each 10 feet long, can b e earned on the mam
d eck. Also, the lower compartments can carry 9
pallets 88 inches by 125 inches in size, standard on

. U~ted received its firs t 2 Link VAMP flight train~g VISual sys~ems and began training Boeing 727
fligh~ crews With the~ during the year. The VAMP
(Vanable Anamorphic Motion Picture) adds l"f l"k
.
·
Iated fl igh t and allows pilots
I e 1 e
to simu
to
cond I..twns
practice approaches, landings, and takeoffs in all
types of weather conditions, including Category II
and Category III.. Two . more systems ' or uni·ts , w ere
m 1970.
sch edu I ed f or delivery
The company placed an $11,300,000 order for
more than 14,500 seats for the 747 and the DC-10
the largest ~rder ever for aircraft seats. United als~
had an option to buy an additional $7,800,000 in
seats, which would bring the total value of th e order
to $19,100,000.
In 1969, United organized th e largest Hawaiian
airlift ever operated for travel agents; 2,000 agents
were flown to the islands between October and December. The 7-day tours, which provided travel
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707 je t freirrhters. The niversa1 747 convertibl es
\ ill cro in en .·i ce in !vi a · and Jun 19 1.
At mid-1969
ni ·ersa l cr a t d an -ntir I · n ew
m?rke tin g department h ead ed up b D a id A.
Highman , a n experi enc d senior ex cu ti v . Sales
offic sand manacr ment w re add ed in M xico City
a nd Los Angeles; others \ e re a lr ady functionincr
i:.
-w York Chicago, and D troit. An xt osiv~
a.dvertising campaign \~ as d e\ eloped in olving n ational medi a such as Business vVeek and th e VIall
Street Journal as w ell as tra el a!l d fr icrht trade
publications. In th e fall of 1969, ni ver. al b cran a
lonrr seri es ?f. n e h ·ork T co erage, th fir t supp lemental a irlin e to do so . N ew promotional bookle ts a nd fold ers w ere a lso produced to round out th
ma rke tin g effort.

Unive rs~Il Airlin es, th e largest supplemental fre ight ca·rrier,
phasec~ mto an all-turbine fl eet in 1969 ancl arranged to lease
2 Boem g 747C passenger! fTeighte·r convertibles sta·rt.ing ·in
1971.

were to replace th e Lockheed Electras on mainland
routes.
·w hile awaiting the final decision in the Transpacific Case which was delayed from January to
Jul through a series of postponements, \ -estern
op rated 707s on its California-Twin Cities and California-! fexico routes. The opening of new facilities in Honolulu and the training of personnel for
H awaii service also \Vere stretched by the postponements.
The final decision in the Transpacific Case gave
'Nes t rn new routes from Hawaii to Anchorage, San
Diecro Los Ancreles/
Long Beach/ Ontario, San Fran0
b '
· D enver, an d M'illcisco/Oakland/
San Jose, Ph oenLx,
neapolis/St. Paul. The decision was released on July
22; only 69 % hours later, on July 25, Western inaugurated an initial service pattern ~at was to pr~~
vide 34 round trips a week and proVIde new Hawa11
service for every major airport to which the airline
had b een certificated in the case.
After th e inh·oduction of 737s, Western converted
3 of its Electras for all-cargo service, whic~ began
on April 3 on 3 routes: An.cllOrage-.San Francisco-Los
An aeles, Los Angeles-Mmneapolis, and San Francisgo-Denver-Twin Cities. Five other Electras were
converted to passenger-cargo dual configuration for
use 011 the company's intra-Alaska routes. The transfer of the turboprop Electras to Alaska left Western
with all jet aircraft on rou.tes south of Seatt!e/
Tacoma. The company contmued to us~ 4-engme
jets on Seattle-Anchorage and other ma1or Alaska
routes.
.
vVestern participated in severa 1 maJOr route cases,
3 · volving transcontinental routes . The Northern
Case concerned routes from the Pacific Northw~s1t through the Twin Cities and Milwaukee to
points on the East Coast including New York and
Washington, D.C.
W estern was also seeking East Coast routes in
the Service to Salt Lake City Case and in the Additional Service to San Diego Case. In the latter,
Western was recommended by the CAB examiner
for nonstop routes linking San Diego with New York
and Washington. The company also sought a San
Diego-Chicago route in the case.
In the Omaha-Des Moines Case, W estern was
recommended by the examiner for routes linking
Omaha with Seattle-Portland, D enver, and Chicago.
All of the cases were awaiting further action by the
CAB at year's end.
On October 22, Terrell C. Drinkwater, president
of W estern since 1947, became chai1man of the
board. H e was succeeded as president and chief
executive officer by J. Judson Taylor, formerly senior
vice president and treasurer and board member.
Taylor is a veteran of 27 years with W estem.
During November, W estern inaugurated service
to Hilo, H awaii, and announced several innovations
on its Hawaii service aimed at attracting a greater
share of the market in 1970. They included inflight

T':;.

Univers~l began service to both Mexico City and

~capu.Ico m the fall of 1969. These ilights carri ed

mclus1ve
series , as w ell
ffi . tour charters on loncr-rancre
b
b
as a mty groups. Universal hoped to expand and
develop th e Mexican travel market.
In 1969, th: :ompany commenced the full phaseout of ren:ammg piston aircraft, leaving it with
an .all-turbm e Beet: turboprop Electra and Argosy
fre1ght~rs and pure-jet DC-8s in both passmiger
and freight configurations.
. Uni~ersal's passenger revenues increased dramatICally m 1969 and th e company continued to be the
largest hauler of airfreight for the automotive industry.

WESTERN AIR LINES
For W estern Air Lines, 1969 was a year of expansion and transition. The addition of a fl eet of
30 Boeing 737 twin-jet aircraft and of 5 Boeing 707347,C intercontin ental jets vastly increased W esterns seat capacity. The 707s were ordered for the
anticipated new Hawaii route awards; the twin-jets
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movi~s; ster~o with special headsets, the newest and
best ill the I~dustry; 2-plus-2 seating for coach passengers; and illcreased seat pitch in coach and economy class for all Hawaii flights. The 2-plus-2 seating
means that whenever the middle seat in the coach
section is unoccupied, the center armrests may be
replaced with a portable "Aloha Table" with armrests. This adds up to 3 inches of seat width. Seat
pitch increase is to 38 inches (the same as for first
class) from the previous 34 or in some cases 36
inches.
'
'

abroad in 1968 but decided to wait a year, and
those who had originally planned to go in 1969, combined to make 1969 a banner year for overseas charter travel. In addition, charter travel from Europe
to the United States continued to expand by virtue
of World's efforts and of the vigorous promotional
campaign by the U.S. Travel Service.
World was one of 6 airlines-and the only supplemental airline-to receive the USO Gold Medal
Award, highest honor bestowed by the United Services Organization of New York City. World was
cited for having safely transported more than 500,000 armed forces personnel since 1966. Approximately 200 members of World's crews received special awards of recognition and appreciation bestowed by the Military Airlift Command (MAC).
These certificates were awarded for the participation of the individuals in the support missions conducted for MAC.
General Howell M. Estes, Jr., who retired from
the Air Force in August after a distinguished career
spanning 33 years, was named senior vice presidentplanning and development. He was also elected a
director of World Airways and of Worldamerica Investors Corporation. During his career, General
Estes served in a wide variety of duties, including
major assignments in research, planning, and development. He became commander of the Military
Airlift Command in 1964 and was promoted to 4star rank. Among his honors was the General H. H.
Arnold Trophy, highest mi~itary honor o~ ~e Arn~ld
Air Society, for his contnbutions to mihtary aviation and aerospace programs.
.
George Killion, a director of World Airways, was
elected to the board of directors of First Western
Bank. Killion was also serving as chairman of the
board of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and as a director
of American President Lines and of the Communications Satellite Corporation.
In another executive appointment, Brian A. Cooke,
a director of World, was named a senior vice president.
The progress of the company in 1969 pro~ided a
starting point for further developments m the
seventies. With the advent of the 747, the company
expected to continue its leadership with a balanced
fleet of convertible aircraft aQ.d unusually strong
capital resources.

. Eleven_.of th~ company's 707 and 720B jets, used
ill Hawau semce, were to have these features inst~lle~l. Modifi~ation began at the end of the year,
With illtroduchon of the new features beginning on
Janu~ry 15. Replacing some of these aircraft on dom~stic routes were 6 newly acquired Boeing 727-200
tn)ets.
In addition to the service innovations, the year
~nded .for Western with a thorough examination of
Its .entire operation, procedures, and organization,
to illsure the best possible service to the public and
to meet the challenges of the seventies.

WORLD AIRWAYS, INC.
World Airways made significant progress in 1969
:d stepped up planning for the 3 Boeing 747Cs
at were to be delivered to the company early in
1971. The addition of the 3 747Cs will almost
double the company's fleet capacity. At year-end,
World owned 9 707-320Cs and 6 727-173Cs.
1The flexibility of the 747C to accommodate a full
aneload of passengers or of cargo, or a combinaon of both passengers and cargo will permit the
company
'
possibilitie
. to av ai'I I'tseIf of many revenue
s demed to single-purpose aircraft
the. United States, World ope~ed new offices
mffi etroit, Boston, and Philadelphia· overseas new
o ces were 0
d · C
'
'
and R
Th pene m openhagen, The Hague,
'th . orne.
ese sales offices provided the company
WI Important new b
·
intensive d I
ases ill strategic areas for more
Th
elvle opment of commercial traffic
.
e exce ent progress m d b F
Bank, acquired b W ld . a e . Y irst Western
during 1969 An
or .m mid-1968, continued
the bank T.ot 1 percent mcrease was reported by
.
a resources as of S t b 3
$931 826 000
·
ep em er 0 were
' . , ' an mcrease of over $38 000 000 f
1968. Six new branches were o e d'
' . rom
statewide total of First WesternpB~~kst~o b;~ng the
Wor~~ was named recipient of the National.Safe
Councils Award of Merit for 1968
k'
ty
· th
h th · .
, mar mg the
nCm ~1ear t at .. e airlme had won National Safety
ounci recogmtwn for outstanding flight safe .
A recor.d number of commercial charter flf hts
were earned by World to holiday destinat' g ·
E
H
. . th C
Ions m
L ur.opeA>, a_wanTh, e aribbean, the Orient, and
atin menca.
ose who had planned to travel

t
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VERTICAL LIFT AIRCRAFT
Rotary-wing aircraft continued to prove their versatile capabilities on the battlefield and in civil
assignments.
In Vietnam, "Dust-Off" was the call signal for the
air ambulance helicopter. These lifesaving vehicles
of the Army Medical Department averaged 17,000
evacuations per month in 1968 and 1969. For the
first time in history, no casualty was more than 20
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--40 percent-was in the number of companies and
executives owning and operating helicopters. The
596 corporate users also showed the largest increase
in the number of helicopters operated-770 as compared with 487 operated in 1967, an increase of 58
percent. The 27 percent increase in the number of
civil government agencies using helicopters r~
flccted the effective role of helicopters as the arr
arm for law enforcement.
This continuing growth in the civil use of rot~ry
wing aircraft emphasizes the need for the ~stablis~
ment of public-use city-center and hosp1tal heliports. To assist in the establishment of these n~e~ed
helicopter landing facilities, the Federal AVIation
Administration, in cooperation with government,
civil , military, and industrt.r
--; groups,
. recommended
lb . .
d
criteria for heliport design on a nationa a~Is, Issu~
as the 1969 revised edition of the FAA AdVIsory Crrcular Heliport Design Guide.
.
The VLAC's ad hoc committee, together \VIth representatives of the Air Transport Association .and
the Helicopter Association of America, afte~ reVIdefw··
subm1tte
or
ing the several FAA draft reVIsions,
.
the 3 associations coordinated. and o~cia~{e~:g
mendations on the proposed reVIsed gmde. e
FAA Heliport Design Guide was scheduled for pub-

to 2.'5 minutes away from sophisticated modem hospital facilities. The Army considered evacuation a
vital link in its health care system.
Statistics based on 766,000 Vietnam combat missions showed that a helicopter was hit by ground
fire once in 325 combat sorties, downed onlv once
in 6,400 sorties, and lost to ground fire bey~nd repair only once in about 13,000 sorties.
The Army's Flying Crane and Chinook helicopters added still another capability to the rescue
roles. These heavy-lift helicopters were pickina up
downed aircraft and airlifting them back to ~ain
tcnancc bases, thereby saving millions of dollars
and helping to keep the inventory of combat aircraft up to strength.
The helicopter has changed the military concept
of t~e horizontal approac~ to "vertical envelopment"
taches. To put men, equipment, supplies, and artillery wherever needed, helicopters are an important
command tool.
In 1969, the Army was flying the liaht observation
OH-6 helicopter, which was opera~g near the nap
of the earth and finding the enemy. The HueyCobra (gunship) was providing cover. The armed
Huey was serving as troop carrier, ambulance, reconnaissance aircraft, resupply aircraft, and personnel
transport, and in psychological warfare operations.
The Navy ~nd the Marine Corps were using the
27-place turbme-powered Sea Knight transport and
*~ 12~place twin-hlrbine Seasprite utility aircraft.
J 1 ~r Fo~~ had the 28-passenger rurbines, the
0 Y
reen mnts, and the 12-place Huskies.
1n response
to
ti .
Lift Aircraft C
c~n nu~g requests, th~ Vertical
Foreian Hel" ounc1l pubhshed a 1969 Dzrectory of
ern~nt-Cz~:ter ~perators-Military-Civil Govtion the d"
merczal. Based on available informa,
Irect
I" d
copters in 104 ory lS~e 88~ operators of 6,754 heliover th 19 co_untnes. Th1s was a marked increase
of 4ll: h 1~ 5 duectory which listed 544 operators
Of h e !copters in 81 countries.
t e 6 •754 helicopters listed in the new foreign
di rectory
3 69
.
built 1 ' ' ....8 were U.S.-bmlt. Of the foreignli
' ,076 were of U.S. design but built by foreign
c;nsees and 2,050 were of foreign design
co ;ance, with 1,199, led in the numbe~ of helil P edrs. West Germany was second with 917 folowe by Japan with 327.
'
Through September 1969 exports of US heli' levels. For example,
· ·
bcopters w ere h olding at the 1968
5 0September, 167 units with a value of nearly $19,000 had been shipped. This was a slight unit i~
crease over the same period in 1968.
h The 1969 Directory of Helicopter Operators in
t e United States and Canada-Commercial-Executive-Civil Government and Helicopter Flight
Schools showed an increase of 35 percent in the
numb~r of operators and 41 percent in the number
of hehcopters, as compared with the 1967 totals.
The di~ectory listed a total of 1,379 operators and
3,433 hehcopters. The largest increase in operators

lication early in 1970.
d d tionwide hellTo further implement a nee e na
. .
"th
t d · 1969 to JOffi WI
port program, the VLA C vo ~ m d th Helico ter
the American Helic~pter Society ~ationeal Hellp~rts
Association of A~enca to fo~s: of this joint effort
~tandar~s C~uncil. The purp and federal governIS to assist city, county, st~te, of ound-level and
ment agencies in the. design dgrdi ation of hellelevated heliports and m the stan ar z
·
d requirements.
port reguI ations an
th
U s highways conThe number of dea s on · ·
th . . .
tinued to increase. In order to reducerin e J:il;n:~
and the loss of life andthproHp~rtyhwoacyc~:fetyg Act and
· ' h 'ghways e tg
th e nations
I.
f Standards Act were passed
the Motor VehiCles Sa ety t f Transportation was
in 1966. The Departme': 0 th acts and the Nacharged with implementing e
d
d
S f ty Bureau was create to a .
. h
tional
Hig
way
a
e
.
f
d
th
. .
h
Matchmg tm s were au ommister t e 2 1aws.
f
. d f th t t for improvement o emergency
nze or e s a es
.
h
. 1 h ll
including ospita e . h way med'ICa1 se""""ces
h Ig
u~
,
d h. hwa helicopter patrols.
poUrts an 1g 1 ti~n of the first ftmded helicopter
pon camp e
. . Ph'l d I h'
h. h
tr 1 test demonstration m
1 a e p Ia,
0
ig pway pia nt'a State Police in 1969 had daily helil
t 1e ennsy va
, .
Th'
co ter patrol of the states h1ghway system.
1s
br~u ht a new dimension of patrol and emergency
rvi~e to highway motorists. Funded by the Comseonwealth of Pennsylvania with matching federal
f::nds, 2 helicopters wer~ put in~o service initially.
With this "eye in the sky, the police can cover large
areas in a short time. Lives have been saved with
this fast response to an emergency call, and escaped
criminals have been tracked down and captured.

f

b
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In Mississippi, state and federal funds were being
used to develop an emergency medical service plan
that can be expanded throughout the state. In
Arizona, the state university and the highway patrol
were conducting a one-year evacuation system to
serve remote areas. Other states operating helicopter
highway patrols included California, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
York, and Texas.
Crime does not pay anymore in Lakewood, California-or in more than 30 other cities around the
country. Lakewood pioneered the concept of an
around-the-clock police patrol by helicopter. The
concept has been proved effective in reducing robberies and burglaries. Even the high-speed getaway
car cannot escape from the overhead crime 'copter.
With the Omnibus Crime Bill, Congress authorized funds for crime control. They are administered
by the Department of Justice's Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration. Lakewood's Sky Knight
project was the first crime prevention program using
helicopters that was funded under this act.
In Indianapolis, Indiana, a unique combination
city, county, and metropolitan government agenCies was providing what may be the first multio~ce public service helicopter operation. Six agenCies ~:rossed city and county lines, and budgets, to
provide an ambulance helicopter, operated under
contract. with the Indiana Helicopter Corporation.
The .helicopter patrols in the morning and in the
evenmg, 7 days a week. Ambulance missions have
top P.riority: The helicopter has proved itself an
effective adjunct to the land ambulance service.
In. 1969,.12 of the 14 member companies of the
Vertical Lift Aircraft Council had 86 models in
operation or production, ranging in size from one
to 50 places. In addition, there were 20 flight-test
'
research, and development models.
Gates Learjet Corporation of Wichita Kansas
an~
R. J. Enstrom Corporation of M~nominee:
Michigan, .a subsidiary of Purex Corporation, Ltd.,
were admitted to membership in the Council in
1969. In addition, LTV Aerospace Corporation
formed a subsidiary, 'vought Helicopter Incorporated, which initially was to market the Sud-Aviation
of Franc~ Aloue~te II and III turbine helicopters
an~ provide service for the helicopters sold in the
Umted States.
During 1969, with the world watching helicopters again picked up the Apollo astron~uts after
splashdown. Recovery of the Apollo 12 crew brought
to 36 the total number of U.S. astronauts picked up
helicopter since the manned space flights began
m 1961.
Wit? the opening o.f the new North Slope oil
fie~ds m Al.a~ka, the helicopter was again proving its
umque abihty to overcome terrain barriers. There
helicopters were opening up an almost inaccessible
area, bringing in a new industry and creating new
jobs.

The year 1969 marked the end of a decade of
solid growth in general aviation and industry leaders were in full agreement that the short- and longrange future of general aviation held the brightest
promise for commercial growth ever experienced in
the industry.
As a new decade begins, a review of general
aviation history is in order. In a statement released
in December 1960, Joseph T. Geuting, Jr., manager
of the Utility Airplane Council of the Aerospace
Industries Association of America, said: "The past
decade [the fifties], during which unit sales and
their dollar value more than doubled, has laid a
solid foundation for future growth. Industry leaders predict the next decade will mark the greatest
acceptance of business and private plane use."
In 1959-the last year of the fifties-7,689 generaltype aircraft with a retail value of about $170,000,000 were delivered. By contrast, the average number of aircraft delivered in each of the past 10 years
(1960 through 1969) was 10,600 units with a retail
value of $360,000,000. During this 10-year period,
according to statistics compiled annually by the
Utility Airplane Council, more than 106,0.0~ general
aircraft with a retail value of over $3.6 billion were
delivered.
Export sales of general aircraft during this same
10-year period approximated 20. percent ~f total
annual deliveries and resulted m approximately
three-fourths of a billion dollars being brought to
bear in a positive manner on
nati~:m's balance
of payments problem. Aircraft m varymg numbers
were shipped to almost every country of the free
world and, at year-end 1969, aircraft of American
manufacture composed three-quarters. or more of
the total general aviation fleet operatmg in areas
other than the United States.
The year 1969 saw the ge?eral. aircraft i~dustry
deliver more than 13,000 umts With a retail value
of about $650,000,000, as compared with 7,588 units
with a retail value of about $200,000,000 in the
year 1960.
There were many other measures of the growth
which occurred during the decade. The fleet of
active general aircraft grew from about 70,000 in
1960 to more than 125,000 at year-end 1969. Annual
hours flown increased from 13,100,000 to over 25,000,000. Active airmen, pilots with valid certificates,
increased from 348,000 to almost 700,000. Some
qualification is required in accounting the pilot statistics since intermixed with them were approximately 30,000 pilots with airline tr~nsport ratings.
But it must also be stated that With few exceptions the pilots who fly the sever.al thou.sand highperformance turboprop and jet aucraft m the general aviation fleet and the additional thousands of
single- and twin-engine aircraft in use for business
and executive travel also have ratings identical to

o!
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those of the pilots who flv the nation's fleet of airliners.
·
P<'rhaps one of the most startling statistics to be
uncovcr~d in t~w past scn:-ral years is that just the
c~mpamcs \\'hiCh belong to the ::\ational Business
Aircraft Association, together flying only about :2,500
of tlw mon· than 30.000 aircraft used almost exclusin·ly for business purposes, account for over onethird of the nation's total Gross ~ational Product.
This serves to place into sharp focus the vital nature
of air transportation in private aircraft to the nation's business economy.
. In April 1969. the Utility Airplane Council pub~tcly n:Jea~cd the illitial findings of a research activIty which It had conducted during the latter part of
19~8. and which was being continued. Despite the
existence of such rcadilv m·ailablc infom1ation as
numbers of aircraft, hot{rs flown. airmen, and production, there has been a dearth of adequate data
co~1c~·ming the size and potential growth of general
avtahon and the
in which b(l"eneral aviation
. manner
.
serves tl1e nahan s air transportation economy. In
contrast,
there has been a !!reat
varietv
of infonnab
•
.
t Ion
concerning the nation's airline industry because
of the homogeneous nature of that industrv and
because the Civil Aeronautics Board has required
large volumes of statistical data in connection with
its economic regulatory function. The explosive
gro\vth of air travel in the past decade, the acceptance of the general aviation aircraft for extensive
business use at and away from hub airports, and
the avai_lability of an increasing variety of highly
useful arrcraft, created the need for more complete
data to be used in planning the airport/airways
system-the
most rwesshw
and immediate need be.
b
mg to measure activity and future growth trends
more definitively.
In order to define the information required for
proper planning. the Utility Airplane Council undertook plans to commission a basic and objective
independent study by a non-industry group utilizing different methods of data collection and forecasting. After the work l)ro!!ram had been deter. d , several research organizations
b
mme
of known
competence were invited to submit proposals, and
the finn of R. Dixon Speas Associates was selected
and commissioned to carry out the first step of the
research. A basic clement of the research was an
assumption that no unusual constraints would be
imposed on civil aviation, or any segment thereof,
including general aviation, in the belief that the
airport/airways system must at all times be adequate to insure that the continuing growth of all
forms of air transportation will be encouraged.
This research effort was entitled "The Magnitude
and Economic Impact of General Aviation." The
first step in the analysis established a new data base
concerned with the size and parameter of general
aviation activity upon which forecasts have been
made, projected to 1980 as to its size in terms of

quantity of aircraft, flying hours, aircraft movements, and other identifying parameters. Along with
this, a study of the impact of general aviation on the
nation's economy was conducted.
In 1967, the base year of the study, general aviation carried 100,000,000 passengers in "itinerant"
movement. During the same year, the nation's
scheduled airlines carried 119,000,000 passengers
m·er domestic routes. An itinerant aircraft movement is from one airport to another, as distinguished
from a local movement which would be about a
single airport; in short, it is the air transportation
of people and things from place to place all over
the nation. This number of passengers carried by
general aviation was projected to increase from
100,000,000 during the year 1967 to 317,000,000
by 1980.
The massive movement of passengers by general
aviation is not as publicly visible as airline passenger movements. The nation's airlines serve about
600 places in the nation; fewer than 100 of these
places receive what could be called real frequency
of service. Concentrations of airliners and their passengers at busy hub airports are, therefore, quite
visible. General aviation, on the other hand, carries
passengers to and from not only all these places
but also 9,500 other airports all over the nation not
served by the airlines.
The year 1969 saw the imposition of constraints
on the movement of aircraft about the nation. The
inadequacies of the existing airport system and the
related airways brought about a "rationing" system
imposed at 5 of the nation's major airports, affecting
both airline and general aviation access to those airports. Unless steps are taken to increase the capacity of the national aviation system, such constraints
will inevitably spread to additional cities where
there are concentrations of air traffic of all kinds,
both airline and general. General aviation needs
access to these busy hub areas for exactly the same
reason as do the nation's airlines, and that simply
is the transportation of businessmen and private
citizens to and from the centers of commerce of
the nation so that they can conduct their business.
The nation's air transportation system is composed of the scheduled airlines and general aviation. Though they are separate elements of the
nation's total air transportation system, they are
identical in one very fundamental respect. Their
objective is satisfying the total requirements of the
air traveler, and their combined strength is the sum
of their different functions. 'While the airlines operate over specified routes at specific times, general
aircraft move when and where they must in order
to conform to times set by the air traveler. Thus,
the needs of the public are served through 2 separate systems, each dependent upon the other and
together forming one complete system.
The year saw evidence of real concern on the
part of the Congress. Legislation which would cause
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by 1980, an increase of 113 percent. (The fleet size
in 1969 was on the order of 130,000 units.)
• Flying hours would grow at an annual compound rate of TVz percent, going from 24,000,000
in 1967 to 63,000,000 in 1980.
• Aircraft movements, 98,000,000 in 1967, would
climb to 242,000,000 by 1980.
• The pilot population, numbering about 647,000
in 1967, would more than double by 1980, reaching
1,400,000.
Domestic sales alone for 1980 were projected to
have a value of $1.6 billion. In view of the fact that
over 20 percent of 1969 production was exported,
and that export sales have also shown a strong and
continuing growth trend, the 1980 sales outlook becomes even more significant.
The significance of general aviation's contribution
to the development of an integrated national transportation system can also be expressed in terms of
the magnitude of its impact upon the economy resulting from direct dollar expenditures generated by
general aviation. These direct dollar expenditures
were determined to be at a 1969 level of approximately $3 billion and were estimated to increase by
1980 to over $7 billion. Economists note that, as
every direct dollar expenditure flows i~to t?e economy, a multiplier factor takes over whiCh mcreases
the impact 2 to 3 times as it triggers additional
expenditures.
.
.
Applying a standard matnx type n~put-ou~ut
analysis, readily available to economists, whiCh
brings into play the added impact of indirect expenditures generated by these direct dollars as they
flow into the economy, raises the 1969 general aviation contribution to the Gross National Product to
between $6 billion and $9 billion, which will grow
to as much as $20 billion by 1980.
This contribution will also be growing at a more
rapid rate than total GNP, which was expected .to
increase by 143 percent, whereas the general avmtion increase will be on the order of 220 percent.
Of course, GNP is made up of untold numbers
of individual increments drawn from the nation's
highly diverse economy. But even here the m~as~re
of general aviation's contribution becomes sigmficant, considering that its proportion of total GNP
in 1969 was estimated to be .62 percent, with a
growth expectancy to .82 percent by 1980.

a massive influx of new funds, some to be derived
from user charges on both airline and general aviation and some from appropriated public funds in
recognition of the fact that the public benefits from
an adequate national aviation system, was introduced in the Congress. Late in 1969, it had passed
the House and was close to passage in the Senate.
It appeared most likely that the decade of the seve?ties would see the national system of airports and
auways vastly improved, with adequate capacity to
permit and encourage unconstrained growth of all
forms of air transportation.
The general aviation manufacturing industry vigorously supported the legislation. Apart from prov.iding expert testimony to the concerned CongressiOnal committees, it also carried on a campaign of
public information.
One program of national significance conducted
in 1969 to bring the importance of general aviation
to the attention of the public was a unified effort by
~he many di~erent elements of the general aviation
md'!stzy whiCh called on the public to "Discover
Flymg. I~ a special message as a part of the Discover Flymg campaign, Federal Aviation Administrator John H. Shaffer said:
"~or every aircraft operated by the airlines in the
Umted States, there are 50 in the general aviation
fleet. And yet general aviation continues to be the
least understood and most underrated segment of
our transportation system. Perhaps the most striking
~spect of general aviation is its great diversity. It
mcludes those people who fly for business purposes,
and th~se engaged in a wide variety of commercial
enterpnses such as agricultural operations, aerial
surveys, and pipeline patrols. Even air taxi operato:; fall within this category....
. An~ we ca.n reasonably expect that general avia~10~ wtll contmue to grow not only in size but also
m rmportanc~. ~nd the effects of this growth will
be reflected m mcreased aircraft sales and related
~ervices, establishment of new airport facilities and
Improved
com mumca
· t·tons m
. many other areas ' benfi .
e ctal to the American public."
to the future , the Ut·l·ty
A.trp1ane c oun·1Looking
ff
1 1
Clf ? ered these predictions based ·upon the findings
o 1ts research study:
. • General aviation would grow from 122 000 units
m 1967, base year of the research study, t~ 260,000
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Solar's Titan gas turbine auxiliary power unit

More than 3500 Titan APU's are now in service

Beryllium structure built by Solar tor SNAP 27 lunar power system

SNAP 27 thermoelectric power system being deployed on the moon

Solar "know-how"
solves the tough ones!
A recognized leader in the design,
manufacture and production of
gas turbine engines for industry
and the military, Solar has turned
out more than 3500 Titan® turbine engines for use as auxiliary
power units in every major U.S.
military cargo helicopter program.
The reliability of this 80 to 150 hp
engine has been proven by years
of service in the field under the
most rugged conditions.
Now under development at
Solar is a revolutionary new portable 10 kw gas turbine generator
set, and Solar· is now producing
30 kw and 60 kw generator sets

designed to supply electrical
power for tactical and support
operations.
In addition, Solar scientists and
engineers have demonstrated outstanding capabilities in the area
of hard-to-work metals and materials. The firm today is highly
experienced in the forming, joining, welding, brazing, machining
and processing of stainless steels,
super alloys, as well as titanium,
aluminum, and beryllium. One example is the advanced beryllium
structures for the SNAP 27 thermoelectric power system that was
left on The moon's surface by

Apollo 12 astronauts to transmit
data from experimental instruments back to earth. Solar has
built many other components, including space communication antennas, for the Apollo/Saturn
space project.
.,
For further informa-i ion on
Solar's gas turbine engines and
aerospace products and capabilities, write: Solar, Dept. S-472,
San Diego, California 92112.
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THE1969AEROSPACEYEARBOOK

THE 1968 AEROSPACE YEARBOOK

Edited by JAMES J. HAGGERTY
630 pages ... more than 700 illustrations
. . . including descriptions, specifications
. . . performance data, and photographs of
every type of aircraft, missile, spacecraft,
launch vehicle, and engine now in production in the United States . .. all available
in the new 1969 Aerospace Yearbook.
This complete reference guide is a must
for anyone in the aerospace industry, including engineers, scientists, government
officials, military men, aerospace contractors, technicians, purchasing agents, and
professional and private pilots.
#9162
8% x 11
630 pages
$12.00

Edited by JAMES J . HAGGERTY
Complete details on all aspects of the
aerospace industry - from research to
manufacturing, and from spacecraft to
civil aviation during 1967 are described
and illustrated in th is comprehensive work .
A partial list of the contents include: Aerospace events of 1967; the aerospace in dustry; government research and development; civil aviation; reference section and
comprehensive index.
#9152

8% x 11

607 pages

$11.00

Still Available
The 1967 Aerospace Year Book,
#9139

$11.00

The 1966 Aerospace Year Book,
#9070

$10.00

- - - - - - - - - - - O t h e r Titles of. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Interest
CONTROL THEORY, VOL II: ANALYSIS
AND DESIGN OF SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEMS

CONTROL THEORY, VOL I:
ELEMENTS OF
MODERN CONTROL THEORY
By Dr. ARTHUR L. GREENSITE

By Dr. ARTHUR L. GREENSITE

Provides the practicing control engineer
and advanced student with a comprehensive, modern and up-to-date exposition of
all facets of modern control theory.
#9154
896 pages
1970
$29.95

The companion volume to Elements of
Modern Control Theory, this book contains
a detailed treatment of applications to
realistic aerospace vehicles.
#9163
752 pages
1970
$29.95

STRUCTURAL EFFECTS OF IMPACT

AEROSPACE PROCEEDINGS 1966

By MURRAY KORNHAUSER

Edited by J. BRADBROOKE,
J. BRUCE and ROBERT R. DEXTER

... combining for the first time in a comprehensive study, local surface effects and
stress waves, whole-body motions, unsteady vibrations and amplification factors.
# 9022
216 pages
1964
$10.00

STAR TRACKERS AND SYSTEMS DESIGN
By GLEI'-JN QUASIUS and
FLOYD McCANLESS

288 pages

1966

$10.50

Edited by R. GARCIA and
T. F. MALONE

Edited by WALTER ROTMAN
ROBERT PAPA and
'
HOWARD K. MOORE
Second Sym
Its Effe t poslum on the Plasma Sheath.
and Det~ct~pon Reentry Communication
I On.

384 pages

1964

Subject content: Supersonic aircraft, VTOL,
STOL, Simulation of flight dynamics; Reliability; Flight of winged space vehicles.
#9059
1,150 pages
1965
$34.50

PROBLEMS OF ATMOSPHERIC
CIRCULATION

ELECTROMAGNETIC ASPECTS OF
HYPERSONIC FLIGHT

# 9035

PROCEEDINGS OF THE 4TH ICAS
CONGRESS 1964, Paris
Edited by ROBERT R. DEXTER

A unique volume bringing together compl ete details on practice and theory of
star-tracking devices.
#9064

The 5th Congress of the International
Council of The Aeronautical Sciences, London, September 1966 (and) The Royal
Aeronautical Society Centenary Congress.
#9151 1,210 pages (2 val.) 1967 $65.00

$15.00

SPACE RESEARCH VI
Edited by Dr. R. L. SMITH -ROSE
A conclusive volu
search in va( me of the results of replines as p reslouts space-scientific discitiona! Space S~~ ed at The 6th lnternalence Symposium
# 9092
1 1 52
.
'
pages
1966
$42.50

15 authoritative papers presented at the
special session of the Sixth International
Space Science Symposium at Mar del Plata.
#9094
192 pages
1966
$9.50
In addition to aerospace, Spartan Books
publishes texts and references in computer
technolog¥, mathematics, physical sciences, engmeering, electronics and computer-oriented management and 'economics.
Our complete descriptive catalog will be
sent on request from:

fl SPARTAN BOOKS
A Subsidiary of Publishers Company, Inc.

432 Park Avenue South
New York, N .Y. 10016

Jet pilots depend on our
Vickers hydraulic components
to activate flight controls,
landing gear, etc. Our Sperry
flight control system keeps
aircraft on course at the proper
altitude.

tra~k,

Our Univac computers help radars keep track
of several targets at once.

For the Apo llo flights, Sperry Rand furnished more than one
hundred Uni vac computers , built the critical accelerometers,
parametric amplifiers for TV reception and provided hydraul ic
power to gu ide the third stage . Sperry Rand is no ordinary co mpa ny. We're synergisti c .

..JL
-,'St=E~V

RAI\D

Vicke rs, Sperry, Univac, Spe rry Rand, N ew Holland, Remi ngton and Remington
Rand a re tr ademarks of Spe rry Rand.

Nuclear subs cruise thousands of
miles without surfacing, thanks to our
Sperry inertial navigation systems .

Control
•

IS

our
Business
GAS

TURBINE

CONTROLS/PUMPS

•

AIRCRAFT/MISSILE

CONTROLS,

VALVES

AND

ACTUATORS

Spacesui t fo r moonwear and portable life support system being tested in LTV Aerospace's space environment simulator.

WHY DO ANYTHING?
Why sail Westward out of Renaissance Europe, at
ruinous cost, and risk fallin g off the edge o f the
world?
To see what's over there.
And to find a new world , gree n a nd virgin, rich
and full of gold. And full of hope .
Why poke about under 19th-Century microscopes, facmg ridicule and hunger and the waste
of a life time?
To see what's down there.
And to find new microworlds, full of cures and
knowl edge of ourselves. And full of hope.

Why do anything? Why go to the moon, the
planets, and the stars?
To see what 's out there .
Somehow inevitably to make us more than we
are. To push back the edges as long as there are
edges to push back. To find unimaginable new
answers, inexpressible new excitements, ineffa ble
new hope.
For whenever and wherever man has gone looking b e for e, to see what .. .c•.s th e re , he has bee n
right to do so. And he ha~ :1ever gone unrewa rded .

L T V AERC>SPAC::E C::C>RPC>RATIC>I'V
A quality company of Ung- Temco-Vought. Inc. L T V

If
it
flies,
floats,
beeps,
hovers,
orbits,
soars,
tracks
or
attacks ...

its progress is
our most important product

GENERAL

fJ ELECTRL~

Sir r 1ple • • • their GUTS!
Avec Lycoming Gas Turbine engine type guts.
When these manufacturers wanted to build a rugged aircraft
particularly a helicopter- where did they turn first?
To Avec Lycoming, naturally where gas turbine power is
synonymous with guts- with ruggedness- with reliability
with experience where turbines are designed and manufactured to live in flight, not in a laboratory.
Where more than 10 million flight hours have proven their
dependability under every conceivable condition.
Where design and development is always one step ahead of
the requirement.
Where people like Bell, . with its UH-1H Huey and AH-1G
HueyCobra; where people like Grumman, with its OV-1
Mohawk; where people like Canadair, with the new tilt-wing
CL-84; where people like Boeing, with its CH-47 Chinook
family; and many others, turn when they need gas turbine
power.
It's no wonder- we've got the guts to do the job.

~~LYCOMING

DIVIBIDN

STRATFORO. CONNECTICUT

Reference
Section
~-- -~

--oC--- - --

The following pages, designed for reference use,
contain specifications, performance, an~ other data
on some 700 products of the aerosp~ce mdus~ry: In
addition to the primary products-aucraft, mtsstles,
spacecraft, launch vehicles, engines, targets, drones,
and sounding rockets-the AEROSPACE YEAR BooK
includes a section devoted to systems. The term
system h ere denotes ground-based and airborne

aerospace equipment other than primary products,
together with certain non-aerospace items produced
aerospace manufacturers. The systems section is
mtended to be representative rather than all-inclusive; although more than 150 systems are listed,
they constitute only a fraction of the industry's extremely broad product line. For easier reference,
missiles and spacecraft are organized by functional

groups, such as surface-to-surface missiles and meteorological spacecraft. All other products are arranged in alphabetical order by name of the prime
contractor. The term prime contractor, as used
throughout the reference section, refers to the
builder of the product listed, regardless of whether
it is a primary product or a subsystem, military or
commercial.
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AIRCRAf'

PREGNANT GUPPY (B-377PG)

SUPER GUPPY (B-377SG)

Prime Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc.

Remarks
Following its formation in 1961, Aero Spacelines
converted a Boeing 377 Stratocruiser into a transport for large booster rockets. The modification involved lengthening the aircraft by 16 feet 8 inches
and enlarging the fuselage to accept cargo up to 19
feet 7 inches in diameter. The craft was successfully
flight tested on September 19, 1962.

Remarks
The Super Guppy, a modification of the Boeing
Stratocruiser family, was designed to permit air
movement of the S-IVB stage and the Lunar Module adapter, components of the Saturn V launch
vehicle which could not be carried in any other airplane. It incorporates the wing, flight deck, and
forward fuselage of the turboprop-powered C-97J
and has a hinged nose section for straight-in loading
of bulky cargo. Sections of 4 Stratocruisers plus
modifications make up the Super Guppy. Like the
Pregnant Guppy, it is operated under contract with
NASA.

Specifications
Span 141 feet 3 inches; length 127 feet; height to
top of fuselage 31 feet 3 inches; height to top of
~a1l 38 fe~t 3 inches; cargo compartment: 19 feet 7
u:lChes w1de by 19 feet 7 inches high, constant secbon length ~0 feet, .overall length 80 feet; engines 4
Pratt & Wh1tney A1rcraft R4360 piston-type· maximum gross weight 133,000 pounds ( 145,000 pounds
after programmed modification).

Specifications
Span 156 feet 3 inches; length 141 feet 2 inches;
height to top of fuselage 36 feet 6 inches; height to
top of tail 46 feet 5 inches; cargo compartment: 25
feet wide by 25 feet 6 inches high, total length 94
feet 6 inches; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
T34-P-7 WA turboprops; maximum gross weight
175,000 pounds.

Performance
Cruise speed 250 miles per hour; payload 33,000
pounds.

Performance
Cruise speed 285 miles per hour; payload 45,000
pounds.
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MINI GUPPY (B-377MG)

GUPPY-101

Prime Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc.

Remarks

Remarks
To meet known and anticipated commercial market
demand, Aero Spacelines has scheduled construction of a fleet of outsize cargo aircraft in 2 standardized configurations, one being the Guppy-101.
Essentially, Guppies are lengthened and modified
versions of the B-377/C-97 airframes. Unlike the
prototype piston-powered Mini with a swing-tail
loading assembly, the Guppy-101 has a swing-nose
loading system, hinged on the left side to allow a
110-degree swing; it also has a larger cargo compartment. Among other new features are increased
horsepower, which adds significantly to range and
payload; water-injection systems; and pressurized
cockpits and anti-icing equipment, permitting operation at higher, more efficient altitudes. Closedcircuit television cameras in the cargo comparhnent
provide constant surveillance and cargo inspection
from the cockpit area. The first Guppy-101 was
scheduled for roll-out late in 1969.

J?esigne~ for commercial airlift of large aircraft sections, helicopters, power packages, oil drilling equipm ent, and. rela~ed cargoes, th e Mini Guppy is another ~od1fication of the Boeing 377 Stratocruiser.
The aircraft made its initial flight on May 24, 1967.

Specifications
Sp~n 156 feet 3 inches; length 132 feet 10 inches;
height to top of fuselage 27 feet 6 inches; height to
top of ~ail 38 fe~t 3 inches; cargo compartment: 18
feet 2 mches wide by 15 feet 5 inches high, total
length 99 feet, constant section len!rth 75 feet 10
i~ches; maximum gross weight 142,800 pounds; engmes 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft R4360 piston-type.
Performance
Cruise speed 250 miles per hour; payload 32,000
pounds.

Specifications
Span 156 feet 8 inches; height to top of fuselage 26
feet 8 inches; h eight to top of tail 40 feet 9 inches;
cargo compartment: maximum width 18 feet 4
inches, maximum height 15 feet 6 inches, constant
section length 73 feet 2 inches, overall length 103
feet 2 inches, maximum width at floor level 13 feet
4 inches; plane length 135 feet 6 inches; maximum
gross takeoff weight 180,000 pounds; engines 4 Allison 501-D22C turboprops.
Performance
Cruise speed 325 miles per hour; payload 64,000
pounds.
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BEECHCRAFT KING AIR B90

GUPPY-201
Prime Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Guppy-201 is the first of a fleet of Guppy aircraft in standardized configuration. In manufacturing the Guppy-201 aircraft, the lower fuselage,
wings, empennage, and cockpit of B-377 /C-97 airframes are utilized. Portions of the lower fuselage
sections of Stratocruisers are joined to increase the
plane length to 144 feet. Like its prototype sister
ship, the Super Guppy, the Guppy-201 has a swingnose loading system, hinged on the left side to allow
a llO-degree swing. Guppy-201 standardized features include increased horsepower, pressurized
cockpits, water-injection systems, anti-icing equipment, and a cargo compartment equipped with
close~-circuit television cameras to provide constant
surveillance and cargo inspection from the cockpit
area.

A third-generation, pressurized, turboprop corporate transport, the Beechcraft King Air B90 reflects
a solid leadership among all turbine-powered airplanes, pure jet or turboprop. The King Air series,
introduced in late 1964, has captured 45 percent
of the turboprop market. Approximately 500 have
been produced.
Specifications

Span 50 feet 3 inches; length 36 feet 6 inches;
height 14 feet 8 inches; gross weight 9,650 pounds;
engines 2 550-shaft-horsepower Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft PT6A-20 free turbines with reverse-pitch
propellers optional.
Performance

Cruise speed, maximum cruise power, 256 miles per
hour; cruise range, including 45-minute reserve, at
21,000 feet, 1,466 statute miles; rate of climb, 2 engines gross weight, 2,000 feet per minute; service
ceiling, 2 engines gross weight, 27,200 feet.

Specifications

Span 15~ feet 8 inches; height to top of fuselage 37
feet; he1gh~ to top _of tail 48 feet; cargo compartment: max1mum he1ght 25 feet 6 inches maximum
width 25 feet 1 inch, cons~ant section length 32 feet,
overall length 111 feet 6 mches, maximum width at
flo~r level 13 feet; plane length 144 feet; engines 4
Alhson 501-D22C turboprops; maximum gross takeoff weight 170,000 pounds.
Performance

Cruise speed 300 miles per hour; payload 50,000
pounds.
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BEECHCRAFT QUEEN AIR A65
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

BEECHCRAFT KING AIR 100
Prim e Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation
Remar·ks

Remarks

New flagship of th e Beed1cra.ft corporate aircraft
Beet is th e pressurized, turbine-powered Beed1craft
King Air 100, introduced in May 1969. A companion
to the Beechcraft Kinba Air 90 series ' th e Kinab Air
100 is available in a variety of interior confhura?ons including a 15-place commuter version. Fifty
mches lonbaer than the Kina Air 90 series the
b
'
Beechcraft King Air 100 features dual-wh eel main
landing gea r, new empennage, new pressurization
and fu el systems, and more powerful turbine engines.

The Queen Air A65 is the economy leader of Beechcraft's Queen Air series. An optional fuel supply
provides the 7- to 11-place A65 with increased
ranae, and de-icing and advanced avionic equipme;:;t p ermit all-weather flight. An air-stair door
allows easy access to the 3-compartment interior
designed for optimum crew and passenger privacy
and comfort. Center-aisle cabin design pem1its freedom of movement about the cabin in Bight.
Specifications

Span 45 feet 10.5 inches; length 35 feet 6 inches;
height 14 feet 2.5 inches; gross ~>veight 7,700
pounds; useful load 2,740 pounds; engmes 2 Lycomina IGS0-480-A1E6 rated at 320 horsepower.

Specifications

Span 45 fe et 10.5 inches; length 39 feet 8.5 inches;
height 15 feet 4.3 inches; gross weight 10,600
pounds; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft PT6A28 free turbines with full-feath ering, reversible prop ellers standard.

b

Performance

Cruise speed 214 miles per hour; cruise range 1,300
miles with standard fuel, 1,655 miles with optional
fuel; rate of climb at gross weight 1,300 feet per
minute; service ceiling 31,300 feet.

Perfonnance

Cruise speed, maximum cruise power, 285 miles per
hour; c1uise range, including 45-minute reserve at
21,000 feet, 1,252 statute miles; rate of climb, 2
engines gross w eight, 2,200 feet p er minute; service
ceiling, 2 engines gross weight, 25,900 feet.
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BEECHCRAFT QUEEN AIR 70

BEECHCRAFT QUEEN AIR 880

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
Adding even greater versatility to the Beechcraft
Queen Air line of piston-powered corporate aircraft
is the Beechcraft Queen Air 70. It offers passenger
seating configurations to 11-place, 50 separate cabinetry and avionics choices, cargo door and cargo
pod options, and convertibility of cabin arrangements from corporate to utility use.

Remarks
An esta~lished. high-performance, 7- to 11-place
twin-engme busmess and utility aircraft, the Queen
Air B80 offers such comfort options as 3 individual
compartments for .~~ privacy of crew and passengers, restroom facihhes, a center aisle and writing
tables allowing passengers to move about and work
in flight, a 4-pla~e couch interior, and an 11-place
configuration With airline-style seating for commuter airline _?peration or high-density corporate
use. Queen A1r B80 also has air ambulance and
scientific research applications. An optional cargo
door is available.

Specifications
Span 50 feet 4 inches; length 35 feet 6 inches;
height 14 feet 2.56 inches; gross weight 8,200
pounds; useful load 3,205 pounds; engines 2 Lycoming IGS0-480-A1E6 rated at 320 horsepower.

Specifications
Span 50 feet 3 inches; length 35 feet 6 inches;
height 14 feet 2%6 inches; gross weight 8,800
pounds; useful load 3,760 pounds; engines 2 380horsepower Lycoming IGS0-540-A1D.

Performance

C~ise s.peed 214 miles per hour; cruise range 1,655
m~es w1th optional 264-gallon fuel tanks; rate of
climb at gross weight 1,375 feet per minute· service
ceiling 30,000 feet.
'

Performance
Cruise speed 224 miles per hour; cruise range 1,200
miles standard, 1,560 with optional 264-gallon fuel
tanks; rate of climb at gross weight 1,275 feet per
minute; service ceil~g 28,900 feet.
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BEECHCRAFT SUPER HIS

BEECHCRAFT 99 AIRLINER

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Since its introduction in 1937, the Beechcraft Model
18 has had an outstanding record as an executive,
military, and utility twin-engine airplane. Powered
by reliable Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Wasp Jr. engines, the Super H18 is in service throughout the
world. More than 7,000 have been produced.

The Beechcraft 99 Airliner is a 17-place rurbinepowered aircraft introduced in 1967 to complement
the 11-place Beechcraft Queen Airliner in the airline and scheduled air taxi markets. More than 100
are in scheduled airline service. Versatility of loading can be achieved by means of an optional cargo
door adjacent to the regular passenger air-stair door
and of a movable bulkhead to provide a cargo compartment separated from the passenger cabin. Dualwheel main l~nding gear, reverse-thrust propellers,
and automatic propeller feathering are other feah.Ires. A more powerful Beechcraft 99A Airliner is
offered for use in areas at high altitudes and with
extreme temperatures.

Specifications

Span 49 feet 8 inches; length 35 feet 2.5 inches;
height 9 feet 4 inches; gross weight 9,900 pounds;
useful weight 4,055 pounds; engines 2 450-horsepower Pratt & Whitney Wasp Jr.
Performance

Cruise speed at 300 horsepower per engine 220
miles per hour; cruise range 1,530 miles; rate of
climb, 2 engines 9,900 pounds, 1,400 feet per minute; service ceiling, 2 engines 9,400 pounds, 21,400
feet.

Specifications

Span 45 feet 10.5 inches; length 44 feet 6.81 inches;
height 14 feet 4.25 inches; gross weight at takeoff
10,200 pounds; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
PT6A-20 of 550 shaft horsepower ( 99), 2 Pratt &
Whitney PT6A-27 of 625 shaft horsepower ( 99A).
Performance

Cruise speed at 8,000 feet and maAimum cruise
power, 254 miles per hour; cruise range in airline
use 375 miles; rate of climb, 2 engines 10,400
pounds, 1,700 feet per minute; service ceiling 2
engines 26,160 feet.
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BEECHCRAFT BARON B55
Prim e Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

BEECHCRAFT DUKE, MODEL 60
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Lowest priced of the Beechcraft Baron line, the
B55 offers 225-mile-an-hour cruise, range in excess
of 1 220 miles including reserves, and remarkable
ecodomy. M01~e than 2,100 Barons have b een produced by Beech Aircraft since the introduction of
the plane in 1961. Barons are in private, governm ent, and training use throughout the free world.

The Beechcraft Duke is a 6-place addition to the
company's fl eet of pleasure, business, corporate, and
airline aircraft. It ranks in size b etween the lighttwin Beechcraft Baron and the h eavy-twin Beechcraft Queen Air. Cabin pressurization allows sealevel atmosphere conditions to a flight level of
10,100 feet and a cabin altitude of only 8,000 feet at
21,600 feet. A highly efficient environmental system
includes optional air conditioning. Turbocharged
engines and all-weather avionics as standard equipment afford fast reliable over-the-weather flight.

Specifications

Span 37 feet 10 inches; length 27 feet 3 inches;
h eight 9 feet 7 inches; gross w eight 5,100 pounds;
useful load 2,025 pounds; engines 2 Continental
10-470-L rated at 260 horsepower.

'

'

Specifications

Span 39 feet 3 inches; length 33 feet 10 inches;
height 12 feet 4 inches; gross weight 6,725 pounds;
engines 2 Lycoming TI0-541-ElA4 rated at 380
horsepower each.

Performance

Cruise speed 225 miles per hour; cruise range, 45
p ercent power on 142 gallons, 1,225 miles; rate of
climb 2 engines 1,670 feet per minute; service ceiling 19,700 feet.

Performance

Cruise speed 278 miles per hour; cruise range at
45 percent power, 204 gallons, 1,175 miles; rate of
climb, 2 engines 5,200 pounds, 2,373 feet per minute; service ceiling, 2 engines 5,200 pounds, 35,800
feet.
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BEECHCRAFT TURBO BARON
Prime Contractor: Beech AiTcraft Corporation

BEECHCRAFT BARON D55
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
A combination of high spe d and spectacular singlee ng iJ1 e p erformm1ce provid d by twin 380-horsepow er turbocharged L ycoming engines makes the
Beechcraft Turbo Baron the fastest light h:vin in its
class . The Turbo Baron was design d ~"''Pressly for
high-altitude instrument flight, yet it retains the
ab ility of the Beechcraft Baron family to carry big
loads long distances with outstanding flight characteristics under all conditions. The B echcraft Turbo
Baron also pioneered the introduction of refrigeration-type air conditioning in the light-hvin fi eld.

Remarks
T win 285-horsepower fuel-inj ection engines make
possible safe, reliable operation from improved or
unin1proved landing areas as short as 968 feet. Actual takeoff ground run needed for the fully loaded
Baron D55 is only 596 feet. Useful load of 2,225
pounds can include up to 6 p eople as well as 820
pounds of cargo.
Specifications
Span 37 feet 10 inches; length 28 feet 3 inches;
h eight 9 feet 7 inches; gross weight 5,300 pounds;
useful load 2,225 pounds; engines 2 Continental
I0-520-C rated at 285 horsepower each.

Specifications
Span 37 feet 10 inches; length 28 feet 3 inches;
height 9 feet 7 inches; gross weight 5,990 pounds;
useful load 2,340 pounds; engines 2 Lycoming TI0541-E1B4.

Performance
Cruise speed 230 miles per hour; cruise range at
45 percent power, 142 gallons, 1,143 miles; rate of
climb 2 engines 1,670 feet per minute; service ceiling 20,900 feet.

Performance
Cruise speed 290 miles p er hour; range 1,299 miles
on 204 gallons at 45 percent power; rate of climb at
gross weight 2,020 feet p er minute; service ceiling
32,200 feet at gross weight.
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BEECHCRAFT TURBO BONANZA

BEECHCRAFT BONANZA V35A

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Pacing the Bonanza line of single-engine, retractable-gear Beechcrafts is the Turbo Bonanza with a
285-horsepo":er turbocharged engine for high-altitude and high-speed performance. A maximum
speed of 250 miles an hour at 19,000 feet and an
absolute ceiling of over 30,000 feet are possible. The
4- to ~-place_Turb_o Bonanza features a speed-sweep
one-prece wmdshwld and stylish interior selections
of leathers, vinyls, and fabrics.

The Beechcraft Bonanza has earned its place as a
classic among single-engine aircraft, with more than
9,000 units produced. Refinements includ~ a sp~ed
sweep windshield, a wide ran~e o~ exteno: pamts,
and options in quality custom 1ntenor appomtments
and communication and navigation systems. The
Bonanza V35A seats 4 to 6.
Specifications

Span 33 feet 5.5 inches; length ~6 feet 4.5 inches;
height 6 feet 6.5 inches; gross weight 3,400 pounds;
useful load 1,442 pounds; engine Continental I0520-B rated at 285 horsepower.

Specifications

Span 33 feet 5.5 inches; length 26 feet 4.5 inches·
height 6 feet 6.5 inches; gross weight 3,400 pounds;
useful load 1,379 pounds; engine Continental 285horsepower TSI0-520-D.

Performance

Cruise speed 203 miles per hour; cruise range 599
miles standard, 1,111 miles with optional 80-gallon
tanks; rate of climb 1,136 feet per minute; service
ceiling 17,500 feet.

Performance

C~ise speed 230 mile~•. per hour; cruise range 574
rmles standard, 1,082 with optional SO-gallon tanks·
rate of climb 1,225 feet per minute; service ceiling
29,500 feet.
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BEECHCRAFT BONANZA E33
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

BEECHCRAFT BONANZA E33A
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation
Rmnarks

Remarks

One of 7 models in the Beechcraft Bonanza line,
the .E33A brings a choice of swept vertical fin and
honzontal stabilizer to the line. The Bonanza E33A
offers roomy comfort for 4 or 5 passengers, a 285h~rs epower fuel-injection engine for speeds to 208
m1les per hour, and traditional Bonanza quality and
structural integrity.

Specifications

Economical entry in the Beechcraft Bonanza family,
the Bonanza E33 is capable of routine operation on
80-octane fuel. Its fuel-injection engine provides
185-mile-an-hour cruise, range in excess of 1,100
miles, useful load of over 1,100 pounds, and seating
for 4 or 5 passengers.
Span 32 feet 10 inches; length 25 feet 6 inches;
height 8 feet 3 inches; gross weight 3,050 pounds;
useful load 1,188 pounds; engine Continental 10470-K rated at 225 horsepower.

Specifications
Sp~n 32 feet 10 inches; length 25 feet 10 inches;
hetght 8 feet 3 inches; gross weight 3,300 pounds;
useful load 1,385 pounds; engine Continental 10520-B rated at 285 horsepower.

Performance

Cruise speed 185 miles per hour; cruise range 650
miles standard, 1,170 with optional 80-gallon fuel
tanks, plus 45-minute reserve; rate of climb 930 feet
per minute; service ceiling 17,800 feet.

Performance
C~ise speed 200 miles per hour; cruise range 595
miles standard, 1,080 with optional 80-aallon tanks·
rate of climb 1,200 feet per minute; se~ce ceiling
18,300 feet.
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BEECHCRAFT BONANZA 36
Prime Contractor: Beech Air

era

ftC

BEECHCRAFT AEROBATIC BONANZA

.
orporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
Remarks

Aimed at the utility aircraft
k
Bonanza 36 accommodate mar et, the Beechcraft
load of 1620 pounds T s. 6 passengers or a useful
'
· en mches
Io n.ger th an ot h ers
of the retractable-gear
.
1
line, the Bonanza 36 ha~ ;~~t~:-engme Beec~craft
12-square-foot openin on
. doors to provide a
cabin. Folding fifth a~d .th~ nght rear side of the
third and fourth seats SIX~ k;eats and removable
Beechcraft to cargo confi~~~~ti~n~onvert the new

An aerobatic model of the Beechcraft Bonanza line
designated the Aerobatic Beechcraft Bonanza E33C:
was introduced in 1968. When operated in the acrobatic category of FAA regulations, the Aerobatic
Beechcraft Bonanza is licensed for such flight maneuvers as rolls, inside loops, lmmelman turns, Cuban Eights, split "S" turns, snap rolls, spins, and
limited inverted flight. Four- or 5-place in utility
and business use, the aircraft is limited to pilot and
one passenger during aerobatic maneuvers. Standard equipment includes shoulder harnesses for both
front-seat passengers, quick-release cabin door, and
g meter.

Specifications

Span 32 feet 10 inches; len th 26
.
height 8 feet 5 inches· ross g .
feet 8 mches;
useful load 1 620 po '
~eight 3,600 pounds;
520-B rated
285 hun s; engme Continental 10orsepower.

;t

8

Specifications

Performance

Span 32 feet 10 inches; length 25 feet 6 inches;
height 8 feet 3 inches; gross weight 3,300 pounds;
useful load 1,382 pounds; engine Continental I0520-B rated at 285 horsepower.

Cruise speed 195 miles
h
.
miles, plus reserves· rat~er f o~.r; cruise range 980
minute at gross. weig'ht· serov· c Im~l. 1,015 feet per
'
Ice Cei mg 16,000 feet.

Performance

Cruise speed 200 miles per hour; cruise range, optional fuel, 1,080 miles, plus reserves; rate of climb
1,200 feet per minute; service ceiling 18,300 feet.
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BEECHCRAFT MUSKETEER SUPER

BEECHCRAFT MUSKETEER CUSTOM

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
A wide selection of exterior colors and of interior
colors, fabrics, and vinyl combinations is offered in
the versatile Beechcraft Musketeer Custom. Economical in operation from paved or unimproved
airports, it also offers optional aerobatic capabilities.
Its !SO-horsepower fuel-injection engine gives a top
speed of 151 miles an hour and a range up to 860
miles, with a useful load of 1,085 pounds.

Pe~~rmance _leader of the fusketeer line of sport,
trauung, busmess, and pleasure aircraft, the Musket~er Super has a 200-horsepower fuel-injection
engme and standard 4-place interior. Options include seating for 6, constant-speed propeller, and
left-sid e entry door.
Specifications

Span 32 f_eet 9 inches; length 25 feet 1 inch; height
8 feet 3 mches; gross w eight 2,200 pounds utility
category, 2,550 pounds normal category; useful load
normal category 1,140 pounds; engine 200-horsepower Lycoming I0-360-A2B.

Specifications

Span 32 feet 9 inches; length 25 feet 1.25 inches;
height 8 feet 3 inches; gross weight utility category
2,030 pounds, normal category 2,450 pounds; useful
load normal category 1,085 pounds; engine !SOhorsepower Lycoming 0-360-A2G.

Performance

C~ise speed 150 miles per hour; cruise range 823
miles; rate of climb 880 feet per minute; service
ceiling 14,850 feet.

Performance
Cruise speed 143 miles per hour; cruise range 860
miles; rate of climb 820 feet per minute; service
ceiling 13,650 feet.
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BEECHCRAFT MUSKETEER SPORT

BEECHCRAFT MODEL 45 MENTOR

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Sport flying for 2, pilot training, and optional aerobatic capabilities set apart the Beechcraft Muske~eer Sport. To~ speed .is 140 miles an hour; range
IS about 900 nnles. As m the entire Musketeer line
latest technology, including metal bonding, is em~
played for weight reduction, strength, and optimum
performance. More than 2,000 Musketeers have
been produced.

The Beechcraft Model 45 Mentor, a single-engine,
2-place airplane, has been in. service as a J?rimary
and basic-advanced trainer smce 1948. Designated
T-34A (photo) by the Air Force and T-34B b~ the
Navy, it gained universal acceptance. as a .highly
successful postwar trainer. Eleven nahons-mcluding Chile, Venezuela, Argenti~a.' C.olombia, .El Salvador, Japan, Mexico, the Phihppmes, Spa~, a~d
Turkey-operated or still operate. the ':er~atile aircraft for pilot training and special miSSions. The
Mentor has been manufactured in Japan and Argentina under license from Beechcraft.

Specifications

Span 32 feet 9 inches; length 25 feet; height 8 feet
3 inches; gross weight utility category 2,030 pounds,
normal category 2,250 pounds; useful load normal
category 900 pounds; engine !50-horsepower Lycoming 0-320-E2C.

Specifications

Span 32 feet 10 inches; length ~5 feet 11 inches;
height 9 feet 7 inches; empty weight 2,174 pounds
( T -34A), 2,228 pounds ( T -34B) ; en~ine 1 2~
horsepower Continental 0-470-13; landmg gear tricycle, retractable (same as for Bonanza); tandem
cockpits under continuous canopy.

Performance

Cruise speed 131 miles per hour; cruise range 883
miles; rate of climb 900 feet per minute; service
ceiling 14,900 feet.

Performance (T-34A)

Maximum speed 189 miles per hour; . ma~?-m
cruise speed 173 miles per hour; serviC_e ceiling
20,000 feet; maximum cruise range 737 miles.
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L-230, U-80 SEMINOLE
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

T-42A INSTRUMENT TRAINER

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The U-8D is the military version of the Beechcraft
Model E50 Twin Bonanza. Under contract in 1960,
a number of U-8Ds were modified to the RL-23D
( RU-8D) configuration incorporating the APQ-86
SLAR radar installation. The U-8D is a high-performance, all-weather personnel transport for 6 persons, including one or 2 pilots. The all-metal, lowwing monoplane is r~adily ad~ptable for carryin~
Jitter patients as an au evacuation ambulance, or It
can be used as a cargo transport or twin-engine
trainer. A total of 206 U-8Ds were purchased from
1952 through the 1965 fiscal year.

The T-42A, _military counterpart of the Beechcraft
Baron B55, IS used as a fixed-winrr twin-engine instrument trai~e~ by the Army A~~tion School Instrument Trammg Division at Fort Rucker Alaba~a. Secondary mission of the aircraft is' tv.rinengi~e transition of single-engine-rated aviators and
service as a light personnel transport.
Specifications

Span
gross

37.~ feet; length 27.3
weigh~ 5,100 pounds;

feet; height 9.6 feet;
empty weight 3,423
poun_d~; e~gmes 2 Continental 6-cylinder I0-470-L
fuel-m]echon engines rated at 260 horsepower; constant-speed, full-feathering propellers; dual instrumented for. student training and equipped for allwe~ther flymg; cabin arranged for 3 students and
an mstructor.

Specifications

1

Span 45 feet 33/s inches; length 31 feet 6 %6 inches;
height 11 feet 6.5 inches; empty weight 5,036
pounds; gross weight 7,?00 poun?s; engines 2 340
Lycoming 0-480-1, 6-cylind~r, honzont~lly opposed,
supercharged; retractable. tricycle landmg gear with
single wheels; controls smgle column throw-over;
bench seats front and back.

Performance

High speed at sea level 205 knots; cruise speed at
65. percent 1.91 knots; rate of climb 1,670 feet per
~mute; service ceiling 19,700 feet; absolute ceiling
-..1,000 fee~; ran~e, 45 percent power 10,000 feet,
1,065 nautical miles plus 45-minute reserve.

Performance

Maximum diving speed 261 knots/300 miles per
hour; maximum cruise speed at 6,500 feet 202
knots/232 miles per hour; cruise speed at 65 percent
power at 10,000 feet 176 knots/202 miles per hour;
service ceiling 2 engines 26,300 feet; service ceiling
single engine 10,000 feet; maximum range 1,298
nautical miles/1,493 statute miles.
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L-23F, U-8F SEMINOLE
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

U-21A
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The U-8F (L-23F) is the military version of the
Beech craft Queen Air Model 65. T!ie 7-place command liaison transport is quickly adaptable to cargo
transporting or air ambulance applications. It is also
adaptable as an instrument or twin-r:.ngine train er.
Oxygen supply outlets are located at each station.
Engin.e f~el injection eliminates icing from fuel
:~ponzat10n. Propeller blade anti-icing alcohol, deIcmg boots on outboard wing and stabilizer leading
e~ges, and ':"indshield defrost, alcohol spray, and
wipers permit all-weather operation. Seventy-one of
the aircraft were delivered to the Army b etween
1959 and 1964.

The U-21A is a military combination of th e corporate turbin e-povvered Beechcraft King Air 90 and
the Beechcraft Queen Air. The unpressurized, highperformance, all-weather ~tilit!' transport fea tures a
spacious, comfortable cabm with a large cargo door
that accommodates articles up to 53.5 inches by
51.5 inches. It is designe d to carry 10 combat-ready
troops and 2 pilots, but it can b e qui~kly adapted t_o
carry 3 litter and 3 ambulatory. patients as an _au
evacuation ambulance. Beech Aucraft Corporation
received a contract to produce 129 of the aircraft.
Specifications

Span 45 feet 10.5 inches; length 35 fee~ 6 inches;
height 14 feet 2o/Ja inches; empty we_Ight 5,235
pounds; gross weight 9,650 ~ounds;. engmes 2 550shaft-horsepower Pratt & Whitney A~rcraft PT6A-20
free shaft turbines with full feathermg and reversing propellers; re tractable tricycl e landing gear
with single wheels.

Specifications

Span 45 feet 10.5 inches; length 33 feet 4 inches ·
height 14_feet 2 inches; empty weight 5,112 pounds;
gross weight 7,700 pounds; engines 2 340 Lycoming .0-480-3, supercharged, fuel-injected, 6-cylinder,
honzor:tall:;: opposed; retractable tricycle landing
gear WI~h SI.ngle wheels; dual controls side by side;
2 seats m pilot compartment, 5 in cabin.

Performance

Maximum cruise speed at 10,000 feet 248 miles per
hour; service ceiling 2 engines 26,100 feet; service
ceiling single engine 12,200 feet; maximum cruise
range 960 miles.

Performance

Maximum diving speed 261 knots/301 miles per
hour; maximum cruise speed at 12,000 feet 208
knots/240 miles per hour; cruise speed at 65 p ercent
power at 10,000 feet 165 knots/190 miles p er hour;
service ceiling 2 engin es 27,000 feet; service ceiling
single engine 7,650 feet; maximum range 1,189 nautical miles/1,367 statute miles .
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SURFACE EFFECT SlllP

SK-10
Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division of Textron Inc.

Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division of T extron Inc.
Re1narks

R emarks

~ 100-ton Surface Effect Ship ( SES) is b eing destgned for the Navy and the Maritime Administration of the D epartment of Commerce by Textron's
Bell . Aerosp_ace Company, U.S. pioneer in airc~tsluon vehtcle ~esign, production, and operation
sm_ce _1958 . A_ rad1eal departure from standard shipbmldmg destgn, maten als, and techniques could
make the proposed craft capable of speeds of 80
~nots _or more. _The test_craft would ride on a dragIeducu:g cusluon of atr contained by catamaranstyle Side hulls and flexible bow and stem seals.
When cruising, the center portion of the hull would
b~ clear _of the wat~r and ~ntirely supported by the
air cushwn. The au cushiOn \Vould be generated
a~d maintain_ed by_a system of multiple lift-fans.
Hig~-powered r;narme gas turbine engines would
provide propulsion by driving supercavitating prop ellers located astern of each of the 2 side hulls.
The cabin design is for maximum comfort and
safety for observers and a crew of 4. In addition to
livin~ q~arters, it would also house navigation, commumcahon, and test monitoring equipment.

A ne'vv concept for military, air-cushion vehicles has
been designed by Textron s Bell Aero~pace Company. The SK-10 can quickly an_d efficiently tran_sport personnel, supplies, and eqmpme~t from a sh1p
throuah the surf inland to an appropnate debarkation z~ne. With a 75-ton payload from stage lengths
up to 240 nautical miles, the SK-10 can carry cargoes at 55 knots in sea state 3 or 65 knots m sea
state 1 without regard to water depth or submerg_ed
hazards. The craft utilizes an open well deck With
bow and stem ramps which exp edite the loading
and unloading of cargo. With its flexible air-actuated trunks extending 4 feet below the hard structure the SK-10 will operate into and out of a landing 'ships dock (LSD) and an amphibious transport dock (LPD), and consideration has been given
to the planned FDL and LHA ships. Four 3,610shaft-horsepower gas turbine engines provide power
for the SK-10.
Specifications

Length 80 feet; width 48 feet; height (on cushion)
23 feet; cargo area 1,800 square feet; normal gross
weight 308,000 pounds; normal payload 150,000
pounds.

Specifications

L ength 72 feet; width 33 feet; h eight 25 feet· normal gross weight 100 tons; nonnal payload 10' tons.

PerforJnance
Performance

Maximum speed 71 knots.

Speed 80-plus knots.
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SK-5 (U.S. ARMY)

SK-5 (U.S. NAVY)

Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division of Textron Inc.

Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division of Textron Inc.

Remarks
Three Bell-built SK-5 air-cushion vehicles ( ACV),
delivered to the U.S. Army in the spring of 1968,
served as a unit in Vietnam during 1969. They were
based in the Mekong River Delta region. The highspeed amphibious craft can be used for river patrol,
reconnaissance, troop insertion, rescue, search and
destroy, and logistic support missions over water,
land, mud, marsh, ice, or snow. The 3 craft were the
first to roll off Bell's new quantity production line
and represented the Army's first ACV production
buy. The armed and armored craft also are the first
com~~t ACVs built exclusively in the United States
to military specifications. They feature an improved
control system, an expanded cabin door which will
acc~~odate a jeep-size vehicle, a self-contained
a~ihary power uni~ and split hydraulic system, and
h_igh-strength flat s1dedecks in place of the curved
s1dedecks of previous m9,dels.

Remarks
Three Model 7232 SK-5 air-cushion vehicles (ACV),
delivered to the U.S. Navy in 1966, were deployed
to Vietnam in May of that year. The high-speed
amphibious craft, designated PACVs for Patrol AirCushion Vehicles, have been utilized for river patrol, troop insertion, reconnaissance, rescue, search
and destroy, and logistic support missions. They
have been instrumental in a number of Allied victories in the Mekong River Delta region and farther
north in the area of Hue. The craft are modified
SR. N5 Hovercraft produced in England by British
Hovercraft Corporation Ltd.
Specifications
Length 39 feet; width 22.9 feet; gross weight 18,350
pounds; power plant 1 General Electric 1,000-shafthorsepower marine gas turbine.
Performance
Maximum speed 55 knots; obstacle clearance 3.5foot solid wall, 5-foot earth mound, 5- to 6-foot
vegetation, ditches up to 12 feet wide and 8 feet
deep.

Specifications

Le?ghth(3k8. fe~tfl10 din)ches; width 23 feet 9 inches;
h e1g t s 1rt m ate
15 feet l l inches; cabin floor
area 12 feet by 8 feet; gross weight 17,000 pounds;
power plant 1 General Electric LM100 1,150-shafthorsepower marine gas turbine.
Performance
Maximum speed 60 knots; range 175 nautical miles
at 50 knots; wave clearance at 40 knots 4 5 feet·
obstacle clearance 3.5-foot solid wall, 5-foo.t earth
mound, 5- to 6-foot vegetation, ditches up to 12 feet
wide and 8 feet deep.
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X-148 VTOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division of T extron Inc.

X-22A V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division of Textron Inc.

Remarks

Remarks

The X-14, d esigned and built by Bell under an Air
Force contract awarded in 1955, was the first VTOL
airplane to employ the jet vectored thmst principle.
The airplane was d elivered to NASA's Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California, in October
1959. NASA replaced the original Armstrong-Sidd eley Viper engines with General Electric J85
turbojets for increased thmst. The X-14B has improved thmst diverters and hover controls and a
new digital computer Variable Stability System
(VSS). Primary purpose of NASA's X-14B program
is to research and define the stability and control
system requirements for V/STOL aircraft. In addition, it has been used for test pilot familiarization
and for investigation and simulation of the approach phase of lunar landings for Project Apollo.

The X-22A research aircraft was developed by Bell
Aerospace as part of a triservice V/STOL program to explore the mechanical and aerodynamic
characteristics of this revolutionary concept of flight
and to evaluate the military potential of the concept. Under a Navy-administered contract, Bell
built 2 of these dual-tandem, ducted-propeller
aircraft. A unique variable stability and control system is combined with high control power levels and
a 3-engine hovering capability to provide an extremely versatile V/STOL research air.craft. T~e
X-22A was rolled out on May 25, 1965; It made Its
first flight on March 17, 1966. It mad~ its fir~t vertical takeoff and transition to conventional flight on
March 1, 1967. The aircraft has completed the
aerodynamics and structural demonstration program
flights of the Variable Stability System. The X-22~
was scheduled for delivery to the Navy for additional research.

Specifications

Span 34 feet; length 25 feet; tail height 8 feet; gross
weight 4,000 pounds.

Specifications
Performance

Span 39.2 feet; length 39.6 feet; height 20.69 feet;
VTOL gross weight 15,980 pounds (stan.dard day, 1
engine out) ; engines 4 General Electric YT58-8D
turboshaft 1,250 horsepower each.

Operational speed 160 knots; maximum speed 180
knots.

Performance

Speed 325 miles per hour; endurance 3 hours; range
480 nautical miles.
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AIRCRAFT

LUNAR LANDING TRAINING VEHICLE
Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division of Textron Inc.

4 7G-3B-l, 4 7G-3B-2 HELICOPTERS
Prime Contractor: Bell H elicopter Company

Remarks

The 47G-3B-1 3-place utility h elicopter was first d elivered in January 1963. Its successor, th e 47G-3B-2,
joined the Bell commercial line in 1968. The 47G3B-2 is a b alanced, all-purpose utility and p assenger vehicle with a supercharg~? engin~ to p~ovide
maximum gross weight capabihty at lngh_ ~ltitudes
and elevated a mbient temperature conditions. Its
24-volt electrical system, with a 50-ampere generator, provides ample electrical po~er for operatio_n
of utility equipment and acce~s~nes. The hydrauhc
pump is located on the transmisswn to_ assure operation of hydraulic boost controls dunng power-off
autorotation.

Remarks

The Lunar Landing Training Vehicle (LLTV), designed and built by Bell Aerospace for NASA, is
an earth-based, nonaerodynamic craft used to train
astronauts in lunar landing techniques for the Apollo
program. It employs a gimbaled General Electric
CF700-2V turbofan engine mounted vertically in
the center of the _vehicle. The engine is constantly
throttled to provide support for only five-sixths of
the total weight of the vehicle. Thus, the engine
counteracts five-sixths of the earth's gravity. The
remaining one-sixth earth gravity is comparable to
~e gravity of the n;oon. _Lift ~or the remaining onesiXth of the LL TV s weight IS provided by 2 Bell
lift rockets. Controlled by the pilot, these rockets
simulate the engine used for the lunar landing. A
closed-loop acceleration sensing system automatically controls the jet engine attitude and jet throttle
to cancel aerodynamic drag forces. There are 16 attitude control rockets coupled with a variable stability autopilot system. Together, they provide a
simulation of the actual Lunar Module reaction
control system. Settings of the attitude control
rockets can b e ground adjusted between 18 and 90
pounds thrust, permitting exact duplication of Lunar Module control characteristics.

Specifications

Fuselage length 32.6 feet; overall length 43.2 f~et;
main rotor diameter 37.12 feet; normal gross weight
2,950 pounds; basic configuration w~ight 1,892
pounds; us eful load 1,058 pounds ; engme Lycoming TV0-435 turbosupercharged, 270 takeoff horsepower (47G-3B-1) , 280 shaft hors epower at 3,200
revolutions per minute (47G-3B-2).
Performance

Maximum speed, sea level, 105 miles p er hour;
cruise speed 81 to 83 miles p er hour; maximum
range at 10,000 feet 296 miles; rate of climb_ 880
feet per minute (47G-3B-1), 1,420 feet p er mmute
(47G-3B-2); hover ceiling ICE 20,000 feet; service
ceiling 20,000 feet.

Specifications

Height 11 feet 4 inches; 4 truss legs spread 13 feet
4 inches; power plant single gimbaled, vertically
mounted GE CF700-2V, axial flow aft fan, 4,200
pounds thrust; takeoff w eight 4,051 pounds.
Performance

Sp eed 30 feet per second (vertical), 60 feet p er second (horizontal); maximum altitude 1,000 feet.
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AIRCRAFT

4 7G-5 HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

4 7G-4A HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Bell H elicopter Company
Remarks
The 47G-4A is a balanced, all-purpose utility and
passenger vehicle capable of a wide range of operations at m edium altitudes and elevated temperatures. Its 24-volt electrical system, with 50-ampere
generator, provides ample electrical pO\ver for operation of utility equipment and accessories.

Remarks
model is well suited to
The 47G-5, Bell's economy k It id FAA certificated
'li
d vemment wor .
d .
tion described below an m a
uti ty an . go
in the bas1c configu.ra f greater useful loads. Its
stripped con~guration o:ccommodates many farm,
·
12-volt electncal system
.
and
police
accessones.
automo ti ve,

Specifications
Fuselage length 32.6 feet; overall length 43.2 feet;
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet; normal gross weight
2,950 pounds; basic configuration \veight 1,777
pounds; useful load 1,117 pounds; engine Lycoming
V0-540, 305 takeoff horsepower.

Specifications
II 1eng th 43 .2 f ee t·'
9 6 f t· overa
Fuselage len.gth 3.-· e;9 ' feet· nonnal gross weight
37
main rotor d1ametferl I · 1 19l pounds; engine Ly9 850
nds· use u oa '
... , . pouO 4,35 965 takeoff horsepower.
commg V - ' ...

d

Performance
I I 105 miles per hour
.
eed sea eve ,
,
Maxtmum sp f' limb normal gross weight, 860
. um rate
o. OGE
c
'
maxnn
.
hover
ceilin
· g, norma l gross,
·1·
5 900 feet· service
feet per mmute,
f t ICE hover eel mg '
'
1,350 ee ;
f t· ertificated altitude 20,000 feet.
ceiling 10,500 ee ' c

Performance (at normal gross)
Maximum speed, sea level, 105 miles per hour;
cruise speed 85 miles per hour; maximum range at
5,000 feet 259 miles; rate of climb 800 feet per
minute; hover ceiling OGE 3,900 feet, ICE 7,700
feet; service ceiling 11,200 feet; certificated altihtde
20,000 feet.
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TWIN TWO-TWELVE HELICOPTER

205A-l HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks -

Remarks

Scheduled for delivery in 1970, the Twin TwoTwelve provides new safety .and performance for
medium-size transport helicopters. The new twinjet is powered by 2 PT6T free-turbine engines manufactured by United Aircraft of Canada. These are
coupled to a combining gearbox with a single output shaft. Bell's new, 2-bladed, thin-tip main rotor,
called "whisper blades" because of the low sound
level, combines with the powerful engines. A variety of seating arrangements is available, from air
taxi seating of 14 passengers plus pilot to seating of
6: 8, or 10 passengers in customized corporate versiOns . .A sep~rate 28-cubic-foot luggage compartment IS provided in the tail boom. Quick, easy removal of passenger seats turns the Twin TwoTwelve into an airfreighter, aerial crane, aerial ambulance, or air rescue vehicle.

The 205A-1 is designed to provide multiple capability as a IS-passenger transport, cargo transport,
aerial crane, 6-litter ambulance, rescue vehicle, and
general utility helicopter. All configurations are designed as kits for providing quick conversion from
one configuration to another. The 205A-1 evolved
from the 204B commercial and UH-1 military helicopters. It is a reliable, versatile vehicle large
enough to perform heavy-duty operations yet small
enough for operation by a crew of one.
Specifications

Fuselage length 41.5 feet; overall length 57.1 feet;
overall width 9 feet; overall height 14.4 feet; main
rotor diameter 48 feet; tail rotor diameter 8.5 feet;
normal gross weight 9,500 pounds; external load
gross weight 10,500 pounds; maximum useful load
4,418 pounds; engine Lycoming T53-13A, 1,400
shaft horsepower.

Specifications

Fuselage l~ngth 41.5 feet; overall length 57.1 feet;
fu~ elage w1dth 9 feet; main rotor diameter 48 feet;
tml rotor diameter 8.5 feet; normal gross weight
10,000 poun~s; external load gross weight 10,500
pounds; maXImum. useful load 4,415 pounds (external 4,875); engme United Aircraft of Canada
PT6T Turbo Twin-Pac 1800 shaft h
d
rated to 1,250 for take~ff, and 1100 forsepowt.er e.
,
or con 1nuous
use up to maxtmum gross.

Performance

Maximum speed, sea level, 138 miles per hour;
maximum continuous cruise speed at 8,000 feet 124
miles per hour; maximum rate of climb, sea level,
2,770 feet per minute; hover ceiling OCE 16,200
feet, ICE 20,000 feet; service ceiling 20,000 feet;
range at sea-level cruise 334 miles, at 8,000-foot
cruise 404 miles.

Performance (preliminary data)

Takeoff gross weight 10,000 pounds, sea level,
st~ndard day; range_ 280 miles; cruise speed 126
miles p. er hour;
h maximum rate of climb 1,850 f ee t
p er mmute; over ceiling OCE 10,000 feet, ICE
17,100 feet.
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AIRCRAFT

UH-lC, UH-lE IROQUOIS HEliCOPTERS
Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

206A JETRANGER
Piime Contractor: Bell H elicopter Company
Remarks

Remarks

The Model 206A J etRanger is a 5-place, turbinepowered , light business and utility helicopter. Introduced to commercial service in January 1967, the
206A has found exceptional acceptance. It is in production by Bell and licensees. :M ore than 700 have
b een built; they are b eing used in 35 countlies.

The UH-1C and the UH-1E are 8- to 10-place military utility and armed helicopters, in service since
June 1965. UH-lC is the Army version; U!f-1E, the
Marine Corps configuration. Both are denved from
the Army UH-1B, in service since 1961. A new ve:sion of the Cis the HueyTug (photo). Int:x:oduced m
1968, the HueyTug is a retrofitted versiOn of the
UH-1C capable of lifting a 3-ton ext~mal payload.
HueyTug uses a Lycoming T55_ engme and h_as a
50-foot-diameter rotor and a maxnnum gross we1ght,
with external load, of 14,000 pounds. Specifications
listed are for the basic UH-1C. The Navy also employs TH-1L (training) and UH-1L (utility) versions
of the UH-1E configuration with an upgraded T53L-13 engine and has ordered a similar HH-1K helicopter for delivery in 1970.

Specifications

Overall length 39.1 feet; overall width 6 feet 4
inches; overall height 9 fe et 5 inches; normal gross
w eight 3,000 pounds; useful load 1,925 pounds; engine Allison Model 250-C18, 317 horsepower.
Performance (at normal gross)

Maximum speed, sea level, 150 miles per hour;
cruise speed 131 miles per hour; range 392 miles at
8,000 feet; service ceiling 17,700 feet; hover ceiling
OGE 3,350 feet, ICE 7,900 feet; rate of climb 1,450
feet p er minute.

Specifications

Overall length 53 feet; fuselage length 42.6 feet;
height 12.6 feet; empty we~ght 4,842 pounds (C),
5,055 pounds (E); gross we1g_ht 9,500 pounds; engine Lycoming T53-L-ll turbme, 1,100 shaft horsepower.
Performance

Maximum speed 161 miles per hour; c~ise speed
138 miles per hour; normal range ~86 m~l.es; rate of
climb 1,849 feet per minute; service ceiling 21,000
feet; hover ceiling OGE 11,800 feet, ICE 15,800
feet.
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AIRCRAFT

UH-lF IROQUOIS HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

UH-lH IROQUOIS HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

Remarks

The UH-1F is the Air Force version of the Model
204 series. In service since March 1964, it seats 11
and is used as a missile site support vehicle.

The UH-1H, an Army tactical transport with a
standard payload of 11 troops, became operational
in 1967.

Specifications

Specifications

Fu~elage len_gth 41.1 feet; overall length 57.1 feet;
mam rotor diameter_48 feet; maximum gross weight
9,000 poun~s; maxrmum payload plus fuel 4,098
pounds; engme General Electric T58-3 1 272 shaft
horsepower military rating, sea level. ' '

Fuselage length 41.9 feet; overall length 57.1 feet;
fuselage width 8.6 feet; main rotor diameter 48
feet; maximum gross weight 9,500 pounds; maximum payload plus fuel 4,181 pounds; engine Lycoming T53-13 of 1,400 shaft horsepower (sea-level
takeoff).

Performance

Maximum _speed a~ fu~l gross weight 115 miles per
hour; maximum still-au
range 352 m"l
.
I es; maximum
.
I eveI rate of climb
seafull
gross
f
·
h
..
'
, 1,360 ee t per
mmute; . over .c.eilmg OGE 5,800 feet, ICE 9 600
feet; serVIce ceihng 12,400 feet.
'

Performance

Maximum speed at 9,500 pounds gross 127 miles
per hour; maximum still-air range 318 miles; OGE
hover ceiling at full gross 1,100 feet; ICE hover
ceiling 13,600 feet; service ceiling 12,600 feet; maximum rate of climb, sea level, 1,600 feet per minute.

UH-lN IROQUOIS HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Bell Heli~opter Company
Remarks

The UH-1N is a twin-engine version of the singleengine UH-1H. The Air Force has ordered 79 of the
twinned N versions, deliveries starting in 1969. The
Navy has ordered 62, of which 22 are earmarked
for the Marines. Deliveries will start in January
1971. The UH-1N is powered by United Aircraft of
Canada PT6 Twin-Pac, 1,800 shaft horsepower.
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AIRCRAFT

AH-IG HUEYCOBRA
Prime Contractor: Bell H elicopter Company

OH-I3S SIOUX HELICOPTER
Prin1e Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

Remarks

The AH-1C HueyCobra is a 2-place high-speed
~r~ support h ehcopter in Army and Marine service;
It mcorporates stub "vings for ordnance stores and
a~nose-mounted turret. The AH-1C has a 2-bladed ,
oor-hinge," 44-foot-diameter main rotor and a 2bladed tail rotor. HueyCobra went into operational
service in 1967.

In service since September 1963 and still in production, the OH-13S is a 3-place Army observation
helicopter.
Specifications

Fuselage length 32.3 feet; overall length 43.2 feet;
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet; normal gross weight
2,850 pounds; empty weight 1,936 pounds; engine
Lycoming TV0-435-25 supercharged, 260 horsepower.

Specifications

Fuselage length 44.4 feet; overall length 52.97 feet;

fus e~age width 3.5 feet; overall height 13.5 feet;

Performance

m axunum gross weight 9,500 pounds; maximum
payload plus fu el 3,404 pounds; engine Lycoming
T53-13, sea-level mihtary rating of 1,400 shaft
horsepower.
·

Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed
83 to 93 miles per hour; maximum still-air range 255
miles; maximum sea-level rate of climb 550 feet per
minute; hover ceiling OCE 14,800 feet, ICE 18,000
feet; service ceiling 18,500 feet.

Performance

Maximum speed 219 miles p er hour; ma.'Cimum sealevel rate of climb full aross 1 580 feet per minute,·
'
ICE hover ceiling' 9,900b feet;' service
ceiling 12,700
feet; maximum still-air range 387 miles.

AH-IJ HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Bell H elicopter Company
Uemarks

The AH-1J is a twin-engine version of the singleengine AH-1C. In 1968 the Marine Corps placed an
order for 49 of th e twinned high-speed weapons
platforms, powered by UAC PT6 Twin-Pac, 1,800
shaft horsepower (military designation of PT6 TwinPac is T400).
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AIRCRAFT

OH-58A OBSERVATION HELICOPTER

TH-l3T TRAINING HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

Remarks

The OH-58A was named winner of the Army's reopened light observation helicopter competition;
Bell received an order fo~ 2,200 of the 5-place,
turbine-powered aircraft, With deliveries beginning
in 1969 and continuing through mid-1972. The OH58A is a variant of the commercial JetRanger.

The TH-13T is a basic instrument trainer first delivered to the Army in December 1964. Still in production, it is a 2-place derivative of the Model 47.
Specifications

Fuselage length 32.3 feet; overall leng~h 43.2 feet;
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet; maximum gross
weight 2,950 pounds; empty weight 2,057 pounds;
engine Lycoming TV0-435-D1B supercharged, 270
horsepower.

Specifications

Fuselage length 32.3 feet; overall length 41 feet;
fuse~age width 6.4 .feet; overall height 9.5 feet;
maxunum gross wetght 3,000 pounds; maximum
payload plus fuel 695 pounds; engine Allison T63~-700, 317 shaft horsepower sea-level military ratmg.

Performance

Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed
83 to 93 miles per hour; maximum still-air range 235
miles; maximum sea-level rate of climb 900 feet per
minute; OGE hover ceiling at maximum gross
weight 10,500 feet; IGE hover ceiling 16,000 feet;
service ceiling 16,800 feet.

Performance (at maximum gross)

Maximum speed 150 miles per hour; maximum sealevel rate of climb 1,560 feet per minute; hover ceiling OGE 6,000 f~et, IGE.10,?00 feet; service ceiling
16,200 feet; maXllllum still-au range 356 miles.
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AIRCRAFT

TH- 57 TRAINING HELICOPTER

MODEL 533 COMPOUND HELICOPTER

Prim e Contract 01.: Bell H ehcopter
.
Company

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

I~ ~

68

Remarks

The Model 533 high-performance compound helicopter is a thrice-modified YH-40, the fourth aircraft of the UH-1 series, built in 1956. It has been
involved in Army and company-sponsored flight
testing since 1959. In April 1969 the Model 533 recorded 316 miles per hour in level flight-a rotorcraft record-during a program conducted for the
Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories.

the Navy selected the TH-57A, a variant

~ h e c~_mmercial Model 206A JetRan ger, as its

8

~ t~r m_e training h elicopter. The Navy ordered
T ~ . e I~ aft; all are in service at Naval Air Basic
rammg ~ eadquarters , Pensacola, Florida.

4

Specifications

rus~lage le~gth 31.2 feet; overall length 39.1 feet;
use _age \VJdth 6.4 feet; overall height 9.6 feet;
maxmmm gross w eight 2,900 pounds; maximum
payload ..,.plus fuel 776 pounds; engine Allison 250C18, 31 / shaft horsepower military ratina0 at sea

Specifications

Standard production UH-1H 2-bladed, semirigid
rotor hub with low-twist, thin-tipped blades; modified UH-1 airframe powered by a Lycoming T53L-13 1,400-shaft-horsepower engine and 2 Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft JT12A-3 3,300-pound-static-thrust
engines mounted on stub wings for high-speed
flight.

kvel

Performance (at maximum gross)

Maximum speed 150 miles p er hour; maximum sea~evel rate of climb 1,470 feet per minute; hover ceilmg OGE 4,800 feet, ICE 8,700 feet; service ceiling
16,000 feet; m aximum still-air range 380 miles.

Performance

Maximum speed 316 miles per hour.
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AIRCRAFT

B-47E MEDIUM BOMBER

B-52H MISSILE PLATFORM BOMBER

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Remarks

Remarks

The B-47 Stratojet, first sweptwing, multijet airplane produced after World War II, was designed
as a strategic weapon system capable, with aerial
refueling, of operating over extended ranges. The
first B-47 was delivered to the Strategic Air Command in October 1951; the last, in February 1957.
During the production period, 2,041 B-47s were
produced, 1,390 of them at Boeing-Wichita and the
remainder under license agreements with 2 other
aircraft firms. The bulk of the B-47s produced were
bomber versions, of which the B-47E was the last.
Other configurations of the Stratojet included a
variety of reconnaissance versions designated RB47E, RB-47H, and RB-47K.

The B-52H, capable of intercontinental flight and
return to bases in the United States, is in service
with the USAF's Strategic Air Command. In addition to its primary bomb load, the H carries 2 AGM28 Hound Dog missiles in underwing installations;
the air-to-surface weapons can be released hundreds of miles from their targets. Principal feature
of the B-52H fuel system is the wing, in which integral construction forms virtually one huge fuel
tank. The H was the final model of the B-52 Stratafortress series, 744 of which were delivered to the
Air Force. The last H was delivered October 26,
1962.
Specifications

Specifications

Span 185 feet; length 157 feet 6.9 inches; heigh~ 40
feet 8 inches; wing sweepback 35 degrees; we1ght
488,000 pounds; engines 8 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
TF33 turbofans, 17,000 pounds thrust each; gear 8
main wheels in tandem, single outrigger near wing
tip.

Span 116 feet; wing sweepback 35 degrees; length
107 feet; height 28 feet; weight 230,000 pounds;
engines 6 General Electric J4?:, 6,000 pounds thrust
each plus provisions for water injection and for 33
ATO roc~et units ~f 1,000 pounds thrust each; gear
dual mam wheel m tandem with single outrigger
attached to inboard engine pods.

Performance

Speed 650-plus miles per hour; unrefueled range
12,500-plus miles; service ceiling over 60,000 feet.

Performance

Speed 600 miles per hour; range 3,000 miles; service
ceiling over 40,000 feet.
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707-120 SERIES JETUNERS
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

707-320 SERIES JETLINERS
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Remarks

Remarks

The Boeing 707~1~0 (maiden Hight D ecember 20,
1?57) ':as Amenca s first jet airliner to go into serVIce. Fust commercial flight of this 4-engine jetliner
was made by Pan American World Airways Octob er 26, 1958, from N ew York to Paris with 111 passengers .. The turboj et airplane was developed from
the Boerng 707 sweptwing jet prototype, as was the
KC-135 tanker series for the USAF. The 707-120
gave way later to the advanced 707-120B (first flight
June 22, 1960; in service March 12, 1961), which
rncorporated turbofan engines of greater power, a
redesigned wing, and n ew control sudaces. The
707-120 was designed for transcontinental use but
~as capable of over-ocean ranges from the beginnmg. Sales of this ve teran have been eclipsed by
l~ter-generation jetliners, but 143 were sold to 6
aulines and 3 (VC-137B) were sold to the Air Force.

Designed to serve long-range routes of over 4,000
miles, the 707-320 intercontinental jetliner went into
service October 26, 1959. First flight was January
11, 1959. It was supplanted later by the 707-320B
with a range of over 6,000 miles nonstop with normal passenger load. The 707-320B (first flight January 31, 1962; _in service June 1, 1963) incorporated
tu~bofan engmes, new leading and trailing edge
wmg Haps, and other aerodynamic improvements.
In 1962 a 7- by 11-foot forward cargo door and
some struchual strengthening, plus use of integral
Hoar tracks and a cargo-handling system, developed
the 707 -320B into a multipmpose jet, the 707 -320C
(iri service June 3, 1963). This airplane can carry all
cargo on pallets, or it can be converted to carry
all passengers or a combination of passengers and
cargo.
Specifications

Specifications
Sp~n 130 feet 10 inches; length 144 feet 6 inches;

Span 145 feet 9 inches; length 152 feet 11 inches·
height 42 feet 5 inches; wing sweepback 35 degrees:
weight 328,_000 pounds (707-320B), 332,000 pound~
(cargo vers~on of 707-320C), 336,000 pounds (passenger versiOn of 707-320C); engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT3D-3 turbofans of 18,000 pounds
thrust; gear tricycle, main undercarriage units 4wheel bogie-type hucks, dual nose wheels; payload
189 passengers (707-320B), 202 passengers economy
class or 96,800 pounds of cargo (707-320C).

height 42 feet; wing sweepback 35 degrees; weight
258,000 potmd<;; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
JT3C-6 turbojets of 13,000 pounds thrust (707-120),
4 Pratt & Whitney JT3D-3 turbofans of 18,000
pounds thrust (707-120B); gear tricycle with 4-wheel
bogie-type huck main units and dual nose wheels;
payload up to 181 passengers.
Performance

Speed up to 600 miles p er hour; range over 3,000
miles; ceiling over 40,000 feet.

Performance

Speed over 600 miles per hour; range over 6,000
miles; ceiling 42,000 feet.
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720, 720B JETLINER

727 MEDIUM-RANGE JETLINER

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Remarks

Remarks

A lighter, faster, and slightly smaller version of the
original Boeing 707 jetliner, the medium-range 720
first flew November 23, 1959, and went into service
in July 1960. The 720B, a version with more powerful, turbofan engines, was introduced on October 6,
1960. The 720 differs from the 707-120 in that it has
a shorter body, lighter structure, less fuel capacity,
a redesigned inboard wing, and new, full-span leading edge flaps. It has greater maximum speed and
requires shorter field lengths. Turbofan engines give
the 720B greater range and allow it to operate from
still shorter runways. The B model went into service
March 12, 1961. Altogether, 154 of the series were
built for 16 airlines.

The 727, first American jet transport to depart from
wing-mounted engine installation, has 3 engines
grouped at the tail. Its 3-engine configuration was
designed to give the best compromise between 4engine power and reliability and twin-engine economy. In service since early 1964, it is designed
specifically for medium-range routes, and it has a
takeoff p erformance superior to all other jets in its
class. Boeing offers 4 versions of this highly successful, widely sold airliner: the standard 727-100, the
20-foot-longer 727-200, the 727C (cargo/convertible), and the 727QC (quick-change cargo/convertible).
Specifications

Specifications

Span 108 feet; length 133 feet 2 inch~s (727-200
is 153 feet 2 inches); height 34 feet; wmg sweepback 32 d egrees; weight 161,000 pounds (727-100),
170,000 pounds (other versions); engines 3 Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft JT8D-1 or JT8D-7 turbofans,
14,000 or 14,500 pounds thrust each; gear tricycle,
dual-wheel units; payload up to 131 passengers
economy class (727-100), up to 179 passengers economy class (727-200), up to 46,600 pounds (727QC).

Span 130 feet 10 inches; length 136 feet 2 inches;
h eight 41 feet 6 inches; wing sweepback 35 degrees; weig~t 230,000 pounds (720), 2.35,000 pounds
(720B); engmes 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT3C-7
turbojets of 12,000 pounds thrust (720) 4 Pratt &
Whitney JT3D-1 turbofans of 17,000 po~nds thrust
or JT3J:?-3 turbo~ans of 18,000 pounds thrust (720B);
gear tncycle w1th 4-wheel bogie-type truck main
units, dual nose wheels; payload up to 165 passengers.

Performance

Speed 600 miles per hour; normal operating range
1,700 miles (727-200, 1,400 miles); operational ceiling 42,000 feet.

Performance

Speed up to 615 miles per hour; range 3,300 miles;
ceiling over 40,000 feet.
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737 SHORT-RANGE JETLINER
Prime Contractor : The Boeing Company

7 4 7 JETLINER

Remarks

Remarks
When the first 747 rolled from the factory on September 30, 1968, it became the largest commercial
jetliner in history. It was to enter commercial service in late 1969 following extensive flight testing.
Designed to carry up to 490 passengers in alleconomy seating or 365 in mixed-class configuration
over long ranges, this 625-mile-per-hour aircraft
offers the opportunity for new standards in air
travel. Its 185-foot-long, 20-foot-wide cabin p ermits
spacious seating as well as such innovations as
nurseries and lounges. In addition, a stateroom area
is available on an upper level behind the crew. Its
size may lead to new concepts in ticketing, baggage
checking, and terminal arrangements. As a cargo
carrier, it has straight-in nose loading and powered
loading devices in the floor. Convertible and allfreighter versions are offered.

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

!he 737 t\.v in-jet is th e smallest member of the Boemg je tlin er family, w ith maximum o-ross taxi weight
~!}11 ,000 po~mds, as compared \:Vitl~ 161,000_roun_ds
'e t~ e _3- engme 727. Contrary to tl1e trend 111 t\:vm1 ~ au·liners towa rd aft-mounted engines, Boeing
placed the en gines under the wings on the 737 for
0 e a d vantages of easier maintainabilit) , reduction
m stru c_ture weight, additional passenger space in
t11e cabm, b etter balance characteristics, simplified
systems, more loading fl exibility and b etter aero~ynamic effici ency. Tw o version~ of the 737 went
mto production in 1965, the 737-100 and the 6-footlonger 737-200.
Specifications

Span 93 feet; length 94 feet (737-100), 100 feet
(737-200); . h eight 37 feet; wing sweepback 25 degre~s; we1ght 111,000 pounds; engines 2 Pratt &
\Vlutney Aircraft JT8D-7 hrrbofans, 14,000 pounds
t~rust each (JT8D-9 of 14,500 pounds thrust optional); gear tricycle, dual-wh eel tmits; payload
31,000 pounds (structural limit) or up to 107 passengers (737-100), 32,500 pounds or up to 124 passengers (737-200).

Specifications
Span 195 feet 8 inches; length 231 feet 10 inches;
height 63 feet 5 inches; wing sweepback 37.5 degrees; maxin1um ramp weight 710,000 to 733,000
pounds; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT9D
turbofans of 43,500 pounds thrust each; dual nose
wheels, 4 4-wheel bogie-type main trucks; payload
up to 490 passengers in all-economy or 220,000
pounds in all-cargo version.

Perfor1nance
Speed 575 miles per hour; normal operating range
up to 1,500 miles; ceiling 35,000 fee t.

Performance
Speed up to 640 miles per hour; range over 4,000
miles; ceiling 45,000 feet.
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KC/C-135 TANKER/TRANSPORT SERIES
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Remarks
Shortly after Boeing's privately financed 707 prototype flew in July 1954, the Air Force ordered into
limited production a derivative, the KC-135A jet
tanker. The tanker, incorporating a highly streamlined flying boom developed by Boeing, for the first
time allowed refueling of USAF jet bombers and
fighters at jet speeds and altitudes. By the time the
military production line phased out at Boeing at the
beginning of 1965, the company had delivered 732
tankers plus 88 transports, flying command posts,
and reconnaissance aircraft. A total of 820 KC/C135s were built. The tankers and some transports
used water-injection turbojet engines; a B model
using turbofans was developed and put into transport service by the Air Force in 1961.

Remarks
In May 1967 the F ederal Aviation Administration
signed a contract with Boeing for design of a prototype of an 1,800-mile-per-hour passenger jetliner.
Late in 1969, President Nixon approved construction of 2 prototypes. Boeing originally planned a
variable-sweep-wing configuration but announced
late in 1968 that it favored switching to a fixedwing design (photo) and that it would recommend
the new program to the FAA and the airlines. Most
of the SST will be built of an alloy of 90 percent
titanium, 6 percent aluminum, and 4 percent vanadium.
Specifications
Length 280 fee t; span 142 feet; height at tail 50
feet; leading edge sweep 50 degrees; prototype
weight 635,000 pounds; passenger capacity, production version, estimated 280 passengers; wing
area approximately 7,000 square feet; engines 4
General Electric GE4, 60,000 pounds thrust each.

Specifications
Span 130 feet 10 inches; length 136 feet 6 inches;
height 38 feet 5 inches (KC-135)., 41 feet 8 inches
(C-135B); wing sweepback 35 degrees; weight 297,000 pounds (KC-135), 275,000 pounds (C-135B);
engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J57 turbojets
of 13,750 pounds thrust (KC-135), 4 Pratt & Whitney TF33-P-5 turbofans of 18,000 pounds thrust
(C-135B); gear tricycle, 4-wheel bogie-type trucks,
dual nose wheels; payload 87,100 pounds (C-135B).

Performance
Cruise speed Mach 2.7, or 1,800 miles per hour, at
60,000-plus feet.

Performance
Speed 600 miles per hour; range over 3,000 miles
(tanker), 7,000 miles (transport); ceiling 41,000 feet.
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Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol
Division

107 TWIN-TURBINE
TRANSPORT HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol
Division

Remarks

Remarks

The Cf!-46D is a medium assault transport helicopter m production for the Marine Corps. The
tandem-rotor h elicopter, with all-weather and shipboard capabilities, features a power blade folding
system which enables the blades to be folded automatically in less than one minute in winds up to
45 knots.

The Boeing-Vertol 107 is a multipurpose transport
helicopter designed for commercial users requiring
high performance, high load capacity, and operational economy.

CH-460 SEA KNIGHT
ASSAULT HELICOPTER

Specifications

Fuselage length 44 feet 7 inches; rotor diameter 50
feet; takeoff gross ~eight 19,000 pounds; engines
2 General Electric T58 turbines.

Specifications

Fuselage length 44 feet 10 inches; rotor diameter
51 feet; takeoff design gross weight 20,800 pounds;
tak:off maximum gross weight 23,000 pounds; empty
we1ght 13,276 pounds; engines 2 General Electric
T58-10, each with 1,450 shaft horsepower.

Performance

Maximum speed 144 knots; best cruise speed 135
knots; range over 200 miles with reserve; payload
25 passengers plus baggage.

Performance

Cruise speed at sea level 140 knots; mission radius
100 nautical miles; service ceiling 14,000 feet; payload at d esign gross weight 4,823 pounds, at maximum gross weight 6,998 pounds.
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CH-47C CHINOOK

T~ANSPORT HELICOPTER

107 MILITARY TRANSPORT HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol
Division

Prime Contractor: Th B
Division
e oeing Company, Vertol
Remarks

Remarks

The CH-47C Chinook is the A
,
dium transport helicopter Th rm~ s standard meport several types of . :
e Chmook can trans1
launch crews; tube-;:I e s~:tems complete with
crew and ammunition· f trb lery weapons with
~ensity cargo; and co~m~:d ground vehicles; highIS used also to recover downedan? control centers. It
ate refugees. An important . a~rcr~ft and to evacuof combat elements The ~~~Ion IS air movement
fully equipped troop~.
mook can carry 44

The 107 military transport helicopter is in service
with the Canadian Defence Force Air Rescue Service and Mobile Command, the Swedish Navy, and
the Royal Swedish Air Force. It has a crew of 3,
plus space for as many as 25 troops . It can be used
for search and rescue and for a variety of other
missions, including transport of cargo, fuel, and
passengers.
Specifications*

Fuselage length 44 feet 10 inches; rotor diameter 50
feet; takeoff design gross weight 18,700 pounds;
takeoff maximum gross weight 21,400 pounds; empty
weight 11,281 pounds; engines 2 General Electric
T58-8, each with 1,050 shaft horsepower.

Specifications

Fuselage length 51 feet·
.
take?ff design gross weigh;o~~~ ~tameter 60 feet;
maximum gross weight 45 700 '
pounds; takeoff
20,213 pounds; engines 2 ' L c po~nds; empty weight
with 3,750 shaft horsepowe[ ommg T55-L-ll, each

0

Performance*

Cruise speed 130 knots; service ceiling 15,600 feet;
mission radius 100 nautical miles.

Performance

Cruise speed at sea level 162 knots· . .
100 nautical miles; service ceilin l5 7;ISSion radius
load at maximum gross wei h~ 1' 00 f~et; paymission, 24,000 pounds lOO-n~
?-n;ubca_l-~ile
19,900 pounds.
'
u ca -mi e mission,

*Specifications and performance listed are for the
CH-113A Mobile Command helicopter. There are
slight variations in the specifications and performance of the 107 helicopters used -by other military
customers.

ti
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UH-460 MEDIUM TRANSPORT HELICOPTER

MODEL 150

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Compan ·, Ve1tol
Division

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company
Remarks
In addition to the earlier standard, trainer, and
commuter versions, Cessna added to its 1970 Model
150 line an aerobatic version, the Aerobat.

Remarks
The UH-46D, a twin-turbine, tandem-rotor helicopter, is the key to the Navy's vertical replenishment
program. Although its primary mission calls for external loads, it can accomplish many missions involving internal loads. The UH-46D has a 24-foot
loadinab
2-inch cabin which features straiaht-in
b
th rough a rear ramp.

Specifications (standard, trainer,
commuter versions)
Gross weight 1,600 pounds; empty weight 975 to
1,060 pounds; baggage 120 pounds; wing loading
10.2 pounds per square foot; power loading 16
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 26 gallons,
with long-range tanks 38 gallons; wingspan 33 feet
2 inches; length 23 feet 9 inches; height 8 feet 7.5
inches; engine 4-cylinder, 100 horsepower.

Specifications
Fuselage length 44 feet 10 inches; rotor diameter
51 feet; takeoff d esign gross weight 20,800 pounds;
tak_eoff maximum gross weight 23,000 pounds; empty
we1ght 12,929 pounds; engines 2 General Electric
T58-10, each with 1,400 shaft horsepower.

Performance
Maximum speed 122 miles per hour; cruise speed,
75 percent power at 7,000 feet, 117 miles per hour;
range at cruise speed 475 miles, with long-range
tanks 725 miles; rate of climb at sea level 670 feet
per minute; service ceiling 12,650 feet.

Performance
Cruise speed at sea level 140 knots; mission radius
100 nautical miles; service ceiling 14,000 feet; payload at design gross weight 4,916 pounds, at maximum gross weight 7,136 pounds.
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MODEL 172, SKYHAWK

CARDINAL, MODEL 177

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications ( 172)
Wingspan 35 feet 9.5 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 26 feet 11 inches; height (with depressed J).Qse strut) 8 feet 9.5 inches; gross weight
2,300 poq11ds; empty weight (approximate) 1,245
pounds; baggage 120 pounds; wing loading 13.2
pounds per square foot; power loading 15.3 pounds
per horsepower; fuel capacity 42 gallons; engine
Lycoming 0-320-E2D; propeller all metal, £xed
pitch, 76-inch diameter. Skyhawk (photo) has same
specifications with this exception: empty weight
1,315 pounds.

Remarks
Cardinal and Model 177 are externally identical except for color styling; Cardinal (photo) is the deluxe
version of the 177.
Specifications (Model 177)
Wingspan 35 feet 6 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 26 feet ll.5 inches; height (with depressed nose strut) 9 feet 1 inch; gross weight 2,500
pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,415 pounds;
baggage 120 pounds; wing loading 14.4 pounds per
square foot; power loading 13.9 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 50 gallons; engine Lycoming
0-360-A2F; propeller all metal, £xed pitch, 76-inch
diameter.

Performance (172)
Top speed at sea level 139 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 _percent power at 9,000 feet, 131 miles per
hour; ~ruise range, 75 percent power at 9,000 feet,
615 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 640 miles;
r~te of_ ~limb at sea level 645 feet per minute; serVIce ceilmg 13,100 feet; takeo.ff distance over 50-foot
obstacle 1,525 feet; landing distance over 50-foot
obstacle 1,250 feet.

Specifications (Cardinal)
Same as Model 177 except for approximate empty
weight of 1,475 pounds.
Performance (Model 177)
Maximum speed, sea level, 150 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 8,000 feet, 139 miles per
hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at 8,000 feet,
675 miles; optimum range ~t 10,000 feet 775 miles;
rate of climb, sea level, 840 feet per minute; service
ceiling 14,600 feet; takeoff distance over 50-foot
obstacle 1,400 feet; landing distance over 50-foot
obstacle 1,220 feet.

Performance (Skyhawk)
Top speed at sea level 140 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at ~,000 feet, 132 miles per
hour; cruise range 620 miles; optimum range at
10_,000 feet ?55 ~i~es; rate of climb 645 feet per
mmute; service ce1ling 13,100 feet; takeoff distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,525 feet; landing distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,250 feet.

Performance (Cardinal)
Same as Model 177 except for following: maximum
speed, sea level, 153 miles per hour; cruise speed
142 miles per hour; cruise range 690 miles; optimum
range 790 miles.
R-36
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SKYWAGON 180

SKYWAGON 185
Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Compan
Specifications
Wingspan 36 feet 2 inches; wing ar a 174 square
feet; len~th 25 feet 6 inches; height 7 feet 9 inches;
gross weight 2,800 pounds; empty weight (approxim~te) 1,545 pounds; baggage capacity 400 pounds;
wm~ loading 16.1 pounds p er square foot; power
loading 12.2 pounds p er horsepower; fuel capacity
65 gallons; engine Continental, 230 rated horsepower; propeller constant speed, 82-inch diameter.

Specifications
Wingspan 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 25 feet 9 inches; height 7 feet 9 inches;
gross weight 3,350 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,575 pounds; baggage capacity 400 pounds;
wing loading 19.3 pounds per square foot; power
loading 11.2 pounds p er horsepower; fuel capacity
65 gallons; engine 6-cylinder, fuel-injection Continental, maximun1 rating 300 horsepower; propeller
constant speed, 82-inch diameter.

Performance
Ma:cimum speed at sea level 170 miles per hour;
c~se speed, 75 percent power at 6,500 feet, 162
miles p er hour; cruise range, 75 p ercent power at
6,500 feet, 695 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet
92_5 miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,090 feet per
mmute; service ceiling 19,600 feet; takeoff .distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,205 feet; landing distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,365 feet.

Performance
Maximum speed at sea level 178 miles per hour;
cruise speed, 75 percent power at 7,500 feet, 169
miles per hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at
1,500 feet, 660 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet
825 miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,010 feet per
minute; service ceiling 17,150 feet; takeoff distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,365 feet; landing distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,400 feet.

Note: Model 180 also available as float plane and
skiplane.

Note: Model 185 also available as float plane and
amphibian.
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SKYWAGON 206, TURBO-SKYW AGON 206

SKYWAGON 207, TURBO-SKYW AGON 207

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications

Specifications

Wingspan 36 feet 7 inches; length 28 feet; height
(with depressed nose strut) 9 feet 6.75 inches; wing
area 175.5 square feet; gross weight 3,600 pounds;
empty weight 1,710 pounds (206), 1,795 pounds
(Turbo); wing loading 20.5 pounds per square foot;
power loading 12 pounds per horsepower (206),
1~.6 pounds (Turbo); fuel capacity 65 gallons; engme 6-cylinder fuel-injection, 285 maximum continuous hor~epower at 2,700 revolutions per minute
(206), 6-cyhnder turbosupercharged fuel-injection,
285 rated horsepower at 2,700 revolutions per minute (Turbo).

Wingspan 36 feet 7 inches; length 31 feet 9 inches;
height (with depressed nose strut) 9 feet
inches;
wing area 175.5 square feet; gross weight 3,800
pounds; empty weight 1,860 pounds (207), 1,960
pounds (Turbo); wing loading 21.7 pounds per
square foot; power loading 12.7 pou~ds per ~orse
power; fuel capacity 65 gallons; engme 6-cylinder
fuel-injection , 300 takeoff horsel?ower at 2,850 revolutions per minute (207), 6-cylinder turbocharged,
300 takeoff horsepower at 2, 700 revolutions per
minute (Turbo).

?·5

Performance (207)
Top speed at sea level 168 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at _6,500 fe~t, 159 miles per
hour; cruise range 585 miles; optimum range at
10,000 feet 695 miles; rate of climb at sea level 810
feet per minute; service ceiling 13,300 feet; takeoff
distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,970 feet; landing
distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,500 feet.

Performance (206)

Top speed at sea level 174 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 6,500 feet, 164 miles er
hour; cruise ran~e 650 miles; optimum rangepat
10,000 feet_ 800 miles; rate of climb at sea level 920
f~et per mmute; service ceilin,g 14,800 feet; takeoff
distance over 50-foot obstacle 1 780 feet· 1 din
distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,395 feet. ' an
g

Performance (Turbo)

Performance (Turbo)

Top speed at 17,000 feet 189 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 20,000 feet, 176 miles
per hour, at 10,000 feet, 163 miles per hour; cruise
range 610 miles; optimum range at 20,000 feet 685
miles; rate of climb at sea level 885 feet per minute;
service ceiling 24,200 feet.

Top speed at 19,000 feet 200 miles per hour; cruise
·
speed, 75 percent power at 24,000 feet, 184 miles
per hour, at 10,000 feet, 170 miles per hour· cru·
.
'
Ise
ra?ge 700 mi"1 e~; optrmum
range at 15,000 feet
825
miles; rate of chmb, sea level, 1,030 feet per minute·
service ceiling 26,300 feet.
'
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MODEL 3IOP, TURBO-SYSTEM 3IOP

MODEL 210 CENTURION,
TURBO-SYSTEM CENTURION

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company
Specifications
Span 36 feet 11 inches; length 29.5 feet (310P), 29.25
feet (Turbo); height 9 feet 11 inches (310P), 10.43
feet (Turbo); wing area 179 square feet; gross
weight 5,200 pounds (310P), 5,400 pounds (Turbo);
empty weight 3,170 pounds (310P), 3,292 pounds
(Turbo); baggage capacity 600 pounds; wing loading 29 pounds per square foot (310P), 30.17 pounds
(Turbo); power loading 10 pounds per horsepower
(310P), 9.47 pounds (Turbo); fuel capacity 102 gallons standard; engines 2 6-cylinder fuel-injection
Continental 10-470-V-0 (310P), 2 Continental TSI0520-B, 285 horsepower at 2,700 revolutions per minute (Turbo); propeller constant speed, full feathering, 81-inch diameter.

Remarks
The d eluxe Model 210 Centurion and the new
Turbo-System Centurion bring many luXlil)' and
comfort features to the single-engine class of aircraft. These include specially trimmed and sculptured interior appointments, optional leather seats,
h~avy foam-padd ed carpeting, and optional centeraisle consoles for storage.
Specifications
Span 36 feet 9 inches; length 28 feet 3 inches; beiaht
9 f~et 7.5 inches; gross weight 3,400 pounds; empty
w~1ght 1,9.60 pounds (210), 2,060 pounds (Turbo);
wm~ loadmg 19.3 pounds per square foot; power
loading 11.9 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity
9.0 gallons maximum; engine 6-cylinder fu el-injection, 285 horsepower (210) , 6-cylinder turbosupercharged fuel-injection, 285 horsepower (Turbo);
propeller constant speed, 82-inch diameter.
Performance (210)
Top speed 200 miles per hour; cmise speed, 75 percent p~wer at 6,500 feet, 192 miles per hour; range
at c:n1se speed 785 miles; maximum range with
maxnnum fuell ,360 miles; rate of climb at sea level
1,000 feet per minute; service ceiling 18,300 feet.

Performance (3IOP)
Maximum speed at sea level 237 miles per hour;
maximum recommended cmise speed, 75 percent
power at 6,500 feet, 222 miles per hour; cmise range
777 miles; maximum range at 10,000 feet 966 miles;
rate of climb at sea level1,540 feet per minute (twin
engine), 330 feet per minute (single engine); service
ceiling 19,900 feet (nvin), 6,850 feet (single); takeoff
distance at sea level over 50-foot obstacle 1,716 feet;
landing distance at sea level over 50-foot obstacle
1,673 feet.

Performance (Turbo)
Top speed at 19,000 feet 234 miles per hour; cmise
speed, 75 percent power at 24,000 feet, 223 miles
per hour, at 10,000 feet, 197 miles per hour; cruise
range, 75 percent power at 24,000 feet, 64 gallons,
8~0 miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,115 feet per
mmute; service ceiling 30,200 feet.

Performance (Turbo)
Top speed at 16,000 feet 275 miles per hour; recommended cmise speed, 75 percent power at 10,000
feet, 234 miles per hour; cmise range 763 miles; rate
of climb at sea level, 2 engines, 1,862 feet per minute; service ceiling 28,600 feet, one engine 18,100
feet.
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AIRCRAFT

MODEL 182, SKYLANE

SUPER SKYLANE,
TURBO-SYSTEM SUPER SKYLANE

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company
Specifications
Specifications
Wingspan 36 feet 7 inches; wing area 175.5 square
feet; length 28 feet 3 inches; height (nose strut depressed) 9 feet 7.5 inches; gross weight 3,600 pounds;
empty weight (approximate) 1,835 pounds (Super),
1,935 pounds (Turbo); fuel capacity standard 65
gallons, optional 84 gallons; oil capacity 12 quarts;
wing loading 20.5 pounds per square foot; power
loading 12.6 pounds per horsepower; engine 6cylinder fuel-injection, 285 horsepower (Super),
same with turbosupercharging (Turbo); propeller
constant speed, 82-inch diameter.

Wingspan 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; len~th 28 feet .5 inch; height 8 feet 10.5 inches;
gross weight 2,800 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,580 pounds (182), 1,635 pounds (Skylane);
baggage capacity 120 pounds; wing loading 16.1
pounds per square foot; power loading 12.2 pounds
per_ horsepower; fuel capacity 65 gallons, 84 gallons
optional; engine 6-cylinder, 230 rated horsepower;
propeller constant speed, 82-inch diameter.
Performance (182)
Top speed at sea level 167 miles per hour· cruise
speed, 75 _percent power at 6,500 feet, 159 m'iles per
~our;
~rmse ra~ge, 75 percent power at 6,500 feet,
85 m_iles; optimum cruise range at 10,000 feet
90.5 miles; r~te of climb at sea level 980 feet er
mmute; serVIce ceiling 18,900 feet; takeoff dista~ce
over 50-foot obstacle 1,205 feet; landing distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,350 feet.

Performance (Super)
Top speed at sea level 174 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 6,000 feet, 163 miles per
hour; cruise range, 63 gallons no reserve, 4 hours at
162 miles per hour; optimum range at 10,000 feet,
63 gallons, 810 miles; rate of climb at sea level 920
feet per minute; takeoff run over 50-foot obstacle
910 feet, total distance 1,810 feet; landing roll over
50-foot obstacle 735 feet, total distance 1,395 feet.

Performance (Skyla~e)
Top speed at sea level 170 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 .percent power at 6 ,500 feet , 162 mi.1es per
h our; crmse range _695 miles; rate of climb at sea
level 980 feet per mihute; service ceiling 18,900 feet.

Performance (Turbo)
Top speed at 19,000 feet 200 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 24,000 feet, 184 miles
per hour; cruise range, 63 gallons no reserve, 700
miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,030 feet per minute; service ceiling 26,300 feet.
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T-378 MILITARY TRAINER

SUPER SKYMASTER,
TURBO-SYSTEM SUPER SKYMASTER

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company
Remarks
The Cessna T-37B twin-jet intermediate trainer is
in use at Air Force training schools throughout the
United States. The aircraft features side-by-side
seating of student and instructor. More than 900
were built for the USAF and for air forces of other
nations. The T-37C, with tip tanks and armament
provisions, is being delivered to foreign countries
under the Military Assistance Program.

Specifications
Wingspan 38 feet (Super), 39 feet (Turbo); wing
area 201 square feet; length 29 feet 9 inches (Super),
29 feet 10 inches (Turbo); height 9 feet 4 inches;
gross weight 4,400 pounds (Super), 4,500 pounds
(Turbo); empty weight (approximate) 2,655 pounds
(Super), 2,815 pounds (Turbo); baggage 365 pounds;
wing loading 21.9 pounds per square foot (Super),
22.4 pounds (Turbo); power loading 10.5 pounds
per horsepower (Super), 10.7 pounds (Turbo); fuel
capacity 93 gallons; engines 2 6-cylinder fuel-injection I0-360, 210 horsepower (Super), 2 6-cylinder
turbocharged 210 horsepower (Turbo); propellers
constant speed, full feathering, 76-inch diameter.

Specifications
Span 33 feet 8 inches; length 29 feet 2 inches;
height 9 feet 1 inch; empty weight 4,076 pounds;
wing loading 35.7 pounds per square foot; power
loading 3.2 pounds per pound thrust; engines 2
Continental J69-T-25.

Performance (Super)
Top speed at sea level 199 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 5,500 feet, 191 miles per
hour; normal range, 75 percent power at 5,500 feet,
760 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 965 miles;
rate of climb at sea level1,200 feet per minute (twin
engine); service ceiling 19,500 feet (twin); takeoff
distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,545 feet; landing
distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,650 feet.

Performance
Maximum speed 408 miles per hour; cruise speed at
normal rated power 368 miles per hour; gross
weight landing speed 85 miles per hour; rate of
climb at sea level 3,200 feet per minute; service
ceiling 35,000 feet; range with maximum fuel 796
miles.

Performance (Turbo)
Top speed at 20,000 feet 231 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 24,000 feet, 224 miles
per hour, at 10,000 feet, 195 miles per hour; cnrise
range, 75 percent power at 24,000 feet, 860 miles;
rat~ of climb at sea level 1,155 feet per minute
(twm); service ceiling 30,100 feet (twin).
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A-37 STRIKE AIRCRAFT

T-41 MILITARY TRAINER

Prime Contractor : Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: C essna Aircraft Company

Remarks

Remarks

The A-37 is being delivered to the Air Force for
close air support work. Evolving from the T-37B jet
trainer, the A-37 is equipped with armor plating,
p_artial_ self-s~aling fuel tanks, and armament proviSions, mcludmg a 7.62 minigun. The aircraft also
has pr~visions for an access door under the fuselage
for aenal cameras, a fire-control and electrical syste~ _to accommodate all weapons for close-support
misswns, and long-range fu el drop tanks. Two versions are in use by the USAF: the A-37A which
was formerly known as the AT-37D and th~ A-37B
(photo), whi~h ha~ the same perf~rmance as the
_ A-37 but diffe_r~ _m se:eral areas such as inflight
refuelmg capabilities, higher engine thrust and increased structural capabilities.
'

Cessna has produced T-41A trainers in which Air
Force student pilots are receiving first flight instruction. The T-41A is a version of the Cessna commercial Model 172, which holds the world's flight endurance record by remaining in flight continuously
for 64 days and 22 hours. The company has supplied the Army with a similar version of this aircraft
for us e in training student aviators and for installation support roles. The Army version is known as
the T-41B. A third version, the T-41C (photo), is in
use with the USAF Academy flight training program.

J\

Specifications

Wingspan 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 26 feet 6 inches; height (with depressed nose strut) 8 feet 11 inches; gross weight
2,300 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,260
pounds; wing loading 13.2 pounds p er square foot;
power loading 15.9 pounds per horsepower; fuel
capacity 42 gallons; engine Continental 0-300-C;
propeller all metal, fixed pitch, 76-inch diameter.
T-41B is equipped with a 210-horsepower engine
and a constant-speed propeller to supply higher
performance. T-41C is essentially the same aircraft.

Specifications

G:oss weight 14,000_pounds; length 29 feet 4 inches;
wmgspan 35 feet 9 mches; engines General Electric
J85-GE-17A, total thrust 5,400 pounds· maximum
extemal ordnance load 5,680 pounds. '
Performance

~aximum speed 415 knots; gross weight takeoff
d~stance over 50-foot obstacle 2,650 feet; Iandin
distance over 50-foot obstacle 2,350 feet · rat
climb 6,800 ~eet p er minute; single-engine 'perf~~
ance after lift-off at gross weights up to 11,700
pounds.

1

Performance

Top speed at sea level 138 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 7,000 feet, 130 miles per
hour; cruise range, 75 p ercent power at 7,000 feet,
595 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 720 miles;
rate of climb at sea level 645 feet per minute; service ceiling 13,100 feet; takeoff distance over 50-foot
obstacle 1,525 feet; landing distance over 50-foot
obstacle 1,250 feet.
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:MODELS 40IA, 402A

MODEL 42IA

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Remarks

Specifications

Cessna's Model 401A is a turbochm·aed
executive
b
twin seating 6 to 8. The companion 40~A Utilitwin
(photo) is a utility version that can seat 10 or carry
2,000 pounds of cargo.

Wingspan 39.86 feet; length 33.75 feet; height 11.38
feet; gross vveight 6,840 pounds; engines 2 6-cylinder fu el-injection GTSI0-520-D, 375 horsepower
each; propellers 3-bladed, constant speed, full
feathering, 90-inch diameter; empty weight (approximate) 4,252 pounds; standard fuel175 gallons,
optional 202 gallons; seating 6; baggage allowable
930 pounds; wing loading 34 pounds per square
foot; power loading 9.06 pounds per horsepower;
pressurized cabin.

Specifications

Wingspan 39.86 feet; length 33.75 feet (401A), 35.83
feet (402A); height 11.68 feet; gross weight 6,300
pounds; 2 6-cylinder fu el-injection engines, 300
:rated horsepower at 2,700 revolutions p er minute;
propellers 3-bladed, constant speed, full feathering;
76.5 inches diameter; empty weight (approximate)
3,674 pounds (401A), 3,719 pounds (402A); standard
fuel capacity 102 gallons, 143 optional; baggage 930
pounds (401A), 590 pounds (402A); wing loading
32.2 pounds per square foot; power loading 10.5
pounds per horsepower.

Perfortnance

Maximum speed, 6,840 pounds gross weight at
16,000 feet, 276 miles per hour; cruise speed, 75
percent power at 22,500 feet, 261 miles per hour, at
10,000 feet 233 miles per hour; normal cruise range
922 miles (standard fuel); maximum cruise range at
25,000 feet 1,174 miles (standard fuel); rate of climb
at sea level (twin) 1,700 feet per minute, (single)
300 feet per minute; service ceiling (twin) 26,000
feet, (s~ngle) 13,340 feet; takeoff distance over 50foot obstacle 2,516 feet; landing distance over 50foot obstacle (6,500 pounds gross) 2,110 feet.

Perfortnance

Maximum speed at 6,300 pounds gross weight at
16,000 feet 261 miles per hour; cmise speed, 75
percent power at 20,000 feet, 240 miles per hour, at
10,000 feet, 218 miles per hour; cmise range, 75
percent at 10,000 feet, 100 gallons, 660 miles; maximum range at 25,000 feet, 140 gallons, 1,131 miles;
rate of climb at sea level (twin engine) 1,610 feet
per minute, (single engine) 255 feet p er minute
(401A), 225 feet per minute (402A); service ceiling
(twin) 26,180 feet, (single) 11,700 feet (401A), 11,320
feet (402A); takeoff distance over 50-foot obstacle
2,220 feet; landing distance over 50-foot obstacle
1,765 feet.
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MODEL 0-IE BIRD DOG

MODEL 0-2

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Remarks

Remarks

Military version of Cessna's Super Skymas~er, the
0-2 is produced in 2 versions. Th~ ?-2A IS used
primarily for forward air control, liaiSO~, and. observation functions. The 0-2B (photo) IS ~odifie?
for psychological warfare roles. Two-e~gtne reliability and ease of handling unde.r vaned po:-rer
conditions are gained through its umque, centerlrnemounted, opposed twin engines, one. fm.~ard and
one aft of the cabin between the twm tail booms.

Although currently not in production, the 0-1 is still
widely used by the Army and the Air Force for
liaison and observation duties. Formerly known as
the L-19, the aircraft can operate from rough, small
fields .
Specifications

Wingspan 36 feet; length 25 feet 10 inches; height
7 f~et 4 inches; wing area 174 square feet; gross
w~1ght 2,4~0 pounds; empty weight 1,614 pounds;
wrn~ loadrng 13.8 pounds per square foot; power
loadrng 11.2 po~nds per horsepower; fuel capacity
40 gallons; engrne 213 horsepower; propeller 90inch, fixed pitch.

Specifications

Wingspan 38 feet; length 29 feet 9 inches; he~ght
9 feet 4 inches; wing area 201 square feet; engmes
2 6-cylinder fuel-injected, 210 horsepower each.

Performance

Performance

Top speed at sea level 116 miles per hour cruise
speed 104 mile~ per hour at 70 percent p~wer at
5,000 f~et; maXImum range 530 miles at 5,000 feet
at 98 m1les per hour; rate of climb at sea level1150
feet p er minute; service ceiling 18,500 feet; ~tall
speed 54 miles per hour.

Similar to commercial Super Skymaster version.
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l\IODEL D-IOC COl\11\IERCIAL
UTILITY HELICOPTER

AGWAGON-A

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Doman Helicopters, Inc.

Remarks
Remarks

Latest of Cessna's Aawagon
series is AP\;vacron-A
b'
b
b
)
which incorporates some 50 design changes since
the agricultural aircraft vvas introduced in 1966. The
Agwagon-A comes in 3 models: 230 horsepower
£xed pitch, 230 horsepower constant speed, an d 300
horsepower constant speed.

The Doman D-10~ , a . 400-.horsepower, 10-place
helicopter, emphasizes h1gh lift capacity and hicrhaltihide performance. Commercial appeal is ~n
hanced by ~h e simplified hingeless lightweight rotor
systems whteh are sealed and self-lubricated. Quiet
operation is derived from the faired tips of the
tapered rotor blades and from the inherent quietness of the United Aircraft of Canada PT6B shaft
turbine engine. Versatility and convertibility of
fus elage design permit quick change from deluxe
passenger version to cargo, or stripping to an open
. stmcture for spraying, dusting, and sling load operations. Dynamic components and primary structure are taken from a previously certificated model
of the same power rating, with changes for styling,
drag reduction, and incorporation of the PT6B.

Specifications

Gross weight 3,300 pounds (without dispersal equipment); length 25 feet 3 inches; height 7 feet 4.5
inches; wingspan 40 feet 4.5 inches; hopper capacity 200 gallons, 757 liters; \·Ving loading 16.3
pounds p er square foot; power loading 14.3 pounds
per horsepower (230-horsepower engine) , 11 pounds
p er horsepower (300-horsepo,ver engine) ; engine
Continental 0-470-R or Continental I0-520-D.
Performance

Specifications

Top speed at sea level (230 horsepower fixed pitch)
119 miles per hour, (230 horsepower constant speed)
138 miles per hour, (300 horsepower constant speed)
151 miles per hour; normal range (230 fixed pitch,
70 p ercent power at 5,000 feet) 325 miles, (230 constant speed, 75 p ercent power at 6,500 feet) 335
miles, (300 constant speed, 75 p ercent power at
6,500 feet) 320 miles; rate of climb at sea level for
the 3 versions 710, 755, and 940 feet p er minute;
service ceiling 13,000 feet, 13,700 feet, and 15,700
feet.

Fuselage length 40 feet; width 5 feet; cargo doors
4 feet by 8 feet on each side; rotor diameter 48 feet;
gross weight 5,500 pounds; maximum payload 2,570
· pounds; normal range 300 miles; nonnal seating
pilot and 9 passengers; engine flat rated at 400
horsepower to 16,000 feet.
Perforn1ance

Speed for best range 105 miles per hour at full
gross; climb to 12,000 feet, 1,100 feet per minute.
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F-27M PROPJET TRANSPORT
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Aircraft Division

FH-2270 PROPJET TRANSPORT
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Aircraft Division

Remarks
Fairchild Hiller has built 197 F-27 airplanes that
are flown by 15 airlines and many corporations.
This aircraft, one of the most efficient and economical twin-turboprops in service, is now available in
its latest certified version, the F-27M. Modified specifically for unimproved and high-elevation airfields,
found frequently in South America, it is pressurized
and completely air conditioned on the ground as
well as in flight. Important features of the F -27 are
a highly reliable, completely pneumatic, retractable
landing gear and braking system and fuel-carrying
wings that have never experienced algae corrosion.
The F-27 meets medium- and short-range requirements of regional airlines, offers 36-, 40-, or 44-passenge·r seating, and operates from short runways
and unimproved fields.

Remarks
The FH-227D is an enlarged and improved version
of the F-27. With a 6-foot-longer fuselage, the FH227D was designed to meet the requirements of
short-haul airlines for additional capacity for both
passengers and cargo. A second new freight area is
offered in the aft section.
Specifications
Wingspan 95 feet 2 inches; length 83 feet; operational weights 45,500 pounds takeoff, 45,000 pounds
landing; engine Rolls-Royce Dart RDa 7 /M.ark 5327L, 2,100 maximum horsepower; fuel capacity 1,364
or 2,063 gallons; propeller Rotol 4-b.laded, constant
speed; wing area 754 square feet; aileron area 37.?
square feet; total flap area 136.9 square feet; vertical tail including dorsal 190 square feet; :Udder
area (aft of hinge line) 33 square feet; honzontal
tail surfaces 172 square feet; elevator area (aft of
hinge line) 34 square feet.

Specifications
Wingspan 95 feet 2 inches; length 77 feet 6 inches;
empty weight 21,961 pounds; operational weights
42,000 pounds takeoff, 40,000 pounds landing; engine Rolls-Royce RDa 7/Mark 532-7N, 2,050 maximum horsepower; fuel capacity 1,364 or 2,063 gallons; propeller Rotol4-bladed, constant speed; wing
area 754 square feet.

Performance (at 34,000 pounds)
Cruise speed 300 miles per hour at 20,000 feet; rat~
of climb 2,200 feet pe_r minute at sea level; maximum certified operating altitude 25,000 feet.

Performance (at 34,000 pound·s )
Cruise speed 300 miles per hour at 20,000 feet; rate
of climb 2,200 feet per minute at sea level; maximum certified operating altitude 25,000 feet.
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AIRCRAFT
N3~r

PORTER

ARMED PORTER

Prime Contractor : F airchild Hiller Corporation,
Aircraft Division

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Aircraft Division

Remarks

Remarks

F airchild Hiller is producing 100 units of the Porter
high-perform ance, single-en gine, turbine-powered
STOL aircraft for commercial markets. A spectacula r p erformer, the Porter is th e first sino"le-enrrine
propje t a irplane to b e certifi ed in the Unifed St~tes .
It is an a ll-purpose aircraft capable of operating
from extrem ely sm all, unprep ared fi elds. It features
la rge double doors installed on one side or both
sides, d ep ending on customer requiremen ts. Interior
configuration can b e changed in a ma tter of seconds
b y one man ' 'vithout tools b ecause of 4 T-rails built
into the floor to receive p assen ger seats, cargo tiedow n rings, or stretchers. Arranged as a passenger
aircraft , it can transport II people includin rr the
pilot.
t>

Fairchild Hiller has developed an armed version of
its Porter for use in limited warfare and on other
occasions calling for aerial patrols. The aircraft's
STOL characteristics allow it to operate from extremely small, unprepared fields and to fly at very
slow speeds. Large double doors, which can be installed on one side or both sides, make it unsurpassed for paradrop purposes. Its interior can b e
changed in seconds by one man without tools b ecause of 4 T-rails built into the floor to receive passenger seats, cargo tie-down rings, or stretchers. As
a passenger aircraft, it can carry II p ersons including the pilot. In its armed configuration, it can b e
fitted with guns, canisters, rockets, camera pods, or
target launchers under each wing and below the
fuselage.

Specifications

Specifications

Wingsp an 50 feet; length 36 feet; empty weight
2,270 pounds; gross weight 4,850 patmds; useful
loa d 2,500 pounds; wing area 310 square feet; 2 integral wing tanks h ave total capacity of 130 gallons.

Wingspan 50 feet; length 36 feet; empty w eight
3,300 pounds; gross weight (CAR Part 3) 4,850
pounds, (CAR Part 8) 6,100 pounds; useful load
3,385 pounds; wing area 310 square feet; 2 integral
wing tanks h ave total capacity of 128 gallons.

Perfor1nance

Cruise sp eed 130 knots; ran ge 475 nautical miles
plus 10 p ercent fuel reserve, 800 n autical miles with
external fu el; takeoff run 305 feet at maximum gross
w eight on standard day with no wind; landing roll
210 feet (under sam e conditions); service ceiling at
m aximum load 30,000 feet.

Performance

Cruise speed 130 knots; range 475 nautical miles
plus 10 percent fuel reserve, 800 nautical miles with
extem al fuel; takeoff run 305 feet at maximum gross
weight on a standard day with no wind; landing roll
210 feet (under same conditions); service ceiling at
maximum load 30,000 feet.
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FH-1100 HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Aircraft Division

FH-1100 AIR AMBULANCE
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Aircraft Division

Remarks

Remarks

Proved by the Korean and the Vietnam wa~s, the
air ambulance is gaining widespread us~ rn the
United States. Fairchild Hiller's FH-1100 au ambulance provides low-cost service with hig;h-quality
performance. This turbine helicopter, desi~ned for
a 2-plus-2 configuration (2 . crewmen-:-pilot and
m edical attendant-and 2 patients), provide~ all the
basic features required of an ambulance helicopte.r:
twin internal litter capability, ease of entry fo: htters, room for an attendant, initial and operational
costs within agencies' budgets, and high spe~d. The
double-decked twin litter, positioned behmd the
pilot, is easily removed through large double doors.

The FH-1100 5-place h elicopter is designed for both
executive transport and rugged field operation. Turbine powered, it is in production and flying throughout the world.
Specifications

Main rotor diameter 35.4 feet; tail rotor diameter 6
feet; length 28.3 feet; h eight 9.1 feet; empty weight
1,395 pounds; engine Allison 250-C18.
Performance

Cruise speed 128 miles per hour at sea level· maximum rate of climb 1,600 feet per minute; ~ervice
ceiling 14,100 feet; range with maximum load 400
miles.

Specifications

Main rotor diameter 35.4 feet; tail rotor diameter 6
feet; length 28.3 feet; height 9.1 feet; empty wei.ght
1,395 pounds; engine Allison 250-C18 gas turbrne.
Performance

Cruise speed 128 miles per hour at se~ level; ma:cimum rate of climb 1,600 feet per mmute; service
ceiling 14,100 feet; range with maximum load 400
miles; useful load 1,355 pounds.
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SL-4 HELICOPTER

E-4 HEUCOPTER (OH-23F)

Prime Contractor:
Aircraft Division

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Aircraft Division

Fairchild Hiller Corporation,

Remarks

Remarks

Powere d by a supercharged engine that automatically maintains full power through 13,000 feet , the
SL-4 h as a service ceiling of almost 19,000 feet at
full gross weight. It is a 4-place craft, sister ship to
the nonsupercharged L-4.

Built to m eet the Army's high-altitude, rugged terrain requirements, the OH-23F is a 4-place utility
h elicopter. As a civilian craft, the E-4, it is in wide
service in foreshy work, missile site construction
support, executive transportation, and offshore oil
rig supply.

Specifications
Specifications

Main rotor diameter 35 feet; tail rotor diameter 5.5
feet; length 29.1 feet; h eight 9.5 feet; empty weight
1,960 pounds; engine 1 Lycoming TIV0-540-A2A,
315 hors epower.

Main rotor diameter 35.4 feet; tail rotor diameter
5.5 feet; length 29.8 feet; height 9.8 feet; empty
\Veight 1,813 pounds; engine 1 Lycoming V0-540,
3.05 horsepower.
Performance

Maximum speed 96 miles per hour at sea level;
cruise speed 92 miles per hour; maximum rate of
climb 1,920 feet p er minute; service ceiling 19,300
feet; range with maximum load 225 miles.
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F-105 THUNDERCHIEF FIGHTER-BOMBER
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Republic Aviation Division

LEARJET 24B
Prime Contractor: Gates Learjet Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The F-105 Thunderchief is a Mach 2, multipurpose,
all-weather fighter-bomber capable of delivering
conventional as well as nuclear and thermonuclear
weapons. There are 2 models: the single-seat F105D and the 2-place F-105F. The F-105 is in service with the Tactical Air Force in the United
States, Europe, and the Far East. Its speed, maneuverability, and aerial firepower qualify it for use
in counterair, close-support, and interdiction roles
in either limited or general war situations. The F105 enables its pilot to perform a round-trip, lowor high-level bombing mission in any weather, day
or night, over any terrain, without ever seeing the
ground. The F-105 has been the workhorse in North
Vietnam for strikes on heavily defended ground targets and has demonstrated a ruggedness equal to
the Republic P-47 "Jug" -of World War II. Its Vulcan 20-millimeter cannon has been particularly effective on all targets.

Certified in December 1968 as an improved version
of the Learjet 24, the 24B also meets Air Transpo~
Category requirements under ~art ~ of Federal A1r
Regulations. Nearly 300 Leaqets m corporate service in early 1970 had accumulated some 3?0,000
hours of flight, equivalent to 1~5,000,0?0 miles of
travel. Learjets, which hold 22 mtemationally. recognized performance records, have led the busmess
jet industry in civil deliveries since 1965.
Specifications

Span 35 feet 7 inches; length 43 feet 3 inches;
height 12 feet 7 inches; wing sweepback 13 deg~ees;
takeoff gross weight 13,500 po~nds; pre~sure differential 8.77 pounds per square mch; engmes 2 General Electric CJ610-6.
Performance

Maximum speed 548 miles pe~ hour; stall spee~,
normal landing weight, 104 miles per hour; m.aXImum range with 45-minute reserve 1,895 ~iles;
maximum operational altitude 45,000 feet; ~mgle
engine service ceiling 26,000 feet; rate ~f climb at
sea level 6 300 feet per minute; 2-engme takeoff
over 35-foot obstacle 2,607 feet; 2-engine landing
over 50-foot obstacle 2,850 feet.

Specifications

Span 34 feet 11 inches; length 64 feet 3 inches
(F-105D), 69 feet 7 inches (F-105F); height 19 feet
8 inches (F-105D), 20 feet 2 inches (F-105F); engine
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J75, 26,500 pounds thrust
with water injection and afterburner; conventional
ordnance load over 12,000 pounds.
Performance

Speed Mach 2; altitude ceiling 50,000-plus feet.
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LEARJET 25
Prime Contractor: Gates L ean et C
-J

F-102A ALL-WEATHER INTERCEPTOR
orporation

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation

Remarks
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Remarks

The single-seat F-102A, the world's first supersonic
all-weather interceptor, is a prinle air defense
·weapon of the Air Force in Amelica, Europe, and
the Far East. The F-102A carries Hughes Falcon
missiles and 2.75-inch folding-fin rockets. The TF102A combat proficiency trainer is similar to the
F-102A except for a wider nose section to accommodate pilot and student in side-by-side seating. First
flight of the YF-102 prototype was October 23,
1953 at Edwards Air Force Base, California. First
flight of the YF-102A was December 20, 1954. First
deliveries to the Air Force were in June 1955.
Specifications

Span 38 feet 1.6 inches; length 68 feet 5 inches;
height 21 feet 2.5 inches; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft ]57-P-23 turbojet with afterburner, 10,000pound-thrust class.
Performance

Speed supersonic; ceiling above 50,000 feet.

CONVAIR 600, 640
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation

F-l06A ADVANCED ALL-WEATHER
INTERCEPTOR
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation

Remarks
Remarks

Convair 600 is the general designation for a Convair
Liner 240 airframe modernized with Rolls-Royce
Dart turboprop engines. The Convair Liner 340 or
440 airframe with Dart engines is designated Convair 640. Among improved performance features of
the 600s are a payload increase of up to 2,~50
pounds and a cruising speed increase of 50 m1les
an hour.

The single-seat F-106A carries Hughes AIM-4F and
AIM-4G missiles and the McDonnell Douglas AIR2A special weapon equipped with a nuclear warhead. The F-106B is the 2-seat version of the F106A, with all-weather capabilities and the same
armament. First flight of the F-106A was December
26, 1956, at Edwards Air Force Base, California.
First flight of the F-106B was April 9, 1958, at the
s~me ba~e . First deliveries of the F-106A to operational Air Force North American Air Defense Command squadrons were made in 1959.

Specifications

Wingspan 91 feet 9 inches (600), 105 feet 4 ~ches
(640); length 76 feet 11 inches (600), 81 feet 5 mches
(640); height 26 feet 11 inches (600), 18 feet 2 inches
(640); passengers 40 (600), 44 (640); 2 Rolls-Royce
MK 542-4 turboprops with 3,025 shaft horsepower
each; 2 Dowty Rotol 4-bladed, 156-inch propellers;
empty weight 28,250 pounds (600), 30,540 pounds
(640); gross weight 46,200 pounds (600), 55,000
pounds (640).

Specifications

Sp~n 38 feet 1.6 inches; length 70
height_ 20 feet 3.33 inches; engine 1
ney Aucraft J~5-17 with afterburner,
thrust class; wmg area 631.23 square

feet 9 inches;
Pratt & Whit15,000-poundfeet.

Performance

Max~um speed 1,525 miles per hour; landing speed
167 miles per hour; other details classi£ed.

Performance

Cruise speed at 10,000 feet at maximum cruise
power 312 miles per hour (600), 300 miles per hour
(640); rate of climb 1,600 feet per minute (600),
1,400 feet per minute (640); service ceiling 24,000
feet (600), 22,500 feet (640); maximum range 2,280
miles (600), 3,225 miles (640).
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CONVAIR 880, 880-M

CONVAIR 990A
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The basic Convair 880 was designed for operation
from runways of 5,000 to 8,000 feet and for favorable operating costs on medium-range to transcontinental :Bights. Its sister airliner, the Convair
880-M: offers . increased range, fuel capacity, and
operatmg weig~ts and. shorter runway requirements. It has wmg leading edge slats, power boost
rudder, and engines with increased thrust. Both
Convair 880s can cruise at 615 miles an hour. In a
~r~~-class, 4-abreast seating a~rangement as used by
IDitial operators, the 880 carnes 84 passengers. In a
5-across coach configuration, it carries 110 persons.

The Convair 990A is a medium-range jet airliner
with cmising speed and fuel capacity to :By nonstop
transcontinental routes at near sonic speeds. The
speed of the Convair 990A is boosted by 4 speed
capsules, which resemble inverted canoes, extending beyond the trailing edge of the swept wing.
They increase the airliner's spe.ed by. delaying f<;>rmation of shock waves of au whiCh otherwise
would tend to cling to the trailing edge of the wing
and create drag. The speed capsules serve also as
fuel tanks.

Specifications

Wingspan 120 feet; length 13~ feet 5 inches; height
39 feet 6 inches; empty weight 110,750 pounds;
wing loading 106 pounds per square foot at takeoff
weight of 239,200 pounds; engines 4 '?J805-23B aftfan turbojets with 16,050 poun~s static thrust. each;
fuel capacity 15,188 gallops; wmg area 2,250 square
feet.

Specifications

Wingspa~ 120 feet; length .129 feet 4 inches; height
36 f~et 4 mches; empty weight 84,300 pounds; wing
loading 92.95 pounds per square foot at maximum
880 takeoff we~ght of 184,500 pounds; engines 4
General Electnc CJ805-3 turbojets with 11,200
pounds t}olrust ~ach (880), 4 General Electric CJ8053B turboJets With 11,650 pounds static thrust each
(880-M).

Perfor1nance

Cmise speed 621 miles per hour; landing speed
145 miles per hour, 1.3 stall speed; landing weight
151,000 pounds; rate of climb 3,250 feet per minute
at sea level; service ceiling 41,000 feet; cabin altitude 8,000 feet at airplane altihtde of 41,000 feet;
range with maximum payload 4,050 miles.

Performance

Maximum speed 615 miles per hour at maximum
cruise thrust at 22,500 feet; cruise speed 556 miles
per hour at Mach .84 at 35,000 feet; landing speed
145 miles per hour, 1.3 stall speed; landing speed
121,000 pounds; rate of climb 3,565 feet per minute
at sea level; service ceiling 41,000 feet; cabin altitude 8,000 feet at airplane altitude of 41 000 feet·
range with maximum payload 3,200 statt~te miles:
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F-IllA, F-lllE TACTICAL FIGHTERBOMBERS
Prime Contractor: Fort Worth Division of General
Dynamics Corporation

RF-lllA RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFf
Prime Contractor: Fort Worth Division of General
Dynamics Corporation

Remarks

The Air Force RF-111A is equipped with cameras,
radar, and infrared sensors to record infonnation
about the area below and adjacent to the aircraft.
Basic appearance of the F-lllA tactical fighterbomber and the RF-111A is the same. The only
external differences are added radomes, and optical
windows under the weapons-bay area, in the reconnaissance version. The main modifications required
to produce the RF-111A are removal of weaponsbay doors and installation of a pallet in the bay to
house the various reconnaissance sensors and related reconnaissance equipment. The RF-lllA has
virtually all the capabilities of other modem reconnaissance aircraft plus all the additional features
and capabilities of the F-lllA, such as added range
and endurance. The RF-lllA's long ferry range,
coupled with short takeoff and landing capability,
permits flexibility of deployment and utilization of
many more bases. The RF-lllA development program was announced by the Department of Defense
in December 1965. First flight .o f the developmental
aircraft was in December 1967.

Remarks

The F-111A, the Air Force's newest, fastest, most
versatile fighter-bomber, is the basic aircraft of the
variable-wing F-111 series. The wings of all versions can be moved in flight through sweep angles
from 16 to 72.5 degrees, enabling the aircraft commander to perform any specified mission with peak
aerodynamic efficiency. With wings extended, the
F-lllA can take off and land with less than 3,000
feet of ground roll. With wings swept into a highspeed delta design, the F-lllA can fly at Mach 2.5
at altitude, and supersonically at sea level while
guided by its terrain-following radar. First production aircraft were delivered to the Tactical Air
Command in October 1967. The last F-lllA (production sequence No. 159) was delivered to the
Tactical Air Command in 1969. Aircraft in the production block beginning with No. 160 bear the designation F-lUE. Major differences in this version
are refined air inlets that improve engine operation
at high speed and high altitude, and additional
equipment to increase survivability.
Specifications

Specifications and Performance

Span, wings extended, 63 feet, wings fully swept,
32 feet; height 17 feet; length 73 feet 6 inches; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30-P-3 afterburning turbofans, each in 20,000-pound-thrust
class.

The RF-lllA has essentially the same specifications
and performance features as the F-lllA, but its internal bay is used for special sensing and photographic equipment instead of weapons.

Performance

Speed at altitude Mach 2-plus; speed at sea level
Mach 1-plus; ceiling 60,000 feet; range transoceanic
without refueling; inflight refueling capability.
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FB-lllA STRATEGIC BOMBER
Prime Conh"actor: Fort \Vorth Division of General
Dynamics Corporation

F-lllC STRIKE AIRCRAFT
Prime Contractor: Fort Worth Division of General
Dynamics Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The variable-wing FB-lllA sh"ategic bomber will
replace the Sh"ategic Air Command's C through F
models of the B-52. It capitalizes on essentially the
same performance capabilities as those demonsh"ated by the F-lllA. The FB-lllA enhances sh"ategic
air effectiveness by combining high subsonic peneh"ation speed on the deck and supersonic speed at
altitude with advanced penetration aids and other
SAC avionics. The strategic bomber has the F-lllA
fuselage but a 7-foot-longer wingspan to provide greater range. The FB-lllA's landing gear is
sh"engthened to support heavier gross weights. It
can carry conventional or nuclear weapons, including the n ew Short-Range Attack Missile (SRAM)
which delivers a nuclear warhead at supersonic
speeds. First flight of a production FB-lllA was in
July 1968. First deliveries to the Sh"ategic Air Command were made in the last quarter of 1969.
Specifications

Span, wings extended, 70 feet, wings fully swept,
34 feet; height } 7 feet; length 73 feet 6 inches;
engines 2 Pratt &--Whitney--'F-F-30-F-5 afterbuming
turbofans; armament, conventional an~·elear including SRAM.
'· '
Perfortnance

Speed Mach 1-plus at sea level, Mach 2-plus at altitude; ceiling 60,000 feet; range transoceanic without refueling; inflight refueling capability.

~e

F-lllC will be ~se~ by the Royal ~~~~;~a~
Au Force for strike missions. The. RAAF FB-lllA
outwardly identical to the U.S .. Au For~e the U.S.
sh"ategic bomber, but it is eqmpped with li has
Air Force F-IllA avionic system. Ausr; ~ was
ordered 24 F-lllCs. First flight of an F- e comin July 1968. Deliveries to Australia wer~ to·~entical
pleted in 1969 The F-UlC is outwar Y I
er
to the FB-lllA but it has essentially the same P formance featu;es as the F-IllA.

1

F-lllD TACTICAL FIGHTER-BOMBER
Division of General
Prime Contractor: Fort W orth
Dynamics Corporation
.
urin 1969, the FIn development flight test_tng ~ ad~anced avionic
lllD uses a new gene~atiO~ 0
. ation and imequipment to achieve pmpomt naVIgThe advanced
proved weapons delivery accur~cy.rtial navigation
avionics include attack radar, me plex integratsystem, central digital comauter ~~tore~ manageed display set, Doppler ra a{ii~ to pedorm peneme~t set. .~ey en~ble the F- fe and to find ~d
trahon miSSions w1th gre~ter s~e;' F-lllD aviomcs
destroy targets more easily. 0 . the F-lUE. The
1
are basically the sam~ as t;Ito;e nthe F-lllE, but it
\ F-lllD is outwardly !denttca t~nes which provide
\is powered by 2 TF30-P-9 en~
d afterburner.
~
d th rust Ill
. mi'l't
1 a ry power antiall the same
i~rease
Other performance featur~s are. e~t~£ a y roduction
as those of the F-lUE. Fust flig
P
F-111'1? was scheduled for late 1969 ·
Remarks
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E-2 HAWKEYE
Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

B-58 HUSTLER BOMBER
Prime Contractor: Fort Worth Division of General
Dynamics Corporation

Remarks
Remarks

Hawkeye's improved radar, computers, and highspeed data relay system provide the Navy with an
excellent early-warning and intercept-control cap~
bility. The coordinated effort of the Hawkeye s
crew of 5 and this speedy information collection,
evaluation, and relaying equipment is called ATDS
(Airborne Tactical Data System). The system provides fleet headquarters with the lead time necessary for action in nullifying high-Mach-number
attacking aircraft. Hawkeye is able to remain airborne for prolonged periods. The aircraft is seeing
extensive use in Vietnam as a flying command post.
First flight was October 21, 1960. Grumman is retrofitting E-2As to include the Litton Industries L-304
microelectronic computer; the new version is known
as E-2B. The prototype E-2B (photo) made its first
flight on February 20, 1969. A third version, the
E-2C, is under development and will feature the
Grumman/General Electric-developed AN/ APS-111
radar.

The B-58 Hustler is a supersonic Mach 2 strategic
bomber in service with the Air Force's Strategic Air
Command. It is this nation's first and only bomber
to operate at over twice the speed of sound. B-58s
have been operational since 1960 and are now used
by the 43rd Bomb Wing at Little Rock Air Force
Base, Arkansas, and by the 305th Bomb Wing,
Grissom Air Force Base, Indiana. They were designed and produced at the Fort Worth Division of
General Dynamics. First flight was November 11,
1956. One hundred sixteen were produced. Air
Force crews flying B-58s set 19 world speed and
altitude records and won the Thompson Trophy,
the Mackay Trophy (twice), the Bleriot Trophy,
and the Harmon Trophy (twice). The design uses
the delta wing pioneered by the Convair Division
of General Dynamics.
Specifications

Span 56 feet 10 inches; length 96 feet 9 inches;
height 29 feet 11 inches; gross .weight 160,?00
pounds; engines 4 G~neral Electnc J79 turboJets
mounted in pods; engme thrust 15,600 pounds each
at takeoff with afterburners; landing gear tricycle,
dual-wheel nose gear, 8-wheel truck main gear;
wing area 1,542 square feet.

Span .80 feet 7 inches; length 56 feet 4 inches;
height 16 feet; engines 2 Allison T56-A-8 rated at
4,050 equivalent shaft horsepower.

Performance

Speed 274 knots true (average cruise speed); fuel
12,133 pounds.

Specifications

Performance

Maximum speed over 1,300 miles per hour (Mach
2); service ceiling above 60,000 feet; range intercontinental with refueling.
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S-2E TRACKER

A-6A INTRUDER

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Remarks
G~mman's S-2E Tracker, built for the Navy, was
d esigned to p erfonn the complete antisubmarine
warfare mission: detection localization classification, and d estruction of hostile subm~nes. The
plane is equipped with a variety of electronic sensory and search d evices coordinated \Vith a tactical
navigation system that features memory, display,
and. aut.oma tic computation for solving tactical and
navigational problems. Armament includes nuclear
depth charges, depth bombs, rockets, and homing
torpedoes.

Remarks
The A-6A Intruder is a low-altitude, long-range,
twin-engine attack aircraft with all-weather and
night attack capability. It can deliver either nuclear
or conventional stores and can fly in close support
of ground troops on an around-the-clock basis. The
integrated display system enables the crew to "see"
targets or the environment around the aircraft, under zero-visibility conditions, by means of visual
displays presented on viewing screens. The A-6A
employs the Digital Integrated Attack Navigation
(DIANE) system, which frees the pilot from details
that can be performed automatically, thereby enabling him to focus his attention on the immediate
tactical situation. The Intruder was the first aircraft
in Navy inventory and on active Hight status to employ the nose-tow catapult system. The A-6A is deployed with the Navy and the Marine Corps in
Vietnam, where it has established an excellent record. Developmental versions of the A-6A include
the A-6C, which features advanced infrared sensors
and low-light television to enhance the aircraft's
all-weather capability, the KA-6D tanker, and the
A-6E. Grumman h as a contract to convert 4 A-6As
to tanker configuration and to initiate production
of 20 additional KA-6Ds. The A-6E will have advanced radars built by Norden Division of United
Aircraft Corporation.

Specifications
Span 72 feet 7 inches; length 43 feet 6 inches;
h eight 16 feet 7 inches; engines 2 vVright R1820,
1,525 horsepower.

'\

Specifications
Span 53 feet; length 53 feet 3 inches; height 12 feet
\ 1 inch; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J52-P-8A,
\ \9,300 pounds thrust each.
Performance
s\ bsonic.

\
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EA-6A INTRUDER

EA-68 INTRUDER

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The EA-6A is the progenitor of a line of aircraft
created specifically to monitor electronic emissions
and to in~e~ere wi~ automatically controlled weaponrr:. It IS m semce with the Marine Corps, first
semce to :fly this type of weapon system. The 2:place E~-~A can detect, locate, classify, record, and
Jam radiations from enemy weaponry. Its main mission is to s~ppo~ strik_e a~craft and ground troops
by suppressmg arr-to-arr, au-to-ground, and groundto-air electronically controlled weapons. The EA6A, which has the same airframe as the A-6A Intruder, can function in all weather conditions.

The EA-6B is a derivative of the already proven
EA-6A aircraft now on active duty with the Marine
Corps. Its most outstanding feature is the lengthened fuselage for accommodating 2 additional crew
members. Sustained low-altitude :flight capability,
spacious crew stations, and armor plate protection
are other features of this newest addition to the
Intruder family. The prototype EA-6B made its first
:flight May 25, 1968, with Grumman test pilot Don
King at the controls.
Specifications

Span 53 feet; length 59 feet 5 inches; height 16
feet 3 inches; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
J52-P-8A rated at 9,300 pounds thrust each.

Specifications

Span 53 feet; length 55 feet; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J52-P-8A turbojets, 9,300 pounds thrust
each.

Performance

Subsonic.

Performance

Subsonic.
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OV-1 MOHAWK

HU-16B ALBATROSS

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Designed to operate from small, unimproved fields,
the Mohawk is used by the Army for observation
work. Its bug-eye canopy offers exceptional visibility to its 2-man crew. A 55-knot stall speed and
short takeoff and landing capabilities like those of
the Army's light single-engine aircraft enable the
Mohawk to «live" with the field army. The OV-1D
(~hoto) is the latest version of the Mohawk. It proVIdes for flight-line interchangeability of infrared
and side-looking airborne radar surveillance equipment.

Grumman's largest amphibian, the Albatross, is
used by the Air Force, the Navy, and the Coast
Guard as a general utility aircraft capable of performing as a sea-air rescue, cargo, transport, hospital, or photographic airplane. Most recent version is
the HU-16B, which has greater wingspan, larger
vertical and. horizontal tail surfaces, and greater
range than its predecessor, the HU-16A. Another
version of the Albatross was built for antisubmarine
warfare. Both types continue in active service, but
the aircraft is no longer in production. Twelve foreign nations have purchased Albatross aircraft.

Specifications

·Specifications

Span 42 feet; length 41 feet; height 12 feet 8 inches;
engines 2 Lycoming T53-L-15, 1,100 equivalent
shaft horsepower each.

Span 96 feet 8 inches; length 61 feet 4 inches;
height 25 feet 10 inches; engines 2 Wright R1820-76
rated at 1,425 horsepower each.

Performance

Performance

Maximum speed 325 miles per hour; normal cruise
speed 207 miles per hour; landing speed 75 miles
per hour; service ceiling 33,000 feet; range with
maximum payload 774 miles.

Maximum speed 205 knots; best cruise 130 knots;
maximum endurance speed 108 knots; range 2,850
nautical miles.

/

/
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GULFSTREAM I
Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

GULFSTREAM II
Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Cmporation

Remarks
The Grumman Gulfstream I is a twin-engine corporate transport with transcontinental range. The
plane carries a 2-man crew; it is designed for 10 to
14 passengers in the executive version and up to
24 passengers in a high-density configuration. The
plane has short-field flexibility. After sale of the
200th Gulfstream I in the spring of 1969, the assembly line was closed down.

Remarks
A fast, long-range, corporate jet .tra~sport, Gulfstream II is a twin-turbofan, T-ta1l aircraft which
can fly from New York to Los Angeles against a
continuous 90-knot headwind. Powered by 2 aftmounted Rolls-Royce Spey fanjets , the 10- to 19passenger aircraft grosses 56,000 pounds. Gulfstream II retains the short-field flexibility of its
predecessor, the turboprop Gulfstream I. First flight
was in October 1966. In May 1968 the Gulfstream
II became the first corporate jet to fly nonstop from
New York to London. The east-to-west return trip
was also nonstop. Grumman has more than 90 orders for the Gulfstream II. The aircraft is being produced at the rate of 3 per month at the company's
Savannah, Georgia, factory.

Specifications
Span 78 feet 4 inches; length 64 feet; height 22 feet
9 inches; engines 2 Rolls-Royce Dart Mark 529-8X
turboprops rated at 2,190 equivalent shaft horsepower.
Performance
Cruise speed 357 miles per hour; range over 2,500
miles; service ceiling 39,000 feet.

Specifications
Span 68 feet 10 inches; length 79 feet 11 inches;
cabin interior: length 34 feet, headroom 6 feet 1
inch; seating 10 to 19 normal, up to 30 in highdensity version; engines 2 Rolls-Royce Spey RB16325 turbofans rated at 11,400 pounds thrust each.
Performance
Speed up to 585 miles per hour; range 3,010 nautical miles; rate of climb 4,000 feet per minute; cruise
altitude 40,000 feet.
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C-2A GREYHOUND

C-IA TRADER

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

A new carrier on-board delivery system for the
Navy, the C-2A Greyhound is designed to keep
fleet units supplied with high-priority items like jet
engines and to serve as a p ersonnel transport for
carrier groups. The C-2A p ermits the Navy to fly
directly from land bases to operating forces at sea
without disruption of battle efficiency. The aircraft
has a fully pressurized fuselage and a tail-ramp
loading d evice to facilitate loading operations. It is
readily convertible into a p ersonnel carrier.

The C-IA Trader, cargp version of the S-2D/E
Tracker, is used extensively as a carrier on-board delivery aircraft. It has a larger fuselage, with 9 rearfacing seats or cargo fittings. The C-IA is designed
for use also as an instrument trainer, light cargo
aircraft, utility or administrative aircraft? and carrier qualification trainer. It is no longer m production, but it continues to serve alongside the newer
C-2A Greyhound as an important link between the
fleet and fleet support bases on land.

Specifications

Specifications

Span 80 feet 7 inches; length 56 feet 6 inches;
engines 2 Allison T56-A-B rated at 4,050 equivalent
shaft horsepower each.

Span 69 feet 8 inches; length 42 feet; h eight I6 feet
3.5 inches; engines 2 Wright RI820-82 rated at I,525
horsepower.
. Performance

Perfor1nance

Cruise I50 knots; service ceiling 24,800 feet; range
964 miles.

Range I,300 nautical miles with IO,OOO-pound payload.
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TC-4C

TF-9J COUGAR

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The TC-4C, as yet unnamed, is the result of mating
A-6A radome and avionics to a conventional Grumman Gulfstream I. The aircraft retains the basic
fail-safe airframe and engine of the Gulfstream I,
but it has a higher-capacity electrical generating system to satisfy the demands of the additional A-6A
avionics gear. The TC-4C was conceived in order
to release more A-6As from training squadrons and
to train a greater number of bombardier/navigators.
In the TC-4C, Intruder training missions can be
flown by a pilot and bombardier/navigator team
seated in a full-scale A-6A cockpit. In addition, 4
bombardier/navigator trainees, seated at individual
consoles forward of the simulated A-6A cockpit, can
observe the same displays as those seen by the bombardier/navigator in the simulated cockpit. Students can follow development of the A-6A navigation-attack problem on their own scopes, observing
target identification, radar picture size, terrain features, atmospheric and interference limitations, and
optimum display selection. Capabilities of navigation and track radar can also be observed. Each
console is also outfitted with navigational readouts.

The TF-9J is a 2-seat version of the F-9F-8 Cougar
outfitted for training purposes. The second seat is
forward of the first, and the aircraft is outfitted with
2 guns only. The TF-9J was the first jet trainer in
the Navy Advanced Jet Training Command capable
of transonic speed. Performance, range, and combat
capability very closely duplicate those of the F-9J.
The TF-9J is well suited to intermediate and operational jet training, transonic flight indoctrination,
carrier operations, instrument and navigation training, and gunnery and external store delivery training. Although the Cougar trainer is no longer in
production, it is still in active service with the Navy
and the Marine Corps.
Specifications

Span 34 feet 6 inches; length 44 feet 4.25 inches
(with refueling boom add 4 feet 4.5 inches); height
12 feet 4 inches; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
J48 rated at 6,250 pounds thrust.
Performance

Mach .87 at 35,000 feet; service ceiling 43,000 feet.

Specifications

Span 78 feet 4 inches; length 67 feet 10.75 inches;
height 23 feet 4 inches; engines 2 Rolls-Royce Dart
MK 529-8X turboprops rated at 2,210 equivalent
shaft horsepower.
Performance

Cruise speed 290 knots; ferry range 1,950 nautical
miles; service ceiling 30,400 feet.
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E-lB TRACER
Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation

F-14

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

Gnrmman was av.rarded th e development contract
for th e Navy's n ew F-14 air superiority fighter in
January 1969. The F-14 is a tandem-seat, variablegeometry, high-wing aircraft with 2 engines in podd ed n acelles. The F-14 is a 3-phased series d evelopment program: the F-14A will carry the Phoenix
ai:-to-air missile and will use the Pratt & Whib1ey
Aircraft TF30 afterbumincr
t:> turbofan encrine·
b
, the F14B will feature a lighter, higher-thmst engine; the
F-14C will use the engines of the F-14B and more
advanced avionic systems.

The E-1B Tracer, a development of the S-2/C-1
series aircraft, is distinguished by the large radome
mounted on top of the fuselage. Airframe constnlction parallels the S-2/C-1 series. The aircraft has
all-weather capability, and its long.:.range detection
equipment serves the fleet with early-warning information regarding impending enemy attack. Equipm ent for vectoring friendly interceptors against
specific targets is also on board. This aircraft is
no longer in production, but it continues in active
service on both ASW and attack carriers.

Specifications

Specifications

Dimensions classified; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft TF30-P-401 turbofans.

Span 72 feet 4 inches; length 72 feet 4 inches;
height 16 feet; engines 2 Wright R1820-82 rated at
1,525 horsepower.

Performance
Performance

Subsonic to Mach 2-plus.

Range 875 miles; service ceiling 15,800 feet.
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MODEL 300
Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

AG-CAT, SUPER AG-CAT

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Remarks
The Grumman Ag-Cat is a biplane built specifically
f~r crop dusting and spraying operations. It features
h1g~ performance, safety characteristics, and easy
mamtenance. ~x~remely safe, the Ag-Cat has gentle
stall charactenstlcs, excellent handling and control
qualities, and low maintenance costs. The plane is
powered by a variety of engines; a new Super
model (photo) uses a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 450horsepo~er e~gine. The Super Ag-Cat has stronger
construction, mcreased fuel capacity, and higher
gross weight. More than 600 Ag-Cats have been
delivered.

Remarks
The Model 300 is a 3-place aircraft designed for a
wide variety of personal transportation and general
utility assignments. Exceptionally smooth flig~t
characteristics of the 3-bladed rotor have made th1s
h elicopter especially useful for aerial photography
in addition to the traditional traffic and power-line
patr·ol and construction site operations. Equipment
includes litters, cargo racks, floats, and external load
sling. The Model 300 ha~ a top speed of 87 miles
per hour. A version especrally eqmpped for law enforcement has successfully demonstrated its crimesuppression capabilities in Project Sky Knight, a
federally sponsored experiment utilizing helicopters as round-the-clock aerial patrol cars. It is being
used by nearly a score of law enforcement agencies
for patrol work. Equipment ~ncludes 3-way poli~e
radio, siren, high-power public address .system, htters and an internally controlled floodlight system
whi~h illuminates the average residential lot to daylight brilliance from 5.00-foot pa~rol a!titude. Engineering refinements mclude q~net ta1l ro.tor and
exhaust muffler which make all-mght patrollmg possible without disturbing . sleeping citizens.

Specifications
Sp~n 35 feet 11 inches; length 24 feet 4 inches;
he1ght 11 feet; certified gross weight 4,500 pounds;
hopper load 40 cubic feet; engines 220-horsepower
Continental, 240-horsepower Gulf Coast, 245-horsepower Jacobs, 275-horsepower Jacobs, 300-horsepowe: J.acobs, or 450-horsepower Pratt & Whitney.
P~rmiss1ble operating gross weight limit may be as
h1gh as 6,075 pounds.
Performance

Working speed range 80 t? 100 miles p er hour;
nl~vebr-e1x0c8eedf speed 147 miles per hour; rate of
c 1m
, 0 eet p er minute.
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TH-55A HELICOPTER TRAINER
Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

OH-6A LIGHT OBSERVATION HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

Remarks

Remarks

The TH-55A is a 2-place primary trainer helicopter
in use by the Army to train Army aviators. Hughes
has delivered a total of 793 TH-55A helicopters to
the Army since 1964. The TH-55A is a military version of the Hughes Model 269A commercial helicopter which entered production in 1961.

Hughes Tool Company is delivering 1,435 OH-6A
light observation helicopters to the Army. The helicopter holds 23 world records in speed, sustained
altitude, time to climb to altitude, and distance.
One distance record was achieved on a nonstop,
nonrefueled cross-country flight of 2,215 miles from
California to Florida. In addition to the low-level
scout and observation roles assigned by the Army, a
primary function in Southeast Asia is armed recon- ·
naissance. The fast, highly maneuverable OH-6A
mounts outboard of the left side of the cargo compartment an XM-27E-1 machine gun, a multibarrel
7.62-millimeter gun capable of firing 4,000 rounds
per minute. Interchangeable with the XM-27E-1 gun
installation is the XM-8 40-millimeter antipersonnel
grenade launcher.

Specifications

Crew 2; main rotor diameter 25 feet 3.5 inches;
length 28 feet 5 inches; height 8 feet 3 inches; design gross weight 1,670 pounds; useful load 662
pounds; engine Lycoming HI0-360-B1A, 180 horsepower.
Performance

Maximum speed 75 knots; endurance 2.5 hours at
65 knots; hover ceiling OGE 3,750 feet, IGE 5,500
feet.

Specifications

Length 30.3 feet, rotors turning; height 8.2 feet;
main rotor 4-bladed, 26.33 feet in diameter; empty
weight 1,212 pounds including all GFE avionics and
partial atmor; gross weight 2,400 pounds; overload
gross weight 2,700 pounds; useful load 1,488 pounds
including 400 pounds full fuel; engine Allison T63A-5A, 317 shaft horsepower derated to 252.5 takeoff
horsepower.
Performance

Maximum speed 130 knots; cruise speed 118 knots;
range 330 nautical miles; rate of climb 1,830 feet
per minute; hover OGE 7,300 feet, IGE 11,800 feet;
service ceiling 15,700 feet.
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MODELS 500S, 500E, 500M

HH-43B/F RESCUE-UTILITY HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

Prime Contractor: Kaman Aerospace Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The Kaman Huskie has a unique intermeshing rotor
system and servo-flap control system. In service
with the Air Rescue Service of the Air Force and
with foreign governments around the world, the
Huskie has demonstrated an ability to perform in
jungles, mountains, and remote comers of the world
previously inaccessible to aircraft. The Huskie has
established a record of safety and reliability far exceeding that of any other military aircraft ever in
service.

The Hughes 500 series light turbine helicopters
offer complete versatility in commercial and international applications. Although the 500 resembles
the OH-6A in profile and retains the OH-6A basic
structural features, it provides numerous advantages : greater speed, increased interior volume and
spaciousness, higher gross weight, external cargo
hook, very low maintenance requirements and costs.
The 500S allows maximum utility by rapid conversion among such configurations as 5- to 7-place personnel transport, litter-evacuation ship, and internal
or external cargo carrier. The 500E executive 5-place
version features luxurious appointments, including
rear compartment writing desks. The 500M is the
international military version normally seating a
crew of 2 and 2 troops, although a pilot and 5
armed troops can be accommodated easily. Fitted
with hardpoints, the 500M can carry a rescue hoist,
litter kit, machine gun, grenade and rocket launchers, cargo hook, and antisubmarine warfare equipment.

Specifications

Height 12.6 feet; rotors 2 2.-bladed, intermeshing,
counterrotating, 47 feet in diameter; empty weight
4,585 pounds (HH-43B), 4,620 .p ounds (HH-43F);
gross weight 6,100 pounds; maximum gross weight
9,150 pounds; engine Lycoming T53-L-11B ( HH43B), T53-L-11A (HH-43F).
Performance

Maximum speed 120 miles per hour; cru.ise speed
110 miles per hour; range 277 statute miles (HH43B), 303 statute miles (HH-43F); rate of climb
2 000 fe et per minute (HH-43B), 1,800 feet per minute (HH-43F); hover OGE 15,000 feet (HH-43B),
18,000 feet (HH-43F); service ceiling 23,000 feet
(HH-43B), 25,000 feet (HH-43F).

Specifications

Le~gth 30.3 feet, rotors turning; height 8.2 feet;
mam rotor 4-bladed, 26.33 feet in diameter normal
gross weight 2,550 pounds; engine Allison 2SO-C18A
gas turbine, 317 shaft horsepower derated to 278
takeoff horsepower; empty weight 1,085 pounds
(500S), 1,186 pounds (500E), 1,124 pounds (500M).
Performance

Maximum speed 130 knots; cruise speed 126 knots;
hover OGE 5,300 fee t, ICE 8,200 feet; rate of climb
1,700 feet p er minute; service ceiling 14,400 feet;
range 358 miles with 416 pounds fuel (500S, 500E),
344 miles with 400 pounds fu el (500M).
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UH-2C RESCUE-UTILITY HEUCOPTER
Prime Contractor: Kaman Aerospace Corporation

UH-2A/B RESCUE-UTILITY HEUCOPTER
Prime Contractor: Kaman Aerospace Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

This compact, high-speed turbine-powered helicopter is used by the Nary and the Marine Corps.
The Seas~rite. carries a complete complement of the
~atest navigational and electronic flight aids includmg APN-130 Doppler, ASA-13A air mass computer,
an~ a Kaman-developed autostabilization system.
With all-weather instrumentation retractable landing_ gear, and water-alighting capabilities, the Seaspnte operates _on a 24-hour-day basis and at long
r~nges compatible with today's around-the-clock,
dispersed-fleet operations. The UH-2 is used for
search, rescue, gunfire observation, reconnaissance,
pl~ne guard, courier, personnel transfer, ship-toshtp resupply, and tactical air controller operations.
The UH-2 was first flown in June 1959. More than
150 are in service with the fleet and at shore stations around the world.

The UH-2C is a conversion to twin-turbine configuration of a number of UH-2A/Bs under a Navy
contract awarded Kaman. Retrofitting the craft
with 2 General Electric T58-8 engines provides the
Seasprite with twin-engine reliability for nighttime
overwater rescue missions. Compact and able to
operate from fleet vessels as small as destroyers, the
UH-2C has completely self-contained navigation
capability.

Specifications

Performance

Length 52.5 feet; height 13.6 feet; empty weight
6,100 pat~ds; gross weight 8,637 pounds; overload
g~oss wetght 10,000 pounds; engine General Electnc T58-8, 1,250 shaft horsepower; main rotor single 4-bladed, 44 feet in diameter- tail rotor 3bladed, 8 feet in diameter.
'

Maximum speed 157 miles per hour; cruise speed
152 miles per hour; normal range 425 miles; ferry
range 570 miles; rate of climb, sea level, 2,275 feet
per minute; hover ceiling OGE 16,800 feet; service
ceiling 18,400 feet.

Specifications

Length 52.5 feet; height 13.6 feet; empty weight
7,390 pounds; gross weight 9,951 pounds; overload
gross weight 11,614 pounds; main rotor single 4bladed, 44 feet in diameter; tail rotor 3-bladed, 8
feet in diameter; engines 2 General Electric T58-8,
1,250 shaft horsepower each.

Perfor1nance

Maximum speed 162 miles per hour; cruise speed
152 miles per hour; normal range 671 miles; ferry
range 950 miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,740
feet per minute; hover OGE 5 100 feet· service ceiling 17,400 feet.
'
'
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HH-2C ARMED RESCUE HELICOPTER

LA-4 AMPIDBIAN

Prime Contractor: Kaman Aerospace Corporation

Prime Contractor: Lake Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
The HH-2C is an uprated UH-2C outfitted with
chin-mounted minigun turret and waist-mounted
machine guns and protected with armor plate. The
compact HH-2C, operating from the decks of destroyers, will be used by the Navy for search and
rescue missions. The armament provides the rescue
crew with a capability of delivering suppressive fire
against enemy forces during rescue operations.

Remarks
The Lake LA-4 is an all-metal, midwing, 4-pa~
senger amphibian aircraft. It has retractable tncycle gear and large flaps, both actuated by an
engine-driven hydraulic system which is backed up
for emergency use by a manually operated h~nd
pump. The aircraft is powered by the Lycommg
180-horsepower 0-360-A1A used in pusher configuration; it utilizes a Hartzell forged dural, controllable, constant-speed metal propeller. The airc~aft
is unusually rugged and is capable of operating
from short fields and in extremely rough water conditions. In 1969 Lake initiated production of 2 new
models based on the LA-4. The Lake Seaplane, a
flying boat configuration similar to the L.A-4, is
equipped with removable wheels for beachmg operations. It has a 1,050-pound useful load and a
140-mile-per-hour cruise speed. The Buccaneer, a
larger and faster (150 miles per hour) version of ~e
LA-4, is powered by a 200-horsepower Lycommg
engine.

Specifications
Length 52.5 feet; height 13.6 feet; empty weight
8,165 pounds; gross weight 12,585 pounds; overload
gross weight 12,840 pounds; main rotor single 4bladed, 44 feet in diameter; tail rotor 4-bladed, 8
feet in diameter; engines 2 General Electric T58-8,
1,250 shaft horsepower each.
Performance
.
Maximum spe.ed 156 miles per hour; normal range
340 statute mtles; hover ceiling ICE 12,600 feet.

Specifications (LA-4)
Wingspan 38 feet; wing area 170 square feet; wing
load 14.1 pounds per square foot; length 24 feet 11
inches; height 9 feet 4 inches; gross weight 2,400
pounds; empty weight 1,555 pounds; useful load
845 pounds.
Performance (LA-4)
Speed 132 miles per hour; stall speed 50 miles per
hour; takeoff run 650 feet (land), 1,125 feet (water);
landing roll 475 feet (land), 600 feet (water); rate
of climb 800 feet per minute.
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-------------- F-l04S SUPER STARFIGHTER

P-2 NEPTUNE

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks

Remarks
The P-2 Nepturle made its first flight in May 1945,
and today-more than 20 years later-it is ably performing its antisubmarine patrol mission for the
U.S. Navy and for a number of free world nations.
Steady refinements and new additions kept the P-2
modern and up to date through 7 models. Although
the P-2 is gradually being replaced in the Navy by
Lockheed's P-3A Orion, it still bears the insignia of
7 other nations: the Netherlands, France, Canada,
Australia, Brazil, Japan, and Argentina.

Lockh~ed:~~o~ia Company's F-104 prototype
m~d~ 1ts llllbal_ flight in February 1954. The multi-

miSSIO~ fighter-mterceptor became operational with
USAF m January 1958 and remains in service today
with USAF's Air Defense Command. An advanced
Starfighter version, the F-104G was manufactured
in ~e aviation industry's large~t international production program for the air arn1s of 14 free world
nations-Germany, Canada the Netherlands Belgium, Norw_ay, Denmark,' Italy, Spain, G~eece,
Turkey, Pakistan, the Republic of China Japan
and the Unite~ States. Nearly 2,500 Starllghter~
have been bmlt, worldwide. Lockheed's newest
Starfighter, the F-104S, is being manufactured in
Italy. The Italian Air Force purchased 165 of the
new Sparrow-missile-armed Starfighters for delivery
beginning in 1969.

Specifications
Span 103 feet; length 91 feet 5 inches; height 29
feet 4 inches; gross weight 72,000 pounds; engines
2 Wright R3350-32 turbocompounds.
Performance
Speed 300 miles per hour; altitude 22,000 feet.

Specifications
F-104G: span 21 feet 11 inches; length 54 feet 9
inches; height 13 feet 6 inches; gross weight 28,800
pounds; engine General Electric J79-11A, 15,800
pounds thrust with afterburner. F-104S: same span,
length, height; gross weight 31,500 pmmds; engine
General Electric J79-19, 17,900 pounds thrust with
afterburner.
Performance
Speed Mach 2-plus; altitude above 100,000 feet.
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P-3 ORION
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

S-3A

Remarks

Remarks

The P-3 Orion is an advanced long-range antisubmarine patrol aircraft which has been in service
with the Navy since August 1962. The Orion carries
the latest, most efficient ASW equipment and has
sufficient space, weight, and power reserve to incorporate future ASW systems. Orions have been purchased by New Zealand, Australia, and Norway.
The new P-3C Orion with the A-NEW avionics system was to be delivered to the Navy in 1969.

The S-3A is Lockheed's newest venture into antisubmarine warfare aircraft, following its continuing
success with the P-3 Orion. S-3A is a carrier-based
twin- engine jet aircraft that will replace Grumman's
S-2 Tracker. S-3A will be powered by General Electric TF34 high bypass turbofan engines. Its speed
will be in excess of 400 knots with a range of over
2,000 nautical miles. The aircraft will have an allweather capability of searching for, localizing, and
destroying enemy submarines. It is configured to
carry a variety of ordnance, including homing torpedoes, mines, depth charges, rockets, and missiles.
First flight of the aircraft is earmarked for early
1972 with introduction to the fleet in the fall of
1973. Other details are classified.

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Specifications

Span 99 feet 8 inches; length 116 feet 10 inches;
height 33 feet 9 inches; gross weight 135,000
pounds; engines 4 Allison T56-14, 4,591 shaft horsepower each.
Performance

Speed 413 knots; altitude above 30,000 feet.
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SR-71 LONG-RANGE STRA.TEGIC
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT

YF-l2A ADVANCED INTERCEPTOR
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor : Lockheed-California Company
Remarks
Remarks

The YF-12A, formerly designated A-11, is an advanced interceptor for use by the Air Force. It is
a companion plane to the SR-71. An all-weather
fighter, the YF-12A is equipped with an automatic
navigation system. It is powered by 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J58 engines and has a speed capability
of over 2,000 miles per hour and a ceiling in excess
of 80,000 feet. It has an ASG-18 fire-control system
developed by Hughes Aircraft Company, and it
is equipped with the Hughes AIM-47 A air-to-air
guided missile. Other details are classified.

The SR-71 is an Air Force long-range advanced
strategic reconnaissance aircraft capable of flying
above 80,000 feet at 3 times the speed of soundover 2,000 miles an hour. The SR-71 made its first
flight D e cember 22, 1964. Opera tional with the
Strategic Air Command at Beale Air Force Base,
California, since January 1966, the SR-71 carries a
wide variety of advanced observation equipment
and is capable of both pre-attack and post-attack
strategic reconnaissance. It can survey a strip of the
earth's surface 30 miles wide and 2,000 miles long
(60,000 square miles) in just over one hour. The
twin-engine SR-71 is powered by the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J58 turbojet, first engine to be flight
qualified at Mach 3 for the Air Force.
Specifications

Span 55 feet; length 107 feet; height 18 feet 6 inches
from ground to top of vertical stabilizers.
Perforn1ance

Classified.
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T-33A JET TRAINER

WV-2, RC-121 EARLY-WARNING AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Specifications

Remarks

Span 38 feet 10.5 inches; length 37 feet 8.5 inches;
height 11 feet 8% inches; empty weight 8,084
pounds; gross weight 14,442 pounds; useful load
6,358 pounds; wing loading 60.8 pounds per square
foot; power loading 3.3 pounds per pound thrust;
fuel capacity 683 gallons; gear tricycle, fully retractable; engine Allison J33-23-400C5 turbojet, 4,600
pounds thrust.

Derivatives of the Lockheed Constellation series,
the WV-2 (Navy) and the RC-121 (Air Force) are
radar-equipped flying sentinels for long-distance
early-warning missions. The planes carry 6 tons of
electronic equipment to high altitudes. They were
designed as aerial sentries, to locate sneak raiders
at interception points far from the nation's borders.
High fuel capacity and operational economy of the
Wright turbocompound engines give the airplanes
an extremely long on-station time. Wing-tip fuel
tanks extend distance of scouting missions. The
WV-2 is an enlarged version of the WV-1, which
was the initial picket plane in Navy service.

Performance

Maximum speed 580 miles per hour; stall speed
117 miles per hour; rate of climb 5,525 feet per minute; service ceiling 40,000 feet; range 1,345 miles.

Specifications

Span 123 feet; length 116 feet; height 24 feet 10
inches. WV-1: span 123 feet; length 94 feet 4
inches; height 23 feet 9 inches.
Performance

Endurance approximately 18 hours.
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XH-5IA HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

XH-5IA COMPOUND ROTORCRAFT
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks

Remarks

The XH-51A is a 2-place helicopter developed
by Lockheed-California in Burbank under a joint
Army/Navy contract as a research vehicle for highperformance rotary-wing aircraft. First :Bight '\.vas
announced in November 1962. The 4-bladed XH51A has the Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor system
that gives the vehicle hands-off stability. It has retractable landing gear.

The XH-51A compound is a 4-bladed aircraft converted in 1964 under an Army-sponsored program
from a "pure" XH-51A helicopter by the addition of
stub wings and an auxiliary jet engine (mounted on
left wing). In June 1967 the XH-51A compound
achieved a speed of 302 miles per hour during a
Lockheed :Bight program conducted for the Army
Aviation Materiel Laboratories. Incorporated in the
vehicle is the Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor system and retractable landing gear.

Specifications

Fuselage length 32 feet; height 8 feet 2 inches; main
rotor blade diameter 35 feet; normal gross weight
4,000 pounds; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
PT6B-6 turboshaft produced by United Aircraft of
Canada.

Specifications

. Fuselage length 32 feet; maximum height 8 feet 2
inches; main rotor blade diameter 35 feet; normal
gross weight 4,500 pounds; engines 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft PT6B-6 turboshaft and 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J60-P-2; wingspan 17 feet.

Performance

Speed 175-plus miles per hour; cruise speed at sea
level 160 miles per hour; still-air range 240 miles.

Performance

Maximum speed 302 miles per hour; maximum rate
of climb 3,500 feet per minute.
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XH-5IN RESEARCH HELICOPTER

MODEL 286 UTILITY HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks

Remarks

The XH-51N helicopter was built for NASA and
was delivered in December 1964 to NASA's Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, where it is being used for advanced flight research in the rotarywing aircraft field. It can carry 5 persons. The 3bladed XH-51N has the Lockheed-developed rigidrotor system and retractable landing gear.

The 5-place Model 286 helicopter made its first
flight June 30, 1965, at the Lockheed plant in Burbank, California. Exactly a year later the Model 286
rece.ived its Federal Aviation Administration type
certific~te. It was the first rigid-rotor helicopter to
be .certificated by .the FAA. This type of rigid-rotor
hehcopt~r has ~ ~de potential for transport, rescue,
and vanous m1htary missions. As a light antisubmarine helicopter, it would be capable of rapidaction. re.sponse from various Navy attack vessels.
The sumlar Lockheed-built Army/Navy XH-51A
has made landings on and takeoffs from the deck of
a moving destroyer at sea. The 4-bladed Model 286
has the Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor system and
is equipped with retractable landing gear. It has
performed aerobatic-type maneuvers-barrel rolls
and loops-to demonstrate stability and control
made possible by the rigid-rotor system. Model 286
helicopters are being used extensively as rigid-rotor
demonstrators. They have toured the continental
United States and Hawaii and they participated in
the 1967 Paris Air Show.

Specifications

Fuselage length 33 feet; rotor blade diameter 35
feet; weight 4,000 pounds; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft PT6B-9 turboshaft produced by United Aircraft of Canada.
Performance

Speed 174 miles per hour; range 225 miles.

Specifications

Length 32 feet; rotor blade diameter 35 feet; weight
4,700 pounds; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
PT6B-9 turboshaft produced by United Aircraft of
Canada.
Performance

Design speed 176 miles per hour; estimated range
225-plus miles. It has reached 206 miles per hour in
a slight descent.
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AH-56A CHEYENNE COMPOUND
HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company
Remarks

Remarks

The U-2, originally proposed as an independent
Lockheed project in 1954, has been in service with
the Air Force and other government agencies since
then. The planes furnish weather, fallout, radiation,
and photographic data from lengthy flights at sustained high altitudes. A recent assignment has been
investigation of HI-CAT (high-altitude clear-air turbulence) above 55,000 feet. Specilications and performance data are classified.

The AH-56A Cheyenne, advanced aerial fire support
system under development for the Army Aviation
Materiel Command, will fly far faster than current
combat helicopters. The winged and rotor-bladed
AH-56A was rolled out at Lockheed's Van Nuys,
California, plant in the spring of 1967, and first
flight took place there in September of that year.
An extensive flight test program is under way. Mission of this rigid-rotor compound aircraft is to escort troop-carrying helicopters in air mobile operations and to provide direct fire support in combat
. landing zones. The heavily armed AH-56A can carry
wire-guided antitank missiles, rockets, a grenade
launcher, and a belly machine gun that affords the
gunner a complete circle field of fire. The aircraft
has a 2-man crew.
Specifications

Fuselage length 55 feet; main rotor diameter 50
feet; tail rotor diameter 10 feet; pusher propeller
diameter 10 feet; wingspan 27 feet; empty weight
11,700 pounds; mission design gross weight 16,995
pounds; engine T64-GE-16, 3,435 shaft horsepower.
Performance

Maximum speed 253 miles per hour; cruise speed
242 miles per hour; service ceiling 26,000 feet; maximum rate of climb 3,420 feet per minute; maximum
range, design gross weight, 875 miles; maximum
range feny mission, without payload, short takeoff
and landing, 2,900 miles; hover ceiling OGE 11,800
feet.
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C-130E HERCULES TRANSPORT

C-140 JETSTAR EXECUTIVE AND
MILITARY JET TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company
Remarks
Remarks

The C-130E, an advanced version of the C-130A
and C-130B, embodies various structural and system modifications. Maximum payload has been increased to 45,000 pounds; this weight can be carried over 2,100 nautical miles. Using an overload
takeoff weight, the payload can be carried over
3,100 nautical miles. The C-130E is designed for
optional use of externally mounted wing fuel tanks.
Use of external tanks gives this model Hercules
true transoceanic capability. More than 435 C-130E
models are being produced for the Air Force, the
Navy, and foreign countries.

The new version of the J etStar-the Dash 8---is a
570-mile-per-hour, 4-engine, multimission transport
which stresses reliability and safety with double
and triple backup systems; it is the only 4-engine
executive jet. JetStars are in use around the world,
flying 5 chiefs of state and other high government
officials as well as executives of more than 60 of the
world's top corporations. Because of this proven experience and reliability, it has been selected for use
in the Presidential jet fleet. Air Force Communications Service and Military Airlift Command operate
C-140A and VC-140B JetStars. In addition, 2 Dash
8 JetStars are being employed by a major airline for
airborne pilot flight training. The compact jetliner
seats 10 passengers and a crew of 2. It is also availab~e in a 19-place milit.ary version which can be
qmckly transformed into a cargo-personnel transport with a 3,500-pound "combined payload or into
a hospital plane.

Specifications

Wingspan 132.6 feet; overall length 97.7 feet; height
38 feet; cargo floor height above ground 41 inches;
maximum payload 45,000 pounds; maximum overload takeoff weight 175,000 pounds; maximum takeoff weight 155,000 pounds; fuel capacity 9,680
gallons; engines 4 Allison T56-A-7 propjets, 4,050
equivalent shaft horsepower each.

Specifications (Dash 8)
Sp~n 54 feet 5. inches; length 60 feet 5 inches;
he1ght 20 feet 5 mches; wing sweepback 30 degrees
at 25 percen~ chord; maximum takeoff weight 42,000
pounds; engmes 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT12A-8
3,300 pounds thrust each.
'

Performance

Range with maximum payload approximately 2,100
nautical miles; high-speed cruise 315 knots; takeoff
run at 155,000-pound gross weight 3,800 feet; landing ground run at design weight 2,120 feet; propellers Hamilton Standard 4-bladed, 13.5 feet in diameter, full reversing capability.

Performance

Maximum speed 570 miles per hour; unrefueled
range 2,342 statute miles with 8 passengers· certificated altitude 43,000 feet.
'
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HC-l30H/P HERCULES

EC-l30E HERCULES
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company
Remarks

Remarks

HC-130H and HC-130P Hercules are in worldwide
servi_ce with the Aerospace Rescue and Recover)
SerVIce (ARRS) of the Air Force's Military Airlift
Command. The HC-130H H ercules, equipped with
a Fulton recovery system, can pick up as many as
5 humans in multiple pickups from land or sea and
retum home. D esigned for all-weather search and
rescue operations, the airplane can fly missions over
2,00? miles ~rom its base. The helicopter aerial refu eling versiOn, HC-130P, enabled 2 Sikorsky/ Air
Force HH-3E "Jolly Green Giant" h elicopters to
make aviation history on May 31-June I , 1967, 'll'hen
they flew nonstop from N ew York to the Paris Air
Show. The Air Force and Lockheed-Georgia pioneered the helicopter inilight refu eling techniques
that made the flight possible and gave the HH-3E
rescue helicopters worldwide deployment and rescue capabilities. HC-130P has beefed-up outer wing
tank areas, additional backup pumps, and wing
pods for refueling drogues. The 48-inch high-drag
drogue is designed to accommodate the helicopters'
lower speeds. Besides the unique Fulton system for
surface-to-air retrieval of p ersonnel, HC-130H/ Ps
are equipped for ARRS missions with a number
of other subsystems, including spacecraft reentry
~racker equipment and highly specialized electronIcs and communications gear. Two removable internal fus elage tanks give the HC-130H/ P an additional fuel capacity of 3,600 gallons, bringing total
fuel capacity to 13,280 gallons. Power plants are 4
Allison T56-A-15 propjets. Propellers are Hamilton
Standard 54H60-91, 4-bladed, 13.5 feet in diameter.

This new version of the military C-130E Hercules
provides the Coast Guard with a multiple-duty,
long-range aircraft. It is an electronics mission aircraft designed specifically for use in calibrating
Loran-A and -C chains around the world. It will
also test new airborne electronic equipment. Other
missions include air search and rescue and logistics
cargo-personnel transport. The EC-130E contains a
specially designed Staff-Pak to provi?e a relatively _
noise-free environment for electromc evaluation/
calibration missions. The Staff-Pak consists of 4 7.5foot-cube compartments, or modules, which interlock into a single unit to provide work space, lava- tory, and galley facilities for 12 persons.
Specifications

Wingspan 132.6 feet; overall length 97.7 feet; height
38 feet; maximum payload with maximum fuel
35,926 pounds; maxim_um gross takeoff weight
151,522 pounds; fu el capacity 6,960 gallons; engines
4 Allison T56-A-7 propjets.
Performance

Cruise speed 300 knots true airspeed with normal
power at 148,000 pounds gross takeoff weight and
20,000-foot altitude; maximum range 2,800 nautical
miles at long-range cruise with maximum fuel,
35,926 pounds payload, and 4,260 pounds reserve
fuel.
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LOCKHEED 100 HERCULES
COMMERCIAL AIRFREIGHTER
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

LOCKHEED 100-20 HERCULES
COMMERCIAL AIRFREIGHTER
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Remarks

Remarks

Lockheed 100s are in service with air carriers. The
Hercules, a turboprop commercial airfreighter, is
capable of revenue payloads up to 45,409 pounds.
The airplane carries, as a standard, 5 pallets plus a
ramp container. The pallets are made of phenolicsurfaced plywood and have a capacity of 10,000
pounds each. They measure 88 inches by 118 inches
and can be stacked with cargo to a height of 102
inches. The cargo compartment features straight-inand-out loading at the rear of the fuselage; the
ramp is adjustable from ground to truck-bed level.
The compartment measures 38 feet from the forward barrier net to the ramp hinge, plus 10.3 feet
on the ramp. It is 10 feet wide and 9 feet high.
Lockheed 382B is version without built-in loading
system.

The Lockheed 100-20 Hercules is a stretched commercial version of the Hercules. It is in operation
with airlines and carriers, including scheduled contract freight service with a carrier in USAF Logair
operations and regular scheduled airline freight
service. The Lockheed 100-20 and the Lockheed
100 constitute most of the airfreighters transporting
supplies and equipment to Alaska's North Slope for
oil explorations. The L-100-20 is 100 inches longer
than the L-100. A new engine, the Allison 501D22A, provides increased performance and reduced
operating costs. Cruise speed at 25,000 feet is 31
miles an hour faster than the Lockheed 100. The
L -100-20 provides a 14.8 percent reduction in cube
ton-mile operating costs.

Specifications

Length 106 feet; height 38 feet; wingspan 132.6
feet; maximum takeoff weight 155,000 pounds; maximum net payload 49,036 pounds; crew 3; engines
4 Allison 501-D22A turboprops, driving 4-bladed
Hamilton Standard hydromatic propellers; fuel
52,492 pounds.

Specifications

Length 9_7.7 feet; height 38 feet; wingspan 132.6
~eet; maximum takeoff weight 155,000 pounds; maxIm~ net payload 45,409 pounds; crew 3; engines 4
~llison 501-D22 turboprops, driving 4-bladed HamIlton Standard hydromatic propellers; fuel 52,492
pounds.

Performance

Performance

Maximum cruise speed 327 knots; range with maximum payload 1,900 nautical miles; takeoff distance
at 155,000 pounds gross weight 5,950 feet; landing
distance at 130,000 pounds gross weight 4,760 feet.

Maximum cruise speed 300 knots; range with maximum payload 2,050 nautical miles; takeoff distance
at 1.55,000 pounds gross weight 6,910 feet; landing
a t 130,000 pounds gross weight 4,760 feet; actual
landing roll 2,120 feet.
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C-5 GALAXY CARGO CARRIER
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

C-141 STARLIFTER
CARGO-TROOP CARRIER
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Remarks

Prin1ary mission of Lockheed's C-5 Galaxy, the
world's largest aircraft, is to provide a significant
increase in the Military Airlift Command's ability to
airlift all types of combat and support equipment.
Basic requirements are for very high payload and
carcro volume, intercontinental range, support-area
airfleld operations, and air dropping of supplies.
Double-deck design provides a cargo comparbnent
19 feet wide, 13.5 feet high, and 121 feet long b etween ramps. Flight or relief crews, and support
personnel for vehicles carrie~ b elow, ride on upper
deck First C-5 roll-out w as m F ebruary 1968; first
flight was in June 1968. Operational d eliveries b egan in 1969.

Rernarks
Th~ C -141 StarLifter, fanj et cargo-troop carrier
w?ich can _cross any ocean nonstop, is in service
With the Air Force's Military Airlift Command. It
can airlift a 70,847-pound p ayload 3,975 miles nonstop, or 31 ,000 pounds 6,040 miles nonstop. F erry
ra~ge is 6,840 miles. The C-141 can b·ansport th e
Mm~teman ~1issile, 154 troops, 123 paratroopers, or
80 htters w ith 16 ambulatory patients and/ or atten~ants. It b egan squadron duty in 1965 and is
settin? records airlifting supplies to Vieb1am and
~p eedmg the w ounded to U.S. E ast Coast hospitals
m less tl~an a day's time. The C-141 is the first jet
from whiCh troops have jumped and the first jet to
land in the Antarctic.

Specifications

Wingspan 222.8 feet; length 247.8 feet; height 65.1
feet; wing sweep 25 degrees; gross takeoff weight,
2.5 g, 728,000 pounds; engines 4 G en eral Electric
TF39 hirbofans of 41,100 pounds thrust each; 4wheel nose landing gear, 4 6-wheel bogie m ain
landing gears.

Specifications
Wingsp~n 159.9 feet; length 145 feet; h eight 39.3
feet; wmg sweepback 25 d egrees; takeoff weight
316,100 pounds; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
TF33-P-7 fanj ets, 21,000 pounds thrust each ; du al;-vheel nose landing gear, 4-wheel bogie main landmg gear; cargo comparbnent 81 feet long including
ramp, 9.1 feet high, 10.25 feet w ide.

Performance

Maximum cruise speed 470 knots; long-range cruise
speed 440 knots; range with 220,000 pounds d esign
payload 3,050 nautical miles; ran ge with 112,600
pounds payload 5,500 nautical miles.

Performance
Sp e~d 550 miles p er hour; ferry rang 6,840 miles;
maximum payload range 3,975 miles; cargo comp a rtment and flight sta tion pressurized for 8,000foot cabin altitude at 40,000 feet and sea-level cabin
up to 21,000 feet.
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L-500 GALAXY

L-1011 TRISTAR

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks
A civil derivation of the USAF C-5 Galaxy, the
Lockheed 500 has a main cargo compartment 13.5
feet high, 19 feet wide, and 143 feet long; and 2
upper deck compartments 7.8 feet high, totaling 126
feet in length. The main compartment takes 2 rows
of containers or pallets on the floor plus an optional
row of containers suspended from ceiling-mounted
rails. Alternatively, the 500 can carry outsize cargo
too large for any other airplane in production. The
upper deck accepts palletized loads interchangeable
with those carried in 707 or DC-8 all-cargo planes.
Stackable suspended containers can be mounted together to form 8 by 8 by 10 standard, intermodal
units. Maximum gross payload is 320,000 pounds.
Visor nose permits all 3 rows of main deck pallets
and containers to be transferred simultaneously.
Design eliminates military transport's aft cargo
doors. In 1969 the Galaxy 500 was in design status.
In photo, a ·mock-up simulates the mammoth cargo
hold of the 500 in an auto-carrier con£guration.

Remarks
The L-1011 TriStar is an advanced-technology,
wide-bodied, multipurpose commercial trijet transport which will accommodate 250 to 345 passengers
in a cabin nearly 20 feet wide. It has twin aisles,
2-abreast seat pairs, increased storage space, and 6
double-width doors. Below deck are 2 cargo compartments for standard preloaded containers and a
compartment for bulk cargo; their total capacity
is 3,228 cubic feet. The basic intermediate-range
L-1011 will operate economically on short, medium,
and transcontinental ranges up to 3,260 statute
miles. The intercontinental L-1011 incorporates a
larger wing and more powerful Rolls-Royce turbofan engines. Roll-out of the first production L-1011
was set for fall of 1970, followed by commercial
operation one year later.
Specifications
Length 177 feet 8 inches, 182 feet 8 inches (intermediate and intercontinental range, respectively);
height 55 feet 4 inches, 59 feet 4 inches; wingspan
155 feet 4 inches, 170 feet; wing sweepback 35 degrees; cargo volume 3,228 cubic feet, 3,309 cubic
feet; maximum payload 87,000 pounds, 105,764
pounds; maximum gross takeoff weight 409,000
pounds, 575,000 pounds; engines 3 Rolls-Royce
RB.211 high bypass ratio turbofans, 40,600 pounds
thrust, 52,500 pounds thrust.

Specifications

Wingspan 222.7 feet; length 247.9 feet; height 67
feet; gros~ takeoff weight 861,500 pounds; wing
sweep at Y4 chord 25 degrees; engines 4 turbofans,
?0,550 pounds thrust; 4-wheel nose landing gear, 4
mdependent 4-wheel bogie main landing gears.
Performance

Maximum cruise speed 480 knots; long-range cruise
speed 444 knots; range with 320,000 pounds of
cargo 2,571 nautical miles.

Performance
Maximum cruise speed over 600 miles per hour;
range with 56,200-pound payload at Mach .85 3,260
statute miles (intermediate), with full passenger
payload 6,000 statute miles (intercontinental); takeoff distance 8,750 feet (intermediate), 10,000 feet
(intercontinental).
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AIR FORCE A-7D
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.

NAVY A-7 CORSAIR II
Prime Conb·actor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks

Remarks

Newest attack plane in the Navy's arsenal is the A-7
Corsair II, which first deployed aboard the Ranger
to the Pacific Fleet in late 1967. Designed in response to the Navy's reques t for a light attack aircraft with greater capability and versatility, the
A-Ts overall design characteristics were derived
from the F-8 Crusader series, but optimized for the
attack role. The Corsair II can carry over twice the
load of bombs, or the same bomb load over twice
as far, as current light attack bombers. Its fuel capacity gives a choice of extended range or valuable
loiter time over the target. Factory completed 3
weeks ahead of schedule, the A-7A made its first
flight in October 1965; 199 production aircraft were
delivered by early 1968. The A model is equipped
with the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30-P-6 engine.
The Navy contracted for 196 B models with the
more powerful TF30-P-8 engine. They were delivered in 1968-69. An Air Force version, the D model,
and the Navy's updated E are equipped with an
avionics suit combining a weapon delivery/navigation computer with Doppler radar, inertial platform , air data computer, forward-looking radar, and
head-up display.

The Air Force began procuring the A-7D for tactical use in 1968. Capable of carrying and effectively
delivering all types of non-nuclear munitions, the
A-7D will be used in tactical multipurpose attack
missions. It is designed to achieve a high level of
operational reliability with minimum maintenance
support. The A-7D is equipped with an avionics suit
which provides great improvement over other aircraft in day and night visual and all-weather
weapon delivery and precise navigation for the attack mission. A digital-computer-equipped avionics
package improves weapon delivery by a ratio of 3
to 1 over most other aircraft in the inventory. The
first Air Force A-7 was test flown in Dallas in April
1968. Tactical Air Command received its first aircraft in August 1969. The Air Force airplane includes an arresting hook for emergency landings or
aborted takeoffs, inflight refueling capability, folding wing sections, gas turbine self-starter, M-61
Vulcan 20-millimeter cannon capable of firing 6,000
rounds a minute, and 8 store stations on the fuselage
and wings.
Specifications

Wingspan 39.73 feet; length 46.13 feet; height 16.7
feet; engine Allison/Rolls-Royce TF41-A-1 Spey.

Specifications

Wingspan 38.7 feet; length 45.4 feet; height 16.2
feet; engine Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30-P-6
(A-7A), TF30-P-8 (A-7B, A-7E), Allison/Rolls-Royce
TF41-A-2 Spey (A-7E).

Performance

Speed subsonic, over 650 miles per hour; ferry
range over 2,780 miles; inflight refueling capability.

Performance

Subsonic.
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XC-l42A V/STOL
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Associate Contractors: Fairchild Hiller Corporation
and Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical

F-8 CRUSADER

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks
Fifteen versions of the famed F -8 Crusader fighter
are in active service with the U.S. Navy. Another,
the F-8E (FN), is operational with 2 French Navy
squadrons aboard the carriers Clemenceau and
Foch. Ten basic Crusader versions were built originally: the F-8A!B/C!D!E fighters, the RF-8A
photoreconnaissance aircraft, the F-8E (FN), the
DF-8A/F target drone control versions, and the
NTF-8A 2-seat trainer. An extensive modernization
program at the company's Vought Aeronautics Division in Dallas has extended the service life of the
Crusaders through 1975. Crusaders, after remanufacture, are redesignated F-8H!J!K!L and RF-8G.
Modernization included improvements in wings,
landing gear, electrical wiring, and radar. Armament of this fighter varies with the model and
ranges from the basic 4 20-millimeter cannon and
Sidewinder, Bullpup, and Zuni rockets to 2 000pound bombs . An outstanding feature of the' F-8
is its 2-position variable-incidence wing which provides a high angle of attack for takeoff and landing
while the fuselage remains almost parallel to the
deck for good pilot visibility.

Remarks
The XC-142A, the world's largest flying V/STOL
aircraft, is undergoing testing at NASA's Langley
Research Center. Two of the tilt-wing assault transports were delivered in July and August 1965 to
Edwards Air Force Base, California, where a 12man pilot team from the Air Force, the Navy, and
the Army began tests which included high-altitude,
rough-terrain, and aircraft carrier operations. Three
other aircraft were built: 2 were delivered to the
armed services in December 1965 and one was delivered in August 1966. Designed to operate from
landing areas as small as 350 feet square, the XC142A can carry 32 fully equipped combat troops or
8,000 pounds of cargo. Its 4 T64 turboprop engines
permit it to take off vertically with the wing tilted
straight up, make the transition to level flight, and
fly up to 430 miles an hour. The XC-142A made its
first flight September 29, 1964, its first hover flight
December 29, 1964, and its first full transition flight
January 11, 1965.
Specifications
Wingspan 67 feet 7 inches; length 58 feet; height
26 feet; engines 4 General Electric T64-1; propellers 15.5-foot Hamilton Standard fiber glass.

Specifications (all models)
Span 35 feet 8 i~ches (22 ~eet 6 inches folded);
length 54 feet 2 mches; height 15 feet 9 inches·
engine Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J57-P-4 through
J57-P-20A.

Performance
Speed zero to 430 miles per hour.

Performance
Near Mach 2.
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B-57 BOMBER

4-0-4 AffiLINER
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Baltimore Division

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Baltimore Division

Remarks

Remarks

The 4-0-4 is an improved version of the earlier
Martin 2-0-2. It has a crew of 3 and carries 40
passengers. Tricycle landing gear and retractable
passenger steps facilitate ground operations. One
hundred three 4-0-4s were built in 1951 and 1952.

Performance

The B-57A, B, and C are designed to destroy surface military targets during tactical operations.
Speed brakes on ei~~r side of the fus~lage permit
steep dives and addibonal control durmg low-altitude operations and landing approaches. Tactical
versions carry a pilot and a radar operator/navigator/bombardier and can operate from most fighter
strips, including sod fields. Turns can be made
within the boundaries of average airports, and stinting cartridges eliminate the need for ground equipment or outside power. The RB-57 and RB-57D are
reconnaissance versions; the E model is a tow-target
version. Martin built 403 planes between 1953 and
1959 and modified a number of aircraft in 1966,
1967, and 1968 for service in Vietnam.

Range 925 miles with 40 passengers and baggage
plus. 1,000 pounds cargo (total of 8,800 pounds) ;
maximum engineering range at 10,000 feet with full
f~el and 5,694-pound payload 2,525 miles; level flight
high speed, 14,500 feet, 312 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 18,,000 feet, 280 miles per hour; maximum
rat~ of chmb at sea level, maximum gross takeoff
wei~ht, 1,250 feet per minute; service ceiling with
engines ~t normal rated power and 40,000 pounds
gross weight 29,000 feet.

Span 64 feet (82 feet for RB-57J?); length 65.5 feet;
height 15 feet; gross takeoff wmght 50,000 pounds;
gear tricycle; engines 2 Curtiss-Wright J65 jets,
7,200 pounds thrust each; tactical versions have rotary bomb doors, pylon weapons mounts under the
wings, and 4 20-millimeter cannons or 8 .50-caliber
machine guns which fire from the leading edges of
the wings.

Specifications

Length 74 feet 7 inches; height 28 feet 5% inches;
sp~n 93 feet 3% inches; fuel capacity 1,350 gallons;
~e1ght at takeoff 44,900 pounds (maximum), landmg .43,000 pounds, operating empty 30,701 pounds;
design useful load 15,774 pounds; engines 2 Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft R2800-CB16.

Specifications

Performance

Speed over 600 miles per hour; range over 2,000
miles; service ceiling over 45,000 feet.
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F-4C PHANTOM FIGHTER-BOMBER
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's McDonnell Aircraft Company

F-4B PHANTOM AIR SUPERIORITY
FIGHTER
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's McDonnell Aircraft Company

Remarks
Remarks

The F-4C Phantom is an Air Force fighter-bomber
aircraft, a 2-engine, 2-man, all-weather weapon system employed for the close-support and attack mission of Tactical Air Command, PACAF, and USAFE.
Basic armament of the F-4C is 4 radar-guided Sparrow III air-to-air missiles carried semisubmerged
under the fuselage; 2 additional Sparrow Ills or 4
infrared-guided Sidewinders can be carried on wing
stations. Over 8 tons of miscellaneous external payload (bombs, fuel tanks, rockets, mines, etc.) can be
carried on 5 stations beneath the wings and fuselage. First flight of the F-4C was May 27, 1963, less
than 14 months after McDonnell received contractual go-ahead from the USAF. The first 2 aircraft
were delivered November 20, 1963, and the last of
583 F-4Cs was delivered May 4, 1966. The F-4D
Phantom has augmented the F -4C in the USAF
inventory.

The F-4B Phantom is a 2-place, twin-jet, all-weather
fighter built for the Navy and the Marine Corps.
The Phantom has the greatest firepower of all Navy
fighters. The crew consists of a pilot and a radar
intercept officer. The plane is equipped with detection and tracking systems which enable it to destroy
supersonic as well as subsonic enemy aircraft by
day or night in any weather. The F-4B Phantom
holds 8 time-to-climb world records including
climbing to 12,000 meters (39,370 feet) in 1 minute
17 seconds. The F-4B is being augmented in Navy
and Marine service by the F -4 J.
Specifications

Length 58 feet; span 38.5 feet; wing sweepback 45
degrees; horizontal stabilizer slopes downward at
23 degrees; boundary layer control; engines 2 General Electric }79-8, 17,000 pounds thrust each.

Specifications

Length 58 feet; span 38.5 feet; wing sweepback 45
degrees; engines 2 General Electric }79-15, 17,000
pounds thrust each.

Performance

Speed 1,600-plus miles per hour; service ceiling
over 60,000 feet; has been flown to altitudes over
100,000 feet.

Performance

Speed 1,600-plus miles per hour; ferry range 2,300
miles; airborne in less than 3,000 feet, lands in even
less distance.
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RF-4C PHANTOM RECONNAISSANCE
AffiCRAFT
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's McDonnell Aircraft Company

RF-4B PHANTOM RECONNAISSANCE
AIRCRAFI'
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's McDonnell Aircraft Company
Remarks

Remarks

The RF-4B is a tactical, all-weather, multisensor
reconnaissance aircraft that utilizes the same basic
configuration and engines as the fighter and attack
versions of the Phantom. McDonnell has desimed
and is building the RF -4B to increase the recon~ais
sance cal?ability of the Marine Corps. Basically, the
RF -4B differs from the RF -4C reconnaissance version in that (1) the RF-4B has smaller wheels and
is carrier-suitable and (2) the RF -4B has Hight controls in the cockpit only, unlike the RF-4C which
has dual controls. The RF-4B has inflight rotatable
camera mounts in 2 camera stations. Cameras in the
Air Force version can be repositioned on the ground
only. The RF-4B has no armament capability.

The RF-4C Phantom is a high-performance fightertype aircraft with an effective tactical, all-weather,
multisensor reconnaissance capability. The Air Force
RF -4C incorporates optical, infrared, and electronic
sensors, necessary for performing reconnaissance
missions day or night in any kind of weather. Its
optical system includes cameras of various focal
lengths and operational modes, an integrated sensor
control system, automatic inHight . film processin~,
and film ejection from the low-altitude panoramic
camera station. By adding an HF communications
transceiver to the electronic system, voice communication is possible between the aircraft and its
home base anywhere within the performance envelope of the Phantom. In addition, the . RF -4C
has forward-looking radar for ground mappmg and
low-level penetration, side-looking ~adar, an ~ra
red reconnaissance system, and an merted naVIgation set.

Specifications

Length 63 fe~t; span 38.5 feet; wing sweepback 45
degrees; engmes 2 General Electric }79-8, 17,000
pounds thrust each.
Performance

Specifications

Speed 1,600-plus miles per hour; ferry range 2,000
miles; forward-looking radar, utilizing its terrainfollowing or terrain-avoidance mode, permits operation at very low altitude over varying terrains.

Length 63 feet; span. ~8.5 feet; retains air-to-gr~und
nuclear attack capability of other Phantom verswns;
no conventional weapons; engines 2 General Electric J79-15; basically sam~ aircraft as the ~ir Fo~ce
F-4C, main difference bemg the nose section which
contains cameras and other detection equipment.
Performance

Speed 1,600-plus miles per hour; ferry range 2,000
miles; service ceiling above 60,000 feet.
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F -4D PHANTOM

F-4E PHANTOM AIR SUPERIORITY
FIGHTER

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's McDonnell Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's McDonnell Aircraft Company

Remarks

The F-4D, the Air Force's newest, fastest, and
highest-flying fighter-bomber, is the second version
of the Phantom to enter USAF service. The plane
has essentially the same airframe and engines as its
predecessor, the F -4C, but it carries major systems
improvements which increase its capability of delivering accurate air-to-ground weapons. The F -4D
is equipped with a new APQ-109 fire-control radar
system. First flight of the F -4D was at LambertSt. Louis Municipal Airport on December 8, 1965.
On March 10, 1966, the first F -4D was delivered
to the USAF at Warner-Robins Air Force Base,
Georgia; it was flown later to Bitburg, Germany, as
the forerunner of several squadrons of F -4Ds that
replaced F-105 aircraft stationed in Germany. Two
squadrons of F -4Ds were delivered to the Royal
Iranian Air Force late in 1968.

Remarks

The F -4E is a tactical strike fighter version of the
F-4 Phantom. Like the preceding F-4C and F-4D
series, it is a twin-engine, 2-place fighter capable of
p erforming air superiority,. close-support; and interdiction missions of the tactical forces, usmg conventional or nuclear munitions. The F-4E has an internally mounted M-61A1 20-millimeter Gatling gun
housed in the nose of the aircraft, an improved firecontrol system, and engines ~it~ in~reased thru.st.
A Westinghouse-developed m1ma~nzed radar mstalled in the nose enables retention of the radarguided Sparrow III missile armament in addition to
the gun. The multibarrel cannon, .based on the Catling-gun concept, is capable of firmg shells at a rate
of 100 rounds a minute. First flight of the production model of the F -4E was at St. Louis on June 30,
1967. On October 3, 1967, the first F-4E was delivered to the Tactical Air Command at N ellis Air
Force Base, Nevada.
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F-4J PHANTOM

F-4K PHANTOM
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's McDonnell Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's McDonnell Aircraft Company
Remarks
An advanced version of the Phantom II series, the
F -4J was the sixth model to reach production status.
It made its first public flight on May 27, 1966,
eighth anniversary of the initial flight of the first
airplane of the Phantom II series. The F-4J is being
delivered to the Navy and the Marine Corps. It has
higher maximum speed, greater range, higher combat ceiling, shorter takeoff distance, lower approach
speeds, and better air-to-air and air-to-ground combat capabilities than any previous Phantom model.
Major improvements include a new radar system, a
new bombing system, new electronic systems, improved control surfaces, and new engines. The 2
General Electric J79-10 engines produce 17,900
pounds thrust each at takeoff, provide additional
acceleration at supersonic speeds, and operate with
reduced fuel consumption at cruise speeds. Above
Mach 2 each engine produces 2,000 pounds more
thrust than the J79-8/15 engines that power the
F -4B and F -4C models.

Remarks
The F-4K, which made its initial flight on June 28,
1966, is the eighth production model of the Ph~n
tom II series and the first to be purchased outside
the United States; it is a specially designed version
for use by the United Kingdom's Royal Navy. In
many respects the plane is similar to the U.S. N~vy
F -4J. Among the major differences are an ext~ndible
nose landing gear and provisions for folding the
radome and radar antenna to permit use of the 54foot elevators on the British carriers (folding reduces the overall length to just under 52 feet).
Prime difference is the substitution of Rolls-Royce
Spey engines for the J79 e_ngines in the A~erican
versions; the larger Speys giVe the F -4K ~n m~rea~e
in performance capability over U.S. verswns m VIrtually every area of flight. The first F -4Ks were delivered to the Royal Navy at the RN station in
Yeovilton, England, after a ~,700-mile transatlantic
:Bight from St. Louis, on Apnl 29, 1968.
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F-4M PHANTOM AIR SUPERIORITY
FIGHTER
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's McDonnell Aircraft Company

F-IOIB VOODOO INTERCEPTOR
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's McDonnell Aircraft Company

Remarks

The F-101B has a combination of speed and long
range exceeding that of any other operational interceptor in the Air Defense Command. It is equipped
with Genie rockets possessing a nuclear capability.
In addition, it carries conventional rockets and Falcon missiles. The F-101B is a 2-place interceptor;
the second crewman is a radar operator. It operates
under all weather conditions to execute 2 primary
missions: identification of unknown aircraft and
destruction of the aircraft if they are hostile. Fifteen
squadrons of the F-101B Voodoo are in service with
the Air Defense Command and 3 squadrons are in
the inventory of the Royal Canadian Air Force.

Remarks

The McDonnell Douglas F-4M Phantom for the
United Kingdom's Royal Air Force made its first
Hight oil February 17, 1967, at Lambert-St. Louis
Municipal Airport. The F-4M is similar to the latest
U.S. Navy model, the F-4J. The F-4M, however,
uses Rolls-Royce Spey engines and has an improved
navigation/attack system, a strike camera, and an
advanced A WG-12 missile control system. Unlike
the U .S. Phantom models, the F-4M has either reconnaissance controls or dual controls in the rear
seat. The dual controls permit the F -4M to be used
for pilot training while retaining full mission capability. The reconnaissance controls, with a United
~gdom-supplied pod for sensors, provide a recon~atssance capability while keeping an air superiorIty and attack capability. The Spey engine is the
~K-201 equipped with reheat and Plessey gas turbi~e starter. Design of the F-4M Phantom has been
tailored for easy engine maintenance. In tests at
~cDonn~ll Douglas in St. Louis, the Spey has been
mstalled _m the P~antom from dolly roll in to dolly
roll out m 12 mmutes. The Spey engine is larger
than the J79 and provides additional static thrust
(20,_100 pounds each engine) for short takeoffs and
~aptd climb. ~ major _item of electronic equipment
m the F-4M IS the h1~h:powered, forward-looking
AWG-12 radar and m1sstle computer system which
prepar~s and launches 0e radar-guided Sparrow
III or I~rared heat-seekmg Sidewinder missiles for
air-to-au attack. The first F-4Ms were delivered to
the Royal Air Force at Aldegrove, Northem Ireland, on July 20, 1968.

Specifications

Length 67.5 feet; span 40 feet; height 18 feet; wing
and stabilizer swept back at angle of 35 degrees;
engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J57.
Performance

Speed 1,200-plus miles per hour; range 2,000-plus
miles; service ceiling 55,000-plus feet.
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l88E STOL TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Doucrlas
Corpora0
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company

A-3 SKYW ARRIOR
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft Company

Remarks
The 188E is designed to carry an 8-ton payload 575
miles, land safely with less than 500-foot 0ground
roll on a 1,000-foot unprepared surface, and rehrm
to its base with payload, without refueling. Flight
safety for short-field operations and maneuverability at low speed are provided throucrh cross-shaft
interconnection of the 4 engines. The 188E can
mak~ steep turns and gear-down landing approaches
at arrspeeds as low as 50 1..'llots. A fully developed
transport designed to meet short-haul transportation needs in the early 1970s, the 188 STOL has an
extensive development, ground-test, and flight-test
background. A production model has b een used in
demonstration programs with airline/industry I government agency participation to prove the practicality of the STOL concept and to establish operating criteria for STOL transport aircraft. The
Breguet-designed aircraft will b e built to U.S. military standards by McDonnell ·with U.S. tooling,
material, and equipment and with the technical assistance of Breguet.

Remarks
The A-3 Skywarrior is a long-range bomber designed to perform various missions at high or low
levels. Versions of the basic A-3 include the RA-3B
photoreconnaissance aircraft, the TA-3B bombertrainer, and the EA-3B reconnaissance model. An
inflight refueling system converts it to a high-speed
jet tanker. First A-3 flight was October 28, 1952. It
is the largest of the Navy's carrier-based aircraft.
Wings and vertical tail surface fold for convenience
in .carrier handling. The A-3 was phased out of production in 1961.
Specifications
Wingspan 72 feet 6 inches; length 74 feet 8 inches;
height 22 feet 9 inches; normal gross weight 70,000
pounds; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J57;
basic crew of 3.
Performance
Range over 2,500 nautical miles; other data classified.

Specifications
Length 80 feet; span 77 fee t; h eight 31 feet; gross
weight 58,400 pounds; payload for 575-mile-radius
mission 8 tons; troop capacity 55.
Performance
Cruise speed 250 knots; ferry range 3,500-plus miles.
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B-66 DESTROYER BOMBER
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft Company

A-4F, TA-4F SKYHAWK
TRAINER-ATTACK BOMBER
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft Company

Remarks
Several versions of the B-66 tactical bomber are in
service with the Air Force. Produced in bomber
and reconnaissance versions, the Destroyer performs at stratospheric or minimum altitudes. The
B-66 and the RB-66 were built at the Douglas Long
Beach plant; the RB-66C and the WB-66D were
produced at the Tulsa facility. The RB-66B is designed to be used with a wide selection of bomb
combinations including the H-bomb. The RB-66C
is a special-purpose reconnaissance plane. The WB66D, last in the series, is a weather reconnaissance
aircraft. Special features include a pressurized, airconditioned compartment, inflight refueling system,
and thermal cyclic de-icing system.

Remarks
The A-4F and the TA-4F, the latter a jet trainer,
are new versions of the versatile A-4 Skyhawk series
of Navy attack bombers. The TA-4F modification
includes the addition of a 28-inch section for a second seat and dual controls. New safety features include the Navy/Douglas ESCAPAC zero-level, zerospeed ejection seat system for both instructor and
student. The A-4F, an improved attack bomber, incorporates the advanced avionics and the Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft J52-P-8A engine of the trainer.
Nose-wheel steering and landing spoilers have also
been added to the original Skyhawk. The latest
version is the TA-4J trainer (photo). It has eliminated certain weapon launch equipment, resulting in
a lighter aircraft. All are produced at Long Beach
with final assembly at Palmdale, California.

Specifications
Wingspan 72 feet 6 inches; length 75 feet 2 inches;
height 23 feet 7 inches; gross weight 70,000 to
78,000 pounds; engines 2 Allison J71 jets; crew of 3
(RB-66C, 4); armament 2 20-millimeter tail turret
guns electronically operated.

Specifications (TA-4F)
W~gspan 27 feet 6 inches; length 42 feet 10 inches;
hei.ght 15 feet; empty weight 9,300 pounds; loaded
we1~ht 24,500 pounds; weapons weight 8,200 pounds;
engme Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J52-P-8A.
Performance
Range transcontinental·' speed
h our.

6()()

Performance
Speed 600 to 700 miles per hour; other data classified.

to 700 m1·1es per
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C-124 GLOBEMASTER

C-133 HEAVY CARGO TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douolas
Corpora0
tion's Douglas Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft Company

Remarks
The C-124 Globemaster, first flo\".'ll in November
1949, has been flying supply lines reaching almost
around the world daily since May 1950, when it
was first delivered to the Air Force. The C-124 can
transport gen era~ cargo, 200 fully equipped troops,
or many categones of military vehicles fully assembled. Special features include a clamshell nose
door, a self-contained ramp, and an elevator located
a~idship, permitting loading and unloading at both
pomts. The last C-124 was delivered in May 1955.

Remarks
The C-133A and the C-133B are capable of transporting any missile in the U.S. arsenal including
intercontinental ballistic missiles. They also can
carry virtually any Army field force equipment.
Costly disassembly of large vehicles and equipment
is unnecessary and vehicles are ready for use upon
arrival. Simultaneous front and rear loading is afforded by 2 cargo entrances to the 13,000-cubicfoot-capacity cabin. Pressurization maintains a sealevel cabin altitude up to 16,000 feet; at 35,000 feet,
cabin altitude is 10,000 feet. First C-133B flight was
October 31, 1959. The C-133B, developed for the
Military Airlift Command, was built at the Douglas
Long Beach plant.

Specifications
Wingspan 174 feet 2 inches; length 130 feet; height
48 feet 3 inches; empty weight 101,052 pounds;
gross weight 185,000 pounds; alternate gross weight
194,500 pounds; wing loading 74 pounds per square
foot; power loading 12.2 pounds per brake horsepower; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft R436063A; fuel capacity 11,000 gallons; wing area 2,506
square feet.

Specifications
Wingspan 179 feet 7.86 inches; length 157 feet 6.44
inches; height 48 feet 9 inches; empty weight 120,363 pounds; wing loading 107 pounds per square
foot; power loading 9.75 jpounds per shaft horsepower; engines T34-P-9"'/, 5,650 shaft horsepower
normal rated; fuel capacity 18,112 gallons.

Performance
~ax~mum payload 70,000 pounds; capability of delivenng a 50,000-pound payload 1,000 miles and
returning to base without refueling.

I

Performance
Maximum speed 312 knots, military power, 286,000
pounds gross weight at 8,700 feet; cruise speed 284
knots, approximately 90 percent normal rated power,
from 17,000 feet at 280,000 pounds to 35,000 feet at
130,000 pounds; landing speed 117 knots at 250,500
pounds; rate of climb 1,280 feet per minute; range
with maximum payload 1,973 nautical miles.
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DC-7 COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft Company

DC-6, C-118 LIFTMASTER
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft Company
Remarks

Remarks

First of the modem, post-World War II airliners,
the propeller-driven DC-6 series and their military
counterparts are still giving service throughout the
world. Powered by 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
R2800 engines, the DC-6 repeatedly set commercial
records with its cruising speed of 315 miles an hour.
It also introduced new levels of comfort to air
travel with cabin pressurization and air conditioning. With an overall fuselage length of 100 feet 7
inches, the DC-6 carries up to 74 passengers. After
174 were produced, an enlarged version 5 feet
longer to seat up to _102 ':as designed and designated the DC-6B. This design was the basis of the
first commercial airfreighter, the DC-6A, and the
military C-ll8 Liftmaster, ordered by the Air Force
and the Navy for cargo and troop transport and
medical evacuation purposes. More than 700 DC-6
aircraft of all types were produced. First DC-6
Bight was February 15, 'l946; first delivery was
March 28, 1947.

The DC-7, the most advanced piston-powered commercial transport built by Douglas, is in extensive
use on long-range airways of the world. The first
airliner with the speed and range to By nonstop in
both directions between California and New York,
it also pioneered polar routes between the U.S.
West Coast and Europe and between Europe and
Asia. Three models were built, in approximately
equal numbers, for a total of 336, culminating in
the DC-7C. Dubbed the "Seven Seas" because of its
extended-range, overwater capabilities, the DC-7C
is powered by 4 Wright R3350 compound engines
which give it a maximum speed in excess of 400
miles per hour. It carries up to 99 passengers and
their baggage on nonstop Bights of 4,000 miles with
ample fuel reserves. First DC-7 Bight was December 20, 1955; certification was May 15, 1956.
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DC-8 JET TRANSPORT

DC-9 JET TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft Company

Rentarks
The DC-8 jet is b eing manufactured in 3 basic
models of the new extended-fuselage Super Sixty
series. E ach model is also made in a cargo or combination cargo-passenger version. Super 61, first of
the Super Sixty series, has a fus elage extension of
440 inches for a total of 187.4 feet and carries up
to 259 passengers. Super 62, an ultralong-range
transport, seats up to 189 passengers in a fus elage
extended 80 inches to 157.4 feet and has a 6-foot
increase in w ingspan, increased fuel capacity, and
redesigned engine pylons and ducted fan nacelles.
Super 63 (photo) is a combination of the full fus elage extension of Super 61 , with p ylon and engine
pod modifications of the Super 62. First flight of
Super 61 w as March 14, 1966; Super 62, August 29,
1966; Super 63, April 10, 1967. Certification of all
Super Sixty series models was in 1967.

Remarks
The short- to medium-range DC-9 twin-jet is produced in 3 versions: Series 20, Series 30, and Series
40 (photo) . Series 20, capable of operating from
very short runways, is 104.4 feet long and accommodates up to 90 passengers. Series 30, 119.3 feet
long, carries a maximum of 115 passengers. Series
40, with more powerful engines, is 125.6 feet long
and accommodates up to 125 passengers. The DC-9
is designed to operate from short runw ays. In normal operations, all versions will take off on a 600mile flight with 50 passengers and baggage from a
runway of less than 5,000 feet and make 2 intermediate stops without refu eling. The Series 20, 30,
and 40 have the high-lift wing system of leadingedge slats and trailing-edge flaps for excellent shortfield p erformance. Production of an earlier Series 10
was discontinued in 1968. Its exterior dimensions
and passenger capacity are the same as those of the
Series 20.

Specifications (Super 63)
Span 148.4 feet; length 187.4 feet; height 42 feet 4
inches; wing area 2,926 square feet; cr ew 3 to 5 plus
cabin attendants ; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT3D-7, 19,000 pounds thmst each; design
gross w eight 353,000 potmds.

Specifications (Series 30)
Span 93.4 feet; length 119.3 feet; h eight 27.4 feet;
wing area 1,000.7 square feet ; crew 2 plus cabin attendants; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT8D-7
ducted hubofans, takeoff thrust 14,000 pounds;
maximum takeoff weight 77,700 pounds.

Performance
L evel flight speed 600 miles p er hour; maximum
range 7,700 statute miles.

Performance (Series 30)
L evel flight speed 557 miles p er hour; range at
optimum cruise speed 1,430 nautical miles.
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C-9A AEROMEDICAL AIRLIFT TRANSPORT

DC-10 JET TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft Company

Remarks

Remarks

The first of 12 C-9A Nightingales was delivered to
the Air Force on August 10, 1968, less than a year
after Douglas Aircraft received a contract from the
Air Force Systems Command's Aeronautical Systems Division. More than 40 ambulatory patients,
30 to 40 litter patients, or a combination of ambulatory and litter patients can be accommodated in a
C-9A on 500-mile-per-hour flights between military
hospitals. The transports, equipped to provide passengers with the same medical care and attention
they would receive in a hospital ward, are operated
~y the 375th Aeromedical Wing of the Military Airlift Command. The Nightingale is basically a standard DC-9 Series 30, but it has an 11-foot-wide
cargo door and a special ramp for boarding patients
on litters. Special features include accommodation
of patients in either aft-facing seats or rigidly sus~ended litters of3 or 4 tiers, provision for therapeutic o_xygen, a medical suction system for use in
keep~g patients' air passages clear, an isolated
spectal-care section a central control station for the
flight nurse, and ~edical attendant stations. The
boarding _ramp ~nd large door (81 by 136 inches)
for boardmg patients are hydraulically operated.

The DC-10 is a 3-engine, multirange, advancedtechnology jetliner produced in 3 basic models:
Series 10 for routes of 300 to 3,500 statute miles and
Series 20 and 30 for ranges up to 5,600 miles. All
have identical dimensions, including accommodations for 270 to 345 passengers in a spacious cabin
nearly 19 feet wide and over 8 feet high. The DC10F is a convertible passenger-cargo version. Two
of the high bypass ratio engines are mounted conventionally on pylons beneath the wings; the third
is above the aft fuselage at the base of the vertical
stabilizer.
Specifications

Length 180 feet; span 155 feet 4 inches; height 58
feet 1 inch; diameter nearly 20 feet; engines General Electric CF6-6, 40,000 pounds takeoff thrust
(10), Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT9D-17, 49,800
pounds thrust (20), General Electric CF6-50A, 49,000
pounds thrust (30); maximum gross takeoff weight
410,000 pounds (10), 530,000 pounds (20 and 30).
Performance

Level flight speed 600-plus miles per hour; payload
80,435 pounds (10), 103,035 pounds (20), 104,704
pounds (30), 158,000 pounds (Series 20 and 30 DC10F); maximum range 3,500 statute miles (10), 5,610
statute miles (20), 5,560 statute miles (30).

Specifications

<?ther than special features, the craft is an off-the-

li~e DC-9 Series 30, with standard dimensions:

wrngspan 93.4 feet; overall length 119.3 feet· over'
all height 27.4 feet.
Performance

Cruise speed 500-plus miles per hour; range 2 000plus miles.
'
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RANGER
Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft Corporation

EC-135N APOLLO RANGE
INSTRUMENTED AffiCRAFT
Program Direction: Electronics Systems Division,
Air Force Systems Command
Contractors_: McDonnell Douglas Corporation's
Douglas A1rcraft Company (prime contractor for
Apollo Range Instrumented Aircraft Program)· The
Ben?ix Corporation (major subcontractor for' electromcs); The Boeing Company (basic airframe)

Remarks

The 4-place, retractable-gear Ranger features positive control for wings-level flight attitude. Its 4cylinder, 180-horsepower engine uses 91/96 octane
fuel which is contained in 2 integral sealed tanks.
A full-trim tail gives maximum stability at low
speeds and minimum drag at high speeds. Cabin
construction features a welded chrome-moly steel
tube frame struchue. Electric gear retraction system is standard.

Remarks

The EC-13~N is an Air Force jet transport modified
~o play an rmportant role in the Apollo lunar landmg progr~m. A fleet of 8 Apollo Range Instrumented Aircraft (ARIA) provides a highly mobile
communications network which can be shifted
quickly to allow coverage in areas where ground or
sea stations cannot afford maximum radio and telem etry contact with Apollo astronauts. Most prominent addition to the transport is a huge protruding
radome attached at the nose. The 10-foot-long bulb
houses a 7-foot VHF and S-band parabolic dish antenna which will scan for a spacecraft, lock on it,
and then transmit and receive voice and telemetry
communications. The first EC-135N made its initial
flight September 19, 1966.

Specifications

_

Span 35 feet; length 23 feet 2 inches; height 8 feet
4.5 inches; gross weight 2,575 pounds; empty weight
1,566 pounds; useful load 1,009 pounds; baggage
120 pounds; wing loading 15.4 pounds per square
foot; power loading 14.3 pounds per horsepower;
wing area 167 square feet; tread 9 feet .75 inch;
engine 1 Lycoming 0-360, 180 horsepower; propeller 74 inches, constant speed; fuel capacity 52 gallons.
Perforn1ance

Maximum level speed 179 miles per hour; maximum
cruise speed at 75 percent power 172 miles per
hour at 7,500 feet; stall speed 57 miles per hour;
rate of climb 1,000 feet per minute at gross weight;
maximum range 1,043 miles; service ceiling 17,200
feet.
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M-22

MU-2
Prime Contractor (United States, Mexico, Canada):
Mooney Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

"I?e M-2~ is an a~vanced single-engine business
au~raft with pres~unzed cabin seating 4 or 5. It was
desig~ed as a high-performance airplane capable
of . gomg an~where, anytime, at a practical price.
With a self-Impos~d operational ceiling of 24,000
feet, the M-22 Will fly above virtually any en
route weather. The 310-horsepower engine is turbocharged. The M-22 will fly at speeds up to 250 miles
per hour.

The Mooney MU-2 is a new 7-place, twin turboprop, executive transport featuring exceptionally
high speeds with good short-field capabilities at a
practical investment and operating cost. It can
cruise at 340 miles per hour and has a 26,500-foot
ceiling. Passengers enjoy air-conditioned and pressurized comfort. Its 2 705-shaft-horsepower engines,
full-span, double-slotted flaps, and reversible propellers allow the Mooney MU-2 to get in and out
of short airstrips.

Specifications

Span 35 feet; length 27 feet; height 9 feet 10 inches·
gross weight 3,680 pounds; useful load 1 240 pounds:
en gme
.
1 L yearning TI0-541-A1A; usable
'
fuel 92'
gallons.

Specifications

Span 38 feet 9 inches; length 33 feet 3 inches;
height 13 feet; gross weight 8,930 pounds; useful
load 3,600 pounds; engines 2 AiResearch TPE 331;
fuel295 gallons.

Performance

Maximum level speed 256 miles per hour maximum
recommended
· 230 mi.1es per hour; ' stall speed
Cruise
67 1.1
lev~ ~\~~r hour; gross .weight rate of climb at sea
obstacl~ 2 ~~etf per mm~te; takeoff over 50-foot
tional ceilin ~et; maXImum :ertificated opera1,100 statute ~ile~~OO feet; maximum range over

Performance

Maximum cruise speed at 10,000 feet 340 miles per
hour; stall speed 74 miles per hour; rate of climb
2,000 feet per minute; maximum range 1,200 miles.

0
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EXECUTIVE 21
Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft Corporation

CHAPARRAL
Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Mooney Executive 21 combines all the highperformance features of the Chaparral with a longer
fuselage that allows more leg room for both front~nd back-seat passengers. It has individually reclinmg seats and a longer range.

A new addition to the Mooney line, the Chaparral
features electric gear (up in 3 seconds, down in 2),
a power quadrant which sets up power, propeller,
and mixture controls in ideal arrangement, electrically operated flaps, a completely new instrument
panel, and an annunciator panel to monitor the aircraft's vital systems.

Specifications

Span 35 . feet; length 24 feet 3.1 inches; height 8
fee~ 4.5 mches; gross weight 2,740 pounds; empty
we1ght 1,622 pounds; .useful load 1,118 pounds;
baggage 120 po.unds; wmg loading 15.4 pounds per
square foot; wmg area 167 square .feet· engine 1
Lycoming I0-360, 200 horsepower.
'

Specifications

Wingspan 35 feet; length 23 feet 2 inches; height
8 feet 4.5 inches; wing area 167 square feet; maximum gross weight 2,575 pounds; empty weight
1,578 pounds; useful load 997 pounds; maximum
baggage 120 pounds; engine Lycoming I0-360-A1A,
200 horsepower.

Performance

Ma:mnum level speed 184 miles per hour; maximum
crwse speed, 75 ~rcent power, 179 miles per hour;
stall speed. 64 miles per hour; rate of climb 1,330
feet .per mmute; maximum range 1,147 miles with
45-mmute reserve; service ceiling 17,900 feet.

Performance

Maximum speed 197 miles per hour; maximum
cruise, 75 percent, 193 miles per hour; rate of climb
sea level 1,400 feet per minute; service ceiling
18,800 feet; stall speed, gear and flaps down, power
off, 57 miles per hour; range 1,060 miles.

STATESMAN
Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft Corporation
Remarks

The Mooney Statesman offers the economy of a 180horsepower engine combined with the stretch-out
comfort of the Executive 21. The Statesman has a
restyled instrument panel, improved instrument and
interior lighting, and an easily operated manual
gear-retraction system.
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XB-70A RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Los Angeles Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Cor-

poration
Associate Contractor: General Electric Company

Specifications

Wingspan 30 feet; length 20 feet 8 inches; height
at tail 7 feet 8 inches; gross weight 1,450 pounds;
empty weight 950 pounds; useful load 500 pounds;
baggage capacity 90 pounds; wing loading 10.17
pounds per square foot; engine Continental C-9016F of 90 horsepower.

Remarks

The XB-70A was a high-speed, high-altitude, 6engine experimental aircraft flown in research programs at Edwards Air Force Base, California, under
NASA management. Originally conceived as an intercontinental bomber, its development began in
1956 following a 2-company study competition. In
1963 the decision was made to produce only 2 aircraft, both to be used only for research programs.
The first XB-70A was rolled out on May ll, 1964,
and made its first flight on September 21 of that
year. The second aircraft was completed on May
29, 1965, and made its maiden flight on July 17. On
October 14, the No. 1 airplane first reached its design goal of Mach 3 at 70,000 feet. The No. 2 aircraft flew sustained Mach 3 for 32 minutes on May
19, 1966. On June 8, 1966, it crashed after a midair
collision with one of its chase planes. The 2 XB-70
airplanes had accumulated 123 flights totaling more
than 239 hours as of August 21, 1968. The program
was terminated at year-end 1968.

Performance

Maximum speed ll8 miles per hour; maximum
cruise, 75 percent, optimum altitude ll4 miles per
hour; service ceiling 15,500 feet; takeoff run 334
feet; landing roll 430 feet; rate of climb 835 feet per
minute; stall speed, P?wer off, 46 miles per hour;
maximum range 559 miles.

Specifications

Span 105 feet; length 185 feet; height 30 feet;
weight over 500,000 pounds; engines 6 General
Electric YJ93, 30,000-pound-thrust class; crew pilot
and copilot.
Performance

Speed 2,000 miles per hour; altitude over 70,000
feet.
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T -39 SABRE LINER

X-15 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
Prime Contractor: Los Angeles Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor:
Los
. .·
Aerospac e
c es D·IVlSion,
G
N Ancrel
roup, orth American Rockwell Corporation

& Systems

Remarks

Remarks

The !-39 Sabreliner was developed to meet USAF
requrrements for a utility aircraft which could be
certiEca~ed by the FAA tmder Part 4b. Following
completion of a prototype in May 1958 it was
placed in production for the Air Force in' October
of that year. Delivery of the first aircraft was in
October 1960. Three models were manufactured for
military use: the T-39A, with a basic configuration
for 4 passengers and crew of 2 for use as a trainer
or _utility aircraf~; the T-39B,' a radar navigation
tramer for the Air Force; and the T-39D a radar
navigation trainer for the Navy. The T-39 was
placed on the civilian market in October 1962. It
is currently produced in 2 versions: the Series 40,
which carries up to 8 passengers and a crew of 2,
and the stretched Series 60, ,vhich carries up to
10 passengers and a crew of 2. Both models are
equipped with the Pratt & Whih1ey Aircraft JT12A-8
epgine wh_ich develops 3,300 pounds of thmst. In
photo, Senes 60 left, Series 40 right.

The X-15 was a special-purpose research airplane;
its initial development was funded jointly by the
Air Force, the Navy, and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Three aircraft were built,
and the first to fly took to the air on June 8, 1959.
In the course of its long career, the X-15 made many
contributions to research, particularly in the hypersonic area. It attained speeds of over Mach 6 and
altitudes above 350,000 feet. The No. 1 plane, now
in the Smithsonian Institution, was used for research in high-altitude brightness, micrometeorite
collection, ultraviolet stellar photography, heat exchangers, atmospheric density measurements, horizon scanning and definition, advanced integrated
data systems, air-breathing propulsion, supersonic
decelerators, and high-temperature leading edges.
The No. 2 airplane (photo), which was fitted with
twin droppable fuel tanks, coated with ablative
material, and modified as a ramjet test-bed, set an
unofficial speed record of Mach 6.7, or 4,520 miles
per hour, on October 3, 1967. The pilot was Major
Pete Knight. Subsequently the aircraft was overhauled and placed in storage at the NASA facility
at Edwards Air Force Base. The No. 3 aircraft was
desti·oyed in an accident on November 11, 1967, in
which Major M. J. Adams lost his life. More than
10 years of flight research had been completed by
the 3 aircraft without a fatality prior to the No. 3
crash. The X-15 made 197 flights.

Specifications

Span 44.5 feet; length 44 feet (40) , 46.9 feet (60);
height 16 feet; maximum gross takeoff vveight 18,650
pounds (40), 20,000 pounds (60).
Perforn1ance

Speed 560 miles per hour plus; range over 2,100
miles (40) , over 2,000 miles (60); altitude 40,000
feet, certified to 45,000 feet (business version) with
passengers.
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OV-IOA BRONCO LIGHT ARMED
RECONNAISSANCE AffiCRAFI'
Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace &
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

RA-5C TACTICAL RECONNAISSANCE
WEAPON SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace &
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The OV-IOA was_ the first aircraft designed specifically for countennsurgency and limited-war operations. It is inf:ended ~or use by the military services,
allied foreign countries, and the Military Assistance
Program. Its mission capabilities include observation and reconnaissance, h~licop~er escort, light
ground attack, gun£re spotting, liaison, transport,
and training. Th_e ~~onco can operate from rough
clearing~ and pnm1tive roads ~s well as from prepared airfields and sm~ll came~s .. The fuselage is
mounted below the wmg, proVIding unobstructed
visibility well ahead of the J?ropellers for pilot and
observer. Cockpits are eqmpped with the North
American Rockwell L W3-B escape system which allows ejection at zero airspeed and ground level.
The Ill-cubic-foot fus.e lage cargo compartment can
carry loads up to 3,200 pounds. Bombs, rockets, and
napalm can be mounted on fuselage sponsons which
contain 4 fixed 7.62-millimeter machine guns and 5
ordnance stations. External fuel can be carried on
a centerline station.

The RA-5C is a carrier-based tactical reconnaissance weapon system with all-weather multisensor
capability. Attack provisions are contained as alternate mission capabilities. The RA-5C, named the
Vigilante, can perform supersonic missions at low or
high altitudes; it has a top speed in the Mach 2
range. Reconnaissance equipment includes serial
frame and panoramic cameras, side-looking radar,
and passive electronic countermeasures. Four wing
stations provide for external carriage of fuel tanks.
The RA-5C Tactical Reconnaissance Weapon System is one part of the Navy's Integrated Operational Intelligence System; the aircraft carrier processing centers, known as the Integrated Operational
Intelligence Centers, are the other part.
Specifications

Span 53 feet; length 76 feet; height 20 feet; wing,
tail, nose hinged for folding aboard carriers; .n ormal
takeoff gross weight 65,600 pounds; landing weight
46,175 pounds; engines 2 General Electric J79-10
turbojets, 11,110 pounds thrust each, 17,857 pounds
with afterburner; landing gear tricycle.

Specifications

Span 40 feet; length 41 feet 7 inches; height 15 feet;
engines AiResearch T76-G-10 (left) and T76-G-12
(right), 715 shaft horsepower each; trailing arm
articulating landing gear.

Performance

Speed Mach 2; range 2,000-plus nautical miles.

Performance

Speed 245 knots; range 1,200 nautical miles; service
ceiling 28,000 feet.
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T-2A BASIC JET TRAINER
Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace &
S_ystems Group, North American Rochvell Corporation

T-28, T-2C BASIC JET TRAINERS
Prime Contractor: Colmnbus Division, Aerospace &
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The T-.2~ Bu~keye, standard basic jet trainer of the
Na')',_1s m Wide use throughout the Naval Air Basic
Trammg_ Command. D esigned to operate from land
and earner bases, the T-2A is utilized to train Navy
~nd M arine C_orps student pilots in aerial gunnery,
mstrument
flymg, forma tion Hyina
and tactics, and
.
b
earner o:perations. The Buckeye h as stepped, tandem se~t_In_g_ and a clamshell-type canopy for maximu_m VlSI~nlity and low-altitude ejection provisions.
It Is eqmpped with the rocket-propelled crew esc~pe system, manufactured by the Columbus DiviSIOn of North American Rocbvell which is effective
throughout the trainer's Hight en~elope.

The T-2B Buckeye, an improved version of the
T-2A, entered production in 1965. It is used as a
land- or carrier-based trainer to instruct Navy and
Marine Corps student pilots from first jet Hight to
the advanced training phase. The 2-engine configuration g-ives the T-2B performance and safety characteristics superior to those of the T-2A. Waist-level
engine compartments and equipment bays are easily
accessible for ground maintenance and servicing.
Fuel is carried in the fuselage, in the inboard wing
leading edges, and in 100-gallon tanks on each wing
tip. The T -2C is an improved and more economical
version of the T-2B. Incorporated into the production line in January 1969, it features a different engine but performs the same role and mission as the
T-2B.

Specifications
Sp~n 36 feet; length 38 feet 3 inches; height 14 feet
9 mches; takeoff gross weight 11,498 pounds; engine W estinghouse J34-WE-48, 3,400 pounds thmst;
landing gear tricycle.

Specifications

Span 38 feet 2 inches; length 38 feet 3 inches;
height 14 feet 9 inches; takeoff gross weight 13,284
pounds (T-2B), 13,179 pounds (T-2C); engines 2
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J60-P-6 turbojets, 3,000
pounds thmst each (T-2B), 2 General Electric J85GE-4 turbojets, 2,950 pounds thmst each (T-2C).

Performance

Speed 400 knots; range 795 nautical miles; service
ceiling 36,500 feet.

Performance

Speed 453 knots; range 960 nautical miles (T-2B),
909 nautical miles (T-2C); service ceiling 40,700 feet
(T-2B), 40,414 feet (T-2C).
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F-100 SUPER SABRE

LARK COMMANDER

Prime Contractor: Los Angeles Division, Aerospace

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Commercial Products Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation

& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Cor-

poration
Remarks

Remarks
The Lark Commander is a 4-place, single-engine,
high-wing, all-metal aircraft designed for the businessman-pilot and for the leisure market. Several
paint combinations and interior decor selections are
offered as standard.

The F-!00 Super Sabre was the first supersonic
fighter m the Air Force's Tactical Air Command.
The first production model, the F-100A, was delivered in October 1953. It was produced in 4
models, the A, C, D, and F. The F-100A, an air
superiority fighter, is flown by the Air National
Guar~. The F-100C, with in:Bight refueling and
bo~bmg capabilities, is assigned to the Air Force's
tactical fighter wings. The D and F fighter-bomber
m?dels are providing the Tactical Air Command
WI~ long-range striking power and supersonic airto-arr combat ability. In addition to its bomb armament and~ 20-millimeter cannons, the Super Sabre
can be eqUipped to fire rockets and missiles including the heat-seeking Sidewinder.
'

Specifications
Span 35 feet; length 24 feet 11 inches; height 10 feet
1 inch; gross weight 2,450 pounds; empty weight
with standard equipment 1,532 pounds; useful load
918 pounds; cabin length 8 feet 2 inches; cabin
width 3 feet 4 inches; baggage 120 pounds; fuel
capacity 44 gallons standard; engine Lycoming
0-360-A2F rated at 180 horsepower at 2,700 revolutions per minute at sea level, 1,500 hours time
between overhauls.

Specifications

Performance*
Speed at best altitude 138 miles per hour; takeoff
over 50-foot obstacle 1,650 feet; takeoff run 1,050
feet; initial rate of climb 648 feet per minute; stall
speed 63 miles per hour; _range 470 statute miles.

Span 38 feet; length 47 feet: height 16 feet; weight
18,239 to 22,337 pounds according to model; engine
J57, 10,000-pound-thrust class· crew pilot (F model
pilot and observer or student):
'
'
Performance

S~eed ov~r 800 miles per hour; range over 1,000
miles; altitude over 50,000 feet.

All performances shown are based on full gross,
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level unless
otherwise shown.
0
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HAWK COMMANDER
Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division Commercial Products Group, North American Ra'ckwell
Corporation

SHRIKE, SHRIKE ESQUIRE coMMANJ>ERS
Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Commercial Products Group, North American Rocl'Well
Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Hawk Commander is a pressurized turboprop
aircraft with standard executive seating for 8 occupants or as many as 10. It has IFR capabilities and
features fully reversible propellers as standard installation. A 500-pound-capacity baggage compartment is separated from the passenger cabin. Four
interior color combinations are available as standard installations. Special interior arrangements and
styles are also available.

The Shrike (photo) and Shrike Esquire twin-engine
C_omrnanders are designed for the businessmanpilot. Standard installations include separate pilot
and passenger entry doors. Principal differences between the 2 models are in interior styling and decor
and exterior designs.
Sp.e cifications

Span 49 feet .5 inch; length 36 feet 7 inches; height
14 feet 6 inches; tread 12 feet 11 inches; takeoff
wei~ht 6,750 pounds; empty weight 4,635 pounds
(Shrike), 4,741 pounds (Shrike Esquire); useful load
2,1~5 pounds (Shrike), 2,009 pounds (Shrike Es9urre); fuel capacity 156 gallons; engines 2 Lycommg 10-540, 290 horsepower each; baogage capacity
50<? pounds; seating, 4 to 7 (Shrike)~ 6 (Shrike Esqmre).

Specifications

Span 44 feet .7 inch; length 42 feet 11.72 inches;
height 14 feet 6 inches; maximum takeoff weight
9,400 pounds; empty weight with standard equipment 5,647 pounds; useful load 3,803 pounds; maximum fuel capacity 286.5 gallons (standard), 337.5
gallons (auxiliary); engines 2 Garrett AiResearch
TPE 331-43 BL, takeoff power of 575 shaft horsepower and 605 equivalent shaft horsepower each at
sea level.

Performance*

Ma~um speed at sea level 215 miles per hour;
cruise speed, 75 percent power 9,000 feet, 203 miles
per hour; takeoff distance over 50-foot obstacle
1,915 feet; landing distance over 50-foot obstacle
2,235 feet; range at 15,000 feet, T AS 170, 1,078
statute miles; service ceiling 21,000 feet.

Performance*

Maximum speed, best altitude, 290 miles per hour;
cruise speed, normal, 278 miles per hour; takeoff
roll 1,706 feet; service ceiling 25,600 feet; range,
auxilia1y fuel, 1,491 statute miles.

All performances shown are based on full gross,
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level unless
otherwise noted.
0

0 All performances shown are based on full gross,
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level unless
otherwise noted.
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QUAIL, SPARROW COMMANDERS

THRUSH COMMANDER

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Commercial Products Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Commercial Products Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Quail Commander and the Sparrow Commander aerial application aircraft are similar in airframe design and construction. They are designed
for the application of liquid and solid chemicals.
Quail (photo) and Sparrow differ in hopper capacity, power, and performance.

The Thrush Commander is the largest agricultural
aircraft in production in the United States. It is a
highly maneuverable aerial application aircraft designed specifically for precise application of liquid
and solid chemicals. The all-metal wing and allmetal fuselage aircraft is delivered equipped with
a 70-nozzle spray boom and all basic application
devices installed. The Thrush has an average 60foot swath width at normal application altitudes
and has working speeds of 105 to 115 miles per
hour. The aircraft is eligible for FAR 23 and 21
certification.

Specifications

Sp~n 34 feet 9 inches; length 23 feet 6 inches;
height 7 feet 7 inches. Quail: gross weight 3,600
pounds; useful load 2,000 pounds; hopper capacity
210 U.S. gallons or 1,600 pounds; fuel capacity
~0 gallons; engine Lycoming I0-540-G1C5 fuel-inJ ec~ed, rated at 290 horsepower. Sparrow: gross
Weight 3,400 pounds; useful load 1,800 pounds;
hopper cal?acity 170 U.S. gallons or 1,400 pounds;
fuel capacity 40 gallons; engine Lycoming 0-540B2B5 rated at 235 horsepower.

Specifications

Span 44 feet 5 inches; length 29 feet 4.5 inches;
height 9 feet 2 inches; gross weight 6,900 pounds;
hopper capacity 400 U.S. gallons or 3,280 pounds;
fuel capacity 106 gallons; engine Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft Wasp Rl340, 9-cylinder; supercharged,
radial, rated at 600 horsepower at 2,250 revolutions
per minute for takeoff.

Performance*

Quail: maximum speed 120 miles per hour working
speed 90 to 100 miles per hour; stall speed 46 miles
per ?our; .t~keoff distance at gross weight 650 feet;
service ceilmg 16,000 feet; ferry range at 70 percent
power. 275 statute miles. Sparrow: maximum speed·
119 rmles p er hour; working speed 90 to 100 miles
p er hour; stall speed ~6 miles per hour; takeoff distance 650 feet; service ceiling 14 ,000 feet; ferry
range at 70 p ercent power 250 statute miles.

Performance*

Maximum speed 140 miles per hour; working speed
105 to 115 miles p er hour; stall speed 57 miles per
hour; takeoff distance at gross weight 775 feet; service ceiling 15,000 feet; ferry range at 70 percent
power 403 statute miles.
Performance based on ICAO conditions unless
noted.
0

0

Performance b ased on ICAO conditions unless
noted.
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T-38 TALON TRAINER
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

F-5 TACTICAL FIGHTER
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The F -5 is a multipurpose, twin-turbojet, supersonic
fighter chosen by the Deparbnent of Defense for
fighter aircraft replacement in selected allied nations under the Military Assistance Program. Fifteen
free world nations have received quantities of F-5s.
Single-seat F -5A fighters and twin-cocl'Pit F -5B
models are produced as well as a new RF-5A rec~mnaissance version. Utilizing the same basic design, the F~5B combines the combat capability of
the F -5A With training capability. The aircraft provides close support of troops, interception, attacks
on com~unications and supply lines, and armed
reconnaissance missions over enemy territory. It is
produced by the Aircraft Division of Northrop Corporation and, under special license, in Canada and
Spain.

The only U.S.-produced supersonic jet trainer, the
T-38 is a twin-jet, low-wing monoplane. It is used
as an advanced trainer by the Air Force and as a
flight-test support aircraft by the Navy. The T-38
has been selected by NASA for astronaut space
flight readiness training. A production milestone
was reached in 1969 with delivery of the 1,000th
T-38. A number of T-38s have been delivered to the
German Air Force. Featuring a very high degree of
safety, the T-38 is produced by the Aircraft Division
of Northrop Corporation.
Specifications

Span 24 feet 3 inches; length 42 feet 2 inches;
height 12 feet 11 inches; weight 11,550 pounds;
crew 2; engines 2 General Electric ]85-5 turbojets;
2 independent electrical and fuel supply systems,
one for each engine.

Specifications

Span 26 feet 7 inches with wing-tip armament;
length 45 feet; height 13 feet 2, inches; weight
13,000 pounds with full internal fuel; external load
6,200 pounds of air-to-air and air-to-ground weapons, reconnaissance and surveillance equipment,
and extra fuel; 2 20-millimeter cannons mounted in
nose of F -5A and RF -5A; engines 2 General Electric ]85-13 turbojets, 4,080 pounds thrust each (GE
]85-15 engines with 4,300 pounds thrust each in
Canadian and Dutch versions).

Performance

Speed Mach 1.2 (guaranteed), Mach 1.35 (highest
attained); range 990 nautical miles; rate of climb .
over 30,000 feet per minute; ceiling 54,000 feet.

Performance

Speed Mach 1.4-plus; combat ceiling over 50,000
feet; sea-level rate of climb over 29,000 feet per
minute; range over 1,500 nautical miles with external tanks dropped; tactical mission radius up to
760 nautical miles.
R-105
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l6H-lH PATHFINDER I

l6H-lB PATHFINDER II

Prime Contractor: Piasecki Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piasecki Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The 16H-1H is a shaft-driven compound helicopter
powered by a United Aircraft of Canada PT6B-16
turbine of 690 shaft horsepower. It is a 5-place aircraft utilizing a 3-bladed main rotor and a 3-bladed,
controllable-pitch, ring tail ducted propeller for
propulsion and antitorque control.

The 16H-1B is an advanced developmental shaft
compound helicopter with one General Electric
T58-5 turbine of 1,500 shaft horsepower. The 16H-1
predecessor design was developed and tested with
company funds; major modifications, made under
contract to the Army, led to the 16H-1A and additional advanced ground and flight testing. The
16H-1B is an 8-place, higher-powered equivalent
with 3-bladed main rotor; 3-bladed, controllablepitch, ring tail ducted propeller for propulsion,
stability, and antitorque control; stub wings; and
retractable main landing gear.

Specifications

Fuselage length 29 feet; wingspan 20 feet; rotor diameter 41 feet; empty weight 3,012 pounds; VTOL
gross weight 4,600 pounds.
Performance

Specifications

Cruise speed 174 miles per hour; range 386 statute
miles.

Fuselage length 37.25 feet; wingspan 20 feet; main
rotor diameter 44 feet; empty weight 5,078 pounds;
VTOL gross weight 8,121 pounds.
Perfor1nance

Maximum speed sea level 210 miles per hour;
service ceiling 13,400 feet.
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l6H-3J PATHFINDER EXECUTIVE

PAWNEE C

Prime Contractor: Piasecki Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
A commercial twin-turbine configuration derived
from the advanced developmental 16H-1A, the
16H-3J is a low-wing, twin-engine, shaft-driven
compound helicopter powered by 2 United Aircraft of Canada PT6B-16 turbines. It features a
ducted pusher propeller which provides forward
thrust for fixed-wing mode flight conditions. The
same propeller, working in conjunction with controllable tail vanes, provides the antitorque force
for hovering. In forward flight the rotor is unloaded,
transferring the propulsion function to the tail propeller and the lift function to the wing. The 16H-3J
provides the executive traveler door-to-door travel
at greatly increased speeds over those of presentday helicopters. Seating capacity is 14 passengers
in addition to the pilot.

Remarks
The Pawnee was designed specifically for safe, efficient, economical dispersal of liquid and solid agricultural chemicals, insecticides, and salt and for
ease of maintenance under field conditions. The
Pawnee was introduced in 1959; the present Pawnee
C is equipped with a Lycoming 0-540-B2B5 235horsepower engine. In worldwide use, it has earned
the universal respect of ag-operators and their customers-farmers, municipalities, and highway departments-and of ag-pilots for its handling ea~e
and its unique safety-capsule cockpit. The Pawnee
is also powered by a 260-horsepower Lycoming
0-540-E engine with optional constant-speed propeller.
Specifications
Wingspan 36.2 feet; length 24.7 feet; height 7.2
feet; gross weight 2,900 pounds; empty weight
sprayer 1,488 pounds, duster 1,479 pounds; wing
area 183 square feet; fuel capacity 42 gallons; allmetal McCauley propeller with 84-inch diameter.

Specifications
Fuselage length 42.9 feet; wingspan 21.3 fee_t; main
rotor diameter 44.2 feet; empty weight 5,925 pounds;
gross weight 9,600 pounds.

Performance
Top speed llO miles per hour for duster, 117 for
sprayer; cruise speed at 75 percent power 100 miles
per hour for duster, 105 for sprayer; stall speed 61
miles per hour; takeoff run 956 feet for duster, 800
for sprayer; landing roll 850 feet; rate of climb at
sea level, duster 500 feet per minute, sprayer 630
feet per minute; cruising range at 75 percent power,
duster 285 miles, sprayer 300 miles.

Performance
Cruise speed 190 miles per hour; range 438 statute
miles.

~- - ~---
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CHEROKEE l40C

CHEROKEE E

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The Cherokee E is the latest version of the Cherokee line of 4-place, fixed-gear aircraft introduced
in 1961.

The Che_rokee 140C is a 2- to 4-place, fixed-gear
sport/tramer power~d by _a Lycoming 0-320-E2A
!50-horsepower engme. Smce its introduction in
1963, the Cherokee 140 has become one of the
most po~ular aircraft for fixed-base operators, flying
clubs, flight schools, and private individuals. Its
low-wing design wi~h low center of gravity, coupled
with the 10-foot-wide landing gear, has made the
Cherokee 140 an extreme!~ forgiving airplane for
s~dent wo_r~ and has permitted flight operations in
wmd conditions heretofore considered too risky for
student solo operations.

Specifications
Wingspan 30 feet; length 23.5 feet; height 7.3 feet;
wing area 160 square feet; wing loading 15 pounds
per square foot; gross weight 2,400 pounds; empty
weight 1,300 pounds; useful load 1,100 pounds;
engine Lycoming 0-360-A3A rated at 180 horsepower at 2,700 revolutions per minute.
Performance
Top speed 152 miles per hour; optimum cruise
speed, 75 percent power 7,000 feet, 143 miles per
hour; stall speed (flaps) 57 miles per hour; t~keoff
run 720 feet; rate of climb 750 feet per mmute;
service ceiling 16,400 feet; cruise range, 75 percent
power optimum altitude, 725 miles; fuel consumption, 75 percent power, 10 gallons per hour.

Specifications

VVingspan 30 feet; length 23.3 feet; height 7.3 feet;
gross weig;ht 2,150 pounds; empty weight 1,201
pounds; wmg area 160 square feet; wing loading
13.4 pounds per square "foot; power loading 14.3
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 50 gallons·
propeller all-metal, fixed-pitch Sensenich with 74~
inch diameter.
Performance

Top speed 142 miles per hour; cruise speed 75 percent power 133 miles per hour; stall speed 54 miles
per hour; takeoff run 800 feet; landing roll 535 feet;
rate of climb 600 feet per minute; service ceiling
14,300 feet; cruise range 725 miles.
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CHEROKEE 2350
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

CHEROKEE SIX
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Cherokee 235D can carry 4 passen gers, 200
pounds ~f luggage, and 84 gallons of fu el and still
have w e1ght left over. With its Lycomincr 0 -540B2B5 235-horsepower engine and its mod~m lowwing d esign, the Cherokee 235D can operate' from
even the shortest fields and then cruise at 156 miles
per hour for a range of over 900 miles. The new
Cherokee 235D incorporates many improvements,
such a.s sh~ck-mounted cowling, dynafocal engine
~ounting, mcreased soundproofing, a n ew, larger
m strument p an el that w ill a ccommodate even the
most professional type of equipment, the SportsPower console, and a new paint schem e.

The Piper Cherokee Six is unique in its class. Ideal
for business, pleasure, ranch, utility, or air taxi use,
it is offered with a choice of horsepower, with 6- or
7-place seating, and in a seaplane configuration.
The 260-horsepower version uses a Lycoming 0540-E4B5 and the 300-horsepower version uses the
I0-540-K with Bendix fuel injection. Cruising speed
of 160 miles p er hour in the 260-horsepower model
is increased to 168 miles per hour at full 3,400pound gross in the 300-horsepower version. Both
models carry 6 passengers, 200 pounds of luggage,
and full fuel of 84 gallons, with a seventh seat
<?ptional.

Specifications

Specifications

Wingspa~ 32 feet; length 23.7 feet; h eight 7.1 feet;

gross w e1!?ht 2,900 pounds; empty weight 1,467
pounds; wmg area 170 square feet; wing loading 17
pounds p er square foot; power loading 12.4 pounds
p~r horsepower ; fuel capacity 84 gallons; propeller
either McCauley m etal, fixed pitch , or H artzell constant speed, both with 80-inch diameter.

Wingspan 32.8 feet; length 27.7 feet; height 7.9 feet;
gross w eight 3,400 pounds; empty w eight 1,655
pounds; wing area 174.5 square feet; wing loading
19.5 pounds per square foot; power loading 13.1
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 84 gallons;
propeller either fixed-pitch, metal McCauley or
Hartzell constant speed with 82-inch diameter.

Performance

Performance

Top speed 166 miles p er hour; cruise speed at 75
p ercent power 156 miles per hour at 2,900 pounds
gross; stal~ speed 60 miles p er hour; takeoff run 800
feet; landing roll 680 feet; rate of climb at sea level
825 feet p er minute; service ceiling 14,500 feet;
cruise range at 75 p ercent power 935 miles.

Top speed 166 and 174 miles p er hour (260- and
300-horsepower versions, respectively); cruise speed
at 75 percent power 160 and 168 miles per hour;
stall speed 63 miles per hour; takeoff run 740 and
700 feet; landing roll 630 feet; rate of climb at sea
level B50 and 1,050 feet p er minute; service ceiling
14,500 feet; cruise range at 75 p ercent power 960
and 880 miles.
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CHEROKEE ARROW 200

SUPER CUB
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
The Arrow 200 has a number of features which distinguish it from its companion craft, the Cherokee
E. It has 3 instead of the usual 2 windows on either
side, providing additional visibility for the 4 occupants. A new power control arrangement groups the
throttle, propeller, and mixture controls in a quadrant s~milar to that found in multi-engine aircraft.
Gear IS retractable by a hydraulic system that employs an electrically operated pump.

Remarks
The Super Cub reflects the sound aerodynamic design proven and refined in more t?an 2~,000 pl~nes
of this basic model produced by Piper A~craft smce
its introduction in 1937. The Super Cub IS powered
by a Lycoming 0-320 150-horsepo~er engine; it
holds the world's altitude record for piston-powered
light aircraft by attaining 30,203 f~et. Th~ Super
Cub is certified on floats and skis and IS used
throughout the world for pleasure and fo~ _training,
patrol, survey, agricultural, and general utihty work.

Specifications

Specifications
Wingspan 35.3 feet; length 22.5 feet; height 6.7 feet;
gross w eight 1,750 pounds; overload gross weight
2,070 pounds; empty w eight 930 pounds; wing area
178.5 square feet; wing loading 10 pounds per
square foot; power loading 11.6 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 36 gallons; propeller all-metal
Sensenich with 74-inch diameter.

Wingspan 30 feet; wing area 160 square feet; length
24.2 feet; height 8 feet; wing loading 16.3 pounds
per square foot; baggage 200 pounds; fuel capacity
50 gallons; gross w eight 2,600 pounds; empty weight
1,459 pounds; engine Lycoming I0-360-C1C, 200
horsepower at 2,700 revolutions per minute.
Performance

Top speed 176 miles ·per hour; optimum cruise
speed, 75 percent power optimum altitude 166
'
m iles p er hour; stall speed flaps and gear down
64 mi·1es per hour; rate of climb
' 910 feet p er minute·'
service ceiling 16,000 feet; cruise range 75 percent
·
P ower , 810 mi·1es; optimum
cruise range' 55 percent
power, 950 miles.
'

Performance
Top speed 130 miles p er hour; cruise speed at 75
percent power 115 miles per hour; stall sReed 43
miles p er hour; takeoff run 200 feet; landmg roll
350 feet· rate of climb at sea level 960 feet per minute; ser~ice ceiling 19,000 feet; cruise range at 75
percent power 460 miles.
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POCONO

COMANCHE C
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
D .
d

Remarks
The Comanche Cis the latest version of the proven
Comanche line of airplanes. The new Comanche C
has a longer cabin that seats up to 6 people, more
luxurious styling, and a maximum gross weight of
3,100 pounds. Powered by either a Lycoming 0 -540E carburetor induction engine or a Lycoming I0540-D fuel-injection engine, the Comanche C cruises
at over 180 miles per hour and has a range of 1,100
miles at 75 percent power.

Specifications

Specifications
·Wingspan 35.98 feet; length 25.29 feet; height 7.47
feet; gross weight for takeoff 3,100 pounds; gross
weight for landing 2,945 pounds; empty weight
1,728 pounds; wing area 178 square feet; wing loading 17.42 pounds per square foot; power loading
11.92 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 90 gallons; propeller Hartzell constant speed with 77-inch
diameter.

p·esi~e
specifically for the commuter market,
li Iper s ~ew Pocono is an 18-place, short-haul airner which has attracted more-than-anticipated interest ~s an executive transport. Cabin height is 5
f~et 8 _mches; normal seating is 3 abreast, 2 on the
n_g~t side of the aisle and one on the left. Standard
~rr~e-type floor mounting channels permit posionmg of seats or cargo fasteners in any desired
location.

Wingspan 51 feet; length 39.25 feet; height 15.75
feet; gross weight 9,500 pounds; empty weight 4,900
pounds; useful load 4,600 pounds (18-place), 4,350
pounds (cargo configuration); engines 2 Lycoming
TI0-720, 500 horsepower.
Performance

Top speed at 10,000 feet 242 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power 10,000 feet, 216 miles per
hour; stall speed 74 miles per hour; rate of climb
1,630 feet per minute; single-engine ceiling 14,000
feet; range, economy cruise (55 percent) 810 miles.

Performance
Top speed 194 miles per hour; cruise speed at 75
percent power 182 miles per hour; stall speed 66
miles per hour; takeoff run 760 feet; landing roll
655 feet; rate of climb at sea level 1,370 feet per
minute; service ceiling 20,000 feet; cruise range at
75 percent power 1,108 miles.
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TWIN COMANCHE C,
TURBO TWIN COMANCHE C
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

AZTEC D, TURBO AZTEC D
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The Aztec D is powered by 2 Lycoming fuel-injection I0-540-C4B5 engines developing -250 horsepower each. It cruises at 210 miles per hour at i.ts
maximum gross weight of 5,200 pounds and will
travel nonstop well over 1,000 miles. For even better, high-altitude performance, the Turbo Aztec D
is equipped with 2 Lycoming fully modilied I0-540J4A5 engines which increase cruise speed to 250
miles per hour at 24,000 feet and give the Turbo
Aztec D a ceiling of over 30,000 feet.

A longer cabin that seats 6 passengers, new luxurious styling, and even quieter operation are added
to the already proven design of the Twin Comanche to make the Twin Comanche C. Powered by 2
Lycoming I0-320-B fuel-injection engines developing 160 horsepower e~ch, the Twin Comanche C
cruises at over 190 miles per hour at 75 percent
power. If even better performance is desired for
high altitude, the Turbo Twin Comanche C can
cruise at 24,000 feet at 223 miles per hour at 75
percent power. It holds the light twin nonstop distance record. In photo, Turbo Twin Comanche C.

Specifications

Wingspan 37 feet; length 30.2 feet; height 10.3
feet; gross weight 5,200 pounds; empty weight 2,933
pounds (3,023 pounds, Turbo Aztec); wing area
207.56 square feet; fuel capacity 144 gallons; propellers Hartzell constant speed, full feathering, 77inch diameter.

Specifications

Wingspan 35.98 feet; length 25.2 feet; height 8.2
feet; gross weight 3,600 pounds (3,725, Turbo);
empty weight 2,210 pounds (2,408, Turbo); wing
area 178 square feet; power loading 11.3 pounds per
horsepower; fuel capacity 120 gallons; propellers
Hartzell constant speed, full feathering, 72-inch
diameter.

Performance

Aztec D: top speed 216 miles per hour; normal
cruise, 4,000 feet, 210 miles per hour; intermediate cruise, 6,000 feet, 208 miles per hour; economy cruise, 6,400 f~et, 204 miles per hour; longrange cruise, 10,200 feet, 195 miles per hour. Turbo
Aztec D: top speed 256 miles per hour; turbo
cruise 24 000 feet 250 miles per hour; intermediate c~ise: 24,000 f~et, 236 miles per hour; economy
cruise, 24,000 feet, 218 miles per hour; long-range
cruise, 24,000 feet, 199 miles per hour.

Performance

Top speed 205 miles per hour (246, Turbo); cruise
speed, 75 percent power, 198 miles per hour (240,
Turbo); takeoff run 940 feet; landing roll1,215 feet;
rate of climb at sea level 1,460 feet per minute
(1,290 at 10,000 feet, Turbo); service ceiling 18,600
feet (30,000-plus, Turbo); single-engine ceiling 7,100
feet (17,000, Turbo); cruise range at 75 percent
power 1,200 miles (1,535, Turbo).
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NAVAJO 300, TURBO NAVAJO
Prime Conh·actor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

S-58 TRANSPORT HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks

Piper off~rs 2 models of the Navajo: the Turbo
Navajo w1th 310-ho~sepower turbocharged Lycoming TI0-540-~ engmes and the Navajo 300 with
I0-540-K en~mes_- At f~ll gross of 6,200 pounds, the
Turbo NavaJO w1Il cr~nse at 247 miles p er hour at
23,500 feet; the NavaJo 300, 210 miles p er hour at
6,400 feet. Accelerate-stop distance is just over 2,000
feet for both models, and short-field characteristics
are similar to those of the Aztec.

The S-58 is an all-purpose transport flown by the
U.S. Navy, Marine Corps, and Army, by many foreign countries, and by domestic and foreign commercial operators. More than 1,800 S-58s have been
manufactured. The S-58 has a seating capacity of
crew (pilot and copilot) and 12 to 18 passengers or
8 litters, or a net payload of 4,000 pounds for a distance of 100 miles. It has an alternate cargo capacity of 405 cubic feet. A 5,000-pound-capacity automatic touchdown release cargo sling for carrying
external loads and a 600-pound-capacity hydraulically operated utility hoist are provided as desired. Automatic stabilization equipment, installed
on Navy, Marine, and Army versions of the aircraft,
has been certified by the FAA for use on commercial S-58s. Four-bladed main rotor and 4-bladed tail
rotor are all-metal. The first flight took place March
8,1954.

Specifications

Wingspan 40._67 feet; length 32.63 feet; height 13
feet; gross we1~ht 6,200 pounds; empty weight 3,603
pounds (NavaJO 300), 3,759 pounds (Turbo Navajo);
wing area 229 square feet; fuel capacity 190 gallons;
propellers full-feathering, constant-speed Hartzells.
Performance

Top speed 224 miles per hour (260, Turbo); cruise
speed, 75 percent power, 210 miles per hour at 6,400
feet (247 at 23,500 feet, Turbo); stall speed 71 miles
per hour; takeoff run 1,080 feet (1,066, Turbo); landing roll 1,725 feet; rate of climb at sea level 1,440
feet per minute (1,395, Turbo); service ceiling 20,500 feet (26,300, Turbo); absolute ceiling 30,000plus feet (Turbo); cruise range, 75 percent power,
1,240 miles (1,305, Turbo); single-engine ceiling
5,750 feet (15,800, Turbo).

Specifications

Empty weight 7,900 pounds; normal gross weight
13,000 pounds; useful load 5,100 pounds; engine
Wright R1820, 1,525 horsepower.
Performance

Maximum speed 123 miles per hour; service ceiling
9,500 feet; range 280 miles.
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SH-3A/D ANTISUBMARINE HELICOPTER

S-6IL/N HELICOPTER AIRLINER

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Remar~s

Remarks

The SH-3A antisubmarine warfare helicopter made
its first flight March 11, 1959, after development
under the Navy's weapons system program. It was
the first helicopter in the world to exceed 200 miles
per hour in a sanctioned speed test, and the first to
make a nonstop coast-to-coast helicopter flight in
the United States. The SH-3A gave the Navy a helicopter able to both search out and destroy enemy
submarines. The SH-3D, with more powerful engines and improved avionics and sonar equipment,
has increased range and ability. The SH-3A/D is
produced "?-ot only for the U.S. Navy but also for
the Canadian, English, Spanish, Italian, and Brazilian navies and for the Japanese Self Defense Forces.
The S-61A, without the antisubmarine warfare gear,
has been produced for the Danish Air Force for
the Malaysian Air Force, and for commercial' use.
The RH-3A, a version of the SH-3A fitted with towing hook, is used by the U.S. Navy as a mine countermeasures aircraft. Still another version the VH3A, is used to transport the President of the United
States and other government officials.

The S-61N is the amphibious version of the S-61L,
first helicopter designed specifically for airline use
and to airline standards. It carries from 25 to 30
passengers. The aircraft is powered by twin turbine
engines and can continue flight to normal landing
with one engine inoperative. The S-61L has been
flown in scheduled passenger service by Los Angeles Airways since 1962. S-61Ns have been delivered to San Francisco & Oakland Helicopter Airlines in the United States, BEA Helicopters Ltd. in
England, Greenlandair in Greenland, and AnsettANA in Australia. In addition, S-61Ns are in passenger service in Pakistan and in Japan. S-61Ns are
used in construction and oil rig work in the United
States and abroad; they fly crews and supplies to
offshore rigs in the Gulf of Mexico, the North Sea,
and the waters off Malaysia. The Canadian Coast
Guard also uses the S-61N.
Specifications

Empty weight 12,256 pounds; normal gross weight
19,000 pounds; useful load 6,744 pounds; engines
2 General Electric CT58-140-2, 1,500 horsepower
each.

Specifications

Empty weight 11,865 pounds; useful load 6,761
pounds; engines 2 General Electric T58-10, 1,400
horsepower each.

Performance

Maximum speed 150 miles per hour; service ceiling
12,200 feet; range 265 miles.

Performance

Maximum speed 166 miles per hour; service ceiling
14:700 feet; range, with 10 percent reserve, 624
miles.
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S-6IR HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

S-62 SEARCH-RESCUE HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks

The S-61R, a member of the S-61 series marked by
a rear cargo door, made its first flight June 17, 1963.
The S-61R was selected by the Air Force as both
transport and rescue vehicle, the former called CH3~ and the lat!er .HH-3E. The HH-3E is equipped
With. ext~mal, Je~sonable fuel tanks; it has a telescopic arr-refueling probe for extended flights In
196_7, 2 HH-?Es made the first nonstop transatla~tic
hehcopter Hight, refueling 9 times from New York
to Paris. As~igned to the A~rospace Rescue and Re~overy ServiCe, the HH-3E s prime combat mission
Is recovery of downed airmen. For this mission the
~H-3E is both. armor plated and armed for protec·
tion from hostile forces while in the combat area.
~ rear ramp a~d rear cargo door make rapid loadmg and ~.mloa~g poss~ble. Power is supplied by 2
~as turbme engmes. Pnmary mission of the CH-3E
Is cargo and troop transport. It has approximately
the same performance as the HH-3E but is not
equ~pped with tip tanks, armor plating, or aerial refueling probe. Another search and rescue version of
the S-61R, the H~-3F, is being produced for the
Coast c.uar~l. It IS equipped with sophisticated
commumcations and navigation equipment.

The single-turbine S-62, first amphibious helicopter
built with a flying boat type hull, is used by the
Coast Guard as its search and rescue helicopter.
The S-62 was the first American turbine-powered
helicopter to be certified by the Federal Aviation
Administration for commercial operations. The FAA
certificate permits it to carry a pilot, a copilot, and
11 passengers. It can operate from land, water, ice,
snow, swamp, mud, or almost any other surface.
The first Hight took p~ace May 22, .1958. B~sid~s. its
Coast Guard application, the S-62 IS used m airline
and industrial operations. It is especially useful to
·the oil industry in supplying offshore drilling platforms.
Specifications

Empty weight 5,083 pounds; normal gross weight
8,100 pounds; useful load 3,017 pounds; engine
General Electric T58-8, 1,250 horsepower.
Performance

Maximum speed llO miles per hour; service ceiling
11,200 feet; range 463 miles.

Specifications

Empty weight 14,426 pounds; normal gross weight
19,500 pounds; alternate gross weight 22,050 pounds;
useful load 5,074 pounds; engines 2 General Electric T58-5, 1,500 horsepower each.
Performance

Maximum speed 165 miles per hour; cruise speed
154 miles per hour; service ceiling 11,700 feet;
range, with 2 tip tanks, 748 miles.
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S-64 SKYCRANE
Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

S-65 HEAVY ASSAULT TRANSPORT
Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Remarks
First Hight of the twin-turbine-powered S-64 Skycrane, a universal transport vehicle with a 10-ton
payload, was May 9, 1962. A newer version, the
CH-54B, with a 12.5-ton payload, went into production in 1969 for the Army. First deliveries of the
Skycrane were to the West German Ministry of
Defense, followed by deliveries to the U.S. Army
beginning in 1964. The S-64 is designed for both
military and commercial operations. It has a rearfacing pilot's seat to provide a clear view of loads
during pickups and deliveries. All cargo is carried
externally. By means of a hoist, the S-64 can accom~lish c~rgo transfer missions without landing. A
lightweight van, for use as a field hospital, command post, or repair shop, can be attached to the
S-64 fuselage. The Skycrane is produced also for
co~mercial operations in such fields as oil drilling,
sh1p~to-shore loading and unloading, moving pref~bncated housing, and transmission line construction. The S-64 was certified for commercial use in
August 1969; it is the largest helicopter ever certified by the FAA.

Remarks
The Sikorsky S-65 was designed for the Marine
Corps as a heavy assault transport helicopter, the
CH-53A. First flight was October 14, 1964. First
delivery to a Marine Corps squadron was in September 1966. The CH-53A has flown at speeds exceeding 200 miles an hour and has carried loads,
both internally and externally, exceeding 12 tons.
The CH-53A, with a crew of 3, can accommodate
38 troops. It has been used to retrieve other aircraft
and to deliver equipment and supplies. The HH53B and the HH-53C, rescue and recovery versions
produced for the Air Force, have a rescue hoist,
auxiliary fuel tanks, and an aerial refueling probe
that allows almost unlimited range.
Specifications
Empty weight 22,444 pounds; gross
pounds; engines 2 General Electric
horsepower each (CH-53A), 2 GE
horsepower each (HH-53B), 2 GE
horsepower each (HH-53C).

weight 42,000
T64-12, 3,435
T64-3, 3,080
T64-7, 3,435

Performance
Cruise speed 172 miles per hour; maximum speed
19.5 miles per hour; service ceiling 22,000 feet; range
250 miles (with auxiliary tanks 780 miles).

Specifications
Empty weight 18,969 pounds; normal gross weight
38,000 pounds; alternate gross w eight 42 000
d .
useful. load 19,031 pounds; engines 2 P~att Eo~i~~
ney Aircraft JFTD-12A, 4,500 horsepower each.
Performance
Cruis~ speed 110 miles per hour; maximum s eed
124 m~les per hour; service ceiling 13,000 feet; r~nge
253 miles.
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SA-26AT CORPORATE AffiCRAFT

SA-226TC COMMUTER AIRLINER

Prime Contractor: Swearingen Aircraft

Prin1e Contractor: Swearingen Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks

The SA:-26A T, ?r Me~lin ~IB, is an 8- to 10-place,
pressunzed, twm-engme atrplane designed for corporate _use. It _has a cylindrical fuselage with a pressure differential of 7 pounds per square inch. The
Merlin liB is powered by 2 Garrett AiResearch
TPE 331-1-151~ turbine engines equipped with
propeller reversmg and synchronization features
and rated at 665 shaft horsepower. The Merlin liB
made its initial flight August 25, 1967, and was type
certified June 12, 1968.

The SA-226TC, the Swearingen Metro, is a 22-place
(20 passengers plus crew), pressurized, air-conditioned, n:vin-engine airplane designed. for use as an
airline aircraft and arranged to readily accommodate passengers, cargo, or a mixed configura~on. It
has a cylindrical fuselage with. a pressure differe~
tial of 7 pounds per square mch. The Metro IS
powered by 2 Garrett AiResearch TPE 331-~03 turbine engines equipped with propeller reversmg ~nd
automatic synchronization and rated at 840 sli~ft
horsepower. The production proto~e ~ade Its
initial flight on August 26, 1969. ~ertific~tion was
expected in January 1970; first dehvery, m February 1970.

Specifications

Span 45 feet 10.5 inches; length 40 feet 1.3 inches;
heig~t 14 fee~ 4 inch~s; cabin _dimensions: length
128 mches, w1dth 62 mches, he1ght 59 inches; fuel
capacity 386 gallons; design gross weight 10,000
pounds; design empty weight 6,150 pounds; design
landing weight 9,300 pounds.

Specifications

Span 46.25 feet; length 59.35 feet; height 16.66 feet;
cabin dimensions: length (excludin~ aft b~ggage
area) 305 inches, width 62 inches, he~ght 57 mche~;
veralllength (pressurized area) 562 mches; cockp1t
fength 62 inches; passenger cabin volume 463 cubic
feet; usable rear baggage compartment volume 136
cubic feet; nose baggage compartment v~lume 45
cubic feet; fuel capacity 550 gal_lons; des1gn gross
weight 12,500 pou~ds; empty we1ght 7,000 pounds;
design landing weight 12,500 pounds.

Performance

Speed at 15,000 feet 295 miles per hour; range at
27,500 feet 1,785 miles with 45-minute reserve; rate
of climb at sea level 2,570 feet per minute; service
ceiling at full gross weight 29,900 feet ; single-engine service ceiling 12,500 feet with pressurization
and full accessory load; stall speed 87 miles per
hour.

Performance

Speed, 10,000 feet ISA, 265 knots; rate of climb
2,580 feet per minute at sea level; useful load 5,000
pounds.
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XV-5B V/STOL VERTIFAN
Prime Contractor: Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical

WREN 460 STOL AIRPLANE
Prime Contractor: Wren Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Ryan XV-5B Vertifan V/STOL jet utilizes 5foot-diameter fans submerged in its wings for vertical Hight. Powered by 2 General Electric J85 engines, the aircraft's speed range includes capabilities of zero speed in hover to over 450 knots in conventional jet mode. Under NASA contract, the XV5B was renovated and modified by Ryan and commenced ground tests June 24, 1968, at San Diego.
First conventional Hight was made July 15, 1968;
ferry Hight to NASA's Ames Research Center was
on July 18, 1968. First vertical Hight was August 2,
1968. After initial flight testing by Ryan, the XV-5B
was delivered to Ames Research Center for use in
V/STOL research programs. Major modification for
NASA use was movement of landing gear outboard
of wing fans. The aircraft was formerly the Army
XV-5A, which accomplished a highly successful
Hight test program.

The Wren 460 is a 4-place, high-wing, single-engine
airplane which derives its STOL and slow-speed
capabilities from aerodynamic devices. New Cessna
182 airframes are utilized in the manufacture of the
Wren for economy and in order to assure the user
of parts and service availability in most of the free
world. The Wren 460 is capable of sustained patrol
for 15 hours at speeds of 45 to 60 miles per hour
using less than 35 percent power while maintaining
level flight attitude and maneuverability with slowspeed control devices. The prototype Wren 460 first
flew in January 1963; FAA certification was received in June 1964.
Specifications

Span 36 feet 6 inches; length 27 feet 4 inches;
height 8 feet 9 inches; all metal; high wing; fixed
gear; empty weight 1,710 pounds; useful load 1,090
pounds; gross weight 2,800 pounds; fuel capacity
65 to 84 gallons; engine Continental 0-470-R, 230
horsepower.

Specifications

Span 29.83 feet; length 44.52 feet; height 14.75
feet; empty weight including instrumentation 9,150
pounds; maximum gross weight 12,326 pounds; engines 2 General Electric J85.

Performance

Maximum speed 193 Vliles per hour; cruise speed,
75 percent power at 6,500 feet, 156 miles per hour;
takeoff and landing speed 40 miles per hour; rate
of climb at sea level 1,080 feet per minute; service
ceiling 19,200 feet; cruise range 785 miles; maximum range 1,000 miles; takeoff distance to clear 50foot obstacle 560 feet; landing distance to clear
50-foot obstacle 555 feet.

Performance

Maximum speed in jet mode (demonstrated) 456
knots; maximum speed in fan mode (demonstrated)
90 knots; maximum sideward speed in fan mode 29
knots.
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Don''t Jeopardize
Your Engine
Reliability!
.. . Insist on GENUINE Continental Parts.
One -''will fit" part is all it might take to destroy
the intrinsic reliability designed and built into
your Cofiltinental engine. Some "will fit" parts
when compared with official Continental blueprints show serieus dimensional or metallurgical discrepancies that could cause failure.
Don't take chances; insist on genuine Continental parts. ·

MINUTEMAN ICBM
Weapon System Integrator: The Boeing Company;
systems engin eering and technical direction by Systems Group of TRW Inc.
Associate Contractors: Thiokol Chemical Corporation (first-stage engine); Aerojet-General Corporation (second-stage engine, all models; third-stage
engine, Minuteman III); H ercules Incorporated
(third-stage engine, Minuteman I and II); Autonetics Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation, and Aerospace
Division, Honeywell Inc. (guidance and control
system) ; Avco Corporation or General Electric
Company (reentry vehicles) ; Sylvania Electronics
(grotmd communications)
Remarks

Minuteman is an intercontinental ballistic missile
operated by the Air Force's Strategic Air Command.
One thousand Minuteman missiles are on strategic
alert in 6 wings deployed in 7 western states. The
force , which now consists of a mix of Minuteman I
and II missiles, will evolve to a mix of Minuteman
II and III missiles over the n ext few years. Minuteman is a 3-stage, solid-fuel missile which can be
launched from blast-proof undergratmd launch facilities within seconds after a command is received.
Multiple-channel communications connect an underground launch control center, manned by 2 SAC
officers, with 10 launch facilities. Minuteman II
(photo) has a larger second-stage engine, improved
guidance system, greater range and payload capabilities, more flexible targeting, and increased survivability. Minuteman III has an improved third
stage and a ne\v reentry system, providing greater
accuracy and payload. Minuteman carries a nuclear
warhead.
Specifications

Minuteman I (WS-133A) : Model LGM-30A, length
54 feet, Model LGM-30B , length 55.9 feet; weight
approximately 65,000 pounds; diameter approximately 6 feet at first-stage interstage.
Minuteman II (WS-133B): Model LGM-30F, length
59.8 feet; weight approximately '70,000 pounds.
Minuteman III: Model LGM-30G, length 59.8 feet;
weight approximately 76,000 pounds.
Perforntance

Minuteman I: range over 6,300 nautical miles;
speed over 15,000 miles per hour.
Minuteman II: range over 7,000 nautical miles;
speed over 15,000 miles per hour.
Minuteman III: range improved.
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TITAN II ICBM
Program Management: Ballistic Systems Division,
Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO),
Air Force Systems Command
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Denver Division (systems integration, base integration, airframe)
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(propulsion); AC Electronics Division, General
Motors Corporation (guidance); Missile and Space
Vehicle Division, General Electric Company (reentry vehicle); Systems Group of TRW Inc. (technical direction)
Remarks
Titan II is an intercontinental ballistic missile oper-

ated by the USAF's Strategic Air Command. SAC
has 54 operational missiles at 3 bases. Largest of the
U.S. ICBMs, Titan II is equipped with sophisticated penetration aids. It is a 2-stage weapon with
430,000 pounds of rocket thrust in its first stage and
100,000 pounds in the second stage. Both stages
bum storable liquid propellants (nitrogen tetroxide
and a 50/50 mixture of hydrazine and unsymmetrical
dimethyl hydrazine). Titan II carries a nuclear warhead and is inertially guided. Earlier Titan I ICBM
was phased out of service in 1965.
Specifications

Length 103 feet; diameter 10 feet; weight 330,000
pounds.
Performance

Range 6,300 nautical miles with Mark VI reentry
vehicle.
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POLARIS FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
Associate Contractors : Aerojet-General Corporation
and Hercules Incorporated (power plants); General
Electric Company and Hughes Aircraft Company
(guidance and fire control); Nortronics Division of
Northrop Corporation (missile check-out)

POSEIDON FLEET BALLISTIC :\\fiSSILE
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Missiles & Space Comp an y
As ~o ciate Con~ractors: H ercules Incorporated and
Thwkol Chemical Corporation (power plants); Gene.ral Ele ~tric Company and Sperry Rand Corporation (gmdance and fire control); Nortronics Division of Northrop Corpora tion (missile check-out)

Remarks

The third-generation Polaris A3 became operational
with the Navy in September 1964. It was preceded
into service by the Al version, which had a range of
1 200 nautical miles, and the A2, with a 1,500-nautical-mile range. While A2 was an outgrowth of Al,
the A3 is a 90 percent new missile. Among many
innovations was a switch from the champagne-bottle shape of the earlier missiles to a simple, bulletshaped configuration. The A3, with a range of 2,500
nautical miles, arms 28 of the 41 Polaris submarines;
the remaining 13 will carry the A2 weapon. The Al ,
operational since November 1960, has b een retired
from fleet duty but will find utility as a .b ooster in
developing and testing missile and space programs.
All 3 versions of the Polaris are 2-stage, solid-propellant, inertially guided b allistic missiles which can
be fired from submerged or smfaced submarines,
from surface ships, or from land bases. There are
336 A3 and 208 A2 missiles assigned to the Atlantic
Fleet, which operates 34 Fleet Ballistic Missile
(FBM) submarines. An additional 112 A3s are assigned to the Pacific Fleet.

Remarks

The Poseidon C3 missile h as its roots in Polaris
technology, but it is larger and mu ch more advar: ~e d . It is 6 feet in diameter as opposed to Polan s 4.5 feet,. and, a~ 34 feet, it is 3 feet longer than
the A3 P?lans. Pos eidoi~, at 65,000 pounds, weighs
~b out tw~ce ~ s much as Its predecessor. D espite the
mcrease m size, the weapon '"'ill fit into the submarine tubes design ed for Polaris. Poseidon will
h ave double the payload of the A3 Polaris and will
b e tw ice as accurate. These factors , coupled with
the use of n ew penetration aids, will make Poseidon
8 . times as effective as Polaris. Plans call for equippmg 31 of the 41 Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM) subm~rin es w~th Poseidon C3 and the remaining 10
With Polans A3. The first flight test of Poseidon
(C3X-1 ), on August 16, 1968, was a "complete success," according to the Navy, and all test objectives
w ere m et. By September 1969, the Navy had flown
10 land-launch ed test missiles.
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PERSHING SURFACE-TO-SURFACE
WEAPON SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Orlando Division
Remarks
Pershing is a 2-stage, smface-to-surface ballistic
missile operational with U.S. Army artillery battalions. It is also in the hands of Federal Republic
of Germany Air Force units, within the framework
of NATO. It has the longest range and greatest firepower of all weapons in the Army's arsenal. In the
original system, 4 tracked vehicles carried the firing
equipment to the firing position in the ground-mobile
mode. The system can also be airlifted. The missile
is transported in a horizontal position on its unique
erector-launcher, which contains its own launch pad
and leveling jacks and raises the missile to vertical
firing position. In 1966 the Army awarded a contract
t? Martin Marietta for development of new-generabon ground-support equipment to increase system
reliability and firing rate. Production contracts followed in 1967 and 1968. Mounted on wheels instead
of tracks, the new system, Pershing 1-A, includes
major improvements: a new programmer/test station, a fast-reacting erector-launcher, automatic
countdown and fault isolation, and a battery control central. There is no change in the missile itself.
In 1969, under an Army logistics program known as
SWAP, Pershing 1-A equipment began replacing
the original Pershing 1 hardware in the field.
Specifications
Length 34.5 feet; diameter 3.3 feet; weight approximately 10,000 pounds; speed supersonic; trajectory
ballistic; propulsion 2 stage, solid propeiiant; guidance inertial; warhead nuclear.
Performance

Range 100 to 400 nautical miles.

SERGEANT SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Univac-Salt Lake City, a division of Sperry Rand Corporation
Remarks
The Sergeant is reliable, mobile, and simple to operate; with its ease of maintenance and degree of
immunity to countermeasures, it represents an Army
weapon system comparable in general field worthiness to the shorter-range unguided rockets. Sergeant
has been purchased and deployed with U.S. and
Federal Republic of Germany troops. Status: operational.
Specifications
Length 35 feet; diameter 31 inches; weight 10,000
pounds.

MISSILES

MACE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Baltimore Division
Associate Contractors: Allison Division of General
Motors Corporation (engine); Thiokol Chemical
Corporation (booster); Goodyear Aerospace Corporation (ATRAN guidance, A version); AC Spark
Plug Division, General Motors Corporation (inertial
guidance, B version)
Remarks

Mace is an improved version of Matador first
launched in 1959. Mace TM-76A is fired from a
truck-drawn, zero-length launcher; Mace TM-76B,
from hardened underground bases.
Specifications

Sweptwing missile; length 44 feet; span 23 feet;
diameter 54 inches; guidance self-contained ATRAN
(Automatic Terrain Radar and Navigator) mapmatching system (Mace A), all inertial (Mace B);
warhead nuclear or conventional; power Allison J33
jet engine, booster Thiokol motor.
Performance

Speed over 650 miles per hour, supersonic in terminal dives; range over 650 miles (Mace A), over
1,200 nautical miles (Mace B); thrust 5,200 pounds
(engine), 100,000 pounds (booster).

L.<\NCE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Associate Contractors: American Bosch Arma Corporation (gyroscope); Systron-Donner Corporation
(guidance components); Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation (propulsion); Whittaker Controls and
Guidance (gyroscope); F. M. C. Corporation (vehicles); Hawker Siddeley (lightweight launcher)
Remarks

The Army's Lance surface-to-surface field artillery
missile, in advanced testing stages and moving to- ·
ward production, is a highly mobile general-support
weapon system which will permit Army commanders to place strategic fire on enemy troop concentrations, supply depots, and transportation routes
quickly and accurately. Lance is built by the Michigan facility of LTV Aerospace's Missiles and Space
Division. It is the first Army missile to use packaged, storable liquid propellants. Major components
of the missile are a warhead section, a guidance
package, fuel tankage, and an engine. Major groundsupport equipment includes self-propelled launcher,
fully mobile lightweight launcher, transporterloader, and prefire tester and fire pack. Guidance
is a simplified inertial unit developed in the Army
Missile Command's Guidance and Control Laboratory. Development of a longer-range version is under way for the Army, and the company has performed exploratory work for the Navy to determine
whether Lance can be used as a ship-launched,
amphibious support system.

MISSILES
SHILLELAGH ANTI-ARMOR
GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, PhilcoFord Corporation
Remarks
Shillelagh is a tank-fired, surface-to-surface, antiarmor guided missile system which is standard armament on the Army's G eneral Sheridan armore d
reconnaissance vehicle. A lightweight guided missile system, Shillelagh is d esigned to give U .S.
armor field superiority over en emy armore d vehicles, tanks, troops, and fi eld fortifications. Aeronutronic is producing Shillelagh for the Army Missile
Command. A "fifth buy" production contract for
$100,000,000 was awarded to Aeronutronic in 1968.
Shillelagh utilizes an infrared command guidance
system which gives it extrem ely high accuracy
against either stationary or moving targets and a
high first-round kill probability. The system includes the guided missile system and conventional
ammunition, both fired from a 152-millimeter combination gun/ launcher. Shillelagh is handled in the
field with the ease of a conventional round of ammunition. It has b een teste d under extreme environm ental conditions ranging from desert heat to arctic
cold to high tropical humidity. Shillelagh is used
also in the compa ct turret version of the Army's
M60 A1E2 Main b a ttle tank and will b e standard
armament on the U.S ./F e d eral Republic of G erm an y Main battle tank, to b e operational in the
1970s. Shillelagh is in its sixth year of production
by Aeronutronic at the Army's Lawndale, California, Missile Plant. Aeronutronic also produces the
tank-mounted Shillela gh guidance and control
equipment.
Spe cifications
L ength approximately 45 inches; diameter 152 millim eters; weight approxim a tely 60 pounds; warhead,
sh ap ed charge.

TOW ANTITANK MISSILE
Prime Contra ctor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Associate Contractor: Army Munitions Command,
Picatinny Arsenal (warhead d evelopment)
Remarks
TOW is the first supersonic missile guided in flight
by m eans of a 2-wire link b etween launcher and
missile. TOW's name is derived from its description: Tube-launched, Optically tracked, Wireguided. A major improvement of this w eapon over
earlier antitank missiles is the simplified and highly
accurate aiming d evice. To fire at a stationary object or a moving target, the gunner simply aligns
the crosshairs of his telescopic sight on the target
and then launch es the missile , which automatically
flies along his line of sight. With TOW, the gunner
does not have to estimate range to the target, speed
of the target, or angle between the target course
and the w eapon. If the gunner keeps the crosshairs
centered, signals transmitted through the 2-wire
link automatically correct the missile's course. TOW
can be carried by troops and fired from a simple
lightweight launcher mounted on a tripod. It can
also b e mounted on a variety of ground vehicles,
including the Mll3 armored p ersonnel carrier.
TOW is in production.

MISSILES

DRAGON MEDIUM ANTITANK
ASSAULT WEAPON
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company, l'vicDonnell Douglas Corporation
Remarks

Dragon is a medium antitank assault weapon for
use by the infantryman of the Army and the Marine
Corps. Light enough to be carried by one man and
shoulder-fired, Dragon has a \:Varhead lethal enough
to ~nock out most armor and other infantry targets.
It ~s. far superior in range, accuracy, and hit probability to the 90-millimeter recoilless rifle it will replace. Weighing 28.5 pounds complete, the system
employs command-to-line-of-siaht widance and
.
f
b
b
consrsts o 3 main items: a tracker, a recoilless
l~uncher, and a missile. In operation, the gunner
srghts the target through a telescopic sight, then
fires the missile. While the gunner holds his sight on
the target, the tracker senses missile position relative
to the gunner's line of sight and sends command signals over wire to the missile. This causes rocket side
thrusters to fire, applying corrective control forces.
The thrusters are fired at appropriate roll ancrles so
tl~at the missile is automatically guided thro~ghout
flight. In photo, sight and launcher (missile is enclosed within tl1e launcher and is never seen by the
gun~er) .. An Army contract calling for production
engmeermg and production of the Dragon, with a
planned total value of $133,000,000, has been
awarded to McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company. First manned firing was conducted successf~lly on July 5, 1968; in later tests, successful operation was demonstrated in botl1 very hot and very
cold environments.

SUBROC ANTISUBMARINE MISSILE
Prin1e Contractor: Goodyear Aerospace Corporation
Subcontractors: Kearfott Division, Singer-General
Precision, Inc. (major portion of guidance system);
AiResearch Division, The Garrett Corporation (auxiliary power system); Thiokol Chemical Corporation
(manufacture and loading of propellant)
Remarks

Subroc, an underwater-to-air-to-underwater antisubmarine missile, has been developed by Goodyear
Aerospace Corporation for the Naval Ordnance
Systems Command under technical direction of the
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland.
It is being manufactured in production quantities as
a submarine-launched, rocket-propelled, inertially
guided nuclear depth bomb for destruction of hostile underwater craft. Using solid-fuel propellant,
its range is greater than any other ASW weapon
except aircraft. The missile is launched horizontally
from standard submarine tubes by conventional
launch methods. The submarine can be moving and
need not be pointed at the target. Utilizing a digital
computer for target motion analysis, the fire-control
system can solve many problems simultaneously.
This system can handle other submarine-launched
weapons in addition to Subroc. Subroc is operational with the fleet and has performed successfully
in a number of firings.
Specifications
Weight approximately 4,000 pounds.
Performance

Classified.

MISSILES

MARK 46 MOD 1 ANTISUBMARINE
TORPEDO

AS ROC/TERRIER
Prime Contractors: Honeywell Inc. (ASROC); General Dynamics Corporation (Terrier)

Prime Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
and Honeywell Inc.
Subcontractors: The Bendix Corporation (subcontractor to Aerojet-General); TRW Inc. (subcontractor to Honeywell)

Remarks

The ASROC/Terrier system is a new concept in
shipboard weaponry. It combines the ASROC (antisubmarine rocket) and Terrier supersonic guided
missile weapons system in an advanced ASROC/
Terrier combination aboard a new class of ship.
ASROC has been modified so that it can be Bred
from a Terrier launcher on the forward deck of the
ship. Two Terrier or 2 ASROC missiles can be alternately mounted on the launcher and Bred in rapid
succession. Terrier and ASROC missiles cannot be
on the launcher at the same time. Combining the
systems leads to several advantages, including reduced manpower requirements, greater missile storage capacity, and less topside weight and deck area.
First of the new class of ships to be equipped with
the system is the USS Belknap (DLG-26).

Remarks

The Mark 46 Mod 1 is the Navy's latest lightweight
antisubmarine torpedo. It is an active-passive
homing, high-speed torpedo propelled by a liquid
(monopropellant) fuel , hot-gas, piston-cam engine.
It can be launched from aircraft, helicopters, and
ASW vessel torpedo tubes and by ASROC. It is
capable of seeking, acquiring, attacking, and destroying the latest deep-diving, high-speed nuclear
submarines.
Specifications

Approximate dimensions: length 101 inches; diameter 12.75 inches; weight 508 pounds.

R-126

MISSILES

SPRINT ANTIMISSILE MISSILE
Prime Contractors : Western Electric Company
(Safeguard system prime); lart:U1 Marietta Corpora tion (Sprint missile); Bell T elephone Laboratories
(sys tem design and d evelopment)

SPARTAN ANTIMISSILE MISSILE
Prime Contractors: Western Electric Company
(Safeguard system prime); McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation (Spartan missile) ; Bell Telephone Laboratories
(system design and development)

Remarks
~e Sprint missile is one of the major components
b emg developed for the Army's Safeguard missile
defense sys tem. Its mission is to intercept ICBM
\-~arhead~, or the warheads of medium-range missiles which might be launched from submarines,
after they have entered th e earth's atmosphere. Reaction time is a major consideration, since these
missiles approach the earth at velocities over 17,000
mil.es per hour. Sprint's time of flight-from launch
to mtercept-is only a matter of seconds. The missile is d esigned to b e popped from its launch cell
rather than flown out under its own power. A gas
generator placed under the missile ejects it like
a dart from a blowgun. The Sprint booster ignites
after the missile is aboveground. At the same time,
the missile pitches over on a trajectory that takes it
to th e vicinity of th e computer-calculated intercept
point. Fine adjustments are made in flight via radar
signals from the ground.

Remarks

Spartan is the longer-ranging of the 2 missile components of the Safeguard missile defense system,
which also includes a battery of tracking radars
and computers on the ground. Spartan complements the Sprint weapon to provide the Safegu·ard
system with a wide variety of intercept ranges and
altitudes. The nuclear-armed Spartan is capable of
intercepting incoming missile warheads at ranges
of several hundred miles; Spartan intercepts are
made outside the earth's atmosphere. Spartan, like
Sprint, is being developed under the supervision of
a special Safeguard System Command at Huntsville, Alabama. The Army's largest missile, Spartan
made its first test flight on April 1, 1968. Spartan
testing continues at Meek Island, north of Kwajalein Island in the Pacific, where the first model of
the Raytheon Safeguard missile site radar has been
constructed.

Specifications

L ength 27 feet; diameter 4.5 feet at base; configuration cone-shaped; propulsion 2 stage, solid propellant; guidance command via ground radar; warhead
nuclear; type surface-to-air interceptor.

Specifications

Three stages, all solid-propelled; first stage length
11 feet; second stage length 16 feet ; overall missile
length approximately 55 feet; basic stage thrust
about 450,000 pounds.

Performance

Speed hypersonic; other details classified.
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MISSILES

NIKE HERCULES AIR DEFENSE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Western Electric Company
Remarks

Nike Hercules is the primary U.S. high-altitude air
defense weapon in operational status. The missile
has proven successful against high-performance aircraft at a variety of altitudes. It has also successfully
intercepted short-range ballistic missiles and other
Nike Hercules missiles in tests. Ground equipment
includes a low-power acquisition radar, a highpower acquisition radar which can be packaged on
wheels (mobile HIPAR), a target tracking radar, a
missile tracking radar, electronic and data-processing equipment, and remote-controlled launchers.
The system is continually b eing modified to meet
new threats and to incorporate advances in missile
technology.
Specifications
Length 41 feet; diameter 31.5 inches; weight 10,000
pounds at launch; propulsion system 2 stage, solid
propellant; command guidance; conventional or
nuclear warhead.
Performance

Speed supersonic; range over 75 nautical miles;
ceiling over 150,000 feet.

HAWK ANTIAIRCRAFI' MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company
Associate Contractors: Aero jet-General Corporation (propulsion); Northrop Corporation (launcher/
loaderI carrier)
Remarks

Hawk is a surface-to-air antiaircraft missile in operational service with the Army and the Marine
Corps. In addition, it is deployed in Europe, Panama, and the Far East, and is produced by 5 NATO
nations for their own use. Hawk employs a radar
homing system. It is effective against targets ranging from tree-top level to about 50,000 feet. Hawk
is now employed in South Vietnam. Although designed primarily as an antiaircraft missile, Hawk
has had successful intercepts of tactical missiles
such as Honest John, Little John, and Corporal.
For more reliable and capable defense against attacking aircraft, improved and self-propelled systems are in production.
Specifications

Weight 1,275 pounds; length 198 inches; span 47.4
inches; solid propellant; high-explosive warheads.
Performance

Speed supersonic.

MISSILES

SAM-D AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company
Remarks

SAM-D (Surface-to-Air Missile Development) will
be an Army air defense system for use in both
battlefield and continental air defense against
high-performance aircraft and short-range missiles.
SAM-D can be deployed as a battery to provide
circular defensive coverage or as a fire section to
provide coverage over a sector. A fire section consists of one fire-control group and several launchers; it may be detached from the major control
elements for autonomous operation. A battery is
mounted on approximately 12 vehicles; it includes
fire-control, launcher, battery control, and communications groups. A fire-control group contains ra~ar, radar/w~apons-control computer, communications, and prune power on the same vehicle. The
multifunction phased array radar performs all the
functions requiring several radars in other systems.
It detects and tracks targets and issues guidance
commands to the missile in Hight. The battery control group coordinates firings within a battery and
serves as a communications center. It houses a computer for handling high data rates, processes and
coordinates information between radars, and passes
on fire-control information. The launcher group can
~arry several single-stage, solid-propellant missiles
m launching-shipping containers. The missile is
cradled within the canister, or container, and is
supported by Teflon-coated launch rails. At launch,
the motor blast shatters the rear plastic cover and
the missile breaks through the forward plastic
cover. The missile can carry either a high-explosive
or a nuclear warhead. It is segmented into nose,
guidance, warhead, motor, and control sections. In
photo, minimum fire unit in travel mode.

TARTAR SHIPBOARD ANTIAIRCRAFI'
MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dynamics Corporation
Associate Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
(propulsion)
Remarks

Tartar is a high-performance guided missile that
arms 27 destroyers and 3 cruisers of the U.S. fleet.
In addition, Tartar serves the navies of France,
Italy, Japan, and Australia. In a minimum of space,
the missile contains a complex homing system, a
dual-thrust rocket motor, and a new type auxiliary
power supply. Tartar's semiactive homing guidance
system is made up of several interrelated units constructed to form the basic airframe of the missile.
Each unit houses a major part of the homing and
control system. The auxiliary power supply uses the
hot gases from solid grain fuel to generate its own
electrical and hydraulic power.
Specifications

Length 15 feet; diameter 1 foot; weight 1,500
pounds.
Performance

Range over 10 miles; speed supersonic.
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MISSILES

ADVANCED TERRIER SHIPBOARD
ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dynamics Corporation
Associate Contractor: Hercules Incorporated/Allegany (propulsion)

T ALOS SHIPBOARD MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Missile Systems Division, The
Bendix Corporation
Associate Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation,
Sperry Gyroscope Division (shipboard guidance
and fire control)

Remarks

Th~ Advanced Terrier guided missile is fulfilling its
design role as a major element in the Navy's missile
arsenal. ~his surface-to-air antiaircraft weapon arms
40 warships. Terrier is powered by 2 stages of solid. fuel rockets. The first stage, a separate booster
rocket, supplies high thrust for a short period to
launch and accelerate the missile to supersonic
speeds. At booster burnout, the empty booster case
falls away and the second-stage rocket ignites. The
second stage, the sustainer, is part of the missile
proper and maintains the velocity required to
m~tch any evasive maneuver the target aircraft
might take. The missile arms 3 conventional carriers, 5 cruisers, and 3 nuclear-powered warships.

Remarks

Talos is a supersonic surface-to-air missile designed
to provide the Navy with a system of long-range,
high-firepower defense against air attack. It also
has a surface-to-surface capability. It is a 2-stage
weapon with a solid-fuel rocket booster; the missile
is powered by a 40,000-horsepower ramjet engine.
It is operational with the Navy's fleet of missile
cruisers which includes USS Chicago, USS Galveston, USS Little Rock, USS Oklahoma City, USS
Albany, USS Columbus, and the first nuclearpowered cruiser, USS Long Beach.

Specifications

Specifications
Length 20 feet; diameter 30 inches; weight over
3,000 pounds; booster 10 feet long.

Length 27 feet, with booster; diameter 1 foot;
weight 2,600 pounds.
Performance

Performance

Range over 10 miles; speed supersonic.

Range over 65 nautical miles; speed classified.
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MISSILES

BOMARC B INTERCEPTOR
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Subcontractors: The Marquardt Company (ramjet
engines); Thiokol Chemical Corporation (booster
rocket); Westinghouse Electric Corporation (guidance)
Remarks
Bomarc B is a surface-to-air interceptor missile operated by the USAFs Air Defense Command and
the Royal Canadian Air Force at 8 bases equipped
with from 28 to 56 launch shelters. Bomarc B incorporates a solid-fuel rocket engine which develops some 50,000 pounds of thrust. The engine
launches the missile in a vertical position. Just prior
to boost burnout at approximately 30,000 feet, Eomarc's 2 flight-sustaining ramjet engines take over
propulsion. Unlike other types of air defense missiles, Bomarc is guided from the ground to the immediate target area via radio signals. The missile's
own target seeker pinpoints the enemy aircraft,
locks on, and detonates its warhead on the closest
point of pass or on impact. The missile has a nuclear
warhead. Bomarc B bases are located at Kincheloe
AFB, Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan; Duluth AFB,
Minnesota; Niagara Falls, New York; McGuire
AFB, N ew Jers ey; Otis AFB, Massachusetts; Langley AFB, Virginia; and Canadian sites at North Bay,
Ontario, and La Macaza, Quebec.

REDEYE SURFACE-TO-Am MISSILE
Pri~e Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dy-

namics Corporation
Associate Contractor: Atlantic Research Corporation (propulsion)
Remarks
~ e deye, the world's smalles t guided missile, is desrgned to b e carried into combat on a soldier's b ack
and fired from his shoulder. Its infrared sensor is
mo~nte ~ in the nos e of the solid-propelled missile,
whrch ~s fi? stabilized and aerodynamically controll e ~ m ~rght. Red eye, now in production, for the
first time grv~s the infantryman effective antiaircraft
defens_e agamst low-flying en emy aircraft. Target
d etection and tracking are accomplished visually by
the gunner. When the aircraft is within the rancre
of the missile and the infrared seeker has locked gn
th~ ~arget, a simple squeeze of the trigger fires the
missrle.

Specifications
Wingspan 18 feet 2 inches; overall length 45 feet;
h eight 10 feet 2 inches; fuselage diameter 35 iriches;
width of horizontal tailplane 10 feet 6 inches.

Specifications

Performance

L ength 4 feet; diameter 3 inches· w eicrht 28 pounds.
'

Range well over 400 nautical miles; kill capability
from sea level to altitudes above 70,000 feet; speed
approximately Mach 2.5.

b

Perfor1nance

Classified.
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MISSILES
CHAPARRAL Affi DEFENSE
GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, PhilcoFord Corporation
Principal Subcontractor: Raytheon Company (guidance and control)
Remarks

~haparral is an adaptation of the Sidewinder 1C
missile system to a ground-to-air configuration to provide maximum air defense against lowand medium-flying aircraft in forward battle areas.
In ~roduction by Aeronutronic at Anaheim, Califo~Ia, for the Army Missile Command, Chaparral
utiliz~s the Sidewinder 1C in a multiple mount on
the highly mobile M730 vehicle to insure rapid deployment for defense of forward battle areas. Production began in April 1966 under a $6 400 000
initial tooling and production contract ~ith 'the
Ar_m:y. Chaparral can be fired from various types of
existing Army vehicles including railroad flat cars,
flatbed trucks, and flatbed trailers, or it can be
grou.nd mounted. The missiles are aimed by a gunner m a turret mount; they automatically guide on
the target's heat source after launch. Chaparral has
?ompleted successful test firings and guided launchmgs at White Sands Missile Range New Mexico
a~d Naval Weapons Center, China' Lake, Califor~
rna: It has been selected by the Army as one of 2
maJor weapons systems to be included in new air
battalions being organized to provide field com~and~rs with low-altitude air defense. The M730
IS a lightweight, fully tracked vehicle capable of
extende~ cross-country travel over rough terrain
~nd of high-speed travel over improved roads. Durmg 1969, production testing of Chaparral by the
Army Test .and Evaluation Command's Air Defense
Board contmued at Fort Bliss, Texas.
au~to-air

Specifications

L ength 114 inch~s; diameter 5 inches; launch wei ht
185 pounds; solid propelled; infrared guide'd.. g

STANDARD SHIPBOARD MISSILE
Prime Contractors: Pomona Division of General Dynamics Corporation (guidance, control, and fuze);
The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (consultant to Naval Ordnance Systems
Command)
Remarks

The Standard missile program implements the
Navy's concept of a standardized shipboard missile
system for defen~e of the. fle~t against sw:£ace and
aerial threats. Pnmary objectives are maxrmum reliability and overall economy, to be achieved with
simplified logistics and compatibility with existing
Terrier/Tartar handling and shipboard weapon systems. There are 2 versions of Standard: extended
range (ER) and medium range (MR). The principal
difference between the 2 is in the propulsion systems. ER has a separable booster and integral sustainer while MR has an integral dual-thrust rocket
motor. Advanced solid-state electronics and stateof-the-art miniaturization techniques have afforded
space savings for functional growth potential without compromising external dimensions of this allelectric missile. The weapon is in production.
Specifications

Length 27 feet (ER), 15 feet (MR); diameter 1 foot.
Performance

Speed supersonic; range 35-plus miles (ER), 25-plus
miles (MR).

MISSILES

SEA SPARROW SURFACE-TO-AIR l\'IISSILE
Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company

SRAM SHORT-RANGE ATIACK MISSILE
(AGl\'I-69A)
Weapon System Integration Contractor: The Boeing Company
Major Subcontractors: Lockheed Propulsion Company; Singer-General Precision, Inc.; Litton Industries; Autonetics Division, Aerospace & Systems
Group, North American Rockwell Corporation; Sylvania Electronics; Unidynamics; Stewart-Warner
Electronics Division

Remarks

Sea Sparrow (AIM-7E) is in production for use by
the U.S. Navy and by the mmed forces of several
NATO nations for shipboard point defense missile
systems.
Specifications

Length 12 feet; maximum diameter .67 foot; span
over fins .3.3 .feet; launch weight 450 pounds; guidance sem1achve radar homing.

Remarks

SRAM (Short-Range Attack Missile) is a supersonic
air-to-ground missile with nuclear capability. It will
be carried by FB-111 fighter-bombers and latemodel B-52 strategic bombers. The missile will be
capable of penetrating sophisticated enemy defens es after launch from its carrier aircraft. The
program is in developmental status; early testing
was initiated in 1968.

MISSILES

SHRIKE ANTIRADAR MISSILE
Prime Contractors: Texas Inshuments, Inc.; UnivacSalt Lake City, a division of Sperry Rand Corporation
Subcontractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace &
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation (propulsion elements)

STANDARD ARM
Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dynamics Corporation

Remarks
Standard ARM is an air-launched guided missile
system deployed by the Navy and the Air Force
~o locate and destroy hostile ground-based radar
mstallations. The system consists of a modified
medium-range Standard missile delivered by highperformance aircraft-including the Navy A-6 and
the Air Force F-105--equipped to detect, identify,
and acquire the radar target. Initial version of
Standard ARM is in production.

Remarks
Shrike is an air-to-ground missile designed as a
countermeasure to enemy radar. Developed by the
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California, it
was turned over to civilian contractors for production. Shrike takes its name from the small, lightningquick bird which attacks the eyes of its enemies; in
similar fashion , Shrike blinds the long-range eyes of
military radar. Launched either individually or in
battery from Air Force or Navy aircraft, Shrike missiles home on the radiations from radar systems and
carry a high-explosive warhead to destroy their
targets. A simple, lightweight missile of low unit
cost, Shrike is powered by a solid-fuel rocket. In
photo, Shrike in underwing mount on Navy A-4.

Specifications
Length 14-plus feet; diameter 1 foot.
Performance
Speed supersonic; range classilled.

.
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MISSILES

HOUND DOG MISSILE (AGM-28)
Prime Contractor: Tulsa Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation
Principal Subcontractors: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
(J52 turbojet engines); Autonetics Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation (guidance and controls)

QUAIL (ADM-20C)
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Com~any, McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Assoc1ate Contractor: General Electric Company
(propulsion system)

Remarks
Remarks

The AGM-28 Hound Dog is a B-52-launched air-tosurface strategic missile operated by the Strategic
Air Command. Nearly 30 SAC bases throughout the
United States are equipped with the double-sonic
missile. The B-52 carries 2 inertially guided Hound
Dogs-one under each wing. Capable of carrying
a nuclear payload, the Hound Dog can be used as
a penetration aid for the bombers or it can be directed to strike at primary targets. The Hound Dog
engines, using the same fuel as the mother bomber,
can b e used to supplement the thrust of the B-52.

ADM-20C Quail is a d ecoy missile used by the B-52
as a p en etration aid durina strateaic bombina mis. c arne"d m" qmck-loadb clip-inb packaaes, b Quail
swns.
deg~·ades hostile .air defense systems b y its ability
to srmulate th e f:hght and radar sianature characteristics of th~ parent aircraft. Pow~red by the Gener~l Electnc J85 turbojet engine, the missile is
~mded by _a preprogrammed autopilot. Quail was
mteg_rated mto the Strategic Air Command inven~ory m 196~ and d eclared combat ready. It is standrug strategiC alert with the B-52.
0

Specifications

L ength 13 feet; span 5.5 feet; weight 1,200 pounds.

L ength 43 feet; fuselage diameter 30 inches; weight
approximately 5 tons.

Perfor1nance

Performance

Same operating envelope as the B-52.

Range 700-plus miles; speed over Mach 2.

Specifications

R-135

MISSILES

BULLPUP ' MISSILES (AGM-12B, AGM-12C)
Prime Contractor: Maxson Electronics Corporation
Remarks ·

Extremely accurate and reliable, the Bullpup is
launched. over ~ miles away from surface targets
such as airfield mstallations, train or truck convoys,
tanks, and bridges. Tracking flares in the tail enable
the pilot to "follow" the missiles while sending commands for changes in direction. Bullpup reaches
speeds ~e~r. Mach 2 .. Simplified design and production rehabrlity p ermit the missile to be handled as
a ro~nd of ammu_nition, with no prefiring check-out
reqmr~d .. Very httle ground support is required.
The missile can be loaded on aircraft and ready for
firing _in abou~ 5 minutes using only normal bo~b
han?ling eqmpment or special ground-handlmg
eqmpment.
Specifications

L ength 10.5 feet (AGM-12B), 13.6 feet (AGM-12C);
diameter 1 foot (AGM-12B); weight 571 pounds including warhead (AGM-12B), 1,785 pounds (AGM12C); 250-pound conventional warhead (AGM12B), 1,000-pound conventional warhead (AGM12C); range 3 to 6 miles (AGM-12B), over 6 miles
(AGM-12C); propulsion prepackaged liquid rocket;
guidance radio command, controlled by pilot.

CONDOR AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace &
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation
Remarks

Condor, designated AGM-53A, is a rocket-powered
conventional-warhead guided missile designed for
use with current and future Navy aircraft to destroy
large, hard targets such as bridges and railroads.
The Condor system relies on closed-circuit television and a command link between missile and airplane for guidance which will provide Navy pilots
with a standoff capability. Navy officials say the
Condor represents a quantum jump in range over
other missiles and will be the first missile to use the
"ready, fire, aim" rather than the "ready, aim, fire"
mode of operation. The Condor weapon system has
unique capabilities as compared with weapons presently in Air Force and Navy arsenals.

MISSILES

MAVERICK AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
oRNET AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
D...
A
. e Contractor: Columbus !VISIOn, erospace &
Pnrn
Group North American Rockwell CorporaSystems
'
tiOD

II

Retnarks

·

__ ..r

a rocket-powered air-to-sunace missile
Hornet ~:si ed for use on tactical_ aircraft. The
sy~t~rn d e fr:ds on a television gmdan~e sys tem
rnts_s1le loclfs on previously identified. mob_ile or stawbich
t and automatically gmdes It to those
. nary targe s
tiO
targets.

Remarks

Maverick is a highly accurate, TV-guided air-tosurface weapon d esigned to knock out en emy tanks,
armored vehicles, and field fortifications. In operation, the pilot selects a target on a TV screen in his
coc1.'Pit, locks the missile's guidance system on it,
and launches the weapon. The pilot can then leave
the area while Maverick continues on its way to
the target, guided by an electrooptical TV homing
d evice in its nose. Maverick is being developed for
use by Air Force tactical aircraft, including the
A-7, the F-4, and the F-111.

"

MISSILES

SPARROW AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company
Remarks

Developed and produced by Raytheon's Missile Systems Division, Sparrow is a supersonic, radar homing
weapon which can be launched from aircraft flying
at subsonic or supersonic speed. The original model
became operational with Navy squadrons in 1958;
the missile is now being used as primary defensive
armament on Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps
fighters . Current models have greater performance
capabilities than the original model because of a
series of engineering and design changes. Sparrow
has an advanced fire-control system which consists
essentially of a radar in the nose of the aircraft, a
fire-control computer, and cockpit displays and controls. The radar searches for, acquires, and tracks
the target; the information is supplied to the computer to generate signals that will enable the pilot
to attack targets successfully. The missile is operational with the United Kingdom's Royal Air Force
and Royal Navy and with the Imperial Iranian Air
Force, and it is in production for the Italian Air
Force. Other countries are planning to employ the
system. An advanced version is under development.

ZUM AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Naval Weapons Center
Remarks

One of the earlier Navy missiles, Zuni is used on
fighter and attack aircraft as a ground-strafing
weapon. It is an unguided rocket, 5 inches in diameter, with a range of about 5 miles. Its warhead is a
conventional high-explosive charge.

WALLEYE TELEVISION-GUIDED GLIDE
BOMB
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Orlando Division
Remarks

An operational guided bomb with a range of several miles, Walleye weighs approximately 1,000
pounds and is television guided. Developed by the
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California, the
missile is. ~e.ing produced by Martin Marietta's Orlando DIVISIOn. In artist's conception, Walleye is
launched from Navy A-4 aircraft.

Specifications

Weight 450 pounds; length 12 feet; diameter 8
inches.
Performance

Speed supersonic; all-weather, all-aspect, all-altitude capability.
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MISSILES
AIM-9E SIDEWINDER
Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, PhilcoFord Corporation
Major Subcontractor: Communications and Technical Services Division, Philco-Ford Corporation
Remarks

SIDEWINDER AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Missile Systems Division, Raytheon Company
Associate Contractors: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rod..--well
Corporation (propulsion); Gen eral Electric Company (guidance)

The USAF AIM-9E guided missile is an advanced
version of the AIM-9B (Sidewinder 1A) obtained by
a modification to the missile infrared guidance and
control unit. The AIM-9E, whlch can be carried on
any aircraft equipped to fire AIM-9B or AIM-9D,
provides improvements in air-to-air missile capability against highly maneuverable targets. The modifi ed guidance and control unit is in volume production. The missile configuration is completed by
utilization of existing warhead, fuze, rocket motor,
and wings of the AIM-9B missile.

Remarks

The Sidewinder AIM-9D is a second-generation,
supersonic, infrared target detection, air-to-air nussile.. It can be launched from aircraft flym' 0a at subsome or supersonic speed. The original Sidewinder
AIM-9B became operational in Navy carrier jet
squ~drons in June 1956. Advanced engineering and
design have led to a more advanced missile with
greater capabilities than the earlier models. The
Sidewinder AIM-9D missile is us ed on Marine Corps
and Navy aircraft, including the McDonnell Dougl~s F-4B/F-4C supersonic dual-purpose fighter.
Sidewinder AIM-9D system capabilities provide the
pilot a number of combat advantages previously
unobtainable with air-to-air ·weapons.
Specifications

Overall length 9.5 feet; maximum diameter .42
foot; span over fins 2.1 feet; launch weight 185
pounds.
Perforntance

Speed Mach 2.5.

FALCON AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Associate Contractors: Thiokol Chemical Corporation and Lockheed Propulsion Company (propulsion)
Remarks

Among the smallest missiles in service, the Air
Force's Falcon family consists of several different
types of air-to-air missiles whlch are guided either
by radar or by a heat-seeking (infrared) homing
device. Among the later versions are the AIM-26,
which has a nuclear warhead; the AIM-47, which
arms the YF-12A interceptor; and the AIM-4D,
whlch is carried by the F-4C. Several other versions are operational on F-101, F-102, and F-106
aircraft. All of the weapons are solid propelled
and supersonic.

i
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MISSILES

GENIE AIR-TO-AIR ROCKET
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation;
Thiokol Chemical Corporation

PHOENIX AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Associate Contractors: Control Data Corporation
(computer); Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation
(propulsion)

Remarks

The AIR-2A Genie is an air-to-air rocket with a
solid-propellant motor capable of carrying a nuclear warhead. McDonnell Douglas builds the
Genie weapon system for the USAF's Air Defense
Command. It is carried on the F-101B Voodoo and
the F-106 Delta Dart.

Remarks

The Navy's Phoenix missile system is designed for
capabilities exceeding those of any operational airto-air weapon. The system consists of the missile
itself, designated XAIM-54A, an advanced AN/
AWG-9 radar and missile control system, and the
MAU-48A missile/bomb launcher. Under development for use on the F-14A aircraft, the missile
is a long-range, high-performance, solid-propelled
weapon.

Specifications

Length 9 feet; width 1 foot 5 inches; weight 830
pounds.
Performance

Classified.
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MODELS 1025, 1025-TJ TARGET MISSILES
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

GUNRUNNER BALLISTIC AERIAL
TARGET SYSTEM
Pri~ ~ _Contractor: Atlantic R esearch Corporation,
a dtvlSlon of The Susquehanna Corporation

Remarks
The Model 1025 was d esigned principally for programs involving developmental and evaluation testing and personnel training in surface-to-air and
air-to-air weapon systems. Model 1025 has b een
employed successfully with such systems as Hawk,
Sparrow, Terrier, Tartar, Sidewinder, Nike H ercules, Nike Ajax, and Redeye. Model 1025-TJ (photo)
is a newer, hu·bojet system which provides out-ofsight targets for surface-to-air and air-to-air w eapon
sys tems. It is a remote-controlled , recoverable target missile capable of speeds of over 400 knots for
a duration of over 90 minutes. It was designed for
such weapons as Hawk, Mauler, and Redeye.

Remarks
The Gunrunner ballistic aerial target system was
d eveloped for Army and Navy use as a low-cost,
expendable target for air d efens e weapon training,
i~cluding Redeye and Chaparral. The system conSists of a 27-square-foot cross section body, 3-target
la~nch er ass embly, and remote firing circuit. A
umque molded foam fabrication process is used to
cons~ruct the large, lighhveight body. A recess is
provided at the target aft end for installation of
either HV AR or HV ARI sustainer propulsion units.
Plywood fins for inHight stability and nose cone/
?allast for center of gravity positioning are fieldmstalled. The 3-target launcher, with leveling, elevation, and azimuth jacks, was designed to satisfy
the hi gh launch rate requirem ent. Fifty-eight flights
have b een accomplished including 39 launches in
support of th e Red eye trainin g procrram
at T wenty0
nine Palms, California.

Specifications (M:odel1025)
Span 155 inches; length 181 inches; diameter 17.75
inches; weight 664 pounds; engine McCulloch
turbosupercharged, 125 horsepower, vvith Beech
constant-speed propeller.
Specifications (M:odel1025-TJ)
Span 142.8 inches; length 204 inches; diameter 17.75
inches; weight 999 pounds without launch booster;
engine 1 Continental321-2 huboj et.

Specifications
Length 16 fee t; diame ter 20 inch es; propulsion
HVAR (0.86ES5800), sustainer (10KS300); launch
w eight 290 pounds.

Performance (M:odel1025)
~'Iaximum speed 305 knots; service ceiling 40,000
feet; endurance 82 minutes on station.

Perfortnance
Speed 300 to 500 knots; range 6,000 to 16,000 feet;
flight tim e 10 to 33 seconds .

Performance (Model1025-TJ)
Maximum speed Mach .8; service ceiling in excess
of 40,000 feet; endurance 1 hour-plus.
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AQM-37 A TARGET MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

SANDPIPER TARGET MISSILE MODEL 1069
Prime Contractors: Beech Aircraft Corporation;
United Technology Center

Remarks
This supersonic target missile simulates enemy
threat systems for air-to-air and surface-to-air missile evaluation and training. The target provides
active or passive radar area augmentation for simulating threat systems by means of an optical Luneberg lens or traveling wave tube installation. A
chemical flare is provided for missions which require infrared augmentation. Two miss-distance indication systems are also available. The target is
normally air launched, but it has surface launch
capability from shipboard or land-based launcher
syste~s. The target's universal launch capability
and high performance suit it uniquely to a number
of ~ac~ical and support missions. The target utilizes
a liqu1d bipropellant rocket engine. The engine is
a pr~packaged system consisting of a booster and
sustamer thrust chamber; an orifice selector valve
for propellant flow control; fuel, oxidizer, and nitrogen tankage; regulator and start valves· and the
necessary interconnecting structure and plumbing.

Remarks
This new supersonic target missile system is designed to simulate a wide variety of aircraft and
missile threats of the 1970s. Beech Aircraft is under
contract to the Air Force to demonstrate the feasibility of a hybrid engine, built by United Technology Center, that utilizes both solid and liquid
propellants. The engine uses Plexiglas with a magnesium compound as the solid propellant and a
mixture of oxides as the liquid. The oxidizer is
forced through a low-cost injector into the solidfuel combustion chambers and is touched off by
a conventional pyrotechnic igniter. Thrust is controlled by the amount of oxidizer programmed
through the injector. The system. is inherently safe,
as neither of the propellants wtll bum unless external ignition is supplied. The t.est-bed vehi~le
combines the newly developed engme system With
the airframe of the Beech Aircraft-built AQM-37A
supersonic target missile. Sandpiper development is
being conducted in 2 phases. Pha~e I will verify the
propulsion system technology, auframe, and components; Phase II includes development of the production model Sandpiper and establishment of aircraft compatibility. Test launches are to be from
the F -4 series aircraft.

Specifications

?pan 39 in:hes; length 162.67 inches; diameter 13
m~hes; :veight 565 pounds; frame swept delta
wmgs With. canard controls; cylindrical centerbody,
tangent og1ve nose; engine 1 Rocketdyne li uidpropellant engine with 630 pounds thrust.
q

Specifications (production Sandpiper)
Body diameter 10 inches; len~th 180 inches;. weight
600 pounds; highly swept, clippe.d delta wmg and
forward-mounted canards for pitch control; fullspan ailerons; symmetrical vertical stabilizers on
each wing tip.

Performance

Maximum speed Mach 3; service ceiling 90,000 feet.

Performance
Maximum speed Mach 4; service ceiling 90,000 feet.
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DRONES AND TARGETS

BIKINI SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

QH-50 DASH DRONE HELICOPTERS

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Republic Aviation Division

Prime Contractor: Gyrodyne Company of America
Remarks

Remarks

The DASH (Drone Antisubmarine Helicopter)
weapons system provides destroyers with a flexible,
deliberate, long-range attack capability against submarines. An unmanned helicopter, DASH permits a
destroyer to attack a submarine without itself coming into lethal range. The series included the QH50A, original evaluation prototype for the DASH
system, first flown in 1960 and later used as an
aerial target; the QH-50B, a manned version built
only as a developmental aircraft; the QH-50C, first
of the operational drones, which was introduced to
the :Beet beginning in 1962; and the final model of
the series, the QH-50D, which has simpli£ed avionics and greatly increased range capability and loadcarrying capacity. Deliveries to the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force commenced in 1967. In
1968 the D successfully performed surveillance/
reconnaissance missions by means of a TV camera.
Auxiliary fuel tanks provide a :Bight endurance of 4
hours. The addition of weapons and sensing devices
gives a multimission capability.

The Bikini aerial drone surveillance system was devel_oped. for th~ Marine Corps to provide combat
umts With qmck-response, short-range reconnaissance. Design~~ to be operated from tmprepared
advanced. pos1ti01~s . by battalion or brigade pers~nnel with_ a mnumum of special training, the
htghly mo~Ile system can supply intelligence on
ene~.>:' ~eludes, emp~acements, troops, and terrain.
A Bikmi system consists of a small, radio-controlled
reconnaissance aircr~ft and supporting launch and
control ground eqmpment. An entire system, inclu~ling 2 drones, fits into the jeep-drawn M100
t:axler .. A _2-man t~am can put the system in operation withm 10 mmutes from arrival at the launch
site and provide finished 9 by 9 reconnaissance
photographs 20 minutes later. The drone is a
c~nventi?nal high-wing, propeller-driven aircraft.
Lightweight yet rugged, it is latmched by a trailermounted pneumatic catapult to :Hying speed in a
distance of 6 feet.

Specifications (D)

Specifications

Rotor system coaxial; fuselage length 7 feet 3
inches; height 9 feet 8.5 inches; rotor diameter 20
feet; rotor blades molded fiber glass; weight 1,035
pounds; normal gross weight 2,350 pounds; power
plant 1 T50-B0-12 turboshaft, normal rating 300
horsepower.

Wingspan 96 inches; length 76 inches; weight 50
pounds normal, 60 pounds maximum; engine 4.5
horsepower, 2 cycle, driving tandem 28-volt generator.
Performance

Rate of climb 1,000 feet per minute; speed 80 to 100
miles per hour; service ceiling 10,000 feet; :Bight
duration 30 minutes.

Performance (D)

Maximum speed at sea level 92 knots; hover ceiling
11,500 feet; service ceiling 16,000 feet; vertical rate
of climb at sea level 1,230 feet per minute; operational radius over 30 nautical miles.
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MQM-42A GUIDED TARGET MISSILE

MQM-7 4A TARGET DRONE

Prime Contractors: Columbus Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation (airframe and guidance/control); Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation (booster rocket)
Associate Contractor: The Marquardt Company
(ramjet engine)

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation
Remarks
A n ew, low-cost, variable-speed target drone aircraft, the MQM-74A was d esigned by Northrop
Corporation's Ventura Division for Navy use to fill
the gap b etween low-speed and supersonic targets
now in service. The small, jet-powered aircraft
provides realistic training to increase the proficiency of military gunnery and antiaircraft missile
crews and is suitable for exercising a wide range of
operational missiles . It provides realistic simulation
of limited-warfare aircraft speeds and maneuvers.
Featuring ease of handling and high reliability, the
MQM-74A is capable of flying both visual and outof-sight missions. The Luneberg lens passive radar
augmenter, which provides radar .cross sect~o~ of an
actual aircraft, increases the reahsm of trammg for
gun and missile crews . P:ovisions are in~lude.d for
radar tracking beacons, VIsual augmentation, mfrared augmentation, and distance indicator.

Remarks
The MQM-42A Roadrunner was developed for the
Army Missile Command as a low-unit-cost, dualpurpose target missile capable of operation at up to
twice the speed of sound and at very low and very
high altitudes. It is used primarily for realistic training of crews of the Hawk-type anti-air warfare batteries of the Army Air Defense System. Roadrunner
ca.n simulate the speeds and flight patterns of a
w1de ~ariety of attack missiles and high-performanc~ aucraft. Launch and flight are controlled electrom:ally from a ground control station. Power is
pro_v1ded by a Rocketdyne solid-propellant' booster
:VhiCh ~rops away after burnout; inflight propulsion
IS fumis_hed by a top-mounted ramjet engine. Recovery Is effected by activation of a parachute/
retr~rocket system housed in the rear equipment
s~ction. Roadrunner completed a successful operati~nal program at White Sands Missile Ran e in
mid-1969, providing evaluation flights for a~ air
defense system undergoing operational tests .

Specifications
Length 135.9 inches; height 27.7 inches; wingspan
66.7 inches; weight 248 pounds empty, 322 pounds
fully fueled for flight with provisions for adding
2 15-pound wing-tip pods; launch standard zerolength from ground or shipboard; guidance radio
control; power plant 29-pou~d-weight, 121-poundthrust turbojet Williams engme.

Specifications

Length 24.8 feet; diameter 12 inches; gross weight
861 pounds.

Performance
Variable speed 200 to 400 knots; service ceiling
40,000 feet; endurance .5 to 1.5 hours; recovery by
parachute.

Perfortnance

Speed Mach .9 to 2.1; service ceiling 60,000 feet.
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DRONES AND TARGETS

MARK 30 MOBILE ASW TARGET

MQM-33, MQM-36 TARGET DRONE

Prime Conh·actor: Northrop Corporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
This aerial target is a propeller-driven, all-metal,
high-wing monoplane used by the Army (MQM-33),
the Navy (MQM-36), and the Air Force as a target
for antiaircraft training. Under its general, international designation, KD2R-5, it is being used by 18
free world countries. It has been the standard target
for worldwide antiaircraft weapons training for
many years. It is available with various operational
equipment, including speed-up kit, tow darts, altihtde hold device, and auxiliary decoder, in addition
to beacons, smoke cylinders, and flares. Rugged
construction and simplicity of maintenance permit
multiple missions in rapid sequence. All versions
are recoverable by parachute, and the target contains flotation equipment for operation at sea.

The Mark 30 .Mobile ASW Taraet to b e used for
antisubmarine v,raifare training,bis ' under d evelopment for the Naval Ordnance Systems Command
by Northrop Corporation's Ventura Division. The
targe t will simulate the size, sound, and p eifonnance of a full-scal e submarine. It is torpedo-shaped.
The underwater_ target is intended to fre e fully
manned submannes from us e as taraets durina
.
b
b
. b
moek an t ISU manne warfare exercises. It can be
launch_ed from surface ships or submarines. An
acoushc transducer will be towed behind the vehicle itself so that live torpedoes can b e exercised
aga~nst the ~ystem without d estroying the target
vehiCle. ~unng an exercise, the preprogrammed
target will ~ra.vel at changing speeds, directions,
and d epths; It 1s capable of operatina for as long as
7 ho:us, the length of time dependii~g on the speed
req~ured .. Upon conclusion of its target run, the
vel~Icle will surf~ce for recovery by surface ship or
he~ICopter. It :vill b e powered by batteries which
dnve an electnc motor coupled to propeller shafts.

Specifications
Span 11 feet 6 inches; length 12 feet 7 inches;
height 2 feet 7 inches; launch rotary, zero-length,
or catapult; power plant 2-cycle, 4-cylinder, aircooled McCulloch engine.
Perforntance
Speed 175 to 207 knots; rate of climb 3,060 feet per
minute; ceiling 24,000 feet; :flight endurance 60 minutes.
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DRONES AND TARGETS

LOCAT (LOW-COST AIR TARGET)
Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, PhilcoFord Corporation

TDU-98 BANDITO
Prime Contractor: Univac-Salt Lake City, a division
of Sperry Rand Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

LOCAT (Low-Cost Air Target) is an extremely lowcost, high-speed, rocket-powered military air target.
The expendable air target pops up from its ground
launch site like a clay pigeon at a shooting range
and attains speeds in excess of 500 miles per hour
within seconds. The 15-foot-long LOCAT fuselage
is made of roiled paper tubing; the nose cone and
fins, of glass-reinforced plastic. The paper fuselage is
coated with aluminum to provide a radar signature
for missile tracking and targeting purposes. The
LOCAT booster motor consists of 3 2.75-inch Folding-Fin Aircraft Rockets (FFAR) of the type used
as armament on some milita1y aircraft.

In 1967 Sperry won a contract from ~e U.S. Air
Force for a new, lightweight, supersomc tow target. Called the "Bandito," the target was given the
designation TDU-9B. Contract value was $1,900,000.
The contract was won by Sperry Utah, which, later
in 1967, was incorporated into the company's Univac Division. The major advantage in Bandito is
the electrical constant infrare~ d_eveloped _by Sperry
as a target for heat-seeking missiles. CI~ Is an electrical heater which emits radiant energy m the infrared spectrum. Power is supplied by a Ram Air Turbine (RAT) capable of producing 28 volts direct
current at a constant power rating of _1,700 watts.
The entire target system is provided With electrical
interlocks to prohibit target opera~on while in the
stowed position under the tractor aucraft.

Specifications

Length 15 feet; weight 155 pounds; outside diameter 9.6 inches; tri-fin configuration provides 20.5square-foot target when viewed by the gunner during flight.
Performance

Design~d for. altitude of 1,000 feet, range of 10,000
feet, flight time of 17 seconds; use of different
launch ~ngles will vary range from 2,000 to 11,000
feet, altitude from 300 to 2,000 feet, flight time from
4 to. 24 seconds; ~peed 345 to 520 miles per hour;
IR signature provided for use with low-altitude air
defense systems employing infrared homing missiles.
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RYAN FIREBEE JET TARGET DRONE
(MQM-340 ARMY; BQM-34A NAVY,
AIR FORCE)

RYAN SUPERSONIC FIREBEE II
JET DRONE (BQM-34E NAVY)
Prime Contractor: Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical

Prime Contractor: Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical
Remarks
Rentarks

The Ryan supersonic Firebee II, BQM-34E, developed and flight tested for the Naval Air Systems
Command, is undergoing a Navy test and evaluation program at the Naval Missile Center, Point
Mugu, Califomia. The operational version of Firebee II performs missions in excess of 60,000 feet at
speeds exceeding Mach 1.5 and has 5 g maneuverability. The Continental J69-T-406 turbojet engine,
a modification of the power plant used in the subsonic BQM-34A Firebee, develops 1,920 pounds of
static sea-level thrust. Firebee II is designed to
carry 400 pounds of fuel in an extemal, jettisonable
fuel tank. After completion of subsonic missions,
the tank is jettisoned for higher-performance, supersonic flight. The new target carries active and passive augmentation as employed in the subsonic
Fire bee.

The Rya~ Firebee is a remotely controlled, variablespeed, highly maneuverable, subsonic aerial tarcret.
It is a multipurpose vehicle, having heavy payl~ad
~nd target-towing capability. Towbee, long-burning
mfrared tow, and banner tow targets can be
streamed behind Firebee for surface-to-air missile
and automatic weapons firings. Increased Maneuverability Kits added to the basic Firebee make
possible_ 6 g turns at bank angles up to 78 degrees.
Low-altitude performance down to 50 feet over
wat~~ and 100 feet over land is accomplished with
addition of the Radar Altimeter Low-Altitude Control System (RALACS). Ryan has delivered more
than_ 4,00? Firebee target systems to the military
services smce 1947. Firebees have supported develo~m~nt of nearly every surface-to-air and air-to-air
missile weapon system in the U.S. military arsenal.

Specifications

Operational supersonic configuration: empty weight
1,446 pounds; gross weight 1,880.5 pounds; useful
load includes 147.6 pounds augmentation equipment and 278.6 pounds internal fuel and oil. Subsonic configuration: empty weight 1,509.5 pounds;
gross weight 2,344 pounds; useful load includes
147.6 pounds augmentation equipment and 678.6
pounds internal and external fuel and oil.

Specifications

Speed 175 to 600 knots T AS; altitude 50 feet to
60,000 feet; endurance up to 114 minutes; range
ov~r ~,~00 kilometers; payload up to 1,000 pounds;
rehabihty over 12,000 flights; air or ground launchable, parachute recovery system; active and passive
radar augmentation; infrared flares; scoring systems; traveling wave tube for radar size variation.

Performance

Speed at sea level Mach 1.1, at 45,000 feet Mach
1.9, above 60,000 feet Mach 1.5; 5 g capability at
altitudes in excess of 20,000 feet.
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LAUNCH VEHICLES

SATURN V

Contractors: Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA
(assembly); The Boeing Company (systems engineering and integration and S-IC stage); Space Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation (S-II stage); McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation (S-IVB stage); IBM Corporation
(instrument unit); Rocketdyn e Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation (propulsion, all stages)
Remarks
The superbooster used to send American astronauts to the moon under NASA's Project Apollo,
Saturn V is a 3-stage vehicle, 363 fe et tall, which is
capable of placing a 285,000-pound payload in earth
orbit or sending 100,000 pounds into a lunar trajectory. The first, or basic, stage, known as S-IC, is 33
feet in diameter and 138 feet long. Its key compon ent is the mighty F-1 rocket engine which develops 1,522,000 pounds of thrust in a single chamber.
Five such engines, fueled with kerosene and liquid
oxygen, give the first stage a launch output of
7,600,000 pounds to start the 6,400,000-pound
vehicle on its journey. The lunar mission profile
b egins with launching of th e Saturn V space vehicle
at Cape Kenn edy, Florida. The first stage reaches
full thrust 9 seconds after ignition. S-IC engine cutoff occurs 150 seconds later, 50 miles downrange at
an altitude of approximately 40 miles and a velocity
of about 6,000 miles an hour. After engine cutoff,
the S-IC stage is jettisoned and the S-II stage. takes
over. After S-II burnout at near-orbital altitude, the
S-IVB third stage provides the final kick into earth
parking orbit.

S-IC STAGE
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Remarks
The S-IC is the first-stage booster for the Saturn V
launch vehicle. Close to 10,000 Boeing employees
are working at 6 sites in the United States on this
largest and most powe~·ful booster stage in the free
world. Most of the maJOr subassembly and vertical
assembly tasks are accomplished at NASA's Michoud
Assembly Facility in N ew Orleans. Burning liquid
oxygen and keros ene, the S-IC propels the 3-stage
Saturn V and the Apollo_ ~pacecraft during the first
2.5 minutes of flight. Imtial stages produced were
the S-IC-D (for "dynamic tes t") , S-IC-F (for "facilities tes t") , S-IC-T (for "static tes t"), and S-IC-S (for
"structural tes t") . All were ground-test versions.
Seven production versions had flown by the end of
1969.
Specifications
Length 138 feet; diameter 33 feet.
Performance
Thrust 7,600,000 pounds, produced by 5 Rocketdyn e F-1 engines; lunar voyage firing endurance
150 seconds.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

S-II STAGE
Prime Contractor: Space Division , Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rod.-v\ ell Corporation
Major Subconb·actors: Acoustica Associates (controllers) ; American Brake Shoe Company (hydraulic
pumps); Consolidated Electrodyn amics Corporation
(tape recorder); Electrada Corporation (test conductor console); Electroplex, subsidiary Borg-Warner Corporation (logic modules, power supplies);
Faird1ild Precision Metal Products and Solar Division of International Harvester Company (cryogenic
lines); B. H. Hadley (disconnects) ; ·w. 0. L eonard,
Inc. (vent valves); Parker Aircraft Company (hydraulic systems)

S-IVB STAGE
Prime Contractor: McD<.mneU Douglas Astronautics
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Remarks

The S-IVB, upper stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle, fires on a lunar voyage after the S-11 stage
has burned about 6 minutes. It sends the Apollo
spacecraft into earth orbit but, unlike the 2 lower
stages, does not fall back to earth; it remains with
the spacecraft for a later assignment: provision of
thrust for the final kick into lunar trajectory. The
12-ton stage is fabricated of lightweight aluminum
except for battleship, or ground-test, version~ ~hich
were made of heavy stainless steel. In addition to
its use as topmost stage of the Saturn V stack, the
S-IVB serves as the upper stage of the Saturn IB
vehicle. Propellant capacity is the same for both
versions. In the Apollo Applications Program, . an
S-IVB stage will be used as the manned Orbital
Workshop for missions lasting up to 56 days .. The
earlier S-IV stage, powered by 6 Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft RL10 engines producing 90,000 pounds
thrust, was used on Saturn I.

Remarks

The S-11 is the second stage of NASA's Apollo
launch vehicle-the giant Saturn V. Most powerful
hydrogen-fueled booster in production, the S-11 is
used for Apollo manned lunar missions to help
power the 3-man spacecraft to the moon. The S-11 is
b eing developed and manufactured at Seal Beach,
California, under the technical direction of NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center, Htmtsville, Alabama.
The S-11 is constructed primarily of an aluminum
alloy (2014-T6 aluminum). With its 5 Rocketdyne
J-2 engines of 225,000 pounds thrust each, the S-11
develops a total thrust of 1,125,000 pounds. The S-11
is powered by a combination of liquid hydrogen
and liquid oxygen propellants. The 4 outer engines
gimbal. The fifth engine, which is centered, is fixed.

Specifications

Length 58 feet 7 inches; diameter 21.fe~t 8 inches;
engine Rocketdyne J -2; propella~ts hqmd oxygen/
liquid hydrogen; propellant capacity 230,000 pounds.

Specifications

Height 81.5 feet; diameter 33 fe et; weight 95,000
pounds empty and 1,037,000 pounds loaded.
Performance

Performance

Thrust (combined engines) 1,125,000 pounds.

Thrust 225,000 pounds maximum.
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SATURN IB

Contractors: Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA
(engineering at.~ systems assembly); Chrysler Corporation Space Division (first stage, S-IB); McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, McDonnell
Douglas Corporation (second stage, S-IVB); Rocketdyn e Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation (propulsion, first
and second stages)
Remarks
Satum IB was used in the early test phase of the
Apollo lunar landing program through Apollo 7, the
first manned mission, in October 1968. It also figures in NASA's plans for the follow-on Apollo Applications Program. The 2-stage Satum IB is larger
and more powerful than Satum I. Major changes
are in the first stage (S-IB), which has b een red esigned by Chrysler to eliminate 10 tons of weight,
and in the use of the McDonnell Douglas S-IVB as
top stage in place of the earlier S-IV stage.
Specifications
L ength 224 feet with Apollo payload and escape
tower; weight approximately 1,300,000 pounds; first
stage (S-IB) 80.3 feet long, 21.4 feet in diameter;
second stage (S-IVB) 58 feet 7 inches long, 21 feet
8 inches in diameter.
Performance
First stage (S-IB) powered by 8 Rocketdyne H-1
engines, each producing 200,000 pounds of thrust,
or total of 1,600,000 pounds; second stage (S-IVB)
powered by a single Rocketdyne J-2 engine which
gen erates 225,000 pounds of thrust at altitude. Satum IB is capable of placing approximately 20 tons
in earth orbit and 2.5 tons in lunar orbit.

a

TITAN IllC
Program Management: Air Force Systems Command's Space Systems Division of the Space and
Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO)
Major Contractors: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Denver Division (systems integration, airframe,
flight test); Aerojet-General Corporation (liquid
propulsion); AC Electronics Division, General Motors Corporation (guidance); United T echnology
Center (solid-propellant boosters) ; The Ralph M.
Parsons Company (launch facilities d esign and engineering); The Aerospace Corporation (technical
direction)
Remarks
Titan IIIC is the standard military heavy-duty
launch vehicle. It consists of a 3-stage common core
vehicle with 5-segment, solid-propellant United
Technology Center zero-stage boosters (the core
vehicle is essentially the same as the Titan IliA,
first of the family, which flew 4 test missions in
1964-65). The solid boosters have a combined liftoff thrust of 2,400,000 pounds. The core's Aerojet
liquid propulsion system, ignited at altitude, produces 470,000 pounds thrust. The IIIC is about 130
feet tall with a standard payload fairing and weighs
1,400,000 pounds; diameter of all stages is 10 feet.
Titan IIIC can send as much as 26,500 pounds into
earth orbit or 5,000 pounds into escape trajectory.
One of the most successful of all space programs,
Titan IIIC was launched 17 times without a failure
in the research and development phase. First flight
was June 18, 1965, and the last R&D mission was
launched F ebruary 7, 1969. Titan IIIC has sent into
space such payloads as the complete Initial Defense
Satellite Communications System, the LES experimental comsats, a variety of USAF OVs (Orbiting
Vehicles), Dodge, DATS-1, and, in 1969, the
Hughes-built TACSAT. In photo, IIIC moves on
its mobile launch platform to the launch complex,
where the payload and nose fairing are attached.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

TITAN IIIB , HID, IUD / CENTAUR
Program lvlanagement: Air Force Systems Comm~n~l's Space Sys tems Di ·ision of th e Space and
MISSile Sys tems Organization (SAMSO)
Major Contractors: Martin Marietta Corporation,
D enve r Division (S)'Stems i.n tecrration airframe
b
'
'
flight test) ; Aeroj et-G en eral.Corporation (liquid propulsion); AC E lechoni cs Division, General Motors
Corporation (guidance); United T echnolo gy Center
(solid-propellant boosters ); The Ralph M. Parsons
Company (laun ch facilities design and em!ineering); The Aerospace Corporation (technicat'direction )
Remarks
Although it b ears an earlier alphabetical designation , Titan IIIB actually came later than the IIIC
in th e d evelopment of the Titan III family of militaiy launch vehicles. Known officially as SLV-5B,
th e Titan IIIB is essentially an advanced version of
the original IliA core vehicle ·with a different upper
stage. The launch vehicle consists of the b asic 2
stages plus a third stage, which may b e Transtage,
Burner II, C entaur, or Agena D. The latter configuration ·was first flown on July 29, 1966; by yearend 1969, it had b een used approximately 20 times
to orbit classified USAF payloads. Topped by
Agena D , Titan IIIB is about 145 feet tall and
10 feet in diameter. First-stacre
thrust
is 430 ' 000
b
.
pounds . Martin Marietta's D enver Division builds
the airframe, supplies the flight control system, and
serves as systems integrating contractor for the first
2 stages; the USAF's Space Systems Division is responsible for executive management. In development status are 2 other versions of the Titan III:
the Titan IIID, which employs strap-on solid rockets like the IIIC but has a different upper-stage
configuration, and the Titan IIID/ Centaur, an interm ediate-class launch vehicle for the 1970s, to b e
used primarily for planetary exploration.

TITAN III TRANSTAGE
Program Management: Air Force Systems Command's Space Systems Division of the Space and
11issile Systems Organization (SAMSO)
Major Contractors : Martin Marietta Corporation,
D enver Division (systems integration and airframe);
Aerojet-General Corporation (propulsion); AC Electronics Division, General Motors Corporation
(guidance)
Remarks
Transtage is a switch engine spacecraft capable of
delivering multiple payloads to multiple destinations as needed. Its missions have included deployment of 33 satellites in near-synchronous, equatorial
orbit as the vanguard of a worldwide military communications network, and stationing twin Vela nuclear detection satellites in 70,000-mile orbits.
Specifications
Diameter 10 feet; length 33 feet with the standard
payload fairing utilized for unmanned missions;
weight, fu eled but not including payload, 27,000
pounds; capable of 10 or more starts in space.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

ATLAS SLV-3, SLV-3A, SLV-3C
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General
Dynamics Corporation
Associate Contractors < Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation; General Electric Company; Acoustica
Corporation
Remarks

ABRES ATLAS (E AND F)
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation
Associate Contractors : Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation (engines); General Electric Company,
Burroughs Corporation, and American Bosch Arma
Corporation (guidance)
Remarks

The E and F models of the Atlas ICBM, the free
world's first intercontinental ballistic missile, were
the last produced in missile configuration. Phased
out of the weapons arsenal in 1965, they found
utility as launch vehicles and are being used in a
continuing USAF program known as. ~BRE.S (Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems). Imbated m 1963
and scheduled to continue at least through 1971,
ABRES involves a thorough investigation of reentry
phenomena and the evaluation and test of new reentry vehicles. The reentry syst~ms ~re fired from
Vandenberg Air Force Base, Califorma, to a reentry
near Kwajalein Atoll in the Pacific. The Series E
and F missiles have propulsion systems of 390,000
pounds thrust and all-inertial guidance; they have
sent reentry packages over 9,000 miles.

The SLV-3 was the original launch vehicle version
of the Atlas missile. Of 54 flown, 42 were successful.
The SLV-3A is an uprated version of the SLV-3
vehicle. Increased performance is achieved by modifying existing systems, thereby retaining the inherent, flight-proven reliability of the SLV-3. The new
tank is 117 inches longer and holds an additional
48,000 pounds of usable propellants. The M~-5 engine system is uprated by changing the settmgs of
the engine reference regulators, causing an increased
operating pressure in the gas generators. These and
other modifications increase booster engine thrust
to 168,000 pounds each; sustainer engine thrust is
58,000 pounds. The SLV-3A, with an Agena second
stage, can inject a 7,950-pound payload into a 100nautical-mile orbit. The SLV-3C, an uprated version
of the constant 10-foot-diameter LV-3C, is used to
launch the Centaur upper stage. The first uprated
SLV-3C was flown as Atlas/Centaur 13 for the Surveyor 5 mission. The new booster incorporates a
51-inch tank extension, resulting in the addition of
approximately 21,000 pounds of usable propellants;
thrust ratings are the same as for SLV-3A. Assigned
missi~ns include Surveyor, Applications Technology
Sate~hte, Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, and a
Manner Mars flyby. The SLV-3C, with a Centaur
upper stage, can carry a 2,900-pound payload to
escape or a 2,200-pound payload to Venus or Mars.
In photo, SLV-3A (foreground), SLV-3C (second
from front).
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CENTAUR
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General
D yn amics Corporation
Associate Contractors: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Division of United Aircraft Corporation (main propulsion system ); Honeywell Inc. (all-inertial guidance system)
Major Subcontractors: Pesco Products Division of
Borg-vVarner Corporation and General Electric
Company (hydrogen boost pumps); Bell Aerospace
Company (hydrogen p eroxide, ullage, and attitude
control system)

THOR, LONG TANK THOR
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Associate Contractors: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation (liquid propulsion); Thiokol Chemical
Corporation (solid propulsion); Western Electric
Company (guidance)

Remarks

Remarks

C~ntaur is a high-energy upper stage currently
usmg an Atlas first stage of similar diameter and
construction. Centaur's first mission was Surveyor,
to soft-land instruments on tl1e moon prior to
manned landings. Centaur is a high-specificimpulse vehicle powered by 2 15,000-potmdthrust liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen engines.
The Centaur vehicle is 46 feet lona and has used
nose fairings up to 35 feet long. Centaur weighs
about 37,500 pounds at launch. Atlas vehicles used
as tl1e first stage employ the 390,000-pound-thrust
Rocketdyne propulsion system. Centaur tank structure, like Atlas, is fabricated from tltin-gauge stainless steel. Centaur features unique jettisonable insulation to protect its payload, flight control equipm ent, and fuel from aerodynamic forces during
ascent through the atmosphere. Insulation is jettisoned, allov,ring Centaur to shed unnecessary weight
early in flight-a concept that buys 14 pounds of
payload capability for every 15 pounds of discarded
insulation. Centaur is capable of boosting 2,700
pounds to escape with an Atlas first stage and
11,000 pounds to escape atop a Titan IIID booster.
Using a Saturn IB in combination with Centaur,
15,800-pound payloads can b e boosted to escape
velocity.

The Thor family of launch vehicles has included
more than 2 dozen configurations, and the vehicle
h~s earned the title ':Vvo~~orse of the space age"
w1th demon~trated rehab1lity and versatility in more
than 200 fumgs. Newest version is ilie Long Tank
Thor, which is expected to boost ilie majority of
USAF space programs. Long Tank Thor offers
added p.ayl?ad capability by increasing ilie volume
of the hqmd-propellant tanks. The new vehicle is
a consta~t diameter (8 feet), whereas its predecessor
was comcal. Total thrust 1s essentially ilie same as
that for the Thr~st ~ugmented Thor, but Long
Tank Thor g;ets 1ts mcreased payload capability
from a burn tur~e of 216 seconds, as compared with
146 for the earher Thor. In photo, Long Tank Thor
at right, standard model at left.
Specifications (Long Tank Thor)

Length 70 ..5 feet (compared witl1 56 in standard
version); ~1ameter 8 feet constant (compared with
8 feet maxunum).
P erforniance

Thrust 330,000 pounds; payload varies wiili upper
sta~e; Long. ~auk Thor has 3,000-pound low-altitude
orb1t capab1hty.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

THRUST AUGMENTED DELTA
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corp?r~~on
(second-stage propulsion); Rocketdyne DIVlSlon,
Aerospace & Systems Group, North American ~ock
well Corporation (first-stage propulsion); Thwkol
Chemical Corporation (strap-on propulsion)

DELTA
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation
.
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(propulsion system, second stage); Rocketdyne D~
vision, Aerospace & Systems Group, North Amencan Rockwell Corporation (first-stage propulsion);
Allegany Ballistics Laboratories (third-stage propellant motor); Western Electric Company (first- and
second-stage guidance)

Remarks

The Thrust Augmented Delta (TAD) was introduced in 1964 as a more advanced, more powerful
version of the standard Delta. Its added performance is derived from 3 strap-on solid-propellant
rocket motors that bring TAD's first-stage lift-off
thrust to 330,000 pounds-almost double the 172,000-pound-thrust capability of the standard Del~a.
Addition of the solids enables TAD to boost heavier
payloads higher and farther. TAD launched th.e
Syncom C satellite that relayed on-the-spot television pictures of the Olympic Games from Japan .to
the United States and the Communications Satelhte
~orporation's history-making Early B!rd, first link
m a proposed worldwide communications network.

Remarks

The Delta launch vehicle is an economical, reliable,
and accurate 3-stage vehicle used for launching
space probes and earth-orbital missions. Its first
stage is a modified Thor. Liquid propellants are
used in the first and second stages; the third stage
is powered by solid propellants. Delta has placed
in orbit the majority of U.S. scientific and communications satellites, including Tiros, OSO, Explorer,
Telstar, Relay, Syncom, ESSA, and BIOS payloads.

Specifications

Specifications (DSV-3C Delta)

Length about 93 feet; diameter 8 feet; lift-off weight
114,000 pounds; thrust 172,000 pounds (first stage),
7,575 pounds (second stage), 6,100 pounds (third
stage).

Length about 90 feet· diameter (maximum including solid boosters) 14' feet 2 inches; lift-off weight
143,164 pounds· thrust 330 000 pounds (first stage),
7,575 pounds (~econd stage), 6,100 pounds (third
stage).

Performance

Performance

Payload 875 pounds in a 500-nautical-mile circular
orbit.

Payload 1,000 pounds in a 500-nautical-mile circular orbit.
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LONG TANK DELTA

THRUST AUGMENTED IMPROVED DELTA

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(second-stage propulsion); Rocketdyne Division,
Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation (first-stage propulsion); Thiokol
Chemical Corporation (strap-on propulsion)

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(second-stage propulsion); Rocketdyne Division,
Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation (first-stage propulsion); Thiokol
Chemical Corporation (strap-on propulsion)
Remarks

The Thrust Augmented Improved Delta (TAID),
introduced in 1965, is an advanced version of earlier
Delta models. Adaptable as either a 2-stage or a
3-stage vehicle, the TAID can carry a wide range
of spacecraft, including communication satellites,
specialized scientific capsules, and navigational,
meteorological, experimental, and other types of
payloads, into near-earth orbits, moon orbits, or
deep space. Both the 2-stage and the 3-stage TAID
can be used with or without strap-on thrust augmentation boosters.

The Long Tank Delta (LTD), which made its debut
August 16, 1968, when it orbited the ESSA 7
weather satellite, is the latest and most powerful
version of the Delta series of launch vehicles introduced in 1960. This model is launched as either a
2-stage or a 3-stage vehicle with 3, 6, or 9 thrust
augmentation boosters. As a result, the overall
vehicle length is 14.5 feet greater than that of the
Thrust Augmented Improved Delta and propellant
capacity is increased. The LTD also includes a new,
higher-energy third-stage motor. Space assignments
for the LTD include the lofting of communication,
meteorological, scientific, navigational, and experimental payloads into near-earth orbits, moon orbits,
or deep space.

Specifications

Specifications (DSV-3L Long Tank Delta)

Remarks

Length about 90 feet; diameter (maximum including solid boosters) 14 feet 2 inches; lift-off weight
(with solid boosters) 149,461 pounds; thrust 333,000
pounds (first stage), 7,550 pounds (second stage),
5,650 pounds (third stage).
Performance

Payload 1,120 pounds in a 500-nautical-mile circular orbit.

Length about 106 feet; diameter (maximum including solid thrust augmentation) 14 feet 2 inches; liftoff weight (with solid thrust augmentation) 199,416
pounds; thrust 330,000 pounds (first stage), 7,550
pounds (second stage), 10,000 pounds (third stage).
Performance

Payload 1,580 pounds in a 500-nautical-mile circular
orbit.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

SCOUT
Prime Contra ctor: LTV Aerosp ace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Associate Contractors: Aeroje t-G eneral (first stage);
Thiokol Chemical (second stage); H ercules Powder
Company (third stage); United T echnology C enter
(fourth stage); Honeywell Inc. (guidance)
Remarks

Scout is a 4-stage, solid-fueled rocket developed to
provide the United States with a reliable, versatile,
cost-effective launch vehicle for a variety of space
exploration tasks-orbital, high-altitude probe, and
high-speed reentry. D eveloped by NASA, th e vehicle is produced by LTV Aerospace's Missiles and
Space Division, which also provides systems managem ent. The first U .S. solid-propellant rocket capable of placing payloads in orbit, Scout has important roles in the space programs of NASA and
the D epartment of D efense plus those of the United
Kingdom, Italy, France, Germany, and the 10-nation
European Space Research Organization (ESRO).
Scout is launched in the United States from NASA's
Wallops Island, Virginia, and by Air Force crews
from the W estern T est Range in California. A third
site, the Italian San Marco sea-based platform off
the east coast of Africa, makes possible launches
along the equator. Scout is capable of boosting 320
pounds into a nominal 300-mile orbit. Performance
is expected to be increased still further by development of a fifth- stage velocity package.

REDSTONE
Prime Contractor:
Division

Chrysler Corporation Missile

Remarks

The first ?allistic missile to be deployed overseas,
R edstone. Is no longer b eing built as a weapons syst~n:' but It has research utility. Chrysler Missile DiVISion, as a major subcontractor to Systems Group
of TRW Inc. , has made major modifications to a
numb.er of Redstones for use in the SPARTA
(Special Antimissile .Research Tests in Australia)
program. SPARTA Is part of Project Defender
sponsored by .the D efens e Department's Advanced
Research Projects Agency. Equipped with solidpropellant upper stages and with reentry payloads
the Redstones w ere assembled and launched at
Woomera, Australia. Chrysler also provided the
p ayloads and assisted in launch support. Other Redstones have been reactivated for Project D efender.
Programs utilizing Redstone for new missions are
under consideration.

Specifications
Length 72 feet; weight 20 tons. Stages: Algol liB,
105,000 pounds thrust, controlled by fins and jet
vanes impinging in rocket exhaust, 30 feet long;
Castor II, 60,000 pounds thrust, controlled by hydrogen peroxide jets, 20 feet long; Antares II, 21,000
pounds thrust, controlled by hydrogen peroxide jets,
10 feet long; FW-4S, 6,000 pounds thrust, spin stabilized, 6 feet long.

Specifications

L ength 69 feet; diameter 70 inches; weight 60,970
pounds.
Performance

R ange 200 nautical miles; thrust 75,000 pounds .
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BURNER II
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Major Subcontractors : Thiokol Chemical Corporation (solid rocket motor); Honeywell Inc. (preprogrammed inerti al guidance system); Walter Kidde &
Company (reaction control system)

AGENA
Prime Contractor: Lockheed_ 1issiles & Space Company
Associate Contractors : Bell Aerospace (primary and
seconda1y power plants); Honeywell Inc. (guidance)
Remarks
One of the workhorses of U.S . space exploration,
Agena is an upp er stage which is also employed as
a spacecraft, the whole vehicle going into orbit.
Agena played a key role in manned space flight;
it was the target vehicle for rendezvous and docking maneuvers in NASA's Gemini project. Agena
has a main rocket engine capable of multiple restarts in space; in the modilied target vehicle version, it also had 2 secondary engines to provide
small changes in velocity and position in orbit. In
the G emini Agena, a control system could handle
96 commands from the ash·onauts or from ground
stations. Agena is used as an upper stage with the
Thor, Augmented Thor, Atlas, and Titan boosters;
it has played important roles in such military and
NASA programs as Discoverer, Samos, Mariner,
OGO, Lunar Orbiter, Ranger, Nimbus, and Orbiting Astronomical Observat01y.
Specifications
L ength 19 to 40 feet depending on version, Gemini
version 25 feet; diameter 5 feet; all-inertial guidance.
Performance
Atlas/ Agena 5,000 pounds in 300-mile orbit.

Remarks
Burner II is a launch vehicle upper stage developed
by Boeing for the Air Force Space Systems Division. It is the first solid-fuel upper stage with full
control and guidance capability developed for general space applications. Burner II was designed for
use with the Thor booster, but it can be readily
adapted for use on the complete range of standard
launch vehicles . Its general assignment is to place
small- and medium-size payloads in orbit. The
Burner II motor, guidance system , and reaction control system are integrated to provide attitude stability and precise conh·ol of flight rate and burnout
velocity for orbital injection and earth-escape missions . Boeing has delivered 8 flight vehicles and,
under terms of a follow-on contract, is buildincr 6
additional flight models. Six Thor/ Burner II cgmbinations have been launched successfully from
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California. The third
launch placed 2 unclassilied satellites in earth orbit.
A SECOR satellite, built for the Army Corps of
Engineers by Cubic Corporation, and an Aurora
satellite, developed b y Rice University for the Office of Naval Research, were placed in circular orbits 2,100 miles above the earth. As integration contractor for the Air Force Space Experiment Support
Program Office, Boeing designed, built, and tested
the injection stage, or "payload dispenser," which
carried the 2 satellites on top of a standard Burner
II stage and placed them in precise orbits. The
satellites were mounted on opposite sides of the
injection stage, which housed a 1,400-pound-thrust,
solid-propellant rocket motor.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

ATHENA REENTRY TEST VEHICLE
(STANDARD)
Prime Contractor: Atlantic Research Missile Systems Division
Associate Contractors: Thiokol Chemical Corporation (first-stage propulsion); Thiokol Chemical Corporation and Hercules Incorporated (second-stage
propulsion); Aerojet-General Corporation (thirdstage propulsion); Hercules Incorporated (fourthstage propulsion); Atlantic Research Corporation
(spin rockets); Hercules Incorporated (boost-assist
motors and retro motors)
Remarks

ATHENA H REENTRY TEST VEHICLE
Prime Contractor: Atlantic Research Missile Systems Division
Associate Contractors: Thiokol Chemical Corporation or Aerojet-General Corporation (first-stage
propulsion); Thiokol Chemical Corporation and
Hercules Incorporated (second-stage propulsion);
Aerojet-General Corporation (third-stage propulsion); Atlantic Research Corporation and Thiokol
Chemical Corporation (spin rockets); Hercules Incorporated (boost-assist motors and retro motors)

The Athena reentry vehicle simulates the reentry
environment of intercontinental ballistic missiles. It
has proved to be one of the Air Force's most important research and development programs. Begun
in February 1964, the Athena program christened
what was to become the first U.S. inland range for
overland test of multistage vehicles. Athena is
launched from Green River, Utah, along the Army's
White Sands Missile Range, reaching altitudes of
over 1,000,000 feet before descending some 470
miles downrange. The Army's highly instrumented
range had monitored 118 flights by the end of July
1969, in a program of 149 launches. The program
is under the direction of the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO), Air Force Systems
Command.

The Athena H reentry vehicle is an uprated version
of the Standard Athena, capable of flying larger
payloads at ICBM velocities over the inland test
range from Green River, Utah, to White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. The program is under the
direction of Air Force Systems Command, Space
and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO).

Specifications

Specifications

Three or 4 stages, all solid propellant; overall length
50 feet; diameter 31 inches; weight 16,000 pounds
at launch, unguided boost, midcourse correction.

Two or 3 stages, all solid propellant; overall length
61 feet; diameter 40 inches; weight 32,000 pounds
at launch; unguided boost, midcourse correction.

Performance

Performance

Velocity over 15,000 miles per hour at reentry;
range over 470 miles; ceiling over 1,000,000 feet;
successfully yielding high degree of reentry space
physics data and subscale systems test data.

ICBM reentry environments for payloads up to 400
pounds, IRBM environments for payloads up to
1,000 pounds; apogees in excess of 1,000,000 feet
will be obtained over the 470-mile range.

Remarks

SPACECRAFT

APOLLO
are the Command and Service Modules, built by
North American Rockwell, and the Lunar Module,
built by Gmmman Aerospace Corporation. Details
of each module are covered on the next 2 pages.
Design of the Apollo spacecraft got under way in
July 1960, some 10 months before President Kennedy formally committed the United States to the
goal of a lunar landing within the decade of the
sixties. In November 1961, after a series of feasibility studies, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration awarded the basic Apollo contract to
North American Rockwell (then North American
Aviation). Technical management of the project
was assigned to NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas. On January 22, 1962, the first
Apollo engineering order was issued and 14 months
later, on March 12, 1963, the first "boiler-plate" (test
model) Command Module was completed and
shipped to Marshall Space Flight Center for ground
testing. In November 1963, Hight tests employing
boiler-plate models got under way; the first, a pad
abort test, was conducted at White Sands New
Mexico. The first actual Apollo spacecraft ~as accepted by NASA on October 20, 1965, and was subsequently shipped to Cape Kennedy. There it was
launched, on Febmary 26, 1966, on an unmanned
test designed primarily to check out the Apollo engine, the Service Module's thrusters, and the Command Module's heat shield. A second unmanned
Apollo spacecraft test was conducted in 1966 as
was a separate test of the launch vehicle's upper
stage without spacecraft (these first 3 flights would
have been designated Apollo 1, 2, and 3 under the
current system, but NASA used more complicated
designations at the time). Apollo 4, an unmanned
mission and the first using the Saturn V booster
was a complete success on November 9, 1967. 0~
January 22, 1968, NASA Hew the Lunar Module on
a solo test (Apollo 5) and followed with Apollo 6 on
April 4, 1968, essentially a double check of Apollo 4.
On October 11-22, 1967, the first human crew thoroughly checked out a Command and Service Module basic spacecraft on Apollo 7. On Apollo 8, December 21-27, 1968, another crew made the first
lunar orbit mission, again using the 2-module combination. The first test of the complete 3-module
spacecraft came on Apollo 9, March 3-13, 1969; it
was followed by a 3-module lunar orbit mission
without landing, Apollo 10, May 18-26, 1969. The
epochal Apollo 11 was followed in November 1969
by a second manned lunar landing.

Prime Contractor: North American Rocl-well Corporation's Space Division
:Major Subcontractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(Service Module propulsion engine); Aeronca, Inc.
(honeycomb panels); Avco Corporation (ablative
he.a~ shield); Beech Aircraft Corporation (supercntlcal gas storage system); Bell Aerospace Company (positive expulsion tanks for reaction control
system); Beckman Instmments, Inc. (data acquisition equipment); Collins Radio Company (communications and data); Control Data Corporation (digital test command system); Dalmo Victor
Company (main communications antenna systems); Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., Micro Systems,
Inc. subsidiary (temperature and pressure transd~tcer instmmentation); The Garrett Corporation,
AtResearch Manufacturing Division (environmental
control system); General Motors Corporation (fuel
and oxidizer tanks); Singer-General Precision, Inc.
(mission simulator trainer); General Time Corporation (central timing system); Honeywell Inc. (stabilization and control); Lockheed Propulsion Compa~y (launch escape and pitch control motors);
MICro Systems, Inc., Electro-Optical Systems (pressure and temperature transducers); Motorola, Inc.
(up-data link digital); The Marquardt Company
(reaction control motors, Service Module); Northrop
Corporation (earth landing system); Remanco, Inc.
~rocket engine test set); Sciaky Brothers, Inc. (toolmg, welding, and machinery); Simmonds Precision
Products (propellant gauging mixture ratio control);
Thiokol Chemical Corporation (escape system jettison motors); Transco Products, Inc. (telemetry antenna system); United Aircraft Corporation, Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Division (fuel cell); Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Aerospace Electrical Division
(static inverter conversion unit); Weber Aircraft
(spacecraft couches)
Remarks

Project Apollo, the U.S. program to send men to the
moon for scientific exploration and retum them
safely to earth, reached its apogee in July 1969 with
the first lunar landing, accomplished by the astronauts of Apollo 11 (see Events). Plans called for a
total of 10 such landings running through calendar
year 1972. The spacecraft that makes possible such
visits to the moon, certainly the most reliable and
most complex machine ever built, is made up of
3 major separable segments, called "modules." They
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COMMAND MODULE
Prime Contractor: North American Rockwell Corporation's Space Division

SERVICE MODULE
Prime Contractor : North American Rockwell Corporation's Space Division

Remarks

Remarks

The Command Module is the control center of the
Apollo spacecraft, the living, working, and leisuretime quarters for the 3-man crew. The astronauts
remain in the Command Module throughout a mission except for the lunar exploration period during
which the spacecraft commander and the Lunar
Module pilot descend to the moon while the Command Module pilot flies his basic spacecraft (Command and Service Modules) solo. The structure consists of 2 basic structures joined together: an inner
structure, or pressure shell, encasing the crew compartment; and an outer shell, or h eat shie~d, cove:ed
with ablative material and capable of w1thstandmg
friction temperatures of over 5,000 degrees Fahrenheit. The crew compartment has a habitable volume
of 210 cubic feet. Focal point of the module is the
3-position console complex containing flight controls
and informational displays.

The Service Module, nonhabitable, is the support
element of the basic spacecraft, containing the main
propulsion system and supplying most of the spacecraft's consumables (oxygen, water, propellants, hydrogen) . The Service Module remains attached to
the Command Module until just before reentry,
when it is jettisoned to be d estroyed by atmospheric
heating. The structure is a simple one, consisting of
a center section, or tunnel, surrounded by 6 wedgeshaped sectors. The bell-shaped nozzle of the main
Apollo engine (details under Engines, Rocket) protrudes below the cylindrical frame. Contained
within the wedge-shaped sectors are the various
fuel and oxidizer tanks and the electrical power,
environmental control, and telecommunications systems. On the exterior of the frame are 16 thrusters
used throughout the mission for attitude changes
and minor course corrections.

Specifications

Specifications

Shape conical; h eight 10 feet 7 inches; diameter (at
base) 12 feet 10 inch es; launch weight (approximate, varies with mission) 12,200 pounds including crew; splashdown weight 11,700 pounds; outer
structure stainless steel honeycomb bonded between
stainless steel alloy sheets; inner structure primarily
aluminum honeycomb bonded between aluminum
alloy sheets; insulation 2-layer microquartz fiber insulation separating the walls of the inner and outer
structures; environment shirt-sleeve temperature of
about 70 d egrees, 100 p ercent oxygen during flight;
12 thrusters (fuel monomethyl hydrazine, oxidizer
nitrogen te troxide), used only for reentry; thruster
propellant load 270 pounds.

Height 24 feet 9 inches; diameter 12 feet 10 inches;
launch weight 52,800 pounds; weight (less propellants) 10,500 pounds; construction mostly of aluminum alloy: outside skin honeycomb bonded between aluminum sheets interior radial beams solid
aluminum chemically :Oilled to thicknesses from
.~18 inch to 2 inches; propellant load for main engme (known officially as the Service Propulsion
System) 15,750 pounds fuel (aerozine 50), 25,200
pounds oxidizer (nitrogen tetroxide); propellants
hypergolic (ignite on contact); propellant load for
thrusters 1,350 pounds.
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APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
Program Direction: ~arshall Space Flight Center,
NASA (launch vehicles and cluster elements);
Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA (Apollo Command/Service Modules)
Prime Contractors: Martin Marietta Corporation
(integration contractor to Marshall SFC for cluster);
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation (manufacture of Orbital Workshop and airlock)

LUNAR MODULE
Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Remarks

The Lunar Module is a 2-stage vehicle used by
Apollo astronauts for the descent from lunar orbit
to the surface of the moon, and for the ascent from
the lunar surface back to the orbiting Command
Mod_ule. l!nsy~metrical, and with no aerodynamic
considerations rmposed upon its structural design,
~M lands by use of a main descent engine which
IS throttleable and capable of developing approximately 10,000 pounds of thrust. Vehicle orientation
is provided by 16 100-pound-thrust rocket engines
located in quads at 4 locations on the ascent stage.
The LM can land in the automated mode, using a
landing radar as the sensing device and a computer
to update engine thrust; or it can be controlled by
the astronauts, either completely or in conjunction
with the automated devices. Its landing gear consists of 4 padded legs. The lower portion of the legs
telescopes into the upper portion, crushing a honeycomb structure which absorbs the energy of the
landing impact. When LM is ready to return to the
Command Module, its 3,500-pound-thrust ascent
engine carries the ascent stage into lunar orbit,
leaving the descent stage on the lunar surface.

Remarks

Apollo Applications, a follow-on to the lunar landing program, is designed to make maximum use
of the hardware and techniques developed in the
Apollo project. The program involves manned habitation and experimentation in an earth-orbital cluster of spacecraft which is in effect a space station.
Prime element of the cluster is the Orbital Workshop (photo), a modified S-IVB stage. Attached to
the workshop is a Multiple Docking Adapter and an
Airlock Module which will permit the crew to exit
without depressurizing the workshop. The Multiple
Docking Adapter has ports for the workshop, for the
Apollo Tel~scope Mount, and for the Apollo Command/Service Module spacecraft which will ferry
the astronauts. The Apollo Telescope Mount includes a rack of several telescopes mounted in a 7~oot-diameter cylindrical s.tructure. Mission sequence
IS as follows: a Saturn V will launch the entire cluster
wei~hing 130,000 pounds, as an unmanned spac~
station; a d~y later a 3-man crew in an Apollo
spacecraft will be launched into similar orbit for
rendezvous and hookup with the Multiple Docking
Adapter; the crew will occupy the workshop, conduct experiments, and man the A TM for 28 days,
then return to earth in the Command Module. Later
there will be 2 revisits to the cluster of up to 56
days duration. First launch will be in 1972.

Specifications

Height 23 feet 1 inch; width 31 feet diagonally across
landing legs; launch weight (approximate, varies
with mission) 32,500 pounds; dry weight 9,1~0
pounds; pressurized volume 235 cubic feet; habitable volume 160 cubic feet; dry weight 4,850 pounds
(ascent stage), 4,300 pounds (descent stage); propellants 5,186 pounds (ascent stage), 18,049 pounds
(descent stage), 606 pounds (thruster).
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BIOSATELLITE
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, Reentry and Environmental Systems ~ivision
Associate Contractors: Garrett AIResearch (cryogenics system); Hamilton Standard . (gas ·management); GE Direct Energy ConversiOn Operation
(fuel cells)
Remarks

Biosatellite is the first U.S. spacecraft designed to
demonstrate the effects of prolonged space travel
on terrestrial life. NASA's Ames Research Center
selected General Electric to develop and build the
Biosatellite vehicles. The program is aimed at studying the effects of extended ~xposure. to ':eightlessness and radiation on a vanety of biOlogical specimens ranging from tiny single-cell organisms to
monkeys. All payloads are recoverable. Payload
weights range from 940 to 1,535 pounds depending
on the specific mission. A Thrust Augm~nted Improved Delta booster is the. launc~ vehicle. Rate
gyros and cold gas jets provide attitude control in
all 3 axes; telemetry is real time and ta"Re. recording
readout; power is by batte~ies and Gemmt-type f.uel
cells; an ablating heat shwld J?rotects t~1e vehicle
through reentry. Initial 3-day fhght was m December 1966, but the payload was .not recovered. The
second flight, a 2-day mission m September 1967,
was successful; the payload was r~covere~ by
USAF air snatch. In June 1969, Biosatellite 3,
carrying a monkey, was launched for an intended
15- to 30-day orbit. The recovery capsule was called
down after 9 days, however, an~ the monk~y died
shortly thereafter. A major porti?n of the BIOsa~el
lite remained in orbit and provided long-duration
(38 days) data for such spacecraft functions as f~el
cell power, attitude control, telemetry, and trackmg
and command.

NIMBUS
Program Direction: Goddard Space Flight Center,
NASA
Spacecraft Contractor: General Electric Company,
Space Systems Organization
Remarks

Nimbus is a second-generation research. and development atmospheric observatory; Nimb~s 3
(photo) is the latest version. Launched Apnl 14,
1969, Nimbus 3 is butterfly-shaped, measures 10
feet by l l feet, and weighs 1,268 pounds ..From
its nearly polar sun-synchronous circular o~bit 690
miles above the earth, Nimbus 3 studies the
earth's atmospheric structure. Its mission is to stu~y
spatial and temporal distribution of the ahnosphe.nc
structure, particularly temperature; ~o . det~rmme
temporal variations in the solar radiatiOn m the
near ultraviolet· and to demonstrate the spacecraft's
capability of ha,ndling multiple experiments. Experiments aboard the satellite are designed to measure
the atmosphere's vertical temperature, water vap~r,
and ozone distribution; to demonstrate the feasibil" ity of using a satellite to locate and interrogate
sensors (located on balloons, buoys, aircraft, animals, and fixed platforms); to take inf~ared photos
of the earth in darkness with a resolution of about
5 miles at picture center; to measure the earth's
radiation balance which could affect weather, and
the ultraviolet radiation flux from the sun in 5 relatively broad bands; and to take daytime pictu.res
of the entire earth. Nimbus 3 is also conductmg
experiments to evaluate the performance of a nuclear power system (SNAP-19). Scientists believe
that information from Nimbus 3 and future Nimbus satellites may hold the key to reliable, longrange computerized weather prediction. Nimbus 3
was preceded into orbit by Nimbus 1, launched
August 28, 1964, and Nimbus 2, orbited May 15,
1966.
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TIROS M

TIROS
Prime Contractor: RCA, D efense Electronic Products , Astra-Electronics Division

Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Products, Astra-Electronics Division
Remarks
A . second-generation follow-on to the Tiros Operatwnal System (TOS) weather satellites Tiros M
is b eing developed by RCA for NASA'; Goddard
Space Fli~ht Cente~. Eventual user and sponsor of
the satelhte after It becomes operational will be
the Environmental Science Services Administration.
The first Tiros M research and development flight
was scheduled for 1970. One Tiros M carries both
A~tomatic Picture Transmission (APT) systems for
d1rect readout of local weather pictures and Advanced Vidicon Camera Systems (AVCS) for global
co~erage . A stable platform that keeps its sensors
pomted ·always toward earth, Tiros M also carries
high-resolution infrared radiometers for nighttime
views of. cloud cover, 2 secondary sensors, a flatpl.ate radw~eter, ~nd a solar proton monitor. A single
Tuos M will provide the coverage offered by 2 present TOS/ESSA spacecraft. Tiros M is also designed
as a space bus that ca?- accommodate a wide variety
of other sensors and mstrumentation.

Rmnarl~s

One of th e most successful of all U.S. space pro~rams , Tiros paved the way for operational observation of the weather from space. Equipped with TV
cameras and infrared equipment, Tiros took photos
of the earth's cloud cover and relayed them to earth
stations. A later version \:vas the Tiros "wheel,"
which was maneuvered to roll in orbit like a drum
rolling downhill; its 2 TV cameras w ere positioned
radially so that with each half tum of the wheel
one of the cameras looked down at earth. Tiros led
to the present generation of ESSA satellites.
Specifications
Diameter 42 inches; weight approximately 300
pounds.

Specifications
· Dimensions 48 by ~0 by 40 inches, with 3 solar panels, each 36 by 63 mches; weight approximately 670
pounds.
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EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY
SATELLITE (ERTS-A AND -B)
Program Direction: Goddard Space Flight Center,
NASA

ESSA
Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Products, Astra-Electronics Division
Remarks

ESSA (Environmental Survey Satellite), the world's
first global operational weather satellite, is designed
and built by RCA under the technical direction of
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center for the Environmental Science Services Administration, of
which the U.S. Weather Bureau is a division. The
first ESSA satellite was launched successfully on
February 3, 1966. It carried 2 conventional Tirostype television cameras in a rolling-wheel configuration. ESSA 2 was launched successfully February
28, 1966, using 2 Automatic Picture Transmission
(APT) cameras which enabled it to broadcast
weather pictures to local stations around the world.
It also rolled like a wheel in its orbital path. ESSA
3, launched October 2, 1966, replaced ESSA 1
and featured an Advanced Vidicon Camera System
(A VCS); it, too, operates in a wheel mode. ESSA 4
(APT), ESSA 5 (A VCS), and ESSA 6 through ESSA
9 have also joined the operational system. The satellites are known as Tiros Operational System (TOS)
satellites until they achieve orbit, when they acquire
the ESSA designation.
·

Remarks

Potentially one of the most important of all spacecraft projects, the Earth Resources Technology Satellite is the first step in a research a~d development
program leading toward an operatwnal system of
earth resources survey satellites. S~ch a system will
offer tremendous practical benefits m hydr~logy, agriculture, public health, oc~anography, mmeral exploration and a wide vanety of other fields. In
addition 'to NASA the Navy and the Departments
of Agriculture, I~terior, and Commerce are involved in the ERTS program. At year-end 1969,
ERTS was still in design competition status with
selection of a contractor for first hardware expected
by the end of fiscal 1970. Initial program includes
construction of 2 experimental spacecraft known as
ERTS-A and -B the first to be launched early in
1972. Specificati~ns call for a su~-synchron?us sat.ellite operating in a circular orbtt at an alhtude of
496 nautical miles. To be launched by a Long Tank
Delta, ERTS-A and -B will have an overall weight
of about 1,000 pounds, including at least 450 poun~s
of payload including sensors and other electromc
equipment. Externally, ERTS may resemble existing
spacecraft, since competing contractors bas~d some
of their designs on contemporary satellites. In
photo, ERTS based on a modified Nimbus, a design
submitted by General Electric Company.

Specifications

Right circular cylinder 42 inches in diameter, 22.5
inches high; weight 325 pounds.
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EARLY BIRD

SYNCOM

Piime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

Remarks

Remarks

A synchronous communications satellite, Early Bird
was launched April 6, 1965, by the Communications
s.atellite Corporation as agent for a world consortiu_m of mo.re. than 40 participating nations. The satel~te was ITIJected into a synchronous orbit 22,300
miles above the equator over the Atlantic Ocean.
The 85-pound spacecraft has capacity for 240 2-way
telephone channels or simultaneous 2-v.ray television
between Europe and North Amelica on a 24-hourday basis. It can also handle teletype and facsimile
and carry telephone conversations at the same time.
Power is supplied by some 6,000 solar cells. The
satellite is a later version of the NASA/ Hughes
Syncom. Early Bird is kept on standby status. It was
reactivated on June 30, 1969, when an Intelsat 3
malfunctioned temporarily; it was used to handle
traffic between North America and Europe. Early
Bird was retired again when the Intelsat 3 resumed normal service.

A second-generation active-repeater communications satellite, Syncom is a synchronous orbiting
spacecraft, one with an orbital speed just matchina
that of the earth's rotation so that the satellite re~
mains in a £x~d position with respect to a point on
earth. To achieve the proper velocity, the satellite
is sent into orbit at an altitude of 22,300 miles.
From that altitude, over a third of the earth can be
"seen"; thus, 3 of the spacecraft can form · a TVtelephone n etwork providing 24-hour-a-day service.
Syncom 1, launched February 14, 1963, was unsuccessful. Syncom 2, launched July 26, 1963; was
completely successful and was the £rst spacecraft
to achieve synchronous orbit. Syncom 3, launched
August 19, 1964, was placed in stationary orbit over
the International Date Line; it relayed the Olympic
Games from Japan to the United States.
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INTELSAT 2
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

INTELSAT 3
Prime Contractor: Systems Group of TRW Inc., for
Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat)
International Participants: Aero jet-General Corporation, United States; Contraves AG, Switzerland;
En gins MA TRA SA, France; Entwicklungsring
Nord (ERNO), West Germany; Hawker Siddeley
Dynamics Ltd. (HSD), United Kingdom; ITT Defense Communications Division, United States·
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, United States; Mit~
subishi Electric Corporation (MEC), Japan; Societe
Anonyme de Telecommunications (SAT), France;
Sylvania Electronic Systems, United States

Remarks
Intelsat 2 is a new communications satellite designed to provide the first regular transpacific communications by satellite as well as communications
support for the Apollo program. Hughes built 5
spacecraft under an $11,700,000 contract awarded
by the Communications Satellite Corporation, which
acts as manager for the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium. Intelsat 2 is twice the
size and weight of the Hughes Early Bird and has
3 times the power of Early Bird. Early Bird's antenna concentrated its beam in a narrow band between Europe and the United States, whereas Intelsat 2 offers broader antenna coverage over a wider
global area and has the ability to carry multiple conversations among ground stations simultaneously. Two of the satellites are now in commercial
service, one over the Pacific and one over the Atlantic. The first Pacific satellite, F-2, launched January
11, 1967, was retired from service by Comsat on
February 20, 1969. A fifth spacecraft, F-5, is in storage at a Comsat facility in Maryland.

Remarks
Intelsat 3 is the first wholly commercial communications satellite system to operate on a global
scale; it began operational service in 1969. TRW
was assigned contracts for 8 Right spacecraft. Each
spacecraft handles a maximum of 1,200 2-way voice
ch~nnels or 4 high-quality television channels. The
spm-stabilized spacecraft are positioned in synchronous orbit (22,300 miles) over the Pacific, Atlantic,
~nd Indian oceans, as required. They are 56 inches
lll diameter and 78 inches high and weigh about
270 pounds, not including the apogee motor. At
year-end, the operational network included 4 Intelsat 3 spacecraft.

Specifications
Diameter 56 inches; height 26 inches.
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INITIAL DEFENSE SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

INTELSAT 4
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

Pr_ID?~ Con~actor:

Space and Re-Entry Systems
D1v1S1on, Ph1lco-Ford Corporation

R e marks

Intelsat 4, the world's largest commercial communications satellite, is scheduled for launch from
C ap e Kennedy, Florida , in 1971. The n ew satellite
will b e n early 8 feet in diameter and 17.5 feet high.
Four flight spacecraft and one prototyp e will b e
constructed under dire ction of the Communications
Satellite Corpora tion, which acts as man ager for the
68-n a tion International T elecommunications Satellite Consortium. The satellite will b e launch ed into
a 22,300-mile synchronous orbit b y an Atlas/ Centaur rocket. Companies from 10 n ations h ave b een
enrolled as major subcontractors to assist Hughes in
the fabrication and testing of the satellites. Intelsat
4 offers 25 times more potential communication
volume than any satellite in service and more cap acity than all comsats in combined operation. The
spacecraft is d esigned to carry more than 5,000 2w ay telephone calls, transmit 12 simultan eous color
TV broadcasts, or handle any combination of different kinds of communication transmissions.

Remarks

In !ate Oct~b er 1964, Philco-Ford Corporation was
ass1gned prrme contractor responsibilities for designing, d eveloping, and assembling the satellites
and the multiple-launch dispensers for the Initial
D efense Satellite Communications System. Overall
program direction is by the D efense Communications Agency; the space hardware portion of the
program is the responsibility of the Air Force Space
Syste~ns Division, assisted by The Aerosp ace Corporation. On June 16, 1966, an Air Force Titan IIIC
rocket launch ed 7 IDSCS satellites (plus a gravitygradient experimental satellite) into near-synchronous equatorial orbit at an altitude of approximately 21,000 statute miles to initiate the n etwork19 months from the start of hardware d esign.
On January 18, 1967, 8 additional satellites w ere
launched and on July 1, 1967, 4 more w ere sent
into orbit. On June 13, 1968, 8 more satellites w ere
placed in o:bit, bringing the total in space to 26.
In photo, T1tan IIIC Transtage kicks satellites into
orbit, one at a time.
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SPACEC

DEFENSE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM PHASE II
Prime Contractor: Systems Group of TRW Inc.

TACSAT
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Remarks
TACSAT is an experimental tactical communications satellite built for the Air Force by Hughes.
The satellite is designed to provide tactical communications among military units in the field, aircraft, and ships at sea. As tall as a 2-story house,
T ACSA T is the largest communications satell~te
built; it weighs 1,600 pounds. The spacecraft carnes
a cluster of antennas whose powerful signals can be
picked up by all types of terminal~, in~luding those
with antennas as small as 1 foot m diameter. The
spin-stabilized satellite carries 3 antenna systems :
5 h elical UHF antennas, 2 microwave horns for
X-band communications, and a biconical hom for
telemeh·y and command. Built under contract with
the USAF's Space and Missile Systems Organ!zation, T ACSA T was launched F ebruary 9, 1969, mto
a 22,300-mile synchronous orbi~ by a Tit.an IIIC
launch vehicle. It is in geo-statiOnary orbit above
the Pacific. The satellite was used as a communications relay during the Apollo 11 lunar-landing mission and relayed television coverage of the moon
landing to Alaska via a portable earth station at
Anchorage.

Remarks

In 1969, the Air Force Space and Missile Systems
Organization contracted with TRW Inc. for development of a n ew series of military comsats for Phase
II of the Defense Satellite Communications System.
The satellites will eventually replace those in the
Initial Defense Satellite Communications System.
The Ph ase II satellites will operate at synchronous
altitude-22,300 miles-and will provide the D epartment of D efense with 2 significant capabilities
not available in the initial comsat system: they will
enable continuous and instantaneous communications around the earth and they will enable large
volume communications between small transportable ground terminals operating in a theater or contingency area. The satellites will be launched in
pairs. Each will weigh about 980 pounds and measure 9 feet in diameter and 12 feet in height. Outer
p erimeters will b e covered with solar cells to generate 520 watts of power. The spacecraft will b e
spin-stabilized with an internal despun platform
which mounts the communications repeaters and
antennas. Four communication antennas will be
mounted atop each satellite with & command/telemetry antenna on a boom extending from the bottom. T w o large dish antennas w ill provide narrow
b eams fo:r communications between and within regions of high traffic d ensity. TRW is building 6
flight satellites. Although the USAF announced no
launch target date, effective continuance of the
comsat n etwork dictates first launch in 1971-72 b ecaus e of the 6-year maximum life of the satellites
in the I nitial D efen se Satellite Communications System. T his mean s that, of the 26 IDSCS satellites
launch e d , on ly the last 8 (launch ed in 1968) will be
op erating by 1972-73.
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LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES

NAVIGATION SATELLITE

Prime Contractor: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory
Associate Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic
Products, Astra-Electronics Division

Remarks

The LES (L~ncoln Experimental Satellite) spacecraft are designed and built by the MIT Lincoln
Laboratory, L~xing_ton, Massachusetts, as a part of
the laboratory s Air Force-sponsored program in
space _com~unications. The spacecraft test realistically, m orbit, advanced devices and techniques developed for possible use in military satellite communication systems. LES-1, LES-2, and LES-4,
launched in 1965, operated at X-band (approximately 8,000 MHz) and included the first all-solidstate communication satellite transmitters and the
first "electronically des pun" (earth-sensing and an-·
term a beam switching) systems. LES-3, a UHFband radio signal generator launched in D ecember
1965, helped to establish design criteria for LES-5
and LES-6, the first communication satellites to operate entirely in the government-allocated UHF
band (225 to 400 MHz). Their UHF-band satellite
antenna systems are the first to generate circularly
polarized radio signals for minimizing fading and
communications dropouts; the sm-face terminal can
use a very small, simple antenna such as a whip or
stub monopole. LES-5, latmched in July 1967, and
LES-6, launched in September 1968, are used in
triservice test programs in th e d evelopment of a
Tactical Satellite Communications (T ACSATCOM)
system for the D epartment of D efens e. LES-6
(photo) has the first UHF-band switched-beam,
electronically despun antenna system; a unique
power-optimized UHF-band power amplifier chain;
and the first completely autonomous east-west
station-keeping system with the first useful long-life
electrically powered thruster system to operate on
a satellite or space vehicle.

Remarks
A system of ~ate~lites in ~ 600-nautical-mile polar
orbit, the Navigation Satelhtes provide precise navigation £xes for Navy fleet vessels and for commerci~l shiJ?s. The satellites . enable vessels equipped
With shipboard user eqmpment to compute their
positions with accu~acy to within 600 feet, as compared witl~ 2 to 4 miles when conventional navigation techmques are used. Worldwide position fixes
are also possible with the satellites regardless of
time of day or weather conditions. In addition to
the spacecraft, the system consists of ground tracking statio~s and the shipboard receiving equipment
and associated computer. The ground stations track
and compute the orbit of the satellites and send the
data to the orbiting spacecraft, which stores the
information and then broadcasts it to earth once
every 2 minu~es. As t?e satellite passes within the
range of a ship, the s1gnals it sends earthward are
~e ceived by the ship~oard ~quipment. The change
m_ frequency ~f the ~I!?nals IS measured and, along
with the satelhte position data, is fed into the computer which_ in turn calculates the ship's position.
A constellation of several Navigation Satellites in
d~fferent. or~its is maintained by the Navy to pr0vide navigatiOn £xes to any given ship anywhere on
the world's seas at intervals no more than 90 minutes apart.
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GEODETIC SECOR

GEOS 2

Prime Contractor: Cubic Corporation

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory

Remarks

G eodetic SECOR (Sequ~ntial Collation of Range)
is an all-weather ge.?d~tic survey system in operational use for estabhshmg a global survey network.
It uses the successive positions of artificial satellites
in space to determine locations on the earth's surface with exactness over long distances. The system consists of a satellite and 4 ground stations
3 at geographical points whose coordinates hav~
b een surveyed accurately and the fourth at an unlmown location. Radio waves are flashed from the
ground stations to the satellite and returned. The
position of the satellite at any given time is fixed by
the measured ranges from the 3 lmown stations.
With precisely established satellite positions as a
base, ranges from the satellite to the unknown station are use d to compute the position of the unlmown station. Geodetic SECOR allows continents
and islands to be brought within the same geodetic
global grid. Each ground station is entirely po~table
and contains 3 units : a radio-frequency shelter, a
data-handling shelter, and a storage shelter. Lighterw eight, solid-state equipment is being developed to
replace these units. The present satellite has a volume of 1 cubic foot, weighs approximately 39
pounds, and contains a transponder, a telemetry
system to monitor temperature and operating voltages, and a power unit consisting of solar panels
and batteries.

Remarks

GEOS 2 is designed to contribute to th~ devel?pment of a more precise model of earths gravi~a
tional field and to improve knowledge of the SIZe
and shape of the earth by establis~ing the locatio?
of a set of worldwide tracking stations whose positions are known with an accuracy of 36 feet or better in a unified geocentric coordinate system. The
52-inch-diameter, 460-pound satellite was launched
January 11, 1968, from the Western ~est Range
aboard an Improved Delta launch vehicle. It carries 6 geodetic systems: flashing ligh~ beacons, Navy
radio Doppler system, Army rad10 range transponder, NASA range and range rate transponder,
2 C-hand transponders, and laser c.orner re~~ctor
panels. The satellite is gravity-gradient stabihzed.
Heat pipes are used to balance temperatures between the transponders. GEOS 2 was launched to
contribute to the completion of the NASA-managed
National Geodetic Satellite Program (NGSP). The
program was designed to satisfy ~he natio~'s requirements in satellite geodesy. It Is a coordinated
undertaking involving NASA, the Department of
Commerce (Coast and Geodetic Survey), and the
Department of Defense as we~l a~ many n.ong.?vernm ental scientists and orgamzations. Scientists of
other nations also participate ~n ~GSP. NASA's
Office of Space Science and ApplicatiOns has overall
responsibility for GEOS 2.
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LINCOLN CALIBRATION SPHERE (LCS)
Prime Contractor: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory
Associate Contractor: Rohr Corporation
Remarks
The Lincoln Calibration Sphere is a riPid hollow
aluminum sphere with a projected areab of exactly
1 square meter and a polished surface that is exactly spherical to within a few thousandths of an
inch. In orbit, it serves as a durable, stable primary
standard for direct calibration
of larrre
radio and
b
.
ra d ar systems, reducmg uncertainties in estimated
system sensitivity from several decibels to a few
tenths of a decibel. LCS weighs 75 pounds and is
mad~ of lfs-inch aluminum sheet stock, spun into 2
hemispheres which are joined to an internal equatorial band by 440 equally spaced aluminum screws
and then machined from a precision template and
hand polished to a high gloss. LCS was designed by
the MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Massachusetts, under Air Force contract with support from
the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defense; it was fabricated by Rohr
Corporation. LCS-1 was launched from Cape Kennedy May 6, 1965, aboard a USAF Titan IliA into
a circular, 32-degree-inclination orbit at an altitude
of 1,500 nautical miles. Post-launch radar observations confirmed pre-launch measurements. Launch
problems have . frustrated subsequent efforts to
place LCS-2 and LCS-3 in lower-altitude orbits,
where they would be accessible and useful to a
larger number of radar facilities than is LCS-1.

NUCLEAR DETECTION
SATELLITES (VELA)
Prime Contractor: Systems Group of TRW Inc.
Remarks
Vela Nuclear Detection Satellites are launched in
pairs into high-altitude orbits to detect possible
nuclear explosions in space and on earth. The project is directed by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency of the Department of Defense; the USAF
Space and Missile Systems Organization is responsible for development of the spacecraft. The first
pair of satellites was launched in October 1963, the
second in July 1964, and the third in July 1965. The
fourth launch, in April 1967, was the first of an
advanced pair of V elas. These identical, 26-sided
polygons, 56 inches in diameter and 46 inches high,
weigh 509 pounds in orbit. Another Vela pair, with
further improvements to the payload, was launched
June 21, 1969. A sixth pair was scheduled for 1970
launch.
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SPACECRAFT

APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH SATELLITES
Prime Contractor: Systems Group of TRW Inc.

Remarks

Remarks

The Applications T echnology Satellites are spacecraft whose mission is to improve the capabilities
of other spacecraft, specifically the ability of future
satellites to provide weather, communications, earth
resources survey, navigational, and other types of
informational services. The first-gen eration ATS
consisted of 5 satellites, launched between D ecember 1966 and August 1969; some of them were still
returning data at year-end 1969 and were expected
to do so for some time. The Hughes-built spacecraft
w ere launched into both synchronous (22,300 miles)
and m edium-altitude orbits. The spacecraft are of
2 b asic types, one spin-stabilized, the other stabilized by gravity-gradient systems. The latter are
equipped with 100-foot booms. The first-generation
spacecraft are barrel-shaped, with a diameter of 56
inches; they ~eigh from 650 to 790 pounds. The
second-generation spacecraft, known tentatively as
ATS-F and -G, w ere in design status at year-end.
1969. To b e built b y a different contractor, they will
pursue the same general line of research in advanced areas. The spacecraft will carry a very
large in-space ant~nna m eas~ring 30 feet in diameter; they will w eigh approxrmately 1,500 pounds.
Launches w ere scheduled for 1972 and 1973.

The Environmental Research Satellites were designed especially for piggyback launching from
large primary-mission vehicles. Ranging in weight
from 1.5 to 100 pounds and carrying from one to 14
experiments, these ERS hitch-hiker spacecraft provide an inexpensive, flexible vehicle capable of
making scientific and engineering measurements in
space. A ma jor role of the ERS satellites is to act
as a test-bed to d etermine the reliability of unproven components and subsystems destined for use
in later generations of spacecraft. An example is
the T esting and Training Satellite for the Apollo
manned program. One unique feature of the satellites is their capability of functioning without a battery on some missions. The key to this advantage is
the design, which permits solar cells-fastened to
all exterior surfaces of the vehicle-to maintain a
nearly constant exposure to the sun within about
15 percent. One of the small sa_tellites m easures only
6.5 inches on a side and weighs 1.5 pounds; the
largest version is a 20-inch cylinder weighing 100
pounds. Some 27 satellites have b een launched since
1962 for a variety of missions and sponsors. The 8sided version has b een designated OV5 and has become part of a program conducted by the Air Force
Office of Aerospace Research.
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SPACECRAFT

RA:piO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER

SMALL SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE

Program Direction: Goddard Space Flicrht C enter
NASA
b
'

Program Direction: Goddard Space Flight C enter,
NASA

Remarks

Remarks

~h e Radio_ Astronomy Explorer program is designed to ~nves~g~te low-frequency (long wave-

The Small Scientific Satellite program was established to provide experimenters with the opporhmity of flying a well-integrated set of d etectors
aimed at specific investigations within the magnetosphere. As of late 1969, the program embraced one
hmded spacecraft, scheduled for launch in the third
quarter of 1970. SSS-A, as it is called, will investigate the dyn amic processes which occur in the inner
magnetosphere from 2 to 5 earth radii. A second
objective is to flight-demonstrate the performance
of the lightweight, general-purpose SSS. SSS-A has
a i)olyhedral-shaped stmchue which approximates
a 27-inch sphere with 26 flat surfaces; it w eighs 108
pounds. There are a number of appendages to the
main structure: a 30-inch pole, atop the body, on
which is mounted a flux-gate magnetometer; 2 100inch radial booms containing electric field spheres;
2 24-inch radial booms containing 2 search coil
magnetometers; and an antenna turnstile array consisting of 4 22-inch ele1:nents canted 22 d egrees from
the upper pole. Expenment d etectors include 3 for
energetic particles (experiment provided by Goddard SFC) , 2 for magnetic fi elds (University of Minnesota), and 2 for electric fi elds (Goddard and the
University of Iowa jointly). SSS-A is to b e launched
from the San Marco Range, the floating man-made
platform anchored off East Africa.

length) radiO emiSSIOns from the sun and its planets
as well as from. galactic and extragalactic sources.
The spacecraft IS a cylinder 36 inches in diameter
and 31 inches high, weighing 414 pounds; it also
has a 175-pound Thiokol apogee kick motor and a
14-pound motor adapter. The main appendages are
4 solar paddles, 2 elem ents forming a dipole antenna 120 feet long, and 4 750-foot antennas which
form an X, with the spacecraft stmcture in the middle . The approved program, as of late 1969, consisted of 2 flight projects, one of them already
la~u~ched; 2 additional spacecraft are contemplated.
lmhalla~nc? of RAE-A, which b ecame Explorer 38
upo_n achievi_ng ~rbit, was on July 4, 1968. Explorer
38 IS operatmg m a circular orbit at 3,640 miles.
~his sp~cecraft_ provided the discovery that arth,
like Jupit~r, e1m_ts low-frequency ra dio signals. Godd~rd ~ffic1als said that the signals, still a mys tery to
~cienhsts , appear to b e sharply b eamed or directed
~n a n~rrow cone, are quite intense and increase in
mtensity very rapidly when observed toward the
low~r frequencies, and are impulsive, occurring in
rapid but sporadic bursts.
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SMALL ASTRONOMY SATELLITE

SAN MARCO

Program Direction: Goddard Space Flight Center,
NASA
Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory

Program Direction: Goddard Space Flight Center,
NASA, jointly with Centro Ricerche Aerospaziali
(CRA) of the University of Rome
Remarks

Remarks

San Marco is a cooperative scientific effort between
NASA and the Space Commission of the Italian
National Council. The satellite is designed and built
in Italy, with assistance from the United .states; it
is launched by a U.S. 4-stage Scout vehicle from
Italy's floating launch platform anchored o~ the
African coast in the Indian Ocean. San Marco s assignment is to make atmospheric drag and ionospheric measurements along the equator. The currently active program, de~ignated ~an M~rco. C
until launch, is the third m the senes, whiCh Included San Marco 1, launched December 15, 1964,
from Wallops Island, Virginia, and San Marco 2
(photo), launched April 26, 1967, from the towable
floating launch platform. San Marco C, scheduled
for 1970 launch, is similar to its predecessors. It will
continue use of drag force balance to measure the
local density of the equatorial upper atm?sphere by
measuring the instantaneous aerodynamic drag on
the satellite. By means of mass spectrometry, it will
measure the densities of molecular nitrogen, molecular oxygen, atomic oxygen, and helium.

One of the newest of NASA's Explorer-class programs, the Small Astronomy Satellite was designed,
fabricated, integrated, and tested at Johns Hopkins.
SAS has the capab.ility of. providing, at relatively
low cost, much basic, previOusly unavailable information concerning low- and high-energy radiation
from sources both inside and outside our galaxy.
The objective of the program is to study the celestial sphere above the earth's atmosphere and to
search for source~ .radiating. in the X-ray, gamma
ray, ultraviolet, v1Slble, and mfrared regions of the
spectrum. The first satellite, SAS-A, will concentrate
on sources emitting X-ray energy. On-board instrumentation will prov~de val~a~le data on the position, strength, and time vanahon of sources radiating in that region. The colle~ted da~a could lead to
the selection of the more mterestmg sources for
detailed study on later missions, either by advanced
SAS or by more sophisticated spacecraft. SAS-A is
to be launched in mid-1970 from the San Marco
launch platform 3 miles off the coast of Kenya in
the Indian Ocean. Launch vehicle is the Scout. The
basic spacecraft is a cylinder approximately 22
inches in diameter and 20 inches high. The lightweight cylindrical shell acts as support for the exp eriments; 4 solar paddles provide power for spacecraft and experiments. Total weight is about 330
pounds.
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OVl AEROSPACE RESEARCH SATELUTE
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General
Dynamics Corporation
Associate Contractor: Allegany Ballistics Laboratory (propulsion system)

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
U.S. ~~rticipation: National Aeronautics and Space
Admm1stration; Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA (technical support)
'
Remarks
To stimulate scientific interest and technical competence in other nations and to enlarge thereby the
general flow of space data, NASA conducts a broad
p~o1?ram o~ international cooperation involving assoCiations with 74 countries. Most of these nations are
participating only in ground-based programs, but
there are approxrmately a score of countries working. with the United States on cooperative Bight
proJects. Some of the projects involve foreig!.ldesigne~ experiments placed aboard U.S. spacecraft.
O~ers mvolve NASA participation in spacecraft
proJects of _other nations. In addition to Italy's San
Marco, maJor cooperative projects include ISIS 1
(photo) (International Satellite for -Ionosphere Studies), Canada, launched January 30, 1969, 4 U.S., 4
Canadian experiments; ISIS-B and -C, Canada,
scheduled for launch in 1970 and 1971; Eole (also
known as Cooperative Applications Satellite),
France, an experiment in satellite/balloon meteorological data gathering, scheduled for late 1970
launch; Azur, Germany, a wide range of experime~ts. to acquire further knowledge of the earth's
radiatiOn belts, launched late in 1969; Helios, Germany, a solar probe, 2 flights planned for 1974-75;
and UK-4, a United Kingdom scientific satellite,
scheduled for 1971 launch. NASA is also a participant in the European Space Research Organization's projects Iris, Aurorae, and HEOS-1, launched
in 1968 and still returning radiation/solar wind and
other data at year-end 1969, and ESR0-1B, a duplicate of Aurorae, launched in 1969.

Remarks
OV1 is a simple, versatile vehicle designed to place
scientific experiment packages in near-earth orbits
at minimum cost and on a typical 12-month schedule from experiment assignment to orbit. Convair
has integrated experimental packages into suborbital
and orbital research vehicles since 1960. The first
of 50 Scientific Passenger Pods were flown in 1961.
These purely ballistic vehicles carried experimental
packages on suborbital flights lasting as long as 40
minutes. Both recoverable and nonrecoverable pods
were flown; several recoverable pods were flown a
second time. Experiment integration continues to be
an important aspect of the OV1 program. OV1 requires no specialized booster; it can be flown on
Scout, Thor, Atlas, Titan, or Saturn launch vehicles.
Atlas, for examp~e, can l~unch 3 individually programmed OV1s m one flight, resulting in distinct
orbits tailored to the demands of the scientific experiments aboard each satellite. OV1 is equipped
with its own rocket motor and control subsystem·
each satellite can orbit up to 220 pounds of scientifi~
experiments. Standard electronic subsystems handle
all payload power, data storage, and telemetry requirements. Other payloads, up to 600 pounds, are
also being flown on the OV1 propulsion module.
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SPACECRAFT

OV3 GENERAL UTILITY SATELLITE
Prime Contractor:
Space Division

DODGE (DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
GRAVITY EXPERIMENT)

Aerojet-General Corporation,

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory

Remarks

Another of USAF's Orbiting Vehicle series of lowcost military/scientific satellites, the OV3 General
ytility ~atellit~ is a_ right octagonal cylinder measurmg 2? mches m dmm_et~r and 29 inches high. Depending upon the m1sswn, the spacecraft weighs
from 150 to about 175 pounds. Solar cells supply
power; oy3 has a cell volume of 540 square inches
for expenment power and 9,000 square inches for
support subsystems. Launch vehicle is the Scout.
As of late 1969, USAF had launched 5 successful
OV3s. OV3 1, April 22, 1966; OV3 4, June 10, 1966;
OV3 3, August 4, 1966; and OV3 2, October 28
1966, were radiation explorers. OV3 5, an atmo~
spheric research satellite, failed to orbit after launch
on January 31, 1967. OV3 6, December 4, 1967 conducted ionospheric studies.
'

Remarks

The Navy's 430-pound Dodge satellite, whose primary mission is to explore gravity-gradient stabilization at near-synchronous altitude, was launched
successfully from Cape Kennedy on July 1, 1967,
aboard a Titan IIIC rocket. Dodge carries 10 booms
that can be radio commanded to extend or retract
along 3 different axes. Data from in-orbit experiments are providing fundamental constants to determine satellite attitude with respect to the earth.
Dodge also carries~ number of co~~andable magnetic damping devices and 2 televlSlon cameras to
determine satellite attitude. Less than a month after
launch the satellite was stabilized in space by
means' of gravity-gradient boom and damping systems. On July 25, 1967, one of the satellite-borne
cameras ( 22-degree field of view vidicon) took the
first color pictures of the full earth ever m_ade, £:om
a near-synchronous altitude of 18,700 nautical miles.
The color photograph, a composite of 3 pictures
made through red, green, and blue filters, was
transmitted by the satellite to the Applied Physics
Laboratory's Howard County, Maryland, communications station. Now in its third year of operation,
Dodge remains stabilized and performs experiments
by means of several on-board systems. More than
25,000 pictures have bee~ m_ade since Dodge_ was
launched. The pictures mdiCate that the silverplated, paper-thin beryllium copper booms h~ve
been effective in minimizing the thermal bendmg
induced by solar radiation. Computer techniques
continue to be used to automate data from the satellite and, when required, to enhance picture quality.
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ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
Prime Contractor: Systems Group of TRW Inc.

ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORIES
Prime Contractor: Ball Brothers Research Corporation

Remarks
The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory is a large
standardized spacecraft capable of carrying approximately 20 different scientific experiments, utilizing an identical structure and identical basic
spacecraft systems irrespective of mission. The program has 2 objectives: to conduct large numbers of
experiments designed to take scientific and technological measurements within the earth's atmosphere,
the magnetosphere, and cislunar space in order to
attain a better understanding of earth/sun relationships and of earth itself; and to design and develop
a standard observatory-type spacecraft of a basic
system design that can be used repeatedly for various missions. OGO has a main body 6 feet long, 3
feet wide, and 3 feet deep, weighing 1,200 pounds.
It has 2 solar paddles, each 6 feet wide and 7.5 feet
long, and 6 booms on which experiments can be
mounted to avoid possible electrical interference
from the main body. With booms extended, OGO
has an overall length of 49 feet. Power is supplied
by 32,000 solar cells. Six OGOs have been launched.

Remarks
Orbiting Solar Ob~ervatories, developed for NASA's
~oddard Sp~ce Flight Center, are designed primarIly as stabihzed platforms for solar-oriented scientific instruments. The OSOs p ermitted the first extended study of the sun (from above the earth's
filt~ring atmosphere) with accurate positioning. Exp errments on the satellites studied the sun flares
a?d other ~ol~r activities, X-ray, gamma, ancl ultraVIOlet radiation, and radiation from extrasolar
s?urces. The 2-section space observatory is stabilized because the lower section, the "wheel," spins
as a gyroscope at a near-constant 30 revolutions
pe~ ~~~t~. The upper, fan-shaped section, the
sail, IS J~med t? the wheel by a connecting shaft
and remai.ns pomted toward the sun during the
<?SO daytime. Experiments in the sail point continuously at the solar disc when the OSO is in sunlight; instruments in the wheel scan the sun every
2 seconds and, in 6 months view the celestial
sphere. D~lta lau~ch vehicle' injects the OSO into
a 350-mile-high orbit, where it circles the earth in
96 minutes. Six OSOs were placed in orbit, 2 of
them in 1969, and all were rated successful. OSO 1,
~arch 7, 1962, and OSO 2, February 3, 1965, proVIded over 8,600 hours of scientific information.
OSO 3, March 8, 1967, and OSO 4, October 18,
1967, are returning real-time data. OSO 5, January
22, 1969, surpassed its 6-month design goal, as did
the previous OSOs. OSO 6 (photo), August 9, 1969,
was the first OSO to enable experimenters to study
developing solar activity in local areas by making
small raster scans about any one of 16,384 points
on the solar disc. OSO-H, to b e launched in late
1970, will continue studies of the current 11-year
solar cycle.

J:
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ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY
Prime Contractor: Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Associate Contractors: Westinghouse Electric Corporation (electronic components); General Electric
Company (stabilization and control); Kollsman Instrument Corporation (star trackers); International
Business Machines Corporation (data processor);
Hughes Aircraft Company and Avco Corporation
(communications equipment)

PIONEER
Prime Contractor: Systems Group of TRW Inc.
Remarks

Pioneer is an interplanetary spacecraft designed to
operate in solar orbit and return data on interplanetary magnetic fields, radio propagation effects of
the sun, plasma spectrometry, ionization levels, and
solar, high-energy, and medium-energy particles.
Pioneer is cylindrical, 35 inches long and 37 inches
in diameter; it weighs 140 pounds. High- and lowgain antennas are mounted on a boom extending
from the top of the satellite, and experiments are
mounted on other booms projecting from the midsection and the base of the spacecraft. A nitrogen
gas jet attitude control system, with input from 4
sun sensors, orients the spin-stabilized spacecraft
normal to the ecliptic plane. More than 10,000 solar
cells provide 60 watts of electrical power. Pioneer
6, launched December 16, 1965, went into a solar
orbit some 20,000,000 miles closer to the sun than
is the earth's orbit. Pioneer 7, launched August 17,
1966 attained an orbit over 13,000,000 miles farther
from' the sun than is the earth's orbit. Pioneer 8
was launched December 13, 1967; it provided new
insights into the earth's magnetic tail. Pioneer 9
was launched successfully November 8, 1968. The
spacecraft were performing exceptionally well and
returning vast amounts of valuable data on the solar
environment. Pioneer 10 was launched August 27,
1969, but it did not orbit.

Remarks

The Orbiting Astronomic~!. Observatory is a large
(4,500 pounds) earth-orb1tmg satellite capable of
lifting a number of telescopes and astronomical experiments above t?e. earths _atmosphere, which obscures cosmic rad1at10ns of mterest to astronomers.
Solar paddles provide up to 1,800 watts of power.
OAO is launched by Atlas/Centaur. The second of
4 OAOs was launched December 7, 1968; at the end
of 1969, it was still operating successfully.
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MARINER MARS 1969

MARINER MARS 1971

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Associate Contractor: General Dynamics/ Astronautics (prime contractor to L ewis Research Center for
Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle system)

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Remarks

Two Mariner-class spacecraft will be launched in
early spring of 1971. They will arrive at Mars in
mid-fall and will be inserted into Mars orbit. The
spacecraft, which will weigh about 2,000 poun~s
each, will be launched by Atlas/ Centaur. They wtll
be equipped with scientific experiments . to take
measurements in the infrared and ultravwlet reaions and to photograph the surface of Mars. Oc~ultation experiments will be performed utilizing
the S-hand radio transmitters aboard each spacecraft. A celestial mechanics experiment will utilize
tracking data for refining astronomical data. Approximately 70 percent of the Martian surface will
be observed during a minimum of 90 days of orbital
operations at an altitude of approximately 1,500
miles.

Remarks

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
launched 2 850-pound Mariner unmanned spacecraft, 6 and 7, on flyby missions to Mars in 1969.
The first spacecraft was launched February 24; the
second, March 27. Arrival dates were 5 days apart,
July 30 and A~gust ,4. All scientific experiments
aboard the Manners 69 were planet-oriented with
particular emphasis on providing data on the atmosphere and surface of Mars. The experiments ·
measured the infrared spectral energy from the
lower atmosphere, measured thermally emitted energy from the sur~ace of Mars, detected the presence and scale h etght of atmosphere constituents,
photographed the Mars disc and surface, determined atmospheric surface pressure and density,
and refined the accuracy of earth and Mars orbits,
Mars mass, earth-moon mass ratio and the astronomical unit. The 2 spacecraft fle~ by Mars at a
closest approach distance of approximately 2,000
miles. Two camera systems, wide angle· and narrow
angle, were aboard each spacecraft. They provided
narrow-angle photographs of the disc of Mars as
it revolved in front of the spacecraft during the
near-encounter flyby.
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X-24A PILOT (PILOTED LOW-SPEED TEST)

VIKING
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Denver Division

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Baltimore Division

Remarks

Remarks

Viking, the latest in NASA's series of unmanned
planetary explorers, is scheduled for a 1975 mission
to Mars. The program calls for insertion of 2 spacecraft into Mars orbit, each spacecraft sending a
separate landing craft to the surface. Both orbiter
and lander will gather scienti£c data, using various
experiments, and will return information to earth
by m eans of advanced t elecommunications systems
that will minimize transmission losses. Viking objectives are to search for evidence of active biota
on Mars, using an integrated instrument; to determine the visual and thermal characteristics of the
landing sites (the landers are camera-equipped);
to ascertain the organic composition of the atmosphere, using a surface sampler pyrolyzer-gas analyzer; to d etermine the atmospheric composition
and structure during the descent phase of the lander's flight, using direct m easurement instrumep.ts,
indirect techniques (remote sensing and radio), and
informa tion from en gineering and housekeeping
sen sors aboard the entry vehicle; and to establish
the m eteorological paramet ers of the atmosphere
from the lander, using direct-measurem ent instruments and applicable data from engineering and
housekeeping sensors.

The rocket-powered X-24A is d esigned to explore
flight characteristics of lifting bodies at supersonic
speeds of Mach 2 down to normal jet landing
speeds. It is carried aloft to 45,000 feet under the
wing of a B-52, then released to rock_et up to 100,000
feet b efore maneuvering to a landmg at Edwards
Air Force Base, California. Power is supplied by the
Thiokol XLRll engine . The X-24A h as 8 aerodynamic control surfaces: 2 upper and 2 lower flaps
and 4 rudders , or 2 split rudders on each of the 2
outside vertical fins. The vehicle is 24 feet long and
13 feet wide and w eighs about 5,000 pounds onfueled. Flight testing b egan in 1969.
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HL-10 LIFTING BODY VEHICLE
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

M2-F2 LIFTING BODY VEIDCLE
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The HL-10 was designed and manufactured by
Northrop's Aircraft Division under contract to
NASA and was configured at NASA's Langley Research Center. It is an experimental wingless liftincr
body designed for high-altitude flights within th~
earth's atmosphere. It is flat on the bottom and has
3 vertical fins. The modi£ed half-cone shape of the
HL-10 lifting body provides a useful volume-tosurface area and achieves aerodynamic stability and
lift from the body alone, eliminating the need for
wings. The HL-10 was first flown successfully in
late 1966; it was later equipped with a rocket
engine for powered flights, which started late in
1968. As of August 1969, 23 flights had been made,
including 11 powered and 5 supersonic flights.

The M2-F2 is an experimental wingless lifting body
designed for high-altitude flights within the earths
atmosphere. It was designed and manufactured by
Northrop's Aircraft Division under contract. to
NASA for flight research in the art of co?trolling
future manned space flights in the earths atmosphere during the critical terminal approach and
landing phase. The M2 configuration design w~s
created at NASA's Ames Research Center. The basic
liftincr body is a half-cone altered by blunting fithe
0
nose and adding tail fins. The M2-F2 w~s rst
12 1966· It was
dropped successf u IIy on Ju1Y '
'
th
dro ed from a special pylon attachment on e
winppof a B-52 bomber flying at 45,000 feet an.d was
ilo~ed to a conventional airplane-type ~andmg at
kdwards California. Fifteen successful flights :vere
ding accident on the 16th flight.
'
rna d e b efore a 1an
fi
dd d
The craft was repaired and a cente~ n was. a e ;
. was sch ed u1e d to return to service late m 1969.
It

Specifications

Length 22 ~eet 2 inch.es.; width 15 feet 1 inch; height
11 f~et 5 mc?es; mmimum weight 5,265 pounds;
maximum weight 10,000 pounds; controls, a thick
elevon between each outer fin and the center fin
for pitch and roll control, a split rudder on center
fin for yaw and speed brake control. All surfaces
are used in the 3-axis stability augmenter system.
Each elevon has a flap on the upper smface; each
outer fin has 2 trailing edge surfaces; 2 rudder surfaces can be controlled to vmy the base drag.

Specifications

.

.

9 I·nches· width 9 feet 7 mches;
'
.
L ength 22 f ee t ....
hei ht 8 feet lO inches; minimum weight 4,600
gd
xi· num weight 9 600 pounds; controls
poun s; rna 1
. '
rf
air
thick
rudders; 1 pair flaps on upper su ace
1
pb t-tail 1 full-span pitch flap on lower surface
0f
oa
' Upper flaps ai d m
· pitc
· l1 con t ro I an d are
of boat-tail.
interconnected with rudders for roll control.

Perfor1nance

Perforniance

Glide to landing from 45,000-foot altitude approximately 3.5 minutes; flare for landing performed at
an altitude of 1,000 feet; speed 200 to 300 knots;
landing speed 140 to 210 knots; landing rockets
(optional use) 1,000 pounds thrust for 12 seconds.

Average flight time approximately 4 minutes from
45,000 feet; first flight touchdown speed approximately 195 miles per hour.
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SYSTEMS

SERVO-CONTROLLED HYDRAULIC PUMP
Prime Contractor: Aerospace Division, Abex Corporation
Remarks

The Abex Corporation servo-controlled hydraulic
pump provides a load-sensitive, bi-directional hydraulic power supply for aerospace hydraulic subsystems such as hoists and self-contained pumpactuator packages. The pump combines 2 standard Abex product lines, a jet pipe electrohydraulic
s~rvovalve and an over-center, piston-type hydrauhc pump; both products have been in service for
~any years and h~ve gained widespread acceptance
m the aerospace mdustry. Any desired characteristics of flow versus input current can be obtained
by this integration of both components into a single
package with m echanical feedback from the pump
to the servovalve. This type of power supply has the
advantage of b eing load sensitive, so that flow is
supplied to the actuator, whether of linear or rotary type, at only that pressure level required by
the actuator load. Thus, the amount of power loss
due to system inefficiency is minimized, with a consequent reduction in h eat rejection and system complexity. The unit shown incorporates an auxiliary
positive displacement pump of low output to supply
the control pressure for the servovalve. Weighing
less than 22 pounds, this model is capable of an
output approaching 100 horsepower, yet it can be
controlled with an input as low as 8 milliamperes.

SNAP-8 NUCLEAR ELECTRICAL POWER
GENERATING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks

The SNAP-8 system is under development for
NASA's Lewis Research Center for use in converting nuclear reactor heat into electrical power for
future large manned space stations, lunar bases, and
deep space probes. The system is designed to generate 35 kilowatts and to operate for 10,000 hours
(nearly 14 months). Heat from a nuclear reactor is
used to operate conversion equipment and generate
electrical power. In photo, artist's conception of a
moon base with electrical power supplied by SNAPS generator in foreground.
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SYSTEMS
ATF 3 NACELLE/THRUST REVERSER
Prime Contractor: Aeronca, Inc.

AUTOMATIC VACUUM
DEPOSITION SYSTEl\1
Prim e Contractor: Aerojet-General
Electronics Division

Remarks
Utilizing experience with lightweight, high-strength
structures and high-temperature materials gained
in a number of aerospace programs, Aeronca entered the jet engine nacelle and thrust reverser field
with a contract for the design, test, and production
of a power package for the Garrett AiResearch ATF
3 turbofan engine. Initial application of the engine
will be on the North American Roch:vell Sabreliner
60, increasing the aircraft range to transcontinental.
Aeronca's responsibility includes the nacelle, the
covlling, and the electrical, bleed air, anti-icing,
reversing, and fuel systems. Brazed honeycomb
structures will be utilized in the reverser blocker
doors, and much of the afterbody fairing and Aeronca's portion of the pylon will be made of titanium.
The Aeronca-developed thrust reverser is similar to
those being used with the 747, the L-1011, and the
DC-10 jet aircraft, but it is inore sophisticated in
some aspects because of the smaller size of the
power package, the severe weight limitations, and
certain design features. For example, in the ATF 3,
gas and fan airstreams are mixed prior to being
reversed. \iVorking closely with AiResearch, Aeronca was able to achieve thrust reverser operation
which does not alter pressure relationships between
the 2 streams and provides uniform gas How. The
revers ~r is Hexi~le and basically simple in design.
It achieves maximum control of exhaust gas direction and minimizes both reingestion of exhaust
gases and impingement of the fuselage. The reverser system is pneumatically driven, removing all
commonality with the brakes, which are ' hydraulic,
for maxinmm reliability and safety. The pod and
reverser system can be adapted to other aircraft
with only minor modification. Flight test of the first
pmver package was scheduled for early 1970 with
certification to follow within a year.

Corporation,

Re1narks
Aeroj e t-G en eral's Electronics Division has activated
an Automatic Vacuum D eposition System (AVDS),
one of th e most advanced faciliti es in xistence for
fabrication of thin-film microelectronics. A computerize d vacuum d eposition system \vith a capacity
of 10,000 circuits in a single cycle, AVDS contains
a m echanism for handling multiple substrates and
masks in high vacuum, with multiple sources for the
volatilization of resistive, insulatinu, and conductive thin-film material. Productio~ quantities of
microcircuits containing thin-film resistors, capacitors, interconnections, crossovers, distribut d parameter filters, inductors, and passivating films can
be d eposited in this system in a single 12- to 16hour pump-down sequence. The system permits volume production of complex linear circuits which
can b e priced competitively ' 'v ith other methods of
producing thin and thick film circuits. The 150cubic-foot system is an ion-pumped , high-vacuum
chamber containing 4 deposition stations, each capable of handling 8 electron-beam-gun source evaporation m echanisms; it also p ermits mounting 120
4- by 5-inch substrates on a continuous b elt which
is mounted over 4 mask carrier turntables, each
capable of handling 8 mask set combinations. Each
source carrousel contains 8 different materials which
can b e evaporated from continuous rods by individual servo-controlled electron b eam guns. All
functions are monitored remotely, and logic has
b een integrated into the system to permit computer
programming and real-time monitoring of source
materials, substrate and mask positions, deposition
rates, film thickness, and resistor values.
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SYSTEMS

RESISTOJET SPACECRAFT CONTROL
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Avco Corp~ration, Applied Technology Division
Remarks

COLD GAS AMMONIA CONTROL SYSTEM

The Resistojet spacecraft control system was developed for NASA for attitude and orbit control of satellites. Two experimental models have been tested
o.n NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center's Applications Technology Satellites B and C, launched December 1966 and November 1967. Operational lowthrust (50 micropounds) engines were launched on
board the ATS-D and -E spacecraft August 1968
and August 1969, respectively. The ATS-D Resistojets performed successfully in nearly continuous operation for the orbital life of the spacecraft. The
ATS-E Resistojets commenced operation in the latter J?~rt of 1969 to maintain this gravity-gradient
stabihz~d spacecraft on station. This station-keeping
system Is fueled with 3 pounds of liquid ammonia
for 3 years of operation. The Resistojet experiment on the ATS-C provided the first high-accuracy
measurements of micropound thrust in space. The
me~sur~ments compared well with ground thrust
calibrations. The propellant used in each of these
systems was ammonia. A Resistojet system develope~ for ~ASA's Lewis Research Center, capable of
3-axis attitude control and multidirectional station
keeping, has a 60-pound ammonia storage capability.

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Applied Technology Division
Remarks

An operational cold gas (specific impulse of 105
seconds) ammonia control system, developed for
the MIT Lincoln Laboratory, is continuing successful operation on the LES-6 Air Force spacecraft
launched in 1968. The system was designed to provide spacecraft spin-up, spin control, attitude control, and station keeping. Thrust levels were .1
pound and 20 millipounds. This represents the highest thrust level flown for an ammonia-fueled system.
Use of the low-pressure (125 pounds per square
inch) liquid-ammonia propellant offered significant
system weight savings over the standard-type cold
gas nitrogen systems. A principal system feature
was the zero g propellant feed and control system
which provided plus or minus 10 percent thrust
pressure control without using an~ m~chanism t?
obtain liquid-gas propellant separation m the torOIdal supply tank. This type of feed system was successfully used on NASA's ATS-C, -D, and -E spacecraft.
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SYSTEMS

JET FLYING BELT
Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division
of Textron Inc.
Remarks

The Jet Flying Belt, a jet-powered version of Bell's
famed Rocket Belt, began its preliminary flight test
program in August 1968. The program included an
extensive series of man-rating and preliminary endurance, speed, and range tests conducted in tethered and free flight modes. Sponsored by the Defense Department's Advanced Research Projects
Agency under an Army Aviation Materiel Command contract, development of the Jet Belt began
in January 19_66. The_system is powered by a high
bypass turboJet engme mounted vertically on a
fiber glass corset which, when strapped to the operato(s ~ack, distributes the wei,ght comfortably
on his hips. Thrust from the engme is channeled
equally through 2 nozzles pointed downward behind the operator's back. The operator has complete
freedom of flight, including forward, backward,
sideward, rotating, and hovering maneuvers. The
power plant, believed to be the world's smallest
fanj et engine, has a high thrust-to-weight ratio and
low specific fuel consumption which give the Jet
Belt a range and an endurance substantially greater
than those of its rocket-powered predecessor. The
Jet Belt's range and endurance are being measured
in miles and minutes.

Affi-CUSIDON LANDING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division
of T extron Inc.
Remarks
~h e Air-Cushion Landing System (ACLS) is deSI~ned to replace conventional aircraft landing gear
With an annular jet air cushion. First flown on
~ugust 4, 1967, on a modified Lake LA-4 amphibIan, it embodies a pneumatic bag mounted beneath
the fuselage. A continuous air feed from an onboard power source maintains bag inflation while
producing a distributed jet flow at the base of the
b~g .. The escaping jets create cushion pressure
Withm the bag whenever the bag is close to the
take~ff o~ landing surface. Air clearance b~neath th_e
bag IS mmimal but considerable surface rrregulanties are tolerable because of the resilience of the
ma~erial. The bag is retractable, and total system
Weight is less than that of high flotation wheel gear.
The ACLS provides improved tolera1_1ce to the ta~e
off and landing maneuvers and en~onmen_ts WI~h
no compromise of performance while enabling aucraft to land on or take off from a surface of any
softness including water. Footpr~nt yressure is in
the region of 1 to 2 psi. Other signi?c~nt features
are crosswind capability, kneeling, dtstnb~ted support,_ high energy absorption and dampmg, and
cusluon braking.

Specifications

Power plant 1 Williams Research Corporation WR19 bypass turbojet approximately 2 feet long and
1 foot in diameter; fuel JP-4; control motorcycletype band grips giving varying degrees of thrust
and deflection to the thrust nozzles; ignition solidpropellant cartridge.
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SYSTEMS
AN/SPN-42 CARRIER LANDING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division
of Textron Inc.
Remarks

Bell Aerospace developed the AN/ SPN-42 AllW~ather Carrier Landing System for the Naval
S~1p Systems Command. This electronic system per~mts pilots t? make hands-off landings on the pitch-

mg and rolling decks of aircraft carriers regardless
of weather conditions. The Bell automatic landing
concept has been proven by more than 10,000
~ands-off landings at airports and on aircraft earners at sea. The AN/ SPN-42 is a closed-loop controlled system which maintains control of the aircraft from acquisition (4 to 8 miles) to touchdown.
For an automatic hands-off landing, the aircraft is
fl?wn to the traffic pattern altitude 4 to 8 miles behmd the ship. The ship transmits landing system
messages addressed to a particular aircraft and a
?heckoff .light is illuminated in the cockpit, remindmg the pilot to make his landing con£guration checks
and to couple his autothrottle. The aircraft enters
the a~quisition window (10,000 feet wide by 630
~eet high) and the radar locks on the aircraft, trackmg its position. The cross-pointer instrumentation in
the. cockpit begins functioning, telling the pilot where
he IS relative to the ideal flight path to the carrier. If
the aircraft is positioned to permit an automatic
landing, the pilot couples his autopilot. The computer compares the aircraft's position with the ideal
flight path and generates pitch and bank commands
to ~aintain the aircraft on this path. If the aircraft
deviates from the path, the autopilot is uncoupled
~nd the pilot is informed of the situation on cockpit
mstruments. When he returns to the safe funnel he
?an r~couple. Ten seconds from touchdown, the pilot
Is notilie~ by light indication that he is entering the
deck r,notion compensation phase which puts the aircraft m synchronous motion with the carrier deck
for landing.

LUNAR FLYING VEHICLE
Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division
of Textron Inc.
Remarks

Under study for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, the Lunar Flying Vehicle
concept is designed to provide astronauts with the
mobility required for extended manned lunar exploration missions over the relatively rough and
jagged lurain. Simplicity and light weight are key
design factors. NASA has studied the possibility of
transporting 2 lunar flyers to the moon aboard the
Apollo Lunar Module. As currently conceived, each
flyer would weigh no more than 180 earth pounds.
Gross system weight, including allowances for
weight of the astronaut and his equipment, as well
as payload and propellants, is being limited to 1,220
earth pounds. The rocket-powered Lunar Flying
Vehicle must also be capable of 10- to 15-mile minimum flight range and of performing at least 30
sorties, using the residual propellants from the LM
descent stage for fuel.
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SYSTEMS

STABILIZED PLATFORM SYSTEM
FOR SATURN "VEHICLES
Prime Contmctor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks

The Sahm1 rocket's ST-124 stable platfom1 rrovides
guidance and second-stage cutoff information, and
velocity and attitude control si!!I1als. The platform
opera tes in conjunction \vith 2 ~tb er major subsystems-a general-purpose digital guidance com~uter
and an analog control computer "' ith associated
sensors and actuators-to form the complete Saturn
guidance and control system. An on-board data
adapter handles interface requirements. The syste~
uses either 3-gimbal or 4-gimbal platforms, depen ing upon the particular Saturn mission. Mounted
to th e stable inner elem ent or inertial gimbal, are
3 single-degree-of-freedom gyros, 3 pendulous gyro
accelerome ters, and 2 preflight leveling pendulums.
Gyros ~ncl accelerometers are gas Hoat~d. ~he gy~
wheel Is supported in the b eryllium cylindei , wh~c '
in turn, is supported b y the h ydrosta tic gas-beanng,
w ith both radial and axial centering. All platform
struchual m embers and most of the componebnlts
are rna d e o f b eryllium, ,vhich affords consl"deraT e
w eight saving as w ell as crreatly improved stablhlty
b
h1res. Tl1e sy stemd as
V
over a WI"d e range of tempera
p erformed successfully on Satmn I, IB, an
launches .

CONTROL MOMENT GYRO
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navicration & Control Division
b
Remarks

Three Bendix Control Moment Gyros (CMG) will
stabilize and control the pointing and positioning
(attitude) of the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM)
in NASA's Apollo Applications mission of ~972. ~he
CMG is a 2-decrree-of-freedom gyroscopiC device.
A heavy wheel ~uspended withi_n the inner gimbal
spins at a constant speed to provid~ a constant m~g
nihide of angular momentum. T~1s tend~ t~ mamtain a fixed line (axis) of rotation. Swmgmg the
gimbals in a calculated direction. changes the direction of momentum, thus causmg the ATM to
swincr in the opposite direction. Three Control
Mor:ent Gyros can control ATM attih1de in all
directions.

SYSTEMS

PRECISION APPROACH AND LANDING
SYSTEM
Prime Contractors: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division; The Boeing Company,
Commercial Airplane Division

RANGE INDICATOR FOR LUNAR MODULE
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks

The Lunar Module (LM) range indicator provides
LM astronauts with altitude and rate-of-altitudechange information during descent from the Apollo
Command and Service Modules to the lunar surface. During the ascent and rendezvous with the
Apollo spacecraft, it displays the distance between
the 2 lunar orbiting vehicles and the rate at which
the ~istance closes. The indicator features a pair of
specially developed digitized display tapes which
cover a flight profile of 400 nautical miles. The
front, or viewing side, of the spool-wound tapes displays altitude, range, and rate information to the
astronauts in terms of miles feet and feet per second. The reverse side contains c~rresponding informa~ion in the form of digital code, by means of
whiCh. ~e tapes are continuously programmed to
the m1sswn profile as the flight progresses. The 4pound indicator incorporates the latest features of
mtegrated microcircuit design and has an accuracy
of better than 1 mile at its maximum range and
better than 5 feet during the lunar landing maneuver.

Remarks
In 1965 the Precision Approach and Landing System won Federal Aviation Administration approval
for use in fully automatic landings by large commercial jet aircraft; later, approval was given for
use in Category II conditions. The system makes
extensive use of transistorized equipment and microelectronics. A complete system for automatic landings comprises an improved autopilot coupler
(which locks the aircraft's autopilot on the instrument landing system beam at the airport), amplifier
computer, 2 radio altimeters, monitored flare computer, standby gyro horizon, improved yaw damper,
and a series of monitors to check the operation of
the autopilot and instruments. The sensitivity of the
autopilot coupler permits a longitudinal dispersion
of plus or minus 500 feet from intended touchdown
point and a lateral dispersion of plus or minus 50
feet from the beam. Two radio altimeters provide
height-above-terrain signals for the autopilot and
the indicator on the pilot's panel. At an altitude of
60 feet, the flare computer takes pitch control of
the airplane. Upon receiving the appropriate signals
from the altimeters, it puts the airplane in the landing attitude and reduces its rate of descent to 2 feet
per second for the touchdown. The yaw damper
and automatic throttle system, tied in to the autopilot, provide precise lateral and airspeed control.
Operation of all components is monitored constantly
during final approach; should there be any error,
the monitor disconnects the autopilot in trim, ready
for pilot take-over.
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SYSTEMS

MICRO VISION
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga tion & Control Di\ ision

ADC-600 AIR DATA COMPUTER FOR F-Ill
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division

Rernarks

Microvision is an all-weather landing aid that outlines an airport nmway so that it appears similar to
the way a pilot would see it in a normal clearweather night landing. The system bas b een installed b y the F ed eral Aviation Administration at
its research center in Atlantic City, New Jerse).
Microwave radio signals-beamed to th e plan from
both sides of the landing strip-put an electronic
image, or "picture," of the runway on a semitransparent screen in the cockpit. The pilot "sees" the
rumvay through his normal line of vision from a
distance of about 10 miles with the plane at an
altitude of some 5,000 feet. At a distance of about
7 miles from touchdown, the runway app earing as
a pattern of separate beacons resembling nmway
lights, comes into focus on the screen and b ecomes
increasingly d efin ed as the distance d ecreases. The
system comprises a series of grow1d-based microwave b eacon-transmitters, airbon1e direction-finding equipm ent, and the h ead-up display. The b eacons, along each side of the runway, form a pattern
similar to runway lights. Each b eacon transmits
1-microsecond pulses approximately 120 times per
second to small, fixed, wide-angle microwave antennas installed in the aircraft nose. The airborne
direction-finding receiver determines the immediate
angular position of all the b eacons with respect to
th e longitudinal and lateral axes of the aircraft, and
simultaneously presents these positions on the aircraft's h ead-up display. The display consists of a
cathode ray tube, which presents the processed b eacon pulses as coordinated images; an optical system,
which collimates the images at infinity; and a combining mirror, which is positioned in the pilot's line
of sight.

Remarks

The ADC-600 air data computer for the supersonic
F-1ll immediately and precisely converts informatiot~ on the phys~cal .pro~erties of the air through
wh1ch the plane IS :Bymg mto data for operation of
such subsystems as autopilots, :Biaht instruments
and navi~ation systems. The highlyb refined, analoi
cent:al a1r data c~mputer exhibits controlled dynanuc response, h1gh accuracy, and static probe
error compensation capability in providina the Fll1 aircraft systems with a wide range of information. The basic computing mechanism and repeater
modules provide shaft rotations for 88 electromec!lanical devices such as conductive plastic potentiometers, synchros, encoders, and switches. Shaft
outputs include altitude, Mach number, true airspeed, total pressure, dynamic pressure, indicated
airspeed, true temperature, pressure altitude, and
angle of attack, all corrected for probe errors. Of
88 output provisions, 66 are implemented and 22
are reserved for growth potential. The unique design philosophy applied to the ADC-600 makes the
sensors and the entire computer relatively immurre
to position and a~celeratio_n_ errors. Consequently,
the computer prov1des prec1s10n outputs of fine sensitivity, required particularly at high altitudes. The
co~pu~er is _fl~xible in design, reliable, and easily
mamtamed; 1t mcorporates monitoring and self-test
capabilities. It achieves good balance between the
weight and size economy of single packaging, on
the one ~and, and the d esign flexibility of modular
construction and separate packaging, on the other
hand.
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SYSTEMS

ADC-1000 DIGITAL AIR DATA COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division

PB-60 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM ·
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division

Remarks
The ADC-1000 is a highly refined, analog, central
air data computer with controlled dynamic response, high accuracy, static probe error compensation capability, and adequate outputs to supply all
aircraft system requirements for air data information. The computer is applicable to supersonic aircraft requiring digital or digital plus analog output
signals for subsystem use. This unit is available as a
single-package computer for digital outputs and as
a dual-package computer for hybrid installations.
The computer receives pressure probe inputs of
static pressure and total pressure, a total temperature probe input, and an angle-of-attack input from
a synchro transmitter. The digital computational
section is a special-purpose microelectronic digital
computer designed for high-speed calculation of air
data parameters. The programming and memory
sections are readily changed to provide for growth
and to allow flexibility when flight-test-derived parameters dictate function modification. The digital
computer is programmed to include a self-test program in addition to the normal computational program.

Remarks

The Bendix PB-60 is one of the most advanced automatic Right control systems to meet fully the requirements for stability, precision, accuracy, and
automatic landing for a variety of aircraft. It has
been approved for use on aircraft ranging from the
USAF C-141 transport to the Jet Commander and
the Fan Jet Falcon. It is equally applicable to private, business, and executive aircraft and to jet and
turboprop transports in commercial and military operations. PB-60 engineering and design permit the
installation of identical components in different aircraft through adjustment provisions for system gains
and function grouping of electronic units and modules. Convenient front connectors facilitate troubleshooting, and front panel adjustments enable shop
calibration of black boxes that accommodate the
differences among aircraft types. Such features as
all-transistor circuitry, channelized design, and failsafe control switching exemplify the latest state of
the art in the PB-60 system.
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SYSTEMS

HEAD-UP DISPLAY SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarl;;:s

C-5 ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR
Pr~e Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division

Remarks

A n ew Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) with dual
d~splay caJ?~bility has b een designed for commercial and mihtary aircraft. The ADI's initial application is on the USAF /Lockheed C-5 heavy logistics
transp~rt. Th~ indicator provides a pilot with either
a precise. bulls-eye display-in 3-dimensional form
-of an mstmment landing system (ILS) approach
gate or, alternatively, a conventional type of display
d~uing ~mise mode. An integral component of a
fhght director system, the ADI utilizes the commands from a flight steerincr computer for control
of the aircraft to a selected flight path for crosscountry navigation or landing approach.

The H ead-Up Display System (Specto System) takes
essen?al flight informatio_n out of the cockpit and
puts It on a transparent viewer right in front of the
pilot, in line \>lith his vision through the windshield.
The sys_tem eliminates. h ead motion and hurried eye
refocusmg from the mstrument panel to the real
"~orld an~ reduc~s fatigue by allowing the pilot to
vww outside objects while reading essential flight
data. The h eart of the system is a cathode ray tube
similar to_ a te~evision set tube. It projects symbols
representing flight and engine characteristics on a
transparent display screen 2 feet in front of the
pilot's eyes. The pilot pushes a button and gets all
the data he needs to perform a particular function
such as landing, en route flying, or tactical maneu~
vering. The. system_ operates in wide application
.from executive, hehcopter, and fighter aircraft to
large military and commercial supersonic transports. The H ead-Up Display System consists of 4
units: pilot's display, 3-axis adjustable mount electronic assembly package, and control panel. '
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SYSTEMS

AN/GSM-133 PROGRAMMER COMPARATOR

Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks

The AN/GSM-133 is a versatile automatic pro~rammabl~ testing system that prdvides, for the first
time, cons~stent automatic checking of avionic systems for arrcraft, missiles, and space vehicles at all
l~vels f:om factory and depot to flight line and onSite mamtenance. This second-generation programmer-comparator incorporates micrologic techniques
that reduce its size by 30 percent and its weight by
50 percent over current models. It can be transported ei~er by air or over land. The system perf~~s s~nal-type evaluations on both analog and
digital signals, utilizing integrated (micrologic) elements for all logic functions. It evaluates voltage
levels and measures time events frequencies and
'
'
resistances to high orders 'of accuracy;
it is compatible with testing requirements anticipated through
19_75. The wide interfacing capability of the set permits the direct coupling of alternate programming
sources, manual controls, displays, recorders, and
~easurem ent devices, and provides all the basic
mput/ output lines for connections with computational devices in either on-line or off-line configurations. The general-purpose configuration of the set
can be readily altered for spe cial applications. The
set p~ovides for a variety of multiple, independent,
and Simultaneous evaluations. This capability greatly
enha~c:s the versatility of the set and allows for
combim_ng continuous monitoring techniques with
s~quential evaluations of related parameters and for
drrectly accommodating a variety of dynamic test
procedures.

AN/ APX-72 TRANSPONDER
Prime Contractor : The Bendix Corporation, Communications Division
Remarks
This transponder is the smallest, lightest, most reliable, and most advanced airborne IFF transponder presently available in high-volume production. D espite its small size and light weight, the
ANI APX-72 has far greater capability than previous
transponders. It can store thousands of secure codes
for identifying military aircraft, and it is compatible
with the commercial system for FAA air traffic control. Built for the Naval Air Systems Command for
use by the 3 military services, it meets all triservice
and FAA operational requirements of the AIMS
program. The transponder is being used in n ew aircraft and is b eing retrofitted into aircraft in service.
The AN/ APX-72 is capable of using 5 operational
modes and a test mode. Three special signals can
be superimposed on these replies. The transponder
provides 32 reply codes on Mode 1 and 4,096 reply
codes on Mode 2 for discrete aircraft identification,
4,096 reply codes on Mode 3/2 for air traffic control,
4,096 reply codes on Test Mode for testing interrogator and transponder, Mode C for altitude information encoding, and the additional AIMS Mode.
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SYSTEMS

AN/ FPS-85 SPACE TRACK RADAR SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Communications Division
Remarks

This n ew radar facility (original destroyed by fire
January 1965), located at Ecrlin Air Force Base
Florida, is a major elem ent ~ the U.S. aerospac~
surv~illance and warning system. The building
housmg the space track radar is 13 stories high and
over a city block long. The radar system uses an
electronic scanning technique called "phased array,"
a method of scanning large volumes of space with
radar b eams ·without any m echanical movement of
the radar. The space track radar has thousands of
small, individual receivers and transmitters fixed in
the face of the antenna struchue. Through the high
speeds available with electronic--rather than m echanical-beam steering, it is possible to track
many satellites to altitudes of several thousand
miles in one "glance." D esign, technical, and contractual direction of the project is by th e Air Force
Systems Command's Rome Air D evelopment Cent er. D evelopment was under the sponsorship of the
Electronic Systems Division; the facility is operated
by the Air D efense Command.

MULTIPLE ADDRESS SEGREGATOR
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Communications Division
Remarks

The Bendix MAS-101B unit is an accurate, dependable, low-cost, completely automatic multiple address segregator which operates in an AMASS digital communications system. By making routing line
segregation completely automatic, the MAS-101 unit
appreciably increases the message-handling capacity and accuracy of teletype relay centers which
presently use a manual segregation procedure. MASlOlB is an all-solid-state unit which automatically
performs routing line segregation for any messages
prepared in accordance with COI-101 and MILSTD-188B. The ACP 127 format can be accepted
with minor changes. The equipment processes the
5-level (7, 7.45, or 8 unit) teletypewriter code in
serial fonn, but it can be altered for parallel operation if required. Since it is not designed around any
specific reader or reperforator equipment, the system provides versatility and allows maximum use of
presently available equipment.

SYSTEMS

FUEL GAUGE CONNECTOR/CABLE
ASSEMBLIES
Prime Contractor: Amphenol Space and Missile Systems, Amphenol Connector Division, The BunkerRamo Corporation

AN/PRC-72 RADIO SET
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Communications Division

Re1narks

Accurate measurement of the amount of fuel in jet
aircraft fuel tanks can be made using high impedance type capacitance bridge networks. This system
measures the capacitance of the fuel with multiple
probes in each fuel tank along with compensators
that correct for variations due to changes in temperature and types of fuel. It is used on all Boeing
jet aircraft of the 700 series. The problem of passing
wires carrying fuel data through the tank to a point
where the data could be collected and transmitted
to the cockpit for display was solved by engineers
at Amphenol Connector Division with a fuel gauge
cable assembly. The assemblies are produced at the
division's Space and Missile Systems facility in
Chatsworth, California. Each fuel gauge connector
has 25 contacts: 12 shielded outputs and 13 signal
inputs. Individual lead wires have a Teflon outer
coating; some wires are shielded and recovered
with Teflon. Shrink tubing at various intervals is
used to hold the wire bundle in place. The Boeing
747 has 7 fuel tanks and uses 15 different fuel gauge
cable assemblies; maximum capacity of the fuel
tanks is 46,700 gallons.

Remarks

Combining the best features of previous radios and
utilizing experience gained in Southeast Asia, the
Bendix Communications Division has developed for
the. Air Force a light and very flexible manpack
radw set for forward air control in tactical situations. Conceived to bridge the interservice communications gap, this radio set, designated AN/PRC72, provides absolute operational flexibility. Combined in one compact, open frame rucksack are 4
self-contained, independently operating radio sets
that c?ve:: the high, very-high, and ultrahigh frequencies_ m AM, FM, and single sideband modes.
T?e ::adws can be used independently or in comb_rnatwns for repeater service. The microcircuit design and advanced packaging techniques used in
the_ AN/PRC-72 have achieved significant size and
weight ~eductio~ _and reliability improvements over
c?nventional mrnmturization techniques. The divisiOn has completed extensive tests and has delivered
developmental models to the Air Force.
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SYSTEMS

E8100 AUTOMATIC TEST SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company
Re~narks

E8100 designates a new family of computer-controlled, automatic tes t systems capable of testing
times which are as much as 90 p ercent less than
thos e required by conventional m ethods. D esigned
to ful£ll the requirem ents of manufacturers and
us ers of electronic/avionic systems, the E8100 systems p erform go/no-go acceptance tests and dia<Tnostic tests in any tes ting environment. Tailorui'g
E8100 configurations for specific testing n eeds is
accomplished through building-block options which
also p ennit expanding a particular system's capabilities to m eet future requirements at minimum
cost. E8100 systems feature an Emerson-designed
computer using a test-oriented language that eliminates the n eed for a compiler in most t esting sihiations. The machine uses standard tape ASCII code,
allowing programs to ~e. ?enerated easily on any
telety p ewTiter. The flexibility of the product line is
particularly evident in the E810, one of the smaller
systems of the E8100 family. The E8l0 tests analo<T,
radio-frequency, a~d digital. ~ircuitry as well ~s
pneumatic assemblies. It utilizes th e same testoriented computer as .the larger ~81?0, and features .
a unique load/stimuh drawer :""~~ mterchangeable
plug-in stimuli or l~ads , all~wmg It t? b e reconfigure d to specific testmg reqmrements m a matter of
minutes.

AN/APQ-137 MOVING TARGET
FIRE-CONTROL RADAR
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company
Remarks

The AN/ APQ-137, based on the Emerson Moving
Target Detection System (MOTARDES), is capable
of extending weapon effectiveness and day-night
assault capability against enemy peTsonnel and vehicular targets in the presence of heavy clutter. The
system has been flight-tested in the nose-mount configuration aboard the Army UH-1 helicopter as
shown in photo; in these flight tests, the system
directed the fire of the Emerson-produced M-21
pylon-mounted armament system. The AN/ APQ137 has also b een d eveloped in a pod version for
mounting tmder the wings of the Army AH-1G
HueyCobra h elicopter and of fixed-wing aircraft.
The AN I APQ-137 fire-control system consists of an
antenna/electronics unit, an indicator unit, and a
control panel interfaced with the armament system. In operation, a \:vide-angle forward sector is
searched continually as the h elicopter :flies above
the effective range of enemy small arms ground fire.
Moving targets are detected at ext ended ranges and
are display ed on the indicator unit. As the range to
the target closes, the copilot expands the display
and positions a cursor over the target indicator to
perform the gunlaying action.

SYSTEMS

TAT-140 ARMAMENT SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company

INTEGRATED RADOME, ANTENNA,
AND RF CIRCUITRY (RARF)

Remarks

The TAT-140 is a flexible, remotely controlled armament system designed by Emerson for application to both rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft. The
system mounts the XM140 30-millimeter automatic
gun and provides rapid and accurate suppressive
and point fire on soft and semi-hard targets. Firing
rate of the rapid-turnaround 30-millimeter weapon
system is 425 shots per minute. The TAT-140 has
been built in a chin-turret configuration but can be
reconfigured as a belly turret. As a chin turret, the
TAT-140 is interchangeable with the Emerson XM28 armament system used aboard Army HueyCobra
helicopters. Commonality of certain TAT-140 and
XM-28 components and subsystems makes possible
introduction of the TAT-140 into inventory with
minimum logistics impact. Major components of the
TAT-140 are the turret, weapon, fire controls, ammunition storage and feed system, and sighting
station.

Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company
Remarks

The Emerson RARF radar subsystem is designed to
perfo~ all target illumination and data-gathering
f~ctlons required for future high-performance tactical an_d strategic aircraft missions. The design is
com~_:mti?le with advanced techniques planned for
use m ai_rborne radar systems during the 1970s. The
electromc~lly scanned radar system is based on the
use of reciprocal latching ferrite phase shifters in a
len~ array controlled by a special-purpose lightWeight digital computer. RARF performs' multimode radar functions with one antenna on a timesh~red, noninterference basis. Integrated circuits,
th1ck film techniques, and advanced packaging concepts are used to minimize weight and volume.
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SYSTEMS

AUXILIARY DATA ANNOTATION SYSTEM
Prime Conh·actor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Space & Elech·onics Sys tems Division
SERT 2 SPACECRAFT SUPPORT UNIT
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Space & Electronics Systems Division

Rentarks

The Auxiliary D a ta Annotation Sys tem (ADAS) provides mission d a ta annotation capability to airbome
reco_nnaissance film recording systems. Flight inform a bon s~lCh as time, latitude, longitude, speed,
barome tnc and radar altitude h eading pitch roll
drift, da te, sortie number, det~chment, ;adar ~ode:
electronic data, sensor/s tation identification, and
taking unit identification can be marked automatically on the sensor film. F airchild Hiller has produ ced the following ADAS equipment : AN/ ASQ-90
for th e RF-4B/ C , ANI ASQ-92 for the AN/USQ-28
in th e KC-135, AN / ASQ-94 for the RF-101 , MAS-1
for the RF-l04G , AN/AYA-5 (shown), and AN/
A YA -15. Each of these sets has b een designed for
compliance with MIL-STD-782B and can provide
an alternate mode of operation to record data in
MIL-STD-782B, alphanume1ic, or BCD/ numerical
alternating fonns . Information is recorded on film
by m eans of a cathode ray tube contained in each
recording h ead assembly. Fixed program data (date,
sortie number, e tc.) are inserted prior to flight. An
earlier alphanumeric ADAS system was designed
for the AN/USD-5 reconnaissance drone.

Remarks

Under a program for NASA's Lewis Research Center, the Space & Electronics Systems Division designed and delivered 3 (experimental, prototype,
flight unit) Spacecraft Support Units (SSU) for the
SERT 2 (Space Elechic Rocket T est) spacecraft.
Located between the Agena D and the spacecraft
unit that contains the ion engines and associated
experiments, the SSU includes the communication,
conh·ol, and data-handling subsystems for SERT 2.
The SSU is 5 feet in diameter and 3 feet high; it
weighs 460 pounds. Major subsystems are the command link, telemetry, acquisition and tracking b eacon, power and gyro operation control, instrumentation, and signal conditioning. In addition to the
SSU, the division was developing as part of the
same contract 2 mobile ground telemetry dataprocessing systems. In photo, Spacecraft Support
Unit is checked over by Fairchild Hiller and Lewis
Research Center engineers prior to acceptance.
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SYSTEMS

CONTINUOUS ENLARGER
Prime Contrac tor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Space & Electronics Systems Division
Re1narks

THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Space & Electronics Systems Division

The Fairchild Hiller Model 702 continuous enlarger, military d esignation EN-95 (XA-2), combines
versatility with high optical precision in handling
continuous strips of photographic negatives for enlargem ent and printing. The unit has a paper transport rate of 60 fee t p er minute and an exposure
rate of one print p er second. A high-speed xenon
flash lamp exposes the negative and the print material as they move past, insuring freedom from linear
distortion and image smear. The 50/200-microsecond exposure time eliminates the need to match
precisely both negative and print speeds. This innovation p ermits, for the first tim e, the combining in
a single instmment of 3 modes of operation: continuous, panoramic, and step and repeat. In the continuous mode, negative and print material move
continuously, with the xenon flash triggered to expose each successive frame. The panoramic mode
accommodates n egatives too long for a single-frame
exposure. The long negative is exposed in sections
with adequate format overlap to establish the relationship of adjacent prints. In step-and-repeat
mode, the print material moves continuously, while
the desired n egative frame remains stationary. Paper
motion distance and the required number of prints
are preset. The xenon flash is triggered until the
preselected number of identical prints are exposed.
The entire operation is continuous, with no need
for stopping the print material for each exposure.
Access for quick change of photographic paper is
provided by large double doors in the front of the
unit. All principal controls are sequentially illuminated to guide the operator.

Remarks

Fairchild Hiller thermal control systems include
thermal louvers and heat pipes. Thermal control
louver assemblies were manufactured for operation
on Pegasus, on the Nimbus D attitude control subsystem, and on the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory_ (0~0). The assemblies were qualified for operatiOn m an environmental temperature range of
pl~s 120 ~e~rees to plus 180 degrees Fahrenheit
w1th a mm1mum operating capability (open-toclose/ close-to-open) of 15,000 times over an environmentallife of 21,000 hours. Flight data obtained
from the Pegasus satellites showed that the battery
temperature for all 3 spacecraft was maintained
within a band of 15 degrees Centigrade during a
flight p eriod of 3 years. For the NASA/Grumman
OAO program (spacecraft 2, 3, and 4), Fairchild
Hiller designed and produced over 40 thermal louvers. Photo shows the 13.5-inch by 24.5-inch OAO
louver, self-activating at the slightest temperature
change. The thermal louvers consume no power.
Fairchild Hiller is also active in the design and
development of heat pipes to be used in spacecraft
thermal control. The heat pipe efficiently utilizes
saturated vapor convection and condensation to
transport heat over long distances. Fluid refluxing
at the hot end of the pipe is accomplished by the
capillary action of a wick which lines the interior
of the pipe.
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SYSTEMS

SOLAR PANELS
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Space & Electronics Systems Division
Rentarks

Fairchild Hiller h_as b een actively engaged for a
num?er of years m the development of large extench?le solar arrays. The photo shows a full-scale
workmg mock-up of panels for the S-IVB workshop
program. The design consists of 12 accordion-folded
p an els .driven by a cross linkage. The extended
length IS 27 feet; width is 8 feet. This p an el is oneeighth of _the total array proposed for the workshop.
The Radio Ash·onomy Explorer (RAE 1) satellite,
launched July 4, 1968, carries solar arrays designed,
d eveloped , and produced by Fairchild Hiller. For
the past several years, Fairchild Hiller has conducted development programs on flexible deploya?le solar arrays for NASA and for the Jet PropulSIOn Laboratory. A notable accomplishment was the
successful completion of 30-watt/ potmd, 270-square~oot solar arra? programs for JPL. F airchild Hiller
IS als~ developmg a 2-degree-of-freedom sys tem ~~r
t~1e Nrmbus advanced solar array. With the acqu1Sl-.
bon of S. J. Industries, one of the few companies in
the United States specializing in the installation of
solar cells on array p anels, F airchild Hiller became
a leading designer and fabricator of solar panels.

AN/ TPS-41 l\IOBILE WEATHER RADAR
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Space & Electronics Systems Division
Remarks

Fairchild Hiller has developed 2 successive generations of mobile weather radars for the Army. The
initial development in 1965 resulted in a van-housed
radar system, capable of being placed in operation
on a self-supporting basis in less than 20 minutes.
The latest development, the AN/TPS-41 (XE-2), is
a highly flexible, lightweight system that can be
transported by jeep or carried by one man. Major
system feahu-es are ISO-Echo capability; RHI, PPI,
AIR, and Nixie displays; lightweight antenna p edestal (158 pounds); and 250-kilowatt p eak power:
X-band transmitter and remote indicator operation.
The mobile weather radars provide a completely
automatic processing, reduction, and display system
for rapid presentation of fresh meteorological data
from a mobile position. Battle commanders can locate and measure precipitation and natural or nuclear clouds for tactical purposes at ranges up to
150 miles.

SYSTEMS

RECEIVER TEST BENCH SUBSYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Space & Electronics Systems Division
Remarks

The AN/ AWG-10 receiver test bench subsystem is
a ground-support equipment designed to provide
for test and maintenance of the receiver section of
the AN I APG-59 pulse-Doppler fire-control radar.
The AN/ AWG-10 is a multimission weapons-control system for the F-4B/J/K/M aircraft using the
Sparrow missile system. It is built almost entirely
from solid-state components. Under contract from
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Fairchild HillerSESD sh_ared in the design and is the producer of
the receiver test bench subsystem, consisting of
a receiver bench assembly and a test and control
rack assembly. The bench assembly contains provisions for mounting and operating the radar receiver subsystem. It also provides work space, cooling air, interconnection to the test and control rack,
and the microwave calibration package. The test
and control rack is a single cabinet which contains
the necessary controls for primary power system
control, simulated test inputs and loads, system controls, and test equipment. Built-in characteristics of
the receiver test bench include capability for calibrating receiver gain over the complete radar band.
A self-calibration capability permits balance of 2
parallel paths to within .1 db. Insertion of radar
components, such as the BIT target generator, into
one of the balanced paths permits calibration by a
modified substitution method. Maximum height of
the AN/ AWG-10 receiver test bench subsystem is
76 inches. The subsystem is designed to be fastened
to the deck and bulkhead of a ship or to the floor
and wall of a shelter, with the rack shock-mounted.
Floor space required for the subsystem is 29 by 96
inches.

PULSED PLASMA MICROTHRUSTER
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Republic Aviation Division
Remarks

The pulsed plasma microthruster developed by Republic Aviation has applicability to satellit~s for use
in attitude stabilization and station keepmg. The
system is in space on the MIT Lincoln Labo~atory
LES-6 synchronous-orbit, spin-stabilized expenmental communications satellite, launched SeptembeJ
26, 1968; by July 1969, the system had accumulate
approximately 3,500 hours of continuous, troubt~d
free operation. The microthruster utilizes a ~ 0 I
propellant and operates in the 50- to 20?-micropound thrust range. The propellant is easily m~a
surable in zero gravity. Specific design featuresrmclude high specific thrust; zero warm-up time; e
ination of all valves; fail-safe operation; repeatab ~'
discrete impulse bits compatible with dig~t~l logl~
control; low weight; variable thrust capabihty; an
essentially off-the-shelf availability.

IT-
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SYSTEMS

TOTAL ENVIRONMENT FACIUTY (TEF)

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Stratos Division

747 AIR TURBINE DRIVE
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
Stratos Division

Remarks
Under development, the Total Environment Facility (TEF) is a lightweight, highly mobile shelter
that contains provisions for the installation of electronic and photographic equipment and for the
housing of personnel associated with the processing
of reconnaissance data. The heart of the TEF is
a utilities section capable of supplying electrical
power, air conditioning, heating, water heating and
circulation, humidity control, and ventilation for the
TEF equipment and occupants. Included in the
utilities section, which occupies only the rear 2 feet
of the 20- by 8- by 8-foot shelter, are a gas turbinegenerator set with 50-kilowatt capacity and an environmental control system powered by utilizing the
gas turbine exhaust gases, which are usually vented
overboard. The exhaust gas from the turbine-generator set is utilized in the Stratos-designed and
-developed Rankine cycle waste heat recovery system for energy conversion. System efficiency increases to a point at which 50 kilowatts of usable
refined electrical power are developed at the same
fuel consumption rate as that of a 30-kilowatt set
without the waste heat recovery feature. The net
result is a substantial fuel saving (up to 60 percent),
which represents a significant reduction in logistic
support required. The TEF will be deployed as part
of the TIP! (Tactical Information Processing and
Interpretation System), a triservice-sponsored reconnaissance program.

Remarks
In production at Stratos is the air turbine drive
for the Boeing 747. The TP85-l air turbine is utilized to drive a hydraulic pump that furnishes, und er high load conditions, auxiliary boost power for
selected control functions of the aircraft. In addition, air-turbin~-driven pumps provide continuous
system hydraulic power in case of a malfunction of
engine-driven pumps. Nominally rated at 85 horsepower, the Stra tos turbine utilizes the bleed air of
the je t en_gine for operating power. There are 4
turbme dnves per aircraft. The TP85-l control circuits are_ pneumatic and operate on the primary
supJ?lY_ ~1r source. ~hey require no quiescent flow,
mmimizmg contammation. They are protected by
water separators, filters, and %-inch-minimum-di~meter lines to preclude any contamination or freezmg. The speed-regulation and oversp eed sensina/
shutdov~rn functions are each performed by a co~
ple tely mdependent circuit. The control circuits are
~daptive to the environment; i.e., if supply pressure
mcreases, the level of force balance at the control
valve ach.mtors increases. No pressure regulators
are required in either the control circuits or the air
supply to the turbine. Normal speed regulation is
accomplished by an isochronous governor which is
capable of controlling turbine steady-state speed to
within plus or minus 1 p ercent of its design point.

TJ·PI /TE F
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SYSTEMS

APOLLO ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Division, Los Angeles
Remarks
The Apollo Command Module environmental control system (ECS) establishes a safe environment
for 3 astronauts and various cabin equipment
throughout all mission phases. It provides the crew
with oxygen and with hot and cold water; removes
carbon dioxide, odors, waste water, and solids from
the breathing gas; and controls suit/cabin pressure
and temperature. In addition, the ECS regulates
certain equipment temperatures by heat dissipation
to heat transport coolant loops and provides instrum entation to assess system performance. The system
is designed to minimize crew attention during normal operation. Automatic and/or manually actuated
component redundancies are incorporated to enhance reliability. Originally designed for a 14-day
mission, the ECS is readily capable of significantly
longer missions because of an inherent ease of adding expendables. In flight, the nominal cabin environment consists of 100 percent oxygen at 5 pounds
per square inch, 75 degrees Fahrenheit temperature, and 50 percent relative humidity. Basic ECS
flexibility permits mixed-gas launches and various
emergency operations to insure crew safety without
mission compromise.

AIRBORNE SPECIAL-PURPOSE
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Division, Los Angeles
Remarks
Under development at Garrett-AiResearch are a
number of airborne special-purpose digital computers. Particularly noteworthy are the central air data
computer (CADC) and air inlet control system
(AICS) for the Navy's multimission, supersonic F-14
aircraft. Employing advanced electronic technology, the CADC is the first military air data system
incorporating all-solid-state electronics and a fully
digital computational technique. Extensive use of
MOS-LSI circuit logic substantially increases reliability and maintainability with reduced size and
weight. The CADC employs a newly developed
· solid-state quartz pressure sensor (on the left in
photo, compared with analog sensor on the right)
which converts directly from pneumatic to electrical
parameters with greater accuracy and reliability
than previously employed electromechanical transducers. The CADC provides more than 50 outputs,
both analog and digital, to cockpit instruments and
other aircraft subsystems. The AICS, also employing MOS-LSI electronics, senses, computes, and
programs the amount and the speed of air entering
the aircraft's engines for optimum performance in
all flight regimes. Prototypes of both systems were
scheduled for delivery in 1970.

SYSTEMS

AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona
Remarks

AiResearch-Arizona manufactures 3 series of auxiliary power units. Smallest is the GTP 30 series gas
rnrbine, models of which weigh approximately 75
pounds and produce shaft power in a range from
60 to 150 horsepower. Typical applications include
business aircraft auxiliary power units, generator
sets for ground power, and pump drives. The GTCP
85 series gas turbine (photo) has the largest production history and the widest variety of applications;
models in this series are used as ground and onboard auxiliary power units for airline and military
transport aircraft and as generator sets for ground
power. Models in the 85 series d evelop power in
the 200- to 350-equivalent-horsepower range and
weigh about 275 pounds. Ivlost applications utilize
the power in a combination of varying amounts of
shaft power and compressed air energy. The shaft
power is used for driving gen erators, alternators,
pumps, compressors, and other driven equipment.
The pneumatic energy is used in such applications
as jet engine starting systems, air-conditioning systems, and anti-ice and h eating systems. N ew est of
the AiResearch line, and the largest of its kind available, is the GTCP 660 series gas turbine, which produces about 300 shaft horsepower, 825 pounds of
bleed air per minute, or varying combinations of
both at the same time. The system is 73 inches long
and weighs 550 pounds. Typical applications include large transport aircraft on-board auxiliary
power units and aircraft ground-support equipment.

AIRCRAFT ENGINE AND CABIN
TURBOCHARGING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Industrial Division
Remarks

T_u rbo charging light business and utility aircraft eng mes enables quick ascent and cruise above the
v•.reather a t altitudes of 20,000 to 30,000 feet. Cabin
pressurization for flight at those altih1des is accomplished by direct bleed of air from the compressor
of t!1e engine turbocharger. Combining cabin and
engme supercharging from the compressor of one
tur?ocharger provides simplicity, low cost, and light
w e1ght. The b asic AiResearch system consists of
~urboch arger, compressor discharge pressure sensmg _controller, turbine bypass waste-gate valve, and
~ abm bleed Bow limiting sonic venhlri. The system
1s fully automatic and requires no special attention
from the pilot for normal operation. AiResearch
turbochargers are used on 3 Beech, 7 Cessna, and
3 Piper models and on the Bell 47G-3B and the
Hiller E-4 h elicopters. Beech, Cessna, and Mooney
a~so have models incorporating the combined engme and cabin turbocharging system.
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SYSTEMS

CONTINUOUS NONEQUILIBRIUM MHO
POWER GENERATOR

SNAP-27

Remarks

Prime Contractor: General Elech·ic Company, Missile and Space Division
Principal Subcontractors: 3M Company (thermopile); Solar Division of International Harvester
Company (beryllium fabrication)

A magnetohydrodynamic generator was continu~usly ?perate~ without high heating, for the first
time, m a senes of basic experiments at the GE
Space Sciences Laboratory. The Department of Defense and GE cosponsored the work under the
Independent . Research & Development Program.
Steady electnc power of several watts was continuously extracted at 93 percent of the theoretically
attam~.ble l~v~l of induced voltage. Running times,
effectively limited only by the experimental gas supply, were typically about an hour. The success depe~de~ on raising the working plasma's level of
wmzation far above the equilibrium value for the
relat~v~ly low. temperature. (The transverse conductivity du.n ng power extraction was approximately 150 times ~e thermal equilibrium value at
1,500 degrees Kelvm.) The nonequilibrium MHD
generator, perhaps as a topping device on a groundbased system, should be capable of exploiting the
~gher efficiencies at cycle temperatures approachmg 2,0.00 degrees. A nonequilibrium MHD generator, ~smg a. condens.able ~lkali metal vapor as the
workmg flmd, promises high reliability because of
the complete absence of moving mechanical parts·
thus, it is ~ttr~ctive for long-term space nuclea;
power apphcations-for electric propulsion, commu~ications, or pla~e~-bas~d needs. In photo, test
section of MHD facility With 11 electrode pairs.

Remarks
SNAP-27 is a plutonium-238-fu eled power supply
developed under contract to the Atomic Energy
Commission. The complete system weighs 42.7
pounds and produces a minimum of 64 watts (DC)
at a nominal 16 volts. It is the power source for
the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package
(ALSEP), developed for NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center and used for the first time on Apollo
12. The package is transported to the lunar surface
within the scientific equipment bay of the Lunar
Module (LM). The fuel capsule is transported in a
separate protective cask mounted on the external
surface of the LM. This fuel cask provides the heat
shielding necessary to assure intact reentry of the
fuel capsule in the event of an aborted mission.
After landing, the fuel capsule is removed from the
cask and is inserted into the generator by one of
the astronauts. The ALSEP is then deployed on the
lunar surface, with the SNAP-27 power source connected to a central station containing the data management and power distribution equipment. Data
on the lunar environment will be transmitted to
earth for a period of at least one year following
departure of the astronauts. The illustr.atio~ shows
an electrically heated fuel capsule bemg mserted
prior to thermal vacuum testing.

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company,
Space Sciences Laboratory

SYSTEMS

COMPUTED VISUAL SIMULATOR
Prime ContTactor: General Electric Company, Electronics L aboratory
Ren1arks
The Computed Visual Simula tor, built for NASA's
Manned Spacecraft C enter, is a special-purpose
digital computer tha t generates real-time television
pictures of solid objects and scenes from numerical
models stored in the computer's m emory. There are
no cameras, physical models, slides, or films in the
system. The computer updates the television display
of the scen e in exact p erspective 20 times per second. The only external inputs required by the system a re data d escribing the vehicle attitude and
position with respect to the scen e. The numerical
models of various scenes, such as airports, spacecraft, and the lunar surface, are stored on punched
tape and fed to the m emory prior to running a
simulation. The display is in color and scenes are
described by straight edges up to a total of 240.
GE has d eveloped techniques for increasing the
number of edges to 1,500. The Computed Visual
Simulator can b e used for training or engineering
d esign and evaluation. In training, it overcomes
most of the problems associated with TV camera/
physical model techniques such as depth of focus,
model scaling, lighting, and gimbaling. For design
and evaluation, the computed approach presents
visual impressions of the characteristics and b ehavior of a d esign long b efore it is built.

ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: General Laboratory Associates,
Inc.
Remarks
G eral Laboratory Associates has, over the past
9 ~ ades attained prominence in the field of gas
;ur;~e a~cessory ~ystems for commercial, military,
siness 1·et aucraft. The photo shows the exan·td b uortion
.
..
of the GLA.Igrution
system use d on
ci er p
.
f
f
the Pratt & Whitney Auc.ra t JT9D. ~rb?. an en.
for the Boeing 747 aucraft. This .Ignition sys<nnes
fern features 2 separately mounted exciters on each
JT9D engine; they supply energy to a recess gap
. ·t
l)lu<1 through an air-cooled high-tension
Igm er
o
. I
.li .
GLA
lead. Other comme~cm programs ~ti zmg
i nition equipment mclude the Boemg 707, 720,
~7 and 737, the McDonnell Douglas DC-8 and
DC~9, the Convair.6.00, 880, and 99?, and the L~ck
l d Electra II. Mihtary programs mclude the Gen1eel Dynamics F-lllA, the Ling-Temco-Vought A-7,
era
an d the Boeing B- 52.
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SYSTEMS

ENGINE IGNITION ALTERNATORS
Prime Contractor: General Laboratory Associates,
Inc.

JET ENGINE TEMPERATURE
SENSING SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: General Laboratory Associates,
Inc.

Remarks

Remarks

The requirem ents of advanced aircraft for highly
sophisticated electrical systems stressed the need
for an engine electrical system separate from the
aircraft's main electrical supply. At General Laboratory Associates, the initial task of fulfilling this
need was the development of specially designed,
lightweight, high-speed alternators as an electrical
power source for engine ignition. In production at
GLA are alternators with built-in capability of supplying power requirements in a range from 10
p ercent of full engine speed to full engine speed.
T echnical developments-particularly military-in
advanced engine controls have created additional
applications for an independently reliable source
of power.

D emands for a high-integrity and functional means
of sensing jet engine temperatures. re~ulted in the
application of the thermocouRle pnncrple to a sy~
tem as shown in photo. Specrfically, the system rs
designed to monitor temperatur~s in_ the exl~aust
area of the jet engine. The electncal srgnal emrtted
by the system represents the aver_a~e gas tempe_rature in the searched area. Provrsrons for engme
mounting and for ease of installation or :eplacement of individual system components are mcorporated into the system, as well as features which
permit ground check-out of engine functions and of
the temperature sensing system. Light~eight, approximately 5 pounds, the system has a hfe expectancy in excess of 15,000 hours.

SYSTEMS

LIGHTWEIGHT PNEUMATIC DE-ICING
SYSTEM, ELECTRICAL PROPELLER
DE-ICING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: B. F. Goodrich Aerospace and
D efense Products
Remarks

463L CARGO PALLETS
Prime Contractor: Goodyear Aerospace Corporation

TI1e B. F. Goodrich lighn:veight pneumatic de-icing
system gives inflight protection from the hazards
of ice formation on wing and empennage leading
edges. It can b e put into operation instantly ' 'v ith
Hip-of-the-s,vitch convenience and will operate continuously if n ecessary. Engine-d1·iven air pumps or
turbin e engine compressors are dependable sources
of en ergy for d e-icer operation. Spanwise tubes
built into the lighhveight, reinforced rubber boots
are automatically cycled for inflation and deflation,
thus cracking the ice and shedding it into the airstream. Electrical propeller d e-icers consist of heating elem ents sandwiched in rubber and bonde d to
propeller blades. Electrical energy is cycled automatically through a slip ring-brush assembly for an
effective and efficient h eat pattern on prop blades.
BFG lightweight pneumatic and electrical propeller
d e-icers are available for most popular single- and
h:vin-engine general aircraft. The systems can be
installed at the factory as optional original equipm ent, or later as field installations. Total system
w eights depend upon make and model of aircraft.
Ranges are approximately as follows : pneumatic deice rs, 20 to 60 pounds; electrical prop de-icers, 5 to
15 pounds.

Standard Air Force 463L cargo pallets are used to
trausport goods and material throughout the free
world; a large number are being used in Vietnam
and Southeast Asia. During the first 7 months of
1969, the Air Force ordered 15,438 of the pallets
from Goodyear Aerospace. The pallets, ordered by
the Air Materiel Command at 'Vamer~Robins Air
Force Base, Georgia, measure approximately 7 feet
by 9 feet and are 2.25 inches thick. They have a
lighn:veight, end-grain balsa core surfaced with
aluminum and enclosed in aluminum side rails.
Although weighing less than 300 pounds each, they
can handle cargo loads weighing up to 10,000
pounds. They are so rugged that in emergencies
they can be air- or runway-dropped. Tie-down fittings secure cargo from warehouse to the fin9-l , destination. The pallets fit on lift trucks, slide into
transport aircraft on rollers, and lock into place
either sideways or lengthways. They are used in a
variety of planes including the C-124, C-130, C130E, C-133, C-135, and C-141. Prior to 1969, Goodyear Aerospace had supplied 36,000 of the 463L
pallets to the Air Force.

Re1narks
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SYSTEMS

PHOTO PROCESSING AND
INTERPRETATION (PPI) SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Goodyear Aerospace Corporation

PARAWING PRECISION AERIAL
DELIVERY SYSTEM

Remarks

Prime Contractor: Goodyear Aerospace Corporation

Completely mobile color or black-and-white photography processing and interpretation facilities,
capable of rapid processing of aerial reconnaissance
film, help reduce the critical time between Tactical
Air ~ommand reconnaissance flights and possible
retaliatory measures in forward tactical areas. Color
printing equipment included in the system can
process and dry 3,200 feet of 5-inch-wide color
aerial reconna~ssance film in an 8-hour period. It
can also duplicate standard 70-millimeter 5-inch
'
'
an d 9.5-inch reconnaissance film in continuous
lengths up to 1,000 feet at rates from 20 to 60 feet
per minute. Enlargements up to 30 inches by 30
mches ~re possible. Eight photo shelters are includ~d m the c~lor units, which are completely air
mob1le ~or use m forward combat areas, including
those With arctic cold or jungle heat conditions. The
shelters are linked by in~ercoms and passageways
a~d are. s~rv_ed by electncal, water, drainage, and
a1r-~onditio~mg systems. The PPI systems provide
tactical aenal reconnaissance units with a number
of services : processing and interpreting aerial color
film _records; preparing and releasing flash and imme~ate reports; exposing and processing color
aenal film duplicates for immediate use or distribution to other users; printing and processing enlarged
color prints to support reconnaissance reports; and
support functions, including administration, quality
control, water conditioning, chemical mixing, distribution, storage, and maintenance. Two ES-75
(XA-1) color processor units built in 1968-69 are an
outgrowth of black-and-white film processing units,
designated WS430A and WS430B, used around the
world.

Remarks
The parawing is a parachute-like gliding device
that eliminates 3 combat-area problems of parachutes: exposing airplanes and crews to enemy gunfire, revealing the ground location of troops receiving food and supplies, and delivering supplies inaccurately. Guided by a radio no larger than a GI
walkie-talkie, the controlled airdrop cargo system
is accurate to within 200 feet of a target when released from airplanes flying up to 6 miles high and
15 miles away. Silent and capable of flying day or
night in all types of weather, a 25-foot-wide parawing can carry payloads ranging from 100 to 500
pounds. It is highly maneuverable and can be
steered by pushing "left" or "right" buttons on the
ground transmitter; it will also automatically home
to the transmitter. The device was developed under
contract with the Army Aviation Material Laboratories, Fort Eustis, Virginia. Twenty units have
been tested extensively at Yuma Proving Ground,
Arizona. The parawing remotely resembles a parachute in that it is made of flexible cloth and its
load is carried at the end of suspension lines. Actually, however, it is a triangular-shaped glider that
is steerable. It can be folded into a compact package weighing 80 pounds and less than 3 cubic feet
in volume. Both parawings and parachutes can be
released from as high as 30,000 feet, but parachutes
lack the range and accuracy of parawings. The
parawing lets the payload hit the ground with about
the same impact as a parachute-dropped load, providing protection for such items as fuel, medical
supplies, food, ammunition, and survival gear.
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SYSTEMS

DIGITAL AIR DATA COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc.
Remarks
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:METAL MATRIX CONTINUOUS
FILAMENT COMPOSITES
Prime Contractor: Harvey Engineering L aboratories, a division of H arvey Aluminum, Inc.

s:g
9

Remarks

A family of materials consisting of aluminum or
titanium alloy as a matrix, reinforced b y continuous
filam ents of boron, b eryllium, silicon carbide, stainless steel, or alumina, has b een d eveloped by Harvey Engineering Laboratories. These materials possess h eretofore un available combinations of high
stren 0ath/weiaht
qnd
stiffness/ w eight ratios together
0
.
with high endurance limit, good corrosion resistance, and other d esirable properties. \i\1 eight savings of 25 to 40 p ercent are possible w ith these
ma teria ls as compare d with high-strength homogen eous metals and alloys. Applications are b eing
made in aerospace and airfram e structures and in
components of propulsion units. Forms available
are sheet and plate in any thickness from .003 to 1
inch, monolayer or multilayer tap e, simple forged
shapes, and die forgings and structural shapes such
as hat sections, angles, zees, channels, and tees.

1
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SYSTEMS

HELMET SIGHT SYSTEM
AGENA GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Prime Contractor : Honeywell Inc.

Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc.
Remarks
Remarks

The Honeywell h elmet sight system permits the
pilot of an aircraft to acquire air or ground targets,
without interfering with the pilot's primary task of
flying the aircraft. The system was d eveloped as a
fire-control aid for th e Lockheed-built Army AH56A Cheyenne h elicopter , and it is being utilized in
an Air Force reconnaissance project and in an Air
Force cam era direction experiment. The helmetm ounted eyepiece eliminates the pilot's need for a
hand-held sight, and an electrooptical positioning
concept eliminates restrictive m echanical linkages
b etween helmet and cockpit. Once determined by
computer, the h elmet's position is fed by electronic signals to command gun or camera direction.
H elmet-mounted CRT displays have been developed to provide critical information to the h elmet
sight operator while m aintaining continuous h eadup target trackin gs.

The Honeywell H-448 Agena Strapdown Inertial
Guidance and Navigation (SIGN) system is unique
to the aerospace industry, as it is the first strapdown navigator to guide a space booster. D esigned
by Honeywell's Aerospace Division-Florida for increased a ccuracy and extrem ely high reliability, it
provides attitude and reference information to th e
Agena during precise orbital insertion missions. The
H-448 consists of an inertial measurement unit
(photo shows artist's conception) and the Honeywell
Model H-501 digital computer with an 8,000-word
m emory. Inertial components (gyros and accelerometers) are supplied by Honeywell's Aerospace Division-Minneapolis. The Honeywell strapdown system enhances the operational flexibility of the
booster, which is capable of covering a wide range
of space missions.
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SYSTEMS

Ai~/ ASN-101 GIMBALED ELECTROSTATIC
AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION SYSTEM

ADVANCED DESIGN ARRAY RADAR
(ADAR)

Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc.

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

Ren1arks

The AN / ASN-101 Girnbaled Electrostatic Aircraft
Navi~ation Sys tem (GEANS) is an ultraprecise, selfcontamed, s elf-~lign e d, worldwide inertial n avigator. GEANS relies on the excellent drift characteris?cs of th e electrostatic gy ro. H eart of the system
IS th e full-freedom, 4-gimbaled inertial m easuring
unit which ho~1s es 2 GEANS g) ro packages, an acc elerom~ter tnad, and supporting integrated circuit
electromcs. The platform is accompanied b y a highspeed I;Ioneyv,rell ~irborne digital computer with
th ~ firms plated w1re m emory, a system electronics
umt, and a control display unit. The inner element
of the inertial measuring unit is slaved to the electrostatic gyro spin axes to provide a space-stable
base for the accelerometer triad. The system is controlled .through the control display unit, vvhich uses
a mo~Ifi e d calculator-type keyboard to provide a
verbalized form of communication with the computer. P~w er conversion and automatic sequencing
are provided by the computer and the system electronics unit. According to Honeywell, the AN/ ASN101 provides a navigational capability b eyond that
of other inertial systems; it \>.rill b e available for
duty on a wide variety of advanced strategic, tactical, and command and control aircraft now planned
by the military services. GEANS is b eing developed
by Honeywell Aerospace Division-Florida for the
Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Aeronautical Systems Division.

Remarks

ADAR is a radar prototype system being produced
by Hughes for the Advanced Research Projects
Agency and the Army as a forerunner of what could
b e the world's most powerful radar for defense
against missile attack. The prototype, a scale version of a proposed long-range system, is in test
status. The transmitting array is a planar phased
array that is electronically steered by ferrite phase
shifters. The antenna beam width is 3 degrees by
5 degrees. Wide-scan angle coverage is prO\rided by
the array, which is di\rided into sub-arrays eneraized by true-time delayers. The recei\ring array
~onsists of a microwave optical system fed by many
homs, each producing a receive beam. A microwave
switching matrix selects the desired beams for reception and connects them to receivers. The receive
b eam width is 2 degrees. The radar is programmed
to b e fully automatic in scanning and tracking. Targets are automatically acquired and tracked within
a selected sector of space. Controls at the radar console enable the operator to set the modes of radar
operation and to carry out certain tests. Displays
consist of a monitoring scope and a typewriter
print-out of radar data. Magnetic tape outputs are
also available. In photo, artist's conception of
ADAR transmitting and receiving antennas in a
subterranean installation.
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SYSTEMS

NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM

MANPACK TRANSCEIVER
Prime Contractor : Hughes Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Remarks

The Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) is an information display nerve center which exhibits instantaneous data about a tactical battle zone before
the eyes of a Navy shipboard commander. In production at Hughes, NTDS consoles give tactical
operations teams in the d epths of a ship a compreh ensive picture of ships, aircraft, and submarines,
friend or foe, within reach of a fleet's electronic
ey es and ears. NTDS can detect, track, and determine h eight, identity, and composition of a raid.
Within se conds, the system can evaluate the potential threat, assign and control countering w eapons,
and p erform other command functions for a single
ship or for an entire fleet. NTDS replaces the conventional shipboard combat information center by
vir tually elimina ting the possibility of human error
and the d elays that often plagued the m anual system of plotting. The NTDS display can b e trimmed
to 3 consoles for specific missions; other installations
re quire up to 30 consoles. In addition to providing
shipboard t eams with specific information, NTDS
can furnish display information throughout a data
n e twork linking several ships with each other and
with shore stations.

Remarks

Hughes is producing for the Army the ligh.tweight
Manpack sending/receiver radio system whiCh provides 16,000 individual voice channels and opera tes
effectively even in d ense jungle. The solid-state
Manpa ck is a single sideband r~dio only .18 inches
high, 12 inches wide, and 3.75 mches thiCk. Its 2to 18-mega cycle range and 16,000 channels offer a
wide, built-in frequ ency flexibility, m ak!ng. en emy
jamming efforts more difficult. Manpack s high-frequency signals reflect from the ionosphere, giving
them a range b eyond line of sight. Thus, the signals can traverse mountains and jungles, where
VHF and UHF signals often fail. Manpack is designed to opera te on ordinary flashlight-tyPe dry
cell b a tteries as w ell as w et cell b atten es. Designed to b e carried by one man w earing a standard
Army shoulder harness, the system w eighs about
29 pounds with w et cells. In field t~sts, the sets
have operated efficiently between pomts over 500
miles apart, and on one occasion a Manpack clear
transmission sp anned 7,500 miles. M anpac~ uses a
collapsible ship antenna, but for greater distances
it can use a slant-wire antenna attached to a tree
or a dipole antenna stretched b etween 2 vertical
supports.

SYSTEMS

SATURN INSTRUMENT UNIT
Prime Contractor: International Business Machines
Corporation, Federal Systems Division

AIR DEFENSE GROUND
ENVIRONMENT SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Remarks
Advanced Air D efens e Ground Environment
(ADGE) systems, d esigned b y Hughes, are installed
in a number of free world countries. The modular
systems, which can be tailored to the requirements
of th e individual country, are designed to provide
an electronic "umbrella" of protection against attack from the air. They are installed in Japan
(BADGE system) , W est Germany, the Netherlands,
and Belgium (lPG system). A similar Hughes system is b eing installed in Sv,ritzerland (Project
FLORIDA) . Hughes is also one of 6 international
firms incorporated to d esign and build the $300,000,000 NATO Air D efense Ground Environment
(NADGE) system in Europe. The ADGE systems
are composed of state-of-the-art general-purpose
computers,_electronic data display units, data-processing eqmpment, and communications equipment.
When combined with long-ranrre modern radars,
the systems provide a modemi~ed, quick-reacting
capability of rapid detection, identification, and
tracking of potential enemy air threats and to-thetarget control of supersonic air defense missiles and
fighter interceptors. ADGE systems are designed to
meet specific air d efens e n eeds of today, but they
have the capability of growth to meet n ew air defense challenges of tomorrow. In photo, main operations room of a NATO bunker in the lPG system.

Remarks
The Instrument Unit (IU)-the 3-foot-high "nerv,e
center" stage of Saturn-was designed at NASA s
Marshall Space Flight Center and is assembled_ ~t
Huntsville Alabama by IBM Federal Systems DIVIsion. Each' Saturn
and Saturn V has one of these
aluminum rings, 21.7 feet in diameter. ~ore than
60 electrical and electronic units _are ~tegrat·it
within each IU to provide the vehicle Wl~ gm
ance navirration control and data-handlin~ sys'
'
·
for
terns.' IBM b has system
integration
responsi"bilitybl
the Saturn IUs including fabrication, as~em y,
check-out and launch support. IBM also build~ the
on-board 'computer and the data adapter. Dunn~a
mission the IU's sensitive instruments processd .t'
· tsan 1s
lions of bits of data every few mmu e 'd hi 1
.
1
tion
an ve c.ty
e
gu1dance system m easures acce era
1
1
attitude 25 times a second. It determines ve ~c .
and position every second, then calculates an IStum on course.
sues steering commands to k eep Sa
.
The IU samples 200 sensors that measure denlvuolnm ent and systems performance; t es t s soun eve s,
temperatures pressures an d VI"b rati"0 n levels
d more
'
'
d
n
re1ays
than 7,000 times a minute; and recor s a
h
flight information to ground stations. Before 1~\'
the IU aids in countdown check-out. Under h 0 \ house control the on-board IBM computer c ec s
itself and the Saturn vehicle. It tests switch select_ors
· each stage and orders first-stage engm
· es to. grmm
th
bal for visual obseFvation. Once in earth orbit, e
IU commands engine re-ignition to put Apollo~~
a correct lunar traje ctory. When on course, ~t sta llizes the stage for the turnaround and docking man euver.
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SYSTEMS

SYSTEM/4 PI
Prime Contractor: International Business Machines
Corporation, Federal Systems Division
Remarks
IBM System/4 Pi is a new family of general-purpose computers built for aerospace applications
such as navigation and weapons delivery for aircraft, artillery :fire control for battle:field systems,
and spacecraft guidance. The computers range in
size from .4 cubic foot to 2 cubic feet. They are
''hardened" to withstand the temperature and vibration extremes common to military and space environments. System/4 Pi computers have been
selected for several aerospace programs, including
2 versions of the Air Force's F-111 variable-sweepwing aircraft: the F-lllD tactical :fighter and FBlll strategic bomber. Each aircraft uses 2 4 Pi
computers, one for navigation and one for weapons delivery. The computers are also used in the
Navy EA-6B electronic warfare aircraft, in an electronic system to process and correlate enemy radar
data; in the Navy Target Identi:fication and Acquisition System, an airborne system used with Standard
ARM antiradiation missile; in the Navy A-6A attack
aircraft; and in Navy and Air Force versions of the
A-7 :fighter-bomber. System/4 Pi makes the :first use
of read-only storage for computer logic control in
aerospace systems. There are 3 System/4 Pi models:
Model TC (tactical computer) for satellites, tactical
missiles, helicopters, and other applications requiring a very small, lightweight computer; Model CP
(customized processor) for real-time computing applications; and Model EP (extended performance)
for applications that require real-time calculation of
very large amounts of data.

AN/ ARN-90 AIRBORNE TACAN
BEACON SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: ITT Avionics, a division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
Remarks
The original TACAN AN/ARN-52(V) was designed
for use by military aircraft in conjunction with a
mobile or :fixed beacon. The TACAN AN/ARN-90
is an airborne system which adds T ACAN air-to-air
bearing capability to the already existing TACAN
air-to-air distance capability of the AN/ ARN-52(V).
The combined distance and bearing facility of an
ANIARN-90-equipped aircraft thus provides complete T ACAN navigational service to user aircraft.
The AN I ARN -90 equipment complement consists
of a bearing data unit, a rotating antenna (new designs), and a receiver-transmitter (modified AN/
ARN-52). This new system offers a wide choice of
potential air-to-air applications including refueling,
rendezvous, and station keeping. It is compatible
with the TACAN system.
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SYSTEMS

AN/URN-20 TACAN BEACON SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: ITT Avionics, a di rision of International T elephone and Telegraph Corporation
Remarks

The AN/ URN-20 radio set (beacon) is the latest
shipboard/ground TACAN navigation aid in use.
T~e solid-state equipment is d es!gned for a 3~
mtle-range capability; it operates .~ a polar coordin a~e mode . Although d esigned on~mally for use on
ships, the equipment can b e aRplied anywhere. It
can b e used in a dual configuratiOn. When the AN/
URN-20 is mounted on a ~hip, a roll stabilizer is
u s_ed . For ground station use, th~ _same antenna
Without the roll stabilizer can b e utilized as well as
any other existing ground T ACAN antenna capable
o~ h andling the RF power output. The syst_em conSISts of transponder group, T~'IC (test-momtor-co~
trol) group, antenna group, line voltag_e regulators,
and remote indicator. Signals ~ransmit_ted by t?e
r~dio set provide properly e'JU1pped aucraft WI~
distance and b earing infonnation nee~ed by the aucraft to d etermine their positions w1th respect to
the b eacon.

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
EARTH TERMINAL
Prime Contractor: ITT Defense Communications a
division of International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation
Remarks

This satellite communication earth terminal is situated in Buitrago, Spain, 50 miles north of Madrid,
and was built by ITT Defense Communications
Division for Campania Telefonica Nacional de
Espana, t~e natio~al telep~on~ company of Spain.
The termmal proVIdes Spam with a communication
gateway to North and South America via the Intelsat series of commercial communication satellites.
The terminal p ermits simultaneous transmission
over 10 m essage links and a television circuit.
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SYSTEMS

SATELLITE NAVIGATION SHIPBOARD
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
Prime Contractor: ITT Aerospace/Optical, San Fernando, a division of International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation

PORTABLE AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION
TRACKER
Prime Contractor: ITT Aerospace/Optical, a division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

Remarks
The AN /SRN -9 radio navigation set was developed
and produced by ITT Aerospace/Optical for shipboard use by the Navy in obtaining precise position
fixes from the Navy Navigation Satellite system.
The dual-channel, phase lock receiver, with its
unique conical helix antenna, acquires from the satellite's signals the orbital parameters, Doppler shift,
and refraction index of the satellite and formats
these data to enable a digital computer to provide
a position fix in direct readout of latitude and longitude with an accuracy better than .1 nautical mile.
The equipment operates reliably in all weather conditions, worldwide, with an accuracy unaffected by
seasonal or diurnal ionospheric shifts. The system
has been in operational Navy use since 1964. Its
d eclassification in 1967 led to the Model 4007AB
commercial version for use in commercial and scientific oceanographic applications. Both the naval and
the commercial versions are b eing produced in
quantity and have been proven in operational use.

Remarks
The Portable Automatic Calibration Tracker
(PACT) system was developed for NASA's Godd~rd
Space Flight C enter to calibrate Space Tracking
and Data Acquisition Network (STAD~N) antennas. The system comprises an electrooptical sensor,
X-Y mount assembly, and subsystems f?r mount
control, data processing, display, and prm.t-out .. A
4,500-watt quartz iodine light source supplied w1th
the system is mounted concentrically with a radar
beacon antenna on a calibration aircraft. Simultaneous tracking of optical and radio-frequency
targets by PACT and a STADAN antenna facilitates
calibration of antenna pointing angles. Manual control is exercised during target acquisition; after the
target has been acquired, the system tracks automatically.
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SYSTEMS

MULTIPLIER PHOTOTUBES
Prime Contractor: ITT Electron Tube Division, a
division of International T elephone and T elegraph
Corporation

GROUND CONTROL
APPROACH QUADRADAR
Prime Contractor: ITT Gilfillan, Inc., International
T elephone and Telegraph Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Electron Tube Division is m anufacturing a comple te line of special-purpose multiplier phototubes
providing broad spectral response range from the
ultraviolet to the n ear infrared for the detection of
moderate to very 10\'V levels of radiated energy. The
lin e includes star tracker types characterized by
low dark currents, low noise, high sensitivity, single
e lectron counting capability, and magnetic deflection ca pability. The F4071 (photo) is designed specifica lly for laser ranging and other specialized applications in which premium performance and small
size are critical considerations. Other types are
b eing manufactured for applications involving high
current operations, high ambient temperature, general scintillation counting, electron energy selection,
h e terodyne d e tection, fast gating, and detection of
modulated high-frequency light b eams. Ruggedize d versions of many types are available.

The Quadradar is a complete, 4-in-1 ground control
appr~ach radar .which 1~rovides precision approach,
surveillance, height findmg, and taxi radar coveraae
for air traffic control. On final approach, the I'fT
Gilfillan Q~adradar pn~sents to the operator the
range, b eanng, and altitude of all aircraft withi
40 miles. The data are used to keep the pilots n
optimum course line and glide path to touchdo on
The Quadradar prov~des 360-degree surveilla~~
coverage to the 40-mi.le range, p ermitting the 0 _
era tor to control termmal h·affic while establishiJ
final
approa ch . patterns.
Accurate altitude info rma~
.
f
tion on any aircra t up to 50,000 feet makes th
Quadradar'~ h eight-finding system a valuable aid t~
complete au traffic control. The Quadradar's t ·
aXI
coverage prov1'des surface surveillance perm'ttin
an expanded view of aircraft or other objec~s ~
the runway.
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SYSTEMS

AN/USQ-28 AERIAL SURVEYING AND
MAPPING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Kollsman Instrument Corporation
FLITE-PATH DISPLAY
Prime Contractor: Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics
Corporation
Remarks

The Kaiser Flite-Path display, developed by Kaiser
Aerospace & Electronics Corporation, is a revolutionary new aircraft instrumentation system for
light aircraft. It is an electronic system that integrates data from many of the currently used standard instruments and converts the data into a TV
picture that can be scanned by the pilot as though
h e were flying in visual contact with the real world.
Instead of the "black ball" artificial horizon in present use, the pilot sees in his TV-type picture a realistic portrayal of a light sky, a dark ground with
small symbols that represent earth features, and a
highw ay that diminishes in p erspective toward the
horizon. The earth-feature symbols first appear as
small fields on the horizon and increase in size as
they move down the TV screen so that the pilot
visualizes that his aircraft is moving over the earth
b elow. In a tum, the symbols translate sideways,
giving the real-world impression that the landmarks
r emain stationary and the aircraft is turning away.
The ''highway in the sky" is superimposed over the
basic display and directs the pilot to his destination.
The path is positioned by information that h as b een
processed from radios, a gyro compass, and an altitude sen sor.

Remarks

The AN/USQ-28 is the first of a new class of advanced airborne electronic photographic systems
that completely integrates aerial surveying and
photomapping techniques with comJ?uter cont:ol.
The system includes advanced-destgn mappmg
cameras which are located, with their support
equipment, in a pressurized compartment in the
bottom of the forward section of the fuselage.
Above this compartment is the navigator's station,
with an extremely accurate navigator's viewfinder
and the controls for the inertial reference unit. The
other subsystems, which include the photographer's
station with console and viewfinder, the Shiran operator's station and related equipment, the terrain
profile recorder console, and the digital computer,
are located amidship and aft in the aircraft. These
subsystems are integrated to provide the fastest and
most accurate means available for obtaining raw
geodetic and photomapping ~ata. The AN/USQ-28
system is capable of mappmg 30,000 to 40,000
square miles a day, and it will colle_ct data on the
location, altitude, and angle at whtch the photographs were taken . The _p~o.gram is directe~ by the
Aeronautical Systems Dtvtswn, USAF, Wnght-Patterson Air Force Base . Kollsman has delivered a
prototype system and 3 produc~ion models ~or installation in Boeing RC-135A aucraft operatmg at
Forbes AFB, Kansas, home of the 1370th Photo
Mapping Wing.
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SYSTEMS

INTEGRATED FLIGHT INSTRlmfENT
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Kollsman Instrument Corporation

APOLLO OPTICAL UNIT ASSEMBLY AND
ALIGNMENT OPTICAL TELESCOPE
Prime Contractor: Kollsman Instrument Corporation

Remarks

The h eart of the Integrated Flight Instrument System for airline and executive jet use is the KS 200
central air da ta computer (at right in photo) . The
computer produces more than 50 outputs, including
signals for autopilot, altitude reporting, altitude
alerting, Mach trim, cabin pressurization, servo
pneumatic altimeters, and servo altimeters. It has
b een certi£ed for use on the Boeing 737, the McDonnell Douglas DC-8-60 series, the Grumman
Gulfstream II, and the DH-125. Typical instruments
in the sys tem are at left in photo. The are (left row,
top to bottom) Kollsman's altitude alert device,
servo pneumatic altimeter, static air temperature
and true airspeed servo indicator, (right row top to
bottom) electric altimeter, and Mach airspeed indicator. The altitude alert device provides the pilot
with a series of signals as h e approaches his preselected altitude level. The device is activated by
an electric signal from the same source that supplies altih1de information to the pilot, thus assuring
close correlation between the alerting signal and the
altitude indication used to control the aircraft. The
servo pneumatic altimeter is a pressure-ach1ated instrument with a range of minus 1,000 to plus 50,000
feet. The static air temperature and true airspeed
indicator is a dual servoed indicator with a total
temperature probe to provide a combined display
of both true airspeed and corrected true outside air
temperature. The electric altimeter is a servoed altitude indicator. Its presentation is positioned by a
2-speed servo system which accepts an ARINC altitude output from the air data computer. The Mach
airspeed indicator displays indicated airspeed, maximum allowable airspeed, and Mach number.

Remarks

The Optical Unit Assembly (photo) is the primary
component of the Apollo Command Module guidance and navigation optical subsystem. The assembly consists of a scanning telescope (right) and a
sextant which are used in conjunction with the inertial guidance system and on-board computer to
periodically establish an inertial reference for measurements and computation, to align the inertial reference by precise optical sightings, and to compute
the position and velocity of the spacecraft by optical navigation and inertial guidance. Different optical measurements are made at different phases of
the Apollo Hight. During orbital and midcourse
Hight phases, optical measurements are used to provide information for determining the position of the
vehicle. The sextant is a 28-power instrument with
a 1.8-degree field of view. Field-of-view accuracy is
10 seconds of arc. The scanning telescope is a singleline-of-sight, unity-power, 60-degree-field-of-view
instrument. It is used primarily for target acquisition and for known landmark bearing measurements. The Alignment Optical Telescope (AOT) is
carried aboard the Lunar Module and mounted on
a common base with the inertial measurement unit.
It is used in conjunction with the guidance computer to align this stable inertial reference before
descent to, and prior to launch from, the lunar surface. The AOT is a periscopic instrument which provides an instantaneous 60-degree field of view fixed
in elevation, by means of an objective prism, at an
angle of 45 degrees above the horizontal.
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SYSTEMS

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: L ear Siegler, Inc., Astronics Division

RADAR METEOROLOGICAL SET
AN/FPS-77 (V)
Prime Contractor: L ear Siegler, Inc., D a ta and
Controls Division

Remarks
Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS) ANI
ASW-31, designed and produced by Astronics Division for th e Lockheed P-3C Orion, is a high-reliability dual-channel fail-passive autopilot replacing
the single-channel system presently used in aircraft
of the P-3 series. The new autopilot is an outgrowth
of th e AN/ ASW-26 AFCS in production by Lear
Siegler for th e Ling-Temco-Vought A-7 A/BID/E.
The ANI ASW-26 is cap able of dual-channel operation only, wh ereas th e P-3C AFCS can be operated
with either dual- or single-chann el control. Also, th e
~N! A_SW-31 h as expanded fault d e tection (monitormg) Circuits, additional BITE (Built-In Test Equipm ent), more precise barometric altitude control and
a hi~her l~vel of yaw damping. System w eight,(LSI
furn:sh ed Items only) is about 120 pounds. Besides
the ~ncreased reliability afforded by the availability
of smgle-channel control, the principal advantages
of the new system, from the pilot's point of view,
ar~ full-tim e proportional control wheel steering,
altitude capture, and indep endent axis engagem ent.
With the AN/ ASW-31 , the control wheel can be
used at ':ill to steer the aircraft or to change altitude wh1le the autopilot provides assistance and
stabiliza~ion. With altitude hold in effect, capture is
a~tom a hc (below a certain rate of climb or descent)
With release of the control wheel. Pitch trim is
automa_tic. Components of th e system (in photo,
clockwise fro~ top) are pitch, roll, yaw, and monitor
: ontr?l amphfiers. mounted in the amplifier rack; 2
Identical baro altitude controls, each in its own altitude control rack; 2 identical 3-axis rate gyros · control wheels; 2 identical normal and lateral ac'celerom~ters; AFCS test panel; magnetic anomaly detection panel; and AFCS control panel.

Rentarks
The purpose of th e Radar Me teorological Set is to
display and record th e vertical a nd horizontal cross
section of weather phenomena such as storms,
fronts , and precipitation. Accomplishment of this is
b ased on th e principle that RF energy radiated into
space by th e radar set is refl ected by weather phenomen a in varying amounts, d ep ending on the composition of the phenomena. The re turn signals are
processed and displayed on cathode ray tubes,
which provide true range, h eight, and azimuth
b earing information. A p ermanent record of the
w eather information is made by photographing the
cathode ray tube displays with a Polaroid camera.
The Rad a r Me teorological Se t consists of a receivertransmitter, an antenna, an operating console, and
a remote indica tor. Its operating characteristics
are as follows: maximum range 200 nautical miles,
PRF -324PPS which can b e synchronized to other
radars in th e range of 186-324PPS, frequency 5450
to 5650 MHz, power 2.50 kilowatts (pulse), receiver
noise figure 9.5 d ecibels maximum. The operating
console (shown) is th e h eart of the Rad a r Meteorological Se t; it contains the 3 main displays and provides all th e n ecessary operating voltages. The upp er part of the console houses the RHI and AIR
scopes; the center portion houses the amplifierd etector, the PPI scope, and the reference signal
generator. More than 100 Radar Meteorological Sets
have b een d elivered to the Air Force for use as an
integral part of th e 433L Weather Observation and
Forecasting System .
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SYSTEMS

TELEMETRY DECOMMUTATION AND
DISPLAY SYSTEM
Prin1e Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Electronic Instrumentation Division

A.N/ TPQ-11 CLOUD HEIGHT RAUAR
Prime Contractor: L ear Siegler, Inc., Data and Con- .
trois Division
Remarks

Th e AN/TPQ-11 Cloud H eight Radar bas been
d esigned specifically to m easure the profile of cloud
d ensity directly overh ead b etween 500 and 60,000
feet, and to provide a pap r tap e recording with
graphic indication of cloud density, altitude, and
time: Equipment components can be deployed with
considerable flexibility; the transmitter, antennas,
and receiver are located as outdoor equipment up
to 600 feet from the control console. Two major
outputs are available: a modified "A" scope presentation in the control console and a facsimile chart
r ecording generated by a 'recorder that can b e
mounted either atop tl1e console or up to 50 feet
away. The system operates in the Ka band (34,500
to 35,600 m egacycles); .5-microsecond pulses, at the
rate of 100 pulses p er second, are directed upward
by . the transmitting antenna. The radar echo~s,
which result b ecause of scatterina
o of th transmitted pulses, are intercepted by a second antenna and
the radar receiver. The results are viewed on a
cathode ray h1be display on the console, which pres~nts the echoes and range . In addition, the ra~ar
signals are processed so tJ1at a facsimile recording
of cloud d ensity is produced. The profile of cloud
d ensity directly overhead b etween 500 and 60,000
feet is thus m eas ured and recorded on paper tape.
Mo.re than 50 Cloud H eight Radar Sets ha~e b een
delivered to the Air Force for use as an mtegral
part of the 433L W eather Observation and Forecasting System.
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Remarks

The LSI Model 680 TDDS is capable of acceptina
and decommutating 4 simultaneous data links at ~
bit rate of 1,024,000 bits per second per link. Additional arithmetic computations are performed and
~essag.es formatted for output to the displays, the
line prmters, and the typewriters. The system consists of 4 telemetry processing subsystems in conjunction with one central control console and various standard computer peripheral equipments and
analog quick-look equipment. The TDDS contains
all the necessary equipments to accept information
that is pulse code modulated (PCM), pulse amplitude modulated (PAM), and pulse duration modulated (PDM). Under tl1e control of the instructions in
the executive program, the 680 presents selected
digitized data to displays, data transmission equipment, digital-to-analog converters, and IBM-compatible magnetic tape recorders. The system can accommodate any of the presently operational telemetry formats , and it is designed to provide total
flexibility and anti-obsolescence for anticipated fuhlre requirem ents by the use of stored program
equipment and program controlled peripherals
throughout the system. The system utilizes 4 general-purpose digital computers, 4 special-purpose
telemetry processors with the associated signal conditioning and synchronizing equipment, 12 state-ofthe-art CRT display/keyboard stations, 240 10-bit
digital-to-analog converters, 4 high-speed (150 ips)
digital magnetic tape units, 2 medium-speed (600line-per-minute) line printers, one digital modem
buffer, 4 paper tape and teletype stations, and a
complement of card processing equipment.

SYSTEMS

INTEGRATED DRIVE GENERATOR (IDG)
POWER GENERATING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Power Equipment Division
Remarks

The heart of the IDG Power Generating System is
the new generator (photo). It is an AC, 400 Hz,
~rushless, rotating-rectifier machine which is designed to work with and to become an integral part
of the constant-speed drive, used on most large
~ransport and military aircraft to provide constant
mput speed to an AC generator. The generator has
only one bearing. The drive end of the rotor is supported on the constant-speed drive. The generator operates at 12,000 revolutions per minute and
uses ?il supplied by the constant-speed drive for
both mtemal spray cooling and lubrication. Because
of common use of oil, no rotating seals are required,
eit~er internally or between the constant-speed
dnve and the generator. New materials, such as
cobalt alloy steels, have been used. The result is
that the generator delivers 3 times more power output pe~ pound of ~eight than conventional systems
m service on today s aircraft. A control system protects the generator and aircraft bus from electrical
malfunctions. Included is an automatic Failure Annunciation _S~lf-Test (FAST) system. Upon operator
command, 1t mterrogates passive circuits that would
not normally operate until a fault occurred. This is
to insure that passive circuits are operable should a
fault occur. When a fault or malfunction does occur
FAST makes a logical determination by electroni~
means, indicates the location on a memory-type
indicator, and shuts down that part of the system
to avoid further damage. First application is the
Lockheed L-1011, each of which has 4 generators
and 4 control units, 1 bus protection panel unit, 14
transformers, and 7 3-phase circuit breakers.

DC STATIC CONTROL PANEL
Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Power Equipment Division
Remarks
This DC Static Control Panel makes unusual use of
integrated circuits and incorporates all features possible for a 28-volt DC system into one extremely
compact panel. The unit includes a solid-state voltage regulator which provides fast response (I millisecond) and high reliability (30,000 hours mean
time between failures). The unit also offers overvoltage protection,
overexcitation
protect~on,
ground fault protection, reverse current protection,
generator polarity reversal protection, equalizer relay, and accurate load division. The control panel
has many advantages over its electromechanical
predecessor. The unit is 9 pounds ligh~er and substantially smaller, regulates over a wider current
load range, allows closer regulation, ~nd has a m~ch
faster response time. Thr?u~~ this ~ew desi~,
LSI!PED gives greater reliabthty to aucraft usmg
DC electric power systems.
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SYSTEMS

MISSION RECORDER SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Aircraft Service Company

AIRBORNE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Aircraft Service Company

Remarks
Remarks

The Mission Recorder System was developed by
Lockheed Aircraft Service Company for the SR-71
program; it is used primarily for mission reconstruction, and secondarily for maintenance monitorina of
aircraft subsystems. The Mission Recorder System
allows the recording of all data significant to an
operational sequence and provides a complete record of operational status. Thus, the record contains
the necessary information for mission reconstruction, operational status appraisal, malfunction analysis, and trend analysis. The recorder provides a
permanent record which can be used for compilation of historical data. The recorders handle more
than 1,000 input signals in rapid sequence, repeatedly, with extremely close tolerances. Examples of
these inputs are AC voltages, DC voltages, fre~u ency, a~celeration, pressure, temperature, vibration, rotation, synchro position, linear displacement,
and any preconditioned parameter.

The aerospace industry's first automatic Airborne
Data Acquisition System (ADAS) was developed
and manufactured by Lockheed Aircraft Service
Company. First units w ere delivered to Trans
vVorld Airlines for its fl eet of DC-9 jet transports.
The DC-9 installation, monitoring 50 separate parameters of engine information, marked the first
fleetwide application of automatic airborne data
collection to provide a daily 'b ealth report" on aircraft engines and systems. ADAS is designed to
reduce DC-9 cockpit paper v.rork by automatically
recording data reflecting the state of p erformance
of all monitored components. Recorded on punched
paper tape, data are transmitted by teletype to the
airline's overhaul base at Kansas City, Missouri,
where rapid computer analysis and print-out permit
qu~ck and accurate diagnosis of maintenance reqmrements.
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SYSTEMS
RADAR SET AN/VPS-2
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Electi·onics Company,
Military Systems Division
Remarks

MULTIFUNCTION HELICOPTER
ROTOR-BLADE RADAR SYSTEM

Radar set AN /VPS-2, d esigned and produced by
Lockheed Electronics Company, is an integral part
of the Army's forward area Vulcan Air D efense
System. The radar automatically provides accurate
range and range rate inputs to th ~ fire-c?ntrol sys~
tern. Since the radar set operates m a high . cluttei
environment, it has b een designed to acqmre a~d
track a moving target which is buried b elow a signal return from ground clutter 10,000 times as lar~e
as the target. The Doppler principle is used to ~Is
criminate between stationary targets and movmg
targets. The equipment is a coherent Doppler, moving target indicator, X-ban? radar_. When there
are no targets in the radar lme of sight, the r~d~r
automatically searches in range and a ~arget Withm
its range will be acquired automat~cally. After
lock-on the radar continuously transmits the range
and ra~ge rate values to the gun sight as analog
voltages. To prevent the radar from losing. targets
that may move into a fade area, an automatic coast
feature is provided. This feature enables the ra_dar
to continue to track a faded target for a short time
so that it can be reacquired when it comes out of
the fade, without interrupting the fir~~control ~olu
tion. Modular design is used to facihtat~ mamtenance and to enhance accessibility of umts for replacement. Equipment is housed i~ small units ~o
that it will fit within the limited vehicle space avmlable. Radar circuitry is completely sol~d state: except for the klystron RF po~~r amplifier. MICrocircuit units are used in all digital elements of the
equipment. Provisions are included f?r rapid boresighting of the antenna and for checkmg the operation of the equipment in the fi_eld. A neon lamp
monitors the RF energy transmitt~d and ~ power
meter can be used to check transmitter tumng.

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Electronics Company,
Military Systems Division
Remarks

Lockheed Elec~ronics Company has designed, developed, and fhght tested the Multifunction Helicopter Rotor-Blade Radar System. Unique features
are the_~o~o.r-blade antenna, providing 360-degree
radar vlSlb!IIty for &round mapping, and an orthogonally placed vertical antenna, giving the third
spatial dimension-elevation. The combined use of
the rotor-blade and vertical antennas is called the
crossbeam system. This approach extends the rotorblade radar beyond the mapping mode to a true
multifunctional radar. The crossbeam system,
proved in flight tests, adds terminal navigation/
landing, terrain clearance/avoidance, weapons/munitions delivery, and air-to-ground signaling capabilities to the helicopter's versatility. Major advantages of the rotor-blade antenna are large antenna
aperture for narrow azimuth beam width and high
mapping resolution, unimpeded radar vision (360
degrees, map mode), increased azimuth data rate in
forward sector scan (multiblade use), inherent azimuth scanning at rotor-blade speed, undisturbed
aircraft aerodynamics and performance, and savings
in vital aircraft space and weight. The Multifunction Helicopter Rotor-Blade Radar is a highly compatible system because its modular design and an
"around-the-mast" RF rotary joint, in addition to
the in-line rotary joint, make the radar adaptable
to both hollow and solid drive shaft helicopters. In
photo, flight test of the system aboard Enstrom F-28
test-bed.
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SYSTEMS

VISUAL APPROACH PATH INDICATOR
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Industrial Products
Remarks

Lockheed Industrial Products in Atlanta is the man~fa cturi~g facility for Lockheed-Georgia Company
m c ~ rtam ground-support equipment for aircraft
and m cargo loading systems applicable to rail, air,
and sea transportation . LIP has introduced the
Ma~k II V~sual Approach Path Indicator, an optical
~eviCe wh1ch enables private pilots to make preciswn approaches and landings. Employing a tricolored ? earn ~f amber, green, and red , the pilot can
tell ~I s r~labv.e angle of approach to the airstrip by
straight-line sight. Amber m eans h e is too hiah red
too low; the green light is the safety zon~ for a
smooth and safe landing.
Specifications

-yveight .35 pounds; unit size 21 b y 21 inches, 7.5
mches high ; 3 power sources throucrh a transformer
1.10, 220, and 6 volts. Light is a 35~watt high-inten~
sity reflector bulb which consumes 1/400 kilowatt
p er hour. ~ast aluminum dome protects against
ground eqmpment.
Perfor1nance

Visibility 12 miles at night.

ASTRONAUT l\'IAl~UVERING UNIT
Prin1e Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks

The Astronaut Maneuvering Unit (AMU) is a backpack device designed to permit an astronaut to leave
his orbiting capsule and p erform useful tasks in
space, looking toward the day when man will assemble and service spacecraft in orbit, transfer from
vehicle to vehicle, and move equipment. The AMU
equips the pressure-suited astronaut with a complete propulsion system for maneuvering, an automatic stabilization system, and 2-way communications plus oxygen , pressure, and temperature systems. The 160-pOtmd pack has sufficient oxygen for
nearly 2 hours of operation outside the parent space·craft. The astronaut maneuvers and travels by operating controls located on 2 anns extending forward
of the pack. The pack has 12 hydrogen peroxide reaction jets, 4 firing forward, 4 rearward, 2 up, and
2 down.

SYSTEMS

MANEUVERING WORK PLATFORM AND
SPACE TAXI
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks

Two advanced extravehicular units, which could
operate from a spacecraft to perform construction,
maintenance, and servicing tasks at orbital worksites, have been designed by LTV Aerospace
Corporation's Missiles and Space Division. The
company performed conceptual design work and
constructed full-scale mock-ups under contract to
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. The Maneuvering Work Platform (shown) is an open "spacegoing tool shop" with which a space-suited astronaut could maneuver, travel to a structure, and
anchor to the worksite by means of extendible docking and anchoring grapplers. The Space Taxi is
completely enclosed, permitting shirt-sleeve environment, and has remotely controlled manipulators
in addition to anchoring grapplers. Each vehicle has
its own propulsion system, automatic stabilization
system, power supply, life-support system, communications, displays, and other equipment needed to
operate independently of the parent spacecraft.
The basic work platform is designed to carry some
215 pounds of hand tools, maintenance equipment,
diagnostic equipment, and spares on board, plus
an external supply of expendables weighing up to
200 pounds. However, by using modules such as a
tanker section or a "truck bed," it could accommodate far greater loads. The Space Taxi could carry
nearly 400 pounds of such equipment on board,
plus some 800 pounds of expendables mounted externally. Each would be propelled and maneuvered
by 25 hydrazine-powered jets. The work platform
can be extended to accept a variety of modules.

AN/TRN-22 TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION
TRANSPONDER BEACON SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: LTV Electrosystems, Inc., a subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks

The AN/TRN-22 portable tactical air navigation
transponder b eacon system is an LTV Electrosystems development to miniaturize T ACAN systems
for greater mobility and easier handling and opera~on; Developed and produced at the M~mcor Di~
swn s Montek Operation in Salt Lake City, the umt
was tested successfully by the British Royal Air
Force with the Hawker Siddeley Harrier V/STOL
aircraft and later was used with the same aircraft
which won the 1969 Daily Mail Transatlantic Air
Race. The TRN-22 is light and compact enough to
be carried by one man and can be set up in any
location in minutes. It is self-contained and has an
op~rating range of approximately 100 miles. The
u~1~, and the slightly larger AN/TRN-26, have both
m1htary and civilian applications. Both systems enable precise air navigation to an area where they
are .set up; they can be used to. guid.e ai:craft t?
tactical air drop zones or to provide pmpomt navigation to evacuation or civil disaster rescue areas.

SYSTEMS

AIRBORNE BATTLEFIELD COMMAND AND
CONTROL CENTER (ABCCC)
Prime Contractor: LTV Electrosystems, Inc., a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.

RADA (RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE
ADDRESS)
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Orlando Division

Remarks
The Airbome Battlefield Command and Control
C~nter (ABCCC), developed and produced for the
A1r Force by LTV Electrosystems at its Greenville
(Texas) Division, was prototype tested in Vieh1am
and later produced in fleet quantities. ABCCC enables battlefield commanders to direct land, sea,
and air forces in a combat area while airborne in a
C-130 aircraft or on the ground in a strategic area.
Housed in a van which exactly fills the cargo compartment of a C-130, ABCCC uses aircraft power
and antennas installed in aircraft structure while
airborne. In 2 hours, ABCCC can be removed from
the aircraft and can operate from a standard power
cart, using its own antennas. The van is completely
self-contained and is mounted on retractable wheels.
It is equipped with a visual situation display and
has complete communications links in HF, UHF,
and VHF, with 14 operating stations (photo), each
provided with a hinged writing surface and a pedestal console equipped for fingertip selection of any of
4 transceivers in the 20-tninsceiver bank.

Remarks
RADA is designed to replace most of the switched
telephone systems and selected administrative, logistical, and staff radios in division and brigade
echelons. The system will provide dial telephone
capabilities with the mobility of radio for battlefield communications. RADA will be able to handle
voice, teletype, facsimile, and data transmission
\Vithout the use of heavy, fixed switching centers or
the costly and time-consuming task of laying wire.
Among RADA's key features are automatic search
and routing, priority service for selected subscribers, conference calls, area warning, and full system
security. RADA will use a subscriber unit for direct
calls and a retransmission unit for calls beyond the
direct range of the calling party. Simultaneous
transmissions will occur within a common frequency band without mutual interference. Additional RADA subscriber units and a retransmission
unit are being built by Martin Marietta, and Army
military potential tests were scheduled for 1970.

SYSTEMS

LIQUID SPRING SHOCK/BLAST
ISOLATORS
Prime Contractor: Menasco Manufacturing Company
Remarks

Menasco is producing a dual rate, high-pressure
liquid spring assembly, one in an interacting system of 4. These systems are in service for all of the
Air Force's Wing VI Minuteman missiles to isolate
against the effects of attacking near-miss weapons
explosions. The assembly's unique design features 2
rigidly attached liquid springs in series having different spring rates. In operation, the initial displacement (compression or extension) is mitigated by the
low spring rate (soft) unit until its stroke is expended, after which the high spring rate unit (hard)
is utilized. Initial displacements are therefore absorbed by a "soft" system which becomes progressively more resistant to the driving force. Thus, both
high-frequency and low-frequency shocks are attenuated. Side or column bending loads have been
eliminated by utilization of chain and pin linkages
at the attach points. The product has undergone
extensive testing to prove its many-cycle capability
and service reliability. Little or no maintenance has
been required on the field installation. The assembly envelope measures 17.25 inches in diameter and
228.3 inches in length.

BIRDiE (BATTERY INTEGRATION AND
RADAR DISPLAY EQUIPMENT)
Prime Contractor:
Orlando Division

Martin Marietta Corporation,

Remarks
BIRDiE is an electronic, semiautomatic air defense
coordination and fire distribution system which
makes optimum use of electronics, with human
supervision imposed at critical points. BIRDiE provides effective air defense by automatic acceptance,
generation, processing, and distribution of pertinent
target data for guided missiles. It can also monitor
and/or direct fire unit activity and can even operate
autonomously if higher command inputs are interrupted. One of its features . is that ~11 ~unctions
of surveillance, entry, trackmg, momtonng, and
friendly protection are com~in~d into ~ si~gle situation display console. BIRDIE IS transistonzed and
transportable. The system can be tailored to meet
the size of the defense battery requirements.
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SYSTEMS

S8DR (SNAP 8) DEVELOPMENT
I\'"lJCLEAR REACTOR

Prime Contractor: Atomics International, Aerospace
& s.ystems Group, North American Rockwell Corpo-

ration
Remarks

The S8DR compact nuclear reactor w as built for
th e Atomic Energy Commission as a potential
source of reliable, long-life electrical power for
earth satellite communications and observation syst~ms , manned space vehicles, orbiting space stations, manned bases on planetary bodies, and such
terrestrial uses as hardened missile sites and undersea bases. The program is b eina
0 conducted in conjunction \:vith NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. Representing the third generation of systems
d eveloped for the SNAP (Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power) program , SNAP SDR, a zirconiumhydride reactor, has attained d esign power levels
in tests at Atomics International's nuclear field laboratory, Canoga Park, California. A SNAP 8 type
reactor could b e coupled with thermoelectric conversion to provide 25 to 50 electrical kilowatts of
power for a typical manned space station. The reactor is also capable of b eing operated in conjunction with Ranline or Brayton power conversion systems. An early experimental SNAP reactor, the
3,000-wa tt SNAP· 2, was operated in 1959-60; a
SNAP 2 d evelopment reactor was opera ted in 196263; and, in 1965, SNAP lOA b ecam e the first and
only nuclear reactor to operate in earth orbit. SNAP
8's reactor core is approximately 2 feet high and 9.5
inches in diameter. Overall weight of reactor core
vessel and reflector control assembly is 600 pounds.
The system is d esigned to produce 600 thermal kilowatts and to operate for 10,000 hours in a space
vacuum.

L-1011 LANDING GEAR SYSTE:M
Prime Contra ctor: Men asco _tfanufacturing Comp an y
Re1narks

The L-1011 TriStar landin a aear system consists
of ~ re tracta ble m ain Ianclli;go gears witl1 4-wheel
bogres a nd one re tractable du a.l-wheel nose gear.
The 1:ose ge~r is supplied w ith dua.l push-pull hydrauh c steermg actua tors and a steering control
v.alve system. Both gears use a folding dxag or
srde brace and lockina jury strut linkaae system.
The mai~ gear bogie b~1 m is positioned b~ a sp ecia.l
a ctua tor mtegra tecl w ith th e airplane hydrauh9 syste~l. The nose &ear provides the cap ability of both
for e and aft towm g w ith th e standard tow bar. Both
gea rs h~ve m echanical visual downlock indicator
system s. m a ddition to tlle normal electrical systems.
Othe r rte~s ass embled to the landin g gear by
1_tl,enas~o mclud~ position-sensing switches: wh eels,
tu es, br akes, antiskid tax · li I ts and assocrated hy.
.
l b
' ' 1 g1 '
d rau lrc P um ing and electrical bridles. The roam
gear m easures, from trunnion to a round, 140 inch es;
0
overall bogie m easurem ents are 120 b y 72 inches .
Nose gear (trunnion to g .
d ) is 98 in ch es. E ach
.
. l
roun
1 550
m a m g ear werg 1s 7 ' 050 poun d s,. tlle nose gear, '
poun d s.
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SYSTEMS

MINUTEMAN TI
AND CONTROL
Prime Contractor:
& Systems Group,
poration

AND III GUIDANCE
SYSTEM
Autonetics Division, Aerospace
North American Rockwell Cor-

Remarks

Microelectronics is the key to major technical improvements incorporated into the Air Force's Minuteman II and III ICBMs. New equipment being
furnished by the Autonetics Division, associate contractor for guidance, flight control, and ground
check-out equipment, includes an inertial guidance
platform featuring use of pendulous integrating
gyro accelerometers and a new gyrocompass azimuth assembly that provides backup to the primary
optical reference; microelectronic airborne digital
computer with expanded memory capacity, greater
reliability, and reduced size and weight; and liquid
injection for more efficient Stage II rocket motor
flight control. Most of the Hight control electronics
have been incorporated into the "upstage" portion
of the system, housed in the lightweight magnesium/ cork guidance body section. The "downstage"
portion includes an angular accelerometer unit similar to that in Minuteman I, Stage I and III nozzle
control units, 2 Stage II electrohydraulic control
units, and all-electrical cabling. Key element in the
missile's Nl7 guidance system is the microelectronic
computer that accepts information from sensing instruments mounted on the inertial platform and
compares it with previously stored information.
When course and speed deviations are noted, the
computer signals the Hight control equipment,
which then directs rocket engine thrust toward the
proper trajectory. In preflight operational deployment, the computer performs regular checks and
reports on missile flight readiness.

POLARIS-POSEIDON SffiP'S INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS (SINS)
Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation
Remarks

Ship's Inertial Navigation Systems. (SINS) e~able
Navy Polaris and Poseidon submannes to navigate
submerged for long periods of time and to fix precisely their missile-launching positions. This selfcontained system consists basically of a digital computer, velocity meters, and an inertial platform stabilized by gyroscopes. Automatically and accurately, SINS sense a ship's accelerations, mea~ure
them, and provide results in the form of continuously available position information, heading, and
velocity. Autonetics' first production-model S~NS
were installed in 1959 aboard the George Washmgton the nation's first Polaris submarine. Under subseq~ent contracts, Autonetics became SINS supplier
for the balance of the Navy's 41-ship Fleet Ballistic
Missile (FBM) force and for Polaris-equipped submarines of the United Kingdom's Royal Navy. Autonetics is now modifying and updating SINS
aboard 31 of the FBM submarines for the advanced
Poseidon missile. This model includes an additional
gyro that monitors and corrects the drift rates of
other gyros to increase overall system accuracy.
Other versions of the Autonetics' SINS are operational aboard U.S. Navy attack submarines, 3 attack
carriers (USS Enterp1'ise, USS Independence, USS
Ranger), and 2 range tracking ships (USS Twin
Falls Victory in the Eastern Test Range, USNS
Range Tracker in the Western T est Range).

SYSTEMS

TEST EVALUATION AND
MONITORING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation
Remarks

NOR VIPS VOICE WARNING AND
MISSION RECORDING SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation
Remarks

Norvips, as a voice warning system, transmits, on a
priority basis, vital malfunction information to the
crew of an aircraft via the human voice over normal
intercom channels. It monitors and reports out-oftolerance conditions and events quickly and comprehensibly. It commands attention and alerts instantly; it sectues immediate response in a repeated
15-second message. As a mission recording system,
Norvips provides a transcript of all reported malfunctions, crew conversation, and other significant
events and compresses real-time data into shorttime replay. It expedites mission performance review and debriefing, and there are no data decoding and reduction delays.

The Navy's new Knox-class destroyer escorts have
the fleefs fastest troubleshooter-an automatic
check-out system that continually monitors sonar
gear, fire-control radar, and search radar, all crucial
systems for combat. The Test Evaluation and Monitoring System (TEAM~), developed and produced
by Northrop Corporation, checks out the 4 sonar
and radar sets aboard the ASW ships in just 1.5
minutes. Northrop has a contract to supply 26
T~AMS for ~he 26 destroyer escorts scheduled to
jom the fleet m the next 3 years. TEAMS is capabl
of monitoring up to 10 major systems on the 4 100~
ton ships, but is used for the AN/SPS-10 sona; th
AN/SPC-53A fire-control radar, and the AN/SPS- 1 ~
and AN/ SPS-40 search radars. TEAMS automatically prints o~t test data whenever it finds a fault
in the set bemg tested. It is programmed t
t
marginal p erformance so that preventive ~e s~~s
can be made to keep the equipment on th p .
ready to respond at all times.
e arr,

SYSTEMS

C-5 INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

AIRBORNE DIGITAL COMPUTERS
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Remarks

The Air Force C-5, the world's largest aircraft, is
the first cargo plane to use both inertial and Doppler navigation systems. Northrop Corporation is
producing the inertial-Doppler system under a contract awarded by Lockheed-Georgia, a division of
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. Accuracy of the
system is better than 1 nautical mile per hour. Without use of preflight ground equipment, the system
needs only 25 minutes to warm up and align itself
in temperatures ranging from 65 degrees Fahrenheit
to 160 degrees Fahrenheit. The system includes the
Northrop Floated Lightweight Inertial Platform
(FLIP), primary and auxiliary digital computers,
navigational display and control panels, and Doppler radar supplied by CPL. Combined memory
capacity of the 2 Northrop computers in the system
is 20,000 words. Gyroscopes in the FLIP are also
produced by Northrop. Small enough to fit into an
average coffee cup, the gyros use ceramic gas bearings which increase the accuracy and life of the
gyroscopes.

Remarks

With orders for more than 300 special-purpose computers, Northrop is one of the largest producers of
such equipment in the United States. Northrop's
diversilied family of low-cost computers can be
tailored to meet specilic demands. Accomplishments
of Northrop in the specialized computer field include (1) a contract for airborne computers for the
C-.5 inertial-Doppler navigation system, (2) a contract for the computers for the C-5 Malfunction
Analysis and Recording (MADAR) system, (3) the
completion of USAF acceptance tests on the NDC1050A and the integration of that computer into an
Air Force navigation system for flight tests, and (4)
introduction of the NDC-1051, 1060, and NDC-1070
series of general-purpose airborne digital computers
for aerospace uses. All are solid-state microelectronic devices for which an extensive library of
checked-out routines, subroutines, tests, and other
software packages is available.
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SYSTEMS

XM129 GRENADE LAUNCHER
Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, PhilcoFord Corporation
Remarks
The XM129 is a lightweight, externally powered
grenade launcher which fires 40-millimeter, highvelocity M384/M385 ammunition. A gear train rotates a drun1 cam which is mounted concentric to
the bore. The cam reciprocates the barrel one full
cycle p er revolution of the drum cam. The functions
of feeding and firing are also governed by cams.
The XM129 can be powered by a motor or hand
crank at rates up to 440 shots p er minute. It can b e
assembled to feed from either side; and, because
the center of gravity coincides almost exactly with
the centerline of the bore, mounting problems are
greatly reduced. The XM129 is the area target
weapon for U.S. Army helicopters. In addition to
helicopter applications, the XM129 is a candidate
for use on riverboats and ground vehicles. The XM129 is in quantity production for Army Weapons
Command.

APOLLO EARTH LANDING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation
Remarks
Para chutes used in the Apollo earth IandinO' system
a re 2 16.5-foot-diameter drogue parachute~; 3 7.2foot-diai~1 e ter ringslot pilot chutes; and 3 ringsailtyp e mam p arachutes, each with a canopy diameter
of 83.5 feet. System operation b egins at an altitude
of 25,000 feet, where a barometric pressure switch
initiates a pyrotechnic device ' vhich jettisons the
forward h eat shield, exposing the parachute comp artment. Two seconds later, the drogue parachutes
are mortar-deployed for stabilization and deceleration. At about 10,000 feet, the 3 pilot chutes are
deployed , also by mortar; each subsequently ex~racts its ~espective main parachute. Landing speed
IS approxim~tely 31 feet p er second with 3 p arachutes functwnmg; 38 feet per second, with 2.

Specifications
W eight 43 pounds; length 23.5 inches; width 8.9
inch es; height 9.2 inches; rate of fire up to 440 shots
per minute; range 2,200 meters; muzzle velocity 790
feet p er second; method of feed, belt.
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SYSTEMS

XMI40 AUTOMATIC GUN
Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, PhilcoFord Corporation
Remarks

The XM140 is an electrically powered, single-barreled automatic gun which fires the XM552 HE-DP
30-millimeter dual-purpose ammunition. It is a
lightweight, compact combination area and point
target, aircraft-type weapon, with recoil force characteristics compatible with helicopter and light aircraft structural limits. Half of the entire gun mass
is dynamically soft-mounted within the gun cradle
so that peak recoil and counterrecoil forces are
~inimized. An electric motor drives the reciprocatmg barrel for chambering the ammunition and also
drives the feeder. Nominal fire rate is 425 shots a
minute. The weapon can be assembled to feed from
either side. The gun has a demonstrated I mil circular error probable. It is equipped with blast and
flash suppressor; blast pressure is less than 5 pounds
per square inch at 2 feet. The XM140 is in production by Aeronutronic for Army Weapons Command.
Specifications

Weight 140 pounds; length 59.3 inches (barrel forward), 51.8 inches (barrel rearward); width 12.2
inches; height 14.4 inches; rate of fire 425 shots per
minute; range 3,000 meters; muzzle velocity 2,200
feet per second; m ethod of feed, disintegrating link
belt; peak recoil force 1,600 pounds.

SATURN GROUND COMPUTER SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Products, Electromagnetic and Aviation Systems Division
Remarks

The Saturn Ground Computer System is an on-line,
real-time computer system utilized to perform automatic check-out and launch control functions for
the Saturn IB and Saturn V launch vehicles. The
input/output capabilities are tailored to NASA
needs on the Apollo program. The RCA llOA SGCS
is well suited to meet NASA requirements for increased automatic control, flexibility, check-out capacity, accuracy, speed, and reliability. This. computer system is the first process control machme to
offer a general-purpose organization featuring core
memory and an automatic priority interrupt system
for efficient multiprogramming. The unit consists of
19 to 20 cabinets including the following systems or
subsystems: data link, discrete, interface to digital
data acquisition system, and anal~g sys~em. ~he
RCA system is used for check-outs m static caphve
firings, unit tests, and actual launch procedures.
Twenty-four systems will be pl.aced il_l use for testing of individual instrumentatiOn umts or booster
units and the actual launch of the Saturn IB or Saturn V. Systems are established in the launcher control center or the launcher umbilical transporter.
The input data come in analog for~ and ~o.through
scaling, multiplexing, and conversiOn to digital form
when the computer operates upon them. Output
data are converted from digital back to analog format with amplification and priority assigned.

SYSTEMS

REAL-TIME TELEMETRY DATA SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: RCA, D efense Electronic Products, Missile & Surface Radar Division
Remarks

DRUM MEMORY SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: RCA, D efense Electronic Produ_cts, Electromagnetic and Aviation Systems Diviswn
Remarks

RCA drum memory systems are unique in the area
of high-capacity random access storaae because of
their light weight, rugged constructi~n, and small
physical size. The drum m emory systems, which
have a data capacity up to 35,000,000 bits, are desi~ed to meet both military and commercial requrrem ents. The division is under contract to Litton
Industries to supply drum m emory systems for the
TAC~IRE program. The weight of a 35,000,000-bitcapacity system is 65 pounds; the 7,000,000-bit system weighs 40 pounds.

The Real-Time Telemetry Data System is an electronic system capable of unprecedented speed, accuracy, and simplicity in processing and distributing scientific information transmitted to earth from
missiles and space vehicles. The central station of
the RCA-built system is at Telemetry Station 4 of
the Air Force Eastern Test Range, with other stations on 4 downrange island installations and still
others installed aboard tracking ships. The system
allows mission directors to program in advance of
a Hight the data desired from a spacecraft or missile. The information is then transmitted from the
downrange stations to the central station i~ real
time in unifom1 digital form that can be stored
retransmitted , and modified by computer. Thi~
eliminates the need to station at these remote areas
medical, engineering, and other specialists to monitor and interpret incoming data from space vehicles. It also speeds and simplifies postflight analysis of the performance of missiles and space
vehicles.

SYSTEMS

AN/FPQ-6 PRECISION
INSTRUMENTATION RADAR
Prime ContractOr: RCA, Defense Electronic Products, Missile & Surface Radar Division
Remarks

The AN/FPQ-6 Instrumentation Radar and its
transportab_le version, the AN/TPQ-18 are the newest gener_ation of precision trackers f~r observation
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HAND-HELD TACTICAL RADAR
Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Products, Missile & Surface Radar Division
Re1narks
~everal years a~o RCA decided to leapfrog existing
hghtwe1ght ta?tical radar technology by developing
the first all-sohd-state hand-held tactical radars. The
first model (photo) weighed 2.2 pounds exclusive
of battery and headphones; it was designed for use
as a weapons sight, especially on the M-79 grenade
launcher. Three new models have been developed
for use in surveillance, perimeter defense, airfield
security, and ambush operations. These instruments
weigh, with self-contained battery and scanner,
about 10 pounds; they can detect man-sized targets
at ranges up to 1,500 meters. They are being produced for all of the military services. Additional
development, now taking place, will adapt the
radar's circuitry and packaging for use in radar altimeters, collision avoidance instruments, small boat
navigation, and medical electronics.

SYSTEMS

SKAM:P

Prim e Contractor: RCA D efens
ucts, Astra-Ele ctronics Di\ ision

Electronic Prod-

Remarks

The Station Keeping and Mobile Platform (SKAMP)
is a uniqu e, unmanne d sailing craft tha t can navigate itself to virtually any point on the world's seas,
th en remain on station automa tically vl ithout a
mooring. The buoy-like vessel employs computerb ased ele ctronic n avicra tion and a combination of
movable airfoils and 1~tdders. It can sail umnanned
to a d esignate d loca tion and rem ain there una ttended for up to a year until commanded by radio
to r eturn or to move to another station. Receiving
information from a n avicration sys tem such as the
Navy Navigation Satellites, SK.A~~~P's_ electronics
and servo system manipulate th e aufoil~ and I~ud
ders to guide the vessel on cow·se to 1ts station.
Once there, SKAMP will sail a tight back-and-forth
course to r emain within .2 nautical mile of its assigned tme position. The vessel's "sails" ar~ ~igid,
fo am-filled curved plastic structures tha; exhibit the
same sailing characteristics as cloth. SKAMP has a
disc-shaped hull consisting of a d eck plate and bottom plate vvith elastomer foam sandwic~1ed b ehveen
th em. Although wind-driven, it is designed to sail
in hurricane-force winds.

LASER TRACKING AND RANGING SYSTEM
P1ime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Products, Astra-Electronics Division
Remarks

The laser tracker shown is a prototype of a new .
system that could be used on the moon to track exploring astronauts and to help survey the lunar
surface. The prototype was built to prove the feasibility of using a laser to automatically follow and
d etermine the position of an astronaut or roving
vehicle on the moon. A Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)
injection laser produces light pulses, invisible to the
human eye, which are returned by a specially
d esigne d reRector consisting of a cluster of corner
cubes. The reRector, mounted on a staff carrie d by
the exploring astronaut or roving vehicle, will transmit a pulse back to the tracker regardle ss of which
way the staff is turned. The tracker can compute
the range or distance to the explming astronaut by
measuring the time difference behveen transmitted
and reRected pulses. The laser automatically locks
on the reRector. Range of the prototype is half a
mile, but the system is capable of a 5-mile range
\\rith accuracy of less than 3 feet.
I

I

SYSTEMS

SHF TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITE TERMINALS
Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Products, Defense Communications Systems Division
Remarks

The SHF TACCOMSAT Terminals will provide extremely reliable tactical communications and will
be highly mobile for battlefield and airborne applications. Present tactical communications are by
HF VHF and UHF radio plus microwave radio
' and ' troposcatter systems-techniques which
relay
suffer from low propagation reliability, limited
range, and severe size and weight penalties. In
addition to avoiding these constraints, the SHF
TACCOMSAT Terminals will offer significant reliability improvement. Five configurations are to
be supplied: airborne, manpack, teampack, jeepmounted, and Il/4-ton truck shelter terminals. Multifold size and weight reduction and high performance wili be achieved through state-of-the-art
techniques such as differential PSK modulation,
parametric amplifiers, and ultrastable frequency
control components. Except for the manpack, which
is a receive-only unit, each system contains a lownoise uncooled receiver, exciter, power amplifier,
beacon receiver, and associated terminal equipment
such as teletype, vocoders, and digital modems.
Doppler correction is integral to the airborne system. The tactical stations will be tested with an
experimental earth-synchronous satellite by all 3
military services.

AN/TRC-97 TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER
RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT
Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Products, Defense Communications Systems Division
Remarks

The AN/TRC-97 is a solid-state radio relay terminal providing tunable microwave, diffraction, or
tropospheric scatter communications in the military
ban? of 4,400 to 5,000 ~egacycles. With power
eqmpment and antenna m a standard trailer the
entire AN/TRC-97, designed for quick rea~tion
tacti~al use, ~s readi!y transportable by %-ton truck
or. su.Itable aucraft; It can
set up and in operation
w1thm an hour after arnval at site. The antenna
system consists of 2 8-foot parabolic antennas which
can be set up and aligned in less than 40 minutes.
More than 100 AN/TRC-97s, built for the Marine
Corps, are in use in Vietnam. Additional units are
being produced for the Air Force 407L system.

?e
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SYSTEMS

LUNAR MODULE SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: RCA, D efense Electronic Products, Aerospace Sys tems Division and D efense Communications Sys tems Division
Remarks

RCA h as multiple systems responsibilities in connection with NASA's Lunar Module sbo\vn descending to the moon after separati~n from the
Apollo spacecraft. RCA provides the DECA (D escent Engine Control Assembly) which regulat s
the engine thrust over a wide range from a maximum of 10,000 pounds, and the direction of the
thrust, d etermining the rate at which the LM slov\ s.
D etermination of which attitude control thrusters
should be Bred and for how long is the job of another RCA system, the ATCA (Attitude and Translation Control Assembly). ATCA also operates in
the ascent phase. RCA's landing radar for the LM
is designed to measure continually the exact altitude and velocity relative to the lunar surface, an
invaluable sensory aid. to the descending astronauts.
RCA equipment provides the communications link
b etween the LM,. earth monitoring stations, and the
third astronaut m the Apollo; the company also
supplies the EVA backpack radios and a special
lunar ante~na for rel~ying television photos to
earth. A maJor RCA assignment is the all-in1portant
rendezvous radar, which enables the LM crew to
rendezvous and dock with the Command Module
for the trip home.

VARIABLE INSTRUCTION
COl\1PUTER (VIC)
Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Products, Aerospace Systems Division
Remarks

The Variable Instruction Computer (VIC) is a joint
RCA/ USAF development which makes available to
the aerospace computer user a high degree of flexibility, modularity, and reliability. For example, this
digital computer can, in effect, alter its internal
logic to fulfill a wide variety of aerospace applications such as command and control, automatic test
systems, and avionics and weapons control. A specific application provides compatibility with a
ground-based 7090 command and control computer
via the JOVIAL J2 compiler. Making extensive use
of integrated circuits and modular construction, this
general-purpose 36-bit parallel word machine has
redundant 400 Hz power supplies and completely
independent 4,096-word main memory modules for
reliable operation. The expanded configuration of
this system is 4.4 cubic feet; it weighs 175 pounds
and has a 32,768-word capacity. VIC's 3-microsecond main memory and .6-microsecond high-speed
memories enable it to interface with a wide range
of high-speed data processing and communication
equipment for future airborne command posts. The
system's unique variable instruction technique provides a powerful tool for compatibility and commonality with ground-based C 2 computers.

SYSTEMS

DC-10 PROPULSION PACKAGE
Prime Contractor : Rohr Corporation
Remarks

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
CENTRAL AN/TSW-7
Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Products, Aerospace Systems Division
Remarks

Th~ AN/ '!'SW-7 Mobile Control Tower is a lightweight, au-transportable, self-contained unit that
pro.v~~es the communication and navigation aid
fa:Il~tles necess~ry for controlling aircraft on or
withm the termmal area of an airfield. Basically a
second-generation system to the RCA-developed
AN/TSW-6, the AN/ TSW-7 con£guration takes
advantage of t?e latest advances in the development
o~ new t~chmques and hardware design, such as
highly rehable solid-state UHF and VHF radios DF
digital displays, solid-state power supplies a 'new
antenna coupling scheme, and a unique' UHF 1
VHF antenna design. Adaptable as well as versatile,
the AN / TSW_-7 allows operation in arctic or tropical area.s agai~st the full range of hostile environm ents, mcludmg temperatures from minus 40 to
plus 125 d egrees Fahrenheit. Within these environm ental extrem es, t?e syst~m has the fl exibility of
autonom?us operation, or It can b e effici ently interfa?~d With ~II ATC systems, including civil and
mihtary, foreign and domestic installations.

Rohr Corporation p erforms the power plant buildup on the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 jetliner. The
DC-10 Series 10 aircraft is powered by 3 General
Electric CF6-6 advanced high bypass ratio turbofan engines with 43,500 pounds of static thrust. The
DC-10 Seri es 30 aircraft is powered by CF6-50A, B,
or C engines rated from 49,000 .to 51,~00 P?unds
static thrust. Acoustic treatment 1s provided m the
inlet and the fan air exhaust ducts. The system is
unique b ecause of 2 different treatments used.
inlet uses a single-degree-of-freedom method, wh1le
the fan ducts use a 2-degree-of-freedom system. The
maintainability features ?f t~e P?~ver .plant are exceptional. Improved mamtamabd~ty IS made possible by placing the gearbox outside the fa~ case.
By opening the forward cowl panels, all maJor e~
gine components and systems, ~xcept the pneumatic
system, are completely ac~essible .. Also, any component can b e removed by .Itself witho\It n ecessitating removal of another pwce of ~qmpment. T.h e
mounting of the fan thrust reverser IS ~noth~r maJOr
technical breakthrough. The reverser IS d es1gned in
2 halves and is hinged from the aircraft pylon and
latch at its bottom centerline . E ach half is provided with actuators to raise the revers er without
special ground-handling equipm~nt. With the revers er open, the compressor secti~n of the engine
and the pneumatic system are available for inspection or servicing. The forward cowls for the center
(tail) engine are power-actu~ted open. and closed.
Provision for power actuatl?~ on wmg position
cowls is built in. Space provisiOns are allotted for
AIDS (Airborne Integrated Data System) and BITE
(Built-In Test Equipment) for those operators who
choose to use these systems.

T?e

SYSTEMS

DOPPLER RADARS Al~/APN-l90(V),
GPD-102, AN/ APN-153 (V)

DffiECTIONAL CONTROLLED ROCKET
ASSISTED PROJECTILE (DICORAP)
Prime Contractor: Kearfott Division, Singer-General Precision , Inc., a subsidiary of The Singer
Company

Prime C?~tractor: Kearf?~ Division, Singer-General PreciSion, Inc., a subsidiary of The Singer Company

Ren1arks

Remarks

The DIC::ORAP system consists of 4 major subsystems: gu1dance sensor, thn1st vector control system
rocke t engine, and fin m echanism and canister assembly. The guidance sensor consists of a herm etically sealed fluidic gyroscope which, "hen spun
up a~1d suspended, provides pick-off signals using
o?ly rntegr.ally stored cold gas. This gyro uses a new,
stmple, uruque method to provide linear output displacem ent information in a Pulse-Duration Modula~on (PDM) form. When used with a Liquid Injection Th~ust. Vector (LITVC) system, it converts
pneumatic signals to suitable electrical siPTials by
m eans of a simple fluidic-el ectric transduc~r. Activated by an electrical signal, the gyro consistently
demonstrates its ability to withst~d and operate
tl~rough a 1,000 g shock load. Engineering techruq~I es employed in the thrust vector control system
~es1gn make .It the shortest and lightest operational
system pos~1ble. The rocket engine used with
DICORA~ ~s a prepackaged liquid propulsion system contammg hypergolic fu els; it is a hermetically
sealed system started by ignitina a solid propellant
gas-pressurizing grain. The hot ~as operated piston
and cam mechanism serving to deploy folded fins is
located at the projectile's aft end. Projectile ejection
and fin deployment sequence is as follows: when the
howitzer charge squib receives an electrical sianal,
~t i~1itiates a bo?ster charge igniter, which in °tum
Igmtes the hovntzer charge. The resultina
pressure
0
starts the projectile moving.
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The AN/APN-190(V) system consists of an antenna,
receiver-transmitter, control indicator, and receivertransmitter mount. Total weight is less than 68
pounds. The system provides digital and analoo- output signals of ground speed (100 to 999 lmots) and
drift angle (0 to plus or minus 30 degrees). Accuracy of the digital output of ground speed is such
that the probable error is less than .075 percent and
.055 knot and the analog signal is within .1 percent
and .1 knot. This subsystem interfaces with the IBM
Navigation Weapon Delivery Computer for the A7D/E aircraft. GPD-102 is a compact, all-solid-state
system which uses an FM-CW radar operatina at
Ke band to measure ground speed and drift an°gle.
Because of the beam lobing technique, operation is
equally precise over land and water durino- all
weather conditions. The system weighs 36 po~ds
and occupies 1 cubic foot. It is used on the Air
Force C-5. ANIAPN-153(V) (photo) is a 49-pound,
1.2-cubic-foot velocity sensor giving accurate ground
speed and drift angle. It is a transistorized, Janusmixing, self-coherent Ke band Doppler navigation
radar consisting of a receiver-transmitter, control
indicator, and antenna assembly. The AN/ APN. 153(V) beams signals to the ground, receives echoes,
and measures the frequency shift produced by the
relative motion between aircraft and earth. The
system employs self-test. It is used on 10 Air Force
and Navy aircraft and on certain executive transports and foreign militaiy aircraft.

SYSTEMS
GYRO REFERENCE ASSEMBLY
Prime Contractor: Kearfott Division, Singer-General Precision, Inc., a subsidiary of The Singer Company
Remarks

J?e Gy~o Reference Assembly is a single-unit dedesigned to provide signals for 3-axis stabilizatio~ and control of an orbiting satellite. It consists
?asiCally of 3 single-degree-of-freedom, floated ratemtegrating gyroscopes and their associated electronics. Physically, the unit is divided into 2 blocks:
a gyro block and an electronics block. Within the
gyro block are the 3 floated rate-integrating gyroscopes and temperature-control circuitry. Within
the electronics block are various plug-in electronic
boards, a power conditioner, and a main interconnect board and flex tape assembly.

':ce

GPK-20 COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Kearfott Division, Singer-General Precision, Inc., a subsidiary of The Singer Company
Remarks

The GPK-20 computer is a general-purpose digital
machine for navigation and guidance functions and
weapons delivery in antisubmarine warfare aircraft. A modular random-access solid-state core
memory, arithmetic and control sections, analog to
digital signal conversion, an~ a p~wer. supply are
all contained in a single umt which mcorporates
self-protection features guarding again~t inadvertent memory loss. The memory, operatmg at a 4microsecond cycle time and a 1-microsecond access
time, can be expanded without redesigning nondestructive readout (wired program) or writable
configuration combinations. Solid-state c?ml~onents,
including microelectronic integ;rated circmts, ~re
used exclusively in the conversiOn seg~ent w.hi~h
can condition the analog interface entirely Witlun
the computer. This element con_:erts both inpu.t and
output data, with no degradah?n of system mformation, to accuracies up to 11 bits. The power supply, designed to meet ~IL-STD-704, Category .B'
includes controls protecting the computer from mput and regulated output conditions that are unacceptable for orderly computer shutdown and data
preservation.

TACTICAL LANDING APPROACH AID
(TALAR)
Prime C?~tractor: Kearfott Division, Singer-General PreclSlon, Inc., a subsidiary of The Singer Company
Remarks

TA_LAR® accurately guides any type aircraft or
h~~copter ~n an. instrument approach path by proVIdmg precise ghde slope and localizer information.
The T ALAR system contains a ground transmitter
which radiates a microwave beam at 15.5 GHz and
an airborne receiver which interprets the data and
provides steering signals to standard instruments
such as cross-pointers, flight directors, and autopilots. The transmitter (photo) weighs only 57
po~nds; the airborne receiver (2 separate boxes)
weighs 8 pounds. The system is capable of 10-mile
range in rainfall of 10 millimeters per hour.
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SYSTEMS

APD-5000 MICROFILM PLOTTER
Prime Contractor: Link Division, Singer-General
Precision, Inc., a subsidiary of The Singer Company
Remarks

AUTOMATED MICROFILM APERTURE
CARD UPDATli"\'G SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Link Division, Sinuer-General
Precision, Inc., a subsidiary of The Singe~ Company

The new APD-5000 microfilm plotter introduces a
marked improvement in both resolution and cost to
the plotter industry. The Link plotter has a number
of significant advancements in resolution, speed,
system design, service, and softwaTe. One of the
most important advancements offered by the Link
plotter is its high resolution. Each film frame is
divided into 4,096 by 4,096 raster elements. This
means that the user is provided with the necessary
resolution to produce intiicate and detailed drawings on 35-millimeter film that can be enlarged to
D size without losing any detail. In ordinary use,
the film aperture produced on this system is divided
into 4,096 horizontal and 2,731 vertical raster elements. This has been done to provide maximum use
of the film area and to achieve frame butting when
needed. The square raster of 4,096 by 4,096 is also
available. The Link plotter has the ability to draw
4 different line widths. Each line width is programmable, can be made up of any number of raster
elements, and can have a varied intensity level if
desired. The variable line width feahue eliminates
the necessity of retracing to produce wider lines.
It will plot at the speed of 100,000 points/second
when operating on-line. The Link plotter will operate at the same high speed when connected to an
optional off-line special magnetic tape unit. Included in the purchase price of the APD-5000 is a
complete software package. This third-generation
software package is of superior design, providing
a more effective utilization of computer time costs.

Remarks

Link d eveloped the Automated Microfilm Aperture
Card Updating System (AMACUS) under contract
with the A1my W eapons Command, Rock Island,
Illinois. The system allows an operator to add to
and to correct technical dTawings and data sheets
that are stored on microfilm aperture caTds. Revisions are p erfonned electronically v. itbout the usual
s e~ies of intermediate steps that include creating a
prmt from the film, manually updating the piii:J.t,
and then photographing it when the changes are
completed. The film ed data on the aperhue card
are scanned w~tl: .a high-precision CRT flying spot
scanner and d1g1t1zed for storage on a 30-meaabit
n:agneti~ drum. The entire dravving or selectel'portions of It are presented on a display to the operator, who enters the revisions by means of a light
pen control keyboard and teletypewriter. The revisions directly modify the digitally stored information on the drum, and the new data are presented
immediately on the display for verification, enabling
the operator to view the results of his work. When
all the changes are completed, the precision CRT
system creates a new film recording. The new aperture card is processed automatically and is available for use immediately.
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SYSTEMS

VARIABLE ANAMORPHIC MOTION
PICTURE (VAMP) VISUAL SYSTEM
Prim_e. Contractor: Link Division, Singer-General
PreclSlon, Inc., a subsidiary of The Singer Company
Remarks

Link has made a major contribution to the simulation of visual approaches and landings with the
developmen~ of the VAMP visual system. The
YAMP yrovides a means for improving pilot skills
m landmg aircraft under Normal, Category II, and
~ategory III restricted visibility conditions. The
VIsual syste~ p~ovides a display covering the forward cockpit wmdscreens of an aircraft simulator
such as the Boeing 707 and 727 and the McDonnell
Douglas DC-8 and DC-9. A wide variety of apP:~ach and landing situations for any visibility conditwn can b e pr~vid_ed. Pilots and copilots can b e
expo~e_d to combmations of approach and visibility
c~nditwns, ~ay or night, at any area of the world,
without leavn~g the simulator cockpit. The n ew approa:h. used m the VAMP visual system employs
70-milhmeter Todd-AO color motion picture films
taken d~ring actual aircraft takeoffs, approaches,
and l~ndings. They~MP optically modifies the perspect~ve ,of the ongmal scene in synchronism with
the pilots control movements to provide an image
as seen from the position and attitude of the simulated aircraft. The VAMP system is built as a complete entity which can b e fully integrated with the
simulator without expansion of the basic computer.

FLIGHT SUIT PRESSURE REGULATOR
Prime Contractor: Vap-Air Division, Vapor Corporation, Singer-General Precision, Inc., a subsidiary
of The Singer Company
Remarks
Vap-Air has d eveloped a pressure regulator controlling low-pressure bleed air to pilots' and copilots'
flight suits for the F-Ill tactical fighte: . The poppettype regulator provides a dual functiOn , operating
at 3 psig to a given altitude and then shifting to
. another regime, operating at an absolute pressure of
6.5 pounds per square inch. The regu~ator, cast in
aluminum alloy for light weight, achteves a high
degree of sensitivity by utilizi~g th~ ~ax~mum-size
diaphragm within the packagmg hmitatwns. Outlet pressures are maintained to .I pound p er sq~are
inch over a flow range of 2 to 28 cfm and at mlet
pressures varying from 5 to 80 psig.
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SYSTEMS

T62T AUXILIARY GAS TURBINE

Prime Contractor: Solar Division of International
H arvester Company
Remarks
The T62T Titan is an extremely rugged, compact
gas turbine engine which bas been service-proven
in both military and commercial applications. It is
b eing used as the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) in
every major U.S. military cargo h elicopter program.
In these applications, the APU provides power necessary to start main engines and to operate all h ydraulic and electrical systems, allowing aircraft
operation completely independent of ground-support equipment. Titan commercial applic~tions include installations in F-27 and FH-227 aucraft of
several airlines and in Falcon, JetStar, Sabreliner,
DH-125, and Jet Commander business jet aircraft.
Functions in these installations include driving the
aircraft air-conditioning system and providing both
AC and DC electric power for main engine starting
and emergency service. The unit is certified for infli ght service.

ANTI-ICE AND RAIN REMOVAL VALVE
Pr~11 e C~ntractor: Vap-Air Division, Vapor Corporation, Smger-G eneral Precision, Inc. , a subsidiary
of The Singer Company
Remarks
Vap-Air has developed a n ew 2-inch valve used for
windshield anti-ice application and rain removal.
The valve, fabrica ted of hydroformed stainless steel,
controls the flow of air at 155 psig and at temperatures to 1,120 degrees Fahrenheit. Furnace-brazed,
precision-cast internal parts, permitting smooth
contour shape and efficient aerodynamic web design, promote efficient flow and low pressure drop.
The valve, used in a windshield anti-ice application
on the F-1ll tactical fighter, can b e fumish ed with
threaded or flanged connections. It is 5 inches long
and 3.75 inches wide and weighs 2.54 pounds.

Specifications
Lenath 26 inches; diameter 12.5 inches; weight 70
pougds; radial flow; electric or hydraulic starting.
Performance
Rating 80 to 150 horsepower; up to 37 pounds p er
minute pneumatic bleed flow at 3:1 pressure ratio.
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TERRIER FIRE-CONTROL SYSTEM
Prime Contra.ct.o:: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Gyroscope Division
Remarks

Mark 76 fire-control systems for the Terrier surfaceto-air missile, used in fleet air defense role are
being modernized on DLG-class ships. The program
is designed for rapid equipment turnaround to keep
ship out-of-commission time to a minimum. Sperry
constructed full-scale working replicas of the ship's
7 fire-control compartments within its Great Neck,
New York, plant. Engineers, working with actual
equipment and ship interior designs, were able to
precisely plan electrical cable runs and connector
locations, to check equipment installation areas, and
to correct problems found before actual installation
of equipment aboard ship, where delays can be
costly. Currently, 20 ships are programmed; 3 of
them have been completed and 7 are in the process
of being "turned around." Each Mark 76 system consists of 2 Sperry AN /SPG-55B tracking radars, 2 Mk
119 fire-control computers, and control and ancillary equipment. The new systems will be capable of
handling the new Standard missile as well as the
Terrier missile.

LORAN-D RADIO NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corpora t.wn, Sperry
Gyroscope Division
Remarks
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SYSTEMS

FLIGHT INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Spen; Rand Corporation, Sp rry
Flight Sys tem s Division
Ren1arks

Flight instrume nt indicator S) stems for th latest
generation of je t transport aircraft_h~~e b n d eveloped by Spen;' Flight Sys tems D1V1~10n. Tv. o such
sys te ms are an attitude director indicator (HZ-6F)
and a horizontal situation indicator (RD-350), each
incOI1)0ratina the latest available techniqu s in ino
Th
.
dicator construction and display methods.
e attitude director indicator displays aircraft attitude and
:Bight path information as well as :Bight dir ctor
commands. Among its features are use ?f DC
torquer motors instead of AC s~rv?s to dnve th~
attitude sphere . This m e thod elimmat s the geai
train use d in other, similar indicators to move the
a ttitude sphere, increasing instrument r~li~bility
and d e creasina the production of h eat w1thm the
indicator case~ The companion h?rizonta~ situa~?n
indicator displays compass b eading, rad10 fac1hty
b earing and distance informa tion, and instrume~t
landing system information. A n ew feature of t_llls
indicator is presentation of distance m easunng
equipment readouts through use of gas plasma segmented digital displays instead of counter d1um
displays as form erly used. Each in~ca~or h as all
associated amplifiers built into the md1cator case
rather than located r emotely in the aircraft electronics rack, simplifying installation and maintenance
and decreasing weight.

AUTOMATIC LANDll~G AUTOPILOT
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Flight Sys tems Division
Remarks

A 3-axis autopilot system, certified for making automatic landings at approved airports and in regular
passenger service aboard certain_ Boeing 727 je~
liners, is produced by Sperry Flight Systems DIvision. The system is a basic 727 autopilot plus additional components to provide full dual pitch channels, an independent roll monitor, a :Bare coupler,
and 2 non11al accelerometers. Provision is made for
automatic disengagement of the autopilot in case of
a disagreem ent between the dual pitch channels or
b etween the roll channel and the roll monitor. In
case of a failure of one pitch channel, the pilot may
select the valid channel to make an automatic approach, then resume manual control for touchdown.
In addition to automatic monitoring of pitch and
roll channel performance, the system provides crosscheck monitoring of the 2 localizer receivers, 2 compass systems, and 2 vertical gyros, as well as monitoring of several stages of signal processing and
amplifier circuits. An autothrottle is an optional
part of the system.

SYSTEMS

INTEGRATED AUTOPILOT /FLIGHT
DIRECTOR SYSTEM
P~me Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry

Flight Systems Division
Remarks

Integration of ~utopilot and flight director computer channels IS a key feature of the system being
produced by Sperry Flight Systems Division for the
Boeing 747. The illustrated pilots' controller serves
both the autopilot and the flight director systems.
Other c~mpone?:s inclu~e pitch and roll computers,
automatic stabilizer trim unit, and monitor and
logic unit, plus a small additional pilots' controller
used for making autopilot pitch and roll adjustments. The system uses triplex pitch and roll computer channels with provision in the design for
growth to full triplex fail-operational configuration.
Integration of autopilot and flight director computers simplilies pilot procedures, reduces amount
of e lectronic equipment needed, and allows closer
tracking of the autopilot by the flight director. The
system makes extensive use of high-density embedded modules for saving space and weight, and of
DC computation techniques which make possible
wide use of standardized microcircuits. The DC
computation also allows close electrical tolerances
to b e held without external adjustment. Sophisticated built-in test equipment, with "go/no go" indicators, is an integral part of the system.

FLY-BY-WIRE STUDY SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Flight Systems Division
Remarks

A breadboard fly-by-wire system for studying concepts and d efining problems involved in practical
hardware situations has b_e~n. d esigned and built by
Sperry Flight Systems Dn~ISion for the Flight Dynamics Laboratory at Wnght-Patterson Air Force
Base. It provide ~ complete. si~ulation of a full flyby-wire system m whiCh pilots control movements
are transmitted to actuators by electrical wires instead of mechanical linkages, with feedback employed to assure that vehicle motion is the controlled parameter. Four electronics channels are
used for each of the 3 control axes. The 4 channels
assure the syste~'s opera_tion without degradation
after 2 failures m any axis. These 4 channels consist of 3 active channels and an electronic model.
Mid-value logic is used to determine the value of
the output signal which is transmitted to the actuators. All 4 channels are monitored to detect failures and to annunciate them to the pilot. The actuator, a triplex force-summed configuration, is also
monitored electronically and will continue to operate after 2 failures. The system includes a complete self-test fe~ture whic~ c~ecks. for any latent
failure in the logiC and momtonng Circuitry.

SYSTEMS

UHF RANGING BEACON SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corpora tion, Sperry
Flight Systems Division

UNIVAC CP-890 COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Univac
Division

Remarks
Remarks

The Sperry Remote Area T erminalS stem is a combination communication, ranging, and letdown system ope rating in the military UHF communica tions
band. It consists of a ground tmit, which includes
a b eacon transponder and a voice transceiver, and
of a se t of airborne units, ' 'v hich includes an interrogator, a pilot's controller, and a cockpit indicator.
l:_'hese airborne units provide a pilot ,~ ith information on range and b earincr to the around b eacon.
This inf~1mation, plus m~nual setting of ground
barometnc pressure into the airborne unit, makes
possible descent of the aircraft to"' ard the beacon
from any direction and along a pilot-selected glide
path angle. The airborne equipment can b e linked
to standard cockpit instrument landincr system indicators. The unit is designed for us e ~ rotary- or
fixed-wing aircraft for such missions as logistic support, tactical approach and letdo'vvn, medical evacuation, and station keeping.

The UNIVAC CP-890 computer, utilizing microelectronic circuitry and wire-wrapped connections,
is equipped with a 1.8-microsecond memory of 32K
30-bit words and 12 I/0 channels expandable to 16.
The cabinet measures 65 inches high, 22 inches
wide, and 18 inches deep with chanfered comers
designed to permit passage through a 25-inch submarine hatch without dismantling. A display panel
includes approximately 400 indicator light switches,
a keyboard, and a keyset. UNIVAC CP-890s, to be
used in the Navy's Polaris/Poseidon submarine
navigation system, are expected to double the accuracy of the new missile-firing submarine's navigation system. Improvement in overall system performance will be achieved largely through refined
data processing and calibration techniques made
possible by the replacement of 3 existing computers
with one CP-890.
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UNIVAC CP-901 AVIONICS COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Univac
Division

UNIVAC CP-642B MILITARY COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Univac
Division

Remarks
The UNIVAC CP-901 computer, an integrated-circuit version of the UNIVAC 1230, is designed for
special application requiring a 32K m emor~, 30-bit
parallel I/0 on each of 16 channels, occupym~ only
3 cubic feet of space. This computer was des1g~ed
to MIL-E-5400 in a basic aerospace configuration
adapted to general, limited-space utilization. The
UNIVAC CP-901 is in production for the A-NEW
antisubmarine warfare program for th~ Navy. The
concept includes a computer-centered airborne command and control system which_ accepts_ and evaluates sensor data displays the mformatwn for the
commander and' recommends a course of action. If
further info;mation or alternative plans of action are
desired the commander can request them from the
computer. Ship and aircraft are ~nked by a computer data link so that all informatiOn for concerted
ASW action is available to all elements of the force.

Remarks
The UNIVAC CP-642B military computer was developed as the next-generation NTDS (Naval Tactical Data System) computer, incorporating thin-film
memory and UNIFLUXOR NDRO memory. Utilizing advances in computer technology, the CP-642B
was designed to be compatible with the CP-642A,
but with internal processing speeds twice as fast,
and 16 I/0 channels with transfer speeds 4 times
as fast. The thin-film memory is used as 64 words
of control and index register storage at 667-nanosecond cycle time, operating independently of the
main memory. CP-642B computers, mounted in ruggedized, transportable shelters, are principal elements in the MTDS (Marine Tactical Data System),
a land version of the NTDS.
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INTEGRATED DRIVE GENERATOR
Prime Contractor: Sundsb·and Aviation, a eli ision
of Stmdstrand Corporation

ACCESSORY DRIVE SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Sundstrand Aviation, a division
of Sundstrand Corporation

Re1narks

The Integrated Drive Generator (IDG) combines an
axial gear differential constant-speed dri with an
advanced-design oil-spray-cooled generator. The
system provides constant frequ ency AC power to
aircraft systems by converting varying ngine shaft
speeds to constant output speed . The major difference b etween the IDG and earlier constant-speed
drive and generator systems is a unique inte1face
design which p e1mits the IDG drive to circulate oil
through the generator section. This f atme eliminates the n eed for certain rotating oil seals, provides
rositive lubrication of the generator b earings, and
~ntroduces the use of a highly effi cient oil-mist coolmg system, r esulting in a lighter, more compact
package . The drive portion consists of a mechanical
axial gear differential and a hydraulic log containing slipper piston hydraulic units. The m ajority of
the input power is transmitted directly to the generator through the differential with speed trim provided by the governor-conh·olled h ydraulic log.

Remarks

Accessory drive systems provide the complete secondary power required in modern aircraft. They
consist of shaft-driven gearboxes mounting accessories such as constant-speed drives, generators, hydraulic pumps, fuel pumps, starters, coolers, fans,
and decoupler/ recoupler provisions. With these
added provisions, ground power can be provided
through pneumatic motoring. Single-piece cast
housings provide maximum reliability, long life, and
light weight. In addition to magnesium housings,
accessory drive systems utilizing fabricated steel or
titanium have been developed and produced for
special applications. A typical accessory drive system is shown in photo. As systems manager, Sundstrand has responsibility for d esign, procurement,
testing, and performance of the system from concept
through qualification testing.
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ACTUATION SYSTEMS
EMERGENCY POWER UNIT
Prime Contractor: Sundstrand Aviation, a division
of Sundstrand Corporation
Remarks
Sundstrand Emergency Power Units (EPU) are
u sed to provide h ydraulic and/ or electrical power
under all en gine-out conditions. The EPU consists
of one or 2 hydraulic and/ or electrical units which
are driven b y a conservatively rated axial-flow impulse turbine through a jackshift-type gearbox.
Warm gas to drive the turbine is obtained by decomposing a liquid monofu el in a thermal b ed dec~mpo sition chamber. Turbine speed is regulated
w1th on-off control valves. The system fuel is contained in a h ermetically sealed fu el tank for longt erm storage capability. Fuel pressurization is accomplished by using a centrifugal fuel pump and by
bootstrapping the fuel tank with low-pressure warm
gas bled from the turbine nozzle. System operation
is initiated w ith h ermetically sealed, electrically actua ted start initiators.

Prime Contractor: Sundsh·and Aviation, a division
of Sundstrand Corporation
Remarks
Sundstrand Aviation d esigns, develops, and manufactures aircraft secondary flight control and utility
a ctuation systems. These systems m eet the specialized requirem ents of flight controls, such as wing
sw eep , leading and trailing ed ge ~1aps at:d sla ts, and
pitch-trim devices, as w ell as a wtde vanety of other
applica tions such as landing gear and hatches . Pictured is the Power Drive Unit (PDU) and b all screw
actuator from a typical Sundstrand high-lift system
d eveloped for commercial application. Th ~ system
positions the leading edge surfaces of the v:rmgs. All
surfaces operate simultaneously and are dnven by a
single torque tube system powered by the PDU.
Shafting from the PDU is connected to angle gearboxes and then through the surface actuators to an
asymmetry d etector and brake lo~ated in eac? wing
tip. In order to optimize the ~~z~ and w e1ght of
drive-train components, torque hm1ters (located outboard of the PDU and in the actuators) are utilized
to protect the system from excessive torgue.

SYSTEMS

AN/ APN-182 DOPPLER NAVIGATION
RADAR SET
Prime Contractor: Teledyn e R an Aeronautical,
Electronic and Space Systems
Ren1arks

Production of the AN/ APN-18.-. accura te ho ering
control radar is for the Sikorsky SH-3D, m ains tay of
the Navy's ASW h elicopter Beet. The _ N/ APN182 replaces the Ryan AN / AP -130 Doppler
which was installed in some 500 SH-3A b licopters.
Major improvements are lighter " ight Q1' ater accuracy, increased m ean time b etwe n failur s, and
elimination of a liquid cooler s stem. Th SH-3D
entered active service in 1969. The radar s nses
velocity in all directions and is the primary sensor
for control of the automatic h·ansition and hover
maneuver performed in ASW and sea rescue missions.

AN/APN-193 DOPPLER VELOCITY SENSOR
Prime Contractor: Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical,
Electronic and Space Systems
Remarks

Most advanced of Ryan's line of Doppler radar navigation sensors, the AN/ APN-193 features a solidstate transmitter; a low-profile, flush-mount antenna; single-unit construction (electronics mounted
atop the antenna structure); and a highly sensitive,
cross-correlation frequency tracker. Designed for
all-weather operation, the system performs over
land or sea. It transmits and receives microwave
energy in 4 narrow beams to determine velocity by
Doppler shift principles.

Specifications

Altemate ante1ma types available for new applications (for immediate compatibility with the older
APN-130, the same antennas were used ); total system weight, depending upon antenna used, 46 to 67
pounds; control indicator weight .75 p ound ; other
indicators offered as optional equipment.

Complete system weight 44 pounds; transmits at 1
watt, operates at 13.3 GHz; size 26 by 30 by 7.5
inches.

Performance

Perfortnance

Capable of flight at altitudes from zero to 20,000
feet, with a hover mode altitude of zero to 2,500
feet; accuracy .5 percent plus or minus .5 knot;
horizontal velocity minus 40 to plus 350; vertical
velocity plus or minus 6,000 feet per minute; 600
hours m ean time between failures.

Demonstrated accuracy in flight tests of .1 percent of the ground track flown; capable of operation at altitudes in excess of 70,000 feet, at pitch
angles as great as 30 degrees and roll angles as
great as 45 degrees, without losing lock on the surface overflown.

Specifications
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6425 25-MILLIMETER WEAPON SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Jet & Ordnance Division, Equipment Group of TRW Inc.

TORQUE LOCKS
P1ime Contractor: Mechanical Products Division,
Equipment Group of TRW Inc.

Remarks
The TRW 6425 25-millimeter weapon system has
been under design and development by TRW since
1964 in anticipation of the Army's forthcoming Vehicle Rapid Fire Weapon System-Successor "Bushmaster" program for weapon applications to several
military combat v ehicles of the seventies and eighties. The system consists of a recoil-operated, dualfeed, automatic weapon, a family of 25-millimeter
ammunition, and associated ancillary devices for direct and remote operation of the weapon. The
weapon design provides for selective rates of fire of
100 and 200 shots per minute and full automatic fire
of 570 shots per minute; the rates are selectable by
the gunner to enable him to effectively engage various combat targets. The weapon can be "field
stripped" in seconds without tools . The ammunition
family consists of 10 types of rounds including
armor-penetrating discarding sabot, high-explosive
incendiary, armor-piercing high-explosive incendiary, and their companion tracer and practice versions. The high muzzle velocities of the ammunition,
combined with advanced external and terminal ballistics of the warheads, provide highly superior target destruct capabilities at long tactical combat
ranges greater than the threat posed by potential
enemy armies. The system is being tested and evaluated by the U.S. Army, the Royal Army of the
Netherlands, France, and Great Britain, with evaluation and potential adoption by other NATO countries planned. The highly adaptable system is designed to meet a specific combat role. Potential applications, however, include helicopters, counterinsurgency aircraft, patrol boats, antiaircraft (multiple
weapon) units, and ground mounts.

Remarks
Modern aircraft utilize hydraulic or pneumatic motors to drive flaps, thrust revers e rs, landing gear
doors, and other power-operated accessories. Because of the need for minimum weight, it is n ecessary to use multibranch systems. A jam in any single
branch will result in transfer of the motor full-stall
torque to the jammed branch. The result is a driving torque many times greater than_ the normal
torque. To protect the driven m ec?~rnsm from excessive torque inputs, torque-sensitive brakes a_re
used to stop the motion of _the power ~upply "':hile
limiting the torque when ~ J~~ occur_s m ~he dnven
m echanism. The torque-limiting devices m use are
limited to low-speed operation (usually l~s~ th~n
300 revolutions per minute) because of the1r mability to avoid damage from high-inertia torques when
stopping a rapidly turning shaf~. However, system
studies have shown a large weight advantage for
operation at high shaft speeds. As a~ ~~tgrowtl~ of
the need for a high-speed torque-limiting deviCe,
TRW has developed and quali~ ed a t?rque lock
which is not speed limited. B~si~ functions of the
torque lock mechanism are to limit the torque transmitted through the torque lock so as to protect the
downstream system elements from being subjected
to full system stall torque levels, to decelerate the
upstream elements at a controlled rate to pr~v~nt
excessive inertia torques, to al~ow t~e. transmiSSion
of normal operating torques w1th m~m~um energy
losses, and to maintain synchromzahon of the
branches of the system during all phases of operation.
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BOEING 747 E NVIR O~"MENTAL CONTROL
SYSTEM
Prim e Contractor: H amilton Standard Division of
n.ited Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
The Boeing 747 environm ental control s stem supplies the cooling, h eating, ' entilation, an d pressuriza tion requirem ents of the 380-pass nger sup rjet.
Its 72-ton cooling capacity can condition 8,000 cubic
feet of air p er minute, complet I chanaina th air
. 'd e t11e passenger compartm ent e ·ery
b
b
rns1
3.5 minutes. The system 's 3 air-conditioning packages process air bled from the 74Ts engin s during fli aht or
supplied on t11e ground by an aux:iliar po' er unit.
T wo p acks can h andle cooling requirements if one
b ecomes inoperative . The cooling task is p erfonned
by each pack's "simple bootstrap" air-cycle macl1ine
d eveloped by H amilton Standard. The 3-\· heel design places t11e air circulation fan on t11e same sha.ft
as t11e compressor \:vh eel and cooling turbine instead
of on a separate mounting as in otl1er t p s of refriaeration units . Power produced by the turbine clriv~s
tl1e fan , eliminating the n eed for a separate po-vver
source . This simpler arrangem ent increases cooling
efficiency and reduces the unit's w eight, electrical
power requirem ents, and m aint nance costs. At
30,000 feet, where the air is cooler, the 747 system's
h eat exchangers, ~ne p er air-conditioning package,
take over the coolmg function. Before entering the
passenger compartment, processed air is mixed with
warm engine bleed air. A 4-zone temperature control subsystem automatically m aintains cabin temperatures b etween 70 and 80 degrees Fahrenheit.
Each control zone is designed to operate independently of the others. The automatic cabin pressurization control maintains pressure at an equivalent
8,000-foot altih1de. The 747 heat exch anger combines the primary and secondary h eat exchangers in
one unit.

U.S. NAVY PLAINVIEW HYDROFOIL
AUTOPILOT
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
The autopilot, an integral part of the U .S. Navy
Plainview ship's hydrofoil system , controls and stabilizes the experimental craft during all foilbome
conditions in calm and rough seas. It senses pitch,
roll, and yaw motions and fe eds the electronic infonn ation to a computer. H ydraulic acruators adjust the foils to maintain the Plainview's attirude
and h eight above the water. Automatic control sensitivity allov,rs the foilbome 212-foot ship to cut
through waves in low and moderate seas or to ride
wave contours in h eavy seas. Its d esign based on
h elicopter automatic stabilization systems, the autopilot also controls the 300-ton craft when it makes
coordinated rums on its hydrofoils. Three sonic
h eight sensors, 2 forward and one aft, maintain the
hull several feet above the waves. Electromagnetic
sensors m easure both hullborne and foilbome
speeds. Major system components include computer; pitch, roll, and acceleration sensor package;
h eight sensors and transducers; attitude and foilangle indicators; self-test and control panels; alarm
lights; and static inverter power supply.
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SYSTEMS

LUNAR MODULE ABORT SENSOR
ASSEMBLY
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation
F-Ill AIR INLET CONTROL

Remarks

Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Co-9-Joration

The abort sensor assembly is the strapdown inertial
measuring of the abort or backup guidance system
for the Apollo Lunar Module (LM). The unit const~ntly mon~tors and. compares navigational values
With the pnmary gmdance and navigation system
during the LM's orbit of the moon, lunar touchdovvn
maneuvers, and the return flight and docking with
the moon-orbi~ng Com~and Module. The preprogrammed, semiautomatic abort sensor assembly is
designed to take over all the functions of the primary guidance syste~ in 0e event of a malfunction.
It measures the LM s attitude and velocity, senses
changes in the spacecraft's attitude and acceleration, a~d s~nds the. inf?rma~on to a computer for
processmg mto navtgational mformation. Three accelerometers measure th~ LM's rate and gain of
velocity in 3 axes-roll, pitch, a?d yaw. Three gyroscopes measure spacecraft a.ttitude or position to
within .001 degree. Changes m velocity are indicated in increments of .01 foot per second. The abort
sensor assembly's electronics are microminiaturized
for min~um wei!?ht and maximum reliability. In
qualificatiOn tests, It has demonstrated a mean-timebetween-failure rate of 5,700 hours. Located in the
LM craft's equipment bay above the astronauts'
heads, the 20.7-pound unit measures ll.5 by 9 by 5
inches. Hamilton Standard developed the LM abort
sensor assembly for the Systems Group of TRW Inc.

Remarks

The air inlet control for the Air Force/General Dynamics F-111 fighter-bomb er matches the variablegeometry inlet to engine operation to assure prop ~r
airflow to the twin engines during all supersom.c
and subsonic flight conditions. The hydromechamcal system automatically adjusts the ~let spikes,
which slow down and compress the a~rflo:v~ a~d
maintains the normal shock in the proper positi~n I~
the ducts by expanding or contracting the spikes
cone section. Pneumatic signals from probes and
taps on the air inlet are transmitted to 3 pressure
ratio sensors, on the main control, which respond to
minute pressures. The signals are tr~nslated into
hydraulic pressure for activating the spike and cone
servo actuators. The system is designed to respond
to pressures as small as one-thousand0 of a pou.nd
per square inch, yet to accurately posi~IOn the s,rike
within 1.5 percent of total travel agams~ multi-ton
loads. Its main components include roam control,
spike actuator, cone angle actuator, and feedb~ck
transmission. In event of hydraulic failure, the pilot
activates an emergency shuttle valve to supJ?ly
pneumatic pressure which fully extends the spike
and contracts the cone for flight safety.
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SYSTEMS

C-5 MULTIMODE RADAR SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Norden Division of United Aircraft Corporation

PORTABLE LIFE-S UPPORT SYSTEM FOR
APOLLO SPACE SUIT

Remarks

The C-5 multimode radar, developed b y Norden
for Lockheed-Georgia Company, applies the latest
multipurpose radar concepts for m eeting tactical
and strategic aircraft requirem ents under all weather
conditions . Ground ma.pping, pr~cision £x taking,
b eacon, weather mappmg, terram follow ing, and
radar approach to landing are included in the
modes of operation. The system feah1res 2 essentially independent radars, X-band and Ku-band
and 3 indicators, 2 for the pilots and one fo_r th~
navigator. Each radar has identical mode capabilities, utilizing different frequencies to emphasize certain features. Ku-band provides higher resolution·
X-band offers d ecreased sensitivity to weather. Th~
X- and Ku-band radars can be independently controlled at any of the 3 operator stations, and either
radar can b e viewed on any indicator. Each antenna/receiver contain~ _a reflector and a passive
interferometer array ng1dly attached to the scan
column and maintained in boresight coincidence
with the reflector. The reflectors are used for both
transmitting and receiving; the interferometers are
used only for receiving. The interferometers are
utilized for ~e processing of radar re~rns to generate elevation pro£le data for terram following
contour map, and radar approach. The antenna)
receivers are mounted on a common roll unit. The
C-5 is sponsored by the Aeronautical Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command.

Prime Contractor : Hamilton Stand ard D ivision of
Un ite d Aircraft Corporation
R e marks

The Portable Life-Support S stem (PLSS) is " om
b y space-suite d as h·onauts wh en tl1
xplore the
luna r surface. W eighing 84 pounds it suppli s Ol\:ygen and pressurization and controls th e t mp rature, relative humidity, carbon diox'ide, and other
contaminants of th e ventilating gases in the suit.
The PLSS also recircula tes an d recools the water
th a t flov.rs through th e h1bin g of the liquid-cooling
garment w orn under the Apollo space suit. This
wa ter removes th e astronaut's body h eat. The lifes~pport pack p ermits 4-hour extravehi cular ex'Peditions. Its exp endables are rech arge d in the Lunar
Module (LM) for the pack's reuse. A 2-way radio
and telem e try unit provides voice communica tion
and the transmission of astronaut physiological and
space suit data to the LM for relay to earth. An
oxyge n purge system on top of the PLSS holds a
30-minute supply of oxygen for emergency an d
backup use. Connected separately to th e suit, it also
can b e use d independently as a life-support chest
pack during extravehicular transfer of astronauts
between the Lunar Module and the C ommand
Module . Hamilton Standard developed the PLSS
for NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center.
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SYSTEMS

ELECTRONIC ATTITUDE DffiECTOR
INDICATOR SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Norden Division of United Aircraft Corporation
Remarks

The Electronic Attitude Director Indicator (EADI)
system is designed to .~~ke available for co~m~r
cial aircraft the capabilities of the all-electromc mtegrated display systems produced for military aircraft. The Norden EADI provides a simultaneous
display of critical flight information through. the u~e
of electronically generated symbology: headmg, airspeed, Mach number, attitude, al~itude, command,
and rate information. The EADI IS also capable of
displaying on the sc~een forwa.rd-lo?king low-lightlevel television or high-resolution au-to-ground radar data. The EADI system reduces instrument
clutter and eases the pilot's work load. It enhances
safety during adverse weather conditions by integrating flight data required for approach ~nd lan~
ing. Built-In Test Equipri?-ent (BITE) momtors .vanous signal chains, and, m the event of a . fatlure,
warns the pilot on the display quickly and accurately. BITE and test patterns ~ssist. line .m~chanics
and bench technicians in rap1dly Idenhfymg and
repairing any failed components.

SELF-SKINNING FOAM
Prime Contractor: UOP Aeroth erm Division and
UOP Bostrom Division, Universal Oil Products
Company
Remarks

A joint effort by the Aerotherm and Bostrom di~i
sions resulted in the production of a high-quality
self-skinning urethane foam. The new urethane has
extremely good abrasion and puncture r esistance
characteristics m eets Federal Aviation Administration flame reta'rdancy requirem ents, and can be provided in no-fade colors and various d ensities to
meet specific comfort criteria. Production of commercial airline passenger seat armcaps was the first
new product application. The n ew a rmcap is a disposable unit that can be easily and quickly replaced
aboard the aircraft by airline p ersonnel without interference with on-time departures. It eliminates
the t.ask of frequently removing upholstered or conventwnal vinyl armcaps and having them cleaned,
recover~d, and replaced at high labor and material
cost.s. F1eld tests are being conducted on small land
vehicle seats with potential applications to tractors
and other small all-weather vehicles in which the
seat is exposed to weather conditions. Extensive
~esearch and development is being directed to
roader applications of new self-skinning foams.

SYSTEMS

FLEXIBLE DUCTING
AIRCRAFT CARGO PALLET

Prime Contractor: Calumet & Hecla Corporation,
division of Universal Oil Products Company

Prime Conh·actor: UOP Aerotherm Division, Universal Oil Products Company

Remarks

At high speeds, high altih1des, high pressures, and
extrem e temperatures, :flexible ducting b ecomes important. It must b e able to expand and contract,
take motion in any direction, and carry high pressures. It must also b e light in weight and available
in unusual shapes and sizes. Special Flexonics ducting components made a first appearance on early
World \Var II aircraft. Since th en , the ductino0 demands of supersonic aircraft and advanced aerospace :ehicles have b een and are b eing m e t by
Flexomcs. Typical applications for :flexible ducting
include cabin air conditioninoencrine
exhaust' antib'
b
icing, rain removal, and boundary layer control.
Metal hose applications include hydraulic brakes,
fuel lines, oil lines, oxygen breathing, vibration absorbing connections, and exhaust connections.

Re1narks

An entirely n ew concept in cargo p allets has b een
introduced b y the UOP Aeroth e1m Division. The
p alle t is a ll extruded aluminum construction and
m eets 3 g and 9 g specifications as one unit It is
d esigne d as an 88- by 125-inch palle t; the addition
of one piece of floor track p ennits its use as an 88b y 108-inch size wh en an aisle is required in the
a ircraft. The standard p allet fits all Boeing 707, 720,
727, and 737 aircraft and a ll McDonnell Douglas
DC-8-60 series aircraft. Other sizes to fit th e B-747,
the DC-10. and th e L-1011 are under test for certification. Outstanding advantages of th e all-alumimm1 palle t include lighter \Ve ight, longer life,
d elamina tion proof, and easy repair with ordina1y
on-line maintenance equipment.
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SYSTEMS

LIQUID LEVEL INDICATOR
AND TRANSMITTER
Prime Contractor: UOP Instruments Division, Universal Oil Products Company
HIGH-PRESSURE SAFETY RELIEF VALVE
Prime Contractor: UOP Instruments Division, Universal Oil Products Company
Remarks

A high-pressure safety relief valve with a temperature operating range of minus 65 to plus 275 degrees
Fahrenh~i~ ~as been introduced by the UOP Instrume_nts DIVISIOn. The compact, lightweight, rugged
umt, known as the V-736 series, is engineered to
~andle c~tic_a~ high-pressure applications with maxImum reliability. The instrument's spring and poppet co~bination prevents leakage at low pressure;
a special entrance-port filter assures cleanliness of
the valv_e seats and poppets, extremely important
un?er high-pressure operation. V-736 units can be
a~Justed quickly and easily so that they operate
With zero leakage in both pneumatic and hydraulic
systems. Extremely close differentials, as low as 4
percent of :rac~ng pressure, are readily obtained.
The V-736 IS bemg used in the pneumatic system
of the F-Ill and other high-performance aircraft.
Specifications

Wei~ht .15 pound; maximum diameter .62 inch;
maxim_um length 1.7 inches; operating media, air
and mtrogen; pressure ratings: working nominal
3,000 pounds per square inch, working maximum
4,050 pounds per square inch, cracking minimum
4,800 pounds per square inch (V-736-1), 4,500
pounds per square inch (V-736-2), reset minimum
4,500 pounds per square inch (V-736-1), 4,300
pounds per square inch (V-736-2).
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Retnarks

A unique, high-performance system for pinpointing
aircraft liquid levels has b een d esigned by the UOP
Instruments Division. Basic operational principles
of standard float switches have b een adapted to
electronic m easurem ent for maximum accuracy to
provide high p erformance under the most severe
environmental conditions. An electronic transmitter,
the heart of the system, senses the liquid level and
converts its readings into incremental resistance
changes. A magnetic Boat operates a series of reed
switches in sequence as the float rises or descends
with the level of the fluid. The switches shunt a
resistor network that produces a linear current
change regardless of the configuration of the vessel
holding the liquid. The F-306 series is protected
from stray field effects by magnetic shielding while
its low current operation minimizes any possibility
of errors due to lead resistance. This precision performance instrument resists shock and vibrations
encountered in jet aircraft. An internally lighted
dial and pointer assure easy readability for both
pilot and copilot in daylight as well as at night.
Electrical rating is 28 VDC-lamp; accuracy indicator plus or minus 1 percent full scale, transmitter
3 percent; operating temperature minus 65 to plus
350 degrees Fahrenheit. The transmitter section can
be supplied in lengths to fit specific applications.
The F -306 series can be supplied to read actual
liquid level, or it can be electrically contoured to
show actual fluid contents in a nonsymmetricaltype fluid container. Dial movement configurations
of 90 and 180 degrees can be supplied.

SYSTEMS

AIRLINE BEVERAGE SERVICE CARTS
Prim e Contrac tor: REF D rnami cs Di ision, Universal Oil Products Company
R entark s
A n ew seri es of a irline b e\ e rage s 1 ·ic ca rts has
b een d e ·e loped b) th e REF Dyn amics Di\ ision for
us e on th e McDonnell D ouglas DC- and DC-10,
the Boeing 707, 720, 72- , ~3'""' , an d 747, and the
Lockheed L-1011. Identifie d as SkycaTts, th n e\\
seri s highli ghts 2 specilic models. Th SJ...- ycart on
th e le ft in photo fe atur s a b ev rag di spensing syste m utili zing eithe r an electrom chanical or comple tely m echanica l b everage disp ensin g h ead that
can dispen se 5 to 7 different typ es of b everagesgi n g er ale, cola, club soda, e tc.- a t the press of a
button. Be ve rages are stowe d in a module of bulk
b everage containers hous ed in th e low er section of
th e cart. The model at th e right us es th e levelator
system for sto\•v age of canne d b everages. As the top
can is removed, th e n ext can is elevate d into an
accessible position. Beverage glasses a re stowed in
a tube e quipped with a levela tiog d evice for easy
accessibility. Both carts h ave provisions for liquor
miniature storage, waste chute and container, and
stowage compartments for ice cubes, naphns, stirr ers , and condiments. Altern ate d esigns provide for
storage of liquor miniatures in tub es with levelator
d e vices. Inserts and d ecorative side panels are removable for cleaning; they m eet the latest fire retardancy re gulations. All carts are easy to maneuver
and will save stev,rardesses considerable time and
effort in serving passengers. Other SJ...-ycart d esigns
include food, tray, and refrigera ted carts.

DC-10 UPPER DECK SERVICE CENTER
Prime Contractor: REF D ynamics Division, Unive rsal Oil Products Company
Re1narks
McDonnell Douglas DC-10 jets will b e e quipped
'' itb upper d e ck forward service centers provided
by the REF D ynamics Division. Units are allbonde d structures and include drinking fountain ,
built-in intercom system, hot plates, waste cart stowage, ice stowage, cup dispensers , sink, and areas to
accommodate p ersonnel and tray cart e levators.
Galley units have been designe d to accommodate
th e identical refrigerator-freezers and coffee bre\o~
ers presently furnish e d American Airlines and Umte d Air Lines. REF is also providing the aft coffee
b ar and stowage compartment for the DC-10. Refrigerator-freezers and coffee brewers are b eing built
for the lower-lobe food preparation complexes on
the 747. Complet e inilight food service systems have
b een d esigne d for the Northwest Orient Airline s
DC-lOs, the Japan Air Lines 747s, and Ae r LingusIrish 747s. All units meet the latest Federal Aviation
Administration regulations for Harne re tardancy and
have b een designed to meet public health sanitation
re quirem ents. All units re:B.ect the latest in materials
applications and provide easy but low maintenance
characteristics.
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SYSTEMS

GEOLOGICAL MAPPING RADAR
Prime Contractor: W estinghouse Electric Corporation, Aerospace Division
Remarks

W estinghouse has adapted an airborne radar mapping system d eveloped for military reconnaissance
for use as a geological reconnaissance system to
h elp scientists in oil and mineral exploration. The
W estinghouse-built radar is installed on a companyoperate.d ~C - 6B. A side-looking radar, it produces
photo-hke Imagery of the ground. Such imagery has
b een produced for the Army Topographic Laboratory and the D epartment of D efense, for govem men~-fur;tded uni:ers~ty scien~ific work, and for geologists mvolved m 01l and mmeral exploration . The
DC-6B airplane is a self-contained mapping unit in
that every step of the process can b e p erformed in
it. ~e radar system receives the reflected signals,
amplifies them , and di.s plays .them on a cathode ray
tube . A 50-foot-long, 9-mch-w ide strip of photogra phic film passes across the face of the cathode ray
~b e, recording line by line t~ e image of the ground
displayed. The film speed IS synchronized to the
groun~ speed o~ the ai,rplane . The film can b e processed m the airplane s darkroom and view ed on
a built-in light table . The antenna subsystem is
mounted b elow the airplane (photo). It is in a pod
about 15 feet long and 24 inches in diameter. The
subsystem is gyro stabilized so that movem ents of
the airplane do no~ affect the ~ccuracy of the imagery. Radar geological reconnaissance is a new and
additional tool of considerable importance. In some
areas previously mapped by other methods, lineam ents (a class of geological features) were seen for
the first time on radar imagery. Such lineaments are
one of the indicators of the nature of the subsurface
structure . This knowledge h elps geoscientists to
draw conclusions about the potential presence of
minerals or hydrocarbons.

RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC
GENERATOR
Prime Contractor : W estinghou se Electric Corporation , Astronuclear L aboratory
Remarks

W estinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory h as d eveloped , for Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a thermoelectric power gen eration system .which. is the highestpower r adioisotope-fu eled ~e~Ice bmlt for the space
program. Output of the u~1It IS ~bout 120 w atts, 3.5
volts at 34 amperes. Efficiency IS nearly 6 p ercent.
The gen erator consists of a h eat source, ~ eat pipe,
thermoelectric module, and planar radiator. For
testing purposes, the un~t .is opera ted with electrical
heaters instead of a radiOisotope as the h eat source.
Thermal energy produced by the h eat source is
h·ansferred to the interior of a tubular thermoelectric gen erator by the heat pipe (photo). The interior
of the gen erator is the .hot side of t~ e thermoelectric
couples; the radiator IS the ~old side: Tl~ e gen eration system is the first practical applica tion of the
h eat pipe which up to now has b een largely a lab oratory curiosity. The h eat pipe is highly effici er;tt;
it transfers almost 100 percent of the h eat from Its
evaporator section at one end to the condenser section at the other end. Design of the tubular thermoelectric module is a result of 8 years of development
and testing at the Westinghouse laboratory. Total
testing time on developmental modules. ex~eeds
180 000 hours. The modules can operate m air, in
ine;t gas, or even submerged in liquids.

SYSTEMS

HELIUI\1 SPEECH UNSCRAl\1BLER
Prime Contractor: W estinghouse Electric Corporation, Underseas Division
Remarks
The "Donald Duck" speech of deep water divers is
m ad e understandable b y a n ew h elium speech unscrambler. It \•vas d eveloped for the Navy's Office
of N aval R esearch b y the W estinghouse Unde rseas
Division. At d epths b eyond about 150 feet, h elium
is substituted for nitrogen in normal air. This is
don e to prevent the n a rcotic effe ct of nitrogen on
divers tmder pressure . H elium is much liahter than
nitrogen and causes the resonant characte ristics of
the vo cal system to change . The r esult is hiahpitched speech and the d eep er a dive r goes, fu e
m ore pronounced the effect b ecomes. By the time
~he diver reaches 600 feet, his speecl1 intelligibility
1s only 10 to 20 p ercent of w hat it is at the surface .
The helium speech unscrambler reduces this commun ication problem b y shifting the Donald Duck
sounds into a range of more normal voice sounds.
Since speech sounds are formul ated in differ ent
ways, the effect of h elium on them differs. For example, vovvels are produced prima rily b y the vocal
cords and a re greatly a ffected b y h elium, whereas
consonants are produced m ainly in the mouth and
ar e only slightly affected b y h elium. The different
sounds are sep arated, digitally processed , and r ecombined to form normal speech sound. The processing takes place instantaneously so that no loss in
time occurs. Solid-state components used throughout the unscrambler give it high reliability, rugge dness, and immediate response . More extensive use
of integrated circuits will lead to extremely small
versions that can b e attached to a diver's equipment
without a dding a significant amount of weight and
bulk.

AN/ TPS-4-3 TACTICAL RADAR
Prim C ontractor: \ iVesfuwbou s E l c tri c Corporation , W estin gh ou se Defens~ an d Spac C nt r Su rface Division
Remarks
AN/TPS-43 d eveloped a nd produc d b \IV stinghouse for th e Air Force Systems Command's E lectronics Sys tems Division , is a n w tac tical rad ar
which is p a rt of th e USAF's 407L tactical air con b:ol
system. For ease of tran sporta tion , th radar s 1st m
is in 2 units, each ,:veighing 3,500 p ound . Th units
can b e transporte d in a vari e ty of wa s, including
helicopter tran sfer. The reliability an d m obilit 1 of
th e system w e re d e monstra ted for Air Force exp erts. In a reliability test, a system " as op erated
continuously for 1,000 hours over a period of 7
w eeks. One hour each clay ,:vas allotted for p reventative maintenance, but in several instances th e system w as operated for a full 24 hours. Mobility of th e
system w as d emonstra ted in tests at th e \!Vestin ghouse division's plant a nd in a high-altitude test in
Arizona. The AN/ TPS-43 is a 3-dimensional system ;
it computes and displays the altih1cle of a target aircra ft in addition to the u sual b earing and ran ge
information . It is capable of d etecting aircraft to a
range of 120 n autical miles. High reliability in the
new system is achieved through exten sive use of
solid-state components . Only 12 electronic tubes are
used in the system along w ith about 3,000 integrated circuits and 1,200 transistors.
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TITAN II AND III FffiST-STAGE ENGINI!.:
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-Gen eral Corporation

TITAN II AND III SECOND-STAGE ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Titan II first-stage engine system-manufactured by Aerojet-General Corporation's Liquid
Rocket Division, Sacramento, California-is the
liquid rocket engine system which successfully
boosted 20 astronauts into space from Cape Kenn edy on the Gemini launch vehicle. It is also the
first-stage booster engine for the Titan II ICBM.
The Titan III first-stage engine, a modified version
of the Titan II, is the first-stage, liquid-propellant
booster engine for the Air Force's Titan III space
program. In the Titan III version, the engine is
capable of ground ignition, like the Titan II, but in
addition it is capable of altitude ignition when
used in conjunction with solid-propellant, zero-stage
boosters. This twin-barrel engine is pump fed and
regeneratively cooled, as is the Aerojet second-stage
engine . A feature of Aerojefs propulsion system for
Titan II and III launch vehicles is storable propellants. The fuel is a blend of hydrazine and unsymm etrical dimethyl hydrazine (UDMH) with nitrogen tetroxide (N 2 0 4 ) as oxidizer. These hypergolic
propellants require no ignition system since they
ignite on contact. They are the key to the quick
reaction time of the Titan launch vehicle and the
simplicity of its engine system.
P e rformance

Thrust 430,000 pounds at sea-level ignition, 470,000
pounds at altitude ignition.
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The second-stage Titan II and III liquid rocket
engine, working with its first-stage ma_te, succ_essfully placed 20 Gemini a~tronauts directly ~nto
orbit, and it is a vital stage 111 the space operations
of the Titan III launch vehicle . Like the first-stage
engine, the Aerojet single-bar~el , second-stage propulsion system burns hype~gohc propellants UDMH
and nitrogen tetroxide which a~·e pump fed . Op~r
ating at high altitudes, this e~gm e !1as _add ed to Its
thrust chamber an ablative skirt whiCh mcreases the
expansion ratio from 13:1 to 49.2:1.
Performance

Thrust 100,000 pounds at altitude .

ENGINES (ROCKET)

J
NERV A (NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET
VEHICLE APPLICATION)
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Principal Subcontractor: vVestinghouse Electric
Corporation, Astronuclear Laboratory
Program Direction: Atomic Energy Commission
and National Aeronautics and Space Administration

ADVANCED HIGH-THRUST HYDROGEN
ROCKET PROGRAM
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks
A NASA program to advance the state of the art
in high-thrust hydrogen/oxyaen enfJine sys tems is
b eing conducted at Aerojet~ Sacr~mento facility
under the direction of NASA's L ewis Research Center. A fluorine ignition system has b een developed,
along with pumps and a thmst chamber, for engine
systems of 1,500,000 pow1ds thmst and above. Test
firings are continuing with systems producing the
vacuum equivalent of 1,500,000 pounds. Photo
shows "breakthrough" injector. This "first-cut" injector has demonstrated excellent p erformance,
mechanical integrity, and good stability.

Remarks
NERVA is America's first nuclear rocket-propulsion
system. It is under d evelopment by Aerojet-General
Corporation, with Westinghouse Electric Corporation, as principal subcontractor, providing the nuclear reactor. The NERVA engine development is
based on the solid core, heat exchanger reactor concept. Liquid hydrogen (minus 423 degrees Fahrenheit) is provided from tankage to a turbopump
which delivers high-p:t:essure hydrogen to the
NERVA engine nozzle as a regenerative coolant;
it then flows through the reactor where it is heated
to thousands of degrees by fission energy and exhausted supersonically out the nozzle, providing
thmst. A successful test of a breadboard version of
NERVA was conducted at Jackass Flats, Nevada,
on Febmary 3, 1966; this was the world's first
known test of a nuclear rocket emrine. A series of
"cold flow" tests of an experiment~ nuclear rocket
engine-the first down-firing engine-was completed successfully at the Nevada test site in April
1968. A series of highly successful 'bot" tests was
run in 1969, including a test at full power. Nuclear
stages employing NERVA offer dramatic advantages over chemical stages now in use since they
are capable of I!luch higher specific impulses, promising far greater payloads to the moon, Mars, and
Venus, and for d eep space probes.
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APOLLO SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

MINUTEMAN II SECOND-STAGE ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The Apollo Service Propulsion System engine is
America's largest and most powerful spacecraft
rocket engine. Producing over 20,000 pounds of
thrust in space, it can be fired either automatically
or manually by the Apollo astronauts. It is a pressure-fed liquid rocket engine capable of being
restarted in space at least 50 times; it uses a bipropellant feed system which makes possible a stepthrust capability from 70 percent to full ~hrust.
Using hypergolic storable propella~ts ~erozi~e 50
and nitrogen tetroxide, the. SPS engme IS a srmple
propulsion unit with ablative thr~st ch.amb~r and
large titanium/columbium ext.enswn sk~rt witJ: a?
expansion ratio of 62.5:1. This expanswn ratio IS
larger than that of a~y o~er U.S. rocket engine.
The engine has a design lif: of 7~0 seconds. The
Aerojet SPS engine (1) provides midcourse corrections to and from the moon, (2) puts the Apollo
spacecraft into proper lunar orbit thro~gh retro
action, (3) maintains correct lunar orbit as the
Lunar Module descends to the moon's surface, (4)
goes down to within 12 miles of the lunar surface
(if necessary) to rescue the LM, and (5) provides
power to break out of lunar orbit and return to
earth. The engine is capable of any other large
maneuvers required by the Apollo Command/Service Modules. At the end of the Apollo 12 mission,
the SPS engine had performed successfully 45 times
out of 45 firings on both manned and unmanned
Apollo missions.

The second-stage, solid-propellant rocket motor for
the Air Force Minut:man II ICBM is 50 percent
more powerful than Its predecessor, increasing the
missile range from Minuteman I's 6,300 to 7,000
miles. The advanced motor is equipped with a large
single nozzle instead of the 4 smaller nozzles that
move in pairs on the 2 other stages to guide the
vehicle during flight. The motor uses an advanced
thrust vector control system that injects cold liquid
freon into the fast-moving hot gas stream in the
nozzle exit area to create a shock which turns the
missile to the desired heading.
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DELTA SECOND-STAGE ENGTh~

PHOEBUS-2 NUCLEAR ROCKET NOZZLE
Prime Contractor: Aeroj et-Gen eral Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

America's nuclear rocket program moved closer to
its ultimate goal ·with the completion of successful
qualification tes ts of the Phoebus-2 nozzle, the
world's largest nuclear rocket nozzl , at Aeroj etGen eral Corporation's Sacramento, California, facility. The chemical simulation testing demonstrated
d evelopment of a 250,000-pound-thrust oxygen/ hydroaen thrust chamber assembly with p erformance
app~oaching 100 p ercent of theoretical. Electrical
discharge machining of the Hastelloy X nozzle represented major advances in state-of-the-art technology. Aerojet developed the system for the joint
AEC/NASA Space Nuclear Propulsion Office.

The Delta second stage is one of America's "old
reliable" rockets because of its near-flawless performance in helping to orbit many satellites (Intelsat, Explorer, Telstar, IMP, Early Bird, Tiros) in
more than 100 flights. The D elta engine uses storable hypergo.lic yropellants and is regeneratively
cooled. The hqmd propellant system uses inhibited
red fuming nitric acid as oxidizer and unsymmetrical d.in1ethyl hydrazine for the fuel. The engine can
provide 7,890 pounds of thrust for durations up to
400 seconds.

SVM-2 APOGEE SPACECRAFT ROCKET
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

MINUTEMAN III STAGE ill MOTOR
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Remarks

Aerojet-General's Solid Rocket Division produced
the SVM-2 apogee motor for the Systems Group of
TRW Inc., contractor to the Communications Satellite Corporation for the Intelsat 3 satellite. The
motor is 22.25 inches in diameter and 35.1 inches
long; weighs 350 pounds, loaded; and produces
3,140 pounds of thrust, average, over its 27.6-second
firing duration. The motor fires in space to place the
satellite in synchronous earth orbit.

Remarks

Increased performance of the Minuteman III !CBM
over its predecessors is the major factor of this ne~
third-stage, solid rocket motor produced for the Au
Force by Aerojet's Solid Rocket Division . This newest member of the Air Force's deterrent force underwent a very successful initial flight on August
16, 1968, from Cape Kennedy, Florida. The motor
has the same diameter as the second stage of the
missile. Previous third-stage motors had a smaller
diameter.
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VARIABLE-THRUST LIQUID ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

TITAN III TRANSTAGE ENGINES
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The USAF Titan III Transtage propulsion system
consists of 2 identical engines that have ablative
combustion chambers and radiation-cooled expansion nozzles. The propulsion system has restart
capability and uses pressure-fed hypergolic propellants aerozine 50 and nitrogen tetroxide. Its recordsetting 4 restarts on the same space flight in which
it placed payloads in 4 different orbits have caused
it to be labeled a space "switch" engine.

A versatile, high-performance, wide-range throttlin_g
rocket engine weighing less than 90 poun?s, this
propulsion unit is capable of the most rapid transient responses of all engines of this elevated ~h~~st
class. It has excellent durability and compatibility
characteristics which have been demonstrated in
more than 200 tests. The concept for throttlinga technique of momentum exchange in propellant
flow-is applicable to most bipropellant syste.ms
and a wide range of chamber pressures. The engme
is suitable for a number of space missions in which
rapid provision of desired thrust levels is necessary
for midcourse correction rendezvous maneuvers,
orbit insertion, and landi~g deceleration. It is built
for the Naval Air Systems Command.

Performance

Thrust 8,000 pounds each engine, total 16,000
pounds.

ALGOL
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

ALCOR
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Remarks

Algol is used as the first stage of the NASA Scout
launch vehicle. Originally designed and developed
by Aerojet-General Corporation's Solid Rocket Division as a static test motor, it is the forerunner of
such solid rockets as Polaris and Minuteman. Algol
is approximately 30 feet long and 40 inches in diameter and contains nearly 10 tons of propellant. It
produces over 100,000 pounds of thrust. Algol
serves also as the first stage of the Air Force Blue
Scout, and it was used in clusters during the NASA
Little Joe program.

Remarks

Alcor is used as the third stage of the Air Force
Athena launch vehicle. Previous models of the solid
rocket motor, produced by Aerojet's Soiid Rocket
Division, have served as upper stages of the Blue
Scout Junior, RAM, Astrobee 200, and Astrobee
1500. Improved propellant, titanium case, and nozzle design uprate the current Alcor, enabling it to
produce 10,000 pounds of thrust.
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MODEL 8258 ROCKET ENGINE

AGENA ENGINE (MODEL 8096)

Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospac
sion of Textron Inc.

Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division of Textron Inc.

Compan ' Divi-

Remarks

Remarks

The Agena engine is a liquid bipropellant system
~sed i~ a number of Air .Force and NASA programs
mcludmg Lunar Orbiter, Ranger, Mariner, Nimbus,
Echo, OGO, and OAO. A multiple-restart version of
the engine \ovas used to propel the Acrena tarcret
vehicle for Project Gemini rendezvou~ missio~s.
In production at Bell Aerospace since 1958, the
Agen~ engine has orbited more than 80 p ercent of
the Au· Force and NASA satellites launched and has
placed approximately 60 p ercent of the free world's
functional unmanned payloads in space. Fired in
space l1tmdreds of times, the Agena engine has a
reliability record exceeding 99 percent.

This high-reliability engine is d si911 d for manned
space flight. It is capable of multipl r estarts and a
total burn time of approximate!. 10 minutes. The
basic engine completed qualilication in 1968. First
sent into space in January 1968, the engine was
fired and restarted successfully while in orbit.
Specifications

Propellants nitrogen tetroxide, 50/ 50 blend of hydrazine and UDMH; ablative thrust chamber and
nozzle; hypergolic ignition; pressure-fed engine
with series-parallel redundant valving with a valveout capability.

Specifications

Perfonnance

Length 7 feet; width 3 feet; weight 300 pounds;
propellants UDMH and inhibited red fuming nitric
acid.

Average thrust 3,500 pounds.

Performance

Thmst 16,000 pounds average; specific impulse approximately 300 seconds; chamber pressure approxImately 500 pounds per square inch.
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LUNAR FLYING VEHICLE ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Division of Textron Inc.

ATTITUDE CONTROL ENGINES
Prime Contractor : Bell Aerospace Company Division of Textron Inc.

Remarks

Remarks

Bell Aerospace has developed a spacecraft maneuvering engine that is capable of impulse modulation by both throttling and pulsing to provide any
thrust-time schedule on d emand with fast response.
The engine is radiation-cooled. A close-coupled,
fast-reacting, torque-motor-driven bipropellant valve
is used in conjunction with a throttling valve.

Bell Aerospace has developed 3 types of attitude
control engines for spacecraft/launch vehicle/missile applications. (1) In photo is a small bipropellant
engine designed for attitude contro l of missiles and
satellites. Th e engin e, producing 5 pounds thrust, is
fabricated of columbium. A fast-res ponse, torquemotor-operated bipropellant valve is us ed with the
engine. (2) Bell has developed radiation-cooled and
buried engines of 25 pounds thrust for attitude control applications on missiles and satellites. The
engines are all-welded of columbium and utilize
a thermally decoupled, fast-acting, torqu e-motoroperated bipropellant valve. (3) Bell has completed
development and accomplished several successful
flights of the Centaur reaction control and ullage
rocket system. Single engines of this program have
operated for a total of more than 5,600 cycles. The
engines produce 1.5 and 3 pounds thrust, use hydrogen peroxide as propellant, and h ave a d esign life
of 2 hours minimum.

Specifications

Propellants nitrogen tetroxide and a blend of hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine; design
life 1 hour; overall length with valves 17.9 inches;
engine weight with valves 8.5 pounds.
Performance

Thrust 100 pounds throttleable to 12 pounds; specific impulse 290 seconds throttling to 2.54 seconds;
minimum impulse bit 1 pound p er second.

Specifications ( 5-pound-thrust engine)

Propellants nitrogen tetroxide and a blend of hydrazinc and monomethyl hydrazine ; d esign life 1 hour
minimum; overall length with valve 8 inches; engine
assembly weight with valve 1.3 pounds ; nominal
specific impulse 275 seconds.
Specifications ( 25-pound-thrust engine)

Propellants nitrogen tetroxide and monomethyl hydrazine; design life 1 hour, 50,000 starts; overall
length with valve 10 inches; engin e w eight with
valve 3 pounds; nominal specifi c impulse 290 seconds.
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AUXILIARY ROCKET ENGINES

HERCULES SOLID ROCKET SERIES

Prim e Contractor: Bell Aerospace Company Di vision of T e xtron Inc.

Prime Contractor: Hercules Incorporated
Remarks
H ercules Incorporated builds solid-propellant
rocket motors for the following missile systems:
Honest John, Little John, Minuteman: Polaris ~2,
Polaris A3, Nike Ajax (booster), Posetdon, Spnnt,
Hibex, Nike Hercules (booster), Talos (booster),
Terrier I, Terrier II, Bullpup, and Sparrow. In addition, the company manufactures these motors:

Re1narks
B: II has d evelope d a versatile 300-pound-thrust
btpropdlant e n?u: c (photo) for us e in spacecraft,
sate lhtc, and rm ~ sll e propulsion systems. The company has also d es tgncd , fab1;cat ed, and tes ted several
auxiliary rocket e~gin e assemblies of 100 pounds
thrust that have direct application to a numb er of
vehicle s, including space stations , shuttles, and
missiles.
Specifications ( 300-pound-thrust system)
Propellants nitrogen tetroxide and monomethyl hydrazinc; d e sign life 1 hour; overalllenath with valve
19.5 inche s; ove rall weight with valv~ 12.6 pounds.

X248 ALTAIR (photo)
Incorporated into Thor, Delta, Scout, Argo, and
other programs, the Altair was the first rocket to
feature a glass fiber filament-wound case structure.

Performance ( 300-pound-thrust system)
Thrust 300 pounds; specific impulse 298 seconds;
impulse bit at 75 milliseconds 18.3 pounds/second.

Specifications
Length 58 inches; diameter 18 inches; weight 500
pounds.

Specifications ( 100-pound-thrust system)
Propellants nitrogen tetroxide and monomethyl hydrazine or blend of hydrazine and unsymmetrical
dimethyl hydrazine; design life 2 hours minimum;
overall length with valve 14.9 inches; assembly
weight with valve 5 pounds.

Perfor1nance
Tluust 3,100 pounds; time 38 seconds.

ANTARES
Altair
built specifically for
<
A sea Ie-up of th e X248
Scout, Antares is also used in several other space
vehicles. It has a mass fraction of ·93 ·

Performance ( 100-pound-thrust system)
Thrust 100 pounds; nominal specific impulse 295
seconds.

Specifications
Length 113 inches; diameter 30 inches; weight
2,285 pounds.
Perfor1nance
Thrust 14,000 pounds; time 36 seconds.
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HERC_ULES SOLID ROCKET SERIES
(Continued)

HYDAC, JAVELIN II, JAVELIN III,
SIROCCO

Prime Contractor.. H ercu Ies Incorporated

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company

RANGER RETRO (photo)

Remarks

O~iginally ~esigned for the Ranger lunar impacter,
this motor I~ now used to place the twin Vela nu?lear d etectiOn satellites in orbit. The motor is 31
mches long, 18 inches in diameter and weighs 200
pounds.
'

The Hydac and Javelin III solid-propellant rocket
motors are in operation as single-stage motors and
in various second-, third-, and fourth- stage configurations of the T errier, Honest John, and Nike
systems. The Sirocco unit is used primarily as a
single-stage vehicle; the Javelin II is a . successful
sled and sounding rocket. Photo shows_sm gle:stage
Hydac vehicle at top of stand, a Javelm III m t~ e
lower front, and a Javelin II sled rocket motor m
the lower rear of the stand.

DEACON
Specifications
L ength 9.7 feet; diameter 6.25 inches; weight 200
pounds.

Specifications
Hydac: length 146 inches; diameter 9 inches; weight
557 pounds . Javelin II: length 101 inches; diameter
8.7 inches; weight 341 pounds . Javelin III : length
103 inches; diam eter 9 inches; weight 363 pounds.
Sirocco : length 112 inches; diam eter 5.5 inches;
weight 144 pounds.

Performance
Thrust 6,400 pounds; time 3.2 seconds.

X258 ADVANCED ALTAIR
Specifications
L ength 58 inches; diam eter 18 inches; weight 500
pounds .

Performance
J:Iydac: 10,200 pounds thrust for 9.4 seconds durahan. Javelin II: 31,560 pounds for 1.76 seconds.
Javelin III : 10,710 pounds for 4.8 seconds. Sirocco:
3,340 pounds for 5.5 seconds.

P erformance
Thrust 5,000 pounds; time 24 seconds.

X2 5 9 ADVANCED ANTARES
Specifica tions
Length 113 inches; diam eter 30 inches; weight
2,785 pounds .
Performance
Thrust 23,500 pounds; time 33 seconds.
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APOLLO LAUNCH ESCAPE MOTOR
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company

LOCKHEED 156-INCH SOLID MOTOR
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company

Remarks
The Apollo Launch Escap e Motor subsvstem consists of 2 solid-propellant rocket . motor~ designed
to pull the Apollo Command Module away from th~
Saturn booster in the event of malfunction during
launch . A solid-fuel motor (1) supplies the main
impulse . The escaping spacecraft is put into an
arching trajectory by a smaller, pitch control motor
(2) mounted in the forward section of the assembly.
Photo shows Launch Escape Motor b eing integrated into the Launch Escape Sys tem (LES) at
Cape Kennedy.

Remarks
Under an Air Force feasibility demonstration program, Lockheed's 156-inch-diameter solid rocket
motors have developed thmsts up to 3,000,000
pounds for durations up to approximately 120
seconds. Segmented and monolithic maraged steel
cases have b een employed in the tests, which have
also demonstrated liquid injection, jet tab, and hot
gas valve thrust vector control systems.

Specifications
Length 15 feet (1), 2 feet (2); diameter 26 inches
(1) , 9 inches (2); weight 4,700 pounds (1), 50 pounds -

(2).

VIP ROCKET MOTORS
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company
Remarks
Lockheed has production contracts for over 20 versions of its small VIP (Velocity Increment Producing) rockets being produced for several missile programs including the Air Force Minuteman. Actually
2 rocket motors within a single case, the VIP units
are capable of imparting both spin and axial thrust
in varying amounts that can b e tailored with exact
precision.

Perforntance
Thmst 145,000 pounds (1) , 2,400 pounds (2).
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SRAM PULSE MOTOR

RSVP ROCKET MOTORS

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company

Remarks

Remarks

Lockheed is developing the solid rocket pulse motor
for the Air Force's new SRAM (Short-Range Attack
Missile), or AGM-69A missile, slated to be carried
aboard FB-lll and B-52 aircraft. Lockheed Propulsion has test fired solid rocket motors containing
nearly 350 pulses during the 5 years it has been engaged in pulse motor work.

Lockheed is conducting a series of development
programs with controllable rocket motors, among
which the RSVP (Restartable, Solid, Variable Pulse)
rockets are prominent. Designed for use in upperstage applications, RSVP systems have an inherent
capability of unlimited starting and stopping and
variation of thrust over a wide range. Hundreds of
RSVP motors have been fired by the firm; the
longest test was 7.5 minutes. RSVP rockets, which
come in solid-solid and liquid-solid versions, are
based on the mass augmentation principle developed at Lockheed. Photo ~hows a liq_uid-solid
engine of heavy weight des1gn un~ergomg 19:1
throttling test, with full thrust depicted at top,
intermediate thrust in the center, and low thrust at
bottom.

GUN-LAUNCHED ROCKETS
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company
Remarks

Lockheed
Propulsion Company 1s
· con d uc t"mg a
.
f
senes o research , development , and d emons t ra t"10n
programs~ som_e sponsored by the military services,
of launc~mg h1gh mass fraction rocket vehicles from
gun~ usmg norm_al powder charges to blast the
vehicles from therr muzzles. The work is based on
2 recently
Lockheed patents which co ver
. .d
, received
th e fi rm s 11qm_ suspension method of launching.
The new techmque offers velocity double that of a
standard shell and significant increases in range.
One-stage-to-orbit vehicles and low-cost sounding
rockets are also under study using this technique.

AIR-AUGMENTED HYBRID ROCKET
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company
Remarks

Under development at Lockheed for the Ai~ Force
is an advanced air-augmented rocket engme designed to combine air scooped up during flight with
fuel-rich exhaust products of a hybrid rocket gas
generator. Secondary combustion, taking place in
an afterbumer, results in an increase in specific impulse.
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R-4·D

R-58

Prime Conb·actor: The Marquardt Compan

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Company

Remarks

Remarks

Th e Mod e~ R-4D. is a liquid h yp ergolic bipropellant
rocke t engme b emg use d for space applications including attitude control, propellant ullage conb·ol,
and ~mall velocity corrections on th e NASA Apollo
Service Module and Lunar Module (16 engines on
each module, mounted in clusters of 4 en~rin
es).
0
This engine serve d also as the velocity c ontrol
:ocke t for NASA's Lunar Orbiter spacecraft, and it
1s use d on 2 other classified vehicles. The :Model
R-4D provides high pulsing and steady-state p erformance in combination with reliable, long-life
operation. Fully qualified and in production, the engine has successfully demonstrated flight reliability
on Apollo/ Saturn flights as well as on 5 Lunar
Orbiter missions.

The Model R-5B liquid hypergolic bipropellant
rocket engine was developed for NASA as an ullage
and D elta V rocket, originally for application on the
Saturn S-IVB stage.
Specifications

L ength 38.7 inches; diameter 17 inches maximum;
weight 70 pounds; propellant (oxidizer) nitrogen
tetroxide and (fuel) 50/50 blend of nitrogen tetroxide and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine; ablative
chamber.
Performance

Thrust 1,750 pounds nominal vacuum.

Specifications

Length 13.4 inches; diameter 5.6 inches; v,;eight 4.9
pounds; propellants (oxidizer) nitrogen tetroxide
and .(fuel). 50/50 blend of hydrazine and unsymmetncal dimethyl hydrazine or monomethyl hydrazine; radiation-cooled chamber.
Performance

Thrust 100 pounds nominal vacuum.
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R-6C

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Company

R-lE
Prime Contractor: The Marqu ardt Company

Remarks

Remarks

The Model R-6C is a liquid hypergolic bipropellant
rocket engine, originally developed as a velocity
control, spin rate control, and station-keeping rocket
engine for NASA's advanced Syncom communications satellite. Since completion of advanced Syncom activity, the engine h as been furth er developed
to provide excellent pulsing and steady-state p erformance in combination with long-life, low-weight,
high-reliability operational characteristics.

The Model R-lE , a liquid hypergolic bipropellant
rocket engine, is an advanced version of the rocket
originally designed and developed for the Advent
communication satellite orbit adjust propulsion system. It is now used on a classified vehicle. The
engine is developed for high pulsing and steadystate p erform ance in combination ' 'v ith reliable,
long-life opera tional characteristics.
Specifications

Specifications

L ength 10.1 inches; diameter 6 inches; weight 3.5
pounds; propellants (oxidiz e~·) nitrogen tetroxide
and (fuel) monomethyl hydrazm e or blend of hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine; radiation-cooled chamber.

Length 5.2 inches; diameter 3.95 inches; w eight 1.21
pounds; propellants (oxidizer) nitrogen tetroxide
and _(fuel). 50/ 50 blend of hydrazine and unsym~etncal ?n~nethyl hydrazine or monomethyl hydrazme; radiatwn-cooled chamber.

Performance

Performance

Thrust 22 pounds nominal vacuum.

Thrust 5 pounds nominal vacuum.
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R-130
Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Company

DEMAND MODE INTEGRAL
ROCKET RAMJET
Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Company

Remarks

.

-13D is a monopropellant hydrazme
The -M o d e·l R developed as a spm
· rate con tro l , starock et ename
.
f
.
,
~
and plane change engme or spacetion-keep g, .
has been developed for hiahaft The engme
f
b th o
cr ·
liability and long li e in o
the
erformance
re
.
d
P
mode
and
the
pulsmg
mo
e.
stea d y-st a t e

Rentarks

The D emand Mode Integral Rocket Ramjet
(DMIRR) is intended as the propulsion system for
advanced volume-limited air-launched tactical missile systems. The system combines liquid-fueled
rocket and ramjet engine technology to provide
potential mission flexibility. DMIHR is in exploratory development under Navy sponsorship.

Specifications

Length 5.76 inches; ~ameter 3.13 inches; weight
1.6 pounds; fuel hydrazme.
Performance

Thrust 5 pounels nominal vacuum.
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Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Company

SIDEWINDER IC ROCKET
MOTOR (AIM-9C/D)

Remarks

& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Cor-

SCP /LASRM INTEGRAL RAMJET ROCKET

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
poration

Developed for the Air Force, the Supersonic Chemical Propulsion for Low-Altitude Short-Range Missiles (SCP /LASRM) combines the high acceleration
capability of the solid rocket and the high-speed
cruise capability of the ramjet in a single propulsion package. This is an advanced development
program including both ground and flight testing
to demonstrate the feasibility of combining the 2
propulsion modes. The integral ramjet rocket has
particular application to that class of airborne missile requiring low-volume, high-payload capability.

Remarks

Greater speed and range, plus improved operational characteristics, have marked the. second generation of Sidewinder; its advanced sohd propulsion
system, the MK36 Mod 5, was qualified by Rocketdyne in late 1963. Sidewinder, a Navy air-to-air
missile mounted on the F-8 and the F-4B, was designed to destroy high-performance fighter aircraft
and bombers. The rocket motor i~ 72 inches long
and 5 inches in diameter and contams 60 pounds of
Flexadyne propellant. Loaded :Vith .pro~ellant, the
motor was subjected to extens1ve Vlbrahon, shock,
and drop tests simulating extremes of operational
use, and to temperature extremes ranging from subzero to over 300 degrees Fahrenheit. In over 200
firings during development and evaluation, the motor showed 100 percent reliability. Original versions
developed by the Naval Ordnance Test S~atio.n became operational in 1953; the Mod 2 vers10n 1s being used by U.S. forces in Vietnam.
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SPARROW Ill 6-B ROCKET l\'IOTOR
(AIM-7E)

SHRIKE ROCKET MOTOR (AGl\'I-45A)
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rocb.vell Cor-

poration
Remarks
Remarks

The Navy's Shrike air-to-ground missile is powered
by a solid-propellant rocket motor, the MK39 Mod
7, similar in design and performance to the propulsion system of Sparrow III 6-b (AIM-7E). Both
motors combine a case-bonded propellant charge
(grain) with Flexadyne, a solid propellant providing
substantial performance increase and wider operating temperature range. An improved boost-sustain
motor is in qualification.

The MK38 Mod 4 solid propulsion system for Sparrow III, one of the Navy's most advanced air-to-air
missiles, has been in production at Ro cketdyne since
early 1961. Development and qualification of the
advanced propulsion system w ere completed in 22
months; successful flight tests were h eld 12 months
after initial contract award. Speci£cally designed to
propel the electronically controlled Sparrow III 6-b,
primary armament on the Navy F-4B and the Air
Force F -4C aircraft, the new rocket motor increases
the missile's operational temperature range as well
as its total pm.,rer and firing range. To qualify for
supersonic missions, the advanced motor completed
test firings at temperatures from subzero to over
300 degrees Fahrenheit, survived several days of
continuous vibration, and passed drop tests from
heights up to 40 feet and special shock tests simulating aircraft carrier catapult .a nd arrested landing conditions. The Sparrow III motor is the first
to use Flexadyne, a solid propellant which increases
performance and operating temperature range and
resists cracking or tearing at extremely low temperatures.

ROCKETDYNE SOLID MOTORS
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation
Remarks

Rocketdyne's Solid Rocket Division, McGregor,
Texas, produces a number of motors for specialized
applications. Among them are the ullage motors
for the S-II second stage of the Saturn V launch
vehicle. These motors, attached in clusters of 4
around the periphery of the interstage struchtre
between the first and second stages, provide artificial gravity by momentarily accelerating the second stage forward after first-stage burnout. Each
motor is 89 inches long and 12.5 inches in diameter;
it delivers 22,500 pounds of thmst for approximately
4 seconds. Othe1~- Rocketdyne solids include the
Roadrunner (MQM-42A) launch booster, zero
launch boosters for the F-104G and F-100 aircraft
and the MQM-15A target drone, and hubine starters for the H-1 and J-2 liquid rocket engines.
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J-2 ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

H-1 ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

A key e~gine in the U.S. n.ational space program,
the H-1, m a cluster of 8 umts, has been uprated to
first-stage thrust of 1,?'40,000 pounds for later flights
of the Saturn IB vehicles. Regeneratively cooled it
burns ~ ?ombinat~on of RP-1 fuel and liquid o~y
gen oxidizer. Engines are tested singly at Rocketdyne's Santa Susana Field Laboratory in Califom'a
prior to delivery to NASA's Marshall Space Flig~t
Cen~e.r and the Chrysler assembly plant at Michoud,
Lomsiana.

One of the major engines in NASA's manned space
which bu~s. liqui? ~ydro
flight program is t~e
gen fuel with a hqmd oxygen oXIdizer; It IS the
largest hydrogen~burning e~gine to reach qualifi:ation and production status (m photo, J-2 production
line at Rocketdyne's Canoga Park, California,
plant). The regenerati~ely cooled, 2~5,000-po~n~
thrust engine plays an Impo.rtant role m th.e ~atwn s
2 largest launch vehicles: m Saturn IB, It Is used
singly, as the propulsio~ uni~ for the S-I~B .stage,
second stage of the vehicle; m Saturn V, It IS employed in a 1,125,000-pound-thrust cluster of 5 in
the S-11 second stage and in the S-IVB third stage,
which sends Apollo astronauts into a lunar trajectory. J-2 was developed under th.e technical direction of NASA's Marshall Space Fhght Center.

J-2,

Specifications

Maximum envelope length 102 inches; maximum diameter 66 inches.
Performance

Thrust 205,000 pounds.

Specifications

Maximum envelope length 133 inches; maximum
envelope diameter 80.5 inches.
Performance

Maximum thrust 230,000 pounds.
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ATLAS l\iA-5 SYSTEM

F-1 ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, A rospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rod..'Well Cor-

poration
Remarks
The MA-5 system is the propulsion package for the
SL V-3 launch vehicle used for space launches. The
primary engine units are composed of a hvin-chambered booster on each side and a sustainer in the
center; the complete Atlas standard latmch vehicle
propulsion system includes 2 small vernier, or stabilizing, engines mounted on the missile frame to provide roll control.

Remarks
The primary engine ~n the U .S. manned space flight
program, the F-1 IS the most po'vverful liquidfu eled engine in the U.S. inventory. D eveloped
under the technical direction of NASA's Marshall
Space Flight Center, it is regeneratively cooled and
burns a combination of RP-1 fu el and liquid oxygen
oxidizer. A cluster of 5 F-1s, ·with a total thrust of
7,610,000 pounds, makes up the propulsion system
of the S-IC, basic stage of the huge Saturn V latmch
vehicle.

Specifications
Length (booster package including 2 engines) 134
inches, sustainer 98 inches; diameter booster package 168 inches; fuel RP-1; oxidizer liquid oxygen.

Specifications
Maximum envelope length 19 feet; maximum envelope diameter 12.4 feet.

Performance
Thrust 388,300 pounds total, including boosters
330,000, sustainer 57,000, 2 verniers 669 each; cooling regenerative.

Performance
Thrust 1,522,000 pounds.
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AR2-3
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

MB-3

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Cor-

poration
Remarks
MB-3 engines for the Thor booster are produced
for the Air Force by Rocketdyne. A liquid-propellant engine, the MB-3 features 2 small verniers
(stabilizing engines) to provide roll control. More
space vehicles have been boosted by Thor than by
any other propulsion system.

Remarks
A supplemental propulsion unit for manned aircraft,
the AR2-3 provides extra thrust for the Lockheed
NF-104A Starfighter to augment its turbojet engines
and enable it to attain altitudes up to 130,000 feet
for aerospace training missions. The liquid-propellant rocket engines boost thrust by over 6,000
pounds.

Specifications
Length 141.5 inches; diameter 66.7 inches; fuel
RJ-1; oxidizer liquid oxygen.

Specifications
Length 32 inches; diameter 15 inches; weight 235
pounds; fuel JP-4 or JP-5; oxidizer hydrogen peroxide.

Performance
Thrust 170,000 pounds main engine, 1,130 pounds
each vernier engine.

Performance
Thrust throttleable from 50 percent to maximum of
6,600 pounds at 35,000 feet.
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APOLLO ATTITUDE CONTROL
THRUSTERS
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

PHOENIX ROCKET MOTOR (AIM-54A)
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rod'""\vell Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The solid propulsion system for the Navy's Phoenix
missile has completed an extensive qualification
program at Rocketdyne. All work on the propulsion system is b eing done at Rocketdyne's Solid
Rocket Division, McGregor, T exas. First powered
Hight test of the Phoenix missile, designated AIM54A, came in April 1966, just 2 months after comple tion of the propulsion development program.
The Phoenix motor utilizes Flexadyne, a proven
solid propellant developed b y Rocketdyne to provide tactical missiles with performance increases
throughout an extended environmental operating
temperature range. Flexadyne propellant is particularly adaptable to the Phoenix missile requirements
of high volumetric loading, high total impulse, and
long burning time, thus providing the long-range
operational capability required by the Navy.

The Apollo attitude control thrusters are small,
liquid-propellant rockets which burn a combination
of monomethyl hydrazine fuel and nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer. They are employed for corrections of
spacecraft attitude in orbit, in lunar trajectory, and
during reentry. The units are employed in multiples.
The Apollo system (individual units shown in
photo) has 2 sets of 6 engines each, one set redundant, all engines 93 pounds thrust.

P4-l DRONE ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation
Rema~ks

The P4-1 storable liqu~d propellant engine powers
Navy AQM-37A and Air Force Q-12 target missiles
produced by _Beech Aircraft Corporation. It is a
small, compact system having both sustainer and
booster and producing over 600 pounds of thrust to
power the target missile to Mach 2 at 70,000 feet.
Specifications

Length 21 ii~c~es ; ~lia~~ter 6.6 inches; fuel hydyne
(MAF-4); oxidizer mhibited red fuming nitric acid.
Performance

Thrust 106 pounds at 70,000 feet (sustainer), 550
pounds at 25,000 feet (booster).
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RLIO ROCKET ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

MRM-3A
Prime Contractor: Rocket Research Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The RL10A-3-1 was the world's first operational
liquid-hydrogen rocket engine. It was developed
for NASA as power plant for the Centaur and for
the McDonnell Douglas S-IV stage of Saturn I. The
latter, a developmental stage leading to larger hydrogen-powered space vehicles, was phased out
after 6 successful flights. Centaur was designed to
carry unmanned scientific payloads to the moon,
Mars, and other planets. An advanced model of
the RLlO, the 10A-3-3, has been flown successfully
on the more recent Centaur flights.

The Model MRM-3A hydrazine monopropellant
rocket engine module was devel~ped to Rrovide attitude control stabilization, vermer velocity corrections, and ull~ge control for the Air ~or~e's Tita?
IIIC Transtage launch vehicle. The umt pictured IS
a roll control module with the engines mounted
parallel! opposed; a simila: m~dule with t~e 2 engines mounted parallel/allied IS used for pitch and
yaw control. Two of the former and 4 of t~e latter
modules are used in each vehicle. The engmes are
flight qualified to provide high pulsing and steadystate performance, as well as long life i? a wide
combination of thermal/structural environments
and firing duty cycles.

Specifications

Length 69 inches; dia~eter at exhaust nozzle 40
inches; weight (approximate) 292 pounds; expansion ratio 40:1 (RL10A-3-1),. 57.:1 (10A-3-3); propellants liquid hydrogen and hqmd oxygen.

Specifications

Length 12.1 inches; diameter 3.2 inches; weight of
engine with Moog dual redundant torque motor
valve and thermal isolation mount 5 pounds (roll
module weight 15.6 pounds, pitch/y~w module
weight 15.3 pounds); propellant hydrazme, catalyst
Shell405.

Performance

Thrust 15,000 pounds, throttling capability from
100 to 10 percent of rated thrust; specific impulse
433 seconds (10A-3-1), 444 seconds (10A-3-3).

Performance

Thrust 26.5 pounds at high feed pressure (15 pou~ds
at minimum blowdown feed pressure); specific. Impulse 223 seconds minimum and 227 rated nommal.
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MR-6A

MR-50A

Prime Contractor: Rocket Research Corporation

Prime Contractor: Rocket Research Corporation

Remarks

'Remarks

The MR-50A hydraziDe monopropellant rocket engine \vas developed to provide attitude control for
a classified Air Force satellite . Four MR-50A engines are mounted on a rocket engine module which
includes valves, pressure and temperature instrum entation, thermostatically controlled electrical
h eaters, necessary mounting, and interface structure. The engines \viii soon be qualified to provide
high pulsing and steady-state performance as well
as long life.

The Ivlodel MR-6A hydrazine monopropellant
rocket engine \Vas developed to provide attitude
control on a classified satellite. Six MR-6A engin s
are used on each attitude control system. The engines are flight qualified to provide both pulsing
and steady-state operation over a variety of mission
duty cycles.
Specifications

Length 5.4 inches with Parker series redundant
solenoid valve; diameter at mounting Bange 2
inches; weight .9 pound mass; propellant hydrazine,
catalyst Shell 405.

Specifications

Length 5.6 inches; diameter 2.4 inches; weight of
engine with Parker solenoid valve, heat shield, support structure, and thermal standoffs l.l pounds;
propellant hydrazine, catalyst Shell 405.

Performance

Thrust .5 pound force at high feed pressure, .25 at
minimum blowdown feed pressure; specific impulse
224 seconds nominal; engine has b een cycled over
1,000,000 pulses without failure.

Performance

Thmst 5.7 pounds at high feed pressure, 3.4 pounds
at minimum blowdown feed pressure; specific impulse 230 seconds nominal.
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TE-M-364 DELTA THIRD-STAGE MOTOR
Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

SATURN SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

Separation of the first, second, and third stages of
the Saturn V Apollo launch vehicle is provided by 2
types of Thiokol solid-propellant rockets: the TEM-424 Saturn Retro (photo) and the TE-M-29-4 Recruit, modified for this retro application. Eight
TE-M-424 motors are mounted in pairs around the
base of the first stage. Developing a total thrust of
about 700,000 pounds, they fire upward 2.5 minutes
after lift-off, providing the reverse force that separates the spent first stage from the second stage.
The Thiokol TE-M-29-4 second stage retro is aRecruit motor with the nozzle canted 9.5 degrees from
the centerline of the motor. On the Saturn vehicle 4
Recruits are mounted, nozzles up, on the interstage
between the second and third stages. After secondstage burnout, they bum for 1.5 seconds, developing
a total thrust of a~out 140,000 pounds to separate
the second and third stages of the vehicle. After
separation, these motors fall away with the second
stage and interstage section. Thiokol's TE-M-380
rocket motor jettisons the Saturn/ Apollo escape
syst~m 3~ seconds after ignition of the second-stage
engmes; Its 33,000 pounds of thrust pull the escape
system up and away from the spacecraft.

The TE-M-364 Delta rocket motor is used as thirdstage propulsion on NASA's workhorse Delta launch
vehicle. Since Delta first launched a satellite (Echo)
in May 1960, NASA has. continu~lly imp.roved ~e
launch vehicle by increasmg the size and 1mprovmg
the performance of propulsion systems. The thirdstage TE-M-364 mot?r is a s~h erical, solid-propellant unit equipped w1th a semisubmerged nozzle to
minimize overall length. The unique composite nozzle structure incorporates a glass cloth-phenolic
structural member running the length of the nozzle.
The nominal expansion ratio is 53.1. The pyrogen
(miniature rocket motor) igniter system is equipped
with a safe-and-arm device and 2 squibs. The motor
case is of D6AC steel with a minimum membrane
thickness of .037 inch.
Specifications

·

Length 37 inches in diameter, 55 inches .overall;
propellant weight 1,440 pounds; burnout weight 122
pounds.
Performance

Bum time 40 seconds;
pounds/ second.

Specifications

Weight 504, 361.5, 528 pounds for TE-M-424, TEM-29, TE-M-380, respectively; length 84, 105, 56
inches; diameter 15, 9, 26 inches; pyrogen igniters
for all.
Performance

Bum time .633, 1.52, 1.1 seconds for TE-M-424, TEM-29, TE-M-380; maximum thrust 91,000, 39,400,
33,600 pounds; total impulse 60,600, 59,400, 34,500
pounds/ second.
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CASTOR II, CASTOR IV MOTORS
Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

AF 156-8 LARGE SOLID BOOSTER
MOTOR
Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Remarks
The Castor II (photo), developed by Thiokol Chemical Corporation's Huntsville Division as an improved version of the Castor I, has proved one of
the most useful off-the-shelf motors available. In
various modifications, the Castor II has provided
propulsion for a series of Air Force and NASA scientific and experimental programs including Little Joe,
Scout, Athena, A gena, ARPA T , Thrust Augmented
Thor, and Thrust Augmented Delta vehicles. It
weighs approximately 9,800 pounds and is 233
inches long and 31 inches in diameter. The Castor
family includes the Castor I which uses the same
size case as the Castor II. More than 500 Castor I
motors have flown successfully. Latest in the family
of Castor motors is the Castor IV. It weighs 23,269
pounds and is 358 inches long and 40 inches in diameter. It provides an average thrust of 88,900
pounds with a total burning time of approximately
56 seconds. The Castor IV, currently under developm ent, is designed for use as the first stage of the
Athena H vehicle.

Remarks
The AF 156-8 motor, incorporating the world's largest segmented fib er glass reinforced case, was test
fired at the Wasatch Division of Thiokol Chemical
Corporation n ear Brigham City, Utah , on June 2$,
1968. D eveloped under a manufacturing technology
program fund ed by the Air Force _tlaterials Laboratory, \¥right-Patterson Air Force Base, the segm ented fib er glass case weighed approximately
26,000 pounds. It was designed by Thiokol and fabricated under subcontract by the Aerospace and
D efense Products Division of the B. F. Goochich
Company, Akron, Ohio. The nonhydroclaved ablative nozzle was developed in a separate program by
the Systems Group of TR\V Inc. , Cleveland, Ohio.
The segmented case was hydroproof tested pr~or to
loading with approximately 500,000 pounds of propellant, then hydrostatically burst follovving the
static firing. The motor developed approximately
1,000,000 pounds of thrust during the 120-second
firing, and all test objectives were met.
Specifications
Overall length of assembled case 606.87 inches; outside diameter 156 inches; loaded weight 519,800
pounds; nozzle throat diameter 32.9 inches.
Perforn1ance
Operating time 123.8
118,000,000 pounds.

seconds;

total

impulse
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LR62-RM-2/4 ROCKET ENGINE

M55Al MINUTEMAN STAGE I MOTOR
Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The LR62 packaged, liquid-propellant rocket engines provide power for the Navy and Air Force
Bullpup ~ (AGM-12C) air-to-surface guided missile.
The engme, a larger version of Thiokol's LR58 engine which was developed for Bullpup, utilizes fact~~-load~d propellants of inhibited red fuming
mtnc ac1d (IRFNA) and a mixed amine fuel
(MAF-1). Arrangement of internal components and
operation are the same as in the smaller LR58 engine. The engine is handled like a round of ammu~ition, re.quiring. only insertion of an igniter to arm
1t for finng. Bemg a packaged liquid, LR62 can
withstand the severe handling and thermal environmen.ts associated with high-speed carrier aircraft operations.

The first full-scale Stage I Minuteman motor was
successfully static tested in April 1959. Subsequent
static tests demonstrated a successful motor design
that was subjected to preliminary flight rating tests
(PFRT) beginning in October 1960. The first
Minuteman flight test followed in February 1961
and was completely successful. Following this mitial success, the PFRT configuration mot~r was
optimized into the 'W_ing I motor configuratio~ for
qualification and delivery to the first operaho~al
wing at Malmstrom Air ~~r~e Ba~e, Montana. Wmg
I motor production was 1mtiated m ~ovember 1961.
Production of Wing II configuration motors was
initiated in December 1962. In early 1966, production of an improved Wing VI motor configuration
was started. The Stage I motor has exceeded all
performance and reliability requirements for the
Minuteman system.

Specifications

Length 61.2 inches; diameter 17.32 inches; weight
536 pounds (loaded).

Specifications

Performance

Overall length, including .4 nozzle~, 294.9 inches;
diameter, including insulatwn, 65:9 mches; case m~
terial D6AC steel; nozzle type, g1mbaled, hydraulically actuated.

Storage life 5 years; reliability 99.84 percent.

Performance

Thrust level (approximate) 180,000 pounds; operational time 60 seconds.
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AIR-2A GENIE MOTOR
P1ime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

SPARM

Remarks
The AIR-2A Genie is an air-to-air missile w ighing
800 pounds, which is operational on the F-101B,
F-106, and F-4 aircraft. The TU-289 rocket motor,
which powers the AIR-2A Genie, is produc d by the
Wasatch Division of Thiokol Chemical Corporation.
The solid-propellant motor weighs 482 pounds
loaded. It has b een qualified for environm ents specified by the MIL-R-25532 series. Motor shelf life
is in excess of 6 years.

Remarks
Air-augmented propulsion can provide a severalfold
increase in performance over conventional chemical
rockets. This has been amply demonstrated in many
subscale and full-scale direct tests, as well as in
free flight jet and flight tests. Thiokol, under direction of Eglin Air Force Base, conducted an Air
Force program called SPARM (Solid-Propellant
Augmented Rocket Motor). Using a modified AQM37A target drone as the test vehicle, 2 vehicles were
launched from an F-4B aircraft at the Naval Missile
Test Center, Point Mugu, California, to complete
the program. SPARM incorporated a unique feature
using the secondary combustion chamber as the
chamber for a conventional booster motor. After
boost, the head end dome and the booster nozzle
were jettisoned, resulting in a minimum-weight 2stage system. Through contracted and companyfunded programs, significant improvements over
SPARM performance have been demonstrated; gas
generators employing both solid and liquid/slurry
propellants generate fuel-rich gases which are
mixed with air for subsonic combustion in a secondary combustion chamber. In addition, supersonic
combustion has b een d emonstrated in a realistic
hardware configuration with fuel-rich solid propellants. Major improvement of propulsion technology
continues in the air-augmented area.

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Specifications
Length 67 inches; diameter 15 inches; case material
AISI 4130 steel; propellant weight 320 pounds.
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TX-174, TX-175 PERSHING MOTORS
Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

LUNAR MODULE DESCENT ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Systems Group of TRW Inc.

Remarks

Remarks

TX-174 and TX-175 (photo) Pershing first- and second-stage motors were developed by Thiokol Chemical Corporation at its Huntsville Division. The 40inch-diameter motors are in production at Thiokol's
Longhorn Division. The first-stage case length is
a little over 78 inches while that of the booster stage
is approximately 63 inches. Total weight of the first
stage is approximately 5,000 pounds; the second
stage weighs slightly over 3,000 pounds.

This tiuottleable space engine, developed by TRW,
is used to power the descen~ phase of ~polio lu~ar
missions. Because of the vanous propulsiOn reqmrements and the high engine reliability imposed by
the manned lunar landing mission , the engine has
characteristics designed into it that allow it to b e
readily adapted to many other missions. Th ~ LMDE
version of this engine operates over a contmuously
variable thrust range of 10,000 to 1,000 pounds and
has a total burning life of 1,000. seconds .. LMDE
uses storable bipropellants at a rruxture 1:aho o~ 1.6.
The engine has an ablative ~hamb er With a lightweight titanium nozzle extensiOn.
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INTELSAT 3 POPS
Piime Contractor: Systems Group of TRW Inc.

MARINER '69 PROPULSION SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Systems Group of TRW Inc.

Remarks

Remarks

The Position and Orientation Propulsion System
(POPS) for Intelsat 3 was developed by TRW.
This is a monopropellant hydrazine propulsion system which uses Shell 405 spontaneous catalyst to
decompose the propellant. A series redundant valve
on each thruster is designed for 50,000 cycles. The
POPS is designed for 5 years in space operation.
The system operates over a blowdown range of
4 pounds thrust to 1.2 pounds thrust and has 2 sets
of 2 thrusters each (redundant). The system loaded
weighs 63 pounds and each thruster valve assembly
weighs .53 pound.

This system, built by TRW, was used by Jet Propulsion Laboratory on Mariners 6 and 7. The system
uses monopropellant hydrazine which is decomposed by Shell 405 catalyst. The 50-pound-thrust
engine includes quadredundant squib valves and jet
vanes for thrust vector control.
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TRW ION ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Systems Group of TRW Inc.

FW-4 UPPER-STAGE ROCKET
Prime Contractor: United T echnology Center

Remarks

Remarks

The FW-4 solid-propellant upper-~tage ro.cket m~tor
is designed for use. o~ boost vehicles with. orbital,
probe or reentry missiOns, as w ell as for retrorocket
propulsion for space vehicles and as a sounding
rocket. It is b eing flown by NASA on the upr~ted
Scout and thrust-augmented D elta launch vehicles
and b the Air Force as a top stage on its Atlas and
Thor yboosters. The FW-4 is believed to have a
higher mass fraction-92 p ercent:-than any other
operational solid rocket. F~-4S IS a 6,000-poundthrust USAF version used as Improved Scout fourth
stage.

One major effort of TRW Systems in its extensive
research and development in the field of electric
propulsion is a working ion engine, a cesium contact
thrust device. The engine operates by feeding cesium to a hot tungsten plate where it ionizes; the
positive ions leave the hot plate and pass through a
charged electric grid . Accelerating the ions, the
grid causes them to exit through the nozzle at
velocities of about 30 miles per second.

Specifications

Length 58 43 inches· diameter 19.6 inches; weight
660.5 pou~ds; prop,ellant PBAN with. ~luminum
additives and ammonium perchlorate oxidizer; nozzle composite structure of al~minum, graphite, and
silica; ignition redundant sqmb pyrogen.
Performance

Thrust 5,400 pounds.
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1205 SOLID ROCKET MOTOR

1207 SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
Prime Contrac tor: United T echnology Cent r

Prime Contractor: United T echnology C enter

Remarks

Remarks

The 1207 segm ented solid-p rop ellant rocket motor
is the most powerful of its kind to be developed.
Produced by UTC, the m otor is a complete propulsion system requiring only el ch·ical signals for
laun ch and guidance commands dmi ng Bight. It
conta ins a liq uid-injection thrust vector conu·ol system , an ignition system , a thrust termination system,
and its ow n staging sequence cap ability.

The 1205 segmented solid-propellant rocket motor
is a versatile and economical space booster produced by UTC and flow n in p airs as stage zero
on the Air Force Titan IIIC space vehicle. The
motor contains a tluust termination system , a destruct system, a liquid-injection thrust vector control
sys tem, and a forward-end ignition system ; it h as its
own staging sequence cap ability . It ':vas d eveloped
' "lith all of the subsystems and reliability provisions
necessary for use as a m an-rated stage. These rockets
are also used as the booster stage of the Titan HID
vehicle. For this application, however, they are not
man-rated and do not employ a thrust termination
system .

Spe cifications

L en g th 112 feet; diam eter 120 inch es; weight 350
tons; propellant PBAN ,:v ith aluminum additives
and ammonium p erchlorate oxidizer ; nozzle material steel with graphite cloth-phenolic and silica
cloth-phenolic cone liner; ignition small solid
rockets.

Specifications

L ength 86 feet; diam eter 120 inches; weight 250
tons; propellant PBAN with aluminum additives
and ammonium p erchlorate oxidizer; no zzle m aterial steel with graphite cloth-phenolic and silica
cloth-phenolic cone liner; ignition small solid
rockets.

Perforntance

Thrust 1,400,000 pounds .

Perfonnance

Thrust 1,200,000 pounds.
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE, UPPER-STAGE
LIQUID ROCKETS
Prime Contractor: United Technology Center

TITAN IIIC STAGING ROCKET
Prime Contractor: United T echnology C enter
Remarks

Remarks

Titan IIIC's staging rockets are tim ed to fire automatically at booster-stage burnout to separate the 2
120-inch-diameter solid-propellant boosters from ~h e
center core. Each of the big boosters has 8 stagmg
rockets an aft cluster of 4 and a forward cluster of
4, or a' total of 16 staging rockets for the booster
stage. The staging rockets have operated flawlessly
on all Titan IIIC flights to date .

UTC has developed a family of high-performance
liquid-propellant engines that can remain in space
with stop-start capability for several years. The
engines utilize a lightweight ablative thrust chamber and a UTC-designed injector. The injector provides an improved propellant spray pattern within
the combustion chamber, reducing erosion of the
combustion chamber lining and permitting the use
of a thinner and simpler silica-phenolic lining. In
photo, 5,000-pound-thrust version.

Specifications

Length 56 inches; diameter 6 inche.s; weight. ~4.5
pounds; propellant PBAN with alummum additives
and ammonium perchlorate oxidizer; nozzle m~te
rial composite structure with aluminu~ housmg,
asbestos phenolic exit cone, and graphite throat;
ignition redundant squib pyrogen.

Specifications

Length 52 inches (smallest), 75.5 ~nches (largest);
diameter 26 inches (smallest), 48 rnches (largest);
weight 72 pounds (smallest), 185 pounds (largest);
propellant 50/50 hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide; nozzle
composite structure with fiber glass shell and silicaphenolic liner; ignition hypergolic.

Performance

Thrust 4,500 pounds.

Performance

Thrust 2,000 pounds (smallest), 50,000 pounds
(largest).
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TITAN ll TRANSLATION ROCKET

HIGH-THRUST, HIGH-PERFORMANCE
HYBRID ROCKET

Prime Contractor: United T echnology Center

Prime Contractor: United T echnology Center
Remarks

UTC's solid-propellant transla tion rockets w ere de:eioped i_n 1963 for use in separa tion of the Titan II
mtercontmental ballistic missile's stages . The comp any d esigned , produced , and test fired the first
transla tion rocke t _in 122 days. In m ass production
at UTC, the alummum-encased rocket is also used
as a staging rocket on the Air Force Titan IIIC.
The only difference b e tween the Titan II and Titan
nrc motors is the nozzle configuration.
Specifications

L ength 5 feet; diameter 6 inch es; weight 84.5
pounds; propellant PBAN with aluminum additives
and ammonium perchlorate oxidizer; nozzle m aterial composite structure \vith aluminum housing,
asbestos phenolic exit cone, and onphite throat;
ignition squib pyrogen.
b

Remarks

D eveloped and tested by UTC, this engine is America's largest, most powerful hybrid rocket. Hybrids
utilize a solid fuel and a liquid oxidizer to achieve
a combination of advantages unobtainable in either
all-solid or all-liquid systems. These include safety,
reliability, economical high p erformance, stop-start
capability, and thrust conh·ol over a wide range .
Specifications

Length 184.5 inches; diameter 38 inches; w eight
12,375 pounds; propellant polyurethane with aluminum additives and nitrogen tetroxide as oxidizer;
nozzle material steel and fib er glass shell with highdensity graphite throat; ignition hypergolic bipropellant.
Performance

Perfor1nance

Thrust 40,600 pounds.

Thrust 5,000 pounds.
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ALGOL III SOLID ROCKET MOTOR

SANDPIPER PROPULSION SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Upited Technology Center

Prime Contractor: United T echnology Center

Remarks

Remarks

The Algol III solid-propellant rocket motor is produced by UTC as the lift-off stage for th e uprated
Scout space launch vehicle. The new motor gives
the Scout an increase in its payload capability from
200 to 300 pounds. It burns for 75 seconds and
boosts the Scout to an altih1de of 30 miles before
burnout.

The Sandpiper is an Air Force target missile being
developed for use in the 1970s to test the effectivenes~ of advanced air defens_es at subsonic and supersome speeds. Its propulswn system will be the
nation's first operational hybrid rocket and will use
a solid fuel and liquid oxidizer. It offers for the
first time i~ any rocket engine, a wide-ra~ge flight
pa:tern whiCh can_ be p~edetermined by the simple
~-1st of a me<;:ha~Ical dial. This system is known as
dial-a-thrust. Airframe for the vehicle is a modified AQM-37A target missile produced by Beech
Aircraft.

Specifications

Length 30 feet; diameter 45 in<?hes; weig~1~ 15 tons;
propellant PBAN with al~~mum add_Ihves a~d
ammonium perchlorate ox1d1ze:; noZZI~. matenal
steel with graphite cloth-phenohc an~ s1hca clothphenolic cone liner; ignition small sohd rocket.

Specifications

Sandpiper is 175 inches long and 10 inches in diameter an~ we!ghs 4~0. pounds; propellant Plexiglas
fuel gram with additives and combination of n·t .·
Inc
.d.
I
oxi d es as ox1 1zer; nozz e material composite st _
·
h
1
·
h
·
b
ture Wit a ummum ousmg, as estos phenolic rue
e "t
.
n
. th
cone, an d grap h Ite
roat; Ignition squib-actuated
pyrogen.

Performance

Thrust 130,000 pounds.

Performance

Thrust range from 600 to 60 pounds.
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10-320 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycoming Division
0-235 SERIES RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation Avco L ycoming Division

Remarks

The I0-320 engine is a high-compression, fu elinjected version of the original famous Lycoming
150-horsepower, flat opposed engine that is so well
k'11own in the general aviation industry. The engine
is being used by Piper in the Tv.rin Comanche and
by Winer Aircraft in the D erringer. The engine is
supplied with an automotive type starter and generator/alternator and uses 91/ 96 octane fu el.

Retnarks

~he 0-235 series engine has b een in the L comincr
~m~ for ~nany year~. A popular flat opposed engin~
It IS b emg used m the new American Aviation
Yankee and Champion and in som e export aircraft.
Specifications

Specifications

~ength 30_.7 inches; width 32 inches; h eight 22.4
mches; weight 242 pounds; bore 4.375 inches; stroke
3.875 inches; displacement 235 cubic inches· compression ratio 6.75:1.
'

Length 33.59 inches; ' 'vidth 32.24 inches; height
19.22 inches; weight 287 pounds; bore 5.125 inches;
stroke 3.875 inches; displacement 320 cubic inches;
compression ratio 8.5:1.

Perfortnance

Performance

115 horsepower continuous.

160 horsepower continuous.
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AI0-360 AEROBATIC ENGINE

~rime_ ~~ntractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom-

mg Division

TI0-360 FUEL-INJECTED TURBOCHARGED
RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycoming Division

Remarks

Avco Lycoming :vas the first domestic engine manufacturer to receive a production certificate for an
aero?atic engine. Thi~ ~ng~ne is equipped with a
contmuous fuel flow lllJechon system; a small oil
sump on top of the engine is designed in such a
L?anner that th~ engin~ wil~ receive proper lubrication when the aucraft IS bemg flown inverted . A vco
Lycoming de~igned this engine because of the many
requests r eceived from aerobatic pilots both in the
United States and in foreign countries.

Remarks

This is the first 4-cylinder, flat opposed engine to
come from the manufacturer equipped with turbocharging. Several aircraft flying in the_ Unite? _States
are equipped with this model engme. Siai-!"farchetti, an Italian manufacturer, has taken dehvery
of the engine.

Specifications

Specifications

Lengt~ 30.08 i~ches; width 34.25 inches; height

Length 45.41 inches; width 34.25 inches; _height
19.92 inches; w eight 386 pounds; bore 5.1~5 ~nches;
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 360 cub1c mches;
compression ratio 7.3: l.

20.76 mches; weight 331 pounds; bore 5.125 inches·
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 360 cubic inches:
compression ratio 8.7:1.
'
Performance

Performance

200 horsepower continuous.

200 horsepower continuous to 15,000 feet.
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TV0-435 HELICOPTER ENGINE

Ren1arks

IGS0-480 FUEL-INJECTED, GEARED,
SUPERCHARGED RECIPROCATING ENGTh""E
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco L ycoming Division

This is the turboch arged version of th b asic V0435 h elicopter en gine th at A vco L ycoming h as produced fo~ the Bell H elicopter Company for many
years . It IS an updated version wh ich incorporates
all ~f t~1e r~finet"'?ents th a t A vco L coming has b een
d es1gmng mto Its fl at opposed en crines for fixedwin.g aircraft. Th~ engine incorporates the latest in
design ~ h eavy cyhnders, piston-cooling oil jets, and
the AIResearch turbocharger w hich is used for
ground boost as well as altitude p erforman ce.

This engine is the latest refin ed version of the basic
geared, supercharged 480 series engine used b y
Beech, Aero Commander, H elio Courier, and others
for many years. The present model is used to power
the Beech Queen Air 65 aircraft. Side-mounted accessories provide ease of maintenance. The military
has been getting a high number of hours b etween
overhauls on the IGS0-480 engine.

Prime Contractor : Avco Corporation A co L ycoming Division

Remarks

Specifications

Specifications

L ength 39.46 inches; width 34.11 inch es; height
34.32 inches; w eight 487 pounds; bore 4.875 inch es;
stroke 3.875 inches; displacem ent 435 cubic inches;
compression ratio 7.3:1.

Length 47.27 inches; width 33.12 inches; h eight
31.05 inches; weight 515 pounds; bore 5.125 inches;
stroke 3.875 inches; displacem ent 480 cubic inches;
compression ratio 7.3:1.

Performance

Performance

Takeoff horsepower 280, continuous horsepower
250.

Takeoff horsepower 340, continuous horsepower
320.
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I0-720 SERIES FUEL-INJECTED
RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycoming Division

0-540-B SERIES RECIPROCATING ENGINE

~rime_ C:~ntractor: A ~co Corporation, Avco Lycommg

DIVISIOn

Remarks

This 400-horsepower, direct-drive engine powers
the single-engine Piper Comanche 400. The same
basic model engine is used to power the Riley Dove,
the Imco Model B1 agricultural sprayer, and the
Swearingen conversion of the Beech Queen Air 65.
Like many of its sister engines in this family, the
I0-720 incorporates piston-cooling oil jets and a
continuous-flow fuel-injection system.

Remarks

!his is a low-co~pression_ version of the long-stand:ng ~vco Lycommg 6-cylinder 540 series engine. It
IS bemg used by Piper Aircraft in its 235 Cherokee
and Pawnee agricultural aircraft. The engine uses
80/87 octane fuel and has a reputation in the industry for long maintenance-free life.
Specifications

Specifications

Leng~ 37.22 i~ches; width 33.37 inches; height

Length 46.08 inches; width 34.25 inches; _height
22.53 inches; weight 610 pounds; bore 5.1~5 :nches;
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 722 cubic mches;
compression ratio 8.7:1.

24.56 mches; weight 395 pounds; bore 5.125 inches·
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 540 cubic inches:
compression ratio 7.2: 1.
'
Performance

Performance

235 horsepower continuous.

400 horsepower continuous.
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10-540-K RECIPROCATING

ENGD~"E

10-360-AIA RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco L ycoming Division

Prime Contractor: A' co Corporation A ·co L coming Division
Remarks

Remarks

This fu el-injected , fl at opposed , direct-dri
piston
e~gin e po:vers ~h_e PiJ?er Cherokee 300, a 6-plac
smgle- ~ngm e uhhty mrcraft. Th e engine incorpora tes p1ston-cooling oil je ts, a tuned induction system , and a continuous-flo·w fu el-inj ction system;
like all A vco L ycoming direct-drive en !Tines it is
supplied \•l ith an automotive-type starte~ and rrenera tor or alternator. This enrrine has a contin~ous
rating of 2,700 revolutions per minute and uses
100/ 130 octane fuel.

First installed in the Mooney Super 21, this 200horsepower, 4-cylinder, flat opposed, direct-drive
engine also powers the new Mooney Executive
model aircraft. Producing 50 horsepower p er cylinder, the I0-360-A1A has an excellent horsepowerto-weight ratio while maintaining the simplicity of
design associated with the direct-drive-type piston
engine. A tuned induction system and a continuousflow fuel-inj ection system are incorporated in this
series.

Specifications

Specifications

L ength 39.34 inches; width 34.25 inches; height
19.6 inches; \:<.'eight 470 pounds ; bore 5.125 inches;
stroke 4.375 inches; displacem ent 541.5 cubic inches;
compression ratio 8.7 :1.

Length 29.81 inches; width 34.25 inches; h eight
19.35 inches; bore 5.125 inches; stroke 4.375 inches;
weight 323 pounds; displacem ent 361 cubic inches;
compression ratio 8. 7: 1.

Perfortnance

Performance

300 horsepower continuous.

200 horsepower continuous.
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TI0-541 TURBOCHARGED PISTON ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco L ycoming Division

TI0-540-AIA RECIPROCATING ENGINE

~rime_ ~~ntractor:

mg DIVIsiOn

Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom-

Remarks

This ~rbocharge~ fuel-injected engine powers the
new Piper NavaJO Twin to weather-topping altitud~s beyond the capability of normally aspirated
eng~es. The TI0-540-A1A, like all other A vco Lycommg engines supplied with a turbocharger, inco~orates a~tomatic controls. Also, all turbocharged
engmes bUil_t by Avco Lycoming feature shell
moulded cylmder heads, .5-inch inconel steel exhaust valves, ni-resist exhaust valve guides and
piston-cooling oil squirts.
'
Specifications

Remarks

The Brst in Avco Lycoming's new series of engines
is the TI0-541 , which powers the Mooney M22. The
basic engine is available with a 380-horsepower
rating; it powers the Beech Turbo Baron 56TC and
the Beech Duke. This new design concept for A vco
Lycoming in the piston engine £eld incorporates all
of the engineering improvements learned in 25
years of manufa cturing air-cooled airc~aft engines.
Equipped with side-mounted acce~sones for ease
of maintenance, the TI0-541 also mcorporates an
integral oil cooler and a turbocharg_er with provision for cabin pressurization and a dnve for a Freon
compressor for air conditioning.
Specifications

Length 51.34 inches; width 34.25 inches; height
22.71 inches; weight 535 pounds; bore 5.125 inches;
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 541.5 cubic inches;
compression ratio 7.3:1.
Performance

Length 49.09 inches; width 34.25 inches; height
21.38 inches; weight 579 pounds; bore 5.125 inches;
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 541 cubic inches;
compression ratio 7.3:1.
Performance

310 horsepower continuous to 15,000 feet and 230
horsepower to 25,000 feet.

310 brake horsepower continuous (TI0-541-A1A),
380 brake horsepower continuous (TI0-541-E).
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IGS0-540 SERIES SUPERCHARGED
RECIPROCATING ENGINE
P1ime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco L ycoming Division

TIG0-541 SERIES TURBOCHARGED
PISTON ENGINE
Prim e Contractor: Avco Corporation Avco L ·comin g Di\ ision

Remarks

This se1ies of engines powers the 680 series of aircraft manufactured b y Aero Commander and the
Queen Air 80 model aircraft manufactured by
Beech . A mechanically supercharged, fuel-injected
engine, this model has accumulated many hours of
flight time and compiled an envious record of safety
and low maintenance costs. Side-mounted accessories provide ease of maintenance, and the engine is
built with either updraft or downdraft exhaust cylinders. Basically used by Aero and Beech, many
smaller companies are using the IGS0-540 as a conversion power plant to increase the performance of
other aircraft.

Remarks

The second in th e n ew est family of piston n gines
to come from Avco L ycoming is th e TIG0-541
model. Turbocharged for hi gh-altitude operation
this engine is basica lly a TI0-54 1 with an offset
reduction gear: h aving a ra tio of 2:3. A one-piece
crankcase casting provides a housin g for the reduction gea r and power section , as w ell as pads for
side-mounted accessories. This model enrrine is
equipp ed with a turbocharger w ith provision for
cabi~ presst~r!za~ion , a drive for a Freon compressor
for a u condttiomng, and a torquemeter.
Specifications

Specifications

L ength 58.94 inches; width 35.66 inches; h eight
27.14 inches; w eight 663 pounds; bore 5.125 inches;
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 541 cubic inch es;
compression ratio 7.3:1.

Length 48.15 inches; width 34.25 inches; height
28.44 inches; weight 530 pounds; bore 5.125 inches;
stroke 4.375 inches; displacem ent 541.5 cubic inches;
compression ratio 7.3:1.

Perfor1nance

Perf orntance

450 horsepower continuous to 15,000 feet (TIG0541-D1A), 425 horsepower continuous to 15,000 feet
(TIG0-541-E1A).

380 brake horsepower takeoff, 360 brake horsepower
continuous.
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MODEL 0-200-A
MODELS 0-300-A, -B, -C, -D
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Remarks

The 0-200-A is the power plant for the Cessna
Model 150, the Champion Citabria and Lancer and
the Thorpe Sky Scooter (tubular).
'

Remarl{s
The 0-300 engine powers the C essna 170, 172, and
T-41A (military) and the Maule Bee D ee M-4.

Specifications

Specifications
Dimensions with standard equipment installed:
length 35.53 inches (-D 36 inches), height 26.91
inches (-D 27 inches), width 31.5 inches; dry weight
with carburetor 268 pounds; cylinders 6; bore 4% 6
inches; stroke 3% inches; displacement 301 cubic
inches; compression ratio 7:1.

Dimensions with standard equipment installed:
length 28.53 inches, height 23.18 inches, width 31.56
inc~es; dry weight with accessories 217.87 pounds;
cylmders 4; bore 4.06 inches; stroke 3.88 inches; displacement 201 cubic inches; compression ratio 7:1.
Performance

Performance
Sea-level rating 145 horsepower; sea-level takeoff
power 145 horsepower; cruise 109 horsepower; r~vo 
lutions per minute at rated power 2,700~ ~evolutions
per minute at takeoff power 2,700; crulSlng revolutions per minute 2,450.

Rated power, sea level, 100 horsepower; takeoff
power, sea level, 100 horsepower; recommended
cruise rating, sea level, 75 horsepower; revolutions
per minute at rated power 2,750; revolutions per
minute at takeoff 2,750; cruising revolutions per
minute 2,500.
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MODELS 10-360-C, -D

MODEL 10-346

Prime Contractor: Con tin

t I "A 'f
en a lv otors Coi1JOration

Remarks

The I0-346 enrrine is th
craft Musketee~.
e power plant in th e BeechSpecifications

Dimensions with standard
.
.
!ength 30 inches, height
;qmpment . mstalled:
22 4
mches; dry \Veight with a ·
m~es, '' 1dth 33.38
cylinders 4; bore 5 95 . hccessones 296.5 pounds;
1
placem ent 346 cubi~i }c es; stroke 4 inches; disnc 1es; compression ratio 7.5: I.
Perforntance
Sea-level rating 165 110
level 165 horsepow
rsepower; takeoff ratin!!, sea
,
er cnus
ti
'"'
revolutions per min
era ng 125 horsepower;
lutions p er minute :t ~ tt rated power 2,700; revorevolutions per minute ;, ~~~ power 2,700; cruising

t

4
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Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Remarks
The I0-360 engine is the power plant for the C essna
337, T-41B, 0-2A, and 0-2B.
Specifications
Dimensions v.rith st~dard equipment installed:
length 35.34 inches, h eight 23.74 inches, width 31.4
inches; dry weight \vith accessories 298.25 pounds ·
cylinders 6; bore 4.438 inches; stroke 3.875 inches:
displacement 360 cubic inches; compression rati~
8.5:1.
Performance
Sea-level rating 210 horsepower; takeoff rating at
sea level 210 horsepower; cruise rating 157 horsepower; revolutions J?e:r minute at rated power 2,800;
revolutions pe~ mmute ~t takeoff power 2,800;
cruising revolutions p er mmute 2,600.

ENGINES (PISTON)

MODELS TSI0-360-A, -B

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Remarks

The TSI0-360-A and -B engines are the power
plants in the Cessna T337 Super Skyrnaster.

MODEL 0-470-R
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Specifications

Dimensions :-"ith standard equipment installed:
length.35.34 mches (-A), 33.84 inches (-B), height
~3.64 mches (-A), 30.74 inches (-B), width 33.11
mches; dry weight with accessories 300.25 pounds
(-A), 296.25 pounds (-B); cylinders 6; bore 4.438
~nches; stroke 3.~75 inches; displacement 360 cubic
mches; compresswn ratio 7.5:1.

Remarks

The 0-470-R engine powers the Cessna 180, 182,
and 188 and the Wren 460.
Specifications

Dimensions with standard equipment installed :
length 36.03 inches, h~ight 28.42 i~ches, width 33.56
inches; dry weight w1th accessone~ 438.35 I?ounds;
cylinders 6; bore 5 inches; strok~ 4 mc~es; displacement 471 cubic inches; compressiOn ratiO 7:1.

Performance

Sea-level rating 210 horsepower; takeoff rating at
sea level 210 horsepower; cruise rating 157 horsepower; revolutions per minute at rated power 2,800;
revolutions per minute at takeoff power 2,700;
cruising revolutions per minute 2,600.

Performance

Sea-level rating 230 horsepower; sea-level takeoff
rating 230 horsepower; sea-level cruise rating 172
horsepower; rated power r~volutions per minute
2,600; takeoff power revolutions per mmute 2,600;
cruising revolutions per minute 2,450.

Note: The difference between the -A and -B models
is that -A has vacuum pump drive on the rear of the
starter adapter.
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MODELS 10-470-K, -L
Prim e Conh·actor: Continental 1 Iotors Corporation
R e marks
The I0-470-K is th e pO\ver plant in the Beed1craft
D ebonair B33; the -L is used in th e Beed1eraft
Baron B55.
Specifications ( -K)
Dim e nsions vvith standard equipment installed :
length 38.14 inches, h eight 26.81 inches "idth 33.39
in ch es; dry w eight with accessories 413 pounds;
cylinders 6; bore 5 inches; stroke 4 inches· displacem ent 471 cubic ind1es; compression ra tio 7:1.

MODEL 10-470-V
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Performance ( -K)
Sea-level rating 225 horsepower; takeoff rating, sea
level, 225 horsepower; cruise rating 169 horsepower; revolutions p er minute at rated power 2,600;
r evolutions p er minute at takeoff power 2,600;
cmising revolutions p er minute 2,450.

Remarks
C
310K
The I0-470-V is the power plant in the essna

and 310L.

Specifications ( -L)
Dimensions with standard equipment installed:
length 43.17 inches, h eight 19.75 inches, width 33.56
inches; dry weight with accessories 469.35 pounds;
cylinders 6; bore 5 inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 471 cubic inches; compression ratio 8.6 :1.

.
ll d
t ndard equipment msta e :
?im:~i~~~ i~v~~es ~l:ight 19.75 inches, width 33.56
_eng . · weiaht' with accessories 423.47 I?ou.nds;
mches, dry
o . h . stroke 4 inches; displacecylinders 6; bore 5 me es,
.
· 8 6 ·1
. . hes· compressiOn ratio . . .
ment 471 cu b IC me '

Performance (-L)
Sea-level rating 260 horsepower; takeoff rating, sea
level, 260 horsepower; cmise rating 195 horsepower;
revolutions per minute at rated power 2,625; revolutions per minute at takeoff power 2,625; cmising
revolutions per minute 2,450.

Performance
ff
.
. 960 horsepower; takeo ratmg, sea
Sea-level rating ""'
I·se rating 195 horsepower;
h sepov.rer; cru
1eve1, ""''760
.
or
. te at rated power 2,625; revorevolutions p~r mint~ takeoff power 2,625; cruising
lutions per mmut~ a 9 50
revolutions per mmute .... ,4 ·

Specifications
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MODELS 10-520-A, -D, -E, -F, -J, -K, -L
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Remarks
The I0-520 series engines are employed as follows:
I0-520-A in the Cessna 210 and 206, Aero Commander 200D; I0-520-D, Cessna 185 Skywagon and
188 Agwagon, Bellanca Viking; I0-520-E, Aero
Commander 500A; I0-520-F, Cessna U206; I0-520J, Cessna 210; I0-520-K, Bellanca Viking; I0-520L,
Cessna 210.
Specifications (-A)
Dimensions with standard equipment installed:
~ength 40.91 inches, height 19.75 inches, width 33.56
mc?es; dry weight with accessories 471.28 pounds;
cylinders 6; bore 5.25 inches; displacement 520
cubic inches; compression ratio 8.5:1.

MODEL 10-520-B
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Performance (-A)
Sea-level rating 285 horsepower; takeoff rating 285
~orsepower;_ cruise rating 215 horsepower; revolutions per mmute at rated power 2,700; revolutions
per minute at takeoff power 2,700; cruising revolutions per minute 2,500.

Remarks
The I0-520-B is the power plant in the Beechcraft
Bonanza S35, the Beechcraft Debonair B33A, and
the Navion.
Specifications
Dimensions with standard equipment installed:
length 38.47 inches, h~ight 26.71 i~1ches, width 33.58
inches; dry weight w1t~ accessones 457._65 poun~s;
cylinders 6; bore 5.25 mches; stroke _4 mcl~es; displacement 520 cubic inches; compressiOn ratiO 8.5: 1.

Note: Model deviations from -A specifications and
performance are: (-D) length 36.86 inches, height
~3.79 inches, dry weight 455.56 pounds, takeoff ratmg 300 horsepower, takeoff revolutions per minute
2,850, cruising revolutions per minute 2,550; (-E)
length 47.26 inches, width 35.56 inches, takeoff
rating 300 horsepower at 2,850 revolutions per minute, cruise rating 213 horsepower at 2,500 revolutions per minute; (-F) takeoff rating 300 horsepower at 2,850 revolutions per minute, cruise rating
215 horsepower at 2,550 revolutions per minute; (-K)
weight 466.43 pounds; (-L) weight 469 pounds.

Performance
Sea-level rating 285 horsepower_; takeoff rating, sea
level, 285 horsepower; cnuse ratmg 213 horsepower;
revolutions per minute at rated power 2,700; revolutions per minute at takeoff power 2,700; cruising
revolutions per minute 2,500.
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MODELS TSI0-520-B, -E, -J
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Ren1arks

The TSI0-520-B is the power plant in the Cessna
320D Sk; night.
Specifications (-B)

Dimensions \Vith standard equipment installed:
!ength 39.25 inches, height 20.47 inches, width 33.56
m0es, length "ith turbo 57.73 inches; dry weight
~v1th accessories 475 pounds; cylinders 6; bore 5.25
~ches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 520 cubic
mches; compression ratio 7.5:1.

MODEL 10-520-C

Prim e Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Re1narks

The 10-520-C engine is the po" er plant in the
Becchcraft Baron.

Performance (-B)

Sea-level rating 285 borsepo·wer; takeoff rating at
sea level 285 horsepower; cmise rating 215 horsepower; revolutions p er minute at rated power 2,700;
revolutions p er minute at takeoff power 2,700;
cmising revolutions per minute 2,350.
Note: Model TSI0-520-E, used in the Cessna 401/
402, has the same specifications, except for: rated
power 300 horsepower at 2,700 revolutions per minute; cmise rating 225 horsepower at 2;450 revolutions p er minute. Model TSI0-520-J d1ffers as follows: weight 488 pounds; length 54.36 inches; takeoff 300 horsepower at 2,700 revolution~ per minu~e;
cruise 233 horsepower at 2,450 revolutions per mm-

Specifications

Dimensions with standard
.
length 42.81 inches h eicrht 19 ;~~upmlent _installed:
inches · lr
· 1 ' . b
·
me l es, width 33.56
d
. ' c Y weig 1t w1th accessories 450 38
cy1mders 6·' bore 5 -~95 me
. 11es; stroke 4 ·· 1pound. s;
p 1a cement 590
c u b Ic
· me
. h es; compressionme
1es;8.5:lS~
ratio
l.
Perfonnance
feea -le~el rating 285 horsepower; takeoff ratin

sea
vel, ~85 horsepower cmise rating 913 1
g, '
revolutions per minu~e at rated
~. ~o7rsepower;
lutions p er minute cat t a k eo'ff power
po·w er
~, 00; revo9 700
· .
revo 1utions per minute 2,500.
~, ; crmsmg

ute.
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MODEL TSI0-520-D
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

MODELS TSI0-520-C, -G, -H
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Remarks

The TSI0-520-D engine is th e power plant in the
Beechcraft Turbo Bonanza.

Remarks

The TSI0-520-C and -H engines are used in the
Cessna T210.

Specifications

Specifications

Dimensions with standard equipment installed:
length (turbo not includ~d) 42.58 inch ~s , h ei&ht
29.4 inches, width 33.56 mches; dry weight w1th
accessories 484 .5 pounds; cylinders 6; bore 5.25
inches· stroke 4 inches; displacem ent 520 cubic
inches; compression ratio 7.5: 1.

Dimensions with standard equipment installed :
length 40.91 inches, h eight 20.04 inches, width 33.56
inches; dry weight with accessories 458.01 pounds;
cylinders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 520 cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5: 1.
Performance

Performance

Sea-level rating 285 horsepower; takeoff rating at
sea level 285 horsepower; cruise rating 215 horsepower; revolutions p er minute at rated power 2,700;
revolutions per minute at takeoff 2,700; cruising
revolutions per minute 2,500.

Sea-level rating 285 horsepower.; takeoff rating, sea
level, 285 horsepower; cm1se ratmg 214 horsepower;
revolutions p er minute at rated power 2,700; ~e~o
lutions p er minute at takeoff power 2,700; crmsmg
revolutions per minute 2,500.
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MODEL GTSI0-520-F
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Specifications

Dimensions with standard equipment installed:
length 56.25 inches, width 34.04 inches, height 25.25
inches; dry weight with accessories 590 pounds;
other specifications as in -D model below.
Performance

Sea-level rating 425 horsepower; takeoff rating 425
horsepower; cruise rating 318 horsepower; revolutions p er minute at rated power and takeoff 3,400;
revolutions per minute at cruise 2,900.

MODEL GTSI0-520-C
P1ime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

MODEL GTSI0-520-D
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Re1narks
Remarks

The GTSI0-520-C engine is the power plant in the
C essna 411.

The GTSI0-520-D engine is the power plant in the
Cessna 421.

Specifications
Specifications

Dimensions with standard equipment installed:
length 43.06 inches, h eight 23.25 inches, width 34.04
inches; dry w eight vvith accessories 552.52 pounds;
cylinders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 520 cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5:1.

Dimensions with standard equipment installed:
length 42.56 inches, height 26.78 inches, width 34.03
inches; dry weight with accessories 578 pounds;
cylinders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 520 cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5:1.

Performance
Performance

Sea-level rating 340 horsepower; takeoff rating, sea
level, 340 horsepm.v er; cruise rating 255 horsepov,rer;
revolutions per minute at rated po' ·er 3,200; revolutions per minute at takeoff power 3,200; cruising
re volutions per minute 2,800.

Sea-level rating 375 horsepower; takeoff rating, sea
level, 375 horsepower; cruise rating 282 horsepower;
revolutions per minute at rated power and takeoff
3,400; revolutions per minute at cruise 2,900.
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Rl300 ENGINE (C7BA)
Rl820-82A ENGINE (C9)
Prime Contractor : Curtiss-Wright Corporation

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation
Remarks

Am?ng applications of the R1300 Cyclone 7 series
engmes are the North American T-28A trainer the
Sikorsky H-19 helicopter, and the Goodyear ZPG
and ZS2G airships.

Remarks

A 9-cylinder, single-row radial reciprocating engine,
the C9 is manufactured for the Gmmman S-2D,
S-2E and E-1B series aircraft.

'

Specifications

Specifications

Dry weights 1,065 to 1,092 pounds; length 48.12
inches; diameter 50.45 inches; fuel grade 91/96.

.

.

Dry weight 1,479 pounds; length 50.1 mches; diameter 55.74 inches; fuel grade 1151145 ·

Performance

Performance

Takeoff power at sea level800 brake horsepower.

Takeoff power at sea level1,525 brake horsepower.

R-312
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R3350-26W D E NGINE

Prim e Contractor: Curtiss-\i right

orporation

R e marks
An 18-c ·Iinder, double-ro" radial r ciprocat:iJ1a ng in , the R3350- 26\VD is m anufactur · d for th
Douglas AD seri es and th e L ockh d P-~ s ri s a.ircraft.

YRC-180-2 ROTATING COMBUSTION
ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation
Remarks
The rotating combustion engine is a new internal
combustion engine which operates on the familiar
Otto cycle but incorporates a unique and simplified
geometry which provides a very high ratio of power
to displacem ent. D esigned for Navy aircraft applications, the YRC-180-2 is an advanced version of
the RC2-90, the initial rotating combustion aircraft
engine developed by Curtiss-\i\Tright. It is an aircooled, twin-rotor engine incorporating JP fuel injection with coordinated spark ignition. The engine
is naturally aspirated and h as its own cooling air
blower. Torque, air, and fu el consumption characteristics are comparable to conventional reciprocating engines; size, weight, and smoothness of operation approach that of turbine engines .

Spe cifications
Dry ,;o,reight 2,925 pounds; length 81.23 inch -s; diame ter 55.62 inches; fu el grade 115/ 145.
P e rforntance
T akeoff power a t sea level 2,700 horsepower.

R3350-32\V ENGINE (TC18)

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-\i\ ri ght Corporation
Re1narks
The TC18 is an 18-cylinder, double-ro\~ radial t~J--
bocompound reciprocating engine used by the military services in P-2 and P-5 series aircraft.

Specifications
L ength 32.4 inches; h eight 18 inches; width 20.7
inches; weight 278 pounds.

Specifications
Dry weight 3,560 pounds; length 91.8 inches; diame ter 56.59 inches; fuel grade 115/ 145.

Performance
Takeoff rating 310 brake horsepower at 6,000 revolutions p er minute.

Perforntance
T akeoff power at sea level3,700 brake h orsep ower.

R-313
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H-63 ENGINES
Prime Contractor: Nelson Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Rl830 RECIPROCATING ENGINE

Nelson Aircraft Corporation produces to order the
H-63, a 4-cylinder, 2-cycle air-cooled engine certified by the Federal Aviation Administration as a
po~er plant for single-seat helicopters; it is also
av~rlable for propeller-driven aircraft. Model H-63C: IS the basic helicopter unit for vertical installati?n. Model H-63-CP (photo) is the same basic engme but w~thout clutch, fan, and shroud; it is int~nded for mstallation in a horizontal position with
direct drive to. the ~ropeller. In development is a
n~w model which will weigh about 75 pounds and
will_ have a propeller speed by reduction gear, a
choice from 1,800 to 2,800 revolutions per minute.

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whit11ey Aircraft

Remarks
First installed in the famous Pan American Airways
Martin China Clipper in th e early 1930s, the R1830
Twin Wasp is a 14-cylinder, radial, air-cooled piston
engine, now out of production but still in service.
A 1,000-horsepower engine was installed in th e
Douglas DC-3 and the 1,200-horsepower version
eventually powered most of the DC-3s. This engine,
also the power plant for the Lockheed Lodestar and
other aircraft, was manufactured in greater numbers
than any other Pratt & Whitney model between
1932 and 1947.

Specifications
":'eight 76 pounds (H-63-C), 68 pounds (H-63-CP);
displacement 63 cubic inches; compression ratio 8: 1;
fuel grade 80/87.

Specifications (Model SlC3-G)
Length 61.16 inches; diamet_er 48.19 inches; bore 5:5
inches; stroke 5.5 inches; displacement 1,830 cubic
inches; compression ratio 6.7: 1; dry weight 1,467
pounds.

Performance
H-?3-C: takeoff rating 43 horsepower at 4,000 revolutions per minute, continuous same. H-63-CP:
takeoff rating 48 horsepower at 4,400 revolutions
per minute, continuous 45 horsepower at 4,000 revolutions per minute.

Performance
Rating 1,200 brake horsepower at 2,700 revolutions
per minute.

R-314
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R2000 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Rl340 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Remarks
Out of production but still in use, the R2000 Twin
Wasp is a 14-cylinder, radial, air-cooled piston engine. It powered the Douglas C-54 Skymaster, workhorse of World War II, the Berlin airlift and the
transpacific airlift supporting the Korean ~ampaign.
Presently in Vietnam, it powers the Air Force C-2A
or de Havilland DHC-4A Caribou.

Prime Contractor : Pratt & Whitne) Aircraft

Remarks
Still in use, the R1340 vVasp \vas produced in num erous con£gurations for 35 yea rs-long r than an y
ot~~r Pratt & Whitney engine. It po'" ered many
mtht.a ry and commercial airplan es in aviation's pion eermg da~s . Among the planes still flying with
R1340 engmes are the de H avilland Otter, the
Grumman Malla rd, and various h elicopters .
Specifications (Model SlHl-G)
L ength 47.8 inches; diameter 51.81 inches; dry
w eight 930 pounds.

Specifications (Model 2SD13-G)
Length 59.66 inches; diameter 49.1 inches; bore 5.75
inches; stroke 5.5 inches; displacement 2,004 cubic
inches; compression ratio 6.5:1; dry weight 1,605
pounds.

Perforinance
Rating 600 brake horsepower at 2,250 revolutions
p er minute.

Performance
Rating 1,450 brake horsepower at 2,700 revolutions
per minute.

R-315
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R4360 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

R2800 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks
Still in military and commercial service, the R2800
Double Wasp is an 18-cylinder, radial, air-cooled
piston engine which powered many military aircraft
in World War II. Between 1939 and 1960 125 443
of these engines were manufactured.
'
'

Remarks
A 28-cylinder, radial, air-cooled piston engine, the
R4360 was the most powerful engine of its type
produced. It was d eveloJ?ed during v:'orl.d War II
and still powers the Boemg C-97, Fauch1ld C-119,
and Douglas C-124 Globemaster transports and the
Boeing 377 Stratoliner.

Specifications (Model CBI6)
L ength 81.4 inches; diameter 52.8 inches; bore 5.75
inches; stroke 6 inches; displacement 2,804 cubic
inches; compression ratio 6.75:1; dry weight 2,390
pounds.

Specifications (Model B6)
Length 96.5 inches; diam e~er 55 inches; bore 5.~5
inches; stroke 6 inches; displacement 4,363 cubic
inches; compression ratio 6.7: 1; dry weight 3,584
pounds.

Performance
Rating 2,400 brake horsepower (with water injection) at 2,700 revolutions p er minute.

Performance
Rating 3,500 brake horsepower (with water injection) at 2,700 revolutions p er minute.

R-316
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RJ-4·3-MA-3 MILITARY RAMJET

RJ-43-l\'IA-ll RAMJET

Prim e Contractor: The i.Vlarqu ardt Company

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Company

Remarks

Remarks
The RJ-43-MA-11, produced for the Air Force, is a
with
complete nacelle-type supersonic ramjet ena"ine
0
a high compression inlet spike. This engine (2 units)
provides the cmise propulsion source for the Boeincr
0
Bomarc B interceptor missile.

~eve~op e d for the Air Force the RJ-43-MA-3 eng m ~ IS a. complete nacelle-typ e supersonic ramjet
e n gm e w rth. a conical shock inlet. Cruise propulsion
f~r th e Boemg Bomarc A interceptor missile is provided by 2 of these ramje t engines.

Specifi cations

L en g th 173.4 inch es; diam eter 28.1 inch es; conical
spike ; external compression ram inlet; weight 503
pounds; fu el 80/ 87.

Specifications
Length 171.8 inches; diameter 28.1 inches; semiisentropic spike, external compression ram inlet;
weight 525 pounds; fuel JP-4.
Performance
Cruise thmst 1,685 pounds net jet; maximum thmst
13,300 pounds.

Performance

Cruise thrust 1,650 pounds net jet; maximum thrust
7,500 pounds n et jet.

R-317
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MA 7 4-ZAB RAMJET
Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Company

MAI50-XAA RAMJET
Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Company

Remarks
Developed for Army use, the MA74-ZAB is a nace_lle-type subsonic. and su-rersonic ramjet engine
with normal shock mlet. It IS the cruise propulsion
source for North American Rockwell's Roadrunner
target missile system for low-altitude application.

Remarks
The MA150-XAA is a nacelle-type subsonic and
supersonic ramjet engine with normal shock inlet.
It provides the cruise propulsion for the Army's
North American Rockwell Advanced Roadrunner
target missile system for high- and low-altitude
application.

Specifications
Length 90.7 inches; diameter 16.5 inches; weight
llO pounds; fuel JP-4; convergent sonic exit.

Specifications
Length 104.5 inches; diameter 19 inches; weight 165
pounds; fuel JP-4; convergent sonic exit.

Performance
Thrust 1,790 pounds net jet.

Performance
Thrust 2,300 pounds net jet at low altitude, 575
pounds net jet at high altitude .

R-318
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Prime Conh·actor: The ~ifarquardt Compan

SCRAMJET
Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Company

Retnarks

Remarks

The ejector ramjet is a composite (rocket-ramjet)
engine concept d eveloped by Marquardt under Air
F~rc_e sponsors:1ip. It has potential application to
~ISSil e propuls10n , advanced high pa) load ratio _orbttal launch vehicles, and advanced next-generation
airc~aft. _The engine concept combines rockets and
ramjets mto a simple liuhhveiuht acceleration and
.
'
b
b
crutse propulsion system which provides vehicle
p erf?nnance (1) superior to separate rockets and
ramje ts b ecause of commonality of structure plus
rocket thrust augmentation and (2) competitive
with complex turbomachinery at hypersonic flight
speeds.

Marquardt is developing a supersonic combustion
ramjet for hypersonic acceleration and cruise perfonnance. Applications include hypersonic cruise
vehicles, recoverable launch vehicles, and defense
and tactical missile systems.

EJECTOR RA111JET
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50l-Dl3D COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP

250-Cl8 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Remarks

Remarks

The 50I-D~3D i~ the power plant for the Convair
580, operah~g .with 4 airlines, I4 corporations, the
Federal AVIation Administration, the U.S. Air
Force, and Canadian armed forces. A similar engine
powers the Lockheed Electra.

Model 250 powers the Bell JetRanger, the Fairchild
Hiller FH-IIOO, and the Hughes 500 light helicopters.
Specifications

Length 40 inches; width I9 inch e~; h ei~ht 22.5
inches; weight I39 pounds; compressiOn raho 6.2:I;
compressor stages 6 axial, I centrifugal; turbine
stages 4.

Specifications

~ength I4~ inches; width 30 inches; height 43
mches; weight I,756 pounds; compression ratio
9.25: I; compressor stages I4; turbine stages 4.
Performance

Performance

Rating 3, 750 equivalent shaft horsepower.

Rating 3I7 shaft horsepower.

250-C20 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT
Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors
Remarks

The 250-C20 is scheduled for production in early
I97I for light helicopters.
Performance

Rating 400 shaft horsepower.

R-320
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501-D22 COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP

250-B15 COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of G n ral Motors

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Re1uarks

Remarks
The 250-B15 received its FAA Type Certificate in
March 1969. It h as been flight-proven in the Cessna
337, the Helio Courier, and the Siai Marchetti
L1019.

The 501-D22 turboprop engin e po,vers the Lockh eed 100, commerci al version of th e military H ercules.
Specifications
~ ength 1 4 ~ inches; width 27 inch s· h eight 39
mche s; w e1ght 1,833 pounds; compression ratio
9.55: 1; compressor stages 14; h1rbine stages 4.

Specifications
L ength 44.5 inches; width 19 inches; height 22.5
inches; weight 144 pounds; compression ratio 6.2:1;
compressor stages 6 axial, 1 centrifugal; h1rbine
stages 4.

Perforntance

Rating 4 ,680 e quivalent shaft horsepower.

Perfor1nance
Rating 317 shaft horsepower.

250-B17 COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor: Allison Division of G eneral Motors
Re1narks
The 250-B17 is scheduled for production in early
1971 for light single- an~ twin-engine aircraft.
Performance
Rating 400 shaft horsepower.

R-321
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T56-A-7 MILITARY TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

T56-A-14 MILITARY TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Remarks

Remarks

The T56-A-7 is a military engine operational in various versions of the Lockheed C-130 Hercules serving !he Air Force, the Navy, the Coast Gua;d, the
Manne Corps, and the Military Airlift Command as
well as the governments of 11 foreign nations. The
T56-A-8 is used in the Grumman E-2A and C-2A
aircraft.

The T56-A-14 is a follow-on military engine for the
Lockheed P-3 antisubmarine warfare plane.
Length 146 inches; width 27 inches; height 44
inches; weight 1,885 pounds; compression ratio
9.55:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Specifications

Performance

~ength 14~ inches; width 27 inches; height 39
mches; wetght 1,833 pounds; compression ratio
9.55:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Rating 4,910 equivalent shaft horsepower.

Specifications

Performance

Rating 4,050 equivalent shaft horsepower.
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T56-A-l5 MILITARY TURBOPROP

T63-A-5A MILITARY TURBOSHAFT

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of G eneral Motors

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Remarks

Remarks

The T56-A-15 is in Air Force service as the power
plant for th e Lockheed HC-130H search, rescue,
and recove ry aircraft.

The T63-A-5A powers the Army OH-6A light observation helicopter.

Specifications

L ength 40 inches;. diame~er 22.5 inches; weight 138
pounds; compressiOn rati~ 6.2:1; compressor stages
6 axial, 1 centrifugal; h1rbme stages 4.

Specifications

~ ength 14~ inches; ·w idth 27 inches; h eight 39

mches; w e1ght 1,825 pounds; compression ratio
9.55: 1; compressor stages 14; hubine stages 4.

Performance

Rating 317 shaft horsepower.

Perfor1nance

Rating 4,910 equivalent shaft horsepower.

T63-A-700 MILITARY TURBOSHAFT
Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors
Remarks

The T63-A-700 powers the Army OH-58A light observation helicopter.
Specifications

L ength 40 inches;. diame~er 22.5 inches; weight 138
nds· compressiOn ratio 6.2:1; compressor st.
p Ou
'
b· "·
ages
6 axial, 1 centrifuga1; tur me stages 4.
Performance

Rating 317 shaft horsepower.

H-323
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TF4l MILITARY TURBOFAN

AVCO LYCOMING TURBOFAN

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycoming Division

Remarks
A~lison undertook the TF41 development jointly

Remarks
Avco Lycoming's gas turbine d esign philosophy
centers about a "universal" concept which permits a
basic power producer to be wed to a variety of
output configurations. One significant result of this
approach has been th~ dev~lopmen_t of a new seri: s
of turbofan engines m which a high bypass raho
fan has been mated to T53 and T55 power producers. The most obvious benefit of this concept is
that these new turbofans feature an already proven
core engine backed by millions of hours of operating experience. Thus the op~rator can be assu.red
in advance of improved specific fuel consumption,
low noise levels, high reliability, and low initial and
operating costs. These new turbofans are ideally
suited to both standard and steep gradient aircraft
which require substantial operating economies and
operate in the medium-al~itude,_ Mach .8 and below
range. Medium-size busmess Jets and long-range
patrol craft are potential applications. The series
includes the ALF-301 and the ALF-501 (photo).

with Rolls-Royce Ltd. The TF41-A-1 is in produc~on f~r the U.S. Air Force A-7D close-support tactical fighter. The TF41-A-2 is an uprated version
wit? minor chan~~s to accommodate Navy specificatiOns. The Military Qualification Test for the
!~41-A-2 w~s completed in July 1969; the engine
IS m production for the Navy A-7E Corsair carrierbased attack fighter.
Specifications

The TF41 is a 2-shaft turbofan with a 3-stage front
fan, bypass, and 2-stage low-pressure compressor.
It also incorporates an 11-stage high-pressure compressor, can-annular combustor, and 4-stage turbine. Length 106 inches (TF41-A-1).
Performance
Thrust 14,250 pounds (TF41-A-1), 15,000 pounds
(TF41-A-2).

Specifications
ALF-301: length 50 inches; d_iameter 35:2 inches.
ALF-501: length 52.3 inches; diameter 43 mches.
Performance
ALF-301 (T5319A core engine): thrust 2,600
pounds; specific fuel consumption .45 pound per
shaft horsepower per hour. ALF-501 (T55-L-ll core
engine): thrust 5,800 pounds; specific fuel consumption .417 pound per shaft horsepower per hour.
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T53 TURBOPROP GAS TURBINE ENGINE

T53 TURBOSHAFT GAS TURBINE ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco L ycoming Division

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycoming Division

Remarks

Remarks

Turboprop versions of the T53 power the Army 1
Grumm an OV-1 Mohawk STOL surveillance airc~·a ft and the Swis~ C3504 training and tow target
aircraft . T~ ese engmes are b asically the same as the
sha ft verswns except for the front- end a earina
which mates the engine to a propeller. Theb 1 ,400~
shaft-hOI:s: power mod~l, T53-L-701 (photo) , is the
latest Imhtary production configuration· it will b e
installed on advanced Mohavvks. The ALP-101 is a
n ew growth version rated at 1,800 shaft horsepower.

Two newly developed, higher-rated models in the
T53 series of gas turbine engines have been developed as growth versions of the T53-L-13, the
Am1y's prime helicopter power plant.. The more
powerful version, T53-19A (photo), provides.28 p~r
cent more power with only a 24-poun~ weigh~ mcrease and delivers a horsepower-to-weight ratio of.
3.2. A second version, T53-17A, retains the T53-L13 reduction aear and is flat rated at 1,500 shaft
horsepower f~ exceptional hot day performance.
T53 models power Army, Navy, and Air Force versions of the Bell. UH-1 Huey tactical helicopter, the
Army/ Bell AH-1G attack helicopter, and the Air
Foree/Kaman HH-43 rescue helicopter. The engine
also powers the commercial Bell Models 204 and
205. Two 1,500-shaft-horsepower T53s are installed
on the Canadair CL-84 tilt-wing V/STOL.

Specifications

L ength 59 .inches; di~m eter 23 inches; compressor
sta ? es 5 axial,. 1 centnfugal; compressor turbines 2
(1 m L-7 verswn); power hubines 2 (1 in L-7 version).
Perfonnance

Specifications

ALP-101: 1,800 shaft horsepower- specific fu el consumption .57 pound per shaft ho;sepower per hour.
T53-L-701: 1,400 shaft horsepower; specific fuel
consumption .59 pound per shaft horsepower p er
hour: T53-L-15: 1,160 shaft horsepower (flat rated);
specific fuel consumption .62 pound p er shaft horsepower per hour. T53-L-7: 1,100 shaft horsepower;
specific fuel consumption .69 pound p er shaft horsepower per hour.

Length 48 inches; diameter 23 inches; compressor
stages 5 axial, 1 centrifugal; compressor turbines 2
(1 in L-11 version); power turbines 2 (I in L~ ll version).
Perforrnance

T53-19A: 1,800 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumption .57 pound per shaft horsepower per hour.
T53-17 A: 1,500 shaft horsepower (flat rated); specific fuel consumption .59 pound per shaft horsepower
per hour. LTCIK-4C: 1,500 shaft horsepower; .58
pound per shaft horsepower per hour. T53-L-13:
1,400 shaft horsepower; specific fu el consumption
.58 pound p er shaft horsepower per hour. T53-L-11:
1,100 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumption
.68 pound per shaft horsepower p er hour.
R-325
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T55 TURBOSHAFT GAS TURBINE ENGINE

ADVANCED-TECHNOLOGY TURBOSHAFTS

~rime_ <?~ntractor: Avco. Corporation, Avco Lycommg DIVISion

Prime Contractor: Avco Corpora tion, Avco Lycoming Division

Remarks

Remarks

Co~tinuing the proven design philosophy of the T53
senes, ~e, T55 se~~s is the more powerful of A vco
Lycommg s 2 fam1hes of gas turbine engines. Twin
3,75?-shaft-horsepower T55-L-lls power the Army/
Bo~mg-Vertol ~~-47~ Chinook medium transport
h elicopter, provi_d~ng It with substantially increased
payload and crmsmg speed. A growth version of the
T55, LTC4B-12 (photo), has been developed with
special application to power advanced close air support aircraft. The L TC4B-12, which develops 4,370
shaft horsep?wer on a hot day, provides a horsepower-to-weight ratio of over 6.4. Like the T53
series, all T55 models feature modular const t'
. . . fi ld
rue IOn
to mimmize e maintenance downtime.

Two new advanced-technology engine models are
b eing d eveloped for VTOL, STOL, and V/STOL
applications in the early 1970s. The Avco Lycoming
PLT-27, d eveloped to succeed the fam ed T53 series,
is designed for application to UTT AS, commercial
transports, and advanced V /STOLs. The LTC4V-l,
successor to the T55 series, is designed for application to light transports, heavy logistics h elicopters,
compound helicopters, V /STOLs, and compound/
convertible stowed rotorcraft.
Specifications

PLT-27: length 33.5 inches; diameter 16.9 ~nches;
weight 280 pounds. L T_C4V-l: length 41.32 mches;
diameter 22 inches; weight 570 pounds.

Specifications

L ength 44 inches;
. l diameter 24.25 inches ,· co mpressor stages 7 axia , 1 centrifugal; compressor tu b'
. L7
. )
r mes
2 (1 m
- versiOn ; power turbines 2.

Performance

PLT-27: 1,950 shaft horsepower. LTC4V-1: 5,000plus shaft horsepower.

Performance

LTC4B-12: 4,370 shaft horsepower (hot day rated) ·
specific fuel consumption .504 pound per shaft
horsepower per hour. T55-L-ll: 3,750 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumption .52 pound per
shaft horsepower per hour. T55-L-7C: 2,850 shaft
horsepower; specific fuel consumption .6 pound per
shaft horsepower per hour.
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J69-T-25 TURBOJET

J69-T-4IA TURBOJET

Prim e Contra ctor: Continental Aviation and Engin eering Corpora tion

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation

Remarks
Current production installation: C essna T-37 USAF
jet trainer.

Remarks
Advanced drone application.
Specifications
Length 46 inches; diameter 22.3 inches; compression
ratio 5.85:1; compressor stages 2; turbine stages 1;
vveight 350 pounds.

Specifications
L ength. 50 inches; diameter 22.3 inches; compression ratio 3.8:1; compression stages 1; turbine stages
1; weight 364 pounds.

Performance
Thrust 1,920 pounds; specific fu el consumption l.l.

Performance
Maximum thrust 1,025 pounds; normal rated thrust
880 pounds; specific fuel consumption 1.12; oil consumption .5 pound per hour.

J69-T-406 TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation
J69-T-29 TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation

Remarks
Current production installation is the BQM-34E
drone.

Remarks
Current production installation is Ryan BQM-34A
Firebee.

Specifications
Weight 360 pounds; compression ratio -5.5:1.
Performance
Thrust 1,920 pounds military rating, 1,719 pounds
normal; airflow 30.5 pounds per second; specific
fuel consumption l.l.

Specifications
Length 44.8 inches · diameter 22.3 inches; compression ratio 5.3:1; co~pression stages 2; turbine stages
1; weight 340 pounds.
Performance
Maximum thrust 1,700 pounds; nor~al rated _thrust
1,375 pounds; specific fuel consumptiOn 1.1; ml consumption 1 pound per hour.
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Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation

T65-T-l TURBOSHAFT
Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engi.neering Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Featuring 2 independent engines combined with
automatic power-sharing system, the T67-T -1 has
been flight tested in a UH-1D helicopter.

Commercial Model TS325-1, FAA Type Certificate
Number E6CE.

Specifications

Length 34.2 inches; dia~eter 18.3 inches;. compression ratio 6: 1; compressiOn stages 2; turbme stages
2 gas generator plus 1 power turbine; weight 136
pounds.

T67-T-l TWIN TURBOSHAFT

Specifications

Length 5~ inche~; 21 inches high by 38 inches wide;
co~presswn_ raho 7.5:1; compression stages 3 per
engme; turbme stages 2 gas generator plus 1 power
turbine per engine; weight 540 pounds.

Performance
Performance

310 shaft horsepower at .67 specific fuel consumption.

1,700 shaft horsepower maximum, 1,540 continuous;
specific fuel consumption .55.

JIOO-CA-100 TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation
Remarks

The }100-CA-100 turbojet is a rugged, dependable
engine intended for propulsion of unmanned aircraft. It has a 2-stage transonic axial compressor
plus a single-stage centrifugal compressor.
Specifications

Weight 430 pounds; compression ratio 6.3:1.
Performance

Thrust 2,700 pounds; airflow 44.5 pounds per second; specific fuel consumption 1.1; operational altitude 75,000 feet.
R-328
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TS120-G6 TURBOSHA_F T

J65-W-16A ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Enain eering Corporation
°

Remarks

The J65-W-16, used by the mili~ary in the A-~A,
A-4B A-4C series aircraft, is a smgle-spool, aXIalflow, ' compressor-type jet power plant.

Remarks

Model TS120 industrial '--'
e:as turbine enaine
is b eina
t:>
t:>
d eveloped under contract to U.S. Army Mobility
Equipment Research & D evelopment C enter.

Specifications

Specifications

L enath 108 inches; diameter 37.5 inches; weight
t:>
2, 757 pounds; fuel JP-4.

L_ength 29.2 in~h es ; 2?.8 inches \vide by 21.6 inches
high; compresswn ratio 5.6 : 1; compression stages 2;
turbine stages 1; weight 215 pounds.

Performance

Takeoff rating at sea level 7,700 pounds thrust.

Performance

180 shaft horsepower at .65 specific fuel consumption.
j65-W-7 ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation
Remarks

The J65-W-7, used by the ~ilitary in the F/RF-84F
aircraft, is a single-spool, axial-flow, compressor-type
jet power plant.
Specifications

Dry weight 2,795 pounds; length 115 inches; diameter 37.5 inches; fuel JP-4.
Perfor1nance

Takeoff power at sea level 7,800 pounds thrust.
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ENGINES {TURBINE)

TPE 331 COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona

T76 MILITARY TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona '

Remarks
The AiResearch
T76 military tu rb oprop engme
.
h N
power~ t e . orth American Rockwell OV-lOA aircraft,
m service
.
· A
th with Air Force an d M anne
Corps
umts. mong e features of this
.
counterrotation props for twin-e:nT~:e _are opp?site
immediate response to lo d
. g
Installations,
a reqmrements
d
"d
reverse thrust.
, an rap1

Remarks
The Garrett-AiResearch TPE 331 commercial turboprop engine powers 17 different models of military
and commercial aircraft in service throughout the
world. The military aircraft are the Handley Page
Jetstream C-lOA and the Argentinian AX-2 COIN
aircraft. Commercial aircraft are the Swearingen/
Fairchild FS-226 Metro, the Short Brothers Skyvan,
the Mitsubishi MU-2, the Pilatus Turbo Porter, the
Swearingen Merlin liB, the Volpar Turboliner, the
Carstedt Jetliner, the Conroy Stolifter, the Interceptor 400, the Fairchild Hiller Porter, the Aero Commander Turbo Commander and Hawk, the Volpar
Super Turbo 18, the Air Parts FU-24, and the
Turbo-Beaver DHC 2.

Specifications
Length 44.5 inches; width 19 25 . h
.
inches; weight 336 pounds· co~ me es; he1ght 27
trifugal; turbine 3-stage arlal. pressor 2-stage cenPerformance
715 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consu
.
pound per shaft horsepower per h
mption .6
weight ratio 2.13.
our; power-to-

Specifications
Dimensions vary with model: length from 42.69
inches to 46.01 inches, width from 19.3 inches to
21.18 inches, height from 25.85 inches to 27.07
inches; weight from 331 to 343 pounds; compressor
2-stage centrifugal; turbine 3-stage axial.
Performance
575 shaft horsepower (TPE 331 series), 665 shaft
horsepower (TPE 331-1 series), 715 shaft horsepower (TPE 331-2 series), 840 shaft horsepower
(TPE 331-3 series); optimum specific fuel consumption from .588 to .665 pound per shaft horsepower
per hour; power-to-weight ratio from 1.98 to 2.45.
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ENGINES (TURBINE)

TSE 231 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona

TSE 36 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT
Prime Conn·actor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona

Remarks

Remarks

The Garrett-AiResearch TSE 231 commercial turboshaft engine will power the new Gates Twinjet heli-

The Garrett-AiResearch TSE 36 commercial turboshaft engine powers 2 n ew light helicopters, the
Enstrom T-28 and the Verticraft VC-1.

copter.
Specifications

Specifications

Length 41 inches; width 20.8 inche_s; heig?t 22.93
inches; weight 174 pounds; free turbme engme with
the power turbine_ gas coup~ed to the gas generator;
straiaht-through a1r:flow destgn.

Length 30.2 inches; width 27 inches· heiaht 21
inche~; weight 178 pounds; single-stage,'singl~-entry
cent~·1fugal compressor; single-stage, radial-inflow
turbme.

b

Performance

Performance

474 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumption
_ 05 pound Rer shaft horsepower per hour; power6
to-weight ratio 2.73.

240 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumption .83
po~nd pe~ shaft horsepower per hour; power-toweight ratio 1.35.
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ENGINES (TURBINE)

TFE 731 COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona

ATF 3 COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Los Angeles

Remarks

Remarks

The Garrett-AiResearch TFE 731 will be available
on the Learjet 25 and the Swearingen SA-28T in
1972.

The Garrett-AiResearch ATF 3 will b e available on
the North American Rockwell Series 60 Sabreliner
in 1971.

Specifications

Specifications

Length 54.4 inches; width 32.6 inches; height 38.3
inches; weight 620 pounds; 2-spool geared front fan
engine will enable 6- to 10-place aircraft to fly nonstop across the United States.

Length 95 inches; width 32 inches; h eight 32 inches·
wei?ht 800 to 850 p~unds; firs~ 3-shaft gas generato;
engme to be tested m the Umted States will enable
10- to 12-place aircraft to fly nonstop coast to coast
at high subsonic speeds.

Performance

Performance

Thrust 3,406 pounds; specific fuel consumption .49
pound per pound thrust per hour; power-to-weight
ratio 5.7.

Thrust 4,000 to 5,000 pounds; specific fuel consumption .44 pound per pound thrust p er hour; power-toweight ratio 4.7.
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ENGINES (TURBINE)

J79 M ILITAR Y T U RBOJET

P ri m e Con tra ctor: G neral E l cb·ic Compan

J85 MILITARY AFTERBURNING TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

R e marks

Remarks

A milita ry h.uboje t en 0ain e, th r9 is , idel us don
Ai..r Force, -av , and NATO aircraft incl uding the
L ockh eed F -104, the C on vair B-58, tl1 Nortl1 America n Ro ckw ell R A-5C, and th
icD onn ll D ouglas
F -4 Phantom. Current produ cti on models a.re tl1e
]79-10, ]79-17, and ]79-19.

F eaturing a higher tl1mst-to-weight ratio than any
other production h.trbojet in its class, the afterburning J85 provides added aircraft speed capabilities
with minimum weight and frontal area penalties.
The fully modulating variable exhaust nozzle permits optimum nozzle area over the entire operating
envelope. Current applications include the Northrop
supersonic T-38, F-5, and CF-5 and the Fiat G.91 Y
fighter aircraft. The J85-21 (photo), 5,000-poundthmst higher airflow version, evolved as a result of
the extensive flight experience of tl1e J85-5, -13, -15
power plants and the successful component development of a 9-stage variable-stator compressor. By late
1969, the -21 had completed 125 flight-test hours in
a modified F-5A aircraft and was expected to be
available in 1970.

Specifications

L eng th 208.69 inch es; diam eter 39.6 in ches· "' eight
3,800 pounds ; compressor stages 17; turbine stages 3.
P e rformance

Thrust w ith afterburn er 17,900 p oun ds.

Specifications

Compressor stages 8 (9 stages in J85-21); annular
combustor; turbine stages 2; length 112.5 inches
(-21), 104.6 inches (-5), 105.6 inches (-13, -15); maximum diameter 21 inches (all models); weight 670
pounds (-21), 584 pounds (-5), 597 pounds (-13), 615
pounds (-15); thmst-to-weight ratio 7.5 (-21), 6.6
(-5), 6.8 (-13), 7 (-15).
Performance

Maximum tlu-ust 5,000 pounds (-21), 3,850 pounds
(-5), 4,080 pounds (-13), 4,300 pounds (-15).
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J85 NON-AFTERBURNING TURBOJET

TF39 MILITARY TURBOFAN

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks

Remarks
The TF39 is a high bypass ratio turbofan powering
the Air Force/Lockheed C-5 heavy logistics transport over exceptionaily long distances. Engine parts
are d esigned for unusually long life.

~he dry. J85 turbojet is a compact, lightweight design whiC? makes an ideal power plant for transports, tramers, fighters, VTOL aircraft, missiles,
and takeoff boost applications. This engine provides
power for the SAAB 105, the North American T-2C
and OV-10Z, the Canadair CL-41G the Cessna
A-37B, the McDonnell Douglas ADM-20, the GE/
Ryan XV-5B, the Bell X-14A and the Fairchild
Hiller AC-ll9K and C-123K ~ircraft. There are 2
versions, J85-4 and J85-17.

Specifications
Length 189.5 inches; maximum diameter 100 inches;
thrust-to-weight ratio 5.85:1 plus; bypass ratio in
the 8:1 class; pressure ratio at cruise altitude in
the 25:1 class.

Specifications

Performance
Maximum thrust 41,100 pounds.

Compressor stages ~; annular combustor; turbine
~tages 2; le?gth 40.5 mches; maximum diameter 17.7
mches; weight 404 pounds (-4), 398 pounds (-17)·
thrust-to-weight ratio 7.3 (-4), 7.2 (-17).
'
Performance

Maximum military thrust 2,950 pounds (-4), 2,850
pounds (-17).
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ENGINES (TURBINE)

GEl 1\HLITARY/COMMERCIAL TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

GE4 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: G eneral Electric Company
Remarks

Remarks

Tl_1e GE4 is the augmented turbojet engine which

The GEl building-block approach provides for one
aas aenerator as the basis of a family of advanced
prop~lsion systems. Building-block componentsturbofans, afterburners, thmst vectoring devicesare added to the GEl gas generator to provide performance and configurations tailored to specific aircraft missions and designs. The GEl features application versatility, time and cost savings, and hardwar e standardization.

~:vdl power the U.S. supersonic transport. The GE4

mcorporates proven design features of the J79 and
YJ93 engi.nes as ~veil as advanced technology. Fulls~al~ engme testmg b egan in mid-1966 and is contmumg along with major component testing. Several
hours of Mach 2.7 cmise operation have b een completed in an altitude test facility.
Specifications

Specifications

Length 296 inches; inlet diameter 63.2 inches; maximum exhaust nozzle diameter 90 inches; weight
11,300 pounds; fuel commercial aviation kerosene.

The GEl, as compared with the earlier J47 engine,
represents a 51 percent reduction in length and 79
percent reduction .in volume, with reduced weight
and fuel consumption.

Performance

Takeoff thmst 67,000 pounds.

Performance

The GEl is in the same thmst class as the J47 and
has a versatility of thmst size spanning a range of
almost 6 times the basic gas generator thrust.
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CF700 COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN

T58 MILITARY TURBOSHAFT
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks
An aft-fan version of the J85/CJ610 turbojet family,
t~e C~700 has been in service since 1965. Applications ~nclu.de the Fan Jet Falcon 10-passenger business jet aircraft. It is used also in the Bell lunar
laml~ng training vehicle to equalize the forces of
gravity and rockets for pilot control movements.

Remarks
The T58 turboshaft engine is produced in several
configurations for a wide variety of helicopters and
VTOL aircraft. Applications include the Sikorsky
SH-3A/D, CH-3C/E, HH-52A, and HH-3E/F, the
Boeing-Vertol CH/UH-46A/D, the Kaman UH-2A/
B!C, the Bell Helicopter UH-1F, the Agusta Bell
204B, and the Bell Aerospace X-22A. Engine models
currently in service are T58-1, -3, -5, -8, and -10; a
higher-rated version, the T58-16, is under development.

Specifications (CF700-2D)
Length 53.6 inches; fan diameter 33.1 inches; weight
725 pounds; compressor stages 8 axial flow· turbine
stages 2, axial flow.
'
'

Specifications
The T58 engine employs a 10-stage axial-flow compressor with variable-geometry stator, annular combustor, 2-stage gas generator ~rhine, a?d 1-stage
(free) power turbine; length 59 mches; diameter. 21
inches; weight 340 pounds. The T58-16 engme
utilizes the same compressor and combustor and
employs air-cooled ga~ generator tu~bine an~ 2stage (free) power turbme; length 64 mches; diameter 24 inches; weight 440 pounds.

Performance
Takeoff thrust 4,250 pounds; maximum continuous
thrust 4,120 pounds.

CJ610 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Performance
1,300 to 1,500 shaft horsepower (in-service models),
1,870 shaft horsepower (T58-16).

Remarks
The CJ610, a derivative of the J85 turbojet, has
b~en produced in 4 configurations. Twin CJ610 en~mes power. the Commodore Jet, the Hansa Jet,
nd the Learjet business aircraft.

Specifications (CJ610-6)
Le~gth 51.1 inches; flange diameter 17.7 inches;
weight 392 pounds; thrust-to-weight ratio 7.5:1·
romp ressor stages 8; turbine stages 2.
•
Performance
Takeoff thrust 2,950 pounds.
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T64 MILITARY TURBO SHAFT/TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

TF34 HIGH BYPASS TURBOFAN
1 tric Company
Prime Contractor: General E ec

Remarks

Remarks
l Electric hicrh byThe TF34-GE-2, a new Generda elopment for the
. under ev
pass ratio turbo fan, IS
. broarine warfare
Navy/Lockheed S-3A (V~X) alntiS~pecific fuel con. pro VIdes . ow range an d u till' zes
aircraft. The engme
sumption over a broad operating nular combustor,
a variable stator compressor, a;hich have proved
.
features
and air-coo Ie d turb me,
. es
so successful on other GE engm .

The T64 is a free turbine power plant for helicopter
and V/STOL aircraft. Produced in turboprop and
turboshaft con£gurations, major design considerareliability
tions were low fuel consumr)tion ) hicrh
b
'
ease of maintenance, and growth potential. Initial
models produced up to 2,850 shaft horsepower; as a
res~It of growth development, current production
enwnes. are rated to 3,925 shaft horsepower. Applications mclude the Sikors:k)' CH-53A/C/D and HH53B/C, the Lockheed AH-56A, the de Havilland
Buffalo, the Fiat G.222, the Kawasaki P2-J, the Shin
Meiwa PS-1, the Ling-Temco-Vought XC-142A, and
the VFW VC-400.
Specifications

The basic engine consists of a 14-stage axial-How
compressor, through-How annular combustor, 2stage gas g~nerator turbine, and 2-stage axial-How
po_wer turbme. Power output is provided by an
ax1al forward extending drive shaft. Addition of a
planetary speed decreaser gear allows creation of a
turboprop configuration with a centerline above or
below the engine centerline. The T64-16 is 68
inches long; maximum diameter 20.1 inches; horsepower-to-weight ratio 4.9; weight 700 pounds.
Performance

Maximum 3,080 shaft horsepower (T64-3), maximum 2,850 shaft horsepower (T64-6), Hat rated
to 3,370 shaft horsepower at 92 degrees Fahrenheit
(T64-16), 3,925 shaft horsepower (T64-7, -413),
takeoff 3,060 equivalent shaft horsepower (CT64820-1/-2).
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CF6 COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN

CJ805-3 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks

Remarks

The CF6 engine is an advanced-technology, high
?ypass t':rbofan selected to power domestic and
mt~rcontu:ental versions of the DC-10 trijet. Two
basic engmes are being developed, the CF6-6 for
the DC-10 Series 10 and the CF6-50A for the DC-10
S~~ies 30. Both engines have built-in growth capabihty for increased thrust without change in extern~! configuration or major internal rework. The enfmes are very similar in design, sharing the same
hr_ont fan, compressor, annular combustor, 2-stage
Igh-pressure turbine and 5-stage low-pressure
~rtine. However, the' CF6-6 employs a single set
0
h'l oo~er stages to supercharge the core engine
w bi e t e CF6-50A uses 3 sets of booster stages and
a ypass .valve system. Both engines are designed to
meJt sli~rm.gent commercial standards of long life
afn re ability, easy maintenance very low specific
ue1kconsumption ' lo w soun d 1eve, I s and no visible
smo e .. The CF 6-6 is being manuf;ctured and will
be ava~lable for 1971 deliveries; the CF6-50A will
be avarlable for delivery in 1973 .

The CJ805-3 turbojet is a single-rotor compressor
and turbine engine which features split compressor,
combustion, and turbine casings for easy access and
maintenance. Its conical construction reduces engine weight and assures optimum strength-to-weight
ratio. Other features include variable stators, hydromechanical externally mounted control systems, and
single-rotor compressor and turbine requiring only
3 main bearings. Following an extensive testing
program, the CJ805-3 entered commercial airline
service in May 1960; it is in service with 6 operators.
Specifications

Length ll0.4 inches (engine only); maximum diameter 31.6 inches; engine weight 2,817 pounds.
Performance

Takeoff thrust 11,650 pounds.

Specifications

Length 172.5 inches; diameter 92 inches· weight
7,350 pounds (CF6-6), 8,100 pounds (CF6-SoA).
Performance

Takeoff thrust 40,000 pounds
pounds (CF6-50A).

(CF6-6), 49,000
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CJ805-23 COMMERCIAL TURBOFAt~
Prime Contractor: Gener al Electric Company

CT58 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks

Remarks

The CJ805-23 is a turbofan version of the CJ805-3
turbojet. It features split compressor, combustion,
and turbine section casings for ease of maintenance.
Conical construction reduces engine weight. Its single-rotor compressor and htrbine require only 3
main bearings. Other feahues include variable stators and external hydromechanical control systems
for easy servicing. The addition to the basic CJ805-3
of an aft fan with a single-stage hubine compressor
increases takeoff thrust by over 35 percent and
fuel economy by 10 to 15 percent. The CJ805-23 is
in service with 10 domestic and overseas carriers.

The CT58-ll0 con£guration, serving a variety of
helicopter applications, has been succeeded by the
higher-rated CT58-140, ·which began proc:luction in
1965. Modification of the -110 engines to the higher
power rating is accomplished throu~h kit conversion. Applications include the Boemg-Vertol 107
and the Sikorsky S-61 and S-62.

Specifications

Takeoff rating 1,400 horsepower (CT58-140), 1,250
horsepower (CT58-110).

Specifications

Lenath 59 inches; maximum width 21 inches;
weight 340 pounds (CT58-140).
Performance

Length 130.6 inches (engine only); maximum diameter 56 inches; engine weight 3,766 pounds.
Performance

Takeoff thrust 16,100 pounds .
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CT64 COMMERCIAL
TURBOSHAFT/TURBOPROP

LM1500 GAS TURBINE
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks
Available as a shaft power engine or as a gas generator, the LM1500 is derived from the J79 aircraft
engine. It supplies high-speed propulsion for new
Navy patrol motor gunboats and powers the Navy's
hydrofoil ship USS Plainview. The LM1500 is used
also for gas pipeline pumping and power generation for electric utilities.

Remarks
Commercial configurations of the military T64 turboshaft/turboprop are in production and certified
for civil use. The CT64-410-1 and CT64-810-1 are
turboprop engines; the CT64-610-1 is a direct-drive
power plant.
Specifications (CT64-810-l turboprop)
Le~gth 112.9 inches; maximum height 46 inches;
weight 1,167 pounds; compressor stages 14; turbine
stages 4.

Performance
14,000 horsepower at normal 80 degrees Fahrenheit.

Performance
Maximum equivalent shaft horsepower 2,850.
LMIOO GAS TURBINE
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company
Remarks
Derived from the T58 aircraft engine, the turboshaft LM100 for marine and industrial uses develops up to 3 horsepower per pound of weig?t.
It occupies less than 10 cubic fee_t and ~an be _mstalled in many places where a reciprocatmg engme
of comparable power. would not fit. T~e L~100
provides main propulsiOn fo: the ~- S. Vt~tona hydrofoil and the Bell SK-5 mr-cushwn vehiCle. The
engine is also used in oil well fracturing units, gas
pipeline pumping, and emergency power generation applications. Performance is in the 1,100-horsepower class.
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GEl / 10 AUGMENTED TURBOFAN
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

LM2500 GAS TURBINE
Prime Conb·actor: General Electric Company
Re1narks

Remarks

The L M2500 is deri ved from the GE TF39 high b ypass turbofan engine. The L M2500 m arine power
plant h as a fu el ra te approxima tely 25 p ercent b etter
than current production m arine gas turbines of the
sam e pov.rer class.

The GEl/10 augmented turbofan engine is a derivative of the GEl turbojet engine first tested in 1963.
It provides the technological basis for the XFlOOGE-100, the GE-proposed po\ver plant for the Air
Force F-15 air superiority aircraft, and for the F400GE-400, the GE-proposed power plant for the
Navy's new air superiority/fleet defense fi!?hter, ~e
F-14B. The GE1/10 is approximately 38 mches m
diameter and 152 inches long.

Perforntance

25,000 horsepower class.

LFl "TURBOTIP" LIFT-FAN SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company
.
th
'bl "T rbotip" propulswn system,
e
A converti
.
d verhca
· 1 ta k e. d . e d tou power high-spee
L:1 I~ es~~ aircraft. The "Turbotip" fan system
1
0
a? anf
·ng-mounted lift fans and a nose fan
consists oI 2 'tWIh of the aucra
.
f t. Th e lift f ans, m·
to lcodnt:z"othpiNCASA XV-5B VTOL research aircraft,
· J85
sta le m. ethe gas g~nerator thrust of th e twin
1
nearIy tripe
power plants.
Remarks
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T34 MILITARY TURBOPROP

JITD12 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAIT
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
Development of the T34 (PT2) axial-How turboprop engine began in 1945. The engine was put
mto production in 1953. It powers the Douglas
C-133 Cargomaster.
Specifications

Remarks
A turboshaft adaptation of the JT12 engine, the
JFTD12 has a 2-stage free turbine added in the
rear. Two of these engines power the Sikorsky S-64
Skycrane, an all-purpose, heavy-lift transport helicopter.

Length 155.12 inches; diameter 34.06 inches; weight
2,870 Rounds; overall pressure ratio 6.25: 1; axial
How, smgle rotor; compressor stages 13· turbine
stages 3.
'

Specifications (JITD12A-5A)
Length 107 inches; diameter 34 inches; weight 935
pounds; overall pressure ratio ~.85: 1; free turbine
drive; compressor stages 9; turbme stages 4.

Performance
Thrust 7,500 shaft horsepower wet, 6,500 dry.

Performance
Rating 4,800 shaft horsepower.
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}58 MILITARY TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

}57 MILITARY TURBOJET

Remarks
The J58 powers the twin-en!Tine
Mach 3 Lockheed
0
YF-12A
interceptor
and
the
SR-71
strateaic
recon•
t>
na1ssance aircraft.

Remarks
The J57 turbojet, which put American military aircraft into supersonic flight, was produced from 1951
to 1965. Winner of the 1952 Collier Trophy, it was
the first engine to reach 10,000 pounds of thrust.
Among the craft it powers are the Boeing B-52
bomber, KC-135 tanker-transport, and C-135A transport, the North American F-100, the McDonnell
Douglas F-101, F-6, and A-3, the Convair F-102, and
the Ling-Temco-Vought F-8. Over 54,000,000 operating hours have been accumulated by the more
than 21,000 J57s produced.

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Specifications
Classified.
Performance
Thrust in the 30,000-pound class.

Specifications (J57 -P-43 WB)
Length 167.3 inches; diameter 38.9 inches; overall
pressure ratio 12.5: 1; weight 3,870 pounds; axial
flow, dual rotor; compressor stages 16; turbine
stages 3.
Performance
Thrust 13,750 pounds, afterburning versions 18 000
pounds.
'
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J75 MILITARY TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

J52 MILITARY TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
Design work on the J75 (JT4 commercial) began in
1952. To design an engine with 50 percent more
output but only slightly larger than the similar J57
(JT3) at the time, engineers took the advanced step
of increasing the hub-to-tip ratio. This essentially
reduced the diameter of the hub which reduced
weight and increased the airflow. The engine is
used in the Republic F-105 and the Convair F-106.
More than 1,500 engines were shipped between
April1957 and July 1964.

Remarks
Similar in design to the larger J57 and J75, the J52
was introduced in 1957. Configurations of this engine power the McDonnell Douglas A-4F and TA4F Skyhawk, the Grumman A-6A, and the North
American Rockwell Hound Dog missile.
Specifications (J52-P-8A)
Length 116.9 inches; diameter 30.15 inches; overall pressure ratio 13.1; weight 2,118 pounds; axial
flow, dual rotor; compressor stages 12; turbine
stages 2.

Specifications
Length ~37.6 inches (J75-P-17), 259.3 inches (-P19W); diameter 43.5 inches· overall pressure ratio
119·1·
. How, dual rotor;' compressor stages 15;
· ·. ' aXIal
turbme stages 3; total weight 5,875 pounds (-P-17),
5,960 pounds (-P-19W).

Performance
Thrust 9,300 pounds (-P-8A).

Performance

Thru~t, afterburning (-P-17) 24,500 pounds afterburnmg plus water injection (-P-19W) '26,500
pounds.
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JT3 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitne Aircraft

JT4 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
?n October _26, 1958, the JT3 Turbo \ asp ushered
m tl~ e Amencan commercial jet age. A commercial
verswn of the J57, this eng ine was produced from
1958 to 1961. Confiaura tions are in wide servic on
the Boeing 707-120 an d 720 and the McDonnell
Douglas DC-8-10.

Remarks
A larger, advanced configuration of the JT3, the
JT4 (military version ]75) is used in the longdistance Boeing 707-320 and McDonnell Douglas
DC-8-20, -30 airliners. Built b etween 1959 and 1961
it has attained a time between overhauls of 13 400
~~-

Specifications (JT3C-6)
L ength 138 inches; diameter 38.8 inches; weight
4,234 pounds; overall pressure ratio 13; axial flow ,
dual rotor; compressor stages 16; turbine stages 3.

Specifications (JT4A-ll)
Length 144.1 inches; diameter 43 inches; weight
5,100 pounds; overall pressure ratio 12; axial flow,
dual rotor; compressor stages 15; turbine stages 3.

Perforntance
Thrust 13,500 pounds with water injection.

Performance
Thrust 17,500 pounds.

)

)
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JTI2/J60 TURBOJET

JT3D COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
The JT12A-8 (military designation J60), smallest in
the company's jet engine family, powers the 4engine Lockheed JetStar and the twin-engine North
American Rockwell Sabreliner business aircraft.

Remarks
A widely used turbofan engine and the winner of
endurance records, the JT3D evolved from the J57.
It features improved thrust ratings and lower fuel
consumption. Configurations of this engine power
the Boeing 707-120B, 720B, and 707-320B/C and
the McDonnell Douglas DC-8-50, DC-8F, and Super
Sixty series.

Specifications (JTI2A-8)
Length 76.9 inches; diameter 21.9 inches; weight
4?8 pounds; overall pressure ratio 6.7:1; axial flow,
smgle rotor; compressor stages 9; turbine stages 2.
]60-P-4 same except for length: 70.6 inches.

Specifications (JT3D-7)
Length 134.4 inches; diameter 53 inches; weight
4,260 pounds; overall pressure ratio 13.5; axial flow,
dual rotor; compressor stages including fan 15; turbine stages 4.

Performance
Thrust 3,300 pounds, both versions.

Performance
Thrust 19,000 pounds.
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JT8D COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN
Prime Contractor: Pratt & vVhitne · Aircraft

TF30 MILITARY TURBOFAN

Remarks
The company-financed JT8D was designed and developed _from the outset for application to shortand medmm-range aircraft. This engine has reached
a maximum time behveen overhauls of 11,450 hours.
The JT8D turbofan engine powers t11e Boeing 727
and 737, the twin-engine McDonnell Douglas DC9, and the Sud-Aviation Super Caravelle lOB lOR,
and llR.

Remarks
The 20,000-pound-thrust-class TF30 was the first
afterburning turbofan engine to complete an official
150-hour qualification testing. Configurations of this
engine power the hvin-engine General Dynamics/
USAF F-111A variable-sweep-wing supersonic
fighter. A non-afterburning version is the power
plant for the LTV A-7 AlBIE aircraft. Specifications
for afterburning versions are classified.

Specifications (JT8D-ll)
Length 120 inches; diameter 42.5 inches; weight
3,310 pounds; overall pressure ratio 17.5:1; axial
How, du_al rotor; compressor stages including fan
13; turbme stages 4; full-length fan duct.

Specifications (TF30-P-8)
Length 128.1 inches; diameter 42.1 inches; weight
2,526 pounds; overall pressure ratio 18.1:1; axial
How, dual rotor; compressor stages including fan
16; turbine stages 4.

Performance
Thrust 14,500 pounds.

Performance
Thrust 12,200 pounds (non-afterburning).

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
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TF33 MILITARY TURBOFAN
Prime Contractor: Pratt &.Whitney Aircraft

JT9D COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whih1ey Aircraft

Remarks
Configurations of the TF33 (JT3D in the commercial version) power the Boeing B-52H, C-135B, and
KC-135B and the Lockheed C-141A.

Remarks
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT9D, which powers
the 490-passenger Boeing 747, is a turbofan engine
of an advanced design producing 43,500 pounds of
thrust. The JT9D has an 8-foot-diameter inletalmost twice that of the 19,000-pound-thrust JT3D
turbofan engine which is the workhorse of the longrange Boeing 707 and McDonnell Douglas DC-8 jet
Beets and the military Lockheed C-141 StarLifter.
In spite of its size, the JT9D is quieter than earlier
jet engines and is only 128 inches long-6 inches
shorter than the JT3D. The new engine weighs
8,470 pounds. The JT9D utilizes advanced cycle
and design concepts which have been under development for several years. New combustion chamber
components substantially shorten the combustion
section and, by making individual compressor stages
produce higher pressure, also reduce the number of
compressor stages req~ired. The J~~D uses a rotary
spinner to improye airflow co~d1hons and_ has a
plug nozzle in the exhaust sectiOn. The engme has
a total airflow of 1,495 pounds per second, an overall pressure ratio of 22:1, and a bypass ratio of 5.1:1.
It has one fan stage, 15 compressor stages including
the fan, and 6 turbine stages. The low-speed compressor section has 3 stages; the high-s~eed co_mpressor section, 11 stages. ~e low-speed ~rbme
section has 4 stages; the high-speed section, 2
stages. The turbine section is . air-cooled~ and the
engine has both titanium and high-alloy mckel steel
parts. The JT9D has 23 percent better specific fuel
consumption than the JT3D-3B now used in the
intercontinental-range jetliners. On takeoff, the fan
bypass airflow will develop 77 percent of the thrust;
at cruise altitudes, 61 percent.

Specifications (TF33-P-7)
Length 142.3 inches; diameter 53 inches; weight
4,675 pounds; overall pressure ratio 16.1: 1; axial
How, dual rotor; compressor stages including fan
16; turbine stages 4.
Performance
Thrust 21,000 pounds.
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SOUNDING ROCKETS
to 500 pounds to altitudes of 294 and 207 miles,
respectively; peak acceleration 15.2 g; towerlaunched; overall length including booster 603
inches; diameter 22 inches; developed for NASA.
Sounding rockets are listed under system contractor,
giring manufacturer's nomenclature, type, stages
and thrust, launch tt·ciglzt and or::erall length, perfomumce, remarks, and usiug organi::ations.

1\'lRO
Two-stage, unguided, solid sounding rocket; lstNike ~1-5 45,000, 2nd-Iroquois; 40 to 180 pounds
to altitudes of 180 to 85 miles, respectively; boomlaunched, under development AFCRL; maximum
acceleration 36 g; length 336.2 inches; weight at
lift-off without payload 1,591 pounds; payload area
79 inches by 7.75 inches diameter.
ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORPORATION,
A DIVISION OF THE SUSQUEHANNA
CORPORATION

AEROJET-GE~ERAL CORPORATION~

ARCAS

SPACE DIVISION

Single-stage solid sounding rocket; more than 6,000
flown; ARC 29KS-336; weight 65 pounds; length 7.5
feet; payload 10 pounds to altitude of 44 miles; all
services and NASA, Germany, France, Argentina,
Canada, Brazil, and Israel.

AEROBEE 150, 150A
Boosted single-stage sounding rocket; sustainer
liquid IH.FNA and aniline-furfuryl-alcohol mixture;
engine (4,100 pounds thrust for 51.8 seconds),
booster Aerojet 2.5KS-18,000 solid motor; weight
1,943 pounds (150), 1,941 pounds (150A); length
29.67 feet (150), 30 feet (150A); payload 150 pounds
to altitude of 152 miles; maximum accelC'ration 10.3
g; tower-launched; 3 fins (150), 4 fins (150A): attitud~ control and recovery systems available in both
vclucles; NASA, Air Force, Navy, Kitt Peak Observatory.

BOOSTED-ARCAS II
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-ARC MARC
42 AI (3KS-2740), 2nd-ARC HV ARCAS (29KS324); weight 135.3 pounds plus payload; length 13
feet 3 inches; payload 12 pounds to 86 miles; tube
or rail launch; Army, NASA, ESSA, ESRO.
ARGO A-2 (PERCHERON)
Boosted single-stage solid research rocket; Thiokol
Castor TX-33 with 2 Thiokol Recmit TE-29 (122,000 pounds total thmst); weight 10,000 pounds;
length 21 feet; payload 500 pounds to altitude of
200 nautical miles; first stage Shotput; NASA.

AEROBEE 170
B.oosted single-stage sounding rocket; sustain~r liqmd IRFNA and aniline-furfuryl-alcohol mixture;
engine (4,100 pounds thmst for 51 seconds), booster
Nike M-5 solid motor; vehicle weight 2,760 pounds;
length 36.3 feet; payload 150 pounds to altitude of
199 statute miles; maximum acceleration 19 g;
tower- or rail-launched; attitude control and reco_very system available; NASA, Air Force, Navy, Kitt
Peak Observatory.

ARGO B-1 (NIKE-CAJUN)
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48,700 pounds thmst), 2nd-Thiokol Cajun
TE-82 (9,600 pounds thmst); weight 1,550 pounds;
length 23 feet; payload 50 pounds to altitude of 94
miles; all services. and NASA.

AEROBEE 300, 300A
Two-stage sounding rocket; lst-Aerobee. 150 or
150A, 2nd-solid Aerojet Sparrow I.8KS-7800;
weight 2,103 pounds; length 33 feet (300), 33.3 fee~
(300A); payload 35 pounds to altihtde of 300 miles,
maximum acceleration 63.8 g; 300A has 4 fins;
NASA, Air Force.

ARGO B-2 (NIKE-APACHE)
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48,700 pounds thmst), 2nd-Thiokol Apache
TE-307 (5,900 pounds thrust); weight 1,550 pounds;
length 23 feet; payload 50 pounds to altihtde of 163
miles; all services and NASA.

AEROBEE 350

ARGO B-7 (HONEST JOHN-NIKE)

Nike M-5 boosted, single-stage, liquid sounding
rocket; 4 Aerobee 150 thrust chambers, 18,844
pounds of vacuum thmst; payload weights from 150

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-6
Honest John (86,000 pounds thrust), 2nd-Hercules
R-349
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M-5 Nike (48,700 pounds thrust); weight 5,464
pounds; length 40 feet; payload 250 pounds to altitude of 57 miles; Army, Air Force, NASA.

35KS-1375; weight 1,650 pounds; length 25 feet;
payload 40 pounds to altitude of 230 miles; all services and NASA.

ARGO B-10 (SWIK)

SIDEWINDER-ARCAS
Two-stage sounding rocket; 1st-Sidewinder :Mk 17
Mod 1A, 2nd-ARC I-IV ARCAS (29KS-324);
weight 166.4 pounds plus payload; length 14 feet
2 inches; payload 12 pounds to 72 miles; all services,
NASA, and Norway.

Two-stage solid research rocket; 1st-Thiokol Castor TX-33 (55,000 pounds thrust), 2nd-Hercules
X254 (14,100 pounds thrust); weight 13,200 pounds;
length 35 feet; payload 300 pounds to altitude of
750 miles; Army, Air Force.

ARGO C-22 (HONEST JOHN-NIKE-NIKE)

SPARROW-ARCAS
Two-stage sounding rocket; 1st-Aerojet Sparrow
Mk 6 Mod 3, 2nd-HV ARCAS (29KS-324); weight
206 pounds plus payload; length 12 feet 6 inches;
payload 12 pounds to 109 miles; all services and
ESRO.

Three-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules
M-6 Honest John (86,000 pounds thrust), 2nd and
3rd-Hercules M-5 Nike (48,700 pounds thrust);
weight 6,784 pounds; length 47 feet; payload 250
pounds to altitude of 118 miles· Army Air Force
NASA.
'
'
'

TRAILBLAZER I

ARGO C-23

Six-stage (including 3 do~nward-thrust packaged
in reverse in 3rd stage) sohd research rocket; 1stHercules M-6 Honest John (86,000 pounds thrust),
2nd-Hercules M-5 Nike (48,700 pounds thrust),
3rd-either Lockheed Lance (47,000 pounds thrust)
or Thiokol TX-77 (46,000 pounds thrust), 4thThiokol T-40, 5th-Thiokol T-55 (4,650 pounds
thrust), 6th-NASA/Langley 5-inch spherical motor; weight 7,500 pounds; length 56 feet; 3 stages
up to altitude of 200 nautical miles; 3 stages down
attain 24,000 feet per second (a "gun-fired" pellet
fired downward has reached 35,000 feet per second);
NASA.

Three-stage solid sounding or research rocket· 1stThiokol TX-33 with 2 Thiokol TX-77 (147,000
pounds total thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TX-261 (57,000
po~nds thrust), 3rd-Thiokol TX-306 (llKS-13430);
weight 14,3~ pounds; length 41.3 feet; payload 150
pounds to altitude of 2,000 nautical miles; Mach 21.

ARGO D-4 (JAVELIN)
Four-stage solid research rocket; 1st-Hercules M-6
Honest John (86,000 pounds thrust), 2nd and 3rdHercules M-5 Nike (48,700 pounds thrust each), 4th
7 !ercules X-248 (3,000 pounds thrust); weight
, 0 .pounds; length 48.7 feet; payload 100 pounds
to altitude of 550 nautical miles· NASA Air Force
DASA.
'
'
'

TRAILBLAZER II
Four-stage solid research rocket; ~st-Thiokol Castor TX-33 with 2 Thiokol Recruit TE-19 (122,000
pounds total thrust) 2nd-Lockheed Lance (47,000
pounds thrust)
'3rd-Hercules Altair X-248
(3,000 pounds thrust), 4th-Th~okol 15-inch spherical (5 000 pounds thrust); weight 13,344 pounds;
length 50 feet; 2 stag.es up, 2 stages downward t~
achieve reentry velocity of 22,000 feet per second,
payloads weighing from 5 to 65 pou~ds have b~en
flown with 2 additional stages (a 5-mch sphencal
motor and a pellet accelerator), and reentry ~eloci
ties of 55,000 feet per second have been achieved;
NASA, Air Force.

ARGO D-8 (JOURNEYMAN A)

Four-~tage solid research rocket; 1st-Thiokol XM20 With 2 Thiokol 1.5KS-3500 Recruits (121 000
pounds total thrust), 2nd and 3rd-Lockheed L~nce
(47,000 pounds thrust each) 4th H
I X 248
'
- ercu es (3 000
,
pounds thrust); weight 14,000 pounds; length
62 f~et; p~yload 135 pounds to altitude of 1,260
na~tical miles; Mach 24; holds record for highest
altitude (1,269 nautical miles) for recovered a _
load; NASA, Sandia.
P Y
METARC
Single-stage low-altitude meteorological rocket· re
usable; ARC 0.72KS-177; weight 6.7 pounds ~ith
net payload and parachute; length 3 feet 8.5 inches·
altitude 5,000 feet; Army.
'

SUPER ARCAS
Simple, versatile vehicle for probing th~ mesosphere
and ionosphere; single-stage system with separable
payload; employs a MARC 60A rocket motor of 370
pounds thrust, burning time 32.6 seconds; payloads
from 8 to 25 pounds; vehicle weight 95.8 pounds at
launch, 40.5 pounds at burnout; National Science
Foundation.

NIKE-ARCHER
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-ARC Archer
R-350
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HERCULES INCORPORATED

SANDIA LAB ORATORIES

DEACON (POGO-ID)
Single-stag H ercules X-220 solid motor (6,400
pounds thrust); ' ·eight 200 pounds; length 9.7 feet;
pa) load w igbt versus a.ltitude varies with each program· Arrm , Navy, NASA, ARPA.

NITEH..4.WK 9
Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; lstNike M-5 (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE416 Tomahawk (10,500 pounds thrust); diameter 9
inches; payload 125 to 175 pounds to altitudes beh-veen 165 and 200 miles; Mach 8.5; Atomic Energy
Commission.

LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, NASA
METEOR SIMULATION VEHICLE (1)
i'vlod.ified Trailblazer II, 6-stage solid research
rocke t; 1st-Thiokol Castor XM33E8 with 2 Tbiokol
Recruit X. 1-19 (122,000 pounds thmst total), 2nd
-Thiokol TX-77 (47,000 pounds thntst), 3rd-Hercules Altai_r X-248 A-10 (3,000 pounds thrust), 4thNASA Cygnus-15 (3,200 pounds thmst, 15-inch diameter spherical), 5th-Cygnus-5 (550 pounds
th.rust, 5-inch diameter spherical), 6th-Firestone
Tire and Rubber Company shaped-charge accelerator and reentry p ellet; ARC spin-stabilized velocity package contains last 4 stages; 13 500 pounds;
51.5 feet; 2 stages to altitude of 300 kilometers, remaining stages packaged in reverse to achieve 20kilometer-per-second reentry velocity, 15 degrees
off vertical, at altitude of 75 kilometers; NASA.

NITEHAWK 12
Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; 1stNike M-5 (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE416 Tomahawk (10,500 pounds thrust); diameter 12
inches; payload 200 to 260 pounds to altitudes beh-veen 95 and llO miles; Mach 6; Atomic Energy
Commission.

METEOR SIMULATION VEIDCLE (2)
Modified Nike-Cajun, 4-stacre solid research rocket;
1st-Nike-Ajax (53,000 pou~ds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Cajun TE-82 (8,600 pounds thrust), 3rd-NASA
Cygn~ts-5 (550 pounds thrust, 5-inch diameter
sphencal), 4th-Army Ballistics Research Laborat~ry shaped-charge accelerator and reentry pellet;
Z1mmey Corporation spin-stabilized velocity package contains 2 sets of the 3rd and 4th stages
mounted in reverse; 1,575 pounds; 27.5 feet; 2
stages to altitude of 120 kilometers, 2 separate ree~tries of different pellet materials each with 11ktlor:neter-per-second reentry velocity, 15 degrees off
vertical, at altitude of 75 kilometers; NASA.

NIKE CAJUN
T\vo-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; lstNike M-5 (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Tbiokol TEM-82-1 Cajun Mod 1 (8,800 pounds thrust); diameter 6.5 inches; gross payload 70 pounds to altitude
of 85 miles; Mach 5; Atomic Energy Commission.

ADVANCED TERRIER TOMAHAWK 9
Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; 1stHercules BT-3 Advanced Terrier (66,800 pounds
thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE-416 Tomahawk (10,500
pounds thrust); diameter 9 inches; payload 175
pounds to altitude of 245 miles; Mach 9; Atomic
Energy Commission.

NAVAL MISSILE CENTER,
POINT MUGU, CALIFORNIA
TERRIER/55IC
Ground-launched 2-stage research rocket; 1stA.B.L. Terrier Mk 12 booster, 2nd-NWC Mod
551C; launch weight 2,750 pounds plus Rayl~ad;
payload 250 pounds to 250 nautical miles; m flrght
test.
HYDRA-IRIS
Two-stage research rocket capable of remote wat~r
launch ~rom free-floating launcher; lst-NavMisCen-designed cluster of 3 Aerojet Spa~-row ~II motors, 2nd-Atlantic Research CorporatiOn Ins; payload 200 pounds to 100 nautical miles; booster and
launcher being modified.

Nitehawk 12
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PHOENIX-I
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-RPI 5.5KS6100 KIVA-I, 2nd-RPI 3.0KS-4000 HOPI-I; weight
320 pounds; length 18 feet; payload 10 pounds to
altitude of 225 miles; all services.

MKE APACHE
Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; 1stNike M-5 (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TEM-307-2 Apache (5,300 pounds thrust); diameter 6.5
inches; gross payload 75 pounds to altitude of 100
miles; Mach 5.5; Atomic Energy Commission.

RAVEN
Single-stage RPI 7.8KS-1945 HOPI-IV solid motor;
weight 107 pounds; length 10.8 feet; payload 10
pounds to altitude of 225,000 feet; under development for meteorological use by all services and
NASA.

SANDHAWK
Single-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; Thiokol TE-M-473 Sandhawk (24,500 pounds thrust);
diameter 13 inches; length 24.1 feet; gross payloa.d
200 pounds to altitude of 110 miles; Mach 6; AtomiC
Energy Commission.

SIDEWINDER-RAVEN
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Naval Propellant Plant, Sidewinder 1A, 2nd-RPI 7.8KS1945 HOPI-IV; weight 208 pounds; length 17 feet;
payload 20 pounds to altitude of 400,000 feet; all
services.

ADVANCED TERRIER-SANDHAWK
Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; 1stAdvanced Terrier (66,800 pounds thrust), 2ndThiokol TE-M-473 Sandhawk (24,500 pounds
thrust); diameter 13 inches; length 38 feet; gross
payload 200 pounds to altitude of 263 miles; Mach
8.9; Atomic Energy Commission.

THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORPORATION,
ASTRO-MET DIVISION

DUAL HAWK

NIKE-TOMAHAWK
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules
M-5, M-5E1, or M-88 Nike (48,700 pounds thrust),
2nd-Thiokol TE-416 Tomahawk (10,500 pounds
thrust); weight 1,850 pounds; length 23.83 feet;
payloads 80 to 290 pounds, 6.75 to 12 inches in diameter, to altitudes between 95 and 300 miles;
NASA, Air Force, Navy, Sandia, University of
Michigan, McDonnell Douglas Corporation.

Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; 1stThiokol TE-M-473 Sandhawk (24,500 pounds
thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE-416 Tomahawk (10,500
pounds thrust); diameter 9 inches; length 35.7 feet;
gross payload 175 pounds to altitude of 340 miles;
Mach 10; Atomic Energy Commission.

TALLEY INDUSTRIES, INC.
HOPI CHAFF DART

TOMAHAWK
Single-stage solid sounding rocket; Thiokol TE-416
Tomahawk (10,500 pounds thrust); weight 531
pounds; length 11.75 feet; payload 125 pounds to
altitude of 60 miles (low-drag configuration with
payload of 60 pounds to altitude of 130 miles and
high-drag configuration with payload of 80 pounds
to altitude of 74 miles); NASA, Sandia, Navy.

Single-stage RPI 2.4-5600 HOPI-II solid motor;
weight 95 pounds; length 11 feet; payload 11.5
pounds to altitude of 380,000 feet; NASA.

JUDI BALLOON DART
Single-stage RPI 1.9KS-2150 JUDI-I solid motor;
weight 33.7 pounds; length 9 feet; payload (standard AF Mylar Robin Sphere) 10 pounds to 200,000
feet; all services and foreign governments.

TOMAHAWK-DART
Single-stage solid sounding rocket; Thiokol TE-416
Tomahawk (10,500 pounds thrust); weight 671
pounds; length 14.75 feet; payload (Dart) 140
pounds to altitude of 57 miles; NASA, Sandia.

JUDI CHAFF (OR PARACHUTE) DART
Single-stage RPI 1.9KS-2150 JUDI-I solid motor;
weight 33.7 pounds; length 8.6 feet; payload 10
pounds to altitude of 240,000 feet; all services,
NASA, and foreign governments.

ADVANCED TERRIER TOMAHAWK
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules
Mark 12 Mod 1 Terrier (17,000 pounds thrust); 2nd
-Thiokol TE-473 Sandhawk (24,500 pounds thrust);
weight 3,899 pounds; length 41.5 feet; payload 100
pounds to 350 miles or 350 pounds to 225 miles;
approximately 500 seconds flight time above 300,000
feet.

JUDI INSTRUMENTED DART
Single-stage RPI 1.9KS-2150 JUDI-I solid motor;
weight 33.7 pounds; length 9 feet; payload 10
pounds to altitude of 220,000 feet; all services and
foreign governments.
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American Airlines, 229-231
American Fivers Airline, 231, 232
American H~licopter Society awards, 43
American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics awards, 43
Amphenol Connector Division, see The
Bunker-Ramo Corporation
AN/APN-153(V) Doppler radar, R-241
AN/APN-182 Doppler navigation radar
set, R-253
AN/APN-190(V) Doppler radar, R-241
AN/APN-193 Doppler velocity sensor,
R-253
AN/ APQ-137 fire-control radar, R-195
ANI APX-72 transponder, R-192
AN/ ARN-90 TACAN beacon system,
R-214
AN/ARN-(99) Omega navigation set, 32
AN/ ASN-101 aircraft navigation system,
R-2ll
AN/FPQ-6 instmmentation radar, R-236
AN/FPS-77(V) weather radar, R-220
AN/FPS-85 space track radar system,
R-193
AN/GSl\-1-133 programmer comparator,
R-192
AN/PRC-72 radio set, R-194
AN/SPN-42 carrier landing system, 32,
R-186
Antares rocket motor, R-271
Anti-ice/rain removal valve, R-245
AN/TPQ-ll cloud height radar, R-221
AN/TPS-32 tactical surveillance radar, 32
AN/TPS-41 weather radar, R-199
AN/TPS-43 tactical radar, R-263
AN/TRC-97 radio relay terminal, R-238
AN/TRN-22 TACAN transponder beacon
system, R-226

AN/URN-20 TACAN beacon system,
R-215
AN/USQ-28 aerial surveying/mapping
system, R-218
AN /VPS-2 radar set, R-224
APD-5000 microfilm plotter, R-243
Apollo Applications Program, R-161
Apollo earth landing system, R-233
Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP), 30
Apollo program, 1-3, R-159
Apollo Range Instrumented Aircraft
(EC-135N), R-95
Apollo spacecraft (attitude control thrusters), R-275, R-283; (Command Module), R-160; (environmental control
system), R-202; (launch escape motor),
R-273; (optical unit assembly), R-219;
(orbit.al rate drive electronics), 35;
(Service Module), R-160; (service propulsion system), 25, R-266
Applications Technology Satellites 9
~In

'

'

Approach path indicator, R-225
AQM-37A target missile, R-142
AR2-3 rocket engine, R-282
Areas sounding rocket, R-349
Argo sounding rockets, R-349, R-350
Army, 207, 208
Army Aviation Association of America
awards, 45
ASROC/Terrier missile system, R-126
Astronaut backpack radio, 31
Astronaut maneuvering unit, R-225
Astronaut Portable Life-Support System
(PLSS), R-257
ATF 3 turbofan engine 28 R-332;
(nacelle/thrust reverser), 'R-183
Athena reentry test vehicles R-158
Atlantic Research Corporati~n 16 R- 141
' '
'
R-158, R-349, R-350
Areas sounding rocket, R-34 9
Argo A-2 (Percheron) research rocket
R-349
'
Argo B-1 (Nike-Cajun) sounding
rocket, R-349
Argo B-2 (Nike-Apache) sounding
rocket, R-349
Ar~o B-7 (Honest John-Nike) soundmg rocket, R-349
Argo B-10 (SWIK) research rocket
R-350
'
Argo C-22 (Honest John-Nike-Nike)
sounding rocket, R-350
Argo C-23 sounding rocket, R-350
Argo D-4 (Javelin) research rocket
R-350
'
Argo D-8 (Journeyman A) research
rocket, R-350
Boosted-Areas II sounding rocket
R-349
'
Gunrunner ballistic aerial target system, 16, R-141
Metarc meteorological rocket, R-350
Nike-Archer sounding rocket, R-350
Sidewinder-Areas sounding rocket,
R-350
Sparrow-Areas
sounding
rocket,
R-350
Super Areas sounding rocket, R-350
Trailblazer I research rocket, R-350
Trailblazer II research rocket, R-350
Missile Systems Division, R-158
Athena H reentry test vehicle, R-158

Athena (standard) reentry test vehicle, H-158
Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle, 10
Atlas launch vehicles, R-152; (propulsion
system), H-281
Atomic Energy Commission, 200-20.'3
Attitude control engines, H-270
Attitude director indicators, H-191, H-258
Aurorae satellite, H-175
Automatic flight control systems, H-190,
H-220
Automatic landing autopilot system,
R-247
Autopilot/flight director system, H-248
Auxiliary data annotation system, H-197
Auxiliary power units, 34, H-203
Auxiliary rocket engines, H-271
Aveo Corporation, 28, 58-62, H-184,
H-297 to R-303, H-324 to R-326
Applied Technology Division, R-184
Cold gas ammonia control system,
R-184
Resistojet spacecraft control system,
R-184
Avco Lycoming Division, 28, H-297 to
R-303, R-324 to R-326
Advanced-technology turboshaft engines, H-326
AI0-360 aerobatic engine, R-298
IGS0-480 fuel-injected, geared, supercharged reciprocating engine,
R-299
IGS0-540 series supercharged reciprocating engine, R-303
10-320 reciprocating engine, R-297
I0-360-A1A reciprocating engine,
R-301
10-540-K
reciprocating
engine,
R-301
I0-720 series fuel-injected reciprocating engine, R-300
0-235 series reciprocating engine,
R-297
0-540-B series reciprocating engine,
R-300
T53 turboprop gas turbine engine,
R-325
T53 turboshaft gas turbine engine,
28, R-325
T55 turboshaft gas turbine engine,
28, R-326
TIG0-541 series turbocharged piston engine, R-303
TI0-360 fuel-injected turbocharged
reciprocating engine, R-298
TI0-540-AlA reciprocating engine,
R-302
TI~-541 turbocharged piston engme, R-302
Turbofan engine, R-324
TV0-435 helicopter engine R-299
Awards, 41-45
'
Aztec D aircraft, R-112
Azur satellite, 9, R-175

B
B-1 bomber aircraft, 18
B-47E medium bomber R-28
B-52H missile platform'bomber R-2 8
B-57 bomber, R-83
'
B-58 Hustler bomber, R-56
B-66 Destroyer bomber, R-90
B-377MG aircraft (Mini Guppy), R-3

R-358

B-.'377PC: aircraft (Pregnant Guppy), H-:!
B-.'377SG aircraft (Super ( ;uppy), H-2
Ball Brothers Hcscarch Corporation, 8,
H-177
Orbiting Solar Ohscr\'atoril's, 8,
H-177
Bandito target (TDU-DB), H-I·IG
Bare base shelter, 33
Baron aircraft (B55), H-8; (D55), H-9;
(Tmho), H-9
Beech Aircraft Corporation, 10, 62, 63,
H-4 to H-16, H-141, H-142
AQl-.1-37 A target missile, H-1·12
Bcechcraft Aerohatic Bonanza, H-12
Ueechcraft Baron B55, H-8
Bccchcraft Baron D.5.5, H-~)
Becchcraft Bouanza E.'3.'3, H-11
Bccchcraft Bonanza E.'33A, H-11
Beechcraft Bonanza 3(-}, H-12
Beechcraft Bonanza V35A, H- 10
Beechcraft Duke, :\lode! 60, R-8
Beechcraft King Air B90, H-4
Beechcraft King Air 100, 10, H-5
Bcechcraft Model 4.5 Mentor, H-14
Becchcraft Musketeer Custom, H-13
Becchcraft Musketeer Sport, R-14
Beechcraft l-.luskctcer Super, H-13
Bcechcraft 99 Airliner, H-7
Beechcraft Queen Air A65, H-5
Beechcraft Queen Air B80, H-6
Beechcraft Queen Air 70, H-6
Bcechcraft Super I-118, H-7
Beechcraft Turbo Baron, H-9
Beechcraft Turbo Bonanza, H-10
L-2.'30, U-8D Seminole, R-15
L-2.'3F, U-8F Seminole, H-16
l'vfodels 1025, 1025-TJ target missiles, R-141
Sandpiper target missile Model 1069,
R-142
T-42A instrument trainer, R-15
U-21A, R-16
Bell Aerospace Company Division of
Textron Inc., 2, 3, 32, 36, 63-66, R-17
to R-20, R-185, R-186, R-269 to H-271
Agena engine (l\~odcl 8096), R-269
Air-cushion landmg system, R-185
AN/SPN-42 carrier landing system,
32, R-186
Apollo program, 2, ~
Attitude control engmes, R-270
Auxiliary rocket engines, R-271
Jet flying belt, 36, R-185
Lunar flying vehicle, R-186
Lunar flying vehicle engine, R-270
Lunar landing training vehicle, R-20
Model 8258 rocket engine, R-269
SK-5 (U.S. Army), R-18
SK-5 (U.S. Navy), R-18
SK-10, R-17
Surface effect ship, R-17
X-14B VTOL research aircraft, R-19
X-22A V/STOL research aircraft,
R-19
Bell Aerosystems Comp?~Y: see Bell
Aerospace Company DIVISion of Textron Inc.
Bell Helicopter Company, 23, 24, 66-69,
R-20 to R-27
AH-1G HueyCobra helicopter, R-25
AH-1J SeaCobra helicopter, 23, R-25
47G-3B-1, 47G-3B-2 helicopters,
R-20
47G-4A helicopter, R-21

47G-5 helicopter, R-:!1
:\lode! 533 compound helicopter,
H-:!7
OII-13S Sioux helicopter, R-2.5
011-58:\ obst·r.-ation helicopter, 2-!,
H-26
TH-1Tr trainin<T helicopter, H-26
TH-57 tr;tining helicopter, R-:!7
Twin Two-Twcln· helicopter, R-22
:205:\-1 helicopter, H-22
2_06:\ JetHanger, H-23
lll-lC, UH-1E Iroquois helicopters,
H-23
l' Il-l F Iroquois helicopter, H-2·1
U 11-111 Iroquois helicopter, H-24
l!ll-1~ Iroquois helicopter, H-2-!
Bell lekphone Laboratories, 12., H-127
Spartan antimissilc missile, 12, H-127
Sprint antimissile missile, 12., H-127
Bendix Corporation, The, 30, 69-75,
H-130, H-187 to H-194
Aerospact' Systems Division, 30
Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments
Package, 30
Communications Division, H-192 to
H-19·1
A~/APX-72. transponder, R-192.
A;\1 I FPS-85 space track radar system, H-193
AN/PHC-72. radio set R-194
_:-..l~dtil?lc address segr~gator, H-193
:'\ltssde Systems Di\·ision H-130
Talos shipboard missil~ R-130
Navigation & Control Division H-187
to H-192.
'
ADC-600 air data computer for
F-Ill, R-189
ADC-1000 digital air data coml)Uter
H-190
'
AN/CS~I-133 programmer comparator, H-192.
C-5 attitude director indicator, H-191
Control moment gyro, R- 187
H:ad-up display system, R-191
M l(:rovtsion, H-189
PB-60 automatic flight control system, R-190
Precision approach and landing S)'Stcm, R-188
Range indicator for Lun·u "I d I
H-188
• n
u e,

°

Stabilized platform system for Saturn vehicles, R-187
B?\:c~age service carts, R-261
B~kmt su.rveillancc system, R-143
B~osatelhte .spacecraft, 8, H-162
Bml J:?og ~Ircraft (0-lE), R- 44
BIH.DtE air defense system, R-228
Boemg Company, The 2 3 IO II 13 14
17 • 18• 75, 76, R-28' t~ H~35' R-l19,
R- 131 • R-l33, R-148, R-157 R-188 ,
Apollo program, 2, 3
'
B-1 bomber aircraft, 18
B- 4 7E medium bomber, H.-28
B-52H missile platform bomber
R-28
'
Bomarc B interceptor missile, R-131
Burner II launch vehicle 11 R-157
KC/C-135 tanker/tran;port series,
H.-32
Minuteman ICB~I 14 H.-119
~-IC stage, H.-148'
'
Saturn V launch vehicle 10 R-148
707-120 scric~s jetliners, i~-29

707-320 series jetliners, R-29
720, 720B jetliner, H.-30
727 medium-range jetliner, R-30
737 short-range jetliner, R-31
747 jetliner, 17, R-31
SR:\:'\1 short-range attack missile
(AG:'\l-69A), 13, R-133
Supersonic transport, 18, R-32
Commercial Airplane Division, R-188
Precision approach and landing system, H-188
\'crtol Division. H.-33 to R-35
CH-460 Sea Knight assault helicopter, H.-33
CH--17C Chinook transport helicopter, H-34
107 military transport helicopter,
H-34
107 twin-turbine transport helicopter, R-33
UH-46D medium transport helicopter, H-35
Boeing 747 air turbine drive, R-201
Boeing 7 47 environmental control system, H-255
Boman.: B missile, R-131
Bonanza aircraft (E33), R-11; (E33A),
H-11; (E33C, Aerobatic), R-12; (36),
H-12; (Turbo), R-10; (V35A), R-10
Boosted-Areas II sounding rocket, H.-349
BQ;\1-34:\ Firebce target drone, R-147
BQ\1-34E Firebcc II target drone, 16,
H-1·47
Braniff International, 232, 233
Brewer Trophy, 42
Bronco aircraft (OV-lOA), H-100
Buckeye aircraft (T-2A), R-101; (T-2B/C),
H-1ill; (T-2C), 22
Bullpup missiles (AG:'\I-12B/C), R-136
Bunker-Hamo Corporation, The, Amphenol Connector Division, 76, R-194
FuC'l gauge connector/cable assemblies, H-194
Bumer II launch vehicle, ll, R-157

c
C-IA Trader aircraft, R-61
C-2A Crevhound aircraft, R-61
C-5 Gala~y aircraft, 18, R-79; (a.ttitu~e
director indicator), R-191; (u:ertdtal
. .
. ·t en1 ), R-"3"·
(multtmo e
nav1gatwn
svs
~ ~,
radar system), R-~5!
94
C-9A aeromedical atrhft transport, RC-118 Liftmaster aircraft, R-92
C-124 Globemaster aircraft, ~-91
C-130E Hercules transport :urcraft, H-76
C-133 cargo transport, R-91
C-135 transport aircraft, ~-32.
C-140 JetStar tran:port aircraft, H-76
C-l41 StarLifter mrcraft, R-79
Ctdct aircraft, H-98
Calibration tracker, R-216
California Institute of Technology, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, 5, R-179
1\fnriner 1\fars 1969, 5, H-179
Mariner Mars 1971, 5, R-179
Viking, 5
Cameras (space'), 30
Cardinal aircraft, H-36
Cargo pallets, R-207, R-259
Cnribair airline, 233
Carrier landing system, 32, H.-186
Castor II/IV rocket motors, H-287

R-359

CCI Corporation, 77, R-275 to R-278,
R-317 to R-319
1\larquardt Company, The, R-275 to
R-278, R-317 to R-319
Demand mode integral rocket ramjet, R-277
Ejector ramjet, R-319
:\1.-\74-ZAB ramjet, R-318
MA150-XAA ramjet, R-318
R-lE rocket engine, R-276
R-4D rocket engine, R-275
R-5B rocket engine, R-275
H-6C rocket engine, R-276
H.-130 rocket engine, R-277
RJ-43-\lA-3 military ramjet, R-317
HJ-43-MA-11 ramjet, R-317
SCP/LASR\f integral ramjet rocket,
H-278
Scramjct, R-319
Centaur launch vehicle, R-153
Centurion aircraft (1\loclel 210 and TurboS\·stem), R-39
Ces~na Aircraft Corporation, 19, 77-79,
H-35 to R-45
A-37 strike aircraft, R-42
Agwagon-A, R-45
Cardinal, \lodell77, R-36
Citation, 19
Model 150, H-35
:\lode) 172, Skyhawk, R-36
1\lodcl 182, Skylane, H-40
l\lodel 210 Centurion, Turbo-System
Centurion, R-39
Model 3lOP, Turbo-System 3lOP,
R-39
1\lodcls 401A, 40.2A, R-43
Model 4.21A, R-43
O-lE Bird Dog, R-44
0-.2, H-44
Skywagon 180, R-37
Skywagon 185, R-37
Skywagon 206, Turbo-Sk)'\vagon
206, R-38
Skywagon 207, Turbo-Skywagon
207, R-38
Super Skylane, Turbo-System Super
Skylane, R-40
Super Skymaster, Turbo-System Super Skymaster, R-41
T-37B military trainer, R-41
T-41 military trainer, R-42
CF6 turbofan engine, R-338
CF700 turbofan engine, R-336
CH-460 Sea Knight assault helicopter,
R-33
CH-47C Chinook transport helicopter,
H-34
CH-53D/G helicopters, 23
Chandler Evans Control Systems Division
of Colt Industries, 79
Chaparral aircraft, R-97
Chaparral missile system, R-13.2
Cherokee aircraft (Arrow 200), R-110·
(E), R-108; (Six), R-109; (l40C):
H-108; (2350), R-109
Cheyenne compound helicopter (AH56A), R-75
Chinook transport helicopter (CH-47C)
~~

Chrysler Corporation, R-150, H.-156
l\Hssile Division, R-156
Redstone. H.-156
Space Division, H.-150
Saturn IB, R-150

,

Citation aircraft, 19
CJ610 turbojet engine, R-336
CJ805-3 turbojet engine, R-338
CJ805-23 turbofan engine, R-339
Collier Trophy, 41
Collision avoidance system, 32
Comanche C aircraft, R-Ill; (Twin,
Turbo Twin), R-112
Command and control center (airborne),
R-227
Command Module, R-160
Composite materials, R-209
Computed visual simulator, R-205
Condor missile, 15, R-136
Continental Airlines, 233, 234
Continental Aviation and Engineering
Corporation, see Teledyne Continental
Aviation and Engineering
Continental Motors Corporation, see
Teledyne Continental Motors
Control moment gyro, R-187
Convair 600, 640 aircraft, R-52
Convair 880, 880-M aircraft, R-53
Convair 990A aircraft, R-53
Cooperative Applications Satellite, R-175
Corsair II aircraft (Navy A-7), 21, R-81
Cougar aircraft (TF-9J), R-62
CP Air, 234, 235
Crusader aircraft (F-8), R-82
CT58 turboshaft engine, R-339
CT64 turboshaft!turboprop engine, R-340
Cubic Corporation, R-170
Geodetic SECOR, R-170
Curtiss-Wright Corporation, 28, 80, 81,
R-312, R-313, R-329
J65-W-7 turbine engine, R-329
J65-W-16A turbine engine, R-329
Rl300 engine (C7BA), R-312
Rl820-82A engine (C9), R-312
R3350-26WD engine, R-313
R3350-32W engine (TC18), R-313
RC2-60 rotating combustion engine,
28
YRC-180-2 rotating combustion engine, R-313

D
D-lOC commercial utility helicopter,
R-45
Dash 8 JetStar aircraft, R-76
DASH drone helicopters (QH-50), R-143
DC-6 aircraft, R-92
DC-7 commercial transport, R-92
DC-8 jet transport, R-93
DC-9 jet transport, R-93
DC-10 jet transport, 17, R-94; (propulsion package), R-240; (upper deck service center), R-261
DC static control panel, R-222
Deacon rocket motor, R-272
Deacon sounding rocket, R-351
Defense Satellite Communications System (Initial), R-167; (Phase II), 7,
R-168
De-icing systems, R-207
Delta Air Lines, 235-237
Delta launch vehicles, 11, R-154, R-155;
(second-stage engine), R-267; (thirdstage engine), R-286
Department of Defense, 203-215
Destroyer bomber (B-66), R-90
DICORAP projectile, R-241

DMIRR rocket ramjet propulsion system,
R-277
Dodge satellite, R-176
Doman Helicopters, Inc., R-45
Model D-IOC commercial utility
helicopter, R-45
Dragon antitank weapon, H-125
Drones and targets, 16, R-141 to R-147
Drum memory systems, H.-2.35
Dual Hawk sounding rocket, H-352
Ducting, H-259
Duke, Model 60 aircraft, H-8

E
E-1B Tracer aircraft, H-63
E-2 Hawkeye aircraft, 21, R-56
E-4 helicopter, R-49
E8100 automatic test systems, H-195
EA-6A Intruder aircraft, H-58
EA-6B Intruder aircraft, H-58
Early Bird satellite, H-165
Earth Hesources Technology Satellite, 9,
R-164
Eastern Airlines, 237, 238
EC-130E Hercules aircraft, H-77
EC-135N Apollo Hange Instrumented
Aircraft, H-95
Ejector ramjet engine, H-319
Emergency power units, R-252
Emerson Electric Company, Electronics
and Space Division, H-195, R-196
AN I APQ-137 moving target firecontrol radar, H-195
E8100 automatic test systems, R-195
Integrated Hadome Antenna and
RF Circuitry (RARF), R-196,
TAT-140 armament system, R-196
Engines (piston), 28, H-297 to R-316;
(ramjet), R-317 to R-319; (rocket), 25,
29, R-264 to H-296; (turbine), 26-28,
H-320 to R-348
Environmental Hesearch Satellites R-172
Eole satellite, R-175
'
ESR0-1B satellite, 9, H-175
ESSA satellite, 6, R-164
Executive 21 aircraft, R-97
Explorer 41 satellite, 8

F
F-1 rocket engine, 25, R-281
F-4B Phantom aircraft, R-84
F -4C Phantom aircraft, R-84
F -4D Phantom aircraft, R-86
F -4E Phantom aircraft, R-86
F -4 J Phantom aircraft, R-87
F-4K Phantom aircraft, R-87
F -4M Phantom aircraft, R-88
F-5 tactical fighter, R-105
F -8 Crusader aircraft, R-82
F-14 air superiority fighter, 20, R-63
F-15 air superiority fighter, 20
F -27M prop jet transport, R-46
F-100 Super Sabre aircraft, R-102
F-lOlB Voodoo interceptor, R-88
F-102A interceptor aircraft, R-51
F-104S Super Starfighter aircraft, R-69
F-105 Thunderchief fighter-bomber, R-50
F-106A interceptor aircraft, R-52
F-111 air data computer, R-189
F-Ill air inlet control, R-256
F-111A/E tactical fighter-bombers, R-54
F-111C strike aircraft, R-55

R-360

I'-111D tactical fighter-bomber, H-55
Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 18, 81-83,
H-46 to H-50, H-143, H-197 to R-201
SA-226TC Metro aircraft, 18
Aircraft Division, H-46 to H-49
Armed Porter, H-47
E-4 helicopter (OH-23F), H-49
F-2nl propjct transport, H-46
FI-1-2270 propjet transport, H-46
FH-1100 air ambulance, H-48
FH-1100 helicopter, H-48
Porter, H-47
SL-4 helicopter, H-4H
Hepublie Aviation Division, H-50,
H-143, H-200
Bikini surveillance system, H-143
F-105 Thundcrchief fighter-bomber,
H-50
Pulsed plasma microthruster, H-200
Space & Electronics Systems Division,
H-197 to H-200
AN/TPS-41 mobile weather radar,
H-199
Auxiliary data annotation system,
H-197
Continuous enlarger, H-198
Receiver test bench subsystem, R-200
SERT 2 spacecraft support unit,
R-197
Solar panels, R-199
Thermal control systems, R-198
Stratos Division, H-201
Boeing 747 air turbine drive, H-201
Total Environment Facility (TEF),
H-201
Falcon missiles, R-139
FB-111A strategic bomber, 20, H-55
Federal Aviation Administration, 215-217
FH-227D propjet transport, H-46
FH-1100 air ambulance, H-48
FH-1100 helicopter, H-48
Firebee target drone (MQM-34D Army;
BQM-34A Navy, Air Force), R-147
Firebee II target drone (BQM-34E Navy),
16, R-147
501-Dl3D turboprop engine, R-320
501-D22 turboprop engine, H-321
Flight instrument systems, R-219, H-247
Flight suit pressure regulator, R-244
Flite-Path display, R-218
Fly-by-wire stu.dy system, H-248
Flying Tiger Lme, 2.38, 239
47G-3B-l, 47G-3B-2 helicopters, R-20
47G-4A helicopter, H-21
47G-5 helicopter, R-21
Frontier Airlines, 239, 240
Fuel gauge connector/cable assemblies,
R-194
Fuel pump, 35
FW-4 rocket motor, R-292

G
Galaxy aircraft (C-5), 18, R-79; (L-500),
R-80
Garrett Corporation, The, 28, 34, 83-88,
R-202 R-203, R-330 to H-332
AiRes~arch Industrial Division, R-203
Aircraft engine and cabin turbocharging system, H-~03
AiHesearch Manufacturmg Company
of Arizona, 34, R-203, R-330 to
R-332
Auxiliary power units, 34, R-203

T76 turboprop engine, R-330
TFE 731 turbofan engine, R-332
TPE 331 turboprop engine, R-330
!SE 36 turboshaft engine, R-331
. fSE 231 turboshaft engine, R-331
A!llesearch ~fanufacturing Company
o~ Los Angeles, 28, R-202, R-332
Airborne special-purpose digital computers, R-202
'
Apollo environmental control svstem.
R-202
'
·
ATF 3_turbofan engine, 28, R-332
,
(.atPs Lcaqet Corporation 88-90 R- -o
R-51
'
'
" '
Lcarjet 24B, H-50
Learjet 25, H-51
Gaylord, Harvey, 37
GEl turbojet engine, R-335
G:l/10 tu.rbofan engine, 27, R-341
GE4 turbojet engine, R- 335
GE12 turboshaft engine 27
GEANS aircraft navigatlon svstcm R-"11
General aviation, 260-2 62 ·
' Ge~eral Dptamics Corporation, 10, 18
-0, 90-9;;>, R-51 to R-56, R-126, R-129,
H-130, R-131, R-132 R-134 R 1-"'
R-153, R-175
'
'
- "-·
ASROC/Terrier
missile
system,
H- 126
B-1 bomber aircraft 18
Convair Division, 10: R-51
R-152, R-153, R-175
to R-53,
ABRES Atlas (E and F) R-15"
~t~as/Centaur launch v;hicle -10
t as SLV-3, SLV-3A s'LV-3C
H-152
'
•
Centaur, R-153
Conva~r 600, 640, R- 52
Conva~r 880, 880-l\·1, H-53
Convmr 990A, R- 53
F-102A ·1ll w th
F-l06A' I- ea er interceptor R-51
ac vanced all- , th ' .
ceptor, R-52
'' ea er mterOV1 aerospac
R-175
e research satellite,
Fort Worth Division 20 R 54
B-58 Hustler bomber ·R-S6 to R-56
F-bll1Ab, F-111E t;ctical fighter
om ers, R-54
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Flight Research Center, 24
Hyper 3 lifting-body research craft,
24
Goddard Space Flight Center, 8, 9,
H-164, H-173, H-174, H-175
Earth Hesources Technology Satellite (EIUS-A and -B), H-164
Explorer 41 satellite, 8
International satellite programs, 9,
H-175
Haclio Astronomy Explorer, R-173
San Marco, H-174
Small Scientific Satellite, H-173
Langley Hcsearch Ccnt(•r, H-351
1\fetcor simulation vehicle (1), H-351
r-.tctcor simulation \'ehiclc (2), H-351
Marshall Space Flight Center, H-148,
H-150
Saturn IB, R-150
Saturn V launch vehicle, R-148
National Airlines, 243, 244
Navajo 300 aircraft, R-113
Naval Tactical Data System, 35, R-212
Navigation Satellite, H-169
Navy, 208-215, H-138, H-351
Naval r-.tissilc Center, H-351
Hydra-Iris research rocket, H-351
Tcrrier/551C research rocket, R-351
Naval Weapons Center, R-138
Zuni air-to-surface missile, R-138
Nelson Aircraft Corporation, H-314
H-63 engines, R-314
Neptune aircraft (P-2), R-69
NERV A nuclear engine, 29, R-265
New York Airways, 244
Nightingale aircraft (C-9A), R-94
Nike Apache sounding rocket, R-352
Nike-Archer sounding rocket, H-350
Nike Cajun soun?i~g rocket, R-351
Nike Hercules miSSile, H-128
Nike-Tomahawk sounding rocket, R-352
Nimbus satellite, 6, H-162
99 Airliner, R-7
Niro sounding rocket, R-349
Nitehawk sounding rockets, R-351
Norden, see United Aircraft Corporation
North American Rockwell Corporation, 2,
3, 4, 10, 15, 18, 22, 25, 33, 147-151,
R-98 to R-104, R-135, R-136, R-137,
R-144, R-148, R-149, R-150, R-159,
R-160, R-229, R-230, R-278 to R-283
Apollo program, 2, 3
B-1 bomber aircraft, 18
Space station/shuttle, 4
Aero Cbmmander Division, R-102 to
R-104
Hawk Commander, R-103
Lark Commander, R-102
Quail, Sparrow Commanders, R-104
Shrike, Shrike Esquire Commanders,
R-103
Thrush Commander, R-104
Atomics International Division, 33,
R-229
Energy capsule, 33
S8DR (SNAP 8) development nuclear reactor, R-229
Autonetics Division, R-230
Minuteman II and III guidance and
control system, R-230
Polaris-Poseidon Ship's Inertial Navigation Systems (SINS), R-230
Columbus Division, 15, 22, R-100,
R-101, R-136, R-137, R-144

Condor air-to-surface missile 1H-136
'
;J,
I lornd .lir-to-surfacc missile, R-137
~fl,)~l-4:2:\ guided target missile
H-1-14
.
0\--1_0:\ Bronco light am1ed reconnaissance aircraft H-100
IH--c
·
' reconnaissance
· ;J
tactical
weapon svstem, R-100
T-2:\ basic fet trainer, H-101
f-:213 C basic jet trainers, 22, R-101
l.os Angeles Di\·ision H-98 H-99
H-10:2
'
'
'
!·:-100 Super Sabre, H-102
1-39 Sahreliner, H-99
~-1~ research aircraft, H-99
XB- • 0:\ research aircraft, H-98
Hockctdyne ?i\'ision, 10, :25, H-144
H-148, H-l;JO, H-278 to H-283
'
Apollo attitude control thrusters
R-283
'
AH2-.3 rocket engines, R-:282
Atlas r-.IA-5 Ilropulsion
H-281
system,
F-1 L'ngine, 25, H-281
Il-l engine, H-:280
J-2 engine, :25, R-280
Lunar :'\foclule ascent eiwine ":'\IB-3 rocket engine, R-:is 2 ' _;)
~fQ:'\f-4.2A guided target
· ·1
R-144
~
miSSI e,
P4-l t~rone engine, R-283
Phoemx rocket motor (AI:'\ I- -4A)
H-283
. ;J
•
l:ocketdyne solid motors, H-279
Saturn IB, R-150
~at~I:I~ V launch vehicle, 10, H-148
Shnkc
H.-279 rocket m o t or (AC \f-4;JA),
Sidewinder IC rocket
t
(
9C!D), H-278
mo or Alr-.tSparrow III 6 b
k
7E), R-279 - roc ·ct motor (AIMSpace Division
H.-159, R-160'

10

'

H.-148,

R-149,

Apollo spacecraft, R-159
C?ommand Module, R-160
S-II stage, R-149
Saturn V launch vehicle 10 H. 1
Servic_c .~lodule, R-160 ,
, - 48
Tulsa Division, n.. 135
Hound Dog
..
R-135
miSSI 1e (AC~I-28),
North Central Airlines " 44 <J 4
Northeast Airlines.• -"45, -:..., 4 6' - 5
N
I
ort •rop Corporation' - 'J
R-105, R-144, n. 145 1~-. 151, 152,
R-233
' '- 181, H-231 to
Airborne digit I
AN I ARN-(9' 9)a computers, R-232
Omeg·'1 11 •lVIgatiOn
• •
•
set 3'J
Apollo ~trlh I· 1.
'
C 5
.
. •lilt mg systpm R-"33
mertJal
. ·
. .'
R-232
n,wigahon system,

F-5 tactical fighter R- 105
!~~~~~~ lli'fft~ng-body vehicle R-181
n - 1 tu1g L 1
'
Mark 30
b~l oty vehicle, R-181
MQM- 33mo~ e ASW target, H-145
H.-145 '
QM-36 target drone,

M~t\~- 74 A ~arget drone, H.-144

Not vtps Voic ,

.
.
c wammg
and mission
recor d mg systems, H-231
T-38 Talon trainer, H.-105

Test e\'aluation and monitoring system, R-231
~ortl~west Orient Airlines, 246, 247
:\ornps voice warning/mission recording
systems, R-:231
:'\ uclear detection satellites (Vela), R-171

Space and Re-Entry Systems Dhision
~~~
'
Initial Defense Satellite Communications System, R-167
Phoebus-2 nuclear rocket nozzle, R-267
Phoenix missile, I5, R-140; (rocket motor), R-283
Phoeni.x-I sounding rocket, R-352
0
Photographic enlarger, R-198
Photo processing/interpretation systems,
O-lE Bird Dog aircraft, R-44
R-:208
0-:2 aircraft, H-44
Phototubes
(multiplier), R-217
0-200-:\. piston engine, R-304
Piasecki Aircraft Corporation, R-106,
0-235 series reciprocating engine, R-297
R-107
0-3~0-:\/~.·CtD piston engines, R-304
16H-1B Pathfinder II, R-106
0-~ I 0- n piSton engine, H-306
16H-1H Pathfinder I, R-106
0-;J40-B series reciprocating engine
16H-3J Pathfinder Executive, R-107
H-300
'
Airborne Recovery Device {PARD),
Pilot
OH- 6 ~ lig.ht observation helicopter, R-65
36
OH-L.>S Swux helicopter, H.-25
PILOT lifting-body vehicle (X-24A), 24,
OH-~3F helicopter, H-49
R-I80
011 ·,;J8:\ ob~cr.:ation helicopter, 24. H.-26
Pioneer spacecraft, R-178
Ome9a n;n·Igatwn set, 32
Piper Aircraft Corporation, 156, R-107 to
188 .5!0L transport aircraft, 19, R-89
R-113
Orb~t~ng .-\stronomical Observatorv, R-178
Aztec D, Turbo Aztec D, R-112
Orbitmg Ceopll\'sical Obser.·atory 8
Cherokee Arrow 200, R-110
'
'
'
'
R-177
Cherokee E, R-108
Or?iting Solar Obser.•atories 8 R-177
Cherokee Si.x, R-109
Or~on aircraft (P-3C), 21, n-7o'
Cherokee 140C, R-108
O\_- I :'\fohawk aircraft, H-59
Cherokee 235D, R-109
0\· 1 satellite, H.-175
Comanche C, R-111
0\'3 satellite H.-176
Navajo 300, Turbo Navajo, R-113
OV-lOA Brm;co aircraft, R-100
Pawnee
C, R-107
Overseas. National Airways, 248
Pocono,
R-Ill
Ozark Atr Lines, 248, 249
Super Cub, R-llO
Twin Comanche C, Turbo Twin
p
Comanche C, R-ll2
Piston engines, 28, R-297 to R-316
PL T-27 turboshaft engine, R-326
P-2 Neptune aircraft R-69
Pneumo Dynamics Corporation, 156-158
P-3 Orion aircraft, 2i, R-70
Pocono
aircraft, R-Ill
P4-1 drone engine, R-283
Polaris missile, R-12I; (inertial navigation
PAC Croup, 152-154
system), R-230
~an A':llerican 'Vorld Airways, 249, 250
Porter aircraft, R-47
I arawmg, R-208
Poseidon missile, 12, R-12I; (inertial navPathfinder Executive compound helicopigation system), R-230
ter (16H-3J), R-107
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, sec United AirPathfinder I compound helicopter (16Hcraft Corporation
UI), R-106
Precision approach and landing system,
Pathfinder II compound helicopter (16HR-188
1B), R-106
Pregnant Guppy aircraft (B-377PG), R-2
Pawnee C aircraft R-107
Programmer comparator, H-I92
PB-60 automatic' flight control system,
R-190
Q
Pershing weapon system, I4, R-122;
(rocket motors), R-290
QH-50 DASH drone helicopters, R-143
Phantom aircraft (F-4B), R-84; (F-4C),
R-2I7
Quadradar,
R-84: (F-4D), R-86; (F-4E), R-86;
Quail Commander aircraft, R-104
(F-4]), H-87; (F-4K), R-87; (F-4~1).
Qnail decoy missile (ADM-20C), R-135
R-88; (H.F-4B), H-85; (RF-4C), R-85
Queen Air aircraft, R-5, R-6
Philco-Ford Corporation, 16, I54-I56,
R-I24, H-132, R-139, R-146, R-167,
R
R-233. R-234
At•rotmtronic Division, 16, 154-156,
R-1E rocket engine, R-276
R-124, H-132, R-139, R-146, R-233,
R-4D rocket engine, R-275
R-234
H-513 ruckd Pngin<', R-275
AIM-9E Sidewinder, R-139
R-6C rocket engine, H-276
Chaparral air defense guided missile
R-I3D rocket engine, R-277
system, R-132
IU300 reciprocating engine (C7BA),
LOCAT (Low-Cost Air Target), 16,
H-312
R-146
Hl340 reciprocating engine, R-315
Shillelagh anti-annor guided missile
Rl820-82A reciprocating engine (C9),
system, H-124
R-312
Xl\1129 grenade launcher, H-233
R1830 reciprocating engin<', R-314
X~fl40 automatic gun, R-234
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R2000 reciprocating engine, R-315
R2800 reciprocating engine, R-316
R3350-26WD reciprocating engine, R-313
R3350-32W reciprocating engine (TC18),
R-313
R4360 reciprocating engine, R-316
RA-5C Vigilante aircraft, R-100
RADA communications system, R-227
Radar mapping system, R-262
Radar meteorological set, R-220
Radar receiver test bench subsystem,
R-200
Radar/sonar test evaluation/monitoring
system, R-231
Radio Astronomy Explorer spacecraft,
R-173
Ramjet engines, R-317 to R-319
Ranger aircraft, R-95
Ranger Retro rocket motor, R-272
RARF radar subsystem, R-196
Raven sounding rocket, R-352
Raytheon Company, 13, R-128, R-129,
R-133, R-138, R-139
Hawk antiaircraft missile, R-128
SAM-D air defense system, 13
R-129
'
Sea Sparrow surface-to-air missile
~133
'
Sidewinder air-to-air missile, R-139
Sparrow air-to-air missile, R-138
RC2-60 rotating combustion engine, 28
RC-121 early-warning aircraft, R-72
RCA, Defense Electronic Products, 6, 12,
31, 33, 158-164, R-163, R-164, R-234
to R-240
Aegis missile system, 12
Astronauts' backpack radios, 31
Aerospace Systems Division, R-239,
R-240
Air traffic control central AN /TSW-7
R-240
'
Lunar Module systems, R-239
Variable
Instruction
Computer
(VIC), R-239
Astra-Electronics Division, 6, R-163
R-164, R-237
'
ESSA satellite, 6, R-164
Laser tracking and ranging system,
R-237
SKAMP, R-237
Tiros, R-163
Tiros M, 6, R-163
Defense Communications Systems Division, 33, R-238, R-239
AN /TRC-97 tropospheric scatter
radio relay equipment, R-238
Lunar Module systems, R-239
SHF Tactical Communications Satellite terminals, 33, R-238
Electromagnetic and Aviation Systems
Division, R-234, R-235
Drum memory systems, R-235
Saturn ground computer system,
R-234
Missile & Surface Radar Division,
R-235, R-236
AN /FPQ-6 precision instrumentation radar, R-236
Hand-held tactical radar, R-236
Real-time telemetry data system,
R-235
Reconnaissance data processing shelter
(TEF), R-201
Recorder systems (mission), R-223, R-231

Saturn IB launch vehicle, H-150
Saturn V launch vehicle, 10, H-1-i8
Scout launch \·chicle, H-156
SCP/LASH~I
integral ramjet rocket,
H-278
Scramjct engine, H-319
_
Sea Cobra helicopter (AH-1 J), 23, H-2;:)
Sea Knight assault helicopter (CI l-46D),
H-33
Sea Sparrow missile, H-133
Seaspritc helicopters (UH-2A/B), H-67;
(UH-2C), H-67
Seminole aircraft (L-23D), H-15; (L-23F),
H-16; (U-8D), H-15; (U-8F), H-16
Sergeant missile, H-122
.
_
SEHT 2 spacecraft support umt, H-191
Service :1\lodulc, R-160
SFO Ilclicoptcr Airlines, 2.50, 251
SH-3A/D
antisubmarine
helicopter,
R-114
Shillelagh missile system, H-124
Shrike missile, R-134; (rocket motor),
R-279
Shrike, Shrike Esquire Commander aircraft, H-103
Sidewinder-Areas sounding rocket, R-350
Sidewinder missiles, R-139
Sidewinder-Raven sounding rocket, R-352
Sidewinder IC rocket motor (AI}..I-9C/D),
R-278
Sikorsky Aircraft, see United Aircraft
Corporation
S-IC stage, R-148
Singer-General Precision, Inc., 35, 165S-II stage, R-149
169, H.-241 to R-245
S-2E Tracker aircraft, R-57
Kearfott Division, 35, R-241, R-242
S-3A aircraft, 21, R-70
Directional Controlled Rocket AsS-IVB stage, R-149
sisted
Projectile
(DICORAP),
S-58 transport helicopter, R-113
R-241
S-61L/N helicopter airliner, R-114
Doppler radars AN/APN-190(V),
S-61R helicopter, R-115
GPD-102, ANI APN-153(V), R-241
S-62 search-rescue helicopter, R-ll5
GPK-20 computer, R-242
S-64 Skycrane helicopter, 23, R-116
Gyro reference assembly, R-242
S-65 helicopter, R-116
Orbital Rate Drive Electronics for
SA-26AT corporate aircraft, R-117
Apollo (ORDEAL) system, 35
SA-226TC Metro aircraft, 18, R-ll7
Tactical landing approach
aid
Sabreliner aircraft (T-39), R-99
(T ALAR), R-242
Safeguard missile defense system, 12,
Link Division, R-243, R-244
R-127
APD-5000 microfilm plotter, R-243
Safety relief valve, R-260
Automated microfilm aperture card
SAM-D air defense system, 13, R-129;
updating system, R-243
(rocket motor), 29
Variable Anamorphic Motion Picture
Sand?awk sounding rocket, R-352
(VAMP) visual system, R-244
Sandia Laboratories R-351 R-352
Vapor Corporation, Vap-Air Division,
Advanced Ter;ier-Sandhawk soundR-244, R-245
ing rocket, R-352
Anti-ice and rain removal valve,
Advanced Terrier Tomahawk 9
R-245
sounding rocket, R-351
Flight suit pressure regulator, R-244
D~al Hawk sounding rocket, R-352
SINS navigation system, R-230
N~ke Ap~che sounding rocket, R-352
Sioux helicopter (OH-13S), R-25
N~ke CaJun sounding rocket, R-351
Sirocco rocket motor, R-272
N~tehawk 9 sounding rocket, R-351
16H-1B Pathfinder II compound helicopNitehawk 12 sounding rocket, R-351
S~ndhawk sounding rocket, R-352
ter, R-106
16H-1H Pathfinder I compound helicopSandpiper target missile Model 1069
R- 142 ; (propulsion system) R-296
'
ter R-106
San ~arco satellite, R-174 '
16H-3J Pathfinder Executive compound
Satellite communication earth terminal,
helicopter, R-107
R-215
6425 25-millimeter weapon system, R-254
Satellite navigation shipboard receiving
SK-5 air-cushion vehicles (Army), R-18;
equipment, R-216
(Navy), R-1~
.
Saturn Airways, 250
SK-10 air-cushiOn vehiCle, R-17
Saturn ~round computer system, R- 234
SKAMP sailing craft, R-237
Saturn mstrument unit, R-213
Skycrane helicopter (S-64), 23, R-116
Saturn platform system, R-187
Skyhawk aircraft (Cessna), R-36
Saturn solid rocket motors, R-286
Skyhawk trainer-attack bomber aircraft

Hecords (world flight), 38-40
Hedeyc missile, R-131
Redstone launch vehicle, H-156
Resistojet spacecraft control system,
R-184
HF-4B Phantom aircraft, H-85
HF-4C Phantom aircraft, R-85
HF -111A reconnaissance aircraft, H-54
HJ-43-:1\tA-3 ramjet engine, H-317
HJ-43-:1\IA-11 ramjet engine, H-317
HL10 rocket engine, R-284
Hoadnmner target missile (MQM-42A),
R-144
Hocketdyne, see North American Rockwell Corporation
Hocketdyne solid rocket motors, R-279
Rocket engine ignition unit, 34
Hocket engines, 25, 29, R-264 to R-296
Hocket Research Corporation, H-284,
R-285
MH-6A rocket engine, H-285
MR-50A rocket engine, H-285
MRM-3A rocket engine, R-284
Hohr Corporation, 164, 165, H-240
DC-10 propulsion package, R-240
HSVP rocket motors, R-274
Hyan Aeronautical Company, see Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical

s
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(A-4F, TA-4F), R-90; (A-4M), 22;
(T A-4 J), 22, R-90
Skylane aircraft, R-40
Skvnet A satellite, 9
Sk}-wagon aircraft (180), H-37; (185),
H-37; (206), H-38; (207), H-38
Skywarrior aircraft (A-3), R-89
SL-4 helicoptt•r, R-49
Small Astronomy Satellite, R-17 4
Small Scientific Satellite, H-173
s:-.:AP-S nuclear power system, 31, H-182
s:-.:AP-8DH nuclear reactor, H-229
s:-.:AP-27 nuclear power generator, 30,
H-204
Solar Division of Intemational Harvester
Company, 169, 170, H-245
T62T auxiliary gas turbine, R-245
Solar panels, H-199
Sounding rockets, R-349 to H-352
Southem Air Transport, Inc., 251, 252
Space cameras, 30
Spacecraft, 1-9, R-159 to R-181
Spacec~aft control systems (cold gas ammoma), R-184; (microthmster), R-200;
(Hesistojet), R-184
Space energy capsule, 33
Space station/shuttle, 4
Space track radar system, H-193
Space work platform and taxi, R-226
SPARr-.t rocket motor, R-289
~parrow-Arcas sounding rocket, H-350
Sparrow Commander aircraft, R-104
Sparrow missile, H-138; (rocket motor)
H-279
'
Spartan antimissile missile, 12, R-127
Sperry Rand Corporation, 33, 36, 170174, H-122, R-134, R-146 R-246 to
H-250
'
Sperry Flight Systems Division, R-247
to H-249
Automatic landing autopilot system
R-247
'
Flight instrument systems, R-247
Fly-by-wire study system, R-248
Integrated autopilot/flight director
system, R-248
UHF ranging beacon system, R-249
Sperry Gyroscope Division, R-246
Loran-D radio navigation system
R-246
'
~errier fire-control system R- 246
Umvac Division, 33, 36, R-i 22 , R- 134
'
R-146, R-249, R-250
Aircraft traffic unified d'1sp Iay, 36
S
ergeant surface-to-surface missile
~1~

,

Shrike antiradar missile, R- 134
TDU-9B Bandito target R-146
UNIVAC CP-642B ~ilitary computer, R-250
UNIVAC CP-890 computer R-249
UN
IV AC CP-901 avionics ~omputer
33
, R-250
·
'
Spring
. .1e ),
R- 228 assembly (Minuteman miss!
Sprint antimissile missile 12 R- 127
SR-71
'· '
.
f t,
R- 71 strategic re conna1ssance
mrcra
SRAM missile (AGM-69A) 13 R-133·
(pulse motor), 29, R-274 '
'
'
Standard ARM missile n- 134
Standard missile, R-132
Starfighter aircraft (F-104S) R-69
StarLifter aircraft (C-141), R-79

Judi Balloon Dart sounding rocket,
R-352
Judi Chaff (or Parachute) Dart
sounding rocket, R-352
Judi Instrumented Dart sounding
rocket, R-352
Phoenix-I sounding rocket, R-352
Raven sounding rocket, R-352
Sidewinder-Raven sounding rocket,
R-352
Talon trainer (T-38), R-105
Talos missile, R-130
Tape recorders (spacecraft), 34
Tartar missile, R-129
TAT-140 armament system, R-196
TC-4C trainer aircraft, R-62
TDU-9B Bandito target, R-146
Teledyne Continental Aviation and Engineering, 28, 176, R-327 to R-329
J69-T-25 turbojet engine, R-327
J69-T-29 turbojet engine, R-327
J69-T-41A turbojet engine, R-327
J69-T -406 turbojet engine, R-327
J100-CA-100
turbojet
engine,
R-328
T65-T-1 turboshaft engine, R-328
T67-T -1 twin turboshaft engine,
R-328
TS120-G6 turboshaft engine, R-329
YJ69-T-406 turbine engine, 28
Teledyne Continental Motors, 176, 177,
R-304 to R-311
GTSI0-520-C piston engine, R-311
GTSI0-520-D piston engine, R-311
T
GTSI0-520-F piston engine, R-311
I0-346 piston engine, R-~05
T-2A jet trainer, R-101
_36 0-C, -D piston eng.mes, R-305
10
T-2B jet trainer, R-101
10_4 70-K, -L piston engmes, R-307
T-2C jet trainer, 22, R-101
I0-470-V piston engine, R-307
..
T -33A jet trainer, R-72
10-520-A, -D, -E, -F, -J, -K, -L pisT34 turboprop engine, R-342
ton engines, R-30~
T-34A/B aircraft (Beechcraft Model 45
I0-520-B piston eng~ne, R-308
tvfentor), H-14
I0-520-C piston engme, R-309
T-37B military trainer, R-41
0-200-A piston engine, R-304 .
T-38 Talon trainer, R-105
0 _300-A, -B, -C, -D piston engmes,
T-39 Sabreliner aircraft, R-99
R-304
T-41 military trainer, R-42
0-470-R piston engin~, R-306 .
T-42A instrument trainer, R-15
TSI0-360-A, -B p1ston engmes,
T53 turboprop engine, R-325
R-306
T53 turboshaft engine, 28, R-325
TSI0-520-B, -E, -J piston engines,
T55 turboshaft engine, 28, R-326
R-309
T56-A-7 turboprop engine, R-322
TSI0-520-C, -G, -H piston engines,
T56-A-14 turboprop engine, R-322
R-310
T56-A-15 turboprop engine, R-323
TSI0-520-D piston engine, R-310
T58 turboshaft engine, R-336
Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical, 16, 31, 177T62T auxiliary gas turbine, R-245
179, R-118, R-147, R-253
T63-A-5A turboshaft engine, R-323
Firebee jet target drone (MQM-34D
Army; BQM-34A Navy, Air
T63-A-700 turboshaft engine, ~- 323 337
T64 turboshaft/turboprop engme, R'Force), R-147
T65-T-1 turboshaft engine, ~-3 28 _328
Firebee II supersonic jet drone
T67-T -1 twin turboshaft engme, R
(BQM-34E Navy), 16, R-147
T76 turboprop engine, H-330
Moon landing radar, 31
90
TA-4F Skyhawk trainer aircraft, RXV-5B V/STOL Vertifan aircraft,
TA-4J Skyhawk aircraft, 22, R-90 b
R-118
TACAN (ANI AHN-90 airborne eacon
Electronic and Space Systems, R-253
ANI APN-182 Doppler navigation
system), R-214; (AN/)T~2~~. (~~i
ponder beacon system • '
radar set, R-253
URN-20 beacon system), R-215
AN/APN-193 Doppler velocity senTACSAT satellite, 7, R-168
.
.
sor, R-253
Tactical Communications Satelhte tenmTelemetry data system, R-235
nals, 33, R-238
.
Telemetry decommutation and display
T ALAR landing approach mel, R- 242
system, R-221
Talley Industries, Inc., R-352
Temperature
sensing systems (jet engine),
Hopi Chaff Dart sounding rocket,
R-206
R-352
Statesman aircraft, H-97
Stratofortress bomber (B-52), R-28
Stratojct bomber (B-47), R-28
Subroc missile. H-125
Sundstrand
Corporation,
Sundstrand
Aerospace Group, 174-176, R-251,
H-252
Sundstrand Aviation, R-251, R-252
Accessory drive systems R-251
Actuatioi1 svstems, R-2S2
Emergency' power unit, R-252
Integrated drive generator, R-251
Sun sensor, 35
Super Ag-Cat aircraft, R-64
Super Areas sounding rocket, R-350
Super Cub aircraft, H-110
Super Guppy aircraft (B-377SG), R-2
Super H18 aircraft, H-7
Super Sabre aircraft (F -100), R-102
Super Skylanc aircraft, R-40
Super Skymaster aircraft, R-41
Supersonic transport, 18, R-32
Super Starfighter aircraft (F-104S), R-69
Surface effect ship, R-17
SV:\1-2 apogee motor, R-267
Swearingen Aircraft, 18, R-117
SA-26AT corporate aircraft, R-117
SA-226TC commuter airliner, 18,
R-117
Syncom satellite, R-165
Systems, 30-36, H-182 to R-263
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250-Cl8 turhoshaft engine, R-320
Terrier missile, R-126; (Advanced Ter- TOW missile, R-124
250-C20 turhoshaft engine, R-320
TPE 331 turboprop engine, R-330
rier), R-130
Tracer aircraft (E-lB), R-63
Terrier missile fire-control system, R-246
Tracker aircraft (S-2E), R-57
Terrier/551C research rocket, R-351
Trader aircraft (C-IA), R-61
Texas Instruments, Inc., R-134
U-2 aircraft, H-75
Trailblazer research rockets, R-350
Shrike antiradar missile, R-134
U-80 Seminole aircraft, H-15
Texas International Airlines, Inc., 252, Trans Caribbean Airways, 253
U-8F Seminole aircraft, H-16
Trans International Airlines, 253, 254
253
U-21A aircraft, H-16
Trans World Airlines, 254, 255
TF-9J Cougar aircraft, R-62
UH-1C/E Iroquois helicopters, H-23
TF30 turbofan engine, 26, R-347
TriStar aircraft (L-1011), 17, R-80
UII-1F Iroquois helicopter, H-24
TF33 turbofan engine, R-348
TRW Inc., 2, 3, 7, 8, 25, 35, 180-183,
UH-1H Iroquois helicopter, H-24
TF34 turbofan engine, 26, R-337
R-119, R-166, R-168, R-171, R-172,
UH-1N Iroquois helicopter, H-24
. _
TF39 turbofan engine, R-334
R-177, R-178, R-254, R-290 to R-292
UH-2A/B rescue-utility helicopter, H-6 f
TF41 turbofan engine, 27, R-324
Apollo program, 2, 3
UH-2C rescue-utility helicopter, H~67
TFE 731 turbofan engine, R-332
Equipment Group, 35, R-254
UH-460 medium transport hehcopter,
TH-13T training helicopter, R-26
Fuel pump, 35
H-35
<>
TH-55A helicopter trainer, R-65
6425 25-millimeter weapon system,
UHF ranging beacon system, H--49
TH-57 training helicopter, R-27
R-254
UK-4 satellite, H-175
<>
Thermal control systems, R-198
Torque locks, R-254
United Aircraft Corporation, 11, 23, :..6,
Thermoelectric power generator, R-262
Systems Group, 7, 8, 25, R-119, R-166,
29, 184-191, H-113 to H-116, H-~ 42 •
Thiokol Chemical Corporation, 29, 179,
R-168, R-171, R-172, R-177, R-178,
n- 150 R-151 R-255 to H-258, H--84,
180, R-286 to R-290, R-352
R-290 to R-292
R-292, to R-296, H-314 to H-316, H-342
AF 156-8 large solid booster motor,
Defense Satellite Communications
to H-348
R-287
System Phase II, 7, R-168
Hamilton Standard Division, R-255 to
AIR-2A Genie motor, R-289
Environmental Research Satellites.
R-257
Castor II, Castor IV motors, R-287
R-172
Boeing 747 environmental control
LR62-RM-2/4 rocket engine, R-288
lntelsat 3, 7, R-166
M55A1 Minuteman Stage I motor,
Intelsat 3 POPS, R-291
<>56
.Sys. tem , R-255
F
-111
air inlet control, R-R-288
Ion engine, R-292
Lunar Module abort sensor assemMaverick motor, 29
Lunar Module descent engine, 25,
bly, R-256
SAM-D motor, 29
R-290
Portable life-support system for
Saturn solid rocket motors, R-286
Mariner '69 prupulsion system,
Apollo space suit, R-257 .
SP ARM rocket motor, R-289
R-291
U.S. Navy Plainview hydrofml autoTE-M-364 Delta third-stage motor,
Minuteman ICBM, R-119
pilot, R-255
R-286
Nuclear detection satellites (Vela),
Norden Division, R-257, R- 2 5 8
<>
TX-174, TX-175 Pershing motors,
R-171
C-5
multimode
radar
system:
R~-57
R-290
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory,
Electronic attitude director mdJcator
Astro-Met Division, R-352
8, R-177
Advanced Terrier Tomahawk soundsystem, R-258
. . .
Pioneer, R-178
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft DIVISIOn, 26,
ing rocket, R-352
TS 120-G6 turboshaft engine, R-329
R-284, R-314 to R-316, R-342 to
Nike-Tomahawk sounding rocket,
TSE 36 turboshaft engine, R-331
R-352
R-348
TSE 231 turboshaft engine, R-331
J52 turbojet engine, R-344
Tomahawk-Dart sounding rocket,
TSI0-360-A/B piston engines, R-306
J57 turbojet eng~ne, R-343
R-352
TSI0-520-B/E!J piston engines, R-309
Tomahawk sounding rocket, R-352
J58 turbojet engme, R-343
TSI0-520-C/G/H piston engines, R-310
Thor launch vehicle, R-153
J75 turbojet engine, R-~44
TSI0_-520-D piston engines, R-310
JFTD12 turboshaft engme, R-34 2
Thrush Commander aircraft, R-104
Turbme engines, 26-28, R-320 to R-348
Thrust Augmented Delta launch vehicle,
JT3 turbojet engine, R-345
Turbo Aztec D aircraft, R-112
JT3D turbofan engine, R-346
R-154
Turbo Baron aircraft, R-9
Thrust Augmented Improved Delta
JT4 turbojet engine.' R-345
Turbo Bonanza aircraft, R-10
JT8D turbofan engme, 26, R-347
launch vehicle, R-155
Turbocharging system (aircraft engine
Thunderchief fighter-bomber (F -105),
JT9D turbofan engine,_ 26, R-3 4 8
and cabin), R-203
R-50
JT12!J60 turbojet engm:, R-346
Turbo Navajo aircraft, R-113
TIG0-541 series piston engine, R-303
R1340 reciprocating eng~ne, R-315
Turbo-Skywagon 206 aircraft, R-38
TI0-360 reciprocating engine, R-298
Rl830 reciprocating eng~ne, R- 314
Turbo-Skywagon 207 aircraft, R-38
TI0-540-A1A reciprocating engine, R-302
R2000 reciprocating engme, R-3 15
Turbo-System Centurion aircraft, R-39
TI0-541 piston engine, R-302
R2800 reciprocating engine, R-316
Turbo-System Cessna Model 310P airTiros satellite, R-163
R4360 reciprocating engine, R-316
craft, R-39
Tiros M satellite, 6, R-163
RLlO rocket engine, R-284
Turbo-System Super Skylane aircraft,
Titan auxiliary gas turbine, R-245
T34 turboprop engine, R-342
R-40
Titan II ICBM, R-120
TF30 turbofan engine, 26, R-347
Turbo-System Super Skymaster aircraft,
Titan II translation rocket, R-295
TF33 turbofan engine, R-348
R-41
Titan II and III first-stage engine, R-264
Sikorsky Aircraft Division, 23, R-113
Turbo Twin Comanche C aircraft,
Titan II and III second-stage engine,
R-112
to R-116
R-264
CH-53D/G helicopters, 23
TV0-435 helicopter engine, R-299
Titan III Transtage, R-151; (rocket enS-58 transport helicopter, R-113
1205 solid rocket motor, R-293
gines), R-268
S-61L/N helicopter airliner, R-114
1207 solid rocket motor, R-293
Titan IIIB, IIID, IIID/Centaur launch
S-61R helicopter, R-115
Twin Comancne C aircraft, R-lt2
vehicles, R-151
S-62 search-rescue helicopter, R-115
Twin Industries Corporation, 183, 184
Titan IIIC launch vehicle, 10, R-150
S-64 Skycrane, 23, R-116
Twin Two-Twelve helicopter, R-22
Titan IIIC staging rockets, R-294
S-65 heavy assault transport, R-116
205A-l helicopter, R-22
SH-3A/D antisubmarine helicopter,
Tomahawk-Dart sounding rocket, R-352
206A JetRanger helicopter, R-23
Tomahawk sounding rocket, R-352
R-114
250-Bl5 turboprop engine, R-321
United Technology Center, 11, 29,
Torque locks, R-254
250-Bl7 turboprop engine, R-321
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R- 142 • R-150, R-151, R-292 to
R-296
'~lg~l III solid rocket motor, R-296
I·~\ - 4 upper-stage rocket, R-292
1-llgh-performance upper-stage liquid
rockets, R-294
High_-thrust, high-perfonnance hyhnd rocket, R-295
Kangaroo sounding rocket 11
I_ 20-inch rocket m~tor, 2 9 '
Sandpiper propulsion svstem H-14''
H-296
·
'
-,
Titan II translation rocket H39Titan IIIB, IIID
IIID/C- <Jt
H-151
,
en aur,
Titan IIIC, H-150
Titan II IC staging rocket H-'J94
1205 solid rocket motor R_ 3 g3
1207 solid rocket motor' H-~ 93
United Air Lines, 255. 256 '
Unit_ed Technology Center, see United
Atreraft Corporation
UNIVAC computers (CP-B4 2 B) H350 .
(~P-890),_ H:249; (CP-901), 33,' R-2SO ,
Un~versal A1rlmes, 256, 257
Umversal Oil Products Company 19'J
193, H-258 to H-261
·'
-·
Calum~t & Hecl_a Corporation, R-259
Flexible ductmg, R-259
HE~ J?ynamics Division, R-26 1
A1rlme beverage service rt R 'J 61
DC-10
ca s, -upper deck senice center
H-261
'
UO~ Aerotherm Division, R-258, H-259
Am:raf_t c~rgo pallet, H- 259
Self-skmrung foam, R- 258
UOP Bos~rom Division, R-258
Self-skmning foam, R- 258
UO~ Instruments Division, R-260
High-pressure safety relief valv
R-260
e,
Liquid level indicator and transmitter, R-260

Upstage missile, 12
Urethane foam (self-skinning), R-258

v
Vacuum deposition system, R-183
visual svstem, R-244
Vapor Corporation, see Singer-General
Precision. Inc.
Variable-~st liquid rocket engine,
H-268
Vela nuclear detection satellites, R-171
Vertical lift aircraft, 258-260
\~ertifan aircraft (XV-5B), R-ll8
Vertol, sec The Boeing Companv
\'IC computer. H-239
•
Vigilante aircraft (HA-5C), H-100
Viking spacecraft, 5, R-180
VIP rocket motors, R-273
Voice warning S\'Stem R-'J31
Voodoo aircr.~ft ·(F-lOiB),-R-88
VA~IP

w
Walleye glide bomb, R-138
\\'estern Air Lines, 257, 258
\\'estern Electric Company 12, R-127,
R-128
'
Nike Hercules air defense missile
R-128
'
Spartan antimissile missile, 12, R-127
Sprint antimissile missile, 12, R-127
\\'estinghouse Electric Corporation, 29,
30, 193-195, R-262, R-263, R-265
Space cameras, 30
Aerospace Division, R-262
Geological mapping radar, R-262
Astronuclear Laboratory 29 R-262
R-265
'
,
,
NERVA nuclear engine, 29, R-265
Radioisotope thermoelectric generator, R-262
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Surface Division, R-263
AN/TPS-43 tactical radar, R-263
Underseas Division, R-263
Helium speech unscrambler, R-263
\Vorld Airways, Inc., 258
World flight records, 38-40
\Vren Aircraft Corporation, R-118
Wren 460 STOL airplane, R-118
Wright Brothers ~femorial Trophy, 41
\\'V-2 early-warning aircraft, R-72

X
X-14B VTOL aircraft, R-19
X-15 research aircraft, R-99
X-22A V/STOL aircraft, R-19
X-24A PILOT lifting-body vehicle, 24,
R-180
XB-70A research aircraft, R-98
XC-142A V/STOL aircraft, R-82
XH-51A compound rotorcraft, R-73
XH-51A helicopter, R-73
XH-51N research helicopter, R-74
XJ99 lift-jet engine, 2i
XM129 grenade launcher, R-233
XM140 automatic gun, R-234
XV-5B Vertifan V/STOL aircraft, R-ll8

y
YF -12A interceptor aircraft, R-71
YJ69-T-406 turbine engine, 28
Y0-3A aircraft, 22
YRC-180-2 rotating combustion engine,
R-313

z
ZAP rocket, 13
Zuni missile, R-138

